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Act on
S. Africa
The Board of Trustees of Col-

orado College have defined their

position v/ith respect to the Col-

I lege's investments in corporations

doing business in South Africa. A
statement of policy, which Presi-

;dent Lloyd Womer describes as

["pretty strong", was adopted dur-

ling the June tenth meeting of the

! Board.

The Board then communicated

with all "American firms operat-

ing in South Afiica ... in which it

'has a holding to ascertain its

'adoption of the Sullivan Princi-

ples and its procedures to assure

their implementation." The Trus-

tees endorsed the Sullivan

Principles—nonsegregation of

I
corporate facilities, equal pay and

I

fair employment practices includ-

|ing more opportunity for non-

whites to advance, and improve-

ment ofemployees' lives outside of

work—as has scores of other col-

leges, corporations and the South

Afiican government itself. In ad-

dition, the Board's statement

reads that in the event of an un-

,
satisfactory response from the

corporations ui^ed to adopt the

Sullivan Principles "the Board

will take immediate steps to di-

vest itself of the security in-

volved."

the Board, according to Dr.

Womer, will now also, in contrast

to its previous policy of voting

proxies in favor of management,

exercise its right to vote its stock

when questions of an ethical na-

ture arise.

Colorado College's action is not

as conservative as that of other

private colleges such as Harvard.

Princeton and Stanford, all of

whom have adopted the Sullivan

Cont. on page 2

Grad Speaker Cops Plea

'Wait and see' says Jordan

Right now the graduation class

of 1979 has no speaker to tell us

what a wonderful or rotten world

we are entering into come next

June 4. The Class of "79 com-

mencement speaker committee

thought they would be getting

Representative Barbara Jordan

iD-Tex). However, the famed

House Judiciary Committe
member is retiring from Congress

A cool and collected

Gordon Riegel faces

both the camera and
his first year at CC.

to teach at the Lyndon Johnson
School of Public Affairs at the

University of Texas and now says

that she will not be able to say

whether she can speak to us or not

until January.

The speaker committee led by

Tom Blickensderfer has decided

to wait for a while until the school

gets a more definite word for Jor-

dan. If the Congresswoman can't

come then the committee will

turn to other candidates for the

speaking honor who were consi-

dered during their deliberations

last year The list includes an-

thropologist Margaret Meade,
"ormer Watergate Prosecutor Ar-

chibald Cox, President Kennedy's

head speechwriter Theodore

Sorenson, IBM executive Lynus

Neidermeyer, cartoonist and

satirist Gary Trudeau, and
Harper's Weekly publisher. Wil-

liam Morris.

Gordon is Riegley on throne

New Dean is bright, articulate and quite a stud

by Mary Brown
There is a bright and challeng-

ing young man who has recently

taken the position as Dean of Men

for the Colorado College. Gordon

Riegel is a native of Colorado

Springs who is glad to be back. "1

lived on the west coast," he said,

"and enjoyed it, but I like the

changing seasons, the expanse of

land and the mountains. The

ocean just doesn't replace the

mountains."

Riegel has been active in athle-

tics all his life. After a great high

school career in football, he re-

ceived a four year football

scholarship from Stanford. In

1974 Riegel was drafted by the

NFL to play with the Los Angeles

Rams but was put on waivers. He
then played pro ball with the WFL
for two years.

In 1974 Riegel graduated wth a

degree in Anthropology. After a

short time as a professional

athlete he returned to Stanford as

a graduate student in Educatin

and Sociology. He gained the two

masters concurrently in a year

and a half.

Gordon Riegei held jobs during

this time ranging from carpenter

to tending bar. Most importantly

he participated m many campus

oriented committees, acted as a

Senior House Associate (this is an

equivalent to our Head Resident

situation), and was a summer re-

sidential advisor.

Riegel was selected as the new
Dean ofMen at CC after a series of

interviews by students, faculty,

and administrators in April of

1977. He defines his duties in this

way, "To me, Dean of Men means

dean of student affairs; both men

and women, 1 work very closely

with Laurel McLeod, the only real

difference being my association

with fraternity matters."

Among his many diverse

duties, one of Dean Riegel's main

responsibilities lies in working

closely with the fraternities on

campus. He will be advising, help-

ing with rush, working with

fraternity/campus relations and,

of course, being involved with the

inter-fraternity council. Dean

Riegel sees his new advisory role

to the fraternities as very impor-

tant. "It should be less a discipli-

nary function—more an

academic, learning experience.

The opportunites are much grea-

ter now for exchange and learn-

ing." Another of Dean Riegel's re-

sponsibilities will be acting as an

ACM program liason officer. He

will also be involved with in-

tramurals on the campus; his

main interest will be in advising

the Rugby team. Dean Reigel is at

this time also advising six stu-

Cont. on page 2

Festus went from Surgeon to Deputy

CC Med student sidekicks with Mar-shall Dillon.

By Ed Goldstein

Ok. so you are a pre med stu-

dent asking questions about the

meaning of life and the value of

your chosen profession. Wouldn't

you rather have some easy job out

in the middle of nowhere where

you could lounge around unsha-

ven all day and swapjokes with an

ancient barmaid and crusty old

doctor, and hang around with our

boss during grave crises and

watch him do all the dirt.y work?

Well guess what? Art does im-

itate life. Take Ken Curtis, who as

Festus Haggan. that deputy

sherifofDodge City with a limp as

well pronounced as that country

twang of his isn't. Before he pas-

sed the time of day with Mat Di-

llon. Miss Kitty, Doc Adams at the

Long Branch Saloon, Ken was a

Colorado College medical stu-

dent. So you can go places after

getting outside the confines of

Cache La Poudre and Unitah.

That is if you like blowing dust

and tumbleweeds.

Ken Curtis was in Colorado

Springs last month to entertain

people with old 'Gunsmoke'

routines at the Pikes Peak or Bust

Rodeo, From his not so spartan

suite at the Broadmore he talked

to the Catalyst about his college

years and lifetime.

He was bom with the name

Curtis Gates on a cpttle ranch

south ofLamar at Mud Creek that

was homesteaded in 1912. The

Gates family raised herefords on

the ranch and grazed them in the

Arkansas Valley. They also had

several hogs. The farm ran on

horses and mules without any

mechanized power. Later, the

family moved near Las Animas

and his father became the sheriff

of Bent County. "I had a very

western background," he said.

Not western enough to keep

him away from the "Harvard of

the Rocky Mountain West"

though. He came here in the late

1930's hoping to get into the med-

ical profession as a surgeon. At

that time surgery was little

known and a hard branch of

medicine to enter. At CC he went

out for the football team as a

halfback, ("I wasn't an outstand-

ing star by any means,") pledged

the Fiji House and made many

lifelong friendships.

In other words, a typical college

career. What followed was not

typical. After a successful stint as

a songwriter for a CC production

he got "sidetracked" into show

business and never graduated.

He didn't perform for B grade

western movies either. Instead he

went to California to try and pub-

lish some contemporary songs and

Coiif. on page 11



HEW
The Department oi health,

Education and Welfare, that

Dloated monolith on Constitution

Ave., has announced new regula-

tions for National Direct Student

Loans. College Work-Study and

the Supplemental Educational

Opportunity Grant programs.

According to bureaucrat Skee

Smith, "To be eligible for aid, a

student must be making satisfac-

tory academic progress and must

not be default on an education

loan, or owe a refund on an educa-

tion grant supported by the fed-

eral government."

Training

The Colorado Springs Rape

Crisis Service is conducting a

series of training sessions for po-

tential volunteers and all in-

terested citizens- Health Associa-

tion Community Speakers will

lead a discussion next Tuesday

and Thursday from 7:30 - 10:00 at

12 N. Meade. For additional in-

formation call 633-4601.

APPUCATIOSS AVAILABLE:

at Rastall for escort managers.

10-15 hrs/week. Off campus stu-

dents welcome. Deadline Sept 20.

Senior Night

There will be a Senior Night at

Benny's this coming Tues. (the

I9th) to drink, plan, drink, talk,

drink and mingle. Seniors please

stop by 'tween 9 and 12.

Teacher Exam
For all you would be

pedagogues, the National

Teacher Examinations will be

held Nov. 11, Feb 17 and July 21

at test centers throughout the

US, Check with the college

— mm. —
placement office if you want to

rule a school.

Women's Commission
C.C. Women's Commission—The

Colorado College Women's Com-

mission meets every Wednesday

at 12:00 noon in Rastall, Room

208. The Commission, which is

open to all C.C. students, sponsors

a variety of workshops, speakers

and other events each year,

A possible symposium /series on

women in the arts was discussed

at a potluck this Wednesday.

Other projects include a bicycle

mechanics workshop, "Women's

Coalition At The Tracks" — a

protest at Rocky Flats Nuclear

Weapons plant, and any other

ideas which you might have.

Bring ideas, friends, and lunch to

the noon meeting, Wednesday

September 13. Rastall 208.

S. Africa cont.
Principles, but have resisted pres-

sure to divest. Many publicly sup-

ported institutions, however, who

do not depend (to such a great ex-

tent), upon their endowments
have divested.

Decisive action on the South

Africa issue has come slowly

since, as President Worner exp-

lains, "This is no simplistic ques-

tion where everything is crystal-

;lear." The debate continues bet-

ween those who demand im-

mediate divestiture Ito withdraw

support from the current regime),

and those who would prefer to

maintain ties and attempt to re-

form South African business and

government.

This schism plagued the Col-

arado College corporate Respon-

sibility Project born last Spring

imid the national fervor over the

Elepublic of South Africa's apar-

:heid policies.

The Project recommended that

the Trustees establish an Advis-

ory Committee for Responsible

Investment. The recommendation
was endorsed by the C.C C.A. and
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Leviathan

Aspiring artists and writers

(both creative and expository) are

encouraged to contribute to this

year's LEVIATHAN. For those

unfamiliar with the publication,

LEVIATHAN is a monthly jour-

nal of politics and the arts. It pub-

lishes in-depth articles on con-

temporary issues and ideas. At

the same time it is an outlet for

quality student poetry, prose and

artwork.

This year's staff especially

wants to emphasize that all stu-

dents and faculty members may
submit articles and creative work

to the publication. Anyone in-

terested in submitting to

LEVIATHAN can turn in work to

the LEVIATHAN box located at

Rastall desk. Staff members will

also be available at any time to

speak with prospective con-

tributors and to answer questions

about the publication. The editors

this year are Lisa Peters, John

Carver, Eric Weaver (Politicsl,

Nancy Joseph (Poetryl, and

Wendy Weiss (Art).

The LEVIATHAN will be hold-

ing Poetry and Fiction workshops

which are open to writers and

nonwriters alike. The Poetry

workshops will meet at Hamlin

House, located on Wood Avenue,

every first and third Tuesday of

the block. Fiction workshops will

meet on the second Tuesday of the

block, (location to be announced)

If you have work that you would

like to have discussed, please

make several copies and bring

them to the workshops. Refresh

ments will be served.

Gordon Riegle cont.

by students who signed petitions.

The Trustees disdained to estab-

lish such a committee. President

Womer hints, because emphatic

demands for immediate divesti-

ture clouded the issue. They did

encourage further input from the

College community however. The

Corporate Responsibility Project

has yet to reorganize this year:

there will be an organizational

meeting sometime early next

block. Member Gina Hurley hopes

that the project can be better or-

ganized and more cohesive this

year, and she would like to see the

Project become a lasting fixture

dealing with other issues in addi-

tion to South Africa

The South Africa issue is still

alive, and many more people will

struggle long and hard with it. It

would be hard to find a more suc-

cinct summation than President

Womer provides when he says,

"you don't want to lose the moral

indignation, but you don't want to

say 'Let's do something, even if it

stinks."

dents academically and he plans

to become more informed about

the classes offered here as well as

the block system in general.

Riegel will also be indirectly in-

volved with overall housing on

campus.

Gordon Riegel is particularly

concerned with what he calls "the

critical link" between academic

and social environments. He feels

that the combining of these two

areas into a working situation for

CC is the most important aspect of

his job In this respect he has

taken on the duties of Dean Max
Taylor who is presently on special

leave.

When asked about any specific

changes which he had in mind for

CC Dean Riegel said that he is

still learning about the school and

his job. "I am collecting ideas not

necessarily to instigate changes

but to act as a resource person to

collect ideas about needed

changes," He is interested in

meeting lots of people and listen-

ing to their ideas—his door is al-

ways open. Dean Riegel says that

he is trying to be objective, "There

are changes going on all the time.

I need to see things in action be-

fore saying anything. A view of

the best and the worst allows for

effective change."

"It is imjwrtant that the deans

are as open and visible as possible

to the students without neglect-

ing the academic side of the job,"

he said. "As I become more ad-

justed to the job and its duties and

when I get settled into a resi-

dence, I hope to become more in-

volved. Dean Riegel is hopeful it

will not take more than a year and

a half to become assimjlated and

familiarized with hisjob; He feels,

however, that it will be quite a

while before he acquires a full un-

derstanding of CC.

We're the bank
That DOES things

for the

CC. Student!

No Service Charge

On Your Personal

Checking Account

Bank by Mail — We're as close as your mailbox.

Golden Teller — Allows you to get cash from savings or

^ checking make deposits, transfer funds

between accounts and more — anytime!

HOURS: Main Lobby — 9:00-4:30 - Mon.-Thurs.

9:00-5:30 - Friday

Drive Ups — 7:00-6:00 Everyday

Central
Bank
of Colorado Springs

475-9800

2308 E. Pikes Peak

A financial service of^B-»«»«*>

MEMBER F.D.I. C.
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MURCO DRUG
634-4861

BIC
PENS

120

CLAIROL
CONDITION
SHAMPOO

1 39
..IfijOZ.

Hi INTENSITY

DESK LAMP

$496

VITAMIN
C

500 MG.

990

1 DAY
SERVICE

ON
COLOR FILM
DEVELOPING

COUPON I

Developing & Printing of

Color Print Film <» >g»i>i-n)

12 Exposure Roll $1.99

20 Exposure Roll . . . » $2.99

24 Exposure Roll $3.49

PROCESSING—20 Exposure Slides,

Regular 8 or Super 8mm Movies $1.19

Limn on'! roll • With this coupon

Guaranteed
Film Developing

EXPIRES 9-24-78

^ Free Bottle Offer On The ^

VITAMIN OFTHE SUPERSTARS'

TPexa//

Multi-Vitamins with Minerals

Just one tablet a day gives you all the

nutrients your body needs to function proper-

ly—even il you're too rushed to eat right!

K^lcJI

Ge- 144 TABLETS FREE
when you buy 288!
$27.70 Value Only $16.95

YOU SAVE $10.75

H Get 72 TABLETS FREE
when you buy 144!
$16.70 Value Only $10.75
YOU SAVE $5.95

r

Get 36 TABLETS FREE
when you buy 72!

$9.10 Value Only $5.95

YOU SAVE $3.15

J

833 N. TEJON

4-SUBJECT

NOTE BOOK
160 CT

990

SCOTCH

MOUNTING
SQUARES

490

WESTCLOX
ELEC. ALARM CLOCK

$399

BUF-PUF

$1 99

Charge Accounts
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DRINKING IS AN IMPORTANT SUBJECT. ESPECIALLY IN COLLEGE. FOR ALL pjjQNTED BY A LITTLE OLD LADYWHO COMPLAINEDTHATALLTHE BRANDY

VOU PEOPLE WHO WANT TO DISMISS DRINKERS OUT OF HAND AS A BUNCH ^^^^ jj^, ^^^ REPORTEDLY DRINKEN WOULD FILL THE ROOM THEY WERE

OF GOOD FOR NOTHING LUSHES MAY WE OFFER DEFENSE OF DRINKERS IN g^^^mNo IN UP TO THEIR NECKS, SIR WINSTON CALMLY GAZING AT THE

THENAME OF THE SECOND GREATEST DRINKER IN THIS CENTURY-|IR
^gj^i^G AND REPLIED, "MY DEAR LADY, SO LITTLE HAVE I DONE, SO MUCH

WINSTON CHURCHILL. AFTER ALL SINCE IT IS THE "AMERICAN CENTURY ^^^^ ^ YETTO DO.' "WINSTON CHURCHILL ALSO SAVED WESTERN CIVILIZA-

W C FIELDS HAS TO BE NUMERO UNO. SIR WINSTON WAS FAMED FOR HIS
^^^^ ^^^ THAT'S ANOTHER STORY. QUAFF A GLASS AND READ ON.

MONUMENTAL WIT WHEN INEBRIATED. FOR INSTANCE. WHEN CON-

Keep and Eye out for The Tiger
New arrival spurs frothy battle of brews

By Tim Zarlengo

For close by easy drinking the

CC student has only a couple al-

ternatives: Benjamins' Basement,

Pizza Plus or an occasional

fraternity party. During the

summer, however, a new estab-

lishment called "Eye of the Tiger"

opened. Located at Cache La

Poudre and Tejon (under the

Plaza Building) "Eye of the Tiger"

is close enough to stumble home

from and yet seclude yourself in a

"college pub" atmosphere. Glen

Wohlgemuth is part owner with

his father Russ Wohlgemuth and

manages the business. Originally

from the Springs, Glen attended

C.U. and U.N.C. At U.N.C. he

managed two nightclubs before

returning back to C. Springs to

start his own. Glenn calls "Eye of

the Tiger" a meeting place "de-

signed to be mellow." He plans to

have live music and "a couple of

blow-out nights" but will mainly

feature folksinging.

"The Eye" feels they have

strong support from the college

community. Most of the signa-

tures on their petitions to get a

liquor license were from CC stu-

dents. Special CC only nights are

planned and student discounts

are being considered to attract the

CC student into the pub. The

majority of "The Eyes' " staff are

CC students which could have

some influence. However, the

"Eye of the Tiger" serves the pub-

lic whereas Benjamin's Basement

is private. Servicemen have vis-

ited, but Wohlgemuth says "The

service people have not enjoyed

themselves. They are looking for

rowdier times and don't come

back".

"The Eye" offers a back room
with a pool table, foozball table,

pinball machine and electronic

games with plans for tourna-

ments in the near future. It also

has a wide screen T.V. for those

weekend and Monday night sport

hounds.

Along the food and drink line

offerings are extensive. On tap

are Millar, Lite, and Coors for 60

cents regular or $1.00 for a 23 oz.

super pitcher is $2-60. Lowenbrau

Dark is on tap for 90 cents and

$1,50. Bottled beer for $1.00 in-

cludes Busch, Bud, Coors, Pabst,

Miller, Touborg. Lite, Natural

and Lowenbrau light and dark.

For $1.25 one can obtain Heine-

ken. The food is good and lunch

time is especially crowded.

Homemade soup is $1.25, hot

sandwiches (cornbeef, sausage,

rueben etc.) go from $1,90 to

$2.50. Cold sandwiches (ham and

cheese, turkey, roastbeef, tuna)

range from $1.90 to $2.20 with

two house specialties for $1.90

and $2.25. A veggie sandwich and

two salads are soon to come. Food

is served till midnight seven days

a week.

"The Eye" is a fresh addition to

the CC community offering close,

convenient eating and drinking.

Check it out during happy hour

when beer is half price.

Pizza Pius' response to the

opening of the "Eye of the Tiger"

is not pleasant because business is

down. CC Baseball coach Tony

Frasca, whose wife owns Pizza

Plus has a "wait and see" attitude.

Pizza Plus is a long CC tradition

and through the years Tony has

served many loyal customers.

Tony will be ready to cook up a

famous panino pizza or sandwich

and serve a pitcher of Miller regu-

lar, Lite or Dark Muchener for

$1.75. If he can keep the CC
baseball team alive after a 0-17

season in 1977, Pizza Plus is no

sweat.

Benjamin's Basement considers

the "Eye of the Tiger" healthy

competition. Mike Winfrey, a

1978 CC graduate and now para-

professional for the Math Dept.

has worked at Benny's two years

and will have plenty of time to

devote to its operation. Benny's is

also blessed with an exceptional

staff, flowing with creativity and

hard work. The staff is more pro-

fessional than in years past as is

Benny's whole outlook. The new

sound system is now complete and

is no longer "just a good home sys-

tem" according to Winfrey. No

major changes are planned, the

attitude is to continually improve

and refine. "Bennys' is run for the

students, by the students, what-

ever profit there is goes back to

Bennys' for improvements".

Sounds will range from classical

tojazz to Disco to rock. Live enter-

tainment will consist ofbands like

Caledonia which will appear to-

night. Special nights will come on

as film series nights, class nights,

and will also hilight reggae, jazz,

Dolly Parton and John Travolta

look alike contests. Benny's was

especially hopping last Friday on

Disco Dance night. Thirty people

took to the dance floor to compete

in a contest. A lot ofpeople danced

the polar bear also.

Benjamans' Basement consid-

ers the "Eye of the Tiger" healthy

competition, Mike Winfrey, a

1978 CC graduate and now para-

professional for the Math Dept.

has worked at Benny's two years

and will have plenty of time to

devote to the operation ofBenny's.

"Eye" owner Russ Wohlgemuth examines one

of his many brews.

Benny's is also blessed with an ex-

ceptional staff, flowing with

creativity and hard work. The

staff is more professional than in

years past as is Bennyy' whole

outlook. The new sound system is

now complete and is no longer

"just a good home system" accord-

ing to Winfrey. No major changes

are planned, the attitude is to con-

tinually improve and refine. "Be-

nnys' is run for the students, by

the students, whatever profit goes

back to Bennys' for improve-

ments". Sounds will range from

classical to jazz to Disco- to. rock.

Live entertainment will consist of

bands like Caledonia which, will

appear tonight. Special nights

will come on as film series nights,

class nights, and will also hilight

reggae, jazz, Dolly Parton and

John Travolta look-alike contests.

Benny's was especially hopping

last Friday on Disco Dance night.

Thirty people took to the dance

floor to complete in a contest won

by Julie Johnson and glen. A lot of

people danced the polar bear 1'

Three kinds of beer are on tap,
j

$1.75 a pitcher, 40 cents a glass.,

ten kinds of tea, four kinds of cof-

fee, chips, pretzels, popcorn and a

new hot sauce. The tables are

being inlaid with backgammon
boards and new paint to the walls

and pipes are the latest additions

The student body welcomes

"Eye of the Tiger" as another al-

ternative for socializing. How-

ever, students are concerned with

the expense of "The Eye" and

many}>as^ejsqfl.p,cl\eckinga^nd

having beer off the tables exactly

at midnight. Most have found the,

atmosphere to be relaxing, thei

food tasty and the dilemma ofl

what beers to drink wonderful

Students feel there is a demand

for "The Eye of the Tiger" bui

don't want to loose either Pi2Z;i

Plus or Benjamans Basement. For

in a twist in an old economic lav-.

supply creates demand. Su

create!

Finn 's to the Palace: Seven days in a daze
Memoirs of a Tipsy Tiger
Many people think that CC stu-

dents go to bars to get "really

Drown Night at Benny's with another pitcher
on the way.

wasted" or to uphold our alma

matter's reputation as the

playboy capital of the Rocky
Mountain region. Not so! In real-

ity our fellow Tigers' have thrust

themselves on the endless search

for ultimate truth. Even your av-

erage philosophy prof would tell

you that the wisest sages can be

found in your corner tippling

house.

So while all you freshpeople

were wasting away your first

week of higher education in Tutt,

the -best and brightest of CC's

upper class were involved in an
intensive and exhaustive seven

day voyage to the outer bound-

aries of existance. Thanks to the

foggy recollection and beer-

stained notes of one of these mys-

tical figures, we can now present

the reading public a glimpse ofthe

good life on six shots and three

pitchers aday. Read carefully. For

the thoughts of our nightlife cor-

respondent will form a senior

thesis that will put Norman
Mailer to shame.

MONDAY
What a great time to be alive!

Boilermaker night at J. Maurice

Finn's. Only $1.35 to put your

favorite poison in a cold glass of

brew. Who says Americans don't

put variety in their diet? And the

decor! Authentic early 1900's

bank vault. Not to mention the

chicks- While all those poor nean-

derthals back at school are watch-

ing Howard, Frank and Don I

have the pick ofthe litter. Wonder

where Marge T. is. Wanted to ask

her what it was like to kiss Lou

Womer at graduation. I always

thought those two had eyes for

each other.

TUESDAY
Let's see. Free flowing hops,

sharp disco tunes and hip

freshmen ladies. Also comfortable

couches upstairs. Great for put-

ting on the moves. These Fiji's re-

ally know how to put on a great

T.E.C. But I always thought the

best things in life were free

Hmmmm? Got a little stale

though when hometown girl went

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP"
19 E. Kiowa Rick Wager CC Class of '64 f*rop.
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Frank Flood: The World's greatest ex- drinker

They don't call him flood for nothing.

In order to get CC football coach

Jerry Carle away from his home

last Sunday for an hour to allow

his wife to set up a party buffet for

a surprise celebration of Carle's

lOOth collegiate football victory

as CC coach Frank Flood, CC's as-

sistant football coach in charge of

practical jokes sent "the boss!' on a

wild goose chase. Carle was sent

down to Armstrong Hall to meet

President Worner and then was

There are about as many Frank
Flood drinking stories to savor

over as there are days in the year.

Simply put, Frank has had a lot

of time to accumulate those

stories. The Pueblo native claims

he had "the Irish disease," which
got him started drinking at age

11. "We always ha^ it in the

icebox," he said.

At age 17 he was a full fledged

marine and golden gloves champ.

It's Lent from here to the playoffs for Frank

Flood.

directed to walk over to El Pomar
to meet Flood.

When Carle was finally

brought home to the party every-

body on the football team except

Flood was there to greet him.

Where was Flood? "Out getting a

drink," cracked one ofthe players.

Which is to say that Flood has a

great reputation for hoisting a few

with the guys. However, he hasn't

touched any spirits since August

l9, the night before football prac-

tice began. And that makes Flood

the world's greatest ex-drinker.

Needless to say he frequented

many a bar and got into many a

barroom brawl. "You see this," he

says as he points to scars on his

right wrist. "It happened in San
Francisco. I punched a guy
through a windowpane and the

glass almost tore my wrist off"

Frank Flood is not a man you will

fool around with even ifyou are in

a numerical majority.

Most of the time though, Frank

has used his bar time to tell jokes

an dream up practical jokes.

Economics Department Chair-

man and school NCAA represen-

tative Ray Werner recalls a time

when at an athletics administra-

tion meeting in Golden, coaches

Flood and Carle had had a few

drinks and Flood decided that he

would enter Werner's room in the

dead of night and steal his trous-

ers. "I ran off with a lamp with

only my pajamas on chasing him
throughout the hotel not knowing

who he was," recalls Werner.

Although the cosmopolitan
Flood has frequented bars in such

places as New York. San Fran-

cisco, Chicago and Pueblo, his

favorite hangout is Colorado

Springs' own Classic Lounge-

When asked what sort of atmos-

phere the place has. frequent

drinking companion Harry Mosco"

said, "It has none, The beer is

cheap." Flood likes the Classic

Lounge because of the warm com-

pany of a bunch of construction

workers. "We talk about football

and politics." he explains, "You

can hear the most expert opinions

in the classic lounge. They think

they can solve the problems of the

government," When asked what

his political opinions are during

these classic discussions, Flood

says he tends to be silent.

The longtime CC coach says the

construction people are very high

on Colorado College, According to

him the blue collar workers ap-

preciate the fact that CC gives out

no athletic scholarships (except

for hockey) and admire the qual-

ity of the academic environment.

On a more serious level Flood

recognizes the problems of alcohol

misuse. "I think when you drink

you are polluting your body," he

says, "Drinking wears you down, I

wish I hadn't gotten started."

Flood does not plan to be totally

sober from now on. He explained

while sipping a can of Cragmont
diet black cherry soda that, "I'm

sure I'll have a drink when we win

the Division HI title,"

Until that time it is best to re-

member some of the exploits of the

man who used to drink "anything

that was ever manufactured,"

Now that he is on the wagon
perhaps Billy Carter is the world's

greatest drinker. Beforehand he

didn't even come close.

Beer Garden
Drinking Facts; In 1859 it was
proposed that the bright red rock
formations on the northwest side

of town be used as a beer garden.
A Kansas City lawyer, appaled by
the suggestion, exclaimed, "Why
this is a fit place for the Gods to

assemble, a garden of the gods.
The rest is history. And thank
God for sober lawyers.

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS,

PUEBLO, SECURITY, AURORA & WYOMING

FAMILIES SUB SHOPS

^^^
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

CALL AHEAD: 635-4364

Owner: Jan

OUR PROMISE

TO MAKE EVERY SUBMAFIINE SANDWICH
BEFORE YOUR EYES WITH THE FRESH-

EST MEATS, CHEESES AND BREAD
AVAILABLE TO SERVE VOU COURTEOU-
SLY AND SWIFTLY WITH NO DELAYS ON
SPECIAL ORDERS

Cold 3.2 B^er — Super Dfli SandwirhcB — Game Room — Pool Table — Foosball — Dancing To Maranu Sleren Muiir — Talir Out Food Servire — Urue Tel.vi.uoii Scn-r-n For Yoor TV Vir«inp - <.ol.l :t._2

C
• Colorado Springs' Newest 3.2 (College -Pub

THE EYE IS OPEN!

^if&i^i^ THAT IS.
"Pub & Grub"

830 M. Tejen Loafer Ufet of Ptaza BuUdinq

Sen/in^ CoU 3.2 Beer Si Super Deti Sandaiches

Gumr Koi.ni Featurinp Pool Table. F....sball & Klerlroi.ir Pin Ball

Danriiif; lo .Maranlz Slerpii Musir

Large Screen Television To Walch Your Favorite SiM.rtinp Event Or Television Shoi*

Take Out Food Service

^ a8J^ — MiAjag pooj jno »1»J,
-- aunm oajaig siuvjvh ©l *•'

Open Daily at iO a.m.

(Seven Days A Week)

^3tMpoas \\»Q -"dns — -"^-^ Z'l WO — *^'*^\ AX ""*A '"J "**'•>§ "«!«!*-»)^X
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Drinking the week away (cont.)

on and on about her houseboat on

Lake Michigan. To get taste of

how other half lives went over to

the Peppermint Lounge and

caught the last few acts of

amateur topless night.

WEDNESDAY Midweek time'

Dinner and happy hour at eye of

the Tiger. Hey wasn't that wait-

ress in my 8th block French class''

At these prices I'll have to ask her

out for a movie and let her pay Or

maybe I shall display my superior

intellect and suave ways to high

school honey there.

Study break for cell and molec

quiz.

Sweated profusely on crowded

dance floor, stumbled over gorge-

ous blond on way to table and fi-

nally fell into red, or was it blue,

cafeteria chair. Yes, you can't

beat Benney's on drown night

Sort of an instant replay ofT E C
But the prices are cheap and you

are being loyal to good d'CC And
you can even get a chuckle or two

Like at that frosh who wore a

shiny silver disco outfit for ten

minutes until he decided it was
about time to head back to

Slocum. That's what I like about

CC. We never follow dumb trends

and fads. We are all solid gold in-

dividuals who march to the beat of

a different electric bass. P.S. My
table wobbled as I began to pour

fourth pitcher. So it really did be-

come drown night.

THURSDAY Afternoon transfer to share a watermelon change. FRIDAY
Sherry party at department woopie and ponder over dilemma. Dizzyheaded now. Not from

chairman'shouse. Glad the school Fall River Road was as awesome liquor. No sir. It's the altitude,

once in a while decides to join the as ever. I love cultured musicians. Must be at the Sunbird. Gorgeous

20th century. Good discussion Saw a couple jitterbugging to a view of city lights below during

with faculty advisor on evils of slow bluegrass ballad Wierd.The happy hour and beyond. Cocktail

Real people here. Bordello likt

redness adds to feeling ofwarmtf
and togetherness. Must not bt

roudy, rude and obnoxious. Manyl

future patients and pickups iti'

crowd.

Ended night at Jose's. Talked

with fellow Tigers about anothei

difficult week down the drain,

'And on the Seventh day
hedonism. Beginning to get a lit- male sure looks familiar. No won- atmosphere reminds me of future

tie worried. The week is almost der why. That's six year CC stu- promise as globetrotting brain

over and I have nothing to do for dent Rick L. going into his eighth surgeon. Motivated for school

the weekend. Bummers. So went year of picking up freshmen now. Went over to Sir Sid's for

over to Hungry Farmer with cute chicks. Some things never mid-night nitecaps at midnight.

SATURDAY
Diversity is the key to cla:

Started off the evening at thi

plush Golden Bee. Really got

tinpan alley piano tunes. Being;

sentimental fool, I drank Golden'

Bee's famed yard of lager an^

earned for 23rd time the prepp, ^^'

equivalent ofCC letter jacket; th- ^''

golden bee collar stick on. Whei, i"^

you have prestige, who needs to bi s^'

showy. t
fon

Next to Cow Palace for some c|
*^e^

and W., general good old Ameri; of i

can drunkeness and destruction! y^^

The crop of 40-year old divorcee^' "**'

looks particularly good. As thi ""'

saying goes, "When you are younf
^""^

and in love there is magic in th ^^•'

air." *-

coll

SUNDAY par

Day of rest. Cold turkey is nr lo^

pleasure. Believe me. Especiall} ^'°^

with Phyllis George off the air
*^^'

Mike Wallace is no replacement "**"

Augh! Where's my ice pack? Gei ^^^

the aspirin. Is there a doctor in the
''^'

house? i"g

j' ove

pro

®®®

1330 N. ACADAMY
LIVE BANDS 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
COLDEST 3.2 BEER IN TOWN

* SPECIAL NIGHTS *

SUNDAY

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

STUDENT NIGHT/STUDENTS FREE W/ID -

OTHER ID REQUIRED DR. LISC.

LADIES FREE/GUYS 1.GO/BEER REG. PRICE
LADIES NIGHT/LADIES FREE/GUYS 3.50/PITCHER .50

LADIES FREE/GUYS 1.00/BEER REG. PRICE
DROWN NIGHT/LADIES 2.00/GUYS 3.00 /PITCHER .50

PRIVATE PARTIES
PRICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST —

596-9620
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For people who really intend to study . .

.

Watson opens up Europe vistas
During the first two blocks of

the academic year, Colorado Col-

lege will again be nominating

four candidates for the Thomas J

,

Watson Fellowship. The purpose

of this fellowship is to provide op-

portunities for a focused and dis-

ciplined Wanderjahr of the stu-

dent's own devising—a break in

which the student might explore

with thoroughness a particular

interest, test his aspirations and

abilities, and develop a more in-

formed sense of international con-

cern. The two basic requirements

of a Watson grant are that the

year be spend abroad and that it

not involve extended study at a

university. The Fellowship grants

are $7,000 for sigle studetns and

$9,500 for married students.

Colorado College is one of fifty

colleges and univeryities which

participates in the Watson Fel-

lowship Program. Each institu-

tion nominates four students to be

Fellows and out of the 200
nominees 70 receive grants. CC
has been one of the most success-

ful colleges in the program, have-

ing had 19 seniors win Watsons
over the last eight years. Winning
projects have included such di-

verse activities as living with and

writing about the tinkers of Ire-

land, exploring the relationship

between nature and pre-classical

architecture m Greece, examin-

ing new towns of Europe, study-

ing creative dramatics in England
and France, observing the oran-

gutan m the jungles of Borneo,

and studying the juvenile crimi-

nal system in Scotland. Last year.

Norv Brasch and Deb Armstrong
won Watsons, Norv will write a

guidebook to the great scientific

sites of Europe and Deb will study

Rhodes remains tough
Silurian reefs in Scotland and
Pakistan.

Those interested in applying for

a Watson should contact Prof
Riker (chairman of the nominat-
ing committee). Prof Kester or
Prof Ashley for information con-
cerning how to write a proposal.

All proposals must be given to

Prof Riker by Monday. Oct. 9.

Fulbhght tradition strong
In the years following the post war era several European nations

were unable to pay back the huge amounts ofcredits granted to them by
the United States.

It was suggested by Senator William Fulbright (D-Ark.) that these
nations could repay the debt in part by paying the expenses for Ameri-
can students who desired to spend a year abroad. That is how the

Fulbright scholarship began.

Professor Dirk Baay of the German department is the schools Ful-
bright representative. According to Prof Baay, competition for the
awards vary from country to country. In England for example, there are
20 applicants for every Fulbright scholarship offered. In Germany
there are only five. Of course, you have to get through an extensive
screening process even to be considered for the scholarship.

Last year. Political Economy major Harold Thurman became the
first Fulbright Fellow from CC in this decade. Thurman will be at the
University pf Cologne studying Germany's role in the European
Economic Community I the Common Market). Thurman spoke German
before he received the fellowship. According to Baay, knowledge of a
foreign language is required in order to study at Universities in several
nations that participate in the Fulbright program.

Seniors thinking of applying should contact Professor Baay,
Armstrong 251, Ext. 244 and have a concrete idea of what you would
want to study abroad. Application deadline is Nov. 1.

And for all of you people who
think that you are intellectual

superstars, there is the cream de

la cream of scholarships, the
Rhodes. Only 32 Americans can
make it. and CC hasn't had a

Rhodes Scholar-since the 60's. but

several times we have had people

as the state candidate through the

regional selection process for the

Rhodes.

The scholarship was set up in

the will of Cecil Rhodes, a patrio-

tic Union Jack man to the bitter

end. Rhodes made his fortune in

African diamond mines, He hoped

that the scholarship would con-

vince future leaders throughout

.the commonwealth to be more
loyal to the British Empire. And
why was America included in the

scholarship? Rhodes felt that our

top scholars would bring the U.S.

back into the fold of her majesty's

loyal subjects. He was wrong,

According to CC Rhodes Scho-

lar representative, George Drake,

of the history department, in

order to win the prized place at

Oxford CC seniors will have to

exhibit a high degree of intellec-

tual and literary ability, charac-

ter, leadership and physical vigor.

One does not need to be a varsity

athlete to apply.

For the third year the Rhodes

Scholarship will be granted to

For the 3rd straight
year women are

eUgible for the Rhodes7

women and men alike, You can go

to the school by the Thames for

either undergraduate or graduate

work. Professor Drake recom-
mends that one go to Oxford for

graduate study. Rhodes applic-

ants can either apply for the

scholarship in Colorado or in their

home state. Along with Professor

Drake, CC's other Rhodes rep-

resentative is Professor Butte of

the English Department.

''•••*|^" ^ ''* '»"-^'-—<<l^-" >«» ..^«>i ».JI>~w^—,, . II 1^ .
,, ,pt.

.

,f^.
.

. .j^ , j^ ^

Bluegrass, Jazz, Classical, Rock
(New and Gsed)

If we haven't got it

we can order it at no extra charge.
Sean and Bill say "Howdy" and . . . come on by, say Hi and bring us those
fun stories of what kept you summer rowdies going

We're Right Across the Street
In the Plaza BIdg.

471-4476

>^^>—^p^^>w^^^^pw^p^%«w^p^%wwKp<^j|^Mi»>^^^w<p<^/^i^,i<^^^»m«^^ n f^ti •mt^^ *9*^^^m0^^»mm^^*»m»i^»'mtt^»'mt^^^ •miĵ 'mtn
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The Art of Conversation: Words of Warning
ri

Now I don't want to start a

paranoia crisis or anything of the

like but it seems to me that no-

thing really changes. For in-

stance, last weekend while at the

Sigma Chi party I had almost for-

gotten where I was until like a

sylabus on the first day ofclass up

popped those perennial questions.

"Hey^ what did you do this sum-

mer?" (to be replaced later with

block-break) "What are you tak-

ing this block?" "Who's your pro-

fessor?" "Where are you living

this year?" And, "where are you

from?" I for freshmen only). In dis-

gust I rushed over to the other side

ofthe yard admist the crowd ofout

of place freshmen, "thank God

1 m not a freshmen" sopho-

mores, and cool and confident

juniors and seniors only to be

bombarded by those perennial re-

plies: "nice," "excellent,' "de-

cent," "for sure," "alright,"

"bizarre," "mellow-out," and

"lame." There seemed to be no re-

lief from my aggravated case of

small talk as even the following

day in the dining halls the conver-

staion seemed to quickly center

upon the quality of SAGA food

and "scoping" the new arrivals.

I remember a time when ! was

determined to refrain from all

unneccessary chatter. It hap-

pened when in passing somebody

asked me "how's it going?"

"Lousy," I replied only to hear the

unstartled passerby say "that's

Editorial

Giving and building
by Brian Feeney

It is the beginning of a new
academic year for some and the

start of a college career for others.

It is in these first weeks of school

that the campus organizations

form themselves. This means that

whatever you like to do, there are

people forming groups to do it

with. These organizations are not

only immediately fulfilling in

that they give you a chance to do

what you like to do with other

people who like to do it, but they

add to the vitality of campus life

which benefits us all. Also,

leadership positions provide val-

uable organizing experience and

contribute to that all important

resume.

The administration is very

open-minded about campus ac-

tivities. This leaves room for en-

terprising student to pioneer new
activities or expand old one. Thus,

students are given the chance to

Letters to the Editor

directly contribute to campus life,

benefitting their fellow students

as much as themselves. A surpris-

ing number of students are in-

terested in contributing to the

campus for itself rather than just

for their ovtn resume.

For a small school, CC offers a

wide variety of activities. There is

a full range of all sports, four pub-

lications plus broadcasting, arts

and crafts, mountaineering, all

types of music, and several de-

nominations of religious clubs.

For freshmen, involvementJs a

matter of being informed and ex-

posed. For upperclassmen, it is a

matter ofgetting offour duffs and

getting involved for the first time.

These extracurricular activities

are as much a campus resource as

the academics and the dorm life.

To not get involved is to cheat-

yourself of broadening experi-

ences, new friends and lots of fun.

Dear Editor,

The Mountain Club has been

around the CC Campus for a long

time — since the early Forties. Its

purpose has always been to intro-

udce students to the wilderness

and its value — not only as a

beautiful place, but one in which a

great deal of personal growth can
take place. We welcome everyone

interested in having a good time.

We try to sponsor a trip every

weekend, but this is impossible

without support from active
members. Trips include every-

thing from general backpacking
and beginning through inter-

mediate cross-country skiiing to

river-rafting, rock-climbing, and
caving. All leaders are experi-

enced and well trained in first aid.

We also provide free equipment
check-out to all members. Meet-
ings generally include interesting

speakers and/or slide shows. If

you like what we do. come by and
see about joining up.

David Terry, Pres. CCMC

Are you a freshman or an upper
class woman feeling submerged in

a mass of new people and looking

new friendships during second

block break.

The new block break rush

schedule offers a relaxed envi-

ronment for fun without the usual

pressures of lab reports, book re-

views, and Friday morning quiz-

zes. Rush registration is Tues.,

Sept. 12 and Wednesday Sept. 13.

Sign-up tables will be in Loomis,

Mathias, Slocum and Bemis from

11:00- 1:00 p.m. and 4:30 to 5:45

p.m. Registration fee is four dol-

lars. This year rush will be more

fun and more diverse than ever.

Don't miss it!

Kathy Wimer
Panhellenic Council

Dear Student Editor,

My name is William Gledhill

and I am an inmate of the Attica

Prison. I am writing with hopes
that you will put this request in

your school newspaper. I have
been in jail for three years and I

have no one to correspond with. If

anyone is interesed in writing to

me I would like to hear from you.

It can be real lonely in prison and
without someone to write to it is

even worse. I would really ap-

for an opportunity to meet some of preciate hearing from anyone who
the new and "old" faces at CC?
How about an entertaining way

to spent second block break?
Panhellenic rush can untangle
the mass and help you tie a few
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can find the time to drop me a line.

Thanks
William Glendhill #77A2587

Box 149
Attica, New York 14011

nice." This year I even thought of

wearing a sandwich beard with

all the pertinent information

typed neatly on the back to the

next party.

But one must take small talk

with a grain of salt for without it

you may never get to know that

interesting person standing to

your left or right. Maybe someday

somebody will think of a more
creative way to initiate conversa-

tion but until that time welcome

to this small liberal arts' college

in the shadow ofPikes Peak. (P.S

Didn't the peak look closer in the

catalogue picture?)

Mike Gardenawartz

In

^ tH

Libe

emp

Man Ascendant: People of The Lake
Editors note:

Few scientific endeavors in this

century of scientific achievement

have inspired more awe and ar-

gument than those of ar-

cheologists who are attempting to

roll back the pages of time to dis-

cover the early history of man. In

this excerpt from "The People of

the Lake " printed curtesy of An-

chor Press. Richard Leakey, one of

the world's foremost scientists,

and Roger Lewin present a simple

but profound description of life at

the dawn of man.

Suppose, now, we are back on

the eastern shores of Lake Tur-

kana, a few miles north of the

Koobi Fora spit, two and a half

million years ago. What might we

see? Standing by the shores we'd

be aware of crocodiles basking in

the tropical heat on sandspits

pointing fmgerlike into the shal-

low waters. Hippos wallow, occa-

sionally exploding watery sighs

and making waves as they jostle

each other lazily. The air is

punctuated by the slap ofwings as

a group of pelicans take noisily to

the air.

A little more than five miles

away to east, savanna-covered

hills rise up from the lake basin,

sliced here and there by forest-

filled valleys. At one point the

hills are breached by a large river

that has snaked its way down

from the Ethiopian mountains

We can't see the river because its has reached. He shoos them away losing patience at being kept from

path is followed by a lush growth and then fills a folded leaf with a meal they clearly thought was

of trees and bushes: wild figs, cool water which he then gives to rightfully theirs.

another adult male who is lying The hippo was so big that it

on the bank looking ill. made good sense to butcher the

The scene is a mixture of indus- carcass in this way rather than

try and leisure: children play, stagger back to the camp with the

digging in the stream as the big meat still clinging to a heavy leg

male had just done, others inex- bone, something they would have

pertly knocking two stones to- had no hesitation in doing with,

gether at the feet of an adult who say, a gazelle—-just as they had

makes a simple tool with ease, done a few days previously.

and others just have fun chasing Two females and a youth who

through the bushes. werejustabouttosetoff.carrying

Suddenly there is a shout—at skin containers and newly shar-

least it sounds like a shout, pened digging sticks in search of

Everyone turns in the direction of roots, berries, and nuts, changed

the call to see a group of adults, their minds and stayed for the

mostly males, walking excited feast. It's a feast in whic
towards the camp. They are carry- everyone joins, the meat being

ing husks of hippo flesh, and they sliced up with razor-shrap stone;

are obviously pleased with them- flakes by the males who found the hum
selves. They had been wandering animal. A latect)mer, a male who— S,

along a treelined stream bed comes down the stream holding fi —

P

about a mile south of their camp bunch of roots in one hand and £— P,

acacia, and Celtis grow thickly.

As the river reaches the floodp-

lain of the lake it shatters into a

delta of countless streams, some

small, some large, but each

fringed by an attentive line of

trees and bushes.

As we walk up one ofthe stream

beds—dry now because there

have been no rains for

months—we might hear the rus-

tle of a pig in search of roots and

vegetation in the undergrowth.

As the tree cover thickens, we

catch a glimpse of a colobus mon-
key retreating through the

treetops. Lower down, mangabeys
feed on the ripening figs. In the

seclusion of the surrounding
bushes, small groups of impala
and waterbuck move cautiously.

By climbing a tree we could see

Co:

Th.

w

out into the open where herds of early that morning and had dead hare in the other, also gets a:—

D

ganzelle and troops of geladaliek

baboons forage in the grass and
under stones and bushes.

After we've gone about a mile

up the stream, we come across a

scene that is strangely familiar

but which, nevertheless, we have
never seen before: a group of

about eight creatures—definitely

humanlike, but definitely not

truly human—are before us. some
on its bank. Two adult females are

making piles of roots and nuts;

they are emptying what appears

to be containers made from ani-

mal skins. Another adult, a male,

has just finished digging a hole in

the stream bed, partly with his

hands, partly with a stick. Chil-

dren crowd around him, going
down on their hands and knees to

scoop up the water his excavation

stumbled across the freshly dead share. I— D
animal. So, after collecting some Compared with the tranquillityi—S.

larva cobbles from some distance ofjust a little while ago, the camp,— P
away toward the hills, they made scene is now alive with the hub-U- It

some cutting tools and proceeded bub, excitement (and some— G
to slice off generous pieces of squabbling) of eating meat; ii — P
meat. And when they'd eaten doesn't happen every day, and — gi

some of the tasty liver in celebra- they clearly enjoy it. Judging b),— G
tion, they carried the meat trium- the variey of noises they are mak-,— p
phantly to the camp. The depar- ing and responsive interactions,— o
ture for the camp came none too we can say that they are com— SI

F
-C
-^P

F
S.

as the steadily growing municating with each other. They

numbers of hyenas were rapidly touch each other a lot too.

A Community Effort

The Catalyst is not a profes- grapher or artist who would liki

sional newspaper. We want to to work on the staff give us a cal -H
have people from all segments of at 326. 1~"P

the campus community contri-

bute regularly or irregularly to

our publishing endeavor.

If you are a writer, photo-

Or if you have a letter, note, o: -P
guest editorial for us drop down ii - Pi

the Catalyst office from 1-4

Mon.-Thura. in Cutler Hall,

-O
Pi

c<



'he College and its World

;C's star Department looks forward as well as back
By Dave MoKlnnie

In recent years, there has been

trend in education away from

[liberal Arts, which has put an

emphasis on preparing under-

graduates for a specific job mar-

ket. In contrast, the Liberal Arts

philosphy, which, as every good

Colorado College student knows,

stresses a broad education, em-

compassing the arts, sciences and

Bocial sciences. Information ob-

tained from the registrars office

ehows that this trend has been no-

ticable at CC in the number of

majors enrolled in the three divi-

sions. Yet, in spite of increasing

numbers in the Natural Sciences

and in fields such as Business, the

jiumber of history majors has in-

creased each yeaxsince 1972. This

increase seems to show a strong,

dynamic department considered

by many students as one of the

best dejiartments at CC.

The department consists ofnine

Professors, teaching such diverse

fields as Asian Studeis, German
Military History, Czarist Russian

History, English, French and
Western European History, The

New Deal Era, Colonial History of

Spain and Portugal, Colonial

American and the History of the

Southwest. One of the keys to the

continuing popularity of the de-

partment in this diversity, not

only in the balance ofsubjects, but

in the professors themselves. All

of the profs have published, and

two major books are forthcoming

from the department: George
Drake's The Tenth Earl of Nor-

thumberland and The Greaser

and the Gringo, authored by the

late Prof. Art Pettit of the de-

partment and edited by Prof. De-
nnis Showalter. Writings like

these keep the department from
stagnating, and keep Professors

abreast of the current research in

their fields, Students, whether
they're majors or not, may benefit

How to get ajob with the mnjor.

In response, Doug Monroy, the

most recent addition to the de-

partment observed, "History is

the means by which we can un-

derstand the roots of problems

confronting us in the social,

economic and political arena
today. Since History is such a tool,

and exploitive past.

Susan Ashley, whose special

interest is French Culture and
History noted that, "A sense of
Historical awareness provides us
with criterion by which to mea-
sure ourselves. Without this mea-
sure, we cannot know who or what

In evaluating the de-

CC's history buffs include new Prof Doug Monroy (with S-W- U.S. specialty!. Rhodes scholar George
Drake {with everpresent Scotch tie), Department Chairman William Hochman, old-China hand Frank
Tuker, English expert Robert McJimsey, military historian Dennis Showalter (with everpresent plaid

suit), and three for the modern era, T, K. Barton (America), Susan Ashley (Europe) and Peter

Blasenheim (3rd world). Not pictured is Alex Malychev (U.S.S.R,).

from the department maintaining

this high standard.We all agree

that the standard ofquality set by

the History Department is desi-

able and benefical to the CC com-

municty as a whole, but a key

question is asked by soriety about

the value of such a subject, or

mtmamiisi

if society fails to recognize it as

such and does not support it, that

is society's failing and not His-

tory's irrelevence." Monroy
theorizes that History is not rec-

ognized for the tool that it is be-

cause we ,as Americans, are af-

raid to confront our often racist

partment, Ashley said that the

most important thing to her are

the students. "The students here

are thoughtful, good discussants,

and willing to confront compli-

cated questions." One critism

echoed by several collegues and

students is that the Block Plan

inhibits an overall knowledge,
rather; subjects are studied at
great depth at the expense of

breadth.

You will be pleased to discover
that the department does not con-
sist entirely of idealistic scholars
locked away in their ivory towers.

The department recognizes the
need for survival in reality. Pro-
fessor Hochman, who has a vested
interest in understanding how
majors can apply their new found
understanding of the world in to-

day's job market, comments, "As
job opportunities in the field de-

cline, the number of majors has
increased. The spirit of our de-

partment is to provide teaching in

a broader sense, in a basic under-
standing of society. Graduated
majors have had success in teach-

ing, law, government service, in-

ternational affairs, business and
publishing, to name but a few.

Skills taught in this department
such as writing, articulation, crit-

ical analysis, and interpretation

are directly applicable to other
professional fields. In keeping
with these goals, we emphasize
helping our students with career

planning and by keeping a high
standard (academic) combined
with informality and accessibility

on the part of the professors."

In talking to students, most ag-

reed that there were several fac-

tors that made them decide on a

history major. The most common
reasons were the quality of the

staff. As Ann Rudolph, a junior

Cont. on page 11

-ascinating Freshman Facts
According to our friends in the admissions office, the vital stats of

Colorado College looks like this:

2462 people applied for spots in the freshman class and only 465 of

you lucky folks make it all the way ^ Slocum Hall. J's Motel or

wherever you are. We also have 85 transfer students out of a pool of

400 applicants.

Giving credence to that "Stanford: The Colorado College of the

West" tee shirt is the fact that Stanford was the one school that

appeared the most on applications sent out to universities by our
freshmen class. Close behind were Carlton, Pomona, Dartsmouth
and Middlebury.

Our 19 new foreign students came from Italy, Germany, France,

The Netherlands, Canada. Brazil, Mexico, Japan and Hong Kong.

A portrait of three for eighty-two

laXch out for Tigers!
As a guide to better living in the next nine months we

humbly present a list of things freshmen should beware of.

— SAGA checkers
People who still chew bubble gum

^- People who climb walls

— Drunk Kappa Sigs
— DeadHeads
,— Sorority Bake Sales
:^ Philosophy majors who can't pronounce Nietzsche

^ Items on sale at the bookstore
— Granola girls

— People from Iowa who wear expensive hiking boots.

— Seniors living on campus
— Guys who give you cocaine on the first date

— People who walk around with calculators on their belts

— Overpriced Beta Parties
— Shapely Joquettes in jogging shorts

~~ Freshmen attempting to grow beards
— Calvin Klein T-shirts
— Political Science majors who wear campaign buttons

— Freshmen who know what their major is

— Seniors who have confidence in their major
— Hip Professors
^ Pseudo-Intellectuals (most of us)

— Philistines (the rest of us)
'~~ People who blow smoke rings
"^ Office campus people who brag about their cooking
•^ Friendly escorts (viz J.C.)
*~- CC alumns who keep coming back to Bemis.
^ Vourself

Shunto Mori
Shunto Mori adds an interna-

tional element to our campus. He
is from a suburb ofTokyo and has

lived in a kibutz in Israel. He is

also an artist and a political ac-

tivist.

As with our other two distin-

guished freshman, Shunto was

very active in high school. He ran

the painting club and was serious

enough to contemplate a career as

an artist. On his political side,

Shunto was active in a club that

espoused Marixst ideology and

sympathized with the Japanese

Red Army. With the club he par-

ticipated in protests against Pre-

mier Tonaka during the Lockheed

scandal as well as working
against "anti-Korean" discrimi-

nation prevalent in Japan.

Shunto has always been fasci-

nated by the Jewish people. He
says that Jews have much in

common with Japanese, identify-

ing cultural nationalism, their

exclusive societies and their

prideful workmanship. He joined

an international exchange pro-

gram and lived as a volunteer in

kibutz, picking fruit. He says that

he was immediately impressed by

the strength, unity and vitality of

the Jewish people. The only thing

he did not approve of was the con-

servative complexion of the Likud

government led by Premier
Begin.

Shunto went to Israel after

graduating from high school, so

when he returned home, he had to

think about college. He wanted to

come to America to get involved in

an international organization. He

decided that he should study polit-

ical science first and improve his

English. So. on his girl friend's

advice, he looked at schools in

Colorado, He knows a receptionist

from back in Tokyo who just hap-

pens to work at Rastall desk, soon

her recommendation, he came

here.

Shunto is impressed by CC.

Like most of us. he was struck by

the physical beauty from the

start. He says that the faculty has

been very nice to him and he finds

the Block Plan to be very inten-

sive. He observed that the dorm

residents were experiencing the

same things that he experienced

in high school. The volume of the

stereos, the running around in the

halls and all the parting are

things that the Japanese get over

in high school.

Shunto regards drinking as the

custom rather than a potential

problem or a cult. He says that

drugs are not common in Japan

September 15,

and disapproves of them. He dif-

fers from his culture by approving

of free love, but since he is en-

gaged, he does not think about

practicing it.

Carla Willeto

Half Navajo and half Danish,

Carla Willeto lived in California

for the first ten years of her life

and moved to a remote Navajo re-

servation when she was fifteen.

She learned to speak and write

Navajo as well as taking up the

practice of the ceremonies, relig-

ion and crafts. She now considers

herself neither Navajo nor

Cont. on page 11
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Innovation and Humanity in College Housing j

Themes Stress Creativity Housing Staff aims to please

by Laiiral Van Driest

"I would like to see more

specialized housing on the Col-

orado College campus," said Di-

rector of Residential Life Dana

Koury, in reference to the col-

lege's practice of using small resi-

dential dorms and sections of the

larger dorms as housing areas for

students who share a common

interest. Of the 1800 students

that currently attend the college.

approximately 150 live in this

type of housing.

Because a Colorado Springs

zoning law allows only single-

family residences on the northern

side of Uintah, any development

in specialized housing would have

to take place within the current

dorm structure. "We would never

acquire more dorm space," said

Koury. The college alreadyowns a

house on the northern side ofUin-

tah, but is unable to use it as a

dorm because of the restriction.

Alan Okun, Assistant Director

of Housing and Hall Director for

each year for specialized housing:

Jackson House (which is centered

around a different theme each

year), Max Kade House (for stu-

dents interested in German),

Haskell House (for students in-

by Tom Atkins

Students accepted to the Uni-

versity of Hawaii in Honolulu Eire

NOT assured of housing. At that

school of 20,000 students there

are on-campus residence hall

lalif^

'ith

Premeeting times are posted on the own hands. She says, "As an ad

C.C.C.A. Board in Rastall—but ministrator it has worked bettei

few students ever attend. Ms. for me", but that "Ultimately it
_^

Koury says, "There is a lot of op- doesn't matter to me. I hope wej^g^t

portxmity for students to change can fmd an even better way." ^j^gg,

Iseen

^comp

the system . . . students have crea-

It*s the "fourth white house on the right" in the real world. But at CC

learning how to live 'right' is part of your education.

terested in French), and Mullet

House (for students interested in

Spanish). In addition, there is the

Slocum, hopes that more students Performing Arts community, lo-

will come up with proposals for cated on the fourth floor of

theme areas. "At this point, we Slocum. Several smaller areas

have no plans for setting up new have been set aside this year in

housing for this purpose, but I Mathias; one centered on ecologi-

would like to see it (college resi- cal projects, the other a coed suite

dential planning) go in this direc- of ten students who propose to

tion. This living-learning concept help freshmen adjust to college

gives students a chance to pursue life.

interest areas, and bridges the "Individual development

Beth German also sees the poe-
^^1

sibility that we can "come up with ^ggrl

a completely different system", j^g^
The new system will be evaluated, j^e s

to determine if the turnover rattj^^gi^^

(the amount of rooms that changei^gj.y

hands after selection)—reported! -ph

to be as high as 80% under the old'^as i

system—has been reduced, but.pg^i,,

more importantly, to determine n^pg

how, in retrospect, the students ^^j
feel about it. Student feedback|(ind

will probably be solicited in a sur ^j^i^i

vey or questionaire, although^gg^

plans for collecting feedback are'l^jp,

not yet definite. ^ hai

Obscured by the fervour ovet—odg

room selection was a housing inijgi.it

novation that Ms. German con' ^

siders a mtgor accompli8hment:j^g,

the second floor west wing o\^^^i^

Loomis has been established as a

experimental coed wing where 'pj^

facilities for about 2,500. Housing tive ideas because they experi-

in Honolulu is scarce and EX- ence it (the system)".

PENSIVE; the school recom- Our housing system is not per-

mends that students begin their fectable. As long as there are men and women live next door i<n^in%

search for off-campus housing two hailstorms there will be leaky each other. There is a possibilitj^gry

roofs. Ms. Koury acknowledges ofexpansionofcoedhousingiftht^jgni

the physical shortcomings of the experiment goes well. Anotheij^ggt

dormitories: "I know there are be- new idea sponsored by the ReJai

tter", in terms of physical plant,

but nevertheless she feels that

"We've got a really good system in

spite of the complaints". She sees

as advantages the individual con-

MONTHS in advice.

A large portion of the Univer-

sity of Washington's 35,000 stu-

dents rent "apartments" (with

backed-up drains, bad wiring and

a host of other headaches), from a

handful gf slumlords who own
most ofthe property around the U.

sidentential Housing Committ«tj^Q
^

this year is an (as yet uDjjqj
j,

scheduled) idea s-for-energy.g^^j.^
saving contest. fitabl

The scramble to get permissioiL^j-j
interest areas, ana unugeo luc inaiviouai ueveiupmem. iuuoi.w» v..^, t*.wj,^.vj ^

. j. r « „„w.™,^ ;« «..«,.. ti,^*,*^

gapbetweentraditionalresidence through cooperative livin^Ms the and extract whatever price they siderat.on that students receive
'^J^l'^'^^^'^^^U^^^

Lii ..A «.«HPTnir life." *h.^. fnr 1 Q7«-79 at Jackson want for their rental units. and the diversity ofpossible hous- won t be any more granted. Monjj,^
,

hall and academic life.'

The themes should not be di-

rectly related to college classes,

suggested both administrators. "I

prefer that this be done on an

interest basis," said Okun. "I

would hate to see a 'Physics

House' or a 'Chemistry House.'"

Koury mentioned such ideas as a

no-smoking floor or a 24-hour

study floor. "Last year the hous-

ing office had several complaints

of the noise from their floor or the

floors above or below." If such a

situation occured this year, she

suggested that students organize

a meditation theme floor as a sol-

ution.

The two main problems with

theme for 1978-79 at Jackson

House. The proposal, which was

submitted to the housing office

last March, was phrased to "allow

anyone to come into the group,"

said resident Doug Bogen. "We
stress the sharing ofideas, talents

and skills." The community,

which consists mainly of sopho-

mores and juniors, plans a Mexi-

can dinner for the end of Block 1.

Similar "international" dinners

are to be held during alternate

blocks. Today the residents plan

an open house so that other CC
students can see what Jackson

House is like this year. "We're

holding house meetings every

week or so to organize and plan

want for their rental

And you think you've got it bad.

Housing is a perennial

problem—not peculiar to

colleges—and a popular source of

complaint. An estimated 50 to 75

students a day came to Colorado

College's Housing Office during

the firstweek ofthe semester with

complaints, problems and ques-

tions. These were dealt with not

by a computer, not by a stiff-faced

bureaucrat who demands your

ing situations: "Students know women were allowed off thi^„^
p

that as their status increases they

will have new opportunities." She

sees the main problem not in the

physical shortcomings of the

campus but in "the challenge that

the students have in living in a

large group situation." "It takes

commitment, maturity, com-

promise." she says, and notes that

the change is often difficult to

make, especially for new students

semester, since the Housing Of^j^j^^i

fice's estimates of attrition rat*-

were inaccurate for women. Aj_ ^^^

some students withdraw froir^^

school or move off-campus thei''*"'^^

places are takeiiby studfe'rits'tem^fl^-^*

porarily housed in Jay's Motef^^ *'

and in most of the dorms. Thlf""^^^

,ancesemester not as many women \-

cated rooms as had been estiP^^

mated, so more had to be let o#'^

number, but by concerned and who are accustomed to the privacy campus to make room. The studf

of their homes. ^0°^^ in Slocum and Mathia

Another meyor problem is that were utilised for temporary hou;

most students don't understand »ng, and extra persons wer

the philosophy (and many time squeezed into many of the smalle

specialized housing are having the year ahead," said Bogen.

enough committed students who The three language houses plan

are interested in the proposed several activities for the first

theme, and making sure that

those students understand the

rules of living in a specialized

area. Even if enough student

agree on a theme, and their prop-

osal is accepted, sometimes spaces

are left through withdrawals and

transfers that must be filled—by

blocks of school. For Max Kade

House, a music evening, a slide

show about (Jermany and a dis-

play of jewelry production will

occur in the first two blocks, as

well as a house trip to Pikes Peak.

Haskell House has planned ac-

tivities "only for September,'

students who didn't specifically cording to head resident Ver-
request such housing. Students onique Lafont. Meetings have al-

who ask and are granted ready been held in preparation for

specialized housing are also not the French newspaper, Anii, and
eligible to be considered for off- the weekly French language di-

campus living for that year by the nner, to be held in Bemis-Taylor
housing office.

friendly people who do their ut-

most to accomodate all, within the

limits of policy and practicality.

"One of the reasons I wanted

the job was because I wanted to

work more with students," says

Dana Koury, our new Director of

Residential Life. But the problem

is that the students don't work

with her. While plenty ofstudents

complain about housing, nobody

seems interested in taking an ac-

tive part in changing and possibly

improving their lot.

According to Beth German,
C.C.C.A. Housing Committee
member, there was a vacancy on

the committee—a voting

position—open all last semester

despite advertisements for some-

one to fill the void. The position is

still open. The Housing Commit-
tee welcomes ideas from students;

There are foiu- houses set aside Cont. On Page 11 they meet once a week, and the

rOOSt>«- Southern Colorado's Running Headquarters

w
Ik
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%yR^sT'
26 E. Kiowa

Colorado Springs. CO
80903

(3031 632-2633

LARGE SELECTION OF
WARM UP CLOTHES

SOUTHERN COLORADO'S
RUNNING HEADQUARTERS

BRAMD NAMES:

Nike

Brooks

New Balance

Etonic

The new tred 2 shoe (Zepher)
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the workings) of the system. Edu-

cation at CC is meant to be tri-

fold, with students learning from

their classes, from participation

in the various Leisure Program

activities, and from each other in

the residence halls. Toward this

end the new hierachy in the Hous-

ing Office should be more effec-

tive. The directorial duties are di-

vided between Ms. Koury and

Eleanor Milroy, director of Resi-

dential Programs and of the Lei-

sure Program, Ms. Koury says

that "hopefully" this new ar-

rangement, which provides for

greater coordination between the

Housing and Leisure Programs,

will be permanent.

The most student interest in the

housing system was raised, along

with student ire, last spring when
the controversial new room selec-

tion procedure was implemented.

The new plan is basically a first

come—first served arrangement

wherein upperclasspersons have

the first opportunity to choose

their rooms. A considerable but

belated protest was launched

against ehe innovative plan but

the C.C.C.A. voted to go ahead

with the new plan despite student

discontent. Some students,

though, prefer the new system.

Dana Koury sees the argument as

one between those who wish to

rely on pure chance and those who
would prefer to take the responsi-

bility for finding a room into their

halls and houses.

Off-campus housing hasn

changed much. Fortunately thei

are fine houses surrounding th

college, but unfortunately

cies are scarce and landlords hav

been known to charge exorbitar

rents to students, whom the

know they have over the provei

bial barrel

There is no organized centr

listing of off-campus housing po

sibilities kept at ^.Q., althoug

lists are maintained at Rasta

Bemis and Ticknor. LandloriJ

often call in to become included

these lists. Ms. Koury explaii

that these listings are not e

dorsements of the College b

merely an effort to aid studen

seeking off-campus accomod
tion. There isn't the clerical sts

available, she says, to keep a ce

tralized list current, and
suggests that the C.C.C.A. ir

be able to organize such a servic

Marshall
Students wishing to study

for two or three years in the U

ited Kingdom {Great Britain

Northern Ireland) on a Marshi

Scholarship should contact Pi

fessor McJimsey in the histo

department.

Only 30 Marshall -Scholarshi

are given out and the competiti

for them is rigorous. Applicar

have to write a 1,000 word ess

ap>l have a project for study
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Jnique freshmen con€
lalifornian, but is "in harmony"

ith both cultures.

^' Proof of this harmony can be

-'seen in her high school ac-

itgomplishments. She was the pres-

'^ident of both her junior and senior

classes, she did half the work on

^the school newspaper, edited the

'^1 yearbook, was on the basketball
"
team and was on a swim team in

ijjhe summer. Her attractiveness

t* makes one suspect that she was

!« very popular in high school too.

^ The high school Carla attended

M^as no ordinary one. It is an ex-

'' perimental school funded by the

1' Bureau of Indian Affairs. It is the

ti
first, and so far, the only, of its

''kind. It is in Roughrock, N.M.

'"which is the most remote Navajo

'^reservation in the Southwest. The

'^'purpose of the school is to promote

a harmony between Navajo and

^'modern American culture. The
'^heritage and crafls of the Navajos

•^are combined with modern
^'American skills so that the stu-

'''dents can choose to participate in

^one or both worlds.

" This experimental school is

\eing offered as a solution to a

'Tyery disturbing problem that In-

"'dians face. According to Carla,

^'most Indians rather than being in

^harmony, are caught between the

^'two cultures. The reservations do

"not have enough land to employ

^everybody, the crafts are not pro-

fitable, and English is spoken too

^'^XMjrly for the Indians to be able to

'"^^ake it outside the reservation.

'^he result is that unemployment

'"and poverty lead to depression, al-

^'coholism and often suicide.

^ Carla's is a success story. She

ijjhas lived comfortably in both cul-

gj^tures and has a firm sense of who

jj8l)^j^^df>y^t.^he,^eli^ves„She-

(ghas faith in the Navajo religion,

jjjpractices moderation (temper-

_,gEmce with alcohol and no drugs),

j-^and has firmly established mor-

jfjbls. In coming to CC Carla was
j^urprised at how talkative and

outgoing everyone was. She finds

the work load demanding but is

studying conscientiously for her

people and herself

Javier Olguin
Javier Olguin is at CC as a re-

sult ofDean de le Garza's efforts to

better represent the Chicano
community on campus. Javier is

from Crystal City, Texas which is

only forty miles from the Mexican

border. What makes Crystal City

and Javier special is the radical

La Raza Unida Party.

Javier says conditions of dis-

crimination have created the need

for a radical Chicano movement.

He talks of "systematic job dis-

crimination" in the Texas
Employment Commission, being

punished for speaking Spanish in

school, and having Chicano

women excluded from social

events such as homecoming hon-

ors.

Javier was in sixth grade when
Jose Angel Guiterrez, a Phd. in

political science, came to Crystal

City to organize the Chicano
majority.

First he organized a school

walk-out to protest the "social dis-

crimination" against the Chicano

women. Then he persuaded the

leading Chicanosto run for public

offices so that they could make
changes within the system. The

Star Department cont.

Chicano majority voted them in

and change came about peace-

fully,

Javier's high school experience

reflects this change. He wrote
controversial editorials for the

school newspaper, was involved in

dramatics, was on the golf team
and was deeply involved in La
Raza Unida as is his father, who
Javier describes as Guiterrez's

right-hand man.

Javier finds the CC campus
very attractive and comfortable.

Most importantly, he is impressed

by the absence of discrimination

and the friendliness of everyone.

Javier brings to our campus an

appreciation of beer, an open-

minded disinterest in drugs and

an enthusiastic interest in the

fairer half of the student body.

Festus (cont.)
in an off the street audition was
hired by the head talent scout of

the NBC radio network to be a big

band crooner,

Curtis learned how to sing from

his mother and never took a pro-

fessional lesson "I never was
much for trying to train my voice,

he said. "Rather than cultivate it,

it was kind of plowed under," He
recalls using that plowed under

voice to sing through a

megaphone "just like Rudy Val-

lee" for a high school band. He
also played saxaphone for a high

school group called "Dale, Denny
and his Dozen Diamonds." He
ended up with the Tommy Dorsey

band. It was Dorsey who per-

suaded him to take the name Ken
Curtis

After serving a hitch with an
anti-aircrafl unit during World
War II he was hired by Columbia
Pictures to star in such films as

"The Alamo", "The Quiet Man",

"How the West Was Won", "Mis-

ter Roberts" and "Cheyenne Au-
tumn", From there on it was trails

west into a leading role on the

longest running series in the his-

tory of television beginning in

1962.

Curtis has been spending his

post Gunsmoke days touring the

country in the Festus role enter-

taining family audiences. Curtis

says he has been offered several

acting jobs but has turned them
down because "1 object to the lan-

guage" Curtis says that his "ob-

jective is to do strictly family en-

tertainment, and there is not

much to choose from, The real

great classics of the movies didn't

need to have that kmd of thing,

(bad language*"

This country boy crusader for

clean cut culture is pleased that a

new national audience has re-

sponded with enthusiasm to the

great American art form of west-

ern drama as evidenced by the

success of the TV series "How the

West Was Won'" and the novels of

Louis L'Amour, "I think it is time

that good westerns come back," he

says. "I think there is a lot of

interest and alot of desire for it."

major phrased it, "The History

department staff is exceptional.

All aspects of History are co-

vered." Jerry Brendel, also a

junior, said, "Although I do not

plan to use my major in my career

per se, I feel it will enable me to

keep the rest of my education in

perspective, by understanding
forces that move the world ". Most
students found that the career

guidence provided by the depart-

ment enabled them to pursue per-

sonal goals in History while pre-

paring for careers in anything

from law to medicine to museum
work.

These reasons aside, people as-

sociated with the department,
either as staff or as major, agree

that the department has some of

the most helpful, fun, and caring

professors on the campus.

Housing cont.
every Thursday. Future activities

include a meeting on Sept. 19 be-

tween students returning from
the CC exchange program in Fr-

ance, and students who will par-

ticipate in the same program this

year. Mullet House's weekly di-

nner is held in Bemis-Taylor
every Tuesday for all students in-

terested in practicing Spanish.

Adjunct courses in Spanish are

also held in Mullet every week.

The second year of the Perform-

ing Arts Community is "poten-

tially a lot better than the first,"

said resident assistant Lorna
Lynn, in her second year as RA for

that floor, "We've had more ex-

perience in getting funding. Also,

we're more well-known—and are

getting good support from the

housing office," The largely

freshman floor plans a cof-

feehouse Sept. 16 at 8 p.m. in the

main lounge of Slocum Hall, Also

in the future is a talk by Music
Professor Don Jenkins (late in

September), a madrigal dinner,

and a cooperative eflbrt between

the Community and the Colorado

Springs Schools. Said Lynn,
"There are some surprises plan-

ned,"

8th YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY
FRI, SAT. & SUN.

Special Prices On
Record Care Products

^ape Cases and Paraphernalia

Now BIGGER
TO SERVE YOa

.
BETTER"

$7.98 LPs & TAPES

$4.99
BUMSK TAPES 10* OFF
SPECIAL PRICES ON

RECORD CARE PRODGCTS
TAPE CASES, & PARAPHERNALIA
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The CC Scene
By Lisa Kitagawa

Friday, Sept. 15

7 and

9:30 p.m. Redford and Hoffman as

Woodward and Bernstein in All

the Prvsidenls Men. The acting is

well conceived and the photo-

graphy is brilliant. Not since

Seven Days in May have the

monuments and offices of

Washington taken on such a

dramatic presence.

9-12.

Benny's presents 'Caladonia", a

great foot stomping, versatile

band. Should be super dancing for

only $1.00.

Saturday, Sept. 16

Tiger football at the Colorado

School of Mines in Golden. The

game starts at 1:00 p.m. on Brooks

field.

Soccer game against Avila at

home on Stewart field at 2:00 p.m.

Tuesday, Sept. 19

8 p.m. Packard Hall

Robert Stampp. one of the most

distinguished American histo-

rians, wilt deliver the first Arthur

Petit Memorial Lecture.

The lecture will deal with the

Republican Party and racism be-

fore the Civil War.

The Petit lecture series was

made possible by a grant from

family and friends of the late

chairman of CC's history depart-

and 9 p.m. Humphrey Bogart in

High Sierra andThe Big Sleep. He

is the epitome of the perfect actor.

Bogart when not talking is just as

good as Bogart with something to

Sunday, Sept. 17

2:00

p.m.

Tiger Soccer vs. Rockhurst on

Stewart field.

Wednesday, Sept. 20

8-12.

Drown night at Benny's. Drink

all you want! Only $2,00 for guys

and $1.50 for girls. Bottoms up!

Thursday, Sept. 21

8:15

p.m.
There will be a Sitar concert at

Packard Hall which consists of

classical Indian ragas by Nikhil

Banerjee. Its free with a CC ID.!

Tickets are required.

Performance
Thursday
September^l

The compositions of Rossini,

Prokofiev and Brahms will

hilight the first concert of the

1978-79. Colorado Springs Sym-
phony season. Charles Ansbacher

will conduct and pianist Sue
Langlas Mohnsen will debut for

the orchestra as it begins its 50th

season.

The symphony has on tap this

year six guest artists including

Soviet violinist Viktor Tretyakov,

Metropolitan opera star Roberta

Peters, trumpet virtuoso David

Hickman, pianist Andre Michel

Schub, and home town violinist

Michaela Paetsch. A hilight of the

year will be a performance by the

Denver Symphony guest con-

ducted by Donald Johanos. For

ticket information call 633-4611.

krcc schedule

Week of Sept. 18-22

6:30-9:00 a.m. Morning Show
1:00-5:00 p.m. Freeform

5:00-8:00 p.m. Classical

8:00-10:?? P.M. Special Programs

10:00-1:00 a.m. Latenight Jazz

KRCC will' be going on the air

at 6:30 a.m. Monday the 18th,

with their 27th year of broadcast-

Star Bar Players

The Star Bar Players will open

their new season this weekend
(Sept. 15-17) with a production of

Edward Albee's recent play

"Seascape."

Performances will be in a new
theater space in old Colorado
City—the Loft Theater, 2506
West Colorado Avenue. The new
space provides flexible staging

and seating. The theater space

was renovated as part of the cur-

rent improvements on the west

side of Colorado Springs.

Friday and Saturday perfor-

mances of"Seascape" are at 8 p.m.

The Sunday matinee is at 4 p.m.

The show will also run September
22-24.

Student tickets are $2.

Hoover and Otter live it up
during a toga party scene
from Animal House. Showing
at Mall of the Bluffs cinema
through October.

Late
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Indian Master Nikhil Banerjee
presents a sitar concert at

Packer Hall at 8:15 p.m. on
Thursday.

Sitar Concert

The Co-Curricular Committe of

the Leisure Program will present

the first Performance Series
Event of the year, a Sitar Concert

by Nikhil Banerjee, master of the

Sitar and his accompanist Anindo

Chatteijee on the tabla.

The concert will be held in Pac-

kard Hall on September 21, 1978

at 8:15 P.M. Seating is limited so

we suggest you get your ticket at

the Rastall Desk soon. Students,

please be sure to bring your activ-

ity card when picking up your free

ticket.

Born in 1931, Nikhil Banerjee

won the All-Bengal Sitar Compet-

ition at the age of nine, became
the youngest musician ever

employed by All-India Radio, and

played there for five years while

continuing his studies. In 1947 he

was accepted as a disciple by

Ustad Allaudin Khan, the most

renowned music teacher of North

India, For seven years he gave his

concert career entirely to study.

Since 1954 he has toured all over

the world. He has taught at the

Ali Akbar Khan College of Music

in Calcutta and has given sum-

mer teaching programs in the Un-

ited States, The concert will be a

concert of Indian ragas. Mr.

Banerjee and Mr. Chaterjee will

also give a Wednesday-At-Eleven

Lecture Demonstration of Sitar

Music on September 20 at 11:00

a.m. in Packard Hall. No tickets

are required for the Wednesday-

At-Eleven and it is open to stu

dents, faculty & staff and the Col

orado Springs community.

CoUegiuim

The CC Collegium Musicum, a

performance group sponsored by

the Music Department and dedi-

cated to the performance of music

from the Medieval, Renaissance

and Baroque Eras, has openings

for the 1978-79 school year. The

group will have its first rehearsal

at the end of Block 1 and will gi

concerts in December and May of

this academic year.

The Collegium has openings fo:

singers, as well as recorder and

string players. Past experience i?

not necessary, but a moderate pro-

ficiency in sight reading music i?

helpful since there are a limited

number of rehearsals. Students

interested in studying earl)

music or performance practice

may take Collegium Musicum foi

credit as an adjunct course. Any
one interested in becoming i

member should contact Michael

Grace (Ext. 502 or at home, 475-

0827) as soon as pwssible.
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;CCA Gets Underway;

Jew Ideas Are Incubated
by Alan Gottlieb

Late last week, on a warm,
Lny afternoon. Colorado Col-

le Campus Association Presi-

tit Michele Feingold and Execu-

e Vice President Mike Ibarra

their ofTice on the second

lor of Rastall center, sifting

L)ugh various tidbits of infor-

Uion and waiting.

rStudent productivity and in-

itive will hopefully provide one

[our major sources of ideas,"

1 said. "Any proposals.

or suggestions are most

llcome."

pOur own ideas are embryonic

this point — it's hard to say

!1 come of them, and I

iuldn't want to count any chic-

before they hatch," Feingold

d.

le idea currently being incu-

Ited is the formation of a stand-

gfood committee which, accord-

rto Feingold, would be "a little

i Stampp

I
Lecture

\- by Mike Gardenswaj^z
It only seemed appropriate that

jfinneth Stampp, the distin-

lished Professor of History at

B University of California in

erkley and the author of the

.oneering study on American
avery The Peculiar Institution

hich changed this country's per-

!ption about black servitude
ould deliver the first of the Ar-

ur Pettit Memorial Lectures,

rt Pettit, a former Berkley
aduate student who did his doc-

ral thesis with Stampp, was an
tstanding, dedicated, andpopu-
r member of the CC history de-

rtment not to mention a bril-

int scholar and humanist who
igically died of cancer in 1977.
bi an informative lecture enti-

d "The Republican Party and
icism before the Civil War," de-

ered before a Packard Hall au-
Jiice that included among
ifirs the parents and friends of

it and dedicated to Pettit's

Lynn, Stampp attempted
tear up the controversy sur-
iding the complex, confusing,

Cont. on page 5

more separate from the food ser-

vice, and more regularly the same
people than it is now." The cur-

rent committee consists of

whomever shows up at the bi-

monthly meetings. A more cohe-

sive group could, according to the

CCCA ofTicers, write up proposals

for innovative vegetarian recipes,

institute nutrition education

programs, and formulate prog-

rams to cut down on waste.

The first major undertakmg of

the CCCA this year will be an
academic peer group counselling

program for freshmen and trans-

fer students. Sometime during

second block majors from the var-

ious departments will be

stationed in the lounges of

Slocum, Loomis, and Mathias for

three evenings, to answer ques-

tions and offer sage advice to the

inexperienced.

Another idea brought up at

Tuesdays CCCA meeting is to

look into possible options for re-

opening The Flick, a neighbor-

hood movie theater that was
closed last year, and which is not

being used for anything at the

present time. Lively interest in

the issue was expressed by mem-
bers of the CCCA, and they hope

to bring it before the student body

at large in the near future.

In the meantime, the executive

officers are busy "looking forward

to working with our three faculty

members" (Ruth Barton. English;

John Watkinb, Math, and Chris

(.nflith EL(.nnmiLs)

Reverand Eddy wants to open up Shove Chapel to more college activites.

Often he goes up to the top of Shove to look over his flock.

God and Man at Colorado College
Bill Eddy plans to make Shove a home.

by Javier Olguin

A very distinct and unique re-

verend has replaced chaplain Ken
Burton for this year only. He is

Reverend William Wells Eddy,

who is originally from Ken-
sington, Connecticut. Reverend

Eddy brings with him a very diffe-

rent approach to Shove Chapel

which he hopes to realize. His

main purpose is to let the doors of

the church be open to alll indi-

viduals, no matter what their re-

ligion is or how they worship it

(this includes Jew. Hinduist,

Buddist. etc.). He states that,

"Shove has to demonstrate the

universal call of God to all of us in

spite of our religious and mental

differences."

Reverend Eddy graduated in

1968 from Yale University with

an American History degree. He
says, "Yale was a wonderful

time," but also makes it clear that

he would not want to go through it

again. While aT

Yale he not only worked at the

student laundry, but also busied

himself with a charity drive or-

ganization of which he became

head in later years.

His motivation in coming to CC
wa$ because he likes to do a par-

ticular piece of work in his own

way. He felt this opportunity here

Kenneth Stampp

at CC was too good to pass up.

Now that he is here he would like

to seek a way in which students

could be further incorporated

with the meaning of the church.

He is particularly anxious to have

Shove Chapel be a place where

difficult questions such as nuclear

issues, drugs, sex, etc., can be

asked and discussed.

Reverend Eddy feels that the

role of religion here at CC should

appeal to that part of the mind

and soul which is spiritually

oriented, to recognize the divine

in our lives. He feels very strongly

about making Shove more of a

campus resource. In doing so, he

seeks to explain and to clarify var-

ious subjects with an open mind.

He wants to bring people such as_^

reverend Jesse Jackson to preach

and to talk to the students. He
would also like to bring women
priests to serve communion. Most

of all he would like to have stu-

dents help him shape the worship

services and build Shove Chapel

to what we all want it to be.

The budget of Shove Chapel is

13,000 dollars, of which 7.000 is

committed for pianos and 500 for

speakers. Although the budget is

realitively small, he .thinks if it is

used wisely and properly it will

suffice.

Sunday services are not only

Writing Given Priority by CC Faculty
By Ed Goldstein

ast Monday at the first faculty

ting of the year the need to

trove student writing skills

I given top priority status.

olorado College, like other

Jols of higher learning, had
iced a severe decline in recent

rs in the ability of incoming
pdents to express themselves

diligently on paper.

wi the past year Professor Tom
' Barton of the history depart-

F^t, while working on a Benezet
'llowship, studied the problem
' depth. Also, Professor Jim
^e of the English department
1^ to come to grips with student

*^^'ng difficulties by teaching an

institute in writing during the

college's summer session.

It was proposed by an ad hoc

committee on Student Writing be-

fore the fall faculty conference

(held before school began) that a

Freshman Tutorial be created in

order to "improve student writing

and to identify students with spe-

cial needs."

In addition the committee

suggested that a two-block course

designated "With Emphasis on

Writing" enter the list of college

course offerings. Although these

courses would deal with a particu-

lar academic subject, their prim-

ary purpose would be to allow pro-

fessors to provide individual at-

tention to students who want to

improve their writing skills.

Both suggestions were heartily

endorsed by the faculty at the fall

conference.

At Monday's faculty meeting

Professor Jim Yaffe successfully

challenged the recommendation

of the College Committee on in-

stuction (led by Dean Richard

Bradley) to have the class limit for

the "Emphasison Writing" course

put at 15 students. Yaffe claimed

that having 15 students in such a

class instead of a smaller figure

(he wanted a maximum of 12)

would prevent an instuctor from

providing full attention to the

needs of the students involved in

the class. "There is a misun-

derstanding of the kind of work

involved in this course," said

Yaffe as he explained that he

budgeted great amounts of time

over the summer during the writ-

ing institute to criticize student

papers, meet with students indi-

vidually in a weekly conference

and finally go over their paper re-

visions.

"Students need face to face

criticism and help," remarked

Yaffe ofthe energy he put into the

course. He asserted that with gre-

Cont. on page 14

open for college students but for

the community as well. Servces

are held Sunday morning from

8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., although he

would like to change them from

mornings to evenings. "This way
people who are out of the habit of

worshipning in the mornings or

wdrshrppin"g elsewhere, might

The Chapel has been locked for

security reasons when Reverend

Eddy is out fulfilling other duties.

He wants it to be open all day. but

it will be impossible, since he can't

always be there. So, it is

suggested that students who want

to help Rev. Eddy, volunteer to

"babysit" the chapel. This way
Shove can be open for meditation,

_ prayer, concerts, and study

groups throughout the entire day.

A TOUR OF SHOVE
Shortly after the interview the

Reverend on"ered to take me for a

tour of the chapel. It was then that

I closely observed and studied the

true interest and dedication that

he has to his career. The tour

started at the altar where he ex-

citedly explained the drawings on

the ceiling. He said that every

shape and color of the ceiling was

a symbol that represented a story

or had a certain significance to it,

as was with the windows of the

church, which are painted with

picture drawings telling biblical

stories.

He also showed us an open area

which is down in front ofthe altar.

This area was made by takjng

some of the front row benches out.

at his suggestion, making it pos-

sible for him to have the services

closer to the people to be heard

better. This is an impressively

good idea because it is difficult for

the people seated in the back of

the chapel or on top ofthe balcony

to hear clearly.

After this he directed us to one

of the rooms in back of the chapel

which will be used by study

groups. This room will also be

used by instructors to teach clas-

ses or show films.

Cont. on page 5
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CC's Energy : Consumption and Heartburn
/it

Editor's note: Dave Mason worked

for the physical plant one summer

before his senior year.

By David Mason

AS as student I was not in the

least interested in Colorado Col-

lege's energy conservation pro-

gram. I saw only the surface oper-

ations, administrative and

academic rituals, and treated the

Physical Plant as a given founda-

tion of maintenance, something

infallible; after all, the gardens

were kept green, the walls

painted and intact. Academic

study is the college's true em-

phasis, is it not? I should hope so.

Having been blessed with the

wisdom ofsome of its faculty, such

as the late J. Glenn Gray. Col-

orado College is still blossoming,

still becoming an exciting place to

learn. It would be lunacy to

jeopardize such accomplishments

now. Yet like all academic in-

stitutions in this country, The

Colorado College's intellectual

life balances precariously with its

economy. In the past, largely due

to administrative foresight and

the novelty of the Block Plan, the

college has weathered many
crises. When enrollments were

dovm all over the country and fa-

culty positions were erased left

and right, this college thrived.

But now there is a new crisis. By

"new", I only mean newly recog-

nized, newly diagosed. This, of

course, is the energy crisis. We
don't know its proportions. We
don't know yet how civilization,

let along this tiny college, will re-

spond to it. Yet as a potential

economic threat to instructional

budgets, and thus to the humanis-

tic life of the campus, it must cer-

tainly be deemed significant.

Originally it was the Physical

Plant that brought the college's

amazing wastefulness to its at-

tention (nationwide, school's and
univerisities were among the

biggest offenders with their poor

energy policies.) At that time

(early in 1973) Claude Cowart,

Physical Plant Assistant Direc-

tor, translated all this in his own
moral terms; as an engineer he
found such waste professionally

abhorrent. His earliest efforts at

conservation consisted merely of

walking around, unscrewing light

bulbs and florescent tubes which

did not appear to be utterly neces-

sary, testing to see if anyone

would notice they were out. Few

people did notice, and a measura-

ble savings in utilities cost re-

sulted. The Physical Plant has

been stepping up his program

ever since. Among the measures

taken: 1) reduction of tempera-

tures in buildings all over the

campus, as well as reduction in

the strain on air conditioning in

summer; 2) replacement of as

many incandescent fixtures as

possible with watt-saving flores-

cent lights; 3* addition of new in-

sulation in an effort to maximize

the efficiency of heating and air

conditioning.

In early summer, 1977, the As-

sociated Colleges of the Midwest

sent a memorandum to college

Presidents and Business Officers,

stating that "The impact on (sic?)

the continuing upward spiral of

energy costs has been felt on every

ACM campus. With the prospect

of ever-increasing costs, ACM in-

stitutions must find ways of meet-

ing this crisis both on the im-

mediate and long-term levels."

The memorandum stressed a need

for powerful lobbying, the acquis-

ition of federal aid to help colleges

meet the cost of energy-wise ar-

chitectural rennovations. Three-

percent loans through the Higher

Education Facilities Act (HEFA)

were mentioned, as well as future

goals: "Full funding of the Pell

Bill (S. 701) and the President's

Energy Bill."

Claude Cowart follwed by step-

ping up his own program. Enlist-

ing the aid of interested students

and budgeting funds for their use,

he instituted a highly successful

ad campaign emphasizing the po-

tential impact ofsmall, individual

efforts among the college com-

munity. The campus has been
blanketed with posters and stic-

kers reminding people to run off

lights when not in use, share or

shorten showers, endure a little

cold by wearing warmer
clothing—in short, to practice the

common sense of some minimal
sacrifice for the benefit of the

The Art of Conversation
Part Two: Shallow Roots
by Michael Gardenswartz
As long as we are talking

about my pet peeves one of the

verbal games that gets me most
enfuriated is that of "roots."

Now, we've all played this silly

game before and what is essen-

tially boils down to is "who
came first?" So bring out ol'

glory and strike up a patriotic

tune and let's get on with the

bloody details.

Yesterday I became engaged
in a conversation with some
prep. In the course of the

polemic as Peter Prep tapped his

brand-new "topsiders" on the

sidewalk he boasted, "my great,

great, great, great, great grand-

father was aboard the Mayf-
lower when it disembarked at

Plymouth Rock." "Tell me
Michael, what are your origins?"

"What do you mean?" I replied,

"I'm an American." "No stupid,

where did your parents come
from?" "America, born and
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raised in Colo/ado," I flippantly

retorted. "But before that man?"
These yankee doodle boys have
a way of being pushy so I told

him the story. Well pal, I'm Yi

German, '/^ Russian, and V*

Polish." Our prep friend had
caught the smell of blood and
like this German lady I once
met in Colivia asked, "what is

your last name?" "GAR-
DENSWARTZ," I replied. "You
see when Grandpa Zeke came
over from the old country my
last name was Smith but at

Ellis Island my grandfather de-

cided that name wouldn't do in

America so he anglicized it to

Gardenswartz."

After that our friend hid

farewell and walked to Slocum
hall feeling all the more of an
American than I. I meanwhile
went up the street and had a

corn beef sandwich on rye and
an order of flan for dessert. Fie

on Plymouth Rock!
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community. This particular ad

compaign, know as "The Walrus",

for its literary allusion to Louis

Carrol was the brainstorm of a

student. Bruce Reed. As I said, it

proved enormously successful; it

elicited the praise of, among
other, a corporate leader at Phil-

lips Petroleum Company,
Further, the program has suc-

ceeded in decreasing campus
energy consumption by 24'vJ , and

in four years has saved the college

roughly two hundred thousand

dollars.

It is not enough. Cowart himself

admits t« an increasing anxiety

over the problem, a feeling that

much more drastic measures
must be taken. He predicts, for

example\ that next year's utilities

costs will still involve an increase

of more than one hundred
thousand dollars.

Robert Broughton. Vice Presi-

dent and Business Manager of the

college, concedes that rising

energy costs are a potential threat

to instructional and other

budgets, but outlines this judge-

ment in an entirely different

light. He quotes a 1977-78

utilities budget, including Physi-

cal Plant labor, at just under four

hundred thousand dollars, adding

that students and their families

cover somewhere near halfof that

cost. "So were talking about

around two hundred thousand
dollars in utilities costs," said

Broughton, Hisperspective is, of

necessity, distanced. The college's

operating budget for that year, he

says, was in the neighborhood of

twelve million dollars. I was agh-

ast. It seemed enough to termi-

nate the conversation.

Further energy-saving con-

tributions from the Physical
Plant must come in the form of

architectual and structual

changes, for which, Broughton
indicates, federal aid would be

happily accepted. At present a

"feasibility study" is being con-

ducted by Physical Plant person-

nel, an in-depth examination of

the college's potential for

foundation-deep structural

changes. More efficient heating

systems must be studied, etc, . . .

until that study is complete,

Broughton says, the college is

rally in the dark and cannot sig-

nificantly expand its energy pol-

icy. He does add, however, one bit

of certainty: the college cannot af-

ford an emergency switch to oil

heating, should a particularly

harsh winter demand it. The col-

lege has been off oil for some time,

he says, and the change would
prove "disastrous".

This difference in perspective

between Cowart and Broughton

leads me to what I consider the

crux of the problem at Colorado

College. There is a kind of rivalry

going on between the Administra-

tion and the Physical Plant—at

least as an undertone. Over in

Armstrong Hall, Physical Plant

personnel are thought of not as

engineers (as both James Crossey

and Claude Cowart are), but as

maintenance men. Exactly the

way I thought of them as a stu-

dent. Rather nice fellows who
save a few bucks for us out of our

enormous budget. The Physical

Plant, on the other hand, is a bit

like liberal England, muddling

though, taking each problem at

hand singularly and without
enough sense of an over-all plan,

saving a penny here, a dollar

there in its attempt to compensate
for the college's massive architec-

tural wastefulness.

In^ recent construction alone,

energy consciousness has been

largely ignored in favor of the ar-

chitect's aesthetic sense. Palmer

Hall,, recently remedied, has
wasteful incandescent lights set

at nearly unmaintainable heights

in the ceiling or aimed at empty
bulletin boards—even though
fluourescent lights deliver four

times the economy. The beautiful

gallery in the newly-built Pac-

kard Hall is a travesty of energy

conservation; its arched-glass roof

leaks and is lined with incandes-

cent lights. Indeed, Packard Hall

alone is responsible for roughly

ten percent of the college's total

energy consumption. The Physi-

cal Plant fought to amend these

renovations, and was essentially

shunned.

True, the people in charge of

construction at the college are

wise to consider an over-all

aesthetic sense, not to mention

the needs of departments housed

in the given buildings. But must

these needs and sensibilities

prove self-destructively wasteful?

It is not an easy problen-

solve. At the very least, though,

demands fuller cooperation b(

ween Armstrong Hall and
Physical Plant,

tpo

n b.

For an institution supposei

dedicated to the pursuit of kno

ledge and the Increased quality

human sensitivity and
ness, the Colorado College can

as self-destructively petty as an

one. And yet this is the same pi;

that has weathered one nation

crisis after another, has general

increased the quality of its teac

ing and its facilities. Its diver

perspectives, from laborer to Prt o qi

ident, must not prove exclusi'

Any contribution to its survival

significant, as Robert Broughti

readily admitted. I suggest aga

that increased cooperation is

order, and that this "feasibi

study" be speeded up, even if

requires more maintenance pt

sonnel. and be given the collegi

full financial support.

I have made a minor criticism

the college, and pointed out a pi

blem ofwhich most of its membe

are at least faintly aware. I on

hope the criticism does not offen

that would be a waste of time.
"^
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\ Sober Pause for Reflection After Camp David
/ith Peace at Hand . . .

nolv: StvL'i' Zcrobniik

tl his Junior year studying at

Hebrew University in

iselum-

eing an observer of Middle

t politics, one obtains a skepti-

n bordering on the cyhical.

n so, veteran politicians as

1 as the general public were

rwhelmed with emotion and

1 hopes when Sadat made his

oric visit to Jerusalem. Ten

ths of frustration, negotia-

called off for no apparent re-

irresponsible threats flying

libels made, have caused us

question the effectiveness of

grandstand type of political

that Sadat's visit epitomized,

once again we seem capti-

id by the same type of move,

results of the Camp David

mit are promising; never

e prospects for a settlement

n even a forseeable possibility,

President Carter has em-
isized. At such a juncture,

rever, it is essential to analyze

ically every move on all sides

lake sure that our perception

'hat is happening is accurate.

:erity of motives, ability to ful-

promises. and the potential in-

=nce of outside parties are

ee variables which must be

sidered.

s the leader of a nation that

the antagonist in four wars in

area^ Sadat's sincerity must
loubted. What has changed in

'pt's position is that Sadat is

willing to "go to the far cor-

. of the world" for peace
?reas after Egypt's defeat in

1973 war he was willing to

rifice "millions" of lives to take

k Egyptian territory. Has
at opted for the diplomatic

tact, hoping to whittle away Is-

rael's geographic defenses
through diplomacy instead of

war?

Such a back-handed use of dip-

lomacy is not without historical

precedent, as has often been ob-

served, using the 1939 Munich
agreement as evidence. In that

case Hitler made a promise of

non-aggression that contradicted

his stated goals of more than a

decade. Since Israel's creation in

1948, Egypt has Called for its de-

by Steve Zerobnick

November 19 for a hint that might
show his hand. However, now is

the date of reckoning. Begin has
stated his readiness for a complete
Israel withdrawal on the Egyp-
tian border. According to the ag-

reement Israel will turn over the

entire Sinai Peninsula to Egypt.

It will give up four major airbases

as well as Sharm-el-Sheikh.

whose historical significance as

the site of the blockades that

started two wars cannot bo ig-

nored. Israel will be giving up a

The amount of time required,
however, to convert them back
into military airfields is minimal.
Armed with American as well as
Russian jets the Egyptians could
use the lost Israeli advantage, and
their own simultaneous gain to

potentially disastrous ends. In

other words, if this plan is ac-

cepted. Egypt will once again
have a viable military option
against Israel.

The assassination of two former
Arab leaders, Abdullah of Jordan

struction. The readiness of the buffer zone with an area roughly
world to believe this relatively three times as large as its own
new stance is more than a little bit size.

alarming.

Yet this question has been
raised before. Many analysts have

gone over Sadat's motives,

speeches and actions since last

With this opening up of its

Southern flank it is crucial to

question sincerity. The Israeli

military air bases will be turned

over to Egyptian civilian control.

and Feisal of Saudi Arabia is cru-

cial here. Were this to happen in

Egypt at any time in the future,

any peace agreement, prospective

or real, could be nullified in-

stantly.

The issue of the Israeli settle-

ments in Sinai might prove to be

the first in a long series of disap-

pomtments frustrating the plan.

Knesset approval is not a cer^

tainty, by any means.

Not only does the recent agree-

ment appear to be sketchy, at

best, concerning Israel and Egypt,
but it also appears to have simply
ignored many other issues in the

region,

Saudi Arabia must be consi

dered as a potential threat to any
peace accord with which they do
not agree, The recent saleof F-15

fighter jets to the Saudis has
greatly bolstered Saudi military

might. As the spiritual, as well as

the territorial center of Islam.

Saudi Arabia, with its air base at

Tarbuk only a few minutes
night-time from the Southern
Negev, could be a great threat. In

addition, a strong Saudi condem-
nation of any prospective

Egyptian-Israel agreement could

potentially dissuade Egypt from

accepting such an agreement.

The PLO appears to have been

brushed aside in the official posi-

tion of Egypt. This organization's

volatility also could frustrate the

desirablity of any agreement to

all parties. The terror that this

group is capable of unleashing

against any subscribers to such an

accord is awesome.

The framework ignores the

problem of the Israel-Syria

frontation almost completely and

is weak with regard to Israel'

position vis-£i-vis Jordan. The
crisis in Lebanon was dealt with

only tangentially.

When the subject of the future

Cont. on page 15

yn'ical Policy Towards
omoza Hurts U.S. Interest

Letters to the Editor .

.

Michael Gardenswartz
; the United States learned

sson in Latin America? Yes
no. Gone are the days of

yankee imperialism in

a North American Chief
utive only too anxiously
in troops wherever our
sts were threatened. But
be fooled. In principle,

r's human rights policy is

fferent than the ways of

ist. The U.S. is still export-

s interest to Latin America
I a more diplomatic and re-

manner under the guise of

unan rights policy.

problem in Washington is

f" uncertainty. What should

ole be in LatinAmerica?
d the U.S. maintain neut-

or get involved,

the largest and most pow-

nation in the hemisphere
ng Canada) we have little

It is very difficult for an
int to hide but at the same
It must be very careful of

and how it steps. A case

nt is the current ordeal in

Qgua against the despotic

sa regime.

sragua is a fiefdom in

the majority of its citizens

n politically and economi-

marginalized. The Somoza
y which has been in power

form or another since
have amassed a considera-

ble economic monopoly in which-

they own over 45V( of the arable

land and control most of the key

industries in this the largest of

the Central American nations.

Furthermore. Somoza and his

U.S. trained and equipped Na-

tional Guard are one of the

worst violators of human rights

in the hemisphere. Recently the

country has been turned into a

bloodbath as the Sandinista

Liberation Front, a group of

marxist guerrillas and the

Broad Opposition Front com-
posed of businessmen, intellec-

tuals, the church, landowners,

and students wage civil war
against the tyrant Somoza who
has vowed to stay in power until

1981 regardless of the cost of

countless innocent human lives.

Throughout this whole ordeal

Washington has hesitantly cal-

led for Somoza's resignation and
the return of democratic elec-

tions. Talk has also arisen of

cutting economic aid .to

Nicaragua, thus providing" the

catalyst for Somoza's ouster.

However, Washington re-

mains unsure. Why? Simple, to

some back in Washington
Somoza is better than the alter-

natives. Somoza is a staunch
anti-communist and has tradi-

tionally supported North Ameri-
can business interest. Many key

policy makers feel that if

Somoza is forced out of office a

Marxist regime would most cer-

tainly flourish in Nicaragua and

any good U.S. citizen knows this

means trouble with a capital

CUBA. John Foster Dulles

where are you? Fortunately, the

State Department has not been

quite so antiquated in its think-

ing but still feels that the

sooner Somoza is out of power,

the greater the chances of a

moderate and non-marxist gov-

ernment being elected in

Nicaragua.

The beleagured Somoza is

sure to fall in the near future.

At this juncture the United

States should, along with the

Organization of American States

lOAS), establish the framework

for democratic elections and
then get our duffs out of

Nicaragua and let the election

process take its toll. If the U.S.

has learned its lessons from
Guatemala. Cuba, the Domini-
can Republic, and Chile, we will

respect the mandate of the

Nicaraguan people's choice of

government whether it be right-

ist, moderate, reformist, or even

marxist. If this be the case then

the United States will most de-

finitely have entered a new
phase in its relationship with
Latin America.

Negative Reaction
I am writing this letter in im-

mediate response to the first issue

of this year's Catalyst. I feel that

it is my responsibility to say that

upon reading the newspaper I was

shocked, amazed, and even

frightened to see the trivial sub-

ject matter discussed, and the ex-

treinely limited and conservative

coverage of CC issues. Three of

the lengthiest articles had pro-

drinking themes, as if the most

important issue on campus is

when and where we consume al-

cohol. Five out of the fifteen

photographs had drinking or

drunken individuals as their

subject. The "Watch Out for Ti-

gers" check list had every CC
clique listed so that students

could slide into whatever

stereotype sounded best, whether

it be "drunk kappa sigs." "granola

girls." or "shapely jockettes in

jogging shorts." I truly believe

(and truly hope) that we students

are contemplating more conse-

quential subjects than the stud-

like qualities of our deans and

"drown night at Benny's . . . $2.00

for guys and $1.50 for girls."

I know from my two years at

CC, how easy it is to get caught up

in trivial campus happenings and

never look beyond the edge of the

campus borders, except for fre-

quent escapes to the mountains.

Working under the intensity of

the block plan and having every-

thing at our fingertips, it'sjust too

easy for that to happen. I think

that it is about time that interest

in important issues affecting

September 22,

more than what immediately con-

fronting us. The Catalyst is a po-

tentially effective tool in bringing

this change about, I would be

happy to see more than three col-

umns devoted to world political

issues, and some interest inprog-

ressive student ideas and lifes-

tyles. There are things happening

among us more worthy of thought

and commentary than illustrated

methods of "Drinking the Week
Away." Let's unite our energies

and move in positive and con-

structive directions.

Sincerely.

Sarah Sisk

Plowdits For Flicks

To the editor:

We. the undersigned, wish to

bring to the attention of your

readers the truly inspired job of

which the CC Film Series Com-
mittee is doing this year. The hard

working members have far and

away outstripped the achiev-

ments of their predecessors. The

dedicated constituents, by devot-

ing their valuable time and expert

knowledge, are in the process of

giving CC film-goers a dynamic,

entertaining and culturally en-

riched viewing experience. A fall

Film Series Card is not only a fine

investment but will also become a

cherished keepsake to the proud

owners in the years to come as

they look back upon their memor-

able college experience.

Sincerely, Matthew Hanson
Holly Armstrong

Lois Steinmeier

Sam Eppley.
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For Real Independence Pedal up the Pas
Biking to Nirvana isn't easy

by Jim Collins

An annual tradition of the CC
Outdoor Recreation Committee,

the first block break bike trip to

Aspen, will continue with the

"78 edition pedaling out this

Wednesday. The group of di-

vei-se cyclers (from sofl-boiled to

hard-core) is looking forward to

excellent exercise, scenery and

good times.

The 173 plus mile ride will

come in three sections. On Wed-

nesday, after all-nighters and

hair-pulling tests, the 45 riders

will straggle out of Colorado

Springs and up Highway 24.

These first 45 miles are the

toughest . . . with a long grating

incline up into the mountains.

But there are many beautiful

sights and surprised passers-by

to lessen the strain, some of the

bikers also stopping at every gas

station, restaurant or bar to re-

lieve the tension. After about

four hours the outdoor rec'ers

will wheel around a corner to

the glorious sight of Round
Mountain Campground. The
"sag wagon," filled with camp-

ing equipment, food and riders

in bad shape, will get to the

campground around sunset, just

in time to set up camp, fix di-

nner and spread out for

"sleeping-bag talk."

The morning sun comes far

too soon, but the CC bikers

must get an early start. So

breakfast is fixed, granola gorp

is divided up and it is still very

cold as the bikers head up Wil-

kerson Pass. Thursday is the

longest ride, about 95 miles, ac-

ross South Park, over Trout

Creek Pass, through Buena

Vista ("Cruising capita" of Col-

orado") and up to Twin Lakes.

Here the CC wheelers will camp

at Perry Peak, in the shadow of

Independence Pass."

Saga food, supplementary real

food and the necessary alcoholic

beverages are consumed faster

than Sundays in Rastall. Re-

pairs and adjustments are per-

formed on many of the cycles.

Massages and chiropractic

treatments are traded among
the cyclists. And there are many

students trading jokes, horror

stories and star gazing info be-

fore sliding into their cocoons.

Friday begins with a hasty

breakfast and a start up to In-

dependence Pass. Ten miles of

ups-n-downs, then a shift down

into second gear for the slow

push up the Pass. A few stops

along the way to look at the

scenery, rest, and wonder how
the hard cores can keep up a 20

mile-per-hour pace going

straight up hill. Finally . . . the

top . . . and the beautiful feeling

land sights) of 12,600 feet

(12.000 ft. altitude and 300
tourists). The 20 miles down to

Aspen is amaaazing—almost all

downhill around some hairpin

turns. The bikers can overtake

many cars, even without pedal-

ing much, but the view dictates

some stops. The Aspen trees will

be turning to their fall yellows

and oranges, the old mining

town of Independance will still

be falling down and the moun-

tains will be as beautiful as al-

ways.

Once in Aspen, and checked

into the St. Moritz dorm-motel,

the bikers are free to do what
they want, which may include

tours of the Jerome Hotel bar,

the Rocking Horse, The Paragon

Bar, the rugby tourney or some

of the famous twin peak forma-

tions around Aspen. Some hardy

souls may even forget their sad-

dle sores for a short trip to the

Maroon Bells, the towering
peaks that climb majestically

over a pristine lake. Inciden-

tally, in order to preserve the

beauty of the Maroon Bells area,

the forest servjces has desig-

nated the region for limited ac-

cess usage. Finally the red-eyed,

sore legged, tired, and hung
over Tigers will board the

"Melmobile" bus for the

back to CC on Sunday af

Thp Aspen bike trip has tr

tionally been a fantastic wa
spend block break with

breaking the spending lit

This year's trip, led by D

Cannard and Leonard Zinn

partially funded by the A
Reich Memorial Fund, prom
to fulfill anyone's expectat

Or as J. P. (of the "Save
Whale" Club) says: "It'll

Sperm Whale of a trip!"
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Aspen: Deliciously Deciduoui
Trees Tliat Paint tlie State

by Laurel Van Driest

I came to Colorado for the

mountains.

But when I hiked out of town to

get closer to the Rockies, I found

that other, closer objects attracted

my attention—^like the incredibly

tall, green trees that lined the

road to Cripple Creek. A long,

white trunk dotted with black

eyes . . . light green leaves that

shivered and rustled in the wind .

.

. wait a second.

Nobody ever told be about this.

That's probably because the

American Quaking Aspen is so

common around Colorado Springs

that native and returning stu-

dents don't realize the impact that

this unusual tree has on newcom-
ers to the Colorado area. So, for

the benefit of those who would

like to know more about Poputus

tremuloides. here's a short primer

on Colorado's most noticable tree.

Where does the aspen come
from orginally?

"

Aspens is native to America,

and spread throughout North

America about the same time as

the European colonists.

What are those black things

on the trunk?
They are "lenticels"

—

breathing pores for the tree.

What is the aspen used for?

Aside from its purely decorative

aspect, the aspen is used by pulp-

ing industries for matchsticks.

How does the aspen propa-

gate itself?

By two methods: seeds and suc-

kers (horizontal roots). The small,

numerous seeds are contained in

fuzzy "catkins," which drop to the

ground in late spring. Sucker
grow from the roots ofthe original

tree, and branch out to begin a

separate life.

Why are aspen leaves always

trembling?

The leaves are attached tc

tree by flat, thin stalks, w ,\x^a

allow the leaf to mc

slightest wind.

The most spectaculat attri ^^^
of the aspen tree is yet to coi

the changing colors of the lea

During the last weeks of

tember, the light green leave

turn a brilliant yellow, and I

to drop from the branches,

color change begins in the fo ctui

ills, and as the weeks
spreads through the moun
aspens to the 10,000 foot treel en.

So, in the coming weeks,

for the aspen. Its bi-colored

auty can brighten up even a

on which papers are due but

yetstarted,testresultshave(
, by

back and you wish they hadn

that chemistry lab that's e\

thing you wish it wasn't.

Any more surprises, Color

Denver: Can the Orange Crush
There is more to life than l\/1orton and Moses

le g<

pyra

fide

led

and

heh

What are you doing block

break? Oh, nothing—just going to

Denver to kill four days."

Well going to Denver may not

be as boring as you might expect.

Even if you've lived there all of

you life you may have never really

seen the "Queen City of the Roc-

kies." This block break if you are

going to Denver go with the at-

titude of visiting Chicago, New
York, London or Lamar, not with

the attitude that you're just going

home or 60 miles north. There is a

lot to see and do. Here is a list to

help you out.

This year block break corres-

ponds with Octoberfest in

Larimer Square. The final

weekend is Sept. 30-Oct. 1 with

German music, folk -dancers,

dancing in the street, food and
beer.

photo by Andy Naget

Steamboat: a Colorful Fall Break
by Dan Sarlo particular spring sounded like a

steamboat whistle, thus the
So you want something to do name. Another one. Soda

this block break? Why not take Spring, produces fine, clear
a drive up to Steamboat Springs water that is sometimes used to

Colorado and find all the won- make the world's best lemonade,
ders of nature that exist in nor- Just take lemons, sugar and a
thwest Colorado?

The town was named Steam-
boat Springs after one of the
many natural springs that exist

in and around Steamboat. One

pitcher to the spring and
dulge in a fantastic drink.

At this point in time. Steam-

boat is one of the lovliest spots

on the earth. Take a trip to

Strawberry Park and hike

among the beautiful mountains

as the trees majestically turn

their leaves. While you're there

go to the famous, natural Hot
Springs. There isn't an experi-

ence like resting your tired body

in the Springs and feeling its

soothing, hot, massaging water

engulf you. The beauty that sur-

rounds the Hot Springs is

breathtaking.

Speaking of beer, a visit to the

Coors Brewery in Golden is wor-

thwhile. There are two tours; a

short and long one. Both end at

the beer garden—the one you take

depends upon how thirsty you are.

Once in the beer garden you are

allowed two glasses of"America's

fine light beer." It's 3.2/ and be

prepared to show your I.D.

The next day walk off those

calories with the Historic Denver

Walking Tours. For $3.50 you can

tour all of the renovated streets

and homes of Denver's great past

(including Molly Brown's). Call

832-7645 8 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays

for reservations.

You can also take a stroll

through the Denver Art Museum
at 100 West Ave. Pkwy. The hours

are Tue.-Sat. 9am- 5pm; Sun.

l-5pm. The exhibit "American

Folk Painting" consists of 50

paintings from one of the most

comprehensive collections of

American folk art.

Or if you're into the real rather

than the abstract, the Denver

Museum of Natural History can

stimulate you mind as well as

your legs. If you live in Denver

you probably haven't been there

since you third grade school trip.

You'll be surprised to see how
much you've learned since

then—^yet even after twelve years

they are still just as big. The De-

nver Museum of Natural History

is not the Smithsonian, but it will
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The Denver night life is a
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true liberal arts education
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(yoming: Wild Times Cowgirls Chase the Blues
tecuffs With Oil Rig Rouglis

by Steve Winship

, the added delinquency
of

Phil Harvey)

car has broken down in

lall cowboy town, so you

into the bar to ask for the

e of a mechanic, or to get a

No sooner has the question

I
uttered to the bartender

1 a terrific skull cracking,

Tg shattering brawl breaks

[behind you. With pool cues

Jnging and beer mugs flying,

|j back up against the nearest

111 and await your turn. Much
your relief club swinging de-

with arms as big as your

it, and many with pieces of

noses or ears bitten off,

the bar out . . . Welcome
'yoming.

le importance of the bar and

bottle to Wyoming culture is

[e describing the importance

the gods to Ancient Greece or

^ pyramids to Egypt. With the

t^ing
neon of a Coors beer

in the window, the bar is

B center of social, and often,

Uness life in Wyoming.

rather classic example is

i/ided by that appropriately

led town of Savageton. The
and the town are the same,

he bar is the only permanent

icture taller than the sageb-

h. Located in a treeless

ley-ridden, rattlesnake

en, Savageton provides the

^ "watering hole" within 50

es. Every day hundreds of

jhnecks, drillers and other

and uranium field personnel

1 by for a drink, a fight, or

h. When the bar was shut

down for a few days the produc-

tion in the surrounding fields

fell to all-time lows. There are

some who would say the
Savageton Bar and its product is

the lifeblood of that area.

Typical of a Wyoming bar is

that great institution known as

the barroom brawl. Not so much
for anger, but more for recrea-

tion, the brawl can start iwth

the slightest provocation such as

length of hair, a bad joke, bad

breath, etc. For the most part

the fight is just fists and an oc-

casional thumb in the eye. Then
the deputies arrive.

Other times, however, tem-

pers can flair and extreme cau-

tion should be observed. When
there is anger involved it is not

unusual to see teeth employed.

An acquaintance of mine nearly

had his eyeball bitten out, and

did have a chunk gobbled out of

his side before his opponent was
hauled off and dealt with.

A bitter brawl in Shoshonee

broke out three weeks ago bet-

ween oil field workers over

somebody's philandering wife.

After an unsatisfactory conclu-

sion to the fight, the next

night's action witnessed guns
drawn in the streets of

downtown Shoshonee. Twenty
rowdies shot at each other for

five minutes. Other than bullet

holes in cars, buildings and
windows, the only injury occur-

red when an excited roughneck

shot himself in the arm.

By this time you are probably

wondering how these brawls are

handled. There are as many
methods of breaking up brawls

'ampp com
hypwcritical image of the Re-

ican Party in the 1850's.

Iinpp argued that yes, the Re-

plicans were sanctimonious

B often racially prejudiced but

^ertheless they were the lesser

two evils whencompared to the

phobia, pro-slavery, and

>t Democratic Party led by

hen A. Douglas. The Republi-

whether for economic,

il, or Anti-Southern feelings,

jast addressed and acknow-

sd the "inherent" evil of slav-

far as the political realities

le 1850's permitted, even if

were not certain how to deal

the black in American soci-

as evidenced by the wide-
tion and colonization of

Tica's blacks in Africa. Fur-

more, the Republicans be-

id that blacks were included

he Declaration of Indepen-
e and as such were entitled to

- minimal rights such as lib-

I
life, and property.

Using the historic and often

over-used Lincoln/Douglas de-

bates, Stampp went on to de-

monstrate that Lincoln was a typ-

ical middle-of-the-road Republi-

can and the epitome of a politi-

cian. The often hedging Lincoln

seemed able to unite the broad co-

alition of pro-slavery stalwarts

and radical abolitionists, which

formed the extremes ofthe Repub-

lican party, under a platform of

mediation calling for no further

expansion of slavery into the ter-

ritories.

Finally, Stampp warned obser-

vers not to judge the Republicans

of the 1850's views on civil rights

using today's more liberal stan-

dards. Quoting David Potter,

Stampp urged the audience, "to

see the past through the eyes of

those who lived it and not through

20/20 vision."

The Arthur Pettit Memorial

lecture was established by friends

and family of the late CC great.

od and Man cent.

B then climbed up the tower of

chapel where the bells are.

e he gave us a briefdemonst-
•n ofhow the bells are rung by
ck. This clock is not very ac-

te and is always ringing the

behind schedule. Therefore.

Reverend has suggested that a

system be used which would

perated by a windmill that

d turn the alternator to pro-

duce electricity the electricity

would be stored in a battery that

would power the motor that would

eventually ring the bells.

It js evident that we have a very

competent Reverend here at CC
who will definitely bring about

some changes. These changes will

be what we the students want

them to be, if we help by par-

ticipating.

as there are bars in Wyoming.
In one small town that has only

one policeman, a pack of Ger-

man Shepards are set upon the

warring factions with very effi-

cient if not devastating effects.

In another classic bar in

Baggs, the owner of the bar, a

60-year-old lady tougher than
any roper that ever ordered a

draw of beer, wields a deadly

plumbing flashlight. Once
struck by Bea's 'magic wand'

and there is not a whole lot of

fight left in you.

More usual is the ritual of

parking a paddy-wagon outside

the bar and having the cops just

wait for the nightly brawl.

A common avocation in

Wyoming bars by the locals is

the picking up of girls. However,

these suave modern day cowboys
encounter a few special hazards

. . . like husbands. Unfortu-
nately for these guys many of

the ladies will remove their

wedding rings and the discovery

of their marital status may not

come until a very dangerous
moment. Many is the woman
who was married at 14 and now
at 21 wants to find a different

one.

Another hazard to be aware of

is the character of the cowgirl.

You see her standing in skin

tight jeans hustling some wit-

less cowboy in pool or foosball.

With a face as tough as the de-

sert she works in, she chews to-

bacco, wears a felt or fur cowboy

hat, and straps a leather tooled

belt with her name spelled out

in gold letters. More often than

not a buck knife hangs menac-

ingly from the belt.

Under a soiled tank top, it is

very obvious that she has un-

harnessed herself as well as the

horses. On her feet, of course,

are the standard cowboy boots.

Amazingly enough she can be

irresistably attractive.

Their drinking prowess would

be hard to match. I personally

witnessed two of these girls put

down twenty shots of vodka in

less than a half-hour, and sur-

vive without having their

stomachs pumped. And that

must be some sort of record.

For those of you contemplat-

ing a block break excursion to

the wild times of Wyoming bar-

room culture, a few hints might

be in order.

You'll know you're near one of

these infamous honky-tonks

when a pickup truck stuffed

with as many as five

roughnecks in the cab all yel-

ling and singing while guzzling

beer comes whizzing by at 90

m.p.h.

As you walk into that dark,

smoke-filled bar with Wayion

and Willie whining in the

background don't go up to the

gambling table to ask if some-

body would like to play gin

rummy. Whatever you do don't

order some drink like a pink

lady or slow gin fizz, because

that is basis for you to be

labeled a "limp-wristed, pranc-

ing fag that don't deserve to

live." And you probably won't.

Finally, and above all never,

never say anything about un-

natural relations with sheep.

M (Si^^^siJ fecs^cs^'^^ig feg^cs-'g^&g yr^gy^aapgjry^gy^ai^ ^-^^f

Backgammon
Darts

Chess

Cocktails

Swedish

Style

Pizza

Live Entertainnnent Weekends
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110

Canon Ave.,

Manitou Springs

685-5569

Hours
Tues. - Fri.

4:00 - 2:00
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12:00-2:00

Sun. 12:00-8:00

Thanksgiving and

Xmas flights

ARE almost filled —
Call us soon!

Your campus travel

agency
PHONE (303)636 3871
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East to the Prarie: Magnificent Desolation in View
Editor's note: material for this ar-

ticle was gracioiisiy provided by C.

V. Mills of the Lamar Daily News

in Lamar. Colorado.

In the 19th Century Horace

Greeley (of the New York Herald

Tribune) gave the immortal ad-

vice "Go West young man." to

seekers of new opportunities and

fortune.

Out in the northern plains of

Colorado the town of Greeley was

named in honor of the sage wis-

dom of the famed newspaper pub-

lisher.

Greeley is of course, east of us.

And today our aspirations and

dreams beckon us west to the

mountains that were conquered

over a hundred years ago. But to

really appreciate the land that

brave pioneers struggled to pass

in order to find 19th century lost

horizones we must gaze east to the

prairie that spreads out before the

sunrise.

To begin with a tour of eastern

Colorado head up to Greeley and

see land that inspired former

University of Northern Colorado

Professor James Michener to

write one of his greatest novels,

Centennial.

At Greeley you will not see any

of the great cattle drives spread

from horizon to horizon. But you

will see several thousand head of

cattle in the pens of the Monfort

meat company. The twin pillar

buttes and the meandering South

Platte River will also be there for

you novel reiider.s lo inspect.

If you want history to come
alive, got to the .southeast part of

the state to climb around Bent's

Fort east of La Junta. The stone

fort, which v/as a trading statioh

along the Santa Fe trail, was re-

cently rebuilt using the technol-

ogy of the 18O0's. At the fort you
will find a real livery stable,

watch tower, water well and crew
quarters. In residence are arti-

in slaughtering defenseless In-

dian women, children and old men
in a "battle " that became known
as "The Sand Creek Massacre."

You can see the site of this black

mark on American history eight

miles north of the ghost town of

Chivington on Colorado highway
96 in Kiowa County.

Fighting between Indians also

occurred in eastern Colorado and
you can roam tlie grasslands

It IS a long and Narrow Road to Kansas.

sans such as a blacksmith and
candle maker.

Bent's Fort Ithen called Fort

Lyon) was the disembarking point

for a U.S. Army garrison of Col-

orado Volunteers, led by Colonel

John Chivington, that succeeded

where Cheyennes attacked
Kowas at Stony Point on the Ar-

kansas River in Prowers County.

If it is living things and not his-

tory that you are after then

perhaps you would like to visit the

Comanche National Grasslands

Colorado Springs: Stay Home and Roam
by Mark Stephenson

Ahhh Block Break! The Col-

orado College is the only school in

the country where every three

and a half weeks students can

enjoy one half week of wild and
crazy abandon. Yes, Block Break
provides a truly unique oppwrtun-

ity to exercise your personal free-

dom, probably to a much greater

extent than you'll ever be able to

after graduation.

So the big question is, what to

do for Block Break? If you have
wheels and feel like travelling,

the whole southwest is yours to

explore. Wyoming's Grand Te-

tons. Vail, Asj>en's Maroon Bells

and hot springs, Taos, and Santa
Fe arejust a few places whose dis-

tinct beauty will blow you away.
But my assignment is to deal with
a Block Break in Colorado
Springs. Contrary to the general

belief, with a little imagination

and energy, excellent times can be

yours in and around the Springs.

It's noon Wednesday the 27th.

You've just finished your final

and are positive you've done a ter-

riblejob on it. Relax, it's Block
Break! Time to party! After a

couple of hours of blissful reverie,

its time to head to King Soopers
for some steaks and beer then up

Cheyenne Canyon for a cookout!

The Canyon is simply gorgeous.

There are plenty of grills just off

the upper part of Cheyenne
Mountain Road. Generally there's

enough wood around that char-

coal isn't neccessary.

Perhaps you will feel like tak-

ing a drive up to Cripple Creek

and Victor. These two old mining

towns are about an hour and a

halfs drive from the Springs.

They sit high in the mountains

just west of Pike's Peak. The hills

of Victor and Cripple Creek are

renowned both for their unique^

beauty and rich history. Fantastic

stories abound about men who lit-

erally stumbled upon rich veins of

gold and became millionaires

overnight in these tiny towns
around the turn of the century.

There were also several terrible

mining strikes which resulted in

bloodshed and the massive depor-

tation of 5,000 striking miners to

other states. Globe trotting cor-

respondent Lowell Thomas and

heavyweight champion Jack De-

mpsey hail from the area. The
wild frontier days of these two
towns has long since passed, but

some of the feeling remains in the

architecture and harshness of the

terrain. While you're there, you

'File J. Maurice Finn
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have to eat a hamburger and chile

at Zeke's place in Victor. Zeke's is

the epitome of an old western sa-

loon with possible exception that

it is clean and superiorly stocked

with liquor.

An excellent place to check out

is Old Colorado City. It's only a

fifteen minute drive from CC,
west on Colorado Blvd. The town
abounds with all kinds of classy

tourist traps. There are a couple of

headshops, music stores, plenty of

interesting restaurants, and lots

of antique and craft shops to mill

around in, not to mention the

penny arcade in Manitou.

Block break is a good time to get

some exercise. A bike ride out to

the Black Forest might be in order

or try one of the fifteen walking

tours ofour beautiful city mapped
out in Leslie and Kim Berstrom's

book 15 Tours on Two. Leslie is a

CC graduate, so the book must be

good. You can find it at the CC
Bookstore for a mere $2.50. Af-

ter such an exhausting day you
deserve to treat yourself to an ex-

ceptional dinner at one of Col-

orado Springs' many fine restaur-

ants. Whether you decide on the

Penrose Room at the Broadmoor,

the Smuggler's Inn, the Mar-
garita (Mexican Cuisine) or the

Hatchcover, you're sure to enjoy

Cont. on page 15

in Baca, Las Animas and Otero
Counties. You will see on this vast

spread animals such as mountain
lion, wildcats, deer, and bears
that you would expect to only live

in a mountain habitat.

Down near Two Buttes Reser-

voir and Butte Canyon south of

Lamar you will find several var-

ieties of fish, Louisiana jumbo
bullfrogs, eagles, vultures, rock

doves and deer. Near the south-

east border of the state you can go
hunting (camera or otherwise) for

wild turkeys. Quail and goose
hunting is very popular south of

Lamar.
September block break is a par-

ticularly good time to head east

during block break because it is

harvest season. The air will come
alive with the sweet scent of ripe

corn, pumpkins and melons, espe-

cially around the Rocky Ford
area.

Ifyou are lucky you may drop in

on-a harvest festival or barn dance
in some of the smaller com-
munities ofeastern Colorado. Un-
fortunately most of the "larger"

rural towns have not continued
the quaint custom.
The people in eastern Colorado

are hard working, friendly, ^

for the most part very religio

The simple beauty of the couniC

churches rivals anything F

America outside of New Englai

You may also run into the r^,

sight of communities that hi.

retained their orientation U'Aficii

religious cities that were foundl

during the pioneer days of ('_'

orado. Some of the sects that wiL
strong in the 19th century iTh'

the Eastern Orthodox Chun-P'^"
still thrive out on the eastep "' '

plains. ["al H

Perhaps the most inspinjpeHil '

quality of the plains is that thfie i" '

attribute what the area lacksp,niun

mountains. And that allows
[j.^ y^i^i

the sky above to spread out a^lu,^ n^tc
as the imagination will allfjL

,

|
,

"You can see thunderstorms htf

wing around you for 20 mile" "
,

comments Lamar native Tert'

Swenson. "And the sunsets ;

brilliant."

Too often we forget that tb

land that forged the characterf

the people who built our state \v|

and is flat. Head east this blij

break to renew your ties to o

wonderful (and sometimes not|

wonderful! heritage.

Denver cont.

Auditorium through Sept. 30.

Tickets range from $6.00-$17.00

but you'll be lucky to get one. Call

573-7151 for more information on

this Broadway hit. The Bonfils

Theatre presents "Pipin" by
Roger O. Hirsm with music by

Stephen Schwartz Wed. 8:30 p.m.;

Thurs.-Sat. 8:00 p.m. and Sun.

matinee at 2:30 p.m. Featured in

Bo Bans Cabaret at Bonfils

Theatre (322-7725) is "The Club,"

a musical by Eve Merriam, show-

ing on Wed. 8:30 p.m.; Thur.-Sat.

8:00 p.m.; and Sun 7:00 p.m.

During a block break the De-

nver Symphony Orchestra will

perform Sept. 28 and 30th. Michel

Plassoe is the guest conductor.

"Berlioz;" "Overture Fr. Corsair;"

"Chaisson Symphony in B flat;"

"Ravel;" "Mother Goose Suite,

and "La Vajse" are on the pro-

gram. The music begins at )

p.m. and tickets range froj j^
$6.50-$13.00. Call 292-1584 f)y»^.j

more information. jVlSftl

Now you are ready to cancel ^SKBN
of your other plans and go to C

nver, but you don't have a placed

stay. The Denver United Youjf

Hostel will be glad to put you
|

for the three nights at just %

night. Located just off of ColW
close to downtown
Lafayette, 832-9996). Now yi

say you'd like to go but you dol

have the money. Don't worry, jilUtieyi

make your first stop the DenrfyifAi

Mint, take a tour and if you wor p ,

it right you'll be fixed up for ITt,-,^

not just a block break.
alavore

Now you are ready to tour a. ^^
nver, no more excuses

remember there is more to Deni

than the Broncos.
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olo. Springs Opera Has Nothing to Sing About
nancial Support From College is Discontinued

by Dale Hartigan

summer Colorado College

ded to end its financial sup-

of the Colorado Opera Fes-

1. However, prospects are

oful that the festival will be

, to continue with the aid of

Jmunity funds in its stead.

past years CC has annually

ided about $40,000 of the

ival's $105,500 budget- And

s not to mention providing

of Armstrong's facilities

3Ughout the summer. The

Ege felt the financial obliga-

was too great, "CC is not in

opera business, but in the

cation business." remarked
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MURCO
DRUG
833 N. Tejon

festival artistic director Donald
Jenkins of the music depart-

ment.

According to Professor Jen-

kins, there is a fiercely in-

terested faction of the Colorado

Springs community working to

make the Opera Festival happen
again next summer.
The annual Opera Festival

first began in 1970 through
what Jenkins calls a "unique
partnership of the College with

the community." The C.S.

Chorale and C.S. Symphony
have both participated every
summer with CC,

In the eight years of its exis-

tence, the C.O.F. has risen to

receive national recognition sev-

eral times. This summers per-

formance of Handel's "Xerxes"

was a U.S. premiere which re-

ceived two favorable reviews by

Harold Schonberg of The New
York Times.

The festival has always used

professional singers brought in

from many areas of the country

as well as proft

signers, costumers, choreo

raphers, etc., which partly ac

counts for its high quality and

high price tag.

iMerle si
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

//Vc?^ ^°\#^'?'<^%'^'
-J?-..* #,°"

photo by Alexander Johns

Cinderella was one of the featured opera goers
for the festival this summer,

Terry Show Semi-Good

-«»- '•g- =a=«=x=

bare traps

FAAfOlAREj,

THE BEST ^"^)
at the

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon

I

Also . . . shoe repair

^^ ^^ ^g- J»

by Brian Feeney

David Terry has been exhibit-

ing his one-man photography

show in Packard for the past two

weeks. It is the first art show of

the year and it is unique because

it presents an ideology of art that

is as important as the art itself in

making Terry's statement. His

title. Photography Versus Photo-

graphyAs Art and Perception tells

us that the statement he is mak-

ing is about art itself rather than

a theory of what beauty is or a

great philosophical truth.

David Terry states in his writ-

ten and mounted introduction

that he intends to capture what

the mind perceives instead of con-

triving to construct something

that strikes him as beautiful. He

believes that art is more than be-

auty, ar) expression of the way the

mind perceives. He tried to show

this in his work by giving "free

reign" to his subconscious in the

form pictures shot from the hip

without any planning. As with

most hip shooting, the results

were inconsistent.

Nearly half of the exhibit is a

series of 120 prints taken from the

hip at the Texas state fair this

summer. The absence of planning

made for a series that is a mixture

ofbrilliance and pointlessness. He

caught some engaging angles and

lighting effects as well as some

painfully revealing character

studies. But the series was mar-

red by many blurry and pointless

pictures that could not be excused

as artistic licsence. About a third

of the series did not work, but the

other two thirds was outstanding

in the way it evoked a feeling of

disorientation and grotesqueness

from the neon lit night where

Texas' blue collars came looking

for a good time.

The next best part of the exhibit

was the series ofthree mannequin

pictures. The sharp light con-

trasts gave the human shapes a

lot of visual impact. The mood of

estrangement and human empti-

ness was again evoked but with-

out the garishness of the state

fair.

The series of pictures contain-

ing mirrors did not work because

the reflections created too much

light unbroken by any darks with

which to define the composition.

The result was that these pictures

are unreadable to the eye. The

series of negatives did not work

any better because they were not

revealing of anything. They

Cont. on page 8
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Now you can blow your own horn
College tunes up Instrumentals

Bach SeminarsAnnouna

By Ed Goldstein

At Colorado State University

there are no less than four stage

bands that have formal concerts

and informal gigs at the

Ramskellar, the college pub.

At Denver University a con-

cert orchestra and band perform

regularly before college and

community audiences. Also, a

pep band livens the scene at all

D.U- hockey games.

Unfortunately the same situa-

tion is not present at Colorado

College. We do not have any or-

ganized jazz, concert or orchest-

ral groups that put on regular

performances.

However, the CC music de-

partment is eager to get stu-

dents involved in situations

where the lively arts become
alive and will offer CC audi-

ences several unique oppor-

tunities to view instrumental

performances.

The New Music Ensemble led

by Professor Stephen Scolt and

the Collegium Musicum under

the leadership of Professor

Michael Grace present sepa-

rately a challenging blend of

contemporary and medieval and

renaissance music with all kinds

of instruments.

Both Cabaret, the school mus-

ical, and the College Choir Con-

cert will feature instrumental

accompaniment. In Cabaret

though, only piano, string bass

and percussion musicians will

be used.

Also, talented CC students

play in the Colorado Springs

Community Orchestra isome
even play for the Colorado
Springs Symphony) and get to-

gether informally each Thurs-

day in Packard Hall for drop-in

jazz jam sessions. 'People in-

terested in joining college en-

sembles may audition today at

Packard 108 from 2:00 to 6;30

p.m.)

Often, the impetus for these

musical outlets come from in-

terested students. "Generally
the students who want to play

make their own way," says Pro-

fessor Stephen Scott. Scott, a

contemporary and electronic

music specialist says, "The
philosophy of the block plan is

to go out and make your own
education. The students who
want the school to present them
a program are disapointed."

While he sympathizes with
those people he still maintains
that, "We are not a music
school. We are a liberal arts col-

lege."

Which is very true. The prim-

Terry Cont
seemed like a pointless exercise in

smearing negatives. Finally, the

fading seated girl series had a

mixed effect. The graduation of

lightness into darkness made the
picture emerge from what ap-

peared to be an etching, but the

darkening ofjust the face and the

crotch was in poor taste.

David Terry's exhibit was, on

the whole, spotty. If only the be-

tter halfofthe works were used , it

would have been far more impres-

sive. Even with its lesser half, it is

still worth seeing and more worth
reading. The photos, despite their

inconsistent quality, did reinforce

the creator's point about art. It

will be interesting to see if this

exhibit turns out to be a

foreshadowing of the pattern of

shows for the year.
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ary orientation of the CC music

department is toward music

theory and history.

Scott believes that it would be

possible to get together an en-

semble of eight to ten players

for the college graduation and

perhaps to form a college stage

band- Yet he says of a stage

band that, "Right now there is

nobody in the college to staff it

or direct it."

Scott asserts th-at the. major

difficulty with forming musical

groups at CC are the demands
on people's time inherent in the

block plan. For instance he says,

"We could not maintain an or-

chestra at the school. There are

not enough people who could
commit themselves to a semes-

ter of l-ehearsal,"

Colorado College did have a

band and symphony orchestra in

the first year of the block plan,

but the two groups folded when
demands on the musicians' time

began to grow.

However. 150 people do show
up to weekly choir rehearsals

and one wonders if there is not

now enough interest in instru-

mental music to encourage the

formation of a college jazz en-

semble band and orchestra. The
only way to find out if en-

thusiasm is present is to get

such a program underway.

One of the New Jam
Music Dept.

CAREER CENTER NEWS
ATTENTION SENIORS:
Seniors who did not receive cre-

dential file packets at registration

should pick one up in the Career
Center, 103 Cossitt Hall. Your
credential file will contain letters

of recommendation from faculty

and others of your choice.

Government Employment Appli-

cation Dates

PACE EXAM. Most entry level

professional jobs available to lib-

eral arts graduates require the

PACE exam. Apply between Sep-

tember 18 and October 12 for the

next test date. Last year there

were fewer Spanish speaking
applicants than needed so this

year there are more opportunities

for people with fluent Spanish.

photo by Mark Stevens

Sessions created by the

Internships

MADEMOISELLE'S COL-
LEGE BOARD. Campus rep-

resentatives are being sought for

the year with a possibility ofbeing

selected for a summer internship

in New York City. Pick up appli-

cation material in the Career

Center.

WASHINGTON POST SUM-
MER INTERNSHIPS in report-

ing, photography and copy editing

for juniors, seniors and graduate

students. Apply by November 1.

Full Time Jobs

PLANNING ANALYST. Pueblo

Area Council of Governments.

Degree in public administration,

behavioral science, mathematics

or related field. Deadline for ap-

plication, September 22.

GOOD EARTH
Within

Walking

Distance *r.
Sola
ng

growing....

823N.Tejon
Opm 10-5:30 Mm.-Sil

635-4085

LARGE SELECTION ^i

HANGING BASKETS «l

HAND THROWN
POTTERY i

VARIETY
OF PLANTS

PLANT PROBLEM CALL
FOR FREE ADVICEj^ "635-4085 "' ''°" '^"^^ ADVICE '

The Music Department of Col-

orado College will sponsor an in-

formal workshop devoted to the

works of J.S. Bach, Oct. 3

through April 24.

Open to the public free and
designed for both the amateur
and the professional, this year's

offering will be conducted by

Reah Sadowsky, artist in resi-

dence and adjuct associate pro-

fessor of music. The program
will be presented as weekly
lecture-performances.

Miss Sadowsky studied at the

Austro-American Conservatory,

Mondsee, Austria, under Josef

Lhevinne, Julliard School, and
holds a B.A. degree from Col-

orado College and an M.M. de-

gree from the University of Col-

orado. She has given frequent

recitals in Carnegie Hall and
appeared with major sym-
phonies in the U.S., Canada,
and Mexico. She has also served

as a musical ambassador to

Latin America on behalf of.the

U S State Department.

The lecture -performances

will be given from 1 to 3 p.m. at

thiee monthly sessions in the

performance hall of Pai

Hall of Music and Art.

For those persons who ar

terested in attending the

Seminar Workshop as list?

or for personal enrichn
there is no prerequisite or

registration.

Brochures containing

schedule for the program ai
""„'

registration form are avail

through the mail by calling

Music Department, Colo
College, 473-2233, Ext. 500.
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at the
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tar Bar Players: Fresh Albee From the Sea
By Tom Atkinson

talyst Entertainment Editor

Friday (or Saturday)

[it; you've already seen 2001

;,imes); you don't feel like

;sing for the Symphony (your

is still at the cleaners), but

ve just GOT to get away
n school (sure it's nice to

;s up against other bodies,

those parties get tiresome

r a few weeks). There's no

cing (to watch or do), until

t weekend. Most of the Thea-

Workshop talent has been

jrbed into and is devoted to

laret — and Cabaret is a

;
way off. You're starved for

rtainment. What to do?

you've got transportation

re in luck, for there's more
Colorado Springs than Col-

lo College.

erhaps what you need is an

irsion to the Old Town iout

it Colorado Ave., Highway
where you can gander

ugh the windows into the

jue shops and see The Star

Players perform Edward
ee's Seascape in the Loft

ater. You'll enjoy it.

ffhe Loft is just the*sort of

ace Armstrong Hall isn't;

fell and quaint, upstairs

ive Fox Photo, 2506 W.Col-

lo), brick walled, with inti-

e seating. The Players are

ling their sixth season, their

: in the new theater space.
,

play is a treat. Typically

ee. it has a serious message
ch is delivered with many a

1 laugh. Don't be put off by
> lizards,

Seascape is a study of Nancy
y McClow)-and Charlie
les Bohnen), a middle-aged

/ho "have had & good
" have raised their children,

e been faithful to each other,

each other, but don't know
t to do next. Nancy wants to

it up. Charlie wants to veg-

but ends on an uncharacteristi-

cally optimistic note.

You should see this play, not

only for the sheer enjoyment of

it but as a primer for the Big

Event, For at the end of

November Albee himself will be

at the Fine Arts Center direct-

ing two of his earlier short

plays: The Zoo Story and The
American Dream.
At $2 per student ticket you

can't go wrong with Seascape.
You can see it tonight i Friday, 8

p.m), tomorrow nij^ht (8 p.m. I,

or Sunday at 4 p.m. If vnii don't

Star Bar Lizards in Action

The first act is almost static

physically, as the actors' bodies

reveal their characters some-
what sparsely. Intriguing ten-
sions eventually develop bet-
ween Nancy and Charlie, but
not before a few minutes of
rather flaccid dialogue and little

movement. The audience's at-

tention will focus o'n the conver-
sation and the weighty concepts
therein. For instance Nancy
exclaims. "I haven't come this
long way . . to let loose. All this

wisdom—by accident, by acci-

^por\ed 0(,

lines

Weber St. Liquor
712 N.Weber

^ee^s 475-9533

<Z PEAK
D wntowr
633-441 1

^
At 7:30, 9:25
7th and FINAL

FUN FILLED WEEK!
BURT REYNOLDS

is

^
Thegreatest
stuntmatt

altve!

dent, some of it—all the wisdom
and . . .the unfettering. My God
Charlie: See Everything Twice!"

The effect of the slow, quiet

scenes—two people talking on a

deserted beach— is occasionally

intruded upon by the noise of

traffic outside the theater.

As the first act draws to a

close the play begins to move
faster. Leslie (Peter Cohen) and

Sara (Tresa Beyer) emerge from

the sea and, inadvertently, scare

the hell out of Nancy and Char
lie. The second act picks up

right where the first left off: tht

action, dialogue and concepts

become increasingly intensified

and convoluted, more than mak-

ing up for the earlier doldrums.

Leslie and Sara are initiated to

humanity, while Charlie and

Nancy, by having to explain it

all, gain perspective of their

species. Nancy and Sara strike a

female rapport with ease, but

Charlie and Leslie are mutually

distrustful. Leslie and Sara

learn of mammary glands,

aerodynamics and bigotry while,

especially in respect to Charlie,

the humans' sugar coating boils

down and raw humanity ap-

pears.

The action builds to a final

climax, characteristic of Albee,

want any heaviness in your the-

ater you have another option:
pure comedy—Neil Simon's The
Prisoner of Second Avenue
this weekend and next at the
Fort Carson Little Theater, $1.

only the begin-
ning of a full season for the Star
Bar Players. You can audition
on Sept. 19. 2f) and 27 (130 E.

Kiowa), for A Cry of Players,
by William Gibson, author of
The Miracle Worker, and you
can see the show at the Loft at

the end of next month.

Good Vibrations to grace stage
The Colorado Collcgf Col-

legium Musicum Ensemble,
under the direction of Dr.

Michael Grace, assistant profes-

sor of music, will present a con-

cert at 4 p.m., Sunday, Sept. 24
in Packard Hall on campus. The
performances are free and open
to the public.

The concert will draw on re-

pertoire from the Medieval. Re-

naissance and Baroque periods

of music history.

The concert will open with
four works from the Italian Ars
Nova (14th century) for voice

and instruments, followed by a

series of instrumental Works by

Flemish composers of the 16th

professionally e.xperienced in the

performance of early music.
Martha Booth, chorus master
and assistant music director of

the Colorado Opera Festival.

voice instructor at Colorado Col-

lege and director of vocal music
at Harrison High School, is voc-

alist. Ida Boatright Hutchison, a

graduate of the Cincinnati Con-
servatory of Music and Colorado

College is harpsichordi.st. Bruce
Lemmon. assistant director of

admission at Colorado College

and a 1977 graduate of the col-

lege; Jean Robertson Lemmon,
Colorado College 1977 graduate

and a member of the staff of the

alumni office at the college; and

Who knows how to Play the Umbrella?

century. The first half of the

program will conclude with a

series of compositions from the

Elizabethan period for voice and

instruments.

The second part of the pro-

gram will be devoted to music of

the Baroque, featuring works by

Monteverdi, Scarlatti. Tele-

mann, Loeillet and Handel, per-

formed by harpsichord, voice

and early winds.

The Colorado College Col-

legium Musicum Ensemble is a

group of five musicians as-

sociated with the college and

Dr, Grace perform on early wind

instruments including recorders,

crumhorns, rauschpfeifen.

transverse flutes, rackett and

JUDO KARATE rrrr,.""'

jiu jiTsu KUMG ro :r":.':::rr;;'
Colorado State Representative tor "n & Exmnj cunti

U.S Karate Assoc. '""""'"* "* "«" " '"'""•'

U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu ^"''^'* *"^'' ^" ^'"^'

Black Belt Federation of America
.nkjri

RaprM.nI.d liM-flB Worid'. F.lr - " ,tT« SiTle
" '

""^

U.S. Marine Corp Rap. . * rtj j Jrtiu Frd

Sp-c..^C.'«-."!!'t"rcLfan».
YOGA • Kutkikan, Jjpjn

Established 1959

OF COLORADO, INC

0% DISCOUNT TO COLO. COLLEGE STUDENTS

Colorado Springs 3709 E Platte

COME VISIT „;,*";;;;;^^ 574-535
'^'^""S ^,'J,,„"c'Zi Call 12 10

• US >lJ'.lt«ii«

• lntt.nj1.!!niUl.d««

n BOeSAtAV-Oireclot

KOMAC

Komac Weather Plate &
Wash and Wear

Picture Framing

Paints • House &
Artist Supplies

2UMt N. Tejon

Ph. 633-2255

1,322 colors
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Legendary Clark Was Giant For All Times
CC's greatest Athlete Now Belongs to the Ages.

to go

Lde cc

hulati

by Tim Tymkovich
Colorado's most famous foot-

ball star—Colorado College's

own Earl "Dutch" Clark — died

this summer leaving behind

memories of one of America's

greatest athletic careers. Clark,

who passed away at age
seventy-two, attended CC dur-

ing the late 1920's while collect-

ing an incredible number of col-

lege honors. An outstanding

career at CC was only training

for an even more impressive

stint in the then-fledgling Na-

tional Football League. Before

his football playing days con-

cluded in 1938 practically every

sports accolade available at the

time graced the "flying Dutch-

man's" trophy case.

Dutch Clark started his illus-

trious record while still attend-

ing Pueblo's Central High
School. As a senior he was

named all-state in both basket-

ball and football; this touched

off an active recruiting war be-

tween numerous major college

football powers. CC lost the ini-

tial recruiting battle as Clark

opted to attend Northwestern in

Chicago instead of staying close

to home. Freshman homesick-
ness has probably cost colleges

more students than any other

factor combined, and big-time

football stars are not immune to

this afTliction. After scarcely a

week in Chicago Dutch packed

his bags and headed back to

Colorado and a remarkable
sports career.

Hearing of Clark's defection

from the midwest, several CC
sports boosters offered him a full

athletic scholarsip if he would
consider Colorado College. In an
amazing end-around of the ad-

missions office, Clark accepted

and was enrolled the day before

classes started in the Fall of

1926. Displaying a wisdom that

belied his years, Clark arranged

to avoid the 1920s version of a

Saga gastronomical nightmare

by insisting on meals--from

McRaes, a small diner

downtown. Having settled com-

fortably into college life, Clark

headed for the athletic arenas

and future stardom.

Freshmen were ineligible for

varsity football in those days so

Dutch had to setrle for track

and basketball, making all-

Rocky Mountain Conference in

the latter. As a sophomore, after

being away from hard-core com-

petition for over a year. Clark

was ready to make his mark. He
started as quarterback, drop

ball awards at the end of the

season — first team all-

conference.

His junior year in 1928 was

perhaps his best of the three as

a number of outstanding indi-

vidual accomplishments

catapulted him to the top of the

Rocky Mountain football world-

National recognition soon fol-.

lowed and Clark was named as

the All-American quarterback

for that year, the first ever from

Colorado. His statistics included

a still standing record .for points

scored at 105 and a remarkable

1351 yards rushing in only 135

attempts. A ten yard average

per carry is something even

Terry Swenson dreams of.

After his incredible junior

The Dutchman in flight.

kicked extra points and field

goals, kicked off, punted and
even found time to play defen-

sive safety. Clark excelled in

each of these areas in an awe-
some display of versatility, and
received the first of many foot-

year the pressure was on Clark,

In 1929, CC was touted as a

powerhouse in a league that in-

cluded Utah, University of Col-

orado, Wyoming University and
Colorado School of Mines. The
year started on a promising note

as CC jumped to a 2-0 start by

beating CSU and DU In the DU
game, CC won 3-2 on a last sec-

ond field goal by Dutch. Clarks's

field goal was initially ruled off

the mark by the officials,

though they did admit it passed

over the top of one goalpost. In a

BARBEH SHOP-

display of senior savvy. Clark

talked the officials into review-

ing the rulebook, which they

did. Discovering that the offi-

cials had erred, the game was
awarded to CC. The season

didn't end on a successful note

because of several losses, but

Dutch once again was named
all-conference and was also an

honorable mention All-

American.

During Christmas break of his

senior year Dutch gained added

national prominence by starring

in the New Year's Day Shine

Bowl Classic in San Fransico.

However, all this attention was

not appreciated. Clark told

sportwriters for the Gazette, that

the pressure of "performing like

an All-American every time he

took the field" took much of the

pleasure away from the competi-

tion. Dutch was probably happy

when football ended that" year

and he could return to the rela-

tive obscurity of other sports,

including the pursuit of his

wife-to-be—Dorthey Schrader of

Pueblo.

His senior year ended .with a

flourish and a long-standing CC
tradition—a new car. Clark's

new Pontiac, that years version

of the 280-Z, was awarded by

the Booster Club, no doubt in

recognition of the thousands of

dollars he brought in as a box-

office attraction.

After this notable -coUegiate

career Clark was ready to con-

tinue his success in the NFL. He
first played for the Portsmouth

Spartans, garnering awards as

all-league QB in 1931-32, He
then moved on to the Detroit

Lions after taking a year off to

coach, and proceeded to lead the

league in scoring. After five

years as a Lion Quarterback,

Clark retired with two scoring

titles, four all-league selections,

and an NFL championship. The
latter was won in 1937 when he

was player-coach.

Since 1937, the accolades have
continued to pile up for CC's
first All-American. Clark was

named a charter member of lesti

the Collegiate and Profess

Halls of Fame. F;

Sportswriter, Grantland
named Clark to his all-

All-American team. Dutt

also a member of the NFL
time best backfield, no

honor in any day and ag
ally, he was a charter mei

of Colorado's Sports Hal

Fame and is still considers

greatest football playi

come from Colorado. Colo

iticl

stov

hey

ntst

Con
hei

,rd,l

i

Weber SI. Liquor B
College B. Shop B

1712'/; N. Weber I

633-1606

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest

.
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College's contribution to foo netr

history is very substantia

deed.

Such feats make one wo
what kind of student Earl C

was when he studied Bk
here as an undergradi
Maintaining a 'B' average

four years,- Clark won the

Driest student-athlete awanftain-

senior year. xim

Was Clark an ego-infli nor
football stud or just an eai

version of the typical stud

athlete at Colorado Col

today? Juan Reid. College h

rian and a close personal fi

and teammate of Du
answered this question sc

years ago in the CC Bull

He described Dutch as havi

dual personality. "Off the

he was quiet and unassumii

little on the introversive sid

modest person, he rarely dis

sed his athletic feats. On
field he was aggressive, co who
dent and bold, making decis itter

rapidly and with precision,

he was the master strategi

keen observer constantly

bing for a weakness in the

position. Here he was the

questioned leader."

Dutch Clark has left

lible mark on Colorado Coll

a mark of greatness which g )ytl

a touch of color and richnesji th(

our history. He left a stani

of excellence that has given

generations of CC athli Rerc

something to strive for am
measure their accomplishn

with. We're all saddened to

someone who has given u;

much, even though time
blurred much of his achif

ments. One can be sure, h

ever, that Dutch Clark w
ways be remembered as ( 'ere

orado College's greatest athli "om

Last year Clark returnei

CC to 1 ' the only CC footjver

higgame (against Black Hills St

he had been to as a specta to ai

He was honored with a stanc

ovation by players and I

alike. It was a fitting final

bute to CC's greatest.

and
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FF THE WALE—
Learning From Sport
I by Mike Slade hmhhm

netimes you can learn a lot

outside of CC than in the

oom. This year I am work-

local newspaper in addi-

» going to school, My duties

ie covering high school ten-

id the big sport in Colorado

Ets,
high school football,

r average CC student has

lated several generaliza-

about Colorado Springs dur-

o[ le student's stay at the foot of

,tic Pikes Peak. The opinions

s tovm vary, but on the aver-

(j hey are derogatory. Many
nts come from affluent sub-

Consequently they are used

best of both worlds, like a

ird, but Bonwit Tellerjust 20

tes away. Like a country

and a nice downtown. In

the good urban life,

orado Springs is a surpris-

large town, considering the

cal appearance of the place,

netropolitan area's popula-

around 300,000. Yes, that's

300,000. In the city there

an astounding amount of

ast.

5t weekend I covered two
school football games. Fri-

ight I at£ended a game bet-

Mapleton (Denver) and
tain-Ft. Carson at Fountain,

imately 20 minutes soutli

Ti on old Highway 85. Satur-

fternoon St. Mary's
ly was playing at

enne Mountain, high atop

est hills ofColorado Springs.

fr h high schools are class 3-A

DuBtball. Fountain's enrollment

s at around 450-500 stu-

, the smallest 3-A school

ivii ado. Cheyenne Mountain's

ment is a little larger. But
nir ;mosphere at the two games

n't have been more different

dh

intain is not a high-

school. Many military chil-

ttend, and the football field,

certainly adequate, isn't

ly plush. Cheyenne Moun-
facility, located on the mod-

anch-style campus, is quite

sional for a medium-sized

ichool. Neither school is in

i ii ido Springs' main district,

ir budgets are determined

1 g )y their individual tax bases

lesji the districts.

attitudes around the

s' football programs are a

hli Rerent as well. Fountain's

mt despite the 14-6 defeat his

suffered, seemed to really

)F

care about "his kids.

"

Cheyenne Mountain easily de-
feated an outnamed St. Mary's
squad 14-0. But they put out a
lackluster effort, and the tone of

the mandatory chewing-out in the

locker room was quite different

than that at Fountain. Cheyenne
Mountain was the league champ
last year, and is expected to be

strong again this year. Instead of

being disappointed, Cheyenne
Mountain's coach was angry, dis-

gusted.

This is more important than it

seems. I grew up in a nice

neighborhood, went to a wealthy

high school, and was generally

used to money, nice lawns, and
suburbs as a kid. Those kids at

Fountain, some ofwhom probably

hold down jobs after football prac-

tice, are what you might call ear-

nest. The kids at Cheyenne Moun-
tain are more along the lines that

I grew up with, spoiled, pampered,
expecting the best and getting it

more often than not.

What's the point? (A common
question after reading an OFF
THE CUFF.) People who comp-
lain about the "sheltered" envi-

ronment here at CC need only to

get out into this diverse, mixed-up

town-city and get in touch with

people. Then they can find out a

little more about real life.

Granted, Colorado Springs is not

New York City. But for those of

you who grew up in nice suburbs,

try to get a little bit in touch with

this town. Student teaching,

working, or even just wandering
around places you've never been

to before. There's a lot more to

Colorado Springs than the Hun-
gry Farmer and Academy Blvd.

And there's a whole lot more to CC
than the classrooms inside

Palmer, Olin, and Armstrong.

P.S. - Rumor has it Slade has

lost his sense ofhumor. Maybe he's

actually going to graduate this

year, or somethingequally drastic.

(EDITOR)

hn

Women Get Set

St

Cross-Country
lere will bo no national

hl( lionship this year," relates

ie( country coach Paul Hurt,

lot 5ver, I do hope the girls set

high personal goals and
to achieve them."
a relative new team that

ts of mainly freshmen, the

ross-country team gets
to attack the rigors of

distance running. There
&t women participating

ear and Coach Hurt hopes
ne number will grow.

team runs 5,000 meters
ry meet, which isn't like a

ound the block. To be able

this at a competetive level

hard work, sacrifice, and
Hne. The women on this

team possess all of these

fe are no meets scheduled

By Dan Sarlo

at CC. this year, but in late Oc-

tober the team will run at the

Air Force Academy.

VoUeyball
Coming off a season where

they finished third in the divi-

sion, the CC. volleyball team is

looking to finish higher. "We
have a lot of potential out here."

remarks enthusiastic, returning

star Anna Y. Quinones.

With this potential, the team

is looking towards regionals and

from there to the nationals. The

volleyball team has six return-

ing players and many new faces.

The practices have been sharp

and very enthusiastic.

Tommorrow, the team travels

to Denver for a practice match.

Then on Monday, September 25,

they have a dual match against

University of Southern Colorado

and Western State at CC.

CC's rugby team got trounced by the team from Colorado School of Mines
42-0. Well, at least the post game beer wa cold.

Tigers Pound Pavement
Everybody's caught the run bug

Now that running is "in," we
all know what running does for

your mind, body, emotional well

being, and for those esoteric

people, your soul . . . Whatever
your reason for running is, the

practical problems of where,
when and what to wear remain.

While it is still hot, most
people run either in the morn-
ing before breakfast or In the

evening right before it gets

dark. There are those who like

to run at noon no matter what
the temperature. They must
enjoy sweating profusely and
becoming lightheaded. Maybe
that is what is meant by the

"high" of running.

By the end of third block it is

going to be too cold to run in the

morning and too dark to run

after dinner. Even running at

noon will require a sweatshirt

and sweat pants. When winter

sets in, if you do not give up and

go swimming, you can run with-

out being too miserable by wear-

ing a ski cap, scarf and gloves.

On days when there is a raw

wind blowing you will even

have to go so far as to cover

your face with vaseline so that

your smile lines won't crack

open.

The next thing to consider is

where to run. If you try to run

on the city streets, you will have

to stop and wait for traffic at

every block. Running around

the track gets to be very

monotonous quickly. What most

people do is run along Monu-

ment Valley Park, next to the

creek. The south loop down to

the railroad bridge and around

the pond and the pavillion back

to El Pomar is 1.8 miles. The

North loop around the empty re-

sevoir is 3.2 miles. Running

both loops adds up to 5.4 miles

when you include the length of

the athletic fields in between. If

that is not far enough for you,

you can add another .4 miles by

running around Van Brickie

and the herb garden. So if you

run the full circumference of

Monument Creek Park, you will

have run just under 6 miles.

The only drawback to the route

is that you have to stop and

wait for traffic at Unitah.

The park becomes monotonous

after a few months, but if you

are willing to run over six

miles, there are a couple of

other places where you can run

without having to drive there. If

you start at El Pomar. go over

the thru-way foot bridge and go

up Mesa road towards the Gar-

den of the Gods, you can take a

right after about two and a half

miles . . . You have to get

J.hrough a barbed wire fence, but

then you find yourself on top of

miles of unbroken mesas with

an inspiring view of the city and

the mountains. There are no

houses or roads, only yucca

bushes and motorcycle trails.

The other route is to run east

down Columbia until you reach

the Patty Jewitt golf course. If

there is no one golfing, you can

run the circumference of that

which is around three miles

with a three mile round trip

from campus.

If you have a car, a whole new

world of running is opened up to

you. Within fifteen minutes

driving distance there is North

Cheyene Canyon, Gold Camp
Road and any number of other

places that you can find on the

map.

Now that you know where you
can run, the only excuse not to

get out there and do it is to con-

vince yourself that you're too

busy. However, if you care

enough about your body you will

make the time, you'll make it a

habit. Once you make it a habit,

you will be on of us who bounces

around campus instead of drag-

ging ourselves.

THE LEISURE PROGRAM

These classes for beginners and

those already familiar with the

craft and are primarily for you

enjoyment. Sign up is limited, so

hurry.

arts and crafts classes for Block

two will be starting with sign-ups

on Monday Sept. 25th at Rastall

Desk. All fees must be paid in full

at the time of the sign-up and re-

funds will be given only up until

the second day after the first day

of class.

Open studio will be available

for pottery and jewelry.

A spinning workshop will be of-

fered at the end of Block II. Watch
for further information.

A College Degree
and no plans?

Become a

Lawyer's Assistant

The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO , in cooperation with the

National Center for ParalcRal Training, offers an intensive

12 or 24 week um'ER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Pro-

gram will enable you to put your education to work as a

skilled member of the legal team.

• specialties offered In ihe followlag fields:

Litigation Employee Benefits

Corporations & Real Estate Estates, Trusts & Wills

Generalist (Evenings only)

• ABA Approved
• Clinical Internship
• Employment Assistance

For a free brochure about this career opportunity

call (714) 291-6480 Ext. 4325 or mail the coupon

below to:

+ UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO Room 318, Serra Hall

V) Lawyer's Assistant Program San Oiego, CA 92110

SD C02

Address-

Spring 1979—Evening j I

March 20—Sept 1. 1979 | |

-Zip-

• II—Aug. 24. 1979

Future Qj
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Orediggers Give Silent Tigers The Siiaft

Miners' Excavate CC for 2nd straight year

by Tim IVmkovich

D^jk Vu?
History repeating itself?

A bad dream?
It was all of these things and

more last Saturday as the CC Ti-

gers met the Mines Orediggers for

the 77th time. An impressive

halftime score of 9-zip went down
the shaft as Mines came roaring

out from the locker room to score

an equally impressive twenty-

eight points and handily defeat

the Tigers by a score of 28-9.

The similarities to last year's

fiasco were all to real when the

roofbegan to cave in shortly after

the third quarter began. Last year
Mines came from a twenty point

halftime deficit to score a 26-20

win in a battle marked with many
offensive thrills. This year's first

halfMines version looked anemic
as the powerful CC defense com-
pletely shut down any offensive

movement and accounted for all

nine points with a hard rushing

attack on Mines punter Tom An-
derson.

After halftime the tables were

turned and the Mines offensive

began to click—undoubtedly
helped by several CC turnovers

deep in their own territory. Coach
Carle may have mistakenly
thought he was watching films of

last year's game as things turned

sour.

The defense that looked so im-

pressive last week once again
showed a remarkable toughness

as they faced a countless number
of adversities. Fumbles and inter-

ception gave Mines the ball in

lowing less that two hundred
yards in total offense. Quite a

dismal day for an offense struggl-

ing to attain some semblance of

consistency.

Tomarrow's game pits CC
against another tough team

—

Cornell College ofMount Vernon,

Iowa. How well they bounce back

from a disappointing loss may

well determine how they will
(

this season. Last year's Mines ay

signalled a long losing skein ai

lost season.

th

TiAnd things better impr

soon, because the last thing Co he

(Carle wants is history repeat

itself

photo by Mark Stevens

Big offensive plays like this Doug Golan sweep were

few and far between against mines.

good field position several times

and a still untracked offense

barely gave the defensive unit

time to slurp Gatorade before they

were in a punting situation. In the

third quarter alone the defense

was on the field for twelve of the

fifteen minutes. Every gain the of-

fense made throughout the game
seemed to be nullified by a pen-

alty or a long loss on the next play.

The game started off on a prom-
ising note as a charged up team
posted seven points with only a

minute-and-a-half gone in the
first quarter. A Rocky Russell

blocked punt led to a quick score.

It looked like the Tigers were
ready to play when they recovered

a Mines fumble on the very next

series of plays. In a portent of

things to come the offense failed to

move the football despite good

field position. Mines cooperated

with the CC punt defense again as

a bad snap led to the next CC
score, a safety with scarcely five

minutes gone in the game. The

rest of the game seemed inter-

minable after such a quick and

promising start.

CC held on to their lead for the

rest of the half but fatigue and a

better organized Oredigger of-

fense contributed to the night-

marish second half. Mines, in

their season opener, got un-

tracked behind the running of

sophomore back Mitch Knapton.

who rambled for a whopping 147

yards. Numerous penalities al-

ways seemed to keep drives going

and Mines profited well from

these Tiger miscues. The Oredig-

ger defense shut down any offen-

sive plans CC may have had, al-

(conoco)
CAR OLINIO

830 North Nevada
Colorado Springs, Colorado 60902

Phone 471-9200

Long hard driving results in dirty engine oil-

clean up during this coupon special...

lube/ oil / filter

Special

$10.95 Coupon
5 qts oil premium all season

oil filter

complete lubrication

' 1

as

SUNDAY

®®®

1830 N. ACADEMY
LIVE BANDS 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
COLDEST 3.2 BEER IN TOWN

THIS WEEK MADHATTER FROM LOS ANGELES

* SPECIAL NIGHTS *
STUDENT NIGHT/STUDENTS FREE W/ID -

OTHER ID REQUIRED DR. LISC.

I

MONDAY LADIES FREE/GUYS 1.00

TUESDAY LADIES NIGHT/LADIES FREE/GUYS 3.50/PITCHER .50

WEDNESDAY LADIES FREE/GUYS 1.00

THURSDAY DROWN NIGHT/LADIES 2.00/GUYS 3.00/PITCHER .50

PRIVATE PARTIES
— PRICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST—

596-9620
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st is Hoarse for win

ack & Gold BootersGetting Kicked in Grass

by Mike Slade

lay be a long season. Then

it may get better. But

now the CC soccer team is

through some tough, frus-

j times.

Tigers dropped two games

Co he weekend, falling 2-1 to

College Saturday and

lug a 1-0 decision to Roc-

t Sunday afternoon. Both

were evenly fought

es, but CC seemed to run

luck, energy, cohesion, or

ling else that would seal

V lom of the visitors.

I urday's game could serve

esson to all soccer teams; a
'

I
everyone knows, but few

ire. Don't ever underesti-

an opponent. The chatter

I B the game seemed to be

who played an uncompromising

brand of soccer.

CC drew first blood at 25:00 of

the first half when sophomore

winger Mifch Hoffman took a

pass from Eddie Dietz on a

breakaway and rifled it in to

give CC a 1-0 lead. But Avila's

John Dussold tallied twice in

the last five minutes of the first

half to give the visitors a lead

they never relinquished. CC
pressed in the final half but was

unable to score.

Sunday's match against Roc-

khurst was a bitter pill to swal-

low. Rockhurst had tied Air

Force 4-4 Saturday and the Ti-

gers, anxiously seeking their

first win, seemed determined to

take it this day. But Rockhurst

had different ideas. While they

g just who Avila College didn't exactly play artistic soc-

They turned out to be a cer, the visitors did play effec-

ts City, Missouri school fil- tive soccer, marked by consis-

ith St. Louis soccer players tent hustle at all times.

:ibber's Hopes High
^r losing only one player

graduation, the CC wo-

s tennis team, blessed with

ifusion of freshmen talent,

better than last year. In

they finished second in the

n to Denver University and

to participate in the na-

1 matches in California.

is year a freshman, Risa

,1 , will be playing in the top

_ The remaining places on

£am are still up in the air

as challenge matches continue

between the Tiger netters.

In competition for choice spots

on the team are senior Sandy
Smith, sophomore Julie Hamil-

ton, and Nancy Rocks, team
captain.

The Tigers got offto a good start

Tues. with a 7-2 victory over Air

Force.

D.U. will be the toughest

competition for CC. this year.

CC's offensive effort was mar-

red by injuries to the Tigers' two

top wingers, Jeff Beckley and
Kamau Thuggee. The Tiger de- I

fense allowed just one goal on a

beautiful line drive with only

one minute remaining in the

half. Despite CC's valiant ef-

forts, Rockhurst's rough (dirty?)

defensive tactics, which resulted

in two yellow (warnings) cards,

managed to thwart Tiger

thrusts.

So the Tigers, replete with

several returning veterans and

what Coach Horst Richardson

described as ".
. . the finest crop

of newcomers in recent history .

. .
" find themselves at 0-3-2,

having scored only two goals in

five games. And, in the near fu-

ture, things don't get any easier.

CC's next three games are on

the road.

Why? While success is a lot

easier to explain than failure,

one thing is clear: this year's

squad displays little cohesion on

the field. In the past, despite the

inherent philosophical differ-

ences ethnically diverse soccer

teams suffer from, CC managed

to win games in spite of them-

selves. This year the goals

aren't coming, and the defense,

to its credit, is doing a good job,

but breakdowns happen. Senior

keeper Jim Balderston has al-

lowed only 3 goals in four-and-

a-half games, for an excellent

0.66 average. JC tranfser Mike

Haas has played steadily in the

middle. The controversial Dietz,

everything else aside, continues

to hustle and display a competi-

Senior Sandy Smith peppers a backhand
Freshman Risa Wolf displays determination

PPL lo-a
Sat 9-3

stop In or make your Appt
632-3531 - e3S-3Ba2

'elcome Back— More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying

isy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and

rsatility without compromising personal style.

21 order to provide the CC community with complete

lair care Bervlces and retail products we remain In

ilcse contact with the ever-changing trends by par-

lcli)atlng In training programs and keeping our eyes

"Pen for the smart, the new, the unusrial.

Rich Director fights a Rockherst hooter

tive urge. But the wins just journeying to Prove, Utah for

aren't there ... yet. bloclt break matches with

CC travels to Denver tomor- Brigham Young and University

row to face Metro State before Nevada—Las Vegas.

For a prompt, friendly escort call X 313

from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. nightly.

Escorts do work off-campus

within a limited radius.

CALL AN ESCORT TONIGHT
and don't forget

XXXXXX 313 XXXXXX

RECORDS & TAPES
Bluegrass, Jazz, Classical, Rock

(New and Used)

Bring in all those records & tapes

you j?ot tired of over the summer and

get credit towards the new music

you want I We special order too!!

We re Right Across the Street ^^^^j.;^ j,^,.^, p^..^^.^^. j,).^.

In the Plaza BIdg. Saturday KMi
471-4476 closed Sunday
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PUT ^HOWARD SOUNDS in your car .

We are
Installation

Specialists

A Car Stereo System from HOWARD SOUND
means more and longer lasting entertainment
because we can match it perfectly to your car
and install it with factory appearance and
reliability.

SONY®CD PIONEER

JEXSEN
SOI >D LAHOKATORIKS

Only '209'

i><^

CDRiorxicen kp-soos

AM'FMCASETTE
STEREO W/IN

DASH MOUNTING

JENSEN 6x9
COAX W/20OZ
MAGNETS

THEPWMEER
«UP£I^IINEI»

The M rHOMee/l KP5005 AM/FM cassette stereo
rs the best buy of all the famous (J) PIOMCER
"supertuners." .ie>seiv started it all with the great
!!9°„",?'^" ^"'^ """ guessed it . . . they're still the best
6 x9 2-way car speakers available.

ONLY

TC-24FA
Car stereo FM/AM Cassette Player

Fits in small cars with Sony reliability

^SANYO
ONLY

'99

DIAL-IN-D00R8TRACK
FT 870 unit that will survive the rough-
est roads and pull in stations with in-
credible fidelity. Ideal for most foreign
and compact cars. Only $99.95

SONY.

HEVI & FANTASTIC
TC-28 CAR STEREO AM/FM
CASSETTE ^.^^
PLAYER $"19995

SONY

NEWI THE TOPS IN AN UNDER

DASH CASSETTE PLAYER
CAR STEREO ^^ ^ Qgs
TC-17

$119^

®SANYO ff J^ggi

SPECIAL

^;1KSSJl,«,

SANYO
FT 484R AM/FM CASETTE

STEREO W/ IN

DASH MOUNTING

SANYO SP 730
6'/!

" CO-AX
W/20 OZ. IVIAGNETS

This is a perfectly matched all

Sanyo system that fits most cars
& trucks and is a favorite at our
stores.

"DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS"

HOWARD SOUND

324 N. TEJON
475-9000

WE ACCEPT
TRADE INS

HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-6

Saturday 10-6
Open Thurs til 8
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Faculty
Cont.
ater time demands placed up

teacher in such a class, th(

structor will often lose the "a has
ness" needed to "find what
student's individual probl

are." Yaffe commented
teaching proper writing ski|Kjn(
individual students is

"

rather than a grind."

Some Proffessors objecte

Yaffe's request on the groi

that making special exceptio

reduce his class size would

sent the rest of the CC faculty

added burden of having to

more students.

Quibbling over three pi

may seem like a trivial matt

some, but at the faculty mee
. ^

the dispute focused in on thi

treme significance that the

professorial staff places on oi

the great deficiences in Amet
high school instruction. YafTe

his point easily by getting ov

of the faculty to support him
voice vote.

The only other major matt th

business at the faculty mee uio

was a presentation by Ho

Council Chairman Tim 1 jfo

kovich, a senior from Broomi Sot

Tymkovich told the assen isii

Professors in the Gates Com !oul

Room in Palmer Hall that t led

were only eight cases of alli

student cheating that the cou

dealt with last year as oppose

15 cases in 1976-77. Of thee

cases, six involved the nat

sciences department, two the

cial sciences and none came
the humanities sectiori of the

lege. Five hearings were heli

fore the Honor Council of w

four resulted in convictions

one ended in acquittal. Twoc
went uncontested, and the o

was held up due to a logis 'f a

problem.

Six of the cases, said 1 the

kovich, involved the use of "ui Spr

thorized aids" on examinati ster

The other two dealt with all^va
piagarism.

"We try to do all we can to

minister the honor systen nyi

fairly and effectively as possil 'me

said Timkovich. "If it is goin ip-

work the faculty has to bel:

it." The only recommendation

Honor Council had to make to

faculty was to make sure t

tests were structured so that I

would "avoid temptation.'

FOR SALE: 1967

Chevy wagon, goodL

condition. 392-7424f

1 th

e p\

Ic

Leather

125 N. Tejon St.

Colorado Springs,

CO. 80903

Linda & Wayne Mostyn
(303) 635-1284



m.
TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP

Political Science Depart- year) for the consideration of the

das been asked to process Selection Committee. Nomina-
ations for the Harry S. tions must be submitted by De-

jn Scholarship Awards, cember 8, 1978.

ido College may submit Students nominated for con-

imes of students who are sideration as Harry S. Truman
mores during the current Scholars will be evaluated on
nd will be Juniors next the basis of the extent to which

np David Talks Cont.
isalem surfaced briefly it

ivious that there was no

Jsus on a solution. On this

parties seem unwilling to

imise.

e are other non-bordering

^ ates whose anti-Israel pos-

ire as old and as violent as

Iraq and Libya are the
°'

ist outstanding examples.
et

fe question of security

itees has only briefly been
of Assuming that such

ntees have been made,

tu I they have not been pub-

[inounced, is only superfi

encouraging. UN peace

g forces, judged by their re

Southern Lebanon, are noi

ising alternative to either

!ould Carter, then, have
led to deploy American
[eeping troops to the re-

f this unsettling and un-

situation has actually de-

l then a further question

e put forward. Could U.S.

really go into action in an

;ncy situation in which a

itation with Saudi-Arabia,

and the Soviet Union, at

worst, is a likelihood?

Finally we must look at the

Soviet Union itself. Its silence

immediately following the
dramatic announcement Sunday
might be interpreted as non-
concern. Such an interpretation

would probably be wrong. More
likely is that the Soviet silence

wasdue to their genuine surprise.

A Russian responce, whether it is

made in the immediate future or

many years from now is more
than a probability.

In brief, then, these, among
others, are many of the negative

variables militating against an
overall Middle East settlement as

well as a bilateral Egyptian-
Israel accord. Perhaps some are

overstated, but they all exist and
their jMtential impacts must be

taken into account.

Unquestionably, the Middle
East is closer to peace now than it

has been in the last sixty years.

However, we the public, along
with the leaders involved in mak-
ing that peace, must move ahead
cautiously. Almost nothing could

create greater tension than a po-

tential agreement that falls

through at this point.

lo. Springs cont.
isi If as well as lighten your

book.

the less agile people, Col-

Springs has an excellent

stem that you can use to

dvantage. Just check out
lorado Springs City Bus
Each ofyou fireshpeople got

itr in your trusty calendar fol-

itlremember?) On the back of

[

oap, various lists are conve-
\h categorized to direct you
ijr favorite pastime (sightse-

hopping, recreation, etc.)

via the relatively cheap bus sys-

tem. This is also a great way to

learn where everything in this

town is located.

Sunday is the day for rest and
meditation and where could there

be a better place to spend such a
day than in the Garden of the

Grods? Yes, what a fitting end to a
terrific break to be high up on
some rock with a friend just sip-

ping a little wine and discussing

the immortal questions about life,

theology and next block's classes.

the student has shown an out-

standing potential for leadership

government and the student's

academic performance.

Each scholarship involves a

grant of up to $5,000 per year

for tuition, fees, books, and room
and board.

Interested students are asked
to submit to Dr. Fred Sonder-
mann. Political Science Depart-

ment. Palmer# 35, the following

materials: a) a letter which in-

cludes information about the
student's background, his or her
previous public service experi-

ence, his or her goals for future

public service careers, plus any
other information which would
be useful to a committee in

making the selection of

nominees. In addition, an up-

to-date copy of a student's trans-

cript should be submitted. The
deadline for these submissions is

October 13th. For any additional

questions, kindly see Dr. Son-

dermann.

THE FIRST ANNUAL Block

Breaker Campout will be held

this Wednesday at 8:00 p.m..

September 27 in the quad by
Slocum and Shove. Sponsored by

the Extracurricular Committee
of the Leisure Time Program.
The event will include a bonfire,

free continuous music provided

by you (bring your own voices

and instruments), an organ con-

cert in Shove, tent contest, and
camel race (the movie is Lawr-
ence of Arabia), food, drink, and
dancing.

The CC Christian Science
Organization will meet the first

three Tuesdays in the block up-

stairs in Rastall Center at 6:30.

If you have any questions con-

tact Bill Guild at 473-8269.

Registration for Block II

Physical Education Activity

Courses will be at 3:30 p.m. Tues-

day Oct. 3rd in El Pomar Sports

Center. The class list includes

Advanced Lifesaving, Swim Im-

provement, English and Western
Riding, Beginning Paddleball,

and Beginning, Intermediate and

Advanced Tennis.

CANDIDATES NIGHT
The Colorado Springs Branch of

American Association of Univer-

sity Women will host a "Meet the

Candidates Night" on Tuesday.
October 3 at 7:30 at the Four Sea-

sons Motor Inn. 2886 S. Circle

Drive, The general public is wel-

come! There will be a charge of

$2.75 per person for cofTee and
cake. Make reservations by Sep-

tember 28 by calling 475-2643 or

598-8039. AAUW is a non-profit,

non-partisan organization.

STUDENT CONFKRENCK

The Polictical Science Depart-

ment has been invited to nomi-
nate a highly qualified Junior or

Senior Student to attend the
30th Annual Student Confer-
ence on United States Affairs, to

be held at West Point during
the period 15-18 November,
1978.

If you are interested in being
considered for this nomination,
kindly write a memorandum to

Professor Sondermann, accom-
pany it with an up-to-date

transcript, and let Dr. Sonder-

mann have these materials by
Monday, September 25th. Our
nomination has to be made by
the 30th. In your memorandum.
stress your special interests and
qualifications. The theme of this

year's conference is "The Ad-
vanced Industrial World in

American Foreign Policy." The
conference format includes pre-

sentations by highly qualified

speakers, and a great deal of

round-table discussion by par-

ticipants.

Delegates are responsible for

their transportation arrange-

ments into and out of New
York; the Academy will take

over from there. In past years, it

has always proven possible to

get major assistance with travel

costs from the Venture Grant
program, and I see no reason

why that should not be possible

this year.

So. if you would like to be a

delegate, let me know by the

25th of this month.

Fred Sondermann

TEACHERS
Sophomores, Juniors and

Seniors interested in volunteer

aiding in local secondary
schools should come to register

for EDUCATION 100: College
Aides in Colorado Springs
Schools, on either Mon,. Sept. 25
or Tues., Sept. 26 at 3;30 P.M.

in Cutler 200, The co-directors

for Education 100. Judy Pickle

and Helen Richardson, will be
there to answer questions and to

explain the requirements for the

course. One-fourth Ca) credit is

given per semester for 30 hours
of aiding. Students intending to

apply to the Teacher Education

Program for certification at

either the elementary or secon-

dary level will need 60 hours of

aiding in Colorado Springs pub-

lic schools to be considered for

admission to the Teacher Educa-
tion Program.

BENJAMIN'S BASEMENT
is taking applications for the posi-

tion of one barkeep and one board

member (who also serves a a bar-

keep). Applications are available

at Rastall desk. They are due Oct.

8by 5 p.m. Also, Benny's is selling

its old stereo system. We are also

interested in people who would
like to make some dancing tapes.

If you have any questions contact

Mike Winfrey at ext. 365 or 473-

6012,

CLASSIFIED

WAITING PERSON: 21 years

and over. Part-time waiting posi-

tion at La Petite Maison Restaur-

ant. 1015 W. Colorado Avenue.

Please call for appointment.

FREE CLINIC: Bicycling

through the French Alps. Gues
speaker Steve Hall of the Strada

Bicycling Club. Tuesday. Sept.

26. 7:15 p.m.

TWO GIRLS with initials

M.T.M, and 0,N,J, need dates for

fall formal. Only bright, attrac-

tive young men who are Angels

yet have spartan spirit need
apply

2O0hwsyoa
actqicrfcoffee.
firaphone number
9mi alreadyhave.
About 8 out of every 10 calls to Directory Assistance
are requests for telephone numbers already listed
in the book. These unnecessary calls delay assist-

ance to people who really need help. But they
also waste the time and money of the callers

who could have quickly found the telephone
numbers for themselves.

Remember that customers who call

irectory Assistance more than five

nes in any billing period pay 20<t for
ich call they make. That's too much
spend for telephone numbers that
e right at your fingertips.

I Mountain Bell
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Friday
September 22

3:00 p.m.

CC Women's tennis against

Colorado Women's College on our

home courts.

7 & 9:30 p.m.

2001; A SPACE ODYSSEY will

showing in Armstrong

Theatre, It's a dazzling light show

with plenty of special effects.

8 - midnight

Freshman night at Benny's!

Discount beer for all freshmen.

Bring CC I.D.'s.

Saturday
September 23

1:30 p.m.

Tiger football versus Cornell

College of Iowa on Stewart field.

2:00 p.m.

The CC soccer team will play

Metro State in Denver on the Au-

raria campus field.

2:30 p.m.

CC Women's volleyball versus

Mesa College in Denver at the

Sounder's field house.

4:00 p.m.

Tiger volleyball will play Regis

College in Denver at the Regis

field house.

THE CC SCENE
By Lisa Kitagawa

Money earned will go to the El

Paso County Unit of the A.C.S.

The 'jog' will be held in Monument
Valley Park between 8:00 a.m.

and 1:00 p.m. Registration is bet-

ween 7:30 a.m. and 12:00 noon.

Participants may pick up pledge

sheets at the front desk in Rastall.

10:30 a.m.

Community Worship

4:00 p.m.

The CC Collegium Musicuum

will perform Renaissance.

Baroque, and Medieval music in

Packard Hall. It's free and open to

the public.

Monday
September 25

6:00 p.m.

CC Women's volleyball versus

the University of Southern Col-

orado at home in the El Pomar

Sports center gym.

7:30 p.m.

Tiger volleyball will play West-

ern State College at home.

Tuesday
September 26

1.00 p.m.

CC Women's field hockey

against Colorado Women's Col-

lege at home on Washburn field.

6:30 p.m.

Bible study.

7:00 p.m. ONLY
Lawrence of Arabia, a first

rate picture about the wars and

hardships of this legendary

British officer. See it in

Armstrong Theatre.

Thursday
September 28

7:30a.m.

Holy Eucharist.

"1:00 p.m.

Tiger Women's tennis versus

Western State College at Western

State.

7:30 p.m.

The CC soccer team will play

Brigham Young University in

Provo, Utah.

Friday
September 29

7 & 9:15 p.m.

Marlon Brando stars in The
Ugly American, in which he

plays an Ambassador whose prin-

ciples lead to disaster.

The CC Choir is busy rehearsing

for their annual holiday concert.

Conductor Don Jenkins is still in

need ofgolden or platinum
throats.

Sunday Wednesday
September 24 September 27
7:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 3.00 p.m.

Attention all devoted joggers cC Women's tennis will be
and avid jogging fans! This is the against Metro State College at
day tojog for a purpose other than ^^^^„ 12:00 noon
self-improvement. Colorado ^i. r«

*
i _. *-

*^,,
. , „ , . Shove Council meeting.

Springs National Bank is spon-

soring a jog-a-thon for the benefit

of the American Cancer Society.

MANY ITEMS WITH
WHOLE WHEAT
AND HONEY

333 North Tejon St.

Phone 635-0551

-/

The Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey Circus storm^t
into Denver October 5-15 with

dazzling acts such as the high

flying Yanchevi's.

E

:iati

Block Break
September 27 - Octobei

1

Outdoor Recreation club

TLB

afl

NEi

MUSICAL
A Chorus Line, the Popula.
Broadway musical, will be play-

sponsoring a hiking trip in Indiai

ng through Saturday, September P^^'^^ "^^"^ ^^P^"' Colorado. Re

30 in the Denver Auditorium gistration was Wednesday, Sep

Theatre. Tickets are available tember 20 in Rastall. The trij

through airRobert Garner/Center "^^^ts $10.00. Freshmen, beg:

Attraction box offices at all The "^•'S- ^"^ experts are invited

Denver stores. For more informa- J°^" *^he climb through the moun

tion, call 1-573-7151. tains. Hopefully, ourCC climbcT ers

spot some changing aspen oi oer<

this trip. ad\

buy

jla

stisafestssfesteas^pj^Q-fQ (^ont6St^''^'^^'^''^'^''^

The editors of the Catalyst announce a contest

for photographs dealing with a theme issue of

Colorado and the Rocky Mountains West Facing p7n,

The Future. Black and white and color will be LTc

accepted. Cash prizes to be awarded!!! Entries arc^J;^

due in the Catalyst office or Catalyst Box by

Friday, October 20. No staff members may apply

Also we will be doing a special feature on homi

furnishing. If you think your dorm room or ^^e

apartment is worthy of reknown, submit a Wwi

photograph for entry in our First Annual Interioip

Decorating Awards Contest.

'he f

oc

The Catalyst

Cutler Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 2258

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901
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Admissions Has No Set Formula
Many factors involved in student selection.

ICA President Michelle Feingold presented
1 Nestle's resolution. CCCA member Nancy
tth dissented.

CA Says No to Nestle
aby Formula Causes Concern

By Alan Gottlieb

Colorado College Campus
nation, at its regular meet-

ast Tuesday, voted to recom-

1 a campus-wide boycott of all

TLE products. The vote was

1 after council members vie-

Bottle Babies," a film distri-

1 bv the Infant Formula Ac-

Coalition (INFACT). IN-

r is a group that is organiz-

nat tionwide boycott to pro-

NESTLE's "aggressive and

criminate promotion of a

;rous and largely unneces-

product ... in developing

iries." According to INFACT,
ers in third world nations

oerced by a combination of

advertising, bribed doctors,

alespeople dressed as nurses

buying powdered milk baby

ila for their infants rather

breast feeding them. The
lered milk formula, when
d with contaminated water

often the case in underde-

ed countries) can spread dis-

to the infants. The formula

80 very expensive, which
!s mothers to cut back on the

mtration of the substance in

fcer. Consequently, says IN-
jCT, millions of infants in non-
{tine areas suffer from malnut-
pn.

phe film was shown to the

Council by Mary Ann Fiske of the

Pikes Peak Justice and Peace

Commission. MS. Fiske was in-

vited to show the film by CCCA
President Michele Feingold. Afler

the film, the eight CCCA mem-
bers still in attendance debated

the film's major points. Several

members wanted to table discus-

sion until more members were
present, but they were voted

down. After a brief, somewhat
heated discussion, the CCCA
voted on the recommendation for

boycott which, as amended, reads

as follows:

"We recommend that the Col-

orado College food service,

bookstore, vending machines, and

Campus Organizations not use or

sell any NESTLE products until

NESTLE meets the INFACT de-

mands". INFACT demands that

NESTLE;
"Immediately stop all promo-

tion of infant formulas in develop-

ing countries, including: An end

to direct advertising of formula to

consumers, and end of distribu-

tion of free supplies to hospitals,

clinics, and homes of newborns,

an end to the use of company
"milk nurses," and an end to

promotion to the health profes-

- Cont. on pg, 7

By Michael Gardenswartz
"The Bakke decision" affirms

Professor Richard Taber, Chair-

man of the Colorado College Ad-

missions Policy Committee "says

that you can use race as a factor in

determining admissions This

does not effect our admission.s pol-

icy at all as we have always been

committed to bringing a broad

spectrum of students who we be-

lieve can contribute to the College

and we in return contribute to

them."

Sid Wilklns, the past chairman

for students on the Admissions

Policy Committee adds, "race can

be one of the factors for admission

but we don't accept an unqualified

black, white, or anybody, includ-

ing hockey players, who we think

will flunk out,"

The fact is that "the majority of

students who apply to Colorado

College have o.k, academic qual-

ifications or they wouldn't apply

here." warns Ellen Coulding the

assistant to Dick Wood in the ad-

missions office and a 1973 CC
graduate. "It must be remem-
bered that we have no remedial

courses of any type."

The Colorado College has no

fixed admissions' policy. There

are no quotas and no given set of

standards such as an SAT cut-off

score that a student must posses

for admission into the College,

"What impresses me most about

our admissions' policy is that we
admit individuals." observes Sid

Wilkins.

Certainty test scores, recom-

mendations, G.P.A.'s, the type of

academic program the student

partakes of in high school, and

extra-curricular activities are all

contributing factors to a student's

selection for admission, but the

most important question remains,

does the student have the poten-

tial to do good work at CC?

When asked if CC gives special

attention to children of alums.

Chaiman Taber replied, "when
I'm reading an application I have

no idea whether or not the student

is the son of an alum, 1 only make
recommendations on what 1

read." Ellen Coulding of the Ad-

missions Office adds, "all schools

pay attention to children of

alumni but it is not necessarily a

determiningfactor in admissions"

if the student has lousy grades.

For transfer students the ad-

missions' policy remains un-
changed. "We look at the same
things from transfers as regular

Kenner Shows How It's Done
By Terry Swenson

"Down at the deepest level of the

American way with words is the

"how-to" manual.

'

This was the thesis presented

by Hugh Kenner Monday night in

his Demearest-Lloyd endowed
lecture at Packard Hall.

Professor Kenner, presently a

member of the faculty at John

Hopkins University, gave an en-

tertaining and provocative speech

on what he termed the "how-to"

genre in American literature.

Who would have suspected that

Hemingway's "Big Two-Hearted

River" is at one level a "how-to"

|ociology: Back to the basics of life

[/e, Work, & Community as the World Turns

!W PERSPECTIVES: LOVE,
tK, COMMUNITY is the
|e for the 1978 Colorado Col-

Sociology Department Col-
jium. The purpose of this
G Colloquium, according to

IBoderman, Sociology Depart-
>** Chairman, is "to suggest al-

Mte ways of organizing basic
?>an experiences." "If
iologists are to fulfill their crit-

-^^function, they not only have
describe what is, but also —
" couid be."

^ Colloquium, which takes
Nuring blocks 2 & 3, features

r "^'stinguished sociologists,

* of whom has made a major
I'ibution to one of the three
U*luium themes.

J*^
first session — NEW

*SPECTIVES: LOVE is

scheduled for October 12,

THURSDAY-at-ELEVEN. Pac-

kard Hall. Constantina Safilios-

Rothchild, Professor of Sociology,

Wayne State University, is the

speaker. In her most recent book

LOVE, SEX, AND SEX ROLES,
she examines whether changing

sex roles and the sexual revolu-

tion are really transforming our

traditional notions of love and

sex, and if so, how. Her talk will

focus on the alternative and the

particular problems and interper-

sonal dilemmas faced by men,

especially during this period of

transition

At 3:00 p.m. in Bemis Lounge

Professors Jeff Eichengreen,

Douglas Fox and Margi Dun-
combe will engage Professor

Safilios-Rithchild in a conversa-

tion on her morning talk.
Constantina

Safilios-Rothschild

manual on trout fishing, or that

"Moby Dick" is simply an over-

sized instruction book for whale

hunters? Certainly not I.

These are but two of the many im-

plications of Professor Kenner's

idea that the methodistic, or how
to revolution of the 18th century

produced a uniquely American
rhetoric which still exists today.

Beginning in England, instruc-

tion manuals of all kinds accom-

panied the New World's first

settlers as part of the luggage

necessary for survival. As an

example. Professor Kenner
sighted his grandfather, who
came to this country with two

books-a Welsh Bible and a in-

struction manuel on building

houses. In England the "how-to

manual became a useful tool, a

way of life, and eventually a liter-

ary tradition.

Early examples of this genre in

American literature include

"Poor Richard's Almanac," "Life

on the Mississippi," and "Wal-

den." Professor Kenner suggested

that these works have as a basic

structure the step- by -step

"how-to" foundation. He also

spoke of more subtle affects of the

"how-to" format by saying, "this

genre permeates prose which does

something else entirely." These

effects Professor Kenner outlined

as the five charactatistics of

"how-to" rhetoric.

Those tharactaristics include a

lack of transitional segments in

novels because, "the next thing to

write is the next-thing to do." a

basic understanding of the re-

lationship between man and the

cosmos, the inclusion of

Cont. on pg. 7

admissions,' states Mrs. Gould-
ing, "but for transfers it is more
difficult to get accepted as there

more competition for fewer spots."

Colorado College has always
been interested in maintaining a

strong regional base. Approxi-
mately 35/ of the Colorado College

student body is from Colorado.

More students from Colorado
apply to CC than any other state

but there are no geographic
quotas. In fact students admitted

from Colorado are usually
slightly higher qualified than
those from out of state. According

to Mrs. Coulding, "there is a pre-

selection factor in the Colorado

applicant pool. A Colorado applic-

ant is more likely to know about

CC's excellent academic reputa-

tion and selective admissions pol-

icy. As a result, usually only the

cream of the crop apply from Col-

orado whereas someone applying

from far away may just want to

get out and see the Rockies."

The Admissions Policy Com-
mittee is comprised of three stu-

dents, five faculty members, and

four people from administration.

Applications to be reviewed are

selected at random. Members of

the committee can only advise

and make recommendations on a

certain candidate The final deci-

sion fur admission must be made
by Dick Wood, the Director of the

Admissions Office.

Financial Aid is done seper-

ately from admissions. Once a

student has been accepted his ap-

plication goes through the Finan-

cial Aid Committee headed by Bill

Ferguson to determine his eligi-

bility, "For every ten students

who apply for financial aid we are

able to meet the needs of nine out

often," notes Ferguson. Even if a

student does not receive aid fi-om

the College, the school advises

him where he may be able to ob-

tain aid or a loan fi-om outside

sources. Colorado College

financial-aid comes from federal

funds, current college income set

aside for aid by the trustees, en-

dowed scholarships, and gifts to

the College.

Finally, CC students often

complain about the lack of diver-

sity of the student body. This ac-

cusation according to Sid Wilkins

is unfair bacause "CC can only get

diversity within the confines of a

$5,000 a year private liberal col-

lege with financial aid available

to only 1/3 of the student-body."

That means that the other 2/3's of

the students according to Ellen

Coulding of Admissions, "can af-

ford the school and as a result are

likely to have similar experiences

and economic background."

Colorado College as a liberal

arts college is not a broad-

spectrum college, as students in-

terested in foresting or mining

would not go here," warns Chair-

man Taber. In sum, "we are all

pleased with our admission's ef-

forts taking into account the na-

ture of the school." Tabor believes

that the admissions policy of the

school is consistant with the aims

of the college and therefore is the

best way to go.



ATTENTION ALL STU-
DENTS: Applications for thi- pos-

ition of Associate Editor of C.C-

Critique are now iwailable at Ras-

tall Desk- Please return com-
pleted applications lo the rr/Hi/wc

box at Rastall by Wednesday, 11

October.

Spinning Workshop

There will be a spinning work-

shop for anybody interested in

spinning theirown wool, Thiswiil

take place Monday evening. Oc-

tober 9 from 7-9 p.m. The fee is

only $1 which includes all mate-

rials. Hurry and sign up for this

unique learning experience at

Rastall Desk. Class size is limited.

Also, there will be an Arts and

Crafts Committee meeting on

Thur.'^day. Orl. \2 at \2 noon up*

staus in Kasliill. Eveiybody in-

leivsU'd in Arts and (^-aas please

come. Plans will bv made for

Block III clas.-.es.

4-WheeIing

A new booklet, "4-Wheeling" is

now available upon request. The
publication, a joint effort of the

Forest Service. U.S.D.A., Mile

High Jeep Club, Bureau of Land
Management, and Colorado De-

partment of Education is availa-

ble from offices of these groups. It

is also available at many 4-wheel

drive vehicle dealers. Copies can
also be obtained by mail from the

Regional Forester, 11177 W. 8th

Ave.. Box 25127. Lakewood. Col-

orado 80225.

ENJOY SPORTS ON OUR
LARGE TELEVISION

SCREEN
• NCAA Football • Pro-Football
• Monday Night Football • Baseball Playoffs

Its All Happening At the

^<„
~Pub S Grub"

Come To

FAC
% Price On All Tap

Greg Watkins

Live Entertainment

4-7 pm
Plaza Building / 830 North Tejon

Happy Hour 4-6 p.m. During Week Open 1 1 am Daily
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The booklet provides a basic

text for 4-wheel training. Many
high schools throughout Colorado
will use the booklet in newly in-

itiated 4-wheel driver training

courses. There are special driving

skills needed for off-highway driv-

ing, and the booklet emphasizes
the basics of 4-wheeling, winch-
ing, back road savvy, necessary

gear, and rules of the back road.

TUIT LIBRARY RESEARCH
WORKSHOPS; Monday, 6:30

p.m. -— Research Workshop in

Reference. Indexes and Abstracts.

Tutt Library. Please sign up at

the Reference Desk.

Tuesday. 6:30 pm — Research

Workshop tn Government Docu^

menis. Tutt Library, Sign up at

the Reference Desk,

Weisel Speech

Famed author Elie Weisel will

speak in Denver at Temple
Emanuel 8 pm,. Nov. 7, Wiesei, a

survivor of the Holocaust is the

author of "The Jews of Silence",

Beggar in Jerusalem" and "The
Gates of the Forest". Tickets are

$3.00. For more information call

377-5492.
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Counseling

Next week, all freshmen and

transfers register for classes

blocks three through nine. If you

have questions about majors,

classes or Professors, come ask

current majors at Peer Group
Counseling from 8 to 10 p.m.

Monday at Loomis Lounge. Tues-

day at Mathias Lounge, and Wed-

nesday at Slccum Lounge. Re-

freshments will be served.

The Soli Deo Gloria Choir,
K. Kenneth Westcott, Director,

is currently in need of men to

sing bass. There are no tryouts

required. However, it is helpful

if you can read music and have
a fairly good ear.

If you are interested in joining

the group, contact: Kenneth or

Judith Westcott. 633-6771 or
come to the next rehearsal at

7:00 p.m. on Sunday, September
17 at Bethany Lutheran
Church. 1401 South Eighth
Street.

SHOVE SCHEDULE: Next
Tuesday from 4 to 7 p.m. at Ras-

tall Center Reverend Dan Bossart

of the Iliff School ofTheology will

speak to students about oppor-

tunities for theological study.

On Wednesday at 12:00 the

Shove Council will have as a guest

speaker Keith Esch from the Ear-

Iham School of Religion (the

Quaker church).

ANY STUDENTS interested in

spending a challenging, reward-
ing semester in Greece should at-

tend a meeting on Thursday, Oc-
tober 12 at 12:30 p.m. in Rastall

207. Katharine Butterworth, di-

rector of the Study In Greece pro-

gram will be present, as well as 3

CC seniors who participated in

the program last semester to ans-

wer any questions interested

people might have.

AN INTRODUCTORY AS-
TROLOGY course will be given

every Tuesday from Sept, 26-Nov
14, 7:30-9:00 p.m, at Sabin Com-
munity School. 3605 N, Carefree

Circle, as part of the UCCS Con-
tinuing Education Program. Fee

$27. For more information call the

instructor, Arie Abravanel at

471-1861.

THERE IS NOTHING EASIER
THAN JOINING THE CHOIR.

Professor Jenkins has an-

nounced that all (regardless of

previous experience or lack

thereof ) are invited to sing Bach's

Christmas Oratorio with the Col-

lege Choir and Orchestra. The
Choir numbers about 150 CC stu-

denLs, faculty and staff, no audi-

tion is required. All are welcome
to participate in this special and

rewarding experience. Member-
ship is open until Sept. 25. Please

come to Olin Hall. Rooml on

Mondays or Wednesdays at 4:15.

Classified

PROFESSOR BOYCE at ext.

234 or at 635-5804 wishes to sell a

five speed Schwinn men's bicycle

in superb condition for $65.

Personals

MRS. SORORITY FUNCTION:
What about the amino acids, cel-

luloid -strips and CH.CHiOH this

weekend?
Space Cowboy

WANTED: People from Iowa who
wear expensive hiking boots.

ALSO WANTED: Granoia Girls.

Experience not necessary, just en-

thusiasm.

^l

Freddie Homemaker;
Keep up your culin

housekeeping arts, and I'l ^qq
my MBA at Harvard Bu
school, so we can live

$300,000 house and dr

Porsche, Jaguar, and Ca

Seville according to the tii pfQ
year. Or shall we get \a\

grees instead? Oh well

lethargical large oi

rich swines, no matter hi

.do it, huh?

L.

The
i<"

itio

•nee

ism

tts

tior

ecti

ach

jAl

Luce Scholarshi it c

New York City-Fifteen leel

Scholars, the fifth group cl

for participation in a prograi irch

erated by the Henry Luce Ft ve i

ation, arrived in Asia this w

take up professional intern

in locations that range fro w £

architect's ofTice in Tokyo

biology laboratory in c

Java. The Scholars were s

from over 120 candidates i

nated last fall by 60 college

Cont. on pj

W r Maybe you can't

erase poverty,

but you can make
a start . ,

.

FIND OUT HOW. FIND OUT WHERE. FLEXIBILITY,
DEDICATION A MUST. OPPORTUNITY FOR
MUCH PERSONAL SATISFACTION AND
GROWTH. TALK TO FORMER VOLUNTEERS
NEXT WED. IN THE RASTALL CENTER.

3WS

lato

^
ego! a

good thing

growing....

823 N. Tejon
Open 10-5:30 Mon.-Sat.

635-4085

LARGE SELECTION

HANGING BASKETS
HAND THROWN
POTTERY
VARIETY

OF PLANTS
PLANT PROBLEM CAL
FOR FREE ADVICE

Open 7-days
Fri. 'til 9.

Full line of paraphanalia and
blank tapes.

Check our sale wall LP's at

$4.99. We've got the new "NEIL

YOUNG " album in stock.

SI

471-4419



5(RCC: Best of the Classics and all that Jazz
By Jim Collins

prom Upstairs Rastall radio

ves are spreadintj fine arts ac-

;s the Pikes Peak Retjion,

ICC-FM, Colorado Colleges

n educational station is filling

old over Colorado Springs by

ladcasting "fine arts radio" la

xture of Jazz. Classical.

eform. and special interest

qvjs'i to the commun-
ithout commercials,

fhe first non-commercial radio

tion in Colorado, KRCC
ned in 1951 as part of thejour-

lism department with only 250

tts of power. In 27 years the

tion has come a long way: to an

ective power of 1700 watts

hing to Green Mt. Falls and
• AFA). stereo status and stu-

nt control. The station is now
by manager K.C. "The

heel Hoss" Walsh, with pro-

m director Malcolm "Mellow"

rchman, "direktor of Toonz"

ve Sawyer and program guide

comes out this week) coor-

ator Tom Bauer, There are

w approximately 30 dedicated

volunteer student disc jockeys,

and there is always room for those
with a Third Class FCC License
and time to go through a couple of

training sessions.

Help in the form of monetary
donations is also always ap-
preciated. KRCC is run on the

unheard of budget of less than
10.000 dollars. This is only possi-

ble through the donations and
promotional albums received.

KRCC is becoming increasingly

Jazz-oriented, since there is no
other consistent Jazz broadcaster

in the Springs. Classical music
will also have continued emphasis
despite the fact that KVOD 1104
FM ofDenver) has started a trans-

lator station in the Springs, since

KVOD's classical music format is

riddled with commercials and
news.

So if you are in search of some
real 'FINE ARTS RADIO" tune
into 91.5 FM and listento

"KRCC-FM, Colorado Springs"

Weekdays on KRCC:
6:30 to 9:00 AM Morning Show

.,ms.

cOnga
Great looking boots for tucking

jeans In, or with your favorite

skirt. Handsome russet leatfier

with inside zipper, 54.95.

From Lorlgs selection of

Dingo and Frye boots.

LOHie'S
Downtown
South Tejon at Colorado Ave

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS,

PUEBLO. SECURITY, AURORA & WYOMING

FAMILIES SUB SHOPS

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
CALL AHEAD: 635-4364

Owner: Jan

OUR PROMISE
TOW Y SUBMARINE SANDWICH
BEFORE YOUR EYES WITH THE FRESH-
EST MEATS. CHEESES AND BREAD
AVAILABLE TO SERVE VOU COUBTEGU-
SLY AND SWIFTLY WITH NO DELAYS ON
SPECIAL ORDERS

2 to '^ r*' Freeform

5 to 8 Classical

8 to 10 Special Programs
10 to 1 Late Night Jazz

Monday
: '1-25 Hayride with
K.C.W,"

Classics in country
and western, blueg-

rass

Tuesday : 8-9 "Options" (Ni
tional Public Radios
weekly news
magazine)

9-10 "Mbari Mba\o
(the music and cul-

ture of the West In-

dies)

Wednesday : "The New York
Philharmonic"

Thursday : "Jazz Alive" (live jazz

performances)

Friday
: "Speed Limit" irock

special!

Sunday : "Folk Festival, USA"
(Weekend programming is avail-

able in the monthly "KRCC Pro-

gram Guide" at rastall)

I). ./. Jim Collins stores at sultry soloist while iq-

noring the fact that his record has been skipping for

past fire minutes.

The Fest: October at its Best
Pretzles and Polkas.

Backgammon Cocktail:

Df= Wines
Chess

Swedish

Style

Pizza

Live Entertainment Weekends

'_^^
(eo/JKj^'crf)

OKTOBERFEST — An ail cam-

pus Oktoberfest celebration will

be held Friday. October 6. from

2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. There will

be live music, dancing, German
food and drink in Mathias Quad.

Bring a T-shirt to be silk screened

(for 25/. We'll have rope pulling,

folk dancing and juggling. After a

German meal at Rastall, Taylor,

and Bemis, Arthur House will

continue the Oktoberfest at 8:00

p.m. with music, dance and re-

freshments. Oktoberfest is bi?ing

I Or«\ti<ganized by Mathias DiVrm

Council and Arthur House and
„.^.^Ju^ded by the residence halls.*the

fraternities, the small houses. Ex-

tracurricular Committee and
CCCA. Come and enjoy!

Health Center
The Boettcher Health Center

Counselling Program, newly in-

stituted this year, is looking for

student input. The counselling

team wants to emphasize out-

reach by running dorm-based
programs, and would welcome
ideas for seminars. Possible topics

could include: sexuality; relation-

ship issues; handling conflicts;

drug and alcohol issues; exploring

personal identity; lifestyle and
growth; improving your self-

image; dealing with fear, anger,

frustration; or ways to expand
your personal power dimension.

If you're interested in any of

these or other areas, tell your
R.A.. or call, write or go in to talk

to a member of the counselling

team in Boettcher. Such programs
can be just about anything you
want them to be.

^ft^ZER\fe:

110

Canon Ave..

Manitou Sphngs
685-5569

Hours
Tues. FrI.

4:00 - 2:00

Sat.

12:00-2:00

Sun, 12:00 - 8:00

^S

Writing Assistance

Help is available for CC stu-

dents who have difficulty with

writing. If you feel that writing

problems prevent you from per-

forming well in a course, pick up

an application for writing assis-

tance at Rastall desk. Send the

form, along with a sample of your

work, to Writing Assistance, box

159 (campus maill.
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Armstrong, Haskell Spar in First of Great Debates
Fiery Consevative and Cautious Liberal at Odds on Economy

by Robert Lackner
Centennial Hall was the scene

last Saturday, for the first of a

series of three debates between

incumbent Democratic Senator

Floyd Haskell, and his Republi-

can challenger from Colorado's

Fifth Congressional District, Rep.

William Armstrong. These de-

bates are unique in Colorado's

political history, and could well

decide the outcome of this year's

Senate race.

Before an SRO crowd of over

300, the two men debated various

topics, mostly related to economic

policy. The opening remarks set

the tone for the debate. Speaking

first, Armstrong stated that he is

convinced Colorado citizens want
a change. In his opinion, Haskell

represents different priorities; he

says little about inflation, which

Armstrong deems the campaign's

most important issue. Balancing

the budget and cutting taxes are

among the remedies Armstrong
offers to solve our economic prob-

lems; in fact, he supports the con-

troversial Kemp Roth tax bill,

which would cut personal income

taxes one-third over a period of

three years. He boasts that he has
consistently voted to "hold the

line on spending,"

In his introductory remarks,

Haskell concurred that the two

men had different priorities, with

Armstrong's priorities coming at

the expense of the elderly, the

family farm, consumers, and the

unemployed. Armstrong's
economic policies would, in the

words of the Senator, take the

"world back to the 1930's." Has-

kell's remedies center on sensible

(sic) economic policies and strong

wage-price guidelines.

When asked what Congress
could do to improve its image.

Sen, Haskell responded that cur-

ing our nation's economic ills

would go far in restoring that

image, and that didn't mean pas-

sing irresponsible bills like the

Kemp-Roth program. For Rep.

Armstrong, the problem is that

certain people "say one thing in

Colo. Springs, and vote another

thing in Washington," and with

that line a very partisan crowd

broke into a frenzy. Armstrong
then handed Haskell a list of dif-

ferent occasions when the Senator

could have voted, in Armstrong's

eyes, to balance the budget, but

didn't. The most responsible wa\

to act. in the Congressman's vieu-

would be to trim government
spending, including not only

OSHA. AFDC. and Food Stamps.

but also the "pay and prerequis-

ites of the Congress of the U.S."

On the defensive, when asked

Presidential Hopeful Boosts Locals
George says attacks on C.I. A. are Busti

By Laurel Van Driest

Can the Republican party

capitalize on the American
people's discontent with the cur-

rent Democratic government?

George Bush believes it can. In

a Sept. 30 speech to El Paso
County Republicans, the former

CIA director and ambassador to

the United Nations and China
emphasized the failiires of Demo-
cratic leadership at home and ab-

road, and urged Republican can-

didates to "take advantage of this

great opportunity." Bush, a possi-

ble GOP candidate for the 1980

Presidential election, said he was
"enormously worried about U.S.

leadership," but that monetary is-

sues would be the deciding factor

in this fall's election.

"Inflation is the major issue,"

he said. A three-part solution he

outlines for the Republican party

would restrain spending by broad

cuts, hold government spending

to a 7/ increase per year ( instead of

a proposed 15/ by the Democrats)

and compel government agencies

to be examined for wastefulness.

This would "do the unthinkable

and eliminate waste," he said.

President Carter was criticized

for creating or trying to create

new agencies instead of cutting

back bureaucracy.

"The President is perceived as

not being able to cope with poc-

ketbook and strategic issues,"

said Bush. He cited the administ-

ration's "pulling back" on the
Panama Canal, B-1 bomber, and
neutron bomb as an example of

the latter. "Other countries need
to view the USA as an alternative

to Soviet aggression," he said,

"but will not until America has
some strong leaders. Other Demo-
crats, such as California's Gover-

nor Jerry Brown, were pointed to

as adding to the deteriorating

trust in government. Brown did

"the greatest pirouette in his-

tory," by opposing Proposition 13
(which drastically cut property
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taxes) until California's voters

overwhelmingly approved it, and

then becoming a fervent backer.

Bush credited Carter with

being a "catalyst" in the recent

Camp David summit, but argued

"there is still no peace in the Mid-

dle East." He was equally harsh

on the 2-1 Democratic majority in

Congress, saying "they brought

these problems upon us" through

indecisiveness and weak leader-

ship. Said Bush, "No one will win

because of Carter (and Congress)

but their actions will have a mar-

ginal effect against Democratic

Candidates and for Republicans."

Many Colorado Republican can-

didates attended the speech, and
were introduced at the outset.

When asked if he would be run-

ning for president in 1980, Bush
said he had been giving the mat-
ter "serious consideration," "I've

been out of partisan politics since

1974, until the last year or so," he
said. "Others tell me I have the

qualifications to be a creditable

candidate — but I'm not a candi-

date now." The final decision will

be made sometime in 1979, and "if

it's yes, I'll go all out and give it a

try." During his introduction of

Bush, El Paso County Republican

chairman Frank Klotz said, "We
should be thinking about who we
want as president of the United

States," and introduced Bush as

"one who combines the best qual-

ities of the east and the even be-

tter ones of the west."

Bush was extremely defensive

about the statiis of U.S. intelle-

gence. "People say I shouldn't say

these things because I could be a

candidate, but I don't give a

damn," he said. "It's time we got

off the back of the intellegence

community." Any abusesofpower
had been corrected long before he

became CIA director, he said, and
a "handful of mistakes" led to

numerous accusations that were

"fiction." "If we don't shape up,

we'll be seeing a terrorist kidnap-

ping like that of Aldo Moro, and
people will be asking, 'Where's

out intellegence agencies?" he
said, criticizing the activities of

such people as former CIA agent

Phillip Agee (currently in Cuba)
whom Bush called a "traitor to his

country."

The outcome of this fall's elec-

tions should enable America to

"deal from a position of strength,"

Bush hopes. "I'm fundamentally

optimistic about our future," he

said.

r

• Repair of Holloware 1
• Repair and Remounting of Jewelry 1

^ • Appraisals ^^

L'JT(*''J THE ART or JEWELRV

Handwfougtit Jewelry and HoJIoware by Master Crarismcn

Repair ol Jewelry and Hollowaie

22 East Bijou Street Colorado Springs. Colorado 80903

about President Carter's water

policy. Haskell responded that he

has consistently supported Col-

orado water projects, and that the

President's bill did provide for six

months of local hearings on water

private sector. Senator Hasti_D?k

responded by stating {[ ^^ t

whereas the Camp David sumr; Hps tv

for example, was a great coup ji^jyo i

President should spend more lu^iier i

on domestic issues, including ipvel

flation.
Ible

With regard to the air polluiliock':

hich is slowly turning ColuiTpan

Springs into another Denver, bhiasi^

men were in basic agreement iL ^e\

auto emission standards shu
kill^

el..

. . . Hard hitting

challenger

policy decisions. Armstrong stri-

dently asserted that we must re-

duce the tendency to federalize

water policy; proclaiming that he
is fighting "to protect Colorado's

interests," which is taken to mean
local decision-making on water
and land-use policy.

The next question dealt with

whether President Carter was
spending too much time on
foreign affairs to the detriment of

important domestic concerns-

Armstrong brought the house
down with the comment that
"President Carter could make be-

tter use of his time by campaign-

ing for Senator Haskell." On a

more serious note, he argued that

the President should spend more
time with average citizens, study-

ing not only what water means to

the West, but also how the "reg-

ulatory morass is strangling our

be strengthened (although HL

kell hit hard with the asser^.^,,

that Armstrong often voted A ff^.

Big Auto to ease the restricti.i:Lj,|p,j,.

and that mass transit shoulabonm
encouraged, with Haskell offtTiR'- (

the proposal that funds for rrLp of

transit be allocated on the ba^iCphy

a city's pollution level. In ;j*ji:^cip

tion, both men concurred th;ii jghje

government should play a hitL^h ;

role in promoting gasahol. wljaniei

the issue of de-regulatinriL|,..,n

energy sources was discu-j^girm

both men retreated into

familiar ideological shells.

In his closing statenitjal

Armstrong espoused the Viiin

that one senator can make a
\

ference by providing a bala

view on the issues, and that a

example of the influence of

man, he pointed out that, in;h.

opinion. Sen. Haskell's vote ki.foi

the reduction in personal taxi.;|e t

the Senate Finance Commit^ni

Haskell concluded by stressijTI

his legislative record, which jis.

eludes strong air pollution stwr

dards, the creation of four r)eci

Wilderness areas, and the esilen.

lishment of a Jobs Tax Credi:bli

It seemed that Armstrong fed

much more aggressive in his

bating style than the Senator,

that he put Haskell on the de:

sive in many areas. The Sens

was far more cautious in his

proach, which might have beei

account of the intense follow

Armstrong had in the Centeni

Hall crowd, which gave the

rora Congressman a number

standing ovations.

Cont. on page

The J. Maurice Finn

Dininfi and Drinking EstaliUshment

^Colorailo Kprinf^s ^^affcry Rc)(alcr*

Our special feature . . , **Moii<lay IVif(ht Thud"
Everj' Monday night Between 10:30pm-2:OOajn

Any shot and a Coors draw, only 91.3S

Live Entertainment

Photo proof of age required please.



inking On Paper: Tine Tortuous Road to Writing Improvement
By Brian Feeney

lur last issue it was an-

ed that the faculty has

the year by committing it-

;he improvement ofstudent

» skills. As was furthur an-

J, the plan to carry this out

Bstwo new courses. One is a

an tutorial on writing, and

ler is a two-block introduc-

vel course in one of many
le departments teaching

jck's worth of material in

an of two blocks plus an

isis on writing."

new commitment to writ-

11s is a reaction to what is

ved to be a longterm
wide decline in writing

This decline is attributed to

ings, first of which is the

nment in the sixties of the

t's orientation to learning

r of a "do your own thing"

phy which favored feelings

scipline. Second is that ir-

ble villian we all watched

ch as children, television.

imed for softening children

lying on passive forms of

inment at the expense of

forms such as reading,

he barrage of quick com-

Is is often blamed for dis-

children's attention

anohter side to the ar-

t, though. Some educators

it student writing has al-

een as bad as it is now. if

se. They claim that what
experiencing now is a new

of the need to write

he response to that argu-

that even if it is true, stu-

iting is still just as much
1 of improvement. Proof

ormous improvement is

= can be seen in the En-

ational system. Almost

every English schoolbly, whether
he goes on to college or not, is cap-

able of writing very good prose

compared to his American
cousins.

Professors T.K. Barton and
James YafTe have come up with
some informal statistics on the

writing skills of incoming
freshman at C.C. They point to a
top 5 to 10/ and a bottom 5 to 10/ of

that class that have already
well-developed writing skills and
who have hard core writing prob-

lems that impeded their learning.

The middle 80 to 90/ fall into a

steady gradation of carelessness

and gracelessness.

Up until now it has only been
the hard core cases that have re-

ceived special help on their writ-

ing. Professors have been in-

structed to notify Ruth Barton or

specified English professors of

problem students who have met
individually with these students
to help them with their writing on
an informal basis. The only spe-

cial help the middle majority have
received is the result of a random
few prefessors from various de-

partments who have made a con-

scientious effort to improve their

student's writing. Deserving rec-

ognition for putting in this extra

effort out of their own good will

are professors Sammy Williams.

T.K. Barton, Glenn Brooks and
Peter Blasenheim. Other thaji the

work of these professors, the only

help available to ordinary stu-

dents has been the two courses,

Historical Essay and Literary

Essy or noncredit help from the

English department for those stu-

dents enterprising enough to in-

sist on it.

The first innovation in improv-

ing student writing, since

Freshman Composition was drop-

ped in the early sixties, came iuto

being this summer. The author is

one of 39 students who partici-

pated in the Summer Writing In-

stitute. The eight week institute

offered an hour of one-on-one
criticism from a professor every

week in order that the student

know exactly what he did wrong
before doing a revision of the

paper being discussed. Most stu-

dents improved significantly and
some improved remarkably.

Our faculty's newly stated

commitment to the improvement
of student writing skills reflects a

nationwide return to the three Rs
approach to learning. The effect of

the "touchy feely" period of teach-

ing bottomed out a couple ofyears

ago. The current turnaround in

teaching attitudes is probably a

long-term trend reflecting the
country's increasingly conserva-
tive complexion. What we may
loose in free expression we are
bound to gain in common sense.

For those students at C.C. who
take pride in their writing, the
campus publications offer the op-
portunity to gain experience and
to work with other people who like

to write. The Catalyst welcomes
the contributions of anyone in-

terested in journalism. If you can-
not contribute on a regular basis,

we much appreciate the feedback
that letters to the editor provide,
The Critique would like students
to submit their outstanding class

papers and the Leviathan is in-

terested in (Iction, poetry and es-

says. Also, the Nugget can use
people who can write good copy. If

you try your hand at something
more ambitious such as a play, the
campus has a lot of resources and
is open to new ideas.

Finally, whether you write for

publication or not, time spent
writing for any reason is time well
invested. Letters touch other
people, journals and diaries re-

lieve anxiety and provide ideas
years later, Even graffiti expres-
ses the face that you exist. Any-
thing you write has some use and
the only way to improve your
writing is to write!

Armstrong — Haskell Cont.
In questioning Colorado

Springs residents after the de-

bate, a young couple, each sup-

porting different candidates,
found that they lost respect for

both candidates, and found their

positions very confusing. One
man thought the debate was very

interesting, and although he
wasn't that impressed with Has-

kell at first, he thought the

Senatorcameacrossvery well. An
elderly tady thought the debate

was great, particularly since, in

her words, Armstrong "did a great

job putting Haskell down,"

Rick Pierce, the field coor-

dinator for the Haskell effort in EI

Paso County told this reporter,

when asked about the prospects

for the campaign, that "it is com-
ing along very well, we're a lot

more confident." He did concede,

however, that "El Paso County
gives Democrats bad vibes." Walt
Klein, Armstrong's campaign
manager, gave The Catalyst the

same response as that given by

the Haskell people. He added that

the debates wont be crucial, but

would underscore the "real differ-

ences between the two candidates

on the issues and the way they

approach the job."

Haskell spokesmen said that

the Senator will make no more

Adventures
of the mind a

& spirit ... ^
T^-

Travel. chalU-nne. new friendships, new A
horizons. Talk to former volunteers next

Wed. in the Raslall Center.
™

7

eace Corps
VISTA

i
)

BARBER SHOP---ir::--"-i

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

w
THE BEST \j

at the

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon

Also . . . shoe repair

public appearances in the
Springs, although he will appear
before small groups, clubs, and
organizations in the area.

Armstrong backers expect the

Representative to make several

more appearances in Colorado
Springs, including a dinner
within the next few weeks.

These debates serve an impor-

tant public service, for they give

the voters an opportunity to

examine the candidates speaking

in a public forum, under pressure,

addressing themselves to the im-

portant issues of the day, On Oct.

7th. the Haskell and Armstrong
show will travel to Grand Junc-

tion, and the series will conclude

Oct. t4th in Denver

Science
Workshop
A Women in Science Career

Workshop will be held at the Uni-

versity of Colorado at Denver
November 11 and 12. The work-
shop is designed for college

women interested in pursuing a

career in social sciences, natural

sciences, or engineering. The
workshop is open to junior and
senior women currently enrolled

in a Colorado college or univer-

sity Deadline for application is

October 16.

Representatives from univer-

sities, business, government, and
research institutes will take part

in the workshop. Women scien-

tists will be available in an infor-

mal setting to share their profes-

sional and personal experiences

as women professionals in sci-

ence. The goal of the workshop is

to bring students and profession-

als together to increase student

awareness about how to prepare

for a career in science, what obs-

tacles may arise, and how to over-

come them.

Information on financial aid

and women's organizations that

aid students will also be pre-

sented. In addition to panels,

luncheon programs, and films,

each student will have the oppor-

tunity to spend an evening in the

himie of a professional woman.
The workshop is supported in

part by the National Science

Foundation and is free to par-

ticipants. Meals and lodging

will be provided. Travel ex-

penses will be reimbursed to

those participants from out-

side the Denver metropolitan

area.

Interested women should con-

tact Carol Leavenworth, Career

Center, 103 Cossitt. ex. 568or 569

for applications and further in-

formation -.

,

'''-* -' 'V'^ <-.- -'.
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THE SPIRIT OF GIVING IS NOT DEAD. JUST WHEN CYNICS ARE PRE-
PARED TO GIVE UP ALL HOPE FOR HUMANITY, THERE ARISES A SHIN-

ING EXAMPLE OF THE POWER OF VOLUNTEERISM. CCS SUPPORT OF
THE CHARITABLE ETHIC COMES IN MANY SHAPES AND FORMS. IN THIS
AND NEXT WEEKS EDITIONS WE WILL BE SALUTING THE CONTRIBU-

TIONS OF OUR GOOD SAMARITANS. WE ALSO HOPE THAT EVERYONE '

WILL FIND TIME TO GET INVOLVED IN SOME KIND OF PROJECT THAlT*"' ^

WILL SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY. FOR THIS IS ONE MOVEMENT THAl!"'^'
'

NEEDS TO KEEP GOING STRONG. f*'^^

Volunteer Action Stresses Careing and Commitment:
"Hi! My name is Smedley." personal relationships," said CCCA. Operating expenses have

"What's your name?" Speare. School social workers increased because ofexpanded ac-

"Do you know how to play this back VA "more than 100%," he tivities, so VA staffers "recruit"

game?" said. Interest among CC students money from local groups with a

Smedley the computer is also high. Approximately half glide presentation and talk.

of the current volunteers are re- Transportation difficulties

turnees from previous years — a should be overcome soon, accord-

higher proportion than usual. All

student staffmembers (except the

secretary) are expected to work
with children of their own. Stu-

The name of this game is Vol-

unteer Action, and its players are

90 Colorado College students and

70 emotionally disturbed

youngsters from four Colorado

For emotionally disturbed chil-

dren, Volunteer Action's "game"

of involvement, dedication, and
growth through interpersonal re-

lationships can make the differ-

ence between a happy and un-

happy life. And for the student

volunteers, it can be an experi^"

ence that will point them toward

career in social work— or will jusil'"^^'

make them feel a little better for?"'"

having been there when someone'^'^"

needed them. P'

'

Mu-

Springs inner-city schools. From dents who don't have the time

its origin as a tutoring service to needed for a year-long commit-

its current involvement with mentmayjoin as alternates or aid

troubled children. Volunteer Ac- with typing duties,

tion's one-to-one relationships be- Along with the twice-weekly

tween students and children have- meetings, VA sponsors special ac-

been unique among college and tivities. Last year's Thanksgiving

city organizations. "The way dinner was attended by school so-

we've evolved makes us a little cial workers and principals, CC
different from other groups ofthis deans, volunteers and children.

nature," said president Jon Speare hopes to have the Broad-

Speare. Other organizations don't moor Rotary club sponsor this

have VA's facilities, either, which year's dinner. Another 1977activ-

include a large gym, a playroom,

and Smedley the math computer,

who offers children the opportun-

ity to practice basic multiplica-

tion and addition problems.

VA began in 1975, when
Elizabeth Shakleford (a sopho-

more at the time) suggested that

CC start a program for children

with learning difficulties. Social

Advocates for Youth (SAY), a

community organization, did the

"legwork" for VA's first year; pro-

viding names of children, trans-

portation, and some funding. To-

ward the end ofthe year, however,

SAY began to refer children with

ity was children's theater, where
the youngsters made puppets,

then acted out plays with their

creations.

New activities for this year will

include a camping trip, "some-

thing" for Halloween, and a work-

shop where children can make
their own VA T-shirts.

Past funding for VA has come
mostly from the Colorado College

Campus Association (CCCA), but

this year additional sponsors have
been found. One-halfofthis year's

operating costs will come from a

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority'

grant and a Nutrition Camp

ing to Speare. Although one of the

two churches who promised use of

their school buses has decided to

withdraw its offer, and the

scheduled bus driver has "gone off

to California," Speare thinks

these problems will be solved dur-

ing October.

At year's end. a graduation

ceremony is held at Shove Chapel.

Volunteers and children present

diplomas to each other, and af-

terwards, a "banquet" is held out-

side on the chapel grounds. Then
comes the most difficult part: say-

ing goodbye. This is the last time

many volunteers will see their

children. "We tell them how to

deal with this during the com-

munications workshops," said

Speare, "but it is always hard for

everyone."

emotional and social problems School grant; the other half from
rather than academic difficulties.

The group's focus changed accord-

ingly, and when SAY closed down
in December of 1976 due to insuf-

ficient city funds, VA's student

staff was ready to continue work
on its'own.

The framework from earlier

years remains today: school social

workers refer problem students to

staff members, who then assign

.-^ch child to a student volunteer

for the school year. The children,

age^ six to thirteen, are bused to

CC Mondays and Thursdays from

2:30 to 5:30 p.m., where they meet
with their volunteers for two
hours of a "positive relationship

they probably wouldn't get any-

where else," according to presi-

dent Speare.

Durmg that time, the volunteer

md child may use the gym, play

)all in the field, or play games
nside the playroom. Snacks are

jrovided at the VA headquarters

n Cossitt.

Before the two meet, volunteers

)articipate in communications
leminars, where they ieam what
o expect from their children and
low to reach them. "These kids

lave problems with others and
vith themselves," said Speare.

VA gives them a positive role

node] and a chance to open up
vith another person."

Volunteers are urged to see

heir child outside the regular vis-

tation days; and ifboth volunteer

md child return for a second year,

hey can be reassigned to each
ther.

The program is bo successful

ind well-known that there is a

ong waiting list of children who
ifant to participate. "Once in the

Togram, the child begins to show
mprovement in school and in his

»age 6 The Catalyst • October 6, 1978

Hours; Tue. - Prt i0-6
Sat. 0-3

Stop In or m&ke your Appt
632-3631 - 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility without compromising personal style.

In order to provide the CC commuiiltiy with complete
haJr care services and retail products we remain in
close contact with the ever-changing trenda by par-
ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes
open for the smart, the new, the unusual.

\rnported 0\

\M\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s 475-9533

Ĉhuck Norris is John T. Booker
and Booker is fighting liack.

MON.-FRI. 7:30 & 9:10 ;TO).a5.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
AT

1 :25 3:05 4:45 6:25

8:05 & 9:45

JUDO KARATE
JIUJITSU KUNGFU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.

U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu

Black Belt Federation of America
RaprMHitod tH4-flEWarid'B Fair -

Spvclal ClasMS (n Sail Dafen
YOGA

Specul Courtti m Sdl'Otteni

Befonet a Adtinctd Cl»iet

DiyaExningCbiiM

Complete MMIM *ii Suppktt

• Atrbltd mih Juda Kinc

«i Com. suit

• Wo'ld Jtu Jitiu Fed.

• U.S. Ju(e FetfetitMn

• K<id«kon. Jipin

• Judo Stick Sen Fed. ol U.S

10% DISCOUNT TO COLO. COLLEGE STUDENTS

Colorado Springs 3709 E, Platte

[11^
574-6350

:,iidli Call 12-10 PM
COME VISIT



iraternity Council Danceathon to Benefit Jerry's Kids
by Tim Zarlengo

Thf Bee Bees. Fleetwood Mac

h Boys, Grateful Dead, Elvis
^'

;[ey and Buddy Holly will all

jt the I.FC Dance-A-Thon so

can't you. If you like to dance,

gle, roll, rattle, romp and

ip you"re qualified to attend

longest party CC has ever

. The dance is to raise money
Muscular Dystrophy and is

isored by the Inter Fraternity

ncil for the entire campus,

ting at 4;U0 p.m. in Cossit

lon Sat., October 14. you can

k as John Travolta or Olivia

^ton John for a solid eight

g. If you can't dance now, you

be able to by midnight Sat.

r eight hours of practice. So

the one you've been dying to

;o know and join in a fun filled

of companionship, compata-

:y and arch support. At the

you'll help raise money
Muscular Dystrophy. As we

. starting the 1978-79 school

on labor day Jerry Lewis was
raising over $29,000,000 for

icular Dystrophy, now you can

the year round endeavor to

fight the 35 forms of muscu-

jseases. Help by dancing for

who can't, sign up at the ta-

n Rastall, Taylor or Bemis

g lunch or dinner.

le dance will run from 4:00

to midnight on Sat., Oct. 14

features "Cab Shepard and

[incredible Rainbow" a profes-

lal band which has generously
'

ted its time from 4:00-8:00

From 8:00 on, tunes will be

ng ofT a sound system do-

jd by a local radio station. Ac-

,ing to Tom Wendel there are

iative plans for yet another

tocome in. however "no final

tment has been made."
ious prizes have been donated

local merchants and will be

away throughout the even-

ind liquid refreshments will

provided for the dancers.

The Muscular Dystrophy As-

piation was founded in 1950 by a

jiall group of parents whose
jungsters had dystrophy and

^0 refused to accept that there is

I "incurable" disease but only

peases for which a cure has not

^been found. Since then M.D.A.
invested more than $73 mill-

in such research and over $1 1

1

THERE.S NO SUCH THING AS A 9-5 DAY IN THE
PEACE CORPS. EVERY DAY BRINGS NEW
CHALLENGES. NEW SATISFACTIONS.

PLAN AHEAD. TALK TO FORMER VOLUNTEERS
IN THE RASTALL CENTER NEXT WEEK AND
FIND OUT WHERE YOUR SKILLS ARE NEEDED.

Brings you "the best"!

•he best selection of used albums,
'-track and cassette tapes in the Pikes Peak Region.

' best selection of used albums,
- ack and cassette lapes in the Pikes Peak Region.
he best prices on new releases
check our displays!),

he best service on "special

"der" records and tapes
3t no extra charge!).

"Get the best from
THE BEST!"

'
'" ,"'?." of'°"cL^^

^"^^' """'I- "" '•i<i-
In the Plaza BIdg. ^,„„,.„;„ „,,.

^71-4476 <l„s«i SunclMv

million in medical services. Un-
like many charitable organiza-
tions M.D.A. .spends a very low

amount in management and
overhead costs (approx. 3.4';; 1.

M.D.A. has five basic functions; It

World Wide Research 21 Nation
wide programs of Medical Ser-
vices 3) Network of Free Clinics 4)

Summer Camping programs in 36
states 5) Professional and Public
education. There is realistic hope
today for cures for neuromuscular

diseases, and practical help is av-
ailable in generous measure for

the thousands afflicted by them.

The fight which M.D.A. is waging
is being supported by millions of
Americans. That fight will con-
tinue until it IS won, please help.

Sign up to dance and there might
be a chance. If you have any ques-
tion contact Tom Wendel 632-

7279. Tim Zarlengo X455 or Rick
Byrd X467

Luce Scholarship cont.
universities across the counlry.
including Colorado College.

The Luce Scholars Program
was established by the foundat ion

in 1973 to give outstanding young
Americans an exposure to Asia at

an early stage in their careers.

The program is unique in that it

excludes Asian specialists and in-

ternational affairs experts in

favor of young men and women
whose leadership potential is in

areas unrelated to Asian
specialities.

The fifteen winners of Luce
Scholar awards in 1978 average

24 years of age and include 10

men and 5 women. The profes-

sional fields they represent range

from medicine to mathematics
and include marine zoology,

filmmaking, journalism, law, and
public affairs.

The competition for 1979-80

Luce Scholars is already under-

way. Nominating institutions

have been asked to present their

candidates to the Henry Luce
Foundation no later than De-

cember 4th. Interested seniors.

Kenner cont.

catalogues and lists ofnon-human
objects-rhetorical diagrams or

blue prints if you will, the tense-

less nature of the imperitive verb

and "built-in"endings.

Kenner futher explained that

"how-to" literature is easy to end

because as with any Heath-kit or

Erector-set manual, when you're

done, you're done. And so am I.

Finis.

There's Tut

and Tutt

and Chinook:

classic encounters

for generations of

CC students.

Come browse.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
^ ^ 210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80903

PHONES 303-635-1 195/ 6354084V

graduate or professional school

students, or recent alumni under
the age of 30 are asked to contact

the local Luce Scholar liaison.

Call Robert Armstrong, Program

Director, at (2121489-7700 for

further information. The founda-

tion emphasizes that applications

submitted directly to it cannot be

considered,

Need Blood

Donors Now
Next Wednesday from I to 4

p.m. the members of the Student

Health Advisory Board of the

Boettcher Health Center statTwill

be sponsoring a blood drive in

Boettcher Health Center.

Each year the students and fa-

culty of CC support the Penrose
Hospital blood bank, which ena-

bles the hospital to get needed
blood donors for emergency situa-

tions.

Currently credits from CC
blood donors are being used to

support an eight year old

hemophiliac named Michael
Green, who takes about six units

of blood every two weeks.

All students are encouraged to

take a few minutes on Wednesday
to come to Boettcher and get their

blood typed and join CC's blood

bank.

COCA cont.
sions and through health care in-

stitutions."

The recommendation for

boycott passed the CCCA. five

votes in favor, one against, one

abstention. Seven members were

absent when the vote was taken.

Nancy Groth was the one CCCA
member opposed to the recom-

mendation. "When it was fash-

ionable not to eat lettuce, nobody

ate lettuce, and when it was fash-

ionable not to eat grapes, nobody

ate grapes." Groth told the Coun-

cil. "I'd like to get away from that

mentality."

Earlier in the meeting, the

CCCA passed an ammendment to

the Association bylaws, creating a

CCCA food service committee.

This committee will deal with

1) The problems and needs of

the food service in operating a

program for the CC community;

2) The needs and concerns of

those individuals and groups who

utilize the food service;

3) The concerns and problems

not necessarily directly related to

the food servicele.g. energy effi-

ciency, waste reduction, etc.!

The committee will consist of

one CCCA member, five students

chosen at large by the CCCA, one

member of the residential hous-

ing staff, one administration

niembei', two members of campus

organizations, and one represen-

tative of the food service-
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The Art of Conversation:

CC's Elite Social Norms
by Michael Gardenswartz
Now that cliques are beginning

to form and freshmen are quickly

learning the "dos" and "don'ts" of

being cool a la Colorado College, it

is a perfect time to reflect on our

close-minded and elitist social

norms.

Block break number one was
underway and students were

scurrying left and right trying to

escape at least momentarily the

mayhem associated with the all

too familiar environs of Tutt.

Olin. and Rastall. By 2:00 p.m..

only a few lonely stragglers con-

demned by CC societal norms as

"outcasts" remain- iRumor has it

that last year two CC students

starved to death in their dormit-

ory rooms rather than be seen eat-

ing lunch at Rastall on a block-

break. )

Last week at disco night at

"Bennie's," a poor unsuspecting

freshman came dressed ("how
dare he") as John Travolta. After

a few moments on the dance floor

our young friend was heckled and

harassed by his insecure and shal-

low peers until he was forced to

leave. Now you peripheral pri-

mates out there might not care for

John "Revolta" but to bedevil this

lad for something he enjoys is

un-American and demonstrates

total insensitivity for a different

way of being. Anyway, what were

you doing at Benjamin's Base-

ment on disco-night if you don't

like John Travolta? Some nerve!

Of course at CC we have our
"closet-case TV watchers." Ac-

cording to proj>er and should I add
avant-garde folks, it is degrading

and "anti-intellectual" to watch
the tube. "Watching television is

almost as bad as liking

McDonald's hamburgers" notes
one CC elitist.

Now I'm certainly not condon-
ing becoming affixed to your
"Quasars" but a little leisurely

t.v. watching certainly doth not

make a nerd. Why some of the

brightest professors on our staff

are known to enjoy "Battle-Star

Gallactica."

"My God, a senior living on
campus, are you a leper?" CC's
societal pressures are such that to

live on-campus as a senior is al-

most as bad as saying you do not
like to drink beer. (As the Adolph
Coor's commercial goes, "You vil

drink your beer and like it!)

Anyway (great transition). I

know quite a few juniors who have
moved ofT-campus because that is

the "in" thing to do. Now these

folks are the most miserable, un-
happy, but nevertheless "to-

gether" wretches to be found. But
ask these individuals how off-

campus life is and you're more
than likely to hear nothing but
raving and self-serving accolades.

Certainly by now you have all

learned not to become too glutton-

ous or overindulge at the SAGA
ice-cream sundae bar. Last year I

had a real sweet tooth and con-
cocted the most god awful but de-

licious sundae known to man.
When I sat down, chocolate syrup
dripping on to my Oxford shirt, I

was immediately attacked for eat-

ing "such crap and ruining my
body." Normally 1 would have ag-
reed with these accusations but
this time fiery-eyed I looked at my
oppressors and asked "do you like

'Baskin Robbins' or "Hagen Daz'

Page 8 • The Catalyst
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ice-cream?" To which I received a

unanimous "yes." "Well then

shut-up and stop bein)^ such

hypocrites," 1 retorted as I scooped

into my melting gastronomical

delight but nutritional disaster.

Now you may all wonder what
is the point of this gibberish?

Simple, there are a lot of ways of

viewing the world besides those

held within the confines of our

supposedly open-minded liberal

arts college. There is nothing
necessarily the matter with the

upper-middle class CC social

norms but before you adhere to

them remember to be tolerant and

sensitive to other points of view

not readily found at CC. Colorado

College remains a dot on a map
and there is a lot of territory out

there brothers that needs to be

understood and explored. Onward
with the battle.

Jtherc

iouth

ips CO I

e th

1 ch

Letters to the Editor

Israel as

aggressor
Letter to the Editor:

R.E. Steve Zerobnick's "A Sober
Pause. . .After Camp David"
Catalyst 9122

If President Carter's Camp
David Summit results in a Mid
East peace accord it will certainly

be a high point ofhis Administra-
tion. The major obstacle to peace at

this juncture is the Zionist expan-

sionism of the Begin government.
It is in Israel's best interest to take
advantage of Sadat's peace initia-

tive and abandon its expansionist

pretensions in the Sinai and the

West Bank of The Jordan.
The historical legitimacy of the

modern mid-eastern states is not
nearly as deep as the Arabs and
the Israelis imply. The pre-1967
boundaries in the Mid East were
largely the result of the collapse of
the Ottoman Empire after World
War I. The boundaries are not
based on any historical bound-
aries but merely represent arbit-

rary lines drawn by the British.

Saudi Arabia for example is the

fiefdom granted the Saud family
by the British for their support of
the British against the Turks in

World War I. Jordan is the Fief-

dom granted to the Hashemite
family for similar reasons and
King Hussein is the current head
of the Hashemite family. Not only
Israel, as the Arabs claim, but all

the Mid Eastern states are based
on arbitrary geographical divi-
sions made by the British.

Acceptance ofIsrael's legitimacy
does not imply acceptance of Is-

raeli annexation of the conquered
territories in the name ofsecurity,
however. It is true that the Israeli's

have made formerly barren lands occupied territories. Although the parent an artwork; he can d.

productive, but the same can be United Nations has termed these his reader's awareness of a
said of a long list of colonial ter- settlements illegal Begin has con-
ritories formerly held by European sistently maintained blatantly
nations. The Soviet occupation of expansionistic claims to the "his-
Eastern Europe is easily justified toric" position of Israel on the
by Soviet security necessities in the West Bank of the Jordan. Begin
light of the German invasions of has repeatedly made promises to
Russia in both World Wars, but halt further settlements in the oc-

ean offer new approaches tor.

His purposes are to verbalizer

responses to an individual wor
^'''

an entire show so that his reaf
^^'

can determine the initial valif'^^

the works. r^
*

\\

Americans do not accept its deJure cupied territories, only to break .
"^ "^^ accomplish this airier- -f

legitimacy although it is a (fe/ac(o -^

reality.

Continued Israeli occupation of

the Sinai, the West Bank of the

Jordan, and the Golan Heights,

precludes any chance of a lasting

peace in the Mid-East, Although
Israel is currently the dominant
military force in the Mid-East,
(barring, perhaps. Iran which
supplies Israel with oil, appa-
rently in deference to the United
States) it is only a matter of time
before the combination ofArab oil

wealth and population tip the ba-

ways; First, he can simpM
the reader whether a show is**an> I

or bad, and secondly, he canpn lure

monstrate the value of a sho^ih ^^'^'^

In order to demonstrate
^^^^^^,

value of a show, the critic

first understand the show

them later. Immediately after ag-

reeing to stop new settlements at

the Camp David summit Begin

denied he had any such promise
and nearly derailed the peace ef-

forts.

Finally the Palestinian ques-
tion cannot be ignored as Israel artist, and he must be open
proposes to do. By dismissing own responses. But openn^i'
Palestinian claims out of hand Is- not sufficient; he must expl
rael invites further terrorist at- his reactions, trace the elen
tacks. Israeli rejction of even the in the art which create those
more moderate Palestinian tions, and then attempt to cr=

groups IS an unrealistic approach the same reactions in his read
by

lance against Israel, The French *-° ^^^ problem. The attempt by mind. If the art or the shoi ha
Israel to force the entire Palesti- valid, it should substant e ag
man problem on the Jordanians thorough criticism; ifnot, itsspj^etei
without any sort of compromise is lowness will be apparent.

and the Russians are more than
willing to supply the Arabs with

sophisticated weapons and the

Arabs have the ability to pay for

them. By refusing to bargain from
a position of strength now, Israel

guarantees that it will eventually
have to bargain from a position of
weakness.

The Israeli's continually ques-
tion Sadat's motives for negotiat-
ing. They overlook the over-
whelming popular support
Sadat's initiatives have enjoyed
among the Egyptian people.
When Menachim Begin and his

an example of Israeli high-
handedness which enrages the
Arabs and precludes any hope for

peace.

The current peace negotiations

demand that Begin drop h:

(h€

A critic who simply tells thi

ader that a show is

"bad," and justifies his vi 'ga

judgment, narrows the real th A
thinking to two avenues. Inst i am

itary advisors went to Egypt distrustful of Egypt but Begin's
for negotiations they were, in behavior in the negotiations to
their own words, "overwhelmed" ^^^^ "^'^''e than justify Arab skep-

Zionistic rhetoric and begin to of^clemonstrating the worth o 'es o

bargain in good faith. Continued
demands of Israeli control over
the conquered territories will only
provoke another confrontation
between the Arabs and Israelis. It

is understandable that Israel

'hy

by the warmth of the recept
they received from the Egypti
people. The Egyptian people have
suffered more than any other
group by the constant state ofwar
in the Mid East, both economi-

lly, and in terms of loss of life.

art work, he demonstrates
worth of a critic. Anyone
mulate and defend a value ji

ment; Sound criticism requp
the hard-earned ability to tn

form abstract feelings into

Crete words.

The typical words that B

Feeney used to describe
photography of Dave Terry in

September twenty-second edi

of the Catalyst are "best" am

the

nation. The popularity and
economic necessity of peace are
powerful motives for Sadat to

negotiate a genuine settlement.

Although Anwar Sadat's mo-
tives and position seem clear and
consistent, the same cannot be
said of Menachim Begin. Begin's
irresponsibility and failure to live

up to agreements have been
amply illustrated by his position

regarding Jewish settlements in

ticism with regard to Israel's mo-
tives and reliability. The Israeli's

have won all the "easy wars" with
the Arabs. In order to create a did7t 7ork."Wliose"sTandTl|L''
chmateofpeaceforallthecitizens being applied, the artist's or .^^'^

id on
ts. Bi

y of
I

It
I

nited

tsin

rboo

e to

'e Iwl

stak.

or tl

imuni

total

tel.

« Air

of the

of the Mid East it is necessary for critic? And if the critic's, whal

. , ,,^
- If^^f'

to put aside its defensive those standards? The criticAn end of the state of war would rhetonc and consider the prob- g„es as far as declaiming a
allow the Egyptians to dedicate lems seriously and in a spirit of as "tasteless." These vague a

energies to rebuilding their compromise.

Eric M. Weaver

Critic Misses
Point
To the Editor:

Art criticism can facilitate gre-

ater awareness of art. A critic can
explore the ideas which perhaps

rations indicate the critic's ina

ity or refusal to deal serioi

with the ideas and feelings wl

the artwork*evokes.

The artist, David Terry,

been courageous enough
exhibit a risky but individual

proach to photography. It is un

tunate that this critic cannot
a more serious response to

photography.

Paula P
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pC Investment Policy in South Africa

Sullivan Principles Inadequate
J EDITOR'S NOTE: If you

jughi the CC Board of Trustees

cision. to follow the Sullivan

Incipl^s in regard to South Afri-

f)
investment ended that con-

tversy, you were dead wrong.

,fg
with two opposing views are

gsion Sargent and Paul Hud-

l

by Paul Hudnut

iJhe debate over South Africa is

coming increasingly heated,

Sv question the inhumanity and

cism of the Vorster govern-

jnti instead, the debate centers

the role of foreign corporations

South Africa— are the corpora-

ms contributing to the regime,

re they a potential vehicle for

al change?

)uth Africa's racial policies

well known; they do not aim

at separate bathrooms, but

subjugation, and eventual

)val, of blacks from the soci-

Families are often split up,

the wives and children being

to the arid Bantustans, while

men go to the cities to work.

:ks cannot vote, cannot form

ions, cannot move around

ly; they are regarded as pro-

rs of labor, nothing else.

any foreign corporations have

1 lured to South Africa by the

t
resources and inexpensive

r. Among these are many
irican corporations. General

jrs, Ford, and Chrysler con-

60% of the automobile mar-

IBM and other Ame

firms control 70% of South Af-

rica's oil. In addition, U.S. banks
and investors provide badly
needed capital for South Africa.

American companies aid the

South African government by
providing technologically ad-

vanced goods, strategic goods,

capital, and a large source of tax

revenues. In return, they are as-

sured of a profitable business cli-

mate, largely due to the govern-

ment's disciminatory and repres-

sive policies.

Within the system, foreign cor-

porations have done little to im-

prove conditions for the blacks.

Different wage scales are used for

blacks and whites, and blacks are

not allowed to work above whites.

Blacks are not allowed to hold

management positions. Despite

the obvious inefficiency of these

practices, U.S. corporations have
not tried to change them. They
prefer to abide by the laws of the

South African government,
rather than jeopardize their

interests.

Not only is the condition of the

black in South Africa not improv-
ing, they are actually worsening.

Although real wages for blacks

have increased, the margin bet-

ween black and white real wages
is growing. South African whites

enjoy the highest per capita in-

come in the world, while 80%. of

the blacks live below the poverty

datum line; a figure which pro-

vides for minimal necessities, but

not for taxes, medical care or edu-
cation. In addition, social condi-

tions are also deteriorating; the

government is becoming increas-

mgly oppressive in the face of

black discontent. Foreign corpo-

rations exert an indirect pressure

on the South African government
to mamtain a stable business en-

vironment Large uprisings, such
as those inSharpesvilleofSoweto,

have resulted in both a Hight of

foreign mvestment from the coun-

try, and increased repression by
the government. Foreign corpora-

tions have a dismal record of be-

havior in South Africa, they have
done little to improve conditions

for blacks, and, all too often, they

have been content to profit from

the government's policies. In

short, foreign corporations in

South Africa must be viewed as an
unlikely source of social change.

What is to be done? Firstly, the

U.S. government must take a

strong stand against the South
African government, and push for

a black majority government.

Secondly, all future investment

and commercial expansion in

South Africa should be postponed

on the condition that a black

majority government should be

formed. Corporations already in

South Africa should begin to

withdraw although this presents

many difficulties. Since a corpora-

tion would be unwilling to let its

President Worner Steered the CC Board of Trustees assets in South Africa run to zero,

to withdraw it must either sell its

holdings to another company, or
to an Endorcement of the Sullivan principles.

to the South African Government.
Either way, the holdings remain
in South Africa, and little seems
to be gained. The political and
economic repercussions, however,
would be severe. American dives-

titure and withdrawal would de-
finitely weaken Vorster's Gov-
ernment. Many argue that such
action would deprive any future

black majority government of
needed capital and production,

but this argument makes little

sense. South Africa is an incredi-

bly rich country, and many corpo-

rations would return, even if they

had to pay more for their labor.

Foreign corporations are prop-

ping up the racist government of

South Africa and this must be

stopped. Corporations have made
only cosmetic changes in their

employment policies; they still

follow discriminatory practices.

and pay taxes to the South Afri-

can government. As a South Afri-

can exile has said, the blacks

"don't want their shackles
polished, they want them re-

moved."

Americans should be outraged

by the South African Govern-

ment's policies, and apply pres-

sure on our government and our

corporations to take action The
Colorado College must take a

stronger stand: the Sullivan Prin-

ciples are so meaningless that

they have been endorsed by the

South African government. We
should withdraw all our invest-

ments in corporations with inter-

ests in South Africa as soon as

possible.

•Investment Boycott is no Solution-
by Preston Sargent

lya ignorant, misguided slut,

e again you missed the point
pletely (just kidding sport.)

fhy don't the 350 United
tes multi-national corpora-

s {hereafter, MNC) who are

ig a share of their business in

th Africa simply withdraw,
e and for all ridding them-
'es of that burdensome in-

'ement? After all only l%ofall

. invested capital abroad is in

th Africa, so in purely
iffiomic terms (I am not equip-

here to address individual

•orations and their respective

n general, the losses to

ted States MNC's would be
ing. Easy, right? Maybe that's

problem with this extreme
"oach. It would be too easy.

'C no mistake about it, apar-

d as it is systematically
ied in South Africa is morally
gnant and cannot help but to

id ones basic sense of human
its. But it is good counsel to be

y of simple solutions to dif-

It problems.

nited States direct invest-
ts in South Africa (1.6 billion

arbook-valuel represents 16%
"^ total foreign investment
' 'which is dwarfed by the
stake in South Africa on the
ot the European Economic
rnunity.) This is only 4% of
Loial South African invested
tal.

American role in some sec-

ofthe South African economy

does appear (at least for the time

being) critical. The most obvious

example is in the area ofcomputer
technology where IBM controls

70% of the market. Therefore, it

cannot be denied that United
States MNC's are mtricately, al-

biet controversially, involved in

the economic development of

South Africa. Many observers feel

that U.S. investment in South Af-

rica is a tacit exhibition of confi-

dence in the way that that country

operates politically, economi-

cally, and socially and I would be a

fool not to aver to the general im-

port of that argument. However, I

would not agree that the only via-

ble alternative open to a morally

sensitive United States MNC is

immediate disinvestment. I be-

lieve that there are some things

that United States MNC's can do

which could peacefully hasten the

day when a morally sound system

might exist in South Africa.

One practical economic reason
why United States MNC's should

South Africa was intent on leav-

ing that country it would first

have to find a buyer for its capital

(the buyer would most likely be

able to purchase the capital at a

non-competitive knock-down
price. I The proceeds from the sale

would then have to be invested in

low yield South African Gov't.

Securities for at least 7 years. . . a

solution as unattractive politi-

cally as it is financially. An addi-

tional point to consider is that the

departure of U.S. firms would

create a vacuum, and what is to

stand their ground is because al-

though South African foreign

trade regulations allow for the

free repatriation of profits. United

States MNC's cannot simply pack
up their plant and equipment
(capital) and send it home. If an
American MNC operating in

prevent a departing United States

MNC's operation from being

taken over by a buyer whose
moral sensitivities are much less

refined than that of the departing

firm? The answer: absolutely no-

thing.

Continued U.S. investment,

trade, and credit are important to

South Africa but they are not a

matter of survival for that coun-

try. South Africa is one of the most
self-sufficient countries in the

world. So withdrawing U,S, in-

vestment would certainly not

bring the South African Govern-

ment to its knees. At most it

would stow the growth rate (nor-

mally 6%) of the South African

economy. But if the grow^th rate of

their economy was slowed to a

level below that which is neces-

sary to accommodate the 3% birth

rate of the non-white population

then black South Africans would

face growing unemployment ( and.

unlike unemployeds in the U.S..

without the benefits of welfare

checks and foodstamps.) This is

the tragic irony of the argument

that disinvestment would help

South Africa's blacks.

The history ofAmerican blacks

shows that nearly every major

step forward — politically or so-

cially — was linked to economic

progress. Granted the cultural

abyss separating the struggle of

American blacks from that of

South African blacks is great.

However, that fact does not de-

stroy the over-riding notion that a

dynamic economy is clearly in-

compatible with institutionalized

racism. Businessmen in South Af-

rica are quick to point out that a

wide range ofskilledjobs reserved

by law only for whites prevents

employers from training blacks

for those positions and holds back

expansion. Hence, as the South

African economy expands oppor-

tunities for blacks increase. Last

year the remaining 25 reserved

job categories were reduced to

only 5. A viable growing economy

in South Africa is apartheids own
worst enemy.

United States MNC presence in

South Africa is a necessity if the

American people are to continue

to be able to carry their message
to South Africa. Disinvestment

deprives a company ofany further

opportunity to press or argue for

policies and changes it believes to

be right. And the South AFrica

Government will be much more

receptive to pressure from a

friendly voice than foreign

polemicists from afar. Implemen-

tation of the "Sullivan Piinciples"

is just that type of friendly pres-

sure. The Sullivan Principles are

a six point code of ethics first

drafted by Reverend Leon Sulli-

van (a director ofGeneral Motors)

in March 1977 which can judge

-the level of a company's conduct

as it operates in South Africa.

Almost one third of the 350 Un-

ited States MNC's (including

nearly all of the "big" ones)

operating in South Africa have

signed to approve the code. Addi-

tionally, the South African Gov-

ernment has approved of its im-

plementation. The Code, in and of

itself, is not an improvement for

South Africa's blacks, after all it

is only words on paper. But, Un-

ited States MNC's should be

commended for pioneering prin-

ciples of fair employment prac-

tices and equal opportunity. Only

time, and vigilant stockholders

will bear out the effectiveness of

the Sullivan Principles' strategy.

Jimmy Carter put it succinctly:

"economic development, invest-

ment, commitment, and the use of

economic leverage against what

is. after all, a government system

of repression within South Africa,

seems to me the only way to

achieve racial justice there."

{America, Feb. 12, 1977, p. 130)

I think the United States corpo-

rations have a moral fiduciary re-

sponsibility not only to the invest-

ing public but also the the peoples

within the countries they operaie.

and that they should have a con-

science. I also believe that the

rash, one-time, irretractable deci-

sion to withdi-aw from South Af-

rica is not based on any clearly

persuasive evidence that with-

Cont. on pg. 13
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THERE IS A WONDERFUL PICTURE OF ALIiKRT EINSTEIN TRYING TO
BALANCE HIMSELF ON A BICYCLE. CC ALSO HAS PROFESSORS(MAYBE
NOT AS UNCOORDINATED) WHO FORSAKETHEINTERNALCOMBUSTION
ENGINE FOR A BRISK CONSTITUTIONAL ON WHEELS. PROFESSOR HAR-
VEY RABBIN OF THE PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT TELLS US THAT HE
PEDALS "WINTER. SUMMER. SPRING AND FALL." CONGRATULATIONS

HARVEY AND HAPPY GLIDING TO ALL YOU PEOPLE WHO ARE DARft
ENOUGH TO HEAD OFF AT LESS THAN BLAZING SPEEDS TO NEW AJ
VENTURES. IN THE FOLLOWING SECTION WE TIP OUR CAP TO ALL Yo
DAFFY. DAZZY. HALF CRAZY PEOPLE LEADING THE SPRINT TO SPOKH
ON BICYCLES TRIUMPHANT ANEW.

Biking Ttirougli Four Years in the Springs Region
From Garden of the Gods, To Black Forest it's Heaven on Wheels

by Michael Gardenswart z

Bicycling is one of the most

satisfying and energy efficient

activities known to man. There

are few more exhilirating

down Cache La Poudre to Glen

Ave. around the Physical Plant

to San Miguel where you turn

left. Follow the frontage road off

1-25 to Fontanero and turn lefl.

periences than having pedalled Go up to Chestnut Street turn

up to the top of a steep moun- right and go to Fillmore Street,

tain pass under your own power If you're in a real masochistic

or taking a quick spin to Bear mood turn left on Fillmore and

Creek Canyon after a gruelling go up the infamous Fillmore hill

exam. Whether you're a lei-

surely rider, a commuter, or a

hard-core, Colorado Springs of-

fers some of the best cycling

within the country practically

ail year round. Listed below is a

very incomplete list of tours de-

signed to get you out and riding

— but please remember to be

creative and experiment with
your own routes.

But first, a few words for the

wise. Although you may feel

superior to that gas-guzzling

monster to your left watch out

for him and don't expect him to

watch out for you. Always try to

ride where cars are not, as you
more likely than not will lose

when trying to jockey for posi-

tion with a zoomie in his 1000
lb. hot rod. If you must travel on

busy thoroughfares be careful.

Also, always carry an I.D. and
some spare change in case of an
emergency. For longer trips take

along a tool kit. a spare tub,

snacks, and a water bottle. Re-

member to drink at least a

quart of water an hour to avoid

dehydration under what is often

a very deceptive Colorado sun.

Enough of the tender loving

care, get out and ride.

TOURS
FOR OPENERS
Garden of the Gods (Varia-
tion Dmoderate—12 miles

The ol' basic. Great for a late

afternoon ride before dinner. Go Ave. and turn left where you tion your body.

Variation 2 —
Challenging— 18 miles

Don't attempt this puppy un-

less you are in super condition.

Go down Tejon St. all the way to

Cheyenne Mtn. Blvd. Stay on

Cheyenne Mtn. Blvd. all the

way to where it will eventually

come to a fork. Veer right and
you are now entering North

Take a \eH o n Academy and fol-

low it until its intersect on with

Templeton Gap. at which time

yiiu take a right and retrace

your route back to OC.

Eastern Plains and
Fountain — Moderate — 40

Go out Cache La Polidre St.

Bike

otak)

ast ei

ret sto

whati:

(alias

Kill!"

bicycli

wante'

riding

of

;ourse

aecam

hadb*

trysk

havini

yes. C

entht

train i

Tra

variet

racer

and a

morn

takes

breatl

"remember to he creative and experiment with your own routes" Photo by Andy Nagel

to Mesa St where you turn

right and continue on to the

Garden of the Gods. If you re not

up for Fillmore Hill continue on

Chestnut St. to Garden of the

Gods Road. Turn left on Garden

Cheyenne Canyon. Follow this

steep winding road until the

pavement ends passing along
the way Mine Hill, a pleasant %
mile stretch of highway with an
18V^ grade. Once at the top of

of the Gods Rd. and follow this the canyon and ready for the re-

long steady grade to Wilson Rd. turn trip check your brakes.
Turn left on Wilson Rd. which cross your fingers, and come
runs into 30th St. Once on 30th down in control. A little gravel
you can turn off at the entrance on the highway or around a
for the Garden of the Gods or blind curve can do wonders with
continue straight to Pikes Peak a speeding bicycle, not to men-

down Uintah Street to Mesa Rd.

Turn right on Mesa and follow

this well-marked bike route up
the hill past Fillmore St., to

Garden of the Gods Overlook,
then go down the hill, turn left

on 30th and follow the signs to

the entrance of the Garden of

the Gods. Once at the Visitor's

center within the Garden the
rider has a number of options,

my favorite being to go on Gar-
den of the Gods drive to the
Balancing Rock and down to El
Paso Blvd. where the cyclist

takes a left. Continue on El

Paso Blvd. east until it eventu-

ally merges into Pikes Peak
Ave. Follow the bike signs on
Pikes Peak for at least three
miles to Spruce St. and turn
left. Take Spruce to either Bijou

once again follow the directions

given in variation 1.

The Broadmoor Area (Varia-

tion 3) —Moderate to

Hard — 15 miles

This ride goes out to beautiful

Bear Creek Canyon. To get
started go down Cascade to

Bijou, turn right on Bijou then

turn left on Spruce to Pikes
Peak Ave, turn right and follow

this well-marked bike route
through a pleasant residential

neighborhood to 26th St. Turn
left on 26th St. past US 24, past

the Cemetery, over the hill up
the winding road near the
gravel quarry until 26th St.

eventually turns into pictures-

Variation 3 — Cheyenne Mtn.
Zoo— Moderate — 15 miles

Go out to North Cheyenne
Mtn. Blvd, turn left on Cresta to

Mesa, turn right on Mesa and
around the Broadmoor ice rink

via El Pomar and later Penrose

Blvd. Follow the signs up to the

Zoo. *0n the return trip back to

CC either retrace your route

home or be creative and find a

new way-

LONGER RIDES
Black Forest —
Moderate — 30 miles

Take Tejon Street out to Fon-

tanero. Turn right on Fontanero
to El Paso. Turn a hard left on

and continue until it eventually

becomes Galley Rd, When Gal-

ley Rd. ends turn right and go
under the underpass of US 24 to

Colo. 92. Turn left on Colo. 92
and follow to Markshuffle Rd.

Stay on Markshuffie Rd. all the

way to Drennan where you hang

ralphie. Continue on Drennan to

Airport Rd, turn right and re-

turn to CC.

For more information on tour-

ing and racing call the Strada
Bicycling Club at (599-7844) or

check out Two Wheel Touring in

the Pikes Peak Region.

BIKE SHOPS

One of the most important
things when buying a bicycle is

to be sure to check the prices

and brands offered by the di

rent stores. Also, always be s

to test ride the bike. The foil,

ing list of shops is designejlwas
give you an idea of what t) jpotte

have to offer, not to recomrri!

one shop over another. Thai

your decision.

Criterium Bike Shop —
|(

North Tejon)

This well-stocked shop

nient to the CC campus ufl

only Raleigh bicycles and
predominantely to the high

pitched rider, "We offer the b

assembly in town," say thf

ers. Proprietor Chris Caunt i

his professional staff are v

honest and devoted cycl

eager to get you out and
Criterium also offers a neat

tie booklet entitled the "Bu
Guide" informing you on
type and price-range of

suitable to your needs,
i

bicycling mural on the wall.

Jay's Bike Shop — (19

Kiowa)
Proprietor Rich Wager, a i

alumnus from the class of

with a law degree from Le

and Clark, founded the ,

Bicycle Trip, "Only in my
we chartered a plane ba

school from Aspen," he

Jay's bike shop offers th*

French line of Peugeot bicyc

Established in 1905 and still

the same location. Jay's ofl

old fashioned friendliness i

traditional setting.

Old Town Bike Shop — (12

25th St. just north of W
Colo. Ave.)

This handsome shop with

nice woodwork and red br

walls features Motobecane, C

turion, and a few rem
Viscount bikes. Soft-spol

propreitor John Crandell, an

dustrial engineer by profess

has taken great pride in cr-

ing a very pleasant shop by
(

sonaily renovating this 1;

structure. Take the extra ti

to go out to the Old Town B

Shop if for no other reason tl

to see this part of town

c
S:t::rSrS"s= =^:;.'S^^;=t £5.-"X£X":
Cascade Ave. turn right and fol-

low Cascade back to CC or con-

tinue on Spruce street until it

ends up where you turn right on
Mesa Cross 1-25 via the Pedest-

rian bridge and go up the the

hill near Packard Hall.

Variation 2 — Moderate to
Hard depending on you —
12-15 miles

If you want to go up to the

dogs around he
they love nibbling at unsuspect-

ing cyclists). Follow Bear Creek
Rd. up the side of the foothills

where the road suddenly turns
around, offering a spectacular
view of sprawling Colorado
Springs and the Broadmoor
below. Continue on Bear Creek
Rd, until it becomes dirt. (For
those who are adventurous con-

tinue on the rough gravel road

another long two miles to the

The Super Deluxe
MoneySaver!
-^—^ ONLY WITH THIS COUPON ^—^^
2SUPER DELUXE

»1.49

Garden but are tired of Mesa top of North Cheyenne Canyon
Rd, try this challenging spin. Go and down to C. Springs.)
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the way past Academy Blvd.
over a steep hill and out of

town. (Templton Gap can be
very dangerous during rush
hour). Continue on Templeton
Gap and turn right on Black
Forest Rd. Follow this open
highway all the way up to the

Black Forest where the smell of

clean country air becomes ever-

present. Turn left on Shoupp Rd.

and go down to Colo. 83. Turn
left on 83 and follow this route

which eventually merges into

well-traveled Academy Blvd.

A Full iquancr-fxmndnf meal.

IO0',^i pure beef pjilio. Topped

Willi Ucih shredded Icituce, frcih

liimalo slice, fresh ring of niild

while oniim, special seasoning and

creamy dressing on a wami soanK'

seed bun One coupon per

icipjii

306 N. Nevada

nigh

:hnrtzgl
l^Jost thinkin obout em mokes you hungry 3AM ON SAT, i
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Wi
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Mood, Sweat and Gears Revolve Around a Racer's World
Raleigh Racer O.J. turns on the juice

by Marci Asner

Bike riding is an excellent sport

take up to keep in shape. It is

jst enough that it isn't boring.

pet slow enough that you can see

what is going on around you. O. J,,

(alias Joahnna Goldsmith), from

j<j|lington. Vermont, took up

bicycling for just that reason; she

^^anted to keep in shape after the

c,]i\ season was over. O. J. began

j-idinga25 milecoursejust for the

fun of it. She was riding the same

course every day, so naturally she

became faster. One day while she

\^i3^ riding her course she was
,^p(iUed by Chet Warmen. Chet

had been involved in cross coun-

try j-lii races with O. J., as well as

having been a bike racer. Chet

^.!...d O. J. if she would like a

tu.u h O. J. wholeheartedly said

ve^ O. J. began with a spark of

enthusiasm into an intensive

training program.

Training a bike racer includes a

variety of activities. The diet of a

racer must be watched carefully

and accounted for. In fact, every

morning O. J. weighs herself,

takes her pulse, and measures her

breathing rate. The purpose of

The trail to the summit ofIndependence Pass on thi>

rough and stormy. But over the hill . . . was Aspen

times.

this is to see how her body is re- day before. If she starts to gain

sponding to the workout from the weight, she can conclude that she

You re
always

a winner
with

Competition is good for our

bicycles. Our own racing teams

prove over and over again just how
well designed and constructed Raleigh

bicycles are on the toughest courses In

the world. Even if you never intend to race

your bike, Raleigh's racing experience

works for you - because whatever we learn

about making our racing bikes better

eventually gets into other Raleigh models.

KALEiOH

General Check-over $20.00
reg. $25.00

Overhaul $35.00
reg. $45.00

829 N. Tejon

Colo. Springs. CO. 80903

(303)475-0149

Winter

Service Pacl<ages

Start Oct. 1,
Chris Caunt

; years Aspen bike trip was
with golden trees and good

Photo by Andy Nagel

is eating too much. An athlete's

pulse should be at about 50 to 60

beats per minute; and their brea-

thing rate should be at about 8 to

12 breaths per minute. If O, J.'s

pulse and/or breathing rate is too

fast, she knows that she needs to

take it easy on that day of train-

ing.

The breakfast a racer eats

should be light. Bran is a good

thing to eat, because it keeps you

regular. It is important to be re-

ular in biking, because if you are

not you can cramp up, and you
have extra weight. Any extra

weight makes you less efficient.

With breakfast, 0. J. includes

many vitamins, for instance: cod

liver oil. which keeps your joints

lubricated (like WD 40 for a bike)

and is good for your skin; biof-

lavinoids, whose vitamins are

contained in the whites of grapef-

ruits and oranges; vitamin B-12;

and dolomite, which contains cal-

cium and magnesium — these

minerals help prevent the cramp-

ing up of muscles. A good thing to

eat for lunch on the road is fruit-

Fruit has fructose in it. which is

already partly digested before you

eat it. It enters your system

quickly and effectively. Dinner is

usually a big meal, like meat,

potatoes, and salad.

Keeping clean is as important

to your health as the right eating

habits, because your resistance

goes way down when you work

your body so hard. Therefore, it is

a must to swim, shower, or bathe

after a long ride. The danger of

infection is omnipresent in bike

racing. The chance of an accident

is always there. Consequently,

women and men bike racers usu-

ally shave their legs to prevent

infection in the event of an acci-

dent. Another important health

habit issleep. While in training, a

racer's body requires at least 8

hours of sleep, usually more.

In the beginning of training

there is L.S.D. (Long Slow Dis-

tance), Distances might be more

than 100 miles a day, not neces-

sarily fast.but at a good steady

pace. On an energetic day O. J.

will do 40 to 80 miles a day; this

will be a hard ride. She will do 20

mile intervals at 20 miles per

hour- She will then stop, take a

short drink, stretch a bit, and then

hop back on her mean machine.

The important thing to do on

these rides is to keep your legs

spinning all the time, keeping a

cadence of about 90 revolutions

October 6

per minute, 60 up a hill. The main
thing to remember when going up
a hill is to go as fast as you can and
not slow down until you've hit the
'op. O. J. says "you can't let a hill

psyche you out" The terhrique
used in going up a hill is shifting

your gears one at a time. The pur-

pose ofyour gears is not to make it

easier for you to ride, but to allow
you to keep your rhythm. The first

1/3 of a hill should be effortless.

Your ankle is of major signifi-

cance, especially on a hill; by
bending your ankle as you pedal,

you relieve your whole leg of a lot

of work. When the going gets re-

ally tough on a hill, you should
stand up in your pedal. One of the
most important points in training

is the mental preparation. "You
have to have faith in yourself," 0.

J, says. "You can't let the guy
smiling up the hill psyche you out.

You have to think you are in as

good or better shape than the next

guy."

Another area of concern in

training is drafting. Drafting is

used while riding with another
person. Drafting is riding ex-

tremely close to the person in

front ofyou, like having your tires

about one inch apart. This can be

very dangerous if you don't know
what you are doing, especially at

high speeds. 0. J. had a bad ex-

perience -with drafting, because

her brother didn't know what he

was doing. He caused her to have

a bloody accident. The purpose of

it is to block the wind from the

person behind. It is much easier

riding having a wind breaker in

front of you. The riders switch off

while doing this.

As every sport has its own un-

iform, biking is not left out of this

field. The basic riding outfit con-

sists of a bike jersey, gloves, cap,

shorts, and shoes. The bike jersey

is a long shirt usually made out of

wool or cotton, with pockets in the

back. The purpose of the pockets is

to carry food on long trips. The

gloves are usually made of leather

and string or just plain leather,

and the finger tips are cut off, so it

covers only the part of your hand

that has contact with the handle

bars. The gloves are extremely

helpful in relieving some of the

pressure your hands endure while

riding. The cap is tight fitting

with a small visor. It helps protect

your head from the sun as well as

keeping hair out of your face. The
shorts are usually made out of

some stretchy type of material,

with a shammy in the rear. A
shammy is a soft piece of leather

cut in a shape similar to an 8. This

small piece of leather is extremely

helpful in preventing a sore rear.

The shoes are one of the most im-

portant parts of the outfit. Biking

shoes are usually made of leather.

They have a cleat on the bottom

that hooks on to the pedal. Biking

shoes make you 20^f more effi-

cient at riding, because you waste

absolutely no energy — your feet

don't slip at all.

The most important piece of

equipment for a bike racer is, of

course, the bike. A good racing

bike will usually cost you at a

minimum $500. The bike itself is

not the final expense a racer has.

O. J. says, "I spend at least $20.00

a week on maintaining my bike."

Racing bikes have sew-up tires

which pop very easily and are

very expensive to replace. Sew-up

tires cost anywhere from $10 to

$40 a piece. Monetary expense is

Cont. on pg. 15
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Banerjee, Chatterjee

Hot in Packard Hall
by David Kaufman

Sitarist Nikhil Banerjee re-

turned to Colorado College on
September 21st after an absence
of ten years.

Mr. Banerjee is widely recog-

nized as one of the top sitar

players in the world — some say

the best. He began playing the in-

strument at age three (undoub-

tedly at the instigation of his

sitarist father). By the age of nine

he had sufficient prowess to win
the All-Bengali Sitar Competi-
tion. He then studied under sitar

master Allaudin Khan (teacher

also of Ravi Shankar), practicing

14 hours a day for six years. His
tutelage endowed Benerjee with a

theoretical, as well as a practical,

knowledge of the instrument.

At the CC concert Mr. Baner-

jee's sitar was accompanied by a

table (a set of Indian hand drums i,

played by Anindo Chatterjee, and
a tambura ' a Y-stringed gourd in-

strument wholly unlike a guitar).

The tambura player, who was
flown in from Nebraska 1 ! i for the

show, was not identified.

Playing to a sold-out Packard
Hall, the sitarist and his accom-
panists totally enthralled the au-
dience.

The first composition 'as Mr.

Banerjee thoughtfully took the

time to explain), was a Spring
raga played U> a }& beat. This
piece is traditionally a seasonal

raga, though the choice of a

Spring raga in September was
undoubtedly due more to mood
than time of year. The song began schoolwork. The welcome respit.
slowly; Banerjee played accom- comes all too quickly to an end.
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panied by the tambura (which,

being essentially inaudible, is

more for the benefit of the sitarist

than the audience!. The tempo
and rhythmic complexity in-

creased slowly until, about 15 mi-

nutes into the song, the sitar was
joined by the tabla for a flawless

duet. Sometimes fast, often slow,

the piece culminated in a stun-

ning flurry of notes from both

major instruments.

After a brief intermission, a

combination Gat-Thurmi was
played, a piece Mr. Banerjee cal-

led "light classical" in the Hin-
dustani or Northern Indian tradi-

tion. The song (played in 6. then in

14, then in fast 16 beat), consisted

of much improvisation on the
sitar which was-immediately
echoed by the tabla. Mr, Banerjee

would whipofTa series of notes—
usually VERY complex and
equally beautiful — and Mr.
Chatterjee would instantly and
flawlessly adapt the series to his

own instrument. Sometimes the

rhythms were played simultane-

ously; more often the sitar would
lead and the tabla would follow.

The tambura droned on quietly in

the background. Aware that
something special was happen-
ing, the audience was respectfully

dead-silent.

Two hours after it .started, the

show ended to a heartfelt stand-

ing ovation. Mr, Banerjee and
friends retired to the Imperial 400
motel. The audience filed out. The
uthor returned to his neglected

rt;

Ballet Needs Something
By Amy McGee

Friday night Sept. 30, saw the

opening of the season for the

Rocky Mountain Ballet, Unfortu-

nately a sparce audience attended

this opening at the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center. The

company, directed by Use Reese

Gahart, seemed young and nerv-

ous about the challenging even-

ing they had planned.

The performance opened with a

speech by the director about the

origins of the ballet. A segment

entitled "The Ballet Class" fol-

lowed the speech. The audience

greatly enjoyed watching the

children who illustrated the five

basic ballet positions at the be-

ginning ofthis segment. The elder

performers, who joined them al-

most immediately, were less en-

joyable to watch. The exercises

were very poorly coordinated,

physically and with the music, de-

spite the competent efforts of the

company's accompanist, George

Brown.

The level of technique among

the dancers varied, as did the

lengths of their training, stated to

be between three and ten years.

The display of pointed toes left a

great deal to be desired, but af-

forded the audience considerable

pleasure, as could be noted by the

applause.

"Grand Pas de Deux" from
Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Ballet

followed the pseudo-class session.

An error in the sound crew's work
delayed the beginning of this sec-

tion ina way that built tension for

the performers, who were obvi-

ously nervous about the opening.

The dancer's pirouettes were out

of rhythm with the music, which

was piped in by a stereo system.

Music produced in this manner is

often hard for the performers to

hear, which may account for the

consistent problems with timimg

throughout this section. Nichola

Ryan managed to do high lifts and

competent turns, both with the

music. Her partner. Larry Aten-

cio, had the audience's nervous at-

tention as he attempted to execute

j-'.mps far beyond his capabilities.

His dancing wasofi'kilter. as was
the uneven choreography. This

section of the performance was
disappointing, though the upcom-

ing production ofThe Nutcracker

is sure to entertain many in its

usual Christmas tradition.

After the intermission was an

excerpt called "Cathedral." The
music was by Claude Debussy, ar-

ranged by Tomita for electronic

instruments. Its beautiful strains

were interestingly choregraphed

by Milenko Banovitch. The per-

formers of this segment were
Debra Mercer and John O'Brien,

members of the Denver Civic Bal-

let. Their fluid movements were a

pleasure to watch as they moved
through the modern dance. This

segment was the most successful

of the evening.

The next section was an excerpt

from "Festive Dances to a Joyous

Season," which was choreog-

raphed by Ms. Gahart to music by

a notable local talent. Dr. Julius

Baird. The accompanist, Ben
Gahart, and the dancers were well

coordinated. They gave an even

feeling to the dance. The good

lighting played well, despite the

flowing, akward costumes worn

by the dancers. The principle

dancer in this part was Gillie

Walker, who appeared to be the

most proficient member of the

company. She was attended by

Patti' Smith, Melissa Smutko and

Lee Brubaker. The ensemble was
well-coordinated, making the

"Festive Dances" excerpt a very

pleasant entertainmemt.

The last excerpt was from

"Coppelia." It was an enlivening

performance, lit with bright, ser-

viceable costumes. Suan Tallis

gave a very musical performance
with precise, neat movements.
Bob Smith provided her with
competent partnership. All three

pairs, danced by Mellissa McGiil
Kristina Hughs, Nichola Ryan^
Nancy Spielkamp, Nanci Hoetz-
lein and Lisa Berger, were well-

coordinated and together with the

music. This was a festive, colorful

performance.

Though the evening was some-

what disappointing, it provides a

basis for optimism towards the

season to come. The next perfor-

mance (which includes the

Tchaikovsky, the Baird and some

Mozart) is scheduled for Dec. 9

and 10 at the C.S.F.A.C. and at

the C.S. City Auditorium (respec-

tively).

As a young company and n

non-profit organization that pro-

vides ballet to culturally thin Col-

orado Springs, Rocky Mountain

Ballet Company must be valued

for what it may become. It is to be

hoped that the community will

continue to support and encour-

age this company as an invest-

ment in the future of Colorado

Springs.
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ymphony Opens With Mohnsen
by T. A. Atkinson

The Colorado Springs Sym-
phony Orchestra opened their

gala fiftieth season on the

yyeekend of September 21-24,

4vith Colorado College piano in-

structor Sue Langlas Mohnsen, in

her first professional engage-

[pent, as soloist.

From the trebly pre-show per-

formance by an Air Force

Academy Band (stationed outside

the entrance to the auditorium,

v,'here one couldn't miss them), to

the ftnai standingovation, theen-

tire production was verve

epitomized. The stage was
spruced-up; a beautiful floral ar-

rant;ement adorned the apron; the

auditorium iPalmer High's) was
packed tight and sweaty.

The Orchestra opened with a

compelling drum role which stir-

red the audience to a vivace ad

libitum rendition of the good 'ole

"bombs bursting in air." Everyone

was "celebrating symphony"— so

much so that it was difficult to

relax and absorb the music.

The program was a delightful

selection of Rossini, Prokofiev,

and Brahms (familiar to those of

us with Reader's Digest classical

anthologies), to which was added
a short Air from Bach's Suite No.

3 in D Major, played in memory of

the late Helen Stalmann.
Ms. Mohnsen joined the or-

chestra for the Prokofiev Piano
Concerto No. 3 in C M^or, Opus
26. The selection, chosen by Con-
ductor and Music Director
Charles Ansbacher and by Ms.
Mohnsen. is a busy, technically

demanding piece for both soloist

and orchestra, which includes dif-

ficult tempo changes and exacts
fine-tuned coordination between
orchestra and soloist. The musi-

cians executed the concerto
splendidly, and the audience let

Ms. Mohnsen rest only after sus-

tained applause and repeated
bows.

Ms. Mohnsen also plays with
the Colorado Springs Orio, com-
prised of herself. Sue Smith, prin-

cipal cellist for the Symphony,
and Don Robinson, the Sym-
phony's Concert master. The next
performance will be on Oct. 29th
at Cragmoor, followed in January
by a performance in Colorado
Springs and later by a perfor-

mance in Denver. In addition, Ms.
Mohnsen plays with the Colorado

College Collegium Musicum and
The New Music Ensemble, both of
which will perform later this year.

The rest of the program was
equal to the Prokofiev, Mr,
Ansbacher prefaced the Brahms
symphony with explanatory re-

marks. The lengthy symphony
explored many themes and varia-

tions thereon, finally culminatmg
in a tremendous finale

The Colorado Springs Sym-
phony should settle down into a
very good season. The next per-

formance is only a week away: an
all orchestral program which you
can see (with the benevolent aid of
theCollege), foronly $2. It'sonly a
short walk to Palmer High idon't

drive — parking is a headache).

As Ms. Mohnsen declares, it is a

"good opportunity to hear live

music" — and a pleasant change
of pace from CC. Following the all

orchestral program is a November
concert with young violin soloist

Michaela Paetch, and in the New
Year the Symphony has five prog-

rams to offer, with soloists from
far away places — including a

show by the Denver Symphony in

March.

Colorado College Student
Receives Music Scholarship
Mrs. Prud Homme, who consid-

ers herself a native of Colorado, is

a music history major with an ex-

cellent academic record. She says

she was "very surprised" and
"honored" to leam of her award
and. of course, she thinks "it's ex-

citing." Michelle's performance

forte is classical guitar (as is her

husband's — he teaches guitar

here), but the scholarship is not a

scholarship for performance. Both
the Prud Hommes will graduate

this Spring and plan to tackle

graduate school, one at a time.

The award was presented by

Music Dept. Chairman, Dr. Al-

bert Seay, who says he is "pleased

because we are one of the schools

to have this." Dr. Seay also dis-

played a new plaque to bear the

names of all Presser Scholarship

recipients, ofwhich Michelle Prud
Homme's will be the first.

Colorado College has its first

Presser Scholar.

At an informal gathering in

Packard Hall on Sept. 27th,

Michelle Prud Homme received

the first of an annual series of

scholarships from the Theodore
Presser Foundation of Philadel-

Jazz Jam Sessions
The Music Department sponsors an informal jam session for stu-

dents and faculty who want to playjazz each Thursday (except block
breaks) from 3 to 5 p.m. in Packard 20. All interested musicians in
the campus community are encouraged to come, regardless of ex-
perience or level of skill.

A highlight of each session, beginning in Block II, will be a short
workshop in some aspect of jazz practice, conducted by the Brian
Neher Quartet, a local professional jazz ensemble. After an intro-
ductory presentation or performance by the Quartet, all present will
jam, making use of ideas and techniques discussed. Written music
will be available for all instruments, and informal instruction in

improvisation will be incorporated.

phia.

The scholarship (of $500 from
the Foundation matched by $500
from the College) recipient is

selected on the basis of scholastic

excellence in a program of music

and liberal arts prior to one's

Junior year. The scholarship pro-

gram has just begun, and CC was
only recently chosen as one of the

few colleges to administrate the

grants. In the future, the award
will be given at the Honors Con-

vocation in the Spring, but this

year the late start necessitated a

(CORRECTION)
The Sept. 22 issue of The

Catalyst contained a review of

Edward Albee's Seascape in

which was printed the state-

ment that in "November Albee

himself will be at the Fine Arts

Center directing two of his ear-

lier short plays." Alas, this is

noV so. Albee will direct the

plays in New York. The profes-

sional actors will travel to the

CS.F.A.C. to perform.

Stafford-Napier
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from $20.00

Jonathan

HRIFTY
RENT'A-CAR

Just Call Miss Thrifty for free

Pick-Up and Delivery

PHONE 633-7707

421 E. Pikes Peak 80903
Ski Racks Available

Most Credit Cards Honored

Piano Inntructor Sue Mohnsen

Collegium Musicum
Performs in Packard
Autumn colors herald the ap-

proach of another winter, but for

two hours in Packard Auditorium
on the 24th of Sept. the mood was
springlike as the Collegium
Musicum presented its first con-

cert of the academic year. Dr.

Michael Grace led CC's own an-

cient music ensemble through a

tasteful program describing the

development of music from simple

polyphony to ornate Baroque.

Performers for this concert in-

cluded Dr. Grace (recorders,

crumhorns, rauschpfeife, and
rackett), Bruce and Jean Lemmon
(recorders, crumhorns. raus-

chpfeifen, transverse flutes, and
bassoon), Martha Booth (soprano,

percussion), Ida Hutchinson
(harpsichord, percussion), and
Anne McClellan Iviolincetlo).

Selections performed ranged

from 14th century Italian and
15th century Germanic through

Elizabethan English and finish-

ing with pieces from the Baroque
era. While it might be considered

presumptuous as well as unfair to

compare the Collegium to profes-

sional ancient music ensembles,

in terms of enthusiasm and dedi-

cation, such a comparison would

only be favorable. Some of the in-

struments were hard to keep in

tune, but the overall intonation

was quite good.

The music ofthose earlier times

concentrated mainly on rhythmic

development, and it is not until

the Baroque that technical vir-

tuosity became more important.

The performance by the Col-
legium demonstrated meticulous

attention to accurate reproduc-

tion of the mtricate rhythmic pat-

terns that surface so often in

medieval and Renaissance music.

The Collegium Musicum con-

certs, usually performed before

Christmas and in the Spring, offer

a unique opportunity for members
of the CC community to be ex-

posed to music that is often bypas-

sed in musicians' repertoires.

South Africa cont.

drawal would be beneficial for

South Africa's blacks,

Freddy Sauls, an experienced

organizer for colored and black

auto workers in Port Elizabeth

(South Africa's Detroit) articu-

lates the issue well: "It's all very

well for people to urge disinvest-

ment who sit in the safe comfort of

some nice office 8000 miles away.
But if the American auto plants

here closed down I'd have
thousands of men looking for

work, and literally wondering
where their next meal would come
from," (Fortune. June 19, 1978. P.

64)

Preston Sargent
Junior Political Science Major

from Lawrenceville, NJ

coming

lo Colorado Springs ;»
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New Staff Copes With Students Laid Low by Blues
By Terri Olson

Fee! depressed? You're not

alone. According to a study re-

cently published in Psychology

Today, almost 80 per cent of

American college students may
suffer from depression during this

school year. At any given time,

approximately one-fourth of the

student population may be depre-

ssed. And the subject is not one to

be taken lightly. College depres-

sion has a lot to do with the suicide

rate, which is twice as high among

college students as for non-

students of the same age.

A school's drop-out rate is also

significantly influenced by stu-

dent depression, as shown by the

dramatic decrease in dropouts

when a system for identifying and

treating depression was insti-

tuted at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Primary causes of the campus
blues are associated with tradi-

tional student pressures and the

changes resulting from entry into

Venture Grants

Broaden Horizons
by Robert Lackner

Ever considered studying

marine biology in Acapulco, or at-

tending the annual meetingof the

American Political Science As-

sociation? Why not apply for a

venture grant? The CC venture

grant committee will give stu-

dents up to $600 for one block,

either to pursue a research pro-

ject, or to attend a conference, re-

lated to that student's field of

interest.

Venture grants originated at

the College with the Ford Found-

ation, which rewarded students

for Individual initiative. Eventu-

ally, the foundation stopped fund-

ing the grants, and CC assumed

financial responsibility for the

program. The Venture Grant
Commitee is composed of three

students, three faculty members,
and its chairman. Dean de la

Garza.

The committee has allocated

$6,000 for research grants, $3,000

for conference grants, and
$11,000 is set-aside for faculty-

initiated projects, such as bring-

ing in professors from other col-

leges-

Research grants are intended to

let a student develop a wor-
thwhile project, consistent with a

student's academic coiu-se work.

A conference grant allows a stu-

dent to attend a conference in Col-

orado or other parts of the nation,

usually connected with the stu-

dent's academic major. The com-
mittee will pay for transportation

to and from a conference, but it

won't pay for registration fees or

room and board, since, as Dean de
la Garza puts it: "The committee
assists you, it doesn't pay for you

to do the project," The committee

tries to meet students more than

halfway financially. Both types of

grants give CC students an oppor-

tunity to do things that aren't pos-

sible here on campus.

The important thing, in the

words of Dean de la Garza, "isn't

that a proposal be exotic, but that

it is feasible, has intellectual or

academic merit, and that the in-

dividual is capable of carrying out

his stated objectives" Students

are encouraged to develop their

own research projects. It is essen-

tial that studnet proposals are

seriously written, to be given full

consideration by the committee.

Proposals can be submitted up to

one fiscal year in advance.

To apply for a grant, students

should submit proposals to the

Dean's office, with at least one fa-

culty sponsor. Applications are

available in the Dean's office. For

information, it is best to contact

Dean de la Garza, or any other

member of the committee.

In recent years, students have

researched, with venture grants,

topics as diverse as the language

training programs of Chile, and

socialized medicine in Sweden.
One project consisted of an oral

history of a Colorado mining
town. This year, one CC student

will go to France to study that na-

tion's Socialist Party.

The last meeting ofthe Venture

Grant Committee is in March, so

the sooner one applies for a ven-

ture grant, the better. The com-
mittee really encourages students

to apply. Venture grants are one

ofthe best ways to make use ofthe

opportunities afforded by the

block plan.

college life. Academically, man-
aging the workloads and success-

fully completing one's studies

create requirements which, if not

met, negatively effect most stu-

dents. And competition for good

grades, while more severe in some
fields then in others, is inherent

in almost all areas of the present

higher educational system.

The self-imposed tensions of

meeting personal academic stan-

dards and the need to define life

and career goals also contribute to

the difficulty of maintaining an

even keel. And external pres-

sures, such as monetary worries

and living up to parents' expecta-

tions, don't make matters any

For neW' students, many ad-

justments are required to estab-

lish an equilibrium in their lives.

A new academic performance

level must be established. Prob-

lems in adapting can be encoun-

tered when people who excelled in

high school expect to do equally

well in college in spite ofthe much
higher average intellectual capa-

bility found at selective colleges.

Social anxieities are also

grounds for despondency — while

college kids are less self-concious

in general than high-schoolers,

they've entered a new playg-

round, and may not know the

rules. Having left family and
friends, they must start all over

socially. Loneliness can be a real

problem, especially for transfers,

kids in single rooms, and those

living off-campus. Lack of contact

with othe people may well be one

ofthe most commong causes ofde-

pression.

With pitfalls like these, the

odds are against being a well-

adjusted college student. It is.

however, the absence of expres-

sion — failure to work out emo-
tions and frustration generated
by the above mentioned potential

causes— that leads to depression.

While it is possible to avoid or at

least alleviate serious depression,

it is important to recognize it be-

cause it can impair ability to func-

tion effectively as a student and a

person, and in order to work at

lessening it, one must know what
one is dealing with.

Manifestations of depression
depend on the individual, but
common symptoms include diffi-

culty in sleeping, loss of appetite,

a feeling ofdescouragement about
the future, sadness, having trou-

ble concentrating, feeling lethar-

gic, being overcritical of oneself,

feeling like a failure, being inde-

cisive, having crying spells often,

and being generally more emo-

tional and irritable than usual. It

is a combination of several of

these symtoms that should be

noted, no single one being indica-

tive of a depressed condition.

How can you distinguish bet-

ween being just "low" and being

clinically depressed? That can be

determined on the basis of the

number, intensity and duration of

the symptoms. Half of those who
get a case of college depression

have it badly enough to warrant

professional help. One type of de-

pression, while not the common
variety, appears to have no par-

ticular causes — this may be due

to a chemical or hormonal imba-

lance; a professional should be

consulted if this is suspected.

If you're depressed, you can be

helped, and can often help your-

self. Rich Stokes, psychologist for

the CC Counseling Program and a

prime force behind this article,

says that the first thing to re-

member is that it's okay to be de-

pressed. If you don't think that,

you may get depressed about
being depressed, which leads into

a vicious circle. It's a good idea to

talk things out — sharing your

feelings with a roommate, a good

friend, your R.A., a counselor over

at Boettcher — is a good way to

confirm that you're not alone, that

it's okay to feel as you do. If the

pattern is getting you down,
break out of your routine. "Eat

pumpkin pie before your meal in-

stead of afterward, or write a let-

ter to someone you care about," as

Dr. Stokes says. Other measures

you can take on your own include

getting involved in some new ac-

tivity, getting more exercise, or

finding another mode of expres-

sion.

The Counselling Program
Teamm which consists of a

psychologist (Rich Stokes), coun-

selor (Barbara MacDougald), and
Psychiatrist (Roy Rosenthal), are

ready and willing to help stu-

dents. They offer a variety of

styles; students may talk to any of

them. All you have to do is make
an appointment through the re-

ceptionist at Boettcher Health

Center. While there is no set for-

mula for helping troubled stu-

dents, techniques used include

tying down specific concerns to

•i

i\

see how realistic they are. helping

a person determine how they re-

ally feel and why, and teaching or

helping practice new behaviors

that may help them feel better.

"Partofit."saysDr. Stokes, "is for

them to have fun when they come

to see us. If it's a drag to be here,

that just perpetuates the pro-

blem."

How to Avoid Becoming a

Statistic

With the high probability of

being depressed at some time or

another while in college, it is ad-

visable to take precautions

against becoming depressed,

"Getting in touch with you feel-

ings" seem like a corny phrase,

but recognizing your own emo-

tions is necessary for good mental

health. Giving yourself permis-

sion to feel what you feel allows

you to remain "authentic," as

Rich Stokes puts it.

The important thing is not to

depress your feelings and contri-

bute to an absence of expression.

Not that you should throw your

roommate's stereo out the window

if it bothers you, just look for con-

structive action. Regular exercise

especially Jogging) has been

shown to be effective in alleviating

depression. Dr. Robert Brown, of

the University ofVirginia Medical

School, has conducted studies to

this effect on volunteer University

of Virgin students. Students

who ran regularly were less prom
to depression than those who
little or no regular exercise.

Depression is an easy malady to

overlook. Don't let it cast a shadow

on your college career.

Frank Campaign

Gerry Frank, the Democratic

candidate for Congress in the

Fifth District, needs volunteers to

help in his campaign. The Fifth,

District seat is up for grabs bel

cause the Republican incumbent

(William Armstrong) is running

for the Senate.

Frank needs volunteers to walk

with him in selected precincts, to

leaflet, to do research, and to poll

watch on election day. He can use

as much or as little time as you

can spare. Also, there are some

paid positions available at our

telephone bank. If you are in-

terested please call "Frank for

Congress" at 632-0713.

Cut}wir
mwing costs.
It's simple. If you're making a local move, just take your telephone
with you when you go. Since we won't have to send someone
out to your old home or business place to pick them up, we
will pass the savings on to you as a $5.00 credit.

But you must move all your single-line, desk-type
phones. If they are not the type that can be simply
unplugged, cut the cord with a scissors as dose to the
wall as possible. Since this offer does not apply to

wallphones, please leave those in place.

Your business office will be happy to answer
any questions you may have about this

program. But just keep in mind that now ,

you can take it with you when you go. And
you will end up with $5.00 more for your
housewarming celebration.

@ Mountain Bell
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Hood Sweat and Gears cont.
ly part of what you pay to bp a

J. happens to live in a very

id area to be interested in bik-

because in Vermont there are

ny races and riding clubs. O. J.

competed in races held in

ermont and New Hampshire,

he had ridden in m^ny types of

luch as time trials, which

re ten mile long races against the

lock and then against yourself

I.J says, "It's hard and there is

fling allowed." She has rid-

er in women's road races which

re about 40 miles long. Road
ices are held on highways, and

re not blocked off from traffic. O.

usually rides on the white line

ithes^ because there is no glass.

(jad racing more than any
r type of race you have to rely

n-^tinct. You have to know
hen tfj switch gears, when to

os> the road; everything is cru-

fll. You can't waste energy get-

ufiset. O. J. has also ridden in

?rmms, which are races

ound a city area of ten miles;

,e> ti'st skill and dangerous bike

fdhng. O. J. likes time trials

best, because she
you can really feel when
improving." She likes

jriumsthe least, because they

so dangerous. Prizes are in-

cluded ill must types of races,

sometimes il is money, but usu-

ally it is bike parts. If it is a small
race it might be a plaque. Obvi-

ously, O. J, is not in it for the

material wealth.

Bike racing is not all glory as

can easily be seen. O. J. says. "It's

a really good thing to experience.

It is extremely dangerous and it

takes a lot of dedication. Ifyou are
going to do it, you can't do il half-

ass ' The reason O. J. was in-

spired wasthat". . ,!wantedtodn
well for my coach; I wanted to do
well for myself, but I know he put
a lot of time and effort into help-
ing me out, and 1 wanted to show
him that I could use the things he
showed me.-'

\othin(f But Bliw Skies i/wad

HN FISH, the ACM Urban
dies Representative will be on
pus Tuesday Oct. 10 and
dnesday Oct. 11. Check
:kboards or bulletin boards, or

the Political Science Depart-
t X321 for further informa-

THE WOMEN'S COMMIS-
SION will be sponsoring their

next monthly p<jtluck supper on

Thursday, October 12, at 6 p.m.,

1116, N. Weber. Apt. #1. Sep-
tember's potluck was a big success

and we're looking forward to this

FICTION WORKSHOP 7:30

p.m. in Hamlin Hou.se. Tuesday
Oct. 10. All qntere.sted writers or

prospective writers welcome.

LOST: Gold Chain Bracelet. En-
graved (Names and Dutel, Please

return. It has sentimental value.

If found contact Mary at ext. :i87.

Something new in

Old Colorado City

Handcrafted Clothing

Batik Skirts, Appliques.

Recycled Khaki

Mon-Sat 10-5:30

L2427y4 I DO

Has added

Motobecane lo

its other

quality lines of

bicycles and

accessories

475-8589

Specialists in:

_Lightwelgm

outdoor

equipment
Boots

Asolo

Pivetta

Gallbier

Trappeur

Kastinger

by Leading

Manufacturers

7^coiilenI

12S.25tlj lOS.25tb

^^

He moccasin tipi

CUSTOM LEATHER GOODS
URSES BELTS MOCCASINS

Hand
Laced

Jackets

2532 W Colorado Ave

Colo Spgs CO 80904

(303) 473-6200

-^ . t ^ Colorado Ave.

J^^JLnJ^-nJlJUl/lJlJlAJlf^*l/lllJLFLn#^_n7l/LJl^^

2607

RETAIL
WHOLESALE
AT VERY

AFFORDABLE

Tf
FINEST QUALITY IN BULK
GRAINS NUTS SEEDS
BEANS HERBS

ORGANIC PRODUCE
DAIRY PRODUCTS

COSMETICS
ICE COLD NAT. DRINKS

-9:30-6:30 Mon -Sat.

12:00-6:00 Sun,

Career Center News

OJl^AMPlJ^^reRVIEWERS
Peaci' CfirpMl\Hsta. A represcntatr
Lounge October 1 l-l:j.

(ill be available in Rastall

ThiheehUr ( ompany. The nations second largest biscuit company
oilers opportunities in marketing, distribution, sales management
trammg programs. Mr. Chuck Williams will be available for indi-
vidual appointments Tuesday. October 17. Read their material and
sign up in the Career Center.

UniverMu "f Tulsa Low Schm.l. Sign up in the Career Center for
personal interviews to be held Monday, October 16.

COMIN^ROGRAMS

Life Planning: Crcale Ymir Own Future. Wondering if there is life
after CC? Attend this workshop in Mathias, Study Room 4 on Tues-
day. October 10 from K:;!0-9:30 p.m.

Career Oppartunities in the Foreign Service. Find out what it's like
to be a foreign service officer and how to apply, on Wednesday
October 1

1 at 3:00 p.m. in Rastall 208. Deadline for application for
the Foreign Service Exam is October 20.

Women in Science Workshop. November 11-12 at C.U. Denver, for
junior and senior women in social, physical and life sciences. AH
expenses paid, for those selected. Apply before October 16.

Resume Writing. Learn the art of designing an effective resume in
Rastall 208 on October 17 at 2:00 p.m.

i^mmsHiPs

Sew lorA- Stale .{.isemlily Inlernship Program. Several options
available. Information in the Career Center.

C'ongrci

Holtzm£

are either in Washington, D.C.
November 15.

ional Internslnps with Congresswoman Elizabeth
of New York available for spring semester. Internships

--_ .^ ^ Brooklyn. No stipend. Apply by

FULL TIME .JOB OPENINGS

October

Extension 4-H and Youth Leader. Iowa State University. BA in
social or behavioral sciences required. .$12,000 per year. Apply by

^*^''

lAICSTE/U.S. Overseas Summer Internships'for mathematics and
science students. Small s^;ipend. Apply by December 15.

.-l;Y/Vpo.si7/(m with DenverTV station. Graphic arts experience and

.schooling plus a portfolio preferred. Stable work habits and ability

to work under deadline pressure. Experience in or willingness to

learn black and white photography and color slide processing.

Woman store manager for small woman's specialty shop (part of a

chain) about to open in Soulhgate, See Career Center for details.

liecruitmenl Specialist, High School Equivalency Program, Uni-
versity of Southern Colorado. BA in behavioral science. Experience
working with low income populations. Apply by October 9.

Deadline for PMIC Exam Application is October 12, At Civil Ser-
vice Office.

AMERICAN
DREAM

not exBclli/...

Whether your

building needs be

large or small.

SUTHERLANDS
has the

MATERIALS
to do it all!!!

411 S. WAHSATCH

OPEN MON. - FRI. 8 to 8

SAT 8-5, SUN ''3-4
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A Football Odyssey In The Land of Green Pastures
A Spirited Weekend Where Pride Counts

by Ed Goldstein

A few random notes on block

break. The golden, orange and red

hues were brilliant. And the

aspen trees looked nice too.

The colors I am referring to

form the emblems ofthree football

teams; East Denver High School

(Red), Colorado University

(Gold), and the Denver Broncos

(need you ask).

What began as a quiet weekend
for this reporter turned into a

football odyssey that proved to be

quite a cultural education.

High School Nostalgia

Saturday began with a drive up
to Boulder where I was to meet
Steve Brown, a CC student who
transferred up to CU this year. It

was smooth sailing down the

highway until I passed Denver's

High School Sports Stadium (Prep

Stadium for short) and saw a sea

of red crest in the west stands.

"Aha," I said to myself, "My Alma
Mater is out there storming the

city." I quickly exited offthe ramp
of Interstate 25 and sprinted over

to see my school play for the first

time since my senior year.

The East "Angels" were playing
arch rival Manuel for homcoming
and the school was never more
spirited. The parking lot was fil-

led with cars decorated with red

and white streamers and the
stands were drowning in confetti.

The band was bright and jazzy.

The cheerleading squad which
once was all white, and then all

black, is more or less integrated.

So is the team, but more impor-
tantly, for the first time in years
the Angels are creating a sensa-

tion. Off to the best start in years

(3-0), East was rolling over this

day's foe.

And the school was basking in
the glory. I talked to Richard Nel-
son, my senior year English
teacher who was never more ex-
cited about the inner city school
he had taught at for 14 years. He
proudly wore a T-shirt created for

a class of 1967 reunion that had
illustrations of the head girl,

principle and other campus celeb-
rities. Nelson heartily cheered for

all the players with personal re-

marks that indicated his close in-

volvement with the school.

Other teachers I chatted with

were filled with optimistic

thoughts about the school. As I

heard the ancient shout of"Glory,

glory to East Denver" fill the blue

skies of south Denver it was off to

the Flatirons.

Campus Frolics

Colorado University means the

Glen Miller Ballroom, old main,

Victorian era dormitories, large

trees filling the sky and small

bodies of water dotting the cam-
' pus. It was a pleasant pastoral

university scene. But there were

people of all stripes to fill the

landscape with skateboards,

books, and conversation.

The peacefulness exits your
world when you enter Folsom
Field. Within the astroturfed

stadium you find bands galore

(that aren't embarrassed to play

good music and have fun doing

sot, the school mascot Ralphie (a

two ton Buffalo) stampeding in

with the team following close be-

hind, male and female cheerlead-

ers doing gymnastics stunts, mak-
ing human pyramids and gener-

ally having a good time.

Passing the Ladies
And then there were the fans.

Sitting in the student body section

was a relevation about life at a big
time school.

While not spectating, which is

most of the time, residents of sec-

tion seven pass girls. Bouyed by
the sale of beers for the first time

at CU football games, jubilent

students enlist smiling coeds to be

passed from hand to hand over

their heads to the top of the sec-

tion. Co-eds weren't the only
people to get the free ride. Boy
Scouts, a plastic model of a bikini

clad female and (jovemor Lamm
(at last week's game) were also

transported.

After the game it was bands,

beer, and poker chips as CU celeb-

rated the conclusion of their por-

tion of the football weekend.

The Mile High Spirit

A return to Bears Stadium. Yes,

it is named "Mile-High-Stadium

these days, but I will always re-

member it for the fact that it was
named for a minor-league

baseball team even during the

triumphant years of the pro foot-

ball era.

In 1967 I last saw a Denver
Bronco football game. 'Back then

Lou Saban was coach, Floyd Little

was a first year star and Steve

Tensi was the quarterback De-

nver counted on to bring them to

the Super Bowl. Denver played

the New York Jets and hotshot

quarterback named Joe Namath,
who had up to that point never

played in a playoff game burned
the non-existent Bronco secon-

dary for over 300 passing yards

and a 35-7 victory.

Last Sunday, coutesy of Bob
Peck and the Bronco press rela-

tions staff the Catalyst was given

press box credentials for the game
with the Seattle Seahawks.

The atmosphere for this event

was quite different. Reporters

were not the usual jovial, wisec-

racking bunch you would expect

because the pressbox allows no

cheering. Players when inter-

viewed after the game displayed a

cool "professional" attitude meant
to display maturity and repress

the "little boy" inside of them. In-

formation was piped through the

press box like an air traffic control

tower . . . "The temperature at

game time is 68 degrees. Winds
are from the west at five miles-

per-hour." The only thing the

scribes could get really excited

about was trying to figure out
which members of the Pony Ex-

press had posed for a Playboy fea-

ture on NFL cheerleaders.

Fortunately there was a saving

grace to the game and that was
the zealous fans of Denver, With
their orange crush shirts,

airhorns. pounding of the rafters

on big plays and tailgate picnics

they really make Sunday after-

noons in Big D a festive occasion.

Curiously enough many of the

fans waited diligently at the south

end of stadium after the game to

catch a glimpse of or trade a quip

with their heroes.

This blind idolatry may be very

unhealthy. But to me there is a

positive aspect to the loyalty of
the fans that needs to be investi-

gated. The fans fiercely proud of

their team because they care de

Broncomaniacs Let Loose.

Photo courtesy of the Colorado Springs Sun.

eply about the city of Denver and
its image as a class town. Many of

these orange clad Broncomaniacs
don evening gowns and formal
suits to attend the orchestra on
other nights of the week.

I recall during the 1967 New
York Jets game how the crowd
jeered and verbally abused a New
York partisan who was calling the

Denver team small potatoes. The
fans just couldn't take having the

symbol they adopted knocked
down even though at the time it

was true.

Post Game Wrap Up
Two themes cropped up during

my football weekend. One was the

use of football, a sport with rich

American tradition, as a social

gathering place where people
could watch some ofthe game and
have fun. And yes, it is a great

place to celebrate the weekend.
The other theme, more serious

ofcourse, is the use of the game as

focal point to display one's sense of

pride in belonging to a community
or school as a healthy outlet for

the need to feel comfortable in a

society.

By The Waters of Monument
How do these impressions com-

pare with CC. Not well I'm afraid.

CC students are quick to point out

what they do not like, (cheerlead-

ers, bands etc.) But what do these

representatives of the age of mel-
low have to offer in return? Not

much. Creative outlets are non-

existant due to social norms for

the student body to get together

on Saturday's at Washburn and

display that the school has a sense

of pride and purpose.

Instead only a few hardy souls

come out to watch our games. The
situation is so bad that CC rooters

were almost outnumbered by

people who came all the way out

from Iowa for the Cornell game,
and we were Justly ripped in the

pages of the Gazette-'Telegraph

for showing an embarassing
lethargy at the CC-Mines game
while Mines fans were practically

kicking sand in our face. This lack

of self esteem is reflected in nega-

tive city-wide attitudes about the

school, I get the feeling that pre-

vailing social attitudes say it is ok

to march to the beat of your own
drummer and not worry about the

sacrifices one needs to make to get

along in a group situation and
progress along with the group.

This is unfortunate. And we can

not blame the problem on any
societal wide trend. One need only

look at the people who stood up
and shouted last weekend, for fun,

for football, for themselves and
their communities to realize that.

Oh, and lest I forget, the scores-

East 33. Manual O. CU 55, Nor-

thwestern 14. Denver 28, Seattle

7. The home teams were big win-

ners in more ways than one.

Women's Tennis a Smashing Success
by Tim Tymkovich Lewis College in Durango —

Many of CC's seniors refer to 9-0,9-0.

our school initials as referring to Leading the Tigers is number
"country club", which it is if your one singles star, Risa Wolf She
major requirements are fulfilled has a 6-2 singles record and has
and Intro to Mondey NTte Football _also found time to play on an un-
is your 1-4 block class. It's there- defeated doubles team with
fore appropriate that Colorado
College excells in that famed
country club sport — tennis.

The Girl's tennis team has com-
- piled an impressive early season
record of seven victories and only
one defeat in their first eight
matches. The netters are cur-
rently leading the Rocky Moun-
tain Athletic Conference and
have posted big wins over several

league teams. Their only loss was
to CSU in the season debut. Over
block break the gals smashed Ft.

Nancy Rocks. Other Tigerettes

streaking to early wins are No. 2

singles ace, Alison Dame, and
Heather Holmes, who is currently

at No. 3 singles.

This year's squad features a

plethora of exciting players and
faces tough competition. Several

of the gals are likely to qualify for

the Division III finals if they de-

sire to take the time that is neces-

sary to travel. Ifyou're looking for

some tenacious tennis, take time
to see how your fellow "country
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clubbers" fare down at the El
Pomar courts. (Next home match:
Metro State-Get. 17.)

I.M. Hockey

All students, male or female,

interested in intramural hockey
please sign up your teams by Oct.

20. Once again, the leaques will

be divided into A, B, and C levels

according to ability. Anyone can
play in C leaque, even those who
cannot skate. There's no better

place to learn than in the midst of

a hockey game, so don't be shy
about joining a team.

Please get a team list in as soon
as possible. Any questions should
be referred to Intramural Director

Tony Frasca at x339.

tmmm^^Mg^rigf «^h^^h
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

BELIEVE IT OR MOT

Thanksgiving and
Xmas flights

ARE almost filled —
Call us soon!

Your campus trave

agency
op T/ut4^

PHONE (303)636 3871



Tigers Drop Offensive Show to CC, 34-27
Harris Blitz last Ditch Effort

By Tim Tymkovich

Two weeks ago Colorado Col-

Bge met one of the schools that

as basked in the HmeHght of na-

ional attention and prominence

tiat was once the Tigers. Cornell

oUege, and ACM school from

lount Vernon, Iowa, has put to-

ether back-to-back seasons of 8-

1

nd probably has the muscle-

ower to repeat this feat and pos-

ibly advance to the division III

lyoffs later this fall. Cornell is

other example of the tough

arly season that CC has had to

ice. though two of the schools

ave been in CC's own Division

1.

it looked as if the Tiger's were
ling to repeat their perfor-

lances of the first two games as

reg VanSchaack fumbled the

ames opening kick-off, although

lornell had to settle for a field-

lal.

CC's offense has been sputter-

ig the first few games and no-

iing seemed to be going right as

ijuries and penalties kept any
ind ofconsistencey from develop-

ig. The Tigers came out running,

)mething Coach Carle felt they

'ould be unable to do with much
jccess this season, and quickly

parched down the field behind

the improved rushing of Doug
Simms for a touchdown. This
early lead was not to last.' how-
ever, as Cornell unleashed their

powerful offense. Taking advan-

ige of Tiger miscues, which has
lagued the CC ofTense all year,

Leather

125 N. Tejon St.

Colorado Springs,

CO. 8090J

Linda & Wayne Mostyn
(303)635-1284

celeM™
220q w. Colo.Ave.|
(around csack)

(J,34-ia55

dlo-^hing-froM INDIA

Astrolcgy BobKs
To Wclo you Ce\etiraVe
your life wc oifcr
iJNutuat dlo+Wes aV
'NExPENSlVE. PRICES
HOURS iD-£^ Closed Walton

Cornell was able to put two
touchdown on the board before

halftime and took a 17-6 lead to

the locker room.

Cornell took up where they left

the first half and quickly marched
down to the CC three yard line.

The defense dug in and played
with the intensity they've shown
in the first games and stopped the

Ram's on three consecutive plays.

The previously tough defense
seemed to lose it after this fine

goal line stand and were burned
for two longTD passes later in the
game.

The fourth quarter belonged to

CC, however. The single wing at-

tack that has produced so many
points in the last few years for

Colorado College roared into high
gear, starting with a long drive

capped by a nifty Kevin Johnson
roll out pass to his roomate Terry
Brennan. The CC of Iowa still

helda 27-14 lead but a subsequent
Tiger drive cut that to seven —
the highlight being a thirty-two

yard jaunt by C. Springs native,

Prince Gant.

When the game seemed within
reach, the defense rose to the oc-

casion as Scott Pullara recovered

a Ram fumble withjust 3:1 1 left in

the game. This big play was for

naught, as Terry Swenson handed
the ball right back with a rare

fumble on the next play. Cornell
QB, Matt Dillon took advantage
of this break and rifled one of his
patented bullet-passes for the last

Ram score.

The game Tigers refused to roll

over and came right back with
another big TD pass, this one a

thirty-yarder to Brennan with
1 :02 remaining. There just wasn't
enough time left as the gun
sounded with CC trying a last

ditch bomb. The final score, 34-27,

indicates that the single wins;

may be jelling, though turnovrt-,

remain costly. Coach Carle,
though pleased with the new-
found offense was understandahl v

miffed at the turnovers which
ruined any chance at victory. Il m^

likely that the last two weeks, la.si

Saturday being a bye. have bet-ti

spent working on avoiding thosf
killing miscues.

Tommorrow's game pits CC on
the road against mediocre Si.

Mary's of Plains in Dodge City,

Kansas, Scenic Southwestern
Kansas is just the place "for the

Tiger gridders to "get well"
against a winless Plains team.
Playing in the shadow of Bool Hill

should pose no obstacle to CC —
Matt Dillon has been sent north to

patrol the playing fields ofCornell

College.

Denver's Pro Excitement
Those who have a prope'nsity

toward watching professional

sports had better get in the ticket

line early, because sporls-mad

Denver makes ticket buying no

spur of the moment proposition.

Fall and winter are the best

time of year to take in pro sports

in Colorado and the people in De-

nver are not leaving many seats

left over for interested CC stu-

dents. The football Broncos, the

basketball Nuggets, and the hoc-

key Rockies are the best known
Denver teams and are attracting

CODEC'S PHOTO
SUPPLY

CAN CURE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC HAY
FEVER, WITH OUR FULL LINE OF PHOTO

EQUIPMENT. FROM THE BEGINNER TO THE
ADVANCED, WE CAN FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTION,

9 SOUTH WEBER Vti^-^"*'"^

CC's {/rcalcsl afhlctv Dutch ( lark onlif attended one
Tiger foot hall (fame after he graduated. The time was
last Ovtolnr and he is pictured talking to CC histo-

rian Juan Held (right) during his last visit to the

school that made him famous.

an ever growing contingent of
fans.

Those who would care to see the

"Orange Crush" in living color

and don't have tickets might as

well give up. Tickets have been
sold out for a year and the wailing

list is in the thousands. All is not

lost for the enterprising student

though. A fair number of the CC
students from Denver have sea-

son tickets, and those whose dad-

dies work for a Denver based cor-

poration are likely to be able to

get their hands on several more
tickets. So if it's the Bronco's you
want to see start befriending
someone from Denver.

The Nuggets and Rockies are a

little more available. The best

Nugget games are probably sel-

ling fast but there are still plenty
of seats available. The lame-duck

Photos by Robert Tonsing and
Rick Rickman, courtesy of the

Colorado Springs Sun

Rockies, recently sold to a New
Jersey trucker who wants to ship

them east, have a good home
schedule and are coming off a

play-off year. They're fast and ex-

ciling, and it's interesting to see

where some of those outstanding

WCHA graduates end up after
their many games in the Broad-
moor Ice Arena, Tickets for both
the Nuggets and Rockies are
priced from six to twelve dollars.

If the gals down in El Pomar
give you a taste for volleyball —
try Denver's version of profes-

sional VB. The Denver Comets
showcase some of the best vol-

leyball talent in the world. See
what becomes of those sun-
bronzed California beach players

when they head east for the
winter. It's exciting and growing
in popularity.

For you urbanites who can't

wait for summer break and major

league baseball, never fear. Come
hell or high water, opening day for

the 1979 season will feature a

team in Denver. Ultra-rich De-

nver oilman, Marvin Davis, will

have a new plaything in the

American league this spring even

if it means he has to part with $12
million bucks to have it,

If the urge to see the best in the

athletic world hits you. head up
the road and watch the many De-

nver pro franchises strive for a

winning year. They've been doing

it regularly, so be assured of a

good show.

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA WANT YOU

Experience another culture, another America. Put your knowledge and sensitivity on
the line. You can make a meaningful contribution to making a better world.

Work in education, business, community development, recreation, health, basic

agriculture and more.

Plan ahead. Talk to former volunteers next Wednesday in the Rastall Center.

Make an appointment in Placement.
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Kickers Split Over Break
by Mike Slade

Since we lastjoined CC's soccer

team, the Tigers have had several

new experiences. The hooters,

who were 0-3-2 when we left

them, have run up some grand ac-

complishments.

For one thing, they have now
experienced the sensation of win-

ning games. Not once, but twice.

For another thing, the Tigers are

in first place in the Rocky Moun-
tain intercollegiate Soccer

League with a mark of 2-0. Fi-

nally, the team has learned how to

score goals, having popped in

eight in their last three games, as

opposed to just two in their first

five matches.

How did CC manage to ac-

complish all this? It all started

almost two weeks ago, when
Horst Richardson's hooters

traveled to Metro State in Denver.

CC dusted Metro 4-2, bolstered by

the two-goal performances of

senior Komel Simons and sopho-

more Jon Hulburd. The goals

were the first Hulburd has ever

scored in organized soccer. At

least, that's what he says.

The then Tigers traveled to

Provo, Utah for block break

matches with Brigham Young
and Nevada-Lfis Vegas Thursday.

CC shut out BYU 3-0 as Eddie

Dietz scored his first goal of the

year with the first half ending to

put CC ahead. Sophomore co-

captain Gordon Jackson and
freshman David Hoag added in-

SPORTS BRIEFS

Rich directoi zeioes in on goal.

surance goals in the second

period.

But CC's bid for a sweep was

halted by a tough squad from Las

Vegas that stopped the Tigers 3-1

Friday night. CC's lone goal came
from Dietz in the second half.

The Tigers now find themselves

at 2-4-2, easily their worst start in

recent history. But things might

be looking up. CC hosts Utah

State tomorrow, and that could be

another win for the Tigers. But
Sunday Benedictine College
comes into town, a team that

handed the 1976 Tigers one of

their three defeats in a bitterly

fought 1-0 decision. Come down to

Stewart Field and see if our boot-

ers are putting it together. It'll be

easier for them with a lot of sup-

port.

Harriers Hot on Trail.
Vail, Colorado, altitude 8700

ft., September 23rd- site of the

annual Vailfest 5 and 10KM run.

Men's winning time: 32:12. Wo-
men's first pl^ce ti™e:,48:21..

The location was~^ideat,-the

weather was beautiful, the run-

ners were primed and CC was
there en masse. The Tiger run-

ners, including substitute coach

Chemistry Prof Harold Jones,

surprised a lot of other runners at

their first race of the year. This

year's new ace coach, Paul Hurt (a

1975 grad.) was unable to make
the trip. Nevertheless just as the

aspen were beginning to turn 14
members of the Cross Country
team went to turn in some very

respectable times and places.

Some of the state's best nmners,
including Colorado Springs Olym-
pic hopeful Ted Casteneda, were
present.

The exciting news was the re-

sults of the CC fleet-foots: leading

In the women's 5000 meter race

out of a field of 322 entrants:

Frosh wiz Martha Croasdale
cruised in 24th with a time of

21:30; veteran Kathy Volz was
68th at 23:38; Robin Bingham
93rd at 24:31.

the men's team, out of a field of The CC Harriettes & a Harrier jog outside at Cutler
Hall while training for another grueling week of

What's Your IQ?

440 men was freshman sensation

Martin Miller, 28th with a time of

36:19; Art Gelber 78th, 39:41;

Chemistry Prof. Harold Jones
crossed the line 135th at 42:16.

running over hill and dale.

by Tim Tymkovich
After a block of introductory

courses, most freshmen ah^ 'd

feel confident that they've re-

gained that test-taking touch that

served them so ably in high
school. Posting all of those plus-

six hundred scores on their SAT's

so they could pass the scrutiny of

Dick Wood's admissions brain-

trust, indicates that the class of

'82 will be able to handle the

rigors of The Colorado College.

But smart people are a dime-a-

dozen. Everyone knows that a

monkey picking at random could

score credibly on a SAT test.

Something more is needed to

judge the competence of our stu-

dents — and I don't care how
many of you were class presidents

or attended Boys State.

Recent evidence gathered by

William Shockley, a noted Har-

vard anthropologist and student

of intelligence testing, indicates

that the best way to judge a per-

son's overall IQ is to concentrate

on one specific area of aptitude.

Years of intensive research have

discovered that the fairest and

least culturally biased area in

which to test is — you guessed it

— sports.

Since a large number ofCC stu-

dents are from Colorado and the

rest of you are expected to remain

here at least four years, it is vital

that a working knowledge of Col-

orado sports history is had by all.

Upperclassmen know how essen-

tial it is to impress those profes-

sional schools' admissions officers

from Boulder and Denver with an
obscure yet meaningless tidbit

that indicates you have more than

just run of the mill smarts. And
what rich alum could not help but

be astonished when they inter-

view you for a job at the varied

ability you show by dropping an
answer. For freshmen— this quiz

could be life or death.

For all you juniors and seniors,

a poor score will indicate what you
already knew — ignorance, and
for all of you younger Phi Beta
Kappa hopefuls — a poor score

just means you'll have to study

harder for next year's quiz.

Here we go, the first annual,

and probably last

COLORADO SPORTS QUIZ
We'll start with an easy one:

1. Who or What is the Orange
Crush?

a. Colorado's anti-Anita Bryant

gay activist group

b. Rotten soda pop

c. A Rocky Mountain version of

the Green-Hulk
d. A better than average defenseFhoto by Mark Stevens

$19.95 to $75'^^ ATHLETIC ^'^ Shooter"

Another easy Fall season ques-

tion:

2. What is the M&M connection?

a. A rotten chocolate candy

b. How cocaine is routed to CC
c. How wealthy parents get their

children in CC
d. Morton to Moses pass combina-

tion

One last give-away:

3. Who or What is the Pony Ex-

press?

a. Baby horses on Ex-Lax

b. Rotten mail service

c. Drinking 8 oz. coors cans on a

hot day

d. A sexy cheerleader squad

Enough of the easy Bronco trivia.

Try your collegiate knowledge:

4. What's a Ralphie?

a. What you do after too many oys-

ter pizzas

b. Nickname of stone tigers on

Rastall flag poles

c. Signal Dick Wood gives to veto

another CC applicant

question, see my story last week
on Dutch. Now for some crucial

question on Colorado Collegi

sports— this is vital ifyou want to

break an 80 IQ

7. Who or What is A Frasca and a

Kola

a. Two refreshing soft drinks

b. The real things

c. A cook and a cutthroat

d. CC's baseball coach and trainer

8. Name a LloydWomer sport as a

CC undergrad:

a. Chasing Coeds

d. University of Colorado mascot.

5. What is DU best known for?

a. It sucks

b. A famous football team
c. CC rejects

d. Its hockey team (which wa;

routed by CC last year) hint: DL
doesn't have a football team
6. Who was Dutch Clark?

a. The boy who plugged the dike

with his finger

b. Ingrid "Dutch" Clark, famous

hockey groupie

c. The Swiss Miss mascot
d. CC's famous All-American

For those who missed the last

b. Organizing Toga Parties

c. Hall Hockey

d. Golf & Lacrosse.

9. What significant event hap

pened to Coach Carle this fall?
|

a. He got a disco hairdo >

b. He recruited too manyi

thousand pound linemen

c. Figured out how to apply tht^ ing

single wing to basketball

d. His 100th football victory.

10. Who is The Catalyst's r

sexually aware ex-sports editor; firar

i.e.: "horny". j''^''^

spon

Cont. onpg. iSjA'^fc
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Player of the Week
Risa Wolf has distinguished

herself on the Tiger tennis team
this fall. Super-frosh Wolf has
helped the gals to a league leading
7-1 record while playing number
one singles and doubles with a pa-
tient and deadly baseline game.
Her record in singles is 6-2 and
she is 8-0 at doubles with team-
mate Nancy Rocks. Wolf, a
Boettcher scholar has the distinc-

tion of being the top high school

tennis player in Colorado last

year. No doubt she will continue
her winning ways for the rocket-
ing Tiger netters.
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Hockey Succeeds
Without Ice

I
By Dan Sarlo

Bob Dylan once said. "Don't

think twice, it's alright." So. when
I was given the assignment to

cover women's field hockey. I

went at it without any biases

whatsoever.

To me field hockey looked like

ice-hockey with oversized nets.

However, I was quickly set

straight by two of the players.

Field hockey is played on a

hundred-yard field with a

sixteen-yard striking circle on

each end of the field. There are

eleven players to a team who are

usually aligned on the field as five

forwards, three halfbacks, two
fullbacks and a goalie. A stick

that is about three feet in length

and can only be used on one side,

is the apparatus used to propel the

ball forward. The bail that is used

is fiberglass and a little bigger

than a tennis ball.

Now with this equipment, one
must put the ball into the net. It

sounds extremely simple, but on
the contrary, there are several

rules that one must follow. When
you hit the ball, the stick can only

be used on the flat side, and the
backswing and foreswing must
not go above the shoulders. You
may not advance the ball with any
part of your body. If you shoot
anywhere outside of the sixteen-

yard striking circle, the goal will

not count.

What it amounts to is soccer

with the stick taking the place of
the feet. There are more rules in

field hockey however, than in soc-

cer. "So many," argues one player,

"That all the nit-picking rules
slow down the game too much."

Field hockey is a fairly new
sport to the College, and is

coached by an extraordinary per-

son by the name ofKay Cook. Kay
Cook does not teach here at the

College, but that is not a barrier

between her and the players. Her
enthusiasm for the sport and her
players is quite evident to anyone
who watches one of the field hoc-

key practices.

Last year the Tigers' season re-

cord was a dismal zero wins eight

losses and two ties. This was par-

tially attributed to the practice

conditions that the field hockey
players are subjected to. Three out
of five days, they do not work on a
regulation field. They practice at
the expense of the football team
which holds sway over the fields

on the west side of campus.
This year practice time might

be the only obstacle stopping a

good Colorado College team ft-om

becoming a great team. An excel-

lent turnout of talented freshmen
plus the experience of the return-
ing players equals a team to be
contended with. The players as-
sure me of an immense improve-
ment over last year's record, and,
if the conditions are right, they
see a shot at the division title.

CCwill need hard hitting intensity from the likes of Rocky Russell (65), Scott
Pullara (52) and Greg Van Schaack (87) tomorrow against St. Mary's in Dodge

Photo by Andy Nagel
City.

CC stats

Sports Briefs cont.
a. Craig Silverman

b. Craig Silverman
c. Craig Silverman
d. Craig Silvennan

That waan't very difficult, was
it? Now for the answers and the
key to your intelligence. Surpris-
ingly enough, all correct answers
were listed after letter d. The rat-

ing scale is this: to 9 — very
poor. I would urge you to transfer
to DU. A perfect ten correlates
with an average ofsix hundred on

the SAT tests and there is hope
you will pass CC with flying colors

and reach the grad school of your
choice. If you're an up-
perclassman and missed one I

urge you head for the registrar

and sign up for the next course in

Bonehead Biology or Underwater
Basketweaving. Hurry, those
classes will be filling up soon —
I'm on my way over to sign up;

maybe I can save a few of those

souls whose future looks so dim.

TtaM STRTISnCS

First Dcwns
Rushing
Passing
Penalty

Rushing Attanpts
Yards Rushing
Yards Lost
Net Yds Rushing
Net Yds Passing
Total Offense
Passes Attanpted
Passes Ccm^leted
Had Intercepted
Total Offensive Plays
FuinblesAost
PenaltiesAds
PuntsAds

CC
44

30
12
2

147
607

125
582

303
885

58

2e
7

205
11-6
25-177

19/657

Colorado College 14, Nebraska Wesleyan 7
Colorado Collide 9, Colorado Mines 28
Colorado College 27, Cornell College 34

OPP Passing
38" Att. Coup.

24 McQueen 3 2

18 Johnson 54 23

6 Swenson 1 1

147
538
U4
424
443
867

58

26
4

205
12-7
22-239

14/532

OC Totals 58

Opponents 58
303
443

Kickoff Returns

Van Scha
Moore

OC Totals
Opponents

Bushing

No.
JCk 12

Yds.

3or
TO

1 10 -

3 13 317 -

3 5 112 -

Interceptions Return
No. Yds. ID

Swenson
SijTITLS

Gant
Golan
Moore
Johnson

OC Totals
Opponents

Att.
75
18
10
5

1

21

274
119
84

38

12
68

last
14

29

16

Net
260

90
68

31

12

Tcmpkins
Zoellner
Thcnas
VolJ<niann

CC Totals
Opponents

147
147

607
538

125
114

582
424

Public Administration Fellowsliips
The Southern Regional Train-

ing Program in Public Administ-
ration is now accepting applica-
tions for fellowships for the
1979-80 academic year. The pro-
gram prepares students for
careers in government and is

'ponsored by the Universities of
Alabama, Kentucky and Tennes-
lese.

Students who are awarded fel-

Dwships will serve a 10-week in-

ernship during the summer of
^979. They will spend the Fall
emester at the University of
Kentucky. After the Christmas
holidays, one group of Fellows
"H attend the University of
Alabama and another, the Uni-
ersity of Tennessee. Upon satis-
ictory completion of the Pro-
ram, Fellows receive a Certifi-
»te in Public Administration. In
Edition, course work completed
' the Program will be accepted
" an MPA degree at one of the
"0 institutions which they at-
nd.

The fellowships have a value of
'.600 which includes a stipend of
'.300 and remission of fees and
"ion which at present amount
_*1.300. Married students re-
fve a grant of$400 in addition to

the regular stipend.

Candidates must be American
citizens who hold a bachelor's de-

gree or who expect to receive a
bachelor's degree by June of 1979.

No specific major or area of study

is required. Fellowships are
awarded on the basis of high
academic achievement, scores on
the quantitative and qualitative

portions of the Graduate Record

Exam, and a real interest in pur-

suing a career in public administ-

ration in the South.

Applications must be received

by February 23. 1979. For infor-

mation and applications write to;

Coleman B. Ransone, Jr., Direc-

tor, Southern Regional Training

Program in Public Administra-

tion, Drawer I, University,

Alabama 35486.

Brennan
Swsnson
Siimis

Tenner
Paich
Thomcis

Team Safety
Gant

CC Totals
OFponent:s

Score by Periods:
CC 22 7

OppDnents 3 21

Scoring
TO POT R^ FGK-FQ^ TP
2 0-0 12

0-0

0-0
0-0
1-0
0-0

1-0
6-4

H2O Polo Makes a Splash.

Next: CC at St. ffery of the Plaijis, Oct. 7

1:30 p.m. (CDfr) Dodge City, Kan.

By Dirk Tyler

When people are asked what
water polo is the answers range
from "volley ball in a pool" to

"isn't that where you swim
around and try to kick each other

in the . .
." But here at CC water

polo is an organized (organized?)

sport, with real practices and real

games,(Westem State,D.U. etc.).

Water polo is a game of"How long
can you tread water?" and with
seven men on a team that's a lot of

"eggbeater" (I love technical
terms).

Contrary to popular beliefthere

are rules in water polo. One hand
on ball, no standing on the bottom

while in possession of the ball, no

holding onto sides, and to hold,

sink, pull back, kick, or strike an
opponent is illegal (ha, ha).

If this sounds interesting, fun,

tiring or sick come down to the

pool on Wednesdays and Fridays

at 3:30. Experience and brains are

not necessary, we can teach you
the game and without brains you
might become a star (just kidding,

we do have plays and strategy).

You will get a chance to play be-

cause only a fool would play the

entire 28 minute game. If you
can't play this fall but would like

to play in the Spring, or have any
questions send money or just call

Jim Collins or Dirk Tyler. Photo by J

I
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THE CC SCENE
By Lisa Kitagawa

Friday
October 6

3:00

CC Women's Volleyball in El Pomar

Sports Center against Eastern New
Mexico University.

2:00 - 6:00 p.m.

As part of the all-campus Oktoberfest,

games, live music, dancing, and refresh-

ments will be at Mdthias Hall. Bring your

own T-shirts to silkscreen for 25#.

5:00 - 6:30 p.m.

SAGA presents German food night for

dinner.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

"The Chaplin Revue, " a composition of

three of Charlie Chaplin's greatest fea-

tures. This includes A Dog's Life. Chap-

lin's first real masterpiece. Chaplin's

Shoulder Arms is the second segment

which is a slapstick farce of WWI, and

The Pilgrim can be reviewed in Shove

Chapel. These films will also be accom-

panied by live organ music to fit the

drama. This is a part of the CC film series

so the Film Series ticket or 75C and pre-

sentation ofa valid CC I.D. can guarantee

passage. It should be noted that the origi-

nal movie, Barry Lyndon, was re-

4:00 p.m.

Tiger Field Hockey versus Colorado

State University in Fort Collins.

8:00 p.m.

Oktoberfest party at Arthur House.

Entertainment includes music, dancing,

and refreshments!

8:15 p.m.

"Op Odyssey" will perform with the 'Val-

erie Harper dancers who won the grand

prix dance competition in France! This

exhibit will be at the Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center located at 300 West

Dale Street. The Fine Arts Center man-

agement is offering student discounts!

Saturday
October 7

2:00 p.m.

Tiger Soccer vs. Utah State on the

Stewart Field.

2:00 p.m.

CC Women's volleyball vs. College of

Santa Fe in El Pomar Sports Center.

2:00 p.m.

Tiger football away at Saint Mary of

the Plains. CC Cross Country versus the

scheduled to a December 1, 1978 show- Denver Track Club in Denver.

CC 71s

It's Oktoberfast tonight bet-
ween Mathias and Arthur
house! Hot dogs, beer, pretzels,

great German music, and polka
dancing will be on hand for the
celebration.

The Jerry Lewis Danceathon will be all day Saturday, October

14 starting at 4:00 at El Pomar.

speak on the life of a Foreign Service of-

ficer and how to apply. The Foreign Ser-

vice is looking for people who have ex-

perience with administration, economic/

commercial, consulting, politics, and
communications. The meeting will take

place in room 208 in Rastall.

6:30 p.m.

Shove discussion series. Shove Chapel,

8:00 p.m. only
The CC Film Series is presenting

Grand Illusion, which consists of three

Sunday
October 8

9:00 a.m.

Holy Eucharist. Shove Chapel.

2:00 p.m.

CC soccer vs. Benedictine on Stewart

Field.

3:00 p.m.

The Co-Curricular Committee and Lei-

sure Program are sponsoring a piano re-

cital by Tom Schultz. Schultz will per-

form selections from Mozart, Wolfe, Listz

and Busoni in Packard Hall.

5:00 p.m.

First Common Meal, Shove Chapel.

Monday
October 9

CC Women's tennis vs. Denver Univer-

sity at DU,
7:30 p.m.

Tiger volleyball versus Colorado

School of Mines in Golden.

Tuesday
October 10
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

The CC Music Department is present-

ing the second part of their series of Bach

seminars. Information regarding pro-

gram selections may be obtained by cal-

ling X324. The seminar will take place in

Packard Hall, by Reah Sadowsky.

4:00 p.m.

Prayer Group, Shove Chapel.

6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

The Career Center is presenting "Life

Planning: Create Your Own Future."

Participants will cover self-awareness,

questioning the future of oneself, and

planning for the future. This seminar is

open to all students in Mathias Hall,

Study Room 4.

4:00

Tiger Women's Field Hockey will play

the University of Denver at Denver.

Wednesday
October 11

12 noon

Shove Council, Shove Chapel.

3:00 p.m.

Visiting Professor Frank Trinka will

"Masterpieces." The first masterpiece is a

film quarterly, then The Film Til Now.
then The 50 Great Films, by Jean Renoir,

with Erich Von Stroheim. The film will

take place in Olin Hall I. Film Series tic-

ket or 75c and a valid ID. are required.

8:00 p.m.

The Colorado Springs Orchestra will

perform selections from Beethoven. This

is an all orchestra performance.

Thursday
October 12

7:30 a.m.

Holy Eucharist, Shove Chapel.

11:00 a.m.

Constantina Safilios-Rothchild of

Wayne State University will deliver the

"Thursday-at-Eleven Lecture," The topic

of discussion will be "New Perspectives:

Love." Meeting will take place in Pac-

kard.

3:00 p.m.

A panel consisting of CC faculty will

discuss Safilios-Rothchild's 11:00 spwech.

This is a continuation of the 1978 De-

partment of Sociology Colloquium enti-

tled, "New Perspectives: Love, Work,

Community." This discussion will take

place in the Bemis Lounge.

4:00 p.m.

New Testament Series: Matthew.
Shove Chapel.

8:00 p.m.

The Colorado Springs Symphony Or-

chestra will perform selections from
Beethoven and Bruckner. This is an all

orchestral performance which continues

on Friday, October 13 at 8:00 p.m. and
Sunday. Oct. 15th at 3:00 p.m. in the

Palmer High School auditorium.

The Catalyst

Cutler Publications, Inc.
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Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901
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Hiring and Tenure at CC: A Grueling Process
by Michael Gardenswartz
Few decisions have more im-

pact on the welfare of the college

than those of hiring and tenure

practice. The Colorado College,

where emphasis is placed on the

classroom, does not take these two
precedures lightly. To think that

"by giving a professor tenure you

are effecting an entire generation

of students" notes Bill Hochman,
Chairman of the History Depart-

ment, "must be done in a most re-

sponsive manner."

An incredible amount of

scrutiny and soliciting ofopinions

at every level are made in all te-

nure and hiring decisions. Dean of

the College Richard Bradley adds,

Ve may make a wrong decision

eveiy now and then but if we did

not have a tenure process we
wouldn't make the tough deci-

sions."

Human beings are infallible.

The Colorado College tenure pro-

cess (including the third year re-

view) allows for possible mistakes

in hiring to be rectified. Still a

great degree of "crystal-balling"

must be used in the tenure deci-

sion as one can not predict what
will happen to a professor's per-

formance in the classroom once he
has been granted tenure.

Tenure and hiring practices, al-

though directly related, entail dif-

ferent procedures. When a job

opening appears in a department
due to a professor being on sabbat-

other faculty members, and ad-

ministration. After all the poten-
tial candidates have Ijeen brought
to the school, the department
takes a vote. The Chairman ofthe

Department prepares a final re-

commendation taking into ac-

ical or leaving the college, the '^°^^^ student opinions, faculty

members of the department in

consultation with administration

define the needs of the depart-

ment. A job description is arrived

at and placed in numerous
academic journals and employ-
ment magazines. If the vacancy is

only for a temporary period as in

the case of a professor on sabbati-

cal, it is so specified in the adver-

tisement to avoid future confu-

sion.

Letters received from potential

applicants are placed by the

Chairmen of the Department into

piles of those who meet the job

description and those who do not.

Qualified candidates are then

letters, and his biases and then
sends the decision to the Execu-
tive Committee of the Division,

The Executive Committee of the
Division is comprised of three
elected faculty members. They
review the present facts and make
a recommendation to Dean Brad-
ley who in turn hands the matter
over to the President of the Col-

lege. The final decision, if neces-

sary, is made by the Board of

Trustees.

After a professor is hired he is

given a three year review in

which students who have had
classes with the professor in ques-
tion and faculty members are

asked to send their dossiers to the ^''""' '° ''™'"'''' ''^^ professor'

college to be read by all members
of the department. The depart

strengths and weaknesses. A re-

port is compiled and the Chair-

Dean Bradley says there is not much that can
be done about Professors who slack off.

raent members then choose the '"^'; °^ *^^ Department and the

proiessor under review discuss
three top candidates to come to

the campus and meet with stu-

dents, department members,

Four Arrows Ceremony
Pow Wow For Peace
The Native American Student

Association of Colorado College is

sponsoring a presentation by the

nationally known Indian per-

forming group. Four Arrows. This

group, consisting of 30 native

people representing several
North American, Mexican, and
Central American tribes, will be

appearing in a series of events on
the Colorado College campus on
Friday, October 13, 1978. Their
program will include a series of

films, seminars, informal discus-

p.m. and in Cossitt gym from 7:00

p.m. - 9:30 p.m,

In front of Rastall Center, a tipi

will be erected as an informal

gathering place, and for conversa-

tion, discussion, and story telling.

Members of the group will be pre-

sent throughout the afternoon.

About half the group are

areas of needed improvement be-

fore the tenure decision. Occa-
sionally a professor is released

after the three year review.

The decision for tenure usually

arises in the sixth year ofa profes-

sor's stay at the college. According

to the bylaws of the College char-

ter, "you cannot keep an unte-

nured assistant professor after his

seveth year."

The procedure used in evaluat-

ing a candidate's worthiness is

similar to hiring practices. Dean
Bradley mails 100 letters to

alumni asking them to evaluate

the professor in question. Each
Spanish-speaking, the other half department solicits the opinions

English-speaking. Many persons of a cross-section of currently en-

also speak their own languages, rolled students who have had
Among the nations represented classes with the professor up for

are Mohawk, Mam, Muskoke,
Wylaki, Nahuatl, Quiche, and
Cree.

Cont. on page 7

tenure. The Chairman of the De-

partment then prepares a pro/con

analysis of written opinions of te-

nured members and oral opinions

of non-tenured members of that

department. The recommenda-
tion of the Department Chairman
follows the same chain of com-

mand as in hiring practices, only

this time including the view-

points of the Committee on Com-
mittees. This committee ofelected

faculty members — at least one

from each division — is responsi-

ble for outlining the procedures

for tenure and making s

have been no violations.

By the time the decision has

reached the dean's ofTice, "the

facts have been uncovered and at

this point it is a question ofjudg-

ment," adds Dean Bradley. Once
again the final decision is made by

the Board of Trustees.

If a negative decision is made
the professor is given 1 '/^ years to

find another job. Occasionally a

professor will appeal the entire

process for unfairness and viola-

tions committed in procedure. CC
has never had a case go to the

courts although there has been a

professor who challenged the Col-

lege's decision.

The items considered in

evaluating a professor's candi-

dacy for tenure are threefold.

First is his ability to teach. Mark
there Stavig, Chairman of the Commit-

tee on Committees notes, "ifa pro-

fessor is not a strong teacher this

is a mark against him." Second,

ontributions to the pro>esion.

Has he published or does hr ve

a lively mind? Finally, a pro.es-

Cont. on page t>

Homecoming 78: More Color than Usual

CC's Self

Image
Does Colorado College have a

self-image? Does CC mean coun-

try club? What is the image that

people outside of the college com
munity have of CC?
These and other related ques

tions were explored on Oct. 4th m
a discussion at Shove Chapel

Some thought that CC's essence is

"the heaping salad or yogurt with

organic peanut butter stirred m
while others thought it closer to

make-up-caked sorority chicks

frats, beer and boisterousness

Either way, does the image which

we exude attract similar animals''

Californians come here to

breathe. Easterners come here to

relax. Coloradoans stay here be

cause they can't decide which way
to go.

What about money? Is it chic to

go to CC or is it anonymous
enough to escape the jet set? How

Cont. on page 7

"In the past we didn't invlove

students a whole lot in planning

for homecoming activities," re-

cently remarked CC's Assistant

Director for Development Paul

Hurt. "This year we want in-

volvement in planning and par-

ticipation in events," he says.

Hurt and co-homecoming plan-

Barbara Yallich of the

Alumni Office have several ideas

to make this year's homecoming
celebration (November 3rd

through 5th) one ofthe most color-

ful events that the school has

hosted. Most importantly they

want to get students working on

the homeconiin^ pi inmng com-

In past years not much thought has gone into

the Super Fan Band. Paul Hurt wants to rectify

the situation.

mittee that meets weekly.

"We are trying to jazz up the

all-campus picnic," mentions

Hurt. "We will try to get a

Mariachi band and serve tacos in-

stead of hamburgers."

The night before the All College

M' sicale (under the direction of

Pi .lessor Grace) will feature "fim

things" like 'lorbershop quartet,

and the ser u music of the Col-

loquim Mv ic m.

Music w ! 50 be featured dur-

ing a'nd aj ! the homecoming

football ga-ne against Kansas

Wesleyan. Hurt wants interested

student^ • i p'lv for the super fan

band. In ti "'lys Hurt, the

halftimespoi •h'- —leaders

and the fan ui.>,.. o ui have

much thought put into it. As a re-

sult it wasn't funny." Hurt ays

that he would like "to ii-^'? a

super fan band that can honestly

play some music."

At the Broadmoor that evening,

not one but three bands will pro-

vide music for your dancing and

listening pleasure. Floyd Frame

Cont. on page 4
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The Romance Language De-

partment would like to announce

the availability of funds from the

Madre Meriil scholarship for

study at the Colorado College

program in France and Mexico,

and independent study projects in

Spain and Italy. Interested stu-

dents should contact Professor

Flerving Madruga for application

materials.

The Varsity Men's Swim
Team will have an organizational

meeting Thursday, Oct. I9th at 4

p.m. in the El Pomar Classroom. If

you have any questions t.alk to

Coach Jerry Lear at Schlessman

Pool.

Anyone interested in serving

on the CCCA Food Service Com-

mittee please leave your name

and phone number in the CCCA
box at Rastall Desk.

Student Organization direc-

tories are now available for free

at Rastall Desk.

Anyone who wants to be a

member of the CCCA Election

Board, which oversees all aspects

of all-campus elections for the

CCCA and Cutler Board, please

leave your name and number in

the CCCA box at Rastall Desk.

Women's Hockey: For participa-

tion on Coach Frasca's clinic, sign

by Friday, Oct. 20 by 5 p.m. For

further information call X339.

Intramural Hockey: Assemble

wing or house teams by Friday

Oct. 20 5 p.m. If you have any

doubts about whether you belong

in the A. B or C league and for

further information call X339.

Energy Research

Financial support for planning,

developing, preparing and mar-

keting energy-related research

proposals will be available under

a new program sponsored by the

Colorado Energy Research Insti-

tute in Golden, Colorado. The
grant program is open to all fa-

culty members, at accredited in-

stitutions of higher learning in

Colorado.

The Institute is a State organi-

zation with responsibility for as-

sisting the executive and legisla-

tive branches of Colorado gov-

ernment in establishing State

energy policies and coordinating

and promoting the development of

energy-related research in Col-

orado. As part of its effort to

stimulate and encourage scien-

tific and technological research

applicable to the future energy-

related needs of Colorado, the In-

stitute is initiating the Research

Planning Grant program iRPG).

The RPG program is designed

to provide "seed money" for new

energy-related research ventures

by supporting the preparation of

proposals for funding from fed-

eral, private or non-State public

organizations. Any person with

an academic appointment at an

accredited institution of higher

learning in Colorado is eligible to

apply for a grant. This includes

regular, adjunct, and research fa-

culty members and postgraduate

appointments.

For information about policies

governing the application and

awards procedures, contact the

Colorado Energy Research Insti-

tute in Golden, Colorado. (303)

279-2881. Deadline for submit-

ting an application for the first

grant period is December 4. 1978;

deadline for the second grant

period is April 2. 1979.

STUDENT I.D. cards are now

made in the Dean's Office. Tem-

porary replacement I.D.'s may be

obtained there at any time, and

replacement photo I.D. cards will

be made Friday from 1:00-4:00

p.m. the first three weeks of each

block. Because lost I.D, cards pre-

sent such a serious security pro-

blem, the replacement cost is now

$10.00.

Math Competition

The world famous William

Lowell Putnam Mathematical
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Competition will be held Satur-

day. Dece'mber 2. All under-

graduate students are enthusias-

tically invited to participate in

this free 'Math Open.' This is a fun

problem-solving activity formu-

lated to instill a mathematical

interest in non-math oriented

students and to provide friendly

competition'for those who already

enjoy math.

Colorado College may enter a

team of 4 participants chosen by

the department to compete

against other colleges and univer-

sities in North America, How-

ever, anyone and everyone may

test their puzzle solving abilities

in the competition. Our Math De-

partment will be presenting a fan-

tastic prize ( which is to remain top

secret until the presentation) to

the top CC scorer! The remaining

results are completely confiden-

tial nationwide. The Putnam
Competition is extremely pre-

stigious and those who rank

highly may reap the benefits of

such fame.

Interested students must see

Professor Permutter in Palmer

Hall within one week as there is a

registration deadline. Problem

sessions are also planned. to

"limber up the gray matter,"

Pre Christmas Basketball

Tourney: Assemble ten men for

entries and rosters by 5 p.m. Oct.

27, Individual awards given to the

winners. For further information

call X339.

Cabral Poetry Lecture

Manuel del Cabral. contempor-

ary Latin American poet, will

speak at 3:30 on Tues.. Oct. 17.

The lecture will be held in the

Romance Language lounge in

Armstrong Hall.

Cabral is considered to be one of

the great Latin American poets,

alongside of Neruda. Vallejo, and

Guillen. He was born in the

Dominican Republic in 1907.

Much of his life was spent in exile

in Argentina, where he fied to es-

cape the tyranny of Trujillo.

When Joan Bosch was President

of the Dominican Republic, Man-

uel del Cabral was representative

of his country in Chile during the

time of AUende. He later returned

to the Dominican Republic where

he has since resided.

In 1977 he received the Na-

tional Award for Theatre (el pre-

mio nacional del teatro) for his

work, "The Rifle that Thinks"

("La Carabina Piensa"). Among
his principle works: "Tropical

Negro," "My Soul -brother

Ramon," ("Compadre Mon") and

two collections: Key Anthology

and Earth Anthology. Cabral also

has two novels: "The Spit" (El es-

cupido) and "The Black Presi-

den"!" ("El Presidente Negro").

Cabral is being sponsored by the

Romance Language Dept. and

Leisure Time.

Classitied
Cat-Lover, I'm dreaming of mid-

night swims and deserted coves.

How about it?

BMOC
Loft for Sale: Teaked mahogony,
price negotiable, call Brian at

X373.

Chavarim Activities: This Sun-

day, Oct. 15 at 1:00 p.m. will be

the building of the Succah: Meet

at Rastall.

Party Monday Oct. 16 from 5:00

to 7:00 at Rastall, bring your own
dinener trays outside to partici-

pate in the feast

Career Center News
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

(Jniversiti/ ofTulsa Law School. A representative will be on campus

to interview interested students Monday, October 16. Sign up for an

appointment.

The Keebler Company. The nation's second largest biscuit company

offers opportunities in marketing, distribution and sales manage-

ment. Make an appointment with Mr. Chuck Williams by stopping

in at the Career Center. Here Tuesday, October 17.

American Graduate School of International Management (Thun-

derhird). A representative will be available Monday, October 23 to

talk to interested students. Sign up for an appointment in the Career

Center.

COMING PROGRAMS

Resume Writing Workshop. Your resume is an important job hunt-

ing tool. Find out what makes a good resume and how to get started

on yours — Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. in Rastall 208.

Women in Science. Open to junior, and senior women in social,

physical and life sciences. All expenses paid for those selected. To be

held Nov. 11 & 12 in Denver. Apply before Monday. Oct. 16.

INTERNSHIPS

The Newspaper Fund offers 50 summer internships primarily in

newspaper editing for stiidents between their junior and senior

years. Applications are requested by Nov. 1. See the Career Center

for details. A new program is also being offered this year for minor-

ity students who will graduate in June and plan to attend graduate

school next year.

FULLTIME JOB OPENINGS

Financial Aid Counselor, Metro State College, Denver. B.A. re-

quired. Apply by Oct. 27.

Energy Program Assistant, Iowa State University. B.A. in Educa-

tion, Business, Social or Behavioral Sciences required. Part time

Apply by Oct. 30.

IiA CREPERIE
Restaurant

Open Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Breakfast, Lunch

Dinner Wednesday Thursday Friday
by reservation only

804 N. Tejon 638-0984
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The Artful Economics of Professor Ray Werner
by Tim Zarlengo

It was 1948 and Jackie Robin-

son was breaking into the majors,

at the same time Ray Werner was
26 and breaking into Colorado

College and not getting nearly as

much press. Since then it has been

thirty years and Jackie Robinson

is gone but Ray Werner is still

swiming away in Palmer Hall.

After thirty years at CC there are

students taking his "Principles"

classes whose parents also had

Ray when he was a little green,

thirty years at CC?
He thinks the quality of the

students has improved considera-

bly. In the 40's-50s the CC stu-

dent body was "docile and
accepting"—since then it has
grown to a "questioning and ac-

tive group." However, Ray
Werner sees a circle being closed

as the students of the seventies

are returning back to the accept-

ing unquestioning group of the

50's. He feels this is due to the

realtive importance placed on

""Economics without a
recognition of the sphere of
power relations which it

functions in is sterile.
"

but just as informative, concerned

and dedicated.

What are some of Professor

Werner's views after spending

jobs," which wasn't present dur-

ing the active and disruptive 60's.

The quality of the faculty has
improved and grown. In the early

When he began teaching at CC back in 1948 Ray
Werner wore a starched white collar and Jackie

Robinson excited the Dodger fans of

Brooklyn ...

RECORDS & TAPES
BLUEGRASS, JAZZ, CLASSICAL, ROCK

(NEW AND USED)
HEY BUNKIES! WE'VE GOT LOTS OF

NEW RELEASES ON SALE BY:

Neil Young
Jethro Tull

Yes
David Bowie
Chucl< Mangione
10 CC.

Linda Ronstadt

Arlo Guthrie

Al Jarreau

Freddie Hubbard
Village People
Chicago

And Lots More! Stop By and Check Em Out

RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET

IN THE PLAZA BLDG!! 471 "4476

50's the faculty was small enough
so that the faculty meetings could
be held in the president's office.

According to Werner there were
some top-notch faculty members
here then, but since then CC has
acquired many more and has de-

veloped an extremely well qual-

ified faculty. An innovative Col-

lege recruits both an innovative

faculty and students and they
have built upon each other, ac-

cording to Werner.

The life of the student has also

changed since his arrival in '48.

The advent of Co-ed dorms. Lift-

ing of compulsory chapel and leg-

ally serving beer on campus have
all changed CC "for the better"

says Ray Werner. "We don't treat

students like little children any-

more."

The Block plan is "a great plan
for the students, however it is pot

a program for the introverted stu-

dent because it does not_ allow

time to get to know the professor

or the other students." Werner
continues to say, "The block plan

is designed to kill faculty mem-
bers. There is no block break for a

professor as he must be use it to

grade tests from the previous
block and I prepare for the next

block. It leaves less time for writ-

ing and relazation. Students get a

very tired professor by the time

ninth block rools around" As a

professor of economics Werner
sums the block plan this way," It

came at a price rather than a pro-

fit."

The idea of a liberal arts educa-

tion has not changed according to

Werner. "The realization of a Lib-

eral Arts education has changed
though." The students may not

realize the breadth of education

offerings are broader and greater

than ever providing an even grea-

ter opportunity than in years

past. However, students are not

taking advantage of that oppor-

tunity. The compulsory classes of

English, Math, Science and a

Foreign Language are gone and

students are no longer motivating

themselves in that direction.

Again due to being job oriented.

"Students are looking for a way to

get a job," many feel the Business

and Economics departments are

the best way to go. (The problem is

not just isolated to the Business

and Economics departments but

the same for Science with many
Pre-Meds and History, political

Seicene with Pre-Law or to any
other department such as English
with studentsjust isolating them-
selves in that department.)
Werner views the Economics De-
partment as a part of the Liberal

Arts education, "over halfof those

who graduate from CC have taken
Principles of Economics compared
to the national average of 15 per
cent and with statistics like that

his views are consistent with the

more accurate with baromertic
and econometric techniques. .

.Economics has become more
mathematical and more sterile"

says Werner, however he trys to

keep it out of the Economics Clas-

ses at CC by making Economics
relevant to the Liberal Arts edu-
cation.

Werner says he is a "Midwest-
ern Republican Liberal". His
political hero is George W. Morris,
a famous populist senator from
Nebraska.

Nowdaya the pinstriped-

more economicaUy awar
L.A. Dodgem, to Werner
economically oriented.

facts. Although students are look-

ing for jobs they still must feel the

"Principles" class is valuable part

of their education, whatever it is.

Economics as a discipline has
become more mathematical

according to Werner, ("Models are

far, far too mathmatical and more
precise in application than any
one has a right to hope they will

be.") On the other hand, continues

Werner, "Economics has become

panted Werner lectures a

"itudent body and the

lament are also

''The Block Plan is designed to

kill faculty members'

Chuck Norris is John T. Booker
and Booker is fighting back.

MON.-FRl, 7:30 & 9:10 [pcl-SSf
~

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
AT

1:25 3:05 4:45 6:25

8:05 & 9:45

He is disturbed with the "grow-

ing conservative movement" in

the country, because he feels it is

based on emotion instead of being

"grounded in reason."

He is "scared of the Proposition

13 meat-ax approach to a serious

problem." Werner believes that

we shouldn't "hamstring legis-

lators with specific prohibitions."

Instead he believes we should let

our elected officials do the job and
"throw the bums out" if we are

dissatisfied with their work.

Werner's most important con-

tribution to education at Colorado

College was the creation of a joint

major in Political-Economy that

he set up with Professor Doug
Mertz (Political Science Dept.)

and former Philosophy Depart-

ment Chairman Darnell Rucker,

"Each field by itself does not have

much to after in understanding

the world in which men live," says

Werner. "Economics without a

recognition of the sphere of power

relations which it functions in is

.sterile. And Political Science is

sterile when it has no recognition

of the restramts that scarcity im-

poses on its field of action.

'

Ray Werner would like to retire

at age 62 which give CC students

just six more years of his gentle,

jolly, and dedicated teaching.

However, with inflation doing its

thing to retirement funds, he

could be around here till 65 (if an

economics teacher can't beat in-

flation there isn't much hope for

the rest of us. ). He enjoys teaching

as much as ever although he says

"Students d.on.'t come in the way

they used to,' for social funttions

Cont. on page 7
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Schultz Recital in Pacltard

Photo by Pete Fader

The stars of Cabaret: Paul King, Alison

Widmanh, Sam Pond and Linda Ray

Next Week: Cabaret
Rehearsals are under way for

the well-known musical Cabaret,

under the direction ofLen Kiziuk.

Leading the cast of more than 20

are Sam Pond as Cliff, Linda Rau

as Sally, and Greg Reso as the

M.C. Other major roles are: Alli-

son Widmann as Fraulein

Schneider, Paul King as Herr

Schueltz, Richard Robb as Ernst

and Jann DuBois as Fraulein

Kost.

Although Cabaret is a first for

the Drama Department, CC's

Theatre Workshop presented it

several years ago when it was at

the height of its popularity. Ac-

cording to director Kiziuk,

^Cabaret is an important work of

the American musical theatre,

combining lavish Broadway trad-

ition with a serious message." To

this revealing statement might be

added that more of the message

remains in the play than in the

film. However, Cabaret scarcely

betrays itsorigins in/AmA Cam-
era and the Berlin stories of

Christopher Isherwood.

According to a well-informed

source, "no one's fooling himself

that this is going to be spectacu-

lar. It'sjust going to be a very good

show." Shows will be at 8:15 on

Oct. 19, 20 and 21 in Armstrong

Theatre. Tickets are free with CO
LD.

by Amy McGee
Sunday afternoon the Leisure

Program sponsored a concert by
pianist Tom Schultz. Schultz's

program included works by
Mozart, Liszt and Schubert as

well as three lesser known com-
posers.

Schultz appeared to be nervous

at the opening of the program and
several times his right and left

hands were not together on two

Mozart pieces. During the second

piece the pianist began to relax,

though lack of synchronization

made slush of the more compli-

cated runs in the musical score.

Schultz followed with two
Elegies by Ferruccio Busoni, an

obscure Italian composer. The
Elegies, written around 1900,

added a strain of Stravinsky's

harmonic style.

The first piece was beautifully

executed by Mr. Schultz, setting a

high standard of performance to

be maintained for the rest of the

concert.

The second piece was an ironi-

cally humorous arrangement of

Greensleeves. Lovely, though oc-

casionally dissonant, chording

superimposed this old melody
with modern lines.

Christian Wolff composed the

next selection. His slow, disson-

ant progression ofchords provided

an interesting contrast to the

other composer's works.

A country dance by L. M.
Gottschalk (a la Copeland) con-

cluded the first half of the pro-

gram. Its melodic strains provided

a cheery note to the program. It

enlarged the great variety of

styles combined by Mr. Schulta.

After the intermission Mr.

Schultz played "Le Jeux d'Eau a la

Villa D'Este" by Liszt. This piece

was greeted with considerable

applause.

"Fantasie in C Major D 760"

provided an excellent ending to

the program. The virtuosic

technique required by this piece

by Schubert was enthusiastically

met by the pianist. Schultz's

bright precise playing made the

final number an excellent end to

an enjoyable program.

Homecoming
Cont.
will harmonige with Glen Miller

for those who like to reminisce

and abhor the twist. Fall River

Road will countrify the staid halls

of the Broadmoor with the best of

bluegrass. A disco or rock group

will play boogie tunes in the third

homecoming ballroom.

Hurt is also interested in get-

ting students to participate in the

four homecoming seminars

Saturday morning at Palmer
Hall. Books to be discussed by

alumni and students are Ectopia,

Brave New World, The Totalita-

rian Temptation and The Crash of

'79. "Students could really add

something to the discussions,"

says Hurt. "It would be fun, ap-

propriate and all-around nifty."

What Was Jazz Thing?
by Mark Qualy

It had to be an omen when, on

the night ofTuesday, October 3rd,

the gentleman in the Packard

Hall balcony fell off his chair,

foreshadowing things to come.

His fall couldn't have been caused

by excitement. Two groups per-

formed that evening: The Brian

Neher Quartet and the Steve Getz

^roup. Both played a similar form

of mainstream jazz.

' The Brian Neher Quartet
opened with a very inconsistent

iperformance. The musicians de-

monstrated proficiency with basic

instrumental skills, but their

timid sound indicated a lack of

-:onndence (except for overkill

:3Tnbol work). They played pre-

dominently compositions written

'-by themselves, and, although not

always mesmorizing, there were

.some interesting moments and

monstrated a more powerful and

confident delivery, which is only

to be expected considering their

greater age and experience. De-

spite a smooth and well-

integrated performance, the spon-

taneous fuel (improvisation at its

purest), was totally lacking in the

music. Their performance relied

on sterile formulations, lacking

the spontaneity and individual

style which makes jazz stimulat-

ing. One has to be suspicious of a

tenor who at times sounds like a

John Klemmer impersonation.

Although forceful and technically

proficient, the Steve Getz Group
was quite tame in their choice of

material.

The concert had its better mo-

ments, but as a whole it was
long-winded and not as exciting

as jazz should be. It was hardly a

joke when the audience was in-

definite glimpses ofthings to look, vited to stay if they could keep
for in the future (if they don't fol-

Jow the course ofthe second group

that is).

The Steve Getz Group played a

.similar style of jazz: slightly up-

'beat and modem, but not music

that bolds up to extensive critical

iietening. The Getz group de-

awake for two more numbers.

This concert left the impression

that both groups were capable of

more than we saw; but nowadays
compromise is the name of the

business, and perhaps these

musicians are aimed for "sue-

WE CAN GET YOU "EQUIPPED*'
FOR EUROPE!! with

• Passport applications

• Student I.D.s

I ^^ • Eurailpasses and Britrail

//t^jffjtyt • ^°^* Hostel Cards
,,«*''*y-*^^ • Lowest airfares

Your campus travel agency -

818 N. Tejon PHONE (303) 636-3871

Tire
&

Tube
Special

free
One regular duty

inner tube

with the purchase of each clincher tire.

General Check-over $20.00
rag. $25.00

Overhaul $35.00
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CC students Miss Top-Rate Ballet at FAC
By Alexandra Marks

An odd, erotic, and avant garde

erformance opened up with

artnth, humanity, and humor at

Fine Arts Center on Oct. 6. It

as called "Op Odessey" and was
symphony of movement, image,

,d sound wound around modern

ance.

A puzzling opening left a sparse

udience tense. The lights were

. Three figures and three

-ches danced onto the stage to

je stilted strains of modem jazz.

rie Hammer, Nancy Cohen,

jd Jonathon Hollander were
othed in simple lykra suits

hich exposed each muscle
ovement to the scrutiny of the

iidience. Each was dancing with

large white arch on rollers. The
lusual forms, disconnected deal-

igs with one another, and pre-

:cupation with the movable
hes was disconcerting. Just

hat was going on was hard to

seem.

The impeccable form ofthe dan-

irs stood out immediately. Each

b, muscle, and movement en-

ced the audience's understand-

g. The simplicity of their grace-

1 movements embodied their

hole beings from toe to finger

p. They brought the space

ound themselves alive with the

rfection of their physical forms.

The tenor of the theme became
ident as it progressed from
vareness to individual discovery

ossoming in a sketch of human
lations. It was the simple saga

being human portrayed
irough form, light, and kinectic

ulpture. The artists even wove
}rds into their dance.

Nancy has a pain in her shoul-

irand foot, the sing-song voice of

e poetess tells us over an airy

eaker. She sits and shows her

e as the poetess pontificates on
oviding verbal images to match

of the dancer.

Jonathon is a seeker looking for

who has been waiting

)ur hundred years to take him
her arms." But the search is in

s mind while he plays and
inks with small metal arches off

the left of the stage. He neither

es or hears those around him.

off in his own little "arch."

Nancy sees Jonathon pre-

occupied in his metallic clanging.

She grabs his attention as she re-

moves one by one the ornaments
from around him. There's

triumph in her grinning move-
ments.

He looks up and sees her sitting

in one oftwo large inverted arches

that the dancers have brought on

stage. The two join and rock

methodically to and fro trying to

bring the open ends of the arches
together into a unified form. Their
attempts are unrewarded while
through movement and expres-

sion the two dancers portray the

pain and ecstasy innate in human
involvement.

Then Valerie comes on stage,

centering the two forms and
tempting Nancy from hers. Here
human competition and ac-

complishment is humorously
danced to a maddening pace with
each trying to outdo the other.

Nancy, finally frustrated, and
leaves. Jonathon has been watch-
ing and when his woman is de-

feated he comes to the fore with a

magnificent solo. Valerie simply
shrugs her shoulders.

Nancy and Jon again inhabit

their forms still trying to bring

about a union. But she must leave

and the sorrow of Jonathon is

painted in our minds.

The two forms are now given

their chance to dance through the

media of synthesized film. The
stage is black and two white im-

ages of the arches dance on a sc-

reen. They are the perfect in-

terpretation of the unique jazz

that graced the performance
throughout. They crescendo in

colorful images that dance out to

the audience with a moving in-

tensity.

Valerie then gets her chance.

She opens in one of the arches,

lifting it with her movement and
expression of self-awareness and
fulfillment. The dance is flowing,

ascending, and enlivening.

Splashes ofcolor vitalize her eyes

which vividly let us know that she

does, and is, and can, and will.

The three quietly end within

their original arches, caught by

the human form they inhabit,

chasing it, watching it, dancing

with it, and trying to understand

The performance was an atem--

poral seventy-five minute,touchof

life. It's a tragedy so few ^people

were there to enjoy it.

It is not surprising that this per-

formance won the first prize at the

International Dance Festival in

Paris. The entire program was a

work of creative genius.

Valerie Hammer choreog-
raphed the dance while Robert

(Mike) Mahaffay simultaneously

composed the score. It was as un-

ique an accomplishment for Mr.
Mahaffay to take "sight and turn

it into sound" as it was for Ms.
Hammer to create such sights out

of the sound. They both agreed

that it was difficult to see "outside

of it when you're in it."

Mr. Mahaffay is a professional

jazz musician who composes,
makes his own instruments, and
lives with the people he plays

with. Most of the score was re-

corded, but constantly accen-
tuated with the unique strains of
Mr. Mahaffay's instruments
which were situated with him in

the orchestra pit.

Ms. Hammer was interested in

choreography before she began to

dance. She became an excellent

artist in one media in order to

pursue her desires in another. She
hopes one day to dance very little

and devote her time to choreog-

raphy. A marvelous warmth
would be lost by the stage if she

Valerie Hammer: The Alpha of Odyssey

did. Hopefully she will continue

with both.

Nancy Cohen and Jonathon
Hollander are both exquisite dan-

cers. The creation would not have
been whole or the same without

their unique contributions.

A review could never rival or

describe a performance of this

caliber. Colorado Springs was
honored by its arrival.

Editors Note:

Watch for The Salt Lake Mime
troupe at the FAC. on the 27th of

this month, and get ready for the

Colorado Springs Dance Theatre

in Armstrong Hall on Nov. 10.

Loevy, Hochman get on Soap Boxes
CC's version of the James J.

Kilpatrick-Shana Alexander
show, or if you will, the Jane
Curtain-Dan Aykroyd war of

wits, got into high gear Wednes-
day as Professors Bob Loevy (the

Political Scientist) and William

Hochman (the humanist) squared

offbefore a well-attended meeting

of the Political Science Advisory

Committee on the meaning of the

1978 mid-term elections.

Loevy, a moderately-

conservative Republican, and
Hochman, a traditional liberal

Democrat, have debated before in

seasons of great change in the

American body politic. This time

around, the two differed on the

importance of the upcoming vote.

To Loevy, the election is a "real

yawner." He forsees "no tides or

trends running" and notes that

few CC students have signed up

for the Political Science course al-

lowing them to work for credit for

a political campaign,

Hochman argued strenuously

that this is "an important elec-

tion." Pointing to "recent trends

towards paralysis of government"

and crucial "contradictions and

ambiguities" in our great na-

tional issues such as the conflict

between environmental protec-

tion and energy development,

Hochman said there was a crying

need for candidates who are "sen-

sible and compassionate." By that

he meant Democrats with a capi-

tal D.

Loevy was quick to pull out his

Republican stripes in the debate,

saying early on that "the nation is

locked in joyless prosperity,"

Loevy asserted that "Inflation has

taken away from the middle and

working class hope for the fu-

ture." He claimed, "Democrats

don't really mean it when they say

they are going to cut taxes. The
party truly interested in protect-

ing middle America is the Repub-

lican party,"

Hochman retorted that there is

"a national hysteria on who can

outdo each other in cutting taxes.

This is very simplistic," He said

we should vote for elected officials

who provide a "positive response"

to tough issues. He singled out

Governor Lamn and Senator

Haskell, both of whom are run-

ning for reelection for praise on

environmental, health, and gov-

ernment services issues. "I stare

at the ceiling all night when I

think of a Governor Strickland,

Senator Armstrong and Con-

gressman Kramer," Hochman
said.

Loevy then issued some rapid-

fire quips that he is famous for.

"You ought not to be staring Bill,

you ought to be working," he re-

Cont. on page 1
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Folk-Jazz Brings Hot Sounds '
"

The Folk Jazz Committee is a

relatively informal group that

brings various performing artists

to the college. They deal with jazz,

folk, rock and ethnic music. The
Leisure program usually handles

classical events.

This year the Committee has

lined up John Fahey. an acoustic

guitarist who has played with,

and some say taught Leo Kotke.

He will appear Oct. 17. Kotke and

Fahey are definately in a similar

school of music, but Fahey has a

different and very unique style.

Also scheduled for the coming

weeks are Bill Monroe (Nov. II

and 12, who is no stranger to af-

ficianadoes of bluegrass, and Pat

Matheny (Nov. 18), a jazz

guitarist.

The Committee isalso consider-

ing future billings of such var-

ieties as the Dave Grisman Quar-

tet, who offers a very sophisti-

cated blue grass repertoire, the

Paul Winter Consort, Flash
Cadillac and the Continental

Kids, and Anthony Braxton.

The Folk Jazz Committee is re-

sponsible for all aspects of the CC
concert series from choosing and
booking the artists, promoting

their shows, and setting up the

concert stage. Dave Barker, the

current chairman states that in

his job, "there is a lot of work but

very little payoff except personal

satisfaction." Dave concludes his

term of office at the end of this

semester and a new Folk Jazz

Committee Chairman will be

selected. Although the post is

open to all students, most likely

the new chairman will come from

the Committee's ranks.

The Committee is loaded with

seniors and is looking for new
members who know music and are

willing to put in a good amount of

work. They hold meetings every

Monday at noon upstairs in Ras-

tall. To become a voting member
one needs to come to three meet-

ings. Any interested non-

members are invited to come and

contribute to the discussions how-

ever.

The Folk Jazz organization.

which operates on a budget allo-

cated by the CCCA tries to bring

in the best entertainment availa-

ble at the lowest price possible.

Students usually are given a spe-

cial discount to Folk Jazz Events
because their tuition money goes

to pay for the concerts. Yet. gen-

eral admission is usually quite

reasonable for non-students.

The Committee is proud that it

has kicked off the year with three

name acts (as many as CC has had
for entire semesters) and is hop-

ing that the student body provides

more feedback and imput into fu-

ture concerts.

Switched on Bach
The Sandowsky Seminars

CC's own jazz jam sessions continue on
Thursday afternoons with Professor Steven Scott
(at the keyboard) exhorting his crew to be keen
with swing. Photo by Mark Stevens

Mix Business With Pleasure
I.F.C. Danceathon set for Saturday

Outdoor Rec
Trains Leaders

by Marci Asner

Outdoor Recreation is a leisure

program of Colorado College run
by and for students. The first trips

out this year were the Indian

Peaks Backpacking Trip and the

Andy Reich Aspen Bike Trip.

This year new leadership is pre-

sent in the outdoor rec. program.
A few members of the Outdoor
Rec. Committee, Denise Ken-
nedy, Catherine Cleary, and John
Patz, conducted a leadership
training overnight, at a remote
cabin in San Isabel's National
Forest. The sixteen people attend-

ing consisted of part faculty, part

upperclassmen, and part
freshmen. The group drove to the

head of a trail in San Isabel's Na-
tional Forest, and then took a

moderate four-mile hike to a re-

mote cabin. At the cabin, they
found such luxuries as a roof, a
wood burning stove, and the most
scenic outhouse on record. After

their arrival, the group explored,

relaxed, and then dined on
spaghetti. Dinner lead to leader-

ship discussions, jokes, a bear
scare, group massaging, and
aleep. For breakfast, they ate
mouthwatering pancakes. After

areakfast, the next morning, the

majority of the group went in

»arch of a mark on the topog-

•aphical map of the area. The
nark turned out to be an old cabin
vith a steam engine in it from
ibout 1890. Following that the
jroup packed up and started to

like back down.

Outdoor Recreation is open to

he whole student body. Meetings
ire held every Monday at 12:00
loon in RastalL New members
ind ideas are welcome
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The I.F.C. Dance-A-Thon is to-

morrow night and preparations

have been made for a super time.

"Cab Shepard and his incredable

Rainbow" will provide live music

from 4-8 p.m. with KKFM provid-

ing music from 8-midnight. Over
70 couples have signed up
through the registration boothe in

Rastall, Taylor and Bemis. The
goal set by I.F.C. is over $5,000
which president Tom Wendel says

"Is only attainable if we have
cooperation ftiim the entire stu-

dent body, faculty, and commun-
ity in the form of participation

and donations." Registration will

continue up until the dance starts

at 4:00. The fee is $1.50 a person

which covers printing costs for the

packets and a free T-shirt for dan-

cers. If you just want to come and
dance there will be a $1.00 dona-

tion at the door.

The dancer with the most spon-

sors (monetary value) receives a

dinner for two at Crackers Rugby
club. Various other prizes will be

given away in the form of athletic

equipment, records, shoes and
many others. There will also be an

abundant amount of food for the

dancers with sponsors which will

more than cover the $1.50 you
could get elsewhere for a Satur-

day night dinner. After the dance

participants will move to the Phi

Delta Theta house for a party with

free beer, and yes, more dancing

(providing you can mix business

with pleasure).

"I can't think of a more impor-

tant thing to do musically." These
words express Reah Sadowsky's

serious intent in presenting the

Bach Seminars. Bach's reputation

as both a classic and a classic bore

are explained by Ms. Sadowsky
because "Bach is not often pre-

sented from an imaginative, poe-

tic, dramatic point of view." Be-

sides supplying imagination,
poetry and drama, Ms. Sadowsky
aims for variety: Professor Jen-

kins will lead the choir through a

few hymns; a quartet of CC stu-

dents will play some of Bach's

chamber music; and Professor

Seay will speak about additions to

Bach's original scores.

Referring to the difTiculty of her

selections, Ms. Sadowsky said, "It

takes an artist to play these

works. They are rarely played in

Colorado Springs — this is the

sort of thing that only takes place

in major cities. Of course, at this

rate it would take me two years to

play all of Bach's works, so I'm

only going to play the major ones."

The idea of a Bach seminar
came naturally after the success

of last year's Beethoven seminar:

"What can you do after Beeth-

oven? Bach." Ms. Sadowsky also

feels that the seminar is "a grea-

ter challenge than just one or two

recitals a year."

The first program of the semi,

nar was introductory. After a long

but informative preamble, Mi
Sadowsky played several shorter

pieces by composers who had
fluenced Bach. To illustiate th(

importance of Georg Boehm'^ in.

fluence, she played his Chaconne
in E Minor. Turning then to her

applauding audience, she said, "If

you liked this . . .," and proceeded

to play the last part again. "That

time it was by Bach," she said

The last piece of Kuhnau's Bi-

blical Sonata: The Battle ofDavid
and Goliath, which inspired Bach

to write his Capriccio on the De-

parture of His Beloved Brother

(here it is evident that the

Catalyst's representative was
taking notes). At each transition

in the sonata, the patient page-

turner read one of the different

sub-titles, which accompanied the

music as music in silent movies

used to accompany the action. If

not quite a rousing finale, it was a

satisfying end to the program
The remaining 16 seminars \

be held in Packard Hall every

Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m., except

during Block Breaks and vaca-

tions.

Hiring and Tenure cont.
sor's contributions to the college

community at large are consi-

dered. "It can be assumed," adds

Prof.Hochman,"that tenure will

be granted to the professor in

question if he is credible in two

out of the three areas."

Once a professor has tenure it

cannot be revoked unless in the

case of moral misconduct. Stu-

dents argue that professors who
tend to ease back and simply go

through the motions of teaching

after having received tenure

many years ago should be fired.

But according to Dean Bradley

"not much can be done once a te

nured professor slacks off other

than hold back on salaries

promotions.

All of which leads back to the

importance of the tenure and hir

ing decision which inevitably en-

sures the caliber of the school's

academic program.

Hours: Tue. - Frl 10-6
S&LQ-S

Stop In or mkke your Appt
6aS-3B31 - 632-3632

Welcome Back— More than ever, this autumn, we ate enjoying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility without compromising personal style.

In order to provide the CC community with complete
hflJr care services and retail products we remain th
close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-
ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes
open for the emart, the new, the unusual.

FOR FASHIONS THAT

FIT YOUR MIND

.

23 E. Bijou (downtown
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Horowitz to Speak
On New Work Ethic

There was a beer garden at
Mathias quad last Friday.

Student celebrants of
Octoberfest listened to German
folk music and did the Beer
Barrel Polka sans barrels.

Photo by Andy Nagel

CARE Needs Assistance
An urgent plea to the American

people for emergency funds to en-

able CARE to increase assistance

to hundreds of thousands of sur-

vivors of "the worst monsoon
floods in northern India for many
years, affecting almost 40 million

people," was made today by Frank
L. Goffio, Executive Director of

CARE, the international aid and
development agency.

"Our staffcabled from the scene

in the West Bengal area that

CARE already is rushing food to

relief camps. This is a gigantic

emergency requiring tremendous
aid immediately. In addition, re-

habilitation and reconstruction

afterwards will be an enormous
undertaking," he pointed out.

Quoting direct from Terry Jeg-

gle, Assistant Country Director

for CARE in India, Mr. Goffio

said. "Some 500,000 people in

^.000 villages have been affected

in West Bengal alone, with
300,000 people m;' ooned when
200 villages were \ i rally washed
away by raging f ' waters in a
100 square mile iP i. Crops and
property losses ah _idy are esti-

mated in the mii'i< s of dollars."

He stressed ih^/ ^ cause of the

magnitude of th ister. India's

national and si overnments.
armed forces an untary agen-
cies have str d their re-

sources to the limiL

Mr. Goffio expressed fears that

the situation will worsen as flood

Waters increase downstream and
receding waters leave stagnant
pools where malaria-carrying
mosquitoes will breed.

As further requests are re-

ceived for help, CARE is purchas-

^^S additional emergency rations

Sttd is providing temporary shel-

^rs for thousands of people made
homeless by the rampaging flood

Water." Mr. Goffio explained. "I

^fn confident the American people

respond generously and
quickly to the tragic pi ight of the

victims of these devastating
floods as our donors have re-

sponded historically durmg other

disasters since CARE began oper-

ations", Mr. Goffio concluded.

Contributions for survivors of

the Indian Monsoon may be sent

to India Flood Relief, CARE.
Room 6A, 3600 Broadway, Kan-
sas City. MO 64111-

Four Arrows cont.
The name, Four Arrows, is from

an ancient tradition, which tells

of travellers from native nations

who visited pueblos all over the

continent in a quest for peace,

union, and harmony. It is this

same centuries-old tradition

which is being carried on by this

group.

Members of the group are vol-

unteers, united together by tradi-

tional spiritual beliefs. Travel

began in 1969. and have crisscros-

sed the North American continent

many times, meeting on reserva-

tions, college campuses, urban
Indian centers, and prisons. After

a trip, members return to their

reservations and communities to

continue work as farmers-and

leaders among their people.

Energy Cuts Asked
The Residential and Housing

Committee is sponsoring an

energy waste elimination contest

between the dorms. Winners will

be judged by the greatest percent

of cutbaclt: since some dorms, by

construction, inherently use more

energy. The winning dorm will

receive an all—dorm party at the

beginnmg of 5th block.

Beta—2361.4
PDT— 1911.9

Kappa Sig— 1747.1

TayloBemis— 1732.2 (Be

kitchen not included

Arthur'Mathias— 1687

PGD— 1.520.3

Haskell— 1438.9
Montgomery/Ticknor—1 146.8'

Loomis—1048.0 ,

Tenney—965.7
McGregor—991.2
Jackson—910.3
Max Kade—667.9
Mullet—628.8
Slocum^92.3
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A "Cut ' Above The Rest . . .

Irving Louis Horowitz. Profes-

sor of Socoiology at Rutgers Uni-
versity, will be the second par-

ticipant in the 1978 Department
of Sociology CoUequium NEW
PERSPECTIVES: LOVE,
WORK. community!
Horowitz, a major figure in

American Sociology, will speak on
NEW PERSPECTIVES; work,
Thursday-at-Eleven, October 19,

Packard Hall, In his address he
will deal with "work. laboi-, and
the search for roots; how old roles

might be converted into new
ethics."

Horowitz, who has a reputation

as a charismatic teacher, has pub-

lished major works on some of the

most important themes in con-

temporary sociology. In 1963, he
wrote The War Game: Studies of
the New Civilian Militarists; in

1964. Revolution in Brazil: Poli-

tics and Society in a Developing

Nation: in 1966, The Three World

of Development: The Theory and
Practice of International Stratifi-

cation; in 1970, Cuban Com-
munism; and most recently, So-

cial Science and Public Policy in

the United States (1975); and
Idealogy and Utopia in the United
States (1977). In addition to his

prolific scholarship, Horowitz is

also editor-and-chief of the jour-

nal Society which reports in a
lively and provocative style the
most recent developments in the
social sciences, Horowitz's hectic

pace and involvements perhaps
explain why he was once quoted
as saying—"Let every sociologist

become a poet and every poet a

At 3:00 p.m. in Bemis Lounge
Professors Bob Dunne. T. K. Bar-
ton, and Chris Griffiths will en-
gage Professor Horowitz in a con-

versation on his morning talk.

Irving Horowitz

Ray Werner Cont.
and football games. Now they

come to you to ask questions they

ask ofa father." Gone are the days

of chaperoning Fraternity and
Sorority parties, or the Senior

Sneaks where he and other fa-

culty members were carried off in

paddy wagons for a party -in the

mountams.
When asked what was the fun-

niest thing that has happened to

him during his experiences at CC
Werner replied with a story about

two faculty members sitting be-

hind a Minn, goal at a hockey

game during the early fifties. The
two faculty members I Ray did not

want to incriminate himself by

giving any names) constantly

harassed the Minn, goalie until in

the final momentsof the game the

Minn, goalie turned around and

started to yell obsenities and
make crude gestures. Just at the

time "Blackie," a star CC hockey

player, iced the puck and sent it

sliding into the goal. Werner says

"The look on the goalie's face as he

was yelling at the faculty mem-

State of Environment

Next week we have an unusual

opportunity to learn more about

the issues in the upcoming elec-

tion. On Tuesday October 17,

Harris Shermati. Colorado's Di-

rector of Natural Resources, is

going to speak in Rastall Center

Lounge at 4:30 p m. on the topic

"Colorado and the Environment:

What This Election Means ' Har-

ris Sherman is a 1964 Colorado

College graduate who was presi-

dent of student government and

editor of The Catalyst. Since

graduating from law school Har-

ris Sherman has gained a na-

tional reputation in civil rights

and environmental defense in-

cluding successfully arguing a

case before the U.S. Supreme
Court. Harris Sherman's talk

provides a rare opportunity for a

first-hand look close inside state

bers and saw his own red light go

on ' was the funniest thing he ever

saw. Knowing what a avid sports

fan Werner is there is no doubt
that h&was involved and that this

incident did light up his life as

well as the goal,

Werner, one of Colorado Col-

lege's all time sports fans is also

the schools representative with
the NCAA. 30 years after Jackie

Robinson broke into the big

leagues he does not support the

L.A. Dodgers in this years World

Series. He doesn't like the Yan-
kees either. "I'm thoroughly dis-

atisfied with those two teams." he

remarded. "They are trying to by

a championship. Money is turning

athletics into a business. It is not

sport."

Ray Werner has recently been

appointed as the David and Lucile

Packord Professor President

Werner said the appointment was
make to recongnize the "gifted

teaching, important scholarship,

and professional contribution of a

man who exernphifies the liberal

arts in every way." It couldn't

have been said better.

CC Image
Cont.
have the changes of the college

through time affected its image?

A small group of people, including

coordinator Bob Hettinger and

Prof T. K, Barton, chatted about

and around the subject. There is

more to come. CC's self-image was

only one topic of several compris-

ing the Shove Chapel Discussion

Series. First in the series was a

discussion of Camp David.

The third discussion, concern-

ing California's controversial

Brigg initiative, took place last

Wednesday. '

The topics were discussed in the

northeast comer ofShove Chapel,

downstairs in the lecture hall. Pe-

/I'^ifhmen^ts a^re ayai,lable. ,,,,..
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Editor's Notebook

No Time For Togas

One word best describes the na-

tional campus mood in this season

of Camp David summitry, a mad

pennant scramble in the Ameri-

can League east and a wonderful

balloon adventure across the At-

lantic. And that word is To-ga!

To-ga! To-ga! To-ga! to be more

exact.

For all you Omegas out there,

those are the words ofthe cheerful

chant that became the rallying

cry of the Delta's in the smash hit

($45 million at the box office*

Animal House.

This film that celebrates the

harmless rowdiness and joyful ir-

revelance ofa college fraternity in

the town of Faber, Penn. circa

1962 has become an object of cult

affection among the college

crowd.

The success of the low budget

film is dependent on a number of

factors. Not the least of which was

the superb acting ofJohn Belushi,

whose inspired comic use of facial

expressions (especially the eyeb-

row) rivals the genius of Charlie

Chaplin. But most importantly

the movie signals to college stu-

dents that it is all right to feel

good about having fun.

The Animal House phenome-

non has sprouted up at CC in

many forms. Some of the frater-

nities are claiming kinship with

Hoover, Otter, Boon and the rest

ofthe gang. Other people are say-

ing that since we entered into the

abyss of the 60's and beyond, non-

fraternity student groups with

more "progressive" ideas deserve

to have the Animal House title

bestowed upon them.

The CC Interfraternity and

Pan-Hellenic council is getting on

the Animal House bandwagon by

planning a big toga party blowout

of their own.

Right now I am not prepared to

judge the conflicting claims of

either side. But I am certain that

it is wrong to exercize the most

bogus form of zombieness, i.e. to

wrap the Animal House Title

around oneself in the form of a

Toga Party.

Ifthere ever was a positive mes-

sage in a movie it was that kids

don't need to have an idea planted

in their head to be active and

energetic. Yet by copying Animal

House line for line (Newsweek re-

ports that at Yale Toga party re-

quired dress includes "a necktie,

knotted loosely around a bare

neck") students are convicting

themselves of being the spiritless

people who were thusly indicted

by Animal House scriptwriter

Chris Miller in Newsweek: "To-

day's kids have no real era of their

own, he said. I think they have an

inferiority complex about it and

that's why they are seizing on

ours."

In pleasant counterpart to that

bleak vision of contemporary

youth was an Animal House party

held a month ago at Mathias two

west. Participants at the affair

engaged in a unique sport that in-

volved two guys running down

their hallway and leaping to a

spot in mid-air where they

bumbed their chests like two

gymnasts gone bezerk. Now that's

creative.

P.S. I recall that on my
freshman wing two of our most

adventurous members did that

same stunt. Except, they added a

360 degree twist. Now they are

respected campus leaders. I can

only attribute their actions to

being ahead of their time.

Security Needs Outlined
"Here there be dragons" used to be the admonition on maps of the

middle ages about the terrors of the deep.

Well, ifyou haven't noticed yet, this paper has found no need to slay

any dragons, real or imagined. So it is appropriate that this week's grist

for the editorial mill begin with a positive note.

According to Security Education boss Kim Downing there has not
been a serious indicent on campus involving "assault or rape" during
the past two years.

Obviously Downing, the campus Security Police, escourts, escort

managers and alert students have a good security consciousness and
are conscientious about making sure that no CC student becomes a
statistic.

Now is no time to rest on our laurels though. Several improvements
need to be made in the campus security policy. To begin with, the school
needs improved lighting in Armstrong quad, down by Bennies, near
Olin Hall and Shove Chapel, all around Packard and near El Pomar
and the athletic fields.

In fact. Athletic Director Jerry Carle recently suggested that lights
be put on Stewart field for the purpose of security and to allow for

nighttime intramural sports (football, soccer, softball etc) We applaud
the suggestion.

In regard to lighting, it has become apparent that there is a confiict of
interest between the college's security needs, and our desire to conserve
energy. For example, dormitories are trying to cut down on the use of
electricity (see related article! even though it might be best to keep the
midnight oil burning in hallways and outside dorm buildings to deter
outsiders. It is our view that in situations where there is a confiict, the
needs of security should be prominent.
There ought to be no controversy about the situation at Packard Hall

.

Instead of making people exit the building through a narrow alleyway
the front door should be opened. Also, a security guard should be hired
for the building.

Other than that, people can foster security awareness by signing up
to escort (especially on weekends), attending the Self Defense Class for
Women this Saturday at 9 a.m. at Cossit Gym (students need to show up
at 8:30 if they haven't registered yet) or attend security Commission
meetings each Friday at noon upstairs in Rastall Center.

E.G.
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/ Like MIKE
Letter to the Editor:

Re: CC's Elite Social Norms

Thank you, Mr. Gardenswartz,

for telling it like it is. One of my
pet peeves has always been CC's

elitist attitudes—often I felt like I

was doing something wrong.

Nonetheless, I still pride myself

on being a disco queen as well as

an avid fan of the tube. And as

outrageous as it may seem, I sim-

ply cannot exist without chocolate

malts. Needless to say, I have sur-

vived the CC experience with my
lifestyle intact.

Yours truly,

Catherine Walker '78

Milk ofHuman Kindness?

To the Editor:

Anyone failing to vote in last

springs' CCCA general election

missed one heckuva good deal

Not only did we have the oppor-

tunity to select students to repre

sent our opinions and desires con-

cerning matters of general cam
pus importance, it seems we also

received the windfall benefits of a

conscience for the campus.

Most recently our little Jim-

miny Crickets in the guise of our

College Council members have

taken it upon themselves to create

a policy which not only impinges

on the freedom ofchoice ofstudent

consumers but also assumes to

make a rather blunt (read dull,

pointless) statement to the busi-

ness community on behalf of hun-

dreds of members of the college.

And I seriously doubt that most of

them really care.

Who's next on the CCCA wrist-

slapping hit list? What say we
quit wasting our time on the small

fry and go after a few genuine

Moby Dicks. I can imagine the

great story it would make.

Look, look. Michelle. See IBM,

See Standard Oil of Indiana.

Shake a CC finger. Wag a CC ton-

gue. Run IBM. Run Standard.

Run, run, run. Dow Jones Aver-

age down twenty points. Peace in

the world.

Right.

I can't help but think that if

NESTLE's was to take the recent

CCCA action seriously, I mean

really seriously, businessmen

would consider it little more than

a humorous story over a two mar-

tini lunch.

Don't get me wrong. I would be

the first to admit that NESTLE's
third world actions are atrocious

and should by no means be con-

doned, I readily recognize the

medical importance of breast

feeding and support the principles

of such groups as the La Leche

League, I abhor the use of subter-

fuge and financial pressure used

in the promotion of such a jroten-

tially dangerous product.

But I genuinely question the

right and necessity for the CCCA
to take a stand on such an issue.

And I really wonder about the

subsequent efi'ect any such action

has. If you care about this issue

and wish tangible results, contact

your Congressman. Votes are

counted in Washington, not in

Colorado Springs— and certainly

not at the corner of Cascade and

Cache La Poudre.

Article I, Section B, paragraph

1 of the CCCA Constitution

grants the Council the right "to

decide matters of primarily stu-

dent interest and concern. .
." and

"to discuss any matter of concern

to the college as a whole," Sojust

who decided that the NESTLE
issue was of such overwhelming

concern to the student body that a

product boycott was necessary or

that CCCA discussion of the mere

possibility had substantial

grounds?

I saw no petitions. I heard no

dissident voices crying from the

windows of residence halls.

Maybe I'm out of line but I sort of

miss the good old days when our

student government interested it-

self in such campus concerns as

faculty hiring practices, in-

tramural board policies and most

recently, the creation of a CCCA
food service committee.

I may be in the minority but 1

wish the CCCA would direct more

of its energies and more of our

money toward the consideration

of such immediate campus inter-

ests. I do not feel that the effect of

CCCA action on the NESTLE
issue will justify either the red-

tape and paper work it has gener-

ated or the manpower and fi-

nances it has consumed.

But then, maybe the problem

lies not so much with the attitudes

ofCCCA members as it does with

a Constitution that allows as few

as four voting members to make

decisions such as these. If that's

the case, please do something to

urge more regular attendance on

the part of CCr'A members or re-

vise the const ution to provide

more equitabl epresentation of

the CC studet jody.

Mike Hunt '79
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More Thought Needed pi,

Letter to the Editor

Re; CCCA Says No to Nestle

We read with interest the latesi

CCCA recommendation eliminat-

ing Nestle's products from CC pa- ^ry_ {

lates. Recognizing the CCCA'^ is, Isi

legitimate concern with the Col-

lege's complexion, we do nol

necessarily object to the CCCA'; ''consi

decision per se. but rather theging

methodological approacti^sthe

employed by the CCCA, TheM97;

Catalyst reported CCCA commitfad" i

tee members acted after a film''- VV>

viewing followed by a brief ariJ'thod

ill-attended discussion. p"" ht

We believe that prudence woultJption
;

have dictated at least an attempipenac:

to seek differing views, througi^'^f gi

direct contact with the NestI';"* to

Corporation and/or student inpu"^ Ba:

(possible at student referendum ',^0' Ir

By not acting in a proper amn Eg>

jucicious manner, the CCCA '
»wr, to.
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Neutron Bomb is Affront to "Civilized" i\/ian
\yy Michelle Feingold

On March 18. Daniel Ellsberg.

brmer defense analyst for the

pd Corporation and the De-

,sp
Department, addressed the

,utron Bomb International

urn in Amsterdam. Mr.

[sbtTg is best known for having

:^ed the Pentagon Papers to

Tiedia (his psychiatrist was
;.quently burglarized in an

erupt to discredit him). Those

,0
consider "national security"

top priority condemn Mr.

sberg as a "traitor" for having

js informed the American pub-

but through the release of the

ntagon Papers, Americans
jned a more educated under-

ndmg oftheir country's foreign

icy

Vn interesting light is shed on

recent American military

itjcs by the verdict given at

iremberg in sentencing the

zi Seyss-Inquart to death by

iging. Seyss-Inquart, one of

Nazis ultimately hung for

r crimes, was convicted in

for having been "ruthless in

lying terrorism in the Nether-

ds '; namely, for his role in the

obing of Dutch dikes to induce

Bsive starvation.

lie neutron bomb is the newest

ation in the Pentagon's line of

ipons of mass destruction. It

immends itself to those who

the buildings, the land and
the resources in the area where
the bomb is to be used, as it

minimizes damage to property
and the radioactivity it releases is

relatively short-lived. It only kills

people.

For this reason. Mr. Ellsberg
proposes that the neutron bomb is

by far the most likely nuclear
weapon to be the first used since
Nagasaki. Its use, according to

Ellsberg, "would end the era in

which weapons have been merely
stockpiled as a source of profit and
of threat, and move the world into
an era of actual nuclear wars,
which will probably end with the
extinction ofour species and of all

life on earth."

Most Americans, while believ-

ing that the Soviet Union would
launch nuclear missiles against
us were it not for our "deterrance"
capability, assume that our gov-
ernment would never be the first

to use nuclear weapons. In fact,

Harry Truman in 1950 publically

announced the possible use ofnuc-
lear weapons in Korea.
Eisenhower made such threats in

an attempt to negotiate an end to

the Korean war in 1953. In 1954,
Secretary Dulles offered Prime
Minister Bidault three atomic
bombs for the defense of the
French troops at Dienbienphu. In
1958 Eisenhower committed the

Joint Chiefs ofStaff to plan for the
use of nuclear weapons if the
Chinese should decide to occupy
Quemoy and Matsu— the islands
immediately off the coast of
China. In 1961 the Joint Chiefs of
Steff recommended to Kennedy
"that he should be prepared to use
nuclear weapons in response to a
possible Chinese reaction to the
occupation of Laos, which they
proposed." (Kennedy chose not to
invade Laos.t When the United
States invaded Vietnam, accord-
ing to General Westmoreland's
memoirs, the use of nuclear
weapons in the defense of Ameri-
can troops surrounded at
Khesanh was considered And
H.R. Haldeman's memoirs tell of
Nixon and Kissinger's explicit,

direct, and secret threats made to

the Vietnamese, to their Soviet
ally, and to their Chinese ally
from 1969 to at least 1972, when
in December 1972 the Hanoi dele-

gation "warned that it would quit

the negotiating chamber if the
threats of nuclear escalation con-
tinued," Kissinger then left the
chamber himself and advised
Nixon by phone to commence
bombing Hanoi.

Further. Ellsberg charges that
"Presidents Eisenhower, Ken-
nedy and Johnson secretly dele-
gated to a half-dozen top military
commanders the right to order a
nuclear attack under certain con-
ditions," contrary to "all public

statement over the last 30 years"
about civilian control of the nuc-
lear button- (Myron Levin,
"Ellsberg: U.S. violated Japan
security treaty .'• Rocky Mountain
News, 8/9/78, p. 16.)

Ellsberg contends that "a major
recurrent factor in the miracle
that the threats were never car-
ried out was the fact that the
weapons then existing destroyed
too many people, made the earth
too radioactive for too long, to jus-
tify their use on any terms, even
narrowly military terms Those
weapons would have made the
very territory we purported to de-
fend uninhabitable for perhaps
half a million years " Ellsberg be-
lieves that had the neutron bomb,
with its "reduced destructiveness
(still massive) and its very short-
lived radio-activity" existed, it

Cont. on page 10

ig irresponsibly and setting

nfavorable precedent. Such a

igard for propriety on the part

the CCCA is disturbing and
itrary to the interests the
!CA professes to serve.

Bob Lackner

Russ Stewart

raeii Replys to Weaver

the Editor:

was surprised to find a letter

e "Israel as Aggressor" in

talyst. The lack of knowledge
)iit the subject which was
iwn by Eric Weaver was dis-

ng.

^an Israeli who is considered

olitical moderate I feel that I

re the advantage of, on one
Pd, having a thorough know-
ge of the situation and. on the
er, bemg objective enough to

Wthe situation with an under-
Inding of the facts as seen by

" h sides.

*t me confront just a few of

9 at Eric relates to as "facts."

'he idea that "the Egyptian
pie have suffered more than
'other.

.
." is simply not true,

far as suffering is concerned
Palestinian people have, by
been through the most tragic

^ry On a percentage casualty
IS, Israel, compared to Egypt
^iy other Arab country, has
6h the heaviest losses.

'Consistency is the criterion for

6ing sincerity, then Sadat
Kthe burden ofresponsibility.
1973 war was declared as a

lad" (a sacred war) against Is-

' When Sadat realized this

would not work any

itr

ndthod

>er he made a 180 'turn in his
ilii'tion and went to Jerusalem.

'P' '*^achem Begin, however, has
gh'er given a written comi
tit It to halt settlement of the
)U'^ Bank (except for the tem-
n ttry freeze while negotiations
^^ Eg>'pt take place). Begin is

' 1^ 'or his tendency to stick to

the written word as a result of his
legal training.

Israel, as reflected in the
"framework for peace" with Egypt
(the agreement signed at Camp
David), hasdealt directly with the
Palestinian issue, Israel does not

propose "to force the entire Pales-

tinian problem on the Jorda-
nians. .

." once again, the
"framework" which mentions a
four party participation (Egypt,

Jordan, The Palestinian leaders

from the West Bank and Israel ) to

deal with the problem, is evidence
of this fact.

Israel, understandably, refuses

to deal with anyone who does not

recognize its existence. This in-

cludes even "the more moderate
Palestinian groups" which Eric

mentions.

This letter attempts to deal

with only a few ofthe inaccuracies

in Eric's argument. The subject it-

self is too complicated to be dealt

With in this format. Perhaps we
could continue this debate in

another forum.

David Frum

South Africa Watch

I would like to correct a typog-

raphical error in my recent arti-

cle: IBM and other American

firms control 70^' of the computer
market in South Africa, while

American oil companies (Caltex

and Mobil) supply over 40% of

South Africa's refined petroleum.

More importantly, I would like

to correct some fundamental mis-

conceptions of Mr. Preston Sar-

gent's. I find it difficult to accept

his argument that although
South Africa's government is

morally repugnant, it would he

bad economics for American cor-

porations to withdraw. Is there

nothing these days that
economics does not decide? Should
there not be a transcending belief

in Human Freedom that would

override economic interests? I

have always believed that
America should stand for the

right to self-determination of all

peoples, not the exploitation of

these peoples.

FYeston states "continued U.S.

investment, trade, and credit are

important to South Africa, but

they are not a matter of survival

for that country. South Africa is

one of the most self-sufficient

countries in the world." Perhaps

he should examine a few more
statistics before arriving at this

conclusion. In 1976 and 1977 the

U.S. was the world leader in sales

toSouth Africa, selling over 1 bill-

ion of American goods to South

Africa in both years. In 1977 the'

U.S. was second in the world (to

Great Britian) in importsofSouth

African goods. How can trade of

such magnitude not be critical to

South Africa? In Jan. 1978. the

Senate subcommittee on African

Affairs stated that "The net effect

of American investment has been

to strengthen the economic and

military self-sufficiency of South

Africa's apartheid regime," and

that U.S. corporations had been

"pivotal in directly assisting the

South African government during

its worst economic difficulties in

the past." Actually, Preston "con-

tinued U.S. investment, trade,

and credit" are critical to the

South African government, and

South Africa's self sufficiency is

partly due to U.S. corporations

and banks.

Preston also seems to be suffer-

ing from the misconception that

the conditions for blacks in South

Africa are improving. Economi-

cally, there may be slight gains,

but socially the conditions are be-

coming increasingly intolerable.

In 1977 twelve blacks died while

in detention; they were not being

held for specific crimes, just ques-

tioning. In 1977 over 140 blacks

were shot by police while trying to

"escape arrest" — no whites suf-

fered from this problem. In Jan.

1978 Amnesty International re-

ported that South African police

torture detainees "almost on a

regular basis" and that this prac-

tice is condoned by the govern-

ment. Far less than Vz of the chil-

dren bom in the Bantustans live

to the age of 5, many of those who
do are physically or mentally re-

tarded by malnutrition. Need I

continue?

Throughout Preston's article

there seems to be an underlying

belief that South Africa is becom-

ing more moderate in its racial

attitude- Any such belief is un-

founded. Although the govern-

ment no longer refers to the

blacks as Bantus, a term equiva-

lent to "nigger." there is no sign of

moderation in the government's

policies. After winning the Nov.

1977 election by a landslide. Vors-

ter announced that "our people

(Afrikaners) will defend South
Africa to the last person if it is

necessary "to prevent blacks from

sharing political power. But Vors-

ter's recent "moderation" in re-

gard to Namibia (South West Af-

rica) and Zimbabwe (Rhodesia)

seems to have troubled the Af-

rikaner Nationalist Party. Three

weeks ago the Nationalist major-

ity in the Pariiment elected Mr, P.

W. Botha, to succeed Vorster as

Prime Minister, Botha has been

labeled by the magazine, The
Economist, as "the most uncom-

promising of the Party's leaders."

It was Botha who persuaded

South Africa to intervene in An-

gola, and has led the opposition to

Namibian independence. Another

indication of South Africa's in-

transigence is its recent policy

towards Namibian independence.

In April 1978 Vorster agreed to

Western proposals for Namibian

independence similar to those ac-

cepted by the South West African

People's Organization (SWAPO).
Elections were planned for Nov.

1978. However, on Sept. 20, South

October 13. 1

Africa reneged on these agree-

ments, deciding instead to insti-

tute its own program for very
gradual independence. These are

two recent examples of the gov-

ernment's opposition to racial

equality and self determination.

In light of the paranoic opposi-

tion to black majority rule by the

Afrikaners, I find it increasingly

difficult to see peaceful means for

settling South Africa's problems.

Many stress the need for time to

change South Africa's problems.

Many stress the need for time to

change South Africa's system,

when, in fact, the time for the

peaceful resolution of these prob-

lems has probably passed. The
more time that passes, the more
blood that will be spilled. Cur-

rently, there exist both black and
white moderates in South Africa

and the possibility of a settlement

exists. There is, however, growing

immoderation on both sides; Af-

ril^ tners are becoming more reac-

tu ary and afraid, blacks are be-

('. ing increasingly radical. The
ti for change is now, not in the

fu .re. South Africa could be

crippled by Western economic
sanctions, and might be more

prone to negotiate. It would be

wise for Western countries to

exert pressure now, rather than

waiting. Conditions in South Af-

rica can only deteriorate, as both

sides become increasingly deaf to

the other's needs.

In conclusion I would like to say

that the current problems in

South Africa call into question the

role of America in today's world.

America has always been com-

mitted to the fundamental right of

self determination for all peoples,

in word if not in action. The pre-

sence of our corporations in South

Africa raises serious questions

about our hypocritic role in inter-

national affairs, and is prime

example ofour actions contradict-

Cont. on page 10
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Letters to the Editor.

.

ing a fundamental principle ofour

country. One should never forget

that we ourselves fought a revolu-

tion against economic exploita-

tion and for self determination.

Movements for a black majority

government in South Africa

should be strongly supported by

the United States. South Africa's

government is a blatant anach-

ronism — it is time for it to be

abolished.

Paul Hudnut

To the Editor:

Well.

I was strolling through Packard

today and suddenly found myself

grinning, pacing, and feeling be-

tter than I have in days. Thanks to

Tom Dill. His exhibit is imagina-

tive, varied, technically profi-

cient, and moves at 180 mph. still

purring. It's easy tn get depressed

when piindering tho state of the

arts here at the wildly experimen-

tal, politically and artistically

radical Colorado College. Right. I

guess that the few and far bet-

ween ventures out of the womb of

the norm are all the more ap-

preciated, but I'm left craving

more. Alas, the puil of the sensual

pleasures is unrelenting. A
heartfelt yahoo to Mr. Dill and

words of encouragement to any

closet experimenters here at

more-science high who are yet to

be boxed and packaged. Do it on

your own if a department or stu-

dent organization is less than

helpful in any of the arts! Maybe
we should establish a hotline for

frustrated creators.

Nita Rockwell

(Uoloriiba (Halleqe li^Dokstore >

• CC Stalionery Shirts

• Film Processing •Shirts

• Magazine • Paperbacl<s

• Art Supplies

(in in the basement of Rastall Center)

Nicaragua Not Out of Woods

;'M MAD AS HELL AND I WON'T TAKE IT ANYNIORF...

NEUTRON BOMB (Cont.)

When we last left Nicaragua I

made the premature prediction

that "the beleagiired Somoza was
sure to fall in the near future^."

Since that time, the tyrant

Somoza and his U.S. trained Na-

tional Guard have quashed the

rebel resistance. In the process

stubborn Somoza refuses to resign

from office until 1981, a precondi-

tion that his opponents concede

must take place before negotia-

tions.

Somoza has only won a short

term victory. His unwillingness to

change has forced him to rely on

Cont. from page 9

would have been used before now,

Mr. Ellsberg points out that the

neutron bomb "kills only slowly,

over hours to weeks, which makes
its use bizarrely inappropriate

against Soviet and personnel —
the often-mentioned target —
whom it would turn into walking
dead men, capable ofrevenge with

divisional nuclear weapons." The
neutron bomb is therefore most
likely to be used against an oppo-

nent that does not possess nuclear

weapons. Mr. Ellsberg suggests

Korea, the Middle East, or even-

tually South Africa as future

prospects. The neutron bomb is
1500 civilians have been brutally increased repression which shows suitable as a counterinsurgency
killed and the cities of Masaya
Leon, Esteli, and Chinandega left

in shambles.

Somoza has increased the rep-

ression of his government and
suspended indefinitely all civil

and personal liberties to the
Nicaraguan people. Thousands of

displaced refugees fled Nicaragua
for Costa Rica and Honduras leav-

ing their meager belongings be-

hind.

Meanwhile. Somoza has vowed
to stay in power until 1981 at

which time his son will presuma-
bly be able to continue the family

legacy. He has vowed to increase

the size of his national guard from
7500 to 15,000 troops and he la-

ments his decision to turn thp

country into "a military dictator-

ship."

Somoza blames the progressivo

governments of Costa Rica ani

Venezuela for allegedly suppoi

ing his overthrow and harborir

communist guerrillas. In an act

total vengeance his Air Foi

ceaselessly bombed and strafed

the Costa Rican bordertown of

Penas Plancas. Costa Rica has no
army and in a show of support
Venezuelan aircraft and person-

nel have been patrolling Costa
Rican borders.

The United States Senate in a

much belated gesture finally cut

offall military and developmental
aid to Nicaragua. This policy, al-

though warranted, will unfortu-

nately at this late juncture cause
more harm to the oppressed
Nicaraguan people than the fi-

nancially entrenched Somoza.
Washington's policy toward
Somoza has remained too soft.

A half-assed mediation effort by
the United States, conservative

Guatemala, and the Dominican
Republic to end the bloodshed and
get Somoza and his opponents to

the bargaining table has been re;

jected by Sbmoza's opponents. Thfr

'

Page 10

his government's true weakness

among the Nicaraguan people.

Hostilitieswill not vanish like the

country's political dissidents. The
Nicaraguan people have nothing

else to lose in their battle against

this short-sighted tyrant.

Michael Gardenswartz

weapon for "such U.S. Triends'

Brazil or Iran, either at home or in

regional 'stabilizing' interven-

tions." Mr. Ellsberg states

further:

A few years ago such uses or

circumstances might have

seemed unlikely. In view ofthe

American policy toward the

government of Salvador Al-

lende in Chile, we must draw
some historical inferences as to

what could lie in store for

Europe. The possibility that

leftist. Communist, Socialist

parties could come to power in

various countries by peaceful

electoral processes means that

in these countries parts of the

armies and certain civilian cir-

cles might decide that democ-

racy has become too dangerous

and must be destroyed, as in

Chile. In such circumstances,

the neutron bomb, when and if

it came to be available, could

be used to deter or suppress re-

sistance to a military takeover,

or to turn back an intervening

force from a neighboring coun-

try.

In short, the "people-killer"

bomb, whose production the ^t L'

nate authorized 68 to 1 on S P ^^e

tember 30, 1978, "would stai teric

grassfirethatwouldburnitsw :iolog

not in days or months but wit! ^'^^' ''-

years and decades, within
i

yinte

lifetime or our children's lifetii io"

to the advanced industrial an n the

— that is, into all parts of

world. It would cease to bum o

with the extinction of all life

earth. The neutron bomb, then

a match to an oven, for

people in the world. It must ne

be lighted; it must never comt

exist."

But with our tax dollars, it m

n
It beg
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The Peace Corps Scores With New Crop of Idealists
by Ed Goldstein

[I
began with a wave of idealism

the crest of John Kennedy's

w Frontier. During the Nixon

grs it went into a "technocratic"

And now when all about us

faced with doubts about the

lue of a liberal arts education,

. peace Corps is returning to

, small colleges ofAmerica with

n arms.

That is the message of Tim
jth. the regional coordinator of

TION (Peace Corps and
5TA) who was on campus this

ek to recruit members for the

unteer foreign (Peace Corps)

d domestic (VISTA) service

ijects run by the federal gov-

iment.

Our programs are presently

expanding." says Keith. "For ,

long time it was only open to stu-

dents with specialized training,

but now they are opening it up to

generalists."

Keith remarked that the Peace
Corps and Vista look favorably on
liberal arts grads because you get

"more motivation" from this

group. "We want to get people in-

volved in volunteerism itself." he
stated. "Not career oriented

people."

And CC is high on the list of

schools that readily send their

numbers off to far away countries

or crowded inner city areas. Last

year 40 CC seniors applied for

ACTION and about 15 were ac-

cepted. One of the seniors cur-

rently working in the Peace Corps

is Steven Long, an English major
who is teaching English as a sec-

ond language in Morocco.

Incredibly enough. CC had as
many people apply for ACTION
positions as Colorado University

during the period of time set aside

last year for applying to the gov-
ernment agency.

The urge to help the world is

manifest in Peace Corps programs
in Latin America, Africa. Asia
and the South Pacific. Keith says
that in the spirit of helping people
and not advancing any partisan
foreign policy goals the Corps will

not "get involved in any political

movements in any country." Pre-

sently, he mentioned. Peace Corps
volunteers are being pulled out of
civil war-torn Nicaragua.

il^'^'l.f
^' ""' P''''<"«'P''y of TION will support communities

arn Credit While Aiding C.Springs
U Colorado College the urge to

p the world is not limited to

teric classroom discussion. The
iology Department, for in-

nce, offers credit for a volun-

y internship at a social organi-

ion.

n the course offering for the in-

iship, students are expected

test, with an appropriate de-

of rigor, a body of classroom

theory or description against "re-

ality."

The organizations that stu-

dents can intern at span a, wide
variety of interest. The Dale
House, The Public Defenders Of-

fice, The Family Counciling and
Mental Health Center and Head
Start are just a few of the places

where one can work and earn cre-

dit.

ENACT Sets Agenda
energy projects (including solar

heating of campus buildings),

NORAD, the Rocky Flats Nuclear
Weapons Plant, Greenpeace, and
a consensual decision-making
process for the group.

You needn't be a raving en-

vironmentalist to join — most
members aren't— but ifyou want
to stop being a hypocrite (or just

plain lazy) about conservation

and the environment, come by
Mathias at 7 on the 18th.

fou can get involved in some-
ig worthwhile, here on cam-
ENACT, a student environ-

tital group, provides oppor-

ities to make meaningful con-

lutions to concerns of the real

Id — inside and outside the

Im of ivory towers. Everyone is

e at the consolidation
iting to be held Wednesday,
18 at 7:00 p.m. in Mathias.

les to be discussed include re-

ing, sponsoring a nuclear
rgy symposium, alternate

Loevy, Hochman Cent.
ked. "It's been wonderful to lieves the country is against big
kdownmemory lane with you. government spending and gov-
se are the wonderful issues emment attempts to reform soci-
i built the giant bureaucracy ety.

; people like you used to love. For his part Hochman bemoans
that Hochman remarked the "decline of sense of commun-

he isn't sure whether Loevy ity and compassion" in the nation,

'burlesquing or serious." He also worries about single issue

voting by interest groups, people
s an overview to the debate, reaching out for "simple answers"
^ oflfered that the "affluent to their problems like the "poorly
ety is turning into a protective drafted" Burch Amendment to
Ety, The middle class is just limit government spending in
rested in protecting gains Colorado. However, Hochman
le in the past 30 years." Men- feels that "the issues can't be av-
ing the now mellowing gener- oided."

1 of 1960's radicals, Loevy Presumably the new Congress
they are thinking, "How on and officers of the states will deal
s earth can they get their with the issues once elected. But
ren to Harvard and Colum- whether they deal with Loevy 's

break up the place like they concerns or those of Hochman is

'"ith this inflation." Loevy be- up to us.

rUDYABROAD WITH
VRACUSE UNIVERSITY
TESTER PROGRAMS: FLORENCE
lADRID BSTRASBGURGBAMSTERDAM
ONDONBMEXICO
fiety of courses offered •No language background required
^ncjal Aid available •Summer program available in England.
V, Israel, Switzerland. Austria, East Africa. Yugoslavia
lative) •Applications for Spring 1979 semester are due by
'ber 15th.

Professor Van Shaw of the

Sociology Department is advisor
for the program. He has long been
involved in volunteer organiza-
tions, having served on the Fam-
ily Service Association 3oard.
Shaw 'finds that the people "who
actually come in and do this in-

ternship are very committed to

the work they are doing."

The department has had stu-

dents work in an office and go on
into a career in the same field.

Phil West, a senior major who
worked with the Colorado Springs

Police Department last year is

now an officer with the Boulder
County Sheriffs Office.

Current CC student Cindy
Shonka interned at La Casa Con-
tena, a live-in treatment program
and custody home for juveniles.

Another student, Diane Deisen-

berg taught in the public schools

and did a project dealing with stu-

dent creativity.

There are a number of volun-

teer oriented agencies in town and
Shaw says the good intentions of

CC students and other help is not

enough to keep these public ser-

vice units operating. "There is

plenty of elbow grease that people

are willing to provide in time and
energy," he remarked, "But the

money is a different story. So
there is a strong dependence on

government for finances but not

necessarily on the work that

needs doing."

No Nukes Walkathon

The No Nukes Walkathon will

start Oct. 28th between 8 and 9:30

a.m. on theBoulder Mall. In-

terested persons should call 632-

1747 for information and a walk '

packet. Start collecting sponsors

today!

d USConiRock Av«nu», Room N, Syncute. i

ACTION boss Sam Brown is to "go
back to the basic human needs
theory." By that he says the Peace
Corps wants to "train people so
that they can take care of them-
selves,"

Peace Corps volunteers go
through a three month training
session, where they learn the lan-

guage, culture, morals, politics

and religion of the land they will

be working in.

Benefits for Peace Corps volun-
teers include payment of medical,
dental and transportation bills, a
48 day paid vacation within 27
months of service and a $3,000 fee

for readjusting back into society.

Peace Corpsmen and women also

receive non-competitive eligibil-

ity for federal job programs, which
means that they don't have to

compete with civil service
employees for federal jobs,

VISTA volunteers on the other
hand, are involved in a totally dif-

ferent kind of work, "The main
emphasis is on being a community
organization and developing the

community around the specific

needs decided upon by the com-
munity," comments Keith. AC-

/hich show they have the organi-
zational muscle to accomplish
their goals, says Keith.

Examples of VISTA sponsored

projects include paralegal work
with migrant laborers and inner
city residents, support for the Col-
orado Governor's Council For The
Handicapped, providing basic
services on Indian reservations
and aiding inner city residents

with health education, housing,

tenants rights and urban de-

velopment programs.

Keith was a VISTA volunteer
in New Orleans during the 1 960's.

At that time he was a business
major out of Michigan State Uni-
versity doing paralegal work and
getting involved with "the pro-

blem of policy brutality," His
major accomplishment was the

establishment of three recreation

centers in the dilapidated areasof
the town.

CC students who will graduate
anywhere between now and next
August and are interested in

either the Peace Corps or VISTA
should apply now with no obliga-

tion to the ACTION agency.

Escort Service Going Strong
The Colorado College Escort

Service has stepped into second
block with new hours and escort

volunteers from every walk of

Colorado College life. The four

year old service, a division of the

campus security program, has
helped reduce the rate of assualt

on campus.

The Escort Service hours were
modified to reflect the encroach-

ing darkness. The new hours are

from 7:00 p,m. until midnight.

Escorts are volunteers from the

Colorado College community.
Fraternities provide escorts for

the first and third weeks of each
block, two men each night, Mon-
day through Sunday. The Phi

Delta house is "on call" for the

nights that no one shows up.

The Woman's Commission has
pledged escorts for Tuesday and
Wednesday of the second week of

every block. "We want to encour-

age more women to escort," says

Security Education Director Kim
Downing, To ensure their own
safety, however, women must es-

cort in pairs,

Ms. Downing has approached
the sororities on campus with the

possibility of having them pledge

escorts as a group, but says she is

still awaiting a response. In the

past, the sororities have provided

the cookies and cocoa for the es-

corts, "Which are really ap-

preciated - especially as it gets

colder," Kim said, "But I'm hoping
they'll also consider escorting this

year."

Anyone interested in joining

the team ofescorts may sign up for

specific nights at Rastall Desk.

"Many first-year students, espe-

cially, have found being an escort

a good way to meet people." the

Security Education Director said,

\/\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s

Open til 12p,n-i

475-9533

W^ 1 BEST ALBUM
SEI ECTION
IN TOWN

Over 25 Albums &
Tapes On Sale

Every Week

Mon.-Sat. 10-8

Fri. - till 9

Sun. 12-6

Special Orders
No Charge

Paraphanalia

327 N. Tejon 471-4419
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Tigers Recover Scoring Puncli in Romp Over St. l\/lary's

The Colorado College football

squad went east into the zone to

face St. Mary of the Plains and

came out healthy, happy with a

27-0 victory and eager to match

forces with tough Benedictine

College tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. at

Washburn Field.

The zone, in case you were won-

dering, is a descriptive term that

for Colorado College athletic

teams means a road trip to Kan-

sas or Nebraska. This time the

zone meant Dodge City, Kansas

and the opponent was a small

school (800 enrollment) without

much of a football program.

CC evened up its season record

to 2-2 by executing its basic single

wing running plays and throwing

short passes to receivers who con-

sistantly were open in the secon-

dary for a total of 395 offensive

yards, three touchdowns and a

pair of Tim Paich field goals.

Tiger quarterback Kevin
Johnson had his best game of the

season. He found room to run out-

side on sweep plays and had time

to spot his receivers for several

large gains, including a 20 yard

touchdown toss to roommate
Terry Brennan. Johnson's back-

up, Mike McQueen, who will be

the Tiger's number one quarter-

back next year also threw well,

completing four out of six passes:

The Tiger runners, lead by a

quickly developing line

spearheaded by center Tim Neff,

also looked good. Team captain

Terry Swenson ran to 66 yards,

mostly on delayed thrusts up the

middle. Sophomore Prince Gant
broke to the sideline on a 30 y^rd

burst and ended up witii 54 yards

for the day.

Defensively speaking, the Ben-

gals never looked badder. The
front four lijnited the St. Mary's

runners to two yards and dust.

Freshman Tim Elliot was the

bright star in the secondary with

two interceptions and two de-

flected passes.

This trip to the zone gave Coach
Jerry Carle his 101st coaching

victory. The night before the

game a relaxed Coach Carle spoke

at length about the rich history

that has accompanied the long

Kevin Johnson

path to this coaching milestone,

Carle's trip down memory lane in-

cluded a thought or two about

George Allen, "One of the best

coaches in the game," who was
running the football program at

nearby Whittier College (you

know, that small Quaker school

famous for producing third string

ends) while he was coaching the

football team at Camp Pendleton

Marine Base in California during

the Korean War.

Carle remembers how coming

into Allen's office he had to drop

cigarette ashes in his pants cuffs,

not realizing that the Quaker
school prohibited smoking. Allen

was too polite to say anything.

Allen also did not cuss or drink, a

pattern ofbehavior that still holds

for the former Washington Red-

skin and Los Angeles Ram Coach

today.

"All that stuff about him being

the ice cream man is genuine,"

said Carle. To Carle, Allen's dedi-

cation to the pursuit of excellence

in his chosen profession was
something to be much admired.

And the next day the Tigers went

out and showed some of the excel-

lence that has eluded them so far

this season.

TIGER NOTES - The zone was

aptly named by Tiger football and

few

heat

In healthier days Swenson ran for over six yards a carry. Last year i

scored eight touchdowns. Photo W Andy Nagel

-Swenson Lost for Season >

hing
1

heyar

Colorado College's excellent praise for Prince Gant, his back-

swimming coach Jerry Lear and senior running back Terry Swen- up. "Gant is a good ball carrier. I

former Coach Gus Johnson (now son, 5-10, 180, one of the four cap- know he could fill my shoes at any

the hockey coach at Wisconsin) on tains of the 1978 football team, time." That's exactly what Prince

a scouting trip to Nebraska, will be lost for the remainder of Gant, a 5-11, 175 sophomore, will

"Coming from our hotel to the the season, head coach and athle- have to do-

football stadium we didn't see a tic director Jerry Carle an- "Swenson's loss will hurt us. It's

soul," said Lear. "We thought the nounced Monday. too bad since he is such a devoted

town was so empty that it was Swenson, the team's leading athlete and a real asset to our

some kind of zone." ball carrier with 326 yards in 93 football program," commented
This Tiger trip to the zone in- carries and four touchdowns in Carle,

eluded a hotel stay right next to a four games, reinjured his knee in Swenson last year was among
main street drag (Wyatt Earp the St. Mary of the Plains 27-0 the nation's leading rushers with
Boulevard) that would rival victory last Saturday at Dodge
Nevada Ave., and a typical small City, Kan. Swenson had injured Jt Most
college ganae that was so sparsely his knee in pre-season drills, but I Credit (

attended that all parents who it was hoped he could make it C Honored
came to observe the homecoming through the Tigers' nine-game ||

*

festivities of St. Mary of the schedule.

Plains were invited to come on to Swenson remarked on the day
the field and state who their child of the injury, "I'm a senior and I'l

was and where they came from for play as much as I can. I hope I can
half time entertainment. At least play all the games." ABer Satur-
that wasn't followed by a frisbee day's game where he rushed for 65
demonstration.

Frasc

ir thus

1,092 yards in 185 carries. H

caught 11 passes for 87 yards

year ago and had snagged four f(

20 yards this season, two again^

St. Mary of the Plains. He led tl

team in scoring last season wil

eight touchdowns.

Gant was moved into the star ^^
^

ing position left by Swenson

Saturday's 1:30 p.m. contest "
,

Benedictine of Atchison, Kan ,f ,

'"

Washburn Field. Colorado

lege is 2-2 and Benedictine is 3-

'ootba

Ihi.

Boettc

Player of the Week
CC's "throwing" wingback

Kevin Johnson came into his own
last week against St. Mary of the

Plains College. The senior from

Pueblo completed 8 out of 15 pass

attempts without an interception

in the 27-0 Tiger victory. He
threw one touchdown, a 20 yarder

to roommate Terry Brennan and
set up another one with his hard
runs on outside sweeps. He had 33

rushing yards in all.
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-• ramural Madness Hits the Quad
by Tim Tymkovich
ihburn Field does not own a

^ly on football stars. In the

afternoon shade of

jong Hall one can see an

e brand of football that ri-

ts varsity counterpart of

ay afternoons. So-called

football" is anything but

-^ ts name implies, and more

jj i

few of the afternoon grid-

head over to Boettcher

h Center to patch their

s after the game. Anything

hen the pride of your Frat

ig is on the line, especially

lenient refs look the other

an unsuspecting player is

Ited.

than just pride is on the

'layers on the league cham-

lip teams receive coveted

signifying their ac-

ishment. Early in Sep-

|r the Fraternities or ofT-

members start "recruit-

le best players in anticipa-

f the upcoming season.

who have dropped off the

sity are always in demand
teams have been known

recruitees inducements of

drugs, and beautiful

Like the play in the

no holds are barred even

[the season begins. Many of

ims hold regular practice

is and make up plays to fool

;anized opponents. Some of

lams order matching T-

and look fine indeed with

as uniforms. A freshman
van went so far as to order

ing gym shorts this year

ey are sure to win the "best

d" award of 1978. Sorry
but Intramural director

"rasca doesn't award glas-

this category yet.

lentioned above, touch or

Taini 'tball sometimes degener-

lo something more physical

he name implies. Despite

igainst tackling, tripping,

gl^j
sault a number of players

oettcherized" each season,

no one has been severely

d this year. Grabbing for

J Qjj
plastic flags attached to

layer at the hip is much
ifficult than it seems. The
way to end the frustration

ig from frequent grabs of

simply hold the person
the waist and tear the flag i

our convenience. At times
|

Icuit to get this initial hold

leet running back as he !

by and the accuracy of the

impaired. This often re- <

an embarassing, albeit ef- i

way of stopping the run-

e entire clothing below the i

s ripped off along, hope- i

le flag. Several years ago,

arterback Howard Man-
|

fered this method of"tack-

iree times in one season.

IC y did he run short of gym
Vm mt he also had to face the '

1 air with nothing between
|

id the elements but a
,

athletic supporter. '

fnural football is some :

s' favorite way of unleash-
j

sions brought upon them
\

'lock plan and life in gen-
'hat better way to relax

|

prance around in front of
j

ong and throw your fellow (

in the dirt. Refugees
j

in Hall are famed for their ,

play and effective !

'es. The art of the subtle 1

' 'blasting someone when
)

s aren't looking" is a I

I^e that all successful .

niploy. Though it doesn't !

3ch the ridiculous proper-
j

>bert Altman presented to i

movie version of"Mash," 1

blindsiding an opponent is a use-

ful and incredibly satisfying way
ofgetting ahead in the intramural

world.

This year's upperclass league is

led by three teams — CC and
Water, the Kappa Sigs, and the

Fijis. Last year's champs from the

Sigma Chi house have already

been beaten once but could still be

tough, The Fijis beat Sigma Chi in

a highscoring game marked by

the NFL style spike of the football

by Greg Rickes after a kick-off

return TD. The Kappa Sigs have
several former varsity football

players, among them Rick Byrd

who last year started at guard for

the Tigers. CC and Water, led by

three year vets Garrick Olson and
Steve Brown, have the best com-
bined record over the last three

years and are always tough. The
freshman league is led early by

the previously mentioned sarto-

rially splendid Red Buzz.

The football is intense and the

results often comic, but the play-

ing fields of Armstrong display a

fun style of football and genuine
stars. The approximately 165
part-time players outnumber
Jerry Carle's varsity nearly three
to one and demonstrate the inter-

est of CC in gridiron madness. If

you decide to drop by and take in

this brand of football don't be sur-

prised to see a need for a trainer

and, oh yes, please cover your ears

if colorful language offends you.

These guys are after champion-
ship glasses and this excitement

always generates its share of exp-

letives.

BACK BY POPULAR DE-
MAND: Leisure Program
PHOTOGRAPHY for Block 111.

Sign-up will be last week of this

block at Rastall desk. Hours will

be anounced next week. Any
suggestions Call Cindy Meyer.
x5 1 3. P.S. - There will be a limit to

the enrollment, so sign up before

October 30th!

he

;dtl

Tom Lee Talks Strategy (?) with Coach Horst
Richardson last year.

»

Backgammon
Darts

Chess

Cocktails

Swedisti

Style

Pizza

Live Entertainment Weekends

" \^ "

110

Canon Ave.,

Manitou Springs

685-5569

Hours
Tiies. - Fri.

4:00 - 2:00

Sat.

12:00-2:00

Sun. 12:00-8:00

.

^SS^S^^S^^^SS^^^^S^S^^SS

OFF THE CUFF
Problems with Soccer

by Mike Slade
The Colorado College soccer team split two games last weekend,

beating Utah State 3-2 and dropping a 2-1 decision to Benedictine of
Kansas. The loss dropped CC to 3-5-2. but the Tigers have a 3-0
record m the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer League.

In the aftermath of Sunday's disappointing loss to a team Air
Force had beaten Saturday 6-1 , 1 talked with Tom Lee. the captain of
the 1977 team and a four-year veteran of the CC soccer team.

In talking with Tom, I wondered about a few thmgs. For the last
four years soccer at CC has enjoyed tremendous success—a com-
bmed record of46-17-3. two RMSL titles, national rankings and in
1975. an NCAA playoff bid.

'

This year, despite the loss of seven lettermen. hopes were bouyed
by a solid freshman class, a first-class JC transfer, three captains,
and the core of a solid defense. Returning were offensive standouts
Konnie Simons and Eddit Dietz. flashy wingers Kamauy Thugge,
Randy Stein, and Jeff Beckley, midfield stars Gordon Jackson and
Joe Ellis, and Rick Director, a solidifying presence on defense.
Senior Jim Balderston returned in goal as well.

So what's wrong? Is it the tough schedule, is it taking time for the
team to jell, and should we be patient?

"The 1978 squad is lacking intestinal fortitude," said Lee, "The last

four years we were winning those 1-0 games because we had enough
people who wanted to win—this year the same intensity is not
coming through, as a team, anyway."
Whose fault is that? "It comes from the coach understanding his

ovm talent," said Lee. "Sometimes, obviously, the coaches here
don't,"

A problem inherent to the program at CC is the necessity for a
large squad, owing to the lack of a viable JV program here. Con-
sequently. Coach Horst Richardson must carry a squad in the
neighborhood of 25 players to insure against injuries which could
deplete his squad.

"Horst is trying to keep everyone happy, sometimes without tel-

ling the truth." comments Lee. "The starters know who they are
right away—but the fringe players and the lower echelons are left in
the dark."

Having been a member of that lower echelon last year, I can
empathize with Tom Lee's feelings. Instead ofcoming right out and
saying it, Horst often leads players on, not necessarily through
positive reinforcement, but through, shall we say, the lack of nega-
tive input. The player, always hopeful, reasons that, as long as Horst
hans't cut him. the coach must still be interested, which is not
always the case.

"Horst should help everybody find his own role on the team, people
being able to support each other. He should ofier guidance, because
soccer is a very prideful sport, and people tend to think they're as

good as the next guy—so people get alienated,"

Another problem is the lineup. Horst has a penchant for ex-

perimentation, which sometimes can be counterproductive, "At the

start of 1977 we had the same defensive unit ( Rich Director and Lee)

as '76. Then, after we gave up six goals in two Pikes Peak Classis

games. Horst started experimenting." said Lee. in reference to last

season, "When your role is always changing, it's difficult to define it

for yourself You can only make sacrifices for the team for so

long. . . eventually, you have to go with a set lineup."

These flaws are not new, however. But in the past Horst's squads
managed to win games in spite ofthemselves, Simons. Dietz, and the

now-graduated John Monteiro would scream at each other all week
in practice and during the game, bilit usually one ofthem sould slam
home a game-winner to pull it out.

This year, Dietz and Simons are still out there, but the game-
winners aren't coming. And oftentimes no one seems to care. There
are people giving their all out there, but not all of them.

I asked Tom about his soccer experience at CC. "The first two

years here were the most fun years playing soccer I've ever had,"

said Lee, "Then in 1976—expectations were high, we performed to

our ability, and then we suffered a letdown the last game. (Against

Air Force) The letdown carried over to '77, and last year's bitter

feelings are still there this year."

What about Horst? Does the blame lie with him? "To be realistic,

Horst is a fine man, but his teams seem to lack a sense of

discipline—which each individual should take upon himself. It

starts with respecting the coach—the policies start with him.

"Horst has the potential to be a fine coach, if he'd try to communi-

cate his knowledge of the game to the players. If Horst would stop

talking about playing'aesthetic' soccer and show it to the individual,

get down to the basics, playing the game as it should be played, then

he'd be the right coach for CC."

The squad stands 3-5-2, and faces a fairly routine weekend

against Colorado State and Colorado Mines. But, in the longer run,

will things get better? Is it a bad year, or is it something else?

"It's not a bad year—there's as much talent as last year." said Lee.

"It's a matter of being able to pull the team together as a cohesive

unit. To play as a team you should be able to enjoy playing and be

constructive. Now there are too many people screaming at each

other—and meanwhile Horst is crying for 'attractive soccer'. But

attractive soccer doesn't start with the mouth—it starts on the

field."

Another problem seems to be the unwillingness ofcertain players

to think of the team concept. "Not enough individuals are willing to

pay the price of sacrificing their egos—and the solution lies in more

discipline for certain players.

Evidently a challenge exists for Horst and a few of his less unself-

ish players. If they are willing to meet the challenge, a reversal of

fortunes is possible. If they're not—maybe a few changes are in

order. For now, time will tell.
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Women's Volleyball Is not your Ordinary Beach Gan
Setting Golden Spikes at 100 m.p.ti.

by Dan Sarlo

Volleyball, (vaJ-boDia game
played by volleying a large in-

flated ball over a net.

Oh, what would we do without

Websters New Collegiate Dictio-

nary? Such a clear, well ordered

definition. Why by just using the

definition I could go out and play

an intelligent game of volleyball.

All that I would have to do would

be get a canon, put a basketball in

it and shoot it over a tennis net.

What in this world could be any

easier?

I wish it was that easy. Like

everything else today, volleyball

has become very complicated,

with players specializing in diffe-

rent aspects of the game. The

easiest thing to understand is that

the net is seven foot six inches

high, six players exist, and do bat-

tle on each side of the net.

As was said before, there are

different areas that a player can

specialize in. These positions are

defense, setting and spiking.

The defensive players of a vol-

leyball squad do all of the behind

the scenes (or out front) dirty

work. They ^re responsible for

digging out any opposing spikes

and putting the ball in a position

where the setter can get to it. The

defensive players also must back

up the spikers, covering any bad

shot that may occur during the

course of the game. They are a

select group, made up of girls-who

want to throw their bodies on the

floor with reckless abandon just to

save the ball from getting dirty.

The setters of the group are the

median between the defensive

players and the spikers. They are

the players who receive the pass

from the defense and put it in a

spot for a spiker to shove it down
the opponents' throat. Mind you,

the setters are not the ones who do

the actual damage to the other

teams" morale, they just set it up.

Sort of like accomplices to the

crime.

The spikers are the mean mem-
bers ofa volleyball team. They are

the ones who possess the urge to

hurt other people. Their main

goal in life is to see how many
volleyballs they can force down

the opposing player's throat. It is

probably the most exciting part of

the game, but not very physically

safe ifyou are on the receiving end

of the spike. Another one of their

duties is to try to stop the other

team's spikers from causing phys-

ical and moral harm to your team

by stopping their spikes before the

ball has a chance to get moving.

What kind of girl plays this in-

sane sport at Colorado College?

What motivates them?

We are going to have to face the

fact, volleyball makes no sense at

all. It contradicts everything that

society has tried to set Up as nor-

mal. First of all there are six girls

throwing their bodies all over the

floor just to get rid of a ball that

has come over to their side. The

basic human emotion of posses-

sion is nowhere to be seen in this

game. Even in a game as crazy as

football, a team wants to keep the

ball from the other. The idea of

having something for your very

own, that is a normal instinct and
very present in football, isjust not

so in the game of volleyball. They
just want to get rid of the ball.

Which brings us to another

point. What has happened to the

spirit of detente, goodwill etc.? Is

there anything nice about slam-

ming a ball down another person's

throat? No, there is not. It some-

how doesn't seem right to go

around and try to kill each other

when the rest of the world is try-

ing to make peace with each

other.

Nevertheless, volleyball does

exist at Colorado College and it is

doing very well thank you Their

record is an impressive five wins

and two losses. This record hah not

been arrived at easily, however

Many hours have been logged at

practise refining the skills that it

takes to, become a winning vol

leyball team. An average practice

consists of one half hour of

stretching and loosening ones

muscles. After than an houi is

spent intensively on drills de

signed to improve the finer as

pects of the game. A short scum
mage follows to incorporate

the drills into a cohesive

mechanism that makes the team

go-

One must be in good shape to be

successful in volleyball A
player's legs must be in excellent

shape because of all the squatting

that they have to do during the

course ofa game. A player must be

able to leap and dive with quick-

ness.

Colorado College's five victories

have come over Mesa College

Regis College, University of

Southern Colorado, Western
State University and Santa Fe.

The two losses came at the hands

ofEastern New Mexico and Metro
State College. These two losses

will hopefully be quickly avenged

and give the Tigers a chance at

the regional competition. The top

two teams in the division plus an

alternate travel to the regionals.

The Tigers arejelling now and a

run at the title is highly likely. At

the beginning of the year, four

new players (three freshmen and

a sophomore) started for the var-

sity. As happens with any sport,

the timing between the players

was a little off. Novy the players

are used to each other and as a

result, are playing better vol-

leyball.

With the heavy emphas
sports and winning as it is

is the competition too greatfi

chance of having fun while

ing? "Not at all," says Jet

Woods, a member of the tea

is more of a feeling of unit

teamwork out on the flooi

year we are more concerned

the team. When we win, we \

a team and when we lose

as a team. The head-on con

tion is really secondary to

ing well with each other."

^

Julie Helm attempts to advance Hockey
pucherball in field hockey action at Washburi

field.

Spirited Colorado College X-Country Running Team Having Fun

ing other teams.

Beating other teams interests

this year's team more than previ-

ous ones. Members still believe

that school and having fun come
first, but there is also a "spit in

your eye" spirit of competition.

This new attitude is probably

by Brian Feeney country but he is open-minded
The cross country team is prob- and conscientious, which at a

ably the least known and least school like CC is more important,

understood team at CC. Harriers Paul learned from his old coach

are used to being asked, "Is it a not to feel compelled to produce a
spring sport?," or, "Oh, you mean winning team. He is more con-

skiing?" Actually, cross country is cemed with motivating people to

a co-ed fall sport in which a team challenge themselves. He has a
of five or more people run a foot long range view of running in due to the influence of several

race of from three to six miles which accomplishing personal freshmen who were running stars

(usually on golf courses) against goals excites him more than beat- at their high schools. Two hot
other teams. The winner is de-

termined by adding the finishing

places of the members of each

team, and the team with the low-

est number wins.

CC has had a cross country

team for as long as anyone can

remember. The reason so few

people know about it is because up

until this year, the team has re-

garded success in competition as a

joke. More often than not, the

team could not even assemble five

men or five women to be scored as

a team.

This year the team has a new
coach and a new attitude. A recent

CC graduate, Paul Hurt of the de-

velopment office, has replaced

Clarence Sterne, who is on sab-

batical. As a sprinter on CC's

track team, Paul learned about

coaching from the "Frank Flood
' w:h6o},*' whicfrstresseffeigoymeht

and personal accomplishment
over winning. Paul has had no

previous experience with cross
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Cross Country Team: R, Bingham, J. Finkelj K,
Volz, L. Mestresj L. Masnes. 2nd Row: B. Watt,
Adam Goidhef, M. Croasddle, M, Miller, jr '

"

Goodman, Coach Hurt,

freshmen are Martha Crossdale

from Michigan and Martin Miller

from Ohio. Martha came in first in

her last race against four strong

teams and Martin finished 27th in

the Vail race, which is quite an
accomplishment considering that

two hundred people (including the

best runners in the state) were en-

tered.

The team is young and fresh,

being composed almost entirely of

underclassmen. Sophomore
Kathy Volz is the "elder" member
who assists Paul with the ad-

ministration ofthe team. The only

threat to the team is that the

usual pattern of decreasing stu-

dent involvement will occur.

Freshmen stiU hot from high
school put in a strong season, but

with each following year become
less serious until they stop par-

ticipating altogether.

This team should prove diffe-

rent because of its keen competi-

tive edge and the conscientious-

ness of its guiding spirits.

The team welcomes any joggers
interested in competition to join.

They only ask that you be in-

terested in competition regardless

of the level. Team members com-

pete because they enjoy the stimu-

latiDir of nmrting- against people'

at their own level and because

training with other people is so

much more fun than running
alone.

Most importantly, joinii

cross-country team yields

joyment of running with

people. Anyone with

experience is encouraged li

out and give it a try. The re;

can give encouragement bj

ing that we are aware of wt

are.

Martha Takes Mf

Freshpian Martha Cro£

Richland, Mich., capture!

place.honors in the Denver

Club Collegiate Cross Co

meet Saturday in Denver.

Croasdale covered the 3.

course in 21:34. She led th

from the start and was

threatened during the even

thus became the first Co'

College woman to win in

country competition.

Other Colorado College

were: Kathy Volz, 7th o^

Robin Bingham, 8th

Mestres 9th and Kim Port£'

All i^fe ;fresl?inen. except, fo'

who is a sophomore.

In the men's division,

more Art Gelber covered

mile course with a 30:54 clo
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Friday^ October 13
9:00 a.m.

Career counseling in Rastall.

1:00 - 4:00 p.m.

New I.D. pictures may be taken in the

dean's office.

11-4 p.m.

The Native American Student's As-

sociation is sponsoring a day's worth of

fun and informative presentations be-

ginning with films and lectures in Pac-

kard Hall.

3:00 p.m.

The Tiger soccer team faces Colorado

State University on Stewart field.

7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

Four Arrows will perform Native

dances in the Cossitt gym. Everyone is

encouraged to participate, A booth will be

set up with items for sale also.

4:00 p.m.

A Peace Corps/Vista representative

ill be in the Main Lounge at Rastall to

talk with interested students. No ap-

pointment necessary.

10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Observe photography by Doris Wolf:

"Historical Photos of Cripple Creek" at

Penrose Library, 20 North Cascade.

Today is the last day of this exhibition!

Penrose Library is also showing works

from the Jeoffrey Lasko collection,

Mixed Media." This display will con-

tinue through Saturday, October 21.

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Tonight's movie sponsored by the Lei-

sure Program Film Series will be Sor-

cerer. This film has nothing to do with the

supernatural, it is a show about life south

of Pueblo. See it in Olin Hall I.

7:30 p.m.

The Colorado Springs Community
Teaching center is presenting "Faces of

Meditation" in Pikes Peak 'Y' Today

Room. Tickets are $3.00. For more infor-

mation, call 475-2133.

Saturday, October 14
8:15 a.m.

The Law School Admission test will be

in room 300 in Armstrong Hall.

10:30- 11:15 a.m.

The third Haskell-Armstrong debate

will be held in the General Classroom
Building of the Universi'ty of Denver in

Denver. The debate topic is Urban Con-

cerns: air pollution, transportation, edu-

cation, crime, senior citizens rights, and
housing.

11:15-12:00 noon.
The second half of the Haskell-

Armstrong debate sponsored by the

League of Women Voters will cover
foreign affairs and defense.

8:00 p.m.

Tom Waits and Leon Redbone St

Macky Auditorium. Tickets $7.50 and
$7.00, at Select-A-Seat outlets.

Sunday, October 15
9:00 a.m.

Holy Eucharist, Shove Chapel.

2:00 p.m.

Tiger soccer will battle against the

Colorado School of Mines in Golden.

5:00 p.m.

Second Common Meal, Shove Chapel,

7:30 p.m.

The Colorado Springs Community
Teaching center is presenting "Faces of

Meditation" in Pikes Peak 'Y' Today
Room. Tickets are $3.00. For more infor-

mation, call 475-2133.

Monday, October 16
5:00 p.m.

Students interested in obtaining a

'The CC Scene'
by Lisa Kitagawa

grant to fund projects of their own crea-

tion may earn the funding from the Ex-

perimental Student Grants Committee.

Submit several typed copies of your

proposal to the Experimental Student

Grants Committee and attend today's

"meeting. Criteria is listed in the show-

case in Rastall.

Tuesday, October 17
1:30

Tiger tennis will play against Metro

State on our courts.

2:00 p.m.

The Career Center is leading a work-

shop on effective resume writing. The
meeting will be in room 208 in Rastall.

3:30 p.m.

Prayer group. Shove Chapel.

4:00 p.m.

CC women's field hockey will battle

with the University of Colorado in Boul-

der.

7:00 p.m.

CC women's volleyball will contend

with Colorado Women's College in De-

nver.

7:00 p.m.

Campus Ambassadors presents the

third part of a three part series, God and

Man. The title of this evening's lecture is

'brokenness.' The meeting will be in Ras-

tall, room 209.

7:30 p.m.

The Colorado Springs Community
Teaching Center, located at First and

Broadmoor, is conducting a public lecture

entitled, "The Great White Brother-

hood."

8:15 p.m.

The Folk-Jazz Committee is sponsor-

ing a John Fahey concert. Tickets are av-

ailable at the Rastall front desk for $4.00,

$3.00 with CC I.D. the concert will take

place in Packard Hall.

The Keebler company will be conduct-

ing interviews for a general sales man-
ager position in room 103 in Cossitt. Ap-

pointments only.

Wednesday, October 18
12:00 noon

Shove Council.

6:30 p.m.

Discussion series. Shove Chapel.

7:00 and 9:00 p.m.

The Leisure progi'am film series pre-

sents "Bringing Up Baby," a Howard
Hank comedy starring Gary Grant and

Katherine Hepburn.

7:30 p.m.

Pablo Cruise at Regis Fieldhouse, tic-

kets $7.00 at all Select-A-Seat outlets.
'

8-Midnight

Drown night at Benny's. Guys for $2.00

and girls for $1.50 welcome to drink all

the beer they please!

Thursday, October 19
7:30 a.m.

Holy Eucharist, Shove Chapel.

11:00 a.m.

The '78 Department of Sociology pre-

sents the second Thursday-at-Eleven

Lecture. This week's lecture is entitled

"New Perspectives; Work" by Irving L.

Horwitz, from our Sociology department.

This lecture will take place in Packard.

It's free and open to the public!

3:00 p.m.

There will be a panel consisting of Col-

orado College faculty in the Bemis
Lounge to comment on Professor Hor-

witz's speech.
4:00 p.m.

New Testament Nutshell Series: Gos-

pel of Luke. Shove Chapel.

6:00 p.m.

Tiger volleyball versus the Air Force

Academy at home.

7:30 p.m.

CC women's volleyball faces Fort
Lewis College in El Pomar.

7:30 p.m.

Neil Young and Crazy Horse at

McNichols Arena. Tickets $8.50, $7.50,

or $6.50 at all Select-A-Seat outlets.

8:15 p.m.

It's opening night of Cabaret, to be per-

formed by the CC Players.

ATTENTION all students in-

terested in trim figures! Want to

get into your best shape? Then
join us for Fitness Class Wednes-
days and Fridays, 4:00 to 5:00

p.m. at the Gamma Phi Beta
sorority house. Exercise is fun

when done to a disco beat. So
reinspire yourself and your
friends. It's the white house on the

north side of the sorority parking

lot behind Loomis. We'll see you
there!

INFLUENZA VACCINEiFlu
Shots) will be available at

Boettcher Health Center during

c'lriic hours stavtirig monday, Oct

9th. 1978, Tues., Thurs., & Fri.

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon and

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Mon., Tues..

Thurs., and Fri. 10:00 a.m. to

12;oo Noon - Wednesday. Charge -

$1 .00 per shot. Ages 26 and Over -

1 shot is sufficient; under 26 years

- 2 shots required. Dependent

children must have approval of

their pediatrician.

Pep Band — Anyone interested

in participating in a pep band for

the CC Hockey games should con-

tact Coaches Sauer or Bertsch at

X339. Compensation may be av-

ailable.

Poetry Workshop

Poetry Workshop will be held

in Hamlin House, Tuesday, at

7:30 p.m. All poets, critics, and

other interested people are in-

vited to attend. Please bring any

poems you want to be included in

the workshop.

T. K. Barton holds his American Colonies class daily in

Palmer Hall. In order to encourage student creativity

the dress code is informal.
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Gynecologist Search On

Earrison Sherman gives his perspective on
tnvironmental policy. Photo by Andy Nagei

lesource Record Cited
)erman Stumps for Trees
by Laurel Van Driest

fleanng a "partisan hat" and
jiiig Colorado College students
get involved in an issue that
irsonally concerns everyone,"
alumnus and current director
Colorado's natural resources
rris Sherman gave an insider's

of this year's gubernatorial
and its possible impact on

1 ^ environment issues during
October 17 talk in Eastall
Inge. Sherman, who is a
mber of Governor Richard
im's cabinet, contrasted the
Bg records of Lamm and his
lublican opponent. State
Btor Ted Strickland. In the
years of Lamm's administra-
according to Sherman, Col-
has developed one of the

environmental programs in
Jnited States. Strickland, he
rts, has consistently voted
5sl such programs during his
'ative term; and Sherman
she will extend this record if

into the top state office,

olorado is very much a cros-

rack Down on Hockey Crowds

sroads in natural resource issues
for the nation," said Sherman.
"We have many decisions to
make." Citing advances in land
reclamation, water management,
and wildlife protection, he stres-

sed the need for a balance of re-

source development between Col-

orado's major industries: energy,
agriculture, and recreation.
Energy— a fast-growing industry
— can "overwhelm" less well-

financed economic sectors unless
the latter are supported by public

opinion and governmental back-

ing. Unless the state government
supports agricultural and recrea-

tional uses of Colorado's natural

resoiu-ces, said Sherman, as the
Lamm administration has done—
Sherman forsees such possible

consequences.

Water — one resource which
seems infinite — is one of the
many resources which is needed
by almost all state industries.

"Farmers, cities, and factories are

being told to turn down their

Cont. on pg. 3.

by Jennifer Zimdaht
A survey of women's health

needs was conducted last Feb-

ruary on the CC campus by a

Student Health Task Force.

The results indicated a need for

women's health education on
campus. After reviewing the

situation, the Task Force as-

certained that some sort of

gynecological care was needed
at Boettcher Health Center.

The obvious solution was to

hire a gynecologist, but the
Task Force rejected this prop-

osal for several reasons. The
first was that for the number of

hours she or he would be re-

quired to work, a qualified

gynecologist would be too ex-

pensive. Other objections, voi-

ced mainly by women students,

included a lack of choice and
privacy.

The State of Colorado, and
the University of Colorado
Medical School in particular,

offers a program for gynecolog-

ical nurse practitioners. This
requires a four-year R.N. de-

gree and an eight-month in-

ternship with a qualified

gynecologist. To hire a

gynecological nurse prac-

titioner seemed a viable op-

tion, according to the Task
Force.

Because the Colorado Col-
lege is an equal opportunity
employer, both women'and
men are eligible to apply for

this position. The proposed
gynecological nurse prac-
titioner will be available for

both women and men students
on campus. She or he will be on
duty in Boettcher Health
Center ten hours per week,
three weeks per block, begin-

ning January 8. 1979.

As Boettcher Health Center
is a primary care facility and
the area of a gynecological
nurse practitioner is highly
specialized, her/his services
will be covered by the College's

budget, not by the student
health insurance. If an abnor-
mality is detected, the insur-

ance will then cover any refer-

ral to an outside gynecologist
for treatment.

The proposed gynecological

nurse practitioner will main-
tain a close working relation-

ship with the Boettcher Health
Center Staff and the student
body. Her/his clinical respon-

sibilities will include Pap

smears, pelvic exams, breast
exams, diagnosis and treat-

ment ofcommon infections, VD
screening and counseling,
birth control counseling, and
pregnancy testing. No birth
control materials will be dis-

tributed, but referrals to out-
side sources will be made.
Complete confidentiality, as is

typical of all services rendered
at Boettcher Health Center,
will be strictly adhered to.

Also among the duties of the

proposed gynecological nurse
practitioner is promoting a
general awareness of health
education on campus. Occa-
sional seminars will be held

and will be open to alt students.

It was revealed in an inter-

view with Laurel McLeod,
Dean of Women, that applica-

tions for the position of
gynecological nurse prac-
titioner at CC were sent to a
large number of institutions

around the state on October 2.

1978. The application deadline
is November 15 and a final de-
cision is expected by December
15. This program will be ex-

perimental next semester and
will be reviewed next fall.

Emergency Aid Available for Students
William Z., a Colorado College

sophomore needed to go home to

Rochester, Minnesota, last year
during the middle of fifth block.

His sister, in a sudden decision,

was being married in three days.

William did not have the money
for his plane fare. He was expect-

turned the borrowed money to the the Committee members will then
Student Emergency Aid Commit- be called and the student will dis-

tee. And, when his sister's first cuss his request with the commit-
child was born four months later.

William was made the child's god-

father.

The above example, while
based on fact, is fictional. Simi-

now just about everybody
eard the line about going to

ghts and being surprised to

> hockey game break out.
lost people are also aware
tan behavior at hockey
' is as closely scrutinized as
rtion down on the ice. Wei!

^, concerns relating to fan
ior at the Tiger home games

^admoor ice have led to new
governing the makeup and
ty ofthe CC rooting section.

CC section. It was felt, Riegel
suggested, that the high schoolers

who have nothing else to do, and
have a few beers in their system,

get into the student body section

and stir up trouble.

The Broadmoor also plans to

crack down on CC students
smuggling everything from beer i

to peppermint schnapps inside the

complex to keep them company
during the games. According to a

memo sent out by Dean Riegel,

"Security Personnel arid ushers
year the student body and will be posted at the entrance and

y will still be seated on the walkways" to make sure that CC
®nd of the Broadmoor rink students don't try to imbibe.
*Q where the opposing goalie These rules underscore an ef-

^ted for two out of three fort by the administration to
•8). However, the student, change the image that CC stu-
"* will be roped off from the dents present of the school at
fthe World Arena, thereby Tiger ice matches.

^ the student section from Instead of rink rats who drink,
**^ofthe hockey crowd. Dean yell out uncouth cheers and get in

^ Gordon Riegel explained fights around the ice, the Deans
" Catalyst that this action would like CC students to gener-
en in order to keep out un- ate their enthusiasm for the main

Sh school students from the event in a more positive light.

ing a large cash gift in the mail lar situations, however, have, and
but it had not yet arrived. He often do, occur. The Student
applied for, and was given, a loan Emergency Aid Committee is in

from the Colorado College Stu- the business of supplying money
dent Emergency Aid Committee, to students in emergency situa-

Becauseofthis loan, William was tions, such as those mentioned
able to attend his sister's wed- above. The SEAC is a student run,
ding. Shortly after William's re- CCCA funded organization,
turn to Colorado, he received his There are no faculty members on
expected cash gifl and he then re- the SEAC- The procedure for ap-

plying for a SEAC loan or grant is

very simple. The student need
only ask for an application from
Rastall desk. After he fills out the

application and returns it to Ras-

tall desk, he will be contacted,

usually within a day. A meeting of

tee. If the application for aid is

approved, the money will be av-

ailable for the student within
three days. The Committee gives

both grants and loans. This is. of

course, a committee for emergen-

cies and for sincere financial prob-

lems. Funding is never guaran-

teed. However, if the student has

a legitimate financial problem,

.here is a very good chance his

at-olication will be approved.

The.'e are a few specific items that

the Sl AC cannot give money for,

such as abortions. But, if you feel

that you need money, and in a

hurry, try the Student Emergency
Aid Committee. It could be a nice

surprise. If you have questions or

would like further information,

you can call chairman Alan Win-

nikoffat 632-5987.

CCCA Approves Funds
by Alan Gottlieb

At a brief and uneventful meet-

ing on Tuesday, October 17. the

CCCA approved funds for a lec-

ture by Mr. Lu Palmer, a Chicago

political activist, sponsored by the

Black Student Union. Mr. Palmer

will speak on December 1 at 8:00

p.m. in Packard Hall, on the black

struggle in America.

The Council also reimbursed it-

self for the costs of its peer group

counselling program which took

place last week.

Finally, funds were approved

for the Women's Commission, for

a series of programs entitled

"Women in the Arts and Sci-

ences," to take place in November.

The question of the council's

endoresment of the NESTLE
boycott was briefly brought up by

member Chris Perry, but discus-

sion was limited due to the ab-

sence of the instigator of the en-

dorsement, President Michele

Feingold.

Crowding and fighting

will stay on the ice

where it belongs this

season.

Editor Applications Available
Applications for Editor ol'The Catalysl for the spring semester of

1978-1979 are available at Rastall Desk, Deadline: November 13th.

For more information, call Sid Wilkins. Chairman of Cutler Publi-

cations, at 634-4779,
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Correction!

Contrary to as reported in

last week's Catalyst, human
beings are not infallible. We
asked Reverand Eddy about

that and he said definitely no!

It was really a typo, folks.

Off-Campus Housing
Applications for ofF-campus

status are now available from

the Housing Office in Ticknor

Hall. All materials must be re-

turned to the office by
November 8th, 1978. Those
wishing to compete in the off-

campus lottery to be held on

November 15th at 7 p.m. in the

Housing Office, must also have
applications on file by the 8th.

Seniors planning to live off-

campus must cancel their con-

tracts by December 1st.

FURRY BED PARTNERS
AVAILABLE. FREE, 3 kitt-

nes; white/gray, black/beige,

white/gray-tiger. 2 male, 1

female, six weeks old, weaned.
Only to good homes. Call Ext.

387, ask for Nanci.

SKIERS . . . An organizational

meeting for the CC ski team (al-

pine) will be held on Monday, Oc-
tober 30 at 7.00 p.m. in the El

Pomar classroom. Dryland train-

ing, tryouts, and the season's

schedule will be discussed. All in-

terested persons are urged to at-

tend.

PE Courses

The following RE. adjunct

courses will be given Block III:

Swim Improvement, 'English

and Western Riding, Begin-

ning Paddle Ball, Beginning,

Intermediate and Advanced
Tennis, and CPR (limited to 12

people), 'denotes a Fee Course.

FRENCH AND Spanish Place-

ment Tests will be offered again

for freshmen and upper class stu-

dents on Wednesday, November
1, at 3 p.m. in the Language Lab,

3rd floor, West Side, Armstrong

Hall.

Anyone who has already

studied French or Spanish and is

planning to study these lan-

guages at any time should take

this test for proper placement, for

the benefit of the individual and

for fairness to the rest of the stu-

dents in a given class. The test

takes 65 minutes.

For Sale: Clarinet. GRAND
condition. $100. Phone Bonnie

at 471-0174 until end of Oc-

tober.

David Brown, Director of the

American University
Washington Semester Program,
will be on campus Friday, October

20, 1978, to meet with students

who are thinking of attending the

Washington Semester program at

some future date. Meet with Dr.

Brown in Palmer Hall 22C at 2

p.m.

Alpha Lambda Delta
. . . Alpha Lambda Delta. Not

exactly a Lonely Hearts Club.
This national honor fraternity in-

itiated 60 freshmen last spring at

Colorado College.

ALD is a scholastic honor soci-

ety for freshmen with a 3.5 or
above grade point average for the

first five blocks. (No more than
one class may be taken Pass/Fail.)

Freshmen are initiated in the
spring and are active members
through sophomore year.

The organization, which in the

past has been inactive and strictly

honorary, has a new enthusiasm
on campus this year. A car wash
and bake sale have been planned
for Sat., Oct. 21 from 9:00-4:00 at

the Conoco station at Cache la

Poudre and Nevada. Proceeds
(50C-tickets; $1.00-at wash) will

go in part to a scholarship fund

and partly to all-campus social ac-

tivities.

All School Photo
On Wednesday, November 1, at

11:00 a.m. in the football stands..

there will be a huge event that

concerns each and every member
of the Colorado College commun-
ity. "The Colorado College Family
Portrait." In recent years, there
have been many saddened hearts

at CC because not everyone can be
in the Nugget. But now, the sun
shines again! Our wonderful
Nugget staff proposes one giant

picture of all students, faculty and

administration at CC. Not very once-m-a-Iife-time chance to
[ Stmany colleges can be seen all in photographed with over 2O0

one mob.- Photographer Ben friends. Please come and he|

^"

Benschneider of Time Life make this a giant success. If y^A/a5a2me will be doing the honors have any questions, please ca
^-

from a cherry picker. Here is a JeffStoddard,x374,orKeliPrJo i^r

X 386.

fOl

Lai

jki

BLT'E KEY invites qualified
tuto s and typists to be listed in a
campus guide which will be avail-

able to the student body. If in-

terested, pick up an application at
Rastall desk. Application at Ras-
tall desk. Application deadline is

Wednesday, November 1st.

Swim Club

Start 3rd block off"on the right fin,

come to Women's Swim Club
meeting the first Monday of 3rd
block at 4 p.m. at the pool. All

water loving individuals are more
than welcome and highly encour-

Navy Officer to Speak
Vice Admiral James Bond

Stockdale, Medal ofHonor winner
and president of the Naval War
College, will be the speaker for

the annual dinner of the Colorado
College President't Council on
Saturday, Oct. 21, at Broadmoor
West.

The President's Council was
formed in 1967 to recognize the

College's principle donors.

Jerome P. McHugh of Denver
will preside at the dinner and Dr.
Lloyd E. Worner, president of
Colorado College, will extend
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greetings.

Stockdale, a 1945 graduate of

the United States Naval
Academy, is the most highly deco-

rated officer in the Navy. Shot

down over North Viet Nam in

1965, he spent most of his seven
and a half years of imprisonment
in solitary confinement. H^^e-
lieves his classical education and
understanding od history helped

him withstand confinement and
repeated torture.

The course Stockdale currently

teaches at the Naval War College,

Foundations of Moral Obligation,

carries this description: "Since
Socrates, moral philosophy has
been taught both as a technical

discipline and as a guide to life.

Basic ideas to be discussed in this

course include right, good, honor,
duty, freedom, necessity, law, jus-
tice, happiness, insofar as these
pertain to the human situation
generally and to the military
ethos in particular."

His son, Sidney B. Stockdale, is

a 1977 graduate of Colorado Col-

Career Center News
On Campus Interviewers
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL Mam.
AGEMENT (Thunderbird). A representative will be on campuj
Monday, October 23. to interview interested students. Sign up in thf

Career Center.

FARM CREDIT BANKS OF WICHITA. Recruiting for Traine^cl'
positions for a four state area including Colorado, New Mexicc
Kansas and Oklahoma. Business and accounting required. Farm o

ranch background preferred. Qualified seniors should sign up for aii

interview in the Career Center. Date: Monday, October 30.

UNIVERSITYOFDENVER GRADUATESCHOOLOFBUSINESS
AND PUBLIC MANAGEMENT. Programs in business, public ad-

ministration, and combined business and law or social work an[]|le^'''

administration. Sign up for individual appointments with De;
Greg Petty on Wednesday, November 1.

AETNA CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY. A wide variety ,\

non-sales positions available including claims adjuster, accountani
and auditor trainee. Many positions do not require any particul
college coursework. Excellent training program. Applicants must
willing to relocate outside of Colorado. Individual interviews with

Mrs. Susan Monahan, Friday, November 3. Sign up in Career
Center.

Coming Programs
EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TOKNOWABOUTAPPLYING ^jlyto
GRADUATE SCHOOL. Dean Greg Petty of DU Graduate School

and Alan Okun will present the ins and outs of getting admitted to|

grad school. Wednesday, November 1 at 3 p.m. in Rastall 208
CAREER CONFERENCE
San Francisco, November 10 and 11. Lendeman Associates is spon-

soring a free job fair with 50 major employers. More informal:
available in Career Center.

JOB OPENINGS
Engineering Trainee for top notch local firm. Clerical/technical

work for engineers. Requires good concentration, ability to

maps, check computer information. Should have minimum 1 yearof
completed college, science major preferred. Temporary positi

good pay, hours negotiable. See Career Center for details.
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fovernor Lamm: Bound
by Bob Lackner

Last Saturday, Governor Dick

)fnm used the scenic Mesa Over-

ok as the location of a press con-

rence to emphasize important

SjlTerences between himself and

,js
challenger, in the gubernato-

] race, Republican Sen. Ted
qckland. Lamm used the

ckdrop of the Overlook to

n thflramatically illustrate his efforts

strengthen the state mine land

clamation board, which protects

olorado from the r^vagesof strip

ining.

ording to Erich Sonder-

lann. a Lamm aide and son of

olitical Science Dept. Chairman
red Sondermann. the Lamm ap-

Barance at the Overlook under-

lored "who is in favor of strip

lining reclamation." Lamm also

tv fiiiesp''f*^^'^ to Strickland's com-

,tan| ipnt that the state should have

ular !wer military facilities by noting

t 499( of all defense dollars

it^j
Dent in Colorado go to Colorado

prings.

After the press conference, this

porter had the great opportun-

jTO yto ride with the Governor from

Wheels Dick to Colorado Springs
for Glory or Defeat
the Overlook to his next campaign
appearance, in downtown Col-
orado Springs, The following
interview was an attempt to en-

gage the Governor in some
thoughtful reflection on his ad-

ministration, his opponent, and
the general nature of Colorado
politics.

CATALYST: In terms of style,

goals, and approach to governing,

how would you contrast yourself
with Sen. Strickland?

LAMM: It's hard to do that, it

could probably be better done by

others. With style. Ted has been
characterized by many reckless

statements. Like wanting the two
highways, 1-470 and C-470. which
is a multi-million dollar blunder.

Also with his comment that the

fewer government installations

the better. I know when I don't

know, I have a sense of fallibility,

so I go to experts. I don't claim to

do everything right. With regard

to an approach to governing, it's

hard to sav with Ted but we have
the best man igement team in the

history of Colorado

CATALYST. If I was conducting

this interview in 1974. we could
loolf over the political horizon and
see a liberal Democrat in the
statehouse. two relatively liberal

Democrats in the U.S. Senate, and
the leader of the anti-war
moratorium as state treasurer.
Now. four years later, there is a
possibility that we could wake up
in January and find the state led

by a slate of conservative Repub-
licans. How would you account for

this change?

LAMM: This state is- basically
moderate. The Republicans have
chosen candidates from the far
right. This isn't a Democratic or
Republican state, Coloradans
look for people with a moderate
approach. Strickland is from the
far right wing of his party. Both
parties do better by nominating
candidates from the center. I don't

think this (conservative-GOP
swamp) is going to happen. In the

primaries, zealous workers of one
faction can win. This year you had
ail the anti-ERA, right-to-life

people active in the Republican
primary.

CATALYST: Have the economic
problems of recent years forced

you to^ange your image as a
stiong, slow growth environmen-
talist, as evidenced by your stands
on the water projects, the Lowry
Ba-^ controversy, and tax-relief

for business. Is the Dick Lamm of

today the same Dick Lamm who,
SIX years ago, led the fight against

the Olympics?

LAMM; Yes, I think you have to

take it issue by issue. With the

Olympics, even my harshest cri-

tics would admit we were in over

our heads. You have to distin-

guish between a ten-day ex-

travaganza, and something like

the Olympic Training Center.
which will make us the amateur
sports capital of the U.S. I am not

an a nt"i-business governor, I al-

ways try to make a distinction be-

tween economic growth and popu-
ation growth. I'm not excited
about promoting new people. We
need new jobs, but I don't want the

East to collapse, with so many
people moving here. I've learned

things in office. Essentially, I've

done what I said I was going to do.

CATALYST: In the final, crucial

weeks of the election, is your
strategy shaping up as an effort to

hold the middle ground, while
waiting for Sen. Stickland to

commit a few more political "gaf-

fes."?

Governor Lamm exhibited classic political man-
nerisms during his tour through Colorado Springs
last week. Mang locals were 'touched' by the hum-
bleness Dick showed. Photo by Andy Nagel

LAMM: Yes, now it is, al-

though before we felt it was neces-

sary to make people understand
that Ted was one of three who
didn't vote for the correction pro-

gram, he voted against the lobby

disclosure bill. He's come out
against the solar energy site. Now
he spends so much time trying to

clarify his stands. We'd like to

spend more time talking about
what we've accomplished.

CATALYST: It seems all elected

olFicials running for a second term
talk about an unfinished agenda.
What would yours include?

LAMM: Definitely the brown
cloud over Denver; I'm convinced
we can do something about that.

Second, corrections. We're work-
ing to make ours the best correc-

tions institutions in the whole
U.S. We'd like to continue to run

cont on page 6

Resource Record Cont.
water use, because others have

senior priority, said Sherman.

Three of the four major river ba-

sins in the state are utilized lOWi
— and unless this resource is al-

lotted with care to each sector's

needs, more and more people will

be told this same story,

Sherman's advocacy of Lamm
was most apparent in his discus-

sion of the two candidates' stand

on air pollution. Lamm's veto to

the recent legislative bill dealing

with this problem was explained

as a rejection of a "bad bill" —
which Strickland had re-written

prior to its passage. "The way
Strickland had structured the

bill," said Sherman, "its regula-

tion would be administrated by

WE CAN GET YOU "EQUIPPED"
FOR EUROPE!! wuh

• Passport applications

• Student I.D s

• Eurallpasses and Brilrail

T/yyy^V/f • Youth Hostel Cards
fOI^M/^C' . Lowest airfares

l/M^I^
Your campus travel agency -

818 N Tejon PHONE (303) 636-3871

PIKES PEAK 471-7411
OR BUST STABLES •».

the Department of Revenue, in-

stead of the Department of

Health." This, as the director of

natural resources interprets it,

would mean that decisions on air

pollution would more often than

not be made on the basis of

economic, rather than environ-

mental, impact.

Colorado College's involvement
in high-level environmental deci-

sions was recognized by Sherman,
who named Biology Professor

Riehard Beidleman, Religion Pro-

fessor Joe Pickle, and Pol itial Sci-

ence Professor Fred Sonderman
as faculty who had participated in

or been selected to work with state

conservation programs, ^j ^^^

end of the talk, Sherman asked
those attending to talk to the CC
students working for Lamm's re-

election, and "get involved." Ac-

cording to a recent poll. 54'^^ of all

Coloradoans are not concerned
about any major issue in

thegubernatorial race. The final

impact of Sherman's talk was to

sharply focus student attention on

one certain major issue— the en-

vironment.

BACK BY POPULAR DE-
MAND: Leisure program
photography for Block III. Sign

up at Rastall Desk before the

First Mandatory Meeling.
Tuesday. October 31st. 6 p.m.

for beginners. 8 p.m. for non-

beginners.

Boettcher Health Center has
found it impossible at this time to

secure the vaccine for fiu shots for

persons under 26 years of age. If

the vaccine becomes available,

notices will be circulated

throughout the campus c
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Yes' Latest: Tormati

MD Marathon Boogie Raises $$
By Jim Collins

Almost 30 couples "danced the

night away" last Saturday to raise

over $2400 for the Muscular Dys-

trophy Association. This year's

MD Dance-A-Thon (8 hours of de-

dicated exercise for Jerry's Kidsl

was sponsored by the Intel"-

Fratemity Council. The organiza-

tion with the largest amount of

pledges was Kappa Sigma iwith

$675) followed by the Gamma
Phi's and the Phi Delta Theta. In-

dependent dancers raised more

money than any single organiza-

tion. The winning couple was Jim

Collins (who?) and Kathy Fine

(with $366), followed by Dean
Gordon Riegel and Janet Strauss,

and Rob Stumbaugh and Lynda

Ardell. Trophies were awarded to

all of the top couples and organi-

zations.

"Cab Shepard and His Incredi-

ble Rainbow" provided music
from 4 till 8, then supper was pro-

vided Iby Shakeys on Fillmore,

Godfather's Pizza, Travelli's,

Families Subs on Fillmore and

Platte, Der Weinerschnitzel, and

Dunkin' Donuts). KKFM showed

up late with their stereo system.

so the couples danced with in-

creased vigor when the music re-

turned, especially to favorites

from "Animal House" and to good

rock and roll. Many prizes were

given out; for contests in dancing,

limboing, sexiest dancing, closest

dancing (a dean and a dorm head

resident won? oh, oh), and some

drawings were made. Local mer-

chants donating prizes included

"Eye of the Tiger," J's Motel and

restaurant, the College Shoe

Shop, Earwax Records, Le Ski

Ltd.. Murco Drugs. Rapunzel and

the College Time Shop. Channel 5

TV and the IFC also donated

prizes.

Twisting and turning, hustling

and bumping, shouting and
bunny-hopping, rockmg and rol-

ling, jittering and buggering, 60

dancers land about 50 other drop

insi did their part in the fight

against muscular dystrophy. The

IFC would like to thank all those

who helped.

by Marc Depi;ey

When a band has been playing

for eight or nine' years it goes

through phases. Sometimes, as in

the case of Yes, the changes are

big enough to scare the faithful.

Well, the big change came with

Relayer and Yes began to go

downhill. Not to say that /?t'/ayer

lacked creativity, but it was such

a new sound that the band began

to feel it financially. So we saw all

the members getting involved in

solo efforts.

When they reunited, the reality

of the commercial disaster o{ Re-

layer played a big part in the re-

hiring of Rick Wakeman, who was
lost in a Medieval world that

didn't sell. The band then retired

to Switzerland to record a com-

eback album.

Going for the One produced a

comback and more. The album
was amazing and the faithful re-

turned. Now we see a new album
that was made to continue this

comeback. One of the rules of the

record trade is when you have
something good, don't wait

around, give 'em jnore. That is

exactly what this album Tormato

is- It was rushed out right after

the Going for the One tour so t|

band could tour with it thig ig

summer. (Yes releases aft(

tours)

When listening to the albuj

one is immediately aware oft

lack of development in the c

Since when has Yes put out

album with nine different sonji [

They are all pretty short, and \v

themes like, "Arriving UFO"
;

"Don't Kill the Whales", the roi

for development is minimal. F

getme wrong, the album isn't bi

but comparatively it doesn't ma »^

it with other Yes efforts.

The band isn't tight. Wat
man's keyboard work is so we

that most of the songs reflecl

jam type of quality. For instan

"Rejoice" has a disco beat \.\,

lasts until Steve Ho'

guitarist goes into a regular Ri

type of rhythm. This isn't YesI

It will sell of course, but Ithi

that we Yes fans should just

nore this album as a commerc

venture and nothing else. Y

Tormato can be heard in it'

tirety without interruption

KRCC 91.5 fm. at 3:00 this aftB h.

or a

B-Break Drama: A Cry of Players
The Star Bar Players will pro-

duce William Gibson's "A Cry of

Players" over block break

weekend.

The play concerns the confu-

sions in an Elizabethan town
when a troupe of strolling actors

arrive to perform. Gibson, the au-

thor, has also written "Two for the

Seesaw" and "The Miracle

Worker."

The cast ofthe Star Bar Players

production includes Sharon An-

drews, Bob Nash, Paul Matheson,

Eileen Dutcher, Tom K. Barton,

and Daisy Simons, the youthful

daughter of Professor John Si-

mons.

Performances will be in the

newly renovated Loft Theater in

old Colorado City (2506'-^ West
Colorado Avenue).

Performances on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday (Oct. 26, 27,

28) are at 8 p.m. The matinee on

Sunday, Oct. 29, is at 4 p.m.

Reservations are available at

Pikes Peak Arts Council box of-

fice, phone 636-1228. Tickets will

also be available at the door. Ad-

is $3 and $2.
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Cutyour
moving costs.
It's simple. If you're making a local move, just take your telephones
with you when you go. Since we won't have to send someone
out to your old home or business place to pick them up, we
will pass the savings on to you as a $5.00 credit.

But you must move a// your single-line, desk-type
phones. If they are not the type that can be simply
unplugged, cut the cord with a scissors as dose to the
wall as possible. Since this offer does not apply to
wallphones, please leave those in place.

Your business office will be happy to answer
any questions you may have about this

prc^am. But just keep in mind that now
you can take it with you when you go. And
you will end up with $5.00 more for your
nousewarming celebration.

^^ Mountain Bell
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Symphony Concert:
A Study in Contrast

ill Draws Mediocre Circle
till Rfinn I?^»_ ^^^ ^^^by Brian Feeney

ir the past two weeks, Tom
has been displaying his

r art show. Bearing the title

w a Bigger Circle, the viewer

n need of an explanation.

it need becomes even more
te after viewing the show. It is

lixture of superb graphics,

figure drawing, and
jact art.

bstract art presents a problem

ny student show because there

) way to evaluate it. Two diffe-

t students could paint the

which he readily admits to in titl- ^^O' masculine bodies. The stiff-

ing one work Indiana Panhandle. "^^ °f ^^^^ figures reveals that
This work is in the shape of the '^^^ '^ better at rendering hard
state covered with Indiana';

bination of smeared-on paint,
popular symbols and collage to
the top of which Tom added the
title as in the shape of the Ok-
lahoma Panhandle. His wit jus-
tified that work, but in his other

abstracts, one could just as well Ise

looking at the sort of work one
sees when casually flipping
through a book on modern art.

e painting, one being serious There isjustno way toevaluate it.

One of his abstracts is sus-

pended a couple of feet beyond a

I beat-up old wooden dooi

sincere, the other doing it fac'

lusly. We have to give Tom the

efit of the doubt, but it is still

! difficult to appreciate. A lot

still wonder if maybe high-

V abstract art is just an elabo-

hoax.

'hatever it is, however. Dill's eluded in the show is better

forms than soft forms.

It is the sketches that make up
the highlight of the show. The
Dussenberg automobile is per-
fectly detailed and proportioned.
The landscapes are abstract but
with a control that makes these
abstractions unpretentious. The
mountain ranges and swirling
clouds show a promising combina-
tion of freedom and control. The
same holds true for his exagger-
ated weight lifters whose muscles
turn into large beads of sweat.
Tom Dill's show is only the see-

by Paul Liu
"Beethoven can write music,

thank God — but he can do no-
thing else." Though one tends to

doubt the last part of the state-

ment iwritten by the composer
himself) with music of Ludwig
von Beethovenhas proved durable
and popular with audiences of alt

sorts. His First Symphony in C
major, opus 21. shared billing

with Anton Bruckner's hefty
Symphony No, 4 in E Oat in the
recent series of concerts given by
the Colorado Springs Symphony.
The performances presented an

interesting contrast between the
two composers, Beethoven, at
least in the early years, composed
in a very Classical mode, while
Bruckner, some seventy-five
years later, exemplified the
sweeping grandeur of the Roman-
tic era. The First Symphony is

comprised of four very regular
movements, and is so Classical in

form that comparisons to Haydn
are almost inevitable. The third

movement, though, labelled

Menuetto, is actually closer to the

scherzi of later Beethoven. The
work was well-played, and direc-

tor Charles Ansbacher displayed

an accurate knowledge of the

score. At times, the subtle
dynamic nuances essential to

Beethoven were not apparent —

The second half of the concert
consisted of Bruckner's Fourth
Symphony, aptly subtitled
"Romantic." Bruckner is primar-
ily known in this country for his
Fourth and Seventh Symphonies,
and also for the mfluence he had
on Haler and Schoenberg, The or-

chestra did a creditable job on a
very difficult piece of music, made
all the more difficult to perform by
the presence of a restless audi-
ence..

One must laud the string
players of the Symphony for their

cast iron bow anns needed for the
seemingly perpetual tremolos,
and the brass section for main-
taining good intonation despite
lip-killing fortissimo passages.

The tempo dragged m places, but
conductor Ansbacher quickly cor-

rected the problem, leading the
orchestra through the resounding
finale to well-deserved applause.

Concerts by the Symphony are
especially relevant to the Col-
orado College community due to

the number ofCC people perform--

ing with the organization. Pat-
ricia Hauck (violin), Ann Millard

I'cellot.KirtKempterl violin), and
Michael Zuzelski (violin) repre-

sent the student populace, while
Sue Smith, Sue Mohnson, Byron
Levy, and Kathy Gursky are staffprobably due more to the acousti

cal imperfections of Palmer High members performing with the
School auditorium than anything chestra,

which provides a nice change from °",^ senior show ofthe year. It con-

conventional art shows, even if it
^^'"^ ^^^ mixture of talent, pre-

can be accused ofbeing gimmicky, ^^"^^^ and mediocrity that

The series of figure studies in-
characterizes most of CC's stu-
dent shows. At least it was small

MECHA and FAC
Sponsor Art Show

ract work reveals a strong in- lieht and shadow than on form ""'' ""' belabored as many are. It

from Robert Indiana and proportion. The females have "as good as student shows go.

I

Annual All-College the Math Department. Format
ckgammon Tournament — will be double-elimination with
janizational meeting Wed. both beginner and advanced
». 1 at 3:30 p.m. in Benjamin's brackets. Excellent prizes for
»ment. If you can't make the winner. Last year there were 86
eting. please contact either rollers involved — let's see more
ve Janke or Mike Winfrey in this year.

There will be a meeting for

anyone interested in trying out
for the CC Ski Team on Mon-
day, October 23 at 6:,30 p.m. in

the El Pomar Sports Center
classroom.

pM AMPLIFIER CLINIC
SPONSORED BY HI^IntosH Ldbs

AND i^IHOWARD SOUNDl^i

THURSDAY, OCT. 26 from 12 to 8 p.m.*
FRIDAY, OCT- 27 from 12 to 6 P.M. *

You Win Receive FREE:
• A performance check and graph of your receiver, power amplifier, pre-

amplifier or integrated amplifier.

• 20% off on parts for units brought to Howard Sound's service department
during the clinic.

• Highest trade-in during cimic on your old equipment,

'Note; Please be prepared lo wait tor your jmt to be iBsieO

by Javier Olguin search for redefinition of identity,

the artists have re-examined
their pre-columbian roots and
mythologies, in order to view
their heritage with a fresh vision.

Heritage and tradition, however.
will not be the only significance of

the works at the art show. For
there are other artists who ex-

press their feelings in their work
about life in the barrio, political

expression, and social protest.

While others will simply deal

with creative sc^lutions to prob-

lems in their art.

According to Marc Zuver.
curator ofAncient Rouls/Neiv Vi-

sions, "This exhibit is unique in

that it is the first national exhibit

to bring together the works of

leading contemporary artists,

known and unknown, of the major

kes the legend of Spanish-speaking communities of

the United States: Chicano, His-

pano. Latino, Mexican-American,
and Puertorriqueno. The vital

concerns of these artists may di-

ffer from one region to another but

From October 22 through
I November 26 MECHA and the

Colorado Springs Fine Arts
Center will be co-sponsoring a na-

tional Hispanic art show, entitled

Ancient Roots/New Visions. The
show will beonexhibitatthe Pine

Arts Center and on campus at

Armstrong Hall. The Opening
Reception will be this Sunday
from 2:00 p.m. to .5:00 p.m. at the

Colorado Springs Arts Center.

The exhibition will feature art

such as Rafael Montanez-Cortiz's

feathered pyramids, "TIalor

Zemi" and "Zemi-Maza." which

show a symbolic cultural transfu-

sion between tlie triangular-

shaped zemi, and the pyramids of

Mexico; Luis Jimenez's "Man on

Fire," which

QuetzalcoatI; Manuels Ferier's

"Watercarrier." that reworks a

precolumbian tradition of hand-

built clay sculptures; and Cor-

dova's and Lopez's "Carreta de

to us with a strong and vibrant

voice which goes bej/ond all bar-

Muerte." a motif which is com- thisexhibitshowsthat theyspeak

monly found in the village of Cor-

dova, New Mexico.

The art show will exhibit the riersof language, national origin,

artofthe Hispanic presence in the and culture."

United States in a form that is This art show started to tour in

completely old, but that has never May. 1977 and has visited the

been discovered yet. Thi;; ,vhy cities of Tucson, Arizona;

the exhibit will represent a very Washington, DC; Albuquerque,

artistic renaissance of the herit-

age and culture of the Southwest,

since it is significant that less

than one hundred years ago it was
part of Mexico.

'ill not only cover the

New Mexico; El Paso, Texas; Los

Angeles, California; Syracuse,

New York; and now, Colorado

Springs. Since this is the show's

only appearance in Colorado.

MECHA encourages all students

past culture, but the present as to take advantage of the oppor-

well. This is so, because in the tunity to see it.
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Nahuatis Perform Ceremonial Dances

A lively afternoon demonstration was part of the

Four Arrows Native American Conference which
took place all day Friday, October 13th.

Brigadoon Now
Playing at F.A.C.

by Alex Marks
Brigadoon. What can one say ballet. The Scotch dancing is

about such a play? Its romantic magnificent, perfect to the "toe

warmth roams about the Scottish point" with Cliff Cannon (Harry
Highlands bringmg the nature of Beaton) shining in an angry solo,

faith to the fore, frolicking with Unfortunately, a lack of smooth
romance and miracles. The play technique intrudes upon parts of

calls up the forgotten qualities of the ballet. The creative inter-

belief and the simple security and weaving of the traditional dances
bountiful rewards such trusts makesany deficiencies in this sec-

bring. It is a reassuring and up- tion easy to overlook though.
lifting experience. The set design of Brigadoon is

The Coloraao Springs Music quite imaginative. The director

Theater is doing a magnificentjob has used all sorts of devices to

as an amateur group in present- bring the mystery ofthe'
ing "Brigadoon." The acting is be-

lievable, the choreography is

creative, and the entire perfor-

mance flows like the waters of a

pleasant stream meandering into

a bonny loc. Avid theatre-goers of the past. Marvelously realistic

can take in both Brigadoon and in a magic tradition, the trees of
Cabaret this weekend. Both shows the forest stand throughout the
are at 8:15 tonight and Saturday show, reminding the audience of
evening. Theatre lives in the the transcendent drama they are
Springs! viewing.

In Brigadoon, Marv Thomason Technically the show flowed
(Tommy Albright) and Sarah without a fault. This in itself is an
Mullenix (Fiona MaClaren) mesh unusual credit for an amateur

iracle

to the audience, A screen of foggy

black is used to depict the sleep-

ing, nebulous community of

"Brigadoon." Its rise brings to life

the bustling, Utopian community

well together in the lead parts. He
is big, a touch cynical, and very

cosmopolitan. Thomason has a

fine, strong voice. She is sturdy,

self-reliant, and imploringly

production and is testimony to the

quality of the music theatre or-

ganization.

The Colorado Springs Music
Theater is a group of people from

honest. Her voice is strong, very doctors to garbagemen who do
strong, at times a bit overpower- what they enjoy most. Their love
ing. Generally though, it re- of the theatre arts exudes
sounds with a hearty vigor throughout the show, making
throughout the auditorium. Brigadoon one of the firest
John Frost (Charlie Dalymple) amateur productions around. It is

brings a magnificent voice to the

production and Candy Wilts (Jane
Ashton) lights up the audience
with her humerous portrayal of a

typical hussy. Gaylen Pugh (Jean

McClaren) and David Comelious
(Jeff Douglas) both work well

1 worth seeing.

THE LEISURE Program Arts
and Crafts classes for Block III

will start sign-up at Rastall desk
with their characters, she young on Monday, October 23rd. Classes
and in love, grinning throughout will be offered in Stained Glass,
and he being the epitome of the Weaving, Silkscreen, Printing,
A-itty cynical sidekick. All i

the acting to this play is superb.

The choreography was also ex-

cellent. Carol Willis brings to-

Beginning and Intermediate Pot-

tery, Ceramic Sculpture, Wool
Dyeing, and continued sessions in

Life Drawing, Also open studio for

gether some fine Scottish fiings Pottery will still be available
with extravagent Broadway style Fees and times will be posted.
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cont
an efficient government. Also,

must prepare the state for
t

energy boom, we can't wipt

agriculture.

CATALYST: Two years
a.

many political pundits were

ing your political obituary, t^.

Republicans aren't talking abc

gaining an easy governorship

this state, the way they once we

What's behind this rise in

political fortunes?

LAMM: Those first two ye; dleg

were tough years. After Wat nsio

gate, it was a tough time to t; tciet,

office. Both Democrat:

publicans have recognized wi

brought in good managers. \Vl

other governor has reduced

welfare rolls? We are fighting

water. A number of things h;

contributed to this rise. Ft

have given us a second look

;o

Benjamin's Basement
River Road is coming N<

3rd"Thisband has played all 01

Colorado, particularly here at

Farmer They are totally

your time Also, anyone *" ^

terested in making some tapej ^

any sort of music, please cont

Mike Winfiey at X365 oi 4 ^.*

6012 Brtici

ado

ind'

irini

hapte

iind-i*

the

Asp

iiropy

id to

rnis

stinf

hool;

id t}

;her

GRAFTEK EXXON
CYCLING CLINIC

with John Howard
former U.S. Road Champion

Sunday, Oct. 22
1 p.m. - 3 p.m

Location — at shop

RALE/(M
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fraternities, Sororities Lend a Helping Hand
)ommunity Service Projects Going Strong

Delta Gamma
Beta Delta chapter of Delta

giTinia colonized at Colorado

jllege in May of 1932 as an ex-

Wat nsion of the Minerva Literary

to ta tciety- Since that time, the Col-

nd
I

ado School for the Deaf and
jnd was established in Colorado

\V1 irings and CC's Delta Gamma
apter has sponsored numerous

ing nd-raising projects and parties

s hi r the students there.

As part oftheir national philan-

ropy> Sight Conservation and

id to the Blind, the chapter has

jnished volunteers for eye-

sting programs in elementary

hools and has provided readers

id typists for blind students,

ther projects included a drive for

Bed eyeglasses and fund-raising

rthe Blind Outdoor Leadership

evelopment program.

In addition. Delta Gamma has
rticipated in Panhellenic ac-

uities such as the Special Olym-

Gamma Phi
The Gamma Phi Sorority par-

's in several activities for

he community at large. Last
eai's philanthropy was Associa-

on for Retarded Children, for

hich they put in considerable

ime on the Special Olympics.

They helped with the Jaycee
Bazaar also. At the Muscular
Dystrophy Dance-a-Thon, the
Gamma Phi house was the top
money raising organization and
several Gamma Phi's with their

partners were the top earning
couples. In this year's IFC dance-
a-thon, several members of the

house participated in the dance.
The Philanthropic focus this year
will be on Easter Seals and the

Gamma Phi Beta Camp in British

Columbia.

Theta
The Kappa Alpha Theta chap-

ter at Colorado College has al-

ways been involved with com-
munity services in the past, but
recently this involvement has
been on the increase. Last semes-
ter, especially, found many
Thetas devoting their Sundays to

children from the Colorado
Springs Day Nursery, a home for

uncared for children. The house
also participated in a project with
the Silver Key NursingHome and
contributed many a cake to the

organization. Special Olympics in

May were actively supported as it

was an extremely rewarding ex-

perience for all involved, espe-
cially the handicapped particip-

ants.

This fall term has been

brightened considerably with a
Kappa Alpha Theta service grant
of $1,000 to the Volunteer Action
program on campus. This dona-
tion will contribute to one half of

this year's operating costs for

V.A., something which the Thetas
are all happy about. The house is

beginning a new, year-long pro-

ject with the Prospect Lake Nurs-
ing Home, a center for mentally
retarded adolescents. The Thetas,
after a short training period, will

be scheduling activities with the
home once a week, and this new
project should prove to be an eye-

opening experience for all. Later
on this fall, a large donation to

Goodwill in the form of clothing

will be presented and the annual
project of preparing Thanksgiv-
ing Turkey dinners to needy
families of the Springs area will

be continued.

Kappa
Kappa Kappa Gamma has be-

come much more active in philan-
thropy work within the past year.

Every sorority has a national
philanthropy for which they work
and raise money. The Kappas' na-

tional philanthropy is the Ameri-
can Cancer Society. Last year the

Kappas became dissatisfied with
the very limited ways in which
they could contribute to the
Cancer Society. They wanted to

become more personally involved
with the people they were help-

ing.

Two ideas evolved from this de-

sire for more personal involve

ment in a charity organization

The first of which was the de-

velopment ofa local philanthropy
The Kappa Cabaret was the sec

ond idea. The Ephram House, lo

cated in Colorado Springs, fulfil

led the first idea. This is a half

way house for girls, ages 12-17,

who come from troubled homes.
The Kappa Cabaret was a big

fund-raising activity that con-

sisted of a dinner and musical
show.

The Kappa Cabaret resulted

from the Kappa Kappa Gammas'
desire to do something different

for raising money. This also
seemed like a more successful
means to raise a really substan-
tial amount of money. The money
from the Cabaret goes to both the
American Cancer Society and the
Ephram House.
The Ephram House was started

by Reverand and Mrs. Ephram. It

is a temporary home for girls who
are not in trouble, or trouble-
makers, but who come from
homes where there are serious
problems.

A Kappa's role is helping an
Ephram House girl is primarily
one ofa big sister. The Kappas try

to make the stay at the Ephram
House a more enjoyable experi-

ence for the girls. The activities

include taking the girls to movies
and plays, making dinner the
talking down at the Kappa House,
horseback riding, and ice-skating.

One ofthe upcoming activities is a
pumpkin-carving party. Some of
the Kappas keep in touch with the

Ephram girls even after thev
leave the House.

Sociologist Says Give Your ALL
New Attitudes Toward Love Explored

by Jody Haas
Constantina Safilios-

Rothschild posed some very
thought-provoking questions
to the audience at the first of
three Thursday-At-Eleven
sociology lectures last week.
What does love mean in this
day and age? She offered her
insights to this question by
commenting that we can no
longer take for granted that

exclusivity and continuity are
the basis of an intimate re-

lationship. Due to the fact that

relationships are more fluid,

we no longer have the ;

ance that our lover or spouse
will devote themselves to one
specific relationship. Con-
sequently, couples avoid be-

coming too dependent upon
each other and the relation-

ship.

Safilos-Rothschild

noted that in order to give to-

tally of yourself one needs this

assurance and offered a

for individuals
faced with the fear of non-
commital relationships: give
all of yourself for the duration
of the relationship and learn

and grow as much as possible

$1 off to CC Students jS

RENT*A-CAR
Just Call Miss Thrifty for fret

Pick-Up and Delivery

PHONE 633-7707

421 E. Pikes Peak 80903

jfliK^fliK>«K>»K >jiKvsipe^ai«(f,>5,R^^^

PrL 10-6

Sat 9-3
Stop in or mftke your Appt

632-3631 - 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility without compromising personal style.

In order to provide the CC commiinlty with complete
hair care services and retail products we remain in

close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-

ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes

open for the smart, the new, the unusual.

within the given period oftime.
This is the attitude that most
individuals apply to their ap-

praoch toward life. Why, then,

can't we apply this philosophy

to intimate relationships, also?

Traditional roles are chang-
ing with regards to love and all

the meanings associated with
it — so too is the attitude to-

ward sexuality and equality

within relationships. Constan-
tina Safilios-Rothschild asked
if it was possible to have emo-
tional intimacy without sex

and offered her view that as a

result of traditional roles, we
have been conditioned to be-

lieve this type of relationship

to be wrong. Men in the past,

for example, had been con-

ditioned to avoid self-

disclosure. However, it is now
believed that men benefit from

the experience of revealing

their innermost feelings. Con-

sequently, women, in some re-

lationships, have become the

stronger member ofthe couple

and have begun to learn how to

shoulder the problems that

arise within the relationship.

For too many years relation-

ships consisted only on a sex-

ual level, but with the change

in sexuality and equality, we
have now learned how to relate

on a more equal basis; sharing

thoughts on particular issues

as well as living with a

member of the opposite sex

whose status in society as well

as in the relationship is on an

equal level.

Safilios-Rothschild con-

cluded her lecture with the

thought that equality within

the relationship has caused

some problems because tradi-

tional roles have been broken,

but added that as long as men
and women are "unequal" it is

hard to really love one another.

We cannot rely on responsibil-

ity within the marriage, she

said, but must find a different

kind of responsibility based on

human beings— their feelings

and needs.
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The Art of Conversation

Reflections on iViy 21st
by Mike GardenswarU

I've gone through the rituals.

The Sunbird, watermelon who-

opies, J. Maurice Finn's, and "St.

Pauli Girls" all became part ofme
on this the twenty-first year ofmy
existence.

As I sit stirring the ice in my
glass with my index finger I can

only think, "Welt pal, you've

made it." According to our social

norms I should feel like a man.

After all, I have made the grand

tour of drinking establishments.

Actually it was no big deal. We
as human beings sure place em-

phasis on the wrong things.

I return to McGregor Hall and

am confronted with the ideas of a

child living in the shadow of arti-

ficiality. "God, how can you be

sober on your twenty-first birth-

day?" Fortunately I was not sober

but even if I was, why would it

make any difference?

Life is full of strange situations

and pressures. One ofour societies

greatest hangups is sex. We have

distorted a natural physical need

into a behemoth that breathes,

and moves, and dominates every

aspect of our existance. We are

taught through movies, books,

television, and conversation that

being a virgin while in college is a

sin. We force ourselves into many
unnatural situations and inter-

pret actions in a most confused

manner. We cannot be ourselves.

What has happened to strong

individuals? Is anybody out there

courageous enough to stump so-

cial pressures and be proud of

what he is? Can we be ourselves

first and social man second? Do we
constantly have to categorize and

label people?

Unfortunately the human mind

in an attempt to order the chaos of

the real world develops values.

We label experiences so we can

understand them more clearly.

We develop a false set of ethics so

we can hide from ourselves. Man
creates his own labyrinth to dis-

guise his fears of loneliness and

being.

As I walk to breakfast on this

cloudless morning I notice that

things have strength. A group of

crab-apple trees are blooming
when their leaves should be

slowly falling to the ground.

Maybe there is still hojK.

Women/Violence: True Liberation Not Yet Achieved
by Paula Park

Fear. It amplifies the mur-

murs of expanding and con-

tracting walls. She is alone.

Her imagination fixes upon

horror stories of women raped

in their homes, or robberies in

which the female victim did

not live to give witness. She
starts at the clangor of the

telephone, but sighs in reliefas

she recognizes the voice of a

friend. She then checks the bolt

upon her door, and wedges the

chain lock to a secure position.

She is locked in, and safe.

Freedom. Her safety is a

prison. Unable to walk safely

outside, and fearing open win-

dows, she encloses herself in a

cell. But she is a woman of the

seventies: female liberation,

finally acheived and long ac-

cepted, has nearly been forgot-

ten. The facade of freedom,

however, testifies falsely.

Until a woman can walk alone

at night or in daylight, without

the overbearing fear of rape,

she is shackledjust as securely

as the loyal Victorian wife.

Rape, as well as being a vio-

lent crime, is a crime of

humiliation. Rape batters a

victim's sense of identity, for it

violates her most intimate pri-

vacy. Rape alienates it's victim

from her own body; the dictate

offorce overrules her ability to

control her life. A rape victim

defines herself as "filth," for

she has been robbed of the

human capacity of self-

determination. Some reason,

some rationality must be as-

signed to this artocity, and

consequently, a rape victim

struggles to find the cause of

her abuse. It may be that she

has violated some trivial

societal standard, or is auda-

cious enough to walk unes-

corted. She recalls any
carelessness and all her minor

blunders; she indicts herself

for the senseless crime.

The punishment is memory.
Memory might be expressed in

a distrust for all men. in a

paranoia that attacks

whenever a stranger ap-

proaches her, or in her dreams.

A struggle with her self en-

sues, for she must in some way
recover her sense of self worth.

She may never recover it. Ifshe
has been unable to report the

rape because of timidity or un-

awareness, she has no oppor-

tunity for help. She is alone in

a world which has de-

monstrated its hostility.

If she has the courage to re-

port the rape, she may still be
victimized. Hospital
employees calloused with the

repitition of abuse and injury

may offer Uttle support. Police

officers and counselors anxious
to attach their own system of
rationality to the crime might
assign blame unknowingly.
The rapist defies the certainty

of law and order, and the po-

tency of an individual — disil-

"Rape as well as being

a violent crime is

humiliation,^*

lusion affects all who are emo-
tionally involved.

"The rapist is a sick indi-

vidual," many claim, "a per-

vert, a sexual abberation." In

fact, most rapists studied by
psychologists display "normal"
sexual drives. What are the

"normal" sexual attitudes of

men or society, then, that per-

petuate rape, and how can we
hope to change these attitudes?

According to Susan
Brownmiller, author of
Against our Will: Men, Women,
and Rape, rape is a phenome-
non encouraged by the pat-

riarchal values of western soc-

iety. Potency, for a western

man, has often been deter-

mined by his domination of

what was termed "the weaker
sex." Marriage roles and cus-

toms reduced women to "prop-

erty" subject to the whims and
barbarism of the landlords,

their husbands. The chivalrous

knight, in protecting a woman
from rape or other dangers,
protected economic interests;

the bride who would soon bring
him a large dowry. In eany
modern America, rape found
its sanction in rape trials in

which the morals of the victim

were as much under inspection

as the crime of the accused

rapist.

It is only in recent years that

reform in rape laws and cus-

toms have attempted to in-

crease the protection and com-

fort of the rape victim. But
even with the reform in laws

and the advent of Rape Crisis

Centers and other community
organizaions designed to pro-

tect women from rape, in-

stances of rape are on the rise.

According to the Rocky Moun-
tainNews, the F.B.I, estimates

that two hundred and fifty

thousand rapes occur each
year. Of these, fifty-six

thousand are reported, and of

those reported, one in four re-

sult in arrest, and one in sixty

result in conviction. How can

we hope to stop the rise in the

numbers of rapes and increase

the number of convictions?

First, women must take re-

sponsibility. A woman who
walks alone should be pre-

pared to defend herself; she

should carry a whistle or a

"screamer," and walk along
avenues populated by many.
She should, if possible, walk
down the center of the street if

walking at night, and watch
for a house ofshop which would

make a viable refuge in case of

trouble. If a woman is raped, it

iaextremely important that she
report the rape. Many women,
too timid or frightened to re-

trace the events of a rape to

strangers, never report the
crime. The rapist may attack

other women, again and again.

According to the rape crisis

bureau, many rapists have
raped eight or nine times be-

fore someone finally reports

his crime to the police. The vio-

lence of the rape often in-

creases as the number of rapes

increase. Women, who take re-

sponsibility and report the vio-

lation, then, may actually save

the life of another woman.
A second defense against

rape is education of women,
and all ofsociety. Women must
be educated in self-defense and
rape protection. Women who
have been schooled in depth in

the martial arts have overpo-

wered rapists. Rape crisis

bureaus, women's protection

cooperatives, women's educa-

tion centers are all means to

arm a woman in education, to

council, and console her in case

of rape, and to keep the entire

public informed against rape.

Although rapists exhibit

"normal" sexual drives, it is by

no means normal to rape. Most
rapists interviewed by
psychologist and phychiatrists

express intense feelings of in-

adequacy, impotency. The
rape, for them, is an opportun-

ity to dominate someone, to

"prove" their power over
women:

"/ would get to feeling really

down on myself, and I had to

feel masculine. I looked for

meek, humble girls. It was a

super trip to beat them . . . /

had a sense of power
again . .

." (from News-
week, Nov. 10, 1975)

Rape, rather than being

sexual crime, is a crime of

power. Education, in addition

to schooling women in protec-

"Ifa woman is raped, i

is extremely important

that she report the

rape.
"
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tive measures, can also help

men who have dangerously ex-

treme feelings of inadequacy.

It can also gradually change

the views of society, so that a

man's masculinity is no longer

determined by his ability to

dominate women (and perhaps

so that a womEin's feminity

not determined by her physical

weakness.)

Freedom. In time women j.^,",

will be able to unlock the bolt

upon their doors, to walk un-

hindered by fear, but that time

is far in the ' 'ure. Currently

women, ana .nen can work to-

gether to educate and

strengthen all ofsociety so that

women can move a little more

freely in the binds of safety

Women, however, who feel

sitricted by self-defense me3'

sures of walking in groups oi

walking alone only in saf(

neighborhoods, must take re

sponsibility for their owi

safety. PoHcital activism, pub

lie education, self defense: a'
itedSt

are means of demanding

working toward the freedom oi

individual women. Indeed

rape and violence have workef

effectively in the past to

mand submisiion and temerit

in women, and to exalt thei

male protectors. It is ninetee

seventy-eight, however, aoi
iVmeri.

the population has never befl
erican,

more receptive to women acceni

rights. It is time for us to tak

responsibility for our own i'^ think
eration. i^e thai
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Danada: A Nation Divided

What does Quebec Do for Me?
v. This is mv rnimtrv' I Hnn't n m .1 . . . . _

fj

jilor's Note: _

'Steve Suche wns born and
sed in culturally perfect

ontreal, until he was attracted

the smell of money to oil rich

jlgary luhere he now runs a pro-

2ble bad stock business." Steve

a Junior Math major.

by Steve Suche
'Separation." "Separation?"

ou itnow that thing with the

ogs' in Quebec? Think they
lid separate?" "I dunno. Yeah,

! I mean, who cares?"

As an Albertan living in Cal-

ry, but born in Montreal, I have
ided to give the issue of separa-

little more thought than the

crage red-neck in White Court,

berta. After all, there are a few
ings to consider: like fer'in-

ince "Canada." I mean. like.

hey! This is my country! I don't
want luy country torn upart by a
bunch ofpunk Frenchies. On the
other hand, those French Cana-
dians have their rights, too. It is

true that they have had the short
end of the stick when it comes to

issues in Quebec. Maybe they
should be allowed to separate. In
the end, of course, it comes down
to, "Who am I?" (i.e. which way do
I gain?)

As an Albertan I therefore have
to think of what profits Alberta.
The answer ends up being: cer-
tainly not Quebec. Ask a Wes-
terner what he thinks of Quebec
(or for that matter, the East). The
older people remember the depre-
ssion. At that time the West was
in much worse economic shape
than the East and the East tended
to treat the West as a poor rela-

tion. Now, the tables are turned.
A New York firm which gives loan
ratings last year rated Quebec the
lowest economically, outside of
the maritime provinces, and Al-
berta the highest. A study done on
the feasibility of separation for

any given province indicated that
no one province could stand alone.

However, the Western block
(B.C., Alberta, Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan and NWT) could sur-

vive quite easily while the East
could not. Discoveries made over
the summer of 1978 indicate that
Alberta may have more oil than
OPEC, with the discovery of an oil

field nearly one third the size of
the province.

The West has definitely risen

above the East in potential power.
Still, it is ruled by Ottawa, a
cabinet that is dominated by the

East (roughly two thirds are con-
trolled by Ontario and Quebec).
The voice of the West tends to be
lost in the roar of the liberal East.
It is the East that says, "O.K. We
want everything in Englisn and
French. We want French to be a
required course in the schools. We
want the West to buy from the
East rather than the United
States, even though the States
have lower prices." All together,
the East is not terribly popular
out West,

The average Albertan figures
the separation ofQuebec would be
like the removal of a millstone
from around his neck. No longer
would the Western taxpayer sup-
port projects of Quebec. No longer
would he have to search franti-
cally through the street signs to
find an English translation. No

longer would he pay for expensive
Quebec products (such as food and
textiles) when he can buy the
American equivalent at a lower
price.

Probably the most important
single factor in my wish for the
separation of Quebec is "What
does Quebec do for me?" Nothing
visable. that's for sure. An Eas-
terner's answer might be "culture
and beauty," but Quebec need not
be part of the country to provide
that. In fact, Quebec is a long way
from Alberta, and the "culture
and beauty" are not readily appa-
rent.

Maybe if Quebec separated we
would be sorry. But, the cir-

cumstances indicate to my West-
em mind that we will be much
better olT if they do.

"Vive la Difference" for a Strong Canada
was born in livpnnfarmo M«t tV,-,* 1 ij .. ...... ^^Peter Scowen was born in live on farms. Not that we should, could contribute allthat we have

-lontreal Quebec. Peters father either. ,Not that all people who in the name of Canada and Cana-e^dScowen is a member of the Iwe on farms are naive). We are dians and without thinking of
'uebec^ Nat.or.al Assembly and quite capable of an urban exis- economic benefits and our pride

tence. but it still baffles and then we would be a very healthy
scares us. especially when we see country. Alberta shouldn't worry
where some American cities are that oil is a more valuable com-
headed. That is part of the reason
Canadians show theii

this summerat CC's Canada
istitute. Peter is a junior French
ajor.

country. Canada with only nine
provinces isn't Canada, It's some-
thing else. Canada would become
just a word, as meaningful as cal-

ling yourself Roman.

"Oh, you're from Canada, eh.

That't near the United States,

right?"

Peter Scowen

Montreal, Canada

h you want to separate, eh?
u want to take your oily little

ivince and turn it into New
abia and you wouldn't even
nd ifQuebec separated because
it would give you the courage to

ike your move. You condemn
; government ofCanada for the

streatment of the western pro-

ices but you insist now that you
uld treat the eastern provinces

same way.

don't believe that there are

y many Canadians who sup-

t a view of separation,, even if

y might benefit economically,

(re is something more than the

eofcentral heating, the hatred

Toronto and not being Ameri-
i that unifies the Canadian
'ple.

^

think I found out about this

tying force by coming to school

he United States,

t seems that Canada is a mys-
iU) many feJIow students, even
hey have visited there. "What
it like living in a bilingual
ce?" "How come it's so big?"

hat are the people like?"
here's your parka, Quinn?"
3se are all questions I have
nasked, and they are probably
ed about every country foreign

^e States, except maybe the
one. It surprises me that the
un of the educational crop {or

atever the brochure says)
'Id know so little about their
tnern neighbor, and it espe-
ly surprises me that they ask
3t the people are like. The
:e majority of Canadians live

'fito the American border and
lives are influenced by the

''*a States in a very large way.
^3t American food, watch
erican television (which isn't

Sood as Canadian program-
. our news is about one third

^'ican, and I wear straight
is and top-siders (but I do it for

nymity). It would seem logical

Canadians are very similar
inericans. But we are not,

Ertcans know this and it isn't

accents that make up the dif-
nee.

*^iink Canad

modity than mackeral, nor should
national a French-Canadian feel hurt and

pride whenever they are asked if upset at there being no Franch
they are American, or why a signs in Peggy's Cover, New-
Canadian in the states loves to foundland.
tell people where he is from. It is Through unity we could build a
when things are explained to us very strong, independent, ba-
by statistics that Gallup thought lanced country, and that's a good
up that we become baffled. We reason for being pro-unity. More
don't see our lives as being caught than that though, if we want to be
up in such explanations that just Canadians (who wants to be an
confuse us. Nor do we see govern- Albertan?) we are going to have to

ment asa function of poll-taking, strive to live together with our dif-

but that is what the United States ferences. It is a very real threat
does.

What I have been trying to say

is that there is something, con-

scious or whatever, that unifies

the Canadian people. Perhaps it is

some sort of naivete about how to

run a country because we are so

often compared to the United
States. It is hard to talk specifi-

cally about such a thing; after all,

I'm a rookiejoumalist. But I insist

that such a factor exists and I am
hurt when someone suggests that

Canada might be broken up be-

cause ofeconomics or selfish pride

or spite. There is more to us than
that.

Right now the Canadian pro-

vinces are having troubles co-

existing. There is a demand for

constitutional reform. In Quebec
the party in power stands for

separatism, but they have shown
themselves to be a disappoint-

ment. The pro-unity party is gain-

ing in support. I could go into de-

tail on why popularity is switch-

ing, (and I would if the Catalyst

paid more.) But these are again

issues that suggest economics and
pride.

I just feel that Canada isn't

populated by Quebecers and Man-
itobans and Noufies etc., but by

Canadians. There certainly are

that through separatism we could

lose any sort of national identity

and become just another oil-rich

The antagonists in the battle forCanada: Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau and Quebec Separatist
Rene Levesque

Letters to the Editor
Efforts Appreciated
To the Editor: On Saturday, boycott NESTLES for their appa-

October 14, the Inter-Fraternity f^nt disregard for the quality of

Council of CC sponsored an 8

hour Dance-a-thon to benefit the

Muscular Dystrophy Association.

As Program Coordinator for

M.D.A., it was my pleasure to

work with I.F.C. representatives

Tom Wendel and Tim Zarlengo on

plans for the dance. The entire

project was well organized, and
proved to be a successful fund-

raiser, as well as an evening offun

for those participating.

By Midnight. Saturday, fifty-

six participants had danced to the

tune of over $2,400 in pledges.

The Greeks were aided in their

efforts by Independent dancers
and spectators, as well as faculty

and administration members,

As a Colorado College graduate

(class of '72), I was most impressed

— and very proud of— everyone

involved in the dance, and, in par-

ticular, with the hard work and
cooperation of sponsoring I.F.C.

members. My personal thanks
differences between the people of and thanks from all of our South-
each province but perhaps we em Colorado M.D. patients, to a
should say "Vive la difference!" community whose members cared
Alberta has the oil, Quebec has enough to give of their time and
the culture, the prairies have the energies so generously.

1 ns are more

wheat, and the Maritimes have
the fish, Ontario has the govern-

ment, (the suckers). Each pro-

vince has something invaluable to

contribute to Canada. What I

mentioned above is only a small

Hazel Parker Provenza
Program Coordinator

M.D.A., Inc.

fe in the third world, once a)

expressing a "uniliteral" support

of the basic well-being of people

the world around.

Go team!

Having recently attended the

Muscular Dystrophy Danceathon

held in far away Cossit Hall (a

whole 100 feet from the ivory to-

wers of Rastall's second floor) we
noticed a definate absence of the

"citizens" of the CCCA in atten-

dance, which brings us to a ques-

tion.

How is the student population

of this campus supposed to take

their student government seri-

ously, when the most significant

gesture they can muster is to raise

their hands in support ofa boycott

which for all intents and purposes

is no more than an idealist sym-

bolism, while at the same time not

even bothering to dance (oh, those

grueling eight hours) for a cause

which will actually benefit from

the gesture.

Sorry gang, but we don't see the

point of supporting a student gov-

ernment which does little or no-

thing to actually change the stan-

dard of living in a tangible and

legitimate manner, if it is indeed

the duty ofstudent government to

to ^.
".""^ u.i. ...u.v. mentioned above is only a small

than most. Not that wejUL sampling of what we have. If we

passon the state ofhuman affairs.

All Talk No Action The CCCA's idealism is really

The CCCA has recently made nothing more than ineffective

the earth shaking decision to symbolism and until there is some
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legitimate action on the part of
the CCCA's leaders to do some-
thing on anything more than a

symbolic level, there is little

doubt that they can be regarded as

anything but a bad Joke.

Sincerely,

Gred Moffet "80

Dirk Tyler '80

Cabaret Cast Objects

To The Editor:

Concerning the article in last

v\ ek's Catalyst on the upcoming

p duction of Cabaret we. the

Cd t and crews, consider it poor

journalism to print a review of a

show before its opening. We make
no judgment as to the truth or

falsehood ofany statements in the

article but object to their nature.

Cabaret Actors and Crew

Editor's Note:

Previews come before shows;
reviews come after. Last week's
article was a preview, based not
upon the CC Players' performance
of Cabaret but upon knowledge of
the play and upon quotations from
the director and cast.

The Catalyst wished only to

provide advance publicity; no of-

fense or criticism was intended.

Ticket sales indicate that many
students will be forming their

own opinion of the Cabaret per-

formance. The Catalyst's opinion

will appear in the November 3

issue.
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AT TIMES COLORADO COLLEGE SEEMS LIKE UNITED NATIONS WEST. OURSELVES, A LITTLE BIT BETTER. THIS WEEK, COMMEMORATING THE
WE HAVE A FACULTY OF GLOBAL PROPORTIONS, AND ONE NEED GO NO FOUNDING OF THE UNITED NATIONS IN 1945 THE CATALYST PRESENTS
FURTHER THAN TO THE CLASSROOM TO GET A BROAD AND VALUABLE AN IN DEPTH EXPLAINATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM FROJ]

LOOK AT THE WORLD AT LARGE. CC STUDY PROGRAMS OR PERSONAL THE PERSPECTIVE OF STUDENTS AND FACULTY WHO HAVE BEEN 0V^
TRAVEL HAS HELPED US TO UNDERSTAND OTHER PEOPLE, AND AND AROUND.

East to Greece: "Special, Giddy, Exciting"
by Alan Gottlieb to me is so characteristic of

Most Americans have a dis- Greece. It is also in many ways a

torted and stereotyped image of very provincial city. Fifty-five

Greece. I know that before I went I years ago Athens was a small

imagined two basic Greek types; town, and the people who have

those noble, bearded figures in swelled its population since then

flowing white robes, adorned with are, for the most part, villagers,

crowns of laurel, who spent their Neighborhoods in Athens are self

days strolling through the Agora sustaining and close knit, like vil-

in small groups, disc

geometrical and ohilosophical

problems; and then Zorba, a

tough, grizzled fisherman, "his

face a map of his character, the

lines and cracks routes ofemotion

and experience," as one guidebook

so eloquently puts it. Many
tourists go to Greece, see the ruins

of Ancient Athens (ignoring the

fascinating sprawl that is the

modem city), some other major

ruins around the country, and
then a few islands. They then re-

turn to the USA, their precon-

ceived notions reinforced by those

things which they allowed them-

selves to see. It is not difficult to go

to Greece, and sticking to the

main tourist routes, retain your

romantic conceptions of the place.

I feel fortunate in that I was in

school in Greece for six months,

and I began to see a far more won-
derful and complex Greece than
most tourists ever do.

Athens is a modem city with

more than its share of modern
problems. Its pollution is ghastly,

noise level nerve shattering, au-

tomobile traffic dangerously swift

and thick, and the big city instinct

ofselfish survival is far more pre-

valent here than anywhere else in

Greece. Yet it retains some spe-

cial, giddy, exciting quality that

lege communities. An incredible

grapevine runs through the

neighborhood. We (myself and
four roommates) had not been liv-

ing in our apartment for more
than a few days before everyone

knew who we were, how late we
stayed up at night, what kind of

music we liked, whether we had

girlfriends, and probably our shoe

sizes as well.

At first 1 felt slightly uncom-

fortable with the close scrutiny I

was receiving, mainly because I

could not understand a word that

was being said to me or around

me. My imagination easily got

carried to extremes in wondering

just who was saying what about

whom. But it did not take long to

grow accustomed to this curiosity,

even to like it, and begin develop-

ing it myself After all, there was
only one me to scrutinize, and it

wouldn't take them long to have

me pegged, but there were a lot of

them to find out about.

Outside the intimacy of the

neighborhood, curiosity man-
ifests itself in stares; on the buses

and in the markets, people make
no effort to conceal their curiosity.

It is a refreshing change from the

USA. Everyone everywhere is

curious, but how often will some-

one continue to stare at you once

you catch them at it? In Greece,

always — it is nothing to be

ashamed of Here, it is a cardinal

sin to openly stare, and even
worse to be caught at it. I began to

love the staring game, and it has

taken me these four months that I

have been back to break myself of

the habit.

A natural offshoot of this

curiosity is a willingness to be

open and generous to strangers.

Exchanged stars in Greece will

leaves the host country feeling a tics, not on any personal brusht
wee bit exploited. Despite this they have had with tourist-

ugly side of U.S. citizens that Greeks struck me as being ei

Greeks are so often exposed to, it tremely politically minded,
seemed to me that only the cially in contrast to the selfish

younger Greeks are beginning to apolitical attitudes of most youn
feel a strong distaste for Ameri

Lati

ften

^ilita

^lan
jauti

ifomer

ifRio,

iresse

;heir

and they are usually more
than willing to cast aside their

prejudices when the slightest ef-

fort is made towards them.

This is not to say that Greeks
love the USA. On the contrary,

almost every Greek I talked to

strongly dislikes the USA. This

Forget the Hilton

and Hit a Hostel

often lead to conversations, and dislike, however, is based on poli-

friendships. Greek society is, in

this respect, incredibly open. It is

not uncommon to meet someone

on the street, strike up a conver-

sation, and end up having dinner

at their house that night. Many of

these people have little or no

money, yet they are willing to

share everything they have with

anyone who is friendly and open

with them. It is an admirable,

trusting quality that is sadly mis-

sing from our society to a great

extent. This generosity is espe-

cially extended to any foreigner

who makes an attempt to speak

Greek, to communicate

people on their terms.

Greeks must be of a nature that

is slow to cynicism. They have

see

Americans. I learned a lot fror

Greeks; that political awarene;

does not mean reading every

of every Congressional Recort

but simply an awareness of and

concern for what goes on arour,

you. I think it is safe to make tli

generalization that almost evej

Greek has a more highly d;

veloped political consciousne;

nfl

lid,'

'ihati
= (novm

by Amy McGee
For an inexpensive mode of

traveling through the United

States and Europe one should

know about Youth Hostels. Once
equipped with a sheet-sleeping

bag and youth hostel membership

card anyone under twenty-three

has a low-cost place to spend the

ith the '?^sht while on an international

trip.

The physical qualities of these

havens varies widely. Every

llions orAmerican7at ^""'"^ ^^^ '>°^'^'^ "^ '"="7 "gh

their worst: The average tourist 1"f
'> ''\™''" ^^ hostels that

the necessities. Most hostels hai

showers and food machines.

The friendliness of the wardei

also

tion^ii

Cumn
tolahtt

jrilted.

L'nti

have fr

liders i

[uide ti

iltob

irdiza

bod. i

lex de

le Me
f apri

considerably. Son nti-in

are helpful, while some may s

intent on hostility. His attituiipmeric

will be reflected in the extent

which the rules are strictly e -afts

as mE

n attt

Dverei

atural

ride s

thisl

Latin

family, having just invested a
make nervfe-wracking night-time

..'.-, ^ „ f;+„„„^*„„„ abodes. For instance, one may be a
substantial portion or its nest egg

, ,

well-equipped converted mansion

in which the warden (the official

'ill

on a Greek vacation, is deter-

mined to get everything it can out

of the place. This attitude often
t*™ f" '^e housekeeper

serve breakfast and explain the

sights to be seen in his area.

Another may be a shack which

leaks in the rain and gives you a

feeling of sleeping in an unpleas-

ant area of the great outdoors. In

such a hostel as this one you may
wish to search for crawling crea-

tures, but my experience has

never succeeded in uncovering

anything. In a poorly equipped

hostel the price of staying the

night will be lower than usual,

and you will be still provided with

forced. All hostels have a set hoi

of curfew at night, as well as

hour at which you must be gone

the morning. The specific hou

vary with the hostels.

The most impmrtant aspect

staying in hostels is the incredib

variety of people you will mw
No matter which country you a

in you will meet young travele lantyl

from all around the world. Gem
ally you will meet kids do'

about thirteen years old, ai

adults up to about thirty (whoa

on special passes) with which

will be able to communicate, b

cause they will speak at leasl

minimum of English.

For instance, when staying

Edinborough I spent a lot of tii

with three girls from Glasgo

Though we had trouble unde

standing each other's accents

could imitate one another \

, enough to communicate. In D

oetry i

sautifi

\

cent on page

Accommodations can be found almost

anywhere overseas.
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"America del Sun" The Politics of Immobility
„„:„„:

'ronically.portmKlVantennaes. ress would come to Latin America H.v.l.. i, ^,... r„.„ ;..„,r . ... _ . . ^by Mike Gardenswartz

Latin America is an enigma to

,e
North American mind. We

ten think of sweat-stained

ilitary dictators wearing
lolaroid" sunglasses, instability,

lautiful sun-tanned Brazilian

omen in bikinis on the beaches

Rio, impoverishment, colorfully

ressed Indian tribes offering

,eir crafts for sale, re-

nlutionaries, bananas, and of theeuropeanessof Argenti
lurse Pedro who grows the rich- the distinctive flavo

it
coffee in all of Colombii

Some of these observations are

ilid, others have been tinged by

,at great destroyer of cultures

[lown as Hollywood. Whatever

le case, Latin America appears

be a tragic comedy.

A sign in the Guatemalan Na-

onal Palace in 1966 reads,

lommunism or any other form of

italitarianism will not be per-

litted."

Until recently Latin Americans

ive frantically searched to out-

ders for a set of values to best

uide their destiny. It was shame-

ul to be a Latin American, a bas-

ardization of Indian and Spanish

ilood. A terrible inferiority com-

lat ilex developed. It was not until

he Mexican Revolution, the rise"

de! f aprisismo in Peru, and the

on nti-imperialist tones of the

oetry of Ruben Dario that Latin

tu( imericans began to realize their

miqueness as a people. Indian

e: rafts were revitalized, an effort

101 as made to educate the people,

a attempt was made to gain
lej jvereignty over one's own
ou atural resources, and a feeling of

ride slowly developed. But what
this Latin America?
Latin America is a land of con-

m asts. It is not unusual to see

sautiful soccer stadiums next to

Ie lanty towns ofcardboard and tin

Levis
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PROJECTORS
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SHEHIIUflliEfi'S
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There are linguistic, cultural, and
historic ties that bind the conti-

nent but each country is distinct.

There is oil-rich Venezuela and
landlocked and improverished
Bolivia, democratic Costa Rica
and authoritarian Paraguay
ruled by General Stroessner since

1954, Portuguese speaking Brazil

and French speaking Haiti, and

and

of
Guatemala where over 55% of the

population are of pure Indian ex-

traction. So to speak of Latin
America as a unified entity is

often unfair. Still generalizations

can and must be made such as

those concerning economic de-

velopment which plagues all the

countries of the continent in vary-

ing degrees.

Latin America for the most part
is now considered to be the
"middle-class" of the developing
world. Until recently North
Americans believed that the only

road to development was to emu-
late the examples of the United
States and Western Europe. Prog-

) Latin America
through the rise of a middle class

and the spread of "modern" val-

ues, technology, and capital from
the United States. Development
was a linear process. If a country
changed its social values it would
achieve development. The dif-

fusionist model was ethnocentric
and denied the existence of a
Latin American past.

The dependency mode! stated
that underdevelopment was an
acquired condition caused by the
international expansion and de-
velopment of capitalism. This de-

pendent relationship between
Latin American and the met-
ropole countries had profound ef-

fects on the evolution of Latin
American social and political in-

stitutions producing a mono-
cultive economy, the unequal dis-

tribution of wealth, and a domes-
tic ruling class opposed to change.
According to the dependency
model, if Latin America was to

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER
830 N, Tejon

SuJle221 636-1713
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON

iMerle si
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

.o^r^^^'^^^.^^ ^ <^

FOR FASHIONS THAT

FIT YOUR MIND . . .

23 E. Bijou (downtown)

632-0437

develop it must free itself from
foreign imperialism and create a
classless society along socialist

lines.

The dependency model has
many limitations. As a tool for de-
scribing the power structures of
the world and why Latin America
looks the way it does today it is

helpful. As an ideology it falls into

the same trap as the diffusionist

model. It assumes that the only
road to development is that of
socialism. Is this not ethnocen-
tric?

The dependency model allows
Latin Americans to point their
fingers at outsiders for all their
economic and political woes. The
fact is that the United States is an
imperialist power. United States'

behavior in Latin America has
been far from exemplary but
Latin Americas problems go de-

eper than their relationship with
the United States.

Latin America's problems are
caused in the long run by the
Latin American elite classes. The
elite classes refuse to recognize
new power contenders. They re-

fuse to meet the ever increasing

demands placed upon them by the

populace, Instead a politics of
immobility and suppressive
military regimes has arisen to

protect the self-centered mterests

of the elite classes. The United
States until recently emphati-
cally supported these military re-

gimes because they provided a
favorable economic mvestment
climate.

The pot is beginning to boil. As
the population and cities of the
continent continue to grow at
alarming rates, a politics of im-
mobility will not suffice. The
Latin American elite classes must
make a decision to receive a more
just compensation in their re-

lationships with foreign interests
and meet the demands of their
citizens. If not, the violent alter-

native is all too clear.

In the final analysis ail theories
on development look impressive
on the chalkboard, but when it

gets right down to it. survival for

the "campesinos" in the fields and
the urban poor is the key. Per-

sonal liberties may have to be ex-

changed. Hungry stomachs can-
not wait for the long term trickle

down effects of capitalism.

These are the challenges that
face Latin America as well as the
United States. We as a supposedly
moralistic nation need to go be-

yond Cold-War rhetoric and adapt
to the ever-changing political and
economic realities of the third

world.

East to Greece cont
^than most Americans. They also

have a very strong opinion about
every political issue. I include in

this mountain villagers, all of wonder,

Many young Greek students I met
hold American students in the

highest contempt. How, they

whom, no matter how remote,

knew that Carter favored lifting

the arms embargo to Turkey, and
despised him for it. This political

awareness exists because Greeks
cannot afford not to be politically

aware. Their country has been oc-

cupied many times throughout its

long history, because it isstrateg-

? not be politically

active, we who have so close at

hand potential to initiate drastic

changes? Greek students are in-

tensely active, often at the cost of

their lives, but they are continu-

ally frustrated by bdth the reac-

tionary attitude of their govern-

ment, and by its weak position in

the world. Even if some of these

ally located at the "crossroads of students were to g nfluence in

the world," between Europe and
Asia. Greece is also a western

"democracy" bordering on three

Eastern Bloc countries, and on

Turkey, a right wing dictatorship.

Most of us have never known real

fear for the preservation of our

way of life. We are nestled sec-

urely in the bosom of affluence.

sucking dry the milk supply. We
do not have to think (or so many of

us seem to believe) about basic as-

pects ofour survival. It is a shame
that political awareness evapo-

rates wherever affluence appears,

because it is we, who hold so much
of the world's wealth, that have it

ur power to shape things.

Greek politics, there is not much
they could do, as spokesmen for a

weak country, to initiate major,

world-wide change. The Ameri-

can student argues (as I often did)

that it is not that all of us are too

busy consuming to be interested

in politics, but that it is frighten-

ing for a country that has a choke

hold over so many other countries

to know what is the proper course

by which to begin disentangling

itself from the mess without caus-

ing further damage. To the Greek
student, and the Greek people in

general, this does not excuse us

from trying our damndest to fi-

gure it out, and soon.

WITH THIS COUPON
buy one heather or ringer T-shirt and get

the 2nd one FREE!!
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New Man in Vatican is Hard-Working Priest
Pope John Paul II has Paid his Dues
Editors note: The Catalysl

thought If might he uorthwhde to

discuss the position of (he Papacy

in the international world. Thiti

Monday when the white smoke fi-

nally came out of the Vatican

chimney. I mentioned to Reverend

Eddy the news about the new Pope.

His reaction was one ofeccumeni-

cal delight mured with a colorful

remark heCitting the majesty ofthe

moment- Armed with enthusiasm

and great respect for John Paul II.

Reverent Eddy fired off the fol-

lowing analysis of the new leader

ofCaiholici.'^m.

by Reverend William Eddy
When Jesus said "Follow me,'

he spoke to people who most likely

had some passing acquaintance

with him. They would not drop

their nets and whisper "good-

byes'" to their families in order to

follow someone they did not know.

There were hundreds of roving

preachers at the time, and their

messages ofdoom and repentence

were commonplace No. these

simple fishermen knew Jesus —
they had known him as he had

grown up. Jesus was a rabbi —
and not without a reputation and
a certain integrity. So they would
follow him. n would be a change of

pace from the life to which they

had become accustomed. They
would become a close group of

friends. As Jesus' ministry would
unfold, their friendships would
strengthen. They would begin to

comprehend that, indeed", they

were a part of a somewhat drama-
tic event. Perhaps, they would
think, this man who is our friend

is also God's anointed one.

Imagine tfieir surprise, dismay,

and utter disillusionment when
he was crucified. The hopes that

they had placed in this man, the

friendship that they had shared.

senseourdelight — there isanew honors people and endeavors to

pope — Pope John Paul II. There give to them not just dignity, but

is in us a sense of fulfillment. We sanctity.

have learned a little something
about apostolic succession. But we
have learned .more about the

movement of the Spirit, the

timelessness of our call to "follow

him."

Concerning the family, he has
said that the love of God within a

couple must be more determina-

tive than pronouncements fi'om

the Vatican. He acutely senses

the immense distance between

forms change. He knows that
every man and woman on the
earth must begin to create
anew. . . that it is people who
create history. He know,s that this

sense. He will not fear

communism, western capitalisn,

or eastern forms of

because he knows that they art

not ultimately determinativf

The new Pope is a worker the morality of various civiliza-

priest. The swirling ideologies of tions as it is recorded and taught

east and west, communism and and the actual manifestations of

capitalism and socialism are to this morality as understood and
him differing currents. For a time practiced by the people. He will

he learns to move this way, for a choose to strengthen the people in

process of change takes place in forces any longer. People are. Hi
the small communities, and .so he will travel to many nations in hi;

willenterthesecommunitieswith papacy and he will identify wiij
the intention of empowering the the struggles of the commoi
people there. The church in Po- people. He will remind us thai
land testifies to this concept of Jesus made the call to the nation
empowerment — it is vital in its from dusty roads, in hot room^
diversity, not in its socialized re- and on a cross

ligiosity. The latter would have

fhis

plon

ank'

rvice

itel

alone been insuffic

The events of the last twi

months remind us that the mat
we thought we knew so well

l

known better yet. The call we firs'

acknowledged in Pope John Paul

seems now to be fulfilled in hi:

successor. What we only dimli

perceived just a month ago
Rome now radiates from
strangely compelling place,

1|

would do us well to come to a new

understandingofwhat it meansto
"follow me." For a new Spirit ha;

come into our midst. And
wonderfully filled with a memory]
a story and an authority whicli|

transcends even our times.

ee

Idii

npus

Serv

lide

ance

idem

rs.

irope

xocoi

eresi

e w<

Dchui

jctic£

dbol

he

xlas!

I THINKWE'VE GOT TROUBLE...
time that way. The currents do
influence him. He cannot swim in

different directions at the same
time. He cannot make the differ-

ing ideologies the content of his

ministry. Rather, it is within the

small Christian communitiesthat
the mighty works that they had the man chooses to stay. Withm
together performed — all were the community the pomt is made.
dashed. The doubts that they had He responds to the explicit needs
expressed concerning Jesus would of his people. He is on the street, in

haunt them. They were unpre
pared — in their sorrow and in

their disappwintment — for the

terrible news that the women car-

ried to them from the empty tomb.

He was gone.

But, as you know, a rather ex-

traordinary event was taking
place. Gathered in an upper room.
the disciples would see Jesus.
They would eat with him, feel his

hands and his side. The doubts of

Thomas would give way to belief.

The guilt of Peter would pass into

joy. Ifthey had known Jesus in his

earthly ministry as friend, then
they would know him as their

friend in even stronger terms
now. An event in history — for a
time — was being transformed
into an event in history for all

times. The meaning of life was
being transformed to encompass
all time. For two thousand years
almost, people have believed that
the call to "follow me" has had
something of divine truth in it.

The events of the last two
months in and about Vatican City
seem to bear witness to the
phenomenon of 20 centuries ago.

We immediately liked John Paul
I, were enchanted with his pre-

sence, and followed closely his in-

stinct to 'Tall into people." He was
pastoral and corapassionate. The
new pope was our friend, not only
a leader to 700 million Catholics.

But he died. And we, too, like the
early disciples fell into despair for

awhile.

And now— hear our comments,
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the homes. He does not view the

meaning of history from a purely

objective point of view. He is at

the very bottom of society, and
must look up and out and through dencies. But he shall do so with
society to make sense of it. He the expectation that even these

Irr^ported Og
Wines ^

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Open til 12 p.m.

order to make sense of the moral- serve it,

'f^y* He will challenge without much
Concerning political ideology fear our complacencies and jus-

and the meaning of history, Pope tifications. our views of history.

John Paul II has said that the fu- To a certain degree he may be-
ture is ours to mold. We must lieve that the world has changed
begin to believe, once again, that dramatically in the aftermath of
we are forever bound up in new the holocaust and Hiroshima —
creation. His choice as Pope that the former history which
suggests to him that he is called to spawned both capatalism and
transcend political and sociologi- communism in time of European
cal barriers. He knows that he upheaval during the 1840s is no
must operate in the consciousness longer operative in anv ultimate
of secular society, antireligious -C"'

thought, and antinomistic ten-

Hostels cont

eppe, France I spent time

people from Switzerland. We wei

able to communicate by aid of ii

small knowledge of French
their small knowledge of Englis!

When rejected from a hostel

York, I went to a small bed-ar

breakfast where I met a felii

student from CO, who wasretur

ing from the Menton progran

The world seems much smalli

when you see how alike membe;

of many different countries art

In other words, when you st,

in youth hostels you will gain n

only an inexpensive way to travt

but you will meet people in vo^

peer group from all over
world. You may gain friends

can stay with on some future tn

Even with the possible negatn

points, you will find this a

rewarding way to travel.

^

^eevs 475-9533
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''^^®„P®P^'^'"®"*'s Man on Campus Likes
ee the World with a Briefcase in l-iand

New Role
by Bob Lackner

fhis year, CC is fortunate to

as a member of its faculty, a

plomat-in-Residence. Dr.

ank Trinka is a senior Forei^
vice Officer assigned by the

ite'Department as one of sev-

il
diplomats to be "our man on

npus."

Serving as a Diplomat-in-

sidence will give Trinka a

jnce "to catch up on current

idemic thinking in foreign af-

rs," particularly in U.S.-

ropean relations and
iTOcommunism, his chief field of

erest. For CC, Trinka offers, in

B words of the program's

"^f
jchure, "a resident reservoir of

jctical experience in the nuts

i bolts of diplomacy." In addi-

n, he serves as a guest lecturer

classes and special groups, and

a counselor to assist those con-

ering careers in the Foreign

rvice, or general government
iployment.

Trinka became interested in

: Foreign Service while serving

the military during WWII,
ler completing his Ph.D at In-

jnick University, and foUow-

a stint in the private sector, he

entered the service in 1956, In a

rich and varied career, he has oc-

cupied many positions, and served

a number of stations; from vice

consul overseeing refugee affairs

in Frankfurt, Germany, to becom-
ing the consular general in west-

ern Yugoslavia, as well as being
the officer in charge of American
relations toward Austria and
Switzerland at the State Depart-

ment in Washington. Before com-
ing to CC, he headed the political

section at the American embassy
in Vienna. Trinka is fluent in the

Czech, German, and Serbo-
Croatian languages.

Foreign Service officers must be

prepared to face crises and unex-

pected situations. Dr. Trinka wat,

in East Berlin in 1961 when the

Berlin Wall was built, and had an

uneasy feeling that he was gomg
to be a '"witness to the beginnmg
of World War lU."

While serving in Prague, he re-

calls the tremendous outpourmg
of good will and affection toward
Americans on behalf of the Czech
people on the occasion of Presi-

dent Kennedy's assassination

Thousands of Czech citizens left

candles and flowers on the steps of

the embassy, this in a very in-

tense period of the Cold War.
As an aide to Averill Harriman

when the ex-New York governor
visited Yugoslavia, he remembers
Yugoslav^President Tito as "a
highly competent, astute leader,
with many positive personal
characteristics." He recalls an in-

cident in which Mrs. Tito wanted
to show off her husband's hunting
skills, so she brought into the di-

ning room an enormous turkey
with a four-foot wingapan. which
President Tito had shot, for all the
guests to admire.

Quite often, an officer is called
upon to assist an important pnliti-

cal figure. Trinka handled the
trips to Austria of Presidents
Nixon and Ford. In his twenty-
two years as a Foreign Service of-

ficer, he has had the opportunity
"to talk with heads of state, and to

Professor Trinka holds court in his Palmer Hall
Consulate Photo by Andy Nagel
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^on.-®I,urs. 11:30 am-U pm. Jfri. & ^nt. 11:30 am- 12pm
Sun. 11:30-10 pm '

2810 E. Fountain Blvd.
Colorado Springs. Colo. ,'632-1554

408 E. Fillmore

Colorado Springs, Colo./ 632-7621

accompany American delegates
when they visit foreign coun-
tries." For Trinka. the unexpected
and the unusual make it a "chal-
lenging, interesting, and unusual
career." He notes, however, that it

IS a demanding career, "not a 9-5
operation."

Liberal arts graduates, "with
the breadth oftheir education and
span of intellectual creativity,"
are natural for the Foreign Ser-
vice. To succeed in the Service,
"one has to be malleable, and flex-

ible — you have to be able to mold
your environment, and a liberal

arts education prepares one for

that."

The deadline to apply for the
Foreign Service examination is

today, Oct. 20th. The test will be
given at numerous locations

around the country on Dec. 2nd.

For an examination application,

as well as information on a career

in either the Foreign Service or

the U.S. government in general,

contact Dr, Frank Trinka in

Palmer 24 (Political Science De-

partment), X. 321.

German Trip:

Edelweiss

in Bloom
Come next spring when the

edelweiss are in bloom about 20
lucky students will be singing
about their favorite things in the
Austrian Alps. In grim contrast,

they will also be viewing the wall

that separates relatives and
friends in Berlin. These students
will ford the wall, however, and
that alone makes the upcoming
German Department trip to Au-
stria and Germany special.

Professor Armin Wishard of the

German Department will lead the

trip. Through a network of con-

tacts gained through past trips to

the region, and through arrange-

ments with relatives, Wishard
has developed an itinerary for the

trip that will allow students to ex-

perience the contemporary ex-

perience of the German speaking

peoples from all angles.

The CC group will start out in

Munich, head off to the castled

Austrian town of Aschach along

the Danube, hop to Vienna for a
week, live for three weeks in the

small German village of

Lueneberg, and end up in Berlin.

Professor Wishard says the aim
of the trip is to give students a

"language and cultural learning

experience." He remarked that

the visit "should be more than a

guided tour. I want the students to

meet the people, talk to them, see

how they live, go to the schools,

and see the everyday life."

The students will have the rare

opportunity to view life behind

the iron curtain once they get to

Berlin. For five days the tour
group will shuttle between the

east and west sectors. Because ofa

curfew they will not be able to

spend the night over on the east-

em side. But the students will be

able to talk to common East Ber-

liners and one uncommon citizen

named Christina Errath who be-

came friends with Wishard when
she was winning a world figure

skating title at the Broadmoor a

few years ago.

Students interested in going on

this two block tour should contact

Professor Wishard (Armstrong

359. extension 244) immediately.

The prerequisite for the program

is German 201 or an equivalent

course. Some limited financial aid

is available for students in-

terested in the trip.
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Tigers Nip Benedictine In Wild Comeback
by Tim Tymkovich

So much for the slow and some-

what boring Mines and Wesleyan
games.

So much for an airtight CC de-

fense.

After a slow early season start

the Tiger offense has shown what
the single-wing can do to opposing

defenses — demolish them. And
after a great early season start the

Tiger defense has yielded an inor-

dinate amount of points to two

good teams. It doesn't matter,

though, if the offense can put up
its share of jx)ints, which is what
happened last Saturday in an of-

fensive slugfest won by CC 43-35

over Benedictine. Last week's
game featured about every kind of

scoring one could think of— from
safeties to pass bombs to kick off

returns. The entertaining game
was highlighted by two last quar-

ter TD's that brought the Tigers

from behind and gave them vic-

tory. It wasn't easy, however.

Before most spectators could

get themselves comfortable on the

grassy hill that provides so much
agony for CC athletes, Benedic-

tine had already put their first

points on the board. This first TD
came courtesy of a 99 yard pass

play on the second series of the

game, and set the tone for the of-

fensive antics to follow. CC had
planned to step up their passing
attack and take advantage of
Kevin Johnson's arm and many
fine receivers. The loss of leading

rusher Terry Swenson in last

week's romp over St. Mary's and a
painful hip pointer hobbling
Swenson's replacement, Prince
Gant, forced the Tigers to the air

early. When the dust had settled

after sixty minutes of football

Johnson had completed 21 of 36
passes for 236 yards and three

touchdowns. And Gant managed
to ramble for 109 yards in 30 car-

ries despite his injury.

CC tied the game 7-7 after a
nice drive midway through the
first quarter on the three yard run
by Gant. It stood this way for a
quarter until Johnson capitalized

on a Rocky Russell interception

by winging a 28 yard pass to end
Curtis Moore, a two year starter

from Boulder. One of the more
comical events in Washburn his-

tory occurred on the extra point
when a bad snap forced kicker
Tim Paich to chase the ball and

attempt to it in. Paich
couldn't handle the ball as it rol-

led around, but Moore finally

picked it up and headed around

the right end. This Laurel and

Hardy routine was mercifully

ended by a Benedictine tackle.

The Ravens came right back

and took the lead on an 82 yard

return on the ensuing kick off.

They scored again several series

later after a lengthy drive and

seemed headed for the locker

room with a 20-13 lead. Johnson

and Moore thought differently.

Running the same pass route up

the middle, Moore hauled in a 25

yard pass for his second TD of the

half. Curtis ended the game with

eight receptions for 9^ vards.

The second half featured as

much scoring as the first. Tim
Paich contributed two field goals

of 37 yards and seems to have
found the confidence any
placekicker needs to be consis-

tent. Benedictine managed to

drive in another score and tcDk a

27-26 lead into the fourth quarter.

CC regained the lead briefly

early in the period on a safety re-

sulting from a fierce punt rush, a

hallmark of the Tiger defense all

year. The Ravens scored again

and maintained a seven point lead

until the fine passing of Johnson
and the rushing of Doug Golan
brought CC within one, 35-34. CC
converted the pressure two point

play on a -Terry Brennan recep-

tion and regained the lead with

only 3:15 left. The Tigers killed

the Ravens' chances to take the

lead by recovering a fumble on the

kick-off and punching the football

in for the clinching score and a

43-35 win.

The win not only reaffirmed the

scoring potential of the single-

wing offense but also made up for

a bitter 34-33 loss to Benedictine

last year in Atchinson, Kansas.

Benedictine had been ranked ear-

lier this year and represented
another quality opponent for this

year's CC squad. Tomorrow's foe,

McMurray College of Abilene,

Texas, has also been ranked as

high as eighth in the NAIA polls

and should post an extremely
tough test. Things should be any-

thing but boring, however, as the

hot Tigers take their new-found
high scoring offense south for one
of the toughest games of the sea-

son.
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Kevin Johnson (17) rockets out a surface to air missile. Prince Gant throu, ge for i

a flying block and Mark Erheart (70) protects the flanks in CC's wild 4541
victory over Benedictine. Photo by Andy ^^

Kickers Ready for Air Force

Tiger Linebackers Ronald Dickinson and Lew
Eisaguirre Red Dog a Frightened Raven.
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by Mike Slade
Although it won't loom quite as

big as in recent years, this year's

biggest soccer game is tomorrow.

Yes, tomorrow the CC soccer team
travels up 1-25 to the Air Force

Academy to battle the Falcons in

a key Rocky Mountain Intercol-

legiate Soccer League match at

11:00 a.m.

Curiously, both teams enter the

contest with 5-5-2 records, al-

though Air Force played at De-
nver University Wednesday.
Going into the D.U. match Air
Force was 2-0 in RMISL play. CC
is a surprising 5-0 in the league.

The Tigers prepared for their

big match with two hard-fought

matches last weekend. Friday CC
took a 2-1 overtime win over Col-

orado State at Washburn Field,

and Sunday they squeaked by
Colorado School of Mines 1-0 in

Golden.

Friday's game began as usual,

with CC scoring 20 minutes into

the game on a beautiful unas-
sisted goal by Komel Simons, a

twisting bullet from the right side

that ended up in the lower corner.

But with five minutes remain-

ing in the half Simons received a

red-card ejection from the game
CC was forced to play the remain-

ing 50 minutes of regulation with

ten men. Although the short-

handed Tigers played tough de

fense. CSU scored with about 15

minutes left to knot the score

Since the match was a league con

test, two ten-minute overtime
periods were played.

With two minutes left in the

first overtime period, Eddie Dietz

took a header clear from defender

Mike Haas, ran past two CSU de-

fenders, and riffled it home to give

CC a 2-1 lead. The Tigers held on

to record the win.

Sunday the Tigers dominated
play but were unable to score for

89 minutes. The narrow, small
field at Mines hampered CC's
midfield play and the Tigers had
several scoring chances averted,

once when Rich Director's shot hit

the post.

In the second half CC's frus-

trated offense began to press.

With one tiny minute standing

between CC and another over-

time, Dietz took a beautiful

right-wing cross from Joe Ellis

and scored to give CC the win.

Goalkeeper Jim Balderston re-

corded the shutout with some fine

Air Force has been com
strong lately, and the game
not be an easy one for Ho

Richardson's squad. Horst's

innovation will feature Sim

"roving" on offense, with f;

fullbacks, three midfielders,

front-liners, and Simo
Whether this new lineup

duce a win tomorrow remain,'

be seen.
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is this fact: IF THERE ARE
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SO . . GO!!

But tomorrow is AirForca . .

always a big one, and lately, a

frustrating one for CC. The Fal-

cons have recorded two straight

wins over CC, including last TODAY at 5 p.m. is the

year's heart-breaking 1-0 to get in the rosters for all
'''^''sl

thanks largely to a controversial tramural hockey teams. Get t\t

too-many-steps call on Hal- in now! Honnen Rink hasalrei

derston. A win could propel CC to been surfaced and it is time fori

a big comeback-type second halfof slap shotting to commence,
the season.
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Player of the Week-
Server Kathy Yamada

Freshman Kathy Yamada b

already set herself up for m"!

glory in area volleyball. SI

comes from Coronado High Schol

and has served the ball up for W
Tigers 166 times with a scant 5j

errors, giving her a top .964 p

centage for serving accuracl

That makes her the BrooJ
Robinson of the net cro^^f

Yamada is also one oftwo s

setters for the 9-2 Tigers. She «

be one of CC's major weapons!

upcoming district meets in Ut*f

Photo by Mark Stevens



- olden Given Key Promotion
iura to Direct Women's Athletics

Sports Briefs.

[^ura L. Golden has been ap-

inted co-director of athletics at

jlorado College.

president Lloyd E. Womer said

le
position was created to recog-

*
[je the rapid emergence of wo-

jgn's athletics at the indepen-

gnt liberal arts college. Golden

rjll direct the women's athletics

fogram and will continue as

B ach of women's basketball and

BKleyball- She will act as deputy

Director Jerry Carle in matters

intercollegiate athletics as a

ole.

'Laura Golden has been a

ong leader in the development

in expanded program of inter-

legiate competition for our
men students," President

irner said. "We look forward to

widened influence for both the

ident and institutional good."

[he women's intercollegiate

igram at the college has grown

B two to nine sports within the

;three years. Colorado College

nen now compete in basket-

!, volleyball, tennis, field hoc-

,
skiing, swimming, soccer,

ick and field, and squash.

iiss Golden, whose women's
letic teams have compiled im-

ssive records over the past

ee seasons, came to the college

1975 from Georgia College

ere she coached for two years.

V; ior to that, she coached at

jrida High School for six years

id Middle Georgia Junior Col-

(f [e for two years.

! Jpikers

;;ontinue

A/inning
'he CC volleyball team con-
ued to play winning ball as
sy ran their record to 8-2 before
eral crucial matches this
k. The gals beat a stubborn
»! of Mines squad last week
K 15-8, and 15-12 in prepara-
for this week's contests.

1st night the Spikers met Air
* and Fort Lewis in a key
illieader and face School of
esonce again tonight at 7 p.m.
!1 Pomar. Their last home
ik is Tuesday against Metro
e of Denver.
rer block break the team will
e their long trip of the year,
fling to Pocatello, Idaho to

'"pate in the Idaho State
versity Tournament. Compet-
against the larger schools in
egion will prove the mettle of
rear's highly successful team
provide further impetus for

improving Women's athletic

Coach Laura Golden

Gal Netters Enter
Regional Wars

Colorado College's highly suc-

cessful women's tennis team will

be participating in the Regional

Individual championships at De-
nver University Thursday
through Saturday.

The Tiger tennis team is 9-1 in

Region VII, Division II competi-

tion this fall and 9-2 in dual com-
petition this season, Colorado Col-

lege suffered its first regional loss

last week to Denver University

6-3 at Denver.

Risa Wolf, number one singles,

has 8-3 season record, while Ali-

son Dame is 7-4 as the number
two singles. Heather Holmes is

8-3 as the number three singles.

^^

and Julie Hamilton participating

as the number four singles is 10-1

,

and 10-0 in regional competition,
Nancy Rocks and Sandy Smith,
the number five and six singles,

are both 10-1. Smith is 10-0 in reg-
ional play.

In the doubles, the Rocks-Wolf
team is 10-1 on the season and the

number one team, while Dame
and Hamilton are 10- 1 , as number
two doubles. Holmes and Smith,
the number three team, are 9-2

Following this week's action,

the Colorado College team will be
participating in the regional
championships at the Air Force
Academy. Oct. 25-28.

110 E. Boulder

473-0150

RACQUETS
CLOTHES
BALLS

RACQUETBALL-TENNIS-SQUASH
24-HqUR RESTRINGING SERVrCE

Tubing it

, . . ,

by Tim Tymkovich
I thmk I can make it,

Block number two is always the toughest one of the year at

may ask. After all, Organic is taught blocks three and six also 'Theanswer is pure and simple to the sports enthusiast - a deadlycombination of World Series mixed with Monday Nite F«,tb1msprinkled with a dash of pro basketball and hockey. AU oahe^sports and more hit the video airwaves during OctoLr eveVy yea^and tax one's vision as well as sanity
Ever since sports has become Big Business with a capital B theseason length for each sport has increased to milk every las fport!do lar from the willing fan and to obtain maximum tel^visToneCsure. The day when each sport had a particular "season" during the

afl^; th Zldf '"'''u'
?"'' ''°^''^"""' "o ^^8'" ''^ -'-"

^t„rt2l t ^ "^"L"""
'"'"'"'^^ """''' """ ""'' 'he leavesstarted to turn is gone. This year pro football started the day beforeLabor Day m order that the season could be expanded from twelve to

t?th.r f'^'^JjT ""'" «""" "" '™^*' ™'l'">"» "dollars
to the National Football League but the extension causes a dilution
of their proeuct More injuries and less intensity bring out a cheaperbrand of sport than what we have become used too
The baseball leagues not only expanded the length of its seasonbut added an extra playoffseries between the regular season and theWorld Senes. Anyone who watched the fifth game of this year's

series in New York can witness how the "Fall" classic has turned
into a Winter classic. Everyone in the stands had their winter
coats on including Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, who for several
years defied nature and refused to wear a coat during the winter
series.

Pro basketball has taken the expanded season notion to its illogi-
cal extreme. Instead of a game to fill those cold winter evenings
between outdoor football and outdoor baseball, basketball has
turned into practically a year-round game. Pre-season camp begins
the first of September and if a team advances to the seventh game of
the championship series they will be playing the 10th of June The
82 game pro basketball schedule only manages to eliminate twelve
of twenty-two teams from the playoft-s. Last year's champion
Washington, was far behind the teams with the best record during
the regular season but put it all together in the play-en's and went all
the way.

All this brings us back to the original point. What makes October
such a tough block at CC! That October is the one month where all of
this season overlap is most prevalent. The television networks have
spent their millions for broadcasting rights and are damned if they
aren't going to get every minute ofaction on the tube. The first week
of October is the best example.
The afternoon of Monday the second was the play-off game bet-

ween the Yankees and the Red Sox. That evening featured a
Viking-Bears football game. Things got progressively worse as the
week continued. Tuesday. Wednesday, and Friday were days when
the baseball play-offs had games in both the afternoon and evening.
Saturday the sports fan was treated to a triple-header. Oklahoma
and Texas battled for college football superiority in the morning and
then the National and American leagues finished their series in the
afternoon and evening. Sunday was a quiet day of pro football ifone
could call sitting through the Bronco fiasco relaxing. Sunday even-
ing brought us Denver Nugget basketball. Thank God the CC foot-
ball team was in Kansas that weekend. That week was probably the
most intense for the sports fan through the world series has filled the
airwaves this past week. It all boils down to twenty-one athletic
events on the tube in the last nineteen days. Gad, how can we take
it?

The major problem for the sports fan has been working his studies
between games. The more experienced October fanatic is able to
simply sit in front of the tube and read or write at the same time. So
what if the paper you wrote rambles incoherently during the time
that the Yankees had a big inning or that you can't remember a
chapter out of your book because Fran Tarkenton ruined your con-
centration with a five minute scramble. As long as you can piece
together the best parts of the game during mid-morning break with
your buddies, it doesn't matter.

Another problem this overexposure causes is directly related to
the pocketbook. What's a game without a few beers and chips? The
number of six-packs it takes to get through twenty-one games is

pleasing only to the folks at Weber Street Liquor. The other mcgor
expense is for Murine — it takes a lot ofeye drops to recover from a
hundred hours of TV.
The last problem is the turn your reasoning processes and health

take for the worse. Sitting through a hundred lite beer commercials
lowers your vocabulary to the gutteral level as well as anesthetizes
any logical brainwaves. Also, Howard Cosell has long been known
as a hazard to everyone's health.

Fortunately the dangerous month ofOctober is almost over. Some
have suffered both physically and academically, and those who
managed to catch every game are liable to face withdrawal in the
days ahead. But I can say, for one more year anyway, I made it!

Photo by Ed Goldstein

Some CC students

actually played games
during October's

televised season of

sportfest. Here Kappa

October 20,

Sigma qb Jerry McHugh
evades a Sigma Chi
defender. The Sigma
Chis won 20-7
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! Friday, October 20
3:00 pjn. The History Department is

showing the film "Eva Peron" in Room
300 in Armstrong Hall. Everyone is in-

vited to attend.

7KH) pan. Colorado Springs Commun-
ity Teaching Center will show "Music:

The Creator, the Preserver, the De-

'The CC Scene'
by Lisa Kitagawa

mile course, begins. More than 1,100 en-
trants will be competing for two first

place prizes ofexpense— paid trips to the

1979 Boston Marathon, The race starts in

front of the Denver YMCA building on E.

16th street. Winners are expected to

complete the marathon by 10:30 a.m.

stroyerofLife". a dramatic two hour slide This marathon is sponsored by the De-
presentation by

on the ef-

fects of music,^ound and rhythmn on the

soul. Tickets are $3.00. This presentation

will be held in the Pikes Peak 'Y' Today

Room. For more information, call 475-

2133.

8K)0 p.m. only The CC Leisure film

series presents, "The Seventh Seal", a

striking allegory of man's search for the

true meaning of life. Directed by Iiigmar

Bergman, this picture displays many in-

credible visual effects. The plot revolves

around a knight returning home from the

Crusades during the Plague ofgmedieval

Europe.

8K)0 pjn. South African exile Dr. Elkin

Sithole, now a TVofessor at North East

nver Post and YMCA.
9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist. Topic: Nuc-
lear Energy.

2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. MECHA, CC's

Chicano Student movement organiza-

tion, would like to cordially invite the

Colorado College community to the open-

ing reception for the "Ancient Roots/New
Visions" National Hispanic Art Show.
This will be on exhibit in Armstrong Hall

and the Colorado Springs Fine Arts
Center through November 17.

2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. KRCC, Colorado

College's radio station will be featuring

the Chicago Symphony in concert. Selec-

tions to be performed are Beethoven's

Piano Concerto No. 4 in G, with John
Browning at the piano and "The Planets".

Illinois State University, will speak on Qp. 32 by Hoist. Mr. Browning played
the current situation in Rhodesia and with the D.S.O. on Oct. 19th.

South Afi-ica at Packard Hall. The speech 3:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-
is sponsored by the Black Student Union, chestra, under conductor Bruce Hag(
8:15 p.m. Cabaret, the CC Players' first will perform a free city concert in celeb,

mtyor performance this year, directed by ration of United National Day. Mark De-
Leonard Kiziuk, will be in its second nekas will be featured on the french horn
showing tongiht. All seats are reserved. Selected works from Mendelssohn, Verdi,
Admission is $3.00, free with CC Activity Bernstein , Tchaikovsky, Thomas
card. Formore information, call 473-2233 Dvorak, and a horn solo to be announced
extension 232. Wumblies, an American

Sex Rock band will be performing at

D.J.'s, 1830 W. Almeda, through Sunday,

October 22.

The Colorado Collegiate Women's Indi-

vidual Tennis Championships will be

are programmed for this special occasion.

No tickets are required. The concert will

be held in Denver's new Boettcher Con-
cert Hall, 950 13th Street. Parking is av-

ailable.

4:00 p.m. A P.B.S. local special,
"Noguchi's Imaginary Landscapes", will

held today at the University of Denver, show highlights of the major exhibition
This tournament will last through presently at the Denver Art Museum.
Saturday, October 21.

Saturday, October 21
8:15 a.m. Graduate Record Exams will

be held in room 300 in Armstrong Hall.

9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Alpha Lambda
Delta is sponsoring a Car Wash andBak
Sale to be held at the Conoco station on
the comer ofCache le Poudre and Nevada
Ave. Tickets are 50c in advance or $1.00
at the wash. All profits will go toward the
Alpha Lambda Delta scholarship fund.
9rt)0 a-m. - 12:00 Noon Final registra-

tion for the 26 mile Denver Marathon will

be held at the Denver YMCA, 25 E. 16th

7:30 The Public Broadcasting System
presents "Energy: New Choices".

9:00 p.m. KRMA-TV, Colorado's edu-

cational television will be showing Mas-

terpiece Theatre. This week's movie is

the first of a fifteen part series entitled,

"The Duchess of Duke Street" which fo-

cuses on the famous woman scientist's

life fi-om a scullery maid to the hostess

and friend of princes and kings!

4:00 p.m. P.B.S. special and Denver
marathon.

Monday, October 23
James Bukowski will be on campus to

Ave. The marathon Will be held Sunday j i-c ^-cj j *. j
O t ho 99

'ji^iuij', discuss qualifications for advanced study

at the American Graduate School and job
11K)0 a.m. Tiger soccer will face the Air
Force Academy on the Academy Field.

2:00 p.m. CC Football will battle
against McMurray College at McMurray.

8:15 p.m. Tonight is the last night to

8eeCa6are/!Ticketsare$3.00,freewitha
CC Activity Card. All seats are reserved.
For more infonnation, call 473-2233 ex-
tension 323.

opportunities in the field ofInternational

Management. For an interview, sign up
in the Career Placement Center.

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Freshmen and fall

transfer students who have not yet re-

ceived their schedules may pick them up
in the Registrar's ofTice, Schedules should

have come in the mail. Dropping and ad-

ding of courses for freshmen and fall

Beginning Rock Climbing will be taught transfers begin today. Dropping and ad-

by members of the CC Mountain Club. *^^"S courses will be restricted to

VicePresidentChrisRich will be leading fi'eshmen and fall transfers today and
the instruction. For more information, Tuesday, October 24.

call Chris at 633-1092 or inquire at the
Momitain Club office in the Cutler base- The Denver Symphony Orchestra will

perform a college In-Residence concert
with the University of Northern Col-
orado, This concert is open to the public.

Tiger field hockey versus the

University of Northern Colorado on our

field.

3:30 p.m. Prayer group.

7:00 p.m. Tiger volleyball will have a

home game against Metro State College

in El Pomar Sports Center,

9:00 p.m. Public Broadcasting Network
Special: "U.N. Day Concert", to be per-

formed by the American Symphony Or-

chestra.

10:30 p.m. Another PBS Network Spe-

cial: "Thieves of Time" about the conflict

between sourvenir hunting and the de-

struction of archeological sites.

Wednesday, October 25
7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. CC's Leisure

Program film series is showing "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town", a Prank Capra
comedy about an innocent country hick

experiencing the corruption in big city

life for the first time, Starring Gary
Cooper and Jean Arthur. It's free with CC
Movie Card of 750 at the Armstrong Hall

Theatre doors.

12 noon Shove Council.

TheDenVer Symphony Orchestra will

have an In-Residence concert with the

University of Colorado in Boulder. This
will be open to the public.

Women's Reiional Tennis Tournament at

the Air Force Academy through Satur-

day, October 28.

Thursday, October 26
7:30 a.m. Holy Eucharist.

First day of block break! Yeah!!

8:00 p.m. Star Bar Players perform
William Gibson's "A Cry ofPlayers." Lofl
Theater, 2506 W. Colorado Ave.

Friday, October 27
9:00 a.m. Tiger volleyball will be in

Pocatello, Idaho for the Idaho State Uni-
versity Volleyball Tournament which
will continue through Saturday, October
28.

7:00 p.m. CC Soccer will be playing in

San Diego versus San Diego State.

7:00 p.m. The first half of the Leisure

program film series, Schlock Spy Night

begins with the Thriller, "In Like Flint

starring James Coburn as the coo],

super-suave Derek Flint out to rid the

world of all evil.

8:00 p.m. Star Bar Players perform

William Gibson's "A Cry of Players." Loft

Theater, 2506 W. Colorado Ave.

8:00 p.m. It's the opening game for CC
hockey at home in Honnen against Notre

Dame.
9:00 p.m. The second half of Schlock

Spy Night will feature "The Silencers'

starring Dean Martin as Matt Helm, prj.

vate eye. This spy spoof is loaded with

laughs. See it in Armstrong. Free with

CC Movie Card or 75C at the door.

10:00 p.m. Masterpiece Theatre, a

specialty, will be showing "The Duchess

ofDuke Street: Part One" again for those

who missed it Sunday, the 22nd,

CC Women's Field Hockey will be in Tuc

son, Arizona for a tournament againsi

the University of Arizona and Bringham

Young University through Saturday, Oc-

tober 28.
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Saturday, October 28
1:30 p.m. CC Football at home against

Panhandle State University.

3:00 p.m. Tiger soccer offand kickin' in

San Diego, California against U.S. Inter-

national University.

8:00 p.m. Tiger Hockey at home
Honnen against Notre Dame.
8:00 p.m. Star Bar Players perforni

William Gibson's "A Cry of Players." Loft

Theater, 2506 W. Colorado Ave.

10:00 p.m. P.B.S. Network Special, en-

titled "California Reich" offers a chilling

look at the neo-Nazi movement in

Califonira.

Sunday, October 29
1:30 p.m and 3:00 p.m. The Denver

Symphony Orchestra and it's guest,

Shari Lewis and puppets, will perfc

Children's Concert in Boettcher Concert

Hall. Tickets range from $3.50 to $6,50

4:00 p.m. Star Bar Players perform

William Gibson's "A Cry ofPlayers." Lofl

Theater.
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^jg^^^h^enverMarathon. a 26 1:00 p.m.

Linda Ran belts out a torch song in Cabaret, CC's all-school

musical, tonight and Saturday
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Fred Sondermann: All that a man was meant to be
The school he loved mourns his passing and celebrates his enduring influence.
D— pj nni^in*^:. Davis nf t.hp TTnivoroitv nf Van. ir,rt ^f tu^ "c ^.iBy Ed Goldstein

Catalyst Editor

lever stop believing that one

on can make a difference."

said Professor J. Douglas

t2 at a tribute to the late Dr.

Sondermann on the occasion

25th anniversary of teach-

it Colorado College some two

i3 ago.

id never could those words
rung truer.

_ed Sondermann died last

rsday evening after fighting a
ageous battle against cancer.

pas 54.

ed Sondermann was a family

statesman, scholar, teacher,

lorist, humanist, religious

and a friend. He had a spe-

^ ace that put a warm glow in

hearts of all those who had the

privilege of being associated

him. As Professor Vince

Davis of the University of Ken
tucky said in a salute, "To know
Fred Sondermann is to love him."

SHOVE MEMORIAL
SERVICE

Hundreds ofhis friends from all

professions and persuasions
gathered in Shove Chapel Tues-
day afternoon to mourn his pas-
sing and celebrate his lasting in-

fluence on our lives.

"Fred was not perfect in his sen-
sitivities and insights, but he was
unfailing in his willingness and
ability to think of others," said

Professor Joseph Pickle of the Re-
ligion Department during the
service. "He wanted his friends

and students to get together and
to leave the service feeling better

than they did when they first

came in." Pickle remarked that

Sondermann had wished the sing-

Student injured in

Climbing Mishap
"lorado College student Bob
, 'iger, seriously injured in a
"«g accident Oct. 27, was re-

'f'i from Penrose Hospital,
Jnesday and will return to
™n. Colorado with his pa-
te for a week of rest and recup-
'"n Hettinger slipped and fell

^t onto his head on a moun-
' "'est of Mount Manitou dur-
' Mock break hike with the
totain Club.
' *a8 coming back early to at-
a Wedding on the weekend, so

I and another student with the

same plans went out Friday. He
saw me fall and got help." said

Hettinger in an Oct. 31 phone

interview. "They had to cut down

40 trees to get me out by helicop-

ter. I was unconscious for two days

after they found me, so I only

know what others have told me."

Hettinger incurred no broken

bones or major injuries, but had

several convulsions. Tests re-

vealed no lasting effects of the

cont. on page 13

ing of the song "Some Other the assembled worshipers sang
Time, from the Broadway Musi- the Colorado College Hymn
cal "On The Town" during the Following the service a less
service. Pickle read the song as solmn reception was held in the
verse, because of the special poig- Gates Common Room, the scene of
nancy of the words: "Just when the 25th anniversary tribute to
the fun is starting comes the time Sondermann.
for parting. But let's be glad fo

THE ROAD TO
PALMER HALL

This exceptional man was born
in Horn, Germany. His family es-

caped the Nazi threat and came to

America like millions of other re

vhat we've had and what's to
come."

President Lloyd Worner, Son-
dermann's friend during 25 years
of association with the college
read from the Nobel Prize accep-

tance speech of William Faulk-
ner. Faulkner's belief that man-
kind was not finished, was a faith

that was deeply held by Sonder-
mann, said Worner. make something of his life in this
Kevin Orme, a student in the adopted land. After serving in the

final International Relations U.S. Army in the South Pacific
class that Sondermann taught Theatre during World War 11 he
read from the touching poem received a degree in history and
Ewig Shalom" that was written political science, magna curr,

JOINS CC FACULTY

Dr. Sondermann was hired by
the then infant Political Science
Department of Colorado College
(chaired by Professor Mertz) in

1953. President Worner remem-
bers that Sondermann was highly
recommended for the teaching
post by Pulitzer Prize winning
Professor Samuel Bemis. Son-
dermann wrote the school upon
his hiring, "I shall approach the

honor of the Professor

Rabbi David Kline from Temple
Shalom, which Sondermann
helped to form, led the con-

gregation in reciting the tradi-

tional Mourner's Kaddish. And as
requested by Dr. Sondermann,

v...„ M. u,..,ci ic- ...o ....i,ig, 1 siiaii approach the
fugees from persecution had done task soberly and responsibly. On
in the past. Sondermann, who was that basis 1 hope that neither CC
to become a patriot in the best norl willeverhavecause toregret
sense of the word, worked hard to our new relationship

"

Sondermann quickly advanced
in the college. He became a full

Professor in 1963 and later was
appointed chairman of the de-

partment. He was Associate Dean
of the College and director ofwhat
was then the College's most suc-

cessful summer session from
1962-65. Later, he planned and
organized week long symposiums
on subjects as varied as World
War II, the New Science and the

American Presidency.

laude, from Butler University in

1949. A year later Indiana Uni-
versity granted him an M.A. in

government and three years later

he wore the cap and gown of Yale
while receiving a Ph.D. in inter-

national relations.

Pres. Worner: The State of the School
by Ed Goldstein

and Tim Zarlengo

Editor's Note: Two weeks ago. stu-

dents, faculty members, and ad-

ministrators of Colorado College

gathered in the board room of
Armstrong Hal! to help Lloyd
Worner celebrate the 15th an-

niversary of his inauguration as

President oftheCollege.A few days

later the Catalyst sat down with

the President to get his views on

the state of the school and per-

sonal thoughts on his steivardship

of the college.

On his 15 years at the helm:

I was fortunate to have people

who have done good around me. In

some major areas I have been able

to add to the overall strength of

the college. I am proud of the de-

velopment of the student body.

There has been quite a building

program in the past 15 years. We
are not a wealthy college but

we've strengthened our develop-

ment in the last 15 years. I have
been able to work honestly and on

a humane level with the faculty

and students. We've had our dif-

ferences but they are honest ones.

On the strengths of the col-

lege: We have a sound cur-

riculum. We have been attracting

an able andhard working faculty.

The students work hard. They
don't realize that they represent

the college and do it quite well.

On students of the tiO's compared
to those of today:

It's good to be critical of our-

selves, but often we miss the posi-

tive things. Students are de-

veloping good instincts and con-

cerns. I don't think student
bodies have changed very much.
That may surprise you. I don't

think students want to buy any
one point of view. Students are

more mature in that they see the

excesses that come about from
taking a rigid stance. They
realize problems are complex and
they see no easy answer.And we
talk about apathy but you see

people working their tails off on
the Special Olympics. That is im-

portant.

On Co-Ed Housing:

1 have had no feedback on that. 1

haven't heard people going
around commenting on it one way
or another.

On his image as an isolated ad-

ministrator:

I think if you talk to the faculty

they would not say I'm remote

from their concerns. I never feci

remote from the student body- 1

meet more students than you'd

think, I tend to see students who
are active in things.

On the feeling that the city could

take or leave CC:
I don't think this is true. We

have faculty members like Ray

Werner who are involved in

numerous community activities.

And the commynity in turn really

turns out to college lectures and

events. It's kind of natural that if

we were in a smaller community
you would have a greater impact.

On community interference with

academic freedom:

There has been no interference

with freedom of speech on this

campus. People have been angry

with some of the things we do but

when these attacks come I've

stood foresquare behind freedom

of speech and thought.

On controversial 1977 guest

speaker Flo Kennedy:

I defend her right to speak, but I

didn't think she had much to say.

On South Africa:

We should not only advocate

the Sullivan principles but we

should also follow up to see what
is being done. I don't think we
should divest. We need to have in-

fluence there.

On Hockey Players:

I don't think there is any ques-

tion if they don't do their work
they will flunk. The conduct of

hockey players is important. You
know people write the papers to

say if they play alright on the ice,

what does the conduct of hockey

players matter (shaking head)?

There is a danger in big time

sports. You want to make sure

that athletes are a part ofthe stu-

dent body.

On controversial graduation

speaker John Silber:

It was close to a disaster. He
came back here last spring and he

wanted to give two commence-

ment speeches. One was in tribute

ofGlen Gray. But he tried to bring

in other things and as a result he

went far too long. I was tempted to

say, 'Look, do one or the other.'

And then it rained (head shaking

again). This year is the first time

that anyone has shown interest in

our graduation speaker. And we

do hope to get Barbara Jordan.

On his college career:

I don't know ifyou could charac-

terize me. But 1 was active in

sports, President of the Student

Body and involved in a number of

organizations. No. I don't think

you could call me an All-

American boy

On the story that as an undergrad

he hijacked a train to Denver:

1 don't honestly know how that

one got started. No, its not true

(laughter).

On his notorious Missouri Drawl;

Professor Lewis is always im-

itating my voice, and quite suc-

cessfully I might add. Well one

Cont. on page 12



Fred Sondermann cont.<

The symposiums and an alumni

college which Sondermann also

organized highlighted his belieT

that "we should all learn to-

gether." said Professor Mertz.

"And that was before the idea was

in vogue."

A MAN OF PEACE

As a professional in the field of

intemational relations Fred Son-

dermann swore by the oath,

'Come, let us reason together." He
hoped, and prayed that nations

and men could settle their differ-

ences peacefully. He had students

explore all aspects of the intema-

tional system to find avenues

through which nations could

build peace. He was receptive to

new ideas and new potentialities.

He never turned his back to our

struggling world even though he

had lived through some of its least

fine hours.

As a Political Scientist, "He was

a voice of reason and often a

gadfly among people who are in-

clined to overemphasize the im-

portance of military relations in

International Relations," re-

mained Professor David Finley, a

colleague in the department. "He

was big on the complexity of in-

ternational relations."

On the volatile mideast issue.

Professor Bob Lee said Sonder-

mann "didn't identify the protec-

tion of Israel necessarily with an

Israeli hard-line." Rabbi Kline of

Temple Shalom recalled a meet-

ing in which Fred brought in a

former Israeli General who was a

"dove" to speak. "Fred moderated

the discussion magnificently so

that tempers did not flair, said

Kline. "The situation had the po-

tential of being a really nasty

name calling incident with a

moderator of less skills."

Sondermann "was very much
saddened by the U.S. role in Viet-

nam," said Finley. "But he did not

take a conspiratorial view. He
understood the imperfections of

any policy making at best and
that led him to oppose any radical

pronouncements."

In his professional work Son-

dermann explored the changing

role ofdiplomacy, large and small

power relations, nuclear arma-

ments and security and interna-

tional culture and economics in

this post war era. Sondermann
helped to organize the Intema-

tional Studies Association, was

President of the body from

1962-63 and edited their influen-

tial journal, the International

Studies Quarterly. He was co-

author with David McLellan and

William Olson of the Theory and

Practice of International Rela-

tions, a text that has influenced

the thinking of a generation of

students. He also taught at the

Denver University Graduate
School of Intemational Studies

and directed a pwstdoctoral semi-

nar on national security policy

during CC's Summer Session.

fflS STUDENTS
"Fred is at home with students

of any age, as their mentor and
friend," commented Dean Bradley

at last month's commemoration of

his 25th anniversary with the

school. Sondermann was a

dynamic lecturer. The tremend-

ous thought and energy he put

into his classes inspired his stu-

dents to reach out to grasp the es-

sence of the discipline of intema-
tional relations. He strove to

maintain close relations with his

pupils. His office door was always
open, and he had a profound
interest in the progress of his stu-

dents. "His attitude was if a stu-

dent failed a course, he had
failed," commented Dean Max-
well Taylor. "As assistant

academic dean of the college I

once had a student about to fail

out of school. Sondermann, who
was his teacher at the time, liter-

ally refused to let the student fail

the course. He went over to his

apartment and called me to say
the student would get the paper
done the next day. And he did."

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

The task of the Political Scien-
t'c*^ is to dispassionately analyze
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society and yet to participate in it,

said Professor Tim Fuller at the

Gates Common Room tribute to

Sondermann. "Most of have trou-

ble doing either. Fred inspired us

by his ability to do both." That

Sondermann did in many years of

service to his community, state

and nation.

In the community Sondermann

was the largest vote getter in Col-

orado Springs history when he

ran for City Council on a "sensible

growth" platform. He supported

those goals when appointed to the

State Land Use Commission by

Governor Lamm. In City Council

Sondermann was able to draft an

acceptable revision to the city's

archaic charter. Later he was
asked to chair a committee to

bring the Solar Energy Research

Institute to Colorado Springs.

"Management, labor, home build-

ing groups instinctively turned to

Fred as a leader who could lead a

wide variety of groups in that

purpose," said Professor Loevy.

Most recently Sondermann suc-

cessfully fought for the defeat of

five poorly drafted ammendments
to the city constitution.

In his eulogy for Sondermann,

former Colorado Springs Mayor
Andrew Marshall said, "Far more

than most, he understood that our

decisions involved not so often the

conflict between right and wrong,

as the conflict between one per-

son's rights and another's — both

genuine, sometimes irreconcila-

ble and of great importance to

those concerned. With his light

touch, his consideration of other

people's feelings, and his intelli-

gent concentration on their prob-

lems, he came closer than anyone

I have ever known to reconciling

the irreconcilable, to healing the

steppedHDn-toes."

THE PRIVATE MAN
Although he attacked his public

responsibilities with uncommon
vigor, Sondermann was a source

of strength in his private life. Un-
like some men who put their

career above all else, Sondermann
made sure that his family came
first- He was a devoted husband to

his wife Marion and father to his

three children.

He was also a man of great

faith. Sondermann bridged the

seas that kept the conservative

and reformed Jewish com-
munities of Colorado Springs
apart when he helped to create

Temple Shalom. Along with being

the first President of the Congre-

gation he also taught Sunday
School.

Fred Sondermann was a man of

great joy, a man with a great pas-

sion for life. He loved to burst

singing songs from Broadway
musicals and play charades with

his students at class parties. His
wonderful sense of humor was a

universally admired quality.

Whether he was polking fun at his

ethnic origins or imitating Presi-

dent Womer's voice to get a re-

quesition for the department,
Sondermann had the capacity to

make one's stomach linings hurt.

He used to say that when Democ-
rats are asked to form a firing

squad, "they instinctively form a
circle." Which is to say that he
"illustrated in a humerous way
some reality from the world," re-

marked Loevy.

YEMEN
Last December Sondermann

flew to the small Arab nation of

Yemen to attend a conference on

Intemational Development. He
was the guest of Prime Minister

Abdul Ghandi , a former student of

Fred's at CC. The trip to Yemen
was a sober one. Sondermann re-

thought his earlier position that

modernization ought not to be im-

posed on a nation after viewing

Yemen's widespread poverty and
disease. He was still thinking of

other's needs even though hisown
were shortly to become critical.

CANCER
About that time Sondermann's

doctors discovered that a cancer

he had contracted earlier in life

had returned and that he was

terminally ill. Sondermann ac-

cepted the diagnosis with the

same courage that characterized

Hubert Humphrey's final year.

He continued teaching despite the

fact that he was taking painful

chemotherapy treatments. And

he taught up to his final days. "He

really loved our class," said one of

his Intemational Relations stu-

dents. "I think the class helped to

keep him going." When the time

did arrive for Sondermann to ap-

pear before the College's formal

tribute on his 25th anniversary,

he was deteriorating and had to

use a wheelchair. Despite his pain

he gallantly walked up to the

podium to accept a standing ova-

ever equalled this moment," k

told his friends. "You hav,

touched me deeply."

FINAL THOUGHTS «>'

Louis Benezet, the former Pre, plain

ident ofthe College once describe lelinf

Sondermann as a man "with
j ositio

exceptional mind, driven by 5 jt
pn

exceptional energy — temper^ d ini'

by an engaging personality th; jal
of

wins not only respect bt ?orke

friendship with everyone." Th; lal
prt

and much more amply descril^rop "'

this treasure we have just loj embei

Perhaps the best way to conclui this

these thoughts is a statement o[ aitit

colleague, Professor Vince Davi i
^'^

of the University of Kentucki Esb<

"There is a Portugese wordi lem

greeting, of salute of admiratic lie. 1

of respect, but beyond all these, s m
great affection. It means to ec s it

brace with the deepest kind or (

friendship. This word is "A| b,su

racos," and I send "Abracoa" 1 lers

Colorado College for having h( ng '

the enormous good sense 25 yea: iog

ago to attract the services of PrJ." Op;

Sondermann plus the equalll a v

good sense to make sure that J
basi

stayed here. This great colleg

this charming city, and this woi

derful man and his family hat kq'

been very good for each other

'

(For more on Fred Sondermai

tion. "Nothing at the college has please turn to page 9.)

Career Center News
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS
TODAY — Aetna Casualty Insurance Company. Positions availa-

ble in a variety of non-sales areas. Must be willing to locate outside

of Colorado. December graduates preferred. Aetna will be back in

spring to talk to June grads. Sign up at Career Center.

University of Bath. Information on junior year programs in Eng-

land. Monday, November 6, 3:30 p.m. in Shove Chapel Lounge.

Amos Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth. Indi-

vidual interviews required for admission. Tuesday, November 7. All

appointments made at the Career Center.

LULAC. Help with financial aid for graduate school. All students

eligible. Rastall Lounge 12:00-4:00 on Wednesday, November 8. No

appointment needed.

COMING PROGRAMS
Resume Writing Workshop. Come and learn the ins and outs of

effective resume writing. Open to all students. Tuesday, November

7 at 7:30 p.m. in Loomis Main Lounge.

Life Planning Mini-Workshop. Open to all students, freshmen

through senior. Begin planning for life after CC. Thursday,

November 9, 6:30-9:30 p.m. in Loomis Main Lounge.
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hav,

To By La*""** Vo" Driest

Pre, (plaining the undercurrents

ribt lelinS behind California's

th
J
(sition Six ia . . well, a dif-

\)y g ij proposition. The voter-

ert 1
initiative calls for the dis-

th; tl of gay teachers and their

b^ orkers who support their

Th; pi preferences. It isjust one of

cribf x,p
of propositions on the

t lo;
gmberballotwhichhasgrown

Kluj jfthis
year's wildly successful

jositJon 13.

-All

oposition 6: Strong Feelings Go Before Facts

Dav-| je
difficulty over Proposition

jges because this is an issue in

[h
emotions play a predomin-

fole. Both sides appeal to the

sr's most primitive instincts.

favor, led by state

ator 'and sponsor) John V.

summon the spectre ofgay

chers openly and possibly

Lg hi uDg their charges, thus de-

yeai ing the American "famiily

Opponents call the proposi-

1 violation of the public's

latl basic civil liberties, and say

illea uld unnecessarily increase

woi Dinental powers.

haj ent polls show that voters

are still divided. In their cam-
paign to gain support, each side

has sought endorsements from

prominent people and organiza-

tions. The pro-Briggs people in-

clude the state John Birch Society

and the Los Angeles Deputy
Sheriffs Association. Anti-Briggs

backers are both more numerous
and more instantly recognizable:

Ronald Reagan, Governor Jerry

Brown, Senator S. I. Hayakawa,
the AFL-CIO, the League of

Women Voters, several teachers

associations, and the Young Re-

publicans.

This curious coalition came
about because the proposition, if

passed, will have an immediate

impact on the state's functioning.

"Accused" teachers will be tried

before a school board, and (de-

pending upon the evidence) either

dismissed or allowed to continue

in their posts. The costs to the

taxpayer in money — and to the

school system in time — are stag-

gering. A law already on the

books legally prevents teachers

from forcing their private life-

styles on their pupils, so those

against Proposition 6 ask.

"What's the use of having yet one

more law when the problem is al-

ready sufficiently covered?"

Reagan and Hayakawa are

anti-Proposition 6 because it

widens governmental powers —
and in a year when both Republi-

cans and Democrats profess tax-

cutting tendencies and decreasing

bureaucracies, a 'pro-6 stance

would 'oe highly inconsistent. The
teachers associations fear that

once passed, Proposition 6 will be

a capricious weapon in the hands

of students and parents with

grudges against teachers.

So — why is there a distinct

possibility of passage? Like any

other segment that varies from

what is considered the norm,

homosexuals and lesbians often

seem a thing apart to America's

predominantly white middle

class. Even though the highly-

respected Kinsey report classifies

only 5% of the country's popula-

tion as totally heterosexual— and

the same percentage as totally

homosexual — most still think of

gays as distinct and identifiable,

instead of as a diffuse group

spread throughout all segments

and occupations.

The image of a gay teacher

strikes painfully close to the sen-

sibilities of the parents of school-

age children.

A gay is not thought of as a

next-door neighbor — although

there is a distinct possibilty. He or

she is something to be read about

in news stories and seen on televi-

sion. Before a friendship forms be-

tween gay and straight, the bar-

riers of hostility and incom-

prehension must be broken by

both sides.

In school-related sexual abuses,

heterosexuals, not homosexuals,

are the most frequent offenders.

Heavy newsplay is given the inci-

dents involving the latter, leading

to confusion on the viewer's or

reader's part. "After all," they

ask, Wny snould 1 let my -.mi-

dren be taught by a gay when I

just heard that they try to get ray

children to be just like they are?"

GOP's Number Two Man Explains Stance'
"s Note: In our last issue,

nor Lamm brought his case

election to our pages. This

the Catalyst presents the

, ofthe Republican candidate

lieutenant "Governor. State

tor Hank Brown. Senator

in is a resident of Greeley,

^
'e he is employed as Vice

,. :dent of Monfort of Colorado.

Jj
as held the position of Assis-

Majority Leader of the Col-

) Senate, and has served on

Appropriations, Business Af-

, Labor, Health. Environ-

t, and Welfare Committees.

by Bob Lackner
MALYST: How would a

ikland-Brown administration

ir from a Lamm-Dick ad-

iBtration?

KOWN: Basically in four

First, tax policy. Ted

mmitted to holding the line

!es. GovernorLamm favors a

^ erof separate tax increases.

X

Second, water policy. Both parties

want the Federal government to

approve the water projects. The

difference is if they are not ap-

proved, Ted wants Colorado to de-

velop its own resources. Third,

priorities in funding. Our spend-

ing priorities are opposite. We
want a smaller increase in fund-

ing for the staff of the Governor

and Lt. Governor. Ted feels those

resources are better spent on the

programs themselves. Fourth,

management systems. We want to

institute a Management by Objec-

tive program, which largely

hasn't been used so far.

CATALYST: With the current

debate over taxes and govern-

ment spending, it appears as ifthe

Republicans have a set of tailor-

made issues to ride to electoral

victory. Yet according to a recent

Gallup poll, by a 35-21% margin,

the American people feel the

Democratic Party is more qual-

ified to solve the inflation problem

than the Republican Party. In

light of these problems, how can

the Republican Party restore its

appeal among the populace?

BROWN: We need to field can-

didates who can generate confi-

dence in the electorate in those

areas- We can turn things around;

the key is that we are sincere in

our interest to reduce the power of

government and increase the

strength of the individual,

CATALYST: It seems as if re-

cent controversies over Senator

Strickland's purported state-

ments about Lowry Air Force

BAse. the SERI site and "the

fewer government installations

the better" have put your side on

the defensive, and you appear to

have lost some strength in the

polls. How can you regain the of-

fensive in the last two weeks of

the race?

BROWN: We can do several

WRADO COLLBG-E &00KSTOR,E

things. We have to clear up any

discrepancies. Many things have

been mistated. We have to point

out areas where we differ, (from

Lamm) so people have a clear

choice on the issues. We also have

to become better known. People

have to feel they know you to vote

for you. Both Ted and I have

served in the military. Anyone
who knows us. knows we want

Lowry,

CATALYST: The job of Lt.

Governor seems to be about as

important in shaping public pol-

icy on the state level as the job of

Vice President is on the Federal

level. Do you have any ideas on

making the job more substantive?

BROWN: That observation is

basically accurate. Under Dick

Lamm, the functions of the Lt-

Governor have been reduced,

while the staff has tripled. Those

resources can be used in other

areas. If we're elected, I'll be in

charge of the 56,000 state

cont. on page 15

These are the fears of the pro-

Briggs forces. Their opponents
images are equally powerful. Im-

agine a school system where the

teachers live in constant fear of

being singled out as gay or pro-

gay by a disgruntled student they

say. Even having a gay friend

could prove fatal to your job fu-

ture, Private lives would no

longer be private. It would be a

return to the eighteenth century

educational system, where every-

thing — including the length of

hair, skirts, and engagements
with girl or boyfriends was regu-

lated.

Another problem derives

strictly from the civil-rights

viewpoint. Proposition 6 goes far

beyond Anita Bryant (whom
Briggs vocally supported in her

Dade County maneuvers). In-

stead of merely (!) denying ex-

tended rights such as housing and

land ownership to gays. Propwsi-

tion 6 denies them — and their

supporters — the right to choose

theirown career. This isoneof the

reasons why the grass-roots op-

position is not very visible. When
a $50 donation to the cause would

require the name of the donor. $49

checks came flooding into head-

quarters. Proposition 6's oppo-

nents are canny — and rightly so.

If the initiative passes, they don't

want to be among the first singled

out as pro-gay — and thus be the

likeliest to lose a job if they teach.

The most powerful weapon that

the pro-Briggs forces hold is the

feeling that finally, the voters can

have a working voice in the gov-

ernment. Proposition 13 victory

was largely due to this sudden

feeling that voters can do exactly

what they want, regardless of the

politicians.

All the above images — plus

more personal ones— will appear

before each voter in the short time

in the polling booth before the

"Yes" or "No" box is checked.

Facts and figures are relatively

easy to explain — but they won't

change the instinctive feelings of

each California citizen come

November 7. So in the hearts and

minds of California's voters — the

former will be the deciding factor.
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Cowboy State Politics: Fierce and Independe
by Sieve Winship

Envii-onrnentalists and federal

government employees tread

liehtly in Wyoming this election

year- Politically. Wyoming will

seem extremist to the point of

making John Birch its patron

saint, to those familiar only with

Colorado politics. Indeed. Wyom-
ing is very conservative, but also

hints of isolationism in its view

towards then rest of the nation

and particularly towards the fed-

eral government.

An overview of Wyoming reve-

als a very small population (esti-

mated to be a little over 500.000).

with ranching and energy inter-

ests dominating the political

scene. Even though these political

interests are concerned with the

development ofthe state's natural

resources, a lot of talk is heard

about preserving the lifestyle of

Wyomint; The prime candidate

for LIS. Scniilitr. Alan Simpson.

Republican, reflects the overall

tenor of the prevailing political

view:

Wc ail' well oHKtrc of the un-

ique lifestyle that Wyoming ha\- a

Itm- population (tenuity, wide open

spoecs. a slower pace oflife, a high

degree of independence and
hard-working people. Our state is

blessed with natural beauty and

natural resources. There is a deli-

txtte balance between maintaining

our lifestyle and preserving the

jobs and payrolls necessary to

enjoy that.

Probably most surprising to

those comfortable with Colorado

politics is the pro-development

viewpoint, especially towards

energy issues. It would be the un-

successful candidate who came

out against nuclear power. Lip

Amendments Are Crucial
by Eric Weaver

Colorado voters have the oppor-

tunity to vote on two amendments

to the Colorado Constitution this

year. Amendment I is an amend-

ment to Section 9, Article IV, of

the state constitution which

would change the procedure for

filling vacancies in the office of

county commissioners. The sec-

ond amendment, new article XA,
would place constitutional limits

on government spending begin-

ning on July 1. 1979 at the state

level, and January at the local

level.

The need for Amendment One
was revealed by the accidental

death of two of the three Chaffee

county commissioners. Since most

of the county boards are made up

of three members the death of two

commissioners brought the gov-

erning process in Chaffee county

to a halt. Although commission-

ers are elected officials the cur-

rent procedure allows the gover-

nor to fill vacant commissioner

positions with anyone of his

choosing.

Amendment One provides for

the creation of a vacancy commit-

tee ojmposed of members of the

same political party as the vacat-

ing commissioner. The committee

must appoint a successor from the

same party within 10 days.

The second amendment, which

would limit government spend-

ing, is a controversial outgrovrth

ofthe Proposition 13 type anti-tax

movement. The amendment bears

little resemblance to Proposition

13 however. The amendment
proposes to limit per capita in-

creases in spending and in no way
controls property taxes or any
other type of tax. The proposal

limits per capita expenditures to

the level of the preceding year

with allowances for inflation as

computed by the Consumer Price

Index.

The amendment allows spend-

ing to be increased by a vote ofthe

people or by the declaration of a

temporary emergency. The mo-

tive behind the allowance for

emergencies is the necessity of in-

creased expenditures caused by a

natural disaster such as the flood

of the Big Thompson River two

years ago. There is some debate

over whether the emergency

clause could be applied to the un-

forseen need for services such as

hospitals and schools caused by

explosive population growth in a

specific area.

The arguments in favor of and

in opposition to the amendment
are long and complex but they can

be boiled down to two essential

themes. Those in favor of the

amendment maintain that the

amendment helps re.store direct

control over government spend-

ing to the taxpayers. They feel

that the capacity of taxpayers to

support government programs is

limited and that the amendment
forces governments to face up to

that reality. They argue that the

amendment would force the gov-

ernments to consider the hidden

costs ofenvironmental and health

regulations and would stimulate

the economy by lowering the total

tax burden of citzens.

Opponents of the amendment

feel that the proposal unnecessar-

ily hamstrings government. They

point out that state aid to educa-

tion has risen from 43 million dol-

lars to 418 million dollars during

the period of 1961 to 1977 which is

in excess of the limits imposed by

amendment II. But such aid al-

lowed local governments to keep

the lid on property taxes to the

benefit of homeowners by draw-

ing funds from the surplus in the

state general fund. The opponents

note that the spending record of

Colorado government, in contrast

to the reckless spending by

California governments, has been

one of restraint and fiscal respon-

sibility. As they point out, the

spending increases during recent

years in Colorado have been lower

than the levels proposed by the

restrictions.

service is of course paid to the pro-

per disposal of nuclear wastes (if

there is such a thing as "proper

disposal"). The multiple-u.se con-

cept of federal land dominates any

discussion of proposed wilderness

areas. In deference to the rancher

anxious to graze their livestock

for the minimal grazing fees and

the mining interests hoping to

drill and mine on federal lands,

the general political outlook

favors development ofsome of the

most beautiful land in Wyoming.

An often heard political view is

"the Overthrust Belt is an oil dis-

covery that extends into many
National Forest areas and as far

north as the Jackson Hole Coun-

try." Not until a lawsuit by the

Sierra Club temporarily stopped

the exploration efforts was the

fate of this area at all unsure.

Another example of the environ-

ment getting the lower priority is

the politician's view that ranchers

should be allowed the "controlled"

use of predator poisons.

Even more important in the

Wyoming political thinking is the

presumption that the federal gov-

ernment is not in Wyoming's best

interests. "The federal govern-

ment threatens to destroy our in-

dependent efforts," is the stand of

a "shoe-in" candidate for national

office. A particularly sore issue is

the Carter Administration's at-

tempt to control the water re-

sources of the West. Howls of out-

rage and screams of states' rights

met this Carter proposal. His

fight to stop construction of the

western water project has not won
too many Wyoming votes. In

Wyoming, as well as nationally,

inflation is a top issue with the

federal government being pointed

to as the chief culprit, because of

"wasteful government expendi-

tures and massive trade deficit."

The call for a balanced federal

budget is a sure way of getting

applause at any Wyoming politi-

cal rally. Another method of get-

ting voter approval in Wyoming is

to talk about taking the tax revolt

to the federal government and its

income tax. Innumerable exam-

ples can be drawn upon to illus-

trate the "us-them" mentality

that exists in Wyoming, but suf-

fice to say the general feeling of

the Wyoming voter is that the

federal government is taking

away the individual's freedom.

On other issues, Wyoming is

perhaps the most rabid anti-gun

control state in the union, and will

not follow too far behind in the

ardent support it gives to right-

to-work laws.

Internally the political squab-

bles arise when a split develops

between the powerful lobbying

interests or between the northern

and southern regions of the state.

A proposed coal-slurry pipeline

from Wyoming to Arkansas has

been caught in a seesaw battle be-

tween mining and ranching forces

for a couple of years. Whereas the

coal companies could benefit

greatly from the pipeline, the ag-

ricultural industry would suffer

from the export of water from the

state. As is well known by Colora-

dans, water is one of the most

politically volatile issues in the

arid West.

A split developed between the

southern and the northern halves

of the state over the need for

another four year college in a

)S

state thai has only one univ,

This is a controversy that

ises to be around for quite

time.

Even more important
fri;

demonstration of the polii

conservative atmosphere

state is the abortion issut

1972 Supreme Court dti
'"

struck down Wyoming's
]>i'..

en P^

tute prohibiting abortions

1972 the state legislatui

never been able to pass a bi

willbe legally acceptabli^
|

so conservative is the legh

that some of the proposeo

have been even more restr

than the struck down 189

tute. Thus anyone, doctor <

hwasher, may perform aU, "7

in Wyoming, because of [| ; ,

sence of any state regul;.

jnds

hingt

Ft

hink

when

radoxically, this lack of; lad t

by the legislature has hadi
i

i

feet of actually promotir

tions in Wyoming, since tht

much easier to obtain.

if CO'

iooi.
'<

ther.

Wyoming, then, is a state

politically for its extremes

vatism. Its citizenry, fierce

dependent, resents the intn

of a meddlesome federal gi

ment that appears to haver

preciation or understanding

problems of the West. In

with so many natural reso-

both scenic and commerci

politics dictate the developn:

the commercial over thi

(lid t(

esur

5.
£

jinec

je t:

lis I

you

iit ht

ints :

tyoi

Whether Wyoming can pnjrnoor

with its pro-development

andyet retain the unique lifi irant

its citizens boast of will ! iMicl

structive for the future d

of the other states in the
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HATS OFF FROM STRAW HAT PIZZA
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$2.00 Off Any Large Thin Crust or Family Deep Dish Pizza

I
$1.00 Off Any Pitcher of Beer J

lias
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The Straw HatGuide to

Football Jargon.
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alad
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Her
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satmi

Isih

Boftl

Biful

. , TIME OUT
\V^ / FOR A

DEEP DISH

After this game, or after

any football game, make
your move to Straw Hat,

Because, as football fans

are discovering.

Straw Hat Pizza and

football games go
together perfectly So
come on i n after the game
and order a delicious ^^
original pizza. Or make ^

used to order a Deep
Dish.Eitherwayyoull
back a winning pizza'

the traditional gesture

1732 W. Uintah 471-9980 IMIKE'S PLACEj
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}Staurant Review: Students Trick-Parents Treat
by Tim Zarlengo

df, "'

abo

of 11

gula

tof,

ladt

ting

tate

ntn

5 year is typical of years

,e
girls should have put on

nds and the hoys will have

pounds by the time pa-

weekend rolls around. In

the culprit is Saga

jid Mom's and Dad's visit is

[

opportunity to eat like a

three days and nights,

neeting your roommate the

ingthey will ask is ifyouVe

From that point on it's

Complain a lot about

jut never take them into

for a meal, your parents

ink the food is a lot better

then they were in college

ad to walk ten miles to

in the snow (the winters

f course a lot worse back

tiii
»' S^Sa doesn't help you

her. they usually put them-

out during parents

id to make a good impres-

. sure to make that clear to

i
Even if you are the one

lined weight be sure to em-

5 that the weight you

,. is nutritionally poor and

y ?ou could really use is a
_r ] nights out. To help

it here are some good re-

ints around town that you

tyour parents up for.

never overlook the

pr. noor for excellent dining.

mrose Room is one of two

liff rants in the country that

Michelin three fork rating

1 as five stars from A.A.A.

le rt obil. Dinner ranges from

$14.00 for the Cote Hotel

hich includes the Entree.

ib!e de Jour, Potato de Jour

A wide variety of en-

elections include Cornish

Hen, Beef Wellington, or

led Salmon with a Hollan-

Sauce, Toronados of Beef,

Trout, and Dover Sole. Ap-

;rs range from $3.75 to

lO; recommended are the

neat Cocktail, Cavair, and
Point Oysters in a halfshell.

atmosphere is French, with

thsilver service. It is located

Jof the Old Broadmoor with

itiful view ofthe city outside

legant chandliers inside.

Ise by the Broadmoor is the

Hatch Cover, decorated with rus-

tic driftwood and a view of

Cheyenne Mountain. Prices

range from $5.95 to $14.00 with

suggested entrees of Alaskan
K ing Crab. Assorted Steaks, Scal-

lops and Scampi. Dinner includes

potato or rice and a Salad Bar.

Also in the Broadmoor area is

the Edelweiss, a quaint German
restaurant with strolling musi-

cians specializing in Sauerbraten,

Jagerschnitzel, Weinerschnitzel

and Veal Oscar. Included with

your dinner are a vegetable,

potato and salad. For dessert treat

yourself to Cherry or Apple
Struedel or Black Forest Cake.

For close by CC dining Jose

Muldoon's is highly recom-
mended. This Mexican restaurant

also includes great steaks and
fish. The toro toro and chile re-

llenos are both tasty and spicy

dishes. Along the steak line the

Top Sirloin and Filet Mignon are

suggested- One cannot leave

Jose's without having the French

Fried ice cream for dessert. Also

close by is J, Maurice Finn's for

elegant dining in a Victoria era

restaurant with rich dark wood
and natural stone. All of Finn's

beef is excellent and prices for all

their entrees range from $5.50 to

$14.50 which includes a large

bowl of shrimp as an appetizer,

salad, bread, vegetable, and
potatoes. Finn's also features"

Haagen-Dazs ice cream which is a

natural Dutch ice cream as de-

ssert.

Two great restaurants are lo-

cated out on Garden of the Gods

Rd. The first is the Hungry
Farmer. At the Farmer you are

guaranteed not to go out hungry

as they load you down with plenty

of homemade soup, cinnamon
rolls, salad, potato and vegetable

along with your entree. There is

an abundant list of entrees:

steaks, roast duck and rocky

mountain oysters are just a few.

The Hungry Farmer is a barn at-

mosphere with bales of hay scat-

tered throughout. It is a family

place and has quite a reputation

around town. On the same road

you'll find the Japanese Kitchen

Steak House. The -food at the

SAGA leaves seenes like this by the

wayside parents weekend.

Japanese Kitchen is cooked on a

Teppan Table in front of the

guests. Prices range from $6.00 to

$12,00 fordinnerswhich comprise

chicken, steak, shrimp, lobster,

assorted vegetables all mixed to-

gether into a delightful meal. Also

included in the dinner is a shrimp

appetizer, salad, soup, rice and

(,-''en tea The Japanese Kitchen

features special Japanese drinks

1 the lounye.

At 945 S. 8th St. is Zebs, a bar-

b-que ribs eating establishment.

Perfect for mellow, comfortable

dining. There is no real dress code,

and you wouldn't want one if you
really like to dig into some great

ribs, The baby back port ribs,

prime rib, steak and spaghetti are

all excellent. The beer batter

onion rings are great as an ap-

petizer. Prices range from $2,50

(omelets) to $8.50,

Crackers Rugby Club is located

in the Raintree Inn at 1-25 and

Bijou. Crackers is decorated in

dark, rich wood with scattered

glass picturesof rugby action. It is

an elegant restaurant so don't

show up grass stained and bloody.

Dinners range from $7.95 to

$11,95. Alaskan King Crab and

two cuts of Prime Rib i20 oz, and

12 oz.) are specialties as well as

cant, on page 12

•Cheers Through the Years-

At our Alma Mater
There is one homecoming tradi-

tion in the eighth year of each de-

cade that Colorado College would

just as soon do without. And that is

losing the atlernoon football game.

The Tigers' have fallen to greater

foes four out of five times in games

played in 1928, 38, 48. 58 and 68:

Despite these setbacks. CC
homecomings have been lively and

historic affairs. A trip down memory

lane shows that this year is the first

time in five successive decades that

we will not elect a horriecoming

queen. That's right, they even had

one in the explosive year 1968, For

other fascinating insights into the

way we were read on,

1928

Charlie Chaplin, a "movie favo-

rite the world over" appeared in a

blindfold cigarette test for Old Gold

in the CC Tiger. A Tiger article la-

ments the fact thai "Football PaS'

ses Sport Stage; Becomes Relig^

ion" and a new budget ammend
ment for the student newspapei

was, "not a plan whereby the man
ager will be able to buy a fur coat

and a new sport roadster.

For homecoming the sororities

gave teas, there was a Society

Breakfast at the Antlers and "frosh

tossing" was the featured event at

the pep rally. The homecoming

dance was held in Bemis hall and

although Dutch Clark tried his dam-

nest, the Tigers' tell to Colorado

University 19-24.

1938

Johnny Metzler and his Or-

chestra entertained at the

homecoming dance at the Silver

Shield, The night before there was a

bonfire in Cossitt Stadium and a

torchlight parade dov/ntown. The

Sigma Chi's paraded their

sweetheart in the homecoming

parade and the DCs had the best

float which included "Five attractive

blonds dressed in white grouped

around a silver wine glass with the

title 'Drink to Victory. '
CC lost lo

Colorado fi^ines 6-14,

Amid the gaiety there was a dis-

quieting note from the coming

rumblings of war and our own

domestic situation. A Tiger editorial

entitled "Why Talk About Hitler"

slated. 'Whereas the Germans

come ri^ht out in the open and say

what they are doing in the form of

Hitlerian edicts, we Americans rely

on our various social customs and

institutions to carry on our Insidious

persecution on what we seem to

regard ^s alien races.

"

cont. on page 15

Shop
andsave.
K you like the idea of one-stop shopping, then our Phone-

Center Stores are your kind of place. You'll find the telephone

products and services you need all together in one convenient

location. So you can pick up new telephones, exchange your

old ones for different styles or colors, pay your phone bill, or

even get simple repair needs taken care of.

But there's an even better reason to visit a Phone-

Center Store-you save money. If your house has

modular jacks, you save $4 on the total installation

charge for your main phone, plus $1 on each additional

phone you take home and plug in. So the next time

you're out shopping, drop around to your nearest

PhoneCenter Store and check out the styles and savings.

I @ Mountain Bell
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Cabaret Statisfies
firer

provided an excellent interpr; ^gn

,d
«'

by Amy McGee
When the drama department of tion of the character. Particui^

CC announced that their all enjoyable were his 'Two Lq^

school musical would he Cabaret I

gave a sad sight and thought of

what might have been had an
easier musical been chosen. How-
ever, last weekend's production of

Cabaret proved to be many times

better than my most optimistic

expectations. The production
exactly portrayed the atmosphere

of a cabaret and the sleazy times

the play is meant to depict. The
crew did a marvelous job in keep-

ing the show running smoothly.

The costumes and sets were truly

excellent. The blocking was very

effective throughout the produc-

tion, and particularly admirable scene with Sally he even mani>|,e

in the large cabaret scenes. Al- to bj^ush, a challenge to any ay

and "If You Could S^e ^ p^rf

Through My Eyes" numbe
Linda Rau, as Sally Bovi if'

performed consistently and
i ,:„;

during the evening. Her voice.; Ipnt

ried well, and she sounded per ^,.n;t

for the part. Her blocking

well conceived and lent to ai

cellent visual image.
isf

Clifford Bradshaw. the
Wh

ttthkis

lead, was superbly acted gLee
Samuel Pond. He had exactly ,p|av

right combination of innoc^he'sa

and worldly knowledge, app-^j Qt

ing youthful both in his hn

tions and enthusiasms. In

Theater Dance Collection

Highlights Dance Week
Thanks to the Colorado springs -formation.

Dance Theatre and CC's co- There is a healthy response to

curricular committee, dance is dance in the C.S.area these days.

aJive and well and kicking in Col- Barbara Kline, head of the C.S.

orado Springs. This year's season Dance Theatre says, "Dance is

features three major American making it in the nation and we

dance companies — Joffrey U, didn't want Colorado Springs to

Dan Wagoner and Dancers, and be left out." The organization

the return of Theatre Dance Col- began in 1977 in conjunction with

lection — the latter to commence the Fine Arts Center presenting a

the season with its performance in "low profile" event to test their

Armstrong Hall next Friday. footing. A free class and "mini-

And speaking of dance, Nov. performance" put on by Dance
4-11 is officially proclaimed Spectrum drew such an over-

Dance Week in Colorado Springs, whelming response that Dance
Dan Debenedic (a CC student) Theatre knew they were on solid

and Kim Hiser, both studying ground. Ms. Kline calls Dance
under CC's Norman Comick, will

perform a jazz piece on the Diane
Benning Midday Show, Nov. 9,

KKTV channel 1 1 . Theatre Dance
Collection will also appear on the

the companies scheduled to ap-

pear in C.S. this year.

Dance enthusiasts will have the

chance to work directly with
members ofeach ofthe three com-
panies who will hold scheduled

master classes in Ballet, Jazz and
Modem dance in Cossit Gym. For
example, T.D.C. member Danny
Buraszeski, fresh from perform-

ing with Liza Minelli in "The Act"

in New York, will teach a jazz

class on Thursday. Unfortu-
nately, master classes with T.D.C.
have been filled to capacity, al-

though anyone interested is wel-

come to place themselves on a
waiting list or even stop by to

natch. Call 598-6286 for more in-

636-3023

ORGANIC REAPER
NATURAL FOODS

OFF ALL STOCK
p expiration date 11/15/78

^ 227 E. G>stilla, Colorado Springs, Co. 80903
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Though the performers were

young and enthusiastic their

themes were lacking both in orig-

inality and interest. Though each

had individual talents and refmed

techniques the idea they were at-

tempting to illustrate was often

hard to follow.

They did lend variety to the

evening by involving the audi-

ence in many of their antics, and

though some of those chosen from

the audience looked uncomforta-

ble, they all seemed to enjoy tak-

ing part. Generous applause pro-

ved that the performance was
generally enjoyed.

together, the visual feeling was
marvelous.

Dr. Don Jenkins conducted a

small ensemble made up of Sue

Langlas and Edith Lowe on piano,

Sandra Falkenmayer on percus-

sion and Ben Greene on bass. The
ensemble managed to stay with

the singers throughout the pro-

duction, which is not invariably

the rule with non-professional

companies. The music truly cap-

tured the feeling ofthe times. The
chorus was good, though the high

notes were occasionally shrill. All

of the individual singers in the

cabaret scenes could be heard

clearly and well. The lyrics were

also easy to understand.

The production began with the

Master-of-Ceremonies' first song.

The Master-of-Ceremonies was
admirably played by Greg Reso.

His movements, accent and poses

Clifford contributed invaluahi
^

the credibility of the scenes ijoSp

ing place outside of the cabar gtrat

Herr Schultz was very conv
j^ p]a

ingly played by Paul L. King .ofter

feeling for the innocent lad |es Ii

understanding many felt at yand

time was amusingly and pi: jy gr

antly presented. His performj [gwh

was offset admirably by Ali jron;

Widmann.asFraulein Schnei j]ay

Her interpretation of the pligt jng fr

the average citizen, and pan
jk-

larly the aged, added a greati , j,^
)

to the show. '.^.^^

The Kit-Kat Girls were i

^ ^^^

played by Fay Simpson, Kl c

Peterson, Cathy Wolfe, Cli
^^^^^

Black and Cyd Anschutz. T:
j^jy

movements were perfectly
^

chronized when needed and i

performance as the cabaret

;

was consistently believable.

thi:

Theatre, "A non-profit organiza-

tion dedicated to building an ex-

citing climate for dance — bring-

ing in professional groups and act-

ing as an umbrella company for

*how to perform and talk. At Colorado Springs dance." The ac-

10:30 a.m. on Nov. 5, channel 13's tivities and performances of

'Emphasis" will present live tele- Dance Week prove.a fine example
phone interviews with all three of ofjust that climate.

If all goes well, the 79-'8D sea-

son will include Bella Lewitzsky,

Clive Thompson, top soloist with

Alvin Ailey and the Hartford Bal-

let. Don't forget that election day

also falls within Dance Week. If

the bill for the Colorado Springs

performing arts auditorium is

passed, Barbara Kline feels that

Dance Theatre then would be able

to bring large dance companies to

Colorado Springs in the future.

Friday, October 27, The Great
Salt Lake Mime Company per-

formed at the Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center. All considered,

their performance had both good
points and bad.

SLIM-UNE

Photo
Greeting
Cards

25 fGr«8.87

ORDER FORM

G FREE SAMPLE (Offer expires Nov. 30)

a FOX PHOTQ/KALLMADK PttOTQ &REETING CARDS
witti prints and envelopes

-Design No._

Design No._
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D SLIM-LfKE CARD with envelopes
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It you do not have a negative or slide, we will make a EOpy negative
(romyour color snapshot, portt ail (maxtmumsireaxiO) or instant print
for S2,00- We canno! make rtegaiives from pfiolographer's proofs
All designs iv^ttti only sitglil variahons. depending on s^

'
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negative
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75 $25.47 $25.47

100 S33.47 $33.47
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:; all River: on the Road to Renown
t,y

Dave Kaufman

1 hot blue grass will be raked

the coals of CC's Homecom-

•ire not once but two exciting

g this
weekend. The best blue

^Tri ban*^ '" ^^^ area. Fall River

will play three sets at

's
Basement tonight and

^rform for your jitterbug-

pleasure tomorrow evening

C"s gala homecoming fes-

> es.

oicei jnted by highly talented

rist and vocalist Cinda Hag-

the rest of the band includes

t Tom Sampson, guitarist

Wheeler, drummer Gary
^s n ikiss, and man of many ta-

Lee Norgaard. Norgaard not

ictlj jiays pedal steel and fiddle,

noce j's a damn good flat-picker to

app One need only see him

r on the "Orange Blossom

jl" to know that.

B musicians of Fall River

are members of a loose knit

;oriented community of Col-

nesl Springs. The people in this

abai ratum know each other's

play at the same nightspots,

ften mix in the same social

s. In fact, Cinda, Tom, Rob,

and Lee were affiliated with

d fli groups, or were playing

omii when they got to know each

/ Ali on a casual basis, and began

ay informally at parties

"CUli

Lad

lio

In

nana

™y

.uabl

conv

-ing.

lacl

t at

hne>

pligl g friends.

Psrl
. did the band get its name?

cat'
ay they were traveling to an

and remembered that

not yet christened them-

i. Soon after, they saw a

iffsign for Fall River Road up

Idaho Springs. The rest is

tio

ere i

, Ki

, CIe

indl!

.ret
f

ble.

8KI8 • BOOTS • POLES
• CLOTHINQ •

RENTAL • REPAIR

CRESTONE SKI
APPALACHIA BOOT
POPULAR POLE
ROTTEFELLA
BINDING
$89.50

THE
MOUNTAIN
CHALET

226 N. TEJON
•33-0792

fo///?nTr/?„n(/hasL'stabHshed

quite a loyal following around
town, and many a CC student is

known to plan their weekend
around the group's performance

schedule.

The band has also branched out

in the great plains area, and tours

frequently. Fall River Road was
the warmup band for such big

name acts as The Nitty Gritty Dirt

Band and Pablo Cruise when
those folks came to Colorado.

Word has it that they completely

upstaged Pablo Cruise in their

of a warm-up band is to make the

main act sound good, in addition

to getting the spectators ready for

the real thing. Despite their fame
in the Pike's Peak region, Fall

River Road has not been offered a
recording contract.

Rob Wheeler, who majored in

Spanish at CC before he decided to

get involved in the entertainment

business full time says the goal of

the group is to "get rich as soon as

possible."

How does a group on the

periphery of stardom get into

F51L B!f11

Greeley performance. They were

asked to do two encores by a Uni-

versity of Northern Colorado

crowd that had a high apprecia-

tion for bluegrass.

"An opening act is something of

a convenience," says drummer
Hotchkiss. He notes the fxmction

orbit? "It means being in the right

place at the right time, having the

right person (talent agent) in the

audience, and having him in the

right mood," says Wheeler.

Wheeler notes that Fall.Riuer

Road has a home base at the Still

in the Hungry Farmer. "The

Hungry Farmer is a good place to

play. Dancing is a secondary, al-

beit major activity. Good rapport

with the audience is possible be-

cause people who want to listen to

the music can sit up front."

Although the males in the
group have strong voices they do

not drown out Cinda Haggren. the

groups' dynamite female vocalist,

Cinda comes from the

Washington, D.C. area, went to

school in South Carolina and is

known to old timers around CC as

a blues singer at Jose Muldoon's.

She made a complete break with

her musical past to do bluegrass,

and she finds that this has helped

for to "form my own style.'" She
says a large influence on her has

been the singing of Bonnie Raitt,

Wheeler, whose musical roots

began with Rock and Roll, re-

marked that tonight will only be

the second time that Fall River

Road has appeared at Benny's

Basement. All members of the

group are union musicians and in

order to have Benny's pay them
union scale, a special vote of the

CCCA was needed in the past to

have them appear. This weekend,

they are playing in Benny's and

for homecoming under the ar-

rangements of a special package

deal.

"1 miss playing CC crowds,"

says Wheeler, "they are really ex-

cellent and get our adrenalin

Oowing."

The next two nights. CC stu-

dents and parents will do their

best to see that along with the

BlueDanube, theadrenalinofthis

accomplished group will flow long

beyond the time that carriages

turn into pumpkins.

Fahey
Picks

Prettily

Clarinet Melodies fill Packard
by Paul Liu

It is strange to review a concert

given by your own mentor; criti-

cism seems presumptuous, and ef-

fuse praise might appear counter-

feit. Yet Ramon Kireilis' recent

clarinet recital merits even criti-

cal acclaim for an excellent and

diverse performance.

The first part of the progi-am

featured two pieces by Claude De-

bussy, the Petite Pieceand Pre-

miere Rhapsodie. Both were per-

formed eloquently, despite abrupt

register shifts designed to tax the

unwary clarinetist, Dr. Kireilis

displayed a great comprehension

of Debussy's fusion of impre-

ssionist art and music.

The next work was certainly

the most novel, composed by Mor-

ton Subotnick in response to a

commission by the International

Clarinet Society. Entitled Pas-

sages of the Beast, this avan*^

garde composition utilized ;

transducer pickup on the barrel o

the clarinet. When mixed witl

taped rhythms in an amplifier i1

produces an incredible array ol

New Stoc
RECORDS & TAPES

Yick-Bunk-Lub . . . Tired of the same good but tiny col-

lection of tunes week to week?!
Well ... So are Sean & Bill; so, upon threat of losing their

soccer feet they've taken a solemn oath to put

bunches of fun new tunes into the bins each
week . . . starting NOW!

You made the suggestions ... so come on by, say
"howdy " and see what a store's like that you can
use and doesn't use you!

Yup . . . right across the street in the Plaza Building.

11.10-6 Fri. 10-8 Sun. Closed 471-4467

noises, simulating the life-stages

of a beast.

After intermission, three slow,

melodic pieces from the more
standard clarinet repertoire were

performed. It was a rare opportun-

ity to hear a collection of slow

pieces in the same recital — Karl

Stamitz' "Romance" from his

ConcertoNo.3. Baermaun's Etude

No. 24, and Alexander Beon's

"Andante" from his Concerto for

Clarinet. These beautiful

melodies were all the more re-

freshing to hear in a time when
technical virtuosity seems to re-

ceive more attention from today's

instrumentalists. Dr. Kireilis per-

formed them all with aplomb, and

it was extremely pleasurable to

hear careful attention to dynamic

contrasts.

The last work on the program

was John Ireland's Fantasy-

Sonata. It is a beautifully flowing,

yet technical masterpiece, which

did not suffer in Kireilis' perfor-

mance of it-

The accompanist for the recital

was Sue Mohnsen, whose role in

the performance was significant.

Though the .soloist often eclipses

the work of the accompanist, it

was impossible to do so on this

occasion. Constant rapport was

evident between the two perfor-

mers, and the quality of the reci-

tal was enriched as a result.

Both Ramon Kireilis and Sue

Mohnsen are faculty members at

Colorado College.

"ROOM SERVICE." a three act

comedy by John Murray and

Allen Boretz will be presented at

the Fort Carson Little Theatre on

November 10, 11. 17, and 18,

1978.

by Gail Steiger

Most of the guitar playing

heard by the average listener re-

flects the use of the guitar as a

vehicle for vocals. Folks like Leo

Kottke and Ry Cooder, however,

play guitar for the sake of playing

the guitar. Both those names were
being thrown around backstage in

Packard Hall on Nov, 17 by a con-

temporary of their's named John
Fahey, brought to CC by the

Folk-Jazz Committee. Fahey also

plays guitar. For the sake of play-

ing the guitar.

Although he hasn't achieved

the notoriety of Kottke (who has

recorded some of his songs). Fahey

is well-known in the music com-

munity and has put out several

albums, including The Voice ofthe

Turtle, Transfiguration of Blind

Joe Death , A merica , and The Best

of John Fahey. He is also the

majority stockholder of Tahoma
Records. Inc., the label he records

under.

Fahey started his first set here

with three pieces in G — tuning

on a six-string acoustic guitar.

The crowd was slow to pick up on

the first number, but seemed to

come around with the second and

third. He used a lap-slide

Hawaiian guitar for his fourth

number, then went back to the

six-string for the rest of the set,

Fahey said that he was trying to

"sound like an orchestra," At

times he certainly succeeded. His

pickingwascomplexand very fast

as he ran through progressions

that carried hints of everything

from classical to blues.

The performance as a whole

was inconsistent, sometimes mar-

red by mistakes and needless re-

petition, sometimes dazzling in

technical and aesthetic mastery.

Highlights were a song called

"Red Pony" (which Fahey claimed

would take the audience "down

into the abyss and back out

again") and a very well-executed

blues piece, played on the

Hawaiian guitar in the second set.

These pieces by themselves pro-

vided adequate justification for

the three hours spent listening-to

Fahey.

In addition to his music,

Fahey's personality deserves

some attention. On stage he

maintained a low profile, throw-

ing in a running commentary on

whatever was going to put his

:igarette out, or what his opinion

was on the talents of other well-

known musicians.

Backstage, with a six-pack of

beer at his feet, he talked about

his experience with psycho-

analysis, his research on spiritual

songs in the Mississippi Delta, his

travels in the entertainment

world, and his Hare Krishna

membership (he doesn't believe in

the teachings, but likes the free

meals).
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Smokers Blowing it

The non-smokers ofCC have lately begun to realize that the surveys

last year pertaining to smoking in the cafeterias have come to nothing.

Each day. and at every meal, there is the chance that at any moment

someone will sit at our table, or one nearby, and blow smokes in our

faces. This ruins the taste of our delightful Saga meal and makes us

curtail the length of time we spend socializing. Some of the smokers are

pleasant enough to stop when requested, some are not.

It IS not that we merely mind the taste of our food becoming poison-

ous, or that we think we have the right to eat our meals in the manner

we choose; or at least it is not invariably just this. Some of us actually

object to our lungs being polluted against our wills. If people really

must smoke at meals they should limited to well designated and re-

stricted areas.

Please do not think that this editorial is meant to imply that those

who wish to smoke should not be allowed to do so. Everyone should have

the right to live their lives in the way that they choose, always assum-

ing that way does not hurt their fellow human beings. It isjust that we

feel that in this case their freedom infringes on others' rights.

It is to be hoped that some solution can be found to this problem in the

near future. The possibilities are easy to see. All that needs to be done is

to label tables in a certain area as those for smokers, and have all the

students agree to only smoke in those areas. The latter point may seem

unnecessary, but it has occured in my experience that smokers may

smoke in other than the specified areas. This might also appear to be

oddly picky, among other troublesome cafeteria conditions. To this I

can reply that it is the small pleasures that make life worth living.

Amy McGee

Our Honor Code Works
Colorado College is an institution dedicated to learning. Education

in the tradition of the liberal arts is not predominantly concerned with

the furthering of vocational goals. It is, instead, an education aimed at

producing people trained to think, write, and act in a critical, question-

ing and reasonable manner. Liberal arts education has its foundations

among the great thinkers ofthe ages— Plato, Aristotle, Locke— and it

trans one for the enjoyment and understanding of a wider, more fulfil-

ling life. An important part of the liberal arts tradition at Colorado

College is the Honor System.

It is only natural that a school dedicated to a philosophy of education

defmed as the liberal arts, would embrace a system that encourages

responsibility and maturity from its students. Honor systems are an

obscure part of academia, coming to the surface only when some con-

troversy or scandal arises. Those who function under such a system

rarely reflect or even notice it during their years at school. At Colorado

College it is normally only a formality routinely pledged to on papers or

exams. It is sometimes important to reflect on what the Honor System

is and what it means to this College.

Opeating under the honor system is easy. One takes most tests in an

informal setting without the distractions of the professor and merely

signs a pledge attesting to this on the cover of the exam booklet. An
atmosphere of mutual trust and responsibility is assumed.

The concept behind the establishment of such a system at CC is best

expressed in the Source Acknowledgement Guide introduction, written

by President Womer. The College is concerned with establishing a

tradition that "the student should be given the largest possible liberty

in developing his or her capacity for self-mastery and self-direction.

The Honor System is a form of student self-government which, assum-

ing that every student is a person ofabsolute truthfulness and honesty,

takes immediate cognizance of all violations of an accepted code of

conduct." The roots of an honor system are idealist, for sure, but these

roots are consistent with the entire idea of education embodied in the

Colorado College.

Lloyd Womer addresses this idealism. "Such words as religion,

democracy, liberty, and honor are incapable of exact definition or

delineation. So it is with this form ofself-discipline and idealism known
as the student Honor System. To many outsiders it may seem too

idealistic to be a really workable program. Yet years ofoperation of the

Honor System at the most outstanding colleges in the nation convince

one that of all the character-building agencies of the American college

campus it may become, when effecitvely utilized, by far the most
valuable and efficient."

The CC Honor System^works to apply these concepts to each student.

Its philosophy is dependent on each and every person in the college

community understanding and honoring it, or the system cannot work.

To function efficiently, both the student and professors must enter into

a contract oftrust and integrity aimed at furthering the goals inherent

in such a system. Drifting away from these goals would seriously

jeopardize the existence of an honor system. Any college grounded on

the principles of truth, justice, and the liberal tradition would be the

poorer without such an honor system.

In 1948, under the guidance of then college president Gill and cur-

rent president Womer, the Honor System was first introduced to CC. It

applied to only a few courses in the school until 1950, when the students

and faculty, impressed by its practicability, voted to institute it on a

college-wide basis. Since then the Honor System has played an impor-

tant and meaningful role in the advancement of education at CC.
The Colorado College Honor System has been a "precious tradition"

for many generations of students. The maintenance of this system lies

within each class ofstudents, each ofwhom recognize and believe in the

concepts and cooperation needed to perpetuate this system of trust and
integrity.

Tim Tymkovich
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THANK YOaREl'ERENP... ANP NOW, IN COMPLIANCE WITH FCC

ELECTION YEAR RULES, HERE ID 5PEAK F0R1BE OPPOSINie VIEW IS

CCA Member Defends
Action ^
Letter To The Editor:

Look, look. Mike. See IBM. See

Standard Oil of Indiana. See Nes-

tle products.

No freedom of choice has been

infringed upon.

Our decision to recommend
boycott of the Nestle corporation

products took up only our own

time, and used none of the stu-

dents" money.

Should we just sit back and let

other people worry about corpo-

rate irresponsibility, nuclear pro-

liferation, etc.. etc.?

Write your congressman, says

Mike. I really wonder whether

this is any different than the

CCCA voicing an opinion. A letter

to a congressman, or the consen-

sus of a student council, both. I'm

afraid, make very little direct im-

pact. But, every little bit helps.

That's our system of government,

after all.

Sincerely,

Ken Abbott

CCCA Jimminy Cricket

Review was Rash
Letter to the Editor:

If one cannot understand a

work of art, it is pointless. Obvi-

ously this is a false statement,

however, Brian Feeney takes this

attitude in his recent review of

Tom Dill's Art Exhibition.

Brian seems to see art as a pro-

duct which one may evaluate and
either accept or denounce. He
categorizes art as either "faceti-

ous" or "sincere." This kind of

ridiculous pronouncement fills

his article. Throughout personal

opinion is stated as fact in a self-

indulgent and pedantic manner.

By saying that there is "no way to

evaluate abstract art" Brian

evades acknowledging his own
lack of ability to understand it or

to even try to understand it. In-

stead of giving recognition to his

own perplexity, he masks it by

making sweeping generalizations

that give him a more knowlede-

able tone than he has a right to

take-

He does give Tom some credit.

However, he seems to bestow it as

Letters to the Editor-
if in a moment of generosity he

has suddenly seen some meagre

validity to the work. He decides

that "we have to give Tom the be-

nefit of the doubt. " No doubt Tom
thanks him for this nodding

acknowledgement.

Because of Brian's close-

minded attitude toward Tom's
show and modem art in general,

he denies the purpose of art. Art is

not a matter of cold analysis, but

should be exciting and challeng-

ing. "Wit" does not merely "jus-

tify" a work of art, it gives it vital-

ity. Tom Dill's show is full of life,

humor and imagination, elements

not seen by Brian Feeney's penet-

rating eyes. Brian's commentary

closes off" further inquiry on the

show and on art in general. It

could convince anyone that all art

is a dead bore. This should not be

the critic's function. The critic

should open up the field of inquiry

and not close it off.

As far as an evaluation of

abstract art goes, realatively no-

thing comes from merely "flipping

through a book on modern art."

Appreciation only comes when
one looks at art. Viewing Tom's

show, one is drawn into and not at

a distance where Brian seems to

be. An old beat up door stands at

the beginning of the hallway. Be-

hind the open panel of the door is

an abstract painting. Whereas the

canvas was once seen as a window
opening on the scene, in Tom's

show the painting is behind a

door, indicating that one may
enter the work or art and take

part in it. The door offers an invi-

tation. (Now Brian, is this humor-

ous or sincere?) The colors of

Tom's canvases are vibrant and
active. They express the shapes

around us which not only create

our environment, but form into

the signs which guide us. They

also form symbols, of powerful

significance or minor importai

The swastika in red and blacl

shocking because of what it

come to mean. Tom incorporat

in one of his works, challengin;

to consider 'how it means.' Ifi

looks at these paintings lo

enough, they not only challi

perception, but they challei

one to think of how we all
[

ceive, why out of the color

space around us that we see

certain way.

I recommend that Brian

writing art reviews for

Catalyst. I do not feel that sh

analysis is out of place, but

it is backed by mediocre b
ledge and personal prejudii

has no place in a Colorado Coll

publication. In comparison F

Liu's review of the symphony

fine example of critical wrii

based on knowledge and inUi

in the subject. Lisa Pt

Editor's Reply: The Cata

categorically stands by B<

Feeny's review of the Tom Dil

show as being a fair and h

judgment of the quality oj

work.

Support for Boyco* i^

Editor's Note: The following^

thanking the CCCA for endoi

the Nestle's boycott was sent i

by the Pikes Peak Justice

Peace Commission.

To the Editor:

The Rev. Jean Marsh
twenty-five others spent Sa

day morning asking downl

shoppers not to buy Nestle «

bars for children this Halloa

Their six-foot baby bottle

tumes spelled out the meM
"BOYCOTT NESTLE" — a

sage being conveyed throug'

the United States this Hallow

"Nestle, the largest seller'
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A Tribute to Professor Fred Sondermann

III'-

s Note: The following In

I Professor Fred Sonder
U'OS wriUen by forme.

1(7"" "

.(,il\st editor Greg Easlerbronk

I
iras printed originally in our

12. 197S edition.

by Greg Easterbrook

;very now and then nature lets

lething as small as a man es-

from forces a thousand times

size and strength. A plane

ihes shattering tons of steel

friends stopped going to school,

his family by 1935 was applying
for visns to emmigrate. His father

tried to send him to Holland,
thought 'safe' for Jews.

The Sondermanns moved to the
relative anonymity of urban Col-

ogne, living off their savings.

Fritz was sent to cooking school to

learn a skill, so that America, its

strict immigration quotas in

force, would look more favorably

toward granting the Sonder-
manns a visa.

Fred Sondermann is a light that has shone

through the darkest hours of planet earth.

dor.

•sh

t Ss

ougl

How

A teacher who cared .

the pilot walks away; a heart

8 beating, a doctor says
" ™ i" and the dead man opens

y °i yes and asks for a beer.

id human history, which

col '
i*^ highest delight in the

less destruction of its own ac-

occasionally lets a man go
Those few who dance on the

teeth ofdeath, then scurry off

^ched, need only walk and
:he for the rest of their lives

llect our wonder and esteem,
n they do more than just sur-

the vast numbers of us who
wen ignored by nature and

wn' 'ty stretch for the word mira-
le ci

3 describe our awe.
llo« edSondermann is a light that

Bhone through the darkest

^fjofplanet Earth. He grew up
the son of a merchant, in

» 8 Germany. He escaped lit-

y at the last possible instant.
ler^w into a man of human

ith and humor who has re-

the burden ofbitterness.
his story has two chapters;

'kness ofhis youth, and the
of his adult life.

[« Sondermann was 9 years
^ Hitler came to power in

'y; his life in the tiny town
^•Ti immediately changed.
^ther'a healthy business
[died away, his Jewish

After four years the visa came.

Fritz's father booked passage on

an American steamer out of

Hamburg for Sept. of 1939. By

late August of that year, with war

drawing closer by the day. Mr.

Sondermann knew the American

ship would never come. Somehow

he begged the papers from the

officially-closed French and Bel-

gian embassies; not even waiting

to withdraw their banked sav-

ings, the family left while movers

packed their belongings.

They rode a train to the Belgian

border, where they waited an

agonizing hour to change trains.

While they waited the black-clad

SS arrived at the station. Mr.

Sondermann was questioned by

Rotterdam a few days later-

Fred Sondermann came to In-

dianapolis, Indiana, where a

cousin lived, to begin American
life. He considers himself an
American; "My nationality was
never more than a legal formal-

ity."

He joined the Army in 1943. He
was not afraid to fight against his

former land, and says he was dis-

appointed then not to be given the

chance. "But the Army, in their

infinite wisdom, sent a man who
spoke fluent German to a French
island in the South Pacific

"

After the war he went to In-

diana University, and then on to

Yale. He chose to study the very

field in which his homeland had
been so derelict — international

relations-

His first day at Yale made a

deep impression on his future

career choice, teaching. Yale had
placed him in an upper-level in-

troductory seminar, because of his

impressive undergraduate
achievements. He walked into his

first class and his instructor, Ar-

nold Wolfers, saw that he was the

only student there not from an Ivy

League school. Wolfers told him to

leave the class and not come back.

Fred later wrote his doctoral

thesis under the same man. When
reminded of the incident years
later. Wolfers adamantly denied

that it had occurred.

And the sad thing is," says

Fred, "he probably had forgptten

all about it. It was than I realized

how the things a teacher says.

without giving any thought to at

all. can have a lasting effect that

is entirely not intended I swore

that I would guard against that."

Fred Sondermann is a short

man. with a rounded figure, and a

face that beams behind thick

glasses hiding two active, search-

ing eyes. Ifyou can imagine Santa

Claus with short black hair, you

know what Fred looks like.

Many compliment him by say-

ing that he is a rare thing, a

teacher who is loved by his stu-

dents. He is so much more than

that, and so much rarer; he is a

man made from warmth, and yes,

from love, that he lives moment
by moment with all the people in

his life.

His only rage is against time. "I

wish I had more time to spend

with my students, with my fam-

ily, with friends." "I wish I had

more time for research, for poli-

tics, for relaxation."

The time he spends with stu-

dents is well used. His classes

meet more often in his home than

in a classroom; his off-duty hours,

busy as they are. are always av-

ailable to students needing

scholastic or personal guidance.

"A student once told me that a

casual remark I made while walk-

ing to class changed his life. Im-

agine! I'd had him in several clas-

ses, talked to him many times.

He felt sympathy for the sufferings of non-Jews

in Germany, who also felt the pain of war

largely against their will, and he met his

persecutors as friends.

an SS officer through the entire

wait.

As their train crossed into Bel-

gium they understood why the SS
had been there. They had come to

close the border as soon as the last

train— Fritz Sondermann's train

— left.

The Sondermanns never got

their fiimiturfc. It was bombed in

and I say something walking ac-

ross the lawn that changes his

life." Fred marvels, recalling the

Yale incident.

Fred worries about the near fu-

ture of education, particularly in

his field: "I need time to re-think

what I'm doing in the classroom-

There must be some way to inject

some humanness into a subject

that has turned so gnni. I need

more time to spend with my stu-

dents." he says again, echoing one
of his themes.

Fred worries about the near fu-

ture itself, thinking of his chil-

dren: "I am not nil that pessimis-

tic, because I think in these last

few years we have at least done

something we have never really

been able to do, and that is clearly

identify the nature of our prob-

Fred sees that same conscious-

ness in himself: "I used to think I

had to be everything, a great
teacher, a great politician, a great

father, a great author Now ! see

And he plans; to spend the rest of
his career here. Over a few drinks
— !ind a few drinks to Fred is the
top third of a beer — he will con-
fess, with a shy smile, that there
may be one book in him waiting to
he written.

How can you verbalize or exp-
lain the human warmth that
makes a man unique? To say that
he is loved is not enough. You
must say, that he loves.

Here is what could be called an
example: in 1969 Fred, and his

family, made his only trip back to

Germany, He arrived, by chance,

30 years less one day the date he
had left. He arrived at the same

'7 need time to re-think what I'm doing in the
classroom. Inhere must he some way to inject

some humaness into a subject that has turned so
grim. I need more time to spend with my
students.''

my reasonable limitations, and border station, and the same hour
am happy for it." on the clock.

Fred, as usual, cracks a corny He went first to visit Horn. He
joke: "Just don't put down any- had no relatives left to visit, for

thing about all those massage every single one that stayed ii

parlors I invested in, okay?" Germany or Holland had been kil-

. . And a friend to all souls who crossed his path.

He came to The Colorado Col- led during the war He felt "like

lege in 1953, when CC's was the an American tourist,

only teaching offer he received. He sought out the people who

His record here has been impres- had turned on his family 30 years

sive since: he has been chairman ago and met them as friends,

of the Political Science Depart- "Forgiveness was both impossi

ment, a member of the Springs ble, and. in a sense, irrelevant,

City Council, a co-author of a he said, "1 had to see through the

popular textbook, winner of sev- problem of ascribing individual

eral teaching awards, and cur- wrongs as a whole group." He felt

rently is chairman of the Colorado sympathy for the sufferings of tht

Land Use Commission. non-Jews in Germany, who also

"I have absolutely no regrets. I felt the pain of war largely

could. I suppose, have worked in

Washington, or moved to some
important Eastern school, but I

am happy and satisfied here. I

think I have had some impact on

against their will, and he met his

persecutors as friends.

Fred has stood in the jaws of thi

maddest, most dangerous mO'

ment in human history. He hai

the school and the community also grown into a man of enorm'

both. Some may argue whether ous compassion and love. Few

that impact was good or bad, but man have done either; Fred Son-

just that I have had it makes me dermann has done both,

feel satisfied." ,
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Beer and Bruises Mark Rugby
aginative chant, "One. two. three,

eat me!" Ah, only in the game of

rugby.

The game continued with each

squad doing the best it could to

maim the opposit ion in as friendly

a manner as possible. Muddy
spots on the field were especially

popular; rugby players love to get

dirty. Each quarter would bring a

beer break to help replenish lost

body fluids.

As the game ended the two

teams would retire to the

sidelines, patch any serious

wounds, and jwlish off the keg.

The game would not end here,

however. Benjamin's Basement

By Tim Tymkovich

What sport includes "beer

breaks" at quarter breaks?

What sport strips players who

make a mistake?

What sport engages in weird

mating rituals?

Strange as it seems, there actu-

ally is a sport that features each of

these oddities and a few more. It

is, of course, the sport of rugby

that merrily incorporates insan-

ity into its games, ending up with

a highly entertaining and into-

xicating game. For those who

have never experienced a rugby

game it would seem utter mad-

ness at first. After exposure to the

sport one walks away with a feel-

ing of amazement, secure in the

knowledge that it is indeed utter

madness. Last Saturday the CC
Rugby Club introduced their

madcap game to Colorado College

down at Washburn Field before a

meager crowd estimated at fif-

teen. It didn't matter though,

there was barely enough beer for

the players.

This reporter made his first

visit to a rugby game and

staggered away with a new
perspective on sport. Players and

fans alike mingle before kic-

koflE . . er bootofF, on the sidelines

and consume Coors beer from the

conveniently placed kegger. Half

the keg was gone before the

Lamar Rugby Club, this day's op-

ponent, showed up for the clash.

Though spiflily attired in bril-

liant rugby shirts, Lamar forgot

to bring enough players to form a

team. No problem — CC traded

several of their extras to Lamar

and the game was on.

There really is no use in trying

to explain the rules of rugby. It

seems the oblate spheroid used in

the game can only be tossed

backward, but it can be run or

kicked forward. Players scatter

like headless chickens and attack

whoever picks up the ball. Osten-

sibly a score occurs when the ball

is placed under the goalpost if it is

controlled by the offense.

Occasionally, the lone referee

calls his whistle — unknown why
— and instructs the opposing

teams to line up in a strange for-

mation called a scrummage. It is

difficult to describe this obscene

formation except to say that

teammates joyfully place their

noses to the posterior ofthe person

in front of them until a tightly

packed circle is formed. Scrums

seem popular and perhaps

epitomize the rugby personality.

The undermanned Lamar
squad couldn't keep up with the

quick CC team. To ease their

frustrations, the entire Lamar
team attacked a helpless Steve

Greenholz as he attempted an

extra point. They pulled off his

shorts and left him in the middle

of the football field clad only in a

jockstrap and shirt. The team re-

tired for a halftime beer break

happy with their accomplish-

ment.

After several glasses of brew,

kept filled by spectators grateful

to be drinking free beer, the teams
went out for a second half of play.

CC continued its domination of

Lamar. After a CC score which
put the game out of reach, Lamar
paraded each of its players to the

50 yard line, turned around, bent

over, dropped their drawers, and
bare-assed the CC team to the im-
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had been rented for the post-game

party; so all would head there and

drink away any hurts. Rugby par-

ties are famous for the rowdy por-

nographic songs they feature, the

nonstop chugging games, and for

various other forms of groveling

designed to be fun.

It's a crazy sport, for sure, but

definitely a fun, low-key form of

competition that puts good-times

ahead of anything else. Players

play for fun and drunkenness, not

for glory or publicity. It's rough on

the field, yet friendly off of it. The
comradeship is genuine, the

mutual respect real.

It may be, after all, what sport

is all about.

Sports Briefs

Memory Lane

€
t me If

,
Ihe

iod b

CC's Game Scrummers Scramble For Spheroid

Against Lamar. ph„t„ by Andy Nagei

by Tim Tymkovich
With the influx ofnumerous alums on this Homecoming wee

it is only appropriate that we review some of the great mornt

Colorado College's sports history. Since the turn ofthe centurj

have been countless moments of sports excitement, patho^

downright hysteria. CC's teams have been up, down, undef^

non-victorious, or just plain mediocre. Many of the ex-Tigj

Campus this weekend will be familiar with the great momenii

past several years in football and soccer; others will be family

CC'sfirst national championship teams of 1950; and very fewi

remembering the great years at the turn of the centur\

Washburn Field was christened by some early great teams

With the "help of College historian, Juan Reid, who will
t

book out covering CC's first hundred years next year, three

periods in sports at CC have been pinpointed. The first outst

period was during the seasons of 1899 and 1900, the first t\ o

afl^r Washburn Field was opened. The football squad, madt

only thirteen men, won back to back Colorado Intercollegiate

tic Conference titles. The game wasn't a specialized gridn

game in those days, but a rough and tough game where thi

eschewed helmets or much padding and went both offensi

defensively for the full sixty minutes. The sechedule didn t ffj

any patsies or club teams. The 1900 championship team bt

likesofthe Colorado Aggies (CSU, 53-0). Colorado TeachersC

(Northern Colorado. 71-0), Colorado U. (21-0), and Mines

Quite an awesome achievement, even in 1 900. That year the

baseball team won its third consecutive conference champi

further establishing Colorado College as the class sjwrts sch

the state.

There were many great individual teams during the nei;

century, but the period when there was an impressive several;

dominance was in 1950. This year was probably the greatest

school's history and it rivals any moments the UCLA's or

Dame's can boast of. In the spring of 1950 CC won its first nai

championship as the hockey team traveled back East ani

Boston University 13-4 for the title. Boston is this year's deft

national champ in the NCAA. In the fall, the gridders wrapp

their second consecutive Rocky Mountain Athletic Conferenn

The league makeup had changed somewhat since 1900, b;

schedule still features such toughiesas Western State, UNC.i

Idaho State, and Montana State. It didn't end there du

school's fairy tale year. The CC soccer team brought back

national championship trophy for the school after taking

college division soccer competition. 1950 will be hard to toj

memorable sports year with its two national championship

The most recent great moment in CC athletics came onl

years ago in 1975. That year Coach Jerry Carle's football]

rampages through their Division III opponents, recording

mark. A four year overall record of 39-5-1 brought national

tion, a number seven ranking in Division III, and a pi

against Millsaps College of Mississippi. As the top teai

Western area, the Tiger's hosted Millsaps, losing an excitingd

28-21. A rare double occurred that year, as the soccer teai

hosted an NCWA playoff game. That year's kickers posted

of 15-2-2 overall and 11-0-1 in the RMISL. The playoff gamej

CC against Fullerton College of California, one of the pel

soccer powers in the nation, with CC lo.sing a heartbreaki

sive struggle 1-0.
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ENIOY THE BROADMOOR
WAY OF LIFE
A TRADITION

OF QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT AND DINING

Enrerroinmenr means enchonrmenr
or The BROADMOOR From the

GOLDEN BEE, English Pub
feotufing sing-o-long piono
ond BROADMOOR WEST'S new
SPECS SPOT, o top show lounge
offering quolity enrertoinmenr, ro the RENDEZVOUS Lobby Lounge
ond the olwoys popular LAKE TERRACE LOUNGE,

Diners will olwoys find a selection of oword winning restouronts
offering world famous cuisine in a vorlery of otmospheres
THE TAVERN, MAIN DINING ROOM, THE PENROSE ROOM, CHARLES
COURT, GOLDEN BEE ond JULIE'S
will moke your choice delighrful

Plon on evening of entertainment ond dining. You expect ond
deserve the best: The BROADMOOR, where quolity enfettoinment
ond dining has been o trodition since 1916,

'"Broadmoor
Colorodo Springs. Colorado

634-771

1



; leinking Can Really Crown Ya
by Ed Goldstein

ihe middle of the overtime

'od
between CC and Notre

last Saturday, hearts in the

,^ rooting section stopped as

icker Gary Reinking spotted

fusion in the Irish defense,

jjgd up a loose puck and zeroed

Jn goal. Reinking flipped up a

toward the left corner of the

weefc. f,ut Irish net tender Dave
^niE

ijj-ion
got his pads in the way.

in
pjjg

hearts of the CC student

tho:

J
eventually got back in work-

idefi
^(,[.der, but the Tiger's never

Tigt Lvered from the loss of a two

-it^
jl
lead in the final 36 seconds of

ilii' elation play, and ended up
^^^

ii a 9-9 tie to go along with a

^^'
[loss the previous evening.

^^
Junior Reinking had two goals

'"^
tip-ins Saturday, threw clean

""^^

Jks with uncommon ferocity,

^^^
hustled after the puck with a

^'^'^

ning desire despite the fact

that he was often winded in this

early season contest.

Reinking, a graduate of En-
glewood's Cherry Creek High
school is the only Colorado born
and bred player in the WCHA. He
was an all-American his junior
year at the Creek, and led them
into the first ever Colorado State
high school hockey champion-
ships his senior year.

Despite his record, Reinking

had to try out for the Tiger's as a

walk on and the going at first was
tough. "In his freshman year he

had a one in a million chance of

making the team," says one Tiger

hockey fan. "He has since im-

proved 100 percent."

"Some of the coaches have been

encouraging me to hit a little

more," says Reinking of his play

this year. He has put on weight

and worked hard on his wrist shot.

). bi

IC.

uri]
nior Tiger Captain Curt Christofferson chases a

ding puck in CC's no-win weekend against the

hting Irish. photo by Andy Nagel

This weekend the Tiger's will

travel to Madison to face off

against the ever tough Wisconsin

Badgers. "That arena holds 9,000

people and it is sold out every

game," notes Reinking. "They
traditionally have great discip-

line."

But Reinking has a tradition of

his own to work on. His father.

Buck Reinking. who went to CC
also, and his uncles were all fam-

ous hockey players. Unfortu-

nately, family ties are more im-

portant than regional loyalties in

this case, because Colorado hoc-

key is on the decline. St. Mary's

quit the sport in Colorado Springs

and the Denver area schools are

losing interest in footing the bill

to support a viable hockey pro-

gram. And that may make Gary

Reinking the last of a breed. But

as a dinasour, he will do his best to

be a fierce Tyranasaurous Rex

rather than a placid Brontosaur-

ous.

Netters

Score in

Regionals
The CC women's tennis team,

aft^r finishing its regular confer-

ence season with an impressive

8-1 record, competed in the Divi-

sion III AIAW regional tourna-

ment over block break at Lynmar
racquet club. CC came in a very

close second behind Idaho State.

Idaho State finished with 39V^

points, while the CC women tal-

lied 38 points. CC gained revenge

over a strong DU team, who had

beaten them in regular season

play, 6-3. by finishing a point

ahead of them at regionals. The

second-place finish qualifies CC
for Nationals, to be held in June,

probably in Denver.

"Everyone played great down to

the last match. The girls' en-

thusiasm throughout the tour-

nament carried them through,"

said CC coach Lois Handley. Julie

Hamilton was especially awe-

ling the number four

singles championship and pairing

up with Alison Dame to win the

number two doubles title.

Off The Cuff
-Banning Spirit(s)

-

by Mike Slade
After reading the announce-

ment in the most recent Catalyst

about the new, stricter policies

regarding student conduct at hoc-

key games. 1 went to Saturday

night's game at the Broadmoor
full of curiosity (not to mention

Jack Daniels). I was wondering

just how strict the new policies

were going to be.

Basically, two things are diffe-

rent from last year, and one is im-

portant, and one is not. The im-

portant thing is that the student

section is roped oft from the rest of

the arena. That mean.s, for exam-
ple, that it is going to take a lot of

persuasion to get past the guy

holding the rope to acquire a

much-needed cup of hot chocolate,

which they don't sell at the little

concession stand in the northwest

corner, adjacent to the CC section

Before delving into the whys
and hows of this change in policy,

let me assure the student body of

one thing; the other half of the

policy, the stricter enforcement of

liquor laws, just isn't.

After watching CC's semi-

adolescent hockey team blow a 9-7

lead and tie Notre Dame Saturday

night, I went calling on Gordon

Riegel, the new Dean of Men at

the college.

The first thing i wanted to know
was just why the policy had come

about, to discover what prompted

the change. "The bottom line / is a

concern about various incidents of

fan violence which we found right

here in our own backyard." Riegel

said. "We've received numerous

complaints from members of the

community . , . students have been

accused of being drunk, throwing

things on the ice . . . season ticket

holders would call up and cancel

out'— saying they never wanted

another CC hockey

Riegel then said that the pro-

blem was to find out if the people

causing these problem:

tually CC students. In the past,

there was no control whatsoever

between the student section and

the rest of the Broadmoor. "If

they're going to blame us for our

activities, we want to make dang

sure that it's accurate," Riegel

said.

Indeed, non-student atten-

dance, which is hardly dependent

on block break, was incredibly low

for both nights. On Saturday my
rough head-count yielded about

250-300 reserved seats occupied,

out of a possible 3.000 or so. The
student section, meanwhile, was
surprisingly crowded for a block

break.

But the ropes are a little weird,

"It looks a little oppressive righ

now." Riegel said. "The Broad

moor people are sort of over

worked right now, and the pres-

sure is a little high."

But what if the "objectionable"

conduct continues, even without

the corrupting influence of those

rotten little lOth-graders from

Cheyenne Mountain? What then?

Will CC students be branded as

obnoxious little brats and snub-

bed by ex-CC hockey fans? Will

the hockey team disband, flat

broke? Will security be increased

even more, robbing overworked

students of a key winter-tension

reliever?

It's kind of hard to tell right

now. We still don't know just what

the problem is, or who the villains

are. But, besides the oppressive

ropes, things aren't drastically

different.

"We're not here to stop CC hoc-

key fans from having a good

time," Riegel said. "You can't en-

force the liquor laws 100/. We
can't babysit our students. We're

just not going to support their

conduct."

Well, it'll all be clearer after a

few more home series. For now,

we can only wonder, I would con-

sider CC hockey one of the best

entertainment values in town.

But the people who own the

Broadmoor, who happen to be the

people who own CC. and happen

to be the people who own the hoc-

key team, aren't happy. And the

administration isn't happy. And if

I get my bottle of Jack taken

away. I won't be happy,

California Split

For Booters

The Colorado College soccer

team, following a stunning 5-2

upset over Air Force before block

break, split two games in San
Diego over block break.

On Saturday, CC pulled off a

3-2 win over United States Inter-

national University, a team that

was ranked 6th in the Far West

before the match. Then on Sunday

CC fell 3-1 to 4th-ranked San

Diego State.

Saturday's win was a come-

from-behind affair, CC pulled

ahead 1-0 on a goal by Komel Si-

mons, but then fell behind 2-1.

Eddie Dietz then bagged in two

second-half goals, one on a pen-

alty kick, to insure the Tiger vic-

tory.

Sunday CC was just outplayed

by a tough squad from San Diego

State- The split, coming on one of

CC's toughest road trips in recent

years, boosted Tiger playoff

hopes.

CC's record is now 7-6-2, and

in the Rocky Mountain inter-

giate Soccer League. CC
OSes out its schedule against

four Colorado teams, their next

game coming Sunday against

Metro State of Denver.
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Restaurant Review cont. Letters To the Editor cont.-
Support for Boycott

Trout Almondine and Top Sirloin.

The Ru^y Club's specials this

weekend will be Veal Natura for

about $S.OO. Dinner includes your

choice ofa garden salad or soup de

jour, rice or potatoes and bread

and vegetable. As an appetizer

the mushroom tempura is highly

recommended for $2.00. Adjacent

to the restaurant is a disco to

dance o£r those calories.

The Sun Bird, hanging over

1-25 on Point of the Pines Dr., has

one ofthe moat spectacular views

of all the restaurants in Colorado

Springs, overlooking both the city

lights and Pikes Peak. A unique

entree is buffalo steak, along with

crab legs, duck, trout, pork chops

and prime rib, all of which range

from $5.25 to $9.95. Included in

this price is your choice of two

salads, com chowder, deep fi"ied

zucchini and ground squaw bread.

Sunday Brunch must not be

.brgotten during the Parents

Weekend pigout. Broadmoor
brunch is traditional topping to

the weekend. It is a huge buffet of

everything and anything, $6.00

for adults and $5.00 for children

under twelve. If the Broadmoor is

full or you want to try a change of

scenery venture to the Four Sea-

sons for a champagne brunch, an

equivalent display to the Broad-

moor for $5.96 adult price and
$4.50 for children. The Sun Bird

also offers another great buffet for

$5.50 and $2.75 for children. The

Sun Bird also offers another great

buffet for $5.50 and $2.75 for chil-

dren.

After Parents Weekend you

may have a few more pounds

whether needed or not, but they

are nutritionally sound pounds

and well worth it (you can justify

anything in this world). It will

probably take you about three

days of Rolaids to break back into

Saga after your parents leave and

then you can look forward to going

home for Thanksgiving feast. Bon

Appetite^£ditor's Note: When in-

quiring into the Briarhurst this

writer was very abruptly handled

and no information or cooperation

was given by the Briarhurst man-

agement. They obviously don't

recognize CC as a potential market

and your cooperation is asked to

confirm their opinion. Thankyou.

Fire Burning Issue
The near tragic fraternity fire

at the University of Denver a few
weeks ago reminded colleges in

Colorado of the importance of fire

prevention awareness to avert

tragedy. This was contrasted by
the fire drills conducted on this

campus recently. One Fire De-
partment ofificial termed student

attitudes as "awful." For example,
the Figi House responded so lac-

kadaisically to their fire drill,,

they have been put on suspension,

and, in one building a wrecked
Volkswagen was being concealed.

This Fire Department official

went on to say that in the last two
years, through the efforts of
Claude Coward of the Physical
Plant, the CC administration has
become exceptionally conscienti-

ous about fire prevention. At Mr.
Coward's prompting, the city Fire
Department inspects the campus
at every school break for safety

code violations and makes the
necessary adjustments before we
return.

These necessary adjustments
are sometimes as simple as mov-
ing bikes out of fire escape stair-

wells or as costly as changing the
fire escape doors in the Beta
House so that they push out and
not pull in. Although the college is

trying to meet current safety
codes for new buildings, a "grand-

father clause" protects old build-

ings from such innovations as

sprinkler systems because they

would be too impractical to in-

stall.

Charged with the resjwnsibility

of meeting up to city safety codes
is the College Safety Committee.
It consists of the Fire Chief, sec-

urity guards and maintenance
men. In addition to inspecting the

dorms during breaks, they do a

full evaluation of the campus fire

safety situation every summer
and respond to the local fire sta-

cont. on page 13

fant formula in developing coun-

tries, is using unethical sates tac-

tics to convince mothers in poor

countries to feed their babies arti-

ficial infant formula instead of

their own nutritious breast-
milk," added Rev. Marsh. Dr.

Derrick JellifTe, world-famous in-'

fant nutritionist at UCLA, esti-

mates that more than 10 million

children suffer from bottle baby

disease each year. "Because these

mothers have neither enough
money to buy sufficient infant

formula nor the clean water and

sterile conditions to properly pre-

pare the formula, their bottle-fed

babies become sick and even die,"

remarked Rev. Marsh.

The boycott of Nestle products
was launched after Nestle refused

to modify its advertising practices

during negotiations with the na-

tional Infant Formula Action Co-
alition and representatives from
the National Council ofChurches.
The purpose of the boycott is to

pressure Nestle into stopping all

infant formula promotion in de-

veloping countries where bottle-

feeding is causing increased mal-

nutrition and death among in-

fants. The boycott demands that

Nestle stop all direct consumer
advertising; stop the use of "milk
nurses" (salespersons in uniform
who give away samples to entice

mothers to use infant formula);

stop all free-sampling of formula;

and stop all promotion through
health care systems, including

gifts and other unethical induce-

ments which encourage medical

staff to promote the formula.

The Pikes Peak Justice and
Peace Commission is asking
shoppers to please not buy any
Nestle products including Libby.

Crosse and Blackwell and Stouf-

fer brands, as a way to stop Nestle
from "hollow-weaning" babies in

poor nations around the world.

-Ji

Mary Ann Fisk

/\ Stumped on where to shop?
Check out our labels!

To whom it doesn't concern:

In response to recent criticism

of the CCCA-endorsed Nestle

boycott, it may be easily argued

that those criticisms are the best

support for the boycott. The inno-

cent pleas "Ignorance is bliss" or

"I don't want to get involved" are

the easy way out. The critics ofthe

boycott would rather close their

eyes than do something positive.

This is the very reason that we

encourage the boycott. But don't

take our word for it. Find out why

third world development must be

more than an interest in exploita-

tion, See the film "Bottle Babies"

Monday, Nov. 6, in Olin 1 at 7 p.m.

This is the reason why we are con-

cerned. If that doesn't convince

you, then let us hear from you— if

you haven't seen the other side,

you don't really have a reason.

John Carter

Lucy Hawiey

Karen Woollams

To the Editor:

1 would like to let the students

of Colorado College know what
was said at the President's Coun-

cil dinner for the school's biggest

contributors on October 21. Vice

Admiral Stockdale, president of

the Naval War College, told the

elite audience that the powers-

that-be are talking nuclear war.

The Soviet Union is spending

huge amounts on weapons de-

velopment and production, and

we therefore must begin "think-

ing the unthinkable" (nuclear

war), and no other course ofaction

is thinkable.

These men are planning the

annihilation of millions, the sick-

ness and genetic damage of mill-

ions, the indescribable agony of

millions. World War 11 will have
been only a preview of the car-

nage. Stockdale indicated the con-

flagration would arise over a

Third World nation.

The U.S. has become increas-

ingly dependent on Third World
natural resources. To secure these

resources, the U.S. has consis-

tently upheld hated regimes
economically and militarily, as

the defender of democracy. In-

stead of working to change our

own oppressive and discriminat-

ory system, we spend our money
on hideous weapons, which we
stockpile and sell while millions

live in misery here and elsewhere,

and unemployment and inflation

run rampant. The $177 billion

war budget rarely figures in the

current talk of tax revolt. The
U.S.'s huge arms sales, which
create tremendous profits for a

very few, much fewer jobs than
less murderous industries like

construction, and does not circu-

late goods into the economy, is

rarely mentioned as a primary

cause of inflation.

Of course, we have no respmnsi-

bility for the arms race. We are

merely trying to catch up\i

Russians. The power-elite ly ^
think of a more creative ^ :

to

than mass destruction. :kle^

Before the call-to-arnie
!

sudd

I talked with those next ito ^

One was a woman who
xy

'i^'^''

graduated from CC. She tol jnd I

the wonderful group of frie, ling

had had at CC; all of the ' P^'

such "class" (well-man s*''

kind, soft-spoken) and wei it it

ambitious. When I asked ht iries

she thought about what wa y "'

on in the world, she looked ' ^

She doesn't think about poj bec8

anything like that. She thii l^i
°

going to get very bad, butsi '" '"'

all right, she knows. "voui

The man on my other ai fmort

very congenial. We talked pting

things like solar heating ai
eseerr

serving energy. He men ih
On

some good -consen

techniques, and also cai s

enjoy t

sboul<

admitted that he did not y,
expe

tb

ds and

any of them,

What was the

Stockdale's speech aboiion

touched on many subjects, c
isiof

them seemingly related to h sh ch;

"man," which I gather

philosophically con:

iction

„
actic

ruthlessness, and to brinp rious

"boys" at Colorado CoUe£ ion T

other institutions who v

us. (Into what?)

Before the dinner, an

tion was said to bless tht

pany, and I learned that Ci

College was dedicated to

out all that was noble in
'

After the speech, 1 felt like

complice. I searched the pf

faces to find some reflection

horror I felt. I couldn't fin

Like the characters in Co

everyone was minding
own business, while the staj

being set.

Contrast this with these

from a poem by Edci

Vincent-Millay, "Consciei

Objector":

/ shall die, but that is all

shall do for Death; Iam not

payroll.

It would be nice if the

campus, and not just the t

contributors, could hear wl

being planned for, us.

Michele Feu

Presi(den1

Worner co
time Frank Flood got a call

someone who claimed to

President of the college. He

due to budget problems his

would have to be cut. W(

course, Flood thought the

was Lewis but it was actuall

and Lewis was standing ri(

hind him. It was wonderful!

T
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Special Orders
Mon.- Sat. 10-8 No Charge

Fri. - till 9 Blank Tapes &
Sur . 12-6 Paraphernalia

327 N. Tejon
$1 off purchase over $6 ^^^ _^^^

with coupon



- ^rorities Still Rush Hardin the Mellow 70's
'P'* . . w:.„«„,..« tUr. .M^^K-in Yu..« fir«t tn HpriHp Hnn't thinlt it le wnrth if tn nav rlifforont «trnl(P« fnr Hiffpr<int n.r.r.A nr h-jH t Uo onftnoc

ly Lisa Kitagawa

to move or go swiftly,

•klessly or rashly, to make

iudden assault a attack, to

to view, to act. Many CC

iified
this description dur-

,toi jnd block break.

L. jjjg women dashed to

the I

parties and through the

swiftly attacked the great

it it fast then think about

the rushec was first to decide

whether to pledge or not- Factors

included money, as girls are not

allowed to stay in sorority houses

due to a stipulation by Mrs. Bemis

Taylor, that girls shall never live

in the houses because it would be

too cliquish; time, sorority versus

school work; and possible trans-

fers from Colorado College,

The next decision was who to

(J j^^cies) came into the sight of pledge to. Prospective pledgers

w Y
members, and acted were asked to think about where

Late rushees were yel- they felt the most comfortable and

poiMbecause they ruined the decide individually. Pledgers

thii le.
dieting rushees were were given 12 hours to make this

uts
1" into 'just one little slice.' critical decision. De-pledging may

-vous rushees were tended occur in a few months, but once

TBI more at home. initiated, the women are sisters

ing interesting, exciting for life or never a sister again.

iga leemed to be a general plus Many felt they were haplessly

^(Jne rushee stated , "I to- rushed into the decision and did

some deep soul-searching for the

solution. (Mountain Bell must

don't think it is worth it to pay

money just to be in a group. I also

had a real hard time making tri-

vial chit-chat." Another 'drop-out'

agreed," Rush is good in a sense

that you get to meet other people

but it's queer to have so much
small talk and smiling until your

mouth hurts." Smiling until the

cheeks were sore should be taken

literally in some cases. (Well,

that's one way to burn a few

calories!) She went on, "Another

good thing was you could eat all

the good food you wanted for four

bucks! Well, I guess there's just

different strokes for different

folks!"

The folks with different strokes

may have been the ones who had

an idea of what rush would be

like. Dana Gillespie, who's

mother was in a sorority stated, "I

think coming from a sorority

oriented family and background

helps a lot. Although I didn't re-

ally know what to expect, and felt

awkward repeating myself time

after time it was a good experi-

ence overall. I met some super

girls I probably wouldn't have met

otherwise."

Good or bad. the swiftness of

Rush caused nerves to be on edge

and tension in the air. Penny
Merritt, who did not Rush, ob-

served, "Many peoples' nerves

were on edge. I could feel a lot of

tension in the air. It seems as

though people were so confused

experiencing something totally

different and they were either

amused, disappointed, or disen-

chanted."

Ah, the trials and tribulations

or Rush ... Oh well, maybe next

year , . , pledge? . . .

Knowledge Marches Southward

I to

ijoyed rush. I think every^

lould go through it. It's a

iperience." A good experi-

1 that many made new

and a good experience in

i-making. Rush ends with

on.

changed from intense in-

and small talk to fun

iction-packed skit parties,

)us ceremonies, then the

1. The decision process for

have cashed in on the amount of

long-distance phone calls Sunday

night.)

Many dropped out ofrush early.

Christine Hartigan, a rush 'drop-

out' summarized the common
reasons for doing so. "Ive always

had a bad stereotype of sorority

girls. Although it was pretty

much changed during rush, I still

A grant of $1.5 million from El

Pomar Foundation to construct an

addition to Charles beaming Tutt

Library at Colorado College was

announced Saturday, Oct. 21 the

annual dinner of the College's

President's Council in the

Broadmoor Hotel.

Carlisle B. Guy and Associates

will be architects for the project. A
model unveiled at the dinner

showed a two-story addition to the

south of the present building,

closely resembling the orginal

unit. Construction is expected to

begin shortly.

Dr. Lloyd E. Womer. president

of the liberal arts college, termed

the grant "a simply wonderful lift

for us," and observed;

'El Pomar Foundation's action

in providing the funds for Charles

Leaming Tutt Library two de-

cades ago was in a very real sense

the beginning of the redevelop-

Campus ,^pectal!!

7 Page ^ P«ekl

A Jfl^?^ ^0 02. ^rostg Pitcl|er of Peer
or Sefaerage of ^our (!H]otce

iaitii Purcl|ase of Ang W-iao ^ngrebtaitt Jfamtlg ^ize l^izza

'^ain in tl|c Jfun

^faerg T)f3R3- Kite at 281D W- 3'ountatn mbb. 632-1554

^faerg ^A®. J^tte at 4D8 W- Jiftllmorc 632-?62l

Jguncl] of %nntl] — Ml tl|e (Etitcken, ftzza, Spaglietti, ^alab

low (Can fat »2.19 (11:30 am - 1:30 pm)

^nxat ^O0m

Presmt tl|is vib for cmnpus special

^imitcb t0 4 ahults per pUsa. ^gt. reeerbes rigljt to biscretion in eetiiht.

^ot gooii faitl] ang otlfcr promotion.

^on.-miiurB. 11:30 am-11 pm. JIfri. & ^at. 11:30 am-12pm

^un. 11:30-10 pm

2810 E. Fountain Blvd.

Colorado Springs. Colo. .'632-1554

406 E. Fillmore

Colorado Springs. Coto./632-7621

The proposed new addi-

tion to Tutt Library.

ment of the Colorado College

campus into the splended

facilities which we have today.

This new act of generosity on the

part of the Foundation is not oryly

a means toward a still finer physi-

cal plant for us. but a very real

encouragement to us to continue

to offer liberal arts education of

the first rank."

Fire Issue COflt.
tions' annual reassessment ofone

of the campus' 17 buildings.

The number-one priority of the

Safety Committee if the protec-

tion of students. Essential to stu-

dent safety is knowing how to get

out fast at any time. To ensure

that students know how, there

will be an unannounced fire drill

towards the end of the semester.

The biggest threat to student

safety is student behavior. Fire

extinguisher pranks are no longer

a minor offense. More than refil-

ling them at the student'sexpense

as in the past, a stiff fine will be

dealt. A constant source of anxi-

ety for school officials are the

large parties in which people are

so packed together that nobody

could get out in a hurry. The ten-

dency is for a panicked crowd to

jam the fire escapes and unwit-

tingly kill themselves. Certain

appliances and the lighting of

candles, pipes, etc., are other

common fire hazards.

What the administration is ask-

ing of students is a constant

awEU-eness of fire safety. The con-

sequences of a mistake are too

awful to make an account of

carelessness.

Student cont.

mishap, but he "still feels a little

dizzy" when trying to walk. He

spent two days in Intensive Care,

one day in Intermediate Care, and

the rest of his hospital stay on a

regular floor. "They had IVs in

me for so long that my arms are

incredibly sore." he said.

A religion major. Hettinger is

student assistant for Shove

Chapel.
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iMerle si
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

.0*^0^"
<:f ,o<^v">^'"

SUNBIRD
RESTAURANT

csM^^

SERVING:
DAILY LUNCHEON BUFFET
SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET

FULL DINNER MENU
RESERVATIONS TAKEN

230 Point-of-the-Pines Drive

599-8550

Hours; Tue. - Prt lO-O
Sat. e-3'

Stop In or make your Appt,
632-3531 - 632-3532

Welcome Back ~ More than ever, this autumn, we are en|oying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility without compromising personal style,

In order to provide tlie CC community with complete
tiolr care services and retail products we remain In
close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-
ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes
oi>en for the smart, the new, the unusuaJ.

"ir ar- ac

fAMOLAR^

bare traps

THE BEST "^
at the

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon

Also . . . shoe repair

i- .. ig JL ae jg at jJ

'^""^^ Stafford-Napier
\y 224NoithTe|On 173-0586

Custom Designed Jewelry & Jewelry Repair

Gold Serpentine Chains

from $20.00

COLLEGE

g

1

Dale

SI

9^ Weber SI

U4MMI712<2N Weber Ml
' 633-1606

Weber SI Liquor H
College B Shop 1

• Men's - Women's
c Haircuts

1
g • Women's PermsAlley

A "Cut ' Above The Rest . . .

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER
830 N- Teion

Suile 221

Colorado Springs. CO 80903

Instruction

Translation

. Correspondence only —
Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON

636-1713

/l&>cyctexl material tt,-#/'^'CN>

For the finest

sportswear and
outerwear in

suedes and leather.

Mostly Skins

Leather

125 N. Tejon

Colo. Springs

CO. 80903

(303) 635-1284

LENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTO:
rxARKiicx):
EQX7IFMCE:
CA.1«IEIIA.
ACCESORI

FILAI
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOf,
CAMERASMOVIE

FROjECToij;;;,

SHfUldlfllitfi'S

in wi"

in
10 in

NEW
KEEPSAKE

HEADQUARTEII

9**

We are proud to be yojl

new Keepsake Oiamoml
Center and to oiler yji

a complete collection olj

of Keepsake diamond
engagement and weddii

rings Come In and leltj

experts assist you.

Beryl's Jewelry

113 East Pil<es Peafl

Colorado Springs, CW

80902

3CE
Page

.
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40P's Number Two Man cont
,ees.

I'll be dovelopintj a

jpagement pronram which

., real challenge. Ulti-

the job depends on pcr-

L iftheLt. Governor per-

^d is of value, the Cover-

age you. It depends on the

Jual who holds the office,

t AtYST: Many political

? jwill argue that only those

J1
p compromise their princi-

fc-S
in

win. and hence, be in a

I

n to incorporate their polit-

)I ^iinises into legislation. Is

/n ::

Ihrri.' a danj^or that Senator

Strickland has been tw) ideologi-

cally consistent in this campaign,

possibly to thf detriment of your

electoral success?

BROWN: I would disagree with

that premise. Far from hurting

you. that can be a great help. I

believe there is a yearning by the

people for someone who is consis-

tent, who takes a specific stand on

the issues. One of Ted's most val-

uable characteristics is that he's

straightforward. There is an ad-

vantage to be consistent

philosophically. You have to lis-

ten to others and know the facts,

but it (ideological consistency)

hasn't hurt us so far.

CATALYST: In their recent

endorsement of the Lamm-Dick
ticket, the Denver Post re-

marked that your team has spent

so much time attacking Dick

Lamm that you haven't articu-

lated your own vision of what

would be best for Colorado's fu-

ture. What would such a vision

include?

BROWN: The Post endorse-

ment wasn't an accurate assess-

ment. We have presented our own
positive programs for Colorado's

future. Number one, an air pollu-

tion control bill, to clean up the

air. Second, a long-range water

plan. Third, an efficient administ-

ration. And fourth, an approach to

taxes. We've tried to be very

specific and very clear.

=«

—

*^~-

tza Plus Have A

4 N. Tejon Nice Week-end

5-7452 at

r Homecoming

?sc^«-"!2S99sns>-^33aes»-(S-^j»ae»m

J't MOTOR HOTEL
and Restaurant

o> u. s. u, tr

so loom
Gkitt EncloiwJ

HHtad Pool

820 No. Nevada Avo.
Colorado Sprinsi, Colo. 80902

Phono 6U-U13

here you can vote for

ERRY

:l

FRANK
Democrat for U.S. Congress

Precincts Voting Places

precincts voting places

24 and 121 Steele School
21 and 22 Palmer H.S. Boy's Gym

20 Garfield School
'>>P»M««J»><>tHUJ»#»f#»#W#***** *##*******» •

terry is an economist and a fiscal conserva-

[ve, yet he supports continued funding of well-

I social programs. He has served 3 terms in

jstate legislature, whereamong other things,

|voted for E.R.A., strong air pollution control

s, and led the fight for an effective state child

jise law. He has been endorsed by the Col-

Bdo Springs Teacher Association.

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS,

PUEBLO, SECURITY, AURORA & WYOMING

FAMILIES SUB SHOPS

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
CALL AHEAD: 635.4364

Owner; Jan

OUR PROMISE

TO MAKE EVERY SUBMARINE SANDWICH
BEFORE YOUR EYES WITH THE

EST MEATS, CHEESES AND BREAD
AVAILABLE TO SERVE YOU COURTEOU-
SLY AND SWIFTLY WITH NO DELAYS ON
SPECIAL ORDERS

625 North Nevada

Hems - 635-2500

Locally handcrafted

on consignment.

Antiques

• Desk pens in unique holders

•Peasanf sl<irts

• Girl's quilted vests

• Caps, sweaters

• Crocheted tops

• Crocheted slippers

• Stuffed animals

• Unique jewelr/

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s

Open til 1 2 p m

475-9533

Homecoming
Cont.

1948

The Tigers fell lo the University of

Northern Colorado (then Colo.
State) 7-34. Admission to the
homecoming dance with the or-

chestra of Bill Geiler was 60 cents.

The CC letlennens club had a stag

dinner. A young Northwestern grad

named Jerry Carle was recently

appointed basketball and baseball

coach. And a young professor

named Lloyd Womer chaperoned

the homecoming dance.

1 946 was also a tense year inter-

nationally, and at the time General

William Gill, the President of the

College decided to open up an

ROTC department, which "is espe-

cially appropriate under current

world conditions." Gill spoke of the

need to have "room fwre only for

Americanism" and students

criticized that statement for indi-

cating a lack of tolerance towards

domestic dissent.

1958

There was no pra-homecoming
bonfire because of fire regulations.

Instead a spotlight was placed in

the quad. A pep rally was held at

which Coach Carle introduced

every player to the student body.

"Popular Songs" was the theme of

the float parade in the downtown
area and the DG's were the winners

with "I Tot I Taw a Puddy Cat." CC
finally won a game, besting West-

em St^te 18-6.

Even in these happy days, stu-

dents were concerned with the

world at large. Tiger articles fo-

cused on Algerian and Hungarian

freedom fighters.

1968

Students were overly concemed
with national and international

events in this year of tumult. An ac-

tive SDS chapter supplied regular

political commentaries in the paper.

The homecoming seminars led by

Professors Freed and Sondermann
delt with "The New Radical and

American Political Tradition. Stu-

dents were angry with President

Werner for "opposing" late night

campus vistation priviledges.

Despite the anger in the air,

homecoming was still a time for re-

joicing. Beer was allowed in the Hub
for the first time (after a vote of City

Council) and students drowned 25

gallons of Coors at "CCs answer to

Hamburg Heaven." An 18-year-old

go-go dancer and aspiring Playboy

Bunny named Betty provided en-

tertainment befitting this generation

of Dustin Hoffmans 'Continuous

fast music " and a soul group played

for homecoming celebrants, in-

cluding believe it or not, our queen,

Wendy Blum of the Kappas. Oh

yes, CC lost again on the gridiron by

a 0-16 score to William Jewell.

TRAK "Maralhon-S'

Fishscale no-wax

Touring Boot by Heierling

Leather

Dovre 3-Pin Binding

Jarvinen Rberglas

Latxjr

Total

Reg. S95,00 Spl. $85-00

Reg. $45.00 Spl $27.95

Reg. $7.00 Spl. $4,95

Reg $12,00 Spl. $7 95

5.00 Free

$1S4.00 Spl. Package

Price $125.85

SAVE $38.15
"^

This Year Discover

the Wonder of Winter

PACKAGE SPECIAL

$125.85

Premium quality at a special low pricel

_ SPORTING
OPEN BankMnrlcard

»'*"-* 119 North TaiMi • ne-asM
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^The CC Scene
— by Lisa Kitagawa

Friday, November 3
9:30 a.in. - SKK) p.m. Registration for

Homecoming and Parents' Weekend in

Armstrong Great Hall. Welcome Home!

lOKX) a.m. and 3.-00 p.m. Members of

the Colorado College community will

conduct tours of the campus. Tours will

depart from Armstrong Great Hall.

12K)0 noon The Tiger volleyball team

will participate in the Air Force Academy
Invitational Tournament at the Air Force

Academy. The tournament will last

through Saturday, November 4.

12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. The National

Alumni Council Luncheon and Meeting

will be held in Rastall Center, WES
Room. The event is open to all Alumni.

5:00 p.m. Reunion class activities will

take place as scheduled.

7K)0 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. The Colorado

College Leisure Program Film Series

presents "Tom Jones," a satire on 18th

century life by Henry Fielding. It's free

with a Film Series Ticket or 75c at the

door. See it in Armstrong Theatre.

flHW p.m. Professor Michael Grace and

Friends will present an "All College

Musicale" in Packard Hall.

»-10K)0 p.m. KRCC, Colorado College's

radio station (91.5 fm stereo) presents

"MAGMA" with Mike Post for tonight's

'Special Platter.'

The CC Hockey team will

be in Wisconsin battling with Wisconsin

tonight and Saturday, November 4.

The Broadmarket Square

Branch Library, 1755 Eighth Street, is

featuring works by Lorraine Schmidt.

Ms. Schmidt's works consist of oil and

acrylic paintings.

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Coffee Hour and

President Werner's Welcome in the Gates

Common Room in Palmer Hall.

10:15 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. Special

Homecoming Seminars will take place in

Palmer Hall, Topics ofdiscussion ihclude

Ecotopia. by Ernest Callenbach in Rodm
121 with Professor Val Veirs; Brave New
World by A. Huxley, a Freedom and Au-

thority session with Professor Wm.
Hockman in Room 123; and The Crash of

'79 by Paul Erdman with Professor

Werner.

10:15 a.m. J. Juan Reid, College Ac-

tivist will present a "Slide History ofCol-

orado College" in Palmer Hall. Room 128.

10:30 a.m. The Women's field hockey

team will be in Denver palying Colorado

Women's College.

11:45 a.m. An all college picnic is to be

held in the Cutler Quadrangle. General

admission is $2.00

12:00 noon The Reunion Classes

Luncheon will be held in the Bemis Di-

ning Room.

1:00 p.m. The Tiger football team will

be crashing with Kansas Wesleyan Uni-

versity on Stewart Field. It's free with a

CC I.D. or $2.00 general admission.

3:00 p.m. Gut Bucket Seven will be fea-

tured in the All College Jazz Party to be

held in the Cossitt Gymnasium.

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Class reunion re-

ceptions and dinners. The Forties Dinner

will be at the Broadmoor Hotel.

7:00 p.m. The Pub Room and the Uni-

versity of Colorado. Colorado Springs

presents Brian Nehrer Jazz Quartet. It's

free! The quartet is scheduled to perform

through November 18

There will be halftime follies tomorrow at the CC
football game. The 4-3 Tiger gridders will attempt
to poison the Kansas Wesleyan Coyotes before and
after the entertainment.

Saturday, November 4
9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. Registration for

Homecoming and Parents' Weekend will

take place in Armstrong Great Hall.

9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. The Colot'ado Col-

lege Homecoming Dances will be held in

the Broadmoor Main Ballroom, Dining

Room, and West Ballroom. Tickets are

$2.50 per person and available at the

Rastall front desk.

Don't miss the three homecoming dances at the Broadmooi

Sunday, November 5
9:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon Class reunion

activities will take place as scheduled.

11:00 a.m. There will be an All College

Chapel Service in Shove Memorial
Chapel.

2:00 p.m. The CC Men's Soccer team

will be kicking against Metro State on

Stewart Field.

2:30 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will be performing Liszt's "Les

Preludes." Prokofiev's "Violin Concerto

No. 1" and Franck's "Symphony in D."

Tickets are $4, half-price for students and

senior citizens at the door. See it at De-

nver's new Boettcher Concert Hall, 950

13th Street.

8-10:00 p.m. Colorado College's radio,

station, KRCC (91.5 fm stereo) presents

for tonights 'Special Platter,' an evening

with the Long Island Women's Music

Festival.

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Tickets will be on

sale for tonight's performance by the Na-

tional Folk Ballet of Mexico presented by

the Garner Attractions. See it in the De-

nver Auditorium Theater. Tickets may
be obtained at the Pikes Peak Arts Coun-

cil Box Office.

Monday, November 6
6:30 p.m. Research workshop in Refer-

ence and Research of Tutt Library.

7:00 p.m. Understanding Cinema pre-

sents "S'/a," an Italian movie by super-

star director F. Fellini in 1963. A film

director's doubts and conflicts and his at-

tempts to solve them are portrayed by

Marcello Mastroianni, See it in

Armstrong Theatre for free!

7:30 p.m. The CC women's volleyball

team faces the University of Southern
Colorado in Pueblo.

8:00 p.m. The Political Science Advis-

ory Committee presents the flick, "Z" , a

classic tale of an investigation of the

death of a Greek pacifist leader which
leads to more suspense, murder, and gov-

ernment scandal. "Z" won an academy
award for the best foreign film. See it in

Packard Hall.

8:00 - 10:00 p.m. KRCC's Special

be Carmen McRae, Don V)

Sextet, and Sam Most Quartet

Tuesday, November

:

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. CCs Bach

j

nar with Reah Sadowsky will bf

Packard Hall. For program seli

call extension 324.

1:00 p.m. The Tiger Women s I

Hockey team will face Denver Univ.

at Home.
6:00 p.m. The CC volleyball tearc

bump with Colorado Women's Colli

home in El Pomar Sports Center,

7:30 p.m. Women's volleyball

against Regis College in El Pomar

7:30 p.m. The Career Center w

duct a seminar on Resume' writing i

main lounge of Loomis Hall. This

to all students.

6:30 p.m. Research Workshop

emment Documents at Tutt Lib

Wednesday, November
7:00 p.m. Preservation Hall Jazi

sented by Robert Garner Attract lort

be in concert in the Boettcher

Hall in Denver. Tickets may be obi

at the Pikes Peak Arts Council Bi

fice, 321 North Tejon Street, he'

10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

Thursday, November
6:3 . - 9:30 p.m. "Life Planning: C

VOLS

rc

CC ;

mts t

hools

by the Career Center, will be held

main lounge in Loomis Hall. All slu

are welcome to attend.

7:00 p.m. Understanding Cinema

sents "B/otf Up," a 1966 British m
photography versus reality. Lookiri

lusively through lenses causes

Vanessa Redgrave, David Henin ftei;;

and the camera eye star this flick lock P

Up" will be shown in Armstrong Thi mity t.

It's free!

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony

chestra will feature Emanuel Ax.

and Carl Topilow, conducting

Boettcher Concert Hall, 950 13th >

Stickets range from $6.50 - %\2.M

price for students and senior citi

the door.
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Hunger Awareness Week: Fast for Humanity
The Individual can help the Masses

by Laurel Van Driest

On Thursday, Nov. 16, the

SAGA lines will be much shorter

than usual / or at least, that's

what the organizers of "Hunger
Awareness Week: World/
Community/individual"' antici-

pate. The focal point of this week-

long series of talks, films, and dis-

cussions is a day-long student

fast, broken with a symbolic meal

of traditional famine rations: a

small amount of rice and lentil

soup.

"Our goals are to increase

awareness of the problem (of

hunger) and increase understand-

ing of what response a concerned

individual can make." said or-

ganizer Lucy Hawley. The main
sponsor is the Human Rights

Committee of the New Age Coali-

Jie streets of Calcutta are a living and dying
Istament to the needs of humanity.

Photo by United Nations
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tion, headed by Jim Reed. Ken
Hunter, and John Carter.

To reach their goals, they hope

to have students sign their names
and meal ticket numberson a list,

which will then be given to SAGA.
These meal tickets will not be

valid during the fast day, during

which each participating student

is expected to forego food until 5

p.m.. SAGA will pay the Commit-

tee $2.25 for each fasting student.

If enough sign up, SAGA will

close down one of the dining halls,

and add the saved labour costs to

their payment. Proceeds go to

Project Concern, a world-wide or-

ganization that promotes self-

help among needy peoples

through education and govern-

ment funding.

Hunger Awareness week began

last Wednesday when Dottie

Brockway, author oiMalnutrition

in Colorado, spoke in Bemis
Lounge on factors involved in

world hunger, such as arms sales

and food aid. On Nov, 15, Bob
Traer. president of the Pikes Peak
Food Bank, will head a Shove Dis-

cussion Series on food salvage in

Colorado Springs and the local

hunger problem.

Two area members of Project

Concern will present a slide show
and tell where the donated money
goes on Nov. 16 at 5 p.m. in Ras-

tall 212- This will be accompanied

by the breaking of the fast.

Follow ups to the fast are a talk by
nutrition expert Yvonne Baker on
what can be done to alter personal

lifestyles in response to world

hunger(at noon Nov. ITinRastall

2121, and the establishment of a

continuing committee on world

hunger, which will meet at noon

every Tuesday in Rastall 203.

Sign-up for the fast is today and

Monday, during mealtimes at

Rastall, Taylor and Bemis. Liter-

ature on Project Concern and
world hunger is available at the

sign-up tables.
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ransformed Tiger Transfers Voice Varied Views
by Jennifer Zimdahl

CO accepted 77 transfer, stu-

ints this fall from a variety of

hools across the country. Inter-

ith three transfer stu-

ints provide a unique perspec-

re of Colorado College life.

Beth Dayton
Beth Dayton came to CC this

I after a year at Montana State

liversity, six months ofworking
iir her home town of Bozeman,
mtana and six months at the

iversity of New Mexico in Al-

lUerque.

,,M^^^ *^C was in the mountains
:he west was a factor in Beth's

ision to come to CC. She was in

rch of a higher quality educa-
1 and wanted to try something
' The classes at the University

«"^ Jew Mexico had been too big
™ they provided her with very
'""I e challenge.

eth likes "putting all her
"gy in one direction" on the
•k Plan. She enjoys the oppor-
jty to get an in-depth view of a
|Mt, finish it up and then start

:k,

:Tbi

anew. She says, "It seems ludicr-

ous to take five classes at a time

now."

Much to her delight, Beth has

found that CC puts little pressure

on students to choose a major that

will translate into a career upon
graduation. She enjoys learning

in her field of interest without the

career pressure of a big univer-

sity. Beth finds the academics at

CC challenging and doesn't mind
spending more hours studying

than she ever did in New Mexico.

Beth finds the CC social atmos-

phere very different from that at a

big university. She feels because

the Block Plan is so intense, the

dating scene is very low-key and it

is an effort to meet people. She

finds people at CC friendly, but as

they are all into their own thing,

close friendships seem difficult to

cultivate,

Beth misses "ordinary" people

at CC. She feels CC is made up of

the "upper crust" ofsociety rather

than a healthy mixture ofwealthy
students and those working their

way through school.

C/ty Women Profiled
by Georgina Zadr^vec the Colorado Springs community,

'n Sunday evening, November Participating in the symposium
the Women's Commission will will be: Linda Harford, of N.O.W.;

'nt "Women in the Colorado Connie Flanagan, of the New
'Dgs Community," the first American Movement; Sally
Dt in the projected "Women in Stark, of the Women's Health
Arts and Sciences" program Services Clinic; Kathy Delley, of
ich will continue throughout the Rape Crisis Center; Barbara
year. Representatives from Brown, of the Women's Resource
6 local women's organizations Agency; Kim Martini, of the

participate in the sym- UCCS Women's Resource Center;
i^un. Each speaker will give a and Fran Weinhold, of the C.
•fpresentation on the role and Springs Free University. The par-

of her group in the com- ticipation of representatives from
•^'ty; an open discussion con- the Women's Option Center
^^^S the status of women in {which publishes the women's
Wado Springs will follow. The newspaper Wellspring) and
'iposium will take place in N.L.F.O. has not yet been con-

J^>8
Lounge at 7:30 p.m., and is firmed.

^ to all interested members of

John Barker

John Barker is a junior

economics major from Short Hills,

New Jersey. He came to CC this

fall from Vassar College, located

90 miles up the Hudson River

from New York City.

Twenty-four thousand "preten-

tious sophisticates" attend Vassar

College. The highclass attitude

that permeates the school's at-

mosphere seems "unnatural and

put-on." Most Vassar students are

fi-om the East and all are very well

dressed. "Guys are prepped out

and girls are always in fancy dres-

ses." According to John, Vassar is

very cliquey and appearance

oriented.

John wanted to move out west

and he chose CC because he felt it

was the best small liberal arts col-

lege in the west- He came here

with the impression that the

academics weren't too challeng-

ing and the students were into

"backpacking, hiking and block

breaks." He has found this to be

generally true and is enjoying

Colorado and CC.

The Block Plan was another inf-

luential factor in John's decision

to come to CC. He finds it "new

and interesting" and views the

education at CC as a whole "good,

but not great." John was sur-

prised at the number ofsports and

activities offered at CC. Partly

due to its location, Vassar offers

limited recreation and the cam-

pus, surrounded by a fence,

seemed "stagnant and isolated at

times."

Most every Vassar student oc-

cupies a spacious single room

complete with a double bed, a re-

frigerator and a phone. John de-

scribes it as "a real soap opera

where neurosis is fashionable."

He welcomes the "healthy, satis-

fied morale" at CC and describes

the typical CC student as "down to

earth."

Dave McKinnie
Dave McKinnie is a junior his-

tory major who transferred here

from UCCS last year. As a native

of Colorado Springs, Dave had
idolized CC for its hockey team
ever since he was in eighth grade.

Upon graduation from high

school, Dave attended UCCS be-

cause CC would not have accepted

him at the time. He chose CC for

its excellent history department

and the academic challenge of the

institution.

At UCCS, CC has the reputa-

tion as a school of "rich, arrogant

liberal arts basket weavers."

Dave was pleased to find a limited

amount of snobbery at CC and as

for the wealthy students, he says,

"those 1 run across don't flaunt it."

True to his original impres-

sions, Dave thinks the intramural

hockey program is "great." As for

the team, he is an avid fan, but is

"curious as to why a team that

pulls in top quality players can't

make it in the national competi-

tion."

Stephen Vinnik
Stephen Vinnik transferred to

CC this year from Claremont
Men's College in Southern
California. He says that both

schools have a strong liberal arts

background but he prefers his

present location because the

"small classes and group discus-

sions" are more "challenging and

stimulating."

Vinnik gives high marks to his

fellow students, "They are ex-

tremely varied and indivualistic

for a small school," he says. He

thinks the nature of the student

body allows for "a greater variety

of activities, lectures, and social

functions than is typical at a simi-

lar institution,"

Stamp Out Dragon Breath
If a DRAGON can stop smoking

for one day, so can you! The Col-

orado College Student ilealth

Advisory Board along with the

American Lung Association of

Colorado are supporting the

American Cancer Society's

STAMP OUT DRAGON
BREATH DAY on Thursday.

November 16. This day has been

designated by the Cancer Soci-

ety's big green dragon as a na-

tional day to stop smoking.

The Board is asking all mem-
bers of the Colorado College com-

munity to voluntarily "kick the

habit" for a day in the classroom,

dining areas, administrative

areas and dormitories.

Cigarette smoke, as everyone

knows, is hazardous to human
health.

Over 350.000 people a

year die of cigarette related dis-

eases. The average person who
smokes one pack a day ingests one

quart of tar in a year. Smoking is

not only harmful to those who

smoke, but also to those people

who live around smokers. The in-

cidence of lung related disease

among children whose parents

smoke is 50 x higher than among

children whose parents do not

smoke. When you stop smoking, it

helps i/ou and the people around

you.

The Board is asking the support

of the students, administration,

faculty, staff, and SAGA to en-

courage everyone to join the

DRAGON and stop smoking on

November 16.



Homecoming '78 was Simply Greeeat!

Chromatic Splendor. Musicale Was Glorious Treat

by Sue Lyon

Thanks to a timely scheduling

error the CC Hockey team was

traveling in Wisconsin over

Homecoming weekend, allowing

the College Music Department to

produce a funfilled evening of

musical entertainment without

distraction.

Department chairman,

Michael Grace, glibly presided

over the festivities which

opened with Professor Steve

Scott's humerous composition

Rauschpfanpfare. Scott s wind

composition was followed by a

splendidly performed rendition of

the first movement of Bach's

Brandenberg Concerto No. 5. The

Concerto featured the Collegium

Musicum String Ensemble as well

as Jean Robertson Lemmon ('771

on the tenor recorder. Michael

Zuzelski ('79) on the violin, and

the renowned Sue Langlas

Mohnsen on the harpsichord. This

piece brought resounding

applause from the packed Pac-

kard audience.

The CC Music Dept. was well

represented throughout the even-

ing by both students and profes-

sors Pianist Bruce Barnes ('79)

and soprano Becky Sisk ('80), col-

lege music majors, performed

well-received solos, as did Profes-

sors Curt Smith and Steve Scott,

performing their own composi-

tions on the prepared piano and

the synthesizer respectively.

The liberal arts tradition of CC

was aptly demonstrated by the

performance of Dean Bradley's

four part compsotion of John

Masefield's poem. Sea Fever.

Dean Bradley, tenor, was joined

by German professor and soccer

coach, Horst Richardson, Steve

Scott, and Bob Cornett of the

Physics department, who showed

remarkable singing ability in his

soaring tenor solo. Perhaps the

most unique contribution to the

evening was made by the Haney

family, a group of CC graduates

spanning over forty years ( 1933 to

1976). The six Haneys performed

two short pieces which brought

howls of laughter

finale, preceded by a fifteen sec-

ond rehearsal for the audience,

was a stirring performance of

Handel's Halleluia Chorus. The

entire audience joined in, capping

a hillarious and enjoyable even-

lEfflCfflM Memo To Joggers
Did you know that a man was hit with a rock thrown at^him

ing which hopefully will be
.

peated in the future. That is, ift)

College can convince the WCH
to schedule the hockey team as,

from Colorado Springs during

ture Homecomings.

jjlQ you Know Liiai. a inan iitiu ..... .. —

,wls of laughter.
requiring 25 stitches while he was jogging in Monument Park? Did

The Colorado College Char^be e^ g
^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^,.^j^^ ,„ ^„„^^„,

Chorus, directed by iToiebSor j

Donald Jenkins, ended the formal Park two years ago?
,„,,„„,.

In response to this, Security Commission IS trying to get togeth:

jogging groups for running in Monument Park
portion of the program with a re-

ndition of one hundred and four

years of CC school songs. The

group performed such varied

pieces as "Our Colorado" "Col-

orado's Lofty Mountains," "Bruin

Inn," and "Colorado C. Men."

These nostalgic tunes brought

back many fond memories for

old-time grads.

The evening's special grand

Seniors Mount Historic Halftime Sinow

We will run jogging groups 3 times a day Monday-Friday, i

possible Below is a schedule of possible times for jogging groups

Please check off any times you would be interested in. Drop thi,

schedule off in Kim Downing's mailbox behind Rastall Desk, and w,

will contact you.

-7 am —7 am —7 am —7 am —7 am

-3-30 pm -3:30 pm -3;30 pm-3:30 pm -3:30 pm

-6 pm -6 pm -6 pm -6 pm "^ ?"?,.

P.S. At first these groups are on a trial basis, if successful they w

run all year.

The CC Tigers rolled over a

hapless Kansas Wesleyan team

last Saturday, marking a particu-

larily impressive Homecoming

showing. Football fortunes have

turned around somewhat since an

embarrassing defeat three weeks

ago to McMurrey of Texas, 41-3.

Over block break the team put it

all together (31-15 over Panhan-

dle State) in front of two school

hands; one from Panhandle, that

day's opponent, the other from

Aurora, courtesy of freshman de-

fensive lineman Paul Gillett

whose father led the band. Kevin

Johnson has been extremely ef-

fective passing the past two

games throwing for six

touchdowns and 326 yards.

The Homecoming win was em-

bellished by the antics of the CC
Stompers, a group of precision

walking seniors dedicated to br-

inging back spirit to the Colorado

College campus. The Stompers

wowed a crowd filled with stu-

dents, parents, and alumni by

demonstrating such diverse as-

pects ofCC life as the Block Plan,

block breaks, pencils, and tuition

through the use of intricate

^^^*^^

Senior Stompers Create King Tutt's Pyramid

Fred and Ginger —
Wish You Were Here
by Tim Zarlengo could be found in the West Bal-

Last week's Homecoming dance Iroom. The dance floor was poorly

was definitely the highlight ofthe arranged, however that stopped

weekend. Who could refuse a few from swinging around the ta-

choice of three bands for $2.50? bles which were in the way

Unlike past homecomings there

was room to move as CC infil-

trated the entire Broadmoor. We
rocked and discoed to Cab
Shepard and his Incredible Rain-

bow and were begging for one

more song when 2:00 a.m. rolled

around with the lights on. Watch-

ing Lori Marvin throw herself at

the lead singer giving ALMOST
anything for one more dance was

great. For more room and more

sophisticated dancing Glen Miller

big band sounds were less then 20

yards away in the elegantly

gaudy grand ballroom of the

Broadmoor. The Viennese Ball

without the brawl is how some de-

cribed the area, while waltzing,

poikaing and swinging. Across

the lake one could partake of the

tunes of Fall River Road Country

swing and general rowdy times

The only dilemma was what to

wear. That was really no problem

as anything went, from a tux with

tennis shoes to punk rock and

cowboy dressuits.

marching formations. Eat your

hearts out, Texas Marching Band!

Halftime was especially enter-

taining because this year's king

and queen were announced. Ed

Goldstein, erstwhile Catalyst

Editor and Ann Hartley, former

beauty queen, were splendid in

their Tiger and Coyote outfits.

They seemed embarrassed, how-

ever, when the Stompecs went

through a routine laden with sex-

ual innuendos,

Estes:
Bravo!
by Amy McGee

Last Tiiesday the Leisure Pro-

gram presented a concert by the

operatic Bartton Simon Estes.

The program, a lieder recital, con-

sisted of a wide variety of works.

The accompianist was Paul Liljes-

trand, a fine pianist.

Though Packard Hall was no-

ticably too small for his voice, Mr.

Estes gave a brilliant example of

truly competent singing. Over

many diverse composition he var-

ied from heavy Forte' in bass

range to soft, sweet melodic lines

in a baritone range. Complete

breath control allowed him to

phrase the songs musically and

beautifully. It is rare that one has

the chance to hear so virtuosic a

singer in person in Colorado

Springs.

In every way the concert pro-

vided a perfect evening of vocal

music to all those who attended.

Simon Estes is a charming

speaker, as he showed at the

Tuesday-at-eleven, and a truly

great operatic performer. By pre-

senting Mr. Estes the Leisure

Program made an excellent con-

tribution to the cultureal ac-

tivities of this campus.

$1 off to CC students

Thrifty
®| RENT*A-CAR

Just Call Miss Thrifty for free

Picl<-Up and Deliver/

PHONE 633-7707

421 E. Pikes Peak 80903

Ski Racks Available

CODEC'S PHOTO
SUPPLY

CAN CURE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC HAY

FEVER, WITH OUR FULL LINE OF PHOTO

EQUIPMENT. FROM THE BEGINNER TO THE

ADVANCED WE CAN FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTION.

R '

yieet)^'^ pr. Go<lej&

Codec'!
^

9 SOUTH WEBER^

XPhata
JSupply

PERFORMING THIS WEEKEND

CHINA WHYTE
— Rock And Roll! —
— Dancing —

Friday - Saturday Nights

8 P.M.

4< OF
THE ^<Vi

•Pub « drub"

Our Chef Performing

All Week
Serving Super Deli Sandwiches

For Lunch

Home Made Soups & Salads

Plaza BiJilding/830 North Tejon

Happy Houf 4-6 p.m. OuHng Week Open 11 a.m. Dally

Photo by Hunt Lamtwrt Photo by Mark sti\
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Homecoming Seminar: i^an in our
'Brave New World' £;

by Ann Hochbach

Last Saturday morning, I had

be
experience, along with

''' erhaps six other students, of lis-

ening to ^ homecoming seminar

,ji
the novel. Sraue New World by

^Idous Huxley. Led by Professor

at Villis"^ Hochman, the group con-

sisted of alumni, parents and pro-

fessors, all eager to discuss the

similarities ofour society of today

with the Utopian future forecasted

in the novel.

Huxley's society is centered on

the ideas of stability and happi-

ness. To achieve this sense of se-

GET AUTHORITATIVE VIEWS
ON WORLD EVENTS! READ

DOONESBURY
EVERY DAY IN THE

COLORADO SPRINGS SUN!

COLLEGE SPECIAL
Pay $2.00 a month and SAVE $4.50 for the school year

or pay 9 months in advance ($16.00) and SAVE $6.50!

COME TO THE COLORADO SPRINGS SUN BUSINESS
OFFICE OR PHONE 475-2214 TODAY!!

curity where all individuals

would be satisfied with their lives,

each person was developed in a

bottle for standardization, where

the unborn babies could be in-

jected with desirable characteris-

tics and made immune to unde-

sirable traits. As children, they

were conditioned with the laws of

society, dealing with their predes-

tined fate and the responsibilities

they had to the other members of

their society. In short. Brow New
World destroyed the sense of the

individual. Each man and woman
was a social being, a member of a

whole entity, who had no freedom

of choice in his life.

In the discussion, analogies

were quickly drawn between this

supposedly ideal society and the

one of the present. As ideas were

repeated over and over by tape re-

corders to the children in Brave

New World while they were sleep-

ing, we notice children of today

have products and slogans

impressed upon them constantly

whenever they turn on the TV,

while the adults in Brave New
World sought relief by taking a

ration of the drug soma, our gen-

eration tends to seek escape

through alcohol or narcotics. The

sexual freedom shown in Brave

New World said some discussants

is unfortunately not a total

exaggeration of the growing
promiscuity that occurs through-

out our own society today. But

perhaps the most unfortunate

similarity people pointed out is

that asBrave New World assigned

individuals to their work and so-

cial status before their birth, one

can also see this destruction of the

individual present in the com-

munist societies developing in our

world today.

With these ideas, the particip-

ants in the seminar were forced to

re-evaluate the society we live in.

In spite of the seeming pessimistic

path that the discussion followed,

an optimistic solution was ac-

cepted. This solution revolved

around the preservation of the in-

dividual and his basic rights as a

human bemg. To guarantee a so-

ciety that would not approach the

one presented in Brave New
World, participants suggested

every individual must be allowed

his physical freedom, his own re-

ligion and the right to choose his

own destiny. Man must also be

faced with challenges so that he

may change or improve the envi-

ronment he lives in.

The similarity of Huxley's

prophecy with our life today

seems rather ominous, As we toss

away more and more of our tradi-

tional values in favor of a more
technological society, we come
closer to the man-controlledBraue

New World. But the totalitarian

regime oiBrave New World is not

life; it is merely a standardized

way of living. Life is lost when
men can no longer be individuals,

think for themselves or choose

their own destiny. It is our duty as

concerned people to use science to

maintain the freedom of man
while still improving his sociolog-

ical and economic environment.

At least that is what several hu-

mans from the Colorado College

thought last Saturday,

Career Center News
FELLOWSHIPS
COGME Fellowships are available to ethnic minority students who

plan to attend graduate business school at one often participating

institutions. Ten of the nation's leading graduate schools ofbusiness

administration participate in the program. See the Career Center.

INTERNSHIPS
Project on the Status and Education of Women has summer in-

ternships for students with strong research andwriting skills. Com-
pletion of sophomore year and interest in public policy regarding

women in education requested. No stipend.

JOB OPENINGS
Crested Butte Hesort. Seasonal workers. $3.00 per hour. See the

Career Center for more information.

Assistant Manager, the Kiva of Cherry Creek. A new restaurant

managed by a CC alum. Basic knowledge of business plus some

restaurant experience required. See Career Center.

Water Resource Specialist for state of Colorado. Bachelor's in soil or

earth science, geography re similar coursework required.

District Wildlife Manager for state. Bachelor's in Biology or related

field and valid Colorado driver's license a must. See Career Center

for details.

Arthur Andersen & Company, Denver, a worldwide public account-

ing firm, welcomes applications during month of November.

BARBER SHOP«« 712'/! N Weber I

633-1606

• RACQUETS
• CLOTHES
• BALLS

RACQUETBALL-TENNIS-SQUASH
24-HOUR RESTRINGING SERVICE

o

"BE IT EVER SO HUMBLE" ETC . .

.

Let our travel team get you home for the

holidays!!

your campus travel agency ~

818 N. Tejon PHONE (303) 636-3871

Weber SI. Liquor

College B. Shop I

• Men's - Women's
Haircuts

• Women's Perms

Notices
Menton Program — 1980

There will be the first meeting of

students interested in Colorado

College's semester in France,

Blocks 5-9, 1980, Wednesday.

November 15 at 3:00 p.m. in the

Romance Language Lounge,

Armstrong Hall. 319-321. We will

discuss courses, living and travel

arrangements an'd costs. — Prof

W. C. Boyce

1-DAY
SERVICE

GRADUATING OR TAKING
SECOND SEMESTER OFF? I'm

interested in renting or sub-

leasing a one bedroom apartment
'

for next semester. Call 471-8257

or leave a not in Rastall box 89.

EKTACHROME
SLIDE PROCESSING

PhotoGraphics

Leisure Program Arts and Crafts

meeting will be held Thursday

Nov. 16 upstairs in Rastall at

12:00 noon. Plans will be made for

Block 4 classes. Everybody is wel-

come.

17 N. Iowa Ave. fl

635-0500 A
.«S.^5» «VEa.>e9.^f9 «!:&J».^S9 tffCk.«a.^5S SKS>.«9.^:?S «55i>.3

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER

636-1713S30 N. Tejon

Suite 221

Colorado Springs, CO 60; 03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY

AT NOON

Women's Commission is sponsor-

ing a potluck dinner at Hamlin

House. 5:30 p.m. Sunday. Nov. 12.

At 7:30 p.m. in Bemis Lounge,

Women's Commission will spon-

sor an informal panel presenta-

tion and discussion, "Women in

the Community: Services and Or-

ganizations." Contact Michele

Femgold 636-2184 or Janet Str-

ouss x457. 459.

/ need someone to take care of

my small, friendly, well-trained

dog over Christmas vacation.

Monetary reward. Call Rich 633-

1409
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Problems with the Honor Code
Leann Myers

God and my other six friends

could readily testify that Tve gone

through 3-plus years at this small

liberal arts college with a hearty

disinterest, bordering on apathy,

concerning most of the institu-

tions of the Colorado College; I've

never tried to Save the Whales,

gone to a CCCA meeting, or wor-

ried about our investments in

South Africa. (There is a slight

possibility that if I had more time

on my hands I might worry about

these things.) My comprehension

of "THE WAY THINGS ARE"

COULD BE RESTRICTED TO
TWO ITEMS: I have learned how

to fill out a drop/add slip and also

how to reserve a racquetball

court.

Well, Tve decided to crawl out of

my carefully constructed disin-

terest shell and take pen in hand.

I was provoked (there's no other

word) to make this decision by

myriad feelings of confusion and

disbelief, stemming from a

thorough reading of that infam-

ous white pamphlet "Constitution

of the Honor System." I hope that

someone out there is well-versed

in CC-variety legalese and can

clear up my confusion and restore

my faith in that omnipotent, as it

seems, organization, the Honor

Council.

My first feelings of disbelief

were aroused by two statements

in the section dealing with the

first hearing an accused person

faces. (Following source acknow-

ledgement guidelines, these were

statements 4 and 5 in the section

entitled "F*rocedural Guide.' ) The

two statements in question were

"Confrontation of witnesses by

the accused is not necessary",

which in practice seemd to be

"Confrontation of witnesses by

the accused is rare," and "The ac-

cused does not necessarily have

the right to hear the whole case

against him, except in the case of

an appeal." Having once taken a

course called Law and Society, I

was under the impression that in

a "fair" hearing, the defendent

had the right to know the evi-

dence against him, as well as the

identity of the accusator, (I be-

lieve the concept is called due pro-

cess.) After reading the above

statements in the Honor Council

guidebook, it appeared that either

5 deluded or that the Honor

'Tm Dreaming of a

'White' Chiristmas"
Christmas festivities in Colorado Springs this year should be

heightened by a KKK rally. The Saturday November 4th edition ot

the "Colorado Springs Sun" in a headline story entitled "Ku Klux

Klan plans local rally" described the recently formed Colorado

Springs' KKK chapters planned recruitment march through the

downtown streets of this fair city. The rally will include the tradi-

tional white hooded garb worn by the klan and possibly a cross-

burning ceremony.

Ft. Carson Sgt. Kenneth C. O'Dell, supposedly the highest rank-

ing member of the Colorado Springs' chapter remarked "our goal is

to get our rights back. We're against Jews, (blacks), Puerto Ricans,

Vietnamese, aad all aliens coming into America taking the jobs of

white people." (Sun. p.2, Nov. 4, 1978)

"Aliens," according to O'Dell, include all individuals who do not

have ancestral roots in this country.

Incensed, yes but according to the First Amendment ofthe United

States' Constitution allowing freedom ofspeech, freedom ofreligion,

and the right to assemble and petition peacefully there is nothing

illegal with the KKK's rally no matter how repugnant it appears.

Should we go with tomatoes in hand to stage a counter-rally? No,

the best policy is to ignore the KKK's shenanigans on Christmas day

and to provide as little publicity as possible to this depraved group of

hmnap beings.

theOtalyst
OLORADO COLLEG

members of the Honor Council

wanted a change, they could con-

veivably just go on wanting.

Trying, futilely as it turned out.

The Honor Council is neither

court of law nor an investigatory

body. Its function is to respond to

and interpret the principles

to alleviate my confusion about policies of the Honor System and

T w«« dpludpd or that the rtonor how 5 people could control one of take action arising from alleged

I was deluded or that the nonor f
institutions of infractions. Council members are

Council had not taken the course
^^

"^^ ^ ^^^^^ ,^^ ^^^^^^ ^y current members onl,

t^^yTe^^^^^^^^ pa;Vstlhe\:ction^(AHiclein. after a student assembly has na.
when tney were young

^^^^^ ^^^ available candidate: ,

"/* occurred to me that the defendent had a hell on three times the number needed

a lot more to lose than an accusator or witness." \ Any student may pla« 'hei,

" »^t inuic vv t^rot- ^
t ^g^g jj^ nomination for an Horn

how the members of Council opening.

Honor Council hearings

hi

3rdu

of
the t

Ed Goldstein Editor-in-chief

Tim Zarlengo Special Projects Editor

Tom Atkinson Entertainment Editor

Mike Gardeitswarcz Opinion-Editorial Editor

Brian Feenev Features Editor

Heather Palmer Editor-at-le

Tim Tymcovich Sports Editor

Andy Nagle Photo Editor

Joel Granoff Business Manager
L.aurei Van Unest News Editor

Craig Engleman ._. . .^ Copy Editor

Karen Hutson -^ ^ ^^^- CoDV Editor

btaii: Lauren Thomson, MarK Stevens, Uave McKinney, Lisa

Kitagawa, Steve Zerobnick, Steve Gorman, Uan Sarlo, Marcia

Maynard, Terri Olson, Mike Slade, Paul Liu, Robert Lackner, David
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Marks, Marci Asner .
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On second, third, or tenth Section 3)

thought, I decided that the secrecy the Honor Council achieve that

must be to encourage people to file state of grace. Considering the though not a formal legal proceed-

complaints by promising anonym- past year's controversy about -^^^ operate in the spirit of dut

ity That seemed well and groovy massive student input on deci-
process. Hearings may be com

but for one small item. The ac- sions affecting students, I was pared as somewhat equivalent fe

cused, the guidebook assured me further bewildered to read that q^^^^ j^^y proceedings in thf

(Article IV Section 2, Paragraph new Honor Council members are,
judicial world. Accused student;

B) is considered innocent until at the final stage, picked by old ^^^^^ ^jj^y of g violation hi

proven guilty. If found guilty, the Honor Council members; e.g., one recourse beyond the hear
" ' handful selects another handful,

(-^jj-ough an appeals process. Al

which remains in power until
^.j^j^ ^^^^ gH pertinent facts an

they graduate or quit, and which j^^^^ available to the accused, in

controls one ofthe most important ^.j^ding the identity of thi

facets of academic life — it's in-

tegrity

One thing then became clear: if

the Honor Council held a particu-

larly moronic philosophy, they

accused can lose credit for the

class in question (if the professor

so desires), and, if this is the first

conviction, has the violation

noted on their records until

graduation or withdrawal. If the

violation is the second, the ac-

cused is subject to expulsion and a

more lasting notation is made in

their files.

It occurred to me that the de-

fendent had a hell of a lot more to

lose than an accusator or witness.

cuser. Ms. Myers was quite cor

rect in interpreting this process aj

protective of the accuse

couraging action when a violatioi

s suspected. Council memben

ould perpetuate the idiocy inde-
appreciate the possible ramifica

finately by selecting tho

nominees who professed similar

asinine views. Notice, please, that

and that if a witness were telling I'm speaking of possibilities, not

the truth, they should not fear ex- actualities.

posure. especially since the hear- At this point I succumbed to the

tions of a violation and take ever

step possible to reach a fair a

impartial decision.

The Council is restricted

these procedures and powers e

numerated in the ConstitutioL

by^^

'his em
iwctii

n the

is LUIW

eactioi

Dg 0"'

[aon(

lent. /

expres

tion:
'"^

tonme

ping

than I

lep th(

here

lid de\

r
thei

ts asst

iirces I

edy th

t)leofi

jvelopi

confi

iluXUi

their

le ver

t whic

ously though, I was confused. (I decided to stick to racquetball re- ^^ ^^ attempt to keep abreast

did wonder, at this point, if the servations, and threw in the com- needed change. Students may

accused should bring his own prehension towel. Next time I try j^j^^g amendment referenda b;

to understand how things work, I submitting a petition signed b)

think I'll take on something easy one-fourth of the student body. .'

— like how to check out a screw- general referendxim will be hek

driver from Rastall Desk.

cross and nails.)

Leaving my Perry Mason-

induced delusions behind, I

switched to another television

scenario: using Starsky and

Hutch as an example, 1

hypothesized a show where A ac-

cused B (both guest stars) of foul

and noiTid crimes, and A's word

formed the only non-

circumstantial evidence. Later in

the show, A dropped the charges.

"If the Honor Council held a particularly moronk

philosophy they could perpetuate the idiocy

indefinately"

penty

ained'

roperl

it enc

pment

Bvers

lomic

idingi

Qgica

le an

Addendum: Please note that 1 regardless of any Honor Counc;

have never been accused of an endorsements. The Council i

IfB were truly guilty, Starsky and Honor Code violation, and that I preoiates Ms. Myers illuminati

Hutch have three options: gnash do not know any ofthe members of of some of the problems an

their teeth and resign; shoot B the Honor Council. strengths of the Honor System

and claim it was self-defense; or Editor's Note: Honor Council and encourages further inpu

dig around for more evidence and Co-Chairman Tim Tymkovich of- from students and faculty cod

try to nail B again. IfB were inno- fers his views on Ms. Myers' com- ceming our system.

Sincerelj

Tim Tymkovict

create

challe

ading:

it is t

iding:

cent, Starsky and Hutch would

imdoubtedly tell B they "knew it

all along" and go out for a few

beers. Notice, in either case, B
was not prosecuted after the

charges were dropped. At this

point, perhaps B should sue A for

defamation of character.

It was a sad blow to me nonethe-

less to realize that I must not be as

educated as I had been led to be-

lieve, because my confusion kept

growing. My imagination took

over and I hypothesized that 1500

CC students read the Honor Sys-

tem Constitution — a wide stretch

ofthe imagination I admit — and

decided that the defendent's de-

nial ofthe right to know his case's

details at his hearing was vaguely

reminiscent of Nazi or totalita-

rian methods. Having decided

this, these 1500 students proposed

to change the Constitution and

rectify that lack ofrights. Too bad.

I read further (Article VI) and
learned that the only way to

amend the Constitution is if 9 of

the 13 members of the Honor
Council decide in favor of

amendment. Only after their de-

cision would the question be prop-

osed to the school at large.

Theoretically, my hoplessly be-

fuddled brain pointed out, it the

entire student body except 5

mentary.

distin

ironm

aiDs

lan pc

lomic

trece

Letters to the Editor . .

.

TwnmnrnHfn believe that swift and preciftMak.
immorauiy,

punishment should be leveled. I limi

Immaturity, ^^^^^ ^j^^ fajj ^^ Q^ey the scho en 6 p

Irreverence rules. (Ex.: automatic expulsi

To The Editor: for parking violators.)

2) Library monitors to ;

I don't know about the rest of people up so that the rest of us ci
"^

you, but I, for one, am sick and study.

tired of infantile college-antics 3) Anyone who so much
behavior. This type of puerile ac- throws a pea with intent to star"'

'

tivity is straight out of that re- food fight, should be locked

cently released cinema atrocity Bemis basement without food'

"Animal House" which did so a week.

much to glorify immaturity. We 4) To maintain order, and

are in college, and we are big keep rowdy highschoolers off'

people now, and we have to start campus, a 30-foot high chain-l'

showing a little respect and re- fence should be erected with f'

"

sponsibility. Like a plague of im- one opening so that all incorm

morality, immaturity, and ir- and outgoing traffic

reverence run rampant here at strictly monitored.

CC. This place is the epitome of 5)Students should not be abli

sin, and I think something has to have cars at school unless i^
j.

be done immediately to rectify the bring a note from their pa^en'lgj'^'""

situation. The following are some 6)Establish separate ''"'
^^''^

ipoiict

Uon.

0) Nil

lefora

kesun

1) Abe

rally o

I stud

itence

Oient

2)Rec

fygur

3) Vk
Uld fu

ties ;v

4) Evt

red u,

^ pin

>'8tr;

guidelines that I've formulated,

and that I'd like to see the ad-

ministration adopt to control this

disastrous situation:

1) Because the overriding goal

of my plan is to see a renaissance and have secret spot-checks

of ethical behavior here at CC, I least once a week of all roolQi

facilities for the troublemaK

and potential troublemakers

7)Train attack dogs to snitT

pop-bottle rockets, and drug^. "

alcohol, and birth control de'

campv

all St.

B 3.0

Pin

ilth
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: hird World Crisis: Development vs. Ecology
;
i>}ote: The CC Symposiu

meat and development

3rd world begias Monday 8

(
Packard Hall. As an over-

jflhe topic Economics profes-

^oltHecox wrote the following

,j^ for the U.S. information

\yy Walter E. Hecox
ij-jgernphasisonenvironmen-

mtfiction and enhancement is

ij)
the developed countries,

is
unwise for us to dilute our

ilopment efforts with such

erns at this stage." Such was

eaction ofa scientist last May

Dg one of my talks in Sri

(a on development and envi-

lent. An economist in Peikis-

expressed an even stronger

tion: "These attempts to force

ronmental standards on de-

ping nations are nothing

J than thinly disguised tactics

jep the Third World poor."

here does the truth lie?

lid developing countries con-
"'^

• their respective environ-
™^

'£ assets to be husbanded or

^^
irces to be exploited? It is a

^^
jdy that debate over the pro-

''"'
jleof environmental concern

velopment is caught up in so

1 confusion and rhetoric; it is

^^^ {luxury for countries to pre-

^"'
(their ultimate resource base

le very land, water and air

'^ ''

,
which life depends — but

ir a prerequisite if human
. lerity is to be enhanced and

J
ined very far into the future.

" operly defined, enviroB-
i it encompasses man's de-

j / )inent needs and aspirations.

I , )vers the total setting for

LI omic development activity

[ding the naturally occurring

_ jOgical systems which en-

pe and collectively support

lan life as well as the socio-

oral organizations which man
reated to meet the demands

,^ hallenges of his natural sur-

dings. Thus, the environ-

the totality of our sur-

dings, both natural and
an induced. There are, then,

distinct but related types of

ronmental problems. One
ains to the alleviation of
an poverty, the process of

lomic development, which
t receive first priority if the

conditions of ignorance, disease,

forced idleness, and despair are to

be attacked. The companion pro-

blem is protection of the natural

ecological systems whose altera-

tion allows prosperity.

Misguided
Manipulation

Clearly a large part of raising

standards of living in developing

countries involves the transfor-

mation of natural environments

to better serve human needs. Such

is the case with roads, ports,

dams, irrigation works and urban

concentrations of people and in-

dustrial activity. Often these

changes result in ecological prob-

lems and environmental debase-

ment. This stems partly from

misguided human manipulation

of ecosystems to enhance their

natural productive potential so

that there are exploitable

surpluses. Without compensating

changes in other parts of nature,

the stability of the systems being

exploited are diminished, tend to

disintegrate, and may possibily

undercut the productive capacity

originally stimulated through de-

velopment.

There are two causes of impro-

per environmental management

in the process of economic de-

velopment goals and a conscious

discounting of longer run poten-

tial environmental harm. The

other source ofmismanagement is

inadvertent; the complex interac-

tions in environmental systems;

especially at the interface bet-

ween human activities and

natural processes, are little un-

derstood. Thus, unintended con-

sequences of development ac-

tivities arise to the potential

harm both of human activities

and natural systems.

Shortsightedness
The first of these causes is a de-

cision which any country must
make. Some risks of trade-off be-

tween the welfare of present and

future generation are inherent in

the process of political decision-

making. However, the impetus

weighs heavily on the side of

over-representation ofthe present

as against the future. This is even

more so in the case of environ-

mental concerns in developing

nations. When faced with food

shortages, urban congestion,

rural stagnation, political tur-

moil, few decision-makers, even

where politically strong, feel that

they can risk tipping their policies

towards something as esoteric as

environmental maintenance and

enhancement.

The second cause of improper

environmental management is

truly tragic. The undesirable con-

sequences of actions taken in par-

tial ignorance of their impact on

the environment is unintended.

Systematic knowledge of the

full consequences of development

decisions, especially as they im-

pinge on natural environments,

would help alleviate both types of

environmental mismanagement.

tion. It may not be so modest in The Costs
terms of staffing since the very Certainly more experience is

skills required to give this en- required in calculating these costs

vironmental perspective are for developing countries, but the

non-existent or in very short sup- World Bank Group since 1970 has

ply in developing nations. But been studying every proposed in-

here international donor agencies vestment project from the

offer hope since these are the very standpoint of alleviating its

skills which are growing in abun- harmful effects on the concerned

dance and sophistication in the environment. They have found

developed nations where training that environmental problems of

programs are in existence.

Increased Demands
Thus far all that has been advo-

cated is more information, some-

thing that is usually not objec-

tionable unless unduly costly in

This is not an easy step to incul-

cate into the development process,

partially because man cannot

fully understand the complexities

of natural environments which

surround him or the consequences

of his actions as they reverberate

throughout the natural and
human systems engulfing his ac-

tions. However, ecology and other

types of environmental analysis

have much to ofTer developing

countries before these disciplines

reach their respective frontiers of

knowledge.

A practical goal which can be

attained in developing nations is

to infuse timely environmental

considerations into the

decision-making process. This

would move detrimental impacts

on the environment into the

realm of unanticipated and unin-

tended consequences. This is a

modest stop in terms of cost, since

it calls only for a broader range of

information on the consequences

of development policy alterna-

tives prior to their implementa-

time or money. But to truly plant

an environmental perspective in

the planning process,

devlopment are cumulative, so

that if remedial action is taken

only at later stages of develop-

ment, costs are considerably

higher than if initial actions are

taken to remove the environmen-

tal threats. These steps to protect

environmental conditions have

resulted in additional costs attri-

buted to environmental and
health safeguards incorporated

into projects ranging from zero to

three percent of the total project

cost, using environmental stan-

dards appropriate to the stage of

development involved. Another

note of hope stems from the con-

siderable technological break-

throughs which have been de-

veloped to abate environmental

side effects of industry in de-

veloped areas. The costs and av-

ailablity of such abatement

technology will become more

favorable in the coming years,

thereby reducing the burden still

further of inculating invironmen-

tal concerns into development ac-

needed, namely an advocacy of tivities. Certainly there are areas

wholeness in analyzing and plan- where Western pressures as well

ningforeconomicdevelopment.lt as need for small-scale or inter-

is certain there will be vocal and mediate technology will largely

insistent proponents for the in-

tense uses of a nation's environ-

ment which contribute to

economic development goals. To

merely list some ofthese demands

on a nation's environmental re

source base

have to be answered by the de-

veloping countries themselves.

But much of the knowledge, ex-

pertise and technology needed to

start attacking environmental

ignorance and deterioration in

to demonstrate the development processes is at

their importance: enhanced yields hand.

in agriculture, livestock, and Evidence points to relatively

forest products; more water, modest costs of sustaining en-

power, and arable land; larger vironmental stability and prodic-

supplies of energy and raw mate- tivity as development proceeds,

rials for growing industrial and What is required first and

urban sectors. As essential and foremost is an understanding of

noble as these goals are, to pursue and concern for the environment

themwithoutofera/f coordination as the ultimate and only life sup-

will be to frustrate the effort at a port system available to mankind

minimum and vgry likely will re- on this planet. Must the mistakes

suit in intolerable burdens being of history be repeated once agam.

placed on a country's natural en- especially when the costs ofavoid-

vironment as the synergistic ef- ing them are so modest and the

fects of piecemeal demands un- consequences so important?

l)Make all dorms. single-sex,

imit visitation hours bet-

*n 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.

^,..^) Require all R.A.'s to attend

F police academy for a summer
;l.,Mion.

ui,„10) Nightly Breath Analysis

^ for all students at bed time to

,
^. jj

|«e sure that no one is drinking.

-iy(ip) Abolish Bennys / how can a

ted C^'y conscious administration

)od(r^'-'Jdent body condone the
pnce of that sinful estab-

'ent here on campus?
Require security guards to

euns.

Violence sickens me / we
a forsake such barbaric ac-

-8 as intramural hockey.
Every student should be re-

ablt * ** have his or her block-

plans approved by the ad-

vent
^^ation.

Serve only fruit-punch at all

"ipus parties.

,i
^

Have mandatory study hall

liffi ' students with GPA's less
|3.0.

Finally, I agree with Dean
that rowdiness at hockey

fflust be controlled. And I

hoi

applaud the sound reasoning he

used to justify the new policy of

roping the student section off at

the world arena, but in the final

analysis I think that that is a

half-way measure that attacks

the symptom rather than the pro-

blem. Solution: forbid students

from attending the games. After

all, why should we risk the chance

that some high-schoolers, or, lord

forbid, CCers might slip by the

barrier.

Need I say more. Nah!!!

Respectfully Submitted

Preston Sargent

Purpose ofArt
To the Editor:

Had to chuckle at the Catalyst

"categorically" standing by

Feeney's review ( last week's "Let-

ters to the Editor"). Too perfect.

Brian's problem seems to be that

he has mastered the manipula-

tion of a particular set of

categories which he firmly be-

lieves can be applied to any work
of art to produce (what his editor

would call) "a fair and honest

judgment of the quality of_the.

work." How lucky he is to have an

editor who "categorically" ap-

proves this ridiculous endeavor!

Brian's review ofTom Dill's art

show struck me as a vivid exam-

ple of the inadequacy of this type

of vision. Faced with a work ofart

which simply would not respond

to his attempts to master it

(categorically, of course), Brian

had to admit his perplexity and

"doubt" (from which, supposedly,

the artist was to "benefit"?). I

would suggest that Mr. Feeney

himself could benefit from this

element of doubt as proof that his

categories are utterly insuffi-

cient, partial, and. in this sense.

false. As Lisa Peters observed in

her letter, "the critic should open

up the field of inquiry and not

close it off'; there is perhaps some

value in an analytical exploration

of a work if applied to this pur-

pose; but in attempting to reduce

the art work to the categories of

analysis— an enterprise which is

by nature doomed to fail — Brian

merely demonstrates the impo-

tence of the critic.

Speaking of impotence . . last^

week's Catalyst also included a

powerful Letter to the Editor from

Miehele Feingold. Among other

things, Miehele touched on the

subject of "bringing up 'boys' at

Colorado College," and charac-

terized Stockdale's idea of "being

a 'man' " as "philosophically con-

sistent ruthlessness." Brian

Feeney's reviews and his editor's

"categorical" support may
perhaps be chuckled at, but 1

firmly believe that the way of

thinking which produces such

examples of the analytic suppres-

sion of reality can (must!) not.

Hopefully Michele's description of

Stockdale's speech inspired some
of us to examine the notion ofedu-

cation as producing "men", i.e.,

individuals trained to view the

world in terms of the "right"

categories and therefore qualified

to lead? — suppress — oppress it.

The fact that Brian Feeney has

been well-schooled in the tactics

by which he categorically de-

stroys art merely bothers me; the

fact that these tactics are a subtle

indication of effective training in

"philosophic^\^^consist^iU

ruthlessness" frightens me .

does the fact that under this >

ception of "bringing up 'boys' at

Colorado College" we accept

Stockdale's guarantee that the

well-educated will "categorically

stand by" world destruction.

Gina Zadravec

Campus Issues
.

To the Editor:

The CCCA Council needs to

know areas of concern in order to

represent the college community.

Council meets the first and third

Tuesday ofevery block at 3 p.m. in

Rastall 212; everyone is welcome

to attend. If you are concerned

about a particular issue, please

contact the CCCA by calling x334

between 3 and 5 p.m. or by leaving

you name, telephone number and

the problem you feel needs ad-

dressing in the CCCA box at Ras-

tall Desk, Criticism is welcome;

suggestions are even more sc

The CCCA Council
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Vintage Jazz From A Gutbucket
by Tom Dill

1 was disappointed but not sur-

prised when I saw the meagre

turnout for the Gutbucket Seven's

Jazz Party in Cossitt Gym last

Saturday afternoon. I'm aware

that competition with always-

exciting CC football games never

boosts attendance to the compet-

ing diversion, but I suspect that

the lack of attendance (there were

perhaps 150 folks wandering

through the gym, and never that

m^ny at one time) was due to a

lack of interest on the part of not

only the student body but an

equal percentage of the alumni as

well. Which just goes to show that

Cultural Wastelands never die;

they are handed down lovingly

through the generations.

But all that is neither here nor

where. For those who went, and

those who stayed, it was very

much enjoyed and noisily ap-

proved. Actually, I went expect-

ing to be disappointed but was

happily surprised by the music

and the musicians. 1 confess a

prejudice against Dixieland Jazz,

fostered mainly by mediocre re-

cordings and half-hearted get-

togethers I've seen. It is not an

evolving music. It grew out of

New Orleans Jazz, typified by

such messiahs as King Oliver,

Louis Armstrong, and Jelly Roll

Morton, The next generation of

musicians, led by such as Bix

Beiderbecke luntil his young

death in 1931 at 27 years of agel

and including the musicians

lumped under the Chicago School

(Eddie Condon, George Wettling,

Jack Teagarden, Benny Good-

man, et al.). followed these men

faithfully, while at the same time

developing their own styles which

culminated in the Swing Era.

During that time Bob Crosby's

band carried on Moldy Figging,

backtracking into the good old

days, Eddie Condon more or less

took over in the forties with his

Town Hall Concerts, keeping the

Chicago sound very much alive

(good recordings from this time)

into the Bop Era,

The third generation ofmusical

archivists arose in this time (late

40's—early 50'sl on the West

Coast, led by such as Wally Rose

and Lu Walters, who went way

back (as Bop went forward) to the

original New Orleans collective

ensemble sound a la Oliver. The

present Dixieland sound is sort of

an amalgam of Condon's old

Chicago sound, and the old old

CAMERAS
SLIDE

PROJECTORSDARKROOM
EQUIP1VKEI4T
CAl^ERA
ACCESORIES
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAMCERAS
MOVIEPROJECTORS

SfiEUJIUfllifR'S
• CAMERA SHOI»«

30H.T«ion
Ph 636-1696

New Orleans conception. As I

said, not a growing music any-

more / mainly digging old bones

out of the musical closet. That is

my prejudice. But the music I

heard in the gym was not merely

patent solo-transcribing and

hero-worshipping, although each

of the men might be characterized

by a certain identifiable sound.

But, above all, they were enjoy-

ing themselves. A lot. I always

take that as a good sign. The per-

sonnel was as follows: Phil Van
Pelt, leader pocket trumpet; Tom
Ross, tripling on clarinet, straight

soprano sax, and curved soprano;

Gary Nitz, trombone; Jack

Geisler. baritone sax; Jack Kis-

Cont. on page 7

imported
\/\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s 475-9533

FOR FASHIONS THAT

FIT YOUR MIND .

.

625 North Nevada
635-2500

Hems -

Locally handcrafted

on consignment.

Antiques

• Desk pens in unique holders

^Peasant sWrts

• Girl's quilted vests

• Caps, sweaters

• Crociieted tops

• Crocheted slippers

• Stuffed animals

• Unique jewelry

iMerle's
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

Cmnpus ^pEctall!

7 ^ags ^ Peek!

^ ^W'^g 60 02- ^rost^ Pttcl|er of ^ecr
nr l^efaernije of |liiur (!ll]ntre

tuitl] ^urcl];isr of Anu (Etoo ^nyrebtant family S-xse ^tHHa

3)0tn in \\]£ Jfutt

laticrij JfHJ. 3\'itc at 2SIL1 1c. 3fn»"tatu ISlfab. 632-1554

lEtieru S-ikxE. Nttf at 4L1S If. ^fillmorf Ii32-ri32l

I'lund] of lunrl] — All tl|e (!ll|trUm, Pizza, S-pa^liettt, :&alab

^Jou (Can ISat S2.Itl (11:311 ant - 1:30 pm)

(iatttB |Room

Present tl]ts ah for campus special
limttcii to 4 abults per piiiii. jflRgt. rcBcrfacB rigl]t to biBcrctioit in acrfaice.

^ot goob tnitl^ ang otljer promotion.

jlon.-mt|urB. 11:3D am-ll pm. 1)fri. & Sat. 1 1;3U iim-l2pra

Sun. 11:30-10 pni

2810 E. Fountain Blvd.

trado Springs, Colo. /632-1 554

408 E. Fillmore

)rado Springs, Colo./632-7621
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iUIDE TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

SLEEP IN TODAY
And Leave the Running To Us

Call 591-10B7 For

Airline Ticket Reservations and
Free Same-Day
Ticket. Delivery

I

Thanks for doing business

with a grad of CC!

3963 Palmer Park Blvd., Colorado Springs, CO 60909
591-1067

Vintage Jazz cont
tier on piano; John Paul Jones (no

kidding!) who smoked on guitar;

Don Sheam. who was very cold on

bass; and George Marvin, who
was rather corny with his drum
set.

They started auspiciously with

an old CC fight song.

"Washington and Lee Swing."
and ended, a long time later, with

Sy Oliver's "Undecided." Outside

of those tunes, the repertoire was
standard Dixie, some of the
standout numbers being "In-

diana," "Royal Garden Blues," I'm

Gonna Sit Right Down and Write

Myself a Letter," "Mood Indigo,"

"The Song of Songs." with a solo

by Tom Ross (who reminded us

that neither Sidney Bechet nor

Johnny Hodges are forgotten!,

"Basm Street Blues", and so forth, spite the very bad acoustic proper-
All inall.ahighlyenjoyableeven- ties of the gym, and the indiffe-
mg. My praises to these guys, who rent attitude which lurked out-
managed to have a Rood time de- side the door. Inside, it was hot.

RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
Starting today, bma for the recyclmg of aluminum cans and news-
papers are available in Loomis. Slocum and Mathias. Simply deposit
your clean materials in the bins according to the posted instruc-
tions, and leave the rest to ENACT.

Sports Shorts
voUeyball

CC's artful spikers will head
into the Intermountain Vol-

leyball Regionals Nov. 17-18 in

Cedar City, Utah. They finished

2nd in the league behind Metro.

Mon-Sat. 10-8

Fri. - till 9

Sun. 12-6

27 N. Tejon

BEST ALBUM
SELECTION
IN TOWN

Over 25 Albums &
Tapes On Sale

Every Week

Special Orders
No Charge

Blank Tapes &
Paraphernalia 471-4419

$1 off purchase over $6 with coupon

Hours: Tue, - FrL 10-6

Sat 9-3
Stop in or make your Appt

632-3B31 - 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are en)oying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comtorl and
versatility without compromising personal style

In order to provide the CC commuiuty with complete
hair care services and retail products we remain In

close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-

ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes

open for the smart, the new, the tmuaual.

^!Z^

Tuesday night the Tigers beat
CWC in three sets and lost to

Regis in five sets. Sandy Collier.

Betsy Schilling & Jennifer Woods
have starred.

soccer

The 8-6-2- CC soccer team with

soccer league failed to receive a

bid for the Division III playoffs.

Coach Horst Richardson attri-

buted the setback to tough one

goal losses to Avila. Rockhurst

"and Benedictine,

notice

LOST: A light gold bracelet at the

Homecoming Dance Saturday
night. Reward offered. If found

please contact Peg Millett at

473-5715 or Rastall Box 368.

Election Results
Colo. College Precinct 19

Governor
Richard Lamm 186

Ted Strickland 95

Se'nator

Bill Armstrong 130

Floyd Haskell 159

Congress (5th District)

Ken Kramer 112

Gerry Frank 132

SLIM-LIXE

Photo
Greeting
Cards

25 for88.87

H5 S
ORDER FORM

IFHEE sample (Ofler expires Nov. 30)
pFOX PHOTO/HALLMAflK PHOTO GREETING CAROS

I
With prints and envelopes

Design No._

_(1st Choice)

_(2nd Choice)

p SUM-LINE CARO with envelopes

l^antity, Design No
piclosed is my (please check one)

Color Negative D Transparency D Color Print
esjfe 1

slide or pholo (including inslant).
not have a neoaliue or slide, we will make a copy negative
color snapshoi. portrait (maximum size 8k 10) or mstant print

Hg^i. We cannot make negatives from pfiotograprer's proofs.

hJLt '*^"^ ""'V sliQhl variations, depending on shape ot

Jj*«) can be made from either a verlical. square or horizontal

?8 l|ie card style and design you want Fill in the order blank and
Bl^onq with your favorite negative, slide or pholo lo your

Pnoiofinishing dealer or Fox Photo Store.

$4.47

$8.87

$17.47

$33.47

$8.87

$17.47

$25.47

$33.47

MURCO DRUG
B33 N TEJON

"44>l<»rnfl» .*li|»rifi^« QuufTcrj' Kcffulcr*

Our spL'ciuI H'iitluv . . ".^loiifluy .\i|>li< Tliiul"

Uwry Moiidiiy iilKliI llclwcvii l(l:.i(l|)iii i!:U(liiiii

i\ny who! aa<l a <4»i»rw tlruw. only 9(1. rif*

Live UillcrlaiililK-ill

PIliilii pninrnrufic rc<]llilL'il pIcLisc,

Uuwh
y[-V llaiii--l|im.

Sal l-pm-;)pn.

£>4»«>»e>«v9 i!.M»«>j><L^*vj e>4»v9e^«v9ex»^

ORVIS
SHOP

RODS. REELS

E FISH'N HL

634-3474
127 N. Tejon. Colorado Springs,

Colorado 80903

AND ALL YOUR FLY FISHING NEEDS
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Friday, November 10

7K)0 pjn. and 9:16 p.m. The Colorado

College Leisure Film Series Committee

presents "A Streetcar Named Desire"

starring Marlon Brando and Vivien

Leigh in this near-perfect screen adap-

tion of the 'hit' by Tennessee Williams.

"Streetcar" will be shown in Olin Hall I.

Free with Film Series Ticket and presen-

tation of CC LD. or 76fl at the door.

8K)0 pjn. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform Mozart's Don

Giovanni Overture," Grieg's "Piano Con-

cert," and Strauss' "Erin Heldenleben" in

Macky Auditorium in Boulder. Tickets

range from $3.00-$8.00, discounts for

students are available.

8:15 p.m. The Colorado Springs Dance

Theatre, in collaboration with Colorado

College presents "Theatre Dance Collec-

tion" in Armstrong Theatre. "Theatre

Dance Collection" features a New York

based dance company. Tickets for CC
sti\dents may be obtained in Rastall with

the presentation of Activity Card. Gen-

eral community may buy tickets at the

Pikes Peak Arts Council Box OfTice, 321

N. Tejon. All seats are reserved.

Women's Field Hockey team will be at

the University of Northern Colorado for

the lAIAW Field Hockey tournament

which will continue through Saturday,

November 11. Good luck, Tigers!

Tiger hockey team will be battling

against North Dakota in North Dakota.

Vincent Price will be performing "Diver-

sions and Delights" at the Denver Au-

ditorium Theatre through November 14.

This is a Robert Gamer Attraction in

which tickets may be obtained at the

Pikes Peak Arts Council Box Office, 321

N. Tejon.

{It's the last day to get information on the

"Law Day" conference in Denver at the

Aurera Student Career Center The con-

ference is scheduled for Monday,

November 13. Information my be ob-

tained at the Colorado College Career

Center.

Sign up for FAST FOR AWARENESS

DAY, November 16 in Rastall, Bemii

and Taylor during lunch or dinner hourt

.

This is in conjunction with Hunger

Awareness Week.

Saturday, November 11

7:45 a.m. The Pikes Peak Arts Council

will be meeting at Rastall. Anyone in-

terested in the Arts are invited to attend.

8:30 a.m. The National Teacher's Test

and Undergr'^duate Business &
Economics tests will be held in room 221,

Armstrong Hall.

12:00 noon Dr. Max Lanner will pre-

sent a piano concert in the Brooks Room

of the University of Colorado, Colorado

Springs campus. This is a free concert

open to the public.

1:00 p.m. The Tiger football team will

face Chadron State College on Washburn

Field. General admission is $2.00, free

with CC l.D.

1:00 p.m. The Tiger soccer team will be

off and kicking against Denver Univer-

sity in Denver.

7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. The Folk-

Jazz Committee presents Bill Monroe

and the Blue Grass Boys with Pete Wer-

nick and Hot Rize. The concert will be

held in Packard Hall. Tickets are $4.50,

$3.00 with CC l.D. and presentation of

Activity Card available at the Rastall

Center Front Desk.

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform selection by Mozart,

Grieg, and Strauss at Denver's new

Boettcher Concert Hall, 950 13th Street.

Tickets range from $6.50 to $13.00, half-

price for students and senior citizens is

available at the door. Parking for con-

certs at the Boetteher Concert Hall is lo-

cated on Arapahoe Street between 13th

and 14th Streets.

8:15 p.m. "Theatre Dance Collection,"

sponsored by the Colorado College and

the Colorado Springs Dance Theatre, will

give its second performance in

Armstrong Hall. Tickets are free for CC
students, faculty, and staff General pub-

lic may obtain tickets at the Pikes Peak

[The CC Scene]
[by Lisa Kitagawa

^

Doh t miss the dramatic MECHA Art Show at the Fine Arts

Center,

Arts Council Box Office, 321 N. Tejon.

Students obtain tickets with presenta-

tion of Activity Card in Rastall.

Outdoor Recreation Club is sponsoring a

day hike up Mount Rosa, located west of

Cheyenne Canyon. Sign up was Wednes-

day, November 8 for a $1.00 deposit. For

more information, call Mark, extension

262 or Stephen, 475-1061.

Sunday, November 12
2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. World Hori-

zons Travel Films presents "Winter Holi-

days in the Americas" by John Jay, one of

the world's best known winter sports

photographers for 35 years. "Winter

Holidays" takes the audience on a

skiborne tour through winter resorts of

Canada, United States, Chile, and

Argentina. An excellent movie to start

the ski season with! This film may be

viewed at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center. Tickets are available at the Fine

Arts Center, 30 West Dale Street.

3:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform a Free City Concert

at Boettcher Concert Hall. This concert

features Carl Topilow, conducting. The

program will be announced.

The Colorado Springs Symphony will

present an all orchestral program at

Palmer High School Auditorium. Tickets

are available at the Pikes Peak Arts

Council Box Office, 321 N. Tejon.

Monday, November 13

The CC Music Department is giving free

recorder lessons. Interested persons

should meet every Monday in room 12.

Packard Hall. For more information call

extention 500.

2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. World Hori-

zons Travel Films, sponsored by the Col-

orado Springs Fine Arts Center will be

showing "Winter Holidays in the

Americas" by John Jay, a world re-

nowned winter sports photographer. Tic-

kets are available at the Fine Arts

Center, also the location of the movie.

7:00 p.m. Understanding Cinema pre-

sents "Brewster McCloud," which deals

with adolescent dreams and love imder

the Houston Astrodome and asks the

question, "Is the world a circus?" the

movie will be shown in Armstrong

Theatre and it's free.

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform its Colorado Tour

Concert with Carl Toplow conducting at

Canon City High School. This concert is

open to the public. The program is to be

announced.

8:00 The first of the "Asia, The Middle

East, and Africa" seminars of the Envi-

ronment and Development Symposium

will be held in Packard Hall. For more

information call extension 324.

The Bluebards of the Air Force Academy

will present Neil Simon's play, "God's

Favorite" at Arnold Hall. Air Force

Academy. For more information and tic-

ket reservations, call 472-3930.

Tuesday, November 14
12:00 noon The Women's Commission

meets in Rastall Room 208.

2:00 p.m. The Career Center presents,

"The Job Search." Learn how to enter the

hidden' market where up to eighty per-

cent ofjob openings exist. This seminar is

open to all in Rastall, room 208.

3:30 p.m. The second of the "Environ-

ment and Development: Asia, Mii

East, and Africa" seminars will be hel

the Gates Common Room. For mor?

formation call extension 324.

8:00 p.m. Audubon Wildlife Fi|

sponsored by the Colorado Springt

Arts Center, presents Tom Sterli,

"Superior—Land of the WoodI

Drummer." Lake Superior, Isle Roy

and the lush northwoods are explore

this film. See Lake Superior wilden

from winter through spring at the

Arts Center. Tickets are $2.50, geiJ['

admission and $1.00 for students avj ^^2.

ble at the Pikes Peak Arts Council

Office, 321 N. Tejon.

The Denver symphony Orchestra

perform an "In-Residence" concen

Southern Colorado State College.
]

concert is open to the public

Works by Kenneth Myers may be vie

at the Arati Artists Gallery, 2425

Colorado Avenue. This is free and ope

the public.

Wednesday, November
8:00 p.m. The third part of the E

ronment and Development Sympoi

series may be viewed at Gates Com:
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by
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Room. For more information call eijbei

sion 324,

The Denver Symphony Orchestra

perform an 'In-Residence' conceri

Southern Colorado State College :

concert is free and open to the pubL

EMPHASIS T'V, channel 13 feali

guests will be the Brian Nehe

Quartet and the Creative Improv Gr

Check local listing for time.

8:30 p.m. "An Evening in Berais

mini-spectacular in Bemis Hall-

will be skits, the melodrama,

segments of the original historical

Performers are Dana Koury, Ele

Milroy, Laurel McLeod, Gordon Rii "^

the Slocum Performing Arts -
"--

many CC students. Everyone is well
^ f„,

— it's free

8 p.m. 12:00

DLU

It's drown i

[detus

tson!

Benny s! It'^ $2.00 for guys, $1.50 forj
gg,

Thursday, November 1 gHa

8:00 p.m. The fourth and final pai J's W
the Environment and Developn Jn ap

Symposium will be held in the G

Common Room. Tonight's topic i eria"

with managing the environment
"

Egypt.

9:00 p.m. Understanding Cinema

sents, "THX 1138," a film writtecl

George Lucas. Lucas's version of thfl

ture may be more chilling in this

than his hit last year. See it in Armst

theatre for free!

The Tiger volleyball team
Cedar City, Utah through the ISthi*"!"

ticipating in the L^IAW Regional T ' '

nament. Good luck, gals!

Gamer Attractions presents'The Vii
^

Choir Boys,' to be performed at Boti ^
P^'

Concert Hall in Denver. Tickets wi;

on sale for the November 17th shown

Pikes Peak Arts Council Box Offi

N. Tejon.

^mber
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c
m
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tialioi

etoti

taken

mbtfu

Friday, November 10

Sign up in Rastall to visit the "Own ^

Own Art Show" in Pueblo. Local ni|ial

will be exhibiting paintings, sculp

photography, ceramics, weavini

jewelry.
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^ \len Brooks Appointed New Dean of Faculty, College
by Tim Zarlengo

and Ed Goldstein

t
Saturday the college's

-d of trustees approved the ap-

-ttnent of Political Science

pssor Glen Brooks as the new

of the College and Faculty.

jilrooks will replace current

'

p of the College and Faculty

lard Bradley, who plans to re-

I
to his teaching position in

physics Department after

ing spent six years in the

inery
" Brooks will assume his

duties July 1st. He is pre-

tly
at Princeton University,

ticipating in a seminar on the

^[ical and philosophical foun-
'^^

ions of American constitu-

al
democracy.

Professor Brooks," says Brad-

distinguished scholar,

13 a model on how to get

"P* igsdone.Asthedesignerofthe

(}t plan he was fair and rep-

entative in implementing it

lot of community ac-

ties, he knows the college, and

a definite view of the liberal

as he has taught the "idea of

ei beral Arts Education" and has

co-taught with professors in many
departments."

Brooks received his B.A. and

M.A, degrees from the University

Glen Brooks: Architect

of Block Plan

)LUME II • NUMBER 8

of Texas and a Ph.D. in political

science from Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity; He joined the school in

1960.

Brooks is a past chairman of the

Political Science Dept., was a vis-

iting Professor at the University

of Nairobi, and a former aid to

present majority leader of the

House of Representatives Jim
Wright ID-Texas).

Brooks was suggested for the

post by President Worner, The
President says he discussed the

possible appointment with about

60 members of the faculty, the

chairmen of the departments, and

the Committee on Committees.

Worner also informed the Presi-

dent of the CCCA (Michele Fein-

gold) and the Catalyst Editor (Ed

Goldsteinl in advance about the

appointment. He felt further stu-

dent consultation was not neces-

sary because the guidelines for

student input into administration

hiring as set up by the CCCA last

year dealt with "positions directly

related to students" such as Dean
oT Men and Women and the Lei-

sure Program Head.

Worner feels that Brooks will

work to improve the presentation

of the leisure program, take a

leading role in the hiring of top-

quality faculty members, and
help get rid of fragmentation in

the academic program. Worner
says he has had "nothing but en-

thusiastic support (for Brooks).

Which doesn't surprise me but I

am still pleased."

The Catalyst spoke to Brooks in

his Princeton residence earlier

this week. Brooks acknowledged

that he had been asked to be a

dean of the college before but pre-

ferred to teach. Now he says, "I'm

at a st^ge in my own career that I

should meet some larger obliga-

tions to the college," When asked

how long he intends to be an ad-

ministrator. Brooks responded,

"The average duration of Dean of

the College has been three to six

years. I imagine my time wiJI be

the same. I intend to go back into

teaching, although no time

periods have been set up."

In Brooks' ofiice, there is a sign

that says, "Administration Rots

the Mind." Brooks proudly states

that this sign will hang in the

deanery as well.

Brooks says he wants to "em-

phasize common themes, central

forces and integrativeness in the

libera! arts as much as possible, I

don't believe there is a conflict be-

tween generalized and specialized

pursuits in the liberal arts. It is

useful to have a creative tension

between them. Science for in-

stance has certain specialized

technical needs. There is no way
of getting around that. But you
can deal with the relationship be-

tween the modern scientific re-

volution and humanistic trends."

This year the college is under-

going a study of the effectiveness

of the block plan. As one of the

designers of the block plan.

Brooks will be in a key position "to
cont on page 2
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^our Watson Nominees: A Chance To Study Abroad

.elc

by Laurel Van Driest

year's exploration of a

scted topic could be in the fu-

for four Colorado .College

dents, who were announced as

tson Fellowship nominees Oct.

Seniors Vanessa Katt, Cindy

jrman, Mike Rosenblxun, and

r 1 Bg Hall were chosen by the col-

pai e's Watson Committee from a

opn !D applicants.

set of "varied and difficult

3ria" is used in the selection of

nen linees, according to committee

nber Professor John Riker.

st, the proposal must be un-

usual and creative. Second, it Katt's proposal is for the study major, she plans to receive her
^^orkshop. With a Watson Fei-

must have a close fit with the stu- of women in the Swedish Univer- Ph.D. ai)d teach philosophy at the
|^^j.j^|p ^all said, "Ideally. I'll be

denfs background — in other gity structure; Layman's, for the graduate or undergraduate level,
^ble to get into Quebec theaters as

words, the student must have

sincere interest in the project and

demonstrate that through past

activities. Third, it must not be

study of opera management sys-

tems around the world;

Rosenblum's, for the study of In-

dian and Ethiopian Jewish com-

If she wins a fellowship, she

research social attitudes towards

women in Sweden through inter-

views and by sitting in on classes

at the country's four universities.

Cindy Layman has had much
experience in music manage-

CCA Mulls

ver Funds

just for personal enjoyment. We munities; and Hall's, for the study

expect that the enrichment of French-Canadian drama.

gained through the program will "Pve always had an interest in

lead to social enrichment for the women in higher education," said ment, as she was the assistant j'

student's community." Vane_ssa_ Katt^_A^ilosophy manager for the Colorado Springs

Opera and has been business

manager for the Colorado College

Choir and Chamber Choir since

1975. Under the Watson program,

she would study four European

ilTwo prominent leftist political

?s, Daniel Ellsberg and Tom
Men may be speaking at the

plorado College in the near fu-

an actor— but if I can't, I'll do a lot

of theater workshops." He also

would be studying m^or Quebec

playwrights and "reading a lot."

Mike Rosenblum, a political

science/philosophy major, will

study the concept of "who is a

if he wins a Watson. His

year at CC was spent study-

ing in Israel at a yeshiva.

The four students are among

200 students nationwide who
have been nominated for the 70

vailable Watson Fellowships.
opera companies: the State Opera ^.^^ colleges participate in the

1 Dusseldorf, West Germany; La
program. The fellowship provides

Scala in Milan, Italy; the Royal
(for single students) or

the Glyndebourne Opera in Sus-

sex, England.

-;;_^^^„^ j^^^^.^ .^ English major Greg Hall's past

Cindy Layman, Mike Rosenblum and Vanessa Katt dramatic experience at CC in-

Budgerrequestrfor"7hese are among 200 Watson nominees nationwide. Also dudes six major productions and

peakers were presented to nominated is Greg Hall, who is out-of-town. "^"^^^ "^"'^ ^'^^ ^^" '^^^^^^'

Colorado College Campus As-

fltion on Tuesday. However,
[to t|je cost of obtaining these

kers, and a lack of funds, it is

Ubtful whether both will be

N«i by the CCCA.
|he environmental action

fp
ENACT submitted a prop-

to bring Daniel Ellsberg
Her Pentagon employee who

Opera in London, England; and
$i2,000(for married students) for

research and study on the stu-

dent's proposed topic. Only

graduating seniors are eligible.

The twelve students who sub-

mitted written applications at the

conl. on page 3

Erik Eckholm Talks About Third World
by Carol Chidsey

The symposium on environ-

ment and development in the

third world countries, got under-

way Monday night. Erik Ec-

kholm, senior researcher at the

- - WorldWatch Institute, launched
ed the Pentagon Papers) to the symposium with a talk on the
'" speak on the arms race and conflicts that arise between the
ar disarmament. Ellsberg development interests and en-

la appear on the 29th of vironmental concerns. He seemed
ivember. Ellsberg. whose tobefairly nonpartisan in discus-
'^mg fee is normally $2,500. gjng the two opposing factions,
consented to lower the cost to ^^d acknowledges that both are
™0. The CCCA voted to con- ^e^y real concerns in Third World
'^te $600 towards this fee, Countries.

JO
of which will be an outright Environmentalists and de-

^t, and $200 of which is to be velopers are naturally enemies,
pursed through ticket sales he said, and working with them is

P^ple outside the CC commun- similar to mixing oil and water

situations where development

causes severe environmental

backlashes. As an example, he

cited irrigation-ditches which

were dug to help economic de-

velopment, but carried disease as

well as water. Another example

used was the misuse of pesticides.

In many third world countries.

DDT has been used to the point

that it is no longer effective and

the farmers must now use more

potent — and more dangerous

pesticides.

Another category Eckholm dis-

cussed was visible environmental

decay affecting long term

economic development and keep-

ing third world countries poor. In
• 'tie remaining $400. will be But, under high pressure the two many third world countries de-

«jned from some other source, will mix to form mayonnaise. The
fie Political Science Advisory two groups are interrelated, said
^ittee and the New Age Coal- Eckholm. and so must work to-
^ointly submitted a proposal gether. He further developed this
"PoDsor a symposium ^ntitled relationship by breaking it down

into four categories.

The first category involved

forestation has been a major pro-

blem. Wood, a major fuel for both

heating and cooking, is now so

scarce that it is more expensive

than in the U.S., which is on a far

higher economic level- The mas-

sive deforestation in the moun-

tains and crucial watersheds

causes major erosion and many

landslides at the site and (because

there is nothing to hold the water

back) terrible floods downstream.

Also because of erosion, the rivers

contain too much silt which cause

the dams to fill far faster than ex-

pected.

The third category Eckholm

brought up was that of the possi-

ble long-term depletion of natural

diversity in plants, animals and

insects. According to Eckholm.

many experts believe that several

hundred thousand species will be

extinct by the year 2000. It is a

certainty, he said, that many that

are being lost are ofdirect value to

man. With the loss of these

species, many ecosystems are viroment.

being severely degraded. Unfor- The final category discussed in-

tunately. the species that are volved the increase in the occurr-

strong enough to survive are oOen ence of natural disasters. Severe

the "pests" — cockroaches and floods, droughts and earthquakes,

crabgrass, for example — which cont. on page 4

helps to create a more hostile en-



Career Center News
On-Campus Recruiters

X M J N.,./,.v Gr„,/„n„. S.7„„,/ ,./«».-".» „, T.C.U... For, Worth

wMl be mterviewinK p.ospect.ve candidates for an M.B. A. on Tuesday,

November 28. Read then- brochure and sifin up for an interview at the^

Career Center-

Pracler and Gaoihic will be jnterviewins for sales and sales manage-

ment positions on Wednesday. November 29. Individual appointments

arranged through the Career Center.

A representative of Keller Graduate School ofManai-cmenl will be on

campus Wednesdav, November 30 to interview prospective applicants

for their C.B. A. program as well as their graduate fellowships and their

junior management internship for women. Sign up for individual ap-

pointments.

Coming Programs

On Monday, November 27, in Rastall 208 at 8:00 P™ £JfER™f

«

YOUR WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-

PLICATION. A workshop to make this oflen difTicult process easier

O^'TZTsdi" November 30. an INTERVIEWING SKILLS WORK-

SHOP to prepare you for that highly important part of applying for

professional and summer jobs. In B-l of Tutt L'brary idownstairsl at

2:30.

Job Openings

Iowa Commission on Aging has opening for entry level professional

program work. Bachelors degree, good salary.

Professional social work at entry level with Iowa Mental Health Insti-

lijtc. Bachelor's degree, good salary.

Sa;i*£.vaminer/br.s-/a(co/"De/aii'ore, entry level position assistingwith

examining, auditing & investigating records & books of all state finan-

cial institutions. B.A. in business administration or economics, good

salary. • „ , i

Assistant Director of Admissions for Peru State College, Nebraska.

Both travel and office work, 10 month position. See Career Center for

details.

Recruitment Specialist. High School Equivalency Program . University

of Southern Colorado. Bachelor's plus 1 year related experience. Good

salary.

Attention Seniors

You can now pick up your free copy of the 1979 COLLEGE PLACE-

MENTANNUAL, a geographic and occupational directory ofprincipal

U.S. employers, at the Career Center.
^

Candtdates: Build Your Soapbox
Nominations for Colorado Col-

lege Campus Association (CCCA)

officers and Cutler Board At-

Large members^are open from

Friday, November 17, until Tues-

day, December 2 at 12:00 p.m.

Petitions for self-nomination,

which include instructions for

each position, are available at

Rastall Desk. Anyone wishing to

run for a position must turn in a

petition to the Catalyst mail box

at Kastall Center by the De-

cember 2 deadline. Petitions,

must be accompanied by a state-

ment of candidacy (why you are

running) that should be

than two double spaced, typed

pages. These statements will ap-

pear in a Catalyst supplement on

December 8.

The positions available are

CCCA President, CCCA E:

tive Vice-President. Financial

Vice-President, nine CCCA
members and two Cutler Board

At-Large members.

The responsibilities of these

positions are:

1. CCCA President: Presides at

the meetings ofthe CCCA Council

and executes its decisions. Serves

as a non-voting, ex-officio

member of all committees within

the organization, and as the offi-

cial representative of the Col-

orado College Campus Associa-

tion. .

2. CCCA Executive Vice-

President: Chairs the CCCA
Committee on Committees and

assumes responsibility for any

special projects designated by the

president and the council.

3. CCCA Financial Vice-

President: Chairs the CCCA
Budget Committee and maintains

the COCA'S financial records.

4. Council Member3: Have the

Glen Brooks cont.
evaluate, take measures and
undertake careful response to

those evaluations." His goal is "to

do the best job with the resources

the college has. I don't have a list

of 10 items on my private agenda.

That's not my approach."

President Womer believes that

if there were ever a model ofwhat
a good dean should be, Bradley

filled the order. "He had absolute

integrity in the job. He was open

to all members of the faculty and

fair-minded."

Bradley says he will retire after

a few years of teaching, "There is

an advantage to retiring from

academics rather than manage-
ment. It leaves you something to

think about when retired."

right to decide matters of pri

ily student interests and

The College Council has the right

to discuss any matter ofconcern to

the college as a whole and make
recommendations to the proper

authority. Major responsibilities

are the allocation of a budget of

approximately $64,000 and the

appointment of students to

student/faculty committees. (A

more complete description of the

CCCA can be found in the

Pathfinder.)

.5. Cutler Board At-Large Mem-
bers: Act as lia.sons between

campu.s pubiication.s and thi

dent body. At-large membe,
cannot concurrently hold anottij

position on the Cutler Board (s

as an editorship); thus, they pn jll

vide valuable insight and fee etSati

back to the Board from the point(

view of the general student.

Petitions and statements \\\
iaeis\

not be accepted after 12:00 prrii icep^'^

December 2 for the above i

tioned positions. Elections w
held on December 11, from 7:|)

am to 7:00 p.m. in Rastall Cenlf i a *""

and from 11:00 a. m."to 6:00 p.m.i rthe

Taylor dining hall.

1
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THE SUN'S SPORTS
COVERAGE PACKS A

WALLOP!!
COLLEGE SPECIAL

Pay $2.00 a month and SAVE $4,50 for the school year
or pay 9 months in advance ($16.00) and SAVE $6,501

COME TO THE COLORADO SPRINGS SUN BUSINESS
OFFICE OR PHONE 475-2214 TODAYII

November 20 -25

JRol^r' 1 St Anniversary Sale
Incredible Markdown on

Shoes
Warm-ups

and Running Gear
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fKS T-Shirt with each purchase
over $30.00

Daily Specials on our
Finest Quality Slioes

ALSO: Join in our first anniversary race
November 25

IVIonument Valiey Parl(

9:30 a.m.



^t Tap to Monroe in Packard
\

Soul of the Dancer
uy Burke Trieschmann and

Kich Brotherton

luegrass came to the Colorado

lege for the first time this year

j^
Saturday night (Nov. 11). Bill

^pproe and his Bluegrass boys

laved traditional tunes and old

Le favorites to an energetic and

g(;eptive sell-out crowd. Also on

|je
bill were Pete Wemick and

Jot
Rize. a Denver group, who

lisplayed great musicianship and

lid a fine job of setting the scene

'or the
legendary figure Monroe.

got Rize started off the show

Igying mostly traditional music

ith a few modern twists, such as

lase-shifted banjo and electric

iss. High points of the opening

t were some fine banjo picking

l
Wernick (alias Dr. Banjo), and

line sweet singing by mandolin

id fiddle player Tim O'Brien,

band played songs by such

ts as Flatt & Scruggs and Don

0, The "Martha White"

leme, an ancient Grand Ole

Ipry advertisement and the

Lnd's theme song, was a crowd

ivorite. Hot Rize also did a fine

lb with four-part harmonies on a

couple of gospel numbers. All in

all. Hot Rize presented a very

tight, yet at the same time laid

back, show to prepare the crowd

for the man sometimes considered

to be the father of bluegrass.

Although he is no longer a

young man, Bill Monroe still

managed to take the hall by

storm. He and his Bluegrass Boys

had the whole audience, from

coolSst collegiate to best old boy,

smiling and tapping their feet (at

least). Through the years Monroe

has consistently had fine blueg-

rass players in his band, and the

current line-up is no exception.

Wayne Lewis on guitar and

Randy Davis on bass, in the great

bluegrass tradition, provided a

steady, no-frills back up for the

hot licks of the other players.

Butch Robbins, who played banjo,

is virtually unknown right now
outside ofbluegrasscircles. Given

time, though, he'll probably be fol-

lowing in the footsteps of the likes

of Earl Scruggs and Bill Keith.

both of whom played with Monroe

at one time or another. His per-

formance Saturday seemed a lit-

tle stifled — possibly by Monroe

who is reputed to be very demand-

ing of his musicians — but it was
evident that Robbins knows hi

way around a banjo. Fiddle

Kenny Baker has had a name for

himself almost as long as Monroe

has, and the reason was evident

Saturday night. Anyone who can

take "The Orange Blossom Spe-

cial," almost a cliche by now, and

bring an entire hall to its feet

knows what he is doing. Monroe

also proved deserving of his repu

tation. He showed us that he can

still yodel "Muleskinner Blues"

and can still rip out "Rawhide" on

the mandolin with the best of

them.

The music may have been a lit-

tle too old-fashioned for a lot of

tastes, but that is what Monroe

He is an integral part of the dying

breed of first-generation Ameri-

can bluegrass players, and he rep-

resents them well. Those people

who made it to either of the two

shows Saturday night witnessed

one of America's biggest contribu-

tions to the world of folk music in

the twentieth century.

Mon.-Sat. 10-8

Fri. - till 9

- Sun. 12-6

327 N. Tejon

BEST ALBUM
SELECTION
IN TOWN

Over 25 Albums &

Tapes On Sale

Every Week

Special Orders
No Charge

Blank Tapes &
Paraphernalia 471-4419

,^^1 off purchase over $6 with coupoi

BARBER SHOP«^

Watson cont.
beginning of second block were

"the lowest number ever," accord-

ing to Prof Riker. "Usually 30 to

40 proposals come in," he said. Of
this number, approximately eight

are interviewed, and four are fi-

nally chosen as nominees.

During the winter, a member of

the National Watson committee

will come to the CC campus to

interview the four nominees.

Finalists will be announced in

March.

On Friday. November 10th, the

Theater Dance Collection carried

their audience gently through

poignant depths and heights of

love, finally pushing them off in

the direction of humor.

The first selection was "For

Dansik". In white costumes

against a stark blue backdrop, the

dancers began without emotion,

creating white, flowing images to

Debussy's music. The unobtrusive

movements left no imprint, but

gathered each onlooker's mind

gently. The dancers reached a

new awareness when one acknow-

ledged another and joined in quiet

joy as partners.

The greatest strength was dis-

covered climactically when all

four dancers moved in unison.

Several moments were techni-

cally stramed for Michael Deane.

Some hard breathing idue to al-

titude difference) was also evi-

dent. These minor failings didn't

alter the effectiveness of this ex-

quisitely timed, whimsical,

abstract ballet,

"Thv Puppets" (performed only'

on Friday night, although the rest

of the program was repeated

Saturday), which followed "For

Dansik." was based on the oldest

form of Japanese entertainment,

the Bumraku, in which lifesized

puppets are manipulated by their

puppeteers in traditional dramas

and ritual dances. The music,

choreography and treatment of

the theme was excitingly original

and creative.

The dance was a poignant

drama between male and female

puppets who "lived" at the com-

mand of the puppeteers. The^ug^^

712'/2N. Weber I

633-1606

)i

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest . . .

The North Face
Sierra Jacket

features:

Double-Slider Coil Zipper

2 Cargo/Hand Warmer Pockets

Available in Ripstop

and 65i35

$85 - 92.50

THE
MOUNTAIN
CHALET

226 N. TEJON
633-0732

pets danced obliviously, execut-

ing humorous movement and
mime from the minds of the pup-

peteers. The drama began when
the male puppet hugged the

female puppet's gown — desper-

ately — to the horror and as-

tonishment of the puppeteers and

the female puppet.

The two puppets then broke out

of their "roles" and danced to-

gether free from their strings. The
puppeteers crashed onto the stage

in a dance of power and dominion.

The characteristic masculine
choreography for the male dancer

(obvious throughout the show)

was at its peak in this section. The
puppeteers regained control ofthe

puppets and manipulated them

toward their inevitable fate— the

ironic suicide; leaving the dying

puppets, who in their last mo-

ments of life struggled to touch

hands. They died with an urgent

sign — bands unclasped.

"Till' Diary", a sincere execu-

tion of a modern Pas de Deux, fol-

lowed. Though the audience was
noisy during the first phases of

the song and lyrics were elusive

throughout, the piece was strong.

Initially, the song seemed to

create the movement. The level of

feeling and intensity of interpre-

tation rose when both danced to-

gether and the movement began

creating the song. Together, the

two dancers tantalized the audi-

ence.

The finale, "Rialto". was a

dance to jazz tunes by Gershwin.

Danny Buraczeski. the first

dancer (who excelled throughout

the evening), exhibited many
flavors and colors of dance

through perfectly interpreted and

executed movements. The

choreography, though weak in

places, was filled with humor. The

choreographer and dancers

played with images, movements,

eras and characters for the sake of

pure fun. The performance was

well-received.

The company exudes unity —
overtly and covertly. The dancers

had good timing and feeling for

the dances. Their technique,

though blurry in minor areas,

exhibited the elan, aplomb, and

soul of the dancer- The Theatre

Dance Collection evidently be-

lieved in the power of dance — so

its power was felt at this perfor-

mance.

Plan
and sane.

If you're moving within the same telephone

exchange or local area, you can reduce instaUatioi

costs by taking all your desk-type telephones with

you when you go. It's a simple matter of unplug-

ging them, or cutting the cord. Since we won't

nave to go out to get these phones, we pass a

$5 savings on to you.

, And there's still another good way to

hold down costs if your home has

modular telephone jacks—just pick up

the phones you need at one of our

PhoneCenter Stores. Then you'll

save $4 on the installation ofyour

first phone and $1 on each addi-

tional phone you take home
and plug in. It's well worth

looking into.

Mountain Bel
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True Freedom

taour most Lent notes we find CCCA President M.chele Fe.ngo d

proposing a CCCA-sponsored gay solidarity day The
"f ^

»;" o" '°

^late that Michele "pointed to the Proposition 6 issue m California, the

Won ofthe gay symposium on campus last year, and the existence

ofan anti-gay organization in Colo. Springs as causes for concern about

the welfare of the homosexual community.
u . j„, ^ "

It

A source tells me that Michele's proposal was quickly shot down. It

was suggested at the meeting that instead of a gay solidarity day a

symposium might be better. "Also," say the notes, "some believed that

the situation would be different if a particular group of studen s ap-

proached the council requesting funds to sponsor some type of activity

supporting the rights of homosexuals."

Interes'Hng thought. And disturbing also. The actions of this counci

in particular and the school in general, while purporting to represent

freedom, actually are repressive towards true freedom of speech and

"""s^dfically. °"^ f^i's t" =^^ ''""' ""'' ""^"''^ presentation on

homosexual rights will enlighten CC students

Xd how could the CCCA vote to boycott NESTLE's food products

after hearing a presentation from an anti-NESTLE's group .vithout

seeking comments from the "offending party."

The same goes with the whole South Africa question. "0"W feel a

great deal more comfortable if a full airing of all sides, mcluding that of

the then Vorster government were given.
, . . ,

Now don't get me wrong. I do accept the CCCA's and other students

contention that our elected campus officials have the right and duty to

pass judgment on important moral issues. I admire their desire to do

right and act justly.
, , -. ,

Yet the council lacks maturity ifpeople on it are afraid ofhearing out

the views of people who as Michele Feingold likes to say practice,

"philosophically consistent ruthlessness."

The fact ofthe matter is that this entire school is hypocritical. We are

happy to listen to relevant speakers of the leftist persuasion like Flo

Kennedy Dick Gregory or most recently hoped-for speakers Daniel

EUsberg Tom Hayden and Barbara Jordan. When are we ever going to

get the nerve to examine the whole spectrum of opinion emanating

from challenging speakers?

The consequencesof failing to examine both sides of an issue worries

me If you ignore such things as the rights and aspirations of all South

Africans our security needs (re: the Admiral Stockdale speech on U.S.

defense policy that Feingold cared so little about) and all other view-

points including those who oppose homosexual rights— leads to a very

subtle totalitarianism that we can view right here and now at CC. At

least, that's the opinion of some of us who are consistently philosophi-

cally ruthless. „J ,-. IJ 4 •

Ed Goldstein

Art of Conversation:
Creatures of Habit

One of my favorite expressions is that "once you realize life is

reasonably screwed up. there's no reason why you shouldn't have a

fairly good time."

Bzzz . . . downtown temperature 32. time 7:46 . . . Ah sh t.

Bzzz . . . downtown temperature 34, time 8:56. 1 rush out ofbed with

four minutes to spare between my room and Palmer. My hair as

usual is uncombed, my teeth are yellow, my eyes are red. RCA

touch-tone sharpens, defines, and locks in color.

Block three is waning and gosh if I'm already not a creature of

habit. I get upset when somebody is using my shower stall or John. I

sit in the same area of the dining hall for lunch and dinner. Lunch at

Rastall finished at 12:45 everyday at which time I grab a handful of

potato chips to begin my afternoon activities.

Maybe I'll study or maybe Til lounge around; whatever the case at

4:30 on with the "nikes" for a friendly jog. Dinner always begins

after watching Walter at 5.30 on KKTV "where news doesn't stop

between the dinner hour and 10 o'clock." At 6:37 I pick up my
newspaper. After nine weeks, the lady at the Bemis desk doesn't

even have to look up to know to put my paper out at 6:37 sharp. At

7:00 off to study. Tm a perfect target for a political assassination.

The above is no way to enjoy life at CC. Now is the time to break

out of our habit-forming ruts. "After all" says my grandmother,

"what's life without a little spice?"

Spice, smice, at the rate I'm going I need a walk through

downtown Newark at 1:00 in the morning. I mean it's really sad

when I promise people I'll come visit them and 8 weeks later I'm still

promising.

Joe.ehJohn.ehJerry.ehJosh.eh . . . "Jim you noodlehead." Lord

knows how I try to remember people's names but for some odd reason

I constantly space them ouL

OK, Bo the world is chaotic. Pat Boone does occasionally perform

incest with daughter Debbie. (And you thought it was his shiny

white buckskin shoes?) The human mind thrives on finding an

established routine. If you don't believe me, listen to yourself at the

next party.

Now little Johnny, Jr., over there tells me that the block-plan

discourages wontedness. "Every 3V^ weeks we change classes and

profs and the leisure program offers considerable opportunities to

not establish a routine. Besides, if you are bored that's your own

fault."

Which brings me to my point, nothing is worse than to be predict-

able. Go eat a chili and cheese omelette at 1:30 in the morning, study

late at night and sleep in the afternoon, and be crazy—you owe it to

yourself. Alter your lifestyle a little bit today so you do not become

another CIA statistic.

Mike Gardenswartz
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from which devastating land-

slides result, are becoming in-

creasingly frequent. He compared

these natural disasters to the

dustbowl in the U.S. during the

thirties, but noted that at that

time there was a mecca to which

people could go — California. In

the third world countries, the

people who have been affected by

these natural disasters— "ecolog-

ical refugees" — can either face

starvation or move to city ghettos.

Many groups in richer nations

are concerned over these dilem-

mas. Rather than just provide

money when disasters do occur,

these groups have now started

donating money and volunteers to

preventing disaster. Also, the

governments in manv third world

countries are becoming con-

cerned. The environmentalists

and developers are starting to

realize that they are interdepen-

dent. Environmentalists realize

that people need food and fuel.

Developers realize that in the

long term, a healthy environment

is necessary.
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Two Views on Art Criticism

Ya Must Have Criteria
by Brian Feeney

I have to apologize to the cam-

pus community for not appreciat-

ing the "thick, fuliginous flat-

ness" of Jackson Pollock's paint-

ings, or the "essential dialogue

with life" in Jasper John's work I

am just one of those simple-

minded people who sees a squig-

a squiggle. All I ask, is that

when my critics complain about

my not 'opening the field of in-

quiry," that they be so kind as to

show me what they mean by sub-

mitting a review of their own.

Art criticism is a field thick

with verbiage but conspicuously

absent ofdiscipline. Ifopening the

field of inquiry means finding pro-

fundity in the way squiggles and

splashes express new ways of se-

eing, then 1 apologize for not se-

eing the emperor's clothes, I sim-

ply do not see how people "gener-

ate ideas from" or "engage in a

dialogue with" squiggles and

on the shooting range. Picasso

could capture perfect likenesses of

faces when he was twelve.

Abstract art without technical

control has no more intrinsic

value than what you can train a

1 a canvas.

splashes. Common sense im-

poverishes my sense ofaesthetics.

I formally invite those people on

campus who are able to generate

ideas or engage in dialogue with

abstract expressionism to share

their special insights with the chimpanzee to do c

campus by reviewing art shows At CC, I am reviewing

themselves. I would like to see amateurs. I do not think it un-

what the categories and anti- reasonable to expect to see exer-

categories fashionable on the cises in technical control in their

modem art scene mean. shows. I will continue to evaluate

The "right" categories that 1 their control through the formal

"impose" on the student shows

that I review are meant to show

how well the student has mas-

tered the craft of visual control. I

am not willing to believe that an

artist has enough control to ex-

press the "essence" of anything

until he has enough control to

draw a good nude or landscape. To

throw paint at a canvas and call it

art is like trying to hunt big eame
on safari without first practicing

categories of tonal range, compos-

ition, color coordination and

realism where appropriate. I will

not take abstract works seriously

unless technical control is in evi-

dence. When it is. and the artist

has done abstract work, I invite

those who are privy to the esoteric

language of abstract art to write a

review with me or submit one of

their own.

Lool^ at Form, Ctiaracter

3i^ Place — Bruce Baird

Honorable Mention — Len Bowes

.etters to the Editor

. Dill is Pickled
Idll To Womb it May Disconcert.

5dil Well, I've waited this dam long

naf &nd I just can't hold it in any
idil longer. I thought Brian Feeney's

Edil 'eview of my show was just

* "as just
'''

that's all
laK

just plain stupid.

Love,

Tom Dill

Arts Neglected

OlW'l the Editor:

lyslBThe Catalyst's failure to pub-
oli^»'2e classes and other informa-

'" submitted by the Arts and

nd m?^ Committee saddens me.
etfsB^erhaps weaving classes are

not as important as sorority rush

or the best drinking spots in Col-

orado Springs.

The Catalyst serves the campus

to give students information

about current events. Unfortu-

nately this has proven to be un-

true. On three separate occasions

the Committee has submitted im-

portant information which the

Catalyst has failed to print.

I am disappointed in the poor

judgment used in deciding the

paper's priorities. Believe it or not

some people are interested in

creating with their hands and not

just solely with their minds.

Lisa Bryant

Chairperson of Arts and Crafts

by Paula Park

Tiny in a cosmos of light fading

to dark, stillness breaking in

tempests, and vital forms decay-

mg mto dust, early humans began

to sculpt bones and stones, make

music and trace outlines upon

cave walls. Early human art, an

art of symbols, represented or in-

voked the fortunes of the natural

world Lines upon the two dimen-

sional surface of limestone sig-
_

nified a three dimensional land

animated) bison, for instance;

ihythmic turns and repeated

steps by masked dancers invoked

the Spirit of a hunt. The develop-

ment of language opens new sym-

bolic possibilities — a legacy of

song', and poems entered into the

artistic expressions of tribes and

communities. Humans could talk

about art, and later, they could

write about it.

Writing about art took the form

of ait criticism in ancient Greece.

Plato and Aristotle presented

three methods of viewing and

evaluating art: abstract or

mathematical form, and moral

content. Using these aesthetic

guidelines, critics evaluated art

according to artistic principles

and the "intuition" of a work of

ait the individual character of

the artist. Criticism then, usually

embodied discussion of form and

the life of the artist.

In the middle ages, form and

technical ability lost significance.

The religiousity in art over-

whelmed the individual character

of the artist. Art represented the

mysteries of God, faith, life, and

death. Little formal criticism

arose from the middle ages, but in

the minds of the populace, art was

perhaps evaluated according to

iconographical meaning and no-

tions of mystical beauty. Renais-

sance artists concentrate upon

"divine proportion," imitation,

and scientific perspective. They

attempted to harmonize elements

of color, form, value and contour,

while they executed an exact im-

itation of nature. Criticism of Re-

naissance art. therefore,

evaluated the harmony, perspec-

tive, and plasticity of a composi-

tion. The Baroque Artists and cri-

tics added a sense of sensuality,

morality, and a psychological

depth to art; spontaniety and in-

dividuality concerned Romantic

artists; color and light concerned

Impressionists.

In the twentieth century, the

ideas of Freud, the Surrealists,

and the discoveries by an-

thropologists brings a new focus

to art: the imagination ofan artist

and the formal elements of color,

shape and space are labeled visual

symbols by modem critics. Twen-

tieth century criticism concen-

trates on symbols. It derives its

knowledge from form and color,

and breaks a work of art into its

component elements. Abstract,

non-objective, and sometimes con-

fusing, modem art isoflen under-

stood only in terms of an artist's

goals and his unique view of real-

ity. Criticism becomes an invalu-

able tool. At its highest, it unveils

the artist's goals and reality,

through a definition and explica-

tion of symbols.

When a populace, however, re-

places its own response to an art

work with the evaluations ofa cri-

tic, both the quality and signifi-

cance ofcriticism decreases. A cri-

tic, instead of ameliorating or ex-

panding the understanding of the

populace, simplifies and limits

the number of possible responses

to art. Art "works" or fails, the

composition is "good," or "bad.' an

exhibit is "worth viewing." or

"worthless." The populace feels

secure in its "knowledge" of art,

but has not in fact expanded its

perceptions or understood a new

view of reality.

If you bring a mirror to a

real'picture, it ought to be-

come covered luith steam,

with living breath because it

is alive . . .

Pablo Picasso

Art criticism, an art which de-

fines experience and brings man

into the flow or product of another

man's imagination, must be as

vital and understandable as the

art it evaluates. To maintain vit-

CCCA cont.

ality, it must change, envelop new
ideas and new methods. A critic

must freely experiment with his

medium — language — in order to

achieve a fresh approach to art.

A publication like the Catalyst

provides an opportunity for a stu-

dent writer or critic to experiment

with and develop skills in his

craft. Because his writing reaches

a thinking population, a student

receives the criticism and sugges-

tions of his peers in the form of

editorials or letters. This critical

interchange can keep ideas fresh

and flowing, but to achieve fresh-

ness, it requires knowledge and

understanding on the part of the

critic. A student who writes

clearly and likes art does not

necessarily make a good critic. If

he (or she) must resort to words

like "good," "excellent, ' or "bad,"

he deceives a public that trusts in

his critical judgments. But he can

learn! And perhaps the best place

to learn is in a student publication

like tht Catalyst.

Art criticism, as an art. has

existed since man first began to

represent his experience and re-

ligion in the form of symbols.

Criticism has changed, as art has

changed, and continues to change.

Student publications provide a

forum for change, creativity and

growth in critical skills. In order

to grow, however, a critic must

take his art seriously, and be open

to the criticism of others. Criti-

cism is not hack journalism or

worthless commentary for a lazy

populace, unless it is allowed to

be. Improvement in the criticism

published in the Catalyst could

only improve the understanding

of CC students.

"We can make a difference. " The The financial problem fo he

cost of this symposium would be remainder of the fall =™esU,r >s

$1,700. which equals the amount rather severe. On an average, the

th; budget committee has re- committee has allocated $550 of

mamingin its coffers. The major its $7,500 total per ™etmg^Th'

expense would be a $1,0C0 hon- l""™^
!," T.^ Ir Ilnles^

orarium for keynote speaker Tom remainder of the semester. Unless

Hayden. A defendent in the famed the PSAC and New Age Coal -on

Chfcago 7 trial of 1969, Hayden -"fi"?»T.'"'T;duled ot
now heads the California based mg, Hayden s ^'^heduled De

organization "New Left" and like cember ^ appearance wUl fee

Ellsberg. has consented to lower either postponed <> ""^<^''^'

his fee rom $2,500 to facilitate The ^PPearance of Hayden and

the possibility of his appearance. Ellsberg was ""J^^f '"^^J^^^
The CCCA budget committee re- member Nancy Groth, who ciUd

lommended fun'ding $471 of the *--
""""''^'itfl^'s "o'^^

total cost, but the council as a ^y --'i^f-f^'Jf.'lJ/n^L^^^
whole decided to delay any deci-

^^^ j^^^ot inthebestinterestsof

sion on the matter.
the students."
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FORilON lANGUAGI CEMTIR

830 N. Tejon

Suite 221

Colorado Springs, CO 80903

' Sign Language

Tutoring Services

rJ^ A-s,

^j^**

7 Page ^ P^Bkl

JV Jl[|l^^ eO o2. <3frostg fttciier of Peer
or Jiefaerage of ^our QIt|otce

&ittl| Purcljase of ^ng ^tno (3lngrebtaiit Jifamtlg ^tae Pizza

3)om in tl|e Jlfutt

^faerg <3if3R<3l. ;Nite at 281D ^. fountain JSlfab. 632-1554

^faerg ^^m. ^tte at 4DS ^. ^tllmore 632-?62l

iunclj of ICuncti — jKU tlje (S.l}icken, Pizza, S>pagt|etti, J-alah

^ou (Can ^at S2-19 (11:30 ant - 1:3D pm)

Present tl^ts ah for cmnpixs special
' ^tmitcb to 4 abults per pUsa. JHg*- Kser&ea rtgljt to hiscrctioH m BErfake.

^ot goob faiitl) ang atifex promotion.

iWon.-fflljurs. 11:30 am-ll pm- ^ri. Sc ^at. ll:3D am- 12pm
^un. 11:30-10 pm
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tENSES
SI.IDE

aOJECTORS^RKROOM
JqXJII'MENT
^yvMERA
CCESORIES
ipECIAX'S
UAPSHOT
''movie
aojectors

vhy you

should

OMPARE
ND SAVE
with
BxaH
the

[money
saver
brand!

mparison shopping can
enjoyable. It lets you find

who tias the best prices

own, and why. This is

V you can get the most
n your dollars.We buy
l>-quality Rexall brand
ducts DtRECT FROM
E MAKER . . .

xall Drug Company. This
By, we cut out the middle-
in and pass the savings
lo you. Rexall brand
lucls are backed with

guarantee: It you aren't

Isfed with Rexall brand
lucts, we'll refund your

iney!

Wa eUARAHTEE
^natltfaction and
Mngt when you buy
nc MOKersAvm

BRAKDI

'VJRCO DRUG
833 N. Tejon
634-4861

/ Stumped on where to shop?

I

Check out our labels!

I

f^w

LOHXGS
Downtown — South Tejon at Colorado Avenue

827 N. Tejon At Cache La Poudre

Hours. Tue. - Prt 10-6

Bat 0-3

Stop In or m&ke your Appt
63S-3B31 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and

versatilily without compromising personal siyle

In order to provide the CC community with complete

hair care services and retail products we remain in

close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-

ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes

open for the smart, the new, the unusual.

J

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS.

PUEBLO. SECURITY, AURORA & WYOMING

FAMILIES SUB SHOPS

PIKES PEAK 471-7411

OR BUST STABLES~

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

WE DELIVER
FOR ONLY 500

iMerle si
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

///A^.^/j'.^jp' ^^ -^

<& x<- c'^"^^'^
^-^r^.fs^'"

CALL AHEAD: 635-4364

Owner: Jan

d^- FOR FASHIONS THAT

FIT YOUR MIND . .

.

A boutique for

the contemporary lady

23 E. Bijou (downtown)

632-0437

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

^eevs 475-9533

amm^'^ ...naturally
::;%^liilCOUPON::

70*/<O
OFF ALL STOCK

except gra

and legurr

ORGANIC REAPER
NATURAL FOODS

expiration date 12/1/78

227 E. Costilla, Colorado Springs, Co. SO'iOl
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Friday, November 17

12K)0 noon The Human Rights Com-

mittee of the New Age Coalition presents

Yvonne Baker, nutrition columnist for

the Colorado Springs Sun, Material co-

vered is entitled. "Ethical Eating m a

Hungry World." The lecture will take

place in Rastall 212.

2:00 p.m. The first part of the Sym-

posium on the New German Cinema will

be a panel discussion on "Aspects of New

German Cinema" in Packard Hall.

3:00 p.m. Following the German

Cinema panel discussion. Understanding

Cinema presents "Effie Briest" Theodor

Pontane's German novel adapted for the

screen by Rainer Werner Fassbinder.

"Effie Bnest" will be shown in Packard

Hall for free.

7K)0 p.m. Understanding Cinema pre-

sents the film, "The Goalie's Anxiety at

the Penalty Kick." the third part ofSym-

posium On the New German Cinema.

This film is a beautifully acted and

photographed story of existential aliena-

tion by Wim Wenders. See it for free in

Packard Hall!

7:00 & 9:00 p.m. The Leisure Program

Film Series will be showing "Ikiru."

Akira Kuroswawa's haunting portrait of

a lonely man's fight with life. See it in

Olin Hall 1 for 75c or free with Film

Series Ticket and presentation of CC I.D.

8.-00 p.m. The Tiger hockey team bat-

tles with Michigan Tech at the Broad-

moor World Arena. Tickets for students.

faculty and staff are available at the Ras-

tall front desk.

8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. KRCC. 91.5 fm

stereo, presents Jethro Tull with host

Mike Post as this evening's KRCC Spe-

cial Platter.

8:30 p.m. Theater Workshop presents

"Summertree"' by Ron Cowen and di-

rected by Greg Reso. Free tickets are av-

ailable at the Rastall front desk. See it in

Cossitt gym.

The Colorado College women's vol-

leyball team will be participating in the

lAIAW Regional tournament in Cedar

City, Utah.

Don't miss Pat Metheny's Jazz Fusion

group tomorrow at 8 and Win Packard.

Tickets are $2.50 for studenls-

Saturday, November 18
10:30 a.m. Understanding Cinema pre-

sents the fourth part of Symposium On

The New German Cinema, "Aguirre. The

Wrath of God," a chilling and splendid

work which is incredibly rich and lush-

looking.

2:00 p.m. The men's soccer team faces

the University of Colorado on Stewart

Field.

8:00 p.m. The Colorado College hockey

team will have its second match against

Michigan Tech at the Broadmoor World

Arena. Tickets are available for CC stu-

dents, faculty and staff at the Rastall

front desk,

8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. The Folk

Jazz committee is sponsoring ft concert by

the Pat Metheny Group in Packard Hall,

General admission is $4.00. $2.50 with a

CC I.D, and activity card. Tickets may be

obtained at the Rastall front desk,

8:15 p.m. The Colorado College Dance

Department will give a free performance

in Armstrong Theater. This presentation

is part of the Choreographers' workshop

and should be quite interesting!

\The CC Scene'^^^
,by Lisa Kitagawa ^^^^m^^

~~'
8:30 p.m. "Summertree." a Theatre

Workshop presentation directed by Greg

Reso and written by Ron Cowen. will be

performed in Cossit Gym. Tickets are av-

ailable at the Rastall front desk.

Sunday, November 19
9:00 a.m. Holy Eucharist.

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Colorado Col-

lege's radio station, KRCC (91.5 fm

stereo), will play exerpts from the

Chicago Symphony performance featur-

ing Rudolph Serkin at the keyboard with

conductor Claudio Abbado. Schubert's

"Two entr actes from Incidental Music,"

Von Chezy's "Rosamunde." Mozart's

"Piano Concerto No. 19 in F Major," and

Tchaikovsky's "Symphony No. 5 -in E
Minor" are listed for the program.

5:00 p.m.

Chapel.

Third Common Meal. SfiJI^

8:30 p.m. Theater Workshop delivf,

its final performance of "Summertr^f

written by Ron Cowen and directed
J

Greg Reso. Free tickets may be obtained^

the Rastall front desk.

Monday, November 20
1:30 p.m. The Basic Studio 102 Playerr

present "Live Self-Portraits" at Sutdi

132, Packard Hall. Everyone is invited

ion a

ir a

tion
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iprinf

it the
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,ght(
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Tuesday, November 21

1:00 to 3:00 p.m. Reah Sadowsky will

lead a Bach Seminar in Packard Hall

6:30 p.m. Prayer group. Shove Chapel

Wednesday, November 22

It's the last day of the block, yeah!!!!! G*;

psyched for turkey!!!! Good home cookin

yum!
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. KRCC (91.5 fc

stereo) tunes into the New York Ph
monic with conductor Zubin Mehta

featuring Rodney Friend, violinist, ani

Lome Munroe, cellist, performing sel»

tions from Kay's "Markings," Brahms'i

['Double Concerto," Schubert's "Sym-

phony No. 2" and Liszt's ^'Mazeppa."

//

it
uii<
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M
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The Tiger soccer team will round off their

season Sunday at 1.30 on Stewart Field.

Thursday, November 23

Happy Thanksgiving!
7:30 p.m. The Tiger basketball t^an

will have its opening game away i

Bethany College. Good luck, guys!

8:00 p.m. The Tiger hockey team \\

have an exciting battle against Mi

nesota at the Broadmoor World Arena w^vei

CC students, faculty and staff may pici

up tickets at the Rastall front desk

Kiel

brok

red i

li othe

Loom

m

Notices
It

FRANCISCO AYBAR
Pianist Francisco Aybar will

perform Monday, Nov, 27 at 8:15

p.m. at Armstrong Theatre on the

Colorado College campus.

The program will feature

Liszt's "The Three Petrarch Son-

nets" and "Sonata in B Minor."

Beats' "Theme and Variations."

and Prokofiev's "Sonata No. 7 inB
Flat Major. Op. 83."

Aybar made his Carnegie Hall

debut in 1967. He is currently a

member of the University of De-

nver faculty.

Greneral admission tickets av-

ailable at Rastall Center on Cam-
pus are $3.00. The concert is spon-

sored by the College's Leisure

Program.

The Colorado College Alumni and
Development Offices extend en-

thusiastic thanks to students, fa-

culty and stafj" for your help and
participation in the Homecoming

and Parents' Weekend. From all

reports our campus visitors had a

great time at all events. Thanks
for making that happen!

MR. STERNHOLM of the

Tumack Co., a company specializ-

ing in industrial energy monitor-

ing here in Colorado Springs, will

give a talk about wind energy at

the Pikes Peak Solar Energy As-

sociation's monthly meeting on

Wednesday, November 29. Mr.

Stemholm will discuss in detail

his experience with the Darius

Rotor, a type of wind powered
electric generator. All interested

persons are encouraged to attend

and asked to meet at the Solar

Trails Center (Bear Creek and
Lower Gold Camp Road) at 7 p.m.

ROCK & ROLL IS HERE TO
STAY! Saturday December 2 at

the annual Phi Delta Theta '50s

show and party. So girls put on

your bobby sox; guys grease back

your hair, and come rock around

the clock,

THE SKI TEAM is in need of a

manager. Anyone interested in

this part-time job, which involves

organizational and reservation-

making duties, should contact

Craig Nichols at 634-7577 or

Andy Nagel at 632-3383. Good
benefits. EOE.

THE FOLLOWING Physical

Education Adjunct courses are

being offered for Block IV:

Swim Improvement; Water
Safety Instructor Review (WSI);

Beginning Paddle Ball; Condi-

tioning; Beginning Tennis; Be-

ginning & Intermediate Squash;

Figure Skating; and First Aid

(C.P.R.)

DID YOU ALSO KNOW THAT
It is a DISCIPLINARY OF-

FENSE to discharge fire extin-

guishers? Not only that, but

there is also a fine of $25.00

charged to the student for refil-

ling the extinguishers? Need-

less to say this act is extremely

obnoxious, inconsiderate and
potentially dangerous!!!

DID YOU KNOW .

.

that CC has a policy concerning

bikes in campus buildings? Bikes

that are blocking exits and ramp

ways violate city fire codes and

the security force confiscates

these bikes, holds them, and is-

sues tickets and fines for these

violations.

FOR SALE: B&W TV, lawn-

porch lounge chair, faithful one-

speed bike. Call Mark at 634-

5471.

Secretarial Assistance Inc. Ex-

pertise in all typed materials.

Specializing in manuscripts,

thesis. 634-7255.

Catalyst Personals

MO: Why doesn't he write' Oc

the em s

Id ay

[koccu!

fema

wo wh

ingo

HP: Glad we broke the ict

ing for it to melt, though.
, field

fhil,

J(Dave Goodman and
McGlenn, bartenders at —«^»fc,
min's Basement hereby deny J||
connection whatsoever in thei

ception, planning or presenU [g^

of the dating game to be hel
^jj^^j

Benny's at a date and time

known to us. We do not plan

there.

CORRECTION
Last week's review of

Homecoming musicale slE

that Michael Grace is musiiB

partment chairman. Mr. Gral ^^°^

in fact, assistant professt

music. Dr. Albert Seay is

department chairman.
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Laurel Van Driest

under 1.000 CC students

(immunity members heard

al
activist and famed Pen-

papers leaker Daniel

,rg explain Wednesday

the rationale behind his

ion as a protester against

,ar and neutron weapons

iction.

sberg showed slides from

jpring's protest demonstra-

itthe Rocky Flats plutonium

,nd expressed his hopes for

ightened public reaction to

demonstrations.

speech was well received by

udience.

Ilsberg arrived at Shove

pel to give a 90 minute speech

jlsberg Speaks on Anti-Nuclear Bomb Protest
sponsored by ENACT (CC's En-
viro- Tiental Awareness Organi-

zal ,i) fresh from being convicted

(a' ng with nine others) on

charges of third degree criminal

tresspass on Rockwell Interna-

tional Company property. The
Rockwell Company owns the

Focky Flats nuclear plant, and

under contract from the U.S. gov-

ernment, manufactures
plutonium triggers for weapons of

mass destruction. Rocky Flats is

the only plutonium trigger pro-

ducting plant in the nation.

EUsberg based his defense on a

Colorado statue that says it is all

right to break the law to stop a

II
• No. 9

greater evil — in this case

radioactive fallout. The defense

was disallowed by Judge Kim
Goldberger.

Ellsberg sees organized ac-

tivism as the only route to nuclear

disarmament. "It is proven empir-

ically that where political activity

is needed, you have to do some-

thing out of the ordinary— some-

thing ingenious, something

novel," he said. "When ordinary

people, who are easy to identify

with join such an action, it has an

effect — it wakes people up to the

fact that there is somethng they,

too, can do. The kind of changes

we are talking about can't be done

without some risks."

The former State Department

and Rand Corporation defense

analyst said presidents from
Truman to Nixon used nuclear

threats on several occasions in in-

ternational diplomacy, but kept

such plays hidden from the public.

Ellsberg believes that his present

route of protesting national nuc-

lear defense policy through de-

monstrations, lectures and arti-

cles will awaken the public to

challenge our government.

"Each president has felt that

the American public would accept

a nuclear threat to an enemy only

if it were presented as a fait ac-

compli," said Ellsberg. "Nixon

threatened nuclear war on North

Vietnam in the fall of '69 — and

cont. on page 6
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» fash of Car Break-Ins Hits Lots
left of private property in au-

ibiles left in college parking

has become a serious problem

month.

November reports Kim
rnlng, CC's Security Educa-
chief, 14 locked cars have
broken into. Most break-ins"

irred in Mathias parking lot,

others coming in Jackson
Loomis parking lots and on
venue. No thefts have been

reported the past two weeks. No
arrests have been made.

Downing says that the thief or

thiefs were after citizen band
radios, tape decks and tape casset-

tes. Over $2,500 worth of goods

have been stolen. And it will be

hard to recover the goods because

students failed to record the serial

numbers of the items.

ape Attempt Thwarted
s positive record of having

erious personal security inci-

two years was shattered

iday evening when a near
[k occurred,

female student was grabbed

Qj
wo white males while she was
king outside her front yard on
east side of campus and was
id to march toward the foot-

field where the two males
they would rape her.

'hile they were walking by
'e Chapel the student resisted

)m Atkinson New Editor
tier Publications Board has
ted senior English major

'^^'BAt^tinson to he Editor-in-

of the Catalyst next semes-

ssft

the assailents with "violent force"

according to a CC Security report

and kicked both males. The males

then fled east on Yampa St. while

the student went to get assis-

tance.

The release of the security re-

port to the Catalyst was agreed to

by the student because she felt CC
students should be aware that a

near tragedy occurred and be

more alert to possible dangers at

night.

Downing remarked that sev-

eral of the cars were broken in

through the small wing window
on the drivers' side of the vehicle.

The top of a convertible was
slashed and its back window was
smashed.

Campus Police chief Lee Parks

has stepped up patrols in the af-

fected areas and attributes the in-

creased dilligence of the security

force to a crime free two weeks.

But to make sure that there are no

more break-ins he imploies stu-

dents to not leave items visible on

the front seat of their cars. And
Downing suggests that students

fill out valuable property sheets

at Rastall desk, and pick up en- Jennifer and Jocy Kelly, two ofthe Volunteer Action
gravers to mark their items at the ^,(^ „,^^g treated to a Thanksgiving dinner by CC
same place.

students before block break. Photo by Andy Nagel

CCCA Endorses Expanded Co-Ed Housing

tinson, a resident of Kenia,

^ ta, served the newspaper as

and entertainment editor

iemester.

his application for the job,

nson said the Catalyst,

'Id chronicle Colorado Col-

'• Hfe and comment on its

'Cter. The Catalyst should

tcampus news and comment
campus events for the en-

Gtiment and stimulation of

ado College students." At-

"1 further stated, "the editor
lid strive to improve the col-

and the newspaper by
'auding excellence and
iplifying the same in his pub-
;ioti."

*)*inson worked this fall to

"de balanced and complete
fage of CC artistic events in

paper. He also contributed to

production of the newspaper
^ weekly editorial meetings.
"^son, a transfer student, pre-
^ly worked as a writer for the
'*'T> Washington State college

newspaper.

The Editor-elect told Cutler

Board that his top priority will be

to produce quality eight page pap-

ers. He stated that he would need

the help of qualified writers and

photographers from throughout

the campus to accomplish the

task.

by Carol Chidsey

The CCCA, at its Tuesday
meeting, discussed and endorsed

a housing proposal that supports

increased co-ed housing pos-

sibilities.

Housing committee chairman

Beth German presented a resolu-

tion on co-ed housing that the

committee proposes to send to

President Womer. The resolution

asks Worner to support and en-

courage further co-ed housing op-

tions on campus.

According to a survey sent to

students last year, half of the stu-

dents responding said that they

would live in a co-ed housing situ-

ation ifmore options were offered.

German said that both Loomis

and the fourth floor of Mathias

could be easily adapted to house

students in a coed by room situa-

tion.

The problem, German said, is

that students would prefer to live

co-ed in the smaller houses, such

as Tenney and Arthur house, in-

stead of Loomis or Slocum. Pre-

sently only one wing in Loomis

and one house suite combination

in Mathias offer the co-ed alterna-

tive. Along with the proposal from

the CCCA. a letter of recommen-

dation for the proposal was pre-

sented from Tim Hoopingamer,

director of Loomis, who applauded

the co-ed wing there. The CCCA
voted unanimously to support the

resolution. Since the Board of

Trustees has voted to no longer

control coed housing, it is now
completely President Worner's

responsibility.

The election board committee

then brought up a proposed

amendment to the CCCA bylaws.

The amendment, which was pas-

sed unanimously, states that can-

didates must file a petition with

the CCCA by five p.m. of the day

before the election. In some previ-

ous elections the amount of mock

write-in candidates has been so

great that run off elections have

been necessary. This resolution

will help to prevent these run off

elections,

Next the Student Health Ad-

visory Bgard, which currently has

eight people, asked to be allowed

to choose two more members. One

of the members will be picked

from the student body, while the

other will be a member of the pro-

fessional residence hall staff. This

resolution was passed unanim-

ously by the council and will be

effective immediately.

In addition, CCCA members
Jane Dailey and Chris Perry were

appointed to investigate the pos-

sibility of the CCCA sponsoring

an all campus Christmas party.

The final suggestion raised at

the meeting was a motion made to

make a CCCA constitutional

change. The quorum of the CCCA
is presently six out of sixteen

members. The proposed change

would require that nine members

be present in order to have an offi-

cial meeting. Much of the displea-

sure with the present quorum

arises from the CCCA controver-

sial decision to boycott Nestles

products with only eight members
present. Some CCCA members
felt that it is not right that only a
few members can make decisions

affecting the entire school body.

There is a two week limit before

the association can vote on the

change, but it could appear as a

ballot issue in the all school elec-

tions at the end of this semester.

Nestle Acts

Sorta Quick
The Nestle boycott is in the

news again. In its November 27th

edition Newsiveek magazine re-

ports that the boycott of Nestle

food products, which began at

Wellesley College has spread to

the University of Minnesota. Col-

gate and Yale.

Newsiveek also reports that the

Nestle Corporation, stung by

criticism of its baby formula sales

to third world mothers has taken

action to neutralize its critics,

cont. on page 5

The Catalyst extends its condo

lances to Mrs. Ruth Breitwiser

Assistant Director and Recep-

tionist at Rastall desk, who has

suffered the loss of her son Perry

and her husband Blaine. Both

died recently due to heart failure.



Aubrey Exhibits in Packard
by Lisa Peters

Peter Aubrey's Art Exhibition,

currently on display in Packard

Hall, is one of quie\ persuasion.

Drawings and prints which make

up the m^ority of the show invite

the viewer to participate in the

artist's private world, a world of

his familiar landscapes and close

friends. The show convinces the

viewer to stay awhile and con-

template the artist's statement.

The statement present here is

actually an understatement. The

works do not confuse or distract

the eye: color when used is muted

and figures and scenes are care-

fully self-contained. The artist

has not chosen to present a mixed

collection of experimental works,

as many beginning artists often

do. Instead he achieves a consis-

tent statement, an exploration of

certain subjects and media. At

first when I saw the show I felt

that A\ibrey could push farther:

The works seemed to need greater

complexity in their compositions

and bolder color, yet I do not feel

hat exploration of this kind is

important to Aubrey at this time,

nor is it necessary for a beginning

artist.

As the title of the show, "The

Third Step" indicates, Aubrey's

work consists of many gradual

steps. The first step presented in

this show consists mostly of Au-

brey's pencil and charcoal studies.

An early work entitled, "Nude

and a Study of Her Hand" de-

monstrates Aubrey's subtle and

refined use of line. The figure and

the hand are similarly delicate.

The pencil used achieves a soft

tactile effect, creating a lifelike

texture, yet neither figure nor

hand appear to move in space. In-

stead they both display a graceful

poise, a quality more fully de-

veloped in later works.

Greater complexity is evident

in "1123^ N. Weber" and "Uin-

tah". These familiar environ-

ments, the assorted streets near

Aubrey's home, demonstrate Au-

brey's versatility with his various

media. Felt pen is used in

"1123'/*/' and a combination of

pencil and charcoal in "Uintah."

Splotches ofshadow balance each

other in "1123W and in "Uintah"

shadows play across uplifting

trees and flat houses. In "1123'/^,"

the varied lines of houses and

shadows are held in constraint by

a drawn window frame that is in-

cluded in the composition. One

gets a sense of the artist looking

out and controlling the scene in

front of him, and at the same time

arranging and defining it. The act

M Tight He

by

HARP STUDY
AVAILABLE AT CC

Any students interested in

exploring the potentials of harp

playing have the opportunity av-

ailable to them here at CC Pat

Croke, part-time music faculty

member, teaches harp lessons to

both beginners and musically ex-

perienced students. "The harp-

world is really exciting and there

are a lot of directions in which a

student can go," says Croke. De-

pending on student interest, les-

sons can focus on classical harp, or

on the pop and jazz field, which

presently holds many commercial

opportunities for harpists. Pat

Croke holds degrees in music and

harp and has done considerable

professional work outside of

teaching. Interested students can

reach her and set up an appoint-

ment through the CC music de-

partment, or at her home phone:

632-9531. Classes can be taken for

adjunct credit or on a non-credit

basis. They are taught on a semes-

ter basis and meet usually once a

week.

CHRISTMAS POPS ON ICE
Due to the tremendous demand

for tickets an additional perfor-

mance ofChristmas Pops on Ice is

scheduled for Saturday, De-

cember 9 at 2 p.m., at the Broad-

moor World Arena. Christmas

Pops on Ice stars Peggy Fleming

and the Colorado Springs Sym-
phony, Charles Ansbacher, Con-

ductor.

Tickets for all performances are

available at the Broadmoor In-

ternational Center Box Ofiice.

Box Office hours are: 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. daily, Wednesday from 9

a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to 1

p.m. For information call 634-

7711 or 634-2422.

The Folk-Jazz Committee an-

nounces an opening for the posi-

tion of committee chairperson for

2nd semester of this year and 1st

semester of next year. Anyone
who is interested may apply be-

fore December 10th. Ifyou are in-

terested please contact David

Barker at 635-9066.

SYMPHONY OPENINGS
The Colorado Springs Sym-

phony Orchestra Association an-

nounces openings for the follow-

ing positions: 2nd French Horn,

2nd Oboe. Auditions will be held

on Sunday, December 10th. For

further information and/or audi-

tion appointments, please call Or-

chestra Personnel Manager, Mrs.

M. Baay at 473-8811 or the Sym-
phony Office at 633-4611.

Career Center News
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW-
ERS
Colorado CollegeMasterofArts in

Teaching Program. Paul Kuerbis

will describe CC's Masters level

certification program to all in-

terested students. Internships are

an integral part of the program.

Group session Monday, Dec. 4, in

Rastall 208 at 3:30 p.m.

Continental Insurance Company.
Underwriter trainee positions for

December grads. Starting salary

$11,000. Two year training pro-

gram. Interviews for any seniors

available from 1-4:00 p.m., Tues-

day, Dec. 5. Make an appointment

in the Career Center.

Burroughs Wellcome. Sales

promotion positions with this

non-profit corporation include

public relations, education and

marketing duties. Information

presentation at 12 noon and again

at 12:30 in Rastall 208. Individual

interviews from 1:00-5:00 on

Thursday, Dec. 7.

Stanford Law:

Stanford Law School Wed. Dec. 6

group meeting 3:15 Rastall 212

COMING PROGRAMS
Career Opportunities in the Legal

Fields. A panel of area profes-

sionals will discuss environmen-

tal, criminal, judiciary, probate,

research, corporate, general prac-

tice and public interest law in

Rastall 208 at 3:00 on Tuesday,

Dec. 5. All invited.

Business Careers Seminar.

Careers in business for all liberal

arts students will be discussed by

a panel of alums and other com-

munity leaders in Rastall 212

from 7-9:00 p.m. on Wednesday,

Dec. 6. Sponsored by the

Business/Economics Advisory

Committee. Refreshments.

Life Planning Mini Workshop.

Start thinking about life after CC
now. Open to students of all clas-

ses, Wednesday, Dec. 6 in Slocum

Main Lounge from 6:30-9:30 p.m.

Creative Summer Employment.

Early planning can help you get

your ideal summer job. This

workshop isthe first step for ideas

and resources. Attendance is li-

mited. Sign up in the Career

Center for Thursday, Dec. 7 or

Monday, Dec. 11 at 3:00 p.m.

1123'/2N. Weber
of drawing seems for Aubrey to be

a controlling process, to set out

guidelines and perimeters to limit

his chosen scope. In "Drawing
Class Still Life," a shred of mate-

rial is held in sway by a thin

strand, yet it appears balanced,

creating a proportional relation-

ship between the surrounding

space.

In "Thrice," a seated figure sits

in concentrated contemplation

with his back to a mirror where he

is reflected twice over. There is an

accompanying strangeness in this

work, uncommon in Aubrey's
work; a loneliness of a figure un-

aware ofhow he is being looked at,

unaware of the reflections behind

him. The viewer is almost intrud-

ing here, yet one feels compelled

to do so.

In general Aubrey's show takes

some time to view. Even sketches

and studies have a quality of

finish and restraint that both
keep one from actively viewing

them and encourage one to ex-

perience Aubrey's honest per-

sonal and artistic explorations.

Tunes
Metheny

by Steve Morse
Though it may not ring a bell

some, Pat Metheny is a nao

being brought up more and nio

in conversations between ^

musicians and connoisseurs -
particular jazz guitarisi

Metheny's music is not only t^

nically fine, but it has its ov

naturally gripping quality to

Metheny did not disappoint}

viewers on Saturday Novemb

18th in Packard Hall. He di

played all the virtues ofa superi

musician. His guitar techniq^

especially his agility and smooi

ness, was very impressive. Noi

readily evident, but equally gw

was his use of slides with sin^

note leads as well as chords.

The set started with "Phi

Dance" from his latest album. 11

song was very tastefully accent/

with harmonics courtesy of

Guild D-45 accoustic cutawi

guitar. (Other guitars included,

Epiphone 12-stringhollow-bodi

electric and an old Gibson fii

sized hollow-body cutawaj

"April Joy" and "Misty Villagi

following "Phase Dance;

equally well executed technical

though perhaps not quite as

tivating. "Watercolors," the

track from his second album, pr

vided a change of pace to a

conventional type ofjazz. "Jact

"San Lorenzo" and a few uni

leased songs finished off the

cont. on page J

THEY'RE HERE!! FREE Ski bags

and Colorado Ski Country Maps
Come in and pick some up soon!
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jetheny ss band complemented

well- Particularly good was

loardist Lyie Mays, who

,gd3 refreshing majority of his

racacies on the accoustic piano,

members of the band in-

Mark Egan on the fretless

ig and Dan Gottlieb on the

ms.

^etheny cont. Weak Play Given Life by T.W.
One negative note: the group

played a somewhat tasteless en-

core of very basic hard rock — but

even that was done very well. The
audience responded to Metheny
very enthusiastically and left

Packard very begrudgjngly.

Overall, definitely a winner. I

hope he'll come back again.

THINKABOUT IT...

by Andrea Mezinski
From November 17th-20th —

the theatre workshop performed

Ron Cowens "Siirnmertree" which

was directed by Gregory Reso and
acted by Michael Maisonpierre

(Young man), Doug Hall (Little

boy). Fay Simpson i Mother!, Sam
Pond (Father), Lisa Johnson
(Young girl) and William Chad-
wick (Soldier). "Summertree" is

about a young man who is stifled

by his need to win the approval

and love of his father.

His dilemma is; should 1 quit

college and go to music school and
thus please myself? Or should 1

stay in college or go to war and

thus please my father? Unable to

stand up for his wants and needs,

the young man quits college and
goes to war where he dies.

The entire play is then con-

structed around a series of the

young man's memories as he is

about to die. These memories
move back and forth through time

and represent different stages of

the young man's life. They consist

of interactions between the young
man, his parents, his girlfriend.

and himself as a little boy and are

interspersed with war scenes and

logues delivered by the dif-

ferent characters.

While "Summertree" addresses

itself to the dream and nightmare
of American idealism e.g. what it

means to be a man-successful, and
happy (dammit!), its more impor-

tant focus is on family dynamics
and the problems of human rela-

tions and intimacy. Plainly,

"Summertree" is about war, fam-

ily war; the battle between indi-

viduals struggling to relate inti-

mately and all the fighting and
bleeding involved in such a strug-

gle.

The two determining factors of

dramatic success are action and
development. Action creates the

development of the drama be-

cause action is dramatic lan-

guage. The dramatic action in

"Summertree" was problematic in

that we were told more than we
were shown.

One clear example of this was
the fact that we were never shown
the young man's involvement
with his music. If playing the

piano was the passion of the

young man's life, the main reason

he quit college, and the central

vehicle of conflict between him
and his father, why didn't we see

him struggling with and deriving

pleasure from hi^ music' The
substitution o( telling fur showing

FIRST AMERICAN TRADING CO.
THE AGORA — CORNER BOULDER & TEJON
473-1547

AUTHENTIC INDIAN JEWELRY
HIGH QUALITY — LOW PRICES
RECORDINGS S.W. & PLAINS MUSIC
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(i.e. weak dramatic action) crip-

pled the development of the play.

The characters and their relation-

ships were Tixed and stagnant,

and lacked the details, and depth
required of realistic situations.

Instead of showing the work and
process involved in establishing
roles and forming relationships,

we were presented with formed
relationships and roles estab-
lished m advance. In result, both
the relationships and characters

involved were often stereotypic
and one-dimensional.

These problems of action and
development seemed to stem from
the script, for neither did the
structure of the play nor did the

dialogue lend itself to dramatic
success. Because the episodes
were tied together through the

t. v. -like flashback device, an ob-

vious and simplistic framework of

the drama was constructed.

Nonetheless, while the play
chould have been a soap opera it

was serious and sensitive. The
acting was honest and delicate be-

cause the actors underplayed the
Script. Undoubtedly, if the play

had been acted the way it was
written it would have been.
well,. . .stupid. But"Summer/rcf"
was not stupid. Both the subtle

direction and sensitive acting
saved the play and produced some
leal and powerful moments,

The most sensitive perfor-

mances were those of the young
man and the young girl. The ter-

rified look in the young man's
eyes, his nervous gestures, and
the almost hysterical tone in his

voice when he realized that he had
committed murder was unnerv-
ing. Also his helplessness, lonli-

ness. and vulnerability was pas-

sionately portrayed when he lay

wounded beneath the tree about
to die.

The young girl's performance

was also sensitive and especially

delicate. When the young man ac-

cidently hurt her arm she ab-

ruptly shied away, her voice qui-

vered, and her body froze. This

created a special raw and fragile

nature to her character. Moreover

the blank look on the young girl's

face and her direct stare into the

audience as she delivered her

monologue produced a chilling

sense ofdesperation and fear, par-

ticularly at the end when she

plainly remarked "and I don't

know what to do."

The performances ofthe mother

and father I did not feel were as

sensitive. However a different

strength was portrayed by the

mother. Her power was her con-

trol, forcefulness and directness.

When she was finally able to con-

front the father and express her

anger in the swing scene the

drama was considerably

heightened. The mother's

dynamic and focused manner
created some ofthe only tension in

the play.

The father's performance I felt

lacked the sensitivity and or

forcefulness of the other perfor-

mances. He did not appear terri-

bly strong or dominating, nor was
he particularly feeble

In sum then, the dramatic suc-

cess of "Summerlree" suffered

from problems inherent in the

dramatic action and development

of the play, but still survived to

produce a serious and sensitive

drama. Overall the quality of di-

recting and acting far surpassed

that of the script.
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Campus Members Offer Views on Cults, Jonestown

Could it happen here? 'SvI'^SS:^'^!:

EdilorsNohrB em,se,.llli-' ei'ei

munh-r^isiiititl s of the P, .pi,

Temple mcmh. IV in Jones me

Giimna. and llw m.»i,v i',i rvll

flflipi^illts held Catalvst .' llto

felt that the opiii nniKoftheea npi

at lai-f^e helon^t d on th Iitorii

page.Todothi.^ inleirieie.i i llh

number of sti rf.-/l/.s- .../>. eor

dueled, and in hided in Ih f„

loieing artiele.

by Laurel Van Driest

The Moonies. the Har&

Krishna, the Children of God, the

Divine Light Mission — all are

cults which have gained many

members and much notoriety in

the seventies. Art-cent addition Ui

this list is the People's Templi-.

Over nine hundred pet)ple are

de;id because its -pirilual leader,

the Reverend Jim Jones, appa-

rently felt that death was prefer-

able to the exposure of Temple

practices.

Do the -deaths in Guyana hold

any meaninj; for CC students

other than as a topic for news

stories and speculative discus-

sions?

Freshman Christi Hinrichs be-

lieves that another "People's

Temple" could happen "any-

where, at any time — even in Col-

orado Sprini^^s or at CC" Said

The Art of Conversation:

Bleed on Liberals
Do you wear a "Save the Dolphins" t-shirt only on the days you dont

eat tuna sandwiches? When walking down the street do you only greet

black passersby? Do you have bourgeois guilt complexes when touring

a steel mill in Pittsburgh?Doyounot want impoverished and illiterate

Indians m Guatemala to "modernize" because these people are happy

with their current lifestyle? ( One more, after all. I love to make a point

)

Do you say "some ofmy best friends are Chicanos?" Well stooge, you are

a bleeding-heart liberal. That's right, a neurosis that usually results

from a nice upper-middle class background in surburbia.

Black activist Cleon Rosenberg observes, "bleeding-heart liberals

have been universal since the days of Kennedy. They take their

families out to eat ethnic food. You should seesomeof their faces when

they sample yam pie, grits, and chitlins, it's hilarious. These 'crackers'

from the WASPish suburbs of Fairfield County, Connecticut still think

it's proper to say 'negro.' Hell, the only exposure they've had to blacks is

through their domestics," iJoke: What is the Richard Nixon deli-

special? Answer: A ham on white with a glass of milk.)

Pablo Ortega, author of the book, "Twenty ways to spot a bleeding-

heart liberal" notes, "it's that sh-t-eating grin that bothers me."

Ortega, a Taos. New Mexico native, goes on to point out, "bleeding-

heart liberals wear 'Clark treks' and usually drive 1964 Volvos with

Soccer-Power' or 'Solar Energ>'' bumper stickers."

A bleeding-heart liberal, like an ecologist, is usually the last person

on the block to buy a home in the new subdivision. B-hearters hemor-

age niceties on the "deprived" until you want to. well, just puke.

Now the problem with these "Pollyannas" is that they only verbalize

a cause. They go to Rocky Flats with their "no nuke" signs, are "en-

vironmentally aware," and love O.J. Simpson. But talk is cheap.

Still, American society has come a long way. Some degree of "moral

consciousness" is better than the alternatives. Take for instance the

Texan I saw in Mexico who asked the shopkeeper, "Excuse me Pedro.

but how much does this shirt cost in 'real' money?"

So take you "pepto-bismal " in hand and stomach it. A bleeding-heart

s better than a cold heart but there is always room for improvement.

P.S. Save the sperm . , whale that is. i

Michael Gardenswartz
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thing new. somrthmg .liM<.Mvnl

The Temple d-u'snl dilTi-r from

othL-rcullsinlluaiS. All|ir;ictice

the same fornr..r hypnoli.^m and

brainw;i^hint;. What happcmnl in

Guyana could happan agam —
and soon."

"Other cults aren't named as

such — the worship of money and

of m.Ucnal po.se.ssions — because

they :n-c sanctioned by society.

They, loo are dangerous — not be-

cause they induce people to com-

mit murder and suicide on a large

scale, but because their practice

makes people lose sight of larger,

spiritual goals. Most people are

pretty gullible."

"The most blame lies with the

strength of the cult leader/' ac-

cording to senior John Carter, a

political science major. He doesn't

believe that the basic conserva-

tive attitudes in Colorado would

warrant a repeat of Jonestown,

even on a smaller scale. "Califor-

nia (where the People's Temple

began) is a very liberal state ~
especially Southern California. It

is conducive to such cults and

therefore, such tragedies."

Sophomore Bev Warren's first

reaction to the news was "shock.

'

"l couldn't believe that such a

large group of people would do

such a thing, that their lives

didn't mean that much to them."

The Jonestown deaths don't strike

her as bizarre or strange, how-

ever. "I could see how such a thing

could be possible." she said.

"When someone influences a

group so much, it is easy for the

whole crovvd to follow — espe-

cially when the group isn't indi-

vidually stable." A similar

tragedy could happen here, she

said, but it isn't as likely, because

the news from Jonestown shocked

people into a realization that

"things like this were possible."

Bev- "1 could easily say no, it

would never happen to me. I do

think I'm stable enough that I

wouldn't go to extremes and kill

myself. If I really belie

someone or something, I

follow — but not to my dealt.

*7 could easily say no, it wouldn't happen to nw.

'It was Murder'
"They (the medial call it

suicide. It's not. The deaths in

Guyana were murder, pure and
simple."

According to Rev. Bill Eddy, the

deaths ofover 900 members of the

People's Temple in Jonestown,

Guyana, resulted from the tragic

mistake ofa man ( Rev. Jim Jones,

head of the Temple) who tried to

play God — and failed. "I can

identify with one of the main mis-

takes he made, being a minister.

He chose to be empowered by the

people, rather than empower
them. The world does need strong

confidence, "One of the most hi

ful things about the deaths

Jones was fundamentally a gi '

human being. He had some es;

lent ideas on human right,

ration, and poverty, but he ^^^

lowed the wrong path in 'm\
"^^^*-

menting them." Eddy beliti ^^^'"S

that the deaths must be cal

murder instead of suicide bee;

of the reports that many pw ""^''>

were forced to drink the poi,-

and because of the great nun*

of children found among thfdi

Jones, as the sett leader, was

sponsible because the memb

'To he blunt, the devil was fully in Jones.

leaders — but the problem is, do

they use their power for good or

for evil? Good leadership is the

giving of power, not the receiving

it it."

The members of the Temple fol-

lowed Jones into death because
The mindless following of a cult they saw him as a godlike figure

like the People's Temple could who commanded respect and love

conceivably happen to her, said through a charismatic self-

viewed him 'as the suprec

thority. "When man replac

and fails, he creates desti'i

To be blunt, the devil was fuili

Jones."
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Letters to the Editor

.

Strange Bedfellows
To the Editor:

I have just returned from fun-

eral services at the Metropolitan

Cathedral in San Jose. Two mem-
bers of the Costa Rican Civil

Guard were shot a couple days ago

by Nicaraguan National

guardsmen at the border of the

two countries.

In thinking about the incident I

realized what to me is a disturb-

ing irony. The weapons that were

used to destroy the two Ticos were
obstained by Anastasio Somoza
from the country of Israel. Here is

the irony: Israel is, while begging

the world's sympathy to its ter-

ritorial claims and its desires to

live in an unoppressed peace, sel-

ling arms to many countries with

hardly respectable human rights

records. In fact, Israel's Latin

American customers are coun-
tries that for precisely their

human rights infringements are

no longer able to buy from the Un-
ited States' weapons manufactur-

One of the governments that

depends on Israel's arms sales for

its military supplies is the Somoza
regime in Nicaragua. Israeli arms
have been and will be again used

by Somoza to destroy cities and

the civil population in Nicaragua;

not to mention two members of

Costa Rica's police force-

Did nobody ever tell Israel that

one has to give if one wants to

receive?

Joshua Lerner

Lu Palmer

To the Editor: •

Tonight, Mr. Lu Palmer will

speak in Packard Hall, at 8:00

p.m., on the subject of "The Black

Student's Crisis, of the Mind."
Last year Mr. Palmer spoke at CC
on another topic concerning Black

people in America, and though
many people did not agree with

his views I do not believe anyone

can challenge the fact that he was
an extremely exciting and pro-

vocative speaker who more than

deserves to be heard. Though not

as well known as Dick Gregory.

Lu Palmer is equally, if not more,

involved with the struggle for

black rights in America, particu-

larly in Chicago, Illinois. He also

will have more time to spend
around the Colorado College

campus and to address the ques-

tions of interested students. I

might add that it is not the style of

Mr. Palmer to beat around Cone

bush in answering any t/fjf.^l! 'h i

but rather to answer each qi i t

tion directly and to the point uifici

knows every angle of his subj lo, 8p{

has very strong opinions confl md

ing it, and is not afraid to e-^p Jezet

them, to anyone who will lista ill otl

such a fashion that one cac^rojec

help but understand his opii

and the reasons behind then

rder to understand an extrec

important segment of

thought which is slowly becoD

more popular across the coW

which will affect not only

America but White Ameri(3

well, come hear Mr. Lu Pal!

He just might teach you ^

thing you'll never forget.

Keith Of

Black Student Ur

Hunger Week Thanli

To the Editor:

We of the Human Rights f

mittee wish to express our th-

to those ofthe CC community

took part in the activiti^

Hunger Awareness Week. Sf* appa

thanks to the 352 people who ig ab.

ticipated in the fast on Thui^

Nov. 16. As a result of th'^

deavor, $625 was raised for
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; (estern Ranches: Sinking in a l\/lalestrom of Troubles
/s Note: Ranches - One of

radilional life-blond Indus-

of the American West is in

rouble- The following com-

gry is presented by two CG
,nls. it-'^o ^y ^ii"tue of their

nf>ing, care deeply about

rica's stock producers. Next

,iie will present the perspec-

jfa family farm student.

by Steve Winship

and Carol Chidsey

I

longer is he just a free spirit

ig tobacco white riding a

across the range. Today's

yr.rancher is going to have

e than "little doagies" and
Saturday nights on his mind.

hing is an industry caught in

niddle of a tight squeeze bet-

many oftoday's political and

omic issues. And ranching

may be strangeld.

much as he thinks about

king wild horses and cattle

>rs, the modem rancher is

more preoccupied with the

nal economic scene.

lomics, more than anything

determine the fate of the

II, independent family run

n.

lowing when to sell beef for

hg
Kst price while taking into

deration transportation and

leting factors are crucial in

mining ranching survival.

ting the weather, bank and

linery creditors often makes
losing battle. A bad winter or

pring can have disastrous ef-

rancher's income. With
piling up and the cattle and

,i^j.
p eating the costly feed, a

Jher often must sell his beefor

nd wool at an unfavora-

larket price.

io, the big corporate feedlots

threatening the economic
hood of the "small rancher.

than let the livestock
i freely, the feedlot raises the

in a very small confined

and feeds the animals spe-

</ treated grain. The grain
lins growth hormones to in-

ethe size ofthe livestock at a

rate than normal, thus al-

Concern, an organization
h is working with Third
d communities to promote
lufficiency.

Bo, special thanks to Ron Tja-

and Saga for their coopera-

Jezebel's for food donations

;tti all others who helped make
project jMssible. Anyane in-

ted in continuing participa-

in this area is encouraged to

d Tuesday meetings
i05 at 12:00 noon.

Sincerely

,ui 'wnan Rights Committee

adent Turkey Trot
Editor:

- butchering of the turkey

..
^eek at the Beta House's

\]i
'Turkey" party was a desec-

^
of America's most tradi-
holiday. The sadistic plea-
ound in the cruel massacre
'^'pless animal is m no way
'Pfiate to the celebration of
nd giving. Above and be

thanksgiving is the ques-
of hiuman values and morals,

,

apparently the Betas know
hoJ^g about.

M.A. Leuschel

S. Kingery
S. West

lowing the beef to get on the mar-
ket faster.

The rancher is hardpressed to

compete against the magnitude
and technology of these outfits,

and he does not want to.

Politically the family ranch is

caught in the middle between de-

velopers and environmentalists.

He is fighting for a dying I ifestyle.

When a ranch exists in a scenic

location like Aspen or Jackson
Wyoming, a temptation in the

form of mega-bucks is created for

the developer who envisions
building a subdivision of summer
homes or ski lodges on the ranch

land. Although he is rebuffed by
nearly all the ranchers, especially

the older entrenched ranching

The hardy American
Rancher in this picture is

a CC parent.

families, the developer will even-

tually find a rancher in financial

straits who can't refuse a lucra-

tive offer to sell his land. This in

itselfdoesn't directly threaten the

other ranchers. Paradoxically it is

the increased valuation of the

land that hurts him. Even though
his land is more valuable than it

was before the time developers

opportunistically entered the

area, the property taxes of the

rancher skyrocket.

The increasing environmental-

fanaticism of some groups has

also brought much pressure to

bear on the rancher. His liveli-

hood in certain areas of the Rocky
Mountain region has been seri-

ously challenged by the restric-

tions imposed by recently enacted

environmental regulations. More
controversial than any other rule

has been the curtailment of cer-

tain coyote poisons. The environ-

mentalist's cry for more wilder-

ness area is met with disdain by
ranchers espousing multi-use,

and those in the habit of grazing

their livestock on federal grazing

leases. If you desire a good brawl,

just wander into a western Wyom-
ing bar and announce your pre-

ference for the Rare II program.

Perhaps the most revolutionary

impact the rancher is faced with is

caused by the rancher himself.

The sons and daughters of ran-

chers are leaving the business.

They know it to be an occupation

of grueling physical labor that

may keep the rancher in debt the

majority of his life. It is a life of

constant battle, not so much to get

ahead as to keep your head above

water in the fight against

weather, livestock diseases, cattle

prices and creditors. With the
passintr of the children of the old

ranching families, a transition in

ranching is noted. More and more
in the scenic ranching country of

the West, the ranches are being

bought by wealthy individuals,

who have little or no connection

If you desire a good
brawl, juHt wander into a

western Wyoming fyar

and announce your pre-

ference for the Hare 11

program,

with ranching, as tax deductions

or for a place to retire to. This new

breed of rancher admires and val-

ues the traditions and heritage of

ranching. Thus he has been a

leader in fighting the takeover of

developers and the increasing

property tax loads.

Young couples wanting to be a

part of the "back-to-nature"
movement are also entering
ranching. This trend is only in an
embi70 stage, so it is not yet cer-

tain how long these faiks will last.

The old-timers, it may he noted,

are very dubious about these lat-

ter day cowboys.

Nestle cont.
Specifically, Nestle now pledges

to cooperate and follow the
guidelines of an upcoming World

Health Organization conference

on the controversy over whether it

is better to feed babies with
mothers milk or milk powder.

Nestle's has also quit advertising

its milk powder in the third world.

This move was directed at critics

who feel that the corporation has
misled mothers to buy its product

with a slick hard sell.

Murder cont.
"They went off into the jungle,

leaving the place where their

work was originally to be done,"

he said, "They idolated them-
selves, creating alientation —
which is where murder, and
suicides originate.

From the news reports he has

read. Eddy feels that cult mem-
bers were taught to be more con-

cerned with the style of life rather

than life itself. The rituals and re-

gimentation — which included

self-defense classes, food ration-

ing, and "suicide drills" — con-

ditioned members to blindly fol-

low orders they were given, rather

than to think for themselves. This

blind obedience continued even
when Temple members saw
people dying from the effects of

the poison, and realized that this

was not another suicide drill. "It's

the Holocaust all over again," said

Eddy. "The idea that there is more
honor in death is one of the most
noble instincts, but can also lead

to tragedy — as in this case. In

World War II concentration

camps, you would see your
mother, your sister, and your wife

led off to the 'showers.' Who would
want to live after that? In Jones-

town, people saw others dying,

and many felt obliged to go along

with it. It was murder— not only

because those who didn't conform
were forced to drink the poison,

but because the conforming mem-
bers were pressured into suicide

by Jones' comrtiand over their

lives."

In spite of the increasing pres-

sure, the rancher in the Rocky
Mountain area remains a proud,

independent individual who is

proud of his abilities on a horse as
well as a tractor.

The rancher is that kind ufman
who enjoys knowing that the rest

of the country depends on him for

beef, and yet he feels no need for or

dependence on the outside world.
He has a passion for the outdoors
and his freedom from the nine to

rivi- .^IrucUire of urban America.
He is a man that can show great

tenderness for his livestock,

whether he is helping a cow in

labor or tending to his loyal

cowhor.se. and on the other hand
revel in the excitement of break-
ing in a pony or riding a bull.

Nevertheless, political and
economic change in the 70's is de-

vastating this unique American
character, "Home on the Range"
can never be the same.

Clamming the Klan

CC student groups have joined

with other school and community
organizations to organize an anti

Klu Klux Klan march and rally.

The rally, which is tentatively

scheduled for Saturday, De-

cember 16, in downtown Colorado

Springs is meant to provide vocal

opposition to a planned parade of

local Klansmen led by two Fort

Carson soldiers.

The Black Student Union and

MECHA have joined in the plan-

ning activities for the march,

which Velldree Thalley of BSU
says will be "pro-humanitarian"

in emphasis. "We want to show
that there are people here that

don't like the Klan." says Thalley.

Thalley. who represents BSU at

the march planning sessions says

that most people she has talked to

oppose a direct confrontation

march on the day of the Klan
parade, "because of the possibility

of violence."

According to one Catalyst

source, ifany violence does result

from the Klan activities it may
come from Fort Carson soldiers

who oppose the Klan.

CC — Police Relationship:

Arrest Sparks Questions
by Ed Goldstein

A recent drug related arrest on campus at will. They can search
the east end ofcampus by officers and enter rooms just like any
of the Colorado Springs Police other private residences.

Department has focused attention However, this is not usually the
on the relationship between the case. Security Education chief
school and the Police Department. Kim Downing says, "the Police

A sophomore student was have an understanding with our
charged November 20th in the 4th security guards that they will

Judicial District Court with the notify the security head and the
alleged illegal sale of three grams head resident," of a dormatory in-

of cocain on November 10 to an volved in a police matter. She be-

officer of the Pikes Peak Regional lieves the C.S. Police, "have re-

Narcotics unit. An unideitified 19 spected the security force here
year old Colorado Springs man and they haven't abused their

was charged along with the stu- power of coming on campus at

dent with possession of $500 all,"

worth of cocain. Downing noted. "CC will try to

In regards to the story Dean of handle all disciplinary problems
Men Gordon Riegel is concerned — but have the moral obligation if

about student knowledge of the it is dealing or something like

police-school relationship and that — will have to go to the
also with possible bad publicity police."

for the school resulting from the Our campus security force only

arrest. has the power of issuing trespass

Riegel states that the school at- warnings. Campus Security Chief

tempts to handle all its security Lee Parks says that his men often

problems through our own cam- issue those warnings and actually

pus security force. He added have people arrested and charged
though that the Colorado Springs if they are caught trespassing a

Police could if they wish come on second time.
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Hoops 78: Coach Golden Still Has the Midas Touch
Golden is in her fourth year at

CC after moving here Trom Geor-

gia College in Milledgeville, Ga.

She is head coach of the volleyball

team which placed second in the

Rocky Mountain regionals this

year and the powerhouse basket-

bail team that finished 15-9 last

Golden's specialty is hoops. Her

Tiger teams have gone 41-16 since

the school took up the sport three

years ago. In the spring of "77 Gol-

den's gals won the Rocky Moun-

tain division, sporting a 20-2 re-

cord that included a 13 game win

streak. They went to nationals

that year and finished 14th in the

country.

Incredibly, CC is the only school

in the region that does not award

basketball scholarships to its

players. Golden isn't worried

about this drawback. She has

been able to utilize quality

players who were here before the

school took up the program. Those

people quickly helped Golden to

establish a winning tradition that

is needless to say, a great recruit-

ing tool. And Golden, like other

CC coaches says that academics

by Tim Tymkovich
One of the brightest spots in the

CC sports scene over the past sev-

eral years has been the womens

athletic program. CC women have

produced excellent teams in bas-

ketball, tennis and volleyball as

well as competing ably in such di-

verse sports as field hockey,

swimming and soccer.

CC has recognized the impor-

tance of the emerging womens

sport program and last October

elevated Coach Laura Golden to

the position ofco-director ofathle-

Ellsberg
cont.
only didn't do so because of the

anti-war moratoriums of October

and Nov. 15. " He then asked par-

ticipants in those moratoriums to

raise their hands and thanked

them for helping to avoid nuclear

war.

Ellsberg looks back to the

snowbound Rocky Flats demonst-

ration of last April 29 as being one

of the "best" parts of his life. He

pointed with pride to the com-

raderie of a group that included a

Memonite minister, a nun, a

Philosophy professor from C.U.

and his eldest son.

"What we did has to be done —
and non-violently. Doing it at the

scene of the crime (referring to

"radioactive contamination" of

Rocky Flats and surrounding

areas' is the most effective way,"

he said. If Rockwell has the right

to contaminate land for the next

500.000 years, then there's a

"fatal flaw" in current property

laws, as he sees it.

The problem with Rocky Flats,

said Ellsberg, above and beyond

dangers of radioactive emissions

into the surrounding area (the

plant is 16 miles from the center of

downtown Denver) is that it, like

all other plants that produce parts

for nuclear weapons, eventually

could aid in the destruction of the

human race. The particular hor-

ror, said Ellsberg, is that it is ex-

tremely deceiving because it

leaves only short-term radioactiv-

ity and destroys people instead of

buildings. Because of these fac-

tors, the neutron bomb is much
more likely to be used by the U.S.

to aid allies such as Iran and
South Africa who need to quash

rebellions, and could be used

against non-nuclear countries as

Vietnam. He asserted the neutron

bomb, if used, will be a "match"

that will set off a chain reaction

leading to nuclear war.

Now faced with the possibility

of a six-month stay in jail,

Ellsberg is not afraid. "We're all

ready to go to jail," he said. But

whether he goes to jail or not,

Ellsberg does not see anoth,er

Rocky Flats in his future. "I sup-

port myselfthrough lectures right

now, but about 90 percent of the

profits (including his $1,000 fee

for the CC speech) go into organi-

zations such as Moratorium for

Survival."

"I have an 18-month-old son,

Gabriel, and I've missed over

one-third of his life because I'vt-

been on the road or demonstrating

at Rocky Flats." However, in

Ellsberg's viewpoint, unless he or

somebody else does these thinjis.

Gabriel — or Gabriel's son —
won I have a world to continue life

in. because the nightmare of nuc-

lear po.ssihilities of the present

will become realities.
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as much as anything motivates

good athletes to come to CC.

Why is Golden such a successful

coach? "I don't know why I win

except that some ofmy players

very talented." she remarks. "I try

and treat my players as human
beings first, as athletes second. I

try and combine discipline with a

friendliness on a personal level."

It is important in her concept of

coaching that the athlete believes

in self discipline, instead of hav-

ing to worry about punishment

from the coach. "I do things in

practice for a purpose," she says,

"and try not to make the girls do

something 'cause they make a

mistake'."

Golden's great success has not

gone unnoticed by womens prog-

rams that are approaching the

highpowered status that has been

the province of mens athletics in

American education. Golden ad-

mits bigger schools have talked to

her about working for them.

Many people assume that smal-

lish CC is only an interim job for

Golden as she heads for bigger

and better things. Golden denies

this. "If I didn't like it here I

wouldn't be here. This is the first

job I have totally enjoyed, and I've

come from schools that offered

scholarships."

Golden was a natural choice to

In their home opener Tut

CC beat back a second half
s|;

to win over Hastings Col

78-72. Junior Cente

help Athletic Director Jerry Carle Kollmeyer paced CC wi^

manage the growing female points, Arlene Green

sports program. Carle relishes the points and Freshman Sue El

distribution of his duties, saying,

"It was ridiculous for her not to be

handling these responsibilities of-

ficially because she was doing the

work anyway."
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StOirS 29 €. BUOU
633-8974 Saks B6ilding

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903
Tuesday - Saturday 10-5

fine Art • Folk flit • Fabric Art

<||en O'Brien I mice Proctor

:|izab6lh Ross I J
Merr Shearn

;ullV Prindic 1* Bertie UJalsky

studying compositiun -in the
Pearson Electronic Sound
Studio.

On Wednesday eveninu, Dec.

Notices
DurinK blocks 2 & .1 of this

year, TC students have l.ei-n

Merle's
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

/.^^^V^^^^^^//

HAIR DESIGNERS

Willard Fry Brigitte Bost

\spring is bringing in fun and easy-care styles for Women and

[Men wt)o enjoy comfort and versatility without compromising

\personal style.

In order to provice ttte CC community with complete hair care

services and retail products we remain in close contact with the

ever-changing trends by participating in training programs and

keeping our eyes open for the smart, the new, the unusual.

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre

Hours; Tue-Fri. 10 - 6

Sat 9 - 3

Stop in or make your Appt.

632-3531 - 632-3S32
Products

GUIDE TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.
3963 Palmer Park Blvd., Colorado Springs, CO 80909

591-1087

Airline Ticket Reservations and
Free Same-Day
Ticket Delivery

Thanks for doing business
with a grad of CC!

K. iit H:]5 p.m. there will he "An
Kvcninti of Tape Music by CC
Students" in Km. 21 of Pac
kard Hall. The public is cor

dially invited to attend this in

focmal presentation and cu
mination of the students' e

forts. It promises to be an exci

inff event.

Peace Celebration. Chavarim
and Co-curricuiar will be sponsor-
ing an all campus party complete
with beer and falafal (mid-eastern
food! when the Egyptian-Israeli

peace accords are signed. The
whole college is invited to celeb-

rate this momentous occasion
with us. More information will be
given at a later date.

There will be a meeting of the

Arts and Crafts committee on

Thursday, Dec. 7 at 12:00 noon

upstairs in Rastall, Final plans

will be made for the Christmas

Craft Sale,

$1 off to CC SludenlB

HRIFTY
RENT*A-CAR

Just Calf Miss Thrifty for free

Pick-Up and Delivery

PHONE 633-7707

421 E. Pikes Peak 80903

Ski Racks Available

The J. Maurice Finn

Dining and Drinkinfi Establishment

**Colorado Kprlnjifs ^^affcry RcfjalcT**

Our special feature . . . "Monday A'i|{fat Thud**

Ever>- Monday night Between 10i30pm-2:00am

Any shot and a Coors draw, only M*B5
Live Entertainment

Photo proof of age required please.

p -T^^—i D^ ^ .

-

110 E.Boulder T
\^Tj^% 473-0150 1

jr^;f ^

K • RACQUETS !

• CLOTHES
I

• BALLS 1

RACQUETBALL-TENNIS-SQUASH \

MANY ITEMS WITH
WHOLE WHEAT
AND HONEY

333 North Tojon St.

Phone 635-0551

24-HOUR RESTRINGING SERVICE

\M\nes

Weber St. Liquor

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS,

PUEBLO, SECURITY, AURORA & WYOMING

FAMILIES SUB SHOPS

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

WE DELIVER
FOR ONLY 500

CALL AHEAD: 635-4364

Owner: Jan

^ee^s

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

rOREIGN LANGUAOI CENTER
830 N- Tejon

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs, CO 80103

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON ^*Nre>

CAMERAS
z.E^9^SE:s
SLIDE

PROJECTORSDARKROOM
EQUIPMENT
CAMERA
ACCESORIES

FILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAIMCERAS
MOVIEPROJECTORS

sHEUjmetifR's
• CAMERA SHOP*

30N.T«ion
Ph636'16«6

BARBER SHOP'
Ul

o

o
o«

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop -

t712'/z N. Weber I

633-1606

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest

.

Chijil.i!ij

ENRICHING
SUMMER JOBS

at

CHELEY COLORADO
CAMPS

Mid June - Mid Aug.

SALARY: Starting S525 plus

room, board, travel expense

NIINIIVIUM.AGE: 19 yrs.

-

completed Soph. yr.

APPLY BY JAN. lOTH

lor on

CAMPUS INTERVIEW:

Dept, C, P.O. Box 6525

Denver, Colo. 80206

Include previous camping &

counseling experiences and

any specialized skills.
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Friday, December 1

9:30 a.m. The George Nix Gallery will

sponsor Thomas Latka's Annual Christ-

mas Pottery Sale, with N ick Latka, Bruce

Atkinson, and guest potter Doug Fey.

This sale will continue through Sunday.

December 3.

2:00 p.m. Central Standard Time. The

Tiger hockey team will be off and skating

in Minnesota against the Minnesota

Duluth hockey team.

7:30 p.m. The CC basketball team will

play Chadron State College at home in El

Pomar Sports Center.

8:15 p.m. The Colorado Springs

Chorale, directed by Donald Jenkins, will

perform Messiah at the Palmer Au-

ditorium.

Saturday, December 2

9K)0 a.m. A silk screen Christmas card

workshop will be conducted all day. Sign

up at the Rastall front desk. There will be

a $2.00 materials fee.

12K)0 noon - 6:00 p.m. Take a Festive

Walk through Larimer Square in De-

-, at 1 4th and Larimer Streets. Carol-

ers, mimes, puppets, and hay rides will

provide plenty of entertainment for holi-

day shoppers. For more information call

534-2367.

9:00 p.m. Dig up some bobby socks and

loafers, grease back the hair and come to

the annual 50's Phi Delta party! Along

with pounds of food, fun, and frolic, the

Phi Delt's are preparing a special show

featuring the fabulous "Phifty Phis" in a

tribute to the fifties.

The Old Colorado City Branch Library

is featuring black and white photographs

by Barbara Wagner. The photo show will

continue through Tuesday, December 5.

[The CC Scene,
,by Lisa Kitagawa .

Mil

Sunday, December 3
10 a.m. Community Worship, Shove

Chiipel.

2:30 p.m. The Colorado Spring^

Chorale, directed by CC's Donald P. Jen-

kins, will perform Handel's "Messiah" at

the Palmer Auditorium.

2:30 p.m. The Career Center presents

"Career Opportunities in the Legal

Fields." A panel ofarea practitioners will

discuss alternative career fields for those

with a degree in law and answer any

questions. This meeting will be held in

Rastall. room 208.

It's the fabulous Phifty show at the Phi Belt House

Saturday at 9. Aaaah!
2:00 - 5:00 p.m. Children's Afternoon at

Monday, December 4 shove

6:30 p.m. Prayer group. Shove Chapel. 6:30 p.m. Shove Discussion Series: The

Art of Creative Living.

Tuesday, December 5 7:3o fiction
12:00 noon. New Testament Nutshell WORKSHOP. Hamlin House. All

Series: Paul's Letter to the Thessalonians fiction writers and non-writers

in Rastall. welcome.

1:00 p.m. The Colorado College Musi

Department present.s the eighth Bad

Seminar with Reah Sadowsky in Pack

Hail. The program will encompass foy,

parts of the "French Overture"; the hii

torical background, the the overture
i|

the French Manner, the English Suit

No. 3 in G Minor, and the Well Tempera

Clavier, Vol. L

8:00 p.m. The Political Science Advis

ory Committee presents "Hearts

Minds," winner of an academy award f^,

best documentary feature. "Hearts anj

Minds" is both a study of the Ameri

involvement in Vietnam and a comply

study of politics and ideals of human
ture.

Thursday, December 7

7:30 a.m. Holy Eucharist, Sh(

Chapel.

1:30 - 3:30 p.m. There will be a cerami,

sculpture workshop "Extruded Claj

Forms" with John Van Alstine, Assistai

Professor from the University of Wyom
ing. It's FREE! The Workshop will be

the Rastall pwttery studio.

3:00 p.m. The Career Center will spoj

sor a workshop on "Creative Sumnif

Employment." Plan early for an ide;

summer job. This workshop is geared
ti

give ideas and resources to find a go«

summer job. Interested students mai

sign up at the Career Center or by cal

the Center as' attendance is limited

7;00 P-ni. Outdoor Rec's Thursda

Evening Series, X-country skiing wit!

Dean Bradley in WES room.

8:00 p.m. A slide lecture will be held.

recent sculpture in stone and steel wil!

John Van Alstine, Assistant Professor

the University of Wyoming
room 126. .

-Notices.
Barnes Lecture

Henry A. Bent, professor of

chemistry at North Carolina

State University, will present the

first Barnes Chemistry Lecture

on Monday, Dec. 4, at 8 p.m. in

Packard Hall on the Colorado Col-

lege campus. The title for his lec-

ture is "Science and Abstract

Art."

Bent is chairman of the Divi-

sion of Chemical Education of the

American Chemical Society. His

research has been in chemical

thermodynamics.

The Barnes Chemistry Lecture

is funded by the Otis A. and Mar-

garet T. Barnes Trust established

in 1952 to provide full tuition

scholarships for students major-

ing in chemistry at Colorado Col-

lege. More than 60 students have

received scholarships for their

undergraduate study at Colorado

College. The original trust ag-

reement was broadened in 1973 to

provide stipends for Barnes
scholarship recipients to partici-

pate in research during the sum-
mer months under the guidance of

the Colorado College chemistry

faculty. The agreement was
broadened recently to fund lec-

tures that promote a better un-

derstanding of chemistry by

people involved in chemistry and

by those outside the field.

Stephen Toulmin, professor of

social thought and philosophy at

the University of Chicago, will

speak at Colorado College as part

of the Phi Beta Kappa visiting

scholar program. His lecture,

"The Two Cultures: 25 Years On,"

will examine the relationship be-

tween the sciences and the

humanities, and is scheduled for

December 7 at 8:15 p.m. in Pac-

kard Hall. The event, sponsored

by the Colorado College chapter of

Phi Beta Kappa, is free and open

to the public.

Toulmin received his B.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Cambridge
University in 1942 and 1948, re-

spectively.

Oak Ridge Research

Iwo students from Colorado

College are doing research at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) operated by Union Car-

bide Corporation's Nuclear Divi-

sion for the U.S. Department of

Energy (DOE).

The students. Michael Crossey

and Sally Owens, have bepn as-

signed to the biology division.

The students are participating

in the Osik Ridge Science Semes-

ter, a nine-year-old program
sponsored by DOE, the Great

Lakes Colleges Association and

the Associated Colleges of the

Midwest, 16 colleges £uid univer-

sities in Colorado, Illinois, In-

diana, Iowa, Michigan, Min-
nesota and Ohio. ORNL's office of

University Relations and Profes-

sional Education coordinates the

program by placing the students

with laboratory research scien-

tists to work on individual and
group research projects.

French and Spanish Placement

Tests will be offered again for

ft-eshmen and upper class stu-

dents on Wednesday, Dec. 6 at 3

p.m. in the Language Lab, 3rd

floor, West Side, Armstrong Hall.

These tests will not be given in

blocks 8 and 9.

Anyone who has already

studied French or Spanish and is

planning to study these lan-

guages at any time should take

this test for proper placement, for

the benefit of the individual and

for fairness to the rest of the stu-

dents in a given class. The test

takes 65 minutes.

Tutt Workshop
Monday— 6:30 p.m.— Research

Workshop in Reference and Re-

search, Tutt Library. Please sign

up at the Reference Desk.

Tuesday— 6:30 p.m.— Research

Workshop in Government Docu-

ments, Tutt Library. Please sign

up at the Reference Desk.

Critique Editor

The position for editor of

critique is now open. If interested

call Sid Wilkens at 634-4229.

Need a great idea for a Christ-

mas gift? What about an all-

purpose kitten? Osh Kosh, a fluffy

tiger kitten, is in search of a good
home before the holidays, and is

free for the asking. Contact Nanci
at ext. 387. (Batteries not in-

cluded.}.

Like some friendly company
this Xmas break? Cleo, a very

well-mannered and personable

feline, is looking for a temporary

roommate. She comes equipped

with food, box and play mouse. If

interested call Nanci at ext. 387

TYPING: Term papers, letl

reports, resumes, theses. Rea:

•able, reliable. Doriran Servi

Suite 217. Plaza Building, Jj"
North Tejon, 632-8825.

Need to Get East this Christi

break? I need someone to drivi

car to Connecticut for me an)1

in Dec. or Jan. Contact GregR

Ext. 454.

WANT YOUR PAPE
TYPED? Depending
length I'll type it for a stand

fee. Leave name and number

Rastall Desk for Holly Fulton

Roommate needed to share

bedroom
. apartment set r "Sr

semester. Call Lisa at 632-63 03

oughs

idin
,FOR RENT: we need someoD

take over our lease so we canf

bigger place. Two large bdr

large living room; two firepl*

large kitchen w/garbage disp

dishwasher, and pantry: alt

peted. $200/mo. plus 2/3 utilijR^ "J^^r

Four blocks from school.' \r\^\^

Karen or Anne, 633-9021

The Catalyst

Cutler Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 2258
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901
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lind Student Tries to Combat Obstacles in Path
by Tim Zarlengo

those of you who remember
Dean Maxweli Taylor com-

bed about being attacked by

who were not leashed, there

vv another dean who seems to

, canineaphobia; Gilbert

s_ Dean of the summer ses-

Johns recently (beginning

ind block) refused to let a dog

nd his Principle of Psychology

The dog, Robin, is a spe-

[y
trained seeing-eye dog from

1 her blind owner, Linda

les, depends upon as we de-

upon our eyes. Because of

apendency upon the dog and

isual handicaps the Psychol-

Department has raised some
us obstacles to her planned

r in Psychology.

edog. according to Johns was
Ijowed to be in the class be-

., "it might disturb the ani-

which were being trained."

worked with animals in labs

long time, and my experience

ntruding animal (dog)

seems to disrupt the colony (ex-

perimental animals). Sometimes
it can upset the groups' behavior
for weeks and postpone experi-
ments." Johns didn't want to take
a chance and impose on other stu-

dents by allowing Robin into the

class and possibly interfering

with the student's experiments.

Johns continued to say, "On the
block plan, where things are so

intense and students pride them-
selves on how fast they can do the

experiment such a delay could be
a major imposition."

He offered a room to store the
dog while Linda was in class. The

,

room was only fifteen feet away
from where Linda would sit and
students would lead Linda around
the class when her dog, Robin
wasn't present. This seemed to be
a reasonable solution according to

Johns, however Linda wouldn't

accept this offer and dropped the

class.

Linda Paredes is a transfer

from the University of Texas at

Austin. As a student there she
took Chemistry, Physics, and

Gilbert Johns: "It might
disturb the animals ..."
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Biology and other lab courses as

well as some Psychology. She had
no problems with her dog in class

or in attending classes. She has
worked in the operating suite of a
hospital in Frankfort, Germany
without any objections from any-
one. In her view to leave Robin
would be like leaving her eyes.

She feels she couldn't have done a

good job in the class, as she would
have been very uncomfortable
and worried about Robin. The
class probably wouldn't have done

as well, according to Linda, "since

Robin would have been barking
and whining during the class."

When Linda does have to leave

Robin, the dog's performance is

not nearly as good afterwards.

Deb Talbot had both Linda and
Robin in a class first block and
says "Robin is very well behaved
and sleeps through class, (but

then, so does Deb).

Linda elected not to take John's

class since it meant giving up
Robin. She had ordered text books

six months in advance, and had to

scramble for a class second block,

ending up in Music. Principles of

Psychology was offered again
third block, and both Linda and
Robin took the class and although
different books were used, adding
to even greater difficulty, Linda
did fairly well and still plans to be
a Psychology major. While taking
Principles of Psychology, no dif-

ficulties were encountered with
Robin, The rates all performed up
to par. and Robin appeared to be
bored with it all. Knowing the re-

sults of third block. Johns admits
that he might have been a "little

conservative" in dealing with the

situation.

This was one of the many obsta-

cles Linda has had to deal with in

her endeavors for a higher educa-

tion. As if finding people to read

into cassettes, and making it to

school by bus on an icy day aren't

enough. There should be no re-

ason to have to prove her
cont. on pg. 6
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u Palmer Speech Was Both On Target, Off Base
by Rip Langford

Lu Palmer spoke in Pac-

uditorium on the "Black

lent s Crisis of the Mind" last

k, Mr. Palmer was billed as an

ting and provocative speaker.

itthe billing. Mr. Palmer is an

who can wear down the

of seats. He definitely is a

who commands complete at-

etl

'he whole point of my talk to-

it is that Black people are up

ears in it, and they're

ing like birds." said Palmer.

lid there is a crisis brought

about by education in a society

"determined to see to it that you

remain under control." Mr.
Palmer said that education is one

large mind control machine: "You
would be amazed at how many
Black people believe that there is

justice and liberty in American

society. You are now being prog-

rammed to perpetuate the Ameri-

can capitalistic system."

The American capitalistic sys-

tem according to Mr. Palmer con-

sists of two things. One is a seek-

ing by any means of profit. The

Old Reliable Smedley

to be Burroughed Under

other is a drive to control the

minds of the laboring masses.

Palmer said that for the Black

student, this mind control takes

NewsAnalysis
the form ofconvincing him that he

is inferior. There is a scheme to

miseducate the Black student, he

asserted.

According to Palmer, desegre-

gation is another scheme for

further control of society: "What
is it in our mentality that makes

us think that we have to sit with

white children in order to learn'.

It's just one more scheme to keep

control of the minds of Black stu-

dents." Mr. Palmer then spoke

about the "negative pall" kept

over Black students. He criticized

the classifying of Blacks as minor-

ity students in Chicago, where

Blacks represent 60 percent of the

population.

Mr. Palmer stated his reasons

supportmg his charge that there

is a general scheme to destroy the

Black race. He quoted from Chan-
cellor Williams, in The Destruc-

tion ofBlack Civilization: "Whites

are the implacable foe, the tradi-

tional everlasting enemy of

Blacks, The necessary re-

education of Blacks, and possible

solution to racial crisis can only be

realized when Blacks recognize

this central fact in their lives. The
white man is their bitter enemy.

This is not the ranting of wild

eyed militancy, but the calm ines-

capable verdict of several

thousand years of history,"

Palmer believes that the white

man will never integrate power.

He resents the white control of

society. Blacks have a total in-

come of 77.1 billion dollars. But,

he says this income is poured back

into the hands of white people

controlling production.

Palmer also took on the com-

munications media. He said that

the purpose of media is to condi-

tion the members of society: "The
white man has captured your

cont. on pg. 5

by Jim Collins
C's old reliable Hewlitt-
aid computer (nine years
being replaced by a new and
Smedley" — Burroughs

^ 03, Acquired this fall, the
ghs system has been in-

d in Armstrong basement,
e Burroughs computer re-
2s tons of air-conditioning

'on Armstrong rooO as well

self-contained room, triple

size of the old Hewlitt-
3rd system. A special clas-

, ^ with room for about 15
•nals and some working and
"ng space has also been con-
^teti next to the -computer
across the hall from central
es).

'^ Burrough's computer,
cost approximately

"00 including software, has
St forty times the capacity of

~'<1 Hewlitt-Packard system.
apable of four computer lan-

which are still to be de-

Pon. Basic BASIC will
^^ly still be the main Ian-

instruction, possibly
!^^'ith FORTRAN. There will

^^ informal sessions in the

^ ffJ familiarize interested
^l« and faculty with the new

system, which is very similar to

the Hewiitt-Packard system.
Placement of terminals is also

being experimented with, espe-

cially since the terminals are

linked in a new way. When the

Tutt library addition is completed

(about April, 1981) it may have a

24-hour computer center in-

cluded.

Some video terminals for the

new system will be added in

January, The whole system idea

is being continually changed and
experimented with.

Any students familiar with
Hewlitt-Packard BASIC and de-

siring some part-time work in the

spring on the new unit should con-

tact Prof. Daniel Sterling, direc-

tor of the computer, in Armstrong

basement. Some classroom

monitors may be needed for help-

ing students afternoons and even-

ings (at the usual campus wage).

It hasn't been decided yet what

will be done with the old

Hewlitt-Packard. It will be

another .year" or more before all

the information from the

Hewlitt-Packard is switched over

to the Burroughs.

Good News on the Job Hunting Trail
' by Ann Hochbach

Located in Cossitt Hall, the

door of the Career Placement
Center is open several hours
every weekday, inviting any Col-

orado College student to enter its

domain and to investigate its

interior. Founded in the fall of

1976 through the ideas and the

support of several students, the

center was open part time its first

year. But because of the center's

success, demand called for it to be

open full time. Organized by

Carol Leavenworth, the Career

Placement Center contains many
facilities which have proved to be

helpful to many students,

A wealth of information of

prospective careers and programs

lies waiting for students' use.

Graduate school catalogues from

many colleges and universities

line the walls of the center. File

cabinets full of pamphlets con-

taining information on foreign

study programs, financial aid,

scholarships and internships are

valuable sources. To learn about

specific careers and job hunting

strategies, a student may read one

ofseveral books that are available

on the subject. 1 here are also

three types ofspecial files that are

especially beneficial to students.

The first is an interest file where a

student may look up his major and

obtain ideas on careers where this

specific major would be most ad-

vantageous. The second file con-

sists of information on approxi-

mately one hundred companies

around the nation that have posi-

tions available annually A pro-

file of the company is included

along with the necessary qualifi-

cations, the required training and

the special programs and benefits

available. The number of applic-

ants selected each year is depen-

dent on project management
needs. Lastly, there are the senior

files. Each senior has the oppor-

tunity to open his own file. Re-

sumes, letters of recommenda-

tion and other appropriate infor-

mation on the student is included

in this file. When the time comes

to apply for graduate school or

employment, this information is

quickly sent to the desired places.

The center keeps these senior files

after the student has graduated,

A graduate may add to his file or

request that mformation be sent

to a specified destination.

The Career Placement Center

has also been helpiul in providing

the students with workshops and

recruiters. Approximately five

workshops on developing skills or

general employment information

are offered each month. Visits by

recruiters are arranged whenever

possible, giving students the op-

portunity to learn exactly what an
employer desires and ofcourse the

chance to obtain a good job.

cont. on page 6



student Paints Unpretty Picture of Strife Torn Italy

have been able to say, "I'm Bob,

I'm withdrawing everything."

by Brian Feeney mon mode of conversation in

Lorenzo Cusani-Viaconti is lUly. A friend of Lorenzo's could

what one may call a man about not get his bank to put his last

the globe: he has lived in Costa name on his bank book. If he had

Rica, Pakistan. Argentina and lost it, whoever found it would

Colorado but calls Rome his home.

In talking about strife torn Italy,

he describes a country with a very

special personality and peculiar

problems.

Cusani-Visconti lives in a fas-

cist section of Rome. His friends

describe their high school years as

pretty rotten. They had to choose

between a classical education and

a scientific curriculum. The clas-

sical curriculum teaches ancient

Greek and Latin which is useful

only for reading ancient inscrip-

tions, while the science cur-

riculum teaches out-of-date math,

physics and chemistry plus an-

cient Greek and Latin.

Half the battle in going to

school in Italy is to live in a rich

neighborhood so that you can go to Cusani-Visconti says that there

a decent school. The other half is is red tape everywhere and every-

to avoid getting beat up by politi-

cal thugs. Every school has its

political position and either you

agree or you do not talk about

body talks too much to get

through any of it. It is common for

a streetsweeper and a storekeeper

to spend half an hour talking

politics. The students generally about how to sweep the street;

do not respect the teachers and an meanwhile, there is nobody in the

attitude ofevery man for himself store and no sweeping being done,

permeates school life. Moral standards are dubious in

Some students study hard and

hope that there will not be a strike

or a riot the next day. If so, they

just have to wait until it blows

over. Even if you do well in high

school and enroll in the univer-

sity, Italian diplomas are de-

scribed as a substitute for toilet

paper.

The biggest problem in Italy is

unemployment. Degrees are use-

less; connections are the only way
to get a job. Not many young Ita-

lians do fmd work, so they express

their frustrations through point-

less political violence. Italians

live at home indefinitely after

finishing school, so they spend all

their time in Mama's kitchen and
hanging out with their political

gang.

It is currently fashionable to be

a communist, especially for the

rich. The irony ofthis is that ifthe

communists came to power, they

would confiscate the property of

the rich. So, says Cusani-Viconti,

the rich call themselves com-
munists until they get into the

voting booth where they vote to

keep the corrupt Christian Demo-
crats in power. He accuses the

Christian Democrats of being rot-

ten to the core and in collusion

with the land-rich, tax-exempt
Papacy. But, since they keep the

communists at bay, they stay in

power, scandal after scandal.

The Italian government is all-

powerful. Cusani-Visconti's

father used to own a villa. Then,
under the name of agrarian re-

form, the govenunent confiscated

the land, overcultivated and
mined it, and then tried to sell it

back to Lorenzo's father. The only
people who gain from the gov-

ernment's reform program, it is

said, are the people in govern-
ment. They do not even try to con-

ceal the fact that attaining public

oSice means becoming rich.

Cusani-Visconti is just as dis-

paraging in his remarks about the
culture. He says that nobody has
any consideration and there is no
standard way of doing anything.
It took him ten minutes to get
travelers checks in Colorado
Springs; it took three hours in

Rome. The teller complained of
having a hangover. The only way
he finally got service was to

threaten the teller, a very corn-
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Italy. The movie Deep Throat,

banned in much of Colorado, re-

ceived a "no thirteen and under"

rating. American girls traveling

in Italy are favorite targets for

Italian men. They follow them,

proposition them, and do not take

no for an answer. The worst thing

a girl can do is to give the guy any
encouragement. They will follow

them back to where they are stay-

ing and not leave.

Cusani-Visconti advises

Americans planning to go to Italy

to, above all, not get involved in

politics. The opposition party will

make a file on you, learn your

movements, and beat you up. He
warns Americans not to let them-

selves be stepped all over and
abused. He says that Italians con-

sider Americans to be rich and

shallow, and most ofthem will try

to take advantage of this.

He likes the fact that America

is totally different. He was at-

tracted to Colorado by the skiing

and finds it to be open, friendly,

honest and trusting. Although

Cusani-Visconti likes it here, he

intends to return to Italy after he

is of draft age if he can avoid get-

ting arrested for draft evasion.

Military service is mandatory for

Italians. Finally, Lorenzo says

that the answer to Italy's prob-

lems is a strongman who will

clean things up a little bit, and

make the trains run on time.

Biology Department Pan,

faculty, majors, friends. Sai

cember9, 4:14-6:15. Skatip

hockey at Honnan Rink,

party at Benjamin's base

Please bring one dollar
ig

rink.

g

GUIDE TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC
3983 Palmer Park Blv/d., Colorado Springs, CO 80909

591-1087

Airline Ticket Reservations and
Free Same-Day
Ticket Delivery

Thanks for doing business

with a grad of CO!

Z<(^

AUTHENTIC INDIAN JEWELRY SILVERSMITH —
HIGH QUALITY — LOW PRICES REPAIRS
RECORDINGS S W. & PLjfilNS MUSIC (OWNED & OPEHATEl
ART. WALL HANGINGS, GIFTS BY

FORMER CC STUDENT

FIRST AMERICAN TRADING CO.
THE AGORA — CORNER BOULDER & TEJON
473-1547

«

t.

\

Campus ^ofittmill

7 ^ags^ Peck!

^ ^^W^ m o2. Jfrostg Pttcl|gr of P^er
nr Pefaerage nf '^our (!H|otce

&ittt| Purctfase nf J^ng ®fao (Slngrehtant Jfamilg ^tze ^tsza

3)ot« in i\\t JIfun

5&erg Jf|l<3l- '^iit at 2810 "§.. Jifountam pifab. 632-1554
"gbevyg ^^'^. ^tte at 408 "§. ^tUmore 632-7621

Puncij of |[Iunclj — JKII i^t Ciitchen, Ptxsa, ^pagl|cttt, <^alab

"^an dart ^at S2-19 (11:30 am - 1:30 pm)

(iame ^oom
Present tlfts ah far crnnftus special

JiimHtb to 4 abulta per pizza, ^gt. reacr&cB rtglft to hiacrction in aerbtce.

^at goob faitif ang otljer promotion.

on.-'ailjurB. 11:30 am-11 pro Jfri. & ^at. 11:30 am-12pnt

^un. 11:30-10 pm

Pai



GET AUTHORITATIVE VIEWS
ON WORLD EVENTS! READ

DOONESBURY
EVERY DAY IN THE

COLORADO SPRINGS SUN!

COLLEGE SPECIAL
Pay $2.0Ga month and SAVE $4.^ for the ectioo* year

or -pay 9 months in advance ($16.00) and SAVE $6.50!

COME TO THE COLORADO SPRINGS SUN BUSINESS
OFFICE OR PHONE 475-2214 TODAY!!

TueKyourJeans
intoreal

BOOTS
The great look for

today's styles,

Frye® boots are

designed for city

and country wear.

See Lorlg's

selection of styles

for men and

women.

tORXD'S
Downtown — South Tojon at Colorado Avenue

BARBER SHOP«<»^'^»»°^M«

O

O

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop I

Alley

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

• Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest

\N\nes

Weber St. Liquor

beevs

71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

r I lie. I. .Mmirlco riiui

lliiiiiii; tiiiil Ilriiikini; i:sliililWiiiiL-Til

*'4'«ili»ratUk M|»riii{i$w ^iiuffcr>- Kii^alc!**

Our spuciul rculnrc . . , ".Monilay ,\'if<li< Thml"
liven .Miiiiday nielli Ik-Uvtvii l(l::)()|iiii.i;;()Oiun

Any who! and a <'4>orw tlraw. only Hl.tin

Plinlo |,n>„r„luKe™|imv,l pk-iise.

l..Mldi

M-F lkim-+|iin,

Sul l-|,m-H|m,

Hours; Tue. - ?rL 10-6

Sat 9-3
Stop Id or nuke yoiir Appt

632-3631 - 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying
easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility without compromising personal style.

In order to provide the GO community with complete
hair care services and retail produota we remain In
Close contact with the ever-changing trends hy par-
ticipating in tratnlng programs and keeping our eyes
open for the smart, the new, the unusuaJ.

To be #1
Learn a

Foreign

Tongue
by Brian Feeney

On Saturday. November 18, fi-

nancial columnist Sylvia Porter
ran an article entitled Second
Language Priceless. Her message
struck professor Boyce of the
foreign language department as
so important to deserve the atten-
tion of the entire student body.
The message is, that no matter
what a person's interests are. his
application ofthem in a careercan
be enormously enhanced through
the knowledge of a foreign lan-
guage.

Sylvia Porter described the
knowledge of a second language
as "career insurance" because of
the ever increasing inter-
nationalization of government
and business, For example, an
auto mechanic who speaks Arabic
IS m a much better position than
somebody with a B.A. in English.
And for a person with a liberal

arts degree who is bilingual, the
chances of embarking on a career
in a large corporation are almost
doubled. The current drive to

manufacture abroad to escape
taxes makes this especially true.

Large corporations are not the
only employers directly in need of
bilingual people. Nearly every
branch of the federal government
is involved in some facet of
America's numerous foreign
interests. And for those interested

in international relations in par-

ticular, a second language is al-

most essential in the State De-
partment.

Many tourists believe that you

can get by in most places knowing
only English, This is true if you

are satisfied to do all your travel-

ing inside of tour-buses and
American-style hotels. However,

if you want to experience another

culture, people will not relax and

open up to you unless you speak

their language.

A second language can open up
a new dimension to one's liberal

arts education. To really under-

stand why people in other coun-

tries think and operate the way
they do, you have to know how
they talk. How people talk reveals

how people think because people's

assumptions and reasoning influ-

ence, and are influenced by the

specific way they articulate them-

selves.

Professor Boyce advises people

interested in learning a new lan-

guage to concentrate on oral

cent, on paee 6

CAMERAS
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
I3IA.RKR001VI
EQUIPMENT
CAMERA.
ACCESORIES

FILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAAIERAS
MOVIEPROJECTORS

SHEIDfilflliffi'S
• CAMEBA SHOP •

30 N. Ttlon
Ph 636.1696
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The Ellsberg Message
Sometimes you wonder if Daniel Ellsberg does the right thing for

right and wrong reasons.

That is the feeling I got after listening to this formal government

employee turned opponent of the state talk about his opposition to

the development of nuclear and neutron weapons and and show

slides of last spring's protest at the Rocky Flats plutonium produc-

ing plant that resulted in Ellsberg's conviction for 3rd dgree crimi-

nal trespass on the day he spoke at Shove Chapel,

Ellsberg spoke on two levels. His most serious accusation was that

American Presidents from Truman to Nixon have employed nuclear

threats within their diplomacy and some, most notably Nixon,

would have used nuclear weapons if they could have gotten away

with it. Those charges merit careful study and consideration by

students ofhistory (his charge againstTruman, I think was mislead-

ing) and American voters (all of us).

Perhaps Ellsberg's most effective statement was about the nature

of nuclear war. He was very convincing in saying that this is a new

age totally different from any in human history that requires the

conscious moral involvement of all citizens in our government ifwe

are to avoid catastropic nuclear war.

And who could deny the logic of his legal argument that it was

right to break the law by obstructing the trains carrying radioactive

materials to the Rocky Flats Plant (16 miles from downtown De-

nver) in order to counteract a greater evil (the possible leakage of

dangerous radioactive materials with a life of 500,000 years)? Un-

fortunately the judge in the case refused to allow evidence of the

dangers of Rocky Flats (further dramatized by an out-of-control fire

near the plant this week) as admissable evidence in the defense of

Ellsberg and his nine co-defendants. Let us hope that the judge does

not live or die to regret his decision.

Ellsberg marred what was a fine presentation by showing slides of

last spring's protest on the Rocky Flats grounds instead of answer-

ing questions from the audience. (Many people have registered their

frustrations to the Catalyst about their inability to ask ques-

tions). It seems the point of the slide show was to say that civil

disobedience is a lot offun. But another interpretation ofthe presen-

tation was that Ellsberg meant to show how morally superior he and

his cohorts were to everybody involved in Rocky Flats from lowly

plant guards to plant officials. The singing of"We Shall Overcome"

by the Rocky Flats truth force when their sentence was read gives

credance to the thought that Ellsberg would rather appear as a

heroic martyr than somebody who gets things done quietly.

In this case we don't need self-righteous martyrs — for the very

reasons that Ellsberg spoke of in the better parts of his speech.

Ed Goldstein

Nicaraguan Nightmare
Serior Somoza does not sleep well of late. His stubbomess and

reluctance to resign from office has turned this Central American

nation into a bloodbath. According to a recent report released by the

Inter-Americmi Commission ofHuman Rights, Somoza and his hen-

chmen have brutally tortured and massacred over 2000 civilians.

Tension looms.

In nearby Costa Rica, the Sandinista Liberation Front is busily

training for an inevitable attack on the dogmatic Nicaraguan "

strongman. There have already been numerous border skirmishes

between the Sandinistas and the American trained and Israeli

supplied Nicaraguan National Guard. Two innocent Costa Rican

border patrolmen were recently mowed down by Somoza's trigger-

happy goons. This action prompted Costa Rica to break diplomatic

relations with Nicaragua; a very gutsy move considering Costa Rica

has no army. But progressive Costa Rica has many friends including

the likes of Panama and Venezuela who are more than willing to

defend Costa Rican sovereignty.

The advent of a regional crisis is ostensible. Right-winged

Guatemala and El Salvador announced that they will support

Somoza's right to invade Costa Rica and destroy the guerrilla camps.

Meanwhile, the myopic boys back in the State Department along

with an international mediation team consisting of Guatemala and
the Dominican Republican have come up with a wonderful idea.

Why not hold a plebiscite to see if the Nicaraguan people want

Somoza to stay in power? Certainly, the West-Pointed groomed

Somoza will respect the decision.

A.week ago Thursday, Somoza announced his decision. He was
willing to accept the ridiculous plan under the conditions that he
would not have to leave the country during the balloting, and if the

election results were negative, a congressional election would select

an appropriate candidate for a run-off election against Somoza,

The opposition immediately brandished Somoza's acceptance of

the plan as a "joke." Which makes me wonder what the gents in

Washington will come up with next. Here is a suggestion.

Since the United States for fear ofthe "communist" alternatives is

being so unforceful in demanding Somoza's ouster, why don't we at

least be honest with ourselves as a nation. Somoza's refusal to resign

is fueled by his fear of losing his vast economic empire.

So as friends ofSomoza why don't we simply send down a flotilla of

C141 transport planes to Managua and let the greedy Somoza load

them up with all his booty (barring that in his Swiss bank accounts)

that he has accumulated over the years by exploiting the Nicara-

guan people. Next we can give Somoza political asylum and fly him
to his new beach home in Miami. As for employment, for the dis-

posed despot, well, I am sure we can scrounge up an honorary
teaching post at the Inter-American Defense College.

So the solution is simple, get Somoza out of power in any way,
shape, or form. We better implement our plan soon because there is a
lot more legitimate competition for Senor Somoza's head.

Michael A. Gardenswartz
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Daniel Ellsberg believes cwil disobedience is the only way to prevent the

ultimate blow-up.

Letters to the E(ditor

Ellsberg was Electric

To the Editor:

Unfortunately for those people

who could not attend the Daniel

Ellsberg lecture the Catalyst ar-

ticle represents the event. Ironi-

cally the article exhibited the

very superficial, removed and un-

touched state of many people

today.

Ellsberg attempted to bridge

this very distance with a highly

emotive, spontaneous lecture. We
were not given one-liners of polit-

ical jargon but words filled with

passionate imagery. Ellsberg not

only gave us information, he
pushed for activism. He tried to

communicate the urgency he
feels, because nuclear war is no

ordinary political issue. It seemed
as though he brought in fevery

type of argument he could think

of, to persu ide and possibly in-

spire us to take action. To inter-

rupt "business as usual" for this is

usual matter. But the Catalyst

article was back to "business as

usual."

To top offa terrific lecture there

were about 20 on the spot, in the

raw; slides of the first demonstra-

tion. If by this time you weren't

inspired maybe a little visual in-

volvement could help. The slides

brought the event to life, so the

non-activists could experience a

little activism as a dry run to get

the first step underway. Through-
out the entire lecture Ellsberg

Bought to gain audience participa-

tion, in the adventure he experi-

enced, the spirit ofthe movement,
and the challenge we face. But
evidently this energetic drive

didn't get continued past the door

of Shove Chapel.

Jeanie Bunker
Editor's Reply

If the Catalyst didn't think the

Ellsberg speech and his subject

matter were important, we
wouldn't have given it page one
coverage and cancelled every nor-

mal deadline the paper has to get

the story and photo coverage ofthe

event. Reporter Laurel Van
Driest's article was the most com-
prehensive story on the event
printed in the Colorado Springs

press. As to the spirit of the cover-

age, our first task was to report the

event and maintain journalistic

objectivity. Editorial comment on

the speech can be read above.

Freedom of Speech
for Whom?
To the Editor:

This response to your editorial

two issues back ("True Freedom")

is somewhat belated, but I feel it

warrants expression. After re-

reading the last paragraph of the

piece, I was amazed that no one

bothered to speak out against the

implications of your conception of

"rights." Am I to believe that we
are all so blind as to be taken in by

the rhetoric of "examining both

sides ofan issue" as ajustification

for speaking of "rights" to oppres-

sion? or were your statements

considered too ridiculous to merit

a single written objection?

Ridiculous, maybe — but decep-

tive enough, I believe, to deserve

comment.

I am referring to your crit , "ti

that CC students (and espe -^^i

the CCCA) have neglected
i

spect "the rights and aspir;
^t i\

ofall South Africans"— mea

I suppose, that we have slij

the white ruling class by con orlc

ing ourselves with the deni

rights to the blacks — ani

other viewpoints including
|

who oppose homosexual rig e H

While I realize that we u] iter

class whites consider oursel [ht:

highly privileged caste -

even view our privileges as'^ :o

"

ful," and as bearing no caus ng

lation to deprived condition! jen

fered by other human bein ;aui

our world— I had no idea tfl

extent our privileges obtaic ; ar

had never, until your editf

heard the power to deny oi Be;

basic rights and to violate i ie Ur

human dignity blatantly fFr^

scribed as a "right" in itselfl: urte;

truly enlightening to d:

that the "right" to perpetual ide

pressive behavior toward o id p

human beings is an integral

wh

TI

/\
~
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: ,S. Farms: The other side ofthe CC Catalogue
by Terry Swenson

,rado College, a small lib-

is college nestledat the foot

)H YUK! THAT'S GROSS!
lOmething new, some-

different; Colorado Coilefje.

liberal arts college set at

gst of the high plains.

gine the college catalogue

Cutler Hall, trees not in-

set against the

ind of a clear, blue, and

nless high plains sky.

jst inside the front cover it

,
. . and on block breaks

hop in your car and drive

i3t on highway 94 until you

n the center of agricul-

America!"

igraphically. the "eastern"

lird ofthis state is part ofthe

jlains. a slightly rolling, and

times flat, expanse of land.

begins at the base of the

Mountain foothills and
les into the great plains of

iska, Kansas, and Ok-

1 produce varies

ut the high plains —
some of the nation's best

produce in the Rocky Ford

excellent dryland wheat

-rit "true freedom" of the op-

slij

production all along the

Colorado-Kansas border, and cat-

tle ranching scattered throughout

— but the life-blood of almost

every community is the same —
agriculture. A quick drive on

highway 50 between Pueblo and

the Kansas border will attest to

that, as the dominant landmarks

along that route are large round

implement sheds, feed-lots full of

masses ofcattle or sheep, and silos

and grain elevators for grain stor-

age. Of course an occasional far-

mhouse or barn also breaks the

The author on his

family's Lamar
wheatfield.

long stretches of uninhabited

land, and there are hay-stacks,

cattle ponds, horses and cattle

grazing lazily in the pastures,

and . -

.

Seems a little pastoral doesn't

it'.' Well all those things are real

enough, but certainly they don't

make the whole picture. The

people make the picture. Suppose

you were to stop, on your drive

east towards the Kansas border,

at a Co-op (farmers co-operativei

for gas and a pop. ( I choose a Co-op

because such places often provide

a variety of agricultural services

and are. consequently, the center

of "action"-in many areas). These

are friendly people. This is no

guarantee,but it's probable that if

you were to stop at sucl> a place as

this co-op, you would come across

-ome fellow willing and ready to

talk — where are you going,

where from, and how's the

weather there?

Still pastoral'? That's the way

you'll find it in many parts of Col-

orado's high plains today. There,

an institution which has been

around since the country began —
the family farm — is alive and

well. One thing I haven't men-

h revelations lead me to

"fs
ct that i, like the majority of

students, have been

!ssly ignorant of the ways of

conBorld; my shame was com-

hen I recently learned

our reasoning is supported

prestigious an organization

rij E Ku Klux Klan, which
; u iterizes the denial of minor-

"sel^hts as a legitimate "right"

white race.

to "equal time" for the op-

ng parties, I hardly think

generous support will aid

cause: for the time being, it

to I. The basic human rights of

are still denied in South

dill I, and equal rights for

exuals are not guaranteed

United States (Land of the

?ree!). As an empty gesture

rtesy, I would bid you good

n your crusade against the

ided" representation of op-

d peoples— but you'd have

for it; your call to arms
innecessary: victory has

uaranteed you by the facts.

Gina Zadravec

1's Reply: First a note on stu-

mments. Because we are a

ampus, much of the feed-

ie newspaper gets, in the

jj^ f support or opposition to

gd ones or ideas for new pro-

gd ^giuen orally. In the case of

Ed floral entitled "True Free-

CatalystNovember 16) the

;.lB '^ied response we received

gd
e strongest of the year for

ory and overwhelmingly
ile.

eading Ms. Zadravec's
're more resolved to stand

true freedom of speech.

specific charges ofMs. Zad-
Jai jre misleading and border

lane. We said in that edito-

ani It ignoring "such things as
"Is and aspirations of all

Africans, our security

OH "nd all other viewpoints in-

lys
ig those who oppose

olii '-xual rights - leads to a very

on ^^ialitarianism that we can
ght here and now at CC."
^tement is to be taken at

""c. Even though we may
^"^ things some people say,

we must hear them out if this 202
year old experiment is to work.

As to the opinions of those who
oppose' homosexual rights - in a

strict sense you could say they are

oppressive as Ms. Zadravec
charges. But they are presenting a

complicated moral and civil ar-

gument and never to this paper's

knowledge have they opposed the

rights of homosexuals to present

their case to the public. The recent

vote on California's Proposition 6

(which the Catalyst dealt with in

our November 3rd issue) points

out the faulty logic in the last sen-

tence of reader Zadravec's letter.

The situation in South Africa is

also complicated. The rights and
aspirations of all South Africans

implies, in a democratic sense,

freedom for all people, black and
white, and not blind support ofthe

white ruling class that Ms. Zad-
ravec would have our readers be-

lieve we support. To pursue this

further, does anksm vvmZadravec
deny that there are whites in South

Africa who oppose Apartheid and
support black majority rule - yet

who must oppose the black Marxist

foes of a peaceful exchange of
power because those people are

bent on death and destruction ? Or
is Ms. Zadravec ignorant of this

side of the question because she

will not hear out the legitimate

viewpoints of all sides?

Is Ms. Zadravec so afraid ofthe

honest conflicts that a democratic

political system must have that she

pulls the old guilt by association

trick of lumping the position of
those groups we- mentioned with

the Ku Klux Klan ? To that kind of

tractic we can only reply that she

provides the best supporting evi-

dence we could possibly offer for

-the important message provided in

the editorial.

The Catalyst doesn't want

freedom of speech only for so-

called oppressive groups. To imply

• so is fundamentally dishonest.

And to imply that the groups

whose opinions we would like rep-

resented are oppressive is also

unfair.

Complaint on Article

To the Editor:

Well —this will be brief and to

the all so obvious point. Last week

I wrote a review ofSummertree for

the Catalyst. It was too long. I

stayed up all night cutting it

down. It was stil! too long. The

review (if you could call it that

appeared the next day still cut

more.

What concerns me most ibe-

sides the amount of room allotted

for artistic endeavors and/or criti-

cal articles requiring depth and

detail) is WHAT was cut. All that

seems required or desired of stu-

dent work is factual reports, de-

scriptions and generalizations.

None of the thoughts, questions,

or position expressed in my
critique were present in what was
published. Besides expressing my
hurt feelings and anger, I would

like to raise a few questions that

won't be cut: Ifsomeone has some-

thing different to say, can it not

even be heard, never mind mis-

understood and misrepresented?

Shouldn't the paper be one of the

most powerful ways for students

to communicate thoughts and

ideas to each other? Is merely the

speedy production of (yes)

MEDIOCRITY all that we want
and expect from ourselves? What
are the standards and criteria we
are trying to establish in this

"thinking?" community?

We must learn to criticize, re-

flect and question. It isnotenough

to read Hesse and drink clam
chowder.

The level and quality of think-

ing and apparent priorities and

standards revealed in this small

incident, infuriate and scare me.

Andrea Mezvinsky

Editors Note: This letter has been
printed in its entirety.

tioned. though; is that your trip

along highway .50 would also take

you past frequent pieces of

equipment parked along the road-

side and sporting signs such as,

"Support Farm Strike" or "\0m
Parity." Good-bye pastoral. All

across the country members of

American agriculture are fight-

ing an oppressive economic condi-

tion which threatens the very

existence of the family farm, and
many farmers and ranchers in

Eastern Colorado are. quite liter-

ally, right in the middle of that

fight.

Your trip would lake

you past signs such as,

'"Support Farm Strike*'

or "lOm FarUif". Good-

bye pastoral.

Simply stated (armers are los-

ing 60 cents to a dollar on every
bushel of wheat that thev harvest

Big grain companies who can

afford losses, because they have

other interests, control the mar-

ket price. Individual farmerscan't

, do much to change this market

control because they produce so

little grain that holding their

crops out of the market has no ef-

fect. And they have to sell im-

mediately to pay bills, Therefore,

there is no true agricultural

strike right now.

But the farmers are attempting

to organize. The American Ag-

riculture Movement lAAM), pre-

sently one of the nation's leading

voices for the struggling agricul-

tural community, has its head-

quarters in the small Southeast-

ern Colorado town of Springfield.

Having its roots in Baca county.

once one of the wealthiest per

capita counties in the nation, the

AAM has put on a full-scale fuss

in an effort to change the present

economic plight of the farmer.

The AAM was instrumental in

last year's march on Washington.

Their major aim was to inform

urban congressmen of their condi-

tion. And many a representative

was surprised to learn that the

cellophane from the wrapper

around the average ioafof bread is

worth more than what the farmer

makes on the wheat that goes into

the bread.

The new farmer more often

than not is a young firebrand. In

the past it used to be that sharp

progeny would leave the family

spread to become a doctor, lawyer

or other kind of professional, and

the least educated offspring would

take #er the farm, Bui now the

young turks with the most intelli-

gence, ambition and drive handle

the farming operation which
President Carter has often

pointed out takes more often than

not business and engineering

know-how. To get into farming a

college age person would have to

go $250,000 in debt at the start.

Last spring farmers from i .

over the state stormed the state

capitol with a "tractorcade in de-

monstration of the farmers united

voice." Farmers from the eastern

part of the state brought a tractor-

cade through Colorado Springs —
up Nevada Avenue and out In-

terstate 25 — on their way to De-

nver, You might be interested to

know too that the AAM is plan-

ning another tractorcade so it

may not be too long before another

string of tractors winds its way

past the CC campus (that would
save you a drive to Kansas on
highway 501,

Well, so much for the agricui

tural east. Unless the Rockies get

co^vered with black snow or be-

come infested with big foot, the

mountains will always remain

the focus of our school and of the

state, and the college catalogue

will probably always have the

"peak" on the front cover.

Nonetheless, the high plains re-

main as a significant, a beautiful

and struggling part of our state

that is well worth visiting.

Lu Palmer cent.
mind. The question is, can you re-

claim it. Do you plan to use your

mind for your people or do you

plan to use your mind for the

enemy?"

He said there is mind control in

the United States. "They have

taken the chains off your legs and

put them on your mind."

In the question and answer
period that followed, Mr, Palmer

condemned the materialism he

saw around him. especially the

materialism among Black college

students. He said that he admires

Idi Amin because Amin had
created a totally Ugandan
Uganda. He condemned Andrew
Young, and Jesse Jackson for "sel-

ling Blacks down the river and be-

coming a part of white society."

Mr. Palmer was asked to define

"liberation." "Liberation is de-

fined as the state of being where a

people control their own destiny,"

he said. Accused of being a racist,

Mr. Palmer said, "I am not a ra-

cist. I could never be a racist. A
racist is a man who has the power

to hurt people. I have no power."

Mr, Palmer should be taken

seriously because there is some
truth in what he says. Yes, educa-

tion is designed partly to indoc-

trinate us to be loyal citizens of

thiscountry. Yes, intentionally or

not, the educational system often

fails the Black student. Yes, pre-

judice is still rampant in the Un-

ited States, And yes, because of

December 8.

1

this Blacks have been kept out of

American society. And yes.

Blacks are not yet in positions of

power. Palmer said enough irra-

tional things to be able to dismiss

him. But, the truth in some of

what he says Is still there.

Palmer is a politician. Politi-

cians should not bejudged by the

rationality of their arguments.

They should bejudged by the po-

tential for good and evil of their

designs, and their power. Citizens

in Nazi Germany would probably

vouch for this.

Palmer has potential for great-

evil. The text of his speech left no

doubt as to his designs. The key

phrase was "Possible solution to

racial crisis," Translate this as

genocidal civil war, in the same

way that you translate "Final sol-

uction," From the number of

places that Palmer speaks and the

number of radio stations he ap-

pears on Palmer has considerable

influence '
^ gives him a cer-

tain power a*v...' minds. By his own

definition this makes Mr. Palmer

a racist.

Last night I overheard a late

night talk show on the radio. I

thought it was Palmer from what

was being said. Imagine my em-

barrassment when I discovered

that it was actually the Grand

Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan,

They both just used the same

ideas. Even down to the concept of

a racial dialectic of history,
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The CC Music Press
Though most CC students are

lawareijf its existence, the Col-

orado College Music Press,

headed by Professor Albert Seay,

is now enjoying a prestigious

world-wide reputation, and better

business than ever. According to

Dr. Seay, the project began in

1955 by putting out previously

unpublished Renaissance choral

asterpieces whenever sufficient

finances were accumulated from

the pop machine outside his office.

In the following twenty years the

enterprise has grown steadily, fi-

nanced almost completely from its

profits. Today, the Muaic

Press offers two principle ser-

ices, one of which is the pub-

lished translations of 13th. 14th.

and 15th century musical texts.

The press also puts out a series of

unpublished or revised critical

texts oftreatises in Latin or mixed

Italian-Latin. Publications come
out in "fits and spurts." according

to Seay. and every publication

at least one hundred copies

immediately to schools and lib-

raries around the world who have

CC Music Press subscriptions.

The Music Press is "essentially

a one-man operation." Professor

Seay translates, types, and puts

the texts together. "We are more

pleased with the operation today

than we've ever been." Seay said

enthusiastically. The most recent

publication is entitled

"Anonymus II: Tractus de Dis-

canta," and is the first edition to

be published in bi-lingual form.

The publications are not

undergraduate-oriented, and
though they are not used by CC
students. Seay contends that the

CC Music Press has greatly ele-

vated the reputation, of CC's
music department in graduate

schools around the world. Seay,

whohasdegreesinboth Latin and

music, is one of approximately 10

people in the world capable of

doing this type of publication. He
considers it to be a "contribution

to a certain field of knowledge"

aimed to fill the needs of other

schools and institutions.

Election

Put Back
Due to a failure to get enough

candidates to run for Colorado

College Campus Association Of-

fices (CCCAl. CC's student elec-
'

tions have been pushed back from

next Monday to a week from Mon-

day on the 18th.

It took a three day delay in the

deadline for filing of petitions to

get enough candidates for two of

the elective offices as it is. But a

further election may be required

for the position of CCCA Vice

President and Financial Vice

President and for an at-large posi-

tion on Cutler Board

As of Wednesday there were

four petitions on file for CCCA
President and nine for Council
seats. The election will be held

from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Dec. 18th

in Rastall Center and from 11

a.m. to 6" p.m. in Taylor Dining
Hall. Write-in candidates. are
eligible for office ifthey file a peti-

tion with the CCCA election

board by 5 p.m. Sunday December
17.

Job Hunting
cont.

The Career Placement Center

has made successful progress, but

new ideas are always needed. The
Career Placement Committee
meets four times a year for the

purpose of obtaining these ideas

and improving the present

facilities and programs. Four ap-

pointed student-s serve on this

committee, providing the occasion

for student input. As yet, the

committee is quite satisfied with

the center's growth. Its only wish

is that any student having any

questions about the usefulness of

his BA degree or the type of

careers open to him after graduat-

ing from Colorado College might

take a few minutes to discover the

opportunities that await him. I

can guarantee that the Career
Placement Center will make
those moments worthwhile.

Blind
student
cont.

Foreign
Tongue cont.

fluency rather than writing. Al-

though language courses under

the block plan can be hectic" for

those who.persevere, ads reading,

"interested in executives, fluent

in . .
." become open doors. So, go

ahead and put a language course

on your schedule, who knows-

what part of the globe it may lead

you to.

capabilities and change educated

people's opinions the blind. A se-

eing eye dog is specially trained

and the relationship between the

dog and master is of maximum
trust and control, and should be

treated as such.

Being blind from birth, Linda

has spent most of her life chang-

ing people's attitudes towards the

blind. She loves to travel and has

been to twenty-five countries. She

says "each country has a different

smell and "I can tell what city it is

just from the smell." Beside.s

traveling she loves to ski, through

a program at Loveland.Lin(l;t >

likes classical music has

been giving some thou^KL to sky

diving. Robin on the other hand is

content with biscuits. Whatever

obstacle Linda runs into next it is

sure she is determined to hurdle it

and we all can help. Primarily

with our attitudes. Linda al.^o

needs help in preparing for her

fifth block cla.s.s (Learning and

Behavior theory).

If you are responsible and
can help by reading into a tape
recorder, she would ap-

preciate it. Call Herat 596-7308.
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C.S. Chorale Sings "Messiah f)

by Paul Liu

Christmas once again ap-

proaches, and two inevitabilities

occur: 1) our generous.gift-giving

nature becomes more apparent,

and 2) somebody, somewhere, per-

forms George Frederick Handel's

Messiah . In the simple manifesta-

tion of the first. Professor Don
Jenkins led a performance that

saw the 145-member chorale give

their best to a near capacity crowd

in Palmer High Auditorium.

The soloists for the performance

were Carmen Cteary Aldrich.

soprano; Lynne Wickendon, alto;

David Hall, tenor; and Wayne
Woolman, bass. The Messiah is

comprised of many airs and re-

citatives, so the soloists had
ample exposure. The overall qual-

ity was good, but with the excep-

tion of the soprano, the common
problem was unsufficient projec-

tion. At times, Mr. Woolman's ap-

proach to some ofthe recitatives

seemed ponderous, and his low

range sounded forced. Mr. Hall,

the tenor, approached solos with a

nice preciseness, but was fre-

quently overbalanced by the or-

chestra. The alto, Lynne Wicken-

don, had some problems with

breath-control and phrasing, but

with a mellifluous sound that

more than compensated for that.

Ofthe four, the soprano, Carmen
Aldrich, was the most technically

fluent, but her tone, while bril-

liantrfecked depth.

Thought the soloists were sim-

ply good, the chorus was very im-

pressive. For such a large body,

the choir did not sacrifice preci-

sion for volupie, but rather held

together and managed excellent

dynamic contrasts. The balance in

sound was particularly remarka-

ble in view ofthe preponderance

of sopranos and altos. The tenor

section needs to. expand, but is

held its own in all of the major

It is said that Handel compos, fhos'

I

Po

stch

the Messiah in just 23 days,
]f

the music does not reflect tb

haste. It is one of the gr^, --g

oratorios, and done justice by i\ .|j

sed.
performance by

j^

Chorale, The Messiah was m [cv

meant as church music, though

takes the Biblical theme

/I

ff-ke;

itball

prophecy and fulfillment of Jesit unde
birth, death, and resurrectjo,

^^,hil,

Striving for authenticity,
p^a ^^

Jenkins used the original scorin f^i^
for the performance, utilizing

tf 'Vl*!

vocal ornamentation and orchesi i****'

ration that Handel himse! 1.0^

employed.

The audience responded
^i

thusiastically. surging to thfi

feet during the "Halleluja

Chorus"; at the conclusion oU\

performance. I must conci

Bravo!

I

"Moonchildren" about 60's kids, not 70's cults.

MOONCHILDREN The CC
players are presenting "Mnon-
children" as the second produc-

tion of their 1978-79 season.

Originally produced in England,

the play was subsequently pro-

duced twice in New York City re-

Notices

Seniors, we need your picture for TO: Women, Upperch
the yearbook. Come to Rastall and Freshmen. Please! don't

lounge Tuesday, Wednesday, or forget to get your regular season

Thursday from 6-8 p.m. block four Intramural basketball roster in

or call 374 and ask for Hunt for before you leave for Christmas
group picture appointments. 1979 vacation. The deadline is Tues-

Nugget Staff. day. December igtTi, 5 p.m. Thank
- you. Mr. Frasca, ext. 339

Escort Service:

from 7-12 nightly (weekends

& block breaks included),

will escort up to a 3-block

radius from campus,

fast, efficient, courteous ser-

vice.

the escort service now has a

bike for even quicker service!

Tuesday, Dec. 12—informal

Musicales organizational

meeting for all those interested

in- meeting with others for in-

formal musicales. Amateurs
Welcome!!! Packard Lounge, 4

There will be a meeting of all stu-

dents interested in the German
Abroad Program in blocks 8 and 9

on Tuesday. December 12. 12:00 Packard Hall

p.m. in Armstrong Hall 348. Indi-

viduals who are unable to attend

should contact Professor Wishard,

ext. 244. Thank you.

The Folk-Jazz Committee an-

nounces an opening for the posi-

tion of committee chairperson for

2nd semester of this year and 1st

semester of next year. Anyone
who is interested may apply

fore December 10th. If you are in-

terested please contact David
Barker at H35-i)(lfiH

Peter Heaven, one of New Zea-

land's top architects will speak on

"Architecture Without Arro-

gance" Wednesday, Dec, 13 in

ceiving critical acclaim. Set in

run down apartment near a lar

university, "Moonchildren"

about eight students who pi;

games with each other and them

selves as they survive

vacuum. The play's comedy stei

from a frenetic effort to avoid th

question, "What are we doin

with our lives?" For all its humo

the play is as Walter Kerr
",

. .an antic needle pointii

north to the chill."

The in-the-round production df

signed by Richard A. Kendricl

ith costumes by D. Polly Kfc

drick. The director is James Ma;

colm. S Up

Tickets will be available for $2,C

at Rastall Center desk (phoD '™'

473-2233 ext. 323). Admission i

free with a CC I.D. productit:

dates are Dec. 13 through Decl

15 p.m. in ArmstroD

Theatre. John Chavez 473-22^

ext. 456.

Merle si
SANDWICH SHOP

134 N. Tejon 632-4108

FOREIGN LANCUAOI CENTER
830 N. Tejon

Suite 221

Colorado Springs. CO 801 03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only —
Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON

THEY'RE HERE!! FREE Ski bags
and Colorado Ski Country Maps
Come in and pick some up soon!

Icu/J^

^

no text material

1)11

December

Your campus travel agency -

818 N. Tejon PHONE (303) 636-3871

1



•luid Courtmen Dribbling Toward Slam Dunk Season
by Tim Tymkovich

Those who walked into the

pomar gymnasium to

gtch the first two home
baskethall games last

-git could have been con-

jgd. Not only was there a

enthusiastic crowd but

^v-key team oriented bas-

jtball squad boasting a bevy

underclassmen. It only took

tfhile to realize whv the

crowd was so enthusiastic and
noisy; the powerful women's
team was playing the first half

of a Boy/Girl doubleheader
and had attracted a large fol-

lowing. Those of the unmul-
titudes who stayed to watch
the men play, were treated to a

victory by the men over Prin-

cipia College of Elsah, HI.

This year's men's team has

quite a different composition

from Jerry Carle's squads of

the past two years. Instead ofa

team dominated by lettermen

and older players, a large

number of first and second

yearplayers are making major

contributions. Three of the

five starters are new to the

limelight role and only four

upperclassmen are found on

the sixteen man roster. Re-

turning from last year's team
are starters Terry Brennan
and CliffTompkins. who, after

making a rapid transition

from Carle's 6-3 football crew,

are already making key buc-

kets. Brennan leads the team
in- scoring after four games.

This record is remarkable in

that three short weeks ago he

finished his football career as

1978's leading point scorer.

Tompkins is currently third in

scoring and leading the team
in rebounds.

Two returnee's from last

year who have stepped into

major roles through the
Tiger's early slate of games
are guard Mike Dunlap and
forward/center Denis Woods,
The ball-hawking Dunlap and
super-smooth Woods both
played well in CC's first vic-

tory against Principia. Round-
ing out the starting five is 6-8

freshman, Dean Winstanley.

Dean has provided much
needed heighth and rebound-

ing for the relatively smallish

Tigers. The rest of the CC ros-

ter is dotted with newcomers
a total often overall. With so

many new players making the

adjustment from high school

to college ball so quickly, the

future looks good for the men's
team. Coach Carle expects a

significant turnaround in the
fortunes of the men's basket-
ball program in future years
because of this influx of qual-
ity players.

Things have been rocky
^hus far for the Tigers, to be
expected when a group that
has never playe4 together
starts the year. Consistency on
the ofi"ense has been a pro-
blem, but each player has de-

monstrated a capability to put
points on the board. Each
game has featured well-
rounded point production with
no one player dominating. If

the starters can put it to-

gether, this year's team could
end the year playing some of
the best basketball displayed
in El Pomar in years.

Tonight the 1-3 Tigers face

St. Mary's of the Plain at 7:30.

Big Cats, Tygres Poised for the Deep

up, up and away as CC's super senior forward^

iffTompkins, battles two Principia College

\rters in the Tiger^s first victory of the year.

Photo by Hunt Lambert

by Jim Collins

Today both,male and female

swim teams will attempt a "road

trip" together, taking the "Mel-

mobile" bus across the Rockies to

Fort Lewis College in Durango.

The seven hour drive, more than
1000 yard gain in altitude and a

night in a strange motel should

make the Ft. Lewis meet one of

the closest this year for both the

men and women. But when the

going gets tough , . . uh. . .

The men have already had two

swim meets, losing to AFA on
Saturday (60-55) and to Western
"Wasted" State on Tuesday
(68-45). Lead by "Big Cats" coach

Jerry Lear, the team has shown a

great deal of spirit and a will to

work hard, which will be needed

to close the gap left by the loss of8

quality swimmers firom last year's

CANOE
AFTER SHAVE lOnON
ORCOLOCNE ^^O
Aftershave, f***
3-11/16 oi. tm
Cologne, ^ 29
3-II/I601. ^B
Give your man

ENCUSHLEAfHER
After Shove All Purpose
Lotion, 4oz. Lotion, 4oz.

Nina Ricci

"L'AIr
du Temps'
I.60Z. Non*Aero«ol
Spray Toilet Water

^39
Murco Druq Co.

833 NORTH TEJON

team.

The men's swim team includes:

team captain "J,C," (butterfly and

distance), Phil "the Phish" Har-

vey (distance) and big John Shonk
(fly), juniors Norman Chu
(breast), Matt Layman (transfer,

I.M.), Harlan Simon (transfer),

and fast Dirk "the Jerk" Tyler

(sprints), sophomores Sam Down-
ing (sprints), Matt Ivy

(backstroke), Mike Kunkel (I.M.).

Doug "Chewy" Van Metre
(sprints) and John "Baby" Moore

(sprints), and freshmen Tres Fur-

low (sprinter) and John Wilbur

(sprinter). The women divers also

dive for the men's team.

The CC women's swim club (the

"Tygres") is going into its third

consecutive year (from 12 swim-

mers and a 3-3 record in 1975 to 30

swimmers and hopefully an 8-2

record this year). The Ft, Lewis

meet will be the gal's first meet of

the year.

Women's coach Bill Hinson has

been emphasizing stroke

technique and knowledge, plus
short-interval training (in con-

trast to the old grueling days of

marathon practices). This year's

team is exceptionally strong, with

returning swimmers Barb Wolfe.

Judy Waldo, Kathy Volz, Mary
Arendt, and senior Nancy Noah.

Wendy Davis, Ann Ince and a

strong group oftalented freshmen

fill out the team. The women di-

vers are the best we've had in

years, both in quality and quan-

tity, with Gay Mehl and Leigh

Williams returning and Lucy
Peterson and Renee Vigil coming

on strong. Hinson is planning on

an8-2recordthisyear andamove
to intercollegiate varsity status

next year.

Either way, jolly Jerry Lear,

blistering Bill Hinson and their

men^* little tribes will be enjoying

a nice holiday on the other side of

the Rockies. At Ft. Lewis that is,

which is no where near the Pacific

Ocean where team members
would prefer to go.
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The CC Scene^
mby Lisa Kitagawa <

Friday, December 8 9:00 p.m. There will be a bonfire in the

1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. The New Music quad in front ofShove Chapel for Christ-

Ensemble, directed by Professor Stephen mas Caroling and refreshments. This

Scott, wilt give a performance in Shove, holiday event is sponsored by Alpha

Chapel. Lambda Delta.

8:15 p.m. The Dance Arts Theatre will

perform at the Fine Arts Center.

9:00 p.m. The Black StOdent Union is

sponsoring an all campus dance. Come
and rock to the pre-recorded music in

Cossitt gym!

The Women's volleyball team will con-

clude their season at the AIAW National

tournament.

Saturday, December 9
2:00 p.m. The CC men's and women's

swimming team will participate in a

match against Fort Lewis College at Fort

Lewis College.

7KM) p.m. and 9:00 p.m. The CC Lei-

sure Program Film Series presents "Lord

of the Flies" in Olin Hall L The "Lord of

the Flies" is a film of English schoolboys

stranded on a desert island. Present Film

Series ticket and CC LD. or 75? at the

door.

7:30 p.m. The Tiger men's basketball

team will be at home battling Saint Mary

of the Plains in El Pomar.

8:00 p.m. The Rocky Mountain Ballet

will perform "Festive Dances to a Joyous

Season" (premiere) and "Grand Pas de

Deux" from "The Nutcracker," attheCity

Auditorium. Tickets may be purchased at

the Pikes Peak Arts Council Box OfTice,

321 N. Tejon weekdays from 10:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform Bartok's Violin Con-

certo No. 2 and Schubert's SympftonyA'o.

9 atThe Boettcher Concert Hall, 950 13th

Street. Tickets range from $6.50 to

$13.00 with half-price discounts availa-

ble for students and senior citizens.

gram will be announced.

3:00 p.m. The Rocky Mountain Ballet

will have its final performance oT'Festiue

Dances to a Joyous Season" and "Grand
Pas de Deux" from "the Nutcracker." The

MOONCHILDREN, a highly intense production
about the 60's generation will be the 1978 curtain

closer for the CC Drama Department, December
13-16 at 8:15 p.m. on Armstrong Stage.

Sunday, December 10
10:00 a.m. Community Worship (ser-

mon by Bob Hettinger)

3:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform a FREE city concert

with Carl Topilow conducting. The pro-

show will take place in the City Au-
ditorium. Tickets may be purchased at

the Pikes Peak Arts Council Box Office,

321, North Tejon weekdays from 10:00

a.m. to 4:00 p.m. For more information,

call 636-1228.

5:00 p.m. Advent Common Meal (bri:

food).

Monday, December 11
3H)0 p.m. The Career Center will coi^

duct a Creative Summer Employmew
workshop in Rastall, room 212. Thi, XM
workshop is geared to aid students

'^~~

finding summer employment. Atten,

dence is limited so students must sign m,

at the Career Center or by calling th;

Center.

6:30 p.m. Prayer Group.

7:30 p.m. The Women's Commission
%

sponsoring the flick, "Union Maidi"

about three women union organizers
ij

the 1930's. The film will take place
it

Olin I and it's freel

Tuesday, December 12
12:00 noon New Testament Nutshell

Series: I Corinthians (Rastall).

1:00 p.m. Reah Sadowsky will conduct

her ninth Bach seminar in Packard. This

will be a special Christmas program witfe

Bach's Italian Concerto, favorite

transcriptions, and the last preludes anj

fuges ofthe Well Tempered Clavier, Vol.

7:30 p.m. The Women's Commission is

sponsoring a lecture. The topic of discus-

sion will be "Feminism and Socialism "
bj

Susan Adiey , Chairperson ofthe Socialisi

Workers Party of Colorado. See Susac

Ashley in Packard Hall.

Wednesday, December 13
12:00 noon New Testament Nutshell

Series: I Corinthians (Rastall).

3:00 p.m. The CC Women's Swimraii

team will be competing with the Air

Force Academy at home in Schlessmai

pool. Good luck, gals!

6:30 p.m. Shove discussion series:

Guyana.

Thursday, December 14
7:30 a.m. Holy Eucharist

Notices
Announcing The Exhibi-

tion, a photographic show and

competition sponsored by the

Colorado College Leisure

Program-Arts and Crafts

Committee.

The competition is open to

ALL people who attend or are

employed by the Colorado Col-

Entry blanks are NOW AV-
AILABLE at the Packard dar-

kroom. For further informa-

tion call ext. 513.

Wanted: old cotton flannel

shirts for Christmas project.

Condition unimportant.
Leave at Rastall Desk. Bon-
nie. Thanks.

To the person or persons
who removed the graded pap-

ers from Palmer 124 on Wed
Nov. 22: the owners of those

papers would like to have
them, since it is nice to possess

the fruits of one's work. Please

leave them on the table in the

Political Science Office. We
just want them back.

WANTED: Reliable student to

take care of two children (two and
four years old), four cats, and one

house, for period between
Christmas and New Years. Top

wages, combat pay and allergy

shots provided. Make money, lose

weight. For details call Professor

Dennis E. Showalter at ext. 320.

Roommate needed to share two

bedroom apartment second

semester. Or if anyone needs a

roommate at a different lodging I

would be interested. Please call

Lisa at 632-6387,

Secretarial Assistance Inc. Ex-
pertise in all typed materials.

Specializing in manuscripts,
thesis. 634-7255.

For Sale—1971 Volvo 1800E
sports car. Michelin tires,

AM-FM radio/cassette, elec.

overdrive, etc. Excellent condi-

tion ext. 422 a.m. or 635-4580.

LEAVING CC SECOND
SEMESTER? Please con-

sider applying for an R.A.

or Head Resident po_sition

for next year before you go.

Applications are available

in the Housing Office and
must be completed and re-

turned to the Housing Of-

fice by Wednesday, De-
cember 13. We will contact

you and arrange for a light

interview schedule before

the Christmas Holidays.

Questions about the job?

Please talk to a current R.A.

or Head Resident. Ques-

tions about the application

procedure? Please call the
Housing Office, Ext. 388.

Career Center News
On Campus Interviewers

University of Colorado Law
School. Representatives will dis-

cuss the law school program and
admissions policies at a group
meeting on Wednesday, Dec. 13 at

3 p.m. in Rastall 208.

Coming Programs
Creative Summer Employment.

This workshop is designed to help

you clarify your ideas and develop

strategies for finding your ideal

summer job. Attendance is li-

mited. Sign up in the Career

Center for 3 p.m., Monday, Dec. 11

in Rastall 212.
Internships
Environmental Action Founda-
tion. Non-paid internships in re-

search, writing and lobbying in

Washington, DC. Available year
round.

Student Conservation Associa-

tion Spring Park and Forest As-

sistants Program. Apply by Jan. 1

or 20 depending on location.

Summer Study
Wright-Inyraham Institute

tegrative Studies Core courft

graduate students or those

ween junior and senior ye

Apply by Mar. 31.

University ofDenver. Public

Institute, July 9-Aug. 3, li

Apply by April 1.

Summer Job Openings
Federal SummerEmploymn
variety of Federal jobs are aT

ble in the Denver Region

nationwide. Application

i

lines are Dec. 15 and Jan, 12

more information, see the Ci

Center.

Glacier National Park is

tour guides, musicians, acto

well as clerks, groundspe*

waitresses and service statioi

tendants for summer.

Wichita Area Girl Scout Oi

has a number of camp staff

tions available including

selors, program director and

ing instructors.

The Catalyst

Cutler Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 2258

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901
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CCCA Returns to Coed Issue |
Career Center News

^^^^^^r-* B^^^^**" • -—'
.._._j._ _..: ; „„i,.„„fth„rrrA FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS Chicaeo Theoloeical Sen

by Carol Chidsey

At the CCCA meeting Tuesday

the coed housing issue was once

again a nuyor topic. John Chavez,

of the CCCA housing committee,

corrected a statement, made at

the last meeting, declaring that

President Worner has complete

control over the expansion of coed

housing. Rather, the responsibil-

ity is distributed equally between

Worner, housing director Dana

Koury, and the housing depart-

ment.

Koury, who attended Tuesday's

me-'ting, and most CCCA mem-

bers agreed that, although the re-

sult of the survey conducted last

year was that students wanted

more coed housing options, it was

not entirely accurate. In theory

students want it, but m actuality

most students would not choose to

live in a coed situation. Koury told

the CCCA that the desire for more

coed options is found primarily in

underclassmen. There is an in-

creasing amount of requests for

single sex housing, especially

among women, according to

Koury. Upperclass women are the

quorum ofthe CCCA was voted on quires nine members of the CCCA

at Tuesday's meeting. Passed to be present in order to have an

unanimousiy, the amendment re- official meeting.

Students view coed

after a semester
by Alex Marks and Dori Reid

Editor's note: Tfie Catalyst asked

two students on the Loomis Coed

wing to eomment on coed housing

in lieu of the move to expand that

housing option.

Coed living. Frank moved in

with an eye for the lovelies next

door. Sally was sure romance

would develop with someone

down the hall. But their hopes

were dashed. Living with the op-

Jordan out

as speaker
Retiring Congresswoman Bar-

bara Jordan has officially in-

formed CC that she will be unable

to be the school's graduation

speaker. Jordan, the politically

/vy member of the House

posite sex certainly ain't romance.

As a matter of fact, with the ex-

ception of a few superfluous flirta-

tions, we haven't had any ro-

mances.

However, coed living fills an

important gap in the college liv-

ing scene. The block plan profes-

ses to be a progressive program,

but as far as human contact is

concerned it is not conducive to

long term friendships, especially

with the opposite sex. This, con-

bined with a loss ofthe traditional

courting procedure, tend to make

the relationships stilted and,

choppy. Coed living offers an op-

portunity to get to know people of

the other sex in a neutral territ-

ory. Friendship needn't be misin-

terpreted as a sexual overture.

You are free to learn about the

"other Sex " without the pain and

least' interested in coed expan- Judiciary Committee who voted frustration of heartbreak. Yes, it

sion, Koury believes, because of

the housing offered in Ticknor,

Montgomery, and Tenney.

Koury told the CCCA that she

is hesitant to support coed hous-

ing in any of the smaller women's

dorms. It is a fact, she said, that

the women's dorms are in better

shape.Tenneyseems tobe the only

small dorm in which she would

not mind seeing a coed situation.

She sees no opposition to ex-

panding coed housing, Koury

said. The problem exists, accord-

ing to her, in how and where to do

it.

The proposed constitutional

amendment on changing the

to recommend impeachment of

Richard Nixon, said teaching re-

sponsibilities at the Lyndon B.

Johnson school of Public Affairs

at the University of Texas will

prevent her from addressing the

class of '79.

In place of Jordan, the CC
graduation speaker committee is

attempting to get former Oregon

Governor Tom McCall. Watergate

Prosecutor Archibald Cox, Gary

Trudeau, the popular cai"toonist

and creator of Doonesbury, Presi-

dent Kennedy's head speechwri-

ter Theodore Sorenson, or former

Harper's Weekly publisher Wil-

liam Morris.

is possible to be "just friends.

We had to overcome our em-

barrassment, shock, prejudices,

and expectations living on this

wing. As a result, we are all very

happy living together. We have a

unique unity which is very rare on

most upperclass wings. We are

damn right proud of our loud and

gentle wing.

To adapt to coed living takes

commitment, flexibility, and a

willingness to grow. It ain't easy,

and it ain't for everyone. (By the

way, we have a vacant male dou-

ble, and "we're looking for a few

good men.")

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS
United Airlines is accepting ap-

plications for flight attendant

trainees.

Government ofNigeria is seeking

math & science teachers as well as

health & technical professionals.

Accountant with top-notch local

firm, degree in business or ac-

counting required. Gather & pre-

pare data related to regulatory af-

fairs.

College Relations Director, Peru

State College. BA plus

journalism/public relations ex-

perience required.

Water Commissioner, District

Wildlife Manager and Engineer-

ing Aide, all forSlate ofColorado.

See Career Center for Details.

Administrative Assistant, Weld

County Department of Social Ser-

SUMMER JOBS
Keystone, S.D.. a "wild west" re-

sort town is looking for office &
restaurant help. Room and board

plus salary and bonus.

YMCA of the Uockies, Estes Park

seeks college students interested

in spiritual growth for many types

of summer jobs. Room, board plus

$240 per month.

Chicago Theological Se:

Conference for Student^

terested in the Ministry

Theological Education. Freer,

and board. Apply by Dec. ]g

FELLOWSHIPS
Energy Policy Fellowship,

M.A. level study at Geo

Washington University. Tuj[j

fees and $1 800 per semester
p|,

chance for summer empldynj

with Exxon.

INTERNSHIPS
Student Conservation ProgrM

A variety of internships at
°^

tional Parks &' National M,

ments nationwide.

OVERSEAS OPPo
TUNITIES
YMCA International offers

s

mer and full time jobs in ^ier

and in teaching conversatii

English. International

ternships also available.

Crossroads Africa. 8-week 5

mer program" of work, travel

study in Africa.

ATTENTION SENIORS
Pick up your free copy of the(

lege Placement Annua
Career Center.

CAREER CLINICS/.
CONFERENCES
Piiget Sound Economic De
velopment Council is bringing to

gether 15 top Pacific Northwesi

companies to interview seniors a'

Seattle's Olympic Hotel, Dec
27-28.

QUIZ OF THE WEEK
Q: Why did Idi Amin kill

peopled

/Turn upside down fr.

wer).

sasauop ayj ifjim dn §U7dj3\j

r

Danforth Fellow at CC
by Heather Palmer

For the first time in its history,

Colorado College has a Danforth
Teaching Fellow on campus.
Steve Jenkins, who was
graduated magna cum laude in

philosophy from CC in 1967, chose

to use his Danforth grant to come

back to CC and work with the

philosophy department. A Van-
derbilt University doctoral candi-

date. Jenkins has spent this

semester assisting in the

Philosophy department. This

coming semester he will be teach-

ing two Philosophy courses of his

own.

During sixth block, Jenkins

will teach a course on Existen-

tialism. This course will cover the

basic writings of Nietzsche and

Kierkegaard, and is designed to

appeal to students of all interests.

Jenkins believes that because
these two men have so influenced

the worlds of pshcyology and lit-

erature as well as philosophy, this

will be a course that will be of

interest to many students. This

course will be conducted in a

seminar fashion, with the em-
phasis being on short papers and
discussion.

His ninth block class will be

conducted in the same way as his

sixth block class, although he says

that it would be helpful to have

had some previous study of

philosophy, in order to get the

most out of this class. This course

deals with the origins of

phenomenology, its development,

and its relations with contem-

teaching at CC. He says that there

is something special about being a

thusiastic about teaching the stu- tering into the spirit of the ideas."

dents here, too. He thinks that his His overall goal is for people to in

courses will be pleasing to the some way make philosophy their

students because they will be "en- own.

illll

The $1.5 million addition to Tutt library wa>

hurriedly constructed this week by the campi

Redesign Committee under orders by Presiden

Worner. "We had to get it up before inflation

killed the project," the President reportedlfl

said in a secret tape recording obtained by T/«

Catalyst.
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Your campus travel agency -

818 N. Tejon

colleague with those who were
once his professors. He is en-
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I (/Mi^tj6 PHONE (303) 636-3871

FOR SALE: Portable B&W TV
(gets 4 channels), lawn-porch

lounge chair, faithful one-speed

bike by Dec. graduate. Call 634-

The First Annual CC. Chess

Tournament will start January

15. This tournament will be open

to all students, from U.S.C.F.

rated tounament players to in-

terested beginners and occasional

players. Prizes will be awarded.

See the Rastall bulletin board for

? details or call Pat Townsend

x261.

The department of Romance

Languages (Spanish division)

wishes to announce the offering of

two additional adjunct courses for

the Spring semester. In addition

to the adjuncts presently taught

by Miriam Dupinet, the depart-

ment will offer Spanish 104b and

302b, both of which will be di-

rected toward students with a na-

tive understanding ofthe Spanish

language.

Notices-
The instructor for both adji

will be Mr. Danny Marti'nei|

rector of the Mexican Amei

Educational Program at the

versity of Colorado at DenverJ

further information regard

these courses please contact

Donaldo Urioste in Arnisi

318 or by calling x534.

Announcing; THE EXHI'

TION, a photographic ^^

and competition sponsored

the Leisure Program. ^

competition is open to

photographers who atteti"

are employed by the ColoP

College. Applications for
^^

missions are available at'

Packard darkroom. Subi^

sions must be mounted.

larger than 16x20 inches

are due by Feb. 24, 1979.

show will open in March']

start working on your en"

today.



Let them eat cheesecake say intrepid taste-testers

jinanise Kejoleshev

^ed with pen, paper and

four courageous mouths set

ji
the ultimate task; the quest

he perfect cheesecake. No or-

^, mission, they braved the

'u(^5
— days of icy cold, slick

- and nausea, iyou try eat-

difCerent cheesecakes in 3

pledged to their consump-

sk. Yet, their destiny failed

the ultimate lies untasted.

iw judge that morsel that

gjses all the rest: teeth, ton-

taste bud, toothbrush, finger

ocket book, none meet the

Unfulfilled though filled,

tasters' quest remains unsol-

Listen, let me tell you oftheir

s.

hat better first course to take

I
that which steered them to-

dj the Broadmoor, not the

[led halls of Penrose or

ries fame, but the lowly

hose airy green Garden

] bathed the weary wander-

hfe-giving light. Nourished

niasterbaker's score-old re-

ir white cream cake, draped

arlet strawberries, we were

though not sated. We bid

,ell to our fond young hosts

iceeded to our next waysta-

le Hatch Cover's entwined

ns and green leaves and bus-

tle of the comings and goings of
expectant lunchers provided us
with a costly palate-pleasing
cream-cheese — "easy-on-the-

strawberries-please.-waitress,"

— jelly-sandwich-cheesecake.

Still longing, we were enticed to

the lair of an Eyeless Tiger who
nursed us with Hershey-like

cream cheese kisses. Store bought

but a good buy for Benny's grads

at 75c (with strawberries.)

Improperly arriving afoot to the

posh J. Maurice Finns, we were

regaled by cheesecake fit for a

king. Prim and proper, it came,

chocolate, strawberry, or all on its

own. a visual treat to behold.

Returning westward to the Ter-

ritory, a chumed-butter concoc-

tion was served to us in the family

way.

After a night poorly spent {5

cheesecakes-plop-plop- fizz-

fizz . . .) we search Poor Richard's

for a healthy remedy: banana
honey cheesecake bedded in a

whole-wheat crust. A dollar well

spent is a cheesecake well earned.

Across the street was a humble
abode, the Cake and Cookie Com-
pany. Choosing the cheesecake

from among so many appealing

confections was no easy task.

Braving snow and discomfort

alike, we slid into the fire-lit

f The. I. Maurice Finn
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I $2.00 a month and SAVE $4.50 for the school yeai

' pay 9 months In advance ($16.00) and SAVE $6,501

COME TO THE COLORADO SPRINGS SUN BUSINESS
OFFICE OR PHONE 475-2214 TODAYII

Catalyst Cheesecake
Board ofReview

Musical Spoon. If you happen on

to it: double-cheese, freshly

baked, farm-fresh eggs, sour-

cream and honey-topped, all on a

Zwiebach-whole wheat crust.

{Fast and friendly service).

South of the border.

All covered with ice.

We found a new cheesecake,

Joses pecan-delight.

If nuts aren't your favorite.

You don't have to order it.

The plain is just as nice.

Lifted heavenwards to that

Neusteters-m-the-SV.y, we trans-

gressed by selecting the

cheesecake Sara Lee made, the
only commercial product in the

house. A good bet for a downtown
lunch.

Easing on down the road, a vin-

tage medieval cavern bid us enter.

Appropriately surrounded by the

Cork and Cleaver's burgundies

and clarets, we savoured 'the

camembert of cheesecakes' —
could four frustrated epicures say

more?

Over the curbs and down Cas-

cade, to the Hearthstone Inn we
went, by personal invitation to

the Victorian manor. Dot warmed
us with a frozen Lemon Cheese
Pie and her cheerful conversation

around the parlor table. How I

love thy manor, let me count the

ways.

Like Zebulon stumbling on
Pikes, we couldn't miss the Mar-
garita. Unmistakable as the
mount, taking cheesecake with-

out the feast was our mistake!

Pounds of poundcake cheesecake
was our consolation. You won't

have to fret over cost, it all comes
with la bouffe.

At last, the end in sight. Yet,
one final piece beckoned us. Tip-

ped off to a new place far to the

east, Der Zugspitze, a gourmet
deli, brings cheesecakes to de-

vour. Pick a flavor, any flavor —
you can't go wrong!

Four times 2500 calories after

their start, our four weary souls

met one last time at Nick's. "No
perfect cheesecake, no absolutes,"

they concluded over Nick's special

creation. "Homemade's unbeata-

ble, but it ain't got no class. So
what's to say?" Just this:

When they cry, "But we've got

no bread,"

We answer, "Let them eat

cheesecake, instead."

The Excess of Cultural Consumption
By Brian Feeney

From the inundation of plaid

skirts and knee-high boots to a

mass suicide cult, a lot has hap-

pened to provoke reflection. As
fall turns into winter and three

foot high stuffed Chewbaccas in

store windows implore us to go

into debt this Christmas, we can

look forward to a new year and the

prospects of a new beginning.

Looking back, we have been
forced to accept such uncom-
promising changes in our life-

styles as the fact that we cannot

afford to ski in the Alps anymore,

and Cadillac and Lincoln Conti-

nental are making compact size

cars. So much for our unassailable

affluence and bigness for the sake

of being big.

Even closer to home, Woody
Allen is not laughing anymore.

The movie Animal HouseMke
American Graffitti before it. is

merely the nostalgia of times past

when we could afTord careless

frivolity. The Disco craze is the

swan song of the era of unreflec-

tive consumption. The economic
consequences of decades of cul-

tural obesity and its associated

vulgarities are catching up with

us fast. We are beginning to sober

up.

American consumption habits

are a result of decades of taking

limitless energy reserves and
natural resources for granted.

It is not our fault however.
Madison Avenue has been teach-

ing us to be good consumers for as

long as we have been watching

T.V. We learned well that the way
to get a G.L Joe or a talkmg Bar-

bie was to hound our parents. Now

we have to change our concept of

what we can afford to consume be-

cause, according to numerous
economic forecasts, the economic-

downturn of the mid 70"s is only a

preamble of what is to come.

It is a truism that America only

reacts to crisis; there was Pearl

Harbor, Sputnik and Watergate.

What event will lurch us into the

age of conservation economics
cannot be predicted right now
How will we reconcile ourselves

to a world without plastic popcorn
makers, elaborate stereos and a

car in every garage? I believe that

if we measure up to the changes

demanded of us, we will have

learned to stop worshipping the

bigness of externalities, and find

in its place the bigness of personal

character.

Soak Rays in Mazatlan
by Mike Ibarra

Catalyst Travel Writer

During this time of year, the

thoughts of most people center

around enduring the remainder of

Block IV, completing the rest of

their holiday shopping, and pre-

paring for the upcoming Christ-

mas vacation, However, believe it

or not, this is the right time to

begin seriously considering plans

for traveling during spring break.

Traditionally, CC students seek

out new adventures during the

break, rather than traveling

home. There are several options

that present themselves for

spring, most of which involve an

escape from snowy Colorado
climes.

One option made through spe-

cial arrangement with Taylor

Travel by senior class officers is

particularly good. The class has

reserved 40 spaces for a round trip

flight and a 11 day-10 night stay

in exotic Ma'zatlan, Mexico. Cost

is $230. This deal not only in-

J^5it«S«5«KS«!?5«55«5S«55«5«55«^lf

25%
OFF
ALL

X-mas wrap
Boxed X-mas cards

present coupon

Murco Druq Co.

» 833 NORTH TEJON g

dudes all lodging costs at either

the Costa de Oro or the Playa las

Gaviatas Hotel, but also round

trip transportation to and from

the airport, a tour ofthe bay, and a

tour of the city.

Ma'zatlan has many things to

ofi"er the adventurous CC student.

Twenty-eight miles of beaches

provide plenty of room to lie in the

sun, sail, take the infamous

parachute ride, or tip a few beers.

The second largest shrimp boat

fleet in the world docks in the bay,

supplying the restaurants with a

continuous flow of fresh sea food.

And. of course, anyone can spend

days shopping and bargaining in

the old market square in the heart

of the downtown area.

There are a lot of advantages in

taking this particular trip. Not

only is your transportation and

room already taken care of, but

such things as tourist cards, ad-

vice on personal expenses, etc. are

provided. Perhaps the greatest

advantage is that you do not have

to mess around with the alterna-

tive mode of transportation, the

train. Although trains are consid-

erably cheaper, you cannot get re-

servations this year and you face a

forty hour one-way trip that is less

than pleasant. Ask someone who

has been there.

If you are interested in voyag-

ing south of the border plan to

sign up for the trip early in

January and prepare for a great

spring break.
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Moonchildren: kids of the Sixties Revisited

still time to see new drama department chairman's first production.

by Eric Trekell

&
Jack Kerig

"A play that makes you laugh,

and as an encore, makes you

think." Webster defines the word

"intense" as being something

"persisting or occurring in a high

or extreme degree."

This something, "a comic play

in two acts" as author Waller

phrases it, is intense.

tivities of the group. The soap

bubble embodiment of a flower

child provided by Robin per-

sonifies quality and provides per-

ceptual comparison for comedy.

The troubled lovers Bob and

Kathy, E Thurn Hoffman and

Beth Brooks satisfy the demands

of their roles. Brooks exudes the

hippie tenants as well as Andrew

Mutnick as Lucky, the complain-

ing tenant, grandly portrays the

American Dreamer, an expert on

trashcans. Lucky and the Land-

lord play off one another to pro-

duce a very comedic situation.

Charlie Farwell and Roderick

Spencer enact the "Quick Draw

selfishly selfless personality of McGraw and Bobaluey" pigs to

Kathy, the timeless reformer of such a degree that laughter is in-

men. Though she lacks support for evitable. JefT Church, complete

the dialogue, her great timing with glasses and pointed shoes,

compensates with humor, plays his role as Ralph, the sales-

Hoffman performs with increas- man, so well that the audience is

ing strength through-out Moon-

children's opening, showing

weakness only in the conclusion,

when a dramatic moment was

stretched too far.

Norman, Alan Gottlieb, and

Dick, Bill Jongeneel, began the

play with a trace of "opening

night jitters," but surmount stiff-

ness to well provide the extremes

sparked by his "nerdish" naivete.

John Freeman, cast as Uncle

Murry, is the unwitting instigator

of the play's seriousness. By way
of profound facial expressions and

physical discomfort in an impos-

sible situation. Freeman forces

reality into the Moonchildren's

ideal existance.

Along with excellent acting, the

James Malcolm ^ debut at CC
as director of Mike Weller's play

bodes well for the future ofthe CC
Players. A fine script combines

with the spirit of the cast for the

best production in recent CC his-

tory.

The separation between the

main characters and the "outsid-

ers" provides the highest comedic

moments. The group scenes

seethe with the manic spon-

taniety with the games of the

apartments denizens. Phil

Langlois and Tom Cary as Mike

and Cootie perform incredibly

well as a team. Individually they

would be outstanding, together

they supply the sustained mad-

ness that brings true success to

the Armstrong Stage.

As a balance for the fairer sex,

Anne Cary as Ruth and Robin

Abeshaus as Shelly show tre-

mendous talent in premier per-

formances. Anne Cary has one of

the more difficult roles as the

voice of reality in the unreal ac-

The Year
In Music

by Amy McGee
Ninteen-seventy-eight has

been a good year for music lovers

at CC. Many different groups

have provided a large variety of

styles for the entertainment ofthe

college community.

Our Campus Choir performed

Mendelssohn's Elijah for their

spring concert, with guests sing-

ing the solo parts. Last night they

performed Bach's Christmas
Oratorio, including several

choruses which the audience
could join in singing.

The bi-annual musical was a

great success. Everyone seemed to

enjoy Cabaret's bright costumes

and scenery as much as its stylis-

tic music. The Colorado Springs

Sun h<Talded the CC production

as a gi eat rendition of that show.

Collegium Musicum gave two
renaissance converts in the
spring, which were very well at-

tended Tomorrow night. Dec. 16,

they will perform two French
chanson songs, a Mass as well as

wind music in renaissance in-

struments.

The Chamber Choir has per-

formed to the enjoyment of many.
Last weekend they sang several

times.
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(oneanevolvingradical,theother play is aided by superb technical

a budding sensualist) written into achievements. Dick and Polly

the characters.

The "outsiders" represent the

Establishment, ranging from

Policemen to intrepid encyc-

lopedia salesmen. The Landlord,

L.M. Garcia, plays up to the con-

fused personality and perversity

needed to cope with the radical

Kendrick illustrate their fabulous

talent by painting a 60's portrait

in the set and costuming. Buddah,

Bactine. sandals, and peace signs

populate the stage, and pervade

the atmosphere. Music by Dylan,

the Beatles, and the Moody Blues

compliment the actions and emo-

Collegium Musicum set

for season finale
The Colorado College Col-

legium Musicum. directed by

Michael Grace, will present its

annual Christmas concert on

Sunday, Dec. 17, at 3:30 p.m. in

Packard Hall on the Colorado Col-

lege campus. The program, con-

sisting of French music from the

Renaissance and Baroque
periods, will be performed by a

consort of early wind intruments

(recorders, crumhorns. rackett

and percussion), a consort of

strings, a harpsichord, and an en-

semble of 16 singers.
,

The first half of the concert will

open with a sonata by Jean Loeil-

let for recorders, harpsichord and

rello, followed by a suite of Re-

naissance dances for the early

wind instruments. The collegium

string ensemble will perform a

suite of baroque dances, written

for Louis XIV's famous band of 24

violins.

The second half of the program

will open with Marc Antoine

Charpentier's Mass for four voi-

ces, two violins and continuo. This

work, published in modern edi-

tion by the Colorado College

Music Press, is typically French

in character; within a generally

refined style, Charpentier expres-

ses the meaning of the words in a

moving and subtle manner. The

concert will close with two Re-

naissance chansons for Christmas

performed by the voices and early

wind instruments.

The concert is free and open to

the public.
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James Malcolm has taken a

of "new names" and inexpf Tgy

infer

camF

itleJ'

"1 edintions of the play. Half lit scene

changes allow the spectator to feel

the naturalness and gradual enced perfoi-mers. and provedi

progression which Weller uses to oncoming strength of the
|

its full extent. The set looks risky. Drama Department.

yet succeeds in its round forma- One who watches and ii^

tion, giving the audience a feeling may smirk at the word inter,

of reality rather than a sense of yet Moonchildren gives intenj
Jj'i,i

watching a play, or a movie. The a place, both for today and yesi,

crowded, closed-in apartment ful- day. It's a play about a control,

fills the need for surroundings sial age, where games are pr.«jj,

which an alternation of tense minant and the outcomes ha,

friendships and relaxed cohablta- (sound familiar?). With this ini

tion can be seen and felt from all minds and hearts of the prej

sj(ies. audience, the possibility for

The supreme irony of Moon- learn about games and theirj
Jj in

children is a splendid view of the comes means Moonchildret

60's. Its frustration and its glory more than a play, it's "relevs, ig li

excell to give the audience a play towards today. For example,
i

to be proud of, and to think on.
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Mother's helper wanted. Posi-

tion to start January 8. Applicant The COCA is now taking applica-

must be responsible and like tions for the position of Secretary

junior high aged kids. Hours 2-5 starting in January. Applications

p.m. Monday through Friday, available at Rastall Desk or the

Call ext. 568 before block break. CCCA office.
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Michael Gardenswartz

rrf^g Colorado College news-

,r has always been the forum

Informing students of events

campus. The first newspaper

tied The Ore-Miner was estab-

led in 1881 and terminated in

j4
Subsequent newspapers in-

the Pikes Peak Echo

g5.l886), the Colorado Colle-

(1890-1899), the Tiger

99-1969), and finally the

^ys( established in 1969.

'he
history of the school paper

been fairly unblemished.

e has been the usual amount

jnks and gossip but only on a

occasions have editors actu-

been forced to resign for di-

ly
confronting the administ-

ne infamous editor was Eino

and he was in charge in the

Qg 1922 Tiger. There was a

it
deal of student dissatisfac-

with the then College Presi-

Duniway and his administ-

jn. A Board ofTrustees meet-

was scheduled to decide

riway's
fate as President.

J
editor of the Tiger, Leino in

ipring of 1922 attacked Presi-

Duniway in an editorial enti-

"A Contributed Article":

lave you ever watched a crim-

Incensored History of Newspaper Editors who were
inal stand on the stand when he is

gambling for his life? Do you re-

member the ruses he used and the
ends he employed in order to de-
ceive the jury? At most all he had
to lose was his life. But for much
greater stakes is E*resident Duni-
way playing? His resignation
would seem like an occurrence ofa
pleasant weekend compared to

what he has gone through and
what he will go through this
week. He is on trial and his pen-
alty will be the loss of everything
that he has learned to seek and
revere. He will be placed in the
dark and shady background when
he should be reaching his prime as
a college president."

The Board ofTrustees endorsed

President Duniway to continue at

the helm of the college. As for

Leino the administration commit-
tee stated that he "be severly cen-

sured for inexcusable negligence

in allowing the publication of the

"Contributed editorial" of March
21, and that he be continued as

editor ofthe Tiger on probation for

the remainder of the year, subject

to dismissal." (The Tiger, April 4,

1922, p. 2) On April 5, 1922, Leino

resigned as editor of the Tiger.

Jn the year 1929, editor George

Jenks needed some filler for the

coming week'spaper. Mysteriously

the filler was provided not by
Jenks but by the printer. A sur-

prised Jenks read the following
morning "We admire the girl who
fights for her honor; still we ad-
mire a good loser." and "She:
Aren't the stars beautiful to-

night?" "He: I'm in no position to

say."

Jenks was removed as editor by
the Dean of the College.

Kxcept tor a minor skirmish in

1930 by Tiger editor Alvin Foote

for attempting to censor a profes-

sor for his religious views there

were few direct controversies with

the administration until 1969.

It was the height of the student
revolution. The Publishing
Board, the College President, and
the Board of Trustees were still

the legal publishers of the Tiger,

meaning they were responsible

for its contents.

As was custom the school

hosted a sympH)sium to take place

the first week of every second

semester. The Symposium of 1969
was to be on Violence. Guest
speakers were to include Dick
Gregory, Jerry Sunstrom and
Michael Klosky of the SDS (Stu-

dents for Democratic Society),

Black Panthers, and the Greek

tragedy Dionysus '69 which in-

cluded a nude scene.

The local press (especially the
Gazette Telegraph) covered the
symposium closely and labeled it

"obscene" and filthy. The Gazette
Telegraph quoted Dick Gregory as
saying "I think no more of the
American flag than a pair ofdirty
underdrawers" but failed to con-
tinue Gregory's statement, "to

me. the people under that flag are
the most important." (Tiger, Jan.
24, 1969, p. 2)

Bob Clabby, CC's famed stu-

dent radical was the editor of the

Tiger. In his January 17, 1969
issue. Clabby quoted Klosky's and
Sunstrom's speeches liberally

using the words "bullshit" and
"mother " Furthermore
Clabby, in a pictoral editoral fea-

ture entitled "Ye Olde Puzzler."

discussed the hypocritical nature

of obscenity by showing a four-

letter word next to a picture of a

policeman spraying a student

with mace and asked the reader

which was more obscene.

The Board of Trustees was
upset with Clabby's past issues of

the Tiger. At a Trustee meeting

Clabby commented, "what really

irked me was the Trustees feeling

that since parents pay money to

Campus Special!

7 Days A Week!
A FREE 60 oz. Frosty Pitcher of Beer

or Beverage of Your Choice
with Purchase of Any Two Ingredient Family Size Pizza

Join in the Fun

Entertainment
Every FRI. Nite at 2810 E. Fountain Blvd. 632-1554

Every SAT. Nite at 408 E. Fillmore 632-7621

Bunch of Lunch — All the Chicken, Pizza, Spaghetti, Salad
You Can Eat $2.19 (11:30 am - 1:30 pm)

Game Room

Present this ad for campus special
Limited to 4 adults per pizza. Mgt. reserves right to discretion in service.

Not good with any other promotion.

Mon.-Thurs. 11:30 am-11 pm Fri. & Sat. 11:30 am-12 pm
Sun. 11:30-10 pm

send their kid to CC, they have a
right through the Trustees, to

control the newspaper."
"1 felt the Trustees were wor-

ried about the paper going into

parents' homes for two reasons.

First, the parents did not want
'pornography' in their homes— as

if the Tiger was pornographic."

"Second, I got the impression

the Trustees believed that when
the filth flowed at CC parents
would not send their child or send
money. Money was high in some
board members' minds, while
ethical considerations took a back
seat."

"At the dinner meeting the

Trustees displayed a genuine
naivete about students at CC.
They acted as if students were or-

chids that would wilt if exposed to

the heat of crudities of life. I give
the students much more sophisti-

cation in the situation than the

Board of Trustees." [Catalyst,

Sept. 11. 1969)

Cont. on page. 6

Dance flowed

like wine
up to 79'

Although 1978 was the year of

Saturday Night Fever, disco is not

the only dance form sweeping the

nation, or CC for that matter.
During the last two semesters CC
and Colorado Springs enjoyed vis-

its from diverse dance companies
while our own dance department
displayed a wide range of talent

from classical ballet to jazz to tap.

Highlights from the year in-

cluded the March performance of

the Utah Repertory Dance
Theatre, Valerie Harper dancers

performing the unusual "Op
Odyssey" in October and Theatre
Dance Collection just last month.
The Colorado College Dance De-
partment presented a varied pro-

gram last May which included

Norman Cornick's five part
"Sugar Blues-Jazz." It was in this

piece that Kim Hiser and David
de Benedet first performed the

sultry duet with two chairs. That
program also included the last CC
performance by the magnetic
dancer Anne Bryan before she

graduated.

The dance department's
Choreographer's Workshop this

November ended a year of CC
dance. Although some of the pro-

gram was a repeat from the

spring, it is a positive sign of

growing interest in dance at CC
that dancers are trying their

hands at choreography.

CAMERAS
SLIDE

PliOJECTOZlS
SlARKROOM
EQUIPMENT
CAMERA
ACCESORIES

FII.1M
SPECIAI.S
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The World of Colorado College

Class Probes Classic and Modern Medical Dllen^mas
Editor's Note: CC sophomore Mike

McQueen plans to be a pediatri-

cian. He will be the starting quar-

terback for the CC Tigers next

year.

by Mike McQueen
Second block may seem like a

bfetime ago, but the impact of life

and death issues discussed in

Phl03, Ethical Dilemmas in

Medicine, makes it seem like yes-

terday that myself and many
other would-be members of the

medical profession were in-

volved in one ofthe most tascinat-

ing classes offered at CC.

First, a bit of background. The

CC Science Department is excep-

tionally strong and many of the

"Upon entering the

church, the mourners
were shocked ... to find ably provide solutions to many of

their friend perched atop the moral dilemmas created by

knowledge, created the Ethical

Dilemmas class for the very re-

ason of getting students to think

deeply about the awesome powers

and responsibilities that doctors

have in society.

The course was taught by Con-

nie Sharp, a visiting professor

from the University of Toronto.

Six major issues, nearly all of

them overlapping, were the

backbone of the course, The topics

spanned the life scale, with abor-

tion and infanticide at one end,

and the question of the rights of

the terminally ill, euthanasia and

definitions of death at the other

end.

Our class discussions of these

issues led to the ultimate question

of how to define the concept of a

"person." If we could answer this

one, we decided, we could conceiv-

development is physically a "per-

son," with its well-defined appen-

danges, heartbeat, and brain ac-

tivity; but is it capable of social

interactions? Or should the poten-

tial of the fetus be considered?

For anti-abortionists vyho be-

lieve that a fetus should be given

the same rights as any function-

ing member of society, there is no

more question to be considered. In

a situation where if the fetus is to

survive the mother must die, or if

his casket, complaining

of hunger.

best pre-med students in the

state, and the country for that

matter, go to Colorado College for

the very reason of entering Olin

Hall of Science for their educa-

tion. Some people stay in Olin

working in labs and studying late

hours long enough to be consi-

dered permanent residents as

they attempt to get a leg-up in the

very competitive business of get-

ting accepted to medical schools.

At times the knowledge needed

to gain admittance in the pre-

stigious med schools is so great

that students don't have time to

sit back and examine the moral

and ethical dilemmas that they

will face in their profession.

Colorado College, a school that

believes in the liberal arts tradi-

tion of producing educated people

who have character as well as

the efficiency of modern medical

technology.

By "Person," do we mean the

biological organism consisting of

respiratory, circulatory, and

neurological systems, and a

genetically typed outward ap-

pearance? Or is a "person" the in-

tangible elements which reside

inside a body and are responsible

for personality, emotions and

creative ideas?

Abortion
The problem of defining what it

means to be human immediately

appeared when we talked about

abortion. The issues include

whether or not a fetus should be

granted moral status, and certain

rights. Abortion is a doubly

troubling issue because society

has to play God and decide when
exactly a fetus becomes a person.

Is it at conception? Or is it later on -

in pregnancy, perhaps when a

heartbeat and EEC are detecta-

ble? Certainly a fetus late in its

Medical issues are tough.

No bones about it.

the mother is to survive the fetus

must be aborted, do the mother's

rights override those of the fetus?

Infanticide
What happens when a child en-

ters the world horribly deformed

and severely mentally retarded?

A series of operations will be-

necessary simply to keep the in-

fant alive, and much pain and dis-

comfort will be involved. Does

such a being fit your definition of

a person (does it have moral

status and rights)? Would it be

merciful and morally right to ex-

tinguish the child? Who is to

make such a d(

and physicians have the right to

decide the fate of the child? Does

anyone know with certainty that

the infant will not live a happy

life, at whatever level of exis-

tence?

Euthanasia
The question ofeuthanasia and

the rights of the terminally ill is

closely tied to the arguments

about infanticide. Is a being in an
irreversibly comatose state a per-

son? Is living as a vegetable per-

ferable to death? Is it merciful and

morally right to end the suffering

of a patient afflicted with termi-

nal cancer? Again, who is to make
such a decision? If a patient re-

quests his own death, should that

request be honored?

Definitions of Death
Today's medical technology has

added the controversy over when
a person is truly dead to the list of

bioethical issues. Before the use of

respirators and EEG brain-wave

tests, a patient was pronounced

dead when he lacked both respira-

tion and a detectable pulse. The

diagnosis was not always final.

The most unique case I encoun-

tered in researching this topic in-

volved an instance in the Nether-

lands where a group of mourners

filed into a church to offer their

final respects to a deceased friend.

Upon entering the church, the

mourners were shocked — at the

best shocked— to find their friend
'

perched atop his casket, comp-
laining of hunger.

Although nothing this bizarre

dil

Iture

aceir

con

has been repor ed recently, there

have been countless incidents
o|

apparently expired patients mak.

ing miraculous and unexplaina.

ble recoveries, and a new dilemma

has been 'presented to men
arni i^^^

women of the medical profession ^^^^

^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^
ite

CO

"Is a ''person" the intan-

';Po parents ^j^/^ elements which n.

side inside a body . .
."

because of this. How long should;

person who is being kept alive k

a respirator be kept on thi

machine? Who can determirii

when there is no hope of recover^'

Should the request of a lega

guardian or next of kin be suii

cient reason to remove a patiepi

from an artificial life-support sys ^H""^

tern? Does anyone have the ri|

to make that decision?

As might be expected, no con

Crete answers were reached as

result of our class discussions

Terminology during discussion;

quickly changed from a decisios

or act being "right" or "wronj

being good, better, or best.

It is fitting that Marcus Wejbj

M.D. is no longer on television

Today no one, including a kindli

father figure like Welby, couli

come to easy decisions on thi

tough issues of contemporarj

medicine.

The value ofthe course was tha'

it examined all aspects of thes

troublesome issues and gave usai

increased awareness of the con

plexity ofthe challenges to profe;-

sional physicians and laymen wb:

deal with American mediciDE

either as a patient or famili

member. For these reasons I k

commend that all students invea

some time and thought ani

maybe even a block of study tos

set of questions that unfortii

nately present no easy answers.

The New Geology: there's gold in them thar rocks
by Tim Zarlengo

How much energy do we have?

What types of energy alternatives

do we haue? Why is Pikes Peak so

big? Why is San Francisco sink-

ing? and Where are the best liquor

stops on the western slope? Are all

relative questions that the liber-

ally educated person must ask in

order to gain a perspective on

where our society is heading. The
answers to these questions and
many more are found in Intro, to

Geology and the department
courses beyond.

In recent years the geology de-

partments enrollment has mul-
tiplied. This increase could be for

three reasons. First, energy and
the allocation of the world's re-

sources is an important topic of

consideration. Second, with the

introduction of the block plan,

geology classes are able to take
longer field trips, spending more
time in colorful, cloudless Col-

orado. Finally, a geology degree is

marketable. A CC geology major
can find a job at low levels work-
ing in contract research for

uranium companies, the USGS,
coal, or metal industries with a
starting salary ranging from
$10,000 to $14,000. Although
these jobs are easy to obtain they

"don't lead to much" according to
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Professor John Lewis. "To con-

tinue as a geologist one needs a

Masters degree," he believes.

Jobs may be fairly easy to ob-

tain; however, obtaining a geol-

oerv major is not. The require-

ments for a geology major are

much stifFer than just two years

ago. This is not an attempt to dis-

courage Geology majors; the de-

partment simply recognized the

need for these classes and built

A Geology Field Expedition

them in. Most majors took the

very same courses before they

were required, simply because

their advisors recommended
them.

Geology majors don't, as a rule,

go straight to graduate school as

they did five years ago. Most work
for companies for a few years and
then pursue their education with

the company sometimes carrying

up to seventy percent of the cost,

or at least guaranteeing a higher

position and paying job when they

return. Most CC graduates attend

graduate school in the West, Some
of the more jwpular schools are

the University ofIowa, U. ofColo.,

U of Michigan, Stanford, U. of

Washington, and the U. of

Arizona. Lewis says, "CC stu-

dents feel they are well prepared

and can compete effectively in

graduate school." He continues to

say " the department has also re-

ceived letters from graduate
schools reporting on the excel-

lence of the students' work."

Although there is a strong job

market, CC geology majors are

not professionally trained, as

Mines students would be. How-
ever, through their liberally

trained mind they can compete in

class, on thejob, in the field andk

the bar.
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The following week Clabby al

tacked the Gazette Telegraph ft'

being "more concerned of the

thy' language of the symposiuE
jy g|j

rather than what the speakers jty ^

said and what impact these wont

might have on American society

Relations between the ColleC

and the city of Colorado Spring

were strained to the point

meeting organized by studenli

with the editor of the Gaztll'

Telegraph and the mayor of th*

city.

Clabby defended his statements

and described his first issue as"o^

attempt to report reasonably a^

curately what happened at tb*

symposium. When the furor ble'

up about the symposium litll'

could be done about the events* e gg
the past week but somethinj

could be done about the Tigf

which reported the events of t^

week." [Catalyst, Sept. 11,
1""

Thus, Cutler Board was create

and the new school newspap*'

known as the Catalyst became att

tonomous from the College.
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Mex Malyshev: speak brightly and carry a soft wit
fiterpreting for the State Department can be historic, hysteric.

by Ed Goldstein

Catalyst Editor

fje is the silent, well-spoken

ftner of high stakes intema-

nal diplomacy. His job is to

m differences in language and

Iture so governments can make

e in this thermonuclear age.

converses with high and

jghty heads ofstate and humble
gsants. Our Department of

ite could not function without

man — the diplomatic in-

preter.

foggy bottom only have four full

time Russian interpreters, and
need part-time workers like
Malyshev to handle the visits of
Soviet delegations to our soil and
ventures of American citizens to

the U.S.S.R.

Malyshev began his job in the
glacial stage of the cold war. "In
1956 on my first job, a housing
exchange program, everybody
was tense, including me," recalled

/ don't think it would be easy to sit down with

Stalin and say, 'Old Joe, I think your system
stinks,' " ^^^

hijinks of Kennedy Press Secret-

ary Pierre Salinger, who lived up
to his wild Frenchman image.

Also in 1961, Malyshev was
"the only guy who was a non-
athlete on the field" when Vla-

dimir Brummel broke the high

jump world record at the U.S.
-Soviet track meet at Stanford

University.

That historic year saw him sit

with the negotiators who ham-
mered out an agreement that pro-

vided for commercial air travel

between the two nations.

Most recently, Malyshev has

Jews.

Despite the dangers of diplo-

macy, it was a visit to Disneyland
that provided Malyshev with his

biggest scare of the trip, "We had
a big lunch — and I really mean
big — so here you have a candi-
date member of the Politburo, a
man in his mid-60's and here we
go on Space Flight, a tremend-
ously fast rollercoaster. My God, I

thought my guts were going to fall

out!"

This trip ended at the State De-
partment. Malyshev was invited

to interpret the remarks of Sec-

visiting Soviet officials. And our
in Washington ran into a

happens that one of Col-

do College's most respected

feasors is involved in this globe

ling profession. His name is

ixey Malyshev. And
rpreter-at-large is his fame.

Irofessor Alexey Malyshev was
Czechoslovakia in 1926 of

saian parents. He emigrated to

U.S. in 1949, ended up at CC
1961 and has taught students

put the Russian language,
let and Russian history ever

22 years Malyshev has also

a Russian interpreter for the

t£ Department. The folks at

Malyshev. "There was enormous
suspicion and distrust. The most
innocent remark by both sides

was usually interpreted as having
some hidden meaning."

In May 1961 shortly following

the disastrous Bay of Pigs inva-

sion and Yuri Gagarin's orbital

spaceflight, Malyshev flew on Air
Force One in secret with an ad-
vance team from the Kennedy
White House to set up the historic

Kennedy-Khrushchev Vienna
Summit meeting. "Both countries

were trying to break through the

cold war mentality," said
Malyshev. His most vivid memory
of that mission was the in-flight

watched detente grow from an retaryofState Cyrus Vance to the
idea to a formal working partner-
ship between Soviet and Ameri-
can businessmen, athletes, scien-

tists and diplomats.

Last month Malyshev was in

Moscow and other cities guiding a
group of Environmental Protec-

tion Agency officials studying the

treatment of industrial waste
waters. In October he was in the
Soviet capital with housing ex-

perts who looked at Soviet hous-

CC's interpreter without-
portfolio has many observations
about U.S.-Soviet relations dur-
ing these tumultuous years. He
says, "The higher the level, the
more diplomacy there is. The
lower the level you have more
frank discussions and more open
give and take." At lowest stratas.

however, Malyshev finds that
bureaucrats "are so scared of give

and take they hide behind formal-
ity."

The personality of public fi-

gures, asserts Malyshev. does
make a difference in diplomacy.

He sized up some of the most fam-
ous Soviet leaders while being in-

terviewed by the Catalyst

*'At the U.S. Embassy in Moscow there are
always four big gorillas who usually aren't

nice to me, and this time they saluted me.
So I say detente is improving."

problem. "On trips I'm never
given advanced texts of speeches,

ing design, electrical systems and So Vance pulls out his speech with
plumbing. no advance warning and I'm
Last year Malyshev took a dying to get a look at it. He saw me

group of Soviet high officials led leaning over to see it and he pul-
by Politburo Candidate Member led it over. He is a very polite
Mikhail S. Solomentsev on a gentleman."

coast-to-coast tour of the U.S.

Malyshev marvelled at the stiff

control. Solomentsev exhibited

throughout his visit. "He was
tremendously cautious,"

Malyshev said. "Never could one

Molotov (Soviet foreign minis-

ter during Stalin's rule) "He was
known as stone ass because he
could out-sit anyone. He always
waited for instructions from Sta-

lin."

Anatoly Dobrynin (current
Soviet Ambassador to

Washington) "He is extremely
knowledgable about U.S. politics.

He is charming, easy going, and
flamboyant."

Josef Stalin (Soviet Premier) "I

Speakers who don't give inter-

preters a chance to read in ad-

vance prepared remarks are one
of the hazards that the profes-

sionals in the business have to

tell he is relaxing. Solomentsev face. The biggest requirement of ^^0"'^ think it would be easy to sit

stood quite above the rest of the a" interpreter, though, is to leave ^°wn with Stalin and take off

group. No one, with the exception ^'^ emotions out of the work at

of his assistant, dared on his own hand. "A good interpreter never

to approach and speak to him. No gets into the action," says

member of the delegation would Malyshev. "He is a machine. On
make a speech or propose a toast ^^^ °^^^^ hand a good interpreter

unless ordered to do so by Sol-
should explain the meaning of a

specific term when he sees that a
message doesn't get across and it

isn't his fault.

your coat and say, 'Old Joe. I think

your system stinks." Churchill

came closest to talking openly to

Stalin."

photo by Andy Nagel

omentsev. He was extremely pre-

stige and protocol minded."

Malyshev noted that his Soviet

guests "were anxious to meet with

the common working man." They
had that opportunity at a John
Deere tractor factory in Iowa and
at a meeting in South Dakota at-

tended by area farmers.

While most ofthe trip was tran-

quil, sparks flew at a private

luncheon hosted by the Foreign

Relations Committee ofthe House
of Representatives. Members of

the Committee strenuously ques-

tioned their Soviet guests about

the emigration problems ofSoviet

Malyshev says at times he is

forced to "become a bad interpre-
ter to avoid embarrassment by
correcting a statement that is out-

rageously stupid." He noted that

American visitors to the U.S.S.R.

often are insensitive to the na-
tionality differences in the Soviet

Union. "When somebody goes into

a big speech about how beautiful

the Russian food is at a banquet in

Lithuania or CJeorgia for example,
it is an insult.

How is detente working today?

Like any good European,
Malyshev offers a story. "At the

entrance to the U.S. embassy in

Moscow there are always four big
gorillas (Soviet policemen) who
usually aren't nice to me. And this

time they saluted me. So I say de-

tente is improving."

What does Malyshev think of

his work these days? Well, he

loves it. "On every trip I inevita-

bly learn by talking to peole, lis-

tening and observing," he offers

And when he gets back to Col

orado Springs, CC students gel

the full benefit of this uniqut

man's unique insight into the his

tory of our times.

^ew Dean Glenn Brooks: Liberal Arts Suited to Crisis of our Times.
by Glenn Brooks

^fortunately, the uncer-
jty about the future of our
'ety makes it difficult for
•nodern student to know
" to study, or how to get
*y. or whether a chance
ever come. The dark prog-
•"nations of Robert Heil-
"ei-, for example, give little

' 'o the person who wants
^Ke some serious prepara-
for the future. Faced with
'•aspect of mass famine,
*ssion, and war. a number
^ople have concluded that
t'est course of action is to
^"t, learn how to grow

'*'- and brace for the mob
^ gate. This is a useless
'angerous conclusion.
'*^ad, students should
*j"e themselves to become
% educated profession-
»manner that will equip
JO handle the problems

^ face in the 1980's and
• Let me hasten to say

I

^n» not interested in
^-niinded futurology. My

interest, rather, is in under-
standing the forces that im-
pinge upon us at the present,

so that we can think more
clearly about what lies ahead.
Four — at least four —

monumental issues confront
our society in the 1970's. They
are; 1) the possibility of nuc-
lear war through intention or
accident as technology grows
more sophisticated and
weapons spread to more and
more nations; 2) the danger of
global economic collapse,
which in turn would trigger

untold human suffering and
the destruction of social and
political, institutions; 3) the

continuing growth of world
population and the attendant

prospect of mass famine and
food wars; and 4), even if there

is continued economic growth
and political stability, the pos-

sibility of environmental pol-

lution of unimagined propor-

tions.
Let us consider a few of the

items. The full force of the
computer revolution, with its

attendant possibilities for

tyranny as well as for great so-

cial good, is still a decade or
more away. Genetic and en-

docrine engineering techiques
are confined largely to the
laboratories, but there seems
little doubt that their applica-

tions are bound to come. Re-
search in new energy sources
such as fusion reactors could
transform national economics
and the whole structure of in-

ternational relations. The rise

of the multina^onal corpora-
tion and regional political sys-

tems has already had a pro-
found effect in world affairs,

but the full implications are
scarcely realized. And the pos-
sibility of deeper cultural
change remains ever present.

It is said that Stalin sent
agents into foreign countries
with instructions to work their
way into the societies there,
but to expect that they might
not be called upon for action
for twenty or thirty years. In a
different manner, I suggest

that students of the mid-1970's
should prepare themselves
now to move into positions of
power and influence in the
I980's and 1990's.

This is where the idea of the
liberally educated profes-
sional becomes important.

First of all, the key positions in

the society of the future must
be occupied by highly compe-
tent individuals. The age of
Jackson, with its belief that the
man in the street could quickly
learn any responsible public
job, is far and sadly behind us.

Highly sophisticated skills will

be required to cope with the
issues that lie ahead. But it will

not be sufHeient for these skills

to be exercised by narrowly
trained expects.

A student with a

broader base in the liberal

arts, even though he may ini-

tially lack some of the techni-

cal expertise of his counter-

part in the technical school, is

encouraged to seek connec-
tions between facts, ideas, and
concepts, to express himself

clearly in writing and speak-
ing, to think critically about
his own Held of knowledge as
well as the fields of others, and
to acquire, in Plato's phrase, a

"sense of the whole."

Historically, the liberal arts

college has nurtured many
leaders of American society. It

is the responsibility of the col-

lege to offer a program which
is genuinely appropriate to the

education of modern leaders.

It is the responsibility of stu-

dents to prepare themselves
for a complex future by mak-
ing the most of liberal educa-
tion.

ANYONE INTERESTED in

serving on the Student Health

Advisory Board should fill out an
application, available at Rastall

Desk.
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70's generation reflects growing religious fervor
by Laurel Van Driest

and Brian Feeney

Christmas season is upon us

again, and CC's religious organi-

zations are making ready in spirit

and activities. The Catalyst has

talked to the leaders of all five

religious organizations on cam-

pus to find out what Christmas

means to htme as well as to find

out their purpose and their ori-

gins.

Shove Council

"Of course, you must realize

that one of the key words here is

'secular'," said Rev. Bill Eddy, in

reference to the Shove Council,

the newest (and largest) religious

group on campus. The Council,

organized at the beginning of this

year, is an interdenominational

group, "open to everybody," and

consists of approximately twnety

students.

It is somewhat of a governing

body for the activities at Shove

Chapel, meeting every Wednes-

day at noon at the Chapel to dis-

cuss the week's events, plan fu-

ture activities, and eat pizza. Ac-

cording to Eddy (who is a member
of the Council), Shove Council

"fills a need for the CC commun-
ity." Shove's name has become

much more widely recognized on

campus, thanks largely to the ef-

forts of the Council.

Among the innovations intro-

duced this fall are the monthly

Commonmeals, held Sundays at

5:00 p.m. Last Sunday's Advent

Commonmeal attracted close to

250 people for a Christmas

candlelight service complete with

carols and followed by a potluck

meal. Other activities include

weekly visits to nursing homes,

coffeehouses, arrangements for

speakers at Shove, planning ofthe

services, and the Shove Wednes-

day night discussion series. Last

month, Council members took a

retreat in the mountains at a

cabin loaned for their use by

Grace Church.

The Christmas season, has

meant increased work for Council

members, but also increased be-

nefits. More people than usual

have attended December services,

and this has meant greater par-

ticipation by members in Council

activities. "We look on this month
as a time of celebration, as a time

of the coming together of all

people at CC," said one council

member.

Campus Ambassadors

"I know it sounds a bit flimsy at

first," said Campus Ambassadors
leader Rick Hershack, "but our

purpose on campus is to reach the

campus for Christ. CC is a liberal

arts college, and should be open to

other alternatives and view-

points. We feel that Christianity

is a practical solution for stu-

dents."

Campus Ambassadors started

out its eight-year life on the CC
campus when a minister from the

Conservative Baptist Home Mis-

sion society, Dave Fountain, came

to Colorado Springs and helped

students to organize a Campus
Ambassadors (CA) group. No
longer allying themselves with

the Conservative Baptists ("al-

homes. "The commercialism of to-

day's Christmas celebrations

bothers us a lot," said Hershack.

"We forget the true meaning of

Christmas. We forget what it used

to mean to the early Christians."

This Christmas, CC's Campus

Ambassadors hope to restore that

feeling— if not to the entire cam-

pus, at least to those who partici-

pate in the events they sponsor.

Inter Varsity Fellowship

In 1973, a half-dozen students

organized a Bible study. Five

Charcoal issustration by Brian Hubbell

welcome to join. The stated pur

pose of Chavarim is "to educate

the campus community about

Jewish culture and political is-

sues." Chavarim has done this job

well, as it is the most active religi-

ous or cultural group on campus.

The roster of Chavarim spon-

sored activities is long and impre-

ssive. This semester alone,

Chavarim has had two speakers

(John Rothman on "The Camp
David Accord" and Rabbi Weis-

mann on "Judaism Coming of

Age"), a discussion panel with

Professors Lee, Sonderman and

Pickle. They also built a "Suk-

kut," which is a representation of

a harvest hut, in which they had

ritual meals. Regular activities

include their weekly radio show

on KRCC, their annual all-

campus Passover Supper, and

sporadic parties. Also, the

Chavarim Room in Mathias Hall

is a resource center for Jewish

studies open to the whole campus.

Chavarim was chartered by the

CCCA five years ago for the pur-

pose of promoting cultural

awareness. It coordinates with

the Jewish groups on five other

campuses in the state and saves

money by exchanging speakers

and movies.

This year, the 8-day Hannakah

celebration begins on December

25th. Though it is a minor holi-

day, its timing makes it a popular

gifl-giving occasion.

Christian Science

The Christian Science organi-

zation is the smallest religious

group on campus. Despite having

only two members, they meet

though we still prefer to go to

their services," according to Her-

shack), CA now considers itself a

non-denominational group. Since

1976, CA has been student-run

and staffed, although the CC
group still feels a part of the

inter-campus ministry of the na-

tional CA organization.

years and one Inter Varisty staff

member later, that initial group

has metamorphosized into the CC
inter Varisty fellowship. The fif-

teen current members, led by Tom ,

Olshner, continue the tradition of

weekly Bible studies along with^

other added activities, such as a

bi-weekly fellowship- teaching

"We look on this month as a time ofcelebration, as a

time of the coming together of all people at CC*

The fifteen members attend

weekly meetings on Tuesday, and

hold Saturday night dinners and

recreational outings. "Time was

short for planning Christmas ac-

tivities," according to Hershack,

"but we do have a few plans for

next semester." These include a

booth at the annual ice-cream so-

cial, and (hopefully) several spon-

sored speakers.

For Christmas, the CA mem-
bers will be going Christmas
caroling this Sunday night to sev-

eral Colorado Springs nursing

c^

Chavarim speaker

John Rothman

three times a block to perfoi

readings from The Bible and Si

ence and Health, their sect's su

plement to the Bible.

Christian Science has no cler^

only a board of directors thi

selects and distributes a weet

sermon to all their churches

country. Their subject mattery

ters upon what they call the"i

ence" of Christian living. Thi

have faith in the healing power

God but will see a doctor vik

necessary.

The Christian Science oi

zation at CC has access to a

amount of funding but no t

tivities to fund. They are satisB

with their tri-monthly readinj

Anyone interested is invited toi

tend any Tuesday in Rast,
'

Not exactly waltzing

but still a . .

.

WEVEetTlbPEPItOemilllNIOR-
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meeting, where members talk on

selected biblical passages and dis-

cuss topics of interest to CC stu-

dents. InterVarsity is a wide-

spread campus organization, with

approximately 60 groups nation-

wide.

The three main objectives ofthe

CC fellowship, according to Ol-

shner, are "Christian discip-

leship, the presentation of Christ

to students, and the learning

about world missions ofthe Chris-

tian Church." The Christmas sea-

son makes this purpose all the

more relevant to Olshner and his

fellow IV member because it is

"not just a celebration of a past

historical event — it is an event

which is happening right now,

and has meaning in our lives."

In the coming new year, IV

hopes to carry on one of its newer

activities at CC — participation

in the Big Brother program.

Members meet twice monthly

with children who have no

fathers. As a Christmas activity,

IV members are caroling in the

Colorado Springs community to-

night.

Chavarim

Chavarim emphasizes that it is

a cultural organization rather

than a religious one. Non-
practicing Jews and Gentiles are

eti
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;CCA: A body that mirrors Campus fragmentation
by Ed Goldstein

glection time means having

the candidates telling the

•ing public what the Col-

CoUege Campus Associ-

ion
(CCCA) does and what it

juld do. Weil, despite my be-

,r
judgment, I will attempt to

{er the fray.

fo begin, our student-

jQlty-administration gov-

iHient is a creative organiza-

1, CCCA leaders have used

,ver to undertake new initia-

tes and changes in school pol-

'

30, the exercise ofpower can

reative process that helps

bring about change and pos-

[y mirror the mood of the

iiifint body.

But on the other hand ;

great amount of work done by
the CCCA involves tedious fis-

cal management as the council

attempts to budget student
fees allocated from our tuition

bill.

The CCCA spends a large

amount of time in the spring

deciding how much money to

give to student organizations

that reflect the special interest

nature of the student body.

The conscious decision to

hand out money and power to

other organizations as one of

CCCA's prime functions re-

flects the reality that we are a

fragmented campus that lacks

a sense of unity and common
purpose.

So far no CCCA President

has earnestly attempted to face

the fragmentation issue head
on. But the same phenomenon
exists in society at large so it is

hard to be overly critical ofour
student leaders on this count.

Also under the heading ofde-
legation of powers comes
another important CCCA
function — which is to inter-

view and decide on placing
other students on campus
boards and committees. Be-
cause this school is committeed
out (we even have a Committee
on Committees for heaven's
sake) it is a good idea to let our
elected officials have some
input into the selection of stu-

dents, who often in small num-

bers wield tremendous
amounts of powers in setting

admissions, academic, and so-

cial policies.

The CCCA has committees

of its own. Some are very pow-

erful and effective. The hous-

ing committee headed by Beth
German, for instance,

spearheaded the effort to get

an endorsement of expanded
coed housing.

As far as the election on De-
cember 18 is concerned, stu-

dents should think about the

motivations that individual

candidates have for running
for office. Are they junior

politicians, people who need

rubber duckies for grad school
applications or do they want to

control campus government
because they represent special

interest groups or have an axe
to grind? In all these cases
watch out. Or is the candidate
sincerely interested in serving
the school and in making
changes and improvements for

the benefit of the entire com-
munity? That person is a rare
avis we need to spot out and
encourage now. In any in-

stance question the candidates
first about motivation and
then about issues. The issues of

today have a habit of disap-

pearing come January.

etters to the Editor

Alternate view

of Lu Palmer
the Editor:

n Friday night, December 1

Lu Palmer spoke on the sub-
oC'The Black Students' Crisis

next to white people in order to

learn. He is upset with the school
system, which has been known to

send the best black teachers from
predominately black schools to

mostly white schools and send
unwilling white teachers to the

, .„ .
predominantly black schools

mnd. As I predicted m my thereby destroying the possible
mcouraging students to success of a black institution
,nd hear him, many people, promoting the success of a white

tty whites, were extremely one, and thus promoting the
fsed to Lu Palmer's opinions, "necessity" of integration. I know
e even went so far as to say this for a fact to be true myself
Mr Palmer _was spreading but «;/iy is it true? Lu says that an

ed. Though I am not in total integrated school system rarely
lement with all of Lu s opin- induces a sharing of cultures, as

[stand by him because he is many people think, but more
ding the truth that few often a loss of culture for black
e are aware of and even people unless we manage to stick
want to hear. The majority together and keep our culture

lack Students are suffering alive. I personally know of cases
•^ severe crisis of the mind. where dilapidated black schools
Black student's crisis ofthe were suddenly fixed up and beaut-

iful once it was known that white
students were to be brought in.

How do you think this aspect of

integration makes us feel? As Lu
says, when one sees that white

I~.

"..J- a..cim a sunuoi tnat people changed their minds vir-
lycannothelpbuttobesup- tually overnight from pro-

f„u . f..^^^'"?^'"'^
^^^^"^ segregation to pro- integration,

"

you know something's got to be
wrong."

So segregation has been labeled

as a bad word, but when one looks

at some of the bad effects ofinteg-

ration, 1 begin to wonder. Lu
Palmer has made me think. True
there are certain good aspects to

integration as well, such as learn-

ing more about one another, but

are these aspects so good that a

race should risk sacrificing its

culture, be taught to support an
oppressive system, and be totally

dependent upon a race that gen-

erally hates black people? Some
may think that the term hate is

too strong, but when I see that 37

of our 50 states practice housing

discrimination (Aug. '77 Black

Enterprise), that black un-

employment is nearly twice that

is nearly twice that of white youth
iU.S. News and World Report),

that the jails are approximately

70% black filled while people ^ike

Richard Nixon run free, that we
as a people have been here for over

300 yrs. closing in on 400 and
things are still far from right. I

think the term "hate" is mild.

But the Bible teaches us tnat we
should love our enemies. Lu finds

this pill quite hard to swallow, for

who loses from this philosophy
more than black people? As Lu
was telling a young lady in the

audience, no matter how much he
hates white people he can't hurt
them because he has no power.

as seen by Lu Palmer, per-

mostly to black students
attend predominantly white
utions. These students, for

lost part, are in a bad way
they attend a school that

ly cannot help but to be sup-
'e of the oppressive system
ich we live today, a system
more oppressive to blacks

(her racial minorities than
yone else. Schools such as
very rarely allow the truth
taught concerning what is

happening to blacks today
't has happened to us in the
^s Lu pointed out in a dis-

th several students, the
^'itst be played down just as
Hinds must be kept brain-
' and blind to the sickness
system, for once we become
of the brainwashing pro-
^3t is being used upon us
In such means as the media
f^ging us to support this
some serious changes just
^^ in order

tt today our black children
allegiance to the flag all

ay down to the line "liberty
"^tice for all."Anyone knows
•^^re is no liberty or justice

"1 this country nor has
^ver been.

t>lack people should know
^^^- white, and blue for us
Clothing more than slav-

PPression, and more on the
ttiless we cease helping to
^^ate this system. Lu
'"ggests segregation as a
answer, which to many

l^^ljon minded people is in-
"d wrong, but let's analyze
^ays this.

^^ys integration makes it

"0"gh we must be sitting

Lu, like most of our people, con- Civilization." portant of many functions of
ti-ols nothmg of consequence in Rip also says Lu has great po- "loud" protest: that of exposing
this society, nothmg that makes tential for evil. What would you various ideological codes that
this system tick. White people call 300 years of oppression? Is it constrain our thought and shape
control everything essential to the evil for a man to try and save his our attitudes. In the case of nuc-
functioning of this country, and brethern from 300 more? lear weapons there are many such
their hatred ofour people is grind- Finally, Rip calls Lu a racist by codes that prevail in this countrymg us into the ground. Is it Lu's own definition because he which must be forced out into the
reasonable to expect our people to says Lu has the power of influence open and investigated before we
love this? Isn't it reasonable that through his various radio shows can even start to realistically
the black man in America should in Chicago and his speeches made think about the abolition of our'
work towards building and sup- on college campuses. Compare nuclear weapons production,
porting his ou;n institutions, as this so-called power to the powers H The code of patriotism: from
Lu Palmer advocates, so that he of the White House and the coun- day one on we are led to associate
may learn more about ft(s history try's major business corporations, national strength with moral
and culture, so that he may build most of which supported South good. The U.S. is a fundamentally
pride in himself once again? Africa's apartheid system a year good nation and it must remain
White people have this advan- ago and had no qualms with locat- so. To do this, especially with
tage. why shouldn't we? Isn't it ing themselves in South Africa, bomb-armed Russia and China,
reasonable that the black man and tell me how much power Lu we need a great arsenal of nuclear
should want to control his ou;n de- reaify has, ifyou still think he has weapons. To oppose this is to in

any. effect say that America is not

Keith Owens worth protecting. There is the
Black Student Union feeling that those who oppose nuc-

lear weapons are naturally un-

Ellsberg tactics

necessary
To the Editor:

stiny, to make h.\s own decisions,

instead of letting someone who
cares little and knows less about
us as a people make them /br us?
After over 300 years of this type of
treatment, I agree with Lu that
the time has come to consider an
alternative life style, no white
strings attached, that would bring
back a unity to black people, the
unity that is found in nearly every
other ethnic group but our own. If

black people were to think then 1

believe they would see that it is

the only way, but the American
system is not designed for think-

ing members, but only non-
questioning participants, for

thinking members cannot help

but to see the system for what it

really is and are therefore a threat

to its functioning well. As Lu
Palmer says, when you control a

person's mind you do not need to

show him the back door, he will

carve one out. Such is the black

students' crisis of the mind. The somebody who gets things don'

time has come to think. quietly." The naivete' of thL
As for comparing Mr. Palmer to statement is awesome. To act

the Grand Dragon of the KuKlux quietly on the issue of nuclear

patriotic. Which leads to 2) the
code of the Natural Nation. There
is in this country the subtle ideol-

ogy of U.S. Democracy as naturj

Do you really have any idea
'^^^^ '^' capitalistic democracy is

whatsoever what anti-nuke ac-
seen to be the culmination of the

tivists are up against? I think not:
"^'-^'^' course of events, the rep-

for the editorial comments in the
'"^•^entation of a deity's will, etc. It

last two paragraphs of The '^ believed that equality is

Ellsberg Message demonstrate "^^"'"a'- that the market is an or-

clearly your lack of an adequate f"^'"
system, that our system i

conception of how society works.
"" "

--'-j

Or, rather, how society makes us
work.

Mr. Ellsberg showed slides at

his presentation; he and other
members of the Truth Force sang
"We Shall Overcome" at the con-

clusion of their trial. Your read-

ing of these events was simply
that "Ellsberg would rather ap-
pear as a heroic martyr than

much invented as it is the

obvious conclusion of anyone with
enough reason who thinks long

enough about politics and society.

To say that the U.S. should stop
making bombs (which are in-

tended to protect us from evil and
unnatural peoples) is. in this con-

text, seen to be a threatening, in-

organic statement, a subversive
stance.

The conception of "getting
things done quietly" is a

bourgeois ideological myth whose
function is homestasis — a ten-

Klan, as did Rip Langford in last weapons lor racism, sexism, social
«ncy toward maintenance ofa re

weelt's article, this is pretty much domination. ) is exactly the
'^'"^ely stable mtemal environ-

insane. I say this because the wrong approach. To be quiet is to T"''
^is steadystate depends

Klan is for an all-white govern- sell out, to punt; it is also to com-
'"' "' >f'="P°" either our unre-

ment running the entire country, pletelyo riook the complexity of
^""ed legitimation of he produc-

mcludmg black people, whereas the issue. Allow me to illustrate
"°" ""^ """ ''"'° ""'^'''" '"""''"

Lu Palmer advocates blacks mak- what I mean without being ac-
ing decisions forblacksandnoi /or cused ofthe old guilt by associa-
whites. Yes this is a black tion trick

"

nationalist point of view, and no it Where do you think that Blacks
is not similar to that of the Klan. would be today if they had acted
Also, the Klan hates us mainly quietly? Do you think that Blacks ^

s t th t
because we are black, and because and women would have attained f„;„'^™„!.'!!t ^e ^^?^^I^f:^.
they claim we are taking white the (minimal) status that they
people's jobs. Lu's feelings about now hold had it not been for some
whites are backed basically by very loud, intent, "disobedient"
over 300 years of discrimination individuals and events? Or were

per year or our illusion that we
can do p-th'ng to stop this pro-

cess.

American capitalistic democ-
racy is not natural: it is a specific

unique construction, and

tain amount of protection to

maintain its synthetic character.

In this case the protection has

taken the form of various cultural

j„„„ ». ui I ,L- , ,
myths that make it democraticdone to blacks m this country they, too, self-righteous, as you ^nd th

alone. For more details all one accuse Mr. EUsberg of being: '

must do is read Chancellor Wil

1 to wear ; tie and
discuss things with good of Nor-

,. ,.,^^ ^ ,„, , ^ .

"S^/^is ^''^'^P'e because it n,a„ Q Congressman, Which is.
nams Ihe Destruction of Black brmgs to life one ofthe most im- r^

Cont. on pg 13
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The Art of Conversation:

Once More with Feeling

I have been assigned the dubi-

ous task of reviewing the "Art of

Conversation" over this past

semester. Needless to say. I do not

believe in recapitulating the past.

Those who have read my column

know what I have written, those

who have not are excused.

I feel a great deal of pressure to

write something along the lines of

the past "Arts of Conversation."

But I am not in the mood for being

witty. This is not a farewell. I will

continue to write the "Art of Con-

versation" when the inspiration is

present. Right now it is not.

Through the semester I have

been accused by some of

generalizing and fueling common

stereotypes about CC students.

Certainly it is not always fair to

generalize; there are a lot of ex-

ceptions to the typical CC student.

Still, there are many evident

truths.

I have attempted to describe the

CC student community as I see it

and not attempted to purport how

it should be. Those who have got-

ten upset at my comments are in-

criminating themselves. I have

not said all CC students are pre-

ppies, are bleeding-heart liberals,

are close-minded, drive BMW's,

are insensitive, wear "treks," and

are immature. If you consider

yourself any of the above then

that is not my fault.

I have stressed throughout the

semester the need to remove our-

selves from the CC community

and examine it objectively. I be-

lieve that when we can analyze

ourselves and laugh at the inane-

ness ofour actions we have come a

long way. Maturity is being able

to take things at face value.

I have no animosities towards

Colorado College. When I

graduate in June I will have

mixed emotions, it was fun but

now it is time to move on. We must

realize that only a very smalt part

of our lives revolve around this

liberal arts' establishment by the

babbling waters of Monument
Creek. Life goes on.

Finally, 1 would like to directly

confront the critics who have

labeled this semester's Catalyst

"mediocre." We as a staff and

especially our editor have worked

very hard this semester against

impending odds. We are not pro-

fessional journalists. But I do not

want to be apologetic. I only want

to say. I am sick and tired of those

who bitch for the sake of bitching.

If you are going to make a com-

plaint make sure it is a valid one,

It must be remembered that the

Catalyst is open to all members of

the student community. Ifyou are

not pleased with the way some-

thing is done then change it or

make a contribution.

See you next year. Egg-nog,

powder snow, orange crush,

advanced-credit, and happy holi-

days.

Michael A. Gardenswartz

Catalyst Christmas List

—A starring role in the hit movie

of 79' for Frank Flood.

If the pope can be Polish, Rocky

can be Irish.

—$100,000 Nestles candy bars

and a subscription to National

Review for Michelle Feingold.

—An electricity-proof javelin for

Jim Collins.

—A date with wild, unharnessed

Steve Winship for Mary Brown.

—A harem and a M.D. for Mike
Hunt.

—Finger painting lessons for

Brian Feeney.

—An automatic camera focuser

for David Terry.

—All things bright, beautiful,

wise and wonderful for Rick Byrd

and Ann Rudolph, Paul Kirwin
and Linda Buckman, and Tim
Barth and Sid Wilkins, three CC
couples soon to be wed.

—Jim Turner's kicking job (hope-

fully before the Super Bowl) for

Ted Swan, class of 77'.

—The great honor ofappearing on

the Catalyst cover several

months in a row for cover girl —A 30 foot barbed wire fence to

Michelle Stevens. protect his box seats at hockey
games for Dean Heigel.

—A year's pass to the Rocky Hor-
ror Picture Show for Greg Reso.

r^il^" "^ —Editing rights to Dr. Rubin's

WQBL^^ % sequel to "Everything You've*^ ^m r^^ lis Ever Wanted to Know About Sex"
to 3rd floor Bemis.
—A "truly wonderful, spectacular

I
and altogether super evening" for

> Chris in the library.

* —A Betty Crocker brownie mix

I
for Larry Lutz.

—Readmission on a Rhodes

I scholarship for Mike Reilly and
Mike Knoke.

—Egyptian War Bonds for Steve
Zerobnick and Steve Ellis.

—A three piece suit for Tracy —Tighter pants and rhythm for

Curts. Disco Deitz.

—A hockey team of her very ovm —A 30 foot deep moat for Craig
for Suzy Lyon (from Minn.) Zoellner to protect Fiji Island.

— A "You are the best" house- -The song she wanted so badly at
mother award for Lucy who has homecoming and the lead singer
provided years of dedicated ser- to go with it for Laurie Marvin
vice to mcoming tiny Tigers in -A clean desk for Tom Atkinson.
Slocum Hall.
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Off the Cuff
;

Reflections on CC

,

rs

by Mike Slade

As fall semester. 1978, draws to

a close, I feel that it's necessary to

sit back and take a look at ourse-

lves.

The attitude around campus
this fall seems a little different,

and it's got me worried . , .

I just finished looking at Fred

Lind's art show over in Packard,

and I hope the art reviewer/critic

doesn't chastise Fred for, say, ". . .

his childish efforts at art. The ar-

tists' conception of life, reality,

and cosmic consciousness is seri-

ously lacking . .
."

Fred Lind is a good friend of

mine. He's a damn nice guy, one of

the friendliest guys you'll ever

meet. And there is a something to

be learned from his art show,

something that struck, me as I

wandered the main hall of Pac-

kard on this beautiful Tuesday af-

ternoon.

Fred's art show teaches you one

thing: to relax. Fred didn't try to

be, you know. Michaelangelo oQt

there or anything. Fred just did

what he's good at, and he did it

well, which is no surprise. People

might say that an art show is no

place for humor. I disagree. There

is no place on earth that is no

place for humor. (Except this col-

umn, on occasion)

I get the feeling of a grim sense

of purpose at CC this year. People

are taking too much too seriously

too oflen. President Feingold, for

example, has every right to be

critical of Nestle's policies. But

will a denouncement, a public

censure by the aIl-j>owerful Col-

orado College Campus Associa-

tion, really make much differ-

ence? Do you sleep better at night

knowing that your school has de-

nounced Nestle's? Do you sleep

better without the sweet after-

taste of a Nestle's Crunch in your

mouth?

And the seriousness overlaps

into the social side of life at CC.

Every person who wants to main-

tain reasonable contact with him-

selfmust make the following New
Year's Resolution: / vow to not use

any of the following words in my
speech for at least two weeks: in-

tense, wild, awesome (I should

talk), decent, and excellent.

There. With that out ofthe way,

let's continue . . .

This year everyone seems sort

of unsurprised by anything.

People just cruise by, "yea, sure, I

know . .
." and don't really stop

and think about it.

"How you doing?"

"Great, man, just great. Whad-
daya been up to?"

"Oh, not much . . . can't comp
lain, you know"
"Wanna do up some bongs?

"Sure, why not?"

I've got it! Suddenly it's all cleai

to me. The problem is simpk
Every single person on this cam
pus it totally and completely

under the amazing influence of

bongs! The hated, heathen evil

weed marijuana has victimized an
entire school. Amazing, OOPS, I

mean whatta ya know.

Since this is- the last Off The

Cuff I'll ever write, let me close

with two things: a list of do's and

don'ts, and a bitter epitaph to my
life at CC.

THE LIST:
All Fijis under the rank of

junior must not be seen at Mur-
phy's tavern by your truly for a
period not shorter than two
months. Mr. Murphy is NOT run-

ning a day-care center.

Ditto for Sigma Chi's.

The next time any sorority girl

and/or Bemis dweller gets in a

fight with her boyfriend, she is

absolutely and categorically for-

bidden from baking him cookies.

The two reasons: (1

)

the men at this school are getting

fat, and (2) you girls need the in-

tellectual challenge of thinking

up some OTHER way of assaug-

ing your boyfriend's hurt

feelings/ego. Try picking up a

copy o(Forum one of these days,

NO CCCA candidate, under

any conditions, will be permitted

to use posters by JefT Stoddard.

My Karl Marx-models were the

best, are the best, and will remain

the best forever. Don't even try —
besides, the vote per-doUar-spent

ratio is way too high, and I oughta

know.
No one will be permitted to

skateboard outside during lunch

at Rastall. That's just TOO cool a

thing to do.

All people who have EVER
taken a course from Harvey Rab-

bin are banned from The Hub for

at least one week.

hene
No Kappa Sig will be penniti oraa^K

to get in a fight during an ^hat

tramural hockey game for then durin
of the year.

Randy Stein must go one

week without wearing one arti[

of clothing that contains the
f.

lowing: the alligator logo, orii ^e of

,ofaJthree stripes of Adidas. Randy

you do it, I'll buy you dinner jate i

^hum

lent t

Finn's.

(THE BITTER EPITAPH]

The most exciting thing
ii ir pr'

happened to me all fall occur, S- S<

last night, when my Christn omnn
Tourney hoop team. The Libt dare

Cats, took the title by defeaij

Us Too in the third and keygj

between the two squads. That

the most exciting thing all

Great, huh?

Just remember the (cloud

message I bring you: don't t;

life here at CC so serious

Graces will come as you figui

"the game." Girls will cdA

too.(?) Soon it'll all be over. Si 1'^^

And that's the way it is

by Ed Goldstein

Catalyst Editor

Well, this is it. The final edition

of the fall 1978Catalyst. We hope

you appreciated our efforts.

This paper attempted to stress a

western pointofview in regards to

our college experience. It was our

purpose to examine the issues and
trends that make an education in

this location important, Colorado

College students have a gift of

place and they should realize this.

Tomorrow's leaders could very

well come from the west more
than any other region ofthe coun-

try. By virtue of our location we
have a close and thoughtful re-

lationship to the land. It is in-

creasingly evident that the prob-

lems of energy development and
land use will become crucial
in the near future.

People who recreate, study and
work in the west have an in-

creased awareness of the situa-

tion and will be better equipped to

lead than students from more
traditional eastern schools when
our time comes.

Still, as a liberal arts school

that belives in its traditional mis-

sion, we are not susceptible to the

dangers of overspecialization.

CC's emphasis on learning about
world events and human action in

all spheres along with the schools'

attempts to provide opportunities

for social development and
p

sonal growth helps us to appro;

the world thoughtfully and i

turely. Students are given real

sponsibilities to help rune

school, and often take it up:

themselves to get a leg up on he

ing their society through volt

teer work and social action.

We believe the Catalyst

faithfully recorded trends

events that reflect this belief

the importance of a western d

cation liberal arts style. We hoj

we have contributed to inspini

student thought along these Ik

and to positive action through'

journalism.

A final thought on this sutiji

No less a man than Dr. Fred S

dermann, with his humane

ues, expertise in world affsi

and positive contributions to5i

land use pla>ining exemplifi

this western vision. It is i

memory of Professor Sondei

that I would like to dedicate tljride

newspaper.

I would also like to add ai
[g] 26

words about our staff. Sure wet
ngj,

frustratiojis, but for the most p Can
it was an enjoyable semesterfil pig^^g

with laughter, learning froni« lowl J

other, and the satisfaction k

in working on a project, thatl ladbe

so many others, is vital to I mer,

strength of this proud school

thankful for their efforts.
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Fall '78 Catalyst Editorial Staff Tom AtkinnW^^'
(Arts), Mike Gardenswartz (Editorial), Ed Golditei ' <

(Editor), Brian Feeney (Features), Tim Zarlenl -erc

(Special Projects), Karen Hutson (Copy), An^

Nagel (Photography). Missing: Tim Tymkoi'i' ^*
(Sports, Laurel Van Driest (News), Heather Pal"" Uaio,

(Editor-at-Large)



B Was Banner Sports year from Kickoff to Buzzer,
Tim Tymkovich fans to an American Conference

title victory over the once proud
,,
new year rolls around it Oakland Elaiders. For those who

,mary to look back and re- were there in person of the mill-

hat has happened in the ionswhowatchedonTV.it is hard
during the past 365 days, toforget the sight of thousands of
gsbeen an eventful year in f^ns storming the field at Mile
rid of sports—nationally as High Stadium in a delirium No
locally. Sports happenings one in Colorado that day would
approach the global sig- say that big-moneyed sport had
ce of a Camp David or the alienated its fans as Orange Mad-
of a Jonestown; but it does ness swept the state. The first two
late in its own way an as- weeks of last January made us
human nature and adds sick of orange and it was a relief

lent to life. It sometimes on January 13th when Dallas
as if sports is simply mushed the Crush.

Elsewhere in Colorado this past
year, we saw the Denver Nuggets
win their division again, fold in

the playoffs, and bounce back by
signing superstar David
Thompson to a contract conserva-

tively worth a zillion dollars. The
Rockies of Denver made their first

ever playoff appearance, getting

trounced by Philly.

On the local scene we saw one of

the most significant events in

Metro State. Girl's tennis fea-

tured one of the school's best

teams ever as they looked impres-

sive in their league and gave a

strong performance in the season

ending playoffs. Many of the Col-

lege's other teams had good years

in 1978 and expect to perform at

top levels the second half of this

ir f
profit-seeking, greedy

53. Some sports have be-

iinmercialized to this ex-

dare indeed merely a vehi-

e money. But 1978 has

another side to sports

jiat is commonly seen on

nth the amateur-oriented

al Sports Festival hosted

Colorado Springs. But the

ample is found at Colorado

5 where sports are still

for fun.

think back to those com-
ports for a moment.

photo by Ed Goldstein

school yeai

All in all, the state of sports at

Colorado College and around the
country is top notch. Fans are
turning out in ever increasing
numbers to watch their favorites

and support the winners with
near delirious fervor. Colorado
College still attracts quality

athletes despite its emphasis on

academics and many of our teams
post outstanding records.

It seems the competition and
action presented in sporting

events is still popular despite the

streak ofAmerican individualism

that is attracted to the "doing it

yourself philosophy. Jogging,

cycling, and hiking are on the rise

but instead of diminishing inter-

est in big-time sports they seem to

increase its popularity. People

who are active and participate

understand what it takes to be a
quality athlete and recognize the

excellence displayed in profes-

sional ball sports.

CC & Water: A vintage team
by Mike Slade

At a school like Colorado Col-

sports this year. Thousands of '^ge, the word "legend" is kind ofa

photo by Hunt Lambert

if the excitement in big-

irts this past year was cen-

ght here in Colorado. New
ay began with the Denver
i treating their hung-over

athletes convened in Colorado
Springs and CC to participate in

the nation's first Sports Festival.

It was a rousing success and gave
amateur ^pwrts in this country a
needed boost. Amateur sports
needed no boost at Colorao Col-

lege; they flourished as they have
for over a century of our school's

history.

1978 CC hockey edition made a

strong surge at the end of the

WCHA season to make the league
play-offs. The psyched-up Tigers
traveled to Denver and knocked
off the number one ranked
Pioneers and advanced to the na-

tional quarterfinals before bow-
ing to Bowling Green University.

This Fall the Tiger football team
presented Coach Jerry Carle with
his 100th victory, a big win over

arch rival Chadron State at the

Air Force Academy, and a 6-3 sea-

son overall. Laura Golden's spik-

ers had a great season, advancing
to the regional finals ag'ainst

Marathoners have Fiesta

by Kathy Volz

ride out to the start ofthe
Kmed much longer than
lal 26 miles. The clouds
iging low over the moun-
Carefree, Arizona, the
place for the 8th annual
Wl Marathon. The run-
'«ei in hoards; it was as
lad been rung to summon
Her, There were rumors
! through the crowd that

gathered for this race
such personalities as

Gorman and Arnold
*nagger. For the 8 stu-
i single Prof from Col-
^'lege, the atmosphere
" and wired with excite-

never had they experi-
^ big time running. The
kemistry had guided the

"irough many miles of

"«ause he was the vete-
ithoner ofthe group, hav-
y respectable marathons
>belt

« Was sounded, although
'good while before the
"ne came into sight, and

It seemed that the
"^iles passed rapidly,

fe 80 many people to look
•ell organized race had

every 2V4 miles offer-
' SRG bandaids, aspirin,
lid various other ser-

were called out every

It

their own form of support.

The finish line was like a dream

come true. All those miles were

now SO far behind. The girls fi-om

CC finished holding hands with

smiles that stretched from here to

there and back again. The males

were a little less demonstrative

but in no way less excited. Twenty
six miles and 385 yards. To think

that we had finally, actually

pounded out every step between

the start and finish. It procured

enough pride and glory to bathe in

for weeks after it was over. In fact

it was probably enough for a

lifetime.

Results: winning time, 2:16,

Jim Finkle (a veteran of the Bos-

ton marathon) 3:02, John Good-

man. 3:19, Prof Harold Jones,

3:20, Martha Croasdale, 3:45,

Kathy Volz, 3:45, Robin Bin-

gham, 3:59, Lynn Mestres, 3:59,

Orville Seschille, 3:59, Kim Por-

ter, 4:14.

strong one. To call someone or
something legendary is not easy.

Very few people or things fit the
mold.

For the past, say, six years,

there has been a team in the in-

tramural flag football league
know as "CC & Water." This
year's edition took the league title

with a perfect 8-0 mark.

Two members of this year's

squad are three-year veterans of

the team, Tom Wendel and Gar-

rick Olson.

"It was the only team that

wasn't a frat team," Olson said.

"Even now, we want to have an
independent team. This year we
were the only non-frat team, too."

Members of the squad will tell

you that there is something spe-

cial about being on CC & Water,

that a sort of pride exists. "The

difference is that the guys on our

team really wanted to play,"

Olson said. "Yousortof had to try

out— I had to turn down 10 to 15

guys."

One ofthe keys to the success of

this year's squad was their line.

Going across, they had the follow-

ing large (for CC, anyway) people:

John AUenberg, Tim Anderson,
Tom Wendel, Thum Hoffman and
Rick Gotten.

Sigma Chi took the 1977 title,

defeating CC & Water in the fi-

nals. So this year the squad was
out for revenge.

"We beat 'em something like

39-0 the first time we played 'em
this year," Olson recalled.

The feeling surrounding this

year's team was that this was the
last of CC & Water, with all the

seniors.

"Although a lot of us graduate,

some of the guys have to come
back next fall." Olson said. "It's

not like the end of the legacy.

SZ= Jg

Merrif

Christmas

from

Pizza
Plus

604 N. Tejon
635-7452

Wines

Weber St. Liquor

I

<* there were encourag-
" along the way ofTering

bee^s

Open til 12 p.

m

475-9533

there's a pretty good nucleus com-

ing back."

One of the unique aspects of the

team was their depth. They were
the only team in the league with a

total two-platoon system, offense

and defense. "We had two quar-

terbacks." Olson said, "Anyone
could throw the ball."

CC & Water may come back

next year. They may not. But this

year's squad, with its 8-0 mark
and its bevy of followers, maybe
enticed by the- prospect of post-

game celebrations, will not be for-

gotten, either by the players, the

fans, or the other teams in the

league who couldn't beat them.

FOREIGN LANCUAOI CENTER
830 N, Tejon

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs. CO 80V 03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON ^^.vTe*"

110 E.Boulder
^^^

473-0150 ?

Hours: Tue. - FrL ItV j
8U.9-3

Stop In or make your Appt
632-3631 • 632-3632

Welcome Back — More than ever, this autumn, we are enjoying

easy-care styles for Women and Men who expect comfort and
versatility wrthout compromising personal style.

In order to provide the CC community wltn complete
hair caj-e services and retail products we remain In

close contact with the ever-changing trends by par-

ticipating In training programs and keeping our eyes

open for the smart, the new, the unuBual.
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Well, it's that time of year again as the fraternities begin

gearing up for their annual reproductive cycle in January.

Fraternity rush will be held the first week we get back from

school. The four day extravaganza, which begins on Friday

night and ends on Monday night, is sponsored each year by

theCC Inter-Fraternity Council (PresidentTom Wendell). The

schedule for the parties is below and all CC men who expect to

indulge in the festivities are urged to clip this page and save it

for when they come back. We have included a brief descrip-

tion ofour five fraternities prepared by the individual houses.

Basic information includes house size and history, number of

activities, dues, housing and social facts.

For an overview of the college fraternity system in a year

when the movie "Animal House" and other events have fo-

cused national attention on the institution we asked Catalyst

Special Projects Editor and IFC Vice President Tim Zarlengo

to present his personal views on the subject.

BUSH PARTIES
Rush parties will be held on

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,

January 12, 13, and 14, at the fol-

lowing times:

Kappa Sigma
8:30-10:30 Fri

2:00-4:00 Sat

3:00-5:00 Sun

Beta Theta Pi

8:30-10:30 Fri

4:00-6:00 Sat

3:00-5:00 Sun

Sigma Chi
6:30-8:30 Fri

2:00-4:00 Sat

3:00-5:00 Sun

Phi Gamma Delta

6:30-8:30 Fri

2:00-4:00 Sat

3:00-5:00 Sun

Phi Delta Theta
6:30,-8:30 Fri

4:00-6:00 Sat
3:00-5:00 Sun

Preferential dinners wi

held on Monday, January 15

4:00-6:00, 6:15-8:15, and'j

10:30 p.m. A freshman tr;

tend up to three dinners at

different houses..

Neither critics, Animai House teil entire frat story.

by Tim Zarlengo

During this past year frater-

nities have received massive

amounts ofattention. Last semes-

ter's Catalyst attacked the

fraternities on campus and Ani-

mal House put fraternities back

on the social roadmap of the na-

tion. The five fraternities at Col-

rado College will debut the first

week in January during rush, and

how they will appear will be diffe-

rent in everyone's eyes. Fve been

in a fi^temity for the past four

years at CC serving as a house

officer and tm officer for Inter-

Fraternity Council. Through
these past four years my frater-

nity and the greek system have

become a very important aspect of

my life. With the articles in the

Catalyst criticizing frats on one

hand and Animal House glorify-

ing fraternities on the other I was
dizzy trying to figure out what a

fraternity means not only to me
but to other people.

When I pledged my freshmen

year I was under heavy criticism

from many of my friends who
hadn'tjoined. They thought I was

Sigma Chi
^ Beta Gamma Chapter ofSigma
Chi founded in 1905.

I 48 Current Activies.

I $25 monthly social dues.

I $40 National initiation fee. $25

pledge fee. $15 semi-annual

National dues.

^ $60 a month room rent.

House Statement: Sigma Chi is

a unique blend of academicians,

athletes, bleeding heart liberals,

Birchers, Olin Goons, drunken
philosophers, hedonists, disciples,

country gentlemen,
exhibitionists, Trekkies, grano-

lites, junk foodists, preppies,

gnarly dudes and loafes.

We are the only fraternity

which owns its house. This not

only allows for lower rent but also

provides members with valuable

experience in financial administ-

ration and physical maintenance.

We maintain a high academic

standard and enjoy aggressive

participation in varisty and
intra-mural athletics. We are also

involved in many campus and
community volunteer programs.

We recognize the immediacy of

the campus' need for social plea-

sures and attempt to respond to

this need with many organized

parties and frequent impromptu
gatherings.

.^- strong commitment to the

imr 'vement of self, campus and
cot" I'jnityhasresultedinourre-

ce* .
ig the College's Esden

Tr \y the last two years lor out-

st;^; . -ing involvement in these

buying friends and a social life. In

joining I soon learned that I was in

no means buying anything. I had

to work hard and get to know sixty

new people. Not only did I have to

know them I had to live with

them. It was a fun and educa-

tional experience and at the same

time a very trying year, since out

of sixty there are always going to

be at least two or three who one

doesn't mesh with. After four

years and four different pledge

classes I have exposed myself

learning and experiencing from

about one hundred different

people from all over the States

and parts of the world.

My friends who didn'tjoin a frat

moved into suites in Mathias and

eventually isolated themselves off

campus so that they wouldn't be

bothered with anyone but them-

selves or maybe a handful of

friends. My contact with these

people dwindled for the most part,

although I feel it was through no

fault of my own. I was the one

calling or stopping by, with no re-

turn effort extended on their part.

Yet they blamed the fraternity for

isolating me, while they were nes-

tled in a dorm or offcampus seeing

no one.

tYatemities involve members

giving their time, energy, and

money. What does one get back if

nothing is provided? Animal
House would like you to believe a

license to act irresponsibly and

unrespectably accompanies the

pledge pin. This is partially true.

There can be the opportunity to

hide behind a group and not be

responsible for your actions.

There is, however, more of an op-

portunity to have the free spirit,

fun, creative attitude thatAnimal
House did portray and which

everyone who has ever been in a

fraternity relates to.

Social lives are not provided but

planned, implemented' and

cleaned up. No R.A. can do that for

you. This takes time from

evei-yone. You are offering your

creative talents and elbow grease

to make every party go. Byjoining

a frat you are also going beyond

your studies and self interests, ex-

tending yourself into the philan-

thropic activities of the franter-

nity.

You are offering yourself to

sixty other people in every way.

You offer all the personality and

talent you have. You ofter your

intellectual strengths through

many intense discussions and in

helping friends study or in tutor-

ing. You offer your emotional and

understanding qualities and as an

ear when someone needs to talk.

You offer your creativity and

sense ofhumor every day. In short

you offer everything that has been

put into you during your prepara-

tion to college.

A fraternity is not anti-

intellectual. It can appear that

way since it provides the major

social services on this campus.

Fraternities encourage learning

outside the classroom. One learns

to deal with people on an intense

level. Discussions are rarely the

locker room talk one imagines in

frats, but range from sports, sex,

politics, economics, religion, etc.

The interaction between mem-

bers brings thoughts and ideas

out ofthe books and into our lives.

Fraternities provide an opportun-

ity for leadership inside and out of

the house. Many of the members

of fraternities are also leaders in

campus activities.

Outside the CC inteli^

haven fraternities provide
tt
^

lease that is needed undei ^'''^
'

stress and intensity of the
I

ni^er

plan. The fun loving activ

that many members and adu e ^^

trators of the CC commi
laughed at in Animal Hous(

condemned in real life as

ture and unintellectual. Ada

trators forget their own «!

and fraternity experiences,

the fact that they were as acti

any college kid today. Sti

who describe fraternities ini

negative terms and still

Animal House recognize

their time at CC could in fai

the best time in their life,

do recognize that fact many

aren't doing anything about

If there is one lesson

learned from a fraternity

never to take yourself too

ously and self righteously,

dentally, you never laugh

than when you are in a fraten

FOR SALE: Two bicyclt

typewriter. Lacrosse equipt

and other senior junk. Call

632-3856,

K
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Beta Theta Pi

—Gamma Delta Chapter of Beta
Theta Pi founded in 1914.

—34 actives.

—$20 a month social dues for ac-

tives. $15 a month for pledges.

—$20 pledge fee and $80 initia-

tion fee(in Sept.)

—Housing Costs same as the col-

lege's.

There is no doubt that the Beta
House offers some of the finest

"on-campus" living accomoda-
tions. All rooms are spacious and
many have fireplaces or porches.

'

We have our own dining room,
where Mrs. Miller's home cooked
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lunches and dinners are served.

Other facilities include a game
room, a music room, a large

deck and several comfortable

lounge areas.

Originally built as a private re-

sidence, the house has the atmos-

phere of a fine old home. The
house facilities and the chapter

members create an atmosphere

conducive to individual as well as

social activities. Along with the

advantages of fraternity life, the

Beta House offers a unique "on-

campus" living situation.



Kappa Sigma
,

ta Omega Chapter of Kappa,

jignia. Founded in 1904.
;

I9
Current Actives.

i

lO monthly chapter dues. i

;20
pledging fee and $75 acti-ffill

gtion fee to Nationals.

lO annual National dues.

Room rent same as college's

Fraternities cent.

HOUS: Statement: Kappa
s the difference of having

from the captain of the

iball team to a prospective

captain, senior class and

}
officers, Boettcher scholars

ie stars.

fhe raison-d'etre for the house

itherhood. We are a fun lov-

f house that has gained endur^

'i fame for our efforts to liven up

, school during hockey game

riod breaks, on Valentine's Day
henever the occasion -•:"

ses- light ofour social season, but with
This spring marks the silver our other formal and informal
niversary of Kappa Sigma, parties, unique theme parties

's
oldest fraternity. To celeb- with the sororities and times

ewe will have a gala weekend when we just quaff a few beers
festivities in March, topped off with the guys, we will be busy
ha formal dinner dance at the enough enjoying our college
)admoor. This will be the high- years.

The house has new living room
furniture, a sun deck, barbeque,

pop machine, and a renovated
basement and bar that is often

used for floor hockey games.

We were the leading money
raisers in the Muscular Dys-
trophy danceathon and raised

nearly $300 for UNICEF. Several
hours are spent in volunteer work
with boys from WESTCO. a Col-
orado Springs foster home.

Several of our house members
were recipients this year of cash

scholarship/leadership awards
from the National Fraternity.

photos by Mark Stevei

Phi Gamma Delta
» Chi Sigma Chapter of Phi

Gamma Delta. Founded in

1908.

I

I 62 Current Actives (6 fall

pledges).

' ^ $10 monthly chapter dues.

I $115 National dues charged
during the Sophomore year.

i $65 pledge dues. $25 goes to the

National fraternity and $40 is

paid to the CC fraternity at a

rate of $10 a month for four

months.

, I Room rent same as college's.

Some of the activities that the

Fiji's have include: Sponsorship of

T.E.C., an Alumni Day party.

Purple Garter (formal dance),

Christmas party. Fiji Island

(three day party during the 8th

block break), ski weekend. Pig di-

nner (alumni dinner-casino

night), St. Patrick's Day party,

and numerous activities with the

sororities.

The Fiji house facilities include

a dining area and kitchen, a laun-

dry room. T.V. room, large party

area, ice and pop machines.

The Fiji's pride themselves on

their academi' excellence as we
finished sec( nd to M.I.T. in

academic comi'etition among 110

other Fiji cha] ters.

The Fiji's alf. J have participated

in several service organizations.

The Muscular Dystrophy Dance-

a-thon, and activities with local

Boys Clubs are just a few.

Phi Delta Theta

» Colorado Beta Chapter of P i

Delta Theta founded n 1913
21 Current Actives (5 fa 1

pledges).

$18 a month social dues.

> $80 National initiation fee. $i 5
pledge fee.

I Room rent same as college's.

The individual pursuits of the
members of Phi Delta Theta rep-
resent virtually all aspects of
campus life including KRCC. the
COCA. VA, and varsity and in-

tramural sports. The house
facilities — highlighted by our
sauna, pool, and foosball tables -
are the finest on campu s.

Social activity and co nmunity
involvement as well as academics
form an integral part of Phi Delta
Theta life. Annual functions
range from Home Brew nite, the
50's show, Christmas and Spring
Formals to philanthropic ac-
tivities like constructing a
haunted house for under-
privileged children or invovement
in the Special Olympics.

Stairs 29 c. buou
633-8974 Saks Building

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903

Tuesdav - Saturday 10-5

Fine Art • Foll< Art • Fobric Rrt

Letters to the Editor cont.

€llen O'Brien

€lizabeth Ross

Cully Prindle

fillcc Proctor

Mcrr Shearn

Bertie UUalskv

'berg pointed out, impor-

Butwe must go beyond this;

Uietness is playing their
To remain forever diploma-
ed "nice" (i.e. remaining
ig the bounds of civil law)
the ball on their side of the

snd they are able to con-
ly make the moves and thus
'1 the gameplay. "They" is

fosely to refer to both actual
'e and a set of ideological
'"^ that build bombs with our
Urinated acceptance.
have got to be LOUD. We
affirm ourselves.
'how slides at the lecture, to

^' the trial, was not done
'he intent of proving the

"*rmorality of activists over

else. Self righteousness

ssue here, at least as far

.

as Daniel Ellsberg is concerned.

What is involved is emancipation

in the form of freedom trom nuc-

lear death and from social/

political domination. This is not^

methinks, self righteous.

Peter Spitzform

Speaking of Obstacles
Tim Zarlengo's article "Blind

Student Tries to Combat Obsta-

cles in Path" was too polite. Gil-

bert Johns is unquestionably the

biggest beurocratic obstacle in the

administration. He is one large

roll of red tape adhered to us by

tenure. Have you ever tried bor-

rowing movie cameras from the

summer session? His obsession for

these coveted possessions borders

on paranoia. His secretary is wil-

ling to stand with outstretched

arms barricading his dcor and

vaulted safe in which the cameras

lie unused ten months of the year.

The fact that he will not allow a

seeing eye dog in his class us un-

pardonable. The case [;hould be

appealed to a less paranoid group

of decision makers.
Canineaphobia and
cameraphobia are not attributes

of a stable Dean. If he were not

terrified of dogs, he would surely

have a Doberman ;,'uarding his

cameras. If we car, accommodate
the handicapped v ilh wheelchair

ramps and elevati rs, we surely

can find a spot on tne floor (not in

a closet.) for a canine friend help-

ing the blind Linda has enough
obstacles in her life without the

addition of Gilbeit Johns.

Frustrated filmmaker
and Humanitarian

uaaec sfi nsuppiy
9 SOUTH WEBER V^rV »-"««"

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parking
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The CCCA Cutler Board Election Supplement
President

Helen J. Kang
As the CCCA is a representa-

tive body, it ought to serve as a

supporter as well as initiator of

activities. A CCCA president

should be neutral; that is, open to

different ideas and suggestion^

Though the president should

serve as an idea tank, it is equally

important to be receptive to the

ideas of other council members,

and to keep open channels of

communication to and from all

sectors of the campus. One
method of keeping the communi-
cation channels open is through

the use of KRCC by establishing

CCCA station time when we can

announce and report the decisions

made and activities planned. At

the end ofthe broadcast the CCCA
would receive and respond to stu-

dent calls. That way, all CC stu-

dents could have questions and

suggestions responded to and pub-

licized simultaneously.

Without making too many
empty promises, I'd like to give

you an idea of the type of presi-

dent I would like to be by setting

down a few of my thoughts.

When current issues come up,

(such as the recent Guyana inci-

dent) information meetings

should be set up quickly to discuss

them.

Instead of having lecturers

come and speak in exactly the

same format every time, (i.e., lec-

ture followed by a short question

and answer period) radically dif-

fering viewpoints should be

brought together now and then in

a debate format and moderated by

someone who holds a neutral

view.

There is a community around

us which criticizes us for being

isolationist and elitist. This
image needs to be changed- In

particular, I would like to see stu-

dents involved with the elderly;

just an hour a week would help to

free them from the isolation and
depression they feel.

A group should be organized to

welcome foreign students to help

them become a part of the

mainstream of campus life.

Practical adjuncts such as auto

mechanics should be started.

National holidays should be-

come an all-campus affair and
celebrated.

Spur of the moment ideas just

for the sake offun, such as dances,

picnic lunches with folk bands or

whatever YOU suggest ought to

be put into action.

As a friend recently reminded

me, although an idea may seem
bizarre or impossible at first, it is

still worthy of consideration, and
it is the task of the CCCA presi-

dent to make such an idea feasi-

ble.

Please Be Sure and Vote December 18 in the CCCA and Cutler

Board Elections
It is with these thoughts in

mind that I am running for the

CCCA president.

the primary force behind this di- rently room for, then co-ed hous- reactionaries and spineless

rection has been the CCCA presi- ing should be increased. Room as- letons. As Chairman Mao
i

dent. signment procedures must be re- Tung said: "Be resolute, fear

There are many things I feel viewed and revised to make them sacrifice, and surmount every^

need changing at CC, of which fairer and to avoid the disaster of ficulty to

housing is my greatest concern, last year. I believe in increasing

As a member of this year's co-ed minority enrollment and <iiver-

housing experiment in Loomis, I sification without decreasing the

have seen that co-ed by room quality ofthe students admitted. I

housing is desirable, and more would also like to see CC become

importantly, quite feasible at CC. more involved in community ac-

I am also concerned with what I tivities.

I think that the biggest problem

with the Colorado College Cam-
pus Association is a lack of in-

volvement on the part of the stu-

dent body. This is the fault of the

CCCA. During my time at this

school I have talked to a great

feel is an inordinate amount of

disorganization in the housing of-

fice. The multiplicity of roles in

the housing office must be elimi-

nated and student inquiries

should be the concern of only one

person. In addition, our present
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David Tenner
The CCCA has. I'm afraid, be-

come an ineffectual, misdirected

organization. The average CC
student could care less about stu-

dent government — and right-

fully so. The CCCA of the past

year has done little, if anything,

to improve life at CC. The sad

truth is that the CCCA has shown

about as much respect for the stu-

dent body as the students have

shown for the CCCA; and that

direction of security awareness number of students about the stu-

must be continued. Recreation dent government, and most have

programs should be stepped up. expressed a lack ofunderstanding

Our relationship with the

munity, and specifically the Air

Force Academy, can be imppoT^ed

for the betterment of us both. The

list of changes goes on and on.

A candidate for president ofany

student government shouldn't, I

feel, have merely a handful of

ideas he would like to see on cam-

pus. A candidate must have more, os that.

He must have a sense of direction

by which he will lead the organi

ofwhat the CCCA is, what it does,

and what it can do. The CCCA has

failed to make a sufficient effort to

inform the student body and to

encourage student participation.

Under my leadership the CCCA
will become the organization it

was meant to be — an active arm
of the student body. Ifs as simple

I't a whole lot. I believe this has zation. If you share in my feeling

come about because of one prim-

ary reason.

The CCCA of the past year has

taken what I feel is the wrong ap-

proach toward student govern-

ment. They have decided, under

the direction of their apparently

directionless leadership, to be-

come the leader of campus opin-

ion; the philosophical soul of the

CC student body. Whether it be

Nestles chocolate or homosexual

rights, the CCCA has chosen to

concern itself not with making ef-

fective changes central to campus
life, but to meddle in philosophi-

cal questions decided best on a

personal basis and not by any
campus organization. It is my
opinion that the direction the

CCCA has taken has been a disas-

trous one and the entire

philosophy and direction of the

organization must be changed.

As long as the CCCA concerns

itself with leading student opin-

ion, students will continue to re-

ject the CCCA as a vehicle for

campus change. And as long as

the vast majority of students re-

ject the CCCA, the more it will

become an ineff"ectual organiza-

tion. Unfortunately, the CCCA is

not the only thing that will suffer.

If the CCCA suffers, so does the

student body because they have

lost their primary vehicle for ac-

tion on campus. The direction of

the CCCA must change. The
CCCA must start dealing with

matters that directly eff'ect stu-

dents. Its endorsement of co-ed

housing expansion is a step in the

right direction and this type of ac-

tion must continue.

Those who feel that the CCCA
really has no power and can't

make effective changes on cam-

pus have been lulled to sleep by

our present version of the CCCA.
One need look no further than the

hey-days of the Neil

Morgenstem-led CCCA (just one

short year ago) to see that with

that the direction of the CCCA
must change from its present

philosophical, opinion-leading

role to one of action and effective

changes concerning campus life,

then I hope you'll vote Tenner for

CCCA president.

Kevin D. Lynch

Matt Davies

Are our minds totally ours? Or

have we lost a degree of control —
even to the extent that the routine

daily operations of the college in-

hibit our humane progress? If so,

then activism is the only means to

regain control. Freedom is not

given, it is taken.

We are still young and have

lifetimes to take control of our de-

stinies. It frightens me to see col-

lege so full of people who cling to

I am running for the office of the past, afraid to change things.

CCCA president because I feel Listen! When you cease to change,

that I can perform the duties in- you die! Contentment is hopeless,

volved in a imaginative and effi- We are young, and youth should

cient manner. In the four years be more than the passive heirs of

that elapsed between my high decay. We are young, and should

school graduation and my entry be very proud of ourselves.

into college I accumulated a lot of I am running on what I shall

experience that will be extremely call the "Activist Ticket." Mem-
valuable in fulfilling the duties of bership in the "Activist Party" is

CCCA President. I have success- open to anyone strong enough to

fully owned and operated my own throw off the chains of lethargy

business, managed an organiza- and take what is and should be

tion wih a projected budget of yours. This is not so much a plea of

$90,000, and worked as a news- "Vote for me," because I am young

paper reporter for the Rocky and I will try until have what I

Mountain Journal of Denver.
I have also been a member of

the Colorado Civil Air Patrol's

search and rescue team, and have
led extended backpacking trips

into the Grant Tetons. Through
this experience I have become ac-

customed to the responsibilities of

leadership and management, and
strong leadership and the proper have learned to work effectively

sense of direction the CCCA can with people.

make positive steps in effecting

changes for the benefit of the CC
student body. The key between
these two years has been the di-

rection the CCCA has taken. And

I am also very interested in

many of the crucial situations the

CCCA is confronted with. I think

that if more students want to live

in co-ed housing than there is cur-

Analyzmg the motives wl

cause a candidate to run

dffice is often difficult. Polil

rhetoric expressing sentiment

altruism often hides a candidal

true purposes. To avoid statinj

want to get involved and serve

school," the only reason cited

candidacy in most high sch irocec

elections, 1 had to carefu

analyze my own reasons for

ning.

I am running for CCCA becai o sen

I feel that I would be an assel

the council. My experience:

student government, schi

church and civic organizatii

have given me a balanced and

jective outlook on issues. Thi

look along with the strengthofi

opinions I have formulated

allow me to contribute to I

council. I also jwssess an \ntei ntati\

and a desire to participate ini

budgetary functions of CCCA

would also like to work with mme
different committees under I ed

jurisdiction of this organizati the i

Along with these reasons I fe

that I do have a strong desire

involved. CCCA would be an

let for this involvement and all jty

me to learn more about Color rs,

College. Desire for involve© ible

by itself is a hollow reason

candidacy but with the sino

interest and ability to contrih

that I have, it also becomes vai

use I

',facu

ffl wa

;ics b

[cant

!, I c

nsby

le col

live,

positi

!ACc

pric

wort

ofew

great

al sti
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CCC/

me

want. This is more a plea of

"Vote!" Vote, and get your friends

to vote. We'll only get as much as

we are willing to put in.

Whether elected or not, I will

see more of you become willing to

take a stand. Whether elected or

not, I will oppose the evils of

routinization and systemization

with freedom of mind and cooper-

ation. Whether elected or not, I

will not tolerate passivity,

listlessness, heartlessness. Care-

fully read and weigh the claims

and demands ofmy opponents and
consider their strength. Beware of College Campi
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Sara Kneedler

I, Sara (Sally) Kneedle'

running for the office of Col"1



lection Supplement cont,

^t,er for many reasons that

^fit Colorado College. I

^^j-y interested in serving on

rning committee to help

te more student involvement

;e
organized activities, to in-

awareness for all COCA
sions and actions, and to rep-

the varied opinions of the

jtudents. With an enthusias-

outgoing, and open-minded

[ude, I can be an integral

,l)eroftheCCCA. In addition.

:perience on school

naking committees will

n working effectively in

ributing ideas and organizing

jrtci to increase positive out-

CCCA

Rand L. Kannenberg
am a candidate for the gov-

uient of this college campus
use I want to serve its student

.faculty, and administration.

want to learn more about

irocedures ofgovernment and
ics by involving myself in

two areas of personal inter-

Ican think ofno better way for

erve and leam at the same
[ can think of no better

by which I can contribute

le college and the lives of all

live, study, and work here.

position as a member of the

iA Council would definitely

priority commitment, one

worth the time and energy

ssary to be the successful rep-

atative I would strive to be.

K) few college students realize

?reat importance of campus
rnment. It is this very body of
led representatives that pro-

the many rights of the indi-

al student and other mem-
of the college community.
CCCA, composed of students,

lembers, and adminis-
"s, works to create the best
''le environment for

yone at this liberal arts col-

order for the COCA to remain
rong and representative in-

tion, all CO students must
iri the December II election

" the twelve student posi-

' I was appalled when told by
'se friend that only 1,500
ititsout of22.000 voted in the
nt body elections at the uni-
ty she attends. She was em-
assed to admit that such
^y prevails among her fellow
"ints. The students obviously
t^are in her community. I

' CC is different,

ase vote and grant the op-
*iity to those people who

'^o serve and learn as a

'*rofthe COCA Council. All

^nefit.

,
Win C. Turner

^fe are several reasons why
_

^coming a member of the

'^ Would be beneficial. I feel a
S& is needed to make the

committee a more active and par-

ticipating part of Colorado Col-

lege life. Since my term as a stu-

dent at Colorado College I have
heard of no decisive actions made
by the student government, which
should be an integral part of cam-
pus activities. Many older CC

Accordingly, my intention is to

establish contact with students
individually, through dorm coun-

cils, by attending wing meetings

and by scheduling meetings
within dorms. Being an efiective

member ofCCCA is a great chal-

lenge; a challenge that I would
like the opportunity to meet. I

need your vote!!!

students have mentioned to me
that the CCCA is nothing more

than a tool for popularity. A stu-

dent government should be in-

formative How? Perhaps publish

a political paper with world news

not just campus life, organize

speeches from local and world

politicians, even hold all campus
meetings when needed; there are

numerous possibilities. I believe

that my participation could help

to generate a more influential

student government.

Robert H. Bach
Before we were to leave elemen-

tary school it was necessary that

we all master the "3 R's" ofeduca-

tion. Since that time the necessity

of those basics has been pushed

aside, however, I believe that a

candidate running for CCCA
must remember the 3 basics. Un-

like those of elementary school

the CCCA member must re

member the basics of responsibil

ity, responsiveness and the most

important principle of remaining

representative of fellow students

ideas.

In order for CCCA to be effec

tive, its members must be re-

sponsible for fulfilling the duties

assigned to them and must be wil-

ling to make a commitment of

time and effort even though this

commitment must at times take

priority over other interests. I

WANT TO MAKE SUCH A
COMMITMENT!

In addition, CCCA members
must remain responsive to the

needs of the students and the col-

lege community and keep in focus

the idea that they represent the

students of Colorado College and

not simply their own ideas. Too

frequently, once an individual is

elected he forgets that it is his

duty to represent and seek out

others' views and not simply his

own.

Erik Thomsen
In the past, especially under the

leadership of Neil Morgenstem,
CCCA has been a constructive

force, often helpful in unifyingthe
student body and usually success-

ful in representing their views.

Administration hiring
guidelines, peer group counsel-

ing, and the ninth block festivals

are examples of the kind of con-

structive CCCA actions that !

would like to see continued.

Lately, however, the CCCA has'

tended to support one-sided prog-

rams. For example, although it

has funded talks by political ac-

tivists like Flo Kennedy and Dick

Gregory, it has done little to bring

people with opposing views. I

would like to see a better rep-

resentation of both sides of the

political spectrum. If a controver-

sial speaker is to come, I would not

want his or her ideas to be left

unchallenged; instead, an oppos-

ing speaker or a faculty panel

could question his or her views. I

feel that such debates or symposia

are much better ways of inform-

ing the student body than one-

sided presentations.

If elected to the CCCA, one of

the things I will try to do is to

improve the representation of all

sides of issues. I will also work to

continue constructive programs

such as peer group counseling. I

ask for your vote ofsupport on De-

cember X8.

Ann Ince

The othei day I informed a

friend that I was interested in

running for CCCA Council. He in

return informed me that it was
not a competitive process and that

there was no reason to get uptight

about it. In order to prove his

point he told me that out of CC's

2000 odd students, perhaps 300 of

them would actually take the

time to read the electoral state-

ments, think about them and
vote. My friend's statement illus-

trates what I think is sadly a

fairly obvious fact at CC, that the

majority of students here are ig-

norant to both the value and the

role of a representative student

government such as CCCA.
1 hear students express many

different complaints about life at

CC. These complaints vary from

seeing CC as an ''ivory tower shel-

tered from reality." lo being un-
happy with the conservative over-

tones of the college, to hating
SAGA food. It is easy to lay the
blame for complaints such as
these on those people in positions

of authority lie. President
Worner. the Board of Trustees,
the Deans, etc.) To take this al-

titude, however, is to basically cop
out. It is the student who makes
the school and not vice-versa. It

would seem to me that in an
academic environment sup-
posedly conducive to intelligent

thought, that students would take
the opportunity to voice their

complaints and opinions in a fo-

cused and directed manner.
CCCA as a student organization

with administrative influence
provides for this opportunity, but
at present few students seem to

want to take advantage of its po-

tential.

My name is Ann Ince. l_ am
neither extremely radical or con-

servative. I am not a religiou.s

fanatic, a greenwich groupie or a

genius. What I am is a concerned,

hopefully openminded student

who wants to see more active par-

ticipation among students in the

running of this school. The oppor-

tunity for the student body to

have more say in administrative

decisions, to change those aspects

ofCC which we feel tobeincondu-

cive to a liberal education, or

which simply make campus life

frustrating does exist. Ifelected to

CCCA Council it wi 11 be my aim to

better inform the student body of

the potential power it has for

change through the CCCA, and I

will work to raise CCCA from its

present inability (due to lack of

publicity and subsequent student

apathy) to represent this student

body as a whole.

the time and energy. I am able

and willing to work with the other
members of the Association. I will

put every effort forth in helping to

fulfill CCCA's purpose of serving

the student body

Beverly Herndon
I'm running for council seat on

the Colorado College Campus As-

sociation. The main reason for my
running is simply that I derive

great satisfaction from being in-

volved in the governmental or-

ganization of my school. I feel I

have the qualifications necessary

for this jKJsition. I also have the

sincere interest and ambition

which is required to best fulfill

this position and which makes me
an able candidate.

Here is a little information on

my qualifications and
background:

1. I'm a junior and therefore

have much experience with cam-

pus life.

2. 1 am a transfer student — I

have fresh ideas from my former

school which I would like to see

used here.

3. I held the position of secret-

ary in the campus association of

that school so I have knowledge of

the responsibilities, time and

commitment necessary for this

position.

I am willing to put forth that

commitment if elected to the

CCCA.
I have the qualifications. I have

Karen Beth Goldberg

As a Colorado College student. I

realize the need for excellence in

literary publications. Publica-

tions are a viable part of campus
life. During the past year and a

half that I have been at CC. I have

had a continuing interest in the

publication. My interest stems

from the fact that campus publi-

cations are vital for a well-

rounded college experience. If

they are effective, they can be of

unestimable value in terms of

recognizing and exhibiting stu-

dents' skills in writing, photo-

graphy, and art. They also serve

to alert the campus to interesting

aspects of life at Colorado College,

In order to keep the publica-

tions functioning at optimum
level, I believe that there should

be input from campus students

who are uninvolved with the writ-

ing and editing of the publica-

tions. I hope to offer an unpre-

judiced view,

I feel that in general the cam-

pus publications have been filling

their roles well. However. I be-

lieve that there is always room for

improvement. I feel that I could be

of help in this area. As a member
of Cutler Board, I would try to de-

termine where student interest

lies. I would also work to increase

student input and interest. The

publications at CC must try to

meet the varied needs of all stu-

dents. 1 believe that I would be of

help in reaching this goal,

Karen-Beth Goldberg

229 Loomis Hall

Ext. 271

Due to a confusion

over deadlines, the

Catalyst never received

two candidate state-

ments from the CCCA.
JEFF JARRIS and

LUCKY SMITH are also

running for positions as

members at large on the

CCCA. If you would like

to talk to either one of

them about their goals

and aims, call them. Jeff

can be reached at x281,

and Lucky at x260.
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^^by Lisa Kitagawa «

Friday, December 15
4KK» p.m. The Tiger men's swim team

will be racing against the Air Force

Academy at home in Schlessman Pool.

7:00 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. The CC Lei-

sure Program Film Series presents the

original "Pink Panther" with Peter Sel-

lers. Present CC I.D. and film series tic-

ket or 75C at the Olin Hall I door.

8:00 p.m. The CC Hockey team will face

Michigan State University at the

Broadmoor World Arena. CC students,

faculty and staff may pick up tickets at

the Rastail front desk. Students must

present CC activity card.

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-

chestra will perform Wagner's "Prelude

to Act III from Lohengrin" and Alfven's

"Swedish Rhapsody" at Currigan Hall in

Denver.

8:15 p.m. The CC players presents

"Moonchildren" in Armstrong Theatre.

This will be presented as a Theatre-In-

The-Round in which the audience sits on

stage around the main action. General

admission is $2.00, free with the presen-

tation ofCC LD. and Activity card. Seat-

ing is limited!

8:15 p.m. Music Theatre will perform

"Elves," a Christmas fantasy for all ages

at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center.

Tickets may be obtained at the Pikes

Peak Arts Council Box Office, 321 North
Tejon, from 10.00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. week-

days.

The Tiger men's basketball team will

be off and shooting in Golden against the

Colorado School of Mines.

Saturday, December 16
2:00 p.m. The Colorado College Wo-

men's Basketball team will be in Good-

will, Oklahoma against Panhandle State.

Good Luck!

2:30 p.m. and 8:15 p.m. "Elves" pre-

sented by Music Theatre, may be viewed

at the Colorado Springs Fine ARts
Center. Tickets may be obtained at the

Pikes Peak Arts Council Box Office. 321

North Tejon from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

weekdays.

8:00 p.m. The Tiger hockey team will

have its second match against Michigan

State University at the Broadmoor World

Arena. CC students, faculty, and staff

may pick up their tickets at the Rastail

front desk. Students must present activ-

ity cards.

8:15 p.m. The CC players will deliver

their final performance of "Moonchil-

dren" in Armstrong theatre. "Moonchil-

dren" will be performed in the 'round' in

which the audience is seated on stage en-

circling the action. Due to this set up,

seating is limited. Tickets may be ob-

tained at the Rastail front desk for $2.00,

free with presentation of a CC LD. and

Activity card.

Sunday, December 17
10:00 a.m. Community worship will be

held at Shove Chapel.

2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. "A Star in the

East" can be viewed at the Air Force

Academy. This show may be viewed
through December 31 except on Christ-

mas Day at the given times.

. 3:00 p.m. The Air Force Academy Band
will give "A Christmas Concert" in Ar-

nold Hall.

3:30 p.m. The Colorado College Col-

legium Musicum presents "A Program of

French Music from Renaissance and the

Baroque" with Professor Michael D.

Grace, directing. This exciting group may
be viewed at Packard Hall.

4:00 p.m. The Taylor Memorial Concert

Series presents "The Christmas Mass" by

Marc Charpentier featuring the Soli Deo
Gloria Choir with Kenneth Westcott di-

recting. This performance will take place

at Grace Episcopal Church.

8:00 p.m. The Denver Symphony Or-
chestra will be performing Enesco's
"Roumanian Rhapsody No. 1," Pro-
kofiev's "Winter Holiday" and a few spe-

cial Christmas songs arranged by Hen-
derson. This concert will be in Fort Col-
lins at the Lincoln Community Center
Auditorium.

Monday, December 18
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. CCCA elections

will be held in Rastail. CC LD. must be

presented to vote.

11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. CCCA elections

will be held in Taylor. Voting students

must present CC I.D.

8:00 p.m. Edie Lowe, student of Sue

Mohnsen will give a piano recital in Pac-

kard Hall. Selections include works h)

Stravinsky, Franck, Chopin, and Mozart.

9:00 p.m. Blue Key is sponsoring a

Study Break at Tutt Library. Refresh-

ments will be served.

Tickets will go on sale for a perfor-

mance by Marcel Marceau January ig

and 20 at the Denver Auditorium

Theatre. This is presented by Garner At-

tractions. Tickets may be obtained at the

Pikes Peak ARts Council Box Office, 321

North Tejon, from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Tuesday, December 19
1:00 p.m. The Fine Arts Film Series

presents "Spencer's Mountain" for Senior

Citizens Day. "Spencer's Mountain" will

be showing at the Colorado Springs Fine

Arts Center.

8:15 p.m. The film "Juarez" with Bette

Davis will be showing at the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center, sponsored by

the Fine Arts Film Series.
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Holiday Skiing: Schussing through the Colo. Alps
by Tim Zarlengo

Catalyst Special Projects Editor

Today going skiing entails a lot

more than it did even five years

ago. The equipment, styles and

attitudes are abundant and di-

verse. Before you pick up your

skis to head off to the slopes, think

about where you're going and
what you want out of a day or

block break of skiing. To go skiing

in Colorado is tike walking into

Breslers Ice Cream shop (which

has 33 flavors, two more than

Baskin-Robbins), you need to

know what you want before going

or you will have to have a try at

them ail.

Aspen and Vail are always the

big names in the ski industry.

Looking at their lift ticket prices

one would expect the two to be the

same. People say that Vail is

where poor people go to look rich

and Aspen is where rich people go

to look poor. Vail is the Farrah
Fawcett as to Aspen's Katherine

Hepburn. Aspen is an old mining
town turned into a big city. In a
way it still has a touch of the hip-

pie culture with a wild and di-

verse night life. Vail on the other

hand is like a ride at Disneyland.

The European-style buildings
could be out of a movie set. The
atmosphere is moderate, with
executives on family vacations

and as many Texans as there are

jokes about them. The skiing in

both Vail and Aspen is diverse.

Steamboat has come into its

own in recent years. Steamboat is

for drug store cowboys and out-

door purists. The greasy spoons

provide good inexpensive eating

in the town of Steamboat, as well

as various cowboy bars. Steam-

boat is between four and five

hours away from here, but the

prices are still comparable to Vail

and Aspen. The skiing is as di-

verse as the other two, and the

lines aren't as bad on weekends.

Intermediates will love the Priest

Creek area and Experts shouldn't

miss Whiteout off the Thunder-

bird chair.

In the same direction but two

hours closer is Winter Park. Now
that Mary Jane is open Winter

Park is a strong competitor with

Colorado's luxury resorts. Think
about Winter Park for weekdays

only because the Eskimo ski club

and various others infiltrate the

area on weekends and jam up ev-

erything.

the state and you'll probably

I'm completely off base on my

scriptions of resorts and runs,

sorry I'm not an expert, (my

night.

Outdoor Rec is offering

counts on lift tickets in many

orado ski areas. They are ah

fering the Colorado card ji

Vail, which is $13 instead ofi

This card lets the skier bu_

For close by inexpensive day outfit doesn't even match), bi

skiing try Breckenridge, which is do hope this will help you ?el

gi-eat for intermediate and begin- your double dip ski cone. IdoL

ning skiing, but has enough ad- a little ski tip to have thet

vanced runs to satisfy the expert skiing ever, keep your knee;

on a single day basis. Don't over- gether in the day and apart

look Pikes Peak which is only

thirty minutes away and is only

open on weekends, and cheap.

Aspen, Breckenridge and
Steamboat were all gold mining

towns turned ski area. But there

is gold still at Telluride, in the

-now. the runs and throughout

I he town. Telluride is inaccessible

irom all major airports and high-

ways and crowds are unheard of

Telluride is a dream for experts,

with steep runs like The Plunge

and The Spiral Staircase.

If you are really desperate or

just really have the bug try the

Ski Broadmoor. Some say it's as

good as Honnen Ice Rink only a

little steeper.

I know I have different in-

terpretations of every ski area in

Colon
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by Elaine Salazar

Siocum parking lot was the

leeling P'ace for 100 rallying C.C.

[udenis on Saturday, January 13.

tijdents marched down to the anti-

^ Klux Klan rally held at Acacia

gfl(^
where they joined other

.(jtorado Springs citizens to protest

gcetil KKK activity in the Colorado

pnngs area.

Events that fostered these recent

plI-KKK activities began last May
,hen Sergeant Odell and Sergeant

liewart, officers at Ft. Carson, an-

unced their Klan membership and

ilans tor recruitment in the Colorado

Iprings area. These plans became

lore definite with their announce-

pgnl of a "White Christmas" march,

be held during December. This

larch v^as never held, as they chose

J
wait for the "media f-ront man",

jrand Wizard David Duke.

Due to this recent KKK activity,

pany concerned Colorado Springs

ilizens, Colorado College students

ncluded, met twice early in

lovember to voice their concerns,

result of this city-wide meeting

the formation of ARC (Anti-

lacist Coalition). According to Penni

;immel, member of the ARC steering

ommittee, the goals of the organiza-

on are to educate ourselves and the

il public as to the growing

angers of racism and its associated

I, which promoted inequality

nd injustice for all.

Within this coalition a C.C. coali-

on representing BSU, Chavarim.

lECHA, Women's Commission, and

IASA, was founded. The purpose of

lis college group is to organize

[udents not only on the C.C. cam-

js, but also on other college cam-

uses m this struggle against alleged

acism and sexism.

With the arrival of David Duke on
January 10, members of ARC began
their first anti-KKK activities with a
demonstration held outside the KKTV
studio where David Duke and Dr.

Wells, a black history professor from
the University of Southern Colorado.
held a debate. (See page 3 for Keith

Owens' commentary on the debate.)

This visit by David Duke brought
about Saturday's rally where nearly
200 demonstrators braved the cold
weather. This rally was sponsored by
ARC (Anti-Racist Coalition) which
drew its largest support from the

C.C. students who attended. One

The rally was continued with a

march to the court house and back to

Acacia Park where the group dispers-

ed.

C.J. Brown from BSU, Dan
Guglielmo from MECHA and Steve

Zerobnick from Chavarim.
represented C.C. in the speech mak-
ing. C.J.. whose speech was receiv-

ed with enthusiasm, stated, "My goal

is to show that the Klan can't be
destroyed by the police or politicians

because they have obligations

towards all their constituents and
therefore it is a cry to the common
people to destory this racism that

could be fatal." Dan Gugliemo also

stated that the KKK's ideas of im-

and ARC members started crie-s of
"United we stand for human rights

"

According to members of the C.C

.

Coalition, it was a small minority who
were shouting the violent slogans,
and "Death to the Klan" was not the
rallying cry of most of the 200
assembled, as reported in the article
of the Gazette Telegraph.

Linda Halligan from the Women's
Commission staled further that "us-

ing violence against violence may
lead to the destruction of people, but

not necessarily to the destruction of

racism and sexism, The intention of

the C.C. Coalition was to gain a
strong pro-human rights stand.
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that he had never seen C.C. students

involved in the community before.

Colorado Springs citizen remarked

Along with the C.C. group and
'ARC, Workers World Party, People

for the Betterment of People were
present. Demonstrators participated

in a series of slogan chanting and
speeches denouncing the KKK's
violent attitudes toward racism,

homosexuality and scorn of women's
rights.

migration and it's effects are un-

founded.

Although the main thrust of the
rally was nonviolent, an organized
group known as INCAR (Inter-

national Committee Against Racism
— connected with the Progressive

Labor Party) tried to promote a

violent atmosphere at the rally with

their protest yells of "Death to the

Klan" and "Smash the Klan". In op-
position to these cries. 0, C. students

rather than the violent, antagonistic

approach of the INCAR movement.

Why the recent KKK activity in

Colorado Springs? According to

Penni Kimmel, Colorado Springs is a

prime nesting ground lor the KKK at a

time when they can play on people's

(ears because of the recent economic

hardships faced by all Americans,

The fact that organized minorities

and organized labor are not realities

in Colorado Springs, plus the tact that

the white middle class is dis-

connected, gives the Klan avenues
through which to gain power.

Klan activity in Colorado has been
noted from 1921 with the organiza-
tion of the KKK around the purpose of

upholding "law and order" and remin-

ding Coloradoans of their pioneer

background. In 1925, one out of every
seven people in Denver was a
klansman. Although these incidents

date back 50 years, the revival of the

Klan activity in Colorado Springs

seems to have become a reality again.

There has been an average of one
cross burning every year, and news of

Sgt Odell having harrassed a black
woman in his neighborhood in an
attempt to make her move was
reported this summer Although Klan
orqanization has not been reported in

Colorado Springs high schools, Klan
youth leagues have been started in

many Denver schools.

Nationally, the Klan has aroused
concern in incidents such as the

beatings of 12 black marines, the

armed march in Tupola, Missouri, the

beating of migrant farm workers in

New Mexico, and the continued

harassment ol homosexuals
throughout the country.

Although the ma|ority of students
at C.C. took a silent approach, the

C.C. Coalition ol ARC was pleased
with the student turnout. A letter from
ARC was sent to the C,C. students

who participated in the rally, thanking
them lor their support. 'To see all of

you marching toward Acacia Park

was an uplifting experience and we
appreciate your commitment to

progress in human rights and better

lives for all."

Luce money broadens

college program
by BUI Anschuetz

Colorado College has received a

pecial Project Grant of S65,000 from

le Henry Luce Foundation for a

iree-year program on War, Violence,

id Human Values.

Tfie program, which begins next

ill, will include a core course, a

iculty seminar, a number of lectures,

nd a performance series.

Ttie program will focus on the

ihilosophical and humanistic dimen-

of war and violence. It will

Jpplement more traditional studies

f war and violence that emphasize
olilics, economics, and diplomacy.

The College has offered an inter-

isciplinary course in War, Violence,

Id the Humanities sunce 1974 when
rofessors Gray, Cramer, and
ochman joined forces to teach it as
fie of the College's centennial

ourses. The idea then was to teach a

ourse that attempted a braod ex-

'oration of ideas, utilizing the

trength of the liberal arts faculty.

Professor Hochman describes the
ew three-year program as con-
lining an emphasis similar to that of

'e old course, but with a much
foader scope. He says, "This is a

'llege-wide program and there lies

s uniqueness." There was con-
itJerable input from the faculty when
'e grant proposal was being written.

lochman envisions participation by
acuity from all divisions of the

'Ollege.

^ targe portion of the grant money
"" pay for faculty study, class

Preparation, and actual teaching
lime The program's core course v/lll

'or two or three blocks. Beyond
re course a sequence of related

Curses will be scheduled in such a
'3y that a student can take any or all

" '*ie courses. It is expected that as
"3'^y as five members of the faculty
'^'" teach these courses next year.

^he faculty seminar will meet ap-
O'^imately once a month. The
^"iinar will examine topics related to

courses being offered that year.

ttiisc,

Though this part of the program is

designed primarily forthe CC faculty,

some students and visitors from the

area may join in. During the first year

the faculty seminar plans to consider,

"War and its Human Consequences:

Perspectives from Literature and

Art,"

The third part of the Luce program

will take the form of a distinguished

lecture series. Hochman indicated

that due largely to the disappointing

results of numerous big name, talk

and run lectures in the past, the

visitors here under the auspices of the

Luce program will remain on campus

for a few days. This will enable them

to meet with students and faculty in a

variety of seetings. Kenneth Waltz,

Paul Fussell, and John Keegan are

among those being considered for

next year.

A diverse performing arls series will

round out the Luce program. Plans

call for films, drama, and musical

performances related to the ideas

being discussed in other parts of the

program to be presented over the

next three years.

Beginning next fall. Professor

Brooks, as Dean of the College, will

oversee the operation of the Luce

program. He will also take part in the

Colorado College Council on War,

Violence, and Human Values, a group

of faculty and students. This com-

mittee will be responsible for con-

sidering proposals from faculty

members for courses, lectures, and

performances. Professor Hochman
will chair the committee.

Hochman. who wrote the proposal

along with Brooks, considers the

grant a tremendous opportunity for

the College, Questioned about his

expectations for the program, he

said.Tm really very excited about it. t

think we are in a position to make a

unique contribution to this field of

study." Thanks to the Luce Founda-

tion we have three years to find out.

Vandals threaten Benny's
by Sue Royce

Flagrant vandalism outside Ben-

ny's Basement has seriously

threatened any hopes for the bar's

possible expansion.

Tuesday evening. Jan. 9, the men's

restroom in the lower level of Rastall

was literally torn apart. Vandals

ripped stall doors from their hinges

and bent them in half. They tore out

posts and knocked down an entire

wall. In addition, the soap container

and towel dispenser were smashed

and tossed to the floor One sink still

leaks as the result of attempts to yank

it from the wall.

As if to add insult to injury, the

following evening two students leav-

ing Benny's at closing time threw an

eight foot section of lockers to the

floor at the rear exit of Rastall, They
dashed away as two members of

Benny's staff tried unsuccessfully to

stop their escape,

Mike Winfrey, manager of

Benney's, feels defeated and dis-

couraged at the student behavior.

"It's just a small number ot people

causing the problems, " he said, "and

they're screwing the entire student

body."

The Benny's staff has been pushing

very hard this year for expansion

Last Monday they finally felt their

pleas gaining a sympathetic ear.

"Then this happened," Winfrdy

stated. "The administration came
back asking why we should even have
this place to begin with."

Suggestions and rumors of closing

Benny's have come from the ad-

ministration offices, but Winfrey feels

shutting down would be a mistake

"We don't want to promote
drunkenness," he says, "but if

students are going to get drunk, and

they are. better that they do it here

where its centralized and where they

can walk back to their dorms instead

of drive."

Ellie Milroy, director of the leisure

program, ahs the responsibility of

ordering repairs in the vandalized

areas She feels hesitant about how to

proceed.

"This is the fourth or fifth time that

bathroom has been damaged in three

years." she siqhed, 'Why should
|

spend the thousand dollars needed

to fix it up when I know it's going to

happen again'/

'

Milroy also pointed out places in

the plaster wall of the rear exit

hallway where vandalism damage has

been repaired, and where gaping new
holes have appeared in the last few

months,

"What I don't understand," she

stated, "is that when people get drunk

they think they have permission to

destroy " She feels frustrated

because, even though there are

several students who know the van-

dals, not one of them has come
forward with any information.

Of the approximately seventy

students in Benny's Tuesday, the

staff has a good idea of who was
involved in the destruction Still, they

lack hard evidence, and so remain

hesitant to accuse any individuals.

"It's hard to care anymore," Winfrey

complained. "The statf puts in many
extra voluntary hours, working hard

to make the place better. We trust

people; they're all students like

ourselves. But regardless of how
much we do down here all our efforts

are negated if the person responsible

for this doesn't come forward
"'



Rush your head out
by J(m Finkel

To pledge or not to pledge; is that

the question? Nearing the end o{

^'dead-week." a period (or pledges to

consider their decisions concerning

fraternities, most new students

recognize the high caliber of the

Greek system here at C.C. The
weekend rush parties and the

preferential dinners provided a good

time at the five campus organizations.

The cooperation of sorority "sisters"

as rush hostesses added to the food

and ample beverages served from

Friday through Monday.

Two neophyte authority figures.

Dean Gordon Riegel and Slocum
Head Resident Alan Okun, were pre-

sent to see that ad was "running

smoothly." In compliance with the

rules of the Inlerfraternity Council

(IFC). equally scheduled rush hours
were follow/ed on Friday night and
both Saturday and Sunday after-

noons. Staggered dinner times per-

mitted potential pledges a meal from

salad to dessert at separate houses,

while members simultaneously gave
their "bids."

After a period of decision, most
freshmen are now assessing their

housing options for next year. One
consideration is that a fraternity

organization can offer certain social

and communal benefits outside the

realm of the major dormitories. Con-
versely, many students value their

independent living arrangements,

leaving a great deal up to the factor of

one's personal preferences.

Neea tor aciive input
'

but consider
by Tom Atkinson

Fraternities have a lot going for

them. Many are very involved in

charitable community activities. But
there is another side. Appreciate the

fine aspects of frats, but consider
tacts that frat members wanting to

pledge you may have neglected to tell

you.

At a pre-Thanksgiving "Wild

Turkey" party the Betas killed a

turkey inside their house after, rumor
has it, tormenting the caged beast.

Last Monday night two members of

that fraternity reportedly maliciously

damaged a car parked in the Jackson

House parking lot.

The Kappa aigma fraterntiy. seven

of whose members won national

awards last year, was on probation

last semester for setting fire to

property of the Phi Gamma Delta

house located next door. Disciplinary

probation implies that those on
probation are only marginally accep-
table as members of the C.C. com-
munity. The Srgmas also disrupted
the panel discussion on gay rights in

November 1977. Fraternities have at-

tracted attention most recently last

Tuesday night when three houses
located in the fraternity quad were
involved in a fireworks extravaganza

which might possibly result in a law-

suit being brought against the college
or the fraternities.

C.C. fraternities are apparently

capable of extreme behavior, both
socially very admirable and socially

quite despicable. Before.you pledge,

ask the actives about all their ac-

tivities.

By Michele Felngold

Openings still remain on a tew C.C.
student/faculty committees for the

rest of the spring semester. The
COCA Council annually appoints

students to serve a year's term on
these committees, which cover

various areas of academic and extra-

curricular life on campus and are a

potential vehicle for change or im-

provement.

One position is with The Placement
Committee, which works with the

Career Counselling Office to deter-

mine the direction and purpose of the

Placement Center. The committee is

consulted on programming and types

of services that the center offere.

The Minority Education Commiltee
serves in an advisory capacity to the

President of the College, and as a

sounding board for issues of minority

education at C.C. The group deals

with such topics as recruitment of

minority students and faculty, college

programs and opportunities offered

to minority students, and
relationships between C.C. and
minorities outside the College com-
munity.

The committee recommends
policies concerning minority educa-
tion to the appropriate persons and
organizations both on and off cam-
pus. It also serves the College as a

whole in an educational role.

The Library and Teaching
Resources Committee concerns itself

primarily with matters relating to

overall library policies, especially

those operating policies which
directly affect library users. The
Committee also studies the potential

use of new instructional media which
may be employed to lighten the

teaching load and increase the effec-

tiveness of the faculty. The com-
mittee works closely with thedirector

of audio-visual services in this area.

The newly established Food Ser-

vice Committee serves as a

mechanism through which better

communication and cooperation

between the college food service

its users may be established

committee addresses the subjE-
the following areas:

1) The problems and the neftj,

the food service in operaiin,

program for the Colorado
Coii

community.

2) The needs and concerns ol u

individuals and groups using the;

service.

3) The concerns and problems
necessarily directly related

food service (e.g. energy effrcie,

waste reduction, etc.).

Applications for positions on i^

committees are available at

Desk. In the spring, next ug

student/faculty committee slu(

members will be appointed.
'"
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Help on the way for poor writers
By Eric Trekell

"1 call Armstrong 250 a laboratory

because induction and experimenta-
tion with individual students are the

approaches I take in this tutorial.

Lectures on writing are set pieces that

anyone can get as well or better from
a textbook."

This was David Hair's response
when asked to define his newly ir>-

stituted writing laboratory. The
workshop gives students a place to

go with their writing problems and
provides information in general
regarding their essays and research
papers-

The laboratory is open from 11a.m.
until 4 p m. weekdays. Students are

urged to sign up ahead of time on
Armstrong 250's door or telephone
ext. 231 so preparations for their

meetings can be made. Also, if you
decide to take advantage of this

program you should drop a paper off

before your first meeting in order that

its style and structure might be
studied prior to your arrival.

Mair's credentials are numerous.
He has worked with this sort of

laboratory at the University of Utah.
the University of Alabama (Bir-

mingham), and the University of Mis-
souri (Rolla).

Most universities and colleges have
writing workshops and composition
criticism classes which students are
urged to participate in and benefit

from. C.C. now provides a chance
for students to improve their writing

and its worth.

The workshop wHI continue
through this semester and for part of
next year with changing personnel. It

is part of the English department's
three-pronged program to improve
student writing. The other two prongs
are the "emphasis on writing"

courses and the new freshman
tutorials.

The laboratory is already drawing
attention from students. One such

student, Laura Roberts, had this to

say about Mair and his work: "David

Mair's teaching is clear and concise.

He draws answers out of you rather

than force feeding them. The in-

dividuality of the program allows the

student to concentrate on his specific

writing problems. David Mair's first

question is 'What do you want to work
on?'

"

Four new coarses "with emphasis
on writing", proposed by the English

department, was approved by the
faculty at there December 18th
meeting. The coarses are geared
toward student whom doesn't write

good, or terrible, or worse. They
include: Fiction. Drama, Master-
pieces of Literature, and Introduction

to Shakespeer.

Each are two-unit course. The class

intitled Drama begins this semester
(7th block) and will be taut by Ruth

Barton and because the coars were
not listed in the course schedule

nobody has yet registered for it yet

and the others will be offered latter

and other departments are expected
also too design similar classes with

emphis of writting.

Although no policy has, been es-

tablished yet. It is likely that only one
of the too units will be counted as

filfulling Humanitys requiremant.

Fore father infirm-ocean cull the

Anguish deportment.

Six other English Freshperson

Tutoreals was approved as well as an

tutorial on Watergate, gnu economics

coarse Monetary Theory and Policy is

also added now.

Cutler Board swings

by Tom Atkinson

The Cutler Publications Board ahd
fun at its first meeting of 1979 getting

lost in the intricacies of the Catalyst

budget. Bob Lee, advisor, stressed

conservative spending, but Loren
Thompson, comptroller, wanted to

stop publishing the Catalyst, the

Leviathan and the Critique and host
an all-school party with the Cutler
BudgeL C.C. Critique editor Craig
Engleman spent the entire meeting
behind the door humming the
"Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's
Messiah.

Chairman Sid Wilkins, whose term
has expired, presided over the

meeting with great dignity. Outgoing
member-at-large Robin Meilt was
also present. She tried to keep the
movements straight, which involved
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rereading them every Jive minutes
The other outgoing member-at-large.
Tracy Curts, was absent — but his
presence was felt.

New member-at-large Ka.-..
Goldberg was initiated to the Cutler
pandemonium. She smiled a lot, but
she felt lonely because no other new
at-large member was there. You
could make her really happy and join

the fun by running for the other
position; there is little competition.

You could lead the circus as Board
Chairman if you have the right

qualifications: an interest in Cutler

Publications; an elementary un-
derstanding of budgeting; patience;

communicative ability; a phone.
Cutler Board meetings, held in

Rastall, are open to the public. They
usually happen on the first and third

Mondays of each block.

Career Center News

Ofiand<

boons),

improvi

Coming programs

Careers in Federal Government: The Social Security Administratioa

Larry Kelloran, local representative of the SSA will discuss entry k

positions, application procedures, and answer your questions. WedneaJi

Jan. 24 at 3 P. M. in Rastall 208.

Conferences and Institutes

Conference on the Ministry. Andover Newton Theological Seminary.ff „ the
22-24.

^

Radcllffe Publishing Procedures Institute. June 25-Augu5t 3. 1979.

Scholarshlps

Everything You Wanted to Know About Grad School Application. De

Greg Petty of the DU Graduate Business School and Alan Okun will prese

information and answer questions. Thursday, Jan. 25 at 3 P.M. in Rastall 2ffi

Eisenhower Memorial National Graudate Scholarship. Awards up

$3,000 for graduate study. Apply by February 1.

Tobe-Cobum School (or Fashion Careers. Full tuition formen and worn

graduating in 1979 to studyadvertising, management coordination and buyt

in New York, the world's fashion center. See Career Center for details.

Job Openings

Property Management Trainee, JMB Property Management Company,
positions in Denver area. More information available at Career Center.

Counselor/Activity Leaders needed for next fall by Brush Ranch Sch(

near Santa Fe, a non-profit boarding school for children with learnir

disabilities.

Volunteers of Educational and Social Services. Social service

leaching positions with community action agency. Housing, benefits & sti|

provided.

Summer Employment

River Raft Program Personnel, Partners Inc.. for this summer and

Apply by Feb. 15.

Wall Drug In Wall, South Dakota (near Badlands) has openings for surrini Carol

help. Variety of positions available with Yellowstone Park for the sumn« Kerwn

Apply immediately.

Computer Programmer, Colorado Oept. of Social Services. B.A

business or math required. Pueblo opening. Apply by Jan. 29. State Dept

Personnel, Grand Junction.

Researcher, Division of Local Government, Denver. Bachelor's degree

economics, business or sociology required, plus Colorado residency. ApF

State Dept. of Personnel, Denver, by Jan. 29th.
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By Keith Owens
Qavid Duke, the "Grand Wizard"

f,e
KKK. was heard on KKTV on

,jnesday evening. Jan. 10. He con-

med himself with such interesting

nics
3S forced integration, affir-

ji^e action, and the "new" image of

Klan. along with its objectives.

^an who challenged David Duke
Dr Wells, a Black fiistory

Igssor from the University of

^^ihern Colorado, For those wfio

Id be interested in seeing the

itiate
lirst-fiand, tfie program will be

on Jan- 20th, 6;30 p.m. on

(jV Channel 11.

p„st o' 3.\i. maybe we stiould take a

gX at some of the qualifications

3d by Duke as necessary to join

Klan Tfie "Wizard" says a good

jn
member must obviously be

liie.
believe in the U.S. Constitu-

m, be opposed to forced integra-

and be proud of white culture.

puke, an admitted racist and very

iiiid of it, feels that white people are

jng their rights in America, are

coming "second-class citizens in

,ji own country." In their own
unlry? As Dick Gregory said last

when he spoke on campus, "The

iile man discovering America is like

ineone discovering your car with

u still in it."

Affirmative action is a very nice

)rd for anti-white discrimination."

le Wizard later went on to say that

felt A. A. is wrong because it places

;ser qualified blacks in the

sitions of deserving whites.

Welts stated that if one really

uiled to see affirmative action in

le form, one should take a look at

iw many whites occupy good-

lymg jobs as compared to

norities.

Duke was later asked what would

tfie first thing he'd change, if

ssible. in this country. The Wizard

sponded that he would first change

'ced integration because of all the

in and the hardship it is bringing

on while children. He alleges that

feed integration is sending poor

vhite children into areas

eelhing with hatred against the

ace." Professor Wells was
) remind Duke about the large

number of black people who have
been brutalized due to the large
amount of violence found in forced
integration as well-

Speaking of violence, the Wizard
stated that the Klan no longer con-
dones violence but is a "peaceful"
organization seeking merely to fight

for white rights in the good ole'

U.S.A. If this sounds hard to believe,

it's because he is lying. Professor
Wells pointed out that within the past
lew months there have been cross-
burnings right here in Colorado. Out-
side the KKTV station several anti-

Klan demonstrators had their signs

torn apart and threats of "We'll get
you" were heard while Klan sup-
porters used the word "nigger"
repeatedly. The Klansmen also

revealed their attitude towards
homosexuals in a statement that 'all

homosexuals will be exterminated."

Now is this peaceful?

Duke was later asked whether or

not he would deny the violent history

of the Klan. The Wizard eluded the

question by saying the American

"A good Klan member
must obviously be white,

believe in the U.S. Con-
stitution, be opposed to

forced integration, and
be proud of white
culture."

Revolution was violent, possibly in-

ferring that a needed change requires

violence. It is true that violence has

often been necessary to effect a

change, but doesn't that contradict

the idea of the "peaceful" Klan of

which Duke speaks? He also says the

Klan saved the South during

Reconstruction and that, though he

does admit of some wrong-doing by

the Klan, "the Klan was basically

good" and he "thanks God ' for what

they did tor the South. Only a

possibility, but maybe if the South

had denied slavery, then there would
not have been a need for a Klan; there

would have been no Civil War and

therefore no Reconstruction.

But there was slavery, there was a

lyc^iA/j^Vfiff II. Ill I..1/. Uv^l/ULt;

Help deserves thanks
This semester's Catalyst would
;ver have gotten off the ground

li indeed it has) without the

lenerous help of many people

rimarily I am indebted to Mr.

ilaude Cowart and his staff, who
lereextremely helpful inorganiz-

ng the Catalyst office (expecially

Dilando. whose ideas were terrific

boons). The custodial staff also

improved our working environ-

Ttianks as well to Chris Moody

for his advice and willingness to

help, to Max Taylor tor his com-
passionate aid. and to Dick Wood
tor his encouraging support.

Cutler colleagues Ruth Barton.

Loren Thompson, Sid Wilkins. and
Tracy Curts deserve thanks for

good advice, and the latter two for

My appreciation extends also to

Jean at Times Four for kindly

providing information, and to the

Filbys for a relaxing visit. T.A.

Civil War. there was Reconstruction,

and there definitely was a Klan,

whose history was extremely violent

during their peak. Professor Wells

found it extremely difficult to believe

that the KKK changed overnight, and
judging from the cross-burning here

in Colorado alone. I find it difficult to

believe myself.

Did you know that the majority of

"I trust David Duke
about as far as I could
throw a horse by his

eyelash"

brutal crimes committed in America
are committed by black people?
'Whenever you hear about an old

lady getting beaten and having her

purse stolen it is always somebody
black who did it, ' says Duke, who
reports that he can provide the

figures to prove it. Funny these
figures were not with him.

"What about all the white collar

crimes being committed in this coun-
try?' questioned Wells. Duke got

slightly upset at this question and
stated that whenever he spoke of the

brutal crimes committed by blacks

somebody always mentioned white

collar crime and that he was tired of it.

I wonder why?
The Wizard was asked about the

possibility of finding himself in a

minority if his philosophy of racial

purity continues. Duke once again

eluded the question by stating

something to the effect that he
believes in the solidarity of the entire

white race. Then he began downing
forced integration again because of

Its failure to accomplish its objec-

tives. Wells here brought up the point

about a survey he had made which

seemed to back up Duke stating that

the majority of blacks would prefer to

go to school with their own people,

probably because ol the many
negative experiences they have had

due to integration. The Wizard found

this an opportune time to suggest that

he and theprofessorworktogetherto

eliminate forced integration because
of the hardships it is causing for both

races. Along the same lines, Duke
said that he felt blacks should be

allowed to support their own
businesses and have political control

over their own communities and said

that he would be willing to push for

Ihis- Though I am very much m favor

of black people supporting black

businesses and having more control

over tr>eir own communities, for what I

consider to be fairly obvious reasons

which I have explained m the

Catalyst's Christmas issue, I trust

David Duke about as tar as 1 could
throw a horse by his eyelash when he

says he would aid black people Why
do I not believe Duke? Because he is

the head of an organization who has

an unbelievably ugly history ol op-

pressing not only the black people
but anyone who is not white and does
not see things from their distorted

perspective.

Maybe this idea ol black people
having more political control over
their communities, of supporting
their own businesses, is a separatist

idea and therefore wrong. The
mediator in the debate asked
Professor Wells whether or not black

people who advocate this type ol

philosophy are not as guilty as David

Duke. Though I was not able to get

Wells' exact answer, and I strongly

encourage students to watch the

debate on TV to see for themselves

what happened, 1 do not think ihal

blacks who think m this fashion are

guilty of anything but trying to help

iheir own people. Blacks have tried

depending on the white man to take

care of Ihem, and the ghettoes are

their answer back. When have the

white people in America, as a whole,

had to depend on any minority,

blacks, Chicanos, or Indians, for sur-

vivaP II one first looks at the

"American Way" and then analyzes

Duke's complaints ol whites being

second-class citizens and of forced

inlegralion, one really wonders just

what It is he has to complain about.

White people run the major business

corporations, white people run the

banks, which incidentally are the

most racist institutions in the country

(cite Black Enterprise, Jan 79

issue), and white people run the most
respected "institutions of higher lear-

ning'", including the black ones such

as Howard-
In closing. Duke said that he feels

white people are afraid to stick up lor

their own rights today. Afraid of

what? Each other? Possibly, but if

this is the case, then I am afraid this is

neither the fault of the minorities in

this country nor of any other of its

citizens

Letters to the editor
^

To the C C community,
Beniamm's Basement would

like to present to you several

thoughts we have had over the last

semester Beniamm's Basement,
originally set upas a colfee house,
has evolved into a beer-oriented

student bar and meeting place,

The direction we have tired to lake

this past semester has been to

provide a more congenial at-

mosphere, better service,a nd
much more live entertainment

than before Other improvements
include new backgammon tables,

the change Irom Budweiser to

Michelob, and linally a

professional sound system
Future plans include "Fall River

Raod", "Extensions" (Brian Nehar
Quartet), the movie "'Five Summer
Stories", more ol ""Calendonia"',

hot sauce and nachos, and
whatever campus talent would like

to play

Contrary to popular belief, Ben-
ny's IS trulyanon-prolit organiza-

tion, as evidenced by our total

profit of Sl8 17 for the entire last

semester. In order to not lose

money and to continue to provide

live entertainment, we have been

forced to raise cover charges and

prices of beer.

Recent incidents of vandalism

at Benny's are hampering our ef-

forts to bring the best possible

service to you. As of the first

Monday of this block, the propos-

ed expansion ol Benny's was linal-

ly receiving serious attention Irom

the college. As a result ol the

vandalism which occured the

following Tuesday and Wednes-
day nights, all present talk ol ex-

pansion has ceased-

Nevertheless Benny's wishes lo

Ihank you for your support We
hope that it will conlmeu so that

we can maintain and improve our

= :rvice.

The Staff of

Benjamin's Basement

Catalyst Survey
The Catalyst wants to be what you want it to be. What do you want it to be? Please judge liom this

issue. Check appropriate box.

Formal:

Does the Catalyst need larger type?

Does it need more/fewer photographs?

Do you like the new magazine format?

yes Ono
Dmore Dtewe
Dyes Dno

the Catalyst
Cutler Publications, Inc.

Tom Atkinson Editor-in-chief

Sue Royce News Editor

Paul Butler Features Editor

Oale Hartigan Arts and Entertainment Editor

Anne Shutan Sports Editor

Sarah Sisk Photo Editor

Sandy Rodgers Photo Editor

la Maynard Production Manager
Barbara Filby Copy Editor

Tern Olson Copy Editor

Craig Engleman Copy Editor

Warci Asner Business/Ad Manager
Loren Thompson Comptroller

STAFF: Eric Trekell. Bill Anschuetz, Michele Feingold. Dave Fenerty.

Carol Chidsey. Nanci Hill, Elaine Salazar. Chris Reed. Jim Finket,"Qreg

in. Geanne Moroye, Ellen Lyng, Randy Morrow. Bill-"Gaeuman,
Holly West, Kathy Fine, Paul Liu.

^^>e Catalyst is published by Cutler Publications, Inc.. Box'2258,

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901. Phone (303) 473-7830. Office hours

1-4 p.m.. Monday through Wednesday. The Catalyst is printed

^''eekly from September to May. except during holiday periods. Third

<^'ass postage paid in Colorado Springs. Co. Culler Publications is an

'"tiependent publishing board and all editorials and commentaries do
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Dyes
News:

Is the C.C.C.A. newsworthy?

Should news be our primary focus (as opposed

to editorials and features)?

Is our news too editoriatized?

Features:

Do you like features that focus on people?

Should features be short or long?

Should features be extra-campus''

Editorials:

Do the Catalyst editorials serve a function?

Should there be an open forum?

Are guest editorials important?

Arts:

Should Ihis section focus on the C.C.

community or on the wider world?

Should it focus on contempoary or classical?

Are previews preferrable to reviews?

Sports:

Do "minor" sports deserve-as much attention as

"major" sports?

Should we highlight sports personalities or sports events?

Do you want a sports column, box scores, scoreboard?

Miscellaneous:

Do you want humor alleles''

Do you want crosswords, cartoons, etc.?

Additional Comments:

Return sun/eys about your newspaper to Catalyst box at Rastall desk please.

Dyes
Oyes

no

no

Dyes
D short

Dyes

Dno
long

no

Dyes
yes

yes

no

no

no

C.C.
conlemp.

pre

world

classical

re.

yes

person,
yes
which?

no
event
no

yes

yes
no
no
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Student tackles bears,

humans at Glacier Park

by Paul Butler

Even with guitar and banjo in hand,

they seem an unlikely duo at first.

One musican says "Good evening,

folks" in an easy, southern drawl. His

partner's Chicago accent is sharp in

contrast.

But when the music starts,

backhome Georgia and Illinois sub-

urbia come together. Rich Brotherton

and Burke Trieschmann blend worlds

through music

Since they started performing

together over a year ago, Brotherton

and Trieschmann, sophomores at

C.C. this year, have played to packed
coffeehouses on campus and drawn

crowds to Shove Chapel, outdoor

concerts, and private parties. Their

style of playing combines bluegrass,

lolk and country-rock music.

Brotherton and Trieschmann are

no strangers to performance. For

them, music is a family tradition,

'"My dad played banjo, guitar and
bagpipes. There was always a banjo

sitting around the house."
Trieschmann said.

Brotherton started playing at age
eight when his father showed him

some guitar chords.

As high school students both

Brotherton and Trieschmann played

in church folk choirs, an experience

that led them to play in groups and
solo.

"I've been performing since I was
about twelve." Brotherton said.

"From the time I was fifteen I was

playing solo. I started playing bars

when I was seventeen ..., besides

being basically a ham. it's a lot of fun,"

Brotherton recounts.

While they're not short on ex-

perience. Brotherton and
Tries'chmann admit that developing a

rapport with an audience is always a

challenge,

"To a large extent it goes beyond
the music itself," Brotherton said, "It

involves a lot more than standing in

'ront of an audience. In order to work

up a rapport you have to let them
know you're on their side, that you
like them and enjoy playing tor them."

Brotherton thinks it's also impor-

tant for a performer to be at ease,

"If someone is obviously struggl-

ing, if he's having a hard time or is

embarrassed, it puts people on edge.

The audience feels obligated if you're

not at ease,"

Trieschmann says that in order to

get the audience to loosen up, he has
to loosen up himself,

"You've just got to open up and be
yourself," he said. "Music should be
so much a giving thing anyway. If

you're not having a good time. It isn't

worth it,"

Brotherton and Trieschmann give

credit for their overall appeal to other

musicians they play with regularly,

"Everyone in the group adds
something different, something im-

portant to what we do," Brotherton

said.

The group includes Ed Large on

arpe^;

aiongi

guitar and bass; Kirk Carp
piano, bass, and vocals:

f\

Magellenas, drums, and Linda n

guitar and vocals.

The group meets twice a week
two to three hour sessions accoro

to Trieschmann, "We all l<

sit down and agree on wha
Our tastes run pretty much aio

same lines,

"

Brotherton said that

serious effort it's hard to wor^

music with the demands o

college,

"It's tough, it's really a qi

thing with conflicting schedule
ing a student isn't always cornpaij

with being a musicia

Trieschmann and Brotherton
hj

to continue to perform wilh
y

bands as long as they're at Coloi;

College. Tentative plans call Iq,'.

formances at Benjamin's Basern

and concerts in cooperation
'

Outdoor Recreation this semesi^,
"Having my voice come out of ff

car radio in the country isn't rr

Brotherton said, "But I plan togi,i

good shot at being a
i

musician. Everyone always says

important for your peace of mir

get into a job you like. Right n

can't think of anything I'd rather

Trieschmann said he's not

how well he'll tit into the compeiit

nature of the modern musii

"But." he said, "as long a

my hands, I'll be playing music-
its own sake."

by Greg Kerwin
EDITORS NOTE: Greg Kerwin, a

sophomore at CO, worked last

summer as a Bear Management
Ranger at Glacier National Park in

Montana

As a summer job, work as a bear

management ranger is ideal. The
mam responsibility is to monitor bear

activity in one of the largest valleys in

Glacier National park but a ranger is

on call for a host of other duties,

including first aid and search and
rescue work.

Most days are spent hiking trails on
backcountry patrol. On patrol, the

ranger talks with hikers and gathers
information about bear activity (foot-

prints, scats (faeces), reports of bear
sightings, etc.)

When bear problems occur, trails

are closed until a ranger can hike the

trail and assess the situation.

Sometimes, a troublesome bear must
be tranquiiized and moved, or in

extreme cases "removed from the

population" (killed).

However, a ranger spends the ma-
jority of his time talking with people,

helping identify birds and flowers.

describing what to do if the visitor

sees a bear on the trail, a'' 1 explain-

ing the history of the Par...

Bears, like people, are unpredic-

table They aren't particularly friendly

animals: most have very singular in-

terests which guide them through
their 20-30 years They follow their

noses, investigating every interesting

^mell particularly those smells which
signal food or a mate.

Bears have killed several people;

mauled many more. Yet they are not

vicious animals. Very rarely does a

bear kill other animals. Most people

don't realize that berries are the major
part of a bear's diet: usually

huckleberries, the same delicious

fruit that humans savor.

Second to berries are grasses, cer-

tain roots and a healthy smattering of

marmots and squirrels. In the

absence of these a bear might feed on
carrion-meat from an animal already

dead (e.g. goats caught in

snowslides, deer which have starved

to death).

Occassionally. bears have lashed

out at humans, perhaps venting their

instinctual anger on certain unlucky

people. Usually the bears retreat

further and further into the
wilderness. When there is no more
wilderness left, the species dies out,

Colorado, a state once filled with

grizzlies, now has none left.

Band members
Trieschmann

Brotherton,

Warning: beer may be hazardous

r

by Bill Gaeuman
Prepare to give up one more plea-

sant vice, A two year study conducted
by the German Cancer Research

Center in Heidelberg found that 70%

H
ELP
I AM

A ONE MAN
OPERATION AND
NEED YOUR BUSINESS

.20% OFF TO CC STUDENTS'

Mon,-Fri,

10:30 to 6:30

Sat,

10:30 to 2:30

634-4483
32472 No. Nevada

of 158 beers tested contained small

amounts on nitrosamines, according

to a recent article in the Denver Post.

Professor Harold Jones of the

Colorado College Chemistry depart-

ment told the Catalyst that

nitrosamines are a family of com-
pounds "universally known for their

carcinogenic powers."

According to the article, the

research indicates that the
nitrosamines are produced during

the malt drying process when the

malt comes into contact with the

chemical "nitric oxide," Jones said

the nitric oxide probably reacts with

the protein in the malt to produce the

cancer-related substance,

Jones added that nitrosamine is the

same substance responsible for the

controversy regarding the use of

nitrates for meal preservation. Meat
also has a high protein content.

Although no American beers were
tested, the German findings have

prompted U,S, producers to in-

vestigate domestic beers as well. As

lings h

r hie V

Broki

sveals

imor.

of yet there is no conclusive evideri ressed

to indicate the presenci

litrosamines in American-msMiver he

beers. But the Post quotes

spokesman for the U,S, Bre^^s opii

Association as saying, "We susf«

that they might be present.

Beer lovers need not abandon;

hope, however. Researchers belli

that new methods of handl

malt can be developed to elimmi

the production of unwan
stance. According to I

Munich's Techological L

received the go-ahead to explore

possibility of alternative methodsl

those currently used.

Whi le the Germans were reporli

"shocked" at the discover

Americans will probably

forthy beverage with a suspii

until the final decision is in

When asked what hethoughial>3

the possible presence of cam

inducing substances in Ameiit

beer, one student confided

few beers, I won'teven think about*

ee, lot

3SuitS 1

=y

THE ESCORT SERVICE HAS A NEW ADDITION!!

We now have a BIKE for FASTER, MORE
EFFICIENT service

** 7-72 nightly, including Blocte Breatcs
** will escort up to a 3 block radius of campus
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by Paul Liu

and Holly West

The bright sound ot the baroque'
trumpet and the rich sound of the

Shove Chape! organ combined the

night of Wednesday January lOth to

bring a unique concept in music to

the CC campus. Martin Bennbaum
tiumpeler, and Richard Morns,
organist, perfonned a program ot Baro-

que and contemporary music aptly
entitled Toccatas and Flourishes.

Though the combination of in-

struments heard m the concert was
rare, the performance gave credibility

to It-

Sponsored by the Co-Cumcular
Committee of (he Leisure Program,
the duo performed a varied program
starlmg with Aaron Copland's stirring

Fanfare tor Ihe Common Man. Also

included were Antonio Vivaldi's

Concerto In A-Flat, a march by
Herbert Clarke entitled Sounds trom
the Hudson, and an assembled Suite

#1 ot Voluntaries for Trumpet and
Organ by John Stanley. Pieces tor

organ alone included Toccata In f by
J.S. Bach. Felix Mendelssohn's
Sonata in F-Mlnor, a piece by Louis

Vierne called Clair de Lune {though

Morris and Berinbaum

Dan Wagoner Dancers
nergize Armstrong

by Kalhy Fine

Dim lights, soft colors and silence;

le Dan Wagoner and Dancers' per-

iftnance Friday night opened with

in-leaves and Gentle
iderences," a dance beginning and

iding in silence and separated into

lur parts by piano music. There is a

inderness in the movement and a

interaction between the

ancers in this piece which runs

ighout all ol the performance

IS part of a very special style

realed by Dan Wagoner. The piece

and ends with a mime, and

eals with the interaction of different

ombinations of dancers. The two

'omen and two men are sometimes
iparated into couples, at times into a

i soloist. The use o! impulse

id bodv contact such as hugs and
land slaps makes the spectator

!hat what he is watching has

:arefuHy choreographed and
inngs him into a dance which is life

vhich is dance,

ten Hearted Rag Dance"
Dan Wagoner's sense of

JoAnn Fregalette-Jansen,

iressed in black lights and a white T-

with a red broken heart sewn
her breasl. dances a comical,

loose, rag-doll dance to Scott

ns rag-time music. The humor
'Suits from a contrast between her

lively, shake-it-up type movements
and graceful poses.

"Excerpts From Summer Rambo,"
two pas-de-deuxs danced to music
by Bach, is another example of Dan
Wagoner's inability to keep his sense
of humor out of his choreography

One expects to see a classical dance
to this music, but is surprised by the

crazy positions and sudden poses of

the dancers

"Variations on Yonker Dingle, " has

the whole company, all seven
dancers, with silver stars on their

backs, shaking their hair and their

hips to variations of Yankee Dpodle.
The piece is filled with contrasts of

these loose, flimsy movements and to

poses and legato steps.

Striking in Dan Wagoner's
choreography is the inventiveness of

movement. Each dancer develops a

personality of his own within the

assigned movement. The in-

dividualistic quality that emerges

from the dancers, combined with the

sometimes tender and sensual,

sometimes humorous and surprising

interactions between them, shows a

unique quality in Dan Wagoner's

style He merges a technical

background of Martha Graham and

Paul Taylor with his hick-town up-

bringing and creates a dance that

REACH OUT
^^ AND^r^ DO SOMETHING

there IS no resemblance to the piece

by the same name composed by
Claude Debussy) and Variations on
"Adeste FIdells" by the former
organist lor the Notre Dame
Cathedral. Gaston Delhier. Perhaps
Ihe most intereslmg piece on the

program was a composition for

Irumpet and tape by Roger Hannay.
enlilled Sphinx After reading such an
extensive list, one gets Ihe impres-
sion that bolh musicians do not rely

solely on 'Toccatas and Flourishes

'

for their repertoire. Mr Berinbaum
at times demonstrated flashes of

technical virtuosity, however, he
made mistakes a player ol his caliber

should not have. For example, in the

Copland piece, he missed a few at-

tacks on high notes, and though
these mistakes diminished as Ihe per-

formance progressed, he had the

same problem with the Vivaldi

Concerto.

A possible explanation for the dif-

ficuUies Mr. Berinbaum experienced
might be thai Ihe altitude ol bolh
performers seemed to be geared to a

non-criticai audience Alter reading

various rave reviews by maior
publications of previous perfor-

mances, It is obvious that something

was missing from this particular con-
cert.

Richard Morns, Mr. Bermbaum's
counterpart on keyboards and
siraight man for some rather em-
barrassing attempts at humor, per-
formed bolh solos and accompam-
menl with relative ease. It would have
been nice had the audience been
given a chance to see Mr Morris
playng, the Shove Chapel organ has
a railing designed to prevent ihat

from happening Half of the ex-

perience ol an organ performance is

lo see Ihe hands and leel of the
performer flying madly about over the
two manuals and loot pedals like he
had St, Vitus' dance. Even without
usual clues, however, some aspectSi

of il, such as articulation and
dynamics, were favorably evidenced
by the aculal sound produced

After looking fonward to this con-
cert for months, we were slightly

disappointed. Though bolh
musicians played well, and the sound
they produced as a duet was an
exiremely well-balanced one. their

attempts to personalize the com-
posers and compositions via brevity

detracted Irom the professionalism

expected.

Roger Aiken s photography emphasizes light, form, and lines

Aiken's photography exhibit

opens at Pacicard
by Ken Abbot

C C. art professor Roger Aiken's

photography exhibition, currently on

display in Packard Hall, is on the

whole very impressive and inspiring.

Professor Aiken has the ability to

capture beauty with his cameras in

scenes many of us pass by with

hardly a glance. When his

photographs are successful, they

prove that there is beauty even in Ihe

seemingly mundane.

This IS the strong point of Aiken's

show, his success in an area of

photography where many fail. The

attempt to make photographs of

otherwise mundane scenes by

emphasizing line, form and light (in

other words, by abstraction) is com-

mon lo many "fine arts"

photographers. Unforlunately, many,

unlike Aiken, end up wilh

photographs of still mundane scenes.

Not all of Aiken's photographs are

successful in this way. Indeed, the

show contains many abstract

photographs that do not make Ihe

iransilion from mundane to beautiful.

These photographs should have been

weeded out. Aiken's attempt at a

retrospective" ot his work should

provide no excuse for the inclusion of

weak photographs.

There are many hazards in the area

of landscape and abstract

pholography. One is Ihe temptation

lo rely too heavily on technique and

equipment. Large formal cameras

such as those used by Aiken (11 "x-

14'. 8"x10", and 2''.'x2'='). when

used correctly, can make
"pleasmg'photographs too easy lo

obtain. The rich tones and magnifi-

cent detail rendered by such large

format cameras can hide a lack of

feeling in a photograph. In other

words, they can merely dress-up a

still mundane scene.

Some of Aiken's photographs, es-

pecially his earlier work as well as

many ol Ihe shots from the Railroad

Museum and Rome, succumb to this

hazard. As an example, the group ol

photographs entitled 'A personal

View of Rome" illustrates this point

well. The photographs ol details from

the ancient Roman buildings, while

technically good, are nothing special.

They don't necessarily convey a per-

sonal view" of Rome. They remain

pictures ol things, and rather un-

interesting at Ihat. The photograph ol

the nuns, or of the men milling around

underneath the street lamp, or of the

clothes hanging on the line, on the

other hand, are beautiful; they convey

a strong sense of "Rome" and are

technically excellent at the same

lime.

The photographs from Rome, then,

are a good example of Aiken's

development as a photographer He
seems to have detected the hazard ol

relying too heavily on equipment and

technique, and not enough on feel-

ing, and to have transcended it. With

Ihis development has come Ihe ability

to make photographs that stand on

their own as Art, and not as merely

technically excellent pictures of

things This development is what is

inspiring about Aiken's show
Upon lirsi viewing Prolessor

Aiken's show, one is struck by the

professional quality ol the hanging,

mailing, and printing, and by the

technical excellence of Ihe

photographs in general. Although

there is a certain art in technique, to

really appreciate a photograph one

must look closer One must attempt

lo decide whether, as Aiken quoted

Robert Pirsig in his introductory es-

say, Ihe work has established ' a

relationship between observer and

observed and between thoughts and

preceplions. " Although many ol

Aiken's photographs do not meet this

test, and therefore remain merely

technical exercises, many ol them do

pass with flying colors Many ol the

photographs establish a strong

relationship between observer and

observed, and do indeed trigger a

celalionship between our thoughts

and perceptions This is why Roger

Aiken's show is so inspiring, and so

worlh seeing

FEMINIST CLINIC
Wemens treatment and
family planning clinic

SERVICES

CONTRACEPTION FAMILY PLANNING
TREATMENT PAPS PREPARED CHILD-

PREGNANCY TESTING BIRTH CLASSES

Ml Manltou Ave. 685-6466 685-5466
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Delivers

Fast

to

Colorado College

475-0380

Mon.-Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

HOURS
4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Wlcwa 12 16

Cheese Pizza 3.20 4.45

Any 1 item pizza 3.85 5.35

Any 2 item pizza 4.50 6.25

Any 3 item pizza 5.15 7.15

Any 4 item pizza 5.80 8.05

Each item 65 .90

ITEMS

Pepperoni Onions Fresh Sausage Thick Crust
Mushrooms Green Peppers Ham Anchovies
Black Olives Ground Beef Double Cheese Hot Pepper Rings

TttPEoce

What size and
kind of Pizza

Number of Cokes
Building name
Room number
Phone number
Name

908 N. Circle
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Racquetball: get into theswing

Setting up a grand slam in El Pomar

by Ralph Henlnger

Racquetball is the fastest growing
racquet sport in America today, and
for good reason. It's a physically and
mentally challenging game that com-
bines some of the best features of

tennis, handball, squash, and fun. No
one who has tried to get a reservation

to play at one of El Pomar'stwocourts
can deny that the game is very pop-
ular at C.C.

The game's popularity is partly due
to the various competitive levels that

individuals may pursue Compared to

tennis and other racquet sports, the

degree of mastery tor beginning rec-

quetball players is not quite as
demanding. Physical strength and
coordination are not as severly taxed.

Moreover, an hour of energetic play

will give you all the exersice you can
handle. The game will keep you fit, or

get you into shape, which-ever you
prefer Racquetball also has the ad-

vantage of being played indoors, so
Mother Nature is not a handicap.

These factors combine to make the

game accessible to all types of peo-
ple and provide general enjoyment.

Racquetball is played in an enclos-

ed court, 20'x40'x20', with the ceiling

very much in play. Basically, you
swing what resembles a scaled-down

tennis racquet and hit a "lively"

Once again, the C.C.

basketball team made their victory

over Colorado School of Mines last

Friday night

/as painfully obvious from the

beginning that the (elderly) ladies on

the team were suffering from an
overindulgence of Christmas cheer.

However, they gave their breathless

besland led the game throughout the

evening.

The first half was a little shaky even

Ihough they led at times by 10 points.

At the half they were up by 6 with the

score 69-63.

Half time inspiration by coach
Laura Golden proved to be necessary
(or the Tigers. There was a marginal

difference in their game as the se-

cond half commenced. In just 40
seconds the C.C. squad increased

Iheir lead to 10 and tallied up from

Ihere.

The team suffered a big injury less

than five minutes into the second half.

REACH OUT
AND

DO SOMETHING
TO

CONSERVE ENERGY

rubber ball Play begins with one
person serving from the service zone
(near the center ot the court) by
bouncing the ball and striking it so

that it hits the front wall first and
bounces back into "fair" territory The
opponent must hit the ball before the
ball can bounce twice. He may return
It in any combination of wails or

ceilmg, but must eventually return the

ball lo the front wall before the se-

cond bounce.

The rally continues in this fashion

until one oppenent fails to return the

ball before the second bounce. Points

are scored only while serving, and
games are usually played to 21

points. Racquetball can be played

with 2, 3 or 4 players.

These are the basic guidelines for

the game.

CO, offers adequate opportunities

to play racquetball,Courts located at

El Pomar are used extensively

throughout the day. and can be
reserved daily by phoning El Pomarat
8.30 a.m. Courts for a weekend can be
reserved the Friday before. Adjunct

courses in racquetball are offered

through the Alhletic Department for

those interested in learning the game.

On a more competitive level, C.C.

Green injured,Jaramillo

leads C.C. to victory
Arlene Green, a star forward for the

Tigers, collided with the rather con-

veniently positioned knee of former

Air Force player Mary Jo Wier (Wier

was high scorer for Mines with 18

pts). Doctors at Penrose Hospital say

that Green has torn ligaments around

her ankle and chipped a bone. She
will be unable to play for at least 3

weeks.

Janyce Jaramillo, freshman and
high scorer for C.C, (17 pts.),

dominated the floor. She connected

from wherever she shot. Freshman

Susan Ekberg followed Jaramillo

with 15 pts. Ann Pringle and Lorna

Kollmeyer made the old folks look

good with 11 and 10 respectively.

The final score was C.C. — 83,

CS.M.—52.

The Tigers played again on Tues-

day night against C.W.C. They play

tonight at Alamosa against Adams
State College.

has a continuous tournament
challenge ladder that allows players

to get in touch with other players and
compete Players strive lo move up
the ladder There are also tour-

naments offered at C C. throughout
the yearwhich usually span a block or
two, The major criticism of C.C.'s

racquetball program is that there is

no club or team for the sport.

There are alternatives in this area to

playing racquetball at C.C. yet none
so comparatively inexpensive. The
Pikes Peak region has 3 other rac-

quetball facilities for more deman-
ding players; the Pikes Peak Y. Lyn-
mar Racquet Club, and the Executive
Park Athletic Club,

The Pikes Peak Y is the lowest-
priced option for playing racquetball

outside of C.C. The Y offers a $75
membership which is a basic one
allowing you to utilize most of the Y's

facilities.

Lynmar Racquet Club is basically a
lennis club although provisions for

racquelball are also available. The
Lynmar facility provides more of a

country club type atmosphere.

Executive Park Athletic Club is the
area's only exclusively racquetball
facility The club offers 10 courts with

one glass wall tournament court.

Tigers

streak

ahead
By Randy Morrow

For most students, athletes or not,

coming back to school after Christ-

mas vacation is not an appealing

thought. For Colorado College's

men's basketball team, however, it

must feel good.

C.C. compiled a t-6 record in two
Christmas tournaments. Upon
returning to the college scene, the

Tigers promptly defeated Rockmount
College of Denver 88-73.

In the game played last Saturday

night, two players paved the way for

the Tigers fourth win of the season.

Guard Jim Beaudin led all CC scorers

with 28 points. Beaudin played high

school basketball in Colorado
Springs.

Freshman Bob McClellan scored

his season high of 12 points. Guards
Dan Sarlo and Mike Dunlap also

added to the Tigers' needed victory.

The Tigers' defense won the game.

CC used a tenacious full-court press

forcing Rockmount to make
numerous turnovers. The pressing

defense helped CC take a 17 point

half-time lead. They had no worries

for the rest of the game.

Monday night the Tigers stomped

, ,,,,.
,

.
over Western State. With a score of

Janyce Jaramillo used a unique rebounding style while 87-65 ccs record was pushed up to
pumping in 17 points against Mines. 5.10.

The men will be hosting Denver

University Wednesday night in El

Pomar Sports Center,

Election update

The CCCA has no new president as
' yet. David Tenner, a sophomore,

snd Kevin Lynch a freshman, will be
WTipeting in a run-off election
January 30. TheCCCA isalsolacking
"o'h a new executive vice president
and a new financial vice president.

Since the last election, Jeff Jarris, a
^fiior, and Preston Sargent, a junior,

^'ered as candidates for executive
'''ce President- They are the only

e to show interest in either

P^ition so far. A member at large for
j^e Cutler Board is also yet to be
'"^und. Petitions for these positions

J'edue Jan. 19 and the elections will

Sheldon Jan. 30.

"fHERE WILL be a meeting for all

"'Ofiien interested in playing women's
"arsity soccer in the classroom of El

''°mar, Friday, January 19th, at

3:30—or call Steve Paul at 635-9106.

Anyone interested in serving on the

student health advisory board should

fill out an application, available at

Rastall desk. There are currently two

positions available on the board.

There will be a meeting of all

juniors interested in serving on a

committee to choose a Commence-
ment speaker for spring 1980 Com-
mencement on Wednesday, January

24th, at 12 noon in Rm. 208, Rastall—
bring your lunch. Foradditional infor-

mation contact Becky Sisk at ext. 380.

Students planning ahead for the

spring semester (Block 5-9) in 1980 in

France should contact Prof, Boyce,

Armstrong Hall 336, to discuss the

program and their plans with him,

A preliminary choice of candidates

will be made by the end of Block 6.

The choice of candidates and a

waiting list will be established by the

beginning of Pre-registration for

1979-1980 on March 12, 1979.

Etcetera

Education 100: College Aides in

Colorado Springs Schools Students

interested in volunteer aiding in local

secondary schools should register

Monday. January 22, or Tuesday,

January 23. at 3:30 P.M. in Cutler

200- Students who missed the

elementary registration may also

come. The co-directors for Education

100, Judy Pickle and Helen Richard-

son, will be there to answer questions

and explain the requirements for the

course. One-fourth (%) credit isgiven

per semester for 30 hours of aiding.

Students applying to the Teacher

Education Program for certification

al either the elementary or secondary

level need 60 hours of aiding in

Colorado Springs public schools to

be considered for admission to the

program.

COUNSELORS WANTED: Western

Colorado boy's camp emphasizing

outcamp and river program. Two
years college and sincere interest in

working with children required. In-

clude self-addressed, stamped [28c}

envelope with inquiry to ANDERSON
CAMPS, GYPSUM, COLORADO
81637.

WANTED: roommate, preferably

male, to share 3-bedroom apartment.

S80 a month, includes utilities. Close

lo campus. Call 633-4458,

Applications for membership on

the Food Service Committee, the

Minority Education Committee, the

Library and Teaching Resources

Committee, and the Placement Com-
mittee for the remainder of the

semester are available at Rastall

Desk, For more information, contact

the CCCA Council, ex. 334, 3-5:00

RASTALL CAFETERIA is now accep-

ting applications for the position of

student manager, Approx. 25 hours

per week, free board, salary to be

determined. Whoever is hired will

train until spring break and takeover

in a full capacity 8th block, if in-

terested contact Peter Lund or Barry

Iverson at Rastall, ext, 327.

FOUH ADULT all-day lift tickets to

Steamboat SI 2. Ext 305, ask for Joel.

AN EASY-GOING vegetarian lady

needs a house to share with some

good people. Call Robin at 636-1091.

FOR SALE: One pair of crosscountry

ski touring boots (Nordic norm), size

38, Cost: SI 5. Contact Karen at Ext.

271.

DESIRED female Colorado College

coed for non-platonic and platonic

activities. Should have 3.0 GPA or

better. Overweight girls and/or girls

with acne need not apply. Submit or

call 634-4764. Ask for John, Flexible.
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ivrugerranas uriny uojeciiuns, comroversy
By Elaine Salazar

Xhe South African apartheid

.ygtem has again become an

jjgue on campus due to the local

sales of Krugerrands, the South

/ifrican gold coins which have

tjecome hot items for Americans

[0 own. In an attempt to halt the

IQ-al sale of these coins, the

pikes Peak Justice and Peace

(Commission has prepared to

launch a picket against the Ye

Q\e Coin Shoppe, this Saturday,

if the owner refuses to negotiate

an agreement with the commis-

sion by Friday.

Krugerrands are about the size

of a half dollar and contain one

Ifoy ounce of pure gold,

proceeds from the sale of these

coins go directly to the South

African government and serve to

prop up the system of apartheid,

ttie South African policy of

segregation, and political and

economic discrimination against

non-European groups in the

Republic of South Africa.

The Pikes Peak Justice and

Peace Commission (PPJPC), a

local social justice organization,

confronted local support of

apartheid in a survey of local coin

dealers in Colorado Springs. The~

survey revealed that the

Colorado Coin Gallery at Rustic

Hills Shopping Center and the Ye
Ole Coin Shoppe, 213 E.

Colorado, were selling
Krugerrands. While the Colorado
Coin Gallery agreed to meet with

a delegation from PPJPC to

negotiate an agreement, the

owner of the Ye Ole Coin Shoppe
refused to make an appointment

with the commission to discuss

the situation. According to Mary
Fiske, PPJPC staff member, "We
will give theownerof YeOleCoin
Shoppe one last opportunity to

sign an agreement by Friday to

stop stocking Krugerrands
before we start picketing on

Saturday."

The commission is presently

organizing the picket in case of

the refusal of the owner to come
to an agreement. CC student

,
Becky Thompson, campus coor-

dinator for the PPJPC who has
started organizing CC students

in the picket, stated that student

support of the picket is growing.

Students wishing to participate in

the picket must sign up with

Becky Thompson by calling 473-

8395 or 634-8740.

According to Thompson, "the

sale of the Krugerrands in the

U.S. is a major way in which the

U.S. is perpetuating the
apartheid system." As a result of

a multi-million dollar advertising

campaign in 1975, the U.S. has
become the number one
Krugerrand market in the space
of a year. The three major cities

where the campaign was most
powerful, Los Angeles, Houston,

and Philadelphia, reported 40%
increases in the sale of these

coins.

The gold for these coins comes
from South Africa's 48 gold

mines where 90% of the miners

are Blacks who are earning about

1/1 5th the salary of White miners.

Between 1972 and 1975 there

were over 2,993 deaths in the
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mines and 110,070 serious in-

juries. According to Financial

Mail (10/29/77) an average of

three miners die per shift. These
miners come from the "Native

Reserves" which are barracks

where Africans who have been
driven from their land have been
placed.

U.S. citizens' concern with

apartheid comes from the fact

that U.S. investments in South
Africa aid in keeping these

barracks (Native Reserves) in

process. Presently the U.S. has
become South Africa's largest

trading partner, its second
largest overseas investor and the

supplier of nearly 1/3 of its

overseas credit.

According to Becky Thomp-
son, the sale of Krugerrands is

not the only way in which the

U.S. is supporting apartheid.

She stated that the U.S. govern-

ment finances trade through the

Export-Import Bank which
allows American companies
credits on their income tax for

taxes paid to the South African

government, and also sells

weapons-grade uranium to the

South African White minority

regime. Presently, 300 U.S. cor-

porations are still doing business

in South Africa. According to a

report of the U.S. Senate

photo by Sandi Rodgers

Maryanne Wynkoop, Tim Hoopingarner and Laurel

McCleod put efforts into coordinating assimilation of

summer start and transfer students.

Newcomers adjust to CC
By Alyse Lansing

and Eric Trekell

When CC opened its doors this

semester it greeted a number of

transfers and summer starts. One
hundred new students arrived

'fom many different places and
have formed a variety of opinions
on their reception and dis-

coveries.

Interviews indicate that many
problems have risen in summer
start and transfer student
attempts to become integrated
into the CC scene. A major issue

raised regards communication
between those entering and
'^ose having attended previous

semesters.

At Benny's summer start bash
Junior Diana Sterling stated: "We
9ot a lot of complaints about
summer starts not being in-

'egrated. But we old students are

i^st as anxious to meet summer
starts as other students we don't
know. We are not personally pre-

judiced against summer starts.

°ut
I do agree that the summer

starts should be updated and
"^formed about campus ac-
tivities."

Some of the new students did

'^'^t feel that they were "updated

or informed" about the situation

they were facing. Kim Morris

complained. "The school didn't

tell us blank. The only way you

could find out about activities

was from other people, and even

then you didn't know where to go
or what to do about it. A lot of

activities were closed to the

summer starts because they had

been going on all fall. If you

missed the beginning you missed

the whole thing."

Numerous "welcomers" did

not show up to introduce CC to

their 'Vt/elcomees." One summer
start said, "1 only know of two

summer starts whose welcomers
actually talked to them, and after

the pizza dinner no one heard

from their welcomers."

Kim Morris, living in Loomis, is

not as happy as she thought she

would be: "It was fun during the

summer," she recalls, "but now ...

it's kind of a drag. Most people

don't realize there are summer
starts, and they don't really want

to make friends."

Wendy Mclntyre, Morris' room-

mate, agreed and continued. "I

think they (the school) should

have told the students about us

because a lot of people don't

know. I heard about a girl who

didn't even know what a summer
start was."
Transfers also ran into the

same problems, according to

Roger Getts, from California,

who said, "I had to pretty much
fend for myself, but 1 like it here

anyhow." Another student add-

ed, "The transfers do not even

have the summer session to

benefit from. They walk into a'

foreign environment, alone, and

have to suffer to find a friend."

Lauren Ackerman, summer
start from Maryland, has "no feel-

ing for CC. I don't hate it, 1 don't

love it." The first few days were

hard for Ackerman because the

housing office could not find a

place to suite her. "I hate hous-

ing. Housing didn't help me at all.

They kept trying to put me where

I did not want to be."

However, not every new face

on campus thinks and feels so

negatively. Some have found it

easier to adapt to CC. Leslie Aron-

son. summer start from New
York, knows that many summer
starts had problems, but she

seems to have overcome them:

"At first it was hard, but in a few

days you make a lot of friends. I

think you just have to go into it

with a positive attitude."

Summer start Mark Reedy

agrees: "t like it here a lot. The
school is what you make it. It has

enough freedom to find what one
desires. Only the person can help

himself."

Kim Mon-is later softened her

attitude toward the un-

friendliness of the student body.

"1 think the school has a potential

to be really good for me. I'm just

frustrated because it's not turn-

ing out that way."

The block plan, the housing

situation and the student body

are different for both summer
starts and transfers. Sophomore
Dave Goodman has this to say

concerning the arrival of the

diverse crowd: "My roommate

last year was a summer start.

Some of my best friends are

summer starts. All I can say is

welcome."

Subcommittee on African Affairs,

"the net effect of American in-

vestment has been to strengthen

the economic and military self-

sufficiency of South Africa's

apartheid regime." Lastly, ac-

cording to the Corporate Data

Exchange, one-hundred U.S.
banks provided more than $3
billion in loans, bonds, and trade

financing to South Africa from

1972 to July 1978

Many groups in the U.S. like

the PPJPC have demonstrated
opposition to apartheid. As for

the selling of Krugerrands, anti-

Krugerrand movements have

resulted in the passage of

resolutions by city councils in

Denver, San Antonio. Dayton,

and Chicago, urging citizens not

to purchase the coin.

According to Mary Fiske, "the

anti-Krugerrand campaign is the

first step in this town to our
opposition to apartheid." When
told that many people feel that it

is insignificant to work on a
national issue at a local level,

Fiske replied, "It is a principle

issue when American money is

behind the whole apartheid

system and we are responsible

for that money.' She stated

further that Colorado Springs is

one of the only cities which hasn't

voiced its opposition.

Administrators review

liberal arts under block plan

By Dan Post

A recent survey measuring the

popularity of the block plan has

revealed that 60% of CC students

are probably satisfied with the

system, leaving 40% unsure or

against it. Dr. Paul A. Heist and
Dean Max Taylor are now
reaching the final stages of an

elaborate study assessing the

effectiveness of the Colorado

College Plan,

Queried as to whether or not

the liberal arts approach is ac-

tually enhanced by this system.

Dr. Heist- replied that the study

has convinced him that it is a

superior program for a majority

of students at the Colorado

College. Pressed to be more
specific In regard to student ma-

jorities, he yielded to a safe es-

timate of 60%.

Although Heist is compelled to

save the specifics for release in

official written form, he

emphasized that the program

was well-received by students

who had graduated, an increased

enthusiasm being noted in the

more recent years of the

program.

"They often speak critically,

but a very strong percentage,

about 90% of the alumni, favor

the system over a standard multi-

class alternative. For the most

part, they are finding their ex-

perience at CC quite applicable

in graduate work also," noted Dr.

Heist.

Refusing to cite drawbacks in

the program. Heist stressed that

he has no plans to recommend
any significant change, "Many
internal suggestions for improve

ment were implemented in the

formative years, and that has

contributed to the plan's present

efficiency," observed Dean

Taylor. "But that is not to say that

there has not been talk of minor

alterations in the basic calendar

system," he added.

Dr. Heist is convinced that the

block plan does not cause a

noteworthy fragmentation of in-

terests. "This is certainly talked

at)out quite a bit, but surprisingly

it was not a problem to those

polled. The seniors did not make
it an issue. Transfers say dis-

jointedness creates just as much
a problem in other types of

scheduling. Essentially, if there

was a complaint, it was not of

fragmentation in academics, but

in social life."

The evaluative report by Heist

and Taylor will be finalized this

spring and refined over the

summer. Initial distribution will

occur at the faculty fall con-

ference. It will be made available

to the student body at a "Thurs-

day at Eleven" next November.

After that, the results will be

presented to various other

educators for their review at a

national conference.

Following the various group

presentations, Dr, Heist and

Dean Taylor are confident that

the unified analysis will be

published in textbook form. "We
are writing with that in mtnd,"

remarked Heist candidly.

Paul Heist is a nationally

known educator who has

published widely, and according

to Dean Taylor, "has a tremen-

dous concern for the destiny of

the liberal arts." His help in the

study was labeled that of an "out-

side evaluator." He is currently a

professor of education at U.C.

Berkeley.

As Dean Taylor explained, "By

evaluating students and their

respective lifestyles, we are

focusing primarily on the impact

of our radical calendar system on

the quality of education — has it

been enhanced or devalued?"

According to Heist, the

Colorado College is a meccafor

the goal-oriented, self-motivated

student. What he failed to reveal

was whether or not this self-

initiated person is destined to

have any problems dealing with

more than 'one thing at a time"

later on in life. For the time being

it's a personal task for each stu-

dent to decide whether or not the

program suits his own needs.



Thursday-al-eleven

Hart reacts to China, Asia
By Sue Royce

Colorado Senator Gary Hart's

ma)Or reaction to China was

notice of the " strong upsurge in

public dissension and debate.

"

He returned recently from a visit

through portions of Southeast

Asia with the Senate Armed Ser-

vices Committee, and outlined

his views on U.S. foreign

relations at Colorado College

during a "Thursday at Eleven"

lecture January 18.

Noting changes in the Chinese

social view, he states, "Experts

say the public debate is un-

precedented — not against the

regime in power, but more just

open discussion about where the

country is headed." He pointed

out a prevalence of. wall posters

in Peking that he said, "in-

dicate a movement from all over

China" toward this changing

social view.

The Senator reflected on the

new China and pointed out other

specific reactions to his trip

through the region.

First, he noted the vastness of

the area. Describing the U.S. as

an island nation, he pressed for

the need of cross-oceanic trade.

He indicated that continuing,our

ties with all of Southeast Asia will

help the U.S. economy through a

buildup in this trade.

Secondly, Hart noted a great

deal of Chinese concern over the

degree of U.S. commitment to

promises in that region. He felt

some skepticism among the S,E.

Asian leaders over the sincerity

and magnitude of U.S. interests.

Another reaction involves the

concern of the Soviet threat to

the Chinese as well as the rest of

S.E. Asia. Increased Soviet

border forces and an "expanding

naval presence" near Vladivostok

worry the Chinese. Hart noted

this as a major concern to U.S.

interests in the region.

When asked about U.S. reac-'

tion to possible Vietnamese
domination of the entire subcon-
tinent, Hart could only reply "it's

loo early to say what our

response would be."

When discussing vital interests

in S.E. Asia, however, Hart noted

his fear that "Korea may very well

be an area of direct confrontation

between China, Russia, and the

United States.

Regarding U.S. /European
relations the Senator stressed the

need for a balance between con-

tinued involvement in NATO and
in the Far East. He described the

history of foreign relations as

excessive neglect of Vietnam in

the fifties, then of Europe in the

sixties. "We want to prevent the

pendulum from once again

swinging too far." he added.

"We don't like military buildup

in Russia," he stated. "It's not in

our interest to let them go un-

restrained," He suggested con-

trolling the Soviets through

restrained trade and comparable

military advances "without", he

stressed, "spending a lot of

money,"

CCCA news update
Discussion of upcoming run-

off elections opened the CCCA
meeting of January 23. Ivlany

elections for council offices. In-

cluding the presidency, will have

to be held again since none of the

candidates were able to obtain a

majority in the previous election.

An opening on the Cutler

Board is contested by two can-

didates, while three people are

vying for the executive vice

presidency.

New Smoking Rules

In other important business, a

new rule now prohibits smoking
in Bemis dining hall. The order

still allows smoking in Taylor and
designated areas of Rastall.

In the spring of last year a

resolution was passed banning
smoking in both Bemis and

Taylor and allowing it in only

certain sections of Rastall.

However, the rule was never

strictly enforced.

The new smoking policy is due
to be put into effect as soon as

SAGA is able to implement it.

A discussion on the system of

faculty advisors concluded the

meeting. Council members took

up some student complaints that

a few faculty advisors are

negligent in performing their

duties. Other members defended

advisors in general by men-
tioning the many problems
professors have in advising

students. A consensus decision

was that the existing system con-
tains many problems, to be work-
ed over in future weeks and at the

next meeting on February 6.

'— Career Center News
Career Opportunities for the Liberal Arts Graduate. A pai

of professionals will discuss the wide variety of careers available

in the fields of travel and tourism, personnel administration, and
insurance. Get a head start on your future by attending this

program on Tuesday. February 6 in Rastall 208 at 3 p.m.

On-Campus Interviewers

Aetna Casually and Life Insurance Company. CCgrad Mrs

Susan fylonahan will interview seniors for a variety of non-sales

careers with this well-known company. For more information on
opportunities and to make an appointment, see the Career

Center. Friday, February 9.

U.S. fvtarine Corps. A representative will be on campus
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 8 & 9. to discuss opportunities

available in the peacetime Marine Corps. Also the PLC for

freshmen-juniors. No appointment necessary. Stop by Rastall

207.

The Keller Graduate Sctiool of Management representati\

who was to be here on February 8 is unable to make it. If y^j,

are a senior man or woman of any major who wanted to apply tor

the Graduate Fellowship Program or a junior who was going to

apply tor the Women in Management Summer Internship — but

did not have an interview last semester, please come to ttie

Career Center. We will explain the programs and application

procedures and arrange for a telephone call from Mr. Pasahow.

Financial Aid

Rotary Foundation Graduate and Undergraduate
Fellowships. A wonderful way to finance study abroad in any

field — within their guidelines. Apply by (vlarch 1. See booklet in

Career Center.

Fellowship Opportunities for Graduate Study at Brown
University for 500 Minorities and Women preferably with

experience in business or industry. $3,900 per year plus full

tuition for up to three years.

Summer Jobs

Hamilton Stores in Yellowstone Park is looking for

applicants for a variety of positions. Apply immediately.

Summer 4-H and Youth Camping Aide, Iowa State Universi-

ty. fVlust have competency in areas of recreation leadership,

camping program development, youth education and counsel-

ing. Application deadline Jan. 29.

Housekeeping positions with condominiums in Aspen.
Seniors! Have you picked up your free College Placement

Annual in the Career Center? Have you established your

permanent recommendation file? Stop by the Career Center,

103 Cossitt Hall, for details.

^Etceteras

ALL PI GAMMA MU members
can now pick up their cer-

tificates at the Political Science
Office, Palmer Hall Room 22-E.

DAT

MCAT
LSAT /

GMAT /
PCAT /
OCAT /
GRE / h

SAT/ 1,

VAT/NLE

r ECFMG
FLEX

VQE .

NDB

PE Adjunct Courses

Swim Improvement
'Skiing

Beginning & Advanced
Paddleball

Beginning Tennis

Beginning, Intermediate

& Advanced Squash
Figure Skating

First Aid

Women's Open Hockey
Conditioning

'Fee Course
There will be no Pre-

registration for these classes.

Instead, registration will be on
the second afternoon of each
new block at 3:30 p.m. in the El

Pomar Sports Center.

WOMEN'S COMMISSION meets
at 4:30 p.m. every Tuesday in

Rastall. Everyone is welcome.

TEST PBEPHBATION I
>ECIAI.ISTS SINCE 1939

mpi/iN
Educational Center

Call Diys litninsi K Weekendi

CLASSES NOW FORMING

FOR SPRING EXAMS

REGISTER NOW!
MCAT STARTS MARCH 3!

REGISTER NOW!

893-5413

431 W. COLFAX
DENVER, CO 80204

For IntormaliDn About other Cenlers
In Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: aoO-223-171!

LESIURE PROGRAM ARTS &
CRAFTS; Block VI classes will

begin sign up on Monday, Jan. 29

at Rastall desk. Classes will be

offered in pottery and batik, and
darkroom space in Packard will

be available. Life drawing
sessions will continue once a

week. Open studio for pottery

and weaving will also be
available. Fees are minimal and
must be paid at time of sign up.

A track team un iform was taken
from the men's locker room this

week. The uniform included CC
shorts (#15) and a track shirt

(#12). Coach Flood would ap-

preciate the return of the un-
iform; no questions asked. If the

uniform is not returned he will

have to pay for it. So come on CC.
let's show a little honesty!

PHOTOGRAPHERS: The
Packard darkroom is. now
acceptfng submissions for the

all-campus photographic
show and competition — The
Exhibition. Applications are

available in the darkroom.
Submissions are due by Feb.

24. Share your photographic
talents with the college com-
munity and support the Arts at

CC. If you have any questions,

call Cindy Meyer at ext. 513.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAIL-
ABLE at Rastall desk for the

following student/faculty com-
mittees: Library and Teaching
Resources Committee. Minority

Education Committee, Place-

ment Committee, Venture Grants
Committee, and Foods Com-
mittee.

mzm
and icomen

k pniiluclfi —

827 N. Tcjon

At Cache La Poudre

MAyr ITEMS WITH
WHOLE WHEAT
Ayo HONEY

333 North Taion St.

Plwne 635-055t

imported 0^
Wines ^

Weber St. Liquor
7)2 N Weber

Open till 2 p rri

^eers 475-9533
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Southwest Studies
Laurel J. V\/atkins, Visiting Lej

turer in Anthropology, will beo

campus during Block 6 to

AN 309: Topics in Anthropologj

American Indian Language

Professor Watkins has recent!

taught linguistics at the Universi

ty of California at Berkeley an

has extensive knowledge
American Indian languages. Thi

course, designed for student

seriously interested
linguistics, will cover famil

relationships among language

migrations within North Americ

as indicated by linguisti

evidence, and "linguistic areas

as contrasted with •'cultun

areas." Special emphasis
given to languages and linguislii

families of the Southwest: Ulo

Aztecan, Kiowa-Tanoan
Athpascan, Zuni, Keresan

Yuman, Students will have th

opportunity to hear tapes an(

examine texts of severa

languages. Enrollment is limite

to 25 students.

Baseball meeting
There will be a baseba

meeting Monday afternoon

p.m. in the El Pomar classroof

All those interested in trying o'

for the team should plan to

there. Coach Frasca. ext. 339.

X-country ski clinic

The leisure program (and if"*

CCMC) will be holding a cros

country ski clinic during the W
weekend of sixth block. Feb. 9-11

will include some truly amazi"

flicks Friday night (ending i"

plenty of time to catch the secoii

showing of "Cool Hand Luke

And following this will be two'"

days of instruction, interrupl^ and

only by the foot stompin' sour

of LIVE bluegrass music. Sign-^^jsomeoi

will be Feb. 5-6 in Rastall.
12-"

Publics

ofttieV

lywiiir

louran

Colora

Ihjng

approa



set for January 30th

Kevin D. Lynch
am running for the oftice of

cCCA president because I feel

l„at I can perform the duties

ivolved in an imaginative and

liicient manner. In the four

jars that elapsed between my
high school graduation and my
^try into college I accumulated

loi of experience that will be

g^ltemely valuable in fulfilling

duties of CCCA president. I

l,ave
successfully owned and

rated my own business,

fnanaged an organization with a

pfoiected budget of $90,000. and

^yorked as a newspaper reporter

(or the Rocky Mountain Journal

of Denver.

I
have also been a member of

Ifie
Colorado Civil Air Patrol's

search and rescue team and

fiave led extended backpacking

Ifips into the Grand Tetons.

Through this experience 1 have

become accustomed to the res-

ponsibilities of leadership and

management and have learned

I
work effectively with people.

I am also very interested in

many of the crucial situations the

CCCA is confronted with. I think

that if more students want to live

co-ed housing than there is

currently room for, then co-ed

housing should be increased.

Room assignment procedures

must be reviewed and revised to

make them fairer and to avoid the

disaster of last year. I believe in

increasing minority enrollment

and diversification without

decreasing the quality of the

students admitted. I would also

like to see CC become more

involved in community activities.

I think that the biggest problem

with the Colorado College Cam-
pus Association is a lack of stu-

dent body. This is the fault of the

CCCA. During my time at this

school 1 have talked to a great

number of students about the

student government, and most

have expressed a lack of un-

derstanding of whatthe CCCA is.

what it does, and what it can do.

The CCCA has failed to make a

sufficient effort to inform the stu-

dent body and to encourage stu-

dent participation. Under my
leadership the CCCA will

become the organization it was
meant to be — an active arm of

the student body. It's as simple as

that.

The candidates' letters have been printed as they were received.

Cutler Board At-large

Nikolai Malyshev Brian F^eeney
It seemed odd that one needs

five more signatures to run for

Cutler Board At-Large than for

any of the other offices, any
cal reason for this? Getting

Ihose extra five, as well as all the

others did present its difficulties.

It wasn't that I couldn't find

enough people to sign the peti-

tion, but as I asked my friends

and acquaintances, they all took
iny canidacy as a joke. They sign-

their names: J. Jones. M.

Bounaparti, Divine... and under
position" — "Missionary" was
written in... what ever that

means. ..well

That is just my point, no one
[seems to take running for Stu-
t^ent Government or Cutler

Board publications too seriously.

"lyself included, t know that

something goes on Tuesdays
and Thursdays of the first and
third weeks of the block concer-
ning Student Government. But
'fie exact nature of the activities

on the second floor of Rastall

'ever seem to become known on
"le first floor. With regard to our
'llustrious publications. the

'^atylist and Leviathan, nothing
^eeds to be said about them, nor
's anything usually said in them.

In running for Cutler Board At-

^3rge
I do not expect my

Presence to raise our
Publications stature to the level

°' the Wichita Press, but I ceHain-
'V Will not allow them to fall to the

i^uranlistic depths of the
Colorado Springs Sun. The only
'^ing

I can say is that I will

Approach this position with hard
^"d firm determination. I should
'^l^e this seriously, it is time

^^[Iieone did.

Too many candidates write a

statement that boils down to this:

"CC is neat. I am neat, it would be

neat if I got elected". Electing any

one such Mickey Mouse can-

didate is the same as electing any

other. They attend meetings

regularly, they stuff envelopes or

take the minuts if they really have

to. and Cutler Board carries on as

usual for another year.

When the last time a Cutler

Board member had the interest or

the imagination to do anything

different? I amonestudentwhois
sick of the same old bland

publications sustained by the

same kind of bland personalities.

The potential for making CC
publications really lively is im-

mense. All we need is a Cutler

Board member who is fired up

enough to beat the bushes for

student writing that is interesting

to read and of some conceivable

importance.

What do I consider fun and

important? Not articles like

"Carwash Organized", "Basket

ball Team To Play" o

"NeoThomistic Thought In The
Reformation." What I would like

to see are articles on such topics

as the mob in Peublo, the out-

moded system of industrial

baronage in Colorado, and why
we cannot get the facts on

nuclear power.

If you have been interested

enough to read my statement this

far. and would like to see some
fresh air blown into our stuffy old

publications, then vote for me,

the candidate who wants
something different!

CCCA Pres.

David Tenner
The CCCA has. I'm afraid.

become an ineffectual, mis-

directed organization. The
average CC student could care

less about student government —
and rightfully so. The CCCA ot

the past year has done little, if

anything, to improve life at CC
The sad truth is that the CCCA
has shown about as much
respect for the student body as

the students have shown for the

CCCA; and that isn'tawholelot. I

believe this has come about

because of one primary reason

The CCCA of the past year has

taken what I feel is the wrong
approach toward student
government. They have decided,

under the direction of ther ap-

parently directionless
leadership, to become the leader

of campus opinion — the

philosophical soul of the CC stu-

dent body. Whether it be Nestles

chocolate or homosexual rights,

the CCCA has chosen to concern

itself not with making effective

changes central to campus life,

but to meddle in philosophical

questions decided best on a per-

sonal basis and not by any cam-
pus organization. It is my opinion

that the direction the CCCA has

taken has been a disastrous one
and the entire philosophy and
direction of the organization

must be changed.

As long as the CCCA concerns

itself with leading student opi-

nion, students will continue to

reject the CCCA as a vehicle for

campus change. And as long as

the vast majority of students re-

Jeff Jarris
The position of CCCA ex-

ecutive Vice President is a

tremendously important job. It is

the backbone of student govern-

ment, the crucial cog in the

mechanics of CC life, the critical

cornerstone upholding every

moral commitment and sacred

vow which we clutch to our very

breasts and preserve for our

children's prosperity for all eter-

nity, for now and for ever, for

good and for evil, in sickness and

in health, until death do us part,

amen.

I have i nn umerable
qualifications for this position. It

is just that I cannot think of any

right now.

However, as CCCA exec. V.P. I

have many exciting and viable

plans for next year. I cannot think

of any of those things either, but

don't worry — I'll find something.

BUT! CC students want — they

need — a strong foot m the door

of the administration — and I am
that toot! I can assure you that the

students at this fine liberal arts

college, the overwhelming ma-
jority ot which, known quite well

by both the faculty and the ad-

ministration, if only for the ob-

vious fact that we, the solid force

behind this educational institu-

tion, are. People talk and the

CCCA is made up of people,

therefore a good V.P. should be

able to talk good to people since

communication is the key to the

answer ot communicating ef-

ficiently without perplexerizing

those recipients involved at the

opposite side of the talk. Many
people, in all phases of walk, have

come up to me and asked. "Jeff?"

and 1 have said to them. "Yes?".

This kind of decisive action is

what 1 think is kind ot needed —

ject the CCCA, the more it will

become an ineffectual organiza-

tion. Unfortunately, the CCCA is

not the only thing that will suffer.

If the CCCA suffers, so does the

student body . because they have

lost their primary vehicle for ac-

tion on campus. The direction of

the CCCA must change The
CCCA must start dealing with

matters that directly effect

students. Its endorsement of co-

ed housing expansion is a step m
the right direction and this type of

action must continue.

Those who feel that the CCCA
really has no power and can't

make effective changes on cam-
pus have been lulled to sleep by

our present version of the CCCA,
One need look no further than the

hey-days of the Neil

Morgenstern-led CCCA (just one

short year ago) to see that with

strong leadership and the proper

sense of direction the CCCA can

make positive steps in effecting

changes for the benefit of the CC
student body. The key between

— CCCA Exec. V.P. —
not just for today, but for NOW)
Please vote for me and leel free to

vote for me as often as you wish.

Thank you,

Joel van Diver
"The Colorado College Cam-

pus Association (CCCA) exists to

serve the student body and the

campus community." Unfor-

tunately, in the past the CCCA
has failed to be responsive to

either of these bodies.

In general, the CCCA is an

enigma to the student body.

Similarly, the governing unit at

CC pictu res the student body as a

near-mindless group of un-

dergrads. The gap that divides

these bodies prevents the in-

terrelations that are necessary

for any governing unit to serve its

constituency well.

My actions within the govern-

ment will be delegated solely by

the needs of the student body

and the campus community in

response to their voiced

opinions. My goal is to infect the

governing unit with some of the

untapped common sense ex-

isting in the student body.

The most significant advan-

tage of a responsive campus
government is obvious; it serves

the needs of the student body

and the campus community ac-

curately. Another hidden advan-

tage is that the student body and

the campus community will know

what the CCCA can do to im-

prove their lives at CC.

These two advantages lead me
to believe that there is something

that I can do for you by getting

involved in our government at

Preston Sargent

these two years has been the

direction the CCCA has taken,

and the primary force behind this

direction has been the CCCA
president.

There are many things I feel

need changing at CC, of which
housing is my greatest concern
As a member of this year's co-ed
housing experiment m Loomis. I

have seen that co-ed by room
housing is desirable, and more
importantly, quite feasible at CC,
I am also concerned with what I

feel IS an inordinate amount o(

disorganization in the housing
office. The multiplicity of roles in

the housing office must be
eliminated and student inquiries

should be the concern of only

one person. In addition, our pre-

sent direction of security

awareness must be continued.

Recreation programs should be

stepped up. Our relationship with

the community, and specifically

the Air Force Academy, can be
improved for the betterment of us
both The list of changes goes on
and on
A candidate for president of

any student government
shouldn't, I feel, have merely a

handful of ideas he would like to

see on campus, A candidate must
have more He must have a sense

of direction by which he will lead

the organization. If you share in

my feeling that the direction of

the CCCA must change from its

present philosophical, opinion-

leading role to one of action and
effective changes concerning

campus life, then 1 hope you'll

vote Tenner for CCCA president

I think one of the main reasons

that student interest is lacking in

representative governing

organizations here on campus is

because most students are un-

aware of the functions of the

CCCA and the importance

thereof, Whether they know it or

not. each student has an intricate

stake in the workings of the

CCCA: not only financial by vir-

tue of student fees, but also in a

more tangible sense in that the

committees that are appointed by

and supervised by the CCCA
affect, in every area, the day-to-

day operations of the CC student

community.
My mam reasons for seeking

the position of executive vice

president of the CCCA are not

only that I am interested in

responsible disbursement of the

funds that the CCCA controls,

but I would also like to play an

important role in the committee

appointment process (which, of

course, is one of the chief func-

tions of the executive vice presi-

dent).

In this statement I would like to

be able to propose innovative

ideas that I've spent long hours

conjuring, which the immediate

implementation thereof would

vastly improve the lives of

students here at CC. Although

Tve thought about it a great deal.

and 1 attended nearly all the

meetings of the CCCA this fall in

large part for that reason. I'm

sorry. I have none. However, that

doesn't make me shy away from

running for the CCCA, Rather, it

makes me want to be on the

CCCA that much more, so that

over time I will have a chance to

gain first-hand obsen/ations of

the CC community from a

different perspective — which.

hopefully, will enable me to

propose ideas for meaningful

change in specific areas.
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Why the Catalyst sucks
By Tom Atkinson

Why could an editorial candidate accurately describe the students'

attitude toward the Catalyst as "bordering on contempt"?

Because the Catalyst sucks. That's its legacy. The Culler

Commission reported in October 1976 that "students are generally

not satisfied with the publications." So why, in the minds of students,

does the Ca/a//sf suck?

Part of the reason is that CC students enjoy complaining, and the

Catalyst is an easy target for complaint, as is Saga, dorm life, etc. This

is only a minor part of the problem, and naming it does not excuse the

Catalyst or Saga; complaints about both are often justifiable.

The complaint syndrome is part of a larger problem which is a

major reason why the Catalyst sucks: CC students love to complain,

but will do little to correct the situation about which they protest (as

evidenced by the minimal response to our survey of last week). To

those people who bitch but are disinclined toward constructive

betterment I say, "A pox on youl" Unforutnately, though, this bitch-

but-do-nothing attitude so common on our campus is also often

justifiable in many instances.

The still larger problem, then, is that (as you all know) we students

don't have time to do anything about those facets of CC that displease

us, even if we wanted to.

Here again, the first problem re-enters: if you do have (or make)

time to work for the Catalyst, for example, or to be on the Food Service

Committee, the rest of the student body is apt to be very critical of your

efforts — whether or not they make similar efforts.

We don't have liberal opportunities to effect improvements that

are desirable (and which we might like to effect), and if we do try there

is scant extrinsic reward.

The matter of reward is particularly relevant to Cutler

publications, and is the major problem inhibiting the excellence of the

Catalyst. The pay for Catalyst and Leviathan staffs is a token pittance

compared to the work involved in producing the publications (money
is rarely the primary motivation for these staffs anyway). The efforts of

the staffs are commonly repayed with contempt. Also, the staffs are

allowed no credit toward graduation for their work in journalism and
are given no formal instruction to help them possibly to avoid the

contempt. (See complementary article next issue.)

In addition to the reasons why the Cafa/ysfsucks already outlined

above, a few other factors play in. Along with the legacy of the paper

as a so-so publication there exists, embodied in the Catalyst, a clear

manifestation of the self-fulfilling prophecy: we think it is weak and we
don't expect much from it (although we might hope for foo much), so

we don't put much into it; therefore, of course, it is weak (and we are

proven correct in our convictions). If the Catalyst is to be a well-

respected newspaper it must shuck off its tainted image. Moreover,

the students must erase the negative legacy of the Catalyst

from their attitudes toward it. must expect it to be more, and must
make it more (you can start by responding to this editorial).

Another inherent problem with which the Catalyst must cope is

the nature of the publication itself. The staff changes every 4 to 5
months. Most staffers burn out after one semester of hard work.

Continuity and progressive education through continued Catalyst

experience is slight. Despite all its pluses the block plan promotes this

fragmentation. The CCCA provides the Cutler Board with money to

pay publication staffs, but perhaps college credit and/or education
would be a more significant Impetus and would lead to better

publications

The current Catalyst editorial staff feels that, despite the odds,
our paper can be a catalyst for constructive community change. We
hope to create a lively and readable, not a superficial or mediocre,
paper which brings the college community together, rather than one
which promotes the college's fragmentation.
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By Tom Atkinson
I am not going to vote for

either candidate for the Cutler

Board at-large position; neither is

suitable.

When I read the statements of

Brian Feeney and Nikolai

Malyshev I was utterly aghast at

the lack of qualifications
presented recommending the

candidates. Both statements
seemed to me to be flippant and
condescending expositions of

awesome ignorance concerning
the position sought. Neither can-
didate seems to have the slightest

inkling of the workings of the

board, as evidenced by their

over-inflated delusions of the

power they would have in con-
trolling its workings.

1 would not want to work with

either candidate. Their tasteless

statements — tasteless because
they tactlessly and stupidly at-

tack the people with whom, if

elected, they would work — show
that they obviously would not

want to work and cooperate with

me and the rest of the present
Cutler Board.

Do they even know who the
new members of the board are
and what those members' ideas

are? Feeney asks, "When was the
last time a Cutler Board member
had the interest or imagination to

do anything different?" The last

time is right now. \ am an ex-

officio member of the Cutler
Board who has the interest and, I

hope, the imagination to do
something different. Newly
elected chairman Ed Goldstein
has interesting and inventive

ideas to contribute to the

publications. Recently elected

at-large member Karen Goldberg
seems to me to have sounder
ideas in trying "to determine
where student interest lies" than
does Feeney in promoting his

(supposedly superior) ideas.

Both statements betray an ig-

norance of the position of an at-

large member within the board. It

would not be wholly within

Nikolai fvlalyshev's power to "not
allow" the publications to do
anything. Although, as an at-

large member, he would be an
advisor, the content and staff of
the publications are determined
entirely by their editors.

Brian Feeney's statement that
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"All we need is a Cutler Board
member who is fired up enough
to beat the bushes for student

writing that Is interesting to read

and of some conceivable impor-

tance" is ridiculously naive and
simplistic. One at-large member
could not make Cutler
publications realize the
"immense" potential Feeney says
they have to be "really lively." The
problems with which Cutler con-
tends are more complex than

Feeney represents them to be
(see related article, this page).

Finding writers instead of at-

tacking the larger, more serious

problems of the publications as a
whole is comparable to trying to

cure the symptoms, not the dis-

ease.

The statements, then, seem to

be typically political in that they

offer what they cannot con-
ceivably produce. What is more
serious is that the ignorance ap-

parent in them reveals a lack of

the essential tool needed for the

job: communication. If either

candidate had attempted to com-
municate he would have known
that it was absurd to suggest
that he would have the influence

to control the publications as

projected.

Malyshev admits to his ig-

norance and goes on to expose it

further by misstating the "Stu-

dent Government" meeting

times. The communication
problem between Cutler and the

student body, to which Malyshev
alludes, is not the fault of Cutler.

The minutes of the meetings are

available at Rastall desk, the

meetings are open to the public,

and the more important (and less

boring) actions of the board are

publicized in the Catalyst.

I would answer Malyshev's

question about the reason forthe

extra signatures that the purpose
is to insure, since there are fewer

at-large members on the board

than on the council, that more
care is taken in choosing them.

Two important requisites for the

job for which the candidates are

contending are thoroughness
and care. The two candidates'

statements are printed as we
received them. Do they show
thoroughness and care?

Let us remember that Brian

Feeney himself, for two
semesters, was one of the "bland

personalities" sustaining one

the "same old blar

publications" of which he is no

sick. Brian'ssuggestionsforc

tent are imaginative, but

should not disparage coverage!

campus life, the focus on which

one of the primary reasons forth

existence of the publication

Feeney says he
something different". I'll betthi

if he is elected, little wilt chang

about Cutler Board or Culli

Publications.

Let me inform Nikol

Malyshev that Cutif

Publications Board also oversee

two illustrious publications im

dition to the two to which h

refers. Something does needl

be said about all four of thi

publications, if only Malyshe

could find the words. If he think

that nothing is usually said

them he is not reading them wi^

much attention.

Malyshev says that "the orl

thing" he can say is that he"wi

approach this position with haf

and firm determination." Thisis

very masculine attitude, bulil

not good enough. Hedoesntss

what he is determined to do.

Yes, Malyshev should tak

seriously, and he should serious i (^g^'

ly consider that he is offendif

those on the present board, all(

whom take their positions qui'

seriously.

Neither candidate for CuHf

Board at-large membei
opinion, is adequate for the pos'

tion. Unfortunately, the on

alternative is the write'

Mickey Mouse.

In its Election Update, lasi

week's Catalyst reported thai

Kevin Lynch is a freshman.

Lynch is, in fact, a sophomore

Sorry Kevin.

The Catalyst office was in-

undated this week with ten

completed surveys. Exuberant

editor Tom Atkinson had this

to say about the results:

"We're thrilled and heartened

by this massive response. We

are doubly pleased that our

readers have given us total fia'

to do as we wish with the

Catalyst this semester without

fear of justifiable complaint
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Hart slips from idealism to practicality
By Jamie Butler

1906. 1972. George McGovern,

Richard Nixon, power, wisdom,

i^ilitary defense (offense?), thie

liljeraily educated man, the moral

,oiitictan, the immoral politician,

jj S interest, public good. What
this country? Where is it

Headed?

A variety of thoughts came to

piind as 1 awaited to chance to

interview Senator Gary Hart after

talk "U.S. Interests in Asia."

as liberal arts students, we
fiabitually attempt to look

tieyond superficial realities.

Wouldn't It be easier if we weren't

led with that need? We
could all pledge allegiance to the

llag and go about the more im-

irtant business of "getting a

piece of the rock." (Take heart,

studies show this habit is easily

tjfoken and soon we'll be happily

convinced that "we're in good
tiands with Allstate.")

Even though the large majority

of us will leave here and pursue

our own economic interests

above those of the world com-
munity, as Americans we will

continue to demand control over

the most powerful American illu-

sion: accountability in govern-

ment. Within this context,

Senator Hart's appearance was
valuable in the service of that

illusion. It gave us a chance to see

one of our country's top decision

makers and celebrities.

Senator Hart's appearance was
just that, an appearance. After

relating a hodgepodge of per-

sonal observations. Senator Hart

fielded questions, or more ac-

curately, fielded accusations
from the audience charging that

he was both too liberal and too
conservative.

These criticisms serve to il-

luminate a key issue that should
be considered by all who don't

care to "play the game" of

politics. In what type of world do
those who govern live? How do
they survive? Since Gary Hart

seems to be surviving well, his

career merits attention. In 1974,

before becoming a member of

the Senate. Gary Hart spoke of

his motivation for entering the

world of electoral politics. "I have
always had a commitment to try

to improve the human condition.

My political life is now a

rechanneling, I suppose, of that

same basic religious motivation."

However, movement from the

outside in seems to change peo-
ple. It is. indeed, constructive to

consider the possibilities for im-

proving the human condition,

and by implications, the question

of what man can and should be.

In point of fact, however, the

politician must play the game and
deal with man as he is. Today,
politicians like Gary Hart have

one main objective: to keep the

economy running. While this

concern, more than any other,

defines American domestic and
foreign policy, it is certainly a far

cry from noble dedication to the

betterment of the human condi-

tion. Senator Hart, however,

doesn't live in a world where such
improvement is possible.

Practical politics is concerned

with the management of desires,

not the improvement of the

human condition. Gary Hart is in

a tough position. He doesn't have

any real control over that which

gives meaning to our lives, yet if

we are not "happy," he will surely

be the one to suffer. As Senator,

he must manage the public

desires of Coloradoans,
Americans, businessmen that

run the economy, and other

"special interest groups " (We all

belong to at least one.) Swim-
ming in this fishbowl, can a per-

son affordto be true to his convic-

tions or, further, with the stakes

set as they are. can a politician

even begin to discern a higher

right or good?

For you and I. because in-

evitably all this does relate toyou
and I, the question must arise:

how will our own liberal perspec-

tive transfer to the world beyond
this secure environment? The
answer to this question is not

without importance for anyone
who cares to ask. Certainly, Gary
Hart IS still a man who cares, but

the nature of his position doesn't

allow him to be the same Gary

Hart of 1960 or 1972. He has had

to find a balance between realism

and idealism, between power and

wisdom, within which he can sur-

vive. We all must do the same.

Letters to the editor

To Editor-in

After reading Tom Atkin-

son's article, "... But con
sider," in your January 19
issue. I was appalled by his

statement referring to Kappa
Sigma's disciplinary proba-
tion. His statement.
"Disciplinary probation im-

plies that those on probation

are only marginally accep-
table as members of the CC
community" makes the Kappa
Sigma Fraternity sound like a

bunch of ex-cons.

Just to set the record

straight, these marginally

acceptable members of CC
aren't all animals. Last year

Kappa Sigma won an award
for being the first organization

in the history of El Paso Coun-
ty to put in over 500 man-
hours of voluntary work
towards the Western Colorado
Boys' Receiving Home (West-
co). This is the first such
award ever issued by the

Department of Social Ser-

vices. Weslco is a group home
for boys who have been pick-

ed up by the police and are too

young to be put in jail. This

year Kappa Sigma has already

put in 300 man-hours with

Westco. doing activities rang-
ing from attending hockey
games to fund-raising car

washes. Other Kappa Sigma
community service activities

include raising $700 during
'he Muscular Dystrophy
Dance-a-thon, and along with
the Theias, collected $300 for

UNICEF on Halloween. This is

a lotal of SIOOO donated to

t^haritable organizations just

'fi the lirst semester.

Besides being deeply in-

th community ser-

vices* the Kappa Sigma Frater-

nity has many members in-

volved with numerous CC
organizations, ranging from

DJ-ing for KRCC to senior

class president.

The next time it is decided to

write about these marginally

acceptable people of Kappa
Sigma, please be accurate and

tell the whole story-

Mark H. Stevens

To: Editor-in-Chief. Catalyst

I have had few dis-

appointments during my
career at Colorado College

but none have come close to

Tom Atkinson's article "...But

Consider." which appeared in

the January 19 issue of the

Catalyst. As a journalist and

an editor, Mr, Atkinson should

know better than to com-
promise the Catalyst's

credibility by reporting, as

fact, rumors which he must
have picked up in one of the

darker corners of the Booby
Trap. As a result he has made
both himself and the Catalyst

guilty of slander.

In the first place, there were
several reasons why the Kap-

pa Sigma Fraternity was plac-

ed on Social Probation, one of

which was not arson, as so

succinctly stated by Mr. Atkin-

son. Secondly, social proba-

tion is a form of punishment
which deprives a social frater-

nity of having parties, its

primary function. It does not

mean that this fraternity is,

and 1 quote, "marginally

acceptable as members of the

CC community." Many peo-

ple, both inside and outside of

Kappa Sigma, feel that not

only was this probation unfair,

it was also unwarranted.

These marginal people, to

whom Mr. Atkinson refers.

have held such offices as:

editor-in-chief of the Catalyst;

co-chairman of the honor
council, chairman, student

conduct committee; senior

class president; as well as be-

ing involved in everything

from KRCC to the CC choir. I

feel that the memebers of CC
and the readers of the Catalyst

should look carefully at who,

in the CC community, is only

marginally acceptable, par-

ticularily members of the

Catalyst's staff.

Lon Alan Hayne, '79

If the editor's above-
mentioned article which
reminded the college of a lew

fraternal shortcomings was
the ultimate disappointment

of Mr. Hayne's CC career, he

has indeed has an uneventful

and pleasant stay here.

To apprise ivir. Hayne of

further facts, let me point out

that if the Catalyst and its

editor are guilty of a crime of

defamation, the crime would

be libel, which refers to written

defamation, not slander,

which refers to spol<en

defamation- Furthermore,

fraternal organizations have

been unsuccessful m group

libel suits except where the

group is small enough that

one or more individual

members can be easily iden-

tified as defamed { The Law of

Libel and Slander, Ella Cooper

Thomas, page 21).

Mr. Hayne should note that

usually if a defamer writes the

truth, for the public good, and
the matter involved was one of

public interest, he has defense

and is justified in his publica-

tion of the truth (ibidem, page
39). Mr. Hayne might also be
interested to fearn that any
words which tend to hold a

person up to ridicule, con-

tempt or obloquy, and words

which tend to injure a person

in his trade, such as. "he must
have picked [rumors] up in

one of the darker corners of

the Booby Trap. " are ac-

tionable without proof of any

special damage (ibidem, page

9). It seems, then, that Mr.

Hayne approaches a crime of

defamation more closely than

does the editor.

According to Dean Gordon
Riegel and Intra-Fraternity

Council President Tom
Wenael, arson was indeed one
of the reasons for the imposi-

tion of social probation on the

Kappa Sigmas. although the

history of events leading to

probation were more com-
plex, as Mr. Hayne notes. The

fact that other reprehensible

acts as well as setting fire to

Phi Gamma Delta property

contributed to the case for

probation seems not to sup-

port Mr. Hayne's implications

that the Kappa Sigma fraterni-

ty is. by virtue of the prestige

of Its individuaf members, a

more respectable community
than the editor suggested it is.

Riegel and Wendel explain

that because of the recent

history of fires at colleges and

universities, the IFC felt that

the Kappa Sigmas had taken

the fun too far by possibly

endangering the whole
"ollege. No doubt Mr. Hayne is

correct in saying thatsome felt

the imposition of probation on
the Kappa Sigmas was unfair,

but, according to Mr. Wendel,
"The vast majority of the

representatives of the other

fraternities thought it was
totally justified."

Wendel calls the act of arson

"totally socially unaccep-
table, " but goes on to say that

the social probation does not

imply that the fatemity as $
whole Is socially unaccep-

table. The editor agrees with

this perception, and conceeds
that his interpretation of th&

meaning of social probation

was erroneous and irresponsi-

ble. The inclusion of his inter-

pretation, in addition to other

editorializations. in a news ar-

ticle was bad journalism,

which indeed tended to

despoil the credibility of the

Catalyst. For this indiscretion

he makes apology.

Possibly the members of the

Kappa Sigma fraternity who
set fire to Phi Gamma Delta

property were also irresponsi-

ble. Perhaps they too "should

have known better" than to

damage their fraternity's

credibility (to which both the

editor and Mr. Hayne have

alluded), by their actions.

The editor also erred in

stating that the probation im-

posed on the Kappa Sigmas

was disciplinary. It was not.,

disciplinary probation; it wa«~

social probation, which is con-

sidered a more serious proba-

tion since, as Mr. Hayne says.

It "deprives a social fraternity

of having parties, its primary

function.' ^
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Antique press immortalizes art

photo by Tom Mawn

Jim Trissel, printing artist, stands amidst press creation.

By Carol Chidsey

Jim Trissel has proven that

printing can be more than a xerox

copying machine or a fast-

movmg offset press. The
Colorado College art professor

sees printing as an art form —
and regards the early 20th cen-

tury machine he built by hand as

an art press.

While on sabbatical last year,

Trissel was hard at work In an

empty room of the Fine Arts

Center building his press. The
finished product is not an offset

— the type used today — but a

letter press, a copy of the one
developed by Gutenberg in the

15th century. All letters and

designs are set entirely by hand.

As Trissel's work shows, the

artist does not print merely for

the sake of rendering copies but

with the idea of turning outworks
of art. All prints are numbered in a

small limited edition so Trissel

and his crew can do the best work

possible on each print. Each

piece of paper is specially

chosen, hand torn, dampened,
and set to cure for a few days.

The first project Trissel

accepted was publication of a

collection of poems by Colorado
College professor and poet Joan
Stone, After hearing Stone read

some of her poems last spring,

Trissle approached her with the

idea of printing a variety of them.

Together they chose the poems,
paper, type, and engravings.

Stone, with ahandfulof students,

was involved in the project from
start to finish. She described the

process as a "sensual" ex-

perience.

Trissel and several students
next printed a poem by Alistair

Reed, a New York poet who has
taught English at CC during

several blocks.

Student participation In the

works of the press is purely

voluntary, Trissel is pleased that

CC students have the chance to

become involved in the unique
printing process. He points out

that only five other presses of this

type are connected with U.S.
colleges.

Trissel sees his press as an
adjunct to the college art depart-

ment. At present he does not

foresee classes in printing, but

welcomes students interested in

getting involved. He warns,

however, that work with the pfg,

demands a large time comrnj
ment.

Running the press require-

material to prmt. Jim Trissgi

professors Joan Stone and Joti-

Simons, and Jeff Jarris, a siu,

dent, comprise a commute^
which solicits poems, shoii

stories and essays from the cc
community. Stone said that sutj.

mitting a work does
noi

guarantee printing, but ac

"What poet could resist
ih^

chance to see his work in print?

The author would be involved m

the complete process!"

Trissel said the initial funds
(oi

setting up the press were ob-

tained through the art depan,

ment budget, the humamiie;

budget, and President Worner's

discrepancy fund.

Aside from printing works (fou,

the CC community, Trissel
is

interested in completing a larger

project. With funds from a Mellon

Foundation grant he will receive

next year, Trissel hopes to pnnt

an anthology of Colorado poets

Unconfirmed plans call for mak-

ing the paper for the press and

binding at the press.

Wade's short-stack heaven is born again

A quality proceMitig

and printing service

for the 35mni
photographer.

• Larger full-frame

prints.

• Protective plastic

negative sleeve.

• Printed on Kodak
nal

gloss paper.

Wade's Pancake House, a long
time haven for hungry CC
students, will reopen for business
on Wednesday, January 31 . It has
been closed for expansion and
extensive remodeling since

January 15.

Ron Wade, the proprietor, ex-

pects to nearly double his seating

capacity, which will allow him to

serve 176 customers. As part of

the expansion he will also have a

much larger kitchen and the

capability to host banquet and
breakfast meetings.

Asked about the decor of the

remodeled restaurant, Wade
said, "We will have blue carpet,

reddish paneling, and some rust

brown as our basic color
scheme." Wade indicated that the
current over-popularity of red in

restaurant decor was the primary
reason for the change in his

formerly red establishment.

Wade said he expects to keep
the plants which lined the walls

and appeared on every table. He
also plans to leave intact the
mural of Pikes Peak on the south
wall. The results of "tablecloth

experiments" conducted prior to

closing were so encouraging that

tablecloths will become perma-
nent fixtures at the new Wade's.
On the outside, the arrival of

spring will be marked by the

appearance of an asphalt parking
lot, thoroughly landscaped with

trees and shrubbery.

All of these changes would
seem to point to another signifi-

cant change, namely the price of

Wade's breakfast. "There will be a

price increase of one dime across
the board on meals," Wade said.

"Actually, that's more to compen-
sate for the increase in minimum
wage than the remodeling."
The price increases will move

the cost of the famous
"Ranchman's Breakfast" up to

$3.20. Thomas Wade, thefounder
of Wade's Pancake House and
father of the present owner, serv-

ed the "Ranchman's Breakfast"

for $1.55 when he opened in

1962.

Ron Wade has a very strong
sense of his father's legacy and
strives to maintain the general
quality and unique features upon
which Wade's reputation rests.

"The menu, the portions, the
quality, none of them are chang-
ing," he said. Regarding the

3und,

restaurant's renowned boi luseum

tomless cup of coffee that comfi

with the meal, Wade points oui

"That's something'Dad did and

have always believed in it." Then
may be a change in cofle?

suppliers in the near future, bul

Wade offered assurance that the

quality would not suffer.

Colorado College student

have been journeying to Walni^

Street in large numbers foi

Wade's breakfasts since Thoma,
Wade began serving them ir

1962. Ron Wade believes tlie§lelhis

nature of his clientele has chang-

ed little from when his father

owned the business. He
siders CC students. Air Force

cadets, and working-class
families to be the groups forming

his regular customers. The

cadets are weekend diners only

because. Wade said, "They donl

get loose during the week
Doug Trondson, assistant

manager of Wade's, said thai

after the remodeling
pleted a trip to the bathroom will

no longer be a major test ol

strength in the midst of adversity.

The bathrooms, which formerly

simulated polar conditions mtlie

winter months, will be heated in

the winter and air-conditioned if

the summer.
Wade will keep his old hours.

He'll be open for business from

6:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., seven daysa "wan

week
Amid numerous changes,

Wade's Pancake House will

hopefully remain the breakfast

haven it has long been for this

area. Wade wants to keep it thai

way.

JUDO KARATi
JIUJITSU KUNCrU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.
U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu

Blacif Belt Federation of America
RaprnMiIad 19H-K World'* Fair -

U.S. Marina Corp Rap.

BulM Confidanca)

SpMJal Ctauaa In Salf Oafanaa

Mao — Woman — Childran

YOGA

Air Condltionad - FrM Parking

Established 1959
JUDO AND KARATfc AiIAUtMV

OF COLORADO. IMC.

IS% MKOnWT TO MILITA*T PIOMI ft PAMIUIS
Colorado Springs 3709 E. Platte

COME visrr 574-6350
Call 12-10 PM

RtgiUvti auck Bern

tneipenjin Hiin

SpccMl Cgunci in SeA-Extenii

BegmntT ft Atfiinced Cbiiei

Oiy ft Evnrirq CUiiti

biiliifcton IB Teicli Off Prennti

CDnpicte Miriltl Art Suppliej

• AIMitnl atllL Judo A»DC

I Clio. Slalt

^artd JIu Jitsu Ftd.

• US. Jutfo Fediiithin

. Nudstfln. Jipin

• Judo Buck Brti Fed. ol U.S.

• AlU
• Aimed FoiGM Judo Aluc

• U.S. Judt AiiK-

BDB SALAY Director

6ih OegrN Black B«n
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Floating campus offers learning adventure

By Steve Ruth
Tiredof the CC scene? Are you
lady to leave Colorado Springs,
ullural oasis of southern
Worado? How does a day in the
'alace Museum near Taipei
ound. or perhaps the Cairo
luseum instead? Interested in

le Tuft exhibit? Why not cross
le desert to Luxor, the Valley of

leKings. and venture into Tutt's

imb? Being only a day away by
safrom the home of the ancient
linoan civilization, you may
ish to view the ruins of Knossos
nd enjoy the charm of Crete.
Exciting, but not possible, you

ly. It is very possible. These
lings and a thousand more will

e accomplished by ap-
roximately 450 students sailing

le this winter aboard the S.S.
riverse. Those students will be
micipating in what may be the
irning adventure of their lives,

semester at sea."

Aslhe title implies, Semester at

ea IS a shipboard voyage. Spon-
ired by the Institute for Ship-

I Education and
:ademically affiliated with the
niversity of Colorado, the
ogram is a most unique
lucational experience. Com-
fiing qualified instruction, ex-
inential learning, and un-
ecedented mobility in the form
a floating campus yields an
iemplary opportunity for study,

typical spring Semester at
ia will encompass ten or more
iuntries. Concentrating upon
' Orient. South Asia, and the
editerranean region, those
'untries may include; Korea,
"wan, the British Crown
ilony of Hong Kong,

Singapore, India. Sri Lanka.
Egypt, Greece, Spain, and
Morocco. Other sailings
emphasize such areas as the
South Pacific and Africa.

Study aboard the S.S. Un-
iverse consists of experiences in

various nations and cultural set-
tings and regular class work.
Courses, of the more than fifty

that are offered, range from
geology to criminology, with the
bulk being social sciences.
Courses change according to in-

dividual voyages and are planned
to complement the semester's
itinerary. Areas of study include
international business and
economics, ideological conflicts,

colonialism, the third world,
world health and food problems.
and cross cultural comparisons.

Instnjction aboard ship takes
place six days a week, but only
while at sea. As the ship is at sea
about fifty days of a one hundred
day semester, approximately half

of the trip is spent in class and
half in port at the various nations
visited. Students generally attend
four classes per day and have a

maximum allowable load of

twelve semester hours.

Classes are taught by faculty

selected from various univer-
sities and colleges throughout
the U.S. and abroad- Each in-

structor is selected for expertise
in an academic field as well as a
background in one or more of the
areasvisited during the semester.
In general, instruction is of good
quality.

The intensity of study and
degree of difficulty of courses
taught during Semester at Sea
are not equal to that of courses

=3s: ""arar- —s~^—

bare traps ^^
THE BEST

attha

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon

A/so . . . shoe repair

£: m^ ifg- Mw -mr jg

encountered at CC. This is un-
derstandable and necessary as
classwork comprises only a por-
tion of the educational format. It

is the combination of coursework
and in-port experience that
yields the singular benefits of the
program.
Upon arrival at a port the stu-

dent is allowed nearly complete
freedom of action. The exception
to this is a certain number of
required course-related activities,

known as practica, that must be
attended. Practica include items
such as a lecture by a Korean
professor of political science, a

visit to the Singapore family plan-
ning center, a day in an outcaste
village of rural India, or an excur-
sion to the gem mines in Sri
Lanka, Over one hundred such
practica are planned and con-
ducted by the program's
educational administration. A
student may elect to take the
minimum number of required
practica for each of his courses.
approximately 10% of his in port-
time, or he may participate in as
many as time will allow.
How each student spends his

time in port is determined by the
student's interests and imagina-
tion. Many students create their
own "practica, " Upon arrival in

Sri Lanka a friend of this writer
simply picked up the phone and.
with no prior introduction, called
Arthur C. Clarke and arranged to
spend a portion of the afternoon
speakmg with the well-known
author, One group of enter-
prising students, through the ef-

forts of an Egyptian dignitary
lecturing aboard the ship,
arranged a meetmg with Anwar
Sadat. While events later forced
the cancellation of the appoint-
ment, the students did speak to a
Presidential Aide and passed on
to President Sadat their support
for his peace imatives.

The Semester at Sea program
IS not without its criticisms. Three
often encountered are thequality
of academic work, the short
amount of time spent in each
country, and a reputation for ex-
cessive partying.

Of the three arguments against
the program, the first is perhaps
most valid. The coursework
could be made more demanding
without detracting from other
aspects of Semester at Sea. This
is not to imply that the courses

are not worthwhile; most are very
good.

The second criticism at-
tacks a concept of the program.
Semester at Sea is designed not
for an in-depth study of any
specific area but rather to provide
a global overview This can only
be accomplished through nec-
essanly short stays within a three

month time limitation. The
final charge against the program
is true, but only on an individual
basis. As with any learning situa-
tion, what a student gains Irom
Semester at Sea is determined
largely by that student. For some.
the voyage IS nothing more than a
low-budget pleasure cruise. For
the maiority. Semester at Sea is a
learning adventure of great op-
portunity.

In the case of this student, the
benefits ot the program easily
outweighed its detractions.
Plunging, on a weekly basis, into

a new culture with its unique
customs and routines forces one
to develop a more tolerant and
inquisitive mind. Having the op-
portunity to study works of art,

examples of architecture,
political and ideological
problems, and then go out and
view them was a most exciting
way to learn. Simply living in the
microcosm of a ship for three
months was a lesson in itself The
entire voyage was a learning ex-
perience and the semester was
one this student would trade for

no other.

Further information on
Semester at Sea contact:

Institute for Shipboard Educa-
tion

Taj Mahal Building
P.O. Box 2488
Laguna Hills. Ca 92653

Or call toll free: (800) 854-0195

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Delivers

Fast

Free

to

475-0380 Colorado College

Mon.-Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

HOURS
4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

(Hem ^2 16

Cheese Pizza X20 4.46

Any 1 item pizza 3J6 S.3B

Any 2 item pizza. 4.G0 9.2S

Any 3 item pizza S.1B 7.1B

Any 4 item pizza S.80 8.0S

Each item « -W

fTEMS

(Mom ftmtt 8«uMs* thldi Cnwt

a««n Paf^MM Ham AnchovlM

(kotndBMf DotMwChMM Hot P«pp«r ltk>||i

TftPJace

Chdet

VtecmKmjo:

What size and

-kind of Pizza

Number of Colces

Building name
Room nurrjber

Phone number
Name

908 N. Circle
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(L ^Music notes J^ I
Zj By Aaron Braun

One look at the "Briefcase Full vocals. Side one continues %>

of Blues" record jacket and you an amusing version of "Wess,

ask yourself. "Are these guys for With the Kid" and a contagiQi

real?" rendition of "(I've Got Everyihip

But one listen to the black vinyl I Need) Almost,"

disc enclosed and there is no Aykroyd takes over for his cn

doubt that they are for real. John lead vocal work on the rambii

Beiushi and Dan Aykroyd have talking song "Rubber Biscuii

lived out their musical fantasy which was one of the hightigh

photo by Sandi Rodgers

Insane women enliven Armstrong
Gertrude Stein, Amelia

Earhardt and Susan 8. Anthony
will visit Armstrong Hall this

weekend.

Arthur Kopifs "Chamber
Music," which opens Jan. 27, is

the psychological drama of eigh*

women In an insane asylum who
believe they are or pretend to be
famous historical figures. The
relationships among the different

characters within the hospital

ward emerge, develop, ferment,

and finally erupt into the play's

startling conclusion.

CC student Fay Simpson
directs this Theatre Workshop
production in herfirst experience

as director. When talking about

the process of directing, Ms.

Simpson is enthusiatic about

what she has learned. "I find I say

things that I didn't know I knew,"

she tells, "t have to learn to trust

my eye: my view has to be very

detailed."

Past experience as an actress

and a dancer has proven in-

valuable background for direc-

ting. "I understand the inner

energy and Inner tension of the

actors." Fay explains, " and how

to get through to them. I have to

find the right image for each

individual actress."

Ms. Simpson has chosen

"Chamber Music" because of its

abundance of substantial female

roles. It's a chance for CC ac-

tresses to be other than "mothers

and sisters" for the leads. And
she feels that "a play dealing with

the insane is easier and more
exciting for less experienced ac-

tors." due to the externalization

of their emotions and fantasies.

Ms. Simpson presents
"Chamber Music" on a triangular

stage in the lobby of Armstrong

Hall rather than on the traditional

proscenium stage inside. She

prefers the atmosphere and
spaciousness of this area to the

other possibilities around the

campus. It is a "warmer space"

and creates a more "intimate

audience" and she advises all you
playgoers to bring pillows.

There will be three performances

of "Chamber Music" this weekend

and one on Monday. On Saturday

night it will play at both seven and

nine p.m. On Sunday night it will play

at nine only. Monday's performance

will be at seven. Tnje theater buffs

can also enjoy the Star Bar Players'

play 'The Time of Your Life" this

weekend.

and have brought together nine

of the hottest bluesmen working

today. "The Blues Brothers"

features Joliet Jake Blues

(Beiushi) on lead vocals and

"Silent" Elwood Blues (Aykroyd)

on harmonica and background

vocals.

What may surprise you about

this album is that it does not

capitalize on the popularity of

either Belushi's Animal House or

the television show Saturday

Night Live. Rather, this is a first-

class musical production — a

breath of fresh air in the disco-

clogged airwaves of today's

radio.

Some of ttie best studio

bluesmen around, Matt Murphy
and Steve Cropper, turn in some
superb "no frills" guitar work.

Neither is the horn section to be

taken tightly. It features Tom
Scott, tenor sax, Tom Malone,

assorted horns' Lou Marini,

tenor sax, and Alan Rubin,

trumpet.

Even with such accomplished

studio musicians, this is not an

over-produced super-slick

studio album. Rather, it is a live,

raw, uncluttered product record-

ed at the Universal Amphitheater

in Los Angeles.

The album opens with a lively

version of Otis Redding's "I Can't

Turn You Loose" and continues

with a rockin' version of "Hey
Bartender," handled superbly by

Beiushi with his drunken bluesy

of their live show. The side
co[

eludes with a soulful "Shotgi

Blues" with Jake once aga

handling the vocals.

The second side includes ihj

"hit", the silky-smooth 'Sg

Man," and the throbbing "B M& awafe

;ibil

voice is at its raspiest. Elvt/ooJina's'''^'

Box Car Blues," where
Jaiij

harmonica dominates "Flip, f|o

and Fly," written by ctiafi

Calhoun and Willie Turner Tt

band then exits with anothj

taste of Otis Redding's openim
| Can't Turn You Loose.

The priceless parts of n
Wfierea:

humani;

and toil

album are the monologue

dialogues and between-s

comments by Jake and Elwoo soft sc

The Blues Brothers have c

bined first-rate entertainme

with high-quality music, andwi

that they have produced one

the hottest acts around. I wou

suggest two things regarding
tt

Blues Brothers: 1) If they come

Colorado, do ANYTHING - be |

borrow or steal — to get a tick

and/or 2) Get a copy of u

album. You won't regret it.

The Cafa/ys/ apologizes to art professor Roger Aikin for

misspelling his name and cropping his photo in our last

issue.

SALi
Art Supplies

30 - 50% Off

Colorado College Bookstore

CAACERAS
Z.ENSES
SVXDE

PXiOJECTOR
I>AIIKIlOOM

CAMLERA. _
ACCESOXtlEdtJ

SPECIAXS
SNAPSHOT
CAlMCERAS
AXOVIE

PROJECTOBI

SHflDIBflKfli'S
• <AMEB* SHOr t

Shop
andsai^.

If you like the idea of one-stop shopping, then our Phone-
Center Stores are your kind of place. You'll find the telephone
products and services you need all together in one convenient
location. So you can pidc up new telephones, exchange your
old ones for different styles or colors, pay your phone biU, or
even get simple repair needs taken care of.

But there's an even better reason to visit a Phone-
Center Store—you save money. If your house has
modular jacks, you save $4 on the total installation

charge for your main phone, plus $1 on eadi additional
phone you take home and plug in. So the next time
you're out shopping, drop around to your nearest
PhdneCenter Store and check out the styles and savings.

@ Mountain Bell
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Martin exhibits quilted art

By Lisa Peters

carol Martin made her first

gjjit four years ago. The finished

product, part of her art exhibit

currently on display in Packard

l^all, is a combination of

„aditional quilt patterns and

jolor experimentation. For Carol,

Ifie
project sparked an interest in

labfic. its textures and values,

l^jow, as a senior, she has ad-

ygrced from a careful craftsman

q\ textiles to a diverse artist,

3\vare of both the aesthetic

possibilities of her various

niaterials and the conceptual

problems involved with their uses

and connotations.

An old vacuum cleaner, a beat-

up bicycle, and a broken lamp

;cioihed in rip-stop nylon are the

focal points of Carol's show.

Vjhereas artist Claes Oldenburg
fiumanized guns, hamburgers

and toilets by making them into

soft sculptures, Carol IVlartin

similarly gives her objects a

human quality by wrapping them.
Unlike Oldenburg, however, she
does not alter them. They are, in

fact, held together, despite their

aged or broken state, by the

carefully tailored fiber-filled

bags. The wrappings seem
regenerative, giving objects new
life.

fvlany pop artists made use of

the th row-away commer-
cial products of everyday use, as

they seemed particularly symp-
tomatic of today's ready-made,

disposable society. By wrapping

objects, Carol Martin defies the

transience of the object today.

The broken lamp is given refuge

by its covering and perhaps a

chance to keep warm and heal.

Carol is not so much concerned
with the intrusion of products m
our lives today as with the need to

protect her own enjoyed utensils.

She also has proposed several

3

mms^mmmmm
Is ""^ "*^

Freshman night — Discount B<»er

Weber St.

BARBER SHOP~
Ul

u
Jl

0^

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Sllop J

Alley

i712ViN. Weber I
633-1606

Men's - .Women's
Haircuts

• Women's Perms

A "Cut"
HHMMMI

Above The Rest . . .

TO WITNESS THE PERFECT CRIME
YOU MUST COME ON TIME
The story and suspense of "Sleuth" are so unique

you must see it from the very beginnmg
Therefore, "Sleuth" will be presented

on a Special Scheduled Performance basis

aranteeing you a seat for the show of your choice.

PAL()\\AR PICTUIUJS INTI.IJNATIONAL

LAURENCE MICHAEL
OLIVIER CAINE

m JOSEPH L MANKIEWICZ F.lmof

ARMSTRONG HALL 7:00-9:30

"Down Bike" in Carol Martin's art show

grand scale projects on the same
theme. The f^acDonald's arch is

presented with wrappings
designed for varied weather, half-

covered for overcast days and
fully hooded for Alaskan winters.

Christo Javachek. who created

the well-known curtains in Rifle

Gap, Colorado, and in northern

California, as well as numerous
proposed wrapped buildings, is a

noted influence on Carol's works.

For Christo. the shape of an ob-

ject is important to its success. Its

packaging determines its appeal.

Wrapping a building is of course

humorous, yet it also gives it a

new face, a quality of surprise

and pleasure. Its viewing is an

aesthetic experience.

In Carol's work, the conceptual

also is not the only intriguing

quality. Rip-stop nylon is a sen-

sual texture. It catches light on its

curves and shadow in its seams.

The appeal of the material

presented a set of aesthetic

possibilities to the artist. Pur-

suing these, Carol used acrylic

wash to paint the billowing, yet

ordered patterns of the sleeping

bag fabric on several canvases.

One of these, entitled, "Sky Rest-

ing." uses the representation of

nylon to express the sky lighting

gently on hills. The fabric is

seemingly as weightless as the

sky. The shape of the material

also suggests various abstract

qualities. In "Studies" and "Trio,

'

forms are studied in relation to

their surrounding space. In

"Sunrise," morning light filters

through a shade onto a figure

asleep in a sleeping bag. The
scene is one of comfort, ease,

and relaxation.

Carol carries her interest in

materials and their inherent

qualities into her works with

wood. Not all of these show a

similar respect for wood grains,

forms, and attitudes. Works such
as "CJM" and "Tulip," however,

are fine works — simplified

rounded forms which take the

wood grain into account. They
are forms which relate to human
proportions; ovals the size and
shape of the human head. "CJM"

photo by Sandi Rodgers

IS indented with soft chisel marks
which suggest the expressions
and contours of a face. At the

same time, by not disguising the

wood. It retains an organic quali-

ty. "Tulip" manifests this quality

as its single narrow split suggests

a sense of growth, a mysterious

movement from the inside of the

form seeking to bloom, in con-
trast. "Aging," on the opposite

wall, shows forms in entropy,

breaking and falling. This work,
however, does not have the digni-

ty or power displayed by "Tulip"'

and "'CJM." Wood structures

such as "Abiguiu" are less

successful as their collage

effects seem to force the wood
into an arrangement.

Viewing Carol Marlins art

show is a tactile experience. The
eye is a hand, sensing the volume
and surface texture of objects

and materials. The show is

humorous, sensititve, and
thought provoking, and should

not be missed,

Everyone have a (Viennese) ball
The Colorado College Ex-

tracurricular Committee will offer

a respite from winter doldrums
when it presents the fifth annual

Viennese Ball on Saturday.

February 24, at 9 p.m. in the

Broadmoor grand ballroom. The
Allen Uhles Band is scheduled to

perform.

This year"s traditional evening

of dancing and entertainment —
free to all CC students — will

feature music from the "swing

Escofieifce

uiidextem . .

.

W'A a S|Mu(9 Bieoli

(Hide (OKI

Your campus travel agency

era " and a contest for the best

costume from the late 19th cen-

tury '"elegant European" period,

according to Lorna Lynn. Ex-

tracurricular Committee
mernber.

Preparations for the Viennese

Ball call for a series of dance

lessons to be offered to students

block six. The classes will be

taught in six consecutive

sessions by Laura Golden, CC
women's basketball coach. The
lessons will run from 3 to 4 p.m.

on Monday and Thursday after-

noons for the first three weeks of

the block. The schedule includes

instruction in the polka on Feb. 5;

the fox trot and jitterbug, Feb. 8,

Feb. 12 and Feb. 15; the waltz.

Feb. 19; and a review of all dances

on Feb. 22.

Lynn notes that although she

feels the Viennese Ball has been a

success in the past, some
students have been reluctant to

attend because '1hey feel they

must invite a date."'

"It"s not important to go with a

dale,"" Lynn says. 'Many people

go in groups. We hope the

Viennese Ball will give everyone a

chance to dance and have a good
time."

'"The costumes are a nice

feature, but you don't have to

come dressed in costume. Its

really a simple, fun affair."'

K»«!••- '^/C^^~v\Photo

9 SOUTH WEBER \^ZVP.»".«4^B»33
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80003

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parlting
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Squashers prepare to quasn

student demonstrates squash style.

photo by Sarah Sisk

FAMILIES #20
219 E. PLATTE AVE

LOCATIONS IN COLORADO SPRINGS.

PUEBLO, SECURITY. AURORA & WYOMING

^FAMlfilES SUB SHOPS

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
CALL AHEAD: 635-4364

Owner: Jan

OUR PROMISE

TO MAKE EVERY SUBMARINE SANDWICH
BEFORE YOUR EYES WITH THE FRESH-
EST MEATS. CHEESES AND BREAD
AVAILABLE. TO SERVE YOU COURTEOU-
SLY AND SWIFTLY WtTH NO DELAY6 ON
SPECIAL ORDERS.

By Coach Claude Cowarl
The American version of the

old English sport of squash rac-

quets Js heating up at CC after a

stunning season of ten wins

against one loss last year. I ex-

pect the team to be very com-

petitive this season in spite of

losing 7 men and 2 women who
were seniors last year- Gradua-

tion cleared out the top five men
players, including player number

one, John Snell. Snell won the

most valuable player award for

four consecutive years. In addi-

tion, he won several tournaments

in the "B" player category.

In spite of team personnel

losses, several players this year

have emerged from the pack to

show encouraging signs of

potential as outstanding squash

competitors. The most rapid im-

provement has been by Senior

Bruce Welty from Concord.

Massachusetts. Bruce won the

campus open tournament con-

cluded just before Christmas

break, and last weekend cap-

tured the Colorado State Cham-

pionship in the "C" division. He
beat out Peter Fader of Denver in

a tough CC Campus Open
match featuring excellent shot

making on the parts of both

players.

Backing up these top players

with consistent challenge are

Warren Dean, John Stetson.

Steve Suche. and Preston

Sargent. Other varsity players in-

clude Andy Ault, Dennis fVlalone,

Jim Lewis, Adam Golodner. Alan

Rawn, Todd fVlitchell. Mike

Davison, and K.C. Walsh. The

women's varsity is headed by

Carol Petsonk and Kath Cleary

locked in a battle for the top spot,

with Peg Millet running a strong

3rd.

CC has 2 squash couti

although not as busy as the
ra,

quetball courts, they do get pig,

ty of use during the winter squg,

season. Students interested

learning squash should conia|

the PE office in the Athie^

department. Varsity and

Squash get priority for court

There are, however, adeq

times available for others.
/\,

ditional squash facilities m
tti

area include the AFA and YMc
(one court), and private courts

the Broadmoor and Founts

Valley School

The varsity schedule for 1979

underway with wins over Af

and Fountain Valley and
r

losses as of this writing

Squash Sctiedule

Janury 27 Broadmoor @ CC
Februarys CC @C.U. (Boulder)

February 10 University of Texas @ CC
February 17 AFA @ CC
February 24 Denver Athletic Club Invitational

March 10 CC t® Gates Squash Club (Denver)

March 17 CC {§ Kiva Club (Santa Fe)

March 24 Colo. Sprgs., InvtI. @ AFA

Hockey season shows mixed results
By Jon Goodman

For most of us, Christmas

break was a trip home, good
times with old friends, and two

and a half weeks of rest and
relaxation. Our hockey team,

however, had different plans.

First on the agenda was the

Broadmoor Invitational, a three

team tournament pitting CC
against WCHA rival DU and

Traktor, a team from the Soviet

Union. With two of their finest

players. Marc Pettygroveand Jeff

Lundren. gone for the Junior

Nationals in Sweden, the Tigers

came out of the competition

winless. They lost to DU and

Traktor 5-2 and 6-4 respectively.

One positive aspect of CC's
performance was the excellent

hockey played in the losing effort

against the Soviets. The Tigers

kept the game close against a

team that had previously beaten

DU 7-2.

CC next battled the Huskies of

Michigan Tech — winning the

Friday night game6-4, and losing

7-3 the following evening.

The next series, January 12^

and 13 against Michigan, proved

to be one of the more successful

road trips for this year's team.

The first game of the series was
deadlocked at five all. CC then

proceeded to pull out a clutch

victory on Gary Reinking's over-

time goal. Upon being asked

about Gary's performance,
Assistant Coach Bertsch stated:

"Gary has been playing excep-

tionally well for us all year ... he

hasn't scored that many goals ...

but on Friday night when he got

the chances he put the puck away
and scored."

On Saturday, with the score

tied at two all, Reinking again

scored the winning goal. Dave

Delich added a final open net

goal to make the score 4-2, in-

suring CC's sweep of the series.

Last week's games against

Duluth pitted the Tigers against

one of the top teams in the nation.

UMD came into the series with an

unbeaten streak which extended

back to their last loss from CC on

December 1. Duluth's goalie. Bill

Pehl, had just t>epn narried

collegiate, player of the week.

Qoach Bertsch had no special

game plan for his tough op-

ponents: "We're just going to go

out and play — try to play the

same type of game we have been

playing. We've won five out of our

last six WCHA games; obviously

we've been doing a lot of things

right, too, so we're not going to

change anything. We just have to

play good, hard, aggressive

hockey."
Friday night's game started off

well, Ged Segiun scored at 3:20 in

the first period; Curt Christoffer-

son scored at 13:12 to put the

Tigers up 2-0. At 19:00 however,

fate turned against CC.
With two Bulldogs and one

Tiger out on penalties, CC had a

one man advantage. Goalie Scott

Owens came out left of the net to

get the puck down ice to one of

his teammates. But a scrambling

John Harington of Duluth sio

the puck and shot it into 01

undefended goal. CC lost all it

momentum and never full

recovered. Both teams continue

to score and the game remamei

close until late in the third period

The contest was lost whe

UMD scored two; quick poini;

and then a third (into the ope

net) to finish off the Tigers. Fin:

score— Duluth 7, CC 4

In Saturday's game, unlike thfcske

previous evening. CCstartedoi irstct

slowly. Duluth scored early

1:37 and gain at 19:25 to gi^

them a 2-0 lead

In the second period the t^ gar

teams exchanged goals Th

Tigers' score came on a beaulili

pass from Feamster to Delich,

A game which had been fair)

dull for the first two period

started to heat up in the lin

session. UMD drew first blood

4:33 to go up 4-1 , but CC remaii§'"ore

ed determined

Larry Slotvedt scored on a

assist from Aikens. A minute lat(

Slotvedt set a goal, passing t

Delich in front of the net. Fortti

first time CC looked in the gam

being down by only one goal ai>

3,

But eventually, the Bulldog

showed why they possess

game undefeated streak. Within

span of three minutes, Dulu!

scored twice, putting CC
hole 6-3. Before the final buK

Bruce Aikens gave CC one mo:

goal of little consequence,

UMD won the game 6-4.
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SKI RENTALS
X-Country
Trak No-Wax Skis

3-pin binding

Fiberglas poles

l-leierling Boots

$5.00 per day

"Mountain Parka"
Poplin $44.95

Wood Vt lined $54.95

Downhill
Elan Fiberglass Skis

Tyrotia 150 Bindings

Barrecrafter Poles

Heierling Boots

$6.00 per day

OPEN
DAILY
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Fridays 'til 8:30 p.rr

VISA

Master Charge

119 North Tejon • 636-3348

Downtown
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Buoyant women skim surface

photo by Mati dayman

USAFA baskets Tigers
By Ellen Lyng

Last Tuesday night at the Air

orce Academy, the CC women's
lasketbaU team suffered their

irst conference defeat. They lost

Air Force 68-43.

The first half started with

jverything indicating one hell of

I game. It was a low scoring,

jelensive war, as evidenced by
Ifie first goal. It was scored by
lanyce Jaramillo and didn't

naterialize until well over two
rinutes into the action.

For the greater part of the half

Jie teams weren't separated by
Tiore than two points. In the last

m minutes, however, Air Force
Jxploded. The score at the half

was 26-20.

The second half painfully

showed how badly that last

minute really had hurt. Our girls'

own psyche proved to be their

own worst enemy. Ten minutes

into the second half Air Force led

by 20. CC never recovered.

High scorer for CC was a very

disappointed Lorna Kollmeyer

with 12 points. Big-lime Janyce
Jaramillo and Tawnya Gilliand

made valiant attempts, scoring

eight points each.

High scorer for Air Force was
Michele Johnson with 16 points.

Right behind her was our old

friend Pat Swanke with 14.

The rematch will take place on

Feb. 23 at El Pomar.

By Susan Ekberg

Hi, Colorado College — there's

some people here I want you all

to meet — the Colorado Coflege
Girls' Swim Team, Now, come on,

admit it- did you even knovi* CC
had a women's swim team?

Actually, they aren't even a
team. A more correct term is

"club." Now I don't mean like the
"Mickey Mouse Club" or "The
Benevolent Order of Moose." but

just a group of about fifteen girls,

joined together by their common
love of swimming.
Were most of these girls com-

petitive swimmers in high
school? Surprisingly, only a little

over half of them did any serious
swimming.
While talking to senior Cinda

Spencer and junior Barb Wolfe
(both swimmers for CC), I un-
covered the reason that the club
isn't a team. Apparently, a few
years ago, interest in girls' swim-
ming had increased enough that

the club was turned into a team.
As time went on the team
dwindled down to just five

swimmers. The result? Funding
was stopped, and the team was
turned back into a club.

There are benefits for having a
club instead of an official team.
Cinda Spencer comments that a
lot of swimmers in high school
had an overabundance of com-
petition. What they don't realize

is that the swim club is low-key,

and, overall, just for fun. Cinda
remembers that, after being out
of the swimming scene since age
sixteen, she became interested

once again. Meeting new friends

who were swimmers was her

main reason.

Another benefit of the Club is

that because the club is low-key,

swimmers can go off to other

places for study. Of course, that

puts a burden on their coach Bill

Hinson. Bill's coaching is 100%
volunteer. He doesn't get paid,

yet he gives two and a half to

three hours of his time a day to

the girls.

Would it be nice for the club to

be made into a team? Both Barb
and Cinda have mixed emotions.

The club's de-emphasis on com-

petition makes swimming more
fun for those with little swimmmg
experience as well as those who
have had enough competition,
Without a team, however, there is

no full-time coach, no funding,

no league meets, and poor pool
times. "We practice from 6:00-

7:30, which is a bad time because
most girls have just eaten, and its

not good to swim on a full

stomach," Barb explains. What is

needed to keep the low-key com-
petition along with the organiza-
tion of the team is a combination
of inter-coliegiate sports with in-

tramurals. This would give the
girls the funding and coaching
they need, along with retaining

the love of the sport.

Most of the girls' meets com-
bine with the men's, although

both teams are separate entities.

The girls feel that cohesion aids

in building a strong girl's team,
because the men add a lot of

enthusiasm and support,

What IS needed to make the CC
Women's Swim Club more widely
known and supported? Cinda
volunteers, "a few amazing
freshmen and more funding."

She feels that the girls have as

much raw talent as the men do,

and can keep upwith any number
of collegiate girls' swim teams-

But is swimming asexcitingas,

say, football or basketball? When
1 hear the announcer yell,

"Swimmers, take your marks!"

pho(o by Sandi Rodgers

Cinda Spencer at pootside

and hear the crack of the hfle

{actually, it's a cap pistol-but a
rifle sounds more exciting), and
see the six bodies slap the water,

every muscle on their bodies flex-

ed and straining, I feel as if I am
with every one of them.

Yes, women's swimming is

very exciting — however, until

the earth moves with some
record-breaking event taking

place within the ranks of the

women swimmers, a lot of people
will keep saying, "Oh! I didn't

know that CC had a womens'
swim team'" They do!

RENTAL • SKIS • BOOTS • POLES
REPAIR • CLOTHING

The Mountain Chalet
HAS ALL YOUR

CROSS - COUNTRY NEEDS

226 N. TEJON - 633-0732

The $10 lift Ikket
Is Back!
Compare! Where else can you ski for $10 and get so much? There is a

catch. You sec, our regular lift ticket costs $11. But ifyou bring at least

three other skiers with you in your car, well give each passenger a

dollar off the regular price. Wc call it the Energy "Dcket. You save gas

getting here, Wc reward you for it. Or. take the train or a bus.

Same deal.

AH this and you still have Snowmaking. MaryJane. A n

chairlift. New runs. New apres ski spots.

Wmter Park's done
H again!

Only 1-1/2 hours wesl of Denver on 1-70 and US 40
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Benny s survives vandals, financial woesssSS^^^H
by Bill Anschuetz Rastall Center, voiced a similar out the staff gets paid for about 'SSSSSSSSBSSSSBSSBSi'^

Last week Dean Taylor met concern asking, "Are we doing 2/3 of the hours they work." fiS ^S^-- ^^^^^^i '""'"51
vvith Eleanor f\/lilroy and the en- something that promotes row- Milroy said, "This is a good § '^- ''* -

i T^ Tnm BSSS^SBi

by Bill Anschuetz

Last week Dean Taylor met

vvith Eleanor fvlilroy and the en-

lire staff of Benjamin's Basement

Ivlike Winfrey, manager of Ben-

ny's, requested the meeting with

Taylor "to open the lines of com-
munication between the Ad-
ministration and Benny's staff."

The recent vandalism outside

Benny's Basement was the initial

topic of discussion. All those pre-

sent expressed concern over the

vandalism problem which has

plagued Benny's off and on since

it opened. Taylor felt frustrated

by the acts of vandalism that

usually go unpunished. He stated

that, "I'm not interested in kicking

people out of school or chastis-

ing them, but I do want to con-

front those people who are doing

this damage."
Taylor worries that CC

students mistakenly conceive of

the campus as an insular environ-

ment where wrongdoing goes
unpunished. He believes that

some students view CC as giving

tfiem " a license to misbehave."

He considers it his responsibility

to make it clear to students that

no such license exists, that

"Colorado College is not a sanc-

tuary."

Taylor's other major concern

about Benny's was the

relationship between excessive

drinking on the part of Benny's

customers and the vandalism.

Eleanor fVlilroy, Director of

Rastall Center, voiced a simila

concern asking, "Are we doing
something that promotes row-

diness?" Numerous members of

Benny's staff responded that

rowdiness and drunkenness
were inevitable among college

students; some felt it was due to

the pressures of academic life.

Winfrey made a distinction

between Taylor's idea of the

intoxicated CC student and his

own. Winfrey indicated that with

few exceptions even Benny's

heaviest drinking customers
could walk out of the place under
their own power and still speak
the English language.

Aside from these specific

topics Winfrey wanted to

separate the Benny's of the past

from the present Benny's. He
feels that he and his staff have

made a number of improvements

of which they can be proud. He
described their work as an

attempt "to provide more enter-

tainment, better service, and es-

pecially greater diversity." He
believes that his staff is more
friendly than some of the cliques

in Benny's past. Other benefits he

listed were the money staying in

the College, its contribution to

CC social life, and its central

location eliminating the need for

students to mix drinking and driv-

ing.

Winfrey praised his staff for

their hard work and enthusiasm.

He added, "the way that it works

out the staff gets paid for about
2/3 of the hours they work.

Milroy said, "This is a good
bunch, and I like the fact that they

are interested in diversification

and not just pushing beer." Both
Taylor and Milroy view Benny's

as an important student service

which should strive to "break

even" financially rather than try-

ing to sell large quantities of beer

to rake in profits. Although Win-
frey essentially agrees with this

he is concerned by the fact that

business is slower this year and
so Benny's income is down He
explains, "I would like to be tak-

ing in more moneyto do things to

improve the place."

The low price of the beer and
the entertainment at Benny's
coupled with a drop in atten-

dance this year have left Benny's

hovering precariously around the

break-even point. Winfrey ac-

counts for the decrease in

customers by the loss of last

year's loyal Senior Class "that

grew up with the place," a dearth

of Freshman patrons, the in-

creasing number of CC students

going to bars in town, and Ben-
ny's new neighbor, The Eye Of
The Tiger.

fi^uch of Winfrey's hope for

improvement in business at Ben-

ny's lies in a proposed expansion

of the bar. He wants to extend the

bar 15'/2 feet into the game room,

add four or five more tables,

some couches, and reading

Manager Mike Winfrey in Benny's
photo by Sarah Sisk
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lights. The bar area would ex-

pand into a horseshoe shape.

"What we want is a comfortable,

low-key lounge area with an

emphasis on quality in the fur-

niture and surroundings." The
proposed expansion would in-

clude a desperately needed ven-

tilation system and a three-beer

cooler which would allow Ben-
ny's to offer a foreign beer along

with the dark and light beers

presently sold. Winfrey expects

that the expansion will cost

between $4,000-$5,000.

Dean Taylor and Eleanor

Milroy are responsible for the

Rastall Center budget. They both

expressed their support for an

expansion which emphasized

diversification of Benny's work-

ing space rather than mere ex-

pansion. Milroy said. "That ex-

pansion should mean a Benny's

that is not just bigger, but

different and better." Asked his

position on a proposal for Ben-

ny's expansion Taylor said. "In

principle I would support an ex-

pansion which meant new and

different space. Such a proposal

will be seriously considered."

In response to rumors of Ben-

ny's being closed down Taylor
stated. "I'm not going to be
recommending to the President

or the Board of Trustees that

Beniamin's be radically altered in

any way .I'm more interested in

seeing if there are any solutions

to these patterns of behavior

which would jeopardize Benny's
existence in the future

"

Questioned about his reaction

to the meeting with Taylor and
Milroy. Winfrey put it this way,

"We ended up on the right side of

the middle. The biggest thing is

that we talked to the administra-

tion and we've never done that

before."

Taylor wondered if it was
necessary for Benny's to call

their special night "Drown Night,"

saying it seemed to him that by
using such a name. "You're In-

viting people to come and get

polluted." Winfrey countered that

most customers did not treat the

name as one that encouraged
excessive drinking. He also

pointed out that Drown Night's

populanty with students meant it

was a great time to socialize, and
financially "Drown Night covers

the week's overhead."

Reunion features noted anthropologists

Faculty juggles credits
Only one of the two units of

credit earned in most new
"emphasis on writing" courses

will be counted toward satisfac-

tion of divisional requirement it

was decided at last Monday's

faculty meeting. However, both

units may still apply towards the

requirement for a major.

Professor Hochman raised

some problematic questions

concerning the fine points of im-

plementing the "emphasis"
classes. l\^ost of the problems
were eliminated.

In next year's catalogue
Ihe "emphasis" courses will be
clearly delineated, the course
descriptions will be adjusted to

reflect the new em phasis, and the

system of credit applicability will

tie explained. Exactly in what
manner these points will be made
clear in the catalogue has yet to

be worked out. Attention will also

focus upon making the
emphasis" system understan-
dable to an "outsider" who sees
3n "emphasis" class on a

student's transcript.

The faculty also approved an

extensive revision of the

anthropology curriculum
proposed by Professor Stoller.

The revision was "calculated

primarily to strengthen the major

-by structuring progression

through it more carefully," accor-

ding to Stoller. In addition, the

new curriculum should make

anthropology classes more

accessible to non-majors.

President Worner, Vice Presi-

dent Brossman, and Professor

Mertz explained how President

Carter's new wage and price

guidelines will affect the college's

finances. Mertz described how

the guidelines treat colleges and

universities as giant cor-

porations; tuition is seen as the

"price." Worner related the ef-

forts of the National Association

of Independent Collegesand Un-

iversities (of which he is a newly

elected board member) to better

represent private institutions to

the government and the public.

By Christopher Rich

Changing trends in

anthropology will highlight dis-

cussions in the first departmental

alumni reunion at CC, February

8-11, The activities of the reunion

are to begin with a keynote ad-

dress by Dr. Richard Newbold
Adams, past president of the

American Anthropological
Association, entitled; "What
Does Energy Do To Man?" As
one of the Thursday-at-Eleven

Series, Dr. Adams' lecture will be

given in Packard Hall.

At 3:30 that afternoon Dr.

Adams will consider "Energy

From Different Perspectives" in a

panel discussion in the WES
Room of Rastall Center,

Moderated by Paul Kutsche 6f

the Anthropology Dept., the pan-

el will include Val Veirs of the

Physics Dept.. Walt Hecox of the

Economics Dept.. and Rudy de la

Garza of the Political Science

Dept.

Dr. Adams has been a

Professor of Anthropology at the

University of Texas since 1962

and has done ethnographic field

work in 12 Latin American coun-

tries. A teacher and researcher,

he has been employed by such

organizations as the Smithsonian

Institution, the U.S. Department
of State, and the World Health

Organization. Most recently. Dr.

Adams was a Fellow at the Center

for Advanced Studies in the

Behavioral Sciences at Stanford.

He has devoted much of his

study to the rapidly increasing

flow of commercial energy forms

into human societies and the

effects of this influx of power.

Continuing reunion events will

emphasize interaction between

students and visiting scholars

and graduates. On Friday,

February 9, at 3;30 p.m. Dr.

Adams will address the topic

"Anthropology and Public

Policy" in Armstrong 300.

"China lecture"

On Friday evening at 8,30 Dr,

Marie Wormington will present

"An Archeologist in China," a

lecture and slide-show. Dr. Wor-

mington is an Adjunct Professor

of Anthropology here at CC and

is today perhaps the leading

scholar on early man in North

America. Her classic Ancient

Man in North America has gone

through four editions since it was
first published in 1939 and a fifth

is upcoming.

Dr. Wormington is a past

president of the Society for

American Archeology. In 1975

she was invited to tour

archeological sites in the

People's Republic of China as a

member of the United States

Academy of Science's
Paleoanthropology Delegation.

Her photographs and talk

should provide some most in-

teresting glimpses into contem-

porary China.

On Saturday. February 10,

students can find out what

happens to liberal arts students

after graduation. AT 10:00 a.m. in

the WES Room at Rastall

"Anthropology in the Layman's

World" will involve fivegraduates

in anthropology who have

entered such fields as medicine,

law. education, and public

relations.

In the same place that day at

2:00 p.m. interested students can

discuss "New Tools in

Anthropology" with five

graduates who have remained in

the field. A grad student, two

professional contract
archeologists, and a holder of a

PhD. in social anthropology will

share experience-gained in-

sights into current directions In

anthropology.

Anthropology majors, those

considering majoring in

anthropology, and students in

other subjects as well are en-

couraged to make the most of

this unique upcoming opportuni-

ty to meet and talk to successful

anthropology graduates. As
anthropology today undergoes
something of a face lift, it is

shedding many of its old

stereotypes and expanding into

new and unexplored territory As

the broadest of the social

sciences, anthropology seeks to

synthesize data from many dis-

ciplines in attempting to view the

phenomenon of man and his

culture through a humanistic,

wide-angle lens.

The reunion will come to a

close on Sunday, February 11.

with a ski-touring expedition

along Oil Creek on the west side

of the Peak

Dr. Richard Adams
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Election

reshapes
the CCCA

Kevin Lynch emerged the

victor after a close presidential

race which culminated in

Tuesday's voting. Lynch, who
defeated his opponent David

Tenner by a close margin of only

14 votes, will take office after

surviving two elections.

Once again, this election failed

to produce a new executive vice

president. Jeff Jams, Preston

Sargent and Joel Van Diver divid-

ed the total amount cast, preven-

ting a majority winner. Jams and

Sargent must compete in yet

another election to decide this

position.

In the race for the at-large

member of Cutler Board. Nikolai

Malyshev came out ahead of

Brian Feeney 135 votes to 122.

President

Lynch 178

Tenner 164

Executive Vice President

Jarris 147

Sargent 125

Van Diver 54

Nick Malyshev,

new at-large member

Cutler Board

now complete
Cutler Publications Board

selected Ed Goldstein as its new
chairman at a special meeting

on Monday January 22.

Goldstein, last semester's

Catalyst editor, was chosen after

extensive debate amongst the

board members and after

uncharacteristic interviewing of

the two candidates.

The other candidate was Paula

Park, a transfer student of junior

class standing who majors in

English, Goldstein is a senior

political science major from

Denver.

The board discussed no other

business at the meeting called

especially (or the purpose of

selecting a new chairman. Nor-

mally Cutler Board chairmen are

chosen without the candidates

being interviewed, because the

candidates generally come from

within the spectrum of Cutler

Publications and are, therefore.

known to the majority of the

board. Park, however, was un-

known to many of the board

members. The board decided

also to interview Goldstein in

order to clarify his objectives as

chairman. Both candidates

presented interesting ideas for

future Cutler publications.

Goldstein hopes to create more
unity between the various

publications.

Ex-chairman Sid Wilkins will

help Goldstein to become ac-

quainted with the duties of the

office while she begins job hun-

ting in anticipation of her gradua-

tion. Wilkins was thanked for the

excellent work she had done
throughout her term.

The at-large position on the

board left open after last

December's election will be filled

by Nikolai Malyshev.

—Career Center News-^
Coming Programs

Area professionals in the travel industry, personnel ad-

mir^istration and insurance will tell you about CAREER OPPOR-
TUNITIES FOR LIBERAL ARTS GRADUATES at 3 o'clock at

Rastall 208. Everyone welcome on Tuesday, the 6th.

On-Campus Recruiters

AETNA CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY has job

openings for spring, summer and fall. If your resume is not

ready, slop in the Career Center for some advice, as resumes

and business attire are requested for the interviews. These are

non-sales jobs, and you can read about the company when you

come to the Career Center to make you appointment for Friday,

February 9th,

KELLER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT will have

a representative here after all — on Friday, the 9th. Interviews

are a must if your are applying for their GRADUATE SCHOOL
FELLOWSHIP or for the JUNIOR WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT
summer internship in Chicago. Make your appointment at the

Career Center by Wednesday!
Full-Time Job Openings

CASEWORKER I in Montezuma County, Department of

Social Services.

WATER COMMISSIONER. Montezuma County, background

in ranching. Agriculture helpful.

Summer Employment
GLACIER BAY LODGE, ALASKA. . , must pay own transpor-

tation, work hard and meet standards. . . but unique experience

in magnificent wilderness scenery with opportunity to study

wild animals and plants.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERNSHIPS in the Lower Great Lakes

region, 12-52 weeks long, good pay and interesting work. See

Career Center for details.

sSpecialsi

Quintet to play

The Colorado College Leisure

Program proudly presents the

Dorian Quintet on February 5,

1979 in Packard Hall at 8-.15 P.M.

It is free to CC I.D. holders.

Students please bring your ac-

tivity card when picking up your

tickets at Rastall Desk. A limited

number of community tickets are

$5.

The Dorian Ouintet is molded

into a marvelous performing

"one" because all of its

musicians, although of solo

caliber have the temperament

that prizes subtle, intimate

musical expression over the dis-

play of solo and orchestral work.

With these superb musicians

and the ambience of Packard Hail

the concert should be one of the

high lights of the winter season.

Preventing hypothermia

Volunteers help kids

Classes now forming

for Spring exams

THEREJS A
DIFFERENCE! Ui%\]

i93e

Visit Our Centers

LSAT 4 wk. Course Starts June

19.

REGISTER NOW!

For inlormation Please Call

(303) 893-5413
431 W. COLFAX

SUITE 100
DENVER, COLO. 80204

Coll Ooyi, Eve*. & Weekend*
Outiide NY Stole ONLY
CAU TOU FRa
800-223-1782

By Sam Downing
Hey! Have you seen those cute

little kids with those beaming
grins on their faces running

around campus every fvlonday

and Thursday afternoon? No,

they're not the new summer
starts. They're Volunteer Action

kids, and they're a special brand

of children. Referred to VA by

elementary school social

workers, most of these kids come
from underprivileged families,

broken homes, or emotionally

disturbing situations. Their

backg rounds affect their

schoolwork, peer relationships,

and ability to cope with everyday

situations. VA stresses a one-to-

one relationship between CC stu-

dent and child, serving to build

the child's self-confidence and
self-respect. Sharing time and
love together, volunteers and
children learn and grow with a

unique experience of friendship.

After a successful first

semester, new co-presidents

Judy Weil and Nancy Unell are

optimistic about the new
semester and new staff. One of

the priorities for this semester is

the renovation of the grungy VA

playroom in the basement ot

Cossitt. Donations of carpet

squares, books, games, sports

equipment, records, etc.. as well

as time and energy, will be very

gratefully accepted.

Publishing a regular
newsletter and holding VA
meetings and parties for all

volunteers are further plans to

solidify communication amongst
the many volunteers on campus.
Grants and donations from civic

groups of Colorado Springs will

help fund new and expanding VA
projects for the following

semester.

Having one of the largest

organizations at CC, VA is work-
ing this semester toward a more
complete campus and communi-
ty awareness of just what VA is

and what it accomplishes. If

you'd like to be a very meaningful

part of a child's life, and think

you'd be interested in VA leave

your name, address, and exten-

sion in the Volunteer Action Box
at Rastall. Training sessions will

be held sometime 6th block for

those interested. Cone on. get

involved in a very rewarding and
worthwhile experience.

by Karen Goldberg
Hypothermia should be of

great concern to all who hike,

backpack, climb, or participate in

any form of outdoor activity.

Hypothermia is the condition

caused by exposure of the entire

body to cold with a subsequent

lowering of body temperature.

Hypothermia can be caused by

immersion in water or exposure

to low air temperatures or a com-
bination of both factors. This

does not mean it is restricted to

high altitudes or bitter cold. Most

cases of hypothermia actually

occur between the temperatures

of 30-50 degrees F.

Wind plays a big part in in-

creasing the chilling effect

{known as wind chill factor). Wet
clothing can have just as much of

an effect. The layers of clothing

serve to trap layers of warm air.

When the layers are saturated

with water the air spaces are

eliminated and this can conduct
air away from your body up to 240

times as fast as dry air. -

Since heat and cold account

for most problems in the

wilderness — of which hypother-

mia is the most common —
proper body management must
be learned. At all times it isimpor-'

tant to remember to maintain

adequate body temperature and
fluid intake.

Almost any material can be

used to provide an additional

source of insulation. Plastic bags
and moss furnish two suggested

sources of material for an in-

sulating barrier.

The treatment of hypothermia

is usually rewarming by warm
liquids (no alcohol), removal from

the wind, and placement in a

warm sleeping bag — preferably

body to body with another per-

son.

The greatest danger of

hypothermia is the effect upon

one's judgement. Thinking

becomes scattered and exhaus-

tion rapidly moves in. Exhaustion

causes people to lose the ability

to warm themselves, which

forces the body to begin shiver-

ing in an attempt to warm itself

This burns up a huge amount of

energy.

One of the biggest problems m

mountain medicine is group

hypothermia. Everyone's
response is slowed and the

problem can be prevented only

by carefully watching other

members of the group and your

own responses.

Currently the best sources of

insulation are wool and syn-

thetic fibers when wet and colt]

conditions are going to be en-

countered. Wool remains effec-

tive even when it has absorbed

30% of Its weight in water. Ttie

synthetics (Fiberfil, Holofil.Thin-

sulate) can be wrung out, and will

lose only 5% of their insulation

factor.

The most important points to

remember are to stay dry and lo

stay warm if possible. H

hypothermia does set in then the

victim should be immediately

warmed with hot drinks,

protected from the wind, and

rewarmed in a sleeping bag.

The times of greatest danger

are actually during the spring and

summer. Preparation is always

essential.
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Letters
Dear Mr, Editor,

I am presently incarcerated

in the Oklahoma State

Penitentiary at McAlester. Be- .

ing in the position that I am, I,

as well as others, am in need of

correspondence from some
sincere and understanding

persons.
Sincerely yours,

Terry J. Stryker #90478, Box
97, McAlester. Oklahoma
74501.

21 yrs., Libra, 6'4", 190 lbs.,

bid. hair, brn. eyes. Into

sports, nature, and all kinds of

fun things. Write me soon and
I'll tell you about it.

Clyde Coil #91103, Box 97,
McAlester, OK 74501.

Over 21 yrs. 5'11", 180 lbs.,

brn. eyes. brn. hair. Taurus.

Tony K. Welty #95588. Box
97, McAlester, OK 74501.

25 yrs., Capricorn, 5'9", 145

lbs., bik, hair, brn. eyes. Look-

ing for intelligent, sincere cor-

respondents.

Lee Reimer #90087-1. Box
97, McAlester, OK 74501.

29 yrs., Cancer. S'lO'/a". 150

lbs., brn. hair, bIk. brn. eyes.

Enjoys outdoors, writing

poetry. J.T. Force #96028,

Box 97, McAlester, OK 74501

.

21 yrs., 5'6", 163 lbs. Into

music, traveling, and bikes.

Carl Allen #87508, Box 97,

McAlester, OK 74501 .
57", 140

lbs., bid. hair, brn. eyes. Write!

Guest editorial

Mike muses on graduation
by Michael A. Gardenswartz
Oh. the enigmas of life. Not that

cereal bozo but that elusive

manifestation of being which we
so desperately try to grasp and
understand only to see it

mockingly slip through out out-

stretched hands. It seems that for

every step we make forward, we
take two back, one side-ways,

and then again not always in a

straight line.

What inspiration or event has

made my rather decrepit mind
resort to this mental masturba-
tion and leave the solitude of my
mundane existence on 723 N.

Weber? None other than the

thought of graduation and the

prospects of an uncertain future.

Certainly, those seniors who had

the privilege of going home over

this past Christmas break were

confronted by the unrelenting

query from both friend and foe

alike, "What are you going to be

doing next year?" (In my
household even the cats listened

attentively to my response.) If

you were like me you made up

some elaborate tale to stifle the

indifferent curiosity of your

persecutors and shrugged the

question off with the polish only a

$5000-a-year liberal arts educa-

tion can provide.

The question of the future stirs

fear in the hearts of men, not to

mention your average CO liberal

arts graduate. You received tem-
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porary solace as a sophomore
having chosen your major, as a

junior trying to figure out what to

do with your major, and finally as

a second-semester senior realiz-

ing it really does not matter. You
begin to reflect on man's cons-

tant search for order only to later

long for freedom.

As for me, after a few unevent-

ful days this past fall in the Career

Counseling Center, one or two

job catalogues, and an intense

headache, I bagged it. What is the

use of all this "unrealistic up-

tightness." I asked myself. As my
father wrote me," Noodlehead"

(that's how he affectionately

refers to me), "I am 49 and not

certain of what I am doing so why
should you at age 21 be so up-

tight?" Breakthrough. Like an "A"

on your exam, a Hub milkshake,

and a chat with the squirrels over

near Cutler, you realize that

everything will somehow work

out if you have a little bit of

direction and a whole lot of con-

fidence. So instead of worrying

where you'll be eating lunch 5

years from now or whether you'll

be a corporate fascist parading

around in your khaki suit in our

nation's capitol or a mild-

mannered florist, you realize that

the immediate short-term

decisions are more important

and lead to the long run final

product.

Newly enlightened, i grabbed a

map of Spain and made my travel

plans for the coming year. The

despair had dissipated as well as

those" awful moments of atten-

tively watching those hideous

"Dawn Launch: Sea of Japan"

commercials. (Really I was never

that desperate, anyway I don't

even know how to salute a (lag).

So, I now have a new perspec-

tive on life, at least for the time

being, and can go to sleep not

worrying about tomorrow, only

confident in what today will br-

ing. Oh sh-t, I forgot to set my
alarm clock ... enough of this

newly-founded optimism.

Why Colorado Co//ege
lacks journalism studx;

by Tom Atkinson

Does CC teach us all we need to know? If the media explosion of
the latter half of this century continues into the next, will we be
prepared to cope with and understand if

What other media besides books are CC grads equipped to
comprehend? We can critique novels and textbooks Intelligently, but
can we decide if a newspaper has merely reported news or made that
news. If a film is propagandizing us, if Mike Wallace tells the truth?

Communication, in the general sense, is the raison d'etre of this
college. Communication can be one of the most satisfying of human
experiences. Why then is there so little formal instruction in com-
munication skills and in understanding media?

Journalism is a good example of how CC slights com-
munications. Once, in CC's dark past, there were (reportedly
unpopular) journalism classes. Now there are none. Transfer students
who come to CC with journalism credit lose it, whereas iranslers with
accounting and military science credit keep it. What strange concept
of liberal arts allows this disparity to exists

None. Dean of the College Richard Bradley explains that the
college is not "necessarily consistent" in its inclusion or exclusion of

courses. "There is no definite thing here and no definite thing over
here, and they don't mix like oil and water."

The faculty judges what should be taught and what should not be
taught, based largely upon the wishes of the personnel involved in

teaching the courses. So, for example, although accounting may not
fit your or my conception of a liberal art, the business faculty wanted
to teach accounting, the faculty at large agreed such study would be
okay, students wanted it, so we have accounting courses

I proposed to Dean Bradley that journalism instruction would
upgrade the Catalyst. He doubted that it would. He is uncertain of the
distinction between lournalistic writing and other writing and
assumes that if one can write well, one can write journalism well,

Does the English department share this feeling'^ That department
IS the most logical starting point for journalism classes, but not such
process such as that which spawned accounting classes has occurred
in recent CC history. English department "chaircreature" Neal Reinitz

thinks that the traditional image of his department as opposed to

journalism because it is not a liberal art or because It is too
vocationally oriented is "disappointingly superticial." He feels that

journalism should be a post-graduate study, partly because the

universities which teach journalism have the kind of professional staff

necessary to teach it well. Dr. Reinitz explains that to launch a proper
journalism program at CC would require resources beyond those
presently available, while dabbling in anything less than a proper
program would "squander the resources" now available,

Reinitz sees journalism as a specialized form of writing, the

teaching of which would not help improve student writing (see 2nd
paragraph below) because its focus is on the specialized technique of,

rather than the general excellence of, composition. He does not see

helping the Cafa/ysf writers as sufficient reason to initiate a journalism

course (neither do 1). but is interested in classes which focus on the

content rather than the technique of journalism, and which might,

therefore, indirectly benefit the Catalyst. Reinitz also suggests

seminars as viable means to enlighten those interested in journalism

by exposing them to professional media-people He says that the

English department could help the seminars by advising and con-
tributing to them any journalistically-oriented English faculty,

English professor and Cutler Board advisor Ruth Barton {who
was a professional journalist for 1 V? years) does not support allowing

credit for a Catalyst work, but feels that certain kind of journalism

courses would benefit the entire student body and, indirectly, the

Catalyst. She confirms Dean Bradley's opinion that journalistic

writing is not significantly different from any other writing but thinks

that a class which focused on eliciting (and interpreting ethically)

information from living human sources, rather than from written

sources, would be a realistic aid to students, we will be dealing at

least as much, if not more, with people as we will with books. Such a

class would hopefully benefit the Catalyst inasmuch as it would

provide a base of a few well-informed people who could pass on their

knowledge to others in a manner analogous to the operation of the

Theater Workshop.

The Cutler Commission of 1 976 recommended the formation of a

journalism course, and more than 80% of the (admittedly few)

respondents supported the recommendation Nothing came of the

recommendation- Considering the current Zeitgeist for better student

writing which has already produced some and will produce more

"emphasis on writing" courses, it seems even more awry now not to

improve student writing by offering a journalism, or a "conducting an

interview" course with emphasis on writing.

Even if students do want journalism orjournalism-related classes

(do you?), such courses may not appear, for, as Dean Bradley when

discussing prejudice against journalism admits, "Obviously there

must be something, because people have been talking about it for a

longtime, and it isn't part of the curriculum. So there must be a feeling

that what goes into a journalism course doesn't have good academic

content."

Although there is no strict definition of liberal arts which

precludes lournalism, while lacking an official stance we can still

discern a stance. In other words, the fact that we do have accounting

(and engineering) and we don't have journalism is a reflection of our

priorities; it is more important to learn how to manipulate the

economic system than to learn how to relate news and our interpreta-

tion of news to others.

Student explanations of why no journalism is taught vary. One

student sarcastically speculates that journalism produces something

tangible and does not, therefore, fit the liberal arts ideal Another

suggests that the administration prefers to maintain a weak, un-

challenging Catalyst. We would be interested to hear your opinion
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We'll all go together when we go

By Ken Abbott

Fallout shelters and civil

defense are terms which have

once more surfaced in the news.

Such terms bring back dark

memories from early childhood

for most college-aged people.

One is reminded of thetime when
"backyard fallout shelters" were

the latest rage, and when Mom
was putting up stocks ot canned

foods in preparation for that in-

evitable day when '1he bomb"
would fall.

And then, all ot a sudden it

seems, civil defense became a

thing of the past, still existing in

the basements of office buildings

and school hallways, but no

longer an issue being shouted

from the rooftops by vote-

minded politicians.

As evidence of how little we
think about civil defense these

days, I'll bet you didn't know that

almost every major building on

the CC campus is equipped for

use as a fallout shelter. Or, that

the tunnel contarning the high

temperature water pipes, which

snakes around the campus is one
of the best fallout shelters in the

city. Or. that the Air Force

Academy has facilities capable of

sheltering 40,000 people. You
shouldn't feel bad if you didn't

know about them. The fact is that

the government has very little

faith in such shelters and so

places very little emphasis on
them. Thus, it seems strange that

civil preparedness should again

become an issue. To understand

why it has, a little background is

needed.

Civil defense became an issue

in the 1950's, when the Russians

began testing atomic weapons.
We soon started stocking
suitable basements and hallways

in major buildings with food,

water, and medical supplies ade-

quate to last the two week period

of radio-active fallout following a

nuclear blast. We were also urged
to build fallout shelters in our

backyards for added protection.

The enthusiasm for fallout

shelters soon waned, with the
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realization in the early "sixties

that Soviet nuclear capabil ity was

formidable enough to render

such shelters largely useless.

Our new civil defense became the

concept of "Mutual Assured

Detruction," or [>j1AD.

The theory was that the Soviet

Union and the United States

would be so terrorized by their

ability to totally destory each

other that neither would even

dream of actually using nuclear

weapons. So the emphasis was
shifted from building shelters to

building and refining bombs, so

as to maintain a mutual

assurance of destruction. Such is

the philosophy that has reigned

since the 'sixties.

Our faith in MAD, or, in other

words, in "the balance of

powers", has resulted in the ex-

penditure of larger and larger

percentages of the federal

budget, in both the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R. It has created the

"arms spiral" which we are now
so desperately trying to control.

It has also resulted in the neglect

of our civil defense system, and
consequently, its status as a

token capabHity.

The reason we are again

becoming concerned with the

issue of civil preparedness is that

while we were concentrating on

building military strength, the

Soviet Union, while developing

their own nuclear technology,

was apparently also spending
huge amounts of money on
development of a civil defense

system.

It is estimated that over the past

decade, the Soviet Union has

spent $65 billion forcivil defense,

or about $5-6 per person per

year. The United States, over the

same period of time, has spent

only $900 million, or about 201

per person per year. As a result of

this huge difference in expen-
ditures, it is estimated that

whereas the Soviet Union would
lose only a small percentage of its

population in the event of an all-

out nuclear war, the United

States would lose approximately

65% of its population — about

140 million lives.

If the reports of Soviet civil

defense capabilities are true,

then the protection represented

by the theory of "Mutual Assured

Destruction" has been severely

endangered, as the Soviets

would have much less to fear

from a nuclear attack than we
would. Thus, many tear that our

neglect of civil defense has left us

open to the threat of "nuclear

blackmail." As Bob McWilliams,

deputy director of Disaster

Emergency Services in the

Colorado Springs area, put it,

"...if they evacuated and then put

all their people in shelters, and

then gave us an ultimatum, I don't

know what would happen...."

As evidence of the danger of

such "nuclear blackmail," last

year President Carter proposed a

major shift in strategic policy. He
asked Congress to consider a

$1.5 billion program designed to

raise the number of Americans

surviving an all out nuclear attack

from 80 million to 146 million.

The emphasis of this program

would be on "crisis relocation"

rather than on fallout shelters, as

such shelters are largely useless

against an actual nuclear blast.

Although the President's

proposal has resulted in no new
legislation so far, there has been

some development of American

civil defense in the area of "crisis

relocation." For instance.

Colorado Sprmgs, a "high-risk"

area due to the military in-

stitutions and NORAD, was
selected as a "pilot city" in a

program to develop detailed

evacuation plans. It is now oneof

only eight cities in the nation to

have such a plan.

Under this plan, Colorado

Springs would be evacuated by

areas, over a period of three days.

The different areas would
evacuate to predetermined "host

areas" away from the city. Such
an evacuation plan would ob-

viously not be very useful in the

event of a "surprise attack," but

the theory now is that a nuclear

confrontation would arise only

after a period of tension, and the

breakdown of relations between

the Soviet Union and the United

States. If a situation arises where
the President feels that he can no

longer negotiate, then he would
notify the governors of the states,

and they in turn would order

evacuation of the cities.

While such evacuation plans

represent some improvement in

American civil preparedness, the

fact remains that such plans are

very rare and have not been ex-

tensively tested. Furthermore,

many areas, such as New Yori^

City, or Southern California,

would be next to impossible to

evacuate. Thus, if the reports oi

Soviet civil defense capability are

true, we are still vulnerable to

"nuclear blackmail."

Even though the issue of

providing adequate civil defense

is being raised in the political

arena more and more often these

days, it does not look like there

will beany major programssoon.

President Carter's initial

enthusiasm for a major overhaol

of the civil defense program

seems to have subsided, and

there are officials, such as

Secretary of Defense Brown, who
maintain that such preparations

for nuclear warsimply make such

a war all the more likely, and are

therefore not necessarily a good

idea.

And so it seems that the area of

civil defense has merely become

another source of nervous ten-

sion for the United States, and

will most likely remain one. Even

in the Soviet Union, where huge

sums of money have supposedly

been spent on civil preparedness,

the nervous tension and

skepticism remains.

European study spices lives
by Ed KerwJn

This week some twenty five

Colorado College students will

be arriving in Florence. Italy, or

London, England, full of expecta-

tion. Some hope to understand

the Florentine Renaissance;

others hope to study Britain's

shattered economy. But, by the

end of the semester each will

have experienced the pleasure of

stepping off the academic mill to

indulge in the arts and culture of

Florence and London. When they

return they may be marvelling

about Botticelli, the Royal

Shakespeare Company, tortellini

(an Italian food), cashmere
sweaters, and fervent dark-eyed

Italian regazzi.

The thrill of the Florence and
London program is in going to

school in Europe, not just in

travelling through like an or-

dinary tourist might. The
program runs blocks 6-9. Half the

time is spent in Florence, half in

London. Students switch cities at

spring break. There are fifty

students from various ACM
schools, twenty-five in each city

at one time.

Florence is highly organized

academically. Students study art

and Italian. The academic
schedule in Florence might be as

follows: Class Monday-
Thursday: 9:00-10:30 am,
Renaissance History: two tests,

one paper: 10:30-12:00, architec-

ture and art history with field trips

and lectures on location in

museums and churches 1 30

A Winter

Winner Sale
Fine -

Dresses, Blouses, Skirts,

and Slack Suits

Nicely Reduced For You

rrom. .

.

23 E. BIJOU A BOUTIQUEC FOR THE

(Downtown) coniempobary wowan

632-0437

3:00. Lingua Viva, Scoula degli

Stranieri (class in Italian). The
rest of the afternoon is free.

There are also several extended

field trips e.g. five days spent in

Rome. In Florence some students

live with an Italian family; others

stay in a "pensione." Living ac-

commodations are simple, even

austere, but that's part of the

experience.

In London, students are

relatively free to budget their

time. British theatre, culture ano

traditions are studied. There are

field trips to famous places in-

cluding Westminster Abbey,

Scotland Yard, Stonehenge.

Cambridge and Greenwich,

Students spend many evenings

going to theatre and concerts

around the city.

There is time for night walks in

the drizzle through narrow

twisted streets, time to explore

distinguished buildings and the

fashionable shops contained

within, time for country lanes

lined with quaint cottages,

blooming gardens and ominous

entrances to private estates, and,

of course, time to spend in

"public houses" reflecting on the

events of the day.

The best part of the experience

for students is coming to know

these cities as home. Florence

and London become "home. "
a

place to "put the feet up" after

three and four day weekends,

field trips, and spring break. Dur-

ing their free time students ven-

ture to places as diverse as

Pompeii and Venice, Greece,

Ireland and Spain, Stratford-on-

Avon and Loch Ness.

Applications for the ACM
London-Florence program star-

ting February, 1980 are due

March 1, 1979. For application

forms and more information on

the program, contact Professor

McJimsey in Palmer 214.

Hair design for men and women

— We curry Jhirmaels produels —

632-3531 827 N. Tejon
632-3532 At Cache U Poudre
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Iflalcolm recounts background, tells plans for future

Arts—
=

By Alan Gottlieb

filtre Woodard, one of the

lemiere black actresses in

merica today, had just finished

f,
electrifying performance of

ilected monologues from the

tsy "For Colored Girls Who
\sve Considered Suicide When
]e Rainbow is Enuf, " a play in

ihicii she has performed
mughout the United States and
\
Australia. The small audience

\Packard Hall last Friday night

iemed a bit awed by her talent

ndmagnetism. After her perfor-

lance, she sat, perfectly relaxed,

nthe edge of the stage, fielding

uestions from the audience.

\ne young man, somewhat ill at

ise. asked her how she felt

bout performing at a rich,

ledominantly white school, a

^mbol of white oppression of

lack Americans, and why she

tiose to perform in such an
monment. The crowd mur-
med. embarrassed by the

luntness of the question. Alfre

miled, and answered without
lissing a beat. "Well. I hadn't

thought about all that too much.
Actually, I'm here because Jim
ti/lalcolm, who used to be my
teacher, asked me to come.

"

This testimony speal^s well of

the qualifications of James
Malcolm. Mr. Malcolm, for those

of you unacquainted with the

goingsHDn in Amistrong Hall, is

the new Chairman of the Drama

Department. In addition to his

many connections with the world
of theater outside Colorado
Springs (connections which he
has already used to bring in such
talent as Jackie Sears, Jim
Seymour, and Alfre Woodard),
Mr. Malcolm has strong and well

founded ideas about what the

purpose of College Theater

should be, both for those in-

volved directly in it, and for the

college community at large.

AG: What is your previous

teaching and acting experience?

JM: I was in Seminary when I

first knew I was going to pursue

my interest in the theater, but I

think probably anyone who had
paid any attention to me when I

was lOyearsold would have been
able to tell that was where I was
going to go.

After I graduated from Union
Seminary in California,

I went to

New York, and was luckyenough
to study with Lee Strasberg for

^V^ years, and then with Sanford
fvleisner. I had a series of small,

and even smaller parts in things

like the Armstrong Circle
Theater, the regular shows of that

kind. After some time I moved out
to California, where I did some
more work in television. Shows
like Gunsmoke and My Three
Sons. One show I did often was a
thing called Divorce Court, which
was great for actors, because it

meant quick money in a day's

work. It was quite extraordinary.

You'd go in at six in the morning.
and you'd be on national televi-

sion by one in the afternoon. That
was really schlock TV. But one
does those things to stay alive.

Then, I went back to Seminary
and got another degree. I was
asked to teach at Hope College in

Michigan, which had a very small

theater department at the time.

Actually it was part of the speech
department. I became director of

their small theater department,

until I went to the University of

Minnesota, where I studied for

three years and received a PhD in

drama. After that I returned to

Hope College, where by this time

they were ready to split the

speech and drama departments,

and I participated in designing

and establishing the drama
department.

While there, I was offered a rare

opportuntiy: to teach acting at

Boston University, aprofessional

training school. This was an en-

tirely different situation than

Hope College. You could not take

a course unless you had been
admitted to the school by audi-

tion. So, for the next five years I

was working with students who
wanted to be professional actors

and actresses. This situation had-

SB Players bring Saroyan's saloon to life

by Bill Anschuetz
iHave you ever herded cattle on
'bicycle in Toledo, Ohio? Well,

il Carson claims that he has in

lilliam Saroyan's play, "The
ime Of Your Life." Carson is

Jlorful and comic In his

fpearances in this dark comedy
!lin 1939.

^he Star Bar Players
isembled a cast of thousands
iciually 19) for this Depression
Bmival, The play presents an
|"erica still struggling through
' hard times and desperately
^ling the need to celebrate
Scause of it.

^^ick's Pacific Street Saloon,
^'aurant, and Entertainment is

""aterfront dive and haven for

'^ng and old, rich and poor,
^^ores and high society, blacks,

^"es, and Assyrians. It is

^^fica the melting pot, it is all

pind.
^ick is strong, good-hearted,
'^ never highfal utin:
^haikovsky was a dope." Les
'^'^ gave an excellent perfor-

'"ce as Nick. Counterposed to

'^ is the highly original

^facter of Joe. James Bohnen
'"^d in an admirable perfor-
"ice playing this difficult role.

^ IS thoughtful, disillusioned.

^ who questions the kinds of

'^gs to which Nick gives little

^^9ht. Joe is at sea while Nick
"^^ins firmly anchored in his

^on on the waterfront. This is

Case at the start of the play

and at the finish.

In an historical sense the play

is a brief and conscious interlude

between the troubles of the

Depression years which dog
characters like Wesley, Harry,

and McCarthy, and the an-

ticipated war with Hitler.

In Saroyan's world we find the

conventional reversed. In a time

of widespread poverty Joe is

wealthy and a drinker of cham-
pagne, but disillusioned to the

point of considering money as

totally evil. He tells his stooge,

Tom, "Money is the guiltiest thing

in the world. It stinks." So he buys

newspapers he never reads just

to help the newsboy, gets Tom a

job, and keeps pouring down the

champagne. His deep cynicism

causes him to help and admire

the romantics around him like

Tom, who sees truckdriving as a

job where you "just sit there and

travel, and look and smile, and

bust out laughing." And in the

midst of the poverty, violence,

and often stark reality of the play

there is singing and dancing, and
the incredible takes of Kit Car-

son, the mythical figure who
emerges as the true hero of the

play.

Paul Mathewson skillfully

directed this powerful produc-
tion, and also set the tone with his

hilarious portrayal of Kit Carson.

The sets and the lighting were
generally effective with the ex-

ception of the brief scene in Kit-

ty's bedroom which proved

awkward in its execution.

The Arab, as played well by
Barb^Paradiso, provided the play

with a kind of pulse. Kat Walter as

Harry and Madi Weland as

Wesley shone as performers in

the bar. Some of the lesser

characters were not convincing,

but in general it was an energetic

and engaging performance of a

lesser known, highly interesting

play.

the advantage of giving me ex-
traordinanly talented people to

work with. It had the disadvan-
tage of limiting me to very

specific areas of teaching, which
I did over and over again.

Then I was asked to come back
to Hope as a dean, an Idea which 1

balked at, because I enjoy
teaching so much. But, on the
other hand I thought well, I don't
really know what I'm going to be
when I grow up. so I'll see how I

like this. SoforthreeyearsI wasa
Dean at Hope College. I found it

very difficult to accomplish the
things I wanted to accomplish.
Twenty-nine out of the 31 faculty

members in my division had tenure.

It just so happened, purely by
accident, that John Simons, a
friend of mine on the faculty here,

told me that the Chairman of the
Theater Department at Colorado
College was retiring, and would 1

be interested?
I said I don't know,

but I'd be interested in finding out
about it. So I came out here a
summer or so ago, and met with

people from various committees.
I liked them, and I liked the

college, and I felt two things then,

which I still think are true: I felt

that they had a clear idea of what
the limitations would be, but that

the limitations had not yet been
met.

AG: Which means you would
have some say in what they

would be.

JM: Yes. There was definitely

commitment to growth, and at

the same time a clear understan-

ding of what the nature of the

school was.

I think that having had training

in another field, theology, before

I trained in theater, meant that I

had a kind of interdisciplinary

view of things. As a matter of fact.

I think that people who are

limited to one field are at a disad-

vantage at a liberal arts school.

because they have very little ...

interpenetration. In any case, I

liked the college, I liked the peo-

ple I met, so 1 submitted an

application and a dossier, and

things went from there.

Now that I'm here. I see one of

my main goals as building a very

clear drama major, which is not

speculative without the essential

undergirdings which every artist

must have. I also see a very

strong need to give support to

Norman Cornick, and build a

dance program within the finan-

cial constraints and within the

philosophical constraints of the

school, which nevertheless is

solid, and has the same kind of

credibility as art, music, and

drama ought to have in any in-

stitution which is interested in

what man does and what man has

done throughout the ages.

AG: How have you found work-

ing with students here, as com-

pared to a professional school

like BU''

JM: Well. I've had two h/-

periences here which ha/e be;f;n

so wonderful, it's hard for mn to

believe it's true. First, my %^h^r,r\

arts class first block We ^no^d
up with a great sense of support
and concern for each other Se-
cond was the experience of work-
ing on Moonchildren. When we
chose to do that play. I had no
idea who would show up I had no
idea what the level of talent would
be.

AG: Did you expect something
different than what you got?
JM: I expected perhaps less

than 1 got. There were people m
that play who had never acted,

and they were marvellous. When I

was at BU, there were 250 kids

who had auditioned to get into

that school. Many of them were
very, very talented. And many of

them couldn't attract flies

Twenty-five cents and a degree
from BU would get them on the

bus. This school is crawling with

talented kids. There is just as
much talent here as there is at

BU . I would say that
ti^oonchildren was as good a

work as I would expect to find

at a college.

Now. I want to talk about the

problem you have with college

theater. It's somewhat like the

problems that a football coach
has. You have to work with what
you've got, I feel very strongly

about that. Students should be in

student plays. After all they're the

ones paying the tuition. There
may be exceptions, but that's the

general rule.

Eventually we should get to the

point where we pick our season a

year in advance. We should see to

it that over a four year period, if a

student goes to the theater every

time we do a play he will have
seen, whether he comes from

North Dakota or New York, some
drama, and it will have been

somewhat selectively chosen.

But we have to do that on a very

small budget, with whoever
shows up, and often we have to

do it with critics who keep think-

ing that this is London. It's a

complicated job. because on the

one hand there is the process. I'm

here to teach, that's my first

obligation. If I wanted to be a

professional director, I wouldn't

be here. At the same time, you
can't let people make fools of

themselves, so there is the

product to be considered, I think

that not only will Theater

Workshop continue to be a

source of variety and inspiration,

but also that as we go along we
will see more drama majors

directing shows as a thesis pro-

ject, and we will find, I hope, a

facility in which to do shows with

a little more imagination and in-

timacy, as we did with
Moonchildren.

rORHGN LANGUAOI CEHTIR
830 N. Tejon

Suite 221

Colorado Springs, CO 80;' 03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON

636-1713
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D. T and the Nuggets — playoff-bound?
by Bill Anschuetz

and Craig Bucl<ham

David Thompson is the best

basketbail player in the world, or

at least close enough to make the

long drive to Denver's McNichols

Arena worthwhile.

Thompson and his teammates,

George McGinnisand Dan Issei,

lead a potent Denver Nuggets

team that is one of this year's top

contenders tor the NBA title.

This talent-laden ball club

appeared to jell m {^o home
games played last weekend.

Denver has a number of star

players who must play together

as a team to excel.

Against the Los Angeles

Lakers on Friday night. Thomp-

son led the charge putting on an

awesome display offensively and

defensively. His outstanding play

inspired his teammates and the

partisan crowd that roared their

approval. Thompson tallied 32

points including six dunk shots,

hauled in six rebounds, and

blocked a shot by Lou Hudson
which changed the momentum of

the game. Thompson said. "This

was my most spectacular game

AND S^n^E"
VITAMIN

of the season. I can't remember
when I've had so many dunks."

Issel, fvlcGinnis, and Charlie

Scott also played important roles

in the Nuggets convincing 119-

107 victory over what McGinnis

described as' "the best Laker

team I've played in my fouryears

in the league."

Denver used a tight team

defense against Jabbar and

Company with great success.

Laker forward Jamaal Wilkes felt

his team's inability to work

together on defense hurt them

the most. "We didn't play good

team defense, which is why
Thompson was getting un-

derneath for so many dunks."

Jabbar didn't have much to say

after the game, but he exhibited

the piercing stare which can

wound a sportswriter at forty

paces.

Denver mustered even better

team play against the Chicago

Bulls on Sunday. Working

together smoothly at both ends

of the court, the Nuggets built up

a sizeable lead by halftime. As so

often happens to a team with a

big lead, the Nuggets let up in the

third quarter and Chicago

threatened to make a game of it.

The Nuggets regrouped however

and held on for a 98-87 victory

over the Bulls. In addition to the

big name players, the likes of

Smith, Boswell and Wilkerson

played well for the Nuggets.

Partly reflecting the team play

of Denver, the best individual

performer in the game was a

Chicago Bull, fylark Landsberger

scored 21 points and pulled down
an incredible 29 rebounds.

Due largely to the often lop-

sided score and the spirited play

of the two teams, the coaches

and players kept the officials well

informed about the quality of

their officiating.

Fans near the Chicago bench
heard their bellicose coach Larry

Costello screaming (in rough

paraphrase), "You officials are

not calling a good game," to

which the officials responded,

"That's enough, Larry," Costello

retorted (again in translation)'

"You are not nice people."

Costello received no technical

foul, suggesting that the officials

areas deaf as they are blind-

Denver coaeh Larry Brown
said. "I think the otticiats just

stopped officiating in the third

quarter. They just wanted to go

home." Denver's Charlie Scott

repeatedly lamented the lack of

visual and mental acuity on the

part of the officials. He also in-

dicated that they should go

home.
In addition to great basketball,

Denver boasts no cheerleaders

— just chickens. One Big

Chicken and one Little Chicken

romped, stomped, and flopped

on and around the court during

time-outs. They flapped their

feathers at miscreant officials

Women recover

High Potency STnESS r^i
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The CO women's basketball

team was back in full force this

weekend. Friday they snuffed

Metro State College 74-48. On
Saturday they ate up Santa Fe,

91-34.

The two games were an im-

pressive team effort. There is no
reason to single anyone out.

Everyone who could walk played.

Everyone who played, played

well.

Arlene Green, the only remain-

ing member on the team of the

injured persuasion, gained a *ew

Jnsights sitting on the bench for

three weeks.

"I learned a tot just sitting

there " she said. "I know because

of it I'll play a better game when I

get this cast off. I don't know how
my shooting will be, but I think I

will find the open spots a little

better."

Three weeks ago, in a game
against Mines, Arlene tore the

ligaments in her ankle. She in-

sists that the pain of the injury

itself wasn't that bad. "What real-

ly hurts is just sitting on the

bench the whole game."

The J. Maurice Finn

Dininj^ and I )riiikiiif» Hstablishmciit

"<4»lora«lo Kpringw ^affcry Kcf^alc?**

Our special feature . . . "Momlay iX'ifjbi Thud''

Even,' Monday night Between 10:30pm-2:00am

\ny shot and a Coors draw, only 9M.35

Live Entertaiiiiiiciit

Photo pnK>f of aftc required please.

llam-4pin,

i2piu-;ii

and opposing coaches. The
Chickens got their biggest crowd

reaction from a sort of S&M ballet

that they perform in fits and

snatches also during time-outs.

To attend a Nuggets game,

take 1-25 north to Denver, exit at

17th Ave., and follow signs to

fvlcNichols Arena. Parking is

available adjacent to the Arena

and they will stick you for $2.00

for the privilege. Ticket prices

range from $4.00-^10.50. Their

group rate is one dollar off each

ticket with a group of twenty or

more, and Select-A-Seat at May

D&F,has tickets for Nugg

games, On weeknights, game
t

is 7:30 p.m. The weeki

schedule varies.

Coach Larry Brown, who
the best winning perceni,

among active pro coaches,

continue trying to make his;

play unselfishly as a team,
s,

cooperation among immei

talented players assures

Nuggets' presence in the
fj

playoff picture. The
Nuggets play a very exci

brand of basketball, justifying

long and dreary drive to Dem

dam

Ad

the

3iagOf

itiing\

of

onym*

lite

)ng

social

3fded

senic

ifywi-

istive

The most painful experience

was being a spectator at the Air

Force game. "Sitting there while

our arch-rivals were beating us,"

says Greeny "was just too much.

The worst part is, I know we're a

better team."

Green says that this weekend
was by no means any freak acci-

dent. "We were more relaxed."

she said. "We just played our

game."

It seems there's just something

about the name. "If they'd dress

in different clothes and called

themselves something else we
would have beaten them worse

than they beat us," said Arlene.

Along with watching the team.

Green has given some thought to

her future. She is reconsidering

coaching as an objective, "i

already have twenty ulcers from

sitting on the bench three weeks.

I'd probably die" she confessed.

We had to cut the interview

short because Arlene went crazy.

"I can't stand it," she screamed. "I

can't stand it!"

God help the Air Force on
February 23.

lOp.r

Every

photo by Craig Bucii

Bulls' Artis Gilmore draws a crowd of Nuggets, includi

George McGinnis, in Sunday's game.

by Dan Post

Colorado College's men's
basketball team needs a break.

Not only do they battle clubs like

DU, boasting guards four inches

taller than their own center, but

they have had to deal with

marginal officiating.

Last Saturday, the Tigers

traveled to Panhandle State

where they were forced to wait

about an hour after schedule tip-

off time for the referees to arrive.

They might as well have stayed

home. According to CC's
coaching staff, the officiating

was very poor and conspicously

one-sided. During the first half,

the Tigers received about one
foul shot for every ten of Pan-
handle's. A considerable number
of the CC cagers fouled out

midway through the second half.

"We forced consistent tur-

Men suffe

on them," observed assisl

coach Dan Adams.
The Tigers lost by a size:

margin and didn't stick aroun

gather official stats. "That'

maddest I've seen Coach Caii

quite a while," revealed Adi'

"He had a brief confroniat

with the coach and then sp

personally with the athletic dii

tor," he added.

At the time of publication,

season record is 5-13. Accofi)

to Carle and Adams, the Tij

are gaining rapidly in discip

and poise, "We lost about ^

games by tight spreads -

record could easily be 9

reflected Adams.
The coaches cite Tim Bea

and Tim Neff as consistently'

scorers and Cliff Tomp^^i"^

adept at snuffs under the has

After a nice break, the Ti#ne

are off to Santa Fe.

\scad
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ilruct

?.

novers but just couldn't capitalize

*
3 HEY GANG!!
T BEFORE YOU TAKE OFF FOR THE

: SLOPES STOP BY AND PICK UP
\ A COLO. SKI BOOK AND A TRAVEL
' BAG FOR YOUR SKIS , ..FREE!!!!!

your campus travel agency

J^ Taylory, aOS North Telon
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dams short story

Ijdent entries are now being

epted for the seventli annual

'.^ Adams Short Story Prize

^dpelition. The prize, named
[he young midweslern

lagonist of many of Ernest

iiiingway's short stories, con-

15
of $1,000 given by an

jnymous donor to stimulate

,
literary creative process

iQfig students at the

sociated Colleges. It will be

gfded to a sophomore, junior

jenior who submits a short

i^y
which best exemplifies the

istive process. The results of

,
competition will be an-

unced, and the $1,000 prize

rarded to the winner, in May.

5l
year's contest was won by

igRowe of Knox College,

Each entrant may submit to the

mpus English Department as

iny as two stories, on any sub-

;1.
The story need not have

gn written especially for the

iinpetition, although it must not

ive
been previously published,

le
deadline for submission of

Dries to the ACfvl Chicago Of-

u, through the campus English

iparlment, is April 1, Further

jtails of the contest and copies

previous contest-winning

pries are now available in the

^glish Department office.

quare dance class

The Squares-4-Fun Group and

Do" Class of the First Christian

hurch have scheduled a class of

inda menta I basics in

Vaditional-Olde Tyme" square

id round dancing Tuesday,

ibruary 6th. 1979. 7:30 p.m.. in

e recreational halt at Platte and
iscade Avenues.

Dean and Peg Edwards will

struct the 15 week program

ich Tuesday evening 7:30 to

30 pm.
lEreryone is welcome to join in

le "Fun Dancing" and good
illowship. Forfurtherdetailscall

elda Dean 392-5844, Peg
Awards 597-8888, Dorothy

mes 596-1680, or Lillian Wilson

J4-3286.

I'n Downing,
purity Ed. director

pf-defense for women
pie of the most beneficial

P9rams offered by the Security
location office is self-defense

Women. Any. woman, no
"er what age or size, can
^'er this common sense (no

°ws, no karate) practical

"^se. Keys, match books.
93zines. and hands are the

weapons! Classes are on
f^eb. 10 from 9-12 a.m. and
Feb. 17 from 9-12 a.m. You

'^' attend both sessions in

^ssitt gym. Wear loose clothing

come a few minutes early to

^ a release waiver.

Luce council

The Colorado College council

for overseeing the Luce Program
on War, Violence, and Human
Values is looking for three

students, representing the three

divisions of the college, to serve

on the council.

The Council on War, Violence,

and Human Values will be
responsible for receiving and ap-

proving proposals for courses
and programs from faculty

members, for organizing a series

of faculty and student seminars,

and for establishing lectures and
performances.

Students from the humanities,

natural sciences, and social

sciences divisions who are in-

terested in serving on this council

should pick up an application at

Rastall desk.

Cross-country skiing

The leisure program (and the

CClVlC) will be hold a cross coun-

try ski clinic during the first

weekend of sixth block, Feb. 9-

11, free and open to entire cam-
pus. It will include some truly

amazing flicks Friday night (en-

ding in plenty of time to catch the

second showing of "Cool Hand
Luke"). And following this will be

two full days of instruction, in-

terrupted only by the foot stom-

pin sound of LIVE bluegrass

music. Sign-up will be Feb. 5-6 in

Rastall, 12-2. The schedule is"

available at Rastall desk.

Southwest studies

Dr. Roy Craig, President of the

Four Corners Environmental

Research Institute in Durango
and specialist in solar energy
utilization within the San Juan
Basin of Colorado and New Mex-
ico, will be on campus during

Block 7 to teach GS 31 1 : Energy
and Environment in the
Southwest. This course will offer

a unique opportunity to become
informed about energy develop-

ment in the Southwest, and how
the energy boom in this region

will affect national energy issues,

population distribution, general

environmental development.

employment opportunities, and
issues of general concern to

Southwestern communities at

large. Although the course is

designed to meet the needs of the

general student, it will also

provide advanced students with

the opportunity to pursue their

more specialized interests. A
four-day field trip into the Four
Corners area is tentatively

scheduled as part of the course-

Enrollment IS limited to 15

students.

LIFE IN SPAIN! Plans arealready

in progress for the 15th Summer
School Program in Spain 1979.

Students may earn 9 quarter

college credits.

All persons interested should

write to Dr. Doreste, Augustana
College, Rock Island, il. 61201 as

soon as possible. Space is very

limited.

BENNY'S is at your service from 7

p.m.-12 a.m. 7 nights a week.

Now, in addition. Benny's has a

Happy Hour every Friday begin-

ning at 3 p.m., and running until

9, as well as the normal Happy
Hour from 7-9 p.m. everyday. The
staff would love to see more
students down there and to hear

their suggestions for how to im-

prove the place. Staff meetings
take place the first Monday of

each block at Benny's at noon
and students are welcome.

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS are

needed by the AlumniOfficefor

various interesting tasks (most

of the time) in the Alumni
program. Work involves
clerical, organizational, social

and other duties. Hours are flex-

ible and can be arranged

around your scheduled during

the year. Please come by the

Alumni Office in Cutler Hall if

you are interested. We need
your help and would enjoy hav-

ing you work with us.

SOCCER REFEREE. Students

interested in becoming certified

soccer referees, both male and
female, should contact Dirk

Baay. X 244.

CASSETTE TAPE LIBRARY
Free rental. Hear lectures by C, S.

Lewis. Thomas Merton, Waltef
Martin, Josh McDowell. Chuck
Smith. Henry Morns, and many
others on theology, science,

cults, social issues, philosophy,

biology, etc. Call Mtn. Bookshop,
635-9313.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foreign. No expenence required.

Excellent pay. "Worldwide travel.

Summer job or, career. Send
$3.00 for information, SEAFAX,
Dept. E-7 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington. 98362.

PHOTOGRAPHERS. The
Packard darkroom is now accep-
ting submissions for the all-

campus photographic show and
competition — The Exhibition.

Applications are available in the

darkroom Submissions are due
by Feb. 24, Share your
photographic talents with the

college community and support
the Arts at CC. If you have any
questions, call Cindy Meyer at

ext. 513,

ANYONE INTERESTED in ser-

ving on the student health ad-

visory board should till out an
application, available at Rastall

desk. There are currently two
positions available on the board.

Delivers

Fast

DOMINO'S
PIZZA to

475-0380 Colorado College

M i.-Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

HOURS
4:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

4:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Cheese Pizza 3J0 4.«

Any 1 item pizza 3.86 5.3B

Any 2 item pizza *.50 iJS

Any 3 item pizza B.15 7.1B

Any A item pizza BJO 8.06

Each item * M
^m*ts

MualmottM
Stock OBw*

TaPCoce

Otd&i

PEgmb Knout

What size and

kind of Pizza

Number of Cokes

Building name
Room number

Phone number

IMame

908 N. Circle
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jERRANDS LTRADEPAWN** ^^

•H AFRICAN UE COINS ^IH

Of DEATH

Krugerrand sales

continue despite picket
by Elaine Salazar

The Pikes Peak Justice and
Peace Commission's threatened

picket against the Ye Oie Coin

Shdppe, 213 E. Colorado, for sel-

ling the South African krugerrands

began Saturday, Jan. 27, with the

main support of the picket coming
from 30 CC students.

Mark Mourne, owner of the Ye
Ole Coin Shoppe, reiterated his re-

fusal to recognize the picket and

phase out his stock of krugerrands

Wednesday, Jan. 31, with the arri-

val of another shipment of the coins.

In protest to this action by Mourne,

the picketers held a funeral service

outside the shop which according to

Eileen Johnson. PPJPC member,
"was held to symbolize those who
have been tortured and murdered
by the South African government."

According to Becky Thompson,

CC student, "By ordering another

shipment of krugerrand gold coins

Ye Ole Coin Shoppe is dealing a

low blow to the 18-million black

people living as slaves in South Af-

rica." Thompson stated further that

"the profits from the sale of kruger-

rands go to the South African gov

ernment to maintain a terrible sys-

tem of racial inequality called apar-

theid."

Mourne stated that It didn't make
any difference to him if the PPJPC
wished to picket. He doesn't think a

picket will affect his sales and

therefore he has no plans to stop

selling krugertands.

Mourne went on to say that "if the

PPJPC hadn't sent that stupid letter

demanding me to stop my sales and
make a public statement I may have

reconsidered." Mourne felt that by
the demand made on him, the

PPJPC had infringed on his rights.

Although Mourne said that he

had only sold hwo krugerrands in

the past year, Eileen Johnson re-

torted, "the fact is that he is selling

the coin."

The picket was called off after the

symbolic funeral march but ac-

cording to PPJPC member
Maryann Fiske, the PPJPC has
now appealed to the National

Numismatic Association, an as-

sociation of coin collectors, for sup-

port of PPJPCs apartheid project.

Students compile tiandbook
by Bill Anschuetz

Questionnaires eliciting student

opinion on CC courses are being

circulated this week by the Course
Handbook Commission. The
Commission relies on student re-

sponses to put together Ihe Green
Book of course descriptions.

Commission Chairman John
Carter indicated that this year's

Green Book will concentrate on in-

troductory courses in as many de-

partments as possible. The idea is

'o compile information on courses
'or new students in time for pre-

fegistralion in March.

Along with student opinions

about each course and professor,

student response on the question-

naires is vital to the efforts of the

handbook's editors in their search

for some kind of consensus. Carter

explained, "I don't intend to print

anything about a course that gets

just one or two responses."

The completed questionnaires

should be returned to boxes placed

at Rastall and Bemis desk. Carter

welcomes anyone who wants to

help in working on the Green Book,

He estimates that his budget will

pay for the printing of 500 Green

Books, Anyone interested in help-

ing lo compile the books can con-

tact Carter by leaving a note in his

Rastall box #390.

Unsubstantiated comments and

criticism will not be used in the

Green Book. While student opin-

ions are important, the reasons for

those opinions are what the com-

mittee wants to see. The volume of

the Green Book will contain a fa-

culty description of the course.

There is a direct relationship bet-

ween the kind ot response Carter

and the Commission get and the

kind of book they can publish in

March. Carter said, "We're going to

cover as many introductory courses

as we can. What we print will de-

pend on the quality and quantity of

the responses we receive."
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Problems plague nurse's hiring
by Sue Royce

It appears as though CC will soon
hire a nurse practitioner, yet the

process of ironing out details in the

new staff members role has run

into many time-wasting snags.

The search for the nurse prac-

titioner comes as the result ot a sur-

vey conducted m the spring of

1978. The poll indicated a student

desire for some sort of medical of-

ficer in Boettcher who can deal with

not only women's health, but any

student's sexual-related medical

needs.

"The problems involve legalities

and medical politics." says Dean
Laurel McLeod. Questions have

arisen about just how much a nurse

practitioner can do in the schools

health clinic.

Nurse practitioners must have
supervising doctors, who agree to

take full responsibility for the medi-

cal work of their nurses. Since CC s

chief medical officer. Or. Rodman,
is unwilling to supervise such a staff

member, the doctor responsible

must come from outside the col-

lege. As of yet, the Colorado State

Board of Health will not rule On the

legality of a nurse practitioner

working in a clinic quite far removed
from her supervising doctor.

Another problem involves just

what the new medical staff member
could do, The search committee

decided that in order to make the

plan acceptable, the nurse would

not be allowed to dispense any sort

of birth control materials.

"The role is watered down to

make it palatable," states McLeod,

"It's this or nothing at this point."

Both Planned Parenthood and

the Women's Health Clinic in Col-

orado Springs have nurse prac-

titioners who distribute all types of

birth control. "Yet. the Women's
Health Clinic doesn't even have a

supervising gynecologist, " says

McLeod. "That has given it a very

Jews appeal
From the 1 2-24 of February, Col-

orado College will host a United

Jewish Appeal (UJA) campaign
fund. UJA is an international fund-

raising organization dedicated to

the betterment of Jewish life

throughout the world. The organi-

zation IS especially concerned with

refugee immigration and re-

settlement in the state of Israel. At

this time, UJA is raising funds for

the renewal of refugee settlements

in 160 poverty-stricken neighbor-

hoods throughout Israel.

The UJA program at CC is being

coordinated by Jeff Auerbach and

Evan Hackel. Both Evan and Jeff

are students at CC and have been

involved actively with past Jewish

endeavors on campus. The two

students have planned many in-

teresting events for the forthcoming

campaign. On Feb. 13. 14, and 15,

UJA will sponsor interesting and

knowledgeable speakers. The dis-

cussions will include all aspects of

UJA and the Project Renewal in Is-

rael, UJA will also present informa-

tive slide shows on Feb. 19 at

Slocum. Feb. 20 at Loomis, and

Feb. 21 at Mathias. Bagel sales will

highlight the activities at the major

dorms. In addition, a photographic

exhibit depicting many features of

Jewish life will be on display in

Armstrong Hall.

bad reputation in the medical com-
munity."

Last year. Planned Parenthood
lost a great deal of government
funding because the nurse prac-

titioners were dispensing birth con-

trol devices and performing abor-

tions under the same roof.

"The Student Health Advisory

Board (SHAB) wanted something

safer fnr the CC students," McLeod

said. Yet, the role of the new officer

would be somewhat changed from

that of a gynecologist, which the

students originally indicated as
necessary.

On investigation, Ihe SHAB
found that a gynecologist would be

able to spend only 10-15 minutes

with each patient, for only four

hours each week, and at great ex-

pense to the college.

"The advantage ot the nurse

practitioner will be that she can

spend more time with the patients,"

McLeod says. "Her role will surely

be largely educational. She'll be

practicing a form of preventative

medicine, not jusl dealing with cur-

rent medical problems ot her pa-

tients."

The SHAB feels the nurse could

provide information on the various

types of infection women may con-

tract, as well as counsel students on

such sexual problems as venereal

disease, birth control methods, and

abortion.

"It would be health education as

related lo both men and women,"

says McLeod. "More than counsel-

ling, the nurse would deal with the

issue of sexual responsibllity.

There's a lot of curiosity among CC
students, and a lot of naivete.

"

One more problem exists in the

nurses qualifications for referrals.

The college's health insurance

stipulates that any referrals must be

made by the chief medical officer.

Or, Rodman. This means the new
staff member would have to work

closely with Dr. Rodman to get any

of her patients referred to a Col-

orado Springs gynecologist. Yet
Rodman has remained opposed lo

the hiring ol anyone for such a posi-

tion, and may not be receptive lo

cooperaling completely with an un-

wanted staff member.
Last semester, the representa-

tive investigating task force

selected Earlene Peterson, a
Gynecological Nurse Practitioner,

from a group of three applicants for

the position.

"We still don't know what kind of

job we're offering her though, " ad-

mitted McLeod,
"The process is going painfully

slowly,
"
she sighed. "There's no

question that something needs to

be done, but President Worner
thinks it's too importani an issue lo

hurry into anything,"

Gavel passes
Newly elected CCCA president

Kevin 0. Lynch was officially

granted possession o( the gavel on
Tuesday, Feb, 6 He was greeted

by a promising announcement from

the Budget Committee staling that

the incoming council will have

$4,726 tor special projects during

the new term.

Asked if he had anything lo add lo

his original campaign statement

after assuming office, Lynch con-

tended thai his main objective is lo

get an apathetic student body in-

volved in school affairs and to serve

them efficiently in every way possi-

ble.

"Under my leadership the Col-

orado College Campus Association

will become the organization it was
meant lo be — an active arm of the

student body. It's as simple as that."

Among President Lynch's long-

term goals is a strong desire to re-

write the CCCA constitution and

bylaws. The last revision was in

1966 and Lynch maintains that the

guidelines are outdated and could

easily be changed to more effec-

tively serve the college community,

Reserved carrels

make studying easier

In an effort to accomodate stu-

dents' need for a place to keep ac-

cumulating research materials, Tutt

library has begun reserving carrels

to students on a blockly basis.

According to Sue Meyers, senior

reference librarian, "We often find

that students who are undertaking

large or long-term research projects

need a place in the library where

they can keep their accumulated

research instead of having to trans-

port it back and forth from the lib-

rary,""

Although by reserving carrels a

Ptudent can eliminate many prob-

lems, Meyers stated that the re-

served carrels will still not be a safe

haven for all of one s belongings as

there is no way of providing sec-

urity.

The library matenals kept at the

reserved carrels will still be subject

to the regular check-out period of

two weeks, and requests for the

carrels must be renewed every

block. Students wishing to reserve

a carrel can inquire at the reference

desk at Tutt library.
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Fire policy protects students
by George Garfield

A pre-dawn dormitory fire at Pro-

vidence College, Providence R.I.,

took the lives of ten students on

Dec. 7. 1977. Since that fire, the

worst dormitory fire in the nation's

history, colleges around the country

have revised, updated, and spent

more money to improve their early

waming systems lor fires.

Colorado College, within Col-

orado Springs city limits, abides by

city fire codes. The codes are based

on national fire code standards,

which include an endless list of re-

quirements related to building type,

building area, and year of construc-

tion. A building built in 1903, lor

example, will folfow the fire codes of

that year. These fire codes, some-

times obsolete, are subject to

change, but only if fire authorities

deem it necessary.

"I have the responsibility to

monitor the overall safety program

for Colorado College in accordance

with existing fire and building safety

codes." Claude Coward, assistant

director of the physical plant said.

To implement these respon-

sibilities Cowart has organized a

campus safety committee. The ob-

jectives of the committee, chaired

by CC Dean James Coleman, are to

make the school community aware

of fire safety, minimize safety

hazards, and emphasize that stu-

dents are ultimately responsible for

each other and their living quarters.

Reportedly, the staff has become

more aware of the problem, and the

safety committee hopes that in the

future the student body will become

more aware of their role in fire pre-

vention. Dana Koury, director of re-

sidential life at Colorado College.

Wooden fire escapes pose potential threats

GO SOMEPLACE ABROAD
THIS SUMMER
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
offers sludy and travel opportunities in 21 summer programs abroad.
Applications due March Ist.

LONDON:
Shakespeare, Filmmaking, History of Costume, Masierpiecesof the Visual
Arts, Studio Art, Visual Communication^ Photography, Law, Transportat-
ion 81 Distribution Management,

FLORENCE:
Architecture, Studio Art & Synaesthetic Ed., Humanism & the Arts in

Renaissance Italy, Psychology.

VIENNA:
Architecture, Music, German Language, Culture & History.

AMSTERDAM:
Biology. Law 81 Public Policy.

YUGOSLAVIA:
Organization & Management in a Worker-Owned Economy.

EAST AFRICA:
Hinory & Evolution of the Kenyan Nation.

GREECE:
Classical Geology.
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said. "All the fire prevention

methods in the world will mean no-

thing if the students don't know

what these methods are."

All buildings on the college cam-

pus are thoroughly inspected for

possible fire hazards three times a

year. The inspections take place

during Christmas and spring vaca-

tions and the period jusl after the

summer session. During the

periodic fire checks, authorities test

according to a comprehensive list of

items; fire alarms and smoke de-

tectors are set off. If they are faulty

they are promptly fixed or replaced.

In addition, residential advisors are

required to check extinguishers and

.

other fire safety articles in the dorm

monthly.

All in all. does CC meet fire code

standards? "Yes," says Mr. Cowart

"And in some cases we go beyond

them." The college has more fire

extinguishers and smoke alarms

than required in some locations.

The frequency of inspections of

campus buildings is above the

norm. Fire retardenl draperies and

carpets have been installed and the

relighting of some halls has in-

creased visibility in case of fire.

Room for improvement exists,

however, Pre-announced fire drills

now occur during the day twice a

year, usually at the end of first block

and the beginning of second

semesler. But most fires, like the

one at Providence College, occur at

night. Thus some fire drills might

well take place at night. More visible

illustrations of building fire proce-

dures and exists are probably

needed. Some fire-prone buildings

on campus currently lack clear in-

structions. Moreover, students

probably ought to become more

aware ot possible fire hazards. Two

portable hair dryers reportedly

caused the tragic tire at Providence.

'^ It'stournamenttimeattheEn

Pomar Sports Center, A tour-

nament for everyone.

Women's Paddleball.
Singles. Doubles.

Co-Ed Paddleball; get

yourself a partner and enter

now.

Men's Paddleball; Singles,

Doubles.

Men's Handball; Singles,

Doubles.

When you sign up, please

leave your extension number
and where you live. Deadline

for signup is February 13 at

5:00 p,m. (Tuesday). You may
sign up at the Athletic Office

by calling ext, 339 or 340

CELEBRATE THE

RITES

'rr- OF
r;^?: SPRING -

AND use rhe oil new
discount fores

Coll odvonce booking, so

coll us soon)

your compus

travel ogency

'—Career Center News—>
On Campus Interviewers

LAST CHANCE to inten/iew with Aetna Casualty or Keller School of

Management TODAY. Friday, February 9th.

MOUNTAIN BELL is seeking graduating seniors with a background in

marketing for their marketing program or business administration for its

management training program, A representative will be on campus

Tuesday, February 13. Sign up at the Career Center.

Coming Programs

EXPLORING FLTTURE DIRECTIONS. Help for students, freshmen-

seniors — who are unsure of future plans, Monday, February 12 at 3

p.m. in Rastall 208.

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP. Bring old or unfinished resumes if

you have them. Tuesday, February 13 at 3 p.m. in Rastall. 208,

CAREER IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT; THE NATIONAL LABOR

RELATIONS BOARD. A representative will discuss entry level jobs and

how to apply. Wednesday. February 14 at 3 p.m. in Rastall 208.

CAREERS IN STATE GOVERNMENT, A representative of the Col-

orado State Personnel system will discuss the wide variety of jobs

available to liberal arts grads. Thursday. February 1 5 at 3 p.m, in Rastall

208.

WOMEN IN LAW DAY. All day conference at University of

Colorado/Boulder, February 23. See Career Center for details.

Overseas Opportunities

INTERNATIONAL CAMP COUNSELOR PROGRAM, YMCA is

seeking personnel for camps in more than 12 countries around the

world,

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Two year in-

ternships available for qualified graduates. Application deadline is

March 16,

Full Time Job Openings

CAMP MANAGER, lowa 4-H Camping Center, year round, B.A,

required, $12,977 per year minimum.

ALUMNI MAGAZINE EDITOR, Hard worker, good writer, will train if

necessary. Probably about $10,000 per year.

We regularly receive the newsletter Community Jobs which lists

internships and jobs in community organizing, social service and

energy and ecology related work. These jobs are nationwide, primarily

in the west and on the west coast.

At 7:30 p.m, in the WES Room, a SEMINAR ON CAREER OPPOR-

TUNITIES FOR CC GRADS. Community businessmen discuss career

opportunitiesfor graduates of ANY major. Lecture & informal discussion

sponsored by Business & Economics and Political Science Student

Advisory Committees, Refreshments. Tuesday, Feb, 13.

Summer Jobs

A local 6-day a. week job with a motorcycle shop — a little sales.

janitorial and secretarial in nature. Either guy or gal. Maybe some

part-time in spring and fall as well. See Career Center for details.

Internships

NEW YORK CITY URBAN FELLOWS PROGRAM offers an opportun-

ity to study in NYC while taking an active role in its city government . ,

.

to seniors and graduate students , . , for full academic year. Applica-

tions and supporting materials should be postmarked no later than

February 15. See the Career Center immediately.

Economists are predicting a recession that will cause a rise in un-

employment. National magazines question the value of a liberal arts

education in today's specialized employment market. Everyone seems

to know at least one graduate who is driving a cab or waitressing to

make ends meet. In today's competitive job market where a BA is no

longer an automatic passport to a high level job, what's a poor senior to

do?

Studies show that liberal arts graduates do find jobs. They take an

average of 6 months longer to find their first career position than do

graduates of specialized programs and they may start at salaries

somewhat lower than graduates of other programs. However, after five

years liberal arts graduates are doing as well or better than other

graduates on such measures of success as job status, salary and job

satisfaction. There are some things seniors can do now to beat the odds

and come out ahead in the job game.

1, Identify the field or fields that interest you the most.

2, Research these fields to discover the entry level jobs that match your

qualifications.

3. Write a resume outlining your qualifications and experience.

4, Begin making contact with potential employers BEFORE graduation

to identify job possibilities and learn more about the field.

5. Attend workshops on resume writing, interviewing and job hunting

offered on campus, and interview with any interesting companies

recruiting at CC.
The Career Center. 103 Cossitt Hall, has many resources that can

help you with your future plans. Invest some time in your future today.

\/\/'\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s 475-9533
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^Editorials^

Guest editorial

Act now on Rare II
by Carol Petsonk

Colorado Governor Richard

Lamm is expected to recommend
two million acres of land to be set

aside for wilderness in this state by

the end of February. This action

comes after a four-month survey

throughout Colorado, wherein vari-

ous interested groups studied de-

signated roadless areas for their

wilderness potential, then submit-

ted their findings to the Forest Ser-

vice. The surveys are the result of a

1977-jnitiated program called

Roadless Area Review Evaluation

(RARE II), begun after an admit-

tedly deficient earlier study was
scrapped. On Feb. 28, Agriculture

Secretary Bob Berglund will accept

input from state governments.

Because of this, it is very Impor-

tant for concerned citizens to write

Governor Lamm before Feb. 17.

urging him to double the recom-

mended number of current RARE tl

wilderness-designated lands. A
number of important roadless lands

were not included in the inventory;

and for the ones that were. Forest

Service priorities were heavily

weighted toward mineral potential

and industrial employment rather

than accesibllity or wilderness

qualities.

By fi/larch 15. Secretary Ber-

gulund must send his department's

final RARE II recommendations to

Congress. Therefore, after the

15th. letters should be sent to

members of Congress; especially

to members of the Senate and

House Subcommittees on Public

Lands and Indian Affairs, who will

carefully review the proposals.

Congresspeople do listen to con-

stituent opinion, and well-thought

and well-researched letters can be

very effective. If you would like to

participate in determining the future

of vast tracts of wild lands we CC
students value so much, please.

please educate yourself about the

RARE II process. Stop by the

Forest Service Office on Fillmore

Street, come to the ENACT meeting

on the third Wednesday of this

block (Feb. 21). or go to the Sierra

Club meeting in Rastall on Feb. 28

at 7:00 p.m.

Governor Richard Lamm (before

Feb. 17)

Capitol Building

Denver, CO 80202

Sen. Gary Hart or

Sen. William Armstrong

Senate Office Building

Washington, O.C.

Representative Ken Kramer

House Office Building

Washington, O.C.
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^ The Catalyst encouraged
free expression of opinion, criti-

cism, end observation through

letters to the editor.

We intend to reverse the stifl-

ing effect of "last word" re-

sponses to letters to the editor

(as found in Issue ^I4)byprac-
ticing a taissez fairs policy in the

future.

Unsigned letters will not be
printed, and the Catalyst re-

serves the right to use any part

of any tetter. Any contribution

may be edited. All contributions

must be typed.

Contributions may be deli-

vered to the Catalyst office { 1 -4

p.m., Monday-Wednesday), or

to the Catalyst box at Rastall

Students thwart
Students in Benny's

by Paul Butler

In recent Colorado College history, students have struggled to make
changes in college policy to improve the quality of student life. Some of the

changes have had a strong impact on the school, such as the implementa-
tion of coed living situations in several large dorms, the revision of ad-

ministrative hiring practices to include significant student input, and con-
tinued efforts to improve the college's food service.

Unfortunately, one important achievement may now be so much an
accepted part of the college community that students have forgotten the

herculean effort that went toward its realization. It is an achievement which

stands as a fine testimony of student accomplishment through diligence

and hard work. That achievement is Benjamin's Basement,

Benjamin's history is not extensive — it opened just tour years ago on
February 1 2. 1 975. But the many hours students spent writing a proposal,

lobbying tor Its approval, constructing, lurnishing, and maintaining the bar

as a vital student operation, and worthing to improve the service and

expand the operation, speak highly lor what a group of concerned and

dedicated students have accomplished in a short amount of time.

It seems, however, that some students have fast forgotten the effort that

went into making Benjamin's Basement a reality on campus.

Specifically, one evening in early January of this year, the men's re-

stroom outside of Benny's was vandalized, allegedly by intoxicated Col-

orado College students on their way out of the bar. The vandals de-

molished the stall and the towel dispenser, attempted to rip the sink from

the wall, and in the process chipped the sink and damaged a waterline.

In the aftermath they left over $1 ,000 in damage (one-half the amount
available to Benny's in subsidiesthis year). They also created an awkward
situation for the bar's staff, which could no longer talk about their plans (or

expansion, but was forced to defend the bar's very existence,

The vandals' actions must be considered more than a "disappointing

side " of student life at Colorado College, Their act of destruction is a

flagrant exposition of irresponsibility and disregard for the college they

attend. Moreover, the action makes a travesty of the hard work that has

gone into Benjamin's Basement and seriously undermines the fruits of

students' efforts.

The real tragedy of the situation, though, is that students have proven to

be their own worst enemy. This is not a case of students taking the

administration to task or students battling college bureaucracy. It is a case

of students uselessly working against students.

Guest editorial

Catalyst's problems run deeper
by Jamie Butler

In a recent editorial entitled "Why
the Catalyst Sucks (January 26)."

Tom Atkinson focused on the

problems inherent in publishing this

newspaper. Mr. Atkinson cited

many causes for the Catalyst's lack

of quality, including a "bitch-but-

do-nothing attitude" among stu-

dents, lack of academic credit and

low pay for Catalyst work, and in

general, a lack of "extrinsic re-

wards" for those who spend their

free time working in Cutler Hall. In

essence, Mr. Atkinson's point was
that the Catalyst does not offer

enough enticements to draw stu-

dents away from other interests.

Mr. Atkinson raises some valid

arguments but one must look

further to find a more basic cause of

the Catalyst's problems. For the

Catalyst is not alone in its medioc-

rity. In truth, most student institu-

tions on this campus that do not

directly appeal to students' self-

interests are mediocre.

The Catalyst is not unique, it

merely reflects the fragmentation of

the campus as a whole. Perhaps it

is only more visible because it is

extremely difficult to coordinate and

publish and therefore reveals more

extensively this gaping void in cam-

pus life. At any rale, this problem

stems from the students' pervasive

concern with their individual inter-

ests alone, and not with the welfare

of the CC community.

In reality, there is little indication

that CC is a community. Of course

many institutions offer the appear-

ance of community. We have a

seemingly endless proliferation of

programs, including an expensive

one providing for our leisure time,

but these institutions provide only

the form and not the substance.

Communities are solidified by

common commitments of their

members to the importance of

interests beyond their own.

To test my thesis, you need only

consult your own experience. Are

you really interested in the better-

ment of the CC community? Have

you considered what that better-

ment would include? How many
people do you know who are willing

to moderate their self-interests for

the interests of the community?

(Honest answers to these ques-

tions might clear up some of the

issues raised in the annual frater-

nity vs. Catalyst debates).

Mr, Atkinson is correct in his ar-

gument that the Catalyst cannot at-

tract the abilities and time commit-

ment necessary to publish a good

paper if self-interest is the only ac-

ceptable reward to potential CC
journalists. All that he can rely on is

the students' commitment to the

betterment of the community, a

commitment Ihat Is tenuous at best.

Yet this issue must be taken a

step further because we are not

unique. We are members of a soci-

ety founded on the liberal tradition,

a tradition which extols the rights of

citizens to pursue their self-

interests while demanding few re-

sponsibilities and duties to the

community on the part of those citi-

zens.

These issues are of major con-

cern to political leaders today. The

economic interdependencies

among nations and the increasing

scarcity of resources have forced

leaders to see that all self-interests

cannot be satisfied. If the society as

a whole is to survive, there must be

a moderation ol these interests. In

short, there is an overriding need for

a sense of loyalty to the community.

Americans have only been able

to sacrifice their own interests for

the betterment of the community in

times of war or great national

emergency. Thus, il is understand-

able thai President Carter should

try to rally citizen support behind his

energy plan by labelling the energy

problem "The moral equivalent of

war."

He faces similar problems with

his inflation, budget, and water

policies. These proposals will be

heavily lobbied by special interests

who realize these problems exist,

but feel Ihat others should be the

ones to sacrifice.

So It appears we face a larger

problem than seemed evident at

first glance. Perhaps it would be

more beneficial, in the short run, to

fight for better 'extrinsic rewards' in

order to attract a more committed

staff and thereby, publish "a lively

and readable, not superficial or

mediocre, paper which brings the

college community together . .

."

However, this kind of paper is the

sign of a good community, it cannot

bo the cause.

The larger problems reflected in

the Catalyst and Colorado College

in general, the larger problems

posed by "zero sum politics," will

not be solved without a greater

commitment on the part of students

and the citizens we will become, to

the interests of the community

above our own.
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Windmill generates enthusiasm
by Greg Kerwln

Several Colorado College stu-

dents recently got wind of an in-

teresting idea. They decided to

buiid a windmill on campus. In tact,

they've already begun construction.

If all goes as planned, their

"windspinner" will be in place out-

side Shove Chapel this spring,

generating a maximum of 700-800

watts in a 20 m.p.h. wind.

The "windspinner" will provide

enough energy to keep tw/o or three

car batteries charged. This power

might be used to run a water pump,

ten to twelve stereo systems, or

several light bulbs. The possibilities

are endless: Bill Eddy, visiting

minister for Shove Chapel this year

and leader of the project, suggests

with a smile, "It may be enough

energy to power the campus on a

block break at midnignt."

This particular windspinner is in-

tended merely for demonstration,

But Windmill Project planners be-

lieve wind power may be a key fu-

ture energy source Eddy, for

example, has a home in Martha's

Vineyard, New York, completely

powered by wind energy. For Eddy,

wind power was less expensive

than an electrical hookup with the

power company.

But Eddy's reasons extend be-

yond the economics of wind. His

enthusiasm for the windspinner is

evident as he describes the ad-
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vantages of energy which a person

can generate and use himself.

Wind, Eddy explains, is free and

non-polluting. Beyond these ad-

vantages, decentralized pow/er,

generated through wind or perhaps

photovoltaic cells, can make the in-

dividual more independent and

self-sufficient. The power company

is no longer in the position of "giv-

ing" electricity to the consumer, ac-

cording to Eddy.

Bob Spencer, a Colorado Col-

lege freshman, initiated the

Windmill Project on campus.

Drawing on Eddy's practical ex-

perience, Spencer and several

others are building their own low

budget {about $150), low technol-

ogy windspinner. Their goal is to

prove that the technology and

machinery for wind energy exists at

affordable prices. Their windspin-

ner will be erected on the ground

outside Shove Chapel, where

people can examine the construc-

tion and watch it work.

The materials necessary for con-

struction of the windspinner include

several large oil drums, plywood,

planks, steel pipe, some bearing

blocks, an alternator, and a few

other parts. Several tiers of barrel

halves will be mounted along a

twelve-foot long steel pipe, carefully

balanced to easily rotate on a verti-

cal axis. Wind direction is unimpor-

tant. The spinner doesn't require a

large quantity of wind, but does de-

mand a constant supply.

At 30 to 60 revolutions per mi-

nute, two to three horsepower are

generated. As much as 1V2 horse-

power may be lost in transferring

power to the alternator through a

coarse system of pulleys.

The windspinner may be

homemade and inefficient, but

Eddy says, "So what!" The
windspinner is so simple anyone

could learn to repair it, he added.

Sophisticated technologies exist

but are much more expensive.

Windmill Project planners

suggest the possibility of an effi-

cient windmill mounted on
Armstrong Hall, supplying electric-

ity for the building. If their

homemade windspinner generates

enough interest in alternative

energy sources, more windmills

may follow.

ftJ
Writer finds home at CC

by Matthew Holman
Joan Stone has recently been

made a permanent member of the

Colorado College English depart-

ment. She was originally hired as a

"visiting professor," but has since

been made a part of the college's

faculty. Before coming to CC, Pro-

fessor Stone lived on a five-acre

farm just outside Seattle,

Washington. She was a student at

the University of Washington,

taught in Montana, then returned to

the University to teach. She also did

some consulting in the public

schools.

"I've always preferred moving

around until I got here," Stone said.

"I like it here ... it's a good place to
-

teach." She likes the block plan be-

cause she has "a single mind and it

works very well" for her. She also

likes it from the point of view of a

writer, because "there's something

about the system which allows me
to write. It's very difficult fdr me to

write and teach at the same time

and last year I wrote more, while

teaching here, than I usually write in

three or four years."

Stone has been writing poetry for

about 15 years and wrote short

stories before that, but "not very

well," she said, "I think I always

wanted to write> but I know I always

thought it was arrogant to say 'I

want to be a writer.' So I went back

to school. I was a 'Lit.' major. I told

myself that if I tried to write short

stories then I could better under-

stand short stories." Stone took a

class in short story writing. She later

entered a poetry workshop under
the same premise. She says that

this "rationale" was entirely true.

"but what I wouldn't admit is that I

really did want to write."

She lost her insecurities about

being a writer when her fourth poem
was published by a person in her

class in a magazine. "The minute

you see a poem in a magazine with

your name on it. you're absolutely

crushed. And I've been writing ever

since."

Besides this early publishing,

Stone counts among her successes

three books. "One is a very limited

pressing. It was done here (at CC).

The other two are tround books, but

they're limited editions and very ex-

pensive. I guess I don't have any

commercial kind of book." Although

it is nice to have a poem printed,

Stone prefers to have her poems
published the way they have been.

"It is so much nicer," Stone adds "to

have them beautifully portrayed."

She likes having artists handle her

poetry and put her poems on paper

attractively.

Even though poetry is "the most

important thing" she does, Stone

does not think of herself as a "poet
,"

but as a "person who writes." She
feels that writing, although impor-

tant, is not her entire life, and that

there are other things that make her

what she is. "I'm as much a teacher

as I am a writer; as much a mother

as I am a teacher; as much a friend

as I am a mother ... I'm just a per-

son who happens to write . . . It's

the most important thing I do. but it's

just part of me."

Joan Stone says her goal as a

writer and teacher is to "do what I do

as well as I can and teach at a place

that helps me do it, and I think this is

the place."

Plan
andsave.
K you're moving within the same telephone

exchange or local area, you can reduce installation

costs by taking all your desk-type telephones with
you when you go. It's a simple matter of unplug-
ging them, or cutting the cord. Since we won't
have to go out to get these phones, we pass a
$5 savingson to you.

And there's still another good way to
hold down costs if your home has
modular telephone jacks—just pick up
the phones you need at one of our
PhoneCenter Stores. Then you'll

save $4on the installation ofyour
first phone and $1 on eadi addi-

tional phone you take home
and plug in. Ifs well worth
looking into.

@ MountaniBel
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Actress Woodard captivates
by James Yaffe

Alfre Woodard, an extraordinary

actress, appeared in Packard Hall

on Friday night, January 26. under

the auspices of the Drama Depart-

ment. She gave those of us who
were lucky enough to be present

one of the most exciting theatrical

experiences of our. lives. In her

"lecture-demonstration" Ms.
Woodard perforriied excerpts from

the national success For Colored

Girls Who Have Considered
Suicide. She viras a member of the

original Los Angeles company that

first mounted this play, and has
played it in various companies all

over the viforld — and interspersed

these excerpts with comments and
explanations; afterwards she con-

ducted a long and lively question-

answer session with the audience.

For Colored Girls is a "choric"

drama for seven black actresses,

written by the young playwright and

poet Ntozake Shange. It consists of

a collection of poetic monologues in

which black women from many
walks of life, of many different ages
and temperaments, address the

men in their lives. Each poem {Ms.

Woodard was able lo do only a few)

is, in its own way, a love poem,
through which the character reveals

herself and the unseen and un-

heard man. The poems could stand

by themselves, as separate works,

but all together they present a com-
plex kaleidoscopic picture of what it

means to be a woman and a black in

America today. The variety o'f

characters— the men, by the way.

though they never actually appear
on the stage, come through with as
much individuality as the women —
is matched by the variety of mood.
The poems are tragic, funny,

pathetic, raucous, bitterly sardonic

in turn: they are designed to rouse

and play upon a wide range of emo-
tions in the audience.

No whites actually appear or are

even referred to in the poems: the

play seems to be full of implications

about how blacks have been
treated in America and how this

treatment has made these charac-

ters what they are. Yet, though

pulls no punches, the play is nol

primarily poleVnical. It goes way be-

yond any racial or feminist mes-
sage. What it seems to be about, a1

bottom, is the toughness and resi

liency of the human spirit, the many
ways in which suffering and
hardship can crush and distort

people without destroying them; it

demonstrates how the human spirit

can somehow survive and trans-

cend the most terrible conditions,

and assert its beauty and nobility

against all the odds. In this sense
the play, like all good art, is "univer-

sal"—we can all not only be moved
and instructed by it but identify with

it.

Ms. Woodard's art is universal

too. She is one of those rare per-

formers— I have seen half a dozen
or so in my life — whose personal
vitality deserves to be called

charismatic. She rivets an audi-

ence's attention; even when she is

in repose, head bowed, hands

clasped in front of her, it is impossi-
ble to take your eyes off her. When
she lets out the emotional slops,

she can raise the goose bumps on
your neck, and then a moment later

she can make you laugh or cry. Ob-
viously she has trained herself

thoroughly in the tough technical

aspects of her art — there doesn't
seem to be anything she can't do
with her voice, her facial expres-
sions, or her gestures — but all of

this she puts at the service of an
inner intensity which is awesome.
She also has the quality which act-

ing, however intense it may be
emotionally, cannot do without if it is

to be really great — intelligence.

She obviously understands, has
thought through, every nuance of

the material she is performing, and
her powers of observation are
enormous: each character she
played was distinct, individual,

brought to life with dozens of sharp
realistic touches that could have
been devised only by a careful

shrewd observer of human be-
havior.

In Ihe question-answer period
that followed her demonstralion Ms.

- Woodard talked about the play, the

author, herself, and the special

problems of being a woman, a black

and a dedicated artist in our society.

She was intelligent, witty, and to-

tally free of dogmatism or pretenti-

ousness. Every member of the col-

lege community deserves a chance
to see her and enjoy her perfor-

mance: maybe she will be able to

come again.

Dorian quintet charms audience
by Paul Liu

The woodwind quintet is not the

most common instrumental en-

semble, but the blend of sound pro-

duced by five different reed and

wind instruments has proven very

popular. On the evening of Feb. 5,

CC was privileged to hear one of the

best such ensembles in the musical

world — the Dorian Wind Quintet.

Playing to a crowded house in Pac-
kard Auditorium, the quintet de-
monstrated that their popularity and
acclaim Is well-deserved.

Comprised of Karl Kraber. flute,

Jerry Kirkbride. clarinet, oboist

Charles Kushkin, Jane Taylor, bas-

soon, and Robin Graham, French

horn, the quintet performed music
spanning more than two centuries,

from the 18th to the 20th. Three
quintets and a trio were program-

med so that the older works were
contrasted with more contemporary

pieces.

Antonin Richas Quintet in £
Minor (Opus 88, No, 1) began the

program and showcased the ex-

quisite balance and musicianship

that the Dorian has become famous
'or. Fast staccato passages literally

rippled from the instruments in

perfect unison, and intricate

rhythmic patterns were executed
with the same precision. The
players exhibited beautiful dynamic

control, attaining a very full-bodied

sound without overblowing, and
softness without losing breath sup-

port for the tone.

An interesting suite written by
Darius Milhaud (1 892-1974) for the

soundtrack of a French movie com-
pleted the first half of the concert.

While the Reicha Quintet was
loaded with technical passages, the

Milhaud work. La Chemine du Roi
Fiene, was more elegantly lyrical,

Milhaud belonged to a group of

French composers called "Les
Six," who tried to capture realistic

stimuli and convert them to musical

expression. The seven sections of

the work, each representing a diffe-

rent regal setting for King Rene,
were performed so eloquently that

the audience could indeed picture

the event being described by
Milhaud's music.

Antonio Vivaldi's Concerto A Tre

in G minor, a trio for flute, oboe, and
bassoon, commenced the second
half. The flute sound blended ex-

tremely well with the more nasal

double-reeded instruments, and
Ihe rapport that had characterized

the first half of the concert was
again demonstrated. The intonation

for this piece (and for all of them)

was extremely accurate, as were
tempo changes, etc.

My favorite work performed was
Cal Nielsen's Quintet, opus 43.

Composed in 1922, it does not re-

flect the inner conflict and tension

generated by his clarinet Concerto.

Instead, it is more romantic, and
rich sonorous melodic lines

abound. It was beautifully played by
the Dorian, especially the last

movement, the "Tema con Variaz-

ioni" (Theme with Variations). Here,

Neilson depicted each of the in-

struments as a distinct personality,

each with its own variation. The
French horn solo was extremely

clear and beautiful, though all of

them were good.

The audience responded very

enthusiastically at the conclusion of

the Nielson, and the Dorian pro-

ceeded to play two encores. The
first was a short scherzo by a

French composer, and the last was
a transcription of J. 8. Bach's fam-

ous Fuge in G Minor for organ.

I came away from the concert

feeling very satisfied and pleased

thai Ihe concert had gone well. The
members of the Dorian Wind Quin-

tet seemed to have had fun playing,

too, and it is this mutuality thai has

ensured them a prominent place rn

the musical world.

Rivers Holland duo
jazzes up Packard

by floss Rabin Sam Rivers is one of the most im-
I guess not many of you have portant leaders of the new music,

heard of Sam Rivers and Dave He has been around long enough to

Holland, For those who have, all I 'see that any innovation in jazz must
need say is Packard Hall. Friday, face Ihe hardened ears of the pub-
Feb. 16, 8:15 p.m., one show only, lie or, even worse, never reach
Tickets at Raslall, The rest of this them. He has played with Miles
article is for those of you who love Davis, McCoy Tyner. Cecil Taylor,

music and haven't heard of them. Anthony Braxton, and bluesmen
First of all, Sam Rivers plays tenor Jimmy Witherspoon and T-Bone
and soprano saxes, flute and piano; Walker,
Dave Holland plays acoustic bass. Dave Holland is perhaps the
The Rivers/Holland Duo plays jazz, premier bassist of the decade. He
Well, how does that sound? Very left England ten years ago to join

good, in fact. But seriously folks,

you've got to take your musical

education into your own hands —
the only way lo appreciate some-
thing unfamiliar is lo go hear it,

I know thai the odds are against

anyone listening to powerful music

which sings with uncompromising
human vitality, 1 know it sounds
smug to sit here and talk about the

wasteland of American commercial

music,
1 could try to convince you

that the music of Rivers and Holand
is extremely valuable for anyone in-

volved in trying to be a human
being, namely, everyone; I don't

mean some mystical, transcen-

dental bullshit, 1 mean music of the

earth, music of human beings and

all that that implies, Bui you'll have

to fill in the details for yourself; you'll

have to bring your particular hu-

manity to Ihe music by simply

showing up on Feb, 16,

By way of background, 1 can say

that Ihe Rivers/Holland Duo is firmly

rooted in the jazz tradition. They in-

corporate old forms rather than re-

ject them. Their collective improvi-

sations draw upon monstrous vir-

tuoso technique and Ihe ability lo

compose spontaneously through

extremely sensitive interplay. They
play free jazz which ranges from

hard-blowing swing lo driving gos-

pel rhythm and blues to crying bal-

lads to sweet, simple melodies.

Miles Davis, and has been a major

recording artist for ECM. His play-

ing credits include John
McLaughlin, Chick Corea. Keith

Jarrett, John Abercromble, Jack

DeJohnette, Anthony Braxton,

Ralph Towner, Joe Farrell, and

Bonnie Raitt (check her "Give It Up"

album).

The performance will consist of

two sets rather than two separate

shows of one set each. The Folk/

Jazz Committee wants people to

see a full evening's performance

rather than trying to sell as many
seats as possible.

In addition, there will be a 2:00

afternoon presentation by ihe

musicians about their music, fol-

lowed by a workshop for In-

terested musicians. This will also

be in Packard Hall, although the

workshop will move into a clas-

sroom downstairs. This is open to

all free of charge (made possible by

funds from Venture and Experi-

mental Student Grants), 1 hope you

musicians lake advantage of this

opportunity lo learn from these

masterful musicians — nol only in

performance, but also in a work-

shop setting.

mzm.
827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

^ • Handmade jewelry * "^''^^ QOld chains ^^
$30 and up

• Ceramics * Access to any precious 1
or semi-precious stone 1

• Belt buckles (including picture jasper) 1
• Come on in and 1

I take a look ^M

L *.i
,* j THE /*RT OF JEWELRV

B'Cl b*l Ring 47 1-7075

Hf-p.fi o( JewPio, ant! HollO*,lri-

22 East Bi|Ou Street Colorado Springs Colorado 80903

Ci%.MEKA.S
LENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
DlARKROOM
EQX7IPWCENT
CAMERA.
ACCESORIES

FILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAMERAS
MOVIEPROJECTORS

SHfUJdlflliffi'S
• CAMEBA SHOP*
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Denver icers lose coach,

struggle for Stanley Cup
by Bill Anschuetz

and Craig Buckham
It will be a rocky road to success

for Denver's Professional hockey

team. The fledgling Stanley Cup

contenders of last season have had

their coach (Pat Kelly) axed this

year and may have to gather all

their laundry and excess pucks and

move elsewhere. Due to injuries

and the suspension of top scorer

Wilt Paiement for his part in an al-

tercation with Detroit Red Winger

Dennis Polonish, the Rockies are

mired in the slush of the lower

echelons of the NHL Smythe Divi-

sion.

But the blue, red and gold icers

also have a lot ot promise. Led by

the likes of Joe Watson, Paul Gard-

ner. Doug Favell, and Barry

"Bubba" Beck (who some say may

be the next Bobby Orr), they are

bound to improve.

Even if the Rockies do not inspire

hockey fans to a certain maniac

loyalty like that of their Bronco bret-

hren they do play an aggressive,

hustling style of hockey. Rockies

games do offer the opportunity for

fans to watch the best icers in the

world from venues like Montreal

and Boston, when they visit

McNichols Arena (Big Mac).

Ticket prices range from $5.50 to

$11.00; group rates are available.

McNichols arena is located right off

of 1-25 with ample parking being av-

ailable adjacent to the Arena.

Parking costs the unbelievable, but

not unheard of price of eight bits.

Games start at 7:35 p.m.

The ticket price includes the

change to experience "Krazy

George." Krazy George is one ot

sports superfans. He rants, raves

and roars his way all over the arena,

pleading with the fans to make more
noise, and they usually do.

For all of Krazy Goerge's value as

a noisemaker, his most impressive

feat takes place in complete si-

lence. He leads a complex cheer

which involves both sides of the

arena waving their arms when they

receive the proper signal from him.

He gets near unanimous response

from the fans with this one, and their

active participation brings a hush' to

the normally noisy arena. The abil-

ity of the players to keep on playing,

in the midst of Krazy George's

amazing performance, was a won-

der in itself.

The Catalyst went to a Rocky

game against the St, Louis Blues. A
standout bluesman is Doug Palaz-

zari, fomier CO superstar. During

his years with the Tigers {1 970-74)

Palazzari scored 226 total points,

whk;h stands today as an all-time

ZC record. The Catalyst spoke to

Palazzari after the contest:

Catalyst: "The Blues looked

sluggish out there tonight. Did

the change in altitude affect your

guys?"
Palazzari: "Yeah, you know it's

funny because when I was at CC I

remember hearing the guys on the

other teams complain about the al-

titude when theycame in for games.

I thought it was all in their heads, but

it's true, it is really tough to breath

up here, coming from St. Louis. The

ice here is slow too, really bad."

Basketball team dominates

Catalyst: "How do you like play-

ing for the Blues?"

Palazzari: 'It's great! We are a

young team and we make mistakes,

but we never give up. We were

lucky to get the tie after the way we
played. Our defense needs a lot of

work."

by Anne Shutan

The determined women captured

their second win over the University

of Northern Colorado last Tuesday

night at Ei Pomar Sports Center.

CC had to work hard to prosper, and

they did. They dominated the floor

the entire evening.

The first half of play de-

monstrated the type of women's
basketball fans enjoy. With their in-

timidating press and their smooth

fast break, the hoopsters caused

UNC to play in frustration. At half

time the score was 40-29.

Janyce Jaramillo opened the

Fencers take to swords

Catalyst: "What do you think of

Barclay Plager as a coach?"

Palazzari: "I have nothing but re-

spect for Plager's ability as a coach,

and he has given me every chance

in the world to prove that I can play

up here."

Catalyst: "How does your arm
feel?"

Palazzari; "It feels much better; I

am almost 100%,"

Catalyst: "Any message tor the

folks at CC?"
Palazzari: "I have nothing but fond

memories of CC, what a great

place, t send all of my best to every-

body down there."

by Jon Goodman
At some point in EOropean his-

tory, when knights started to prac-

tice their methods ot war, the sport

of fencing was born. The art

evolved into three styles; foil, sabre

(saber), and epe^ (eh-pay). Each

technique had its own sophisticated

rules. The regulations cover such

things as target area, hitting sur-

face, and the concept of right-of-

way.

You might be asking: "What is a

history lesson doing in the sports

section of the Catalyst?" Well, four

of our peers — Sam Atwater, Rich

McClintock, Bruce Welty, and Russ
Welty— happen to be quite good at

the sport- (Russ and Rich are New
England interscholastic champions

in epe^ and foil, respectively.)

They have set up a club here and

are now giving lessons to some CC

KflPt/IN
Eduutioral Center

CaU D>n Evenintt & Weekendi

CLASSES HOW FORMING

FOR SPfWG EXAMS

REGSTEfl NOW!

MCAT STARTS MARCH 3)

REOBTER NOWl

893-5413

431 W. COLFAX

DENVER. CO 80204
for Inloffnaiion About other Cenlefs

InMsforUSCIIiet & Ab'oad

Fast, Friendly, Free Delivery

from 908 N. Circle

Telephone: 475-0380

Hours:

4:30 p.m. - 1:00 A.M. Mon.-Thurs.
4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri.

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Sat.

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. Sun.

students. When asked about their

motivation for starting the fencing

organization, Bruce replied: "We
like to do it (fence); we think its

something that isn't real prevalent

out here. We'd like to expose the

people out here to it. We'd like them

to see if they want to do it.

"And we like to do it; it keeps us in

shape. It's one of those loves that

develops through time."

How well are the CC students

progressing? "There is so much in-

dividual effort — concentrated —
that people are improving more

rapidly than I've ever seen before."

The students are being taught the

basics of fencing, but have not par-

ticipated in any competition yet.

However, formal competition is a

goal for the club.

'
I think the best way to get people

into fencing is to get them compet-

ing, 'cause the sport is the event

itself- And 1 think the best way to get

better is to compete at it."

Bruce hopes-4o get the team in-

volved in tournaments sponsored

by the Amateur Fencing Leagues of

America, These leagues have

competitions all over the country.

We wish the fencing club success

in its future endeavors and hope it

achieves the goals of its leaders.

second half with a jump shot off the

top of the key. Janyce continually

pleased the crowd with her flying

hook shots. First weaving in and out

of her opponents, then gliding

through the air, Hangin' Jaramillo

successfully scored 16 points.

Korna Kollmeyer was high scorer

for CC, tallying 21 points. The old

Kollmeyer style was present — or

was it the new? With 20 ways to

make a lay-up, Lorna really showed

UNC what basketball is all about.

The final score was 75-62.

Over block break the women ex-

perienced an unnecessary loss to

Eastern New lulexico, or so they

feel. The final score was a frustrat-

ing 73-72. The win was apparently

determined by the officials before

the game commenced.
Kollmeyer felt that the refs should

have put on ENM uniforms. "1

thought we played well and were

respectable, considering we were

going on five and seven," she said.

Kollmeyer was high scorer with 29

points.

Coach Laura Golden was
pleased with her team's compo-

sure. She said they played a good

game, but it didn't matter in the long

run. "The refs were so obvious,"

she giggled. Golden let the officials

know how obvious they were. As a

result she received the first techni-

cal foul of her career.

The ENfvl coach apologized to

Golden at the end of the game for

the poor officiating.

, Our hoopsters are ready for the

rematch. They host ENM this

Saturday at 5:30 in El Pomar Sports

Center.

JUDO KARATE
JIU JITSU KUNG FU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.
U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu

Black Belt Federation of America

gmplele Mintil Art Suppliei

• kltbilti wllh Juda Niuc.

U.S. M-rin« Corp Rap

SpMlal ClaiM* In S*lf IManM
Man - Wonwn - Chlldran

YOGA

Established 1969

OF COLORADO. INC.

Colorado Springs 3709 E. Platte

coMEvisfT
^'^'i.^j;;; 574-6350

WITHUS A(„„ hem CilBltl Call 1210PM
8DB SALAY-Dlreclor
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Notice

COSTA RICAN PROGRAM. Stu-

dents interested in participating in

the ACM Costa Bican Program

should see Dean de la Garza as

quickly as possible. Deadline for

applying is Mar. 1 . Applications are

available from Ms. Gursky in the

Dean's Office.

Placement Tests
French and Spanish placement

tests will be offered again for

freshmen and upper class students

on Wednesday. Feb. 1 4, at 3 p.m. in

the Language Lab, 3rd floor, west

side, Armstrong Hall.

Anyone who has already studied

French or Spanish and is planning

to study these languages at any

time should take this lest for proper

placement, for the benefit of the in-

dividual and for fairness to the rest

of the students in a given class. The

test takes 65 minutes.

THE WOMEN'S COMMISSION
has announced plans for a gather-

ing of faculty, students and the gen-

eral public to discuss the possibility

of organizing a women's study pro-

gram on campus, as part of the cur-

riculum. The gathering is scheduled

for the 13th of October at 4:00 in

Bemis Lounge. For further rnforma-

lion please contact Linda Halligan

at 632-6772.

POETSI International Publications

wants your poems for their anthol-

ogy, American Collegiate Poets.

Cash and book prizes and free

printing will be awarded for all

poems accepted for the anthology.

ACP is in its eighth edition this year.

Send contributions or inquiries to:

4747 Fountain Ave., Los Angeles,

CA 90029.

GALEN GOCKEL, the ACM Urban

Studies representative, will be on

campus Monday. Feb, 12 and
Tuesday, Feb. 13. Consult bulletin

boards or Professor Bob Loevy for

details.

Notice

MEDIEVAL MADNESS: The Shove
Council and Slocum Performing

Arts wing will hold an organizational

meeting Tuesday, Feb. 13. at noon

in Bemis for all campus groups and

Individuals interested in helping

with a Medieval Fair. The Fair is

scheduled to take place April 20,

block eight. Interested students

should go through the Taylor lunch

line and take their trays to Bemis.

For further information, contact

Lorna Lynn, ext. 453.

VIENNESE BALL: Remember that

dance lessons are undenway every

Monday and Thursday of this block

from 3-4 p.m. in Cossitt Gym. Laura

Golden will instruct students in

dances from the swing era in prep-

aration for the Viennese Ball slated

for Feb. 24.

Youdont
have toshop aiotmd.

Icelandic
has the

hesthaigam
to Europe.

roundtrip.
You've heard a lot about fares to Europe, but none of

them can compare with the one you've just found.

Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to

Luxembourg is just $295 roundtrip. Tickets must be booked

and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.

No weekend surcharge.

Youl! get free wine with your dinner, free cognac

afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across

the Atlantic.

We'll take you to Luxembourg, right in the heart of

Europe, where you 11 be just hours away by train or car from

almost all of Europe's most famous lancbnarks. ,

""^
Seats are limited, so don't

waste any more time hunting,
j

"

You've already found the

best bargain of them all.

See your irave) aaenl or contact Ihe Puffin nearesl you. Or write Depl.

#C-396, Icelandic Airlines; 18 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 1L6O6OJ.

Or call BOO-555-1212 for the loll-free number in your area.

Please send me more information on:

l^w Cost Fares Q European Tour^ Alpine Ski Tours

NAME_

_ STATE ZD' _

ICELANDIC^..

Notice

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS COM-
MITTEE will hold a meeting on
Thursday. February 1 5th at noon to

discuss spring activities and a new
chairperson.

BLOOD DRIVE, There will be a

Valentines Day Blood Drive on

Feb. 14 from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at

Boettcher Health Center. The drive

will be sponsored by the Student

Health Advisory Board. All units of

blood that are donated through the

Blood Bank are credited to an ac-

count. The account will benefit

members of the Colorado College

Community needing blood and also

a young hemophiliac in Colorado

Springs.

Personals

To place a personal ad in the

Catalyst, contact Bev Warren at ext.

446. Personals will be published at

charge of 50c for 20 words or less.

VENTURE GRANTS, All students

who are interested in applying for a

Venture Grant should do so as

quickly as possible, as there is very

little money left.

Classifieds

To place a classified ad in the

Catalyst, contact Bev Warren at ext

446. Classifieds will be published at

a charge of 75c for 25 words or less.

MALE ROOM-MATE NEEDED.
Private bedroom with furniture pro-

vided; share house with two other

guys. $1 00 per month. Call Bruce at

635-9313.

Ftcetera^^
Classifieds

WANTED; Do you have a ven-

triloquist doll that nobody is using?

I'm very interested; come talk to me.
Security guard at Mathias: Dean
McKee(6-12 P.M. shift).

Applications may be obtained in the

Dean's Office, The deadline for

Block 6 applications is Monday,
Feb. 19.

Codec*!
9 SOUTH WEBER

PhntD
Supply

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parking

,06 NORTH
TEJON

Costumes such as these

are available for rent

at the CC Costume Shop.

HEY, CINDERELLA! Got nothing to

wear to the BALL? Call your fairy

Godmother in the Costume Shop at

x242 for a magic appointment be-

fore Feb. 17. There will be no ren-

tals made without an appointment

and no appointments made after

the 17th. Rates are from $7.50 lo

$25.on

SAVi
UP TO 200/0
HOMP^egs i^i^E BRAND
SKiWEAR, SKIS,
BOOTS, BIIMDIIUGS,
POLES,&MORE

f^OSSIOtvlOL GARMOIMT
OLIN SKIjS'bermcyer

MCALJ A FISCHER

^Lm vjHiTEsme KtitL/
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I rysiero voices unrest

ining area improvements are under examination by students.

"Cafeteria gets facelift

photo by Sarah Sisk

D|ans are now being made for

jjor improvements of Rastall

inter's outdoor patio area.

lecific details haven't been

irked out yet. but planners

ve been soliciting student opi-

jn through the Campus Design

immittee and the SAGA Food
immittee on ideas for making

; outdoor dining area more

as an outdoor eating area in order

to curb this theft. In January,

Dean Riegel presented this

proposal to the Campus Design
Committee which is composed of

faculty and students chosen by
the CCCA. "I am personally ex-

cited by the idea," said Dean
Riegel. "The area could also be a

viable center for students when

Mr. Tjaden sees the plan as a

change of pace. "Students are

creatures of habit. I can tell ex-

actly when they will eat, where
they will sit and how many
glasses of milk they will get." He
added, "It's still the same dining

hall but maybe with a change."

by Ken Abbott

Two new student publications

intended to supply the student

body with an even more diverse

array ot news, information, and
opinion, have appeared on the

CC campus. The two
publications are Trysfero, funded
by the Experimental Student
Grants Committee, and Ex
Cathedra, funded and published

by the Shove Council.

Matt Davies. one of many
founders of Trystero, stresses

that the publication is not intend-

ed to compete with other

publications already existing on
campus. Instead, says Davies,

the "self-indulgent" rrysferowill

provide an outlet for those writers

with opinions, styles, and infor-

mation that don't quite fit into the

formats provided by the Catalyst

or the Leviattian. The first issue

appeared with the headline

"Unrest is Progress."

When asked for an evaluation

of the first issue of Trystero,

Davies expressed concern that

the issue had "too much of a
demanding tone," especially in

its support of the use of LSD and
other drugs. He stressed, though,

that "being facetious has its

place," and pointed out the im-

portance of the shock value of

such a first issue in commanding
the attention of the reader.

Davies stated that Trystero
would continue to be a publica-
tion with no strong ideological

themes, and would make no
special effort to achieve overall

cohesiveness. but would be
"almost like a workshop."
Although Davis indicated that the
next issue might be "a little more
subdued." he stressed that the
Trysfero staff would continue try-

ing to provide a forum for diverse,

not always conventional, infor-

mation and student opinion.

The new Shove publication. Ex
Cathedra, says co-editor Bob
Hettinger, will feature "timely,

political issues," from a primarily

religious point of view. Although
Hettinger stressed that Ex
Cathedra will make no attempt at

proselytizing, it will discuss

issues such as Christianity in the

military, the rise of the Ku Klux
Klan, and the value of Christian

meditation. Also included will be
a monthly Shove calendar,

reports on current Shove pro-

jects, and an ideas forum for the

£x Cathedra reader.

Hettinger says that graphics

and layout will be important in

the publication Ex Cathedra. The
first issue will be out in late winter

or early spring.

asant. the weather isn't bad." Tjaden
According to Dean Gordon commented, "A controlled outside

egel, some ideas include area would add a nice element to

lought iron furniture and table Rastall."

ibrellas, picnic table furniture The Campus Design Com-
d a small four-foot wall as a mittee responded favorably, so

inter." Wind screens and a

jxiglass protector are other

ernatives. Eleanor Milroy,

istall Center and Leisure

ogram Director, thinks "wind

rriers would make it too

iclosed. Unless it fits

sthetically with the building

,d -students can enjoy it, it

ouid not be built."

Milroy is pleased with the Hub
novation and wants the plan to

( designed as a project in

otessor Carl Reed's design

ass. "His technical expertise is

valuable," she commented,
ilroy stressed that plans are

;xible. "It's wide open. If

lidents have any ideas they

lould submit them,"
Last fall, SAGA losses due to

iod, silver and china theft rose.

Herefore, Ron Tjaden, Food
srvice Director, developed a

foposai to enclose Rastall patio

on Wednesday, Feb. 14. Ron
Tjaden presented the idea to the

SAGA Food Committee. Riegel

stated, "The Committee is a

caucus of students for in-

novations, improvements and
complaints. What we want now is

student response on their needs
assessment and concerns.

"

Once the Campus Design

Committee approves a final plan,

Robert Broughton, vice president

of the college, will present the

plan to President Worner. Depen-
ding on student response. Dean
Riegel estimates that construc-

tion could start as early as eighth

block.

The plan would also aid the

overcrowding problem in the

Rastall dining area. Barry Iver-

son, SAGA manager, com-
mented, "That dining room needs

enlargement, and it would

definitely be an improvement."
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HENDEE
LINCOLN
COLLECTION

pholo by Sarah Sisk

Lincoln exhibit shows in Tutt Library Feb. 12'March 3.

yams analyzes energy's effect on man
By Chris Rich

The future steady state of the

uman species will be quite un-
''e anything that we can readily

f'agine at present, concluded
"thropologist Richard Newbold
"darns in a Thursday-at-Eleven
icture entitled "What Does
flergy Do to Man?" presented
et). 8 in Packard Auditorium. In

^8 opening program of a three-

^y anthropology department
'bunion," Adams surprised

^ose in his audience when he
"esented a new twist. The fan-

"stic rate of energy growth will

^s ils end not in the exhaustion
'''he planet's natural resources,

^ proposed, but in what has
"^sri termed "hypertrophy of

*Jlture" or the excessive internal

l"^wth of control systems,

^dams employed examples
l^fTi Guyana to Iran to prove his

^'nt. The question of the so-

^"ed development of the Third

Wd came briefly into sharp

r^s as Adams characterized

1^^ Western World's economic
pivity as "cannibalizing our

l^^sins at a great rate." He drew

experience in Latin America over

the last three decades.

On one level, the growth of

commercial energy forms in the

Third World may have a positive

effect within some societies.

However, Adams quickly pointed

out that his paper was not con-

cerned with an ambiguous

"quality of life." Addressing a

higher level, he speculated upon

the effect of increased energy on

the course of human evolution in

the biosphere.

The study of ecosystems, he

began, has taught that

systematic ecosystem growth is,

in fact, a growth of energy. "...

and that such growth leads to a

disproportionate growth of the

energy used in maintaining and

controlling the ecosystem."

Thus, every ecosystem will even-

tually arrive at a steady state. This

occurs because all incoming

energy is taken up in the

maintenance of that same
system, and none remains for

new, innovative growth. As all

contemporary societies are

dedicated to the increase of

energy flow and complexity,

argued Adams, this necessarily

leads to an ever greater propor-

tion of energy which must be

used for control and
maintenance. Controlscannotbe

themselves controlled, as Adams
made clear in his presentation.

The growth of social and

cultural controls to the extreme

that Adams calls hypertrophy has

not always been obvious. The

American cultural tradition

separates the material from the

mental, creating a failure to see

the expenditures of mental

energy necessary to keep a

system running. The mental ex-

penditures of people within

systems, societies, and cultures

also complicates energy needs

and uses, according to Adams.

CC professors and students

discussed the viability and ideas

behind Adams' remarks during a

Thursday afternoon panel dis-

cussion. Professors Walt Hecox,

Paul Kutsche, Val Veirs, and
Rudy de la Garza discussed the

morning presentation, then

Adams responded and students

joined in with their ideas during

the following question-and-

answer period.

The individual, from Adams'

viewpoint, cannot help but be a

participant and a contributor to

the hypergrowth of controls. We
are all pawns in the energy flow of

our society and are consumed by

it, he observed. Inevitably, the

time will come when the growth

of systems is finally slowed to the

point where energy use is almost

entirely dedicated to the control

of the world social structure.

Leaving the Orwelllan im-

plications of his "solution" to his

listeners' imaginations, Adams
ended his lecture with a reminder

that the process leading to this

solution was a result of aging,

and quite natural.

Adams offered no ultimate

answer to the energy problems

that are now being wrestled with.

He viewed the profound changes

that are bound to result from a

society's passing from middle to

old age, and said, "the future will

create its own values. "
The

gloominess of a prediction of

death due to cultural hyper-

trophy must be viewed in light of

those new values.

Lincoln
exhibit
opens
The Abraham Lincoln Exhibit

opened in Tutt Library, Monday,
Feb 12- The opening ceremony,

officiated by Bill Hochman of (he

CC history department, featured

Theater Workshop members
presenting readings from the

poetry of Stephen Vincent Benet,

Vachel Lindsay, and Robert

Sherwood. Excerpts from the

Gettysburg Address and several

quips about Lincoln by Carl

Sandburg were also read,

Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hendee
donated the Abraham Lincoln

Collection to Colorado College

in 1963, maintaining possession

of it until 1975. When the

Hendees moved to California in

1975, they transferred the Collec-

tion to Tutt Library.

The Collection contains 2,500

books and pamphlets pertaining

to Abraham Lincoln and his

times. In addition, the Collection

contains manuscript letters,

busts, portraits, lithographs,

engravings, etchings,
photographs, political cartoons,

campaign badges, coins, post-

cards, stamps, medals, scrap-

books, miniature books, dishes,

newspapers, periodicals, scores

of popular music of the times,

and other memorabilia of the

Civil War period.

The "Hendee Collection" will be

on display m Tutt Library through

March 3. The main display area is

on the second floor in the atrium

and Special Collections Room. A
"Lincoln Room" in the Tutt

Library addition will ultimately

house the new collection.
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CC's heating plant working overtime and burning much more fuel

Energy conservation stressed
by Laurel Van Driest

Colorado winter weather has

sent energy costs soaring at CC,
according to physical plant

director Claude Cowart. "The
energy bills these past three

months have been the three

highest consecutive ever at CC,"
said Cowart. The unusual
coldness of this winter was
probably the deciding factor in

the increased costs. The first

month of 1979 set state records

for low temperatures, and
November and December 1978

were nearly as chilly.

Inflation was another factor in

the rising costs. Cowart cited it as

causing approximately 33% of

the increased heating cost and
10-15% of the increased elec-

trical cost. The two variables ~
inflation and coldness —
probably split the total increase.

The CC energy-saving con-
test, started last semester, is "not

affecting the CC energy bill sig-

nificantly," said Cowart. "but it

(the bill) is not as high as it would
be if the contest was not in ex-

istence." Winner of the
December contest was Slocum
Hall, with an average consump-

Classes now forming
for Spring exams

THEREJS A
DIFFERENCE! UilxJ

-H

TEST PHEPARATtOM
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1S3I

Visit Our Centers

LSAT 4 wk. Course Starts June
19.

REGISTER NOW!

For information Please Call

(303) 893-5413
431 W. COLFAX

SUITE 100
DENVER, COLO. 80204

Coll Doyi, EvM. & Wefrtwxb
Outiide NY Slote ONLY
CAUTounta
800-223-1782

tion of 64 kilowatt hours per

student. This is an improvement
of 22 kilowatt hours per student

over Slocum's November
average. The greatest improve-

ment was seen in the
Montgomery-Ticknor complex,
where consumption went from

146 kilowatt hours per student to

82 kilowatt hours per student.

Decisions on prizes to be award-
ed will be in the hands of the

Housing Committee.

Student energy consumption
is measured in kilowatt hours

because every dorm has meters
which may be monitored. The
physical plant is unable to

measure British Thermal Units

(BTUs) consumption or water

consumption in each dorm;
therefore, the contest is based on
kilowatt hours consumption.
Cowart's suggestions for

decreasing energy consumption
are as follows:

1. Keep doors and windows tight-

ly closed

2. Keep heating units clear of

obstruction for a maximum flow

of heat into rooms.

3. Keep thermostats at a max-
imum of 68 F in the day and 55 F

at night.

4. Shower quickly and save hot
water for the next user.

5. Eliminate light and electric

appliance use whenever possi-

ble.

6. Report poor weather stripping

on doors and windows to your RA
or to the Housing office.

7. Wear warm clothing at all

times.

With the initiation of a new
Department of Energy (DOE)
program, there is a possibility

that CC student energy conser-
vation will pay off not only in

physical plant savings, but in

funding to implement innovative

energy ideas. "Appropriate

Technology Grants" are being
awarded for small-scale energy
ideas in six Mountain and Plains

states (Colorado, Utah, Wyom-
ing, Montana. North Dakota, and
South Dakota). Individuals, non-
profit organizations, state and
local agencies, and small
businesses are among those
qualified to apply for grants. Ap-
proximately $300,000 is available

for all six states. Applications are

due by May 2, and are available

from the Western Governors'
Policy Office, Suite 2300, 3333
Quebec Street. Denver,
Colorado, 80207.

Ideas which have been funded
in other states include solar

heating, waste heat recovery,

energy education, aquiculture,

and geothermal exploitation.

Strong possibilities for future

funding include solar homes,
windmill systems, and solar hot
water systems.

FORKICN LANGUAGE CENTER
830 N. Tejon

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs, CO 80;" 03
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Tutoring Services
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^^Career Center News^
COMING PROGRAMS

COMMUNICATING FOR SUCCESSFUL JOB HUNTinq
(Or, How Writing Term Papers Helps you Sell Cresi

Toothpaste). To be a successful job interviewer you need to be

able to translate your liberal arts skills into terms employers win

understand. Find out how from John Riker, a philosopher who
has worked out how to do this for a variety of careers and

professions. Tuesday. Feb. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in Rastall 208.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

GREAT WEST LIFE. Great West has established their U .S

headquarters in Denver and is seeking energetic people to train

for jobs working with business and industry selling group

insurance plans. Good pay and many opportunities for ad-

vancement in this international company. Sign up in advance for

an interview on Thursday, Feb. 22. Resume and appropriate

dress.

INTERNSHIPS

NEW ENGLAND-NEW YORK ENVIRONMENTAL INTERN-

SHIP. A variety of opportunities available. See brochure in the

Career Center.

SUMMER JOBS
RANCHO DEL CHAPARRAL GIRL SCOUT CAMP in Cuba,

New Mexico, Is seeking personnel for all or part of this summer.

Several Monday-Friday jobs in Southwest Denver YMQa
summer camps. Pay $75-$135 per week. See Career Center for

details.

FULL TIME JOBS
FLOORCREW PERSON IN PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

of Denver TV station. Some experience required.

Also SECRETARIAL JOB IN. SALES DEPARTMENT o(

same TV station in Denver.

SOCIAL SCIENCE ANALYSTS (must qualify througii

PACE) and STATISTICIANS for U .S . Bureau of the Census in

Suitland, Maryland.

Women gather in Bemis
by Michele Feingold

On Saturday. Feb. 10, a coali-

tion of women from Boulder and
Colorado Springs working in the

anti-nuclear movement met in

Bemis Lounge. The women, in-

cluding four CC students, dis-

cussed plans for the week of

International Women's Day
(March 8, 1979), and formed an
"affinity group" for the national

action at Rocky Flats nuclear

trigger factory in April.

The coalition first met in Oc-
tober in Boulder and drew about
80 women from Boulder, Denver,

and Colorado Springs. The
women joined together in a cir-

cle, in an expression of unity and
collective energy, viewed a

videotape about Rocky Flats en-

titled "Hot Spots" and held

workshops on radiation, non-
violent direct action, and
women's coalitions. Participants

then spent the night on the

railroad tracks leading to the

Rocky Flats plant.

Following this meeting, women
in Boulder formed a women's
group to work together on alter-

native energy and disarmament

issues while promoting femlni

consciousness. The statewic

coalition has met three tims

since the conference in Boulde

The coalition, loosely callt

"Colorado Women For a Nuclea

Free Future," plans to bring Ih

nuclear issue to other wome

during the week of Internation

Women's Day (March

STUDYABROAD WITH
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
SEMESTER PROGRAMS: BFLORENCE
MADRID STRASBOURG AMSTERDAM

LONDONBMEXICO
• Variety of courses offered • No language background required
• Financial Aid available • Summer program available in Eng-
land, Italy, the Netherlands, Greece, Austria, East Africa,
Yugoslavia • Applications for Fall 1979 semester are due by
Marc* Ist.

PROGRAM OF

Diviiion of |nl»ri
!. Room N, Syracuie.
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University of Colorado
Boulder is having a week

events focused around this da;

The coalition will present Iw

workshops: "Feminism
Militarism" and "The Nuclei

Fuel Cycle and the Future

Women."
The coalition has also decidi

to form a women's "atfinil

group" for the April 28 rally

Rocky Flats, a rally whi

planners believe will dra

thousands of people from all ovi

the country. Bella Abzug hi

already been confirmed as

speaker, and feminist singer Ht

ly Near has agreed to give

benefit concert.

The Boulder women infornn

the Bemis group that stal

representatives will hold thefii

public hearings on a bill spo

sored by Representative Ai

Taylor of Denver, to ban dispos

of nuclear waste in Colorado,'

Thursday. Feb. 22 in the Capi"

Building in Denver. Women ffO'

the coalition plan to testify attH

hearings.

After discussion of these ul

coming events, the wom^

gathered in Bemis and talKe

about problems related to i'

teg rating activism with theirlive^

how to avoid "burning out '

(^

well as how to accept it

necessary and temporary cono

tion), and ways to gauge one

limits and capacities.

Women interested in theci

tion should call Michele Feingo'

at 632-1747
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Guest editorial

frystero: garbage or genius?

=i^ Editorial.^

by Ken Abbott

frystero, a new student

mtjlication, has a worthy goal.

iccording to contributor Matt

es, one major purpose of

^lyslero is "to make people

ifjink
" Perhaps the next issue of

^systerowiW be more successful.

The main problem with the first

,^ue of Trystero. it seems to me,

that it vacillates wildly from

Ifioughtful, creative, and con-

jKuctive articles on the one

jiand, to unthinking, unoriginal,

destructive articles on the other.

juch a fluctuation in quality

lends to make a publication as a

ivhole hard to take seriously.

That's the problem with

jiystero #1; it's hard to take

seriously. One is initially turned

off by the front page article, en-

[illed "Unrest is Progress," in

i^fiich the writer tells us that we
must be open to change, that if

don't change we have

problems, and that the best way
to change is to take LSD, rob 7-

11s, and climb rocks. What is

immediately obvious is that the

writer is closed-minded, has

problems, and hasn't changed
since the late '60's.

Another amusing contradic-

tion one findsin 7"rysfero isalittle

blurb telling us that LSD is OK
because it is a chemical, not a

drug. It sits right above an

otherwise good article on the

evils of chemical food additives.

How can the writers of Trystero

expect us to take their article on

food additives seriously when
they support the use of a

chemical such as LSD?
One other amusing and troubl-

ing contradiction is found in "The

Corner," where one is told what
to listen to, what to watch, what to

read, what to eat, and finally to do
"what you wanna do." Apparently

one is free to do what one wants

to do only after the other four

demands have been met.

Before 7rys/ero receives

respect from its readers It must
attempt to be more consistent in

its demands. If the purpose of the

paper is to make people think,

then the writers of the paper must
themselves be thinking beings.

Not all of the articles are failures

in this sense; as a matter of fact,

most of them aren't. The articles

entitled "Truth or Delusion," or

"Logic vs. Rhetoric," or the poem
entitled "Ode to Murk" are ex-

amples of what seem to me to be
successful attempts at making
people think. Unfortunately,

these thoughtful works are over-

powered by the unthoughtful,

careless articles such as "Unrest

is Progress," "Gary Grant Says
Use LSD," and the dogma of "The
Corner."

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

As leaders of Colorado

College United Jewish Appeal

Campaign, we would like to

take this opportunity to

answer the questions and
clear up misconceptions

about the nature and (unction

of UJA,

The UJA is the largest

Jewish fund-raising organiza-

tion in the United States. We
are concerned with raising

unds to meet the
humanitarian ~ and only

humanitarian — needs of

Jewish people in Israel and
lughout the world.

iB UJA is a nonprofit, non-

lliicai organization, hence

tax exempt status. As a

charitable organization, no

ipart of its activities involves

expenditure of funds —
tfy or indirectly -— for

iitary equipment or per-

sonnel or for political activity.

Funds raised by UJA are

transmitted to its constituents

,and beneficiaries: The Jewish

Agency for Israel, The
American Jewish Joint Dis-

tribution Committee, United

HIAS Sen/ice, and the New
York Association for New
Americans, Less than four

percent is spent on ad-

ministrative costs. The funds

support rescue and relief

programs for Jews in lands of

oppression and finance the

development and mainte-

nance of absorption,
educational, social welfare,

housing and job training

programs for Jewish im-

migrants to Israel and other

countries.

We join proudly with our

brethren throughout the free

world in accepting thedifficult

challenge of meeting Jewish

needs this year. We see our

action as one which will enrich

our own lives and those of

Jewish people now and in the

future. It is our hope that as

leaders of the UJA campaign
on this campus, we will beable

to help other students gain a
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better understanding of these

needs and place themselves in

the Jewish lifeline by respon-

ding to them.

Sincerely,

Jeff Auerbach

,

Evan Hacket

Dear Editor:

The Thursday at Eleven lec-^.

ture on "What Energy Does ta}.

Man"' pointed up a problerti

that lecturers should consider

when explaining their dis-

cipline to a lay audience.

Professor Richard Adams of

the University of Arizona

Anthropology department

gave evidence that he is

brilliant and that he is on to

something new. The problem

IS that most of the audience

could not understand what
that something is.

I left the morning lecture,"

impressed and baffled and I

was hoping that I would be
able to find out what he said by
going to the afternoon panel

discussion. At the panel dis-

^ cussion I got the impression
* that the panel members also

left somewhat baffled because

two out of the three did not

even address the speech in

their remarks.

As Tar as I couid tell, the

speech explained a very com-
plicated systems analysis ap-

proach to the way the in-

dustrial world consumes
energy. The point of the

speech, I think, was that the

expense, in energy, of main-

taining the industrial system is

usurping the energy needed to

sustain Growth. Prof. Hecox
talked about the effects of

cross-fertilizing physics and
anthropology while Prof. De
La Garza talked about cultural

variations in energy consump-

tion and developing nations.

Only Prof. Veirs addressed the

subject ot the lecture when he

talked about how maximizing

efficiency occurred at the ex^

pense of diversity, making the

&yst^;n of energy consump-
tion more susceptible to

stress.

I left the panel discussion as

baffled as when I came. I was
more baffled about the

assumptions lecturers make
about lay audiences than I was
about the speech itself.

Sincerely

Brian Feeney

The effects of unions
by Tom Atkinson

In order to get a job after you graduate from CC. or after you have
gotten a job, you may be required to join a trade union. Almost every

conceivable "trade" has a union (or similiar association) to go along
with it. It's just one of those things — like tax forms and gasoline bills

— that you'll have to accept as inevitable. Or is it?

Although many bitch about the exorbitant costs of gasoline and
taxes, few will contest the necessity of fuel or governments. The
necessity — and desirability — of unions, however, has long been a

debatable question.

No doubt unions and other organizations are necessary to protect

people from companies who are concerned only with profit and not

with employees, the environment, or consumers. Adopting a similiar

mentality in response to bestial capitalism, though, surely does not

improve the situation. Today's unions — mostly the larger, stronger

ones — are remarkably similar to their "management" counterparts;

their only concerns are their wages, their benefits, protecting (he/r

jobs. They often don't consider the solvency of their employer, the

paucity of the raw materials they use, or—shamefully—the quality of

their work.

What is lacking on all sides is a holistic perspective.

Unions raise Cain demanding wage increases they need to stay

abreast of inflation, not realizing or not acknowledging that their wage
hikes cause inflation.

Look at England and Italy for examples of how unions have

undermined capitalist economies and forced the increase of govern-

ment controls and socialism in their stead Look at Germany for an

example of how two severe depressions have taught people that more

money is no good if it buys no more, and that unions and management

must cooperate. Which do we want?

The question is very much alive now, as "right to work" laws

appear on ballots around the states. A Kansas initiative was defeated

last year after organized labor spent more than four times as much
money as their opponents did on campaigning.

President Carter is trying to slow inflation by blackmailing

industries into denying unions high wage increases. His approach is

bound to alienate unions from management even more, rather than

help them to work together. The wage hike confrontation began with

the oil refiners and chemical workers union, and will not end until the

rubber workers', garment workers', and—the real fireworks—the

mighty Teamsters union's contracts come up for renegotiation this

year.

Underneath the observable surface effects of today's unions on

our economy and our "standard of living" lie the more basic —and
more important— effects that they have on our ethics. Unions

represent the growing plethora of, and strength of, special interest

groups; groups which, at a time when pulling together seems to be the

only way to avert economic ruin, pull in separate selfish directions. As

a student here at CC, you belong to several of these already. How
many more do we need?

Large unions are like large corporations: they monopolize, they

control. Small business is dwarfed by monstrous corporations.

Individual workers and small business must kowtow to the unions.

The unions control the scarce jobs, often operating on a system of

nepotism rather than good ol' American meritocracy. And who

controls the unions; the Teamsters, for example? Unions are protec-

tive organizations which preserve their "closed shop" hegemony (see

Kansas example above) and prevent others from gainful employmenL

Perhaps the saddest ethical trend which unions reflect is the

replacement of intrinsic rewards by extrinsic rewards, greed by pnde.

Few companies or unions ask. anymore, a fair price reflecting the

quality of their product or labor; they demand the most they can

possibly extort. When was the last time you purchased new merchanr

dise whose obvious prideful ciaftmanship impressed you? As

American labor has become more and more greedy, the quality of

their products have become more and more shoddy. Perhaps the

same trend can be traced in grade-happy college students.

The danger is that we are becoming increasingly spoiled. If a

worker's wage or a student's gpa. inflates as the effort expended for

the reward wanes, the worker and student come to expect more,

whether or not they deserve it. One is spoiled not when one has a lot,

but when one expects a lot.
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Jenkins' singing aids art appreciation

by Cindy Layman

Professor Donald P. Jenkins is

an unusual type of professor. He
has taught at the Colorado

College since 1960 when he

came here from the Juilliard

School of Music in New York. In

that time he has taught various

classes and directed many
different choirs. He now teaches

American Music, a one block

survey course in the history of

music in America, and an adjunct

class in choral conducting.

Professor Jenkins also con-

ducts the Colorado College

Choir and the newly formed

Colorado College Chamber
Chorus. He views the choir as a

class in music and hopes the

choir learns something about the

music over and above its rehear-

sal and performance- Of course,

performing is important and is

itself a unique window through

which musical understanding

can be seen and grasped. He

welcomes anyone to join the

choir, regardless of previous

singing experience, and no audi-

tion is required.

In recent years, the choir has

performed many different types

of works, ranging from traditional

ones such as Bach's Mass in B
Minor and Mendelssohn's Elijah

to modern works like William

Walton's Belshazzar's Feast.

Jenkins says, "The satisfaction

for me is that people find

something bigger than all of us in

those great 'monster' works I

program for the choir." This spr-

ing the choir will perfonn the

Mass in F Minor of Anton

Bruckner.

In choosing material for the

choir, Jenkins "selects these

works for the same reason any

professor selects the best for his

class. In the case of great music

or art we see more clearly when in

its presence. In the case cf old

music there is continuity with the

past, and when we find that con-

tinuity we are less alienated in the

present. New music contains

special insights, and though at

times its newness and difficulty

perplex us, it can be read at last

and we do come to understand it

as a reading of our times and the

struggle to go beyond them, I

believe art tells us who we were

and are and might be — it shows
us the things we care about."

In the future, Jenkins hopes to

keep the choir the way it is now
and continue to perform large-

scale epic works with orchestra.

Professor Jenkins also directs

the Colorado College Chamber
Chorus, an auditioned choir of

approximately 20 members
which he formed in the fall of

1977. He plans to develop more
singing opportunities for this

small choir in the years to come.

He also plans to continue to do

musicals with the Drama Depart-

ment to create another oppor-

tunity for choral and solo singing.

When not working at CC, Donald

Jenkins conducts the Colorado

Springs Chorale and serves as

the Director and Artistic Director

of the Colorado Opera Festival —
the professional opera company
in residence in Colorado Springs.

Springs"parks beckon to weary students

^Mrx'^.i

Fast. Friendly. Free Delivery

from 908 N. Circle

Telephone: 475-0380

Hours:

4:30 p.m. - 1:00 A.M. Mon.-Thurs.
4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri.

11:00 a.m. -2:00 a.m. Sat.

11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. Sun.

by Laurel Van Driest

Above you, the leaves sway

gently. A dozen yards away, a

pair of students sling a Frisbee

back and forth. From your right

comes the sound of children run-

ning and yelling. The book at

your side lies unnoticed— for the

moment.
Where are you? In a Colorado

Springs park, of course. The city

parks are some of the nicest —
and most unnoticed — features

of the town. For the CC student,

parks have a special appeal.

There are no blackboards in a

park, only an infinite possibility

for enjoyment. Jogging, pic-

nicking, touch football, soccer,

sight-seeing, hiking — put a stu-

dent and a park together and

there is certain to be an exciting

(or relaxing) result.

Colorado Springs' Parks and

Recreation Department began in

1871 when two city blocks were

set aside as parks. Other small

parks were gradually added, but

the first step toward a unified

park system came in 1907, when
General Palmer (who also found-

ed CC) donated 2000 acres of

land to the city. The Garden of

the Gods also became part of the

park system in 1909.

Through gradual expansion

Colorado Springs had incor-

porated 4716 acres of park land,

either within or near the city

limits. These include seven

regional parks, three community
parks 74 neighborhood parks

and two golf courses.

The regional parks — North

Cheyenne Canyon, Palmer Park,

Pulpit Rock, Austin Bluffs, Pope's

Bluffs, Garden of the Gods, and
Rock Rimmon — are maintained

as natural areas. City Forester

Ron Morrow says, "We try to

preserve the wildlife and vegeta-

tion and at the same time make
the area available for limited

human use."

Wildlife management is most
strongly stressed in the regional

parks. There are over 181 animal

species that live in the parks,

ranging from bighorn sheep and
black bears to fox squirrels and
rock mice. Park employees leave

dead trees for nesting birds and
small mammals, and the depart-

ment as a whole tries to keep the

most frequently used areas

(parking lots, visitor centers)

grouped together rather than

spread out. In this manner, more
land is left for the animals and
birds. Recreational facilities con-

sist mainly of educational

literature and displays and foot-

paths for hikers and horses.

The White House ranch also

presents a "living history

program" during the summer for

visitors. People dressed in-

clothes of the 1867-1895 era walk

mzm
r design for men and women

We carry Jhirmack products —

827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

\N\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^eevs

71 2 N.Weber
Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533
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about the ranch, portraying the

lifestyles and morals of the time.

Someone might ask you, "What';

that thing around your neck''

"

referring of course to your 3J

millimeter camera.

Community parks are inten-

sively managed for communit)

activities. One example
fvlemorial Park, bounded
Pikes Peak Avenue, Union Blvd.

Prospect Lake Drive and Han-

cock Avenue. Located there

an ice center (the most popular if

Colorado Springs) a swimminc

pool, tennis courts, a basebalj

field. A variety of Outdoor

Recreation classes are hek

throughout the year, from ski

conditioning to backpacking;

other activities (ballet, basketry,

fencing, and painting) areofteredl

in conjunction with local schools.

ivlost numerous and most used]

are the neighborhood parks. "Wf

look
neighborhood needs in a park,' \ k^

said City Forester Morrow. "Pe(>Br l

pie usually want a

playground." This costs from $5-

7000. Other available facilities

are basketball courts and

baseball fields.

What does it cost to maintain

all this? Approximately $1,770,

000 per year, according t'

fvlorrow. "This goes for labor,

equipment, and supplies,

'

said. The department has 120

permanent employees, but ex-

pands in summer to over 300 lull

and part-time workers.

Parks close to the CC campus

are Monument Valley (to the west

of El Pomar Sports Center)

Acacia (at the corner of Pla"^

Avenue and Weber Streel)

Boulder Crescent (at the corne'

of Platte and Cascade Avenue.

Bristol (across the Interstate,

the corner of Mesa Road a""

Walnut Street) and Po^o

(between Willamette Avenue
Boulder Street, by the railr

tracks). Memorial Park is a little

farther away, but within bicydin?

distance

There will be more city parKsi"

the future, promises Morro^

"We're always looking for ways

expand and improve ^^^

facilities," he said. Even if
^^'

prediction doesn't come tru^'

there will always be a place "^'

the student to escape his stuoi

hassles, problems, and sfioe;

and go barefoot in the park

Wi
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lArtss

itudent art explores light, energy
by Lisa Peters

^Vatercolors and silkscreens by

n,id Ralhs and John Harrison

filled with light and energy.

. two artists who are ex-

iting their works in Packard
similarly explore nature, its

iditions and climates. Their

,fi(S
approach the subject from

(erent directions, however.

[vid's watercolors present

ines of nature that suggest

jteiy; a hint of what lies

,ond the immediacy of time

place. John's works explore

isations of nature; effects of

losphere and climate, as well

[he ways that the eye comes to

ceive nature.

I
watercolor by David Raths

jicts a wall from an old

oden barn. An opening in the

laces out into the snowy
lorado landscape. One gets a

ise in this work, and in several

lers. of peering from a world of

liliarity to one of suggestion.

work encourages the viewer

look beyond the obvious, to

iwhat is outside the limitation

of ordinary reality.

Light is the vehicle of sugges-
tion in many of David's works. In

two cloud studies, light seems to

come from behind clouds
challenging the viewer to try to

see what is approaching. In one
work, a subtle luminosity creates

a sense of the light of early dawn.
Only one wall of an otherwise

dark barn is lit.

Other works by David Rath

show greater precision. A scene

of a high mountain lake is

carefully and cleanly drawn and
gives one a sense of the clarity of

the stark mountain landscape. A
city scene borrows from
American artist John Marin, It

depicts the tense outlines of a

city that yet make the city seem
vital and exciting.

In general David uses color

richly, enhancing his watercolors

by placing similar tones and
values in close relation. He also

incorporates shapes of ripped

paper and paper textures into his

various conceptions.

John Harrison's works

capitalize on texture and color.

"Nets," a silk screen, depicts lines

of interwoven net material that

dance together in an energetic

pattern. The nets make the space
between lines come alive.

Patterns in nature also suggest
the human figure in twoof John's

works. In "Dark Dancer," it is

hard to tell whether the dancer is

creating the vibrant color of her

dance, or whether the color is

itself creating dance and figure,

John seems interested in how
the eye preceives. As in "Dark

Dancer," many of his works play

on the illusive nature of vision. In

"Illusion" and "Broiled Ham-
burger," one gets the sense of

moving very fast. In "Illusion," a

door stands out, an image or

afterimage captured by the eye
as one moves on. Letters are

reduced to a pattern of lines.

organized but not legible. In

"Broiled Hamburger," neon
letters press their presence on
the passing viewer. Standing out

in red against blue panels, they

express the way that advertized

signs are recognizable despite

the accelerated pace of the

mobile world today.

John uses color and texture in

his works. In "Shadow Tracing,"

color seems to be the subject of

the work. Pencil lines follow

patterns of color. Instead of con-
fining areas of color, they

enhance the sense of the color's

volumes and movement. Paper
texture is also noted. Its par-

ticular shape and finish is taken

into account in various works,

John Harrison and David Raths

have obviously influenced one

another beneficially. For both,

light serves as an exploratory

force enhancing colors and

forms and investigating the

potentialities of various subject

matter- Hopefully these two ar-

tists will continue from this

strong and promising start.

Above: silk-screen by John Harrison
Below left: watercolor by David Raths

Unusual Shove concert

combines various media
Shove Chapel will be thesiteof

an unusual musical event this

Sunday at 8 p.m. Pianist and
organist Harold Clayton plans to

coordinate CO students in an
improvisational concert in-

volving various media.

Clayton specializes in a style of

improvisation he explains fits no
rigid categories but can be called

"contemporary classic." He
spent 20 years accompanying
dance c lasses for

choreographers such as Jose

Limon, "back in the beginning

days of modern dance." He has

also given concerts in northern

Europe. Iceland, Toronto and
Washington D.C. Clayton says
he especially relishes im-
provising for "anything that

moves." whether that be dancers
or flying frisbees.

At this Sunday's concert Mr.

Clayton will join talents with

jugglers Dan Gardner and David

Barker and with Andrea Mez-

)^Music notes : Kottke heads for Denver^
S5-

by Chris Muessel
What was born in Michigan,

n fingers that move quicker

hummingbird wings, and
:Lises himself of having a

3ice which sounds like t

Is on a muggy day"? No, not
'liam F. Buckley, not Caeser
'avez. It is none other than the
i^^mg guitarist Leo Kottke. For

ho have never heard this

luoso at his work, your chance
^^^ s arrived; Leo Kottke will be

J'^'
Pearing in Denver at the new
linbow Music Hall this Friday,

Feb. 16. at 7:30 p.m.

Kottke plays ballads, folk

tunes, and original pieces on 6-

and 12- string acoustic guitars.

His finger-picking hand is un-

believably quick and his finger-

ing hand is not far behind. On
NBC's The Today Show two

years ago. Barbara WaWa
acclaimed Leo to be the best

guitarist alive. Modest Leo

replied, "Naw. not really. There's

a guy in Wisconsin who's a little

belter than me,"

It is rumored that Kottke ac-

quired much of this phenomenal
guitar style from John Fahey. but

it is not rumor that this student

has surpassed his teacher in

every musical way, Fahey himself

alluded to this point during his

1978 performance at CC: "God I

wish I could play like him

(Kottke), but I can't,"

Kottke is an entertaining per-

former, but the highlight of the

show is watching him in action.

From afar one is inclined to

believe that there is another

guitarist playing along in the

wings or that Kottke is playing

over a sound track. But amazing-

ly enough, it is the old "goose

farter" himself; he is simply that

fast. Therefore, if you go to see

him, I recommend that you sit

up close to the stage so that you

can appreciate his unique gift.

But never fear, even the worst

General Admission seat in the

Rainbow Music Hall is pretty

close to the stage; there is no

need to arrive two hours early.

vinski and Michael Maisonpierre.

who will read from a Greek
tragedy. Other musicians to per-

form include Jeft Wolf, cello,

Keith Gardner, clarinet, and
Michael Maisonpierre. flute.

Trumpeter

gives class
David Hickman, guest soloist

with the Colorado Springs

Symphony for February 15. 16,

and 16 performances, will con-

duct a trumpet master class on

Saturday, February 17 at 1 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

Mr. Hickman is Professor of

Trumpet at the University of Il-

linois and current president of

the prestigious International

Trumpet Guild whose
membership includes the world's

foremost teachers and per-

formers on the trumpet.

The master class will be a clinic

for teachers, performers, and

serious trumpet students and will

include playing technique, ques-

tion and answer session, and

demonstration of orchestra

trumpets, particularly the piccolo

trumpet. The fee for the master

class 'is $10 for teachers and

professional musicians and $5

for students, to be paid at the

door.

JUDO KARATE
JIU JITSU KUNG FU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.

U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu

Black Belt Federation of America
Reptassntod 19H-SS World'* Fs<r -

Special Cour

Dtr i Exnit

Camplrtc Mi
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Track team hurdles over mee

Hangin Jaramillo demonstrates her flying lay-ups scor-

ing 20 points against ENM.

Hoopsters demolish
ENM-Air Force next

by Anne Shutan

The women's basketball team
annihilated Eastern New Mexico
in their rematch last Saturday
night, 94-64. The win followed a

controversial earlier loss of 73-

72.

The game Saturday commenc-
ed with a field goal by ENM. That
was their last threat. The Tiger's

startling defense caused their op-
ponents to make numerous
errors. Janyce Jaramillo con-
tinually stole the ball and scored
on many hangin' lay-ups. Janyce
was in double figures (12 points)

before the second half. She
scored a total of 20 points.

It was a total team effort that

won the game. No one could do
anything wrong. The fans were
constantly on their feet
applauding the Tigers. The gym
vibrated in excitement. At half-

time the score was 50-30.

As the second half opened,
CC's confidence continued. The
score soared up right as play

began. The hoopsters never lost

their concentration.

Within the first 8 minutes of the

second half, Betsy Schilling

tallied 10 points and pulled down
both offensive and defensive

rebounds. Schilling added 18

pomts to the final score.

Lorna Kollmeyer entertained

Squashers
zap AFA
The Colorado College Tiger

squash racquet swingers hosted
the AFA cadets at the El Pomar
squash courts last Saturday and
came away with a smashing 10-1

victory. The Tigers' stunning vic-

tory was the second of the season
over the cadets and the third win
against one loss. The Tigers were
led by number one, Bruce Welty,
who engaged in an enormous
struggle with Carl McKinney of
the AFA. Welty finally won in

overtime of the 5th and final

game. The Tigers host CU on
Saturday, Feb, 17, at 10:00 a.m.
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the crowd while dunking in lay-

ups from every position possible

— almost!

The CC women feel ready to

tackle their rival team — Air

Force. The hoopsters lost to Air

Force at their first meeting this

year. The next game, however,

will be held at El Pomar Sports

Center. Our home court advan-

tage could be a big factor in the

battle Feb, 23.

by Jon Goodman
The indoor track season has

started; the use. however, of the

word "indoor" needs to be ex-

plained. As many CC students

know, except for the astroturf

room, there isn't any place on

campus to run inside. And unless

you want one of your legs shorter

than the other, the tight turns of

the turf room should be avoided.

The only reason it's called the

indoor season is because the

meets are run inside. While train-

ing, the CC tracksters still have to

brave the harsh weather. A more
accurate description would be

winter track.

Anyway, last Sunday the team

went to its first meet at Colorado

School of Mines in Golden. The
event, a low-key all-comers meet,

was just practice for the Tigers —
a chance to see what kind of

shape they were in.

Coach Flood said of this years

team: "We might be pretty good;

this team has as much potential

as any CC team I've seen. Our 400
meter relay should be as good as

last year's — we've got as much
speed at least. We have a couple

of good hurdlers and vaulters.

And we have some good distance

men this year— that's somethi ng
we haven't had for a while."

The setting for the meet, the

Mines fieldhouse, was less than

desirable. Except for a 60-yard

stretch, the track had only two
lanes and the entire arena floor

was dirt. The scene caused one
CC runner to ask: "Do they have

stock shows in here?"

In the first event, 60-yard high

hurdles, Tiger Prince Gant show-
ed excellent early season form,

taking third in his heat.

The mile run was the next

event. Freshman Martin Miller

won his heat in a come-from-
behind victory, as he leisurely ran

a 2:31 first half-mile and then

Catch up on hockey
By Jon Goodman

Since last reporting on our

hockey team, they have won four

of seven games. On Jan. 23 and
30 the Tigers punished DU 11-5

and 9-6. The wins solidified CC's
lead over the Pioneers in league

standings, putting the two teams
seventh and eighth respectively.

Over block break the team
travelled to the University of

Notre Dame. CC split the series,

winning Friday's game and then

losing Saturday evening.

Tuesday, Feb. 6, the Tigers

beat Air Force 8-3. The win was
especially satisfying since it

helped avenge CC's previous
loss at the hands (wings?) of the

Falcons.

Last weekend the team
dropped two games to
Minnesota, in Minnesota. The
scores of Saturday's and Sun-
day's games were 8-5 and 9-2.

This weekend the team is home
to play North Dakota.

PRIVATE MUSIC

INSTRUCTION

A total-concept approach to

student learning. Saxaphone,
clarinet, flute, drums, jazz

improvisation. Enjoy parti-

cipating and learning.

For details call Steve at

598-7284

W The J. Maurice Finn

Dininfi and Drinking Estahlishmait

^Colorado Kpriuffs ^^aaffcry Rcfjalcr*

Our special feature . . . "Monilay A'iy{ht Tfaail**

Ever>' Monday night Between 10:30pm-2:00am
Any shot and m Coops draw, only 911.35

Live Entertainment

Photo pr<K)f of age required please.

Lunch

M-F num-4pm.

Sat 12ptu-3pm

Dinner

Snn-Th opni-lOpni

F and Sat npni-llpni

increased the pace to finish with

a 4:52:05 clocking.

When asked about his perfor-

mance Miller replied: "I thought it

was 0,K. for this early in the

season."

In the 60-yard dash, an es-

pecially fine performance was
put in by sprinter Tony Ham. He
ran second in his preliminary

heat and then went on to come in

fifth overall.

After the final race, Ham stated:

"I feel like I just got off the bus

and ran a 60."

The next event for the CC
tracksters was the 880-yard relay

which proved to be the most

exciting event of the day. The
race was a head-to-head duel, as

only CC and one other team were

entered.

Tiger Mike McQueen ran a

good first leg, staying close

enough to the competition to

keep CC in contention. (Itshoutd

be noted that this was Mike's first

time on a track since last season.)

He then passed the baton to

To pl^

teammate TonyHamwhorani;
^g Cia:

enough to take the lead foroi

For the final hand-off,
|^^|,

Hoffman took the baton Uq,,

lunging Sam Coleman and ra

strong anchor leg —
g^

enough to hold off the compj
lion and win the race.

When asked about the
rei,

team's performance, Assistg 0,
Coach Paul Hurt said:

they ran fine considering: A|^

so early in the season, B) m,

hadn't had any practice at all,

C) the 880 is such a tough relg

igust

:

iigust

e ^

licat

It's arace where each leg is loi jiails,

ellowsl

W-,

enough so that a runner could]

up — so you can't just practi,

your hand-offs and get thf |02) 23

automatic like in the 440. And^

the race is short enough that
ii

hand-offs are crucial to theoi

come.'

In the 8B0-yard run, Jim Fink arti

ran a good early season race

close out the meet for CC,

The team's next competition sues.

up in Greeley this Sunday.
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Classifieds

jQ place a classified ad in the

jfa/yst, contact Bev Warren at ext.

(5
Classifieds will be published at

jfiarge of 750 for 25 words or less.

sle international
flOGRAMS: Unique inter-

yltural education programs with

pportunities for field experience

,arning/ cooperative living/ in-

^endent study. Located in:

^SKA. July 6—August 17,

,00; COLUMBIA, July 1—
ggust 5, $750; INDIA, June 25—
jgust 2, $1,500; ISRAEL, June
j^August 9, $1,650; CUBA.

jne 21~July 3, $830. For

pplications and upcoming

jiails. please write: The Lisle

Jllowship, 1623 Belmont St.

VV., Washington, D.C., 20009.

il2)
234-4985.

;ASSETTE TAPE LIBRARY

.

[ee rental. Lectures by G.S.

jwis, Thomas Merton, Waiter

artin, Josh McDowell, Chuck
[nith, Henry Morris. On
leology. science, cults, social

sues, philosophy. Call 635-

il3. (IVCS)

lALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
rivate bedroom, furnished,

arpeted, share house with two
ilhers, fireplace, T.V,. kitchen,

lorage space. $100.00/Month.

;all Bruce at 635-9313.

Classifieds

FOUND IN TUTT LIBRARY:
Two necklaces. Identity to

claim at circulation desk.

FOR SALE: 1976 VW Rabbit two-
door. High MPG, new tires,

$2495.00 Call Tim at ext. 254.

BARBER COLLEGE. Complete
barber-stylist service. Men's
styles and women's haircuts:

$1 .75_ Style cuts w/shampoo:
$3.00. Taper or military cut:

$1.00. Perms: $10.00. Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-5. Golf Acres shop-
ping center, next to Simms, 510
N. Hancock Ave. 632-0575.

CABIN IN BRECKENRIDGE
AREA FOR RENT: nice, inexpen-
sive, complete facilities. Call

Mark at ext. 454.

PROFESSORS — going away for

block break? Need a babysitter?

Please call Lara at ext. 453

LAB MIXED PUPPIES: $5.00 635-

0019

WANTED: typing. In my home.
Have IBM Selectric. Call 392-

1404 after 6 p.m.

Personals
To place a personal ad in the

Catalyst, contact Bev Warren at ext.

446. Personals will be published at

charge of 500 for 20 words or less.

Notices

PHOTOGRAPHERS: ONLY ONE
WEEK until the entry deadline for

THE EXHIBITION. Applications

are now available in the Packard

Darkroom and Rastall Center

desk. Photographs may be sub-

mitted to Cindy Meyer in the

Packard darkroom. If you are

interested in helping with the

show, please contact Cindy at

ext. 513.

REMEMBER — Support the Arts

at CC, submit your photographs
TODAY.

OFFER TO SENIORS: If you set

up an appointment with a Nugget
photographer SOON (like this

week), an exquisite picture of you
and your friends will appear in

the yearbook. Name the time,

place, and people, and we will be
there. Call the Nugget office at

X425 between 7 and 8 p.m.

Thanx.

VENTURE GRAfMTS. All students

who are interested in applying for a

Venture Grant should do so as
quickly as possible, as there is very

little money left-

Applications may be obtained in the

Dean's Office. The deadline for

Block 6 applications is Monday,

Feb. 19.

A surprising fd(.t I leamcd
i^''' about every lifeguard

vi. ever seen has had Red
> safety trainmg To date,

fi-d Cross has issued over

7 ""//ion swimming and life-

^mg certificates.

There's just no telling how
^iiy lives saved those hard-
^fTicd water safety certificates

fPresent.

Yei important as lifesaving

'I'^justone way Red Cross

f^Ci our (own.
In lowns and cities across

'^ nation. Red Cross performs

scores of different services

In some places. Red Cross pro-

vides home health care for

seniorcitizens. Inmany places

they teach preparation for par-

enthood. Red Cross helps peo-

ple relocate after fires. Teaches

health, safety, first aid. Helps

veterans. In fact, if it needs to

be done, chances are Red Cross

is doing it right now.
"And Red Cross could sure

use your help in gening it done.

Call your Red Cross chapter

today -if you're ready to help.

Thanks!"

KeepRed Cross ready.

Notices

COSTA RICAN PROGRAM. Stu-

dents interested in participating in

the ACM Costa Rican Program
should see Dean de la Garza as

quickly as possible. Deadline for

applying is Mar. 1. Applications are

available from Ms. Gursky in the

Dean's Office.

VIENNESE BALL: Remember that

dance lessons are underway every

Monday and Thursday of this block

from 3-4 p.m. in Cossitt Gym. Laura

Golden will instruct students in

dances from the swing era in prep-

aration for the Viennese Ball slated

for Feb. 24.

HEY, CINDERELLA! Got nothing to

wear to the BALL? Call your fairy

Godmother in the Costume Shop at

x242 for a magic appointment be-

fore Feb. 17. There will be no ren-

tals made without an appointment

and no appointments made after

the 17th. Rates are from $7.50 to

$25.00.

Miss America contest

Swimsuits ready? Talent

showing? The Miss Colorado
Springs-Miss America Pre-

liminary Pageant gets under

way this month. Winners of the

city contest go on to compete for

state representation and from

there, to the national Miss

America competition. The
pageant program is the largest

single source of scholarships for

young women in the country,

with nearly one million dollars

being awarded on local, state and

national levels. Sponsors of the

local pageant, J.C, Penney's and

the Colorado Springs Jaycees,

hope to award at least a $500

cash scholarship locallv.

Young unmarried women
between the ages of 18 and 27 are

eligible to compete in the Miss

Colorado Springs Pageant,

which will be held the night of

April 14 in the Four Seasons

ballroom. Talent, swimsuit, even-

ing gown, and interview com-
petitions will take place. Entry

blanks are available during

February at J.C. Penney's in the

Citadel Mall. Preparatory

workshops will be held each

Saturday in March and April.

iEtcetera^s
Notices

I^EniCAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
IWSPAPER AD NO. ARC-r9-936[Cl—4 COL.

CiVMERAS
I.ENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
IIARKROOM
EQX7IFMCEX>rr
CAMERA
ACCESORIES

FILM
specials
snapshot
camceras
m:ovie

projectors

SH[ll)lllflliER'S
• CAMERA SHOP«

30 N. Ttjon
Ph 636-1696

Deadline noticel
Leaves of Absence. Students
who plan to apply for a Leave of

Absence for the fall semester
must fill out the appropriate
forms at the Deans Office before
March 1. This includes students
who plan to study overseas, or

who are applying for personal or
financial reasons.

Withdrawals. Students who an-
ticipate transferring to another
Institution must notify the Dean's
Office of their intentions before
March 1. However, May 1 is the

confirmation date for their

withdrawal. Transfer candidates
who notify our office by March 1

will be allowed to preregister and
not be dropped from their

classes. Students who do not

follow these deadlines may
jeopardize their readmittance

and forfeit their deposits.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
DEADLINE: MARCH 1.

WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE:
Notification — MARCH 1.

Confirriiation — MAY 1,

Rape crisis service

The Colorado Springs Rape
Crisis Service will conduct a

series of four training sessions

for potential volunteers and all

interested citizens from February

27 to March 8, Potential Hot Line

Volunteers must attend all four

sessions.

Session /

Tuesday, February 27, 7.30-10:00

p.m.

Rastall Center, Colorado Col-

lege, Room 212 (Cascade and

Cache la Poudre)

Role of Rape Crisis Service ex-

plained

Films: "Rape; A Preventive In-

quiry"

"Rape: Victim or Victor?"

Session II

Thursday. March 1, 7:30-10:00

p.m.

Rastall Center, Colorado
College, Room 212

Panel discussing attitudes and

myths regarding rape, incest, and

battered women
Session lit

Tuesday. March 6, 7:30-10:00

p.m.

Health Association (12 North

Meade)
Community Speakers: Memorial

Hospital

Domestic Violence Prevention

Center (formerly Battered

Women Service)

Victim Service Bureau
Session IV

Thursday, March 8, 7:30-10:00

p.m.

Health Association (12 North

Meade)
Crisis Intervention

Hot Line Training

There will be a discussion time

during each session. No one is

obligated to become a volunteer.

We have an urgent need for

daytime speakers and hotline

volunteers. For any additional in-

formation, call 633-4601.

Rape Crisis is now funded by

the United Way,

BARBER SHOP—i;-r-n
O

O
O.

Weber SI.

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop I
Tileley

• Men's - Women's
Haircuts

• Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest . .
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Kappa Sigs send sordid valentine

Tuition to jump 1 1 per cent

ffats dump 2^2 cases of toilet paper and 300 lbs.

qI newspaper on Sorority liouses in prank.

by Laurel Van Driest

It looked like snow, but it most
certainly wasn't On the morning
of Valentine's Day, Feb. 14,

sorority members visiting their

houses were greeted by yards

and yards of toilet paper festoon-

ed about the buildings and lawns,

a garbage can on one of the

house roofs, and close to 300 lbs.

of ENACT-collected newspapers
scattered about the area. The
results of a traditional Kappa
Sigma fraternity activity, this

year's "decorations" produced
more than the usual reprimand-

The Kappa Sigs were placed on
social probation for an indefinite

the Catali;st
COLORADO COLLEGE

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903 FEBRUARY 23, 1979

by Greg Kerwin

Tuition at Colorado College

L)(t year will be $4,200 a year, an

crease of $600 over the present

figure. President Worner

licially announced the increase

letter to "members of the

slorado College Community"

ted Feb. 20. 1979 The

iition increase had been
icted last year, but no official

]llar figure could be given then.

3om and board charges will

main at $1,600 for the 1979-80

ademic year, bringing the

jmprehensive charge to $5,800.

Robert Broughlon, vice president

business manager of the

(lege, explains that this is an

ncrease in charges, taking

Kjm and board fees into ac-

lunt, (The actual "tuition" fee is

>nq up 16%, excluding room
id board.) Broughton believes

lat colleges will be exempt from

lesident Carter's inflation

jidelmes, since they operate

ilh a deficit (the specific details

I Carter's inflation guidelines

sve not yet been announced).

teexplains, "On a hardship basis

re all right."

:on points out that CC
not raise tuition last year.

'erefore, this one increase

li'ers two years of increased

'Sis and inflation. Staff salaries

III be held within Carter's

'idelines of a 7% increase. Sub-
antial increases in the cost of

ei and the student aid budget
^ount for the discrepancy in

'Penses for next year.

1^ his letter. Worner states. "In

sface of rising costs it would be
'sy to go the route of deferring

5intenance. eliminating staff.

"1 cutting programs. We have
'osen not to adopt such
JliaiivGs, out of belief they are

"igerous and defeating. In-

^d, we shall continue to

'^fTipt to provide the best possi-

^ undergraduate liberal arts

°9ram that we can, taught by
finest faculty that we can

sstnble, in a physical environ-
•iit which is congenial to lear-

"9."

n fvlax Taylor asserts that

^^re will be a proportionate

l^stment as far as financial aid

^ds are concerned." He adds
^' there may be additional

^(lents eligible for financial aid

year. Taylor explains,

^^'vetried to stick with a tuition

"^1 for at least two years." He
''fives this policy aids parents

and students in planning ahead
for college expenses. Taylor in-

sists. "With this increase we are

still somewhat below comparable

colleges (in charges)." He notes

that tuition and fees account for

only 75% of the actual cost of

educating a CC student. The

difference is made up with the

endowment and fund raising.

The most recent tuition in-

crease occurred two years ago,

when the charges rose from $3,-

100 to $3,600 a year. In the in-

tervening year, however, room

and board fees rose $200.

period by Dean Gordon Riegel, nities — especially of the Kappa
and were billed for the cleanup Sigs — as a major problem,
costs and labor needed to restore "What's killing us is that nobody
the sorority houses to their nor- knows us — nobody takes the
mal stale. lime to took." he said. "We look

"This all started as a harmless for energetic people here. This
act — but it was taken two or. year we received more national

three steps too far," said Dean awards than any other chapter
Riegel. Part of the problem was has ever won. I think we are the
that the Kappas wore masks dur- strongest organization on cam-
ing their early-morning raid. pus. Most of our activities are
which Riegel referred to as a form perfectly harmless, and I don't

of "non-cooperation." At the seehowthey can hurt anybody."
same time, two and one-half To deal with the increased
cases of toilet paper were stolen visibility of fraternities, and the
from the CC supply stores, apparent parallel in increased
presumably to use on the "rowdyism," the Dean's Office

sororities, keys were stolen from has begun to exert more dis-

Packard, security officers were ciplinary action this year than in

harrassed at the heating plant, the past, when fraternities were
and Riegers house was egged usually billed for any destruction

and toilet papered. Later in the which they had caused. This has
day, the Kappa Sigma house was caused some confusion between
toilet papered and had hearts the Dean's Office and the frater-

painted on the front porch, Kap- nities. Bevans still isn't quite sure

pa Sig president Mike Bevans as to what activity resulted in the

attributed this to the sororities, social probation, saying, "It's un-

m iHDi

ASlI 1

Val Books and Judy Owens commemorate Black

Awareness month.

Slocum gets collage
by Laurel Van Driest

Black entertainment, black in-

stitutions, and black love.

Wondering what they're all

about? February is National

Black Awareness Month, and

these are the titles of three

collages put together by two

freshmen, living in Slocum,

Valerie Brooks and Judity

Owens. The artwork hangs in the

hallway of Slocum 2 North, next

to Valerie's door.

The two created the collages

because "these collages are our

contribution to Two North (their

wing) and the rest of the

Colorado College campus. We
felt that it would be nice to make
our fellow students at CC aware

that February is black awareness

month and have some fun

at the same time."

Their effort is the only such

individual exhibition on campus.

and called it "another traditional

activity. We hit' them on Valen-

tine's Day and they "hit' us back
on St Patrick's or earlier."

Not all of the Valentines Day
problems derived from the Kap-
pas. Said Riegel, "Many times

non-fraternity activities are blam-

ed on the frats." "Accompanying
individuals," or those who par-

ticipate in fraternity activities

without actually belonging to the

frat. were cited as possibly

pushing beyond the acceptable

limits for frat behavior. "These

aren't full members, so the frat

presidents and I don't have much
control over their actions," said

Riegel. Bevans also placed part

of the blame on such mdividuals.

saying "I still don't believe we
were the only ones involved. The
security report says 40-50 people

were involved, and I find it dif-

ficult to believe that they were all

Kappas."

Immediately following the dis-

covery of the decorations, the

Kappas were contacted and told

to clean up the area. Over a dozen
members tried, but were not very

successful, so the bulk of the

labor was provided by the

physical plant and by several

ENACT members who took an

entire morning to collect, re-fold.

and make an extra trip out to the

recycling center with the van-

dalized newspapers. "I guess

they (the fraternity members)
didn't take me very seriously.

As a group, the Black Student

Union is sponsoring a "soul food

dinner" Feb. 25 at the Political

Action Community Coalition

(PACC) House at 7:30 p.m. At

7:30 the following night, the film

"The Learning Tree" will be

shown in Packard Hall. On Feb.

27 at 7:30 p.m., the Summer
Sisters, gospel singers, will pre-

sent a show, also in Packard. To

wind up the week's activities, the

BSU will throw a party at the

PACC House. All events are open

to the public.

Brooks and Owens have had a

great deal of response to their

collages. Said Valerie. "We enjoy

all of the questions that are bemg
asked about our work, and it

gives us pleasure to know that we
can answer the questions of our

fellow while students and
friends, " adding. "How aware are

you?"'

clear to us as to what caused this.

Was it our past behavior? Our
present behavior? Right now. it

seems to be Valentine's Day,"'

Dean Riegel said the most im-

portant thing to him is that the

fraternities don't become "vindic-

tive'" towards him. "1 don't want
Ihe frats to misconstrue my ac-

tions as contempt towards them.

There is no group on campus that

I have to continually deal with in

the negative except the frater-

nities,"

The Kappa's social
probationary status, which
places them two steps from ex-

pulsion, is a result of this new
policy The fraternity's status will

be reviewed by the Dean's Office

ninth block, and if members have

complied with the probationary

restrictions (which include no

group parties), full status will be

restored.

Don't miss

eclipse
by Shirin Day

The last total eclipse of the sun

to be seen in North America in the

20th century will take place on

Monday, Feb. 26. In Colorado

Springs only a partial eclipse will

occur. It will start at 8:13 a.m.,

reach its maximum at 9:23 a.m.,

and end at 10:39 a.m. mountain

said Riegel, "butthiswaslhefinal standard time,

thing — the one that broke the An eclipse is a phenomenon

camel's back. " ifiat occurs when the moon is

ENACT member Doug Bogen positioned directly between the

said, "We obviously assumed that earth and the sun, casting a

the Kappas were the ones who shadow on the earth. To see the

scattered the newspapers. Ureal- total eclipse you would have to

ly screwed up our operations.

Luckily, nothing else was dis-

turbed in the recycling shed."

Several sorority members
wanted to leave the toilet paper

up for a few days, saying that it

looked "nice." Dean Riegel made
the college policy clear, however,

when he said CC must "maintain

reasonable standards. Not only

are things like this a waste, but

they pollute the environment,

create a potential for fire hazards,

and do not present a good

appearance."

There have been problems in

go to Montana, but from

Colorado Springs, at 90%
coverage, a crescent will appear

at 9:23 a.m. Peter Strickholm. one

of the CC students traveling to

Montana for the eclipse, says that

"it will get considerably darker—
almost like twilight" here in

Colorado Springs.

"Don't look at the sun even

when it's covered by a shadow,"

warns Ed Langer, associate

professor of physics, "or you may

damage your eyes." For safe

viewing, a telescope thai will

screen out the light will be set up

the past with traditional fraternity south of Olin Hall between 8:30

activities, but this year, every and 10:00 a.m. You can also con-

fraternity action has come under struct your own viewer from a

greater scrutiny due to the shoe box with some aluminum

"Animal House Syndrome, "or, as foil for reflection.

Dean Riegel prefers to call it. Several CC students will be

"rowdyism." This occurs when going to Glasgow, Montana, on a

mischievous behaviour escalates bus with a group from CSU.

and becomes harmful lo another Other students and faculty

group; in this case. ENACT. members will be journeying to

Kappa Sig president Bevans central Montana on their own to

sees the negative image of frater- view the total eclipse.
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Hochman, Barton revive 1858 rhetoric

A re-enactment of selected

sections from the Lin-

coln/Douglas debates of 1858

highlighted the opening celebra-

tion of the Abraham Lincoln Ex-

hibit in Tutt Library. Held during

the February 15 Thursday-at-

Eleven series, the presentation

mixed humorous and serious

moments of the 1858 debates.

Abraham Lincoln, played by

Professor Bill Hochman, opened

the debate with the Issue of

national uniformity on slavery.

He stated, "A house divided

against itself cannot stand."

Slavery continued to be the un-

derlying issue of the four-round

debate between Lincoln
(Professor Hockman) and
Stephen Douglas, played by

Professor Tom K. Barton.

Douglas and Lincoln were op-

ponents in the 1858 U.S. Senate

election in Illinois; originally,

there were seven debates, each

lasting two and one-half to three

hours.

Along with the issue of national

moral uniformity {particularly

with regard to slavery), the

debates dealt with questions

such as the Founding Fathers'

vision of the future of slavery, the

authority of the Supreme Court

to have the final word on a great

moral issue, the question of black

status and whether the protec-

tions of the Declaration of In-

dependence extend to blacks,

and the possibility of reaching

any compromise on the issue.

The importance of the Lin-

coln/Douglas debates lies not

only in their historical

significance but also in their

relevance to today's issues.

Professor Hochman said. "The

debates have an enduring quali-

ty; they illuminate enduring

questions which go beyond that

time." Hochman also pointed out

that the debates reveal

something about politicians and

the political life of our nation,

particularly the way moral

questions are handled politically.

Another significant aspect of

the Thursday-at-Eleven presen-

tation was the pcrtrayal of a

"great" man of history in realistic,

human terms. The debates il-

luminated Lincoln's widely-held

{in that era), but narrow-minded

views of minorities. He spoke of

"physical differences which pre-

vent Negroes and Whites from

ever living together in political

and social equality." and said, "I

am not and never have been in

favor of bringing about political

and social equality of Negroes."

Professor Hochman said, "It was
fun to bring to life a historical

figure in human terms and in-

teresting to try to get the feel-

ing {of Lincoln's weaknesses)

across to the audience."

Professor Barton also

transmitted the opinion of his

subject, Stephen Douglas, on

minorities. In the debate, he

referred to the Negroes and In-

dians as "dependent races." ad-

ding "Equality they never should

have ... in any respect what-

soever."

Although similar enactments

of the Lincoln/Douglas debates

have been done at CC, this was

the first time they have been

presented to a large audience.

Professor Hochman called the

audience "extraordinarily atten-

tive" and said it "played its role

very well."

Fagan has plans for quad
by Ken Abbott

Dr. George Fagan. Tutt head
librarian, is obviously excited

about the planned addition tothe

library. Although the final plans

have not been drawn up, and bids

have not yet been taken. Dr.

Fagan estimates that the expan-

sion will add 24,000 square feet of

space, and will increase "stack

capacity" by 40%. He also es-

timates a 100% increase in

seating capacity, from 450 to 900

spaces in carrels, tables, and
other seating arrangements.

Nine faculty study rooms will also

be provided.

Although there have been
some questions about the design

and location of the proposed ex-

pansion, Dr. Fagan maintains

that the plans have been well

thought-out. One area of con-
troversy is the proposed siting of

the addition, on the south side of

the present library facility. Dr.

Fagan points out that there is not

enough room for expansion on
the east or west sides of the
building, and also that to build on
the north side would mean
relocating several sewer lines, as

well as tearing down a minimum
of two houses now located on the

north side of San Rafael. Such
measures, says Fagan, would be
economically unfeasible.

Some college members have
also expressed disappointment
in the non-solar design of the

proposed addition. Dr. Fagan
says that use of solar heating and

cooling equipment is not feasible

because of the forced water

heating and cooling system

presently in use on the campus.

Since the two buildings will be

connected, the confusion and

overlapping of two heating and
cooling systems would be

prohibitive. According to Margi

Duncombe, chairperson of the

Library and Teaching Resources

Committee, if we were to make a

"solar example" out of the addi-

tion, we would not have any

money left for furnishings, and

would be left with a very inef-

ficient, and empty, building.

In response to other questions

about the design of the proposed

addition, Dr. Fagan points out

that the "architectural integrity"

of the already existing prize-

winning structure must be main-

tained. The design of the new
building will, by request of the El

Pomar Foundation, be similar to

the design of the present library

facility.

The "information explosion,"

says Dr. Fagan, Is responsible for

a doubling of library collections

every 20 years. The 17-year-old

existing structure reached the

"saturation point" a few years

ago. says Fagan, as is evidenced

by the packed shelves. These
cramped conditions brought in-

quiries from the El Pomar Foun-
dation, which as Dr. Fagan points

out. "We are fortunate to have

almost in our backyard." The
result of these inquiries was a

$1.5 million grant.

According to Dr. Fagan. there

will be no problem filling the

addition with books, collections,

and other materials, even though
the grant from the El Pomar
Foundation is only to be used for

the building itself. As currently

planned, the addition will allow a

large expansion of the now-
cramped reference materials

section; it will also provide more
space for periodical indexes, and
microfilm storage and viewers.

The new building will house the

Hendee Lincoln Collection, and
the "Colorado Room." as well as

an "extended hours facility" for

late-night studies.

Construction is expected to

begin in June. 1 979, and be com-
pleted within a year.

Career Center News-
COMING PROGRAMS

EARLHAM SCHOOL OF RELIGION. Dean Alan Kolp will

speak on "The Quaker Experience in America" and explain

Earlham's unique graduate programs in peace studies and

theology at 1 2:00, Tuesday, March 6. Bring your tray to his table

in Bemis dining room. For individual interviews so Dean Kolp

can explain Earlham's programs in depth, call the Career

Center, ext. 568/9

TODAY'S CAREER WOMAN . This program will consist of a

panel of CC alumnae discussing various lifestyles available to

the coltege^educated woman today and the joys and

frustrations of being a working or non-working woman. Thurs-

day, March 8, at 3 p.m. in Rastall 212.

INTERNSHIPS

WICHE invites upper-division students who would like to

gain field experience in their area of study to file an application

NOW for more than 200 projects which are in the process ol

being developed for the summer. Get them at the Career Center.

They're for 12 weeks, $125 per week tax-free.

Open right now — an Internship for accounting or business

senior or grad in Koyukon, Alaska. And in June, one in

Longmont, in migrant education for a sociology or education

senior or graduate.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL INTERNSHIPS list has

arrived. Application deadline is March 14th. Variety of projects

for science majors, political science, business-economics, etc.

Graduating senior or alum is invited to apply for entry level

SUMMER JOBS

QUEBEC-LABRADOR FOUNDATION is looking for com-

munity service workers with energy, talent, imagination,

organizational skills, and experience in teaching children or

teen-agers. Their programs are in isolated communities, on the

sea and in the wilderness in Atlantic Canada and northern

Maine. See the Career Center for details.

SHERWOOD FOREST CAMP, Minnesota, still needs a few

instructor/counselors and a secretary-driver for this summer.

FULL-TIME JOBS

CHEMIST, health field, for the State of Colorado in Denver.

Bachelor's degree. Pays approximately $1,000 per month.

TEACHING POSITIONS with the Colorado Rocky Moun-

tain School in Carbondale. Interested in those who enjoy

participating in sports, work, and wilderness trips. Need

Science/Biology, History/American Studies, and

Music/Romance Language teachers.

ADMISSION OFFICER position at Occidental College, Califor-

nia. Will participate and have responsibilities in full range ot

recruitment and selection activity. Begins this summer.

COLUMBIA LAW PROGRAM
Colorado College has a cooperative program with Colum-

bia University School of Law under which students, if selected

by Colorado College and admitted by Columbia University, may

enter an Accelerated Interdisciplinary Legal Education Program

after three years at Colorado College. The program is limited to

students with outstanding academic qualifications.

Upon successful completion of the three-year program, Ihe

student will receive a bachelor of arts degree from Colorado

College and the juris doctor degree from Columbia University.

Students nominated are required to take the Law School

Admission Test no later than April 21. {Registration closes

March 22.)

Interested Colorado College students now in their junior

year should contact a member of the Pre-Law Committee. _
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CCCA election: third time around
Beth German

Statement of Candidacy

Serving on the CCCA for the

past year has provided me with

some realistic ideas and goals for

what the executive vice president

and the council as a whole should

do. The position of executive vice

president is one for which I am
qualified, and one I have the

necessary patience and energy

for. There are four areas I am
particularly interested in im-

proving: student health, the

amount of input students provide

in administrative decisions, the

involvement of the student body.

Dr. George Fagan insists that Tutt has no choice but to head south with expansion.
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and the quality of campus life.

I am concerned about the

problems the Catalyst cited in

reference to the hiring of a nurse

practitioner and feel these must
be worked out, and a nurse prac-

titioner who will perform
gynecological services be hired

immediately. I also think the

hours of Boetcher Health Center

need to be changed to better

accommodate us. I would like to

see the counseling service

provide some informative

programs on how to deal with

depression and other common
problems.

I think that the CCCA should

make sure that students par-

ticipate in the hiring and review-

ing procedures of faculty,

curriculum, and the organization

of other academic programs. In-

formation about semester away
options should be compiled and

a catalogue made of all available

programs with a guide on how
and when to apply. I also think

the restrictions placed on ob-

taining a leave of absence need to

be alleviated.

To help involve the students I

would like to help the CCO
publish a concrete outline of hon

to obtain money, advice, am

other resources necessary to di

anything as an organization, in

formal group, or individual. Thf

students chosen for student

faculty committees need to t>

better informed about the roleso

that committee. The mysteries

how things are done need totx

abolished. I think it is very impo'

tant that all available channels fo

student input into administrativ

decisions be understood anf

used.

I would also like to help insur<

that the most recent co-ed hous

ing resolution is implemenle*

(especially in the small houses):

hope to help figure out new ways

to make the dorms more liveable

and to make sure that the ne'"'*

reorganized food committee

utilized.

These are just a few of "''

things I would to work on with If^'

CCCA council. I would like vel

much to serve as executive vi*^'

president to make the above

mentioned and other

provements at CC.



Classifieds

place a classified ad in the

iia//sf,
contact Bev Warren at ext.

[g
Classifieds will be publisfied at

.fiarge of 75c for 25 words or less.

qP SALE: Girl's 5-speed bike,

but in good shape. Call

5lfiy at 632-6926.

Personals
fo

place a personal ad in the

,{3lyst, contact Bev Warren at ext.

jg
Personals will be published at

of 50c for 20 words or less.

Notices

^ST CHANCE, SENIORS. Most

.pior yearbook pictures have

taken. If you fiave not had

pjts taken, CALL US. All ap-

pintments must be made this

ock. Call Jeff ext. 374, Keli ext.

56, Nugget ext. 425, from 7-8

m.

INHELLENIC ASSN.
The Colorado College Pan-

jilenic Association invites you

attend an open house at the

jjr sororities on Wednesday.

(arch 7, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

his will provide the campus
ommunity with an opportunity

meet the members of the

ilierent sororities and see their

ouses. Refreshments will be

irved at all houses.

CCA MEMBER AT-LARGE:
tiere is an opening available for

CCA member at-large. The
jmmittee on Committees will

induct interviews for the posi-

Applications are now
^liable at Rastall desk.

ne is Monday, Feb. 26. In-

iviews will take place the first

eek of Block 7. For further infor-

alion, call Preston Sargent at

1 334.

Notices

WOMEN'S COMMISSION
The Women's Commission will

be having a discussion of Marilyn

French's The Women's Room on
Tuesday, March 6. at 4:30 p.m. in

Rastall. All are invited.

SPORTS ADJUNCT
The following adjunct courses

will be offered Block 7:

Squash
Advanced Life Saving

Beginning, Intermediate, and Ad-
vanced Tennis

Boxing-Conditioning

Soccer Appreciation

Golf

Figure Skating

PRE-MED MEETING
A meeting of all junior

premedical, predental, and
preveterinary students will be
held on Wednesday, March 7. at

3:30 p.m. in Olin tOO. The pur-

pose of the meeting is to discuss

the forthcoming Medical College
Admission Test (MCAT) which
will be given on our campus on
April 28. 1979.

Helpful suggestions and ad-

vice about preparing for and tak-

ing the exam will be provided by
senior premedical students who
have already been accepted into

medical school for next fall.

MCAT registration materials will

be given out at the meeting. The
registration deadline is April 2.

1979. Other announcements of

interest to prehealth profession

students will be made at that

time. Students who plan to apply

to medical school for admission

into the class beginning in the fall

of 1980 should attend this

meeting.

Eldon Hitchcock, Chairman
Health Professions Advisory

Committee

Notices
ESCORT SERVICE
It you study late at night

And walking alone gives you

fright

Call ext. 3-1-3

For Service— quick and easy.

Escorts work on foot or bike

To bring you home, safe and

right.

CALL TONIGHT! Volunteers are

waiting to accompany you on

and off campus seven nights a

week, including block breaks.

From 7:00 p.m. to midnight,

THE INTERNATIONAL JUDO
TOURNAMENT takes place

tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the USAFA
cadet gym. Come see the Rocky
Mountain All Star Judo Team
take on the Japanese Judo Team
from the Keio University of

Japan. This attraction is free to

the public and is AAU-
sanctioned.

THE ARTS AND CRAFTS
PROGRAM is offering many ex-

citing classes for seventh block:

jewelry, introductory tapestry

and spinning, silkscreen,

photography, and pottery. Open
studio will still be available for

weaving and pottery.

Any interested people should

submit their design for the

Medieval t^air t-shirt. It should be

a simple one- or two-color

design. Submissions can be left

in the Arts and Crafts box at

Rastall Desk with your name and

phone number.

The position of Arts and Crafts

chairperson for the 1979-80

school year will be open for any

student wishing to apply. Please

submit a letter to the Committee
at Rastall Desk informing us of

your interest.

Notices
TRIVIA FREAKS; Mark Saiki is

looking for students interested in

joining a trivia team that will

compete in a Trivia Bowl in

Boulder in April. The competition

is sponsored by the program
council of the University of

Colorado. Students with fortes in

music and sports are especially

asked to contact Saiki at 635-

3901 or leave a message in

Rastall box 523.

CITIZEN ADVOCATES need
mature, capable volunteers to

work m one-to-one relationships

with developmentally disabled

people. Volunteers of all ages are

welcome, to work as group ad-

vocates in recreational, social,

educational, and instrumental or

task-oriented settings. Those
who would like to find out more
about Citizen Advocacy should

contact Kathy Livingston, Citizen

Advocacy Coordinator, at the

Health Association, 12 N. Meade,

phone number 633-4601.

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
to submit your photographs

!or The Exhibition, because

TOMORROW, Saturday Feb. 24.

IS THE DEADLINE for all entries.

Applications are available at

Rastall desk and Packard

darkroom, and photographs sub-

mitted Saturday should be left at

Rastall desk. Prizes will be an-

nounced at the opening recep-

tion March 8 at 8:30 p.m.

If you have any questions call

Cmdy Meyer at ext. 513 or 633-

6820.

REMEMBER: This is your last

chance. Share your
photographic talents and sup-

port the arts at CC.

=s^Etcetera^
Notices

WRITERS AND PRODUCTION
STAFF are needed for the

Ca(a/ysf. Interested students

may call the Catalyst office or

leave their names in the Ca(a/ys(

box at Rastall desk.

SKI FREE, FIGHT MS
If you love to ski. ski for free

and help fight multiple sclerosis!

The Salida Jaycees are spon-
soring the 3rd annual Ski Ex-

travaganza at Monarch ski area.

The alpine (downhill) event is

scheduled for Wednesday, Feb.

28, 9:00 am, -4:30 p.m. and the

nordic (cross-country) for Sun-
day, March 4. daylight-dark. The
event will be complete with

trophies for best-in-class and a
free chili supper (or all par-

ticipants. All you have to do is

secure sponsors who will pledge
a specified amount of money per
run and/or mile. (Each run must
be covered by a minimum total of

$2.00 in pledges.) For skiers who
prefer to be their own sponsors,

there is a $20 minimum.
Sixty percent of all funds raised

will be used for patient services

throughout southeastern Colo-
rado. Forty percent will be
designated for research. The
National Multiple Sclerosis

Society supports free clinics in

Pueblo, Canon City, and
Colorado Springs, Other free ser-

vices include adaptive aquatics

programs, home care training

courses, psychological therapy,

and a medical equipment
lending-closet. Over 350 victims

of multiple sclerosis reside in

southeastern Colorado.

To register or place an in-

dividual pledge call: Larry in

Salida, 539-2519; Karen in

Colorado Springs, 632-6800,

HOURS
LUNCH 10:30-2:30

DINNER 5!00-9!00
SUNDRY BRUNCH 10:00-2,

CLOSED mONDflY

FOR STARieRS

The Olive Branch

"OLDE BAY" SHRimP

82.95

STEflmED ARTICHOKE VIN BLfiNC

i\.bO

BRBISED mUSHROOmS
i\ LB CREmE

On Living Food

475-1199

flGORR mOLL
CORNER BOULDER

y TEJON

rUKCHfiOM
- SflrflBS -

SOUPS

.

eflNCKOK SHRimP J3.50

ARTICHOKE flLEXflNDRIfi 83.25

FRUIT mflKETEH 82.95

SAHBWICHCS -

CPki,„,

(O. i

HERBfiL ONION GRflTINEE
FRESH VEGETABLE EN BROCHETTE . 82.95

BROILED GRAPEFRUIT N' CHEESE. . , 81.95

SALADS,.

ROAST PRirriE RIB 83.25

ROAST ORANGE-GLAZED TURKEY . 82.95

WITH WflLNUT-OfifiNGE DRESSING 23.35

LOX AND CREAm CHEESE 83.25

GRECIAN PITA WITH VEGETABLES . . 81.95

CRUNCHV PEANUT BUTTER WITH JELLY.

HONEY AND SLICED APPLES 81.45

QUICHE "OLIVE BRANCH" 82.50

CHICKEN NOEL ON WILD RICE 82.75

BIMWeR
ASSORTED FRUITS AND
imPORTED CHEESES

82.45

Sroe ORDERS
LEBANESE TABOULI

8.75

JEWISH POTATO LPTKES

8.75

FRESH VEGETABLE OF THE DAY
8.75

WARm BREADS AND fTIUFFINS

WITH HONEY-ALmOND BUTTER
8.60

OCEAN FOOD EN PflPILLOTE 87.95

BAKED SNOW CRAB mORNAY 6.95

GREEK mOUSSAKA 4-25

CHICKEN BREAST FLORENTINE 5.25

PRimE RIB OF BEEF 7.95

VEGETABLE CBSSERO.LE FORESTIERE 4.25

CREPE SHREDDED BEEF "SITIITANE" 4.50

CREPE TURKEY VERONIQUE 4.25

SWISS FONDUE WITH KIRSCH (For Two) 9.50

CHEDDAR FONDUE WITH ONION AND BACON (For Two) 9.50

BesSeRTS AKD SPECIAniES

CfitflmT CHEESECFIKe.

CHOCOLfirtCHEEStCnM
1"

rIfltmN CflNNOLIS .
.

. w
CtOmflN CfiBOS-CflKE -EVE"

NUTTY CRBROI COKE

flSSOBTEOmUFFINS

JCh

,s

cflE'pEmONrmoBENCT
CHEPEODflNCE-WRlNUT
cufpfCfiBfimEUniomod.)
CREPf FREJH HPPIE nND CMEDDAI)

1«

FAESH SQUEEZED iUIC;S

ORRNCE
lEmON

" -

:o,'?™.'«»ss».(s™,.0
"

^5

SmOOTHIES

"

UO

TeAS...

Wnh O'oiige Blouofri Honey

ORflNCE SPICE SO

coFFees...

VWE MOUSE COfHE
Cflf^DIBNNE
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ssEditorial

ETS provides dubious service

by Ralph Nader

The next time you pick up a

well-sharpened No- 2 pencil and

begin to hurriedly answer a stan-

dardized, multiple-choice test,

chances are that your test is one

of more than eight million given

annually by the Educational

Testtng Service (ETS). You may
know ETS manufactures SATs,

LSATs, GREs and GMATs. With

these tests alone, ETS influences

the educational and career op-

portunities of millions of people.

But the power of ETS does not

begin or end with those tests.

ETS markets 299 different tests.

ETS tests are used to determine

entrance to over 60 occupations

including firefighters, actuaries,

policemen, real estate brokers,

sailors, teachers, gynecologists,

engineers, and auto mechanics.

ETS test results are the standards

of access to some of the most

powerful professions: Foreign

Service officers. New York

stockbrokers, lawyers in over 40

states, CIA agents.

[n thirty years, probably 90

million people have had their

schooling, jobs, prospects for ad-

vancement, and beliefs in their

own potential directly shaped by

the quiet but pervasive power of

ETS.

Despite its massive influence,

few people question ETS,

Students may want to tear up test

forms in moments of frustration,

but few of us think of challenging

the corporation that makes the

tests. We will soon release a

lengthy report on ETS, written by

Allan Nairn, which we hope will

help people understand, and

question, the unique and un-

regulated power of this corpora-

tion.

Indeed. ETS is, in non-dollar

ways, a large corporation. It has

more customers per year than

GM and Ford combined. Despite

its non-profit status, it declares

roughly a million dollars in "non-

profits" each year. This money is

plowed back into corporate ex-

pansion and maintaining the ETS
estate, which includes a 400 acre

headquarters in Princeton, New
Jersey, a 3250,000 home for the

president, William Turnbull,' and

a th ree million dollar
hotel/conference center — all

the Catali;st
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built with student test fees. Its

revenue from test fees enabled

ETS to double in size every five

years from 1948 to 1972, a rate of

growth faster than IBM.

ETS's sales and near monopoly
power, combined with its

privileged legal status as a non-

profit corporation, make it un-

precedented in corporate
history. ETS is exempt from

federal and state income taxes, is

effectively beyond the reach of

many anti-trust laws, and has no
stockholders. ETS escapes the

restraints governing other cor-

porations because it is an

"educational" institution,

ETS defends its role as the

gatekeeper by claiming it has

developed the "science of mental

measurement," but as our report

will argue, the tests measure
nothing more than how you
answered a few multiple-choice

questions. The correlation

between SAT scores and first-

year grades in college, for exam-
pie, IS often lower than the cor-

relation between the tests scores

and the income of the test takers

parents. At best, standardized

tests measure the specialized

skill of test-taking, but they do
not measure key determinants of

success such as writing and
research skill, ability to make
coherent arguments, creativity,

motivation, stamina, judgment,

experience, or ethics.

ETS not only influences how
institutions judge individuals,

however; it also influences how
individuals judge themselves. As
Nairn says, "A false self-estimate

or image is instilled in the mind of

the individual who receives a

standardized test score. For

although the scores are
significantly determined by
social class, he is told they are

objective, scientific measures of

the individual."

There is a growing movement
to reform and restructure the

testing industry. In New York,

Ohio, Texas, and other states,

student-run Public Interest

Research Groups (PiRGs) have

introduced "Truth in Testing"

legislation in their state

legislatures.

We must begin to examine the

examiners.

Individuals interested in this

issue, or in sponsoring Truth in

Testing legislation, can contact

Ed Hanley at our office at P.O.

Box 19312, Washington, D.C.

20036,

Letten o
Ex V.P. demotes Sargent

Dear Editor.

The election for the Ex-

ecutive Vice presidency of the

CCCA was held last January
30. Although I did not receive

51% of the votes cast, I did

receive the most votes of the

three candidates. On February

7, the first CCCA meeting for

all the newly-elected council

members was held. At this

meeting I was appointed Ex-

ecutive Vice President on a

purely temporary basis. I

proposed to the council a

four-page revision of the

bylaws of the CCCA Constitu-

tion which was directed

towards council membership
eligibility and election

procedures. These
amendments were meant to

clarify the ambiguous
language present in the Con-
stitution; the passage of their

tenets seems to be quickly

approaching. After submitting

these proposals I resigned

from the CCCA.
During the past two weeks I

have been asked repeatedly

for the reasons behind these

actions. I resigned for two
reasons. One was my concern

to see the CCCA become an

effective organization, which
would be best accomplished

through a unification of its

members. Second was a com-
bination of prior obligations

and commitments on my part

that would have seriously

hindered my complete perfor-

mance in this elected capaci-

ty-

I have resigned from the

Vice Presidency with rather

grave concerns regarding the

character of my immediate

successor, Preston Sargent.

In speaking with him, t have

found that some of the ideas

which Preston has for the

CCCA and this campus need

close and careful scrutiny. For

example, Preston has told me
that he would like to see the

voting machines taken away
during next year's election. In

their place, a ballot would be

put in every student's mailbox

and mandatory voting would

be established. This, from his

viewpoint, would increase the

number of students voting.

"How could you guarantee

that none of the ballots will be

stolen and that each student

will vote only with the ballot

placed in his mailbox?" 1 ask-

ed. Preston answered that the

student's signature and C.C.

ID number would be required

upon each ballot, t then asked

him if he realized he was
simultaneously abolishing the

student's right to a secret

ballot and his right to decide

whether he even wants to vote.

Preston did not answer.

In view of these
developments. I find it

necessary, although regret-

table, to give those people

who voted forme fair warning

about my successor. Preston

Sargent does not seem to

share those views held by the

campus and the CCCA. It

would give me. some con-

fidence to see other, more
qualified, ' candidates step

forward and run for this impor-

tant position in the run-off

election on March 6. This cam-
pus deserves intelligent and
enlightened leadership.

. Jeff Jarris

irse y(

lear Ed

II app'

Adams defended

Dear Editor:

Congratulations to read

Brian Feeney (Catalyst, f^ ^ng a

16) for persevering to
\\ oettch(

afternoon discussion
, ^n cl

Richard Adams' lecture
,

,gumer

energy and man. Feeney mu
have found Chris Rich's

cellent report of the lecture

page one of the same issue jgnseli

help in understanding
K;

hope he will persevere
y

further.

A comment on how gue omeho
lectures are chosen; c i^jsled

presents poets and pot
nj soc

ularizers and singers and a( jns an

dea

e( ynecoli

tder thi

impus

ide

tors and politicians,

whom are likely to be easy

understand. Occasionally

also presents thinkers wii

brand new ideas which thf

are still developing. If it wei

easy to express those ide;

they would have been ei

pressed before

The department of anthn

plogy considered numeroi ms,

people as the keynote spea jjng

er for the first departmental
r jnjc

union ever held at CO, a

decided to treat the College

a scholar who is synthesizi

physics, political theory ai

ention

ppositi

orking

[ioner.

Furt

jcLeod

bout

id the

ce Clif

It

ithout

hysicif

lioner

^nscol

cultural evolution (fiel( |^s g^
which are very seldom ma

tered by the same individu;

in an attempt to understat

and predict the course of nMunJty^

tion states. It is not surpnsii

that physicist Vai Veirs u

derstood Adams better th;

anyone else on the panel, n arenth

that Adams sought out Veirs

his free time.

Reader Feeney, and anyoi

else who thinks the

worth pursuing, are cordiall

invited {1) to read Adai

presidential address to th

(Dear

leWH
on in

as a b
Dean

imate

American Anthropologic;
^ntrol

Association in 1977 and

text of his lecture here — t

in the anthropology office, PI

11; and (2) to take course

concerning energy ar

ecology in the departments

physics, biology, economicMjg
gj^^

and anthropology. All ol Ifi

pertinent faculty will be happ

to advise you and to learn U

new stuff along with you.

Sincerely yours,

Paul Kutscti

Professor of Anthropolog

t

latters

at bo

ime o
The

lactitii

loard,

ynecc

IcLeoi

IB ne

omew

Escorts thanked

Dear Editor:

On behalf of the Escoi

managers and Securit

Education, I would like

publicly thank the followin

groups and organizations ft

igg^

their support of the escort sei

vice:

Beta Theta Pi

Blue Key
Delta Gamma
Foreign Students

Gamma Phi Beta

Kappa Alpha Theta

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Sigma
Phi Delta Theta

Phi Gamma Delta

Sigma Chi

Womens Commission
Each of these groups ^^ /h^q
volunteered to escort tfO'

one night per block up lo^

entire week. It is this kinb

support that makes the escoi

service a success.

Sincerely.

Kim Downing]

Director of Security Educati

'omen

ng bir

Erfornr

le sar

nsafe'

rivate

cii

ngina

isl in

It ap

ninistr

lound

ynec

oeticl

Dtiing

cing

pill

elvic

"amir

enera

lent

ounsE

ices

iadily

^eydi

'C wo
oihe

octc

yuec

houlo

uality
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'inics
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to the editor

itditorial=iSi

in

irse yea . .

.

Editor;

II
appears that the issue of

ifjng a nurse practitioner at

(jettcher Health Center has

5en clouded by irrelevant

iguments and a misinformed

McLeod. The original

was to provide
ynecological services and
junseling to CC women in

iderthat they may rely on the

iinpus facility in lieu of out-

(je doctors and clinics,

prnehow the idea has been

isted to drag in the moral

[id social questions of abor-

ins and birth control, not to

ention Dr. Rodman's strong

jposition (paranoia?) to

orking with a nurse prac-

lioner.

Furthermore, Dean
cLeod's negative comments
Kjut Planned Parenthood

id the Women's Health Sfer-

ce Clinic are not only biased

incorrect. The WHSC
jes, in fact, have a super-

sing gynecologist — the

inic could not operate

ithout one. The supervising

hysician is a family prac-

lioner who specializes in

mecology, i.e., he only prac-

ces gynecology. How therr,

Dean McLeod stated, does

£ WHSC have a bad reputa-

the medical com-
unity? Moreover, who says it

3S a bad reputation?

Dean McLeod then in-

mated that Planned
arenthood is unsafe for CC
-omen because it is "dispen-

ng birth control devices and
erforming abortions under

le same roof." Why is this

isafe? The sen/ices of a

fivate gynecologist, as well

clinic, include both birth

ontrol and abortions. They
both gynecological

latters. so it seems logical

Ht both be practiced in the

ame office.

The duties of the nurse

ractitioner, as described by

Student Health Advisory

oard, would be primarily

ynecological, yet Dean
IcLeod stated that "the role of

new officer would be

imewhat changed from that

a gynecologist ..." The
riginat idea has indeed been
St in the shuffle!

't appears that the CC ad-

fiinistration is shying away
the issue on moral

founds, as if by providing

ynecological- care at

<>ettcher would be con-
oning sex. Absurd! Prac-

^'ng gynecology does not

lean handing but birth con-
fol pills, it primarily involves

leivic examinations, breast

laminations, cancer tests,

neral disease tests, treat-

'ent of infections, and
ounseltng. These are the ser-

'ces CC women wanted
eadily available to them. If

Jey do not become available,

C women will continue to go
Hhe WHSC, PP, and private

octors for their
lynecological needs. It

•lould be noted that both the

'HSC and PP do provide

uality gynecological care.

' .B^e main intention of these

—j'fiics is to serve women
"Ofoughly and responsibly,

encourage proper health
are.

Colorado College is unable

I,

to be all things to all people-

However, in this case, the

health care women need can

most certainly be made
available at Boettcher, Since

the final decision rests with

the administration, it should

be decided, one way or the

other, if this service will be

provided. If not, then drop the

issue and we will go on as

always. If the administration

decides that it does not want

to provide good health care to

CC women, then it should DO
IT. and quit haggling over

irrelevant and unnecessary

problems. The original idea

was clear enough — it should

be restated and dealt with in a

more efficient manner.

Catherine Walker, 78

. . . Rodman nay
Dear Editor:

Sue Royce made a poten-

tially serious error in her arti-

cle concerning the hiring of a

nurse practitioner, She stated

that, "Planned Parenthood
lost a great deal of govern-

ment funding because the

nurse practitioners were dis-

pensing birth control devices

and performing abortions un-

der the same roof." First, some
simple checking will show that

nurse practitioners have never

been permitted to perform

abortions at Planned
Parenthood. Furthermore, the

reasons for the transfer of fun-

ding involve the fact that our

public health-care agency

{the City-County Health

Department) has now begun

to dispense birth control infor-

mation and prescribe birth-

control products.

Finally, 1 could not help see-

ing an obvious solution to the

nursing problem as I read your

article: -since Dr. Rodman will

not agree to supervise a nurse

practitioner, let us fire him,

and retain a doctor who will,

After all, we are paying him to

serve the CC community, not

the other way around.

Barry Huebert

KS Slaps ENACT
Dear Editor,

We would like to inform the

campus community of yet

another "philanthropic activi-

ty" recently perpetrated by

some members of the Kappa

Sigma fraternity. On the night

of Feb. 13, Valentine's eve, the

Kappa Sigs staged their an-

nual toilet paper wrap of the

sorority houses. In addition to

their usual decoration of the

surrounding foliage and
rearrangement of the outdoor

furniture, some of them saw fit

to lake advantage of the

ENACT recycling shed in front

of Bemis Hali and further

decorate the grounds with a

liberal dispersement of

newspapers that were meant

for recycling. This act can be

seen as an extension of this

groups highly creative but

tired and thoughtless prank,

but the fact that they had no

right within any context to use

these materials, and therefore

screw up ENACT s

operations, makes this action

totally Inexcusable,

On the morning after.

(V.D."), we stood at the edge

of the west Loomis lawn,

silently surveying the sorority

common area, The scene

resembled a cross between a-

garbage land-till and the lef-^

tovers of a 1958 homecoming^
celebration. Lawn chairs^

perched precariously from

rooftops; a garbage can stuck'^

stiffly out of a chimney; graffiti^'-

proclaiming the joy and fun o\r_

"V.D." was scrawled on the''

windows, rooftops, and
sidewalk; toilet paper hung
limply from the trees, quiet

indicators of the previous :;

night's virile abandonment; .j

and newspaper, thousands of

pages of newspaper, lay a foot

deep across the entire lawn.

Our feeling of helplessness

began to give way to a twinge
"

of anger that grew incremen-
'

tally, for our initial shock sue-
'

cumbed to the evolving ,

realization" that several hun-'-

dred pounds of newspaper '

had been removed from

ENACT's shed and been i

ripped and scattered all over

the area.

Now, everyone can relate to

a good ol-' fraternity prank —
we were brought up with glow-

ing tales of good-natured

demolttiof) of campus land-

marks and similar harmless

activities. The world in which

such activities prospered no

longer exists, however; the

myth of the limitless resource-

has been shattered. We just

can't afford to go pissing away

energy and materials —
lumbering is a tough en-

vironmental trade-off ~- now
that we are conscious of it, and

that is what makes the waste of

paper destined for recycling

so inexcusable. Ripping off

the papers which had ac-

cumulated and throwing them

all over the lawn shows short-

sightedness inexplicable in a

group of intelligent students

— America's future leaders.

Wasting the paper is bad

enough, but taking the paper

destined to be reused — and

thereby hampering ENACT's
steps toward instituting a

recycling psychology — is

thoroughly revolting.

In letters to the Catalyst

several weeks ago, two Kappa
Sigma members assured the

CC community of their or-

ganization's desire to serve

the commonwealth. It

appears, Mark H. Stevens, that

"Besides being deeply in-

volved with community ser-

vices" (Cafa/ysf, Letters to the

Editor, Jan. 26, 1979), as you

so defensively point out, your

on-campus activities include

brainless, hedonistic, no-

thought-to-tomorrow . de-

struction. Perhaps, Mr. Lon

Alan Hayne. '79 (Ibid.), you

could try to convince your

cohorts as vehemently as you

tried to convince us that com-

munity action is a good thing;

try to remind them, as you did

us. that they are not "marginal

members of the CC com-

munity," it appears that they

have a short memory span

regarding such a perception.

Note: had several members
of ENACT and their friends

not gotten organized to pick

up the newspaper, it all would

have been thrown away.

Sincerely,

Doug Bogen
David Kaufman
Peter Spitzform

Iran^s future myster};
by Tom Atkinson

What will happen in Iran in the next few weeks or months is

anyt)Ody's guess. Whatever does happen, though, will amost certainly

effect us, either directly — at the gasoline pumps, or indirectly —
through our nation's status in international affairs.

The big question now is "Will Khomeini retain control of Iran's

government? ' Students of the situation are of varying views. Political

science professor Bob Lee thinks that Khomeini's government has a
chance if it becomes a genuine attempt to repair the dislocation

caused by the Shah's modernization. Diplomat-in-residence Frank
Trinka points out that proposals being put forward by Khomeini and
his aides to undo modernization seem to be "ideas thrown out

piecemeal, without having been thought through to their logical

conclusion." Apparent inconsistencies will not make for "a viable

functioning system."

Another possibility that Prof. Lee suggests is that Khomeini's
government is merely the vehicle for all of Iran's anti-Shah dis-

contents and that intellectuals or leftists might eventually emerge as

the leaders. Mr. Trinka lists the major factors influencing Khomeini's

prospects for success: how effective will he be in establishing a

semblance of order and in getting the economy functioning again.

and how well he will manage the disparate political forces in Iran in

trying to put together a viable political system.

Moscow's objective in Iran is to promote a pro-Soviet regime and
prevent a pro-Western government from consolidating, Washington's

objectives are to promote a democratic regime and to block Soviet

interference. According to Lee. if Khomeini retains control, neither

superpower will have an easy time achieving Its objectives, since

Khomeini's principle has always been no foreign involvement,

Khomeini criticized the Shah for being too pro-American, but.

according to Prof. Lee, traditionally the Russians have been a bigger

headache to Iran than has the US, Lee is "not persuaded that Russia

will make great gains in Iran." even if a Marxist government comes to

power. He points to other Marxist regimes that are quite standolfish to

foreigners, Mr. Trnika cautions that a leftist government in Iran could

be heavily influenced by Moscow, since it has it has been the USSR's

hsitoric objective to expand its area of major influence southward, and

the current scene in Iran may offer such an opportunity.

As history professor Frank Tucker points out. what happens in

Iran has an almost Immediate effect on other Middle Eastern oil-

producing nations. Tucker suggests that Saudi Arabia and the

neighboring sheikdoms may be even more vulnerable to revolution

than was Iran, Mr. Trinka thinks that because the religious leaders of

Morocco and Saudi Arabia cooperate with their governments the

threat of revolution is diminished, butheaddsthatthe Middle East per

se tends, at times, to be volatile and to display behavior patterns

unpredictable for Western observers. Prof. Lee suggests that "any

monarchy in the twentieth century is in trouble," He explains that as

the Middle Eastern oil monarchies modernize, the population

becomes more aware of their rights and position, and revolution

grows increasingly more likely

The US is partly at fault for what happened in Iran, since Carter

pressured the Shah to allow more human rights. Human rights may

then have gotten out of hand, causing the Shah to lose control. Will we

exert a similar pressure now on the other Middle Eastern monarchies?

We have letoneof our "client states" slip into chaos. Our credibility is

in question now by the other client states. We have lost face as well as

more tangible things in Iran. Mr. Trinka suggests that a "major review

of US policy in the Middle East" seems to be underway with the intent

to try to stabilize the situation and protect US interests in the region.

Israel must be especially concerned: will we be able to influence other

Arab nations in peace talks?

Mr. Trinka mentions that OPEC has scheduled a meeting for next

month at which, among other things, oil pricing policy will probably

be discussed. Iran and Saudi Arabia were stabilizing Influences at the

time of the last oil price increase. Khomeini has suggested thai he

wants to sell us oil, but Iran's oil production is not expected to reach

former levels. A leftist government in Iran may still trade with us. but

whatever happens we will probably be in a bind. Khomeini will not sell

oil to Israel.lsrael has an oil-sharing agreement with us. as do Western

Europe and Japan — all of whom will be harder hit than we will be by

decreased exports from Iran. It seems inevitable, then, that we will

suffer at the pumps. We will suffer at the thought of having brought it

on ourselves. We will suffer as we remember that five years ago the

Arab oil embargo showed us what it was like to have no oil; since then

our consumption has steadily increased and no contingency plans

have been made for when we must do without oil again.
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Resident advisors sfjape dorm communities
by Carol Chidsey

Most resident advisors and

head residents are hestitant to

accept any clear-cut definition of

the job they do or the roles they

fulfill- And white each member of

the housing staff tackles the

challenges of his position

differently, at least several

workers agreed that in order to be

effective, an R.A. must view his

position as an extension of

himself.

Five members of the Colorado

College housing staff said in a

recent interview that they felt

being an "authoritarian" figures

as only one of the minor roles of

an R.A. In fact. Jonathan Fuld. a

first-year R.A. on a freshman

wing in Mathias. said he has had

"amazingly few discipline

problems, mostly only with

noise." Although staff members
felt an R.A. must be willing to be

Slocum resident

advisor Lorna Lynn

an authority figure, they agreed

that if mutual respect exists

among all the members of the

wing, few problems over rules are

likely to surface.

All agreed with Nancy Joseph,

head resident of fvlontgomery

Hall, who said that "being an R.A.

should be being yourself." A
prospective R.A., they said,

should not think ot the position

as a "job," per se. but as a lear-

ning experience.

"You can't really 'be' an R.A.,"

said Lorna Lynn, who has worked

for two years as a resident ad-

visor in Slocum Hall. "You're a

person, and the R.A. job is an

extension of that,"

"You learn a lot about yourself

and about different types of peo-

ple" as a member ot the housing

staff, said Jean Hanske. head

resident of Ticknor Hall.

The staff members interviewed

voiced different opinions about

the importance of the different

roles a resident advisor or head

resident plays. Several agreed

with fylcGregor head resident

Dan Guglielmo. who said that

"being a friend" is most impor-

tant. Others emphasized the

counselor image. But all staff

members agreed with Lynn that a

person "who's willing to listen" is

crucial for the job. This quality is

especially important on a

freshman wing, they added.

At least one member of the

housing staff said that in fulfilling

his role as "counselor," a resi-

dent advisor must be wary of

imposing his personal values on
his wing members.

FEMINIST CLINIC
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family planning clinic
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iries, socio! sciences, ond
sciences ond mothemotics.
Summer session runs June 25
to August 18.

All students in good stand-
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o course bullerin ond applica-

tion fotm, moil the coupon
below to Stonford Summer
Session, Building 1, Stanford

University, Stonford,

Colifornia 94305. _

Pleose send nne the Stonford University 1979 Summer
Session Dulletin. 30

1979

ADDRESS .

"I'm not a father figure,"

Guglielmo said.

The group felt that a resident

advisor or head resident is a

"resource person," but added
that a staff member is not a

"messenger figure." They did

the joys of beginning college."

In addition, resident advisors

may feel more "needed" on
freshman wings than on upper-

class wings. In many instances,

more organizational activities are

involved with freshmen, staff

fJlo\.

;c
Approximately 25 resident

visor positions will be availabij

for the next academic year,;

cording to Ellie IVIilroy, director

residential life. Five head resideMnited

positions will also be ope, isco

Applications for both position \^'^

stress, however, that prospective members said. Also, upperclass are due Feb. 26; applications
at

applicants should recognize an

important time commitment, The
time spent in actual wing ac-

tivities will vary according to the

wing's desire for activities. The
group mentioned that during the

first semester, especially on a

freshman wing, the "open door"

is essential.

Lynn emphasized that resident

advisors should be available to

their wing members. She said this

means the counselor should "be
around" a reasonable amount of

time. The only actual required

time commitment, however, is

the dorm staff meeting, which
generally takes several hours per

week. The remainder of the com-
mitment is left to the resident

advisor's discretion. For this

reason, prospective resident ad-
visors should recognize a

responsibility to be organized

and dedicated to their wings,

staff members said.

The unique dynamics of

freshman wings may make
positions on those wings
desirable to students seeking to

be resident advisors, according
to Fuld. "The closest of friends

are generally formed on
freshman wings." he said. Fuld

added that he wanted to work on
a freshman v^'ing because he
hoped to "re-experience some of

students have often formed their

own groups of friends and
developed more defined in-

terests, the students said.

"You are more respected on a

freshman wing," Fuld said.

Head residents Hanske and

Guglielmo shared Joseph's view

that "the role of the head resident

is much more distant" than the

role of a resident advisor. They
saw their roles as head residents

as similar to the role of a resident

advisor on an upperclass wing.

Staff members said enthusi-

asm is an important quali-

ty in resident advisors. They also

mentioned that prospective

housing staff members should

have a willingness to adapt and
learn. Other qualities desired,

they said, are dedication, depen-

dability, and a strong sense of

responsibility. The five housing

staff members said they placed

their job on the housing staff

second only to academics in their

list of priorities.

Joseph said that a good R.A.

has to care about others, and

enjoy meeting people and being

around them frequently.

"Good R.A.s are people who
are sensitive to others and to

themselves, and sensitive to the

needs of the wing," Joseph add-
ed.

[jcatan

available in the housing offi

Interviews for the job will Mons thi

conducted throughout blo[ jiis to

seven, and Milroy said she
af jttle ra

ticipates that applicants

know the results before sprin

break.

The entire housing staff,

eluding resident advisors, fieg an run

residents, the hall directors
(

fofessr

Mathias, Loomis. and Slocun ledicir

plus Deans McLeod and Riege ysines;

Carol Leavenworth of Care(

Counseling, the Boettche

counseling staff, Dana Koun leir tie:

and Milroy, will interview can f*'o

didates.

Tfiey

fice,
tei

lowing

rath

rate m

Every

fllorad

McGregor head
resident Dan Gugliemo

Top debaters eye bid for nationals
by Deb Scott

Although forensics is strictly

an extracurricular activity at

Colorado College, the school is

notorious for having an active

and superior squad. And this

year's team, under the direction

of Professor Al Johnson, is no
exception.

Seniors Diana DeGette and
John Shosky have put together a

debate team which has high

hopes of snatching a bid to com-
pete in the national tournament
in Kentucky this year. Even
though DeGette and Shosky
failed to capture a first round bid

from their performance earlier in

the season, they hope to emerge
from the district tournament
March 16 seeded first or second.

WHICKERBILL
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including lots of hand crafted

stone- ware potlerv

Plaques by the

Monks of Valyermo
Windchimes

Tremar stoneware birds
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Levi brief cases

Swiss goalmilk soap

Porcelain thimbles

and

1,372.514 coffee mugs

downtown
-^12 North TejonS

According to DeGette, theteam's

main competition will come from
the University of Arizona, the

University of Utah, and the Air

Force Academy.
If the team makes It to

Nationals, it will be the first team
from Colorado College to garner
a place by winning at the district

tournament. Also, Degette would
be the first woman from the
college to compete at the

national level.

DeGette said that in debating
the national topic of the year,

teams are expected to take a pro
orconstanceasweilasst, fortha

plan of implementation for their

position. This year's topic is,

"Resolved: that the federal

government should guarantee
employment opportunity to all

U.S. citizens in the labor force."

In addition to DeGette and
Shosky, Juniors Ann Burnett and
Regina Walter are also working
actively on the national debate
topic.

ivlembers of the forensics team
compete in three different

categories at tournaments.
Besides the national topic

debate, there is also an off-topic

debate category and individual

events, including oral interpreta-

tion of literature, oratory, extem-
poraneous speaking, and ex-

pository speaking.

DeGette said that a debaii

team may spend as much as3(

hours per week doing researct

for tournaments. But Johnsoi
ouldi

advises students not to be scare

off by the time commitmenl
^tiool

Some members participate onl]
gpfjjjg

in the individual events,

these involve less research ant

therefore demand less time

oncret

Night

jpervi;

"There is a place for everyori
;f,Qp|

in forensics." Johnson said

Other members of this year'^

forensic squad include Jad

Kerig and Bob Bach, freshmen

ludies

Iter re(

eld at

Heron

aban

job a

le Firs

hurch-

vities,

loves"

ig in t

Susan Fox. Sheryl Coleman. an( g^^g^g

Pam Weber, sophomores; an(

Pat Krueger and Cindy Boesslef

freshmen

Although DeGette admits ttia

it is more difficult to participate

forensic competition under tli!

block plan than under

traditional semester system, sht

claims that the block plan's um

que features give an advantagt

by teaching student debaters

think independently a"'

analytically.

The disadvantages of cominj

from a small school with In

facilities is overcome, she

by the increased ability debater

have to analyze and or(

qualities which help a debate'

"find flaws in the opposing argu-

ment rather than 'out-evidencin9]

his opponent

ive uf

lolions

egan \

Durl

mnot

or a

flings
'

3,atle

urvive

lnc(

our III

3ve (t

lave to

lay-to-

Seve

\rr^por\eci Og

Weber St. Liquor

^eevs

Open til 12 p.m.
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;C graduates tackle new challenges in the real world

Ujoving on
'Features^

by Paul Butler

first in a series

Tfiey scatter throughout the

ited States, from San Fran-

jjco to Schenectady, and get

^fe via New Guinea, Africa, the

ucatan Peninsula, and Europe.

fiey
pursue diverse occupa-

ons tliat range from pounding

3ils to preaching the gospel,

jttie ranching to selling insur-

pce, teaching to engineering. In

ng numbers they seek the

jn
rather than cold climates, mi-

^te more toward metropiitan

lan rural areas, and lean toward

fofessfonal careers in law,

ledicine, education, and
ysiness.

Every year, approximately 450

fliorado College students break

leir ties with student life and set

ijt to meet the challenges of "the

world.*' They leave academic

jreers which have probably

lanned about 16 years — and

ay for some students continue

I

additional two to six years.

ley enter a phase in their lives

hich will encompass the majori-

of their adult years. It is a phase

hich thrusts them into a com-

ititive job market, tests their

Silities, and challenges them

ith new responsibilities.

All Colorado College students

,entually make the transition

torn academia to the working

lorld. And for one former CC
ludent, at least, leaving

:^demic circles did not come
bout as he expected.

Nightingale, a 1976

raduate and the president of the

snior class, pursued advanced

ludies in chemistry at Stanford

Her receiving a B.A. in the same
eld at Colorado College. But

ler one year, Nightingalechose

abandon his studies in favor of

job as a ministry associate at

le First Presbyterian Church in

oulder, his home town.

"I just wasn't enjoying grad

;hool a whole lot," Nightingale

onfided. "And I had something

^"Jincrete to come back to."

Nightingale's job . involves

upervising 250 junior high
^"^^ thool students in' various

hurch-related prograrris and ac-

'ilies. Nightingale '^aid he

oves" his job and enjoys work-
ig in the "real world." He said,

^""^owever, that he was forced to

up some of his idealistic

lolions when he left school and
igan working for a living.

"During college I always said,

fn not going to get into the 8 to 5

or any of those establishment
kings' But I found out you have

at least to some extent, just to

urvive."

In college you think you'll run
our life in a certain way; you
'3ve it all planned. But then you
'ave to become more realistic in

'sy-to-day living," he said.

eral other Colorado

^i

111!

College graduates voiced similar

feeling about leaving the
protected atmosphere of college

life.

"You discover that the real

world "is a little glossed over at a

liberal arts college," said Lynn
Bevington. a 1968 graduate of

Colorado College who works as

an investment counselor in

Colorado Springs for Bosworth,

Sullivan & Co. "One of the

hardest parts of moving from

college into the business world is

that you have to put some of your

idealism in your back pocket," he

said.

Priscilla Engein, a 1973
graduate who met her husband.
Jay, a 74 graduate, while they

were students at Colorado

College, said she's experienced

the same thing in her work cis an

elementary school teacher.

"I've met some grand teachers

and some great professional peo-

ple," Engein said. "But there's the

other side too. There /sthat cold.

cruel world, and you see the good
sides, but you see some of the

shady sides, too."

Engein noted that as a college

student she could select the peo-

ple she wanted to be with, but in

everyday life she finds she's

"thrown in with all sorts of peo-

ple."

"So, you have to make com-
promises," she said. "It wasn't

really a shock to see some of the

other sides, but I kept thinking.

'so this is what they were talking

about.' You really have to learn to

work with different people."

When it comes to dealing with

different people, Bevington said

he felt Colorado College

prepared him well.

"One of the most valuable

things about my education was

that there were a lot of talented

people," Bevington said. "I

probably learned as much from

other people as from professors

or classes. It made me unders-

tand people because you're sur-

rounded by different people and
work with them in different

ways."

Nightingale said he noticed a

sharp contrast in working with a

variety of people, and not merely

the homogeneous group of

students at Colorado College. He
said he particularly took note of

working with people of different

age groups. Venturing into the

working world, he said, in some
respects resembled starting

college.

"You're kind of the 'baby' of the

working world. It's like being a

freshman all over again," he said.

Engein said she felt college life

not only prepared her for dealing

with others, but with her own life

as well.

"College helps you learn how
to cope with you. You have to

plan your own time, so youhave

Gadec's Phntn
Supply

9 SOUTH WEBER Vti/ Ph.™ 634^8833

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80803

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parking

to decide what you're going to do
with it. After graduating I felt

confident that I could work
through my life and make
decisions about my own time,"

she said.

Bevington also felt that

students could learn things in

college to help them in dealing

with the world. In entering the

working world, he said, a person

could conceivably have a lot to

say about his own situation.

"Potentially, the person with

talent can dictate what real world
terms' are for him," Bevington
said. "That person can get along
in the real world-and compete in it

very well. You won't have to play

as much by its rules."

One person who may well fit

into the category of dictating his

own "real world terms" is

Priscilla's husband, Jay Engein,

After graduating from Colorado
College with a degree in Biology.

Engein landed a job teaching

science at a local high school.

Engein also coaches soccer lor

the school, a position he became
qualified for as a member of CC's
soccer team. Beyond his

academic pursuits. Engein in-

structs skiing at the Pikes Peak
ski area on weekends. He and
Priscilla have only two months
work left to complete their house
in the Black Forest, which they

have spent two years building by

hand,

|l wasn't that big a transition

for me. " Engein commented. "My
career hasn't really changed my
lifestyle that much." Engein

noted that he felt the education

department at CC prepared him

well tor his work in the

classroom.

"I feel very comfortable in the

classroom. The student teaching

experience was especially

valuable," he said.

Bevington, however, said that

despite some good theoretical

instruction in business and
economics at Colorado College,

he feels his job working with

stocks and bonds departs
somewl" -» from his college train-

ing.

"In my work, I'm a practical

economist.' " Bevington said.

"What I deal with is not a model of

the way things should work, but

the way they do work, I really

didn'l have any specific training

in college lor what I do,"

In some ways, however.
Bevington sees elements Irom

his college education in his

evferyday work.

"My work is fascinating. No two

days are entirely the same. We
deal with things every day that

have a great effect on the world.

But it's frustrating because you
can use everything you know and

still make the wrong decisions,"

"It's just not a black and white

world." he said, "You can't

answer everything in terms of yes

and no."

Nightingale, too, has found

that different challenges exist

beyond CC, "At CC, you could

live in nine square blocks and
never know that anything else

was going on in the world."

For Nightingale, at least, it's

important that every individual

make the effort to go beyond
(hose "nine square blocks" and
lake the initiative to make the

kind of life for himself that he
wants.

Engelns relax outside self-built home in Black Forest

Fast, Friendly, Free Delivery

from 908 N. Circle

Telephone: 475-0380

Hours:

4:30 p.m. - 1:00 A.M. Mon.-Thurs.

4:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. Fri.

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Sat.

11:00 a.m, - 1:00 a,m. Sun.

DAT

MCAT
LSAT / UUii

GMAT / ECFMG

PCAT / FLEX

OCAT / VOE

GRE / NDB

SAT/ Ul

Y^^—I
I TEST PREPARATION I
I SPECIALISTS SINCE 193S 1

KfflPLaN
Educational Center

oil Diys Eyenlnfs i Weekenfls

CLASSES NOW FORMING

FOR SPRING EXAMS

REGISTER NOW!

MCAT STARTS MARCH 3!

REGISTER NOW!

893-5413

431 W. COLFAX

DENVER, CO 80204

n Uaior US Cities & AQroad

Oulside NY state

LL TOIL FREE: 800-223-I7e2
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s=Arts

Colorado Springs Dance Theater guests Joeflrey II Dancers

Joeffrey // to perform here
Tickets for Jeffrey II Dancers,

sponsored by the Colorado

Springs Dance Theatre in

associatjon with the Colorado

College Leisure Program, will go

on sale Feb. 5. The New York City

ballet company will be in

Colorado Springs March 5 and 6

at Armstrong Theatre on the

Colorado College campus, Jof-

frey II will mark the final concert

of the Dance Theatre's 1978-79

season.

Jeffrey II Dancers have been

called "the best small classic

ballet company in the country

"

by arts critic Olive Barnes. "They

dance like a prairie fire during a

long, hot summer."

Founded in 1969 to bridge the

gap between advanced student

and accomplished professional

ofthe Joffrey Ballet, Jeffrey I lis a

unique company that has earned

a reputation for success on its

own merit. Dancers are first

selected from regional ballet

festivals and enrolled in the

American Ballet Center. Further

selection follows, with an eye

toward grooming dancers for the

Joffrey Ballet. These 17- to 21-

year-old candidates take their

place in the Joffrey tl. All Joffrey

11 company members understudy

fer the Joffrey Ballet, and many
perform in their New York

season.

The youthful alliance of 12

dancers is acclaimed for its

technical proficiency in classical

ballet and draws its repertoire

from a large selection of numbers
choreographed specifically for

the company. While in Colorado

Springs, the company will per-

form tvyo different programs.

The company will instruct two

master classes on Sunday, March

4: beginning ballet from 2 to 3:30

p,m. and intermediate/advanced

from 3:30 to 5 p.m. The
intermediate/advanced class will

be taught by Sally Bliss, artistic

director of the Joffrey II and
former soloist with American

Ballet Theatre and the Joffrey

Ballet.

The classes, free of charge, will

be held in the Cessitt Hall ballet

studio on the Colorado College

campus. Reservations, required

due to limited studio capacity,

can be made by calling the

Colorado Springs Dance
Theatre, 598-6286.

Tickets to Joffrey II Dancers

are offered at $5.50 and $6.50

with reduced rates available te

senior citizens and students.

Tickets may be purchased

through the Pi kes Peak Arts

Council Box Office, 321 N. Tejen

Street, 80903, or by calling 636-

1228 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

weekdays.

The 1978-79 dance season is

partially funded through grants

from the National Endowment for

the Arts — Dance Touring

Program and the Colorado

Council on the Arts and
Humanities.
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THE ART OF JEIVELRV
Ring 471-7075

Handwrought Jewelry and Holloware by Master Craftsmen

Repair of Jewelry and Holloware

22 East Bijou Street Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903
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Music Ensemble

to tour the West 5a

The Colorado College New
Music Ensemble will present its

annual tour concert at Packard

Hall on the Colorado College

campus Sunday. Feb, 25, at

3:00 p.m. The concert is open to

the public free of charge.

The Ensemble, founded and
directed by Prof. Stephen Scott,

has toured throughout the

Pacific and Mountain states,

presenting since 1972 over fifty

concerts of contemporary
chamber, vocal, and electronic

music. This year the Ensemble

will return to southern Califernia.

where it will perform at Occidpr,

tial College, Scripps College,
th

University of Redlands, Caiiio

nia State University at Fullerto,

and San Diego State Universiiv

The program will mciua
premieres of works by \^
Colorado College composer?
Karl Walter (78) and Stephft

Scott. Also included will k

Webern's "Quartet," Op. 22, Sub
otnick's "Prelude No. 4" for pian,

and tape, Maxwell-Davies' "Dar

Angels" for soprano and guitar

and Britten's "Scherzo" for fou

recorders.

Rivers/Holland enjoyed

by Tom Dill

It's becoming more difficult by

the hour, for this writer at least, to

write about music. I'm supposed
to do this piece for Das Katalyst

all about the Sam Rivers/Dave

Holland duet in Packard last Fri-

day. What I'm supposed to say, I

don't know. It would do no good
to voice my opinions about the

show, about how enjoyable it was
for me; on the same token, it

would be equally meaningless to

say things about how others may
not have found it enjoyable. I

don't think it would be particular-

ly interesting (for anybody) or

relevant to spew biographical

and historical data about the

musicians and their creations;

technical points would be lost on
a lot of people, and all this I've

done so far may seem pretty

boring to everybody.

But I'll try to explain why I've

done this. First, I suppose, is the

fact that the words themselves

are seaparate from the music.

This point's pretty obvious, I

hope. In other words, no amount
of description wiil help to

reconstruct the experience for

those who missed it; and for

those who did see and hear and
feel it. it will serve only to

deconstruct what happened for

them. Second, and integral with

that, is the strong feeling I have
that what is usually constructed

as criticism (analysing,
deconstructing art; attaching a

critic's standards to something
built by someone with his or her

own standards in mind) is com-
pletely silly and useless and
should be put in a trash compac-
tor and mushed until it is com-
pletely inseparable from the

moldy chicken parts you threw in

last Wednesday. I've already ex-

plained part of why I've come to

this irrevocable rendezvous with

destiny; words just ain't art, un-

less they're meant to be so from
the start like a novel or poem or

suchlike. Aha you say, but what
about critics who write eloquent

and much witty pieces, and put a

lot of forethought artthought into

it; well, I say show me one worth

reading. And if so, show me one
who doesn't succeed at the ex-
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pense of his or her subject. Eve

if the critic praises the artist, th

words are still a gross reductio

of the original, or a misprint. No

to say that criticism is supposei

to recapture a work of art lo

folks, no. But wouldn't it be belts

for everyone if people would ju;

go to see or hear or read or

whatever it is that's happenini

and draw their own conclusioi

without having some critic

them what he thinks is going or

and tell them what they like

don't like? Critics are for 1;

people, folks who say "Let's golJ

a movie — which one does Ron]

Barrett like?" without checkiri

things out with their own mind

and maybe seeing somethin!

that really got to them.

Of course, that's up to you all;

all depends on whatyou want oi

of a work of art. If you lik

paintings that try to look lik

other things, that's cool, so do

But don't put down Jackso

Pollock because that's not hi

trip; he worked hard at whath

did. If you like to dance to musi

and went to see Rivers/Hollan

expecting some really good dan

cin' tunes, don't blame themi

you couldn't get your rocks off

Don't blame anybody. I supposf

you might say. well, there, that'

what a critic is good for, to te

people what ttiey might expec

But that won't work. It's too suM

jective. I myself felt like gettinJ

up and dancing at several pointl

during last week's concert. Bi|

that's me. not you.

All I can say is that if c

anywhere as a developing humad

being is part of what you're ii

terested in, then it seems likeonf

thing to do is to check out what'!

on this earth to check out, front

Sam Rivers and Dave Holland!

music to Indian food to hocke

games to comic books to Currie

& Ives prints. For those of P
who did see the concert, good to

you, even if you didn't like it. Noi

you know (or sure, wittiou

someone else telling you. Andlo 'im E
those of you who didn't see it

the risk of being critical. I c^

only say I'm sorry you werefi

there.
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}amaged Banana
^and appeals at CC

It all started back in 1975 when
jotin Stewart and Tom Relners

uegan to jam together on their

jieshman wing. In the years that

Ipllowed pianist Rob Patterton

3fid drummer Jon Leet oc-

sjonally joined the two
guitarists in informal music-

[iiaKing sessions. By the time last

January rolled around Jim

Ellerbe on bass had rounded out

itie
group and they began to play

logether regularly.

Such are the humble begin-

nings of the Damaged Banana

Band. Made up entirely of CC
siLjdents with diverse interests —
[torn pre-med to geology — the

band has gained quite a bit of

popularity throughout the cam-

pus. As an unidentified barper-

son at Benny's reported, "Oh

ihey don't even need any publici-

ty
— the place is full when they

play here."

Beginning as a band that

emulated the songs of the

Grateful Dead, the Damaged
Banana Band has come to lean

more and more toward perfor-

ming original music. They still,

however, keep much of the
Grateful Dead in their repertoire

due to its lasting popularity

among the anti-disco crowd and.
of course, because they enjoy
playing it.

The question many of us ask
ourselves is. "Where did that

name come from?" Jon Leet

describes a long day of steadfast

rehearsal, the day before the

band's first public apperance.

Not wanting to halt the practice

long enough for a decent meal,

the band members appeased
growling stomachs with the only
food in easy access — rotten

bananas — and became the

Damaged Banana Band.
This story speaks well of the

band's sense of humor and en-

joyment of the music they create.

Jon Leet says, "We want to do it

lor fun while we're here all

together." Since three of the

group's members graduate this

June, the future of this Colorado
College-born band is uncertain.

Better see them before they peel

off for the real world.

A scene from "The Piper of Hamlin"

McMillan presents Hamlin tale
by Alan WInnikoff

Imagine a town infested by

rats. Suddenly, a man appears
who magically pipes the rats

away. But when it comes time to

pay the man, the townspeople

decide not to. and they make
excuses. The man with the magic
pipe then pipes away the town's

children. Couldn't happen, you

say? Well this year's annual

children's play, an original ver-

sion of The Pied Piper of Hamlin,

suggests that maybe it could.

This adaptation of the classic

story, to be presented tonight,

Feb. 23 at 7:30, and tomorrow,
Feb, 24 at 10:00 and 2:00, was
written by the play's director,

Mrs. Jean McMillen. Mrs. Mc-
Millen points out that there are

many versions of the tale of a

piper who comes to the town of

Hamlin to pipe away the city's

rats. When the town does not pay

him for his services, he pipes

away the children as well. Mrs.

McMillen has done a tremendous

amount of research and has dis-

covered some interesting items

which make up the factual basis

for the play.

She says that there are several

conflicting stories as to the truth

of what actually happened in

Hamlin. Mrs. McMillen suggests

that the fictional version could be

a combination of the originals.

One of the most intriguing

aspects of the story is the plaque

that stands in Hamlin to this day.

It reads, "On the day of John and

Paul, there came a Piper ... who
piped 130 children born in

Hamlin off to Calvery where they

perished." The plaque is dated

July 26, 1284. This would, says

Mrs. McMillen, suggest the

V

20% OFF

TO

CC. STUDENTS

ONE DAY

SERVICE ON

MANY PRESCRIPTIONS

324V2 NO. NEVADA

634-4483

Children's Crusade, The
Children's Crusade, however, oc-

curred in 1212.

Another possibility is that a
Bishop Olmutz from Moravia
(which is in Transylvania) kid-

napped the children to start a

settlement in Moravia. Still

another possibility links the

events in Hamlin with the Black

Death, That, however, did not

reach Hamlin until the 130O's.

Any of these stories are possible.

Mrs. McMillen believes the

traditional tale of The Pied Piper

of Hamlin is a combination of

several stories.

In Mrs. McMillan's version, we
meet all of the townspeople in

little vignettes in which we learn

about each of their personalities

and idiosyncrasies. In this way,

by the time the piper appears, we
already know the people and are

prepared for their individual

reactions to the stranger.

Only one set is used for the

play. This set, designed by

Richard Kendrick, depicts the

town square and the surrounding
houses of the townspeople. The
set is built on several levels to give

the stage the illusion of buildings

several stories high. These levels,

while providing a nice effect,

more importantly increase the

size of the stage and the actors

are seen throughout the play

conversing and watching the ac-

tion from windows all over the

stage.

The children in the play are all

from Mrs. McMillen's Saturday
Creative Dramatics class. This

class, now in its twenty-first year.

draws children from all over the

Colorado Springs area. These
children play the town's rat pop-
ulation.

Everyone knows the story of

the Pied Piper of Hamlin. This

production, however, shows how
many diMerent ways a classic tale

can be told. It also shows the

timelessness of such stories. To
really understand the unique and
innovative qualities of this play,

however, you'll just have to see it.

\bu don't
have to shop anmnd.

Icelandic
has the

bestbai^ain
to Europe.

^295
roundtiip.

You've heard a lot about fares to Europe, but none of

them can compare with the one you've just found.

Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to

Luxembourg is just $295 roundtrip. Tickets must be booked

and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.

No weekend surcharge.

You'll get free wine with your dinner, free cognac

afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across

the Atlantic.
, ^ ^

We'll take you to Luxembourg, right in the heart ot

Europe, where you'll be just hours away by (rain

almost all of Europe's most famous landmarks.
_' ~

, Seats are limited, so don't

k waste any more time hunting.

You've already found (he

best bargain of them ail.

car from

frt-e number in your area.

turiipean Tours Q Alpine Ski Tours
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^Sports-

Men's hockey team:
the fall of the puc
Last weekend the CC hockey

team took on league-leading

North Dakota. The Sioux came
into (he series 18-8-0 compared

with the Tigers' record ot 10-14-2.

In Friday night's game CC lost

a close battle. Although the

Tigers, especially goalie Scott

Owens, played excellent hockey,

the team was defeated 3-1
. In the

game, Owens was forced to make

38 saves, 10 more than opposing

goalie Bob Iwabuchi. CC's lone

goal came on a pass from Dave

Delich to Bruce Aikens at 1 4:09 in

the second period.

In Saturday's action the Tigers

fell to the Sioux 6-1. North

Dakota played consistent hockey

as they scored three goals in the

first period, one in the second,

and two in the third, Cfc's only

score came late in the first period

from Gary Reinking on an assist

from Dave Delich.

Colorado College (now at 10-

16-2) occupies eighth place in

league standings—just four

points ahead of Michigan State,

This weekend the Tigers host

the Badgers of Wisconsin and

play a series with DU over block

break, These four final games
should be crucial in determining

whether or not CO remains m
eighth place and makes the

playoffs.

Last Saturday the Colorado

College Tiger squash racquet

swingers dumped a mixed

faculty-studerit squash team

from the Fountain Valley School

by a score of 7-4 at the El Pomar

courts. Although the Colorado

College number one, Bruce Wel-

ty, was narrowly defeated, the

strong performances of John

Stetson. Preston Sargent. Denny
Malone, Russ Welty, and Alan

Rawn pulled theTigers to victory.

The Tiger record is now four wins

against one loss, as many players

prepare for the Denver Athletic

Club Open this weekend. After

block break, the Tigers travel to

the Southwestern Collegiate B/C
Tourney in Santa Fe,

your bike will work perfectly

on

the first day of Spring

with a

Complete Overhaul now from the

"*hop
The Cxltexluffi BUte Shop offers the Cooplete Overhaul as the

aost extensive labor package available In the FUces Peak region.
All coaponenta are raaoved, dleassembledt cleaned. Inspected,
lubricated (ox replaced, if necessaryj, reinstalled) and
adjusted. Wheels are trued to their best possible condition.
The fraae and forks are checked for alignment, corrected If

necessary, cleaned, and waxed. All overhauled bicycles are
teat ridden by the Service rtanager.

ft jood service Job requires a netlculous, well-trained
Be[Chanlc, and the full range of tools that the Job oay require,
Bryan Lundaten, the Crlterlun's Service hianager, was trained
by Chris Caunt. During the winter, the service area in the
ohop was expanded to laprovo efficiency. The Service Department
uaaa the Dirt Magnet solvent system for cleaning, Tri-flon
lubricant, Phil Wood greaae, and a full range of GpacializBd
tools, including the Ceapa^olo Tool Kit.

The cntarluB's Service Assurances are modelled on the
Colorado Motor Vehicle flepalr Act. The custoner has a right
to & written eatlsat«, written notice of the date work will
be coapleted, a detailed invoice of work done and parts
supplied, and old parts, apon request. The Shop has standard
po8t«d prices for all types and levels of repair Jobs.

Beginning Haxch 21, the complete overhaul will bo %^5^

.

In the winter, repair prices are lower to encourage cyclists
to bring in repair work before the spring rush.

A Cooplete Overhaul before the first day of Spring (liarch 21)
will get your bicycle ready for that first gorgeous day, and
put $10 extra in your Spring budget.

Boll your bicycle out of the garage, and into the cycling season
with a Complete Overhaul now, for $35i

829 N.Tejon 475-0149
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Wild Lacrosse men ready for actioi ]ei
With the brief glimpse of warm

weather we've had the past few

days, it's obvious spring is just

around the corner. Besides all

those funky rays, spring brings

us America's favorite, and oldest,

sport — and we ain't talkin'

horsehide and Louisville

sluggers. We're talkin' lacrosse.

CC will be presenting its own
form of that old Indian game right

here on our very own Stewart

Field.

This year's captain, senior at-

tackman Bob Kline, is hesitant to

make any hard and fast predic-

tions about the season but

guarantees one of the strongest

teams to be fielded in years.

That's quite a statement, con-

sidering the consistently winning

records of past CC stickers.

Joining Kline on attack will be

Bart Thompson and Drew
Thwaits. Fans from two years ago
know to count on Thwaits to

contribute many moments of

playing excitement at the offen-

sive end of the field. Adding
much-needed depth to the at-

tacking line will be senior

stalwart Larry Lutz. Pete Rubens,

Greg Robertson, "Wham-0" Bill

Hammel, and Dave Ratcliff.

The Tiger midfield possesses
some of the strongest and most
experienced players on the team.

A middle has to work harder than

anyone else on the field and CC is

lucky to have the likes of sly Jay
Rosenbaum, versatile Andy
Nagel. slippery Willie Carney,

Tim "Wiz" Anderson, fiery Tim
iVlcNamara, and "Dough-boy"
Warren Dean. Joining this solid

core of seniors will be Lou Derry,

Nick Noyes, Schuyler Grey, Dave
Ammons, Peter Wilhelm, Mark
Smith, and Ed Hahn.
The famed "Swiss Cheese"

defense only lost one hack to

graduation and will see the return

of last year's starters Jerry

McHugh dnd Mike "Wanna buy a

hat" Hunt. The "Seivesome
Threesome" will lookforathird in

the ranks of John Troubh, fwlike

Davison, Matt Claman, and Peter

Vogt. This year fans will again

have the opportunity to view the

antics of sophomore sensation

Jeremiah Splaine in goal. Back-
ing Splaine will be the promising

freshman, Kenny Greenberg.

Kline's group has a lot of talent

and is fortunate enough to have
one of the finest lacrosse

coaching staffs assembled west
of the Mississippi. Along with

perenn iai mentor R . M . "Doc"
Stabler, last year's captain, Jim
Vaughn, and 1976 graduate Tom
Kay {probably the finest player

CC has ever seen) will be attemp-

ting to prepare the Tiger

stickmen for a very demanding
schedule.

The season opens at home
against a much-improved
Colorado School of Mines at 2;00

on Wednesday, March 27. Fans

are guaranteed an exciting after-

MURCO'S

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

833 H. TEION

C0UIIUDSniHCS,COlO.
U4-4U1

i

noon of contact and are

couraged to attend what ha

been aptly termed v'the tasiR

game on two feet."

Note: The lacrosse team

currently looking for a squa

manager to help "keep the book

and join the team in some wii

and crazy times. Contact Tor

Kay or Bob Kline if interested,

Hoopsters

show strenth
The CC women's basketfaaj

team has won its past five games

increasing its season record \M,an a
15-4. The hoopsters have beater

every team in their league, excep

ting Air Force. Now's thei

chance, as Friday, Feb, 23, thi

Tigers host Air Force at El Poma^ioradc

Sports Center at 7:00 p
The support of Tigers fans wil

be much needed. Air Forc(

always brings half of thi 32

academy to scare the opposini lotbal

team. It often works. CC needi seball

fans, as well — not to degradf lercoll

their opponents, but for mora sketb;

support. arshei

Air Force lost to New Mexici c^y

last week in their first league loss

The Air Force coach said itwa

the first time that the fans o( thi

opposing team outnumberei ^^^ g,

those of Air Force. According l( ad b;

him, this was a major factorin thi achat

loss.

So let's get it together, CC

Give your support to our womei

hoopsters. Fans are a necessan ampio

addition to help strengthen ihf
<n\eTer

confidence on the court. Onct

the Tigers have that, the gamei

as good as won,

Friday, Feb. 23, promises lob

an exciting evening at El Pomai

EnjoyI

lat an 1

sever

The J. Maurice Finn

UininjT and Driiikinfi Estublishnicnt

"C«l«»rafllu KprSnyjK ^alTcry Rcgalcr*

Our special feature . - - "Momlay i\i^i Thurt"

Everj' Monday night Between 10:30pm-2:00am

Any shot and a Coons draw, only ^1.35

Live Entertainment

Photo pr(X)fof age required please.
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1/omen All-Stars excite the ice

i Sports^s

by Anne Hartley

inotnenal finesse, hefty hips.

J
punctilious passing does the

j(
tor lady icers.

linstaking practice and can-

joaching paid off for the CC
|j^ last Saturday. Spurred on

the enthusiastic ravings of

if
home crowd, the CC

grnen's All-Stars soundly

lunced (and watch those

nnesota OU's) the Denver

inien
12-3 In heavy hockey

lion at Honnen Rink. Gleaming

Id
jerseys matched sterling

,yas theCC women dominated

,y
throughout the contest,

jwtng the hapless horde of

ijiverites off the ice in an

static victory.

Quided by Illustrious mentors

,ve Randall and Randy Stein.

^ maintained a strong, balanc-

I

scoring attack that kept them

out of reach, while some clutch

saves by goaltender Jerri Harden
held the Denver team at bay.

Skating with only two full forward

lines and two pairs of

defensemen. the All-Stars didn't

seem to miss the presence of

perennial dependables like

blithe-bladed Ann Oatman
(who's meditating somewhere in

New Mexico) or solid
defenseman Shannon OToole
(thesising at home in 'Sota).

Diminutive Karen Post, speedy
Julie Helm, and mesh-masher
Suzy Lyon led the scoring for CC,
flipping in lots of flashy goals

with the help of their teammates.

*Over 5th block break, on their

ftrst road trip ever, the All-Stars

travelled to Aspen for a tong-

awaited rematch with the

Mother-Puckere {CC played

them here at Honnen three years

]eid joins hall of fame

lan Reid, CC historian

by Anne Shutan

Last Monday, Feb. 19, Juan
id was inducted into the

ilorado Sports Hall of Fame.

lat an exciting way to celebrate

seventy-first birthday.

graduated from CC in

32 as a three-sport letterman

lotball, basketball, and
all). He started in every

lercollegiate football and

sketball game during his four

ars here. In 1932 he was the All-

>cky Mountain Conference
astern Division) basketball

Qrd.

Following his graduation, Reid

ved as assistant football coach.
3" ad basketball and baseball
"^i achatCC(1932-1941).ln1941

was appointed head football

ach, and his team won the
^^' «ky Mountain Conference
^^ ampionships (undefeated in

"" nierence).

In 1942. Reid left Colorado
lings and accomplished many
ife impressive acts outside of

SCO scene. He returned to CC
November of 1945 as dean of

• He held this position for the
lowing 23 years. In addition to
rving as dean, Reid coached
^ CC basketball team from
*5-1948. In 1948 he was ap-
''nted director of athletics

348-1957).

^eid organized the Colorado
^'e Chess Association in 1959.
t"ii '59 to '62 he served as the

president of the association. He
was honored by the Distinguish-

ed Service Award from the

Colorado State Chess Associa-

tion.

In 1962 Reid was elected vice-

president of the United States

Chess Association. He served for

two years, during virhich he drew

five international chess grand

masters. Bobby Fischer was one
who later became world cham-
pion (1972).

Reid's abilities reach far

beyond athletics (although

sports does seem to be where his

motiviation originated). He serv-

ed on several Colorado Springs

community boards. These in-

clude the Colorado Springs Boys

Club, Pikes Peak United Fund. Ei

Paso County Historical Society,

and Colorado Springs Park and

Recreation Advisory Committee

on Open Space and the Garden

of the Gods.
In 1934 Reid married his CC

classmate, Margaret Kilhan, on

Columbus Day. They have three

children: Mrs. David D. Finley,

Robert, and John.

We are very proud of our new
Hall of Famer. Congratulations,

Juan Reid.

ago, beating them in a close one).

Playing morning and night

games. CC came away with a

split for the series. Their solid

play was by far their best effort to

date, and a rowdy bunch of loyal

fans (yes, even in Aspen!) let

them know.
'The All-Stars also have games

scheduled throughout the

season here against C-League
Men's IM teams. IM Director

Tony Frasca has put lots of time

and effort into the program and
deserves a round of applause for

all the invaluable hockey lore he's

passed on — although opting for

a honeymoon in, of all places,

Eveleth. Minnesota (home of the

U.S. Hockey Hall of Fame, the

Palazzaris, and the Delichs), is a

questionable testimonial to his

cranial capabilities. (Just kid-

ding. Tony — who in his right

mind would knock the Range?)

Come cheer the All-Stars on

to bigger and better victories this

weekend, when the CC women
play host to Denver and Aspen in

an Invitational Tourney. Four

games will be played here at

Honnen Ice Rink: Sat.. Feb. 24.

CC vs. Denver at 11:00 a.m., CC
vs. Aspen at 1:00 p.m.; Sun.. Feb.

25, Aspen vs. Denver at 10:30

a.m.. followed by CC vs. the

winner of that game.

GOING TO EUROPE

THIS YEAR?

unless you're planning to walk

over, it's time to make reserva-

tions ... we have charters,

economy flights & eurail &

hoster informatnn.

TAYLOR TRAVEL
81 8 N. Tejon

827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudr^

A Very Unique Restaurant & Lounge (crazy, even!)

1747 So. 8th St. — Broadmarket Square — 633-8774

Colorado College Students

-Eat Cheap!-
This Week at Baggs!

Dinners or Sunday Brunch: 2 /or 1 fwith coupon)

Bar Drinks: 2 for 1 fivith coupon)

Live Music Every Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Blues - Bluegrass - Folk

Prime Ribs • Crab • Beer Batter Shrimp • Trout

Pork Chops • Omelettes • Steaks • Burgers & Sandwiches
Dinner: Tues.-Sat. from 5:30 p.m.

Sunday Brunch: Sundays 11 a.m. 'til 4:30 p.m.

•CUPOUT"

Take Cascade South to

Cimmaron (Hwy 24) Go West

to the Holiday Inn (That's 8th

Street!) Turn left, go south

about 15 blocks—You Made HI

L0ST7I Call: 633-8774

2 For 1 Dinner

'

(or Brunch)

Buy Any Dinner or Brunch Entree,

get 2nd FREE! iYou Pay For Higher

Priced One, If Differenti

Limit 4 Per Coupon ^^ Expires fWlarch 11, 1979 O

'CUP OUT'

" 2 Fori Bar Drink
Buy Any Bar Drink and get 2nd One FREE!

IYou Pay For Higher Priced One, If Different]

0„ Umit 1 Free Drink Por Coupon „^
<^A Expires March 11. 1979 ^^if

The Catalyst • February 23, 1 979 >
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;C students wreak havoc at Viennese Ball
by Sue Royce

ant student abuse and

jifuction of property at The
jgdmoor Hotel has prompted

icials there to ban all further

student group use of the

ijljiy. In response to this action,

Leisure Program Policy Com-

iiee decided Wednesday to im-

^jiateiy terminate any funding

beer at campus-involved

jup activities.

action comes as a result of

wide variety of incidents.

,ped off by numerous
jDiems at the Viennese Ball on

b24.

pblems begin

according to reports from the

oadmoor, the problems began

jund 10:00 when security of-

ets knew minors had begun

nking, presumably having

jer students purchase their

,nks from the bar. Security of-

fals reported stopping one stu-

nl walking in with a case of

er, and other students walking

with potted plants.

chandelier in the main ballroom

was broken, ashtrays from the

tables were smashed on the mez-
zanine floor, and 16 flower pots

were tossed over the railing near

the escalator. Several students

vomited in and around the

sundeck area.

After the ball

After the dance, two couples

caused damage to the piano by

climbing up and dancing on top

of it. Security officials found beer

bottles in the roadway in front of

the hotel, and discovered that

one of the "scorpion" tables from

the mezzanine had disappeared.

In addition, a plate glass section

of the windbreaking tunnel out-

side the hotel was broken

sometime between 1 2:30 and
1:30 a.m.

Following the Bali, Russel Tutt,

representing the Broadmoor,
telephoned President Worner's

office to inform him of the

amount of damage done, and

also to request payment by the

college to cover the cost of

repairs.

the entire cost as billed by the

Broadmoor.

Dean Max Taylor expressed his

feelings on the matter, saying,

"quite frankly I am appalled. This

semi-barbaric behavior seems to

be in vogue. It's sort of the Animal
House syndrome."

Continuing, Taylor referred to

other problems that have sur-

faced at the Broadmoor with stu-

dent groups. "These are the types

of pranks that unfortunately have

been the pattern of student

behavior at all Broadmoor
dances this year."

History repeated

According to Broadmoor of-

ficials, students at the most re-

cent sorority formal broke

glasses on the sundeck. throwing

them from rooms they had rented

forthe night. The swimming pool

filters became so clogged with the place of destructive row-
broken glass that the water had to diness. Cathcart indicated She
be drained and filters repaired, stated a new commitment by the

That night, a truck was stolen Exlra-Curricular Committee to

from the Broadmoor grounds, to support only the more construc-
be recovered later near El Pomar five group functions.

Sports center on the CC campus.

Dean Taylor summed up his

feelings by saying 'we've realty

go to do something to turn this

thing around. In that sense, this

ban on CC use of Broadmoor
facilities is certainly in our in-

terest."

Leisure Program response

Speaking for the Extra-

curricular Committee of the

Leisure Program, Bevo Cathcart

explained the moratorium on
beer funding as basrcatly a "sym-
bolic move, ' to bring about an

awareness among students of the

need for more constructive group
activities. Such things as dancing

or group competition could take

Later, the large sand jar

hlrays in the lobby were

mped onto the carpet, and one
ip eared missing. The

Total cost of the damage to

hotel property comes to $540.

The Extra Curricular Committee
of the Leisure Program will pay

The Policy Committee has also

dratted a letter to other campus
organizations, urging them to

withhold all funding for beer re-

quested by any campus group.

Members of the Leisure Program
committees hope this action will

encourage peer pressure among
students to begin showing a bit

more respect for the privileges

the school so freely provides.

Broadmoor officials still plan to

cater the senior dinner dance
dunng graduation weekend, ap-

parently assuming that students

will behave themselves with their

parents close by.

(Sec editorial, page 4)
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Institutes invite

fells many campus trees
by Greg Kerwin

l^ine trees on the CC campus
'e been removed in the past

leral weeks in an effort to halt

- spread of pine beetle and
oer diseases. Claude Cowart,
iisiant director of the physical

'fit, says that the decision to

*e out a tree is "made with

ifeme reluctance. If there's any
'ubt whatever, we'll leave the

standing."

I'he College arborist, George
9illigan, and the grounds crew
^e been cutting down diseased
*s and removing deadwood
ng recent weeks. They are

'"9 this during the winter in

^er "to keep the arborist busy,"

wording to Cowart.
^he diseases concerning the

Tist include pine beetle in-

^lion. Dutch elm disease, and

"'ussock moth. This year, pine

has been the chief

"tilem. The College's pine
^s are sprayed every June as
'^ of the school's preventive

'^ying program, Cowart insists

^' the physical plant does
'^fything reasonable within
' budget limitations we might
''^

-. the administration has
'^ understanding in providing

care of trees. ' He adds. "The

administration would hang us if

they thought we were careless

with trees."

However, James Crossey,

physical plant director, fears that

the College may lose all its

ponderosa pine over the next 50

years if problems with the pine

beetle continue.

Cowart doesn't anticipate the

removal of any more trees this

year, although there is a

ponderosa pine in front of Cutler

Hall which the arborist is

watching carefully.

Cowart believes the College

has "no need for a fully qualified,

professional agronomist," since

such expertise is available

through the city and state

forester's office. He says CC con-

sults with these experts at least

monthly during the spring,

summer, and fall, frequently

more often.

Two large white firs in the

Haskell House yard mysteriously

died this winter. Cowart calls this

"a puzzling thing which distress-

ed us greatly. Nobody could give

us any solutions." Orlando

Salazar. grounds foreman, ex-

plains that there was 'no disease

showing, yet the trees died.

Salazar states that the grounds

crew "let them (the trees) go till

they were completely gone. ' The

physical plant gave the wood to

the housing office for firewood

since they didn't find any disease.

Cowart also explains that the

city decided to remove evergreen

shrubs from the median strip at a

crosswalk on Cascade Ave,, con-

sidering it a safety hazard.

However, he indicates the

College, perhaps through the

Campus Safety Committee, had

asked the city to trim or remove

these shrubs several years ago.

In regard to the planting of new
trees. Cowart asserts. ' We do not

per se have a master plan for tree

planting, but we have a general

plan to maintain the trees,

foliage, etc.' He cites examples
of young trees which have been
planted, including several red

maple, silver maple, locust, and
oak He also points to an exten-

sive row of Colorado blue spruce
along the east side of Slocum
Hall which he hopes will some-
day completely shield the dor-

mitory from Nevada Ave. Cowart
says the College seeks a "good
mix of evergreen and deciduous
trees ... which will give us good
color in the different seasons.

'

An exciting variety of eight-

week mstitutes will again be

offered at Colorado College this

summer. These institutes, which

run from June 18 through Aug,

10, provide a full course load and
represent a successful alter-

native to the traditional schedule

of juggling several courses

simultaneously. Each participant

, will earn three Colorado College

units.

This summer, students may
choose from the following in-

stitutes: "The Conversation of

Mankind; Studies in Humanities,

Science, and Social Science,"

"The Writing Institute. Un-

derstanding, Using, and En-

joying Language:" "Photogra-

phy: Technique, Creativity. Criti-

que; " "Urban America; Politics,

Architecture. Literature' (offered

in conjunction with a Tutorial in

Architecture and Urban Plan-

ning); 'Beyond the Bottom Line:

Ethics and Professional Life in

Law. Medicine, and Business;"

and "Natural History of Colora-

do; Field Studies in Botany. Zo-

ology, and Ecology"

In addition, a limited number of

well-qualilied upperclassmen
will be allowed in the Southwest
Studies Institute entitled "Arts of

the Southwest: Traditional and
Contemporary, This institute

will be SIX weeks in length, from

June 18 to July 26. and will

include a week-long field trip to

Taos and Santa Fe,

For the first lime. Colorado

College Summer Session will be

able to offer a limited number of

partial-tuition scholarships. All

financial aid will be given on the

basis ol individual need and
merit. The Summer Financial Aid

Program Committee will be es-

pecially interested in how a

Colorado College Summer Ses-

sion Institute or other offering fits

in with the candidate's academic
goals.

The Summer Session
Catalogue will be in students'

mailboxes before pre-
registration. Course offehngs are

listed in notebooks in the

Summer Session office.

On War, Violence and Human Values

Luce Council chosen
by Laurel Van Driest

Representatives from each of

the four main areas of the CC
liberal arts education have been

chosen to serve on the Luce

Council on War, Violence and

Human Values. Professors Don

Shearn. tor natural sciences;

Alvin Boderman. for social

sciences; Joseph Pickle, for

humanities; James Malcolm, for

the performance program; and

Bill Hochman. as chairman, will

serve on the council, which is

funded by a three-year. S65.000

grant from the Henry Luce Foun-

dation,

Three students will be ap-

pointed by the Committee on

Committees of the CCCA to fill

out the complement of the Coun-

cil. The completed Council will

meet every month in preparation

for the start of the special project

grant program next year.

Under the auspices of the Luce

program, two new courses will be

offered next year in addition to

the already existing course. War.

Violence and the Humanities. The

courses are Morality in War. to be

taught by Boderman and

Hochman, and War, Violenceand

Art. to be taught by Bernard

Arnest. The Luce grant will

provide money for films, outside

speakers, and other course

proposals.

Members of the Council will

approve or reject lecture series,

film proposals, and other course-

related activities.
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Don't worry

Flunking requires cooperation
r
I COI

Career Center News-

by Matt Norwood
Flunking out from an

educational institution requires

the cooperation of two parlies,

the administration and the stu-

dent involved- Few questions

need be asked about the t>ehavior

of the student who flunks out.

Nearly everyone at CC knows the

techniques necessary to flunk

out. The policy of the administra-

tion, however, since it varies from

mstitution to institution, is worth

examining.

A student at CC can save his

worrying for other things than

flunking as long as he achieves

the objectrves described below. If

the student in question is a first

semester freshman, all he need

do IS earn one unit of credit for

the semesterto stay in school. Ifa

second semester freshman, he

must receive at least three units

of credit for the semester and five

units for the two semesters com-
bined- Those who are no longer

freshmen must count their days

of carefree youth over, for they

must earn three units of creditfor

each semester. Of course, these

scales do not apply to such

problems as illness, personal dif-

ficulties, or a surplus of credits.

If a student has not achieved

the above requirements,
however, an evaluation process

is undertaken. At the end of the

fall and spring semesters, the

Dean's Advisory Committee,

composed of three faculty

members and four deans, reviews

the records of all the students

who have not earned the

necessary amount of units.

If the Committee feels that a

student is wasting his money and

time and that he would be better

off elsewhere, then the com-
mittee suspends him from the

college. If the Committee feels

the student is benefitting from

the college, and that improve-

ment is likely, then the student in

question will be issued a warning.

So far this year, three suspen-

sions and 18 warnings have been

issued. Judging from past years,

by May the numbers will

probably rise to approximately 12

and 35. respectively. The
disproportionate increase at the

end of the year usually results

from the Committee's ability to

look at student records that cover

a longer time period.

The implementation of the

block plan had an interesting

effect on these statistics in the

school yearof 1969-1970, and on

suspensions and warnings

issued earlier. Before the block

plan was instituted suspensions

consistently numbered in the

middle 40's, the warnings often

climbed as high as 150. After the

plan began, both dropped con-

siderably. Under the semester

system, if a student suffered a

serious setback in his life, all his

course grades were affected.

Now, in the same situation a

student may lose only three or

four units.

It may be noted that the Dean's

Advisory Committee does not

spend all the time handing down
suspensions or warnings. During

most of the year, at its monthly

meetings, the Committee meets
to discuss student petitions,

leaves of absence, and other

matters.

Author visits to help students
Dr. David Bradley, author,

Dartmouth graduate professor

and brother of Dean Richard

Bradley, is visitng CC this block

to assist individual students with

writing and to work on improving

CCs writing program.

Following training as a sur-

geon and an assignment to an

atomic bomb testing area, Dr.

Bradley wrote his first book, a

bestseller entitled. No Place to

Hide. The book, written in the

1950's. argues against nuclear

warfare, a revolutionary topic for

its time.

Riker goes to Chicago

John Riker, future head of Chicago semester

For the first time, a fall

semester program at the

Newberry Library will be headed

by a Colorado College faculty

member. John Riker, associate

professor of philosophy, will be

the program director for a

seminar entitled "Changing Con-

cepts of Nature in the Western

Tradition: Enlightenment to the

Twentieth Century." which will

last from Sept. 4 through Dec. 7,

1979.

"I hadn't originally applied for

the position, said Riker, who is

going to Chicago on an 1 1 -month
fellowship. "The first person

selected was fired by his college,

so the applications were reopen-

ed, and I submitted my ideas on

what the program should be,"

Riker and Prof. Charles A. Miller
'

of Lake Forest College will struc-

ture the course through a series

of lectures, concluding the

semester with student presen-

tations.

Students interested in the

program should contact Prof

Riker, Application deadline is

April 1 . "I would recommend this

to students who are capable of a

lot of self-discipline and self-

direction," said Riker. "We will be
meeting as a class maybe once a

week. The majority of the work
and research will be on the

students own ' Participants will

work on interdisciplinary areas of

research combined with
specialized theses, receivingfour

credits for the semester.

"Naturally, my main area is

philosophy," said Riker, "but I

hope to take the students on trips

to the Chicago Art Institute and

other places of interest and plan

to have them listen to different

types of music during our stay,"

During the remaining months
of his fellowship, Riker will stay in

Chicago to work on a book he is

writing about "what it means to

live well." This follows his

recently-published book. The Art

of Ethical Thinking, which
detailed how one goes about fin-

ding out what "living well" is.

Although Bradley finds book
writing hard work, he feels his

ideas need expression; "I realized

that writing is important and no
one else is going to do it." Dr.

Bradley's works include: Expert

Skiing, a biography, a book on
Finland, and most recently a
work on Robert Frost. He claims

that his first book "wrote itself . .

.

I was merely the secretary;"

Bradley suggests that his book
on Finland is the most in-

teresting.

Nineteen years of teaching,

three years in Finland, and
Bradley's current writing and
speaking instruction at the Dart-

mouth graduate school of

busi ness support Bradley's state-

ment, "I think I know most of the

things that don't work and a few

techniques which help."

At CC, Dr. Bradley tutors

students, works with faculty to

more effectively aid students,

and hopes to contribute to an

attractive and prosperous writing

program. In evaluating CCs
writing program, the author

suggests that CC doesn't give up,

as many schools have.

Bradley believes that speaking

and writing, the bases for com-
munication, join together as the

"only way of transmitting history

and wisdom and the only thing

which keeps us out of the caves."

In writing Dr. Bradley looks for

"clarity, simplicity, vitality and
excitement." "I want the student

to consider what words best suit

transmission of his ideas and to

consider opening statement, full

organization, paragraphing,
evidence and reasoning, and
summation." The most common
writing problems include a

"blurred vision of purpose and
the use of habitual forms and
passive construction."

The professor encourages
students to try writing with "solid

nouns and active verbs." For life

he advises: "keep laughing."

Dr. Bradley is available to all

students for any writing help both
in the morning and afternoon, in

Armstrong Room 250 (ext. 231),

CC English Professor Ruth Bar-

ton states, "I would very much
like to see a wide range of

students go talk to him; any stu-

dent with any writing problem
should be free to see him."

COMING PROGRAMS
CAREERS IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: INTERNAL

REVENUE SERVICE. Mr. Larry Scott will discuss careers
with

the IRS. how to apply, and answer your questions. Monday
March 12 at 3 p.m. in Rastall 208.

WHAT WILL I DO WITH MY TIME? An excellent liin^

showing how a variety of people have made decisions about

their career paths. Tuesday, March 13 at 3 p.m. in Armstronn
300.

HOW TO CHOOSE A PROFESSION. Prof. John Riker wm
discuss concepts and thinking methods which are crucial m
considering what profession to choose. Wednesday, March 14

at 3 p.m. in RastaJI 208.

HOW TO FIND A JOB. This workshop outlines traditional

and nontraditional job hunting strategies: Thursday, March 15

at 3 p.m. in Rastall 208.

RECRUITERS

BURROUGHS-WELLCOME, a top-notch non-profit inter-

national pharmaceutical company, will be at UCCS on Marcii

15th, and CC seniors are invited to learn about what they are

looking for and what they have to offer. See the Career Center
for details.

SUMMER JOBS

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY INTERN PROGRAM
is

open to seniors or grad students who are New York State

residents with good academic record and strong research and

analysis skills, and interest In the functioning of the legislature.

$1500 for 10 weeks work.

4-H/ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM COOR-
DINATOR, Iowa State University, June 1-July 30.

TRAIL CONSTRUCTION TEAM LEADERS to supervise

teenagers working on trail development & general maintenance
on Open Space lands In Jefferson County, CO, May 30-July 27,

Deadline March 24.

KEYSTONE RESORT is looking for landscapers, maids,

handymen, buspersons, and waitresses for the summer. Per

hour wage plus use of recreational facilities. Reasonbly-priced

housing.

BRUSH RANCH CAMPS on the Pecos River 35 miles from

Santa Fe has openings for cabin counselor/activity teaders June

13-August 11.

FULL TIME POSITIONS

STATE OF COLORADO has openings for TRANSPORTA-
TION REPRESENTATIVE, examining records pertaining to

rates and tariffs and writing reports for the Commission; and for

STATE REVENUE AGENT, trainee in auditing under State laws

for all kinds of tax work.

PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSON to set up program for

B.L.M. Youth Conservation Corps in Canon City. Produce
printed material, write news releases, public speaking, make a

film. etc. Position open immediately for one year, possibly

permanent.

SAFETY DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE COMPENSA-
TION INSURANCE FUND will soon have entry level positions

open for students with bachelor's degree and some science

V background, in Denver. Minorities welcome.

Ingraham to give historical perspective of Iran.

Anthropologist lectures
Anthropologist Michael Lloyd

Ingraham will present a slide

show and lecture on "Iran:

Archaeology and Politics." Mon-
day. March 12 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Packard Hall auditorium.

Ingraham. a doctoral can-
didate in Near Eastern
archaeology at the University of

Toronto, conducted several

archaeological studies in Iran.

including a recent stint which
ended Dec. 14. 1978, during the

height of the anti-Shah uprisings

in Tehran. His 45-minute presen-
tation features Iran's history and
geography from an

anth ro pol ogi cal

archaeological perspective

Ingraham said he hopes top"

sent a much broader view ol l'^

than that given by the America

news media. He will talk abo'

the current political situation

general terms and hopes to

vance understanding rather tha

reaction to recent development-

The lecture, open to

members of the Coloi

College and the Colorad*

Springs community, v

followed by a question-am

answer period.
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Notices

^V
POLITICAL SCIENCE

JLlBSE: PS 210 - THE LAW
10 THE POOR. Social justice

jrrently applied by the courts

poor people, particularly

;j(ities, in the United States.

ics covered will include alleg-

aol'ce brutality, representa-

of poor people and

iiorilies in the judicial process.

qoestions for judicial reform,

unit. Visiting Professor

lyniond D. Jones, a 1967

jduate of Colorado College, is

youngest District Judge in

history of the State of

^ilorado. After earning his J.D.

at Harvard University,

Jones worked as a trial

ivyer in the Denver courts

ilore ascending the bench two

ago. As both lawyer and

he has specialized in cases

urolving poor people and

iinorities.

lyone interested in FOLKDAN-
ifjO"^ The Folklanders Inter-

)iioiial Folkdance Group
Icomes any people mterested-

legroup meets Monday nights,

10 at the EdiSon Grade School

ii N. Hancock. Call Jodie at

it
497 for further information.

OMMUNITY CONFERENCE
Come to the conference on

ne Oily and the Country: The
Hiding of Community" March
and 20 and talk with social

ganizers from across the nation

out efforts made to preserve, build,

create commun ity.

lUCk Laver, director of the Ur-

Homesteadmg Assistance

lard of New York City; Donna
:Hugh, national spokesperson

I American Agricultural

wement; Gregory Frazer. ex-

jlive director of the National

Dan Indian Council, and others

be available to discuss such

les as dealing with the federal

'^ernment and tenant organiza-

Ihe first session of the con-

lence will be a reception m the

iles Common Room at 4;00

1, fvlonday. March 19. Come
the reception, stay for the

iner and discussion groups at

iove later that night.

lOLOGY SEMINAR
Attend the biology seminar this

'lesday, l\/larch 13, in room 419,

iin Hall Dr. Bruce Martin of the

'tlorado University Medical

hool will deliver a lecture on
iecondary Amenorrhea in

imale Athletes."

Notices

AM students interested in

forming a flute club please meet

in Packard Hall lounge (down-

stairs) on Friday, March 16. at

1;30 p.m. No obligation.

HOCKEY TELEVISED
The second of two CC vs. Un-

iversity of North Dakota hockey

games will be televised tonight at

8:00 p.m. on the cable TV station,

channel 3.

20% OFF

(OPTICAL J

324V2 NO. NEVADA

634-4483

VOLUNTEER ACTION
desperately needs anyone with a

valid Colorado chauffeur's

license to drive about 1 5 cute kids

in a cute van to and from CC
Thursday afternoons from 2:30-

5:30. Pay negotiable. Call Judy
Wf^il pxt. 49R. if interested.

Notices

The Star Bar Players will

produce "Vanities." by Jack

Heifner, March 8-11. The play

concerns three high school

cheerleaders of 1963 who meet

again a decade later.

Fay Simpson. Tresa Skinner.

and Kathy Jenkins perform the

major roles. Simpson, a CC
junior, has appeared m campus
productions of "Cabaret' and

"Summertree " She directed the

Theater Workshop production of

"Chamber Music."

"Vanities" will be performed at

the Loft Theatre. 2506V; West

Colorado Avenue. Curtain time

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

(March 8-10) is 8 p.m. The Sun-

day (March 11) matinee is at 4

p.m.

Tickets are $3, or $2 with CC
student 1 .0.

Notices

Applications for the Spring

Break raft trip to Big Bend are

now available at Rastall desk

OXFORD SUMMER PROGRAM
Susquehanna University will

conduct Its eighth biennial study

program at Oxford University m
England during the summer of

1979 Applications are nowbeing
accepted Susquehanna at Ox-
ford IS a program ol study in

British history, culture, and
society with relevant travel and
excursions in England. The
program starts June 21 in Lon-

don Brochures containing
lurther information, including

costs, are available from Dr

Robert Bradford, Susquehanna
University, Selinsgrove, Pa

17870.

Classifieds

FOR SALE. Coffin, new, made in

Italy, great lor parlies,

Halloween, etc S150.00 or best

offer Call Bill Herman at 579-

2083 Monday-Friday from 8-4

p m
LOST Woman's Seiko watch
with silver, tourquoise. and coral

band. If found call Cindy at 635-

8727.

LOST. AMF Voit soccer ball

around Feb. 19 during woman's
soccer practice at El Pomar.
Reward offered for return. Please

notify Bev at ext. 446-

Personals

Happy 21st Birthday, with love

from Dad. Mom, Steve, and
Sloopy.

A

Acareerinlaw-
without lawschool

After just three months of study at The
/\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.

kS a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal

Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a

responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or

corporation in the city of your choice.

T'
he Institute for Paralegal Training is the

nation's first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970, we've placed over

2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you're a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with

our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training®

235 South 17th Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215)732-6600

Approved by the American Bar Association.
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Brawl vandals disgust
by Greg KerwJn

At lunch on Saturday. Feb. 24. 1 heard a friend say he was going to

the "Viennese Brawl" that night. I chuckled at this expression,

assuming the Ball would be a boring formal, stuffed-shirt affair, a

chance for the "beautiful people" of CC to be seen. I would never have

imagined this Viennese Ball to become the event which so angered the

management of the Broadmoor that, effective immediately, Colorado

College organizations are no longer welcome there.

Why has there been so much CC-related vandalism this year?

Everybody has his own pet theory. Many tie it to the movie "Animal

House;" others blame the Greek System on campus; some believe that

the Vietnam War is now past history and the social consciousness

prevalent among Vietnam-era students is gone.

No matter what the reason, the damage disgusts mel Further-

more, I know that it disgusts many people at CC. I've heard people

express such feelings in many forms. I'm sick and tired of seeing my
generation characterized as Irresponsible "nerds" because of the

asinine behavior of a few members.

I hope I don't know the "nerds" who found it necessary at the

Viennese Ball to damage a chandelier at the Broadmoor, steal plants

and a table, dance on the grand piano and vomit in the fountain. Isn't it

possible to have fun without destroying?

The Viennese Ball isn't an isolated incident — CC students

damaged the Broadmoor at the Homecoming Dance and at a

Panhellenic formal earlier this year. At ttie Homecoming Dance,

several students wanted to continue dancing after the band had

stopped. To express their discontent, they went into the dining room
and pulled tablecloths off tables set for Sunday brunch, stealing

silverware at the same time. At the Panhellenic formal, CC students

threw bottles and furniture from rented rooms into the swimming pool

and onto the surrounding deck.

There have been incidents of vandalism on the CC campus as

well. Someone recently stole the TV set from the college-owned

house I live in. Damage to Benjamin's Basement and the sorority

houses has been well-publicized.

Many CC students come from wealthy families which can afford

to pay the present tuition or any tuition. Indeed.with the rash of recent

vandalism, all CC students are gaining a reputation in the Colorado
Springs community as spoiled children who engage in rather

expensive and quite destructive playtime activities. Perhaps it is

unfortunate that the majority of CC students can so easily afford to

pay college expenses.

The administration would like to treat the students as adults. Yet

one wonders whether students can handle adult freedoms and
responsibilities if these same students can't control themselves at

school functions. The administration can hardly be expected to

expand freedoms such as coed housing, or to sponsor parties

intended to counter the social fragmentation students so often

complain about, when it is having to foot the bill for vandalism time
and time again.

A teacher of mine in high school used to complain that this

generation doesn't know how to celebrate. He believed that most
celebrations have become tragically escapist. One has "fun" by
getting so drunk or so high that the world and the other people in it are
left far behind. When celebrating becomes anti-social I believe the joy

is lost. What could be more anti-social than destroying everything in

sight.

When is the vandalism going to end? What does it take to make
CC students realize that they are indirectly paying for every little bit of

damage and theft which occurs? Obviously, irresponsible vandalism
contributes in no small way to the high cost of a college education.
The sad thing is that it is all so very, very needless.
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Dear Editor:

We would like to set the

record straight concerning the

following points about the

proposed gynecological
nurse practitioner program

and the recent Catalyst

articles.

(1) The Colorado Board of

Medical "Examiners (not the

Board of Health, as stated in

Sue Royce's Feb, 9 article) is a

panel of state-appointed

physicians which advises the

State Legislature on medical

issues. Like the State Board of

Nursing, The Medical Ex-

aminers are an advisory

group, i.e., not empowered to

When the Nurse Practice

Act comes before the
legislature for review this

spring, both state boards are

expected to publish their

opinions on the following

question; "How close must a

nurse practitioner's super-

vising physician be to her

place of work?" Currently,

nurse practitioners work in a

variety of supervisory
arrangements around the

state; to our knowledge, no

existing cross-town super-

visory arrangement of the type

proposed here at CC has ever

been censured by the State

Board, yet our campus physi-

cian remains opposed to hav-

ing a supervised nurse prac-

titioner work in Boettcher

Center.

(2) Regarding the statement

that the nurse practitioner's

role on campus is "watered-

down," ttie Colorado College

Women's Health Task Force

originally proposed that the

nurse practitioner perform the

following functions in

Boettcher clinic:

—pelvic exam, pap smear,

patient screening, history

taking;

—diagnosis and treatment

of the three common types

of vaginitis;

—pregnancy testing, birth

control and pregnancy
counseling;
— general sexuality
counseling for female and

male students;

—referral to appropriate

specialty or other services

as needed.

Currently a large proportion of

CC students are not obtaining

these important services. To
emphasize only tliat the nurse

practitioner will not be
prescribing birth control is to

ignore the well-woman care,

diagnostic, treatment,
counseling, and referral func-

tions of the nurse practitioner.

(3) Several references have

been made in Cafa/ysf articles

to the Women's Health Service

Colorado Springs Planm

Parenthood Clinic Nur

Practitioner Sharon Mi

tinez prepares for a patiei

Clinic of Colorado Spring;

and to Rocky fvlountain Plan

ned Parenthood.

(a) The Women's Healtl

Service Clinic was formet

several years ago by a grouf

of women determined

provide high-quality
prevention-oriented women'

health care in a supportiv

setting. They sought to offe

an alternative to the numbe

of area women who were

«We need not become sexle

by Stephen Vincent-Smith

As with most social
movements, feminism has
produced jungles of fanaticism

on opposing sides and a swath of

clearer understanding down
between. I have often considered

proclaiming myself a feminist

because I agree with certain

tennets of the movement, but I

decided that to do so would be
just as hypocritical as actively

displaying my reservations about
feminism.

Furthermore, feminism began
as a reaction against the oppres-
sion felt by many individuals

upon entering as contenders in

male-dominated aspects of

society, and I have not directly

felt that oppression since I am
male. Therefore I cannot react

with the same conviction as a

woman who has been in some
way shortchanged for her

femininity.

So I have been forced into the

middle ground: neither in opposi-

tion to women's rights nor cam-
paigning heartily for feminism.

Perhaps this objectivity has

allowed me to see some flaws in

the attitudes of many feminists

(particularly radical and militant

feminists and those who would
include lesbianism as an issue of

feminism), I react to these

problems publicly in hopes of

strengthening the position of

women's rights by inviting

feminists to reconsider some
stubborn ideas which are hinder-

ing the general and political

acceptance of more important

feminists arguments.

First of all, I feel that feminism
and lesbianism cannot be made
into a philosophical knot. This is

one of the major logical flaws

clouding the issue of feminism.

The idea is promoted by
numerous women's publications,

both commercial ones and some

women's health clinic, college,

and organizational pamphlets,

not to mention a great deal of

poetry and some fiction.

The cause of lesbianism is too

specific and personal to be

seriously considered an issue of

women's rights. It is a question of

society's attitude toward a per-

sonal freedom and certainly no
more so than male homosexuali-

ty. Therefore, though lesbians

may gain a more sympathetic

audience under the banner of

feminists, let us distinguish

between the two causes once and
for all.

To make this distinction and
excision less a blow to radical

feminists, consider one of the
major flaws of the lesbian
feminist argument: "Lesbian op-
pression is oppression of
women." This is the notorious
informal fallacy of composition.
Lesbian oppression is oppres-

sion of a few women, but not of

women generally. The implica-

tion of such a rallying cry is that

lesbian oppression is oppression

by men. That is also fallacious

since It draws on the previously-

mentioned false premise and the

circumstantial premise that op-

pression of women is oppression

by men. This is ridiculous. Is

oppression of male homosexuals
a form of women's oppression of

men?
Heterosexuality is no more a

male device to confine women to

convention than it is a female

device to restrict men to their

stereotypical roles. There is plen-

ty of room in heterosexuality for

challenging conventional values

and heightening the awareness
and sensitivity of both sexes

toward each other's problems.

So for numerous reasons, t

should think feminists would just

as soon not confuse the issue of

lestiianism with their own mofe

immediate concerns, such ast

rights to pursue and obt;

positions of leadership

authority and to obtain eqi

protection under the law.

Concerning even the mo

legitimate issues of feminism

unfortunately have a naive

to see both feminists and ths

traditionalist opposition call

their dogs and unite in the mo

honest quests of humanism. E

perience, however, teaches th

major social change in this cou

try usually comes about by o

position and confrontation ralh

than by cooperation. So it

difficult to be a women's rigfi

advocate simply by being

people's rights advocate,

seems one must specifically suj

port one or another faction.

However, i know many womf

who purport to be feminists wl

are in my eyes humanists. Thf

have enough confidence in the

femininity and their potential

people that they are at on(

critical of male-dominated soci

ty and sympathetic with the pos

tion of males as well as females

that society.

To the extent these women a(

feminists, feminism is a nonlai

tional, valuable doctrine. Buiw

feminism evoke change
remains at this level?

I believe so. fvloderal

feminists are active in opposit

major conservative traditionalis

(such as the "Total Woma^

devotees) on humanisii

grounds and without alienalin

most rational people.

Such feminists are quite vo^

about their feelings for equali'

and social change, but they
"

nofcaricaturesof feminism. The

have not lost any dignity by beii

dismissed asemotionally-mci'

crusaders calling for sudden

heaval. They are eloquent

determined. I truly believe thai;
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'Editorial=

e editor
sfied with the care they

^ad received from the all-male

qynecological/medical com-

munity in the Springs. Small

,yonder that this town's con-

servative medical establish-

ment has tried to discredit the

effectively competitive Clinic,

^vhich operates on a sliding-

scale and thus offers

lower-income women less ex-

pensive health care than most

M D.s offer. The Clinic does

have a supervising physician

and has never had a malprac-

tice suit brought against it.

(b) To say that Planned

parenthood's funding was cut

because "nurse practitioners

were dispensing-birth control

devices and performing abor-

tions under the same roof" is

inaccurate in several ways.

The highly controversial Hyde

Amendment passed by the

U.S. Congress cut Medicaid

lunding of abortions in all but

most extreme cases. An

example of blatant discrimina-

tion against lower-income

women, the Hyde Amendment
has affected not only Planned

Parenthood, but every other

provider of these services to

women on Medicaid.

Also, at this time in

Colorado, abortion is con-

sidered a surgical procedure

nd is only performed by

licensed physicians. At

Women's Health Service

Clinic and at Planned
Parenthood, out of considera-

tion for patients' feelings and

state law, the contraceptive

and abortion services are

offered through separate

clinics and scheduled as such.

(4) At every step of the way
in the CC Women's Health

Task Force survey, proposal

writing, and practitioner inter-

view processes, student input

has been of primary impor-

tance. Any student concerned

about health issues, aa^ well as

anyone who would like' to par-

ticipate in the implementation

and review of the nurse prac-

titioner program, is en-

courageid to contact Sharon

Libell, Chairperson of the Stu-

dent Health Advisory Board, at

ext. 472, or Carol Petsonk,

Chairperson of the Women's
Health Task Force, at 636-

1091.

Sharon Libell

Carol Petsonk

Linda Weil

Lilian Lehrburger

Synda Spencer

Judy Berffein

P.S. Readers are invited to

look at the current edition of

Leviathan for additional

perspectives on the subject.

Dear Editor:

It is regretable that there

were excesses in the "Valen-

tine's Day love fest" regarding

the ENACT newspaper
shelter. The members of Kap-
pa Sigma fraternity took im-

mediate action after the affair

to rectify the situation, and
ENACT members have per-

sonally thanked ustorthis.We
have and will continue
throughout the year to con-
tribute targe amounts of

newspapers and aluminum
cans to the ENACT program.

This is a sincere and perma-

nent committment on the part

of an organization that in-

cludes many individuals who
are involved in a day-to-day

level with improving the envi-

ronment. Our .members in-

clude wildlife conservation-

ists, environmental biologists,

and just plain concerned
citizens.

That concern extends to

creative actions that

humorously enrich our
college experience for the

benefit of everyone. I am sorry

that some members of the

campus community can't en-

joy a good chuckle over a

harmless once-a-year prank.

Sincerely,

Ed Goldstein

Grand Scribe,

The Kappa Sigma Fraternity

reach each other.
99

las been these women who have
irought about most of the fruitful

changes in attitudes toward
women.

I believe confrontation and

reconciliation can occur without

'anning the embers of bitterness

either feminist or traditional

consciousness. And unlike mili-

lant feminists, I first of all believe

leconciliation can occur.

Robin Morgan, as one of the

more literary militant feminists,

has voiced the hopelessness and

bilterness of her viewpoint in her

cook of poetry, Monster, In one

ol her most impressive poems,

stie seems to hope for reconcilia-

iion with men. but she does so in

powerful terms of its absolute

impossibility:

I would like to meet you ...

when we will wear no

breasts or penis or uterus,

vagina, testicles,

no beard, no blood ...

Then

we could speak.

Her preferred solution is a

violent revolution in which

women seize power from men

and somehow run things as they

should be. I believe the naivete

and contradictory nature of that

dogma are self-evident, Ms,

Morgan's is a frightening world in

which neither men nor women
are at peace with their own sex-

uality. Why would any rational

person opt for such a fatalistic

viewpoint?

What I suppose I have noticed

is an apparent distinction

between women for whom the

concepts of feminism is a series

of closing doors into which they

retreat in a form of sexual solip-

sism, and those for whom
feminism is a series of doors

opening into greater and more

meaningful possibilities for the

self and the interaction of self

with others, men included.

What I oppose is not feminism.

It is social radicalism. It is the

jungles of fanaticisim. The

jungles started as neighborly

hedges defining two sides and

grew to abomination as shows of

mutual contempt. We need not

become sexless to reach each

other. We need only to walk out of

the shade of ourself-importance.

Then we could speak. And much
more.

In defense of criticism
by Dale Hartlgan

You've heard of anti-heroes and anti-personnel weaponry, but did

you notice that the pages of the last Cafa/ysf sported an 'anli-review"?

Tom Dill's witty piece on the Dave Holland/Sam Rivers concert turns

out to be something much different than a commentary on the jazz

duo. In fact, we learn nothing about Rivers' and Holland's music other

than that it inspired the author to get up and dance. Of course, the

whole point of the article is rather to condemn criticism as totally

useless — barely worthy of a drop-kick out the back door and onto the

garbage heap.

Unfortunately, Mr. Dill belongs to the "whatever you feel is real"

school of music appreciation and stingily refuses to share his

experience with us. He insists that "words just ain't art," but did we ex-

pect them to be? He outlines the essentials of abominable cnticism (eg,

"analysing, deconstructing art" without the corresponding respon-

sibility of putting the pieces back together with care), But because

there are deficient musicians as well as admirable ones, do we outlaw

all music-making Ihroughoutthe land?? Because some people blindly

follow the advice of their favorite critic, do we condemn the critic for

being so shallow?

Mr. Dill is correct to point out that much reviewing today is

shoddy and mercenary. But I question Mr. Dill's contention thai we

should admire an artist merely because "he worked hard at what he

did. ' Even more pernicious is the assertion that art should be merely

"felt" and forgotten.

Henry James said, "Art lives upon discussion, upon experiment,

upon curiosity, upon variety of attempt, upon the exchange of views

and the comparison of standpoint . . " Of course every individual

experiences a work of art firstly and profoundly at the gut level. Yet,

according to James, if the process stops there the work dies.

Rather than condemn all criticism, maybe we need to consider

higher standards ol quality. Admitting limited knowledge about any

art. the average person turns to the critic for a shred of enlightenment.

Hopefully the sincere critic can provide information to transform the

mere novelty of a performance into deeper enjoyment and apprecia-

tion for the art. Even if the evaluation turns out to be outlandish, at

least the reader has for a moment considered wider possibilities

outside of his own life.

The danger lurking behind the subjective approach to art is the

ease with which it slides into place along with other aspects o( the

narcissistic, self-help generation. I deplore art which cannot be talked

about. Otherwise we slip faster and faster towards a world occupied

by so many little individual whirling dervishes, spinning away, each on

his own axis.

Guest editorial

Fraternities' disruptive influences are intolerable
by Michele Feingold

The faculty of Dartmouth

College voted last fall to ban

'faternities from campus. Hear-

ing this gave me the fantasy that

someday Colorado College too

^''ouid be free of them, oral least

ol the most offensive ones.

However, it appears that the

'maternities will remain for a long

'inie, albeit while enduring the

severe punishments of 'social

probation.

There have been people who
'avor open rather than selective

3nd closed societies since the

'maternities' beginnings in the late

'820's. Observers decried the

'oss of "those various signs of . .

.

9race— humility, equality, and

'Morality — which had long been
'lie purpose of the colleges to

'osier."' They saw the fraternities

3s going against the democratic
Spirit and regarded them as

catering to the sons of rich and

successful families. Not sur-

prisingly, fraternity charters for

many years included clauses ex-

cluding non-whites.

While some would argue that

fraternities have changed since

their beginnings (and indeed

many of our institutions have an

elitist and racist heritage, which

still lingers in many), they retain

their exclusive character and as

such are a divisive element on a

small college campus. However,

the real case against certain

fraternities on the Colorado

College campus stems from the

behavior of their members, which

should constitutegrounds for the

revoking of charters.

The myopia and narrow-mind-

edness that can result from cons-

tant companionship with peers of

similar background and ex-

perience helps to explain a cer-

tain lack of personal growth

observable in many fraternity

members, but fraternities are far

from alone in this.

The arugment for with-

drawing official sanction from

a fraternity tike Kappa Sigma

and maybe the Bela house

lies in their actions. Acts of

violence and bigotry should not

be tolerated. There Is a discerni-

ble difference between immature

pranks and what some fraternity

members practice. There is a

word fqr acts like torturing a

turkey (Betas) and hanging a

turtle by its neck to slowly die

(Kappa Sigs). It is called sadism.

While not all fraternities drag

dead animals around on a string,

those that do should be dealt with

appropriately. This does not

mean forbidding them to have

parties. It means withdrawing

college approval for their con-

tinued existence.

The CCCA by-laws stipulate

that CCCA chartered organiza-

tions not constitute a "disruptive

influence" on campus. The Kap-

pa Sigmas, who are chartered by

the college itself, have

demonstrated time and again

that they are more than disrup-

tive. They have consistently

abused their rights as members

of the "college community," and

yet their existence goes un-

challenged.

The Kappa Sigmas' persecu-

tion of the Gay Liberation panel

in 1977. the recent war games

when they used a cannon, and

their sadistic acts make them

reminiscent of neo-fascists. It

makes me exceedingly uncom-

fortable and outraged that such a

group IS sanctioned by this

college. They have no place in a

liberal arts college community. I

don't like to think about the boys^

they "help" to become like

themselves.

Despite my distaste for ex-

clusive groups, I would not

recommend that all fraternities

be banned from campus if their

actions do not warrant it.

However, those fraternities

whose members exhibit in-

humane behavior should have

their charters revoked. Merely

putting them on social probation

is like slapping the wrist of a

hoodlum. The "spirit of fraternal

brotherhood," when it involves

sadism and intolerance, is

nothing more than a personality

disorder.

'FtedericK Rudolpfi, Mark Hopkins and

Ihe Log: Williams College. 1836-1872

(1956), p- 113. quoted in Frederick

Rudolph, The American College and Un-

iversity: A History {New York Vintage

Books, 1962). p- 149.
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Problems burgeon from America's growt}
by David Kaufman

America's economic health to-

day depends on a steady infusion

of great quantities of energy, par-

ticularly petroleum. Though we

utilize other sources of power,

petroleum is indispensible

because we use and depend on

its many derivatives.

Petroleum's strongest impact

may well have been on

agriculture. Due to the develop-

ment and application of in-

numerable petroleum-based

pesticides, herbicides and fer-

tilizers, plus the use of gas-

powered machinery, crop yields

have been climbing steadily for

the last few decades. From 1945

to 1975 corn yields increased an

incredible 240%; this was

paralleled by an increased

energy input of 310% over the

same period.

To grow an acre of corn now

requires only nine man-hours of

labor, accompanied by 80

gallons of gasoline or its

equivalent. Overall, agriculture

now requires an average of 0.01

1

Btu of human energy and 1.14

Btu of fossil energy to produce

1.0 Btu of agricultural energy.

As Albert Bartlett points out,

"Petroleum has made it possible

for American farms to be

operated by only a tiny fraction of

our population." Freed from the

farms, people "have migrated to

the cities where . . . ways of life

are (again) critically dependent

on petroleum," The farms

become still more dependent on

petroleum once the alternative—
human labor — has left for the

city, and as time goes by the

capacity to smoothly revert to

labor-intensive farming dimin-

ishes drastically.

Of lesser magnitude but

perhaps equally important is the

plethora of plastics and similar

petroleum-based materials in our

culture. When these go, there will

probably be no ready replace-

ment, and certainly nothing at

anywhere near the cost. A scarci

ty of petroleum and its by-

products would have profound

effects on the current American

lifestyle.

Domestic reserves are not suf-

ficient to fill U.S. energy

demands. We are forced to im-

port much of our fuel — again,

particularly petroleum. U.S. de-

mand outstrips domestic produc-

tion by nearly six million barrels/

day. Western Europe is the only

industrial block in a worse posi-

tion — demand outstrips local

supply there by a factor of three.

Recent interruptions in supply

('73 embargo, Iran) have
spotlighted American
vulnerability and driven homethe
need for more energy self-

sufficienty — now an avowed
national goal. Why. with all our

"abundant" domestic reserves, is

this so hard to achieve?

The main problem is our ex-

ponential national growth. Con-

ENERGY USE PER CAPITA (Btu)

Oil shale mining hurts ecologx;
by Kor7 Goldsmith

The Arab Oil Embargo of 1973

resulted in (among other things)

the re-examination of commer-
cial extraction of oil shale. The
adjacent borders of Colorado.

Wyoming, and Utah account for

an estimated reserve of two
trillion barrels of oil. The richest

of these deposits (some 117

billion barrels) is in the Piceance
Creek Basin of northwestern

Colorado. This vem. the

Mahogony Zone, can be seen on
canyon walls.

Two methods of mining are

presently being considered: sur-

face (strip) mining and in situ

mining (that is. creating an un-
derground cavern by explosion,

then igniting the rubble). Either

way, the effort involved in com-
mercially mining oil shale would
be substantial. In three months, a

three million barrel-per-day

(bpd) excavation site would
produce waste earth and rock

tonnage equivalent to the
amount used to construct the

Panama Canal.

Oil shale also has less energy
potential per ton than practically

any other material used for com-
mercial fuel. Finally, the amount
of water in the Green River area
probably wouldn't fill expected
production needs of three barrels

of water to every barrel of oil.

Some projections hold that in

15 years, oil production could

reach one million bpd, but only

with an accompanying detrimen-

tal effect on the environment.

The Piceance Creek Basin is

the winter range for one of the

world's largest herds of migrating
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deer- From 30 thousand to 60

thousand mule deerwinter in the

area. The nesting golden eagle

population is estimated at a

dozen. Within 30 years, any

mature mining could disturb the

80 thousand acres and more than

double the present human pop-

ulation in the area.

Disposal of spent shale

presents numerous problems, in-

cluding revegetation of fill areas,

possible increases in the salinity

of the Colorado River, and the

releaseof dust and sulfurdioxide

into the air. The only plants to

successfully root on shale floors

don't include the woody bushes

that mule deer teed on. Hoover

Dam (which the Colorado runs

into) would experience as much
as an estimated 50 per cent rise in

salinity, due to leaching. The EPA
is unsure whether the industry

could meet environmental air

standards.

At present, mature mining

seems a long way off; however, as

American fuel consumption

steadily rises, incentives for new
exploration and exploitation also

rise. While oil shale would

produce substantial amounts of

energy and employment, the

long-term effects on the western

slope may outweigh the
benefits. An industrial boom
could seriously threaten the

ecosystem of the Rocky Moun-
tain region.

tinued economic expansion

(viewed as necessary by the most
influential school of economics)
has historically resulted in a

growth in energy demand. Since

1940, electrical production has

been increasing — in response to

demand — at 7% annually, a rate

which the Federal Power Com-
mission expects to continue into

the 1990's. This rate results in a

DOUBLING every ten years.

In the decade 1950-1959,

America used more energy than

had been used in all the years

prior to 1950 combined. This

happened again in the period

from 1960 to 1969! Exponential

growth can quickly whittle down
even the most secure cushion:

energy reserves lasting 1000

years at present rates of con-

sumption will last only 104 years

at a 3.5% annual growth rate.

Discovery of another 1000 years'

worth of energy (at present

levels) would extend supplies to

124 years. Present government

forecasts (cf, f/me 2/26) predict a

growth in energy demand well

into the next century.

Energy use per capita in the

U.S. is the highest in the world —
320 million Btu annually (com-

pare with Europe's 115 million

average, or the world average of

50 million). From 1940 to 1968,

the rise in electrical generation

outstripped population growth 5

to 1, This trend makes a con-

tinued energy supply im-

probable.

Estimated domestic reserves

of oil and shale oil. which would

last 63 years at present consump-
tion levels, will last a little over 30

years at 4% and only 24 years

should demand grow at 7%,

Natural gas might last 15-20

years at 4% growth, and coal will

give out in 1 10-170 years if con-

sumption continues to rise as

predicted. Utility companies and
the government tell of coal

reserves lasting 500 years or

more — thus implying a growth

rate of only 0.8% — while at the

same time pushing large boosts

(min, 5%) in both production and
coal's share of the market.

There is a popular misconcep-
tion that the energy "crisis" is a

political/industrial contrivance,

Ralph Nader recently stated that

the domestic "supply of oil, gas

and coal is enough (to last) for

hundreds of years. It is not a

question of supply but ... of price

and profits, of monpoliesand undue

political influence." The
veracity of any one shortage is

totally irrelevant to the un-

deniable reality of limited

resources and increasing de-

mand.

A higher standard of I IVlng

not inflexibly linked to increas

energy consumption, with \

it is occasionally equated,

possible to increase the star

of living while keeping
eneri

consumption constant, or

reduce energy consumpt,
without affecting the stand'

of living. Sweden, which has

harsher climate than the u
consumes 50% less energy

t^,

the U . S . but has nearly the sar

per capita GN P— $4500 annua
vs. $5000 in the U.S. On theoi^

hand, Canada consumes abo
the same amount of energy in

capita) for only $4000 GNP. t

energy-intensiveness of a cou

try's industry is the main factor

these equations, but not theoi

one. This is demonstrated byt

fact that the dollar return on Bti

invested rose steadily until 19(

when it peaked, and has not'

begun to re-climb.

Classical economics holdsti

endless economic growth will

evitably culminate in a lo

period of stagnation, a saturati

point with zero populati

growth and economic stability

a subsistance level. This dist^

prospect led to the founding o

steady-state economics, whi

holds that there is a certain lei

at which all reasonable dema
for economic goods can

fulfilled. Beyond this p(

diminishing returns (in terms

the environment and labor) sel

The U.S. may well have reac

ed this point. Conservati(

resulting in a 10% demand c

would quickly be offset by

5%-growth years. Regulat

prices for fuels, particuai

natural gas, result in an artific

inexpensiveness which disru[

the basic capitalistic relation

availability to cost

There is a growing awarene

that recycling materials is n

only "good" but inescapable, F

example, it takes 18 times

much energy to produce a pouf

of copper from ore as !ro

recycled material; for aluminui

the energy difference is 23001*

We now recognize thattheor

solution to the energy pinch is

(1) increase supplies ar

production and/or (2) redui

consumption. The former, givf

the environmental hazards

coal and nuclear power (see

companying article) and H

supply limits of other fossil fue

will entail undesirable

effects. The latter is inescai

— it's just a question of howdt

the situation has to becon

before people start making tl

requisite changes
lifestyles.
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Growth means surprises
Exponential growth occurs

when a system (say, fuel con-

sumption) grows at a fixed rate

per unit of time (say, 7 per cent a

year). This type of growth is

characterized by a doubling, with

the resulting increase equal to

the sum of all preceeding growth.

The doubling time for an average

annual fuel consumption of 7 per

cent is 10 years.

A good illustration of the im-

plications of exponential growth
is a bacterium which divides once
every minute. The doubling time

for this bacteria is one minute: in

two minutes there are two
bacteria, in three minutes there

are four, etc. This lone bacterium

is placed in an empty bottle at 1

1

am,, and at noon the bottle is full

. . . exponential growth in a finite

environment.

This is directly analogous, and
mathematically identical, to our
present situation. There are some
interesting parallels. For in-

stance, at 11:55 a.m. —5 minutes
before saturation — the battle is

still 97 per cent empty. By 11:57
it's still 88 per cent empty, and the

bacteria see no reason to cut

down on growth rates. Indeed, at

11:59 the bottle is only half-full.

At noon the bottle Is packed,

and further growth becomes
physically impossible. Another

three bottles are miraculously

discovered, quadrupling
reserves . , . but by 12:02 all four

bottles are full.

One-half of our domestic
petroleum has already been con-
sumed. U.S. "petroleum time" is

one minute to noon.

ALL

1960-1970

1970-

1980

1980-

1990

1990-2000

(end of

known reserves)

This amount of oil must be dis-

covered to fill tfie projected

needs of the decade 2000-2010

Implicationsof the present trend in world oil

consumption at 7% annual growth
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Fossil fuels run out
by Bob Spencer

Man's use ot nonrenewable
fossil fuels promises to be a short
part of human history. It took the
earth 600 million years to store up centu

as a liquid f uel. "Because of these

'lead times,' coal does not
promise to become the major
alternative energy source for this

Colorado Springs power plant, fueled primarily by coal

Overgrowth threatens Front Range
by John Fenerbach

Important policy decisions

concerning growth patterns for

ihe future of Colorado have been
developing in the State House.

zing that commercial,
business, and residential growth

m Colorado is inevitable, the

Governor's Office has been
ihmking about various growth
)licies.

The most significant has been
ihe proposed development of the

ffont Range, extending ap-

proximately from Fort Collins in

the north to Pueblo in the south.

The megalopolis, extending

north to south, would connect
unincorporated areas, the edges
of Fort Collins. Denver, Colorado
Springs, and Pueblo. The Gover-
nor's Office, with the consent of

the locality, would opt for this

type of development track if it is

decided that "clustered" growth
is best. Large populations would
then locate in the edges of the

cities.

The natural beauty and wildlife

of the Front Range could be
preserved if population is con-
densed.

The other option is decen-
tralized growth of the urban

Nukes, coal both unsafe
by Oavid Kaufman

With non-coal fossil fuels

fapidly disappearing, a transition

lust soon be made to alternative
sources of power. With the an-

nual growth rate pegged at 4 per
cent, (7 per cent for electricity),

Ihe only viable centralized alter-

natives are coal and nuclear

power.

Coal presents problems in all

phases of its production. Un-
ground (cave) minmg results

many occupational diseases,

such as black lung and death

Ifom cave-ins. Strip minmg is

safer, but it can damage fragile

ecosystems, and sulfuric acid
leaking into nearby waters is a
severe pollution problem.
Reclamation of land is difficult,

expensive, and contour strip min-
ing (in hills; presents special

'eclamation difficulties. Large
amounts of waterare required for

(>oth surface mining and land

'eclamation, and particularly in

Ihe West, battle lines are forming
over water allocation rights. The
'asi great free-flowing river in the
lation. the Yellowstone, is

rrenlly threatened with dam-
ng to provide enough water for

expanded strip mining and
Possibly a coal slurry.

The burning of coal produces
rge quantities of sulfer dioxide,

'sad, and several carcinogens
^uch as benzo-alpha-pyrene.
^0', another major by-product,
"^ould conceivably warm the
"orld's atmosphere significantly
"~ and catastrophically — if coal
^se becomes widespread. Coal
Plants are also the main source of
Airborne mercury, a particularly

"3siy subtance.

Nuclear power requires the

""ining of uranium, a highly

'dancer-prone occupation. The
'filings from uranium mmmg are

'adioactive and hard to dispose
often water tables are polluted

''^radiated) by poorly disposed-

ning wastes. Transportation
_

uranium, often through
^letropolitan areas, is also

lerous. The reactor itself

irradiates plant workers with low-
level radiation, and routine em-
missions of radioactivity into the
atmosphere, coupled with non-
routine (although inevitable)

releases, are responsible for a
significant but unpredictable
number of cancers. A major reac-

tor accident (melt-down) could
kill up to 48 thousand people.

Finally, nuclear plants must be
closed after 30 years (they

become too radioactive) and
guarded for 250 years. The
wastes are extremely dangerous
and must be totally isolated —
even from the water table — for

250 thousand years; if they'd

been using nuclear power at the

time of Christ, we'd be almost 1

per cent through the danger
period.

Both coal and nuclear energy
entail extremely undesirable en-
vironmental impacts. Neither

choice is inevitable, but if con-
sumption continues to grow
blindly, the time needed to

develop acceptable alternatives

will not be found — and the

choice will have been made.

sprawl type. The environment
and fragile land systems would

be harmed. Tough zoning laws

limiting homes to large-acre lots

may prevent wide exploitation of

the Front Range if decentralized

growth is decided on. Water
limitations will definitely come
into play in both clustered and
decentralized growth,

Colorado Springs, with its

open land to the north, will set

specific growth guidelines to go
along with the extremely dry
soils. The city will also deter-
mine the best growth pattern in

accordance with the many ridge
tops, fyiaximum growth numbers
may be set to discourage blatant

exploitation of the fragile areas.
The dry, flat land could be
developed wisely, while the ridges
should be preserved in view of

their delicate ecology.

In the past, the Colorado
Springs area has enjoyed
relatively clean industry. Don
Stone of the Air Pollution Control
Agency believes there is no real

threat of dirty industry in the
future for the Colorado Springs
area. Stone thinks that the main
problem presently (and in the

future) is the automobile. There
are more cars per capita in

Colorado than most other states.

To cut down pollution, com-
munities could be clustered to

reduce the need for travel. Exten-

sive commuting could be
abolished with concentrated jobs

and industry. At present, com-
munities are so spread-out that

the car is essential.

Well-planned clustered com-
munities would not only cut

down auto use and air pollution.

but in the long run would
preserve those spots closest to

our hearts and dearest to our
minds.

what we will exhaust in a few
hundred years. We will never ac-
tually run out. it will merely
become more difficult to extract

these resources because the
more easily accessible and
producible stuff comes out first.

Fossil fuel use will first result in

shortages and higher prices of oil

and natural gas because these
fuels will be the first to suffer from
decreasing production levels.

This IS expected for oil in the late

I980's. and a decade later for

natural gas. Newly discovered
reserves in Mexico, plus tar sands
and oil shale, will have littleeffect

on this time frame.

Coal, by far the most plentiful

fossil fuel (about '/. of the total

amount), will last us well into the

next century, but it cannot be
relied upon to fill energy needs
because of two major problems.
The first is the environmental

consequences of coal produc-
tion, and the second is the time it

takes (10-20 years) to open up a

new mine or develop coal to use

(The Economist.

Wilds hold energy hank
by Laurie Master

The quality of life tomorrow
depends on careful husbandry of

energy resources today.
Designating more wilderness in

inventories like the Forest Ser-

vice's RARE II and the Bureau of

Land Management's land survey

can possibly improve our long-

term energy situation.

Wilderness can actually

provide a bank for oil and coal.

The Wilderness Act of 1964, while

honoring indefinitely all claims

made before 1964, does not allow

new claims afterwards. However,

it provides for regular,

government-run mineral surveys,

and resources can be developed

according to governmental
policy. Wilderness designation

acts as a check on quick develop-

ment of finite resources. Oil, coal,

and gas located on wilderness

lands will be unused until the

government determines a need
for them.

Wild areas partially designated

as wilderness include the south

San Juans, Spanish Peaks, the

Elk Mountains (in the Maroon
Bells - Snowmass area), Lost

Creek in the Tarryalls. and
Greenhorn Mountain. Mt. Blanca

is designated as non-wilderness.

The Elk Mountains are habitat for

unique plant species and for elk,

deer, mountain lions, mountain

goats, bighorn sheep, and black

bears, The south San Juan

Mountains provide elk and deer

range.

The Forest Service proposal

will come before Congress on

March 15. Citizen input, through

congressional representatives,

can still be considered before the

final designations are made.
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Uranium is also a fossil fuel.

Today's nuclear reactors require

a rare isotope of uranium. The
nuclear epoch would be short.

like oil's, if this fuel was relied

upon exculsively. However, by a

breeding process, more nuclear
fuel can be made than is con-
sumed. This could provide a tew
orders of magnitude more energy
than all the fossil fuels combined.
Because there are environmen-
tal, security, and time limitation

problems (it takes 15 years to get

a plant built), nuclear fission has
lost substantial support in recent

years. The U.S. government has
shifted its emphasis away from
this type of energy; Austrians. by
popular vote, have effectively

banned fission in their country.

It is apparent that the world will

be switching to sources of energy
other than the traditional ones
before the turn of the century.

The alternatives will be discussed
in the next ENACT supplement.

News analysis

Oil cuts bring benefits
by Peter Spltzform

The return of the "energy crisis " with the cessation ot Iranian oil

exports, though appearing immediately as another temporary in-

convenience, may in fact be one of the best things to hit the West in

years. Those in power in this country are beginning to think in terms
not only of conservation of remaining fossil fuel resources, but ol
alternatives.

The cutoff of Iranian oil to the United States seems to be small
enough (about five per cent of current supplies) to be nondisastrous
to our lifestyles and economy, yet large enough to bring President
Carter and Energy Secretary James Schlesinger (o issue strong
statements on the implications of tailing to conserve. Newspapers
across the country carry stories almost daily telling us that although
Iran may begin to export oil again, this shortage is not temporary.

This current decrease in oil supply may have a positive effect on
attitudes toward energy consumption, The "consciousness raising*'

program going on nationwide can be seen as the initial step toward
redefining present outlooks toward both personal responsiblity to cut
back on unnecessary driving and heating, and innovative thinking in

terms of alternative power and transportation methods,
The consciousness raising is taking two ma)or forms. Carter and

Schlesinger have been in the media since the oil culott began in early
February, with talk of mandatory conservation measures that would
have to be taken if individuals failed to respond with their own
voluntary conservation of fuel, The latest word (AP news story 3/1/79)
is from Schlesinger, who thinks that the government may have to force
service stations to close on summer weekends, he also talked of
mandatory temperature controls in public buildings. In other words,
the government is vocally advertising the problem of the scarce
resource. The other indicator of a need to change attitudes is at the
gas pumps; in a period of a week in the Springs, regular gas prices at

sell-service stations have risen two cents, from 63 to 65 cents. And,
much more substantially, the government eased back on controls on
gasoline prices on March 2, meaning an extra dime per gallon of gas m
the next two years. This combined with increases by OPEC
(Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countnes) of approximately
nine cents will lead to a 20 cent increase per gallon of gasoline by
1981.

it appears that the government is turning to the market rather than

to mandatory rationing. The hopeful result ol this approach will be not

only less use of gasoline by the public, but also the creation of a

market for alternative technologies.

Neither Carter nor Schlesinger has mentioned anything in the

way of methane or alcohol engines conversion development; but if the

ease on price regulation continues, it is certain that private companies

will begin marketing such devices at affordable prices.

The move is on in Washington to institute solar development on a

larger scale than at present. Schlesinger recently urged President

Carter to support a measure to spend $2.5 billion by 1985 on solar

technology and incentives, This would nearly double the nation's

reliance on solar power, from 5.4 per cent to 10.6 per cent. Schlesinger

did not. however, support a more radical option drawn up for Carter

and supported by many environmentalists, which calls for the

spending of S6 billion in 1980 alone, nsing to a total of S44 billion by

1985. This calls for much steeper financial incentives for solar

development than does Schlesmger's more moderate option, and it

would push our dependence on the sun up to 23 per cent of our needs.

The process of conversion, both of actual technologies and of the

attitudes that will make these technologies possible, is a slow one. The
government sees a two-sided approach to making the public aware of

the problem, price increases and pleas for conservation, and the

creation of a market to make alternatives economically desirable. But

the government may soon have to leave the realm of subtlety and

come to grips with the need to begin hard-core development of

alternative energy sources. The time is right.
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KRCC gears for year-round music

DJ Mark Qualy fiddles the knobs at KRCC

by Paul Butler

The school year ends abruptly

in June for most students at

Colorado College. But starting

this year, one vital student activi-

ty _ KRCC 91 .5 FM, the college's

28'year-old radio station — will

pipe life to the community

throughout the summer months.

^ Nevy FCC regulations now re-

O) quire KRCC to serve the com-
o munity on a continuous basis.

^ Since the FCC views radio waves

g as a matter of public trust, the

*^ governing body is attempting to

° unclutter the air waves by

B weeding out stations which don't

Q. use their air bands enough.

Despite this added program

burden, at least one member of

the KRCC staff, Station Director

K.C. Walsh, welcomes the re-

quirement as an opportunity to

expand and improve the station.

In tact. Walsh looks at the ex-

panded service as part of the

overall goal KRCC is trying to

accomplish in the community.

"KRCC is performing a service

for the community as well as the

college," Walsh said. "You really

have to address the needs of the

community. The college slows

down during the summer, but

Colorado Springs doesn't. And

right now, I think KRCC is a

tremendous public relations tool

that has heightened the school's

stature throughout the town."

But KRCC's presence is

Language house directors find different life at CC
by Elaine Salazar

A foreigner's impressions of

the United States may range from

"crazy and mteresting" to "super-

ficial and conservative." Three

people from foreign countries

who are involved in student life at

Colorado College, language

house head residents Miriam

students attending Colorado

College have noticed this same

characteristic m CC students and

have said it contrasts with the

openness in their own countries.

French House head resident

LaFont, who came to CC through

a student exchange program

based in her hometown of Reims,

Dupinet, Veronique Lafont, and Champagne, in France, said the

Wolfgang Pell, recently ex-

pressed their impressions of life

in the United States and at

Colorado College.

Dupinet, who came from Mex-

ico City in 1972 to serve as head

resident of the Spanish House, a

block plan encourages a com-
petitive attitude which may ac-

count for students' volatile

moods.
"Students are really different

here." LaFont said. "They are part

of such a competitive society.

position she has held since that which really contrasts with the

time, said she has enjoyed her non-competitiveness and relax-

experience and particularly likes ed atmosphere of France. The

the opportunity of "relating to the

students" in her house. However.

Dupinet said one of the most

difficult things for her was ad-

justing to the moods of CC
students.

block plan makes life so fast

here."

LaFont added that the whole

idea of the honor code system

was a different concept for her.

"I couldn't believe that there

"One day they are very friendly really could exist something like

and other days it seems that an honor code system in the

they've never met you before," world." LaFont said. "For me,

she said. coming from France, it was hard

Dupinet said rriany foreign to believe that classes can be left

Free
Film
if your
pictures
are late.
Our On Time Picture Pledge means your
pictures will be ON TIME according to the
store service schedule*

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

U3H.TU0M
iiNinMt
I3MM1

to take tests without a professor

in the room."

But in many ways. LaFont said

she sees the honor code system

as a positive innovation, "I think

students can be trusted I hope

they can be trusted, because if

they can't, that says something

very negative about them."

Another concept which they

found unique, the block plan,

also drew mixed reactions from the

foreign staff members. LaFont

said she questions whether

students can remember what

they learn under the block plan.

"I believe it's done on a surface

level, it's so fast that you can't

really go deep into a subject," she

said. LaFont added, however,

that she does see the block plan

as particularly good for learning

languages and has viewed great

success in students at the in-

termediate level. She said she's

amazed at the great number of

CC students who are fluent in

French.

Wolfgang Pell, German House

head resident and exchange stu-

dent from Landshute. Germany,

said that as an English-history

major, he is finding the block plan

good for studies.

"1 enjoy the use of opinion in

my history classes which con-

trasts with German schools

where 'the facts speak;' at times,

though, I think there's too much
emphasis on secondary sources

here at CC."
Pell said he finds the block plan

prohibitive in that it restricts him

from pursuing various hobbies,

including photography, sports

(primarily skiing), jogging,

travelling, and dancing. He add-

ed that the block plan prevents

development of meaningful per-

sonal relationships.

"The block plan doesn't allow

time for friendships to develop

and so much of the time I find the

typical CC conversations so in-

sincere, like "Hi, how are you,

what class are you in, and so

on.'
"

Pell also noted a difference in

the political atmosphere at CC as

compared to that at his own un-

iversity in Germany.

"As far as the political life on

this campus is concerned, in

comparison with German univer-

sities, I can only smile," he said.

"This campus is totally non-

political."

And LaFont, too, questioned

{Continued on page 9)

Foreign directors LaFont Pell Dupinot

The J. Maurice Finn

Uiiiiiift and I>riiiluii^ l",stul)lisliiiiL-iil

"(4»l»ra«l<> Kprinjijw ^^affery Kcf^alvr*

Our special Teatiire . . . "Mikiulay i\'i^h( TbiMl"

Even, Monday ni^hl IJelween 10:;K)pm-2:()0um

.liny whol and a Otorw draw, ouly jll.JiS

Live Entci'taiiunent

I'liiHo pHHiroraj^e rc([uire(i please-

nothing new to Colorad

Springs. Founded in 1951

250 watts of power, KRCC
the first noncommercial

t

station in the state of Coloraoi

What began as a backrooi

operation with a skeleton sig

and a few broadcast hours
hi

developed into one of the largi

student organizations on car

pus. The station now broadcas

in stero with 1700 radiated watt

At least 45 students work to

minimum of 16 broadcast hou

per day.

"It's real extraordinary for

small liberal arts school to ha\

as extensive a program as KRc

does," Walsh said.

Present radio entertainment

KRCC ranges from free-for

bluegrass and jazz to dai

classical shows, with an o

casional performance live fro

Packard Hall. KRCC offers
tl

only regular bluegrass and

programming in the city. Thouj
''r'fo'/

Denver-based radio "^-^

KVOD now broadcasts

Springs via a translator, KRc

staff members feel their statioi

commercial-free programmi

offers a welcome alternati

KVOD's commercial-lad(

programs. Furthermore, ma

Colorado Springs residents ca

not receive KVOD's 10

signal, staff members said.

Every member of the KRC

staff volunteers at least three hoi

per week for the station Tl

station has four paid sti

members: Malcolm fvlarchma

program director; Dave Sawys

music director; Tom Bauer, coi

munity relations director; ai

Walsh. KRCC operates within

$10,000 budget every year, at

Walsh said it is "very unusual'

a station to subsist on tl

amount of money.
If KRCC could garner a

ditional resources, however, sli

members say they would like

continue to make many
provements. For inslancB

several members of the KflC ''^^P

staff are working now to secu

funds for a new antenna tow

that would be installed ( °[[|'_"9

Cheyenne mountain. The ne

tower would greatly increase!'

number of watts radiated, ai

with the increased powe
could go all the way to Puebli

Walsh said, Walsh would alsoli

to see a news program develop

in the station's program forma

In addition to physical

provements, the station could

prove its program with an

crease in the number ot p:

ticipating students. Students

terested in doing classical shoi

are particularly sought,

possibilities exist in other are

as well, A recent FCC ruin

eliminated a third-class licei

requirement for broadcaste

which means that students n(

only need an easily obtainat

permit to work at the station

Walsh warned, however, '

broadcasting positions are po

ular, and it can be difficultto

a time-slot for a show, Commuf

ty Relations Director Ba

agreed that the station is sel

five about who goes on the

but added that in its concern

maintain the highest possi'

standards for the station, t he st

encourages new students ''''

are willing to learn.

"We're picky, but we're pickV

the sense that we want to ^

improvement. We don't exp'

perfection the first time a pe^^

goes on the air. We're interest

in the growth and developmer^'

the D.J.; we want to see
"

become happy with his show
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yioving on

Restauranteers' make dreams a reality
by Nancy Joseph

What do butterflies and
jimanacs share in common?
ffiey

are the "dream-come-taie"

^staurants of two former CC
iiudents; La Mariposa (Mexican

butterfly) and Poor Richard's.

fddie Martinez, a student with

jiesummer dance session for 13

^arb. had the dream to start a

^staurant for 10 years. He ac-

^laiized his dream when he open-

^ La Mariposa, 124 N. Nevada, in

November, 1978. His goal was

no( only to make money for

nyself but to help people and the

lommunity in other ways," he
,)(piained. "We live in a

lapitaiistic society, but it's nice to

leip people."

Richard Skorman was a "poor

liciiard" trying to live off his

:artooning after graduating with

ifiart major in 1975. With the help

]| an inheritance and a reputa-

ion for cooking for family and
iiends, he developed his used-

ookstore into a successful

Estaurant. "It's worked out better

han I ever imagined." he said. "It

eats working for someone else,

)u make your own rules."

For both, the dream has in-

olved struggles to become true,

iime was the biggest consi'dera-

on tor both. Martinez estimated,

We get here at 6 a.m. and work
intil after 9 p.m. It's the only way

can run the place," Skorman
gured he started out putting in a

0-12 hour day and is now down
jan 8-10 hour day.

Prices pose another serious

Dficern for the restaurant

iisiness; Skorman conimented
this "real struggle." saying, "1

ant to be fair. I never want to

(imp on ingredients; we use the

est ingredients." Poor Richard's

n-swiss sandwich, yogurt,

nd gazpacho attest to that.

Martinez, too, uses fresh in-

edients as he prepares

opapillas and flaky white flour

irtillas daily. Both owners at-

ibute their success in over-

oming exorbitant prices to their

tedicated staffs. As Skorman
aid, "They put in more hours
fian they get paid for,"

As homogenous as their CC
(owds may have been, the

estaurant owners find the

lientele at their businesses

qually diverse.

'The place is real

chizophrenic," Martinez said.

WHICKERBILL
Contemporary Gifts

^^e work of 69 Colorado crafis' people

ncluding lols of hand crafted

slone-ware portery

Plaques by the

Monks of Valyermo
Windchimes

Tremar stoneware birds

Kitchen witches

Bedroom angels

Levi brief cases

Swiss goatmilk soap
Porcelain thimbles

and
1.372,514 coffee mug&

downtown
?12 North Tejon Sireet

'Sometimes it's not very full, and
sometimes it's packed with little

old ladies, people from Acacia

Park, and lots of people who work
downtown."
Skorman estimated that his

customers numbered over 75

thousand last year. They includ-

ed "a lot of businessmen,

although two women dined here

for every man that did."

These "wise restauranteers"

offered some bits of wisdom to

prospective restaurant owners.

"It takes a real efficient person to

make the restaurant run; it takes

organization." Skorman com-
mented. He admitted
organizational skill to be one of

his weaknesses but explained

that "you bumble your way
through things." "For CC
students leaving college, it's not

easy for us to find something that

we really want to do. Sometimes
we have to settle for something
else. It's hard."

Commenting on these early

stages of the business, Martinez

Familiar "Poor Richard"

warned that. "If you ever go into

the restaurant business, expect

to work like a dog."

The restaurant business is a

dynamic one. and both owners
have plans for expansion. They
are applying for beer and wine
licenses to supplement their

offerings. Eddie hopes to open a

second location "when this gets

on its feet." Richard confided

that, "I'd love to have just a

bookstore and a wine and cheese
place." He is optimistic about that

venture because, "Colorado
Springs is like a frontier; you can
do anything because it's newer
here."

Poor Richard's probably isn't

new to too many people in the CC
community anymore. The
generous chef salad and bulging

pita sandwiches are familiar to

most. With spriVig weather ap-

proaching, splurge on a peach
shortcake {really a bran muffin!)

and sip a fresh lemonade on their

patio.

La Mariposa offers new Mex-
ican fare, conveniently closer

than Pueblo. The enchiladas are

deliciously gooey and good, and
the white flour tortilla tacos are

unexpectedly and unusually

pleasing. Or sample a little bit of

everything and share the com-
bination plate. Then finish it all

off with an order of fresh, hot

sopapillas — a really special

dessert treat. (Don't be frighten-

ed if you have jalapeno-phobia,

^ you can choose the intensity of

I
your sauce.)

S Whether you're hungry, look-

^ ing for advice about opening a

S restaurant, wondering about the

is weather, or just want to pass a

o March afternoon, drop in on Ed-
o die or Richard. For some CC
^ students, dreams can come true,

with a little luck and a lot of work!

FEMINIST CLINIC
Wemens treatment and
family planning clinic

SERVICES

CONTRACEPTION FAMILY PLANNING
TREATMENT PAPS PREPARED CHILD-
PREGNANCY TESTING BIRTH CLASSES

441 Manitou Ave. 6SS44e5 6SS.5W6

OXFORD
July 8'August 10

Southern Methodist University is pleased to

announce its second summer study program in

Oxford.

Live and study with a distinguished SMU and
British faculty at the Queen's College, Oxford.

For information, mail the coupon below.

Return to:

International Programs Office

Southern Methodist University

Box 391

Dallas, Texas 75275
(Phone: 1—214—692-2338)

Please send me information on the SMU-in-
Oxford program.

Name

Telephone

School attending-

Eddie Martinez creates at La Mariposa

Foreign head residents
the general awareness CC
students have of the outside

world.

"Students here are really

protected and everything seems
so easy because it's all done for

you. I'm not sure CC students are

prepared for life outside these

walls," she said.

But Pell and LaFont agreed
that they prefer campus life at

Colorado College to that at un-
iversities in Germany and France,

where dormitories are located

off-campus and offer little oppor-
tunity for student exchange.
Dupinet said she also thought

Colorado College has an abun-

(continued from p. 8)

dance of freedom and oppor-

tunities available to students that

can't be found elsewhere. And
Dupinet added that one way the

language houses have been tak-

ing advantage of the college's

opportunities is by working

together.

"Especially this year, there has

been a great deal of cohesion in

the language houses," Dupinet

said. "We've worked and func-

tioned together." Study breaks,

progressive dinners, and slide

shows of different foreign

nations are only a few of tfie

many activities sponsored jointly

by the three houses.

your bike will work perfectly

on

the first day of Spring

with a

Complete Overhaul now from the

(fitcrium

Thtt GrlterluB Blka Shop offars tho Coaplsts Overhaul as th«
ost «]ct«iulva labor padcagc available In the Pikes Psak region.
All coaponenta are removed, dlsaaseafaled , claased, Inspected,
lubricated (ox replaoad, If naceaaax?), rainatalled, and

adjuatedt Wheels are trued to thalr best possible condition.
The fraae and forks are checked for allgnaent, corrected If

neoeasary, cleaned, and waxed. All overhauled bicycles are
test ridden by the Servlos Manager.

«. iood service Job requlrea a aetlciilous, vsU-tralned
•chanlo, and the full range of tools that the Job may require.

Bryan Lundsten, the Crlterlun'a Service Hanagar, was trained
by Chris Caunt, During the winter, the service area in th«

ahop iras expanded to laprove efficiency. The ;jervlce Department

uaaa the Dirt Magnet solvent systen for cleaning, Trl-flon
lubricant, Phil Wood grsasa, and a full range of speclallEed

tools. Including the Caapagnolo Tool Kit.

The Crltarlun's Sorvlce Assurances are oodalled on the

Colorado Motor Vehicle Repair Act, The custoaRT has a right

to a written estlnate, written notice of the date work ulll

be coapletod, a detailed Invoice of work done and parts
supplied, and old parts, apon request. The Shop has standard

post«d prices for all types and levels of repair Jobs.

Beginning March 21, the conplete overhaul will be Pti^.
In the winter, repair prices are lower to encourage cyclists
to faring In repair work before the spring rush.

A Complete Overhaul before the first day of Spring (llarch 21)

win get your bicycle raady for that first gorgeous day, and

put $10 extra In your Spring budget.

Roll your bicycle out of the garage, and into the cycling season

with a Comnleta Overhaul now, for S35 I

829 N. Tejon 475-0149
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Marchbanks exhibit varies media

New Music intrigues
by Marc Deprey

As you enter Packard Hall the

teeting ot anticipation is great.

You look over the program to see

if youVe heard ot any of the music to

be played. You don't recognize

anything, but that's O.K. cause you

figure the top people m the

musrc department know more

than you. You sit back wondering

how these musicians will play

what you thought was New
Music

Well, as the members walk on

stage you re surprised to see

violins and clarinets, but of

course you figure they know
what they're dojng. You sit back

and expect your ears to be filled

with sounds o1 familiarity, but —
huh? What s going on? This is it"?

Welcome to the world of New
fvlustc.

Although the concert on

Feb. 25 was not my first. I still

cant help but remember when
I was introduced to New
Music. It was in New Haven,

Connecticut, and on stage

awaited a blender, a toaster, and

other assorted breakfast items.

Utter confusion struck me as I

watched three respected Yale

music students playing these

"instr-uments; I thought that it

was all a joke, but alas it wasn t.

Well, the NfvlE concert was not

nearly as weird as the brunch

concert at Yale.

These excellent musicians are

exlremely sincere in what they re

doing, and from what I know of

New Music, very good at it. As

weird as this type of music

sounds. It IS the present style of

art music. (Some people call it

classical or symphonic music.)

This seemingly random music is

in actuality highly structured and

planned out. In particular the first

piece at the concert by Anton

Webern is highly structured by

use of the twelve tone row, which

IS just a fancy name for using all

the standard notes in some se-

quence. The next piece. "Dark

Angels' by P fvl. Davies, I found

to be lacking. But in the realm of

New Music this might be an at-

tribute. "Vapor Trails" by our own
Karl Walter was well done but

boring, as most of this music is

not readily accessible. A
rhythmic recorder piece by
Britten preceded intermission.

The next two pieces. Warf lelds

Romances and Metamorphosis'

and Subnotick's "Prelude No, 4,"

were mediocre and, especially

the latter, weird. The last piece,

which was this reviewer's only

musical enjoyment all afternoon,

was composed by the leader of

the NME, Professor Steve Scott.

"Music Three for Bowed Strings."

as It was called, has the two

necessary components (or en-

joyable music: a fullness in

rhythm andcharacter— very well

done and enjoyable.

It IS hard to review a concert

such as this. It is probably best to

say go and listen and judge for

yourself. But remember to go as

opened-minded as possible. You
might find something
worthwhile. I did.

by Oavid Fenerly

Those who missed the Dru

Marchbanks art show missed one

o( Ihis years most varied ex-

hibits. On display last week were

photographs, wall hangings,

abstract oils, abstract water-

colors, soft sculpture, bottle

sculpture, and an extensive

collection of miscellany. Entitled

Gerry Magnusson. Please Come
Home, the show represented five

years of work. The title honors a

pioneer Hub - rat. now long gone,

who was an important source of

Ms. Marchbanks' extracurricular

education. His contribution to

the show was Packard: Greater.

Quicker. Better, an antique

sheet-metal advertisement

retrieved from a junkyard

Although Ms. Marchbanks'

works were far from inaccessible,

a few could not be fully un-

derstood without understanding

their humorous, but often

obscure, titles. The abstract

Overpass 1-225. for example,

became much more interesting

when It was revealed which 1-225

overpass lay disassembled amid

the geometry. The origins of

Frustration, another abstract.

were easier to guess at. Inspired

to that emotion by the four

humans to whom the painting is

dedicated. Ms. Marchbanks went
home and threw globs of

frustration-dispelling oil paintsat

her canvas until she achieved art.

Ode To The President, an

abstract print, looked like an

Arab in headdress emerging from

a boulder. In deference to the

title, I concede that it might also

be the Lincoln Memorial wrapped
in plastic. Was this wrapping in

subtle homage to a certain

Bulgarian known for rifling gaps?
Ms. Marchbanks' answer vanish-

ed in the ensuing talk of post-

exhibit celebrations in Denver

(not to be confused with Denver

Post exhibitionist celebrations),

but the reply sounded like '.
. ,

Christo, partly . .
.'. Or was it

'Crisco party'?

The artist's most popular

abstract was £-6. a watercoior

you could look at for hours, were
It not for guilty questions like,

What does it mean?," and

What can I say not to show I

don't know what it means?"
Of the several hangings. Mops

intrigued me most. It resembled a

mop designed to hang on two

clotheshangers at once. While

mops on clotheshangers are

destined for marketing oblivion,

the prototype is at least a success

on artistic grounds.

Certain objects are clearly

autobiographical: set against a

real crutch, its wooden rectitude

an implicit condemnalion of his

flabby counterpart, the Solt

Crutch was flanked by / Can Feel

It In My Bones »1 and tt2. x-rays

of the artist's broken leg.

Where's The Ffre. was most

assuredly the show's best

photograph. One would never

have guessed from their laces

that an uncontrollable fire was
raging directly behind the figures

facing the camera (note spec-

tator in background). It is unfor-

tunate that the opportunity of

having their picture taken so dis-

tracted these men that the

building they were standing in

front of was consumed entirely.

I liked Trees, but couldn t say

what impressed me about these

three photographs, apart from

their pleasant darkness and

vagueness — which is perhaps a

sufficiently dark, vague, and

pleasant thing to say about

photography. The placement of

photographs made evident how

carefully the exhibit was arrang-

ed.

S/c/
Dru Marchbanks may

tj,

faulted for the number of foi

objects' in her show, but not Iq ffie 7£
her taste in selecting thern t^^ ^^^ fjn

exhibit ended with three sue

objects. New York City, a haij

finished crossword puzzle whic

the price list left to "the higtie.

nd 24 at

ICAA Di

ilifyinc

«]uad, lee

bidder, maintenance not inclu( .^ Anc
ed;' Tip Toe. a pair of teei

yellow stockings, and Harm ^n\s of

Sweet, Home, a Coke bottle s

melted, twisted, and attenuate

that even a partial return depos

IS out of the question.

One last note — too olien
;

CC, a critic will attend an oper

ing, perform heroically at i^

condiments table, go home
t

write the review, and not ortc eek at

mention the refreshment!
[si tim

Resisting this loathsome prai

tice. I hereby congratulate if

foodmaster. Despite the abseni

ot a huge aluminum bowl full

marshmallows — an aestheticalj

impeccable idea — the show wj

well served by an admirab]

punch, an understated di

delicate quiche, and a tinel]

sculptured mound of Oreos.

lores.

fid
Douc

[the str

By virtU'

^ionals

yomin(

arisch

present

ihampio

Dancers invigorate
by Kathy Fine

The Joffrey II Dancers, though

trained to be a ballet company,
proved Monday and Tuesday to

be outstanding in all forms of

dance.

They opened their perfor-

mance Monday night. March 5,

with a piece called "Boom-
fallera." The dancers were dress-

ed like children, the women in

short brown dresses, the men in

long shorts, and their dance was
performed to a combination of

music and children's voices. The
ballet was choreographed to look

like.a series of children's games.

Few children, however, could do

frog leaps or play ring - around -

the - rosy with such precision and

grace.

'Dies und Das,' a German
character pas de deux performed

by Luis Perez and Jill Murphy and

danced to the music of Johann

Strauss Sr., combined high leaps

and tours on the part of the male

dancer, fast footwork by both,

and slow, romantic lifts and

turns.

Eric Dirk and Glenn Edgerton

danced to a modem piece, "To a

Point. " Seeing two male dancers

doing lifts was a strong and in-

teresting contrast to the delicate

interaction of male and female in

"Dies und Das."

Four women dancers, dressed

in long red skirts and white

blouses, carrying gold jingles

and long streamers, began 'Kami

no Yama, (The Mountain of

God)." The women were joined

by three males, dressed as

Japanese gods with horse-tail

headdresses and baggy silken

knickers. The males' dynamic

and acrobatic movements, danc-

ed to drumbeats, contrasted with

the females' restrained steps,

danced to jingles and Japanese

recorder music. The costumes

were equally as exquisite as Ih

dance
"Continuo," a modern classic;

ballet, was danced by tfirej

couples, the men in umfori

white leotards, the women in sol

blue d resses, to Joh
Pachellebel's "Canon." It was

light and graceful piece. Wfiei

the women fluttered their legsi

back cabrioles over the men'

arms they appeared weighilessj

Red and blue streamers hang

ing from the ceiling, a revolvin/

mirrored ball, and tables

punch set the scene for a tortie

dance. Three couples jazz -dano

ed, jitterbugged, laughed am

shouted things like. "Look at Ihi

legs on that lady," througfiou

five selections of the Glenn fvlille 'Pped o

leir cor

Feb.
Orchestra. "Threads from a Sir

ing of Swing" ended Jeffrey

beautiful and enjoyable perfor ualified

mance Monday night with a livel

and comic flair.

Tuesday night "Incident a

Blackbriar." a dramatic moderi Kord v\

ible, si

livision

dance with essentially angula

movements, and 'Momentum,'

fast-moving and dynamic danci iate NC
with four couples done K sar coi

Prokofiev's "First Piano Concer een "a

to," made the performance mori S'tj,

exciting than the night before

The Joffrey II Dancers are

Dme e)

e appi'

company of twelve dancers agei 'fward

18 to 21, who are in training fo

Joffrey I. They are soloisls

which means each dancer learn i^ee sei

and performs every part. Thi Harvey,

teaches them to be versatile i

changing roles, styles,

characters, and prepares them I

enter at the bottom of

professional company. Sail

Bliss, artistic director, said Ih^

all the dancers go

professional company after ap

proximately two years. In all ^^

years of teaching, only or

dancer has left and gone

college.

CALEDONIA!!

THURS.

&FRI.

$1 COVER

WED. NIGHT -
FOLK SINGERS: Wendy Silberman & Janis Varbalow
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Skiers National bound
by Andy Nagel

The 79 edition of the CC ski

3fn finished its season Feb. 23

,d 24 at Solitude, Utali with the

CAA Division I and II Regional

lalifying meet. This year's

^ad. led by Seniors Ellen Bur-

in,
Andy Nagel, and Cindy

lores, and powered by the

i'enls of Freshmen Dave Carisch

^d Doug Bell, proved to be one

Ithe strongest teams in years,

virtue of their performances at

igjonals against the likes of CU,

(yoming, and Utah, both

arisch and Bell qualified to

ipresent CC at the National

jiarnpionships, being held this

gek at Steamboat. This is the

fst
time any CC men have

[lalified for nationals, and it in-

dicates that the ski team may well

become a power to be reckoned

with in the Rocky Mountain area

in the next few years.

The women's team suffered a

big loss when top skier Christin

Fowler was injured late in the

season and was unable to com-
pete at Solitude. Christin

qualified for the women's
nationals last year, and will un-

doubtedly be a strong threat next

year. Also returning will be

Junior Marly Cardozo and

Freshman Becky Wood. The
men's team should again have

the services of strong GSer Dan
McCarthy and spiritual guidance

from Peter Lange and his travell-

ing bootleg tape library. Dave Carisch skiing the slalom at Winter Park,

i-ioopsters wing A.F.A.

Ihe "Big Cats" dive into Nationals

dniorJohn Shank takes a breather m the 100-vard butterfly

by Jim Collins commented "Those three have

The men's varsity swim team always been consistent per-

)pped off a building season with formers, showing great
leir conference meet in Denver leadership and making major

Feb. 23-24. Six swimmers contributions to the team for four

ualified for the NCAA Division years."

! nationals to be held March 15- This season Dirk Tyler (who
'in Geneseo, N.Y. went to nationals in the 50-yard

The "Big Cat's'" dual season freestyle last year) had a time of

Kord was 3-6, which is accep- 22,6secondsinthe50and a49.58

!ble, since CC has the only in the 100; Doug Van Metre had a

Vision 1 1 1 swim team in our five- 50.25 in the 1 00 free, and Matt Ivy

late NCAA region. Coach Jerry had a time of 56.2 in the 100

ear commented that this has backstroke — all )ust short of

een "a developmental year." He qualifying times for nationals,

iid, "I'm really excited about But at the Intermountain Swim

excellent swimmers that League Championships in

'e applying to CC. I'm looking Denver, Ivy qualified for

rward to the upcoming season. Nationals with a 55.8 in the 100

lings look bright," back, the freestyle relay team

The Tiger squad Is losing only (Tyler, Van Metre, John Moore,

"ee seniors in Jim Collins, Phil and V*/ade Moore) qualified with a

^rvey, and John Shonk. Lear 3:17.07, and diver Kris Hammond

qualified m both one and three

meter diving events, Hammond
was an all-American last year in

the one meter, but hopes to better

his finishes this year.

"They did a fantastic job," said

Lear, "the whole team did just

great." And six team members
can still look forward to a grand

finale at nationals in New York

by Anne Shutan
The determined CC women

hoopsters frustrated the wings of

the Air Force Academy in an
exciting game on Feb 23- Score:
75-57,

Fifty of CCs points were
scored by the Kollmeyer-
Jaramillo zap squad (26 and 24
respectively).

It was a rough ball game the

entire evening. The Tigers didn't

let the physical contact get in

their way, however. They
dominated the game the full 40
minutes of play, CC was alert

every second, never slacking off

on either defense or offense.

Everyone played like they knew
how: well!

The Tigers were ready for this

rematch, and their impressive

play proved it. The audience was
treated to a night ol spectacular

women's basketball,

Betsy Schilling scored the first

five points in the game—the crowd

GOING TO EUROPE

THIS YEAR?

""less you're planning to walk

•ver, it's time to mal<e reserva-

'"ns ... we have charters,

•ranomy llights & eurail &
"«stel information.

TAYLOR TRAVEL
818N. Tejon

6363871

The New
Image

has the newest in all

Danskin styles — disco

dresses, beautiful

leotards, and colorlul

tights for day or

evening. Also featuring

Polar sport,

91 9 Arcturus
west on Cimarron

to 8th St. Soutfi one mile

to Arcturus

Phone 632-7766

Classes now forming

for Spring exams

DIFFERENCE! U^lu

JtMPMN^I^K EDUCATIONAL
CENTEH

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1838

Visit Our Centers

LSAT 4 wk. Course Starts June

19.

REGISTER NOW!

For information Please Call

(303) 893-5413
431 W. COLFAX

SUITE 100
DENVER, COLO. 802(M

Call Ooyi, Evef. & Weekend)
Oulijde NY Slate ONLY
CAU TOU Fin
800-223-1782

went wild. The cadets in the

audience hutted and pulled in

unison The Tiger bench smiled

and continued to cheer on their

teammates
The Tigers kept their com-

posure throughout the game.
They wanted this one badly ~
they got iti

Coach Golden's response after

the game revealed her total con-

fidence m her team: "I feel sorry

for the team that has to play

against us. that s all I have to

say."

The CC hoopsters won their

following two games {they have

won their last ten in a row) and
are presently in Pocatello, Idaho

playing in the regional tourna-

ment.

There's a good chance that CC
will meet Air Force in the finals.

The victors ot the finals will travel

to Bismark, North Dakota for this

years nationals The rival teams

wait m anticipation

Icelandic
announces
thebestdeal
to£i]n>pe:

roundtrin.
CUffone-waiy)

"

1M6 restrictions.

to

^oyseatat
thesame price.

Confirmed reser\alions.

Enee^vine,meals,cognac
4fliglitsi>cektji

St^lto365d^>s. ^
Pindiase tickets in

llieLlS.A.

See your travel agen
Airlines, 6 East Mon
free 800-223-5390,

e St. , Chicago, Ulinois 60603. Or caD tdl

n European Fly/Drive and Fly/Rail Tours.
] Your brochure i

ADDRESS_

CITY

ICELANDIC^
25 year^ of low air (ares to Europe.

WiCtLAMDMR

*PTKe eBective April 15 thru May 14 and subject to change.
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Arm I- reiuseswomen s neann compromise
by Shlrln Day

The issue of hiring a nurse

.[actitioner took a new turn this

,gek with two significant

welopments. The college ad-

jjnistration submitted a

ijnterproposal to the Student

lealth Advisory Board (SHAB)

,at could give CC women im-

mediate access to gynecological

jervices, and the Board of

rrustees appointed an ad hoc

jiommittee to reassess the entire

fituation.

Last spring a survey was taken

[fiat
proved CC women "needed

nynecological care and weren't

getting it," said Carol Pelsonk,

chairperson of the Women's
Health Task Force (WHTF).

The WHTF, a subcommittee of

SHAB, investigated the possibili-

ly of h i riTig a female
gynecologist. They discovered

that the Colorado Springs

gynecological community is all

male and that a gynecologist

would be able to spend only 10-

15 minutes with each patient,

devoting only four hours a week

to CC students.

As a more viable solution, hir-

ing a gynecological nurse prac-

titioner with a supervising

gynecologist was recommended
The nurse practitioner's major
functions, according to the

original proposal, would range

from promoting well-woman
care (care for women who are

"well") and clinical services for

women to providing educational

programs and general sexuality

counseling for both men and
women on campus.
According to this proposal, she

would not dispense birth con-
trol devices. 'To ernphasize that

all gynecological care is

equivalent to providing birth con-

trol is an extremely narrow view."

N

the Catalyst
MARCH ie, 1979

',ity and County Conference to bring together many
erspectives Sh the problem of building of commiirTtTy7

Urban experts to visit CC
sessions are governmental
relationships, the origins and

work of community groups, and

the prospects for community in

the 1980's. There will also be an

organ concert on the City and the

Country by Harold Clayton. Mon-
day at 8:30 p.m. in Shove.

Chuck Laven. coordinator of

the Urban Homesteading
Assistance Board (UHAB), will

speak at several of the dis-

cussions. Laven, responsible for

the largest and most successful

homesteading development pro-

ject in the country, has assisted

over 150 tenement organizations

in New 'Vork City.

Although organizations like

UHAB are successful, the rising

unemployment rate shows that

urban problems are still present.

In NYC alone, 88.000 tenements
built before 1900 to house im-

igrants are still inhabited: further-

more, they house one half of

NYC's population. New Con-

struction costs approximately

$55,000; through urban
homesteading, people are able to

renovate and own the buildings

for approximately $20,000 per

apartment.

All CC students should be in-

telligent about their futures, ac-

cording to Ken Hunter. The Con-

ference is a vital key to this

intelligence, because it presents

the powerful undercurrents

which change peoples lives for

the better- Both Reed and Hunter

see the confeience as a major

cooperative effort for CC
organizations because of the

joint conference sponsorship.

The sponsors estimate that 500

students and community
members will take part in the

conference.

Doc blocks
by Shirin Day

Throughout the proceedings

of finding a gynecological nurse

practitioner who would meet the

qualifications of the Women's
Health Task Force, Dr. Rodman
of the Boettcher Health Center

has maintained a position of firm

opposition,

Rodman has reservations

about the legality of having a

nurse practitioner working out of '

his clinic, although in other parts

of Colorado cross-town supervi-

sion has not been censured. If the

Colorado State Legislature

defines the term "supervision " as

meaning not in the immediate

building, and a nurse practitioner

were^ro join" his staff, Rodman
said, "I would find it impossible to

continue as director of Boettcher

Health Center.

'

Rodman's opposition is found-

ed on a philosophy that he has

maintained for 30 years. "I will

not provide care for my patients

that I would not choose for a

member of my family," he said, "I

would not choose to have a

member of my family treated by a

nurse practitioner.

'

His view is supported by

several physicians from
Colorado Springs' conservative,

all-male gynecological com-
munity "who feel," said Rodman,
'that this is not the quality of

medicine we should be providing

for students at CC.

"

said Sharon Libell. chairperson

of SHAB.
The nurse practitioner would

work in Boettcher Health Center
under the supervision of her own
gynecologist in accordance with

state law. Although a legal defini-

tion of "supervision ' is pending

in the state legislature until later

this spring, no cross-town super-

visory arrangements like the one
proposed for CC have been cen-

sured as yet.

Despite the legality of the

proposal several problems have
arisen. "It would seem a major

obstacle would be prices." said

Libell. "but we've been assured

time and time again that this is

not the case,"

The difficulty in implementing

the proposal, said Dean Ivtax

Taylor, "is the opposition of Dr

Rodman, who does not think the

proposal provides quality care ...

and the College has the deter-

mination to provide overall quali-

ty care on campus — to force the

issue would be to lose Dr, Rod-

places a high value on Dr. Rod-
man's fifteen years of service,

and because of difficulties fore-

seen in finding a suitable replace-

ment for him, proposals
presented so far have stayed

within the bounds of Dr, Rod-
man's personal and professional

preferences. The amount of time

a nurse practitioner would spend
on campus had been gradually

decreased until finally the ad-

ministration presented its

counter-proposal this week.

The counterproposal would
allow the college to "provide, at

no cost to students, the services

of a nurse practitioner not located at

Boettcher but at Penrose

Hospital in the offices of Doctors

Ivlaxwell and Short, " said Dean

Laurel McLeod. Appointments

would be scheduled through

Boettcher desk. Dr. Rodman's

only involvement would be in the

referral process, if a student

needed to see a specialist.

The counterproposal allows

for three clinic hours a week and

"relates only to the clinical aspect

for the rest of the year, " said

fvlcLeod, "It (the counterpro-

posal) will then be re-evaluated

and if necessary, scrapped,"

The counterproposal would

provide the anonymity of off-

campus care. It does not provide

for birth control, but is "a possi-

ble way to go with it {gynecological

care) now, " said fvlcLeod.

Although the counterproposal
would immediately provide
gynecological care, the proposal
met with much opposition when
discussed among CC women,
professors, and staff. Professor
Margie Duncombe of SHAB said.

"The weakness of the (counter)

proposal IS the three-hour week.
We specifically rejected a

gynecologist because theones in

town were only willing to give

that much."'

Transportation to and from
Penrose Hospital is another
problem created by the counter-
proposal. The college could
arrange transportation, but "in

the past students have rejected

this because it diminishes

privacy and creates transporta-

tion problems."' said Petsonk,

Another difficulity, said Pet-

sonk, "is that It separates sexuali-

ty from the rest of health, which is

a big enough problem already" It

diminishes the possibility of

women getting m the habit of

receiving regular gynecological

care. Said Petsonk, "The more
barriers you put in front of them
(CC women) the more difficult it

becomes "

Although Dr Rodman agrees

with the counterproposal, which

eases its implementation,
students do not support it. I^any

agree that it is important to get

the service and have it available

as soon as possible, but "you

have to d raw the line

somewhere." The WHTF feels it

has compromised enough.

Petsonk and Libell presented

student views to the Education

Policy Committee of the Board of

Trustees on (Vlarch 10. Their

comments "were well taken by

the board (Education Policy

Committee) and as I see it. (hey

understood," said Libell. The
Committee unanimously passed

a motion which led to the crea-

tion of an ad hoc committee of

the Board of Trustees, and will

ensure a decision on the nurse

practitioner issue.

The ad hoc committee consists

of student representatives.

Deans McLeod and Taylor, Presi-

dent Worner. Dr. Rodman, and a

member of the Board of Trustees.

'I think it was formed." said

Taylor, "to review where we are

and to get beyond the impasse."

Negotiations will begin again

shortly, in the hope that the

deans, the students, and the

Board of Trustees can find a

solution that will satisfy

everyone, including Dr. Rodman,

Seay gets top honor
by Laurie Ure

Internationally recognized

musicologist and CC music

professor Albert Seay has been

chosen to teach at the Graduate

Center for Medieval and
Renaissance Studies of UCLA
this spring. He will be in Califor-

nia for ten weeks beginning in

April. As one of four visiting

professors chosen by the center

this year. Professor Seay will

teach a graduate seminar on

French Renaissance music.

The position provides Seay

with a chance "to be at a major

university" and some time to "do

my own thing," Teaching
graduate students excites Seay:

he hopes to prove that a musician

doesn't have to teach at a major

university to be a good scholar.

Graduate students require less

supervision and need "much
more difficult problems to solve.

"

Along with teaching the seminar.

Seay will help students, many of

whom are preparing to write dis-

sertations.

Although he enjoys graduate

teaching as a change. Seay

believes that teaching un-

dergraduates is much more fun.

"I like communicating the excite-

ment of music and seeing new
students get turned on to it," he

said.

Considered a specialist in the

area of medieval and renaissance

music, Seay is involved with

many areas of music study at CC,

He enjoys the freedom of not

having to specialize here "I 'ike

not having to stick to one little

area, and being able to do what

interests me," he explained. Professor Albert Seay

Editor applications available
Applications for editorships of The Catalyst, The Leviathan.

The Nugget, and The CC Critque for the fall semester of 1 979 are

now available at Rastall desk. The deadline by which completed

applications must be returned (to the Cutler Publication box at

Rastall desk) is Friday, April 13. Interviews will follow on

Monday. Tuesday and. if necessary. Wednesday (April 16-18).

For specific information concerning the particular

publications contact: Tom Atkinson, ext, 286 (Catalyst): Lisa

Peters. 473-5715 (Leviathan): Jeff Stoddard, ext. 374 (Nugget):

Craig Engleman, 634-1315 (Critique). For general information

contact Cutler Board Chairman Ed Goldstein at ext. 354.

See editorial, page 3.



Bizzaro's book sheds light on Neruda
by Anne Kreutz

The intertwining of a poet's life

with his poems is the topic of CC
Professor Salvatore Bizzaro's

recently released book. Pablo

Neruda/Al! Poets the Poet, about

the Latin American poet who won
the Nobel Prize for literature in

1971.

Dr. Bizzaro, associate pro-

fessor of romance languages,

first became interested in

Neruda's poetry while doing un-

dergraduate work in Chile. While

at Stanford University he wrote a

doctoral dissertation on Neruda's

social and political themes,

which constitutes much of the

first part of his book. The second

part of the book concentrates on

Neruda's life.

Friends encouraged Bizzaro to

expand upon his dissertation and

to think about writing a book on

Neruda, a project which he finally

undertook due to the lack of

critical studies of Neruda's

poetry in English. He chose the

title All Poets the Poet because

Neruda went through many
evolutionary stages yet remained

a poet.

Until the Spanish Civil War.

Neruda's poetry dealt mainly with

his own life. After witnessing the

war, he became more interested

in others, and his poetry became

less bitter, more hopeful. He
became a member of the Com-
munist Party and wrote much
poetic propaganda, some of

which was commissioned by the

Communists to glorify the party.

Neruda repudiated his earlier

works, saying they were not con-

structive and did not serve a

purpose.

Writing with objectivity when
evaluating Neruda's poetry is not

easy. "How can you criticize

someone whose ideas you

share?" asks Bizzaro. During the

war. Neruda was writing under a

great deal of stress, and he lash-

ed out at people and ideas which

seemed unfair. Through a critical

analysis of these poems, Bizzaro

attempts to decide if Neruda

sacrificed artistic creation to

make a political statement.

All Poets the Poet contains

conversations with two of

Neruda's wives. Delia del Carril,

his second wife, introduced him

to many artists she knew in

Spain, His last wife, Matilde

Urrutia. remained with him until

his death in 1973. Bizzaro also

includes a chapter on Neruda's

Memoirs.

Bizzaro translated all the

poems included in All Poets the

Poet, but said that he is never

completely satisfied with a

^translation. Both Spanish and
English versions are included for

bilingual readers.

The book, published by

Scarecrow Press, will be arriving

in the CC library and the

bookstore in several weeks.

Mellon grants seminars
Students are not the only peo-

ple enhancing their liberal arts

educations at Colorado College,

An $1 8,000 grant from the Mellon

Foundation gives faculty

members a three-year period to

organize and present various

seminars which serve to broaden

their scope of understanding,

A group of faculty members
from different departments with

similar interests submits a

proposal to the Faculty Seminars

Committee, Professor Bernard

Arnest, chairman of the com-

mittee, stressed that these

seminars should not be related to

specific teaching techniques but

to broad subject matters in which

professors of all fields may
engage. Professor Arnest said

the main purpose of faculty

seminars is "to provide intellec-

tually stimulating conversation

among educators of -various

fields in a relaxed atmosphere."

Professor John Riker, designer

of the largest faculty seminar,

"Contemporary Perspectives on

Human Nature," enjoys the

"significant vehicle of com-
munication" which faculty

seminars provide. "CC faculty

have little spare time to spend in

conversation over various view-

points. Faculty seminars enable

us to plan a specific time to listen

to our peers' viewpoints, share

our own, and form new con-

cepts,"

Although students are not

allowed to attend faculty

seminars, the purpose of faculty

seminare ("to enhance liberal arts

perspectives" and "go beyond
the range of particular dis-

ciplines") will eventually wind

down to a more "enlightened"

education professors may offer

to students. Riker sees faculty

seminars as "a breeding ground

for new courses." He hopes to

organize a multiple-block, team-

taught, interdisciplinary course

in which upperclassmen may
"form personal views of man as a

whole versus political man, social

man, biological man, etc. This

course would tie all the concepts

together."

—Career Center News~-^
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA. Social service positions

available nationwide, interest in scouting and any major can

qualify you. Bring resume to interview. Sign up for appointment

Tuesday. March 20 by stopping in at Career Center.

ACTION . A representative from Peace Corps and Vista win

tie in Rastall Lounge Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, March
21-23 to answer your questions and take applications.

PROCTER AND GAMBLE. Sales representatives positions

leading to sales management in the Rocky Mountain region and

nationwide. Resume and appropriate dress required to inter-

view. Sign up at Career Center for appointment on Wednesday,
March 21 or Thursday, March 22.

INTERNSHIPS

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING/banking training program

with New York Public Interest Research Group. One year

program with living expenses and minimal stipend.

SUMMER STUDY
STANFORD PUBLISHING INSTITUTE, July 8-21. 1979.

SUMMER JOBS

UPWARD BOUND. Sports and recreation assistants,

weekend field trip science supervisors, dormitory residents, and

dormitory director needed for CSU's Upward Bound program.

Apply by March 20.

COUNSELORS AND COOKS for Columbine Girl Scout

Camp near Rye, Colorado.

FULL TIME JOBS

STATE OF MISSOURI has openings for new L.A. grads in

Public Information, Budget Analysis, Employment and Claims,

Research Analysis, as Accountant and Environmental

Specialist.

STATE OF DELAWARE has openings for Legal Assistants

and Analytical Chemist, for bachelors degreed grads.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATORS. Well established and

busy local company has exciting career opening for June grad

with some business administration training. Knowledge of

aviation a plus but not required. Applications at Career Center,

ENTRY LEVEL CHEMISTRY job in Rocky Mountain region

doing coal analysis. January or June grads with major in

chemistry, or biology with chem minor.

APPRENTICE TEACHING POSITIONS for next year

available with the Colorado Rocky Mountain School and

Rippowam Cesqua School.

TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS. Positions available

in independent schools in the New York Metropolitan area

through Educator's Ally, Inc^

"Happy Watson" to Greg Hall and Cindy Layman
by Terrt Olson

Watson Fellowships have been

awarded to Greg Hall and Cindy
Layman, two senior CC students.

The grant of $8,500 each (tor

unmarried students) will enable

them to study abroad for a year

according to their approved

proposals. Greg and Cindy are

among 70 recipients who were
selected from 200 nominees
nationwide.

Greg Hall's project is, as he

puts it, "to study Ouebecois
drama." He plans to spend much
of his time in fvlontreal and to go
to Quebec City for the last three

months, with some time out in

between to study regional

theatre.

While writing is his primary

interest. Greg hopes to examine
French-Canadian theatre from
the audience's, actor's,

playwright's, and hopefully, the

Greg Hall
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director's points of view. He is

optimistic about the possibility of

directing as opposed to acting,

due to the difficulty of being cast

in a French-speaking part when
not a native speaker.

Halt does intend, however, to

go to French Canada on his own
resources to expand his

knowledge of the language prior

to undertaking his project. "1

don't want to go in attempting to

learn about the drama and not be

able to understand half the con-

tent of the play," he explains.

As a dramatically-inclined

English major. Greg has an ap-

propriate background for study-

ing theatre. Not only has he taken

all the acting courses CC offers

and acted in six major produc-

tions at the College, he has also

written two plays and directed

two others. His most recent

theatrical endeavor at CC was
directing "The Homecoming"
last fall. If all goes well he will be
directing an original work, one
which he wrote, ninth block this

year.

Greg attributes some of his

mitial inspiration for this project

to The Canadian Institute, a CC
summer session course. With

regard to his interest in and un-

derstanding of theatreingeneral,

he says. "Jim Yaffe gave me more
insight into drama than any other

individual. He and Harvey Rabbin
were the major contributors to

my understanding of modern ar-

tistic thought,"

His rationale for studying

Canadian drama, as contrasted

with American drama, is partially

based on "a quality of humor that

most American (dramatic)

schools lack. Much American

drama follows the school that

Pinter started ~ it's pernicious in

quality; you laugh because you
feel uneasy. Canadian drama is

more wholesome in nature,

possibly a reflection of the

character of that nation: more

naive." Greg thinks that more
than just drama will be involved in

his study of their theatre because
changing cultural attitudes in-

fluence the drama.

Greg is understandably ex-

cited about the prospect of work-

ing on his fellowship. He
remarks, "I've been thinking

about this for a couple of years,"

and expects to get a lot out of it.

Shortly after she heard about
her fellowship. Cindy Layman
was met by her hallmates, who
presented her with a cake and
sang "Happy Watson to You."

She still can't believe she will be

in Europe studying opera
management next year.

Cindy plans to work with

foreign companies, starting as a

volunteer in administrative of-

fices — a job which will put her in

contact with stage directors,

producers, singers, executive

directors, etc.

Dusseldorf, West Germany, is

her first destination, where she

will be working with the State

Opera, From there she will go to

La Scala in Milan, Italy, then to

the Royal Opera in London. Cin-

dy wants to finish her year with a

small summer opera festival, the

Glyndebourne, in Sussex,

England.

Layman, a romance language

major, speaks fluent French as

well as Italian and Spanish. "I will

have to learn German sometime,

though," she says, "probably in a

crash course."

From her experience with the

CC Choir and Chamber Choir

and as assistant manager of the

Colorado Springs Opera Festival

last summer, Cindy has some
idea of what she's getting into.

Her interaction with opera com-
panies extends to the opera

seminar she attended in New
York fifth block, which included a

week spent studying the

Metropolitan Opera Co.

Despite her good choral

background. Cindy says, "I

prefer the management end of

things, though I do sing." She
hopes, eventually, to have her

own opera company.
Cindy encourages interested

students to apply for Watson
Fellowships. She points out that

"It's a learning experience, just

researching and writing the

proposal.

"

Keith Kester, a member of this

year's Watson Committee and
the president of next year's, said

"I was really pessimistic about

the chances this year" of CC
nominees receiving Watsons.

"This was a discouraging year for

the committee in terms of the

number of applicants, " yet two

CC students were selected

receive the fellowships, which

Kester sees as a good sign -

which should encourage
students to submit proposals

Interested juniors should start

thinking about what they want to

do; as Kester says, "If somebody

isn't thinking about It and explor-

ing opportunities at the end of

this spring semester and througfi

the summer, they won't have

very good chance of getting it (a

fellowship)." The deadline tor

proposals is at the beginning of

Block 2, next fall; only rising

seniors are eligible.

CC students in recent years

have received Watsons for study-

ing such diverse things as"

Silurian reefs in Pakistan, folk

music and guitar in Spain,

wilderness utilization for recrea-

tion in the Alps, and European

sites of scientific historic interest.
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requires revamp
by Jamie Butler

Recent protests by the Congressional Black Caucus and other
[moderate minority group representatives have criticized President
carter's new budget cuts in the area of social welfare programs. They
grgue that these cuts hurt those least able to bear such a burden,
indeed, the President has responded to more politically powerful
nierests and a broader consensus of Americans who have called for

an austere federal budget as a means to combat inflation. Realizing

[he power and depth of these interests, President Carter has opted for

apolitically viable policy.

Where does this leave minority groups who seem to be regressing

Ifom the economic and political gaiAS they realized during the Civil

flights era? It leaves them screaming, but with little recourse except to

ight as one special interest among many, an interest. with little

political clout contesting with the more influential and powerful
iness lobbies.

These recent events serve to illuminate the inadequacies in the

strategy moderate minority groups have employed as a means to

secure their self-interest and general welfare. By tying their fate to the

'whims of a government in which they exert little influence, they gam
no power and thus, no freedom. Freedom comes from self-

sufficiency, and rights that are dependent upon the goals of public

policy are not rights at all. they are privileges. This is certainly true of

Affirmative Action policies, which seek to grant privileges to minority

(idividuals in order to rectify past injustices. While minority groups

light vehemently to safeguard these privileges, their fundamental

rights to quality education and quality health care remain unfulfilled.

They gain no power through these programs which only serve to

institutionalize dependency.

If minority groups are fighting for the right of self-determination

and the power to be free, they will never gain this power as objects of

public policy. In that realm, they exert little influence, and their

freedom is only that allowed by the government- Power is not

pnsferred when one group must always secure its welfare through

he concessions of another. These privileges they hold so dear are in

truth dependencies and by their very nature will never lead to freedom
of individual and cultural identity, since government exacts the high

pnce of conformance to its values as a price for its privileges.

Minority groups and all oppressed groups must begin to see the

unity of their interests if they are to take the first step toward achieving

|heir goals. Two alternative strategies will evolve from this realization.

revolution and 2) development of alternative institutions which
minimize dependence on government. While revolution is a valid

'alternative theoretically, the development' of alternative institutions

seems more practical. Such institutions as neighborhood schools,

community co-ops, and neighborhood health care centers place

power directly in the hands of oppressed groups.

Within this strategy, these people are able to define their own
institutions and build a power base apart from the government. They
lin an economic and social power that is not subject to the whims of

public policy. In doing so, they establish their rights and powers from
the outset and develop their goals of self-sufficiency through the

practice of self-sufficiency. This should be the goat toward which
oppressed peoples direct their energies. For, as recent years have
witnessed, they may wait forever to attain the power of freedom if they

remain objects of public policy.
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I Dear Editor:

I have just finished the most
recent of an apparently nev-

er-ending series of Catalyst

editorials concerning the pros

and cons of fraternities at CC

,

The pattern is becoming more
evident with each issue.

Someone writes an editorial

condemning fraternities as

anti-Democratic, anti-liberal

artsy, irresponsible, offens-

ive, or any combination of the

four. The expected letter of

reply from the fraternities ar-

rives one week later with the

obligatory: "a little campus fun

never hurt anyone," and:

"we're sorry if we offended

anyone," and the almost cer-

tain: "we are also a group of

concerned people who help

this charity and that," The next

week follows with still another
editorial of condemnation,
and the cycle starts anew.
The process had gotten

somewhat tedious until last

week's editorial by Michelle

Feingold, I hardly knew
whether to cry for fvls, Fein-

gold or to laugh at her. 1

elected to laugh. If only I had
known before I matriculated at

this fine institution that there

was not one. but two separate

groups who practiced
"sadism" on campus!! Surely I

would have transferred by
now if I had even heard the

slightest rumblings of a group
who was "persecuting" and in

so doing were "reminiscent of

neo-fascists." Kappa Sigs as

"neo-fascists"? Are we really

supposed to take that

seriously?

I imagine fraternity life is not

exactly as wonderful as some
have depicted it as being. But

am I really expected lo believe

that a fraternity is some kind of

den for sadistic, persecuting

neo-fascists? Like most
students here, my experience

with fraternities at CC have

been pleasant, if only oc-

cassional. The exclusiveness

to which Ms, Feingold speaks

of is only an aspect of mem-
ber selection and is in no way
indicitive of a fraternity's

"character" or attitude to-

ward this campus. One need

only enter a frat house to

realize that he not only will

escape alive, but he'll

probably find the group inside

more co-operative and friend-

ly than the average CC stu-

dent.

Dormitory vandalism,
vandalism at Benny's, and the

recent outbreak at the

Viennese Ball only serve to

prove that the Kappa Sigs and

Betas are no longer the chief

exponents of the "Animal

House Syndrome" but are, in

fact, its victims.

David Tenner

Dear Editor;

I wonder how many CC
students have written their

congressmen concerning the

various proposals now
seriously being considered to

meet our national security re-

quirements by re-instituting

the draft^ How many have
really considered the options

— not only from the viewpomt'

of potential draftees, but also

as future homeowners, busi-

nessmen, or parents?

If we women are going to

demand equal consideration

in jobs, sports, etc., are we
also ready to share equally in

Letters to the editor
the responsibilities of citizen-

ship? Are this generation's

young people prepared to

earn some of the privileges of

citizenship, or are they look-

ing for a free ride?

Not many of you — and not

many of us mothers, I would
guess — are ready lo accept a

situation such as prevailed

during Vietnam We know
there are too many im-

provements to be made here at

home to waste high calibre

young men by killing or maim-
ing in a fight that is not really

our own. Nor do we want them
driven out of our country to

avoid an unfair draft.

You may want to support,

then, a bill introduced by Rep.

Paul McCloskey and ten co-

sponsors on Feb. 15, to create

a national youth service as an

alternative to the all-volunteer

military force now being

attempted, or the old-

fashioned selective service.

This plan would require all

Americans who turn 18 each
year to choose one of four

options, (1) volunteer for two
years of military service and
receive 36 months of educa-

tion and training benefits

similar to those under the Gl

bill, (2) volunteer for six

months of active duty followed

by five and a half years of

ready reserve: (3) volunteer

one year of civilian service in

community or environmental
service projects; or (4) be
placed in a military lottery

pool of six years' draft liability.

Those choosing the last op-
tion might be required to serve

two years of active duty and
incur a four-year reserve

obligation if military re-

quirements were not met
otherwise. They would be en-

titled to two years of education
and training benefits if they

did so

This question of peace-time
conscription for men and/or
women is one 1 debated in

high school during World War
II (my opinion really has not
changed), and one on which
today's young people should
make themselves heard. If you
do not, older men not in

danger of spilling their own
blood will make the decisions
without you. It IS a fact that

whatever we work lor, we ap-
preciate more than those
things which we are given as a
matter ot course It seems to

me that service to one's coun-
try — when given several

reasonable choices — could
only make us stronger by giv-

ing our youth the opportunity

to make real contnbutions and
take pride in doing so

Write your congressman
today!

Jea.i M. Kocel

(The Career Center)

Editor's job brm3S
many mixed blessings

by Tom Atkinson

Cutler Board is now accepting applications for the editorship of

next semester's Catalyst. For the past three semesters only one

applicant has sought the editor's position. There are reasons why the

position IS such an imposing and uninviting one, and there are,

conversely, rewards to be gained from attempting lo fill it.

On the logistics and organizational level there are various

problems that stem from attempting lo consolidate the thoughts and

efforts of many students amid the whirligig of isolated block plan

interests. On the personal level, though, the editor must cope with

even more trying vicissitudes. He must be able lo accept and profit

from constant criticism He must be prepared lo make enemies if he is

to take a stand on anything. He must hurt people's feelings by

rejecting their contributions, while begging others for their con-

tributions. He must be prepared to use people as resources that are

required to produce a product, if that profit is to be one of quality,

forgetting for the moment that his staff and contributors are people,

not things.

Editing the Catalyst, though, is satisfying. As well as criticism

there are, il the editor does well, compliments. The editor has total

control of the newspaper: what it will look like; what it will say; how

long It will be; where it will be printed, who will produce it. Controlling

these elements provides an education more vital and practical than

one could get from any class

Most students acknowledge the enormity of the editor's respon-

sibilities and the importance of Ihe Catalyst as a vital organ of

communication The administration recognizes the editor's burden by

allowing him two blocks off during his editorship (big deal). It is

important for the potential applicant also to realize the extent of his

possible commitment

The new editor will almost certainly be asked (sometimes with a

note ot incredulity), "Why did you want to be editor? " The question is

not on the application, but it is perhaps the most important question.

Experience and/or training in journalism is necessary unless

the editor has an experienced and/or trained staff, since CC provides

no training, training must, and should, come from within the Ca(a/ys(.

An enthusiastic and fast-learning person can make up for lack of

experience

Whoever is selected can count on a great deal of assistance from

the current editor, including an internship as associate editor at the

end of this semester.

Were looking for a few good applicants.
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Guest editorial

A retrospective reverie: requiem for a misplaced student

by "X"

Looking back at my four years

at CC, I can trace my college

career as one of crushed expec-

tations, roller coasting mental ef-

forts, and rigorous fantasy. Here I

am, about to graduate, and I've

yet to carve my niche — or even

get my toes soaked in the

mainstream, for that matter. Hell,

after all this time I can't even ice-

skate backwards. If I was any less

assimilated into the CC ex-

perience I'd be going to school at

the Air Force Academy. This

wasn't the way I planned it,

though. I had every hope of

molding myself to the CC am-
biance. I wasn't a practiced

status-monger, but I felt I could

manage to fit in nevertheless.

I came to CC under common
circumstances .... Stanford didn't

accept me. Let's face it, CC feeds

off Stanford rejects the way a

heifer gobbles strewn garbage.

Anyway, I shrugged off my disap-

pointment and actually looked

forward to coming to CC. After

all, it had the very famous "block

plan," it was located in the equal-

ly celebrated Rocky Mountains,

and there was an abundance of

affluent specimens of the tender

gender.

Mastering the block plan was
no problem. I, unfortunately,

picked up on a universal CC
work-avoidance technique. All it

took was finding an up-

perclassman to tell me just what I

needed to read for purposes of

exams and writing papers, and

what was extraneous and could

be ignored. Trimming the fat, so

to speak. Hell, I seriously doubt

even the professors read all the

dreadful drivel they assigned. In

fact. I know for certain that my
Shakespeare course was taught

entirely by Cliff Notes. By referr-

ing to my copy I could map out

the lesson plan for each day. My
total expenditure for the class

was $1.25. and I aced it to boot-

While academics were no

problem, I soon realized that I

stood as much chance of becom-
ing in tune to the social sceneas I

would have curing a cold in a

meat locker. The more I tried

getting into the swing of things,

the more hopeless 1 realized it

was. I simply didn't fit the mold, I

lacked that prep school, BMW,
backgammon seif-assurance. I

didn't exude that confidence that

Guest editorial

it didn't really matter what I did

here for four years because when
I got out I knew Dad. or one of

Dad's friends, could set me up in

a job where I would shuffle some
papers around on a desk forforty

grand a year. Besides, I didn't

have a trust fund, not even a

modest one.

So, I shambled through various

unfamiliar social scenes, much
as a corpulent homeowner wades
through an overloaded septic

system, trying to hide my ap-

parent mongrel mentality. I was

without much success, I might

add, I thought that maybe joining

a fraternity would liven up my
social life. I tried to be as pleasant

as possible at their "freshman

meat on display" functions, but I

guess I just wasn't their kind of

guy. One frat wouldn't accept me
because I didn't know a split-end

from my rear end. Another didn't

invite me over again for a

preferential dinner because mari-

juana smoke made me sneeze.

And another frat wouldn't let me
in the door to the rush party

because I drove up in my rusted

out '71 Buick Skylark, I wasn't all

that disappointed, however. I

figured it might be for the best,

since I didn't agree with their

sacred motto: "Without Beer,

There is Death." So, I resigned

myself to my fate as a social

anomaly and tried tcget along as
best I could.

The next year they put me in

McGregor. I'm certain this was a

major source of my troubles. Ah

McGregor, the pipes that banged

and the girls that didn't. Girls?

What girls? The closest I came to

intimate female contact was
when Doris, the maid, walked
into the bathroom as I was
liberating some fluids. She was
horrified, I was thrilled .... which
is some indication of the shape
my sexual life was in.

Living in a dorm with all guys is

about as exciting as minor sur-

gery. Interaction on my floor con-
sisted of exchanging grunts in

the hallway when passing. What
fun! And if I played the stereo in

my room above a telepathic level,

the grunthead next door pound-
,ed on the wall like a frenzied

gorilla. It was unfortunate, but I

was to carry the mark of

McGregor imprinted on my mind
for years to come.

In my junjor year I finally found

a girlfriend. We met at a CC men's

basketball game. Being the only

two people in the audience, we
couldn't help but notice each

other. Meeting at the game was a

definite indication that we shared

some rather perverted interests.

We hit it off immediately, and

soon were doing some serious

kissy face, huggy bod. Her name
was Michele, but she insisted I

call her "Spike" when we were

alone. I found this rather

peculiar, but I was so desperate

for female companionship I

wouldn't have cared if she chew-

ed on bones and shed twice a

year.

We shared many intimate

moments, many of them
together, until the Campus
Security found ail that ski equip-

ment in her closet. She was sub-

sequently kicked out of school

and moved to Pittsburgh,

because she said she wanted to

be near the steel mills. When t get

involved with a girl, she can't

merely get sick and go home for a

block to recuperate, she has to be

convicted of grand theft and ex-

pelled from school, I was very

depressed for a couple of weeks,

until I realized so was the hockey
team ancj half of the basketball

team, and maybe I wasn't this

girl's one-and-only true love after

all.

I pretty much gave up on

achieving a meaningful college

experience and channeled my

depleted energies toward getting

out. I would often stare out my
window and watch the jets

traverse the sky as they made
their way toward the astral con-

nection. I wondered why those

pinheaded Air Force cadets

would get out of school with a

pilot's license and opportunities

for high-paying, glamorous jobs,

when I, a member of the sup-

posed intellectual elite attending

a semi-prestigious, intense,

liberal arts institution, would
graduate with a piece of parch-

ment which would do me no
practical good, unless of course,

it was perforated.

The college catalogue talked

about the block plan, intense

individual attention, and in-

tramural sports, but nothing

about life after CC. I felt as

though I had finished the ballet

performance of my life, and then

was told my tights had split at the

beginning of the show and no_

one even noticed what I had done
on stage because they were too

busy looking at my underwear. I

felt shafted.

Oh well, I guess I had it coming
to me. After alt, I could have gone
to a state university, majored in

business administration, and
then assumed the persona of a

junior exec. It would have been a

reasonable, responsible, secure

choice. Mom would have loved it.

Dad would have loved it. And the

drone of a wife I'm sure I would

have eventually married woulij

have loved it.

However, I believed I had
potential to do something
different and worthwhile. You
know, effect profound changes
shake the foundations and thai

kind of deluded stuff. So, I chos(

the liberal arts, private, expen
sive, stuck-up institution route

came to CC full of adolescent
exu berance. Now. four years and
$20,000 plus later, my childish

verve has been supplanted by

hard-core cynicism, and I feel as

though I'm skydiving without a

parachute .... where I land

nobody knows.

At CC I've witnessed the cons-

tant struggle for mediocrity and

homogeneity, the all-pervasive

need to accumulate and hoard

status, and the unpleasant sight

of warped values in action.

Though I will be leaving here in a

few months with as much chance
of finding meaningful post-

graduate work as one would have

in reconstructing a pig from a

bowl of bacon bits, I believe I'm

infinitely better off than the

average CC grad who will step

into immediate lucrative employ-

ment because of their birthright,
I

may not have a sugar daddy, but

at least I've got myself.

In four years of school here I've

never once been to Vail, and

goddamit, I'm proud of it.

''Yet,somethin3 very vital is takin3 place.
''

by Bill Eddy

The Conference on the City

and the Country begins on Mon-
day. The purpose of the Con-
ference is to inform you of the

notable efforts, nationwide, to

build and preserve community.
The new forms of community

creation and empowerment will

be ultimately determinative in the

choices this nation makes in the

next decade.

Most people do not know what
it is to build community. Often-

times we think thall;ommunity

just is. It is the water that

envelopes the fish. That is

simplistic and offers evidence

that, once again, we are taking

our lives for granted. It

demonstrates that the old idea of

the "rugged individualist" has not

yet been laid to rest — and this at

a time when people everywhere
are beginning to resist the

fatalism of existential thought.

man alone.

A people cannot long live a

hypocrisy. The drives of a

capitalist society can often be
inherently antithetical to the

democratic ideal of "We the Peo-
ple." "We the People" is different

from "I the Entrepeneur." It is the

objective of the Conference to

not only explore the dimensions
of this thesis, but also to offer

concrete evidence that the peo-
ple are once again on the move,
and that these moves shall be
determinative.

A certain hopelessness and
resignation lead us "to reflect,"

"to react." and "to survive . . .

just." There have been times

when we acted; in biblical

language. ".
. . the people had a

mmd to build." What is said to us

when we recall that in 1938 a

study showed that fully 80% of

the homes in this nation were

built by the people living in them,

and now that number hovers
around 13%? And what is said

when the American farmer
watches the land disappear into

the gaping mouth of corporate

monstrosity? What is said when
large corporations would take

over the land of native
Americans?

Yet, something very vital is tak-

ing place. The visible efforts will

not be seen until the next decade.
And the efforts will not be wholly
sanctioned until a new genera-
tion — the post-war generation —
has come into power. It is not in

power yet. But it is inevitable that

it shall be.

What is taking place now is

determining the ultimate uses of

that power.

There are some amazing
programs underway. Knowing
what they strive for, how they

accomplish their task, the

struggles they face, and the place

they see for themselves in the

overall picture will enable you to

understand better the nature of

the choices that we as a people
face.

In the South Bronx and
elsewhere, there is acommon will

not only to survive, but to live"

again. Old buildings are being

rebuilt by the people who live in

them. These efforts are transfor-

ming whole blocks. The initiative

has not come from federal, stale,

or local governments ~ but

rather from the people
themselves. There is a new idea

that power is created, not merely
transferred or conferred.

The seven groups sponsoring

the Conference are offering to

the larger community something
quite valuable. The sponsoring
groups are saying, in effect, that

we need each other. Even it the

momentary excitement of being

someone, of being unique and

exclusive, propels one a certain

distance, what propels that per-

son the rest of the way is making

that crucial connection with peo-

ple who are different than he or

she, yet interdependent.

The notion of sanctity is impor-

tant. Sanctity is the restoration of

the ties of confidence that a per-

son has in his or her community

Restoration. Confidence. Mean-

ing. This is the connection

between the one and the many
Isaiah said it 25 centuries ago.

And you thought it began in the

1960s.

"They shall build up the an-

cient ruins, they shall raise up

the former devastations; they

shall repair the ruined cities,

the devastations of many
generations."
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CC seniors voice satisfaction, discontent
by Paul Butter

Last in a series

Despite positive feelings of in-

gliectuai and emotional develop-

nent at Colorado College, some

-C seniors say Itieir education

wasn't prepared tfiem for the fiard

litiocks the real world will hand

out when they graduate in June.

Ann Meisel, a senior English

major at Colorado College, said

that even though the college ex-

perience has expanded her out-

took on the world, she feels the

environment at CC has been "an

intellectual pool that doesn't

have much connection wiin how

life really is.

"

And for senior biology major
Jeff Jarris, who came to CO from
rural Illinois with the idea that

"there had to be more to life than
chicks, sports, and cars,"

Colorado College has been "a
paradise with certain subtle

voids." One of the main voids,

Jarris said, is the lack of maturity

among students at the college.

"It's very seldom that you run

into people who act mature
here," Jarris said. "It's not fun to

be mature, and some people

haven't had thenecessitytogrow
up. For them, life is just one big

game."

Jarris said he is more afraid of

how some of his fellow students

will fare than of his own uncertain

future, and added that some
students may be in for a shock.

"It's just not safe and secure

out there," he said. "If you don't

get up when the alarm clock

rings, then you won't get your

paycheck, and you're going to be

in for a surprise that'll make you
stone cold sober.

"

Meisel, too. said she's skeptical

about how secure the life beyond
college walls will be for students.

She said that although Colorado
College offers the opportunity to

mature during four years, the

school's "stable environment"
isn't always healthy.

"It's so stable that sometimes I

think It's stagnant, frozen,

isolated ... and it makes me angry
at times." Meisel said. 'I feel like

taking a stick and stirring it up."

But according to one senior,

romance languages major Cin-

dy Layman, it's up to students to

take the initiative to prevent their

own stagnation at the school.

Layman said that some students

limit themselves by not looking

far enough.

"I don't feel that I've stagnated

here," Layman said. "I don't think

anyone has to stagnate. People
can take the school for granted

and not look beyond the

classroom tor challenges. You

Method for madness: who does what in dean's office?

by Carol Petsonk

Have you ever wondered who
toes what in the CC Deans' Of-

Sce, or how it came to be that

ray? In pursuit of truth, beauty

\nd the method to Armstrong
"s madness, this writer inter-

iewed various inhabitants of

The Deanery. " What follows is

He first in a series of articles,

\ased primarily on the inter-

iews.

Once upon a time, not so very

bng ago, around the time today's

average CC senior was being

torn or maybe even barely

hought of, there was a College. It

was a small College, nestled a

few short miles from the big toe of

Pike's Peak.

In this College, there was an

^ministration. And in this Ad-
ministration, there was a Dean.

One Dean. His name was "Dean
of the College" (sometimes peo-

ple called him Lew Worner.

This Dean had a lot of respon-

iibility. He had responsibility for

iverseeing decisigns about hir-

ng — and firing — faculty. He
Itad responsibility for decisions

egarding curriculum. And he

shared responsibility for

decisions about student affairs.

dualism which developed during

the sixties.

At that time, academic con-
cerns were considered separate-

ly from student affairs, such as

extra-curricular activities. This

schism was also prevalent at

other colleges. But the Block

Plan exacerbated the spilt at CC.
Attempts to re-establish com-
munication between the two
areas led to the present structure.

overseen by Richard C. Bradley,

who as dean of the college and

dean of faculty holds primary

responsibility for academic af-

fairs.

As dean of students, on the

other hand. Taylor moves
between the two spheres of

academic and student affairs, ac-

ting as ombudsman in each. For

example, he serves on the Dean's

Advisory Committee, which

reviews academic suspensions,

warning lists, and exceptions to

academic rules and regulations.

His other major responsibilities

include coordinating the evalua-

tion of the Block Plan, advising

the student/faculty Committee

on Instruction and various other

committees, and dealing with

myriad issues which fall under

the general rubric of student af-

fairs.

Each of theotherassociateand

assistant deans — McLeod.

Riegel, de la Garza, and Coleman
— holds similar positions com-

bining student and academic

concerns. Given the complicated

committee structure of the

College, this makes for a high

degree of involvement with

students and faculty. It also

makes for busy schedules

around noon and 3:00 p.m. —
traditional committee-meeting

times!

Through these frequent small-

group meetings, deans and

students at Colorado College are

much more accessible to each

other than they would be at a

large institution, or one whose
administration is less committed

to involvement with students.

One crucial factor in that in-

volvement is the Colorado

College Block Plan. The original

Block Plan proposal recognized

the centrality of the academic

program, but it was also designed

to integrate the leisure and

residential programs into the

overall liberal arts education. The
structure of The Deanery reflects

this integrated approach to

education. Deans teach courses

and retam voting privileges on

the faculty; they meet weekly

with residential and housing and

leisure program staff, and also

with the President's staff.

To students, the respon-

sibilities of individual deans may

seem obscure. To Dean Taylor,

who considers himself a strong

supporter of college decen-
tralization, "The key is good com-
munication between staff. I trust

my colleagues, junior and
senior." He seems to enjoy work-

ing in the present admmistrative

structure, in which academic and
student affairs have been unified

under the "umbrella" of Dean
Bradley's position. In relation to

the umbrella, Taylor said, "I'm the

stem."

Next week: The Catalyst

looks at the spokes of The
Deanery umbrella.

can take semesters off. or get
involved in committees, music, or
science, or any number of
different things,"

Susie Sell, a senior majoring in

political science who hopes to

become a professor one day, said
that many of the challenges she's
found at Colorado College have
been in the classroom. She hopes
to carry her enthusiasm for learn-
ing with her when she leaves the
school.

"I really like academics, " Sell

said. "I've found some professors
to be really inspiring. I always
want to learn. And I'd like to

spread my zeal for learning to

others."

For Layman, however, some of

the idealistic "zeal " she's had in

college has been transformed

into a practical way of looking at

things. Layman said that in her

efforts to find a job working for an

opera company in New York City

{she's had several offers already),

she found the "it's not what you
know but who you know " maxim
to be true.

"I know that people don't want

to admit it. but connections are

what do it for you in almost

anything anymore. If someone
knows you, likes you, and

respects you, he'll be more likely

to recommend you over someone
he doesn't know."

Sell, on the other hand, said

that even though realities will

enter into her life, she feels that

maintaining idealism is what

keeps a person young and gives

him the ability to cope with life.

"I don't think I'll ever lose that

open-eyed approach to life." she

said. "That's what school is sup-

posed to foster, and that's what

people should keep with them
and use throughout their lives."

W The J. Maurice Finn
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SBP's 'Vanities" creates

intimate atmospfiere

I

by Jack Kerrg

Here's a riddle What lives on a

second floor on Colorado

Avenue, is talented, exciting, and

intimate? No. it's not a massage

parlor, or a palm reader; it's

theatre. The Star Bar Players,

after seasons spent shuffling

from one stage to another, have

found a home in The Loft in Old

Colorado City.

The talent of the group has

recently been on display with the

production of Van/(/es by Jack

Heifner. Directed by James

Bohnen, performed by a cast of

three: Kathy Jenkins, Tresa

Skinner, and CC's own Fay Simp-

son, Vanities concludes the Star

Bar season with a balanced

dramatic impact rarely found in

amateur theatre. On stage

through the entire show, from

make-up to curtain, the women
succeed in revealing the

characteristics of vanity — ex-

cessive pride in appearance and

achievements coupled with emp-

tiness, unreality, and sham.

The script follows three high

school cheerleaders, blessed

with cursed popularity, through

their lives. It focuses on their

senior year of college, and their

sixth year of life in the real world.

The women fill the roles to the

max with energy and accent, and

incorporate the audience into

their friendship. The ladies fall

short of perfection only because

of minor difficulties with enun-

ciation.

Much ot the success of Vanities

must go to Jim Bohnen 's adap-

tion of the action to the Loft

Theatre, By making use of the

atmosphere created by the

natural brick walls and wood
flooring of the Loft, the stage

direction and set elevate the sym-

bolism of the play. The vanity

tables of the background and

benches used in all the scenes do

more to clearly state the message

of the play than any flamboyant

set could.

A wonderful aspect of the Loft

Theater and the present produc-

tion is the intimacy of the at-

mosphere. There is virtually no

separation between audience

and players beyond the fact that

the audience sits throughout the

play while the actresses don't. It

would seem that one could enter

into dialogue as a fourth

character or ask fo: a cigarette

without upsetting the flow of the

play. This intimacy within the

Loft's setting results in a grip-

ping, powerful reaction to the

emotion of the drama, which is

the highest achievement of a

dramatic work.

The excellence of the produc-

tion of Vanities has prompted the

Star Bar Players to extend the

performance two more nights.

This Friday and Saturday, the

16th and 17th. Vanities will en-

core at 7:30, for the final show-

nights of the season. As an added

treat for those interested, CC
Senior Lindsay McGee will be

seen in the role of Mary, filling in

for Tresa Skinner.

The opportunity tc enjoy and

support Star Bar productions

should not be missed. It's a

chance not only to see very good

theatre, but also to enjoy

Colorado College personalities,

both professors and students.

This critic has only one cau-

tion, to those who share my
problem. Being of no great

stature, I have a hardtimefinding

a seat in the Loft where I can see.

So if you're short, get there early

and sit up front, because a lot of

the best action is on the floor.

"Nude" by Alan Hamilton won honorable mention

Armstrong photography exhil

\oe So

by Earl Beadle

If you have not yet seen The Exhibition in Armstrong's Great Hall,

be aware that only a week and a half remain foryou to do so. Go soon,

for one viewing is not enough. Your attitude toward a favorite may
change as you make new discoveries; you may be lured by some

abstract you passed by initially. Fortunately, The Exhibition hangs

where a large number of people can see it regularly over an extended

period. If you are among those, don't let familiarity breed indifference,

for that feeling may deceive you.

A display of this size affords an opportune occasion to lease your

aesthetic judgment. Any preconceptions about photography may not

survive such a motley collection of style and technique. In examining

an individual's show, one can assume a certain attitude immediately

and merely have that enforced in consideration of subsequent pieces.

Not so here. You will encounter varied studies of form, abstractions of

the familiar, and images that flirt with the realm of discourse.

Regardless of intent, few fail to inspire thought for those who allow

themselves to be taken. Of the many styles represented, does any one

come nearest to the essence of the art of photography? How about

simply asking yourself why one strikes you more than another.

1 freely admit to being attracted to many of this show's 'pretty

pictures'; beauty is always intoxicating. Some, however, interest me
on a second or third viewing, for more subtle reasons, for the elusive

personality exuded through the choice or treatment of subject. These

express a state of mind, the mind of an individual unfettered by the

dehumanizing mechanics of the process. Casey Cronin's shot of a

eno

building in Chicago striki

of a room in Paris an(

discourse is intended; th(

by words, yet strong

those by Heidi Cost, inch

transmit this 'personality

world without words

When a piece appri

threatens to absorb it.

equilibrium, and while w
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FEMINIST CLINIC
Womens treatment and
family planning clinic

CONTRACEPTION
TREATMENT PAPS
PREGNANCY TESTING

FAMILY PLANNING
PREPARED CHILD-
BIRTH CLASSES

AA^ Manitou Ave. 685-5465 6^-5466

Best black and white photo: Margaret Creels' "Aban-
doned School House"

'•Untitled" by Andy Ne

technical quality for £>

I QUINTET TO PERFORM
The College Quintet will pre-

sent a concert Friday, March 16,

at 8:15 p.m. in Packard Hall.

The program will feature

Dvorak's String Quartet in F, Op.

96 "American"; Chopin's Etudes

Op. 25, #9, #10. #1 2; and Brahms'

Piano Quintet in f-minor, Op. 34.

Theensemble includes English

professor George Butte, piano;

Dean's office secretary and

former CC student Kathy Gurksy,

viola; student Kirt Kempter.

violin; elementary schoolteacher

Carmen Olguin Tayler, cello;and

f^ichael Zuzelski, (class of '79),

violin.

The concert, which is free and

open to the public, will be follow-

ed by a reception.

FOLK/JAZZ CONCERT SET
For an evening of bright

musical entertainment come
hear Moth & Sfaron Wednesday

the 21st in Packard Hall at 8:30

p.m. Moth & Star is Joel Crim-

mons and Mark Rabin perfor-

ming original tunes which feature

an exciting blend of vocal har-

monies with solid use of guitars,

piano, flute, and mandolin. They

are best described as a

progressive folk/rock duo in the

tradition of Simon and Garfuni<el.

and Crosby. Stills, and Nash.

Their sound is fresh and their

performances a delight. Coming

to CC from the New York college

circuit. Moth & Star is being

presented by Folk-Jazz. Tickets

are 500 at Rastall desk.

DANCE PERFORMANCE HERE

"Saturday Afternoon Live, ' irnstan

spirited concert of dances,

presented in Armstrong Theate

on the Colorado College campu-

by Ursula Gray's modern creativ*n, ant

dance classes on Saturday

March 17. at 3 p.m. The program

which is free and open to H^* id "Au

public, is the twentieth in M's

Gray's career as dance instructo e feati

of children and adult laymen
'

Colorado College.

The pieces to be performed

this concert reflect the students

work in class. Mrs. Gray strives!' )\o

develop the students' techmca loreog

ability to learn choreographed 1 Shec

dances as well as their skills it ids

improvise movements in repons' inor o'

to music, poetry, sculpture. an'
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Hiltenun's "Etalage"..

explores use of line

;ue Sonnek's "Susan", awarded honorable mention

jolts conventional perception
do Jon Tamarkin's view

10, entitled "Feet." No
loo stuble to be trapped

in my memory. Both of

I'swinning photograph,

)8ing and looking at the

iscourse, that structure

introl creates a defiant

wo to communicate our

further. Tom Mawn's
landy Stein's "Name the

lly, at treading this fine

IS for which we think we
their essence is to be

ce at The Exhibition. As
iic, so the photograph's

Is a waste of mind and

19 new. Cindy Meyer and
ipreme opportunity that

you would be foolish to let slip by.

Photography is at once the most and the least eclectic of the arts.

Traditional stylistic periods have been fused together or dissected

randomly. The field of technique stretches through myriad

developments and accidents. And duplication is its forte:

photography quietly, but profoundly, freed itself from one of the most

curious artifices our society has ever contrived, yet, in its desperate

quest for legitimacy, it rarely fails to rejoin this cult of exclusivity. The
masterpiece deserving universal attention instead hangs on one wall

in one museum or collector's home. If the work is so very important,

this is a crime against art. If it is not, then such attention and 'honor' is

a crime against man's keener sensibilities.

In the hands of the great majority, photography is the most

egregious example of bourgeois waste of mind and matter. I imagine a

time when every square inch of the world has been photographed; we
gaze, titillated by this mimic world in ever-so-slic magazines. Having

learned nothing, we are left behind by a mocking reality. Should the

camera be a surrogate eye capturing the world's beauty, to enlighten

the masses to the wonders they overlook in daily life? Do we gain from

having Morocco in living color resting on our lap? Perhaps the pretty

picture is our Soma ...

If we are to retain a shred of aesthetic sense, we must tire of

"exercises in empty aesthetics." When form, shading, and technique

are our prime considerations, art gives way to intellect. Rule, tradition,

proportion, balance — leave these to the pages that inevitably will be

written, and which should be forgoteen altogether. 1 urge you to share

what you feel. yes. perhaps in words — but your words.

by Lisa Peters

Monica Hiltenun's show,
"Etalage," is on display in

Packard Hall this week. True to

its name, the show presents an

etalage of various prints, pain-

tings, and collage. Despite the

variety of media used and the

subjects depicted, Hiltenun's

show is unified by a stylistic

continuity. The works explore the

expressive possibilities of Ime.

in "All Hung Up." line outlmes

shirts and socks drying in the

wind. Its thin delicacy conveys

the flimsey loose feeling of these

clothes. Line refines their forms.

but at the same time does not

make them hard or static.

In "Aunt Tillie's House," a

lithograph of an old mansion, line

is seemingly faded and dissolv-

ing. In viewing this work, one gets

the sense of an old house dying a

slow death. Maybe it doesn't exist

at all. except in the memory.
In Hiltenun's woodblock

series, "Berryptckers," line is

strong and sturdy, yet still has a

sense of grace in its fluid defini-

tion of figures. These works show
a Japanese influence, a flattening

of forms, a strengthening of con-

tours and a general strong

simplicity. An abbreviation of

S-

b/e mention; best

i'stract problems of cir-

inistance or emotion.

The first half of the program,

fformed by students ages six

16, combines German. Rus-
in, and Irish dances with two

'Pjgvisation al pieces entitled

I you ever talk tolhe wind?"

"Autumn to May,"
eenage and adult dancers
featured in the second half,

'lich opens with a series of

'learsed improvisations based
^ 'he theme of sculptural forms

^ance. These are followed by a
^lo titled "Remembrance."
'oreographed and performed

' Sherry Gray. The program
'''s with two Irish dances, in

'nor of St. Patrick's Day.

Sfierry Gray has assisted her

mother in class this year and has

participated in the creation of

some of the themes and
choreography for this concert.

Other assistants include Phyllis

Turzi, Nancy Ekberg, and Susie

Langlois. Special assistance in

this year's program is provided by

Bill Smith, who has worked

professionally in theater for 20

years. Diane Gleason, pianist for

1he first half of the program, has

played for Mrs. Gray's classes for

five years.

MUSIC PRESS PUBLISHES

The Colorado College Music

Press, publisher of texts and

translations of treatises from the

forms to their simplest
denominator brings a sense of

clarity to Hiltenun's woodcuts.

The hands of figures show a

special delicate simplicity. The
curved wrists and fingersseem to

be dancing.

Line is also played against

shape in many of Hiltenun's

works, "Fulmina'tion" is an ex-

cellent example. In this work, the

delicacy of a wire tence contrasts

with a hazy ominous cloud. This

work is mlereslmg also because
the fence leads one into the dis-

tance and the cloud comes
forward, moving the eye once
more to the foreground of the

work. The work conveys a sense

of change, even in the stillness of

a solitary field.

Hiltenun's works are delightful

individually and also work well

together as a whole. Take some
time to view her show if you are in

or near Packard Hall.

Also, see the Walt Kuhn show
at the Fine Arts Center. It

represents a vast variety of this

painter's depiction of clowns and

other characters. Kuhn painted

distinctly American individuals,

yet with a style influenced by

Matisse. Soutine. and Roualt. It is

an important show and should

not be missed.

THIS THURS.

& FRL NIGHT:

PETE DAWSON BAND '"=^-' ^—

"

Don 't forget/ Applications due March 28
NEXT WEEK: FALL RIVER ROAD BAND

BARBER SHOP~
Ul

O

712V2 N. Weber I

633-1606

o

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop V
Alley

fWlen's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

A "Cut" Above The Rest .
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Jody Schoeberlein was awarded honorable mention for

his "Portrait Studio"

history of music, has released

two more volumes in its 1978-79

series of publications.

A critical text in Spanish, "Arte

de Canto Llano. " has been edited

by Albert Seay. The work was

written in the sixteenth century

by Martinez de Biscargui. The

other release is a translation, also

by Albert Seay. of a treatise

written by Johannes Tinctoris in

the fifteenth century entitled

"Proportions in Music."

The Colorado College Music

Press, founded in 1955 by Dr.

Seay, has an increasingly large

clientele, including not only ma-

jor universities and libraries of

the United States, but of many
foreign countries as well.

SATURDAY NiTE is . .

.

Colorado College Nite!

• LIva Music •

(8:30- 12:30)

• 60 oz. Pitchflra of Beer - *Z25 •

• Clant Burgers «1.85 (Reg. #2.35) •

• Backgammon Table • Fireplace • Pong •

(Burgers & Beer at Special Price, available to anyone

with College ID., served in ttie BAR only! Good Satur-

day only — 5:30 p.m. until Midnite!)

Regular Dinners Available 5:30 'til 10 p.m.

(All Regular Dinners Served in Main Room)

Crab — Prime Rib — Trout — BBQ Ribs,

Beer Batter Stirimp — Omelettes & More!

BAGGS RESTAURANT
1747 South 8th Street

For information, Call: 633-8774
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Lacrosse zaps Mines

Led by attackmen Drew
Thwaits and Bob Kline, the CC
lacrosse team recorded an 11-5

victory over the Colorado School

of Mines in the opening game of

the season- Thwaits was superb

as he tallied four goals in the

contest and Kline added two

goats and two assists. Freshman

Bart Thompson scored twice

while Andy Nagel, Tim Mac-
Namara. and DaveAmmons each

scored once.

The defense, led by Mike Hunt

and Jerry McHugh, played a very

strong game, white goalie

Jeremiah Splaine had a relatively

easy time making thirteen saves.

He also collected an assist on a

spectacular 60-yard pass to

Thwaits.

The one drawback of the vic-

tory for the Tigers was that mid-

dies Tim Anderson and Tim Mac-

Namara and defenseman John

Troubh were injured and will

probably miss the next couple of

games.

The Tigers' next game is

against the Air Force Academy
on Saturday the 17th at 2:00 on

the Cadets' home field. The
zoomies have not been beaten by

a western lacrosse team since the

Tigers beat them in 1976, The
CC-Air Force rivalry is the

strongest in the league and the

game is guaranteed to be ex-

:iting.
"The regular season is over, but iniramurals continue

Men's Tennis Team siams open season
by Jon Goodman

If you haven't seen the men's

tennis team in action, you're mis-

sing some of the best sports

entertainment the college has to

offer. Besides the great talent, the

format used enhances theexcite-

ment.

There are six singles and three

doubles matches. Most of the

time four games are being played

simultaneously and the no ad

scoring shortens the playing

time. As a result there is rarely a

dull moment.
The team opened the season

with a win over the University of

Southern Mississippi. In the first

finished match, number three

singles player. Randy Stein,

quickly polished off Osvaldo

Galo, 6-2, 6-2. The team score

was then knotted at one all when
Dave Foust of USM beat out

number two singles player, Josh

Lerner, 7-5, 6-2.

Probably the most exciting

match of the afternoon came at

FOREIGN LANGUAGI CINTIR
830 N. Tejon

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs, CO 80l 03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text materia!

Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON ^>NTfe^

the number one singles position.

The contest pitted Tiger Jerry

Brendel against Mississippi

player Bobby Stevens.

Brendel was serving for the

firet set at 5-4. He led in the game
3-2 and had double set point.

Stevens, however, rallied and

evened the game score at three

all, creating the situation at

simultaneous game point. During

the rally Stevens hit an excellent

passing shot to win the game and
even the set at five all.

In the next game Brendel

recovered, breaking serve and

giving himself a 6-5 advantage.

Again, however, he could not

hold serve to close out the set.

With the game score at three all

Stevens made an excellent return

at the feet of a charging Brendel

to force the set into a tie-breaker.

Fortunately for CC, Jerry played

excellent tennis in winning the

tie-breaker 5-2, giving himself a

1-0 lead in sets.

Free
Film
if your
pictures
are late.
Our On Time Picture Pledge means your
pictures will be ON TIME according to the
store service schedule*

nili developing of 110, 126 and 3Snin
COLOR PRINT FILM-

(Cluding holidays) (C-Jl pr.xess only

immco's

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

much the same way, with both

players exchanging games and
forcing another tie-breaker at six

apiece. Brendel took an early 3-1

lead, txjt Stevens came back and
evened the score at 3-3. But Jerry

Brendel was determined. In a

clutch performance he took the

tie-breaker 5-3, and won the

match for CC, 7-6, 7-6.

After that CC remained in the

lead, winning ttie overall match 5-

3. (The ninth game wasn't played

because it was getting cold, and it

would have had no effect on who
won.)

The other results were: Kurt

Kempter (CC) beat Scott Stewart

(USM), 3-6, 7-5, 6-2; John Alford

(USM) beat Len Bowes (CC), 6-1

,

6-3; Jahne Scogstrom (CC) beat

Jarge Pigmiquel (USM) 6-2, 6-4.

In doubles action: Brendel,

Lerner (CC) beat Stevens, Gaion

(USM), 6-4, 6-7, 6-3; Faust, Alford

(USM) beat Stein. Bowe (CC), 6-

The second set proceeded in 2, 6-2.

Pucks end
by Jon Goodman

The Colorado College hoch
season is over. On March 6 ana

the Tigers lost both games
their first round play-off mat,

against the University of Nor

Dakota, 6-3 and 7-3.

Although the score of the toi

goal series was 13-6, both gam
were closely contested until

vi

final period of play. Coat

Sauer's Tigers had no specj

game plan going into the maicl

We played very well on Fnd;

ntght in Denver, and I felt thai

we played that well and got sol

goal tending we could beat Norl

Dakota. It proved true. We piaye

very well for two and a ha

periods both nights. But th(

they got a goal at the oppcrtur

time, and we didn't, and from th|

point on it was down hill."

In the first game, CC gave

two goals in the first period, bi

then skated evenly with the Sioi

in the second as both teai

scored twice. In the third peril

the Tigers drew first blood

Delich scored on an assist tro

Dave Feamster and brought C In Tu

to within one point at 4-3. Un((

tunately for CC, that was th{ wage

last score; North Dakota put ( ilstoj:

puck in the net twice more t

themselves the 6-3 victory

Wednesday, CC again playA sc

well for two periods, only tog

slaughtered in the final sessio feral

Going into the third period,!

Tigers were tied with UND
three apiece. However, disasl

struck when the Sioux secret

power play goat at 7:22.

"It was just as though we hi

held them off long enough, ai

now it was time for them to sli

coming. Then we got tired, ai

they got the momentum goin(

said Coach Sauer.

North Dakota proceeded

score three more goals to dim

the game, the series, and put

end to our hockey teams seasoi

mg 1

jlish

J the

bolh

Hoopsters end season with smiles]
by Anne Shutan

The women's basketball team
returned to Colorado Springs last

Sunday quite happy. No, they

didn't win the regional games. As
a matter of fact, they played one
of their worst games in the finals

against Air Force. After a 22-22

half-time score, the Hoopsters
found it difficult to take a lead.

"Oh well," was the general at-

titude, "we had a great time. It

was so much fun." That's the

attitude most teams long for.

Good basketball, fun, and the

growth of friendships go hand
and hand on our women's team.

Lorna Kollmeyer feels very com-

GOING TO EUROPE

THIS YEAR?

unless you're planning to walk

over, it's time to make reserva-

tions ... we have charters,

economy flights & eurail &
hostel information.

i|8aKcoiii|iuA haorfageMcy

TAYLOR TRAVEL
818 N. Tejon

6363871

fortable with all of her team-
mates, "More than ever, I feel like

our team is such a family."

Kollmeyer was the only CC
player in the final game to score

in double figures (28 pt.). The
next highest score was 5, scored
by Arlene Green-

Green, also, came out of the

season with a good feeling about

her teammates, "Our team is

great — everybody is so different

and everybody likes each other.

That's nice!"

Both Kollmeyer and Green
made the All-Tournament Teams
in the Regional Tournament.

It would have been much more
difficult for the team to have

made it into Regionals without

their dynamic coach, Laura

Golden. Golden shared her

never-ending basketball

knowledge with her team ar

constantly made them belie\

that they "can do it!" Her ir

pressive coaching job w<

acknowledged. She received It

"Coach of the Year" award at It

Regional Tournament. A

deserved honor!

There were no seniors on II

team this year. Therefore, tl

whole squad is returning forti

79-80 season. Kollmeyer felt th

knowing this eased the si

feelings after theirfinal loss.'Tt

last game didn't have quite tt

emotional impact of previoi

seasons. Knowing that everyor

will be back makes spring ai

summer seem like a small

terlude before we pick up aga

next fall." The team is very luck

It only follows that the Hoopste

will be even stronger next yea'

Godec'si
Phato
Supply

9 SOUTH WEBERVt:^ pi- 634^.833

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parking
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Ifitisher Logue on campus block 7

=<3fjurii

Horse sense reigns CO.
by Patty Ungar

A little-known horseback
riding program is flourishing at

CC under the auspices of the

athletic department. In the past
three years, participation has
been sufficient to form com-
petitive show teams which have
competed in various shows
around the state. The riders have
also participated in other special

events such as clinics and hunts.

The CC Riders enjoyed a day
last October with the River's

Divide Foxhounds near Calhan,

Colo. They followed the hounds
in search of an elusive fox or

coyote, but discovered neither.

Although it was unsuccessful,

the ride through the beautiful

hunt country was a worthwhile

prelude to thesumptuous brunch
spread by the CC group. The
masters of the hunt have extend-

ed an invitation to the CC riding

program to join them soon for a

St. Patrick's Day hunt.

The CC riding program also

looks forward to a busy and ex-

citing spring. If student participa-

tion permits, there will be a three-

day event and dressage team.

The program is proud to an-
nounce that ex-Olympic rider

Colonel R. L, Robertson, a very
well-known and qualified
horseman with extensive
teaching experience, is now the
program instructor. Classes in

English and Western riding, for

which students can earn P.E.
adjunct credit, are taught at the

Pikes Peak or Bust Stables.

Classes cost approximately $40
per block for eight hours of
riding. For more information call

Patty Ungar at 635-4807.

iNews^=

m Tuesday, March 20, at 7:30

Packard. Ken Russell's film

ivage Messiah" will be shown,

(istopher Logue, who is

ling the drama, classics, and

glish depts. this block, wrote

i
screenplay. Logue and

$sell have worked together in

,eral films, including a televi-

n version of Dante's Inferno

jthe feature film "The Devils"

both of which Logue acted.

On Wednesday, March 21. at

7:30 in Bemis, Christopher Logue
will read from his work. Logue, a

native of Portsmouth who lives in

London, is largely self-educated

(with the help of friends), His

interests in poetry range widely:

devoted to Milton and
Shakespeare, he was also early

among English writers interested

in Neruda.

His ongoing "account" of

^ported a^^^

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

IT'S HAPPENNG ON

MARCH 21st

50%
OFF

THE
MOUNTAIN
CHALET

226 N. TEJON
633-0732

WED.

MARCH 21

6-9:00 P.M.

ALL

RENTAL

EQUIPMENT

PLUS

CLOTHING

&

MORE

50%
OFF

:

VISA
Faster chg.

Homer's Iliad has been hailed as

"structural translation," getting

rid of the "embalmed" flavor of

the classical language to render

the shock of the original. His

poems have been sung by peoplej

like Donovan and have appeared

on posters. ("The Iliad would go
marvelously on a poster except

that it would be a large poster")

Of this kind of presentation he
has said that. "As for poetry, this

fostered, pampered child of the

arts, you suddenly realiEe it's a

wide open thing, not a literary

thing." He writes regularly for

Private Eye and is the
pseudonymous compiler of

Count Palmiro Vicarion 's Book of

Limericks (Olympia Press).

Music duo lectures
The McLean mix. an elec-

tronic music duo, will present

a lecture demonstration en-

titled "Space as Drama" on

Friday, March 16, at 2 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

Barton and Priscilla McLean
formed the McLean Mix in

1974 and have recorded 11

works on seven major labels.

Their current tour will take

them to Texas, Kansas. Il-

linois, Indiana, New York.

Colorado, and Washington,

I D.C. where they will con-

I elude their performance series

I at the National Gallery of Art in

May.

In their program, the

McLeans use an autoharp

processed through a syn-

thesizer as well as flutes, elec-

tronic tape, voice, narration,

prepared piano, and an assort-

ment of novel percussion in-

struments.

The program will include

excerpts from "Mysteries from

the Ancient Nahuatl," "Invisi-

ble Chariots," "Ah-Syn!," and
"Song of the Nahuatl."

The lecture is tree and open

to the public.

Student art show open to anyone
by Jeannine Minlch

The CC art department, the

Co-Curricular Committee, and

the Experimental Student Grants

are sponsoring a juried student

art show in Armstrong Hall April

15-28. All students are eligible to

display one work of sculpture,

drawing, painting, or other

media as long as it is mounted

for hanging or sturdy enough to

be displayed in some other way.

Photographs are not eligible, as

there has already been a

photography exhibit and awards

ceremony this year.

Non-art majors are urged to

submit their work, as this will not

be an "elitist" exercise in art

criticism. The show's sponsors

hope to give students a chance

to show work that they feel good

about and to generate construc-

tive discussion within the school

about art itself. The College is

interested in purchasing some of

the displayed works for its per-

manent collection.

All works must be submitted

between 12 noon and 4 p.m. on

Saturday, April 14, at Armstrong

Hall. There is no entry fee, and

everything will be accepted

within the given space limitations

of the Great Hall.

The show opens April 18tb, at

which time Peter Jacobs, chair-

man of the CSU art department,

will judge the works and award

$275 in prizes Entry forms and

further information can be ob-

tained at the art department of-

fice in Packard Hall.

CC receives J.P. Rameau

The Ne\A/

Image
has the newest in all

Danskin styles — disco

dresses, beautiful

leotards, and colorful

tights for day or

evening. Also featuring

Polar sport.

91 9 Arcturus
west on Cimarran

to 6th St. South one mile

to Arcturus

Phone 632-7766

The Colorado College music

department has received the

complete works of Jean-Philippe

Rameau, France's distinguished

composer of the eighteenth cen-

tury. This set. a gift from the

Myrtle M, Bridges Memorial, will

fill a large gap in the department's

reference collection of

masterworks of the past.

Myrtle M. Bridges was
professor of piano at Colorado

College from 1924 to 1951.

The Myrtle M. Bridges

Memorial was established m 1968

by her daughter, Mrs. Marriet B.

Black, of Denver, and has provid-

ed scholarships and awards to

outstanding pianists at Colorado

College In recent years the

memorial has furnished other

sets of music tor the music

department, including the com-

plete works of Clementi and

Franz Liszt, as well as a complete

set of keyboard works by com-

posers of the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries.

i IRe^
[ CHiAPl
! SKATC'

rental, sales.

and service

©i3
1/2 Price Rental

with this coupon

iVIust also bring student I.D.

(expires April 1. 1979)

832 N. Tejon 633-1082
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Classifieds

FOR SALE 1976 Volare. Two-

door, six cylinder, air, newcondi-

(lon, low mileage. $2,900. Call

576-0287-

HO USE MATES WANTED.
Private, bath, entrance, parking

yard. Carpets, fireplace. $110

month- 314 N. 20th. 473-2466 day

or evening-

FOR RENT; Two rooms. Largest

room has fireplace. In Cheyenne
district. S420/monlh. Call 634-

3422.

FOR RENT: Mobile home, 14' X

65. Two bedrooms, carport,

fenced yard, storage, west side.

$230/month Phone: 634-3422.

FOUND AT TUTT: Role of film in

a small plastic case.

Notices
BLUE KEY self-nominations are

available at Rastall desk. Blue

Key is an honorservice organiza-

tion for juniors and seniors. We
are accepting nominations until

March 28.

FILM SERIES Committee an-

nounces that all doors will be

locked and no one will be allowed

to enter after the beginning of

each movie. Please come early to

guarantee yourself a seat

SUMMER SAILING. Want to

spend this summer sailing the

Caribbean? The Pacific? Eu-

rope? Cruising other parts of the

world aboard sailing or power

yachts? Boat owners need crews!

For free information, send a 15<E

stamp to Xanadu, 6833 So.

Gessner, Suite 661, Houston. Tx.

77036,

Notices

WAR FILM: The German depart-

ment will show the film "The

Battle for Berlin" (with an English

sound track) on Monday, March

19. at 12 noon in Armstrong 353.

The film shows decisive phases

of war between 1941-45 and por-

trays Stalin, Hitler, Roosevelt,

and Churchill through Soviet

eyes. It is 85 minutes in length.

COLLEGE COMMITTEES
Applications for next year's

student/faculty committees are

on Rastall desk. Explanations of

all the committees h^ve -been

sent to all CC students.

The deadline for applying \s

March 21. Please turn
applications in to the CCCA box
in Rastall. Call Beth German at

ext. 334 between 3:00 and 5:00

p.m. if you have any questions.

Notices

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
The Greeks did it, almost every

country in the world has done it,

and now Colorado College is

going to do it; the Special Olym-

pics! These games are so special

because they include the hardest

working athletes around: the

mentally handicapped. Help a

child to his or her victory on April

21 at Washburn Field on the

Colorado College Campus. Sign

ups will be on March 21 and 22 in

Rastall.

PROFESSOR ALONSO BENA-
VIRES, ACM Costa Rican
program director, will host a

meeting at 3 p.m., March 26 in

Rastall Center room 208. All in-

terested students are en-
couraged to attend this meeting.

Acafeeritilaw-
without lawschool

Jter just three months of study at The
Institute for Paralegal Tr 'ning in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.

^s a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
many of the duties traditionally handled

only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of

law to study. Upon completion of your training, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.

he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
nation's first and most respected school for

paralegal training. Since 1970, we've placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If
you're a senior of high academic standing

and looking for an above average career,

contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.

We will visit your campus on:

T'I n

The
Institute

for
Paralegal
Training"^

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)7326600

Approved by the American Bar Association.

Notices

BENJAMINS BASEMENT
taking applications for barke
board member, and manai
positions. Applications
available at Rastall desk and
due by March 28, 1979.

TRIVIA BOWL will start on ^

15. Anyone interested m think

up questions or helping to run

bowl itself, please contact Ce
Peterson, at ext, 379.

PEACE CORPS/VISTA Rg,

sentative Tim Keefe win bf

Rastall today to talk with slude

about summer opportunities.

SCIENCE AND PSEUD
SCIENCE. A lecture and disc

sion will be led by Prof. Geo
Abell on Friday afternoon, Ma
23, at 3:30 p.m. in Olin Hall

Prof, Abell, visiting Har|

Shapley Lecturer in astronoi

will discuss subjects

astrology, Velikovsky, anci

astronauts, etc. In a recent

of books on the Velikovsky si(

Prof. Abell said "I suspect

chance of our surviving our i

doings may be closely relate;

the degree to which our soci

turns from whatever wisdom
can glean from science to

murky occult, superstition,

;

such nonsense as V(

kovskyism."

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL
It is time to organize your tea

for the 1979 slow-pitch soft!

season.

Since some city fields

reserved for our uppercl

program, it is imperative that

the team names and rosters an

Mr. Frasca's office no later tha

p.m., Tuesday, March 27.

if all the programs are as la

as they were last year, play

have to start a day or two alter

return from spring vacation.

We had a super program

year with some real excil

games in each league.

Remember — the deadline

p.m., Tuesday, March 27th

Your cooperation will b

predated.

SUMMER CROSSROADS
limited number of Colon

College students will be mvite[

participate as student hosts

this year's Summer Crossroi

program. Summer Crossi

to be held June 3-8, 1979, bru

together foreign students

around the country who will so

be returning to their home coi

tries for a week of discussn

sightseeing, and fun.

Highlights of this, the 23rd

nual Summer Crossroads,

elude discussions of proble

students may face on returning

their home country after seve

years in the U.S.,adiscussiof

cross-cultural values, an

national pot-luck dinner,

several field trips to places

interest in the area.

In response to

Crossroads participants' sugg'

tion that more American stud

involvement in the progf'

would be desirable, five Colora

College students will be select

to participate this year. If you

a junior interested in meeH

with foreign students 'f'

around the world for a weel<

intellectual stimulation and go

times, please contact Ca

Leavenworth in the Ca"

Center, 103 Cossitt Hall, or De

Gordon Riegel in Armstrong

an interview before the end

Block 7,
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THE CONFERENCE ON THE CITYAND THE COUNTRY:

THE BUILDING OF COMMUNITY
March 19 and 20

Monday: 4:00 Reception at Gates Common Room. Joint

keynote address by the Rev. William Eddy
and Dean James Coleman

6:00 Dinner at Shove Chapel. Everyone Welcome.
There will be plenty of food, but bring cheese
or fruit if possible.

6:30 Dinner Discussions. Four groups will address
"The Prospects for Community"

7:30 Brief Presentation by each conferee

8:30 Organ Concert and Refreshments

Tuesday: 12:00 Panel Discussion "Community and
Government: Who Rules?" Rastall 209

2:00 Panel Discussion 'The Building of

Community: Visions of Urban America."

Bemis Lounge

4:00 Panel Discussion "The Building of

Community: Aspects of Rural America".

Shove Chapel

Participants: Chuck Laven—Urban Homesteading Assistance

Board, New York Cheryl Edmonds—United

Squatters Movement, New York, Donna McCue—
American Agriculture Movement Margaret Kary—
Denver ACORN Harold Tso—Program
Development Section, Navajo tribe Linda Juneau—
National Urban Indian Council, Denver
Henry Reyes—Pueblo Regional Planning

Commission Bill and Nancy Benight —Concerned
Citizens for the S. Platte R. Bonnie Poucel, Ginny

Carlson— Women's Health Service, Colo. Spgs.

Mary Ann Fiske—Colo. Springs ACORN
Nileen Foxworth—Poet, Author, Advocate within

the Black community

Sponsored by Shove Chapel, New Age Coalition, Mecha,
Native American Student Association, CCCA
Women's Commission, Black Student Union.
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^cLeod says students must eat SAGA
by Greg Kerwin

We're not going to have a

,ard exemption policy" next

jar, according to Dean Laurel

rLeod. Dean McLeod notified

e CCCA Residential and Hous-

g Committee Tuesday of her

icision.

presently the Administration

(pects students living in college

isidence nails to eat SAGA food.

lowever, nine students have

jen excepted from this rule this

ifnester. These nine students

,e on campus but don't pay for

5ard, for reasons including a

fict vegetarian diet and
ilatives living in Colorado

prmgs.

McLeod believes the exemp-

jn policy has been abused. She

laims such exceptions are "no

inger appropriate" now that

^GA offers 10, 15, or 20 meals

week. McLeod comments on
udents' attempts to get 'off-

IAGA'; "It smacks of playing a

^me."

She believes students on a

egetarian diet should fight to

nprove SAGA. One possibility

she mentions is for SAGA to

individually prepare meals for

students on special diets-

fulcLeod mentions stir-fried

oriental vegetables as an attrac-

tive possibility for students.

McLeod has not solicited stu-

dent opinion about this decision.

She says, "I know what students

think about it," adding, "This is an
administrative decision."

McLeod justifies her decision,

mentioning two fires last year in

Slocum and Montgomery Halls

caused by students cooking in

the dorm kitchens. An electric fry

pan and a popcorn popper
caught fire in these mstances
McLeod also mentions the m-
creased cost of board as some
students are exempted from
SAGA.
She believes that a person with

very rigid dietary requirements
should investigate the food ser-

vice situation on a residential

campus, before coming to the

college.

- McLeod believes students who
really object to SAGA's
vegetarian dishes should live off

campus. However, she doesn't
explain how freshmen and
sophomores with such reser-

vations could arrange with the
housing office to live off campus.

Next year only students with

extenuating circumstances, e.g.

written dietary instructions from
a doctor, will be allowed to eat

•off-SAGA.'

One possibility would be to

allow students with serious ob-
jections to SAGA to use
residence hall kitchens on a

regular basis. Laurel McLeod dis-

misses this idea, saying, "We're
not in a position to put any more
money into our residence halls,"

Ellie Milroy and Dana Koury,
who share responsibilities in the

Housing Office, when asked for

comment, said they hadn't con-
sidered this possibility but would
look into it. On initial considera-

tion, neither had any serious ob-
jections to such a policy change
if done on a limited basis (eg. 9 to

10 students). They believe most
residence hall kitchens are

already equipped for continuous,

lightweight use.
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Vlajor academic changes proposed
by Paul Butler

In a move that may signal the

lost comprehensive revision of

cademic policy since the block

Ian was implemented ten years

the Colorado College Ad
loc Committee on General

ducation has recommended
ignificant changes in the

cademic framework for CC
ludents.

The committee's preliminary

eport, based on months of dis-

ussion with CC faculty and
ludents, found that a lack of

Imcture in requirements outside

ludents' majors has encouraged
a hop-scotching by students

firough the curriculum without

Megration or coherence," accor-

ling to Richard Taber, com-
iiittee chairman.

The "hop-scotcfiing" tenden-

7, committee members report,

led to fragmentation in the

ludents' overall liberal arts

rogram. The report says the

'agmentation has caused a

lecrease in both the general

nowledge a student gets in

liferent disciplines and the

lepth he obtains in any field

utside his major

photo by Sandi Rodgers

ofessor Richard Taber

In an effort to provide greater

direction to CC students while

upholding the students' "right to

choose," the committee has

proposed three specific reforms.

If adopted the reforms would
apply to incoming classes only,

and would not affect students

currently enrolled.

The first reform, intended for

incoming freshmen, advocates

the creation of two-block, inter-

disciplinary, team-taught
courses, with professors drawn
from different disciplines. The
courses, taught during Blocks 1

and 2, would encompass a broad

area of study and focus on
writing (with critical analysis of

the wirting by professors), oral

discussion skills, and, where
possible, quantitative reasoning

and use of original sources.

These coiirses, which would

resemble Renaissance Culture,

Perspectives in the Western

Tradition, and Patterns in Nature,

would unite freshmen hit with the

newness of college life with

"highly motivated faculty who
want very much to work with

freshmen," Taber said,

"The freshmen would have a

more uniform introduction to

collegiate intellecutal life than

they presently have, ' Taber said.

The faculty, by coming together

in an enterprise directed toward

incoming freshmen, would
develop a committment toward

these students that would carry

through four years"

The second reform, aimed

specifically at upper division

students, proposes that some ex-

isting courses be grouped in

clusters. Course clusters would
attempt to develop intellectual

depth outside a student's major

field of study by combining
related courses. The clusters

would cross divisional boun-

daries, and would probably span

three blocks, although not con-

secutively.

Debate- continues as to

whether fragmentation in the

liberal arts is serious enough that

students be required to choose
one or more clusters, or whether

clusters should "float in a free

market like any other course."

The third reform would require

students to choose a minor field

of study outside the division of

their major. The report cites a

need for "students to develop an

intellectual interest quite apart

from their major field." Under the

plan, a student majoring in

biology, a natural science, would

have to choose a minor from

either the social science or

humanities division. The minor

could be interdisciplinary, and

therefore need not be restricted

to one specific area of study.

Taber asserts that the point of

the reforms is not to restrict

students, but to help them in-

telligently fashion their liberal

arts careers.

"We believe in freedom of

choice, but we aren't sure that a

completely laissez-faire ap-

proach to education is best."

Taber said,

Taber added that although the

creation of the block plan was a

milestone in the history of the

college, it in no way signaled the

end of improvement In the

academic structure of the

college.

"Some people thought the

block plan was an end, since it

was so significant. But it's not

(an end), We need to look at

what we stand for. because the

real question is what are we do-

ing under the block plan. We have

a format which allows creativity

and flexibility. And I hope we can

exercise some imagination in us-

ing It."

The General Education Com-
mittee's proposal, currently un-

der discussion by faculty

members, will be taken to the

students for input Block 8.

Flick reopens with G, PG
by Ken Abbott

The Flick is back!

The theater reopened March
16, after having been closed for

over a year due to conflicts

between the previous manage-
ment and the owner of the

building. Rich Bailey. It returns

with a fully renovated interior,

including a new sound system,
new seats, and a "full cinema
scope ' projection system.

Perhaps the most important

change, though, is in film policy.

According to the new theatre

operator, Les Crane, only "G"
and "PG" rated films will be
shown, as well as acceptable
foreign films. Without this policy

change, said Crane, the theatre

would not have reopened at all.

The "old" Flick was closed after

Bailey refused to renew the

building lease to the former
theatre management, when they

refused to stop showing "R" and
"X" rated films. According to

Crane, Bailey thought such films

might give the theatre a bad im-

age, which might, in turn, harm
Bailey's kitchen appliance
business next door.

The theatre closing angered
many CC students and com-
munity members, some of whom
felt that Bailey was acting unjust-

ly in imposing his moral stan-

dards on the rest of the communi-
ty. Crane said he supports

Bailey's policy and respects

Bailey's stand on "R" and "X"

rated movies.

Crane pointed out that the

theatre is a private enterprise,

and therefore Bailey had a right

to refuse to renew the lease

because of the conflicts over film

policy. Bailey's stand cost him
approximately $15,000 in lost

revenue from rent.

Most of the films shown will be
classics from the 1930's, 40's, and
50's, as well as some more
current films with "G" or "PG"
ratings, and foreign films that do
not contain "sexually explicit"

scenes or excessive use of four-

letter-words. Crane sees
violence, sex. and obscene
language in films as being one of

the major causes of the social

problems of murder, rape, and

other crimes plaguing our socie-

ty today. Said Crane, "Movies

train people how to shoot and sell

dope."
corrupting force in our society is

Ling Wertmuller's "Seven
Beauties." Although he said the

film is "a good movie." which he

feels accurately portrays what

went on in Italy in the Second
World War. he would not show it

because of the sex and violence

depicted in some of the scenes.

Crane feels that when he
shows a movie in his theatre, it's

like "making a statement." He
said he "wouldn't want to say on
the screen what he wouldn't say
at home." Although some dis-

agree with Crane's ideas about
the effects of a film on an
audience, most agree that a com-
promised "Flick" is better than no
"Flick" at all.

Sorhe of the films showing in

the near future are Agatha
Christie's "Murder on the Orient

Express." W.C. Rekte' lillie

and Gus" and "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man." "Alice's

Restaurant," "Sweet Charity."

and "Discreet Charm of the

Bourgeoise." You can call the

"New Flick Theatre" at 475-2977

for more specific program infor-

mation, or to make suggestions

for future films.
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Feminist poet sees future reality
"as we struggle enmeshed,

sometimes blind and sometimes

seeing and sometimes seeing

each other.

"

The Twelve-Spoked Wheel
Flashing

The author of these lines,

Marge Piercy. will be seen at CC
Thursday, April 12, at a speech

sponsored by theWomen'sCom-
mlssion. The feminist poet,

novelist, and political activist will

speak on the topic "Owning Our

Past and Birthing Our Future:

The Future as a Vital Myth for

Women." at 8 p.m. in Shove

Chapel.

Ms. Piercy. the author of five

novels and six books of poetry,

has actively supported a variety

ot political causes. Born in >

Detroit, she now lives and works

in Wellfleet on Cape Cod, and

spends about a third of her time

traveling and giving readings and

workshops.

Her two most popular novels,

Small Changes and Woman on

the Edge of Time, deal with the

possibilities of cooperation

between men and women. The
first portrays two women struggl-

ing to make a place for

themselves in the modern world,

the second outlines a feminist

Utopia, towards which Piercy

wants the world to direct itself.

The Women's Commission will

hold an open discussion of Small

Changes on Tuesday, April 10, at

4 p.m. in Rastall 208.

Piercy's visit highlights the

year-long "Women in the Arts

and Sciences Series," a Women's
Commission project designed to

provide a continuous program of

educational events throughout

the 78-79 school year. The
primary focus of the series in the

past has been on the problems
women have faced, and on the

ways in which women are making
a place for themselves in the

present.

Tickets, available at the door,

are free with a CC or UCCS I.D.

and are $3 for the general public.

Women's Commission members
Janet Strouss (ext. 459) and Gina
Zadravec (634-8593) have more
information on the coming
speech for interested students.

Nurse available to women
by Shir)n Day

In an unexpected decision last

Thursday, the Student Health

Advisory Board (SHAB) and
Women's Health Task Force

(WHTF) unanimously accepted

an off campus arrangement with

a gynecological nurse prac-

titioner, Debra Baker, The
arrangement is for this spring

only, while SHAB and WHTF
continue to investigate the

possibility of finding an on cam-
pus practitioner for next fall.

Debra Baker will provide a full

range of gynecological services,

from routine health care check

ups to the prescription of birth

control. Some lab tests will be

covered by CC, including Pap
smears, vaginal cultures, and
pregnancy urine tests. "If

referrals are necessary they will

be made through Boettcher

Health Center and Dr. Rodman"
said Dean Laurel McLeod.

Clinics will be held on Friday

mornings April 13, and May 3

(Thursday). 11, 18, and 25, at

Penrose Hospital in the offices of

Drs. Maxwell and Short, 10:30AM
- 1:30 PM.

Individual appointments
should be made through
Boettcher Health Center, ext,

288. "Walk-ins can be ac-

comodated," said Baker, "but It is

a good idea to give Boettcher

Health Center a call to make sure

you don't have to wait."

"The dates of educational and

evening programs will be an-

nounced later on." said McLeod.

Darwin descendant revisits voyage
by Earl Beadle

On the first Tuesday of eighth

block, CC will be treated to a

most unusual film and accom-
panying lecture by the dis-

tingusihed explorer and conser-

vationist. Ouentin Keynes. Mr.

Keynes will show "The Voyageof
the Beagle, Revisited." retracing

Charles Darwin's landmark
journey to various remote islands

around South America, including

Ascension, St. Helena, and the

Falkland Archipelago, all off the

Argentine cost, as well as the

famous Galapagos Islands by
Ecuador.

Mr. Keynes' main concern lies

in capturing on film the few
remaining wild regions of

southern Africa; his credits in-

clude the only photographic

documentation of numerous rare

animals, many having since

become extinct.

Some may recall his last visit to

CC when he showed his film on

Dr. David Livingston's voyage
along the Zambezi River.

He hopes that through these

unusual films he can spark in-

terest in preserving the world's

natural treasures before those

very films remain the only

evidence that such places and
creatures ever existed. His work
is featured regularly in the

publications and documentaries
of Time-Life and the National

Geographic Society.

Being, coincidental ly, Darwin's

great-grandson, Quent Keynes
determined to document this

period of Darwin's life that led to

some of the most important

writings of modern man. He
shows many of the evolutionary

curiosities inhabiting these

natural 'laboratories,' seemingly

intent on confounding our sense
of dream and reality.

After the film which runs about
an hour. Mr. Keynes will answer
questions about it and about his

other explorations. As his in-

terest in rarities is hardly con-
fined to exotic places, Mr. Keynes
enjoys discussing a wide spec-

trum of topics with everyone.

He is an expert on. and collec-

tor of, works by many eminent
explorers, including Richard F.

Burton, John Speke, and John
James Audubon, those in-

terested in collecting books may
wish to ask Mr. Keynes about his

first editions and authors' per-

sonal copies, such as Darwin's
own "Origin of Species,"
Audubon's magnificent ren-

ditions and notes, manuscritps
and letters of James Joyce and
Ezra Pound, and innumerable
others.

The film will start at eight

o'clock in Packard Hall, Tuesday,
April 10th. All are cordially in-

vited to tea afterwards. Let

yourself dream awhile; you may
find yourself joining his next ex-

pedition.

Career Center /\/ews
COMING PROGRAMS

WHAT WILL I DO WITH MY TIME?— Rescheduled from the

1 3th. TODAY at 2:00 in Armstrong 300. Variety of people tell how
they chose their career paths. Interesting film presentation.

HOW TO WRITE YOUR RESUME. Find out how to put

together this important job hunting tool. Bring old resumes or

worksheets if you have them. Tuesday. April 10, at 7 p.m. in

Rastall 208.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING. Susan French

will interview interested seniors with 3.0 GPA. Sign up in the

Career Center for an interview on Wednesday, April 11. Group

session at 4:30 for juniors & others in Rastall 207.

MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE tias sales positions in Colorado

Springs and Denver. Sign up in Career Center for an interview

on Thursday. April 12.

CONFERENCES

WOMEN AS MANAGERS CONFERENCE at DU on March
30. This is an excellent opportunity to meet with women from

business, government, and education, and to learn how to

launch a successful career. See Janet Strauss for details.

INTERNSHIPS

ACORN/lnstitute Summer Project is offering internships in

community organizing and social change this summer.

SUMMER JOBS

CITY OF AURORA has openings for playground leaders,

lifeguards, day camp workers, laborers, and security aides.

Application must be made by today, March 23.

FOUNDATION FOR THE JUNIOR BLIND, Camp Bloom-
field, Malibu, California. Needs a variety of personnel.

Preference given to applicants experienced with children.

Remuneration minimal. Some who know sign language needed
this summer.

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS

QUINN & COMPANY, ALBUQUERQUE, a member of the

N.Y. Stock Exchange, is seeking persons to train as registered

representatives. Openings in New Mexico and Colorado.

CASEWORKER I Colorado Merit Exams are being given

tomorrow, Saturday the 24th , at the Job Service Office, 1 7 North

Spruce. A must if vou are going to apply. Applications beinq

accepted in Denver, Boulder, and Colorado Springs areas. Will

consider a BA in any major, but the educational requirements

may change before this exam is given again. Details in the

Career Center.

PLANNERS needed by the State of Colorado. Economics,
Poli Sci, or Urban Affairs major. Apply by March 26.

LAB ASSISTANT, College of Ganado in Arizona. BA in

science, preferably chemistry or biology. Duties include tutor-

ing Native American students and maintaining science
storeroom. Apply by May 1.

ASSISTANT OPERATIONS MANAGER for aircraft ser-

vicing company, Colorado based. Some business administra-

tion courses required. Applications available at the Career

Center.

SECURITY OFFICER for U.S. Department of State,

Washington, D.C. and abroad. Previous exam not required. See
Career Center for details.

ENGINEERING AIDE and WATER RESOURCE
SPECIALISTS for Colorado Department of Natural Resources.

$1,000 per month. Deadline Monday, March 26.

BOOKKEEPING AND TRAFFIC for local radio station.
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Drama instructor moves on to new challenges

Len Kiziuk exits drama dept. after this semester

^ • March 23, 1979 • The Catalyst

by Jack Kerig

Theater is filled with entrances

and exits, and the Colorado

College drama department is no
exception to this rule. Exiting

stage right will be Len Kiziuk,

leaving CC after this semester,

and entering stage left will be a

number of guest professors, for

visits ranging from a week to a

semester.

Len Kiziuk will be moving on in

his teaching career, hopefully to

"another college or university

with a major in dramatics." Hired

as a one-year replacement two
years ago, Len has continued

teaching here this year to supply

continuity to the department in

James Malcolm's first year as

^ department chairman.

S" Len made it quite clear that his

tr leaving was a "mutual decision."

6 "There was absolutely nothing
™ clandestine or underhanded
>. about the decision." he stated.

o "I'm used to it, ..going on... is part

° of the profession in academics
" and the theater."

Educated at Catholic Universi-

ty, and with graduate degrees

from the University of Illinois,

Len has been teaching courses in

the dramatic discipline, aswellas
directing She Stoops to Conquer,
and Ah, Wilderness last year, and
Cabaret this year. He is also

directing The Importance of Be-
ing Ernest for this April, filling in

for Professor Malcolm, who is

recovering from an illness. "I feel

fortunate to have one more op-
Dortunity to direct here," Len
explained. "Everyone involved

(with Ernest) is convinced it will

be a very fine effort. I know it will

be my most cohesive effort,

because I am dealing with quitea
few students I have dealt with in

class."

Next year will bring a number
of guest professors to the CC
drama dept, Diana Devlin, of

Goldsmith College of the Univer-

sity of London, will be in

residence for the first semester of

next year. Holding a B.A. and
M.A, from Cambridge University

and a Ph.D. from the University of

Minnesota, Dr. Devlin is "very

intellectually and theoretically

strong," according to James

Malcolm. Her teaching of

dramatic literature and dramatic

theory will broaden the scope of

the department, avoiding the

duplication of talent in teaching

acting and directing cited as one

reason for Len Kiziuk's depar-

ture.

Another renowned guest will

be Charles Nolte of the University

of Minnesota. Mr. Nolte started

his dramatic career in the

Broadway production of Billy

Budd. and went on to gain atten-

tion as a talented actor, director,

and playwright. His recent con-

tribution as librettest for the

opera VoyageofEdgar Allen Poe.

composed by Dominic Argento,

won national and international

acclaim and an endowment for

futher collaboration with Argento

for another American opera. Mr

Nolte directs in Minneapolis and

for the Meadowbrook Theater in

Detroit. He is considered an ex-

pert in the history of American

Theater, which he will be

teaching at CC seventh blocK

next year, according to Dr

Malcolm. ^
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

I mainly write to con-

gratulate you on your work. In

the past, the Catalyst has often

(ailed to even recognize

change. And it has always (in

iny time here) demonstrated a

pathetic unfamiljarity with the

basic tools of passing on

useful Information. It has in-

itiated no change because it

has not Informed. The writing

has been deplorable,

laughable, incomprehensible.

So if last year (I wasn't here)

was as tiresome as the rest,

then you can safely boast of

the finest semester in the

Catalyst's last ten.

I'm one block of exams away
from graduation, and for the

first time I feel inclined to write

to the paper... to thank you for

putting a little life into the

college. I can see you've work-

ed hard. May you find an

editor with fire.

As long as I'm here, I think

I'll say something about The
Big Issue.

Dr. Rodman is not "conser-

vative" in all respects. Yes, his

insistence on trying to direct

women exclusively to

gynecologists for care follows

an old, condescending at-

titude towards anyone in the

medical profession less than

an M.D. specialist.

Having a father who is a

professor in a medical school,

I get good medical care. I

recently saw an otolaryn-

gologist who explained that

mosf of his patients (I was one

of that majority), and the

patients of other specialists,

could easily be treated by a

nurse practitioner and receive

care equal to his own.

The gynecological nurse

and the gynecologist follow

the same procedures in a

routine check-up. They have

both been taught to look for

certain signs, and they look in

essentially the same manner.

The only difference is that as

soon as a nurse suspects

anything unusual, she refers

the patient.

But even if Dr. Rodman
refutes these points, taking

the "conservative" stand, he
ignores a doctrine, conser-
vative in the sense that it

"conserves" the tenets of the

U.S. Constitution: Freedom of

choice. If the law permits a

nurse practitioner to work in

Boettcher Health Center with

crosstown supervision, then
the college should provide
that service. Dr. Rodman
oversteps his duty as college

general physician when he im-

plies that women are unable to

make an intelligent decision

about their own care. If a

woman is dissatisfied with the

nurse practitioner, then she

will go to a gynecologist. She
knows better what to do than

does Dr. Rodman know how to

tell her what to do.

I suggest the WHTF write a

petition demanding the im-

mediate implementation of

their plan. And ladies, don't

worry too much about men
students or faculty too un-

interested to sign. Just get the

women. I'd say you could get

90% with a bit of work. Just

don't take no for an etc....

David Hast

Dear Editor.

There have been plenty of

times these past four years that

I've considered dropping a

letter to the illustrious editor.

The issues that warranted my
not-so-notable comments
varied from rude treatment of

Saga employees to what, I

considered, overreaction to

some current topic. Well,

deadlines, classwork, and my
marginally literate writing

abilities always won out and
the pen was never wielded.

So here I am now... You
might wonder, (and rightly

so), what the overwhelming
trouble was that finally roused

my wrath. Absolutely nothing

in particular actually. It

appears to be the season of

retrospection and venting of

long standing frustrations so I

figured I ought to contribute
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now or never.

Between you and me I'll ad-

mit to being a middle-of-the-

roader. I don't tend to get

vocal over my sexual
preferences, I doubt I'll ever

commit all my energy to a

political cause, and I don't feel

particularly oppressed. Right

here and at this memorable
moment I'm going to declare

myself the owner of a "64 Dart

complete with combat paint. 1

am clueless when it comes to

backgammon, and I refer you

to the Student Loan Office for

information concerning my
finances. Some would have

you believe that these dif-

ficulties alone qualify me as an

anomaly here, but there's

more!

I have been sincerely

challenged by well nigh all my
classes both in and out of my
major and count many
professors as friends I have

been consistently impressed

with the quality of the material,

teaching, and student attitude

all the years I've been here.

Risking shock to all you
generally miserable people

out there I submit a few more
amazing facts. I rarely leave

campus for block breaks, do

not make a habit of destroying

property, and party insanely

only on special occasions.

The oracles of discontent

that continually invade the CO
written word would try to con-

vince you that I am among
those most unlikely to

succeed socially here. Sup-

posedly my final ray of hope
would be quelled at the dis-

covery that I have had a job

since I was 16.

I may be a bit on the crazy

side but what the hey? I just

wanted to inform you that in

spite of the expected ups and

downs it's been an enjoyable

and, usually, constructive four

years. Naturally there are in-

dividuals out there that I'll

never adore and some I don't

even care to become ac-

quainted with and vice versa

I'm sure. Such is life. BMWs,
backgammon and Broadmoor

brunch aside there are some
great people here, although it

may take some perception and

effort to get by the outward

appearance of homogeneity

As in most aspects of life you

get out what you put m, so

think positive.

I will concede that a private

college will count more well-

to-do students among its

enrollment, but a person's

financial status shouldn't be a

measure of his worth any more

than his political views or

grade point average. Recall

also the large financial burden

public universities impose on

out-of-state students. Your

dollar (or your parents' dollar

as the case may be) buys large

classes, graduate assistants,

and a disproportionate

number of losers in this situa-

tion. If total diversity is what

you crave this may be the

solution for you. and if so you

are certainly free to pursue

this option.

It IS my belief that discon-

tent breeds discontent and

there are some people around

here that sincerely need to

lighten up, stop feeling so self-

righteous and bitter, and give

life and CO a chance, I unders-

tand there are always changes

that need to be made but oc-

casionally something positive

..a tendency to cite fratnehty actions as tlie don'ts?'

needs to be said

I suppose there is a

possibility that I would have

been happy at any school, but

in my opinion CO has many
good facets and its students

are an integral part.

Sandy Tassel

Dear Editor:

Why is it that every time

someone feels compelled to

comment on the do's and

don't's of living at CO there is a

tendency to cite fraternity ac-

tions as the don't's? Ms,

Feingold's editorial (March 9)

attempts to point out the more
perverse fraternity practices.

However, all she succeeds in

revealing is her own "myopia

and narrow-mindedness" for

which she condemns many
fraternity members.

There are several instances

where Ms. Feingold offers no

support for her allegations

and generalizations:

(1) "... and as such are a

divisive element on a

small college campus."

(2) "Acts of violence and

bigotry should not be

tolerated."

(3) "There is a discernible

difference between im-

mature pranks and what
some fraternity mem-
bers practice."

This last statement implies

Black Masses and rites of

deviltry occur as a general

rule. I do not condone tor-

turing animals; but, the turtle

and turkey incidences have

already been treated exten-

sively by other Catalyst ar-

ticles. What's the point of

beating a dead horse?

She seems to have lostsight

of the beneficial contributions

the fraternities have made to

the campus and the Colorado

Springs communites — EN-

ACT, Frontier Boys Ranch,

members of numerous cam-

pus committees, UNICEF.and

helping the sororities with the

Special Olympics, to name a

few. Though I do not mean to

excuse isolated incidences of

violence, without fraternities

CC risks losing some of the

means by which its most

humanitarian acts are

effected,

Ms. Feingold also states that

"the recent war games where

they used a cannon, and their

sadistic acts make them
reminiscent of neo-fascists."

Her concluding paragraph im-

plies the need for some sort of

policing of fraternities, to

weed out the "neo-fascists."

Ironically, this call for policing

conjures up images of the 30's

and 40's fascists with Hitler's

SS troops. Moreover, who
would do the policing? Cer-

tainly not the Independents on

campus .,. especially after the

barbaric behavior of some CC
students at the Viennese Ball.

Or, do we blame the frater-

nities for the damage since

they are so easy to identify?

After all, fraternities do make
good scapegoats (animal tor-

ture?) and whipping boys

(more acts of sadism?).

One more letter or editorial

concerning fraternity "no-

no's" and I'll be convinced that

the outbreak of "fecoptysis"

has reached epidemic propor-

tions.

Sincerely,

Kathleen S. Hanrahan '79

P.S. Hemopytsis means
"coughing up blood." With the

prefix amended to "fee-" ...

well, you take it from there.

Dear Editor:

Aside from being illegal,

vandalism is rude. As a CC
alumna I am embarrassed and

outraged to read that

members of the Colorado

College student body—
ostensibily the well-educated and

future leaders of our country—

wantonly destroyed property

on no fewer than three oc-

casions and. of all places, at

the historic Broadmoor Hotel.

My small children know better

than to steal and destroy; for

near-adults of the presumed

calibre of Colorado College

students to engage in such

anti-social behaviour causes

me to fear for the future of our

society.

I only hope taking away

your beer bottles and denying

you the privilege of using the

hotel is sufficient punishment

to embarrass you into

adulthood. What you really

need is a sound spanking.

Sincerely.

Eve Tilley Keller '68
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^Features.

Squatters battle to survivi

Edmunds fights for squatter's rigtits

^Catalyst Profiles is ttie second part in a series on the

Colorado College Deanery by Carol Petsonk. Look

for more profiles of CC deans after Spring Break in

everyone's choice newspaper, The Catalyst.
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photo by Sandi Rodgers

RODOLFO O. DE LA GARZA
HOME: The political science dept.

SECOND HOME; The Deanery.

TITLE: Assistant Professor of Political Science; Assistant
Dean of the College (Academic).

ALSO KNOWN AS; Rudy

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES AS DEAN:
Supervises recruitment of minority faculty and students.

ON FACULTY HIRING: "CCs administration is most
aggressive in hiring minorities, which is not the case in most
colleges. It takes effort and time to bring in qualified minority
candidates who, even though they may not look as good on
paper as other candidates, may be better teachers."

ON STUDENT RECRUITMENT: "Minority kids
generally can't stumble into CC through friends or guidance
counselors. Minority students usually hear about big state
schools, community colleges, and Ivies. I recruit students via
general meetings in southwestern cities. It requires special effort
to bring quahfled minority students to CC."
LATEST ARTICLE PUBLISHED: "Chicanos in
American Foreign PoUcy — An Inquiry into the Future of
Chicano-Mexican Relations."

"'-'^TE' "I don't define minority issues in a narrow context.
Anything that improves the educational environment for
minority students improves the environment for the whole
college ... You don't have to be racist to be a resister; sometimes
you must have to do the normal thing."

HIS NEWSPAPER; The Calalyst.
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Editor's Note: Cheryl Edmonds
visited Colorado College this

week to address participants in

the Conference on the City and
the County.

by Laurel Van Driest

A squatter is a deadbeat, a

weltare cheat, a lazy bum, and an

alcoholic who wouldn't work if he

were given the chance. Right?

Wrong.
A squatter is "an incredibly

clean, hard-working person who
undergoes tremendous
hardships to gain a place to live."

Cheryl Edmonds, an organizer

in New York's United Squatters

Movement (USM), works hard to

make people understand the

modern image of asquatter while

she works for the improvement of

the squatter's current situation.

Approximately 3.000 squatters

and homesteaders, who are the

modern "frontiersmen," have

moved into buildings owned by

the City of New York, determined

to create a home for themselves

and their families.

The modern squatting move-
ment grew out of New York City's

urban renewal acts of the last 25

years. Under urban renewal, the

city can take over a landlord's

building under the right of emi-

nent domain and then build

whatever housing it wants.

"The problem in the late sixties

was that the city wanted to build

another East Side-boutiques,

French cafes, and such—on the

West Side," said Edmonds. So
they started an urban renewal

which left thousands of people

with no place to go."

Another cause of the move-
ment was the abandonment of

buildings by landlords who
would no longer turn a profit. The
city took over some 40,000 units

"

that had been abandoned by their

former owner for up to three

years.

What happens to the people

who lived in the buildings? They
can either leave or stay. Usually,

however, they cannot afford to

find new housing, due to the high

rent costs. So, in the past ten

years especially, people have

stayed on in their buildings and

often have decided to refuse to

pay the city rent, because the city

is a "rotten landlord." accordmg
to Edmonds. "The tenants get no

heat, no light, no water, no ser-

vice," she said. "Why should they

pay rent?"

Beginning in 1970, the tenants

decided to pay rent—but to

themselves. Operation Move-in.

a highly-structured, spon-
taneous movement, involved 98%
of the participating tenants in

demonstrations which invariably

resulted in arrests and movings-

out. The focus of the movement
gradually changed from
demonstrations to cooperative

organizations and, accordingly,

changed its name to the United

Squatters IVIovement.

"It's an underground move-

ment," said Edmonds of the

current organization. "We're not

doing anything publicly. There's

a loose network—we know each

other, but don't meet formally

until we have a chance to get our

hands on a building."

Edmonds became involved in

Operation Move-in during the

first 30 days of its existence.

Needing a place to live, but

without the money to pay rent,

she decided that squatting was
the only alternative. Now strong-

ly allied with the movement,' she

conducts seminars on the

homesteading process, with up-

wards of 100-200 people atten-

ding.

There are three types of

homesteaders, most of whom
begin as squatters. Those who
lease control from the city gain
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control of their homes instanJ

and have up to a year to decil
whether or not they want to bi k"
the building from the city, if th,

^

decide to buy, then the tenan

must incorporate and usual

take out a small loan for
\\

purchase and renovation cosi

The second alternativ

homesteading, entails "fnu(

more difficulty" for the tenant

but enables them to gain posse

sion of a fully renovated buiiQir,

The tenants demolish the inten

systems of their building.

process known as "broor

cleaning"—and then hire

minority contractor {one v

hires more than 50% minori

workers) to put in a new roof,

doors, windows, plumbing an

heating systems, and frame-oi

the building. During this proces

the tenants have to move
doubling up with relatives

[

friends.

After the building is a "finishe

shell." the tenants move back

and do the finishing work— ti

floors, tiling, plastering, ai

cabinets. The entire process

•<e

yn

3i

fitish

ogue";

funded by a 30-year, 1% inters jnt w
loan of federal money from t|-

city.

There are a few squatters wti

intend to squat for the rest of the

lives, said Edmonds. These pec Itfief

pie go on a legal rent stnk laywn

depositing their rent in escrov leact

The
(lashii

liled,

ogue,

Because the city does
provide services, they have i

heat their apartments with ga ledra

stoves.

Another homesteading grou

that Edmonds is involved

Urban Homesteading Assistanc

Board (UHAB). She is proie( cenes

director of one of the foi

associations which work und! ff^str

the UHAB, City Sweat Equit]

"We call it City Sweat Equi

because our sweat is our equity

she said. In this position, she acBnglisI

as liason between the tenant ion o

and the money they need for th

buildings, helping them secur

loans,

"These programs all require

tremendous amount of work,

€dmonds said. "They attra(*oetry

some really fine people." 99 5' ubiisi

are black, Latin, or onenta lonth

"fvlany whites are attracted toth

program, but I don't encourag irnsci

them. This is meant for low t inder

moderate income families, nc

those with a middle income
"fvliddle-income people

have a problem, too, though, "sfi chool

said. "The rents are so high thi

they become rent-poor. If I fia

more time, I'd like to help them.

hope someone will organiz

them as we have organized th lualifi

squatters."
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tiakespearean players Roderick Spencer, Lindsay McGee, Fay Simpson, Paul King, Thurn Hoffman.
"j \ison Widman, Laura Fulton, David Terry, Philip Langlois (stage manager), Christoptier Logue

British poet Logue defies iiterary traditions
iJ by David Terry

(itish author Christ ophei

' Bard to
"^

be staged
The Colorado College Ad-

vanced Drama Studies class,

under the direction of visitng

poet and playwright
Christopher Logue. will pre-

sen t Scenes from
Shakespeare. Sunday, March
25, at 7 and 9 p.m , tn

Armstrong Hall auditorium.

The performance will

feature scenes from the

Shakespearean plays Richard
III. Henry IV. Hamlet, and
Romeo and Juliet. Each
member of the cast will be
spotlighted in a minimum o(

four roles.

The cast includes Roderick

Spencer, Lindsay McGee. Fay

Simpson. Paul King, Thurn
Hoffman, Alison Widman
Laura Fullon, David Terry and

ogue's advice to aspiring stu-

jnt writers is, "Don't."'

There shall be weeping and

Hashing of teeth, for many are

jlled, but few are chosen," said

ogue, a published poet, author

Ithe film "Savage Messiah," and

laywright who sometimes dons

,e actor's garb.

Logue visits Colorado College

lis block under the auspices of

^a ledramadepartment, duetothe and the promulgation of those

on my own, making lists of books
I should read and then reading

them," Logue said.

The main advantage of his un-

orthodox education, Logue says,

is that "I was straightaway out in

the world, and I thought of

writing, immediately, as

something you did and from
which you earned what money
you could. Also, I didn't get in-

doctrinated with the unfortunate

side of academia: rigid standards

Iforts of department chairman

ames Malcolm. He is directing a

th Tiall group of drama students in

anthology of speeches and

eijcenes from Shakespearean

s which will be presented in

ijAmstrong Theater, March 25

It) iee schedule, this page).

During his stay here, Logue is

tyBso devoting some time to the

ci nglish department for discus-

ion of the position of English

th oetry in the scope of literature,

ur nd to the classics department,

ith discussion of the Iliad.

A serious writer since 1952,

ogue focuses his efforts on

a( oetry; the London Times
5' ubiishes one of his poems
ta monthly. He's the author of six

th looks, and has also written

Imscripts directed by Lindsay

inderson and Ken Russell.

But Logue's success is un-

sual. He has had no formal

ducation since he left grammar
chool (equivalent to high

chool) at the age of seventeen.

la ogue says he wanted to attend a

iniversity, but had neither the

fioney nor the academic
th Mifications to do so. Most of

lis scholarly learning, therefore,

as resulted from his own efforts.

"I went off and began reading

'cademic histories of literature

standards as absolutes.

In retrospect, however, Logue
admits, "I would much rather

have gone to a university. Well,

not that I would have been a good
scholar. But 1 thought that a

university would be a place

where 1 would have time to read

books, chase girls, and maybe
pass a few exammations."

Logue comments that the

main disadvantages that have

resulted from not having a

college degree have been in his

relationships with other
members of the literary world.

"My presence has offended a

number of literary establishment

figures, especially the younger

ones," Logue said, "And so, my
work has been, perhaps, exclud-

ed from anthologies that they've

compiled. But it's never really

been a handicap to me, because
I've been very lucky. I've always

found people who did support my
work, and people usually not in

academic life but in public life."

This does not mean, however,

that Logue considers himself an

"outsider" to the literary es-

tablishment or those in the

teaching profession.

"I feel myself as sort of an

insider now." he said. "I just find

that I'm sometimes in disagree-

ThoJ. Maurice Finn

DiniiiK tiiul Driiikiiiii Bslubiishiiiciil

**44>lora(lo Nprinyiw ^tualTcr>' Kcjjalvr*

Our speciu! feature . . . "Monday i\if$ht Thu*!"

livery- Monday night Between 10:30pni-2:00ani

j%Mty wboi and a C'ourw <lraw. only fll.Sn

Live Eiiteitaininent

Plioln pnM)l"(ir u^e reiiuired pleuse.

efficiently, and I would also like

my students to study Latin or

Greek as a compulsory subject. I

wouldn't really be interested in

teaching them otherwise.'

stage
Langlois

manager Phihp

ment with them, i would like to

see them take a different attitude

toward literary tradition — and 1

say so when I get a chance."

But Logue admits that his uni-

que position in literary circles

allows him the leeway to be
critical of methods of teaching \CATALYST PROFILES
literature.

"I don't have to work out of a

curriculum, I don't have to

provide standards. ..so it's a bit of

a luxury. 1 come along and say

this, that, and the next thing, and

in a sense I'm performing on their

stage."

When Logue is on his own
stage, however, he sets forth a

clear idea of what standards he

would expect from students if he

were their instructor.

"As I get older, I find I get more
conservative, reactionary, oid-

fashioned. So if I were going to

teach, I would want to lay down

that my students had at least a

working knowledge of two

languages, other than their own,

that they had mathematical

knowledge to the degree ol

calculus, that they be taught to

write their own mother language

The performance is open to

the members of the Colorado

College and Colorado Spi

community free of chargerj

Jackson

House
Att»

"Doy
SUNDAY, MARCH 25,

1 5 P.M.

Batik
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Leather
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LAUREL A. MCLEOD
PROFESSION: Dean of Women.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES: Student Conduct

Committee, Leisure Program Policy Committee, Placement

Committee, Dean's Advisory Council; Advisor to Foreign

Students; advises students concerning Leaves of Absence, off-

campus and foreign studies.

ADDITIONAL
RESPONSIBILITIES:
Meets regularly with residence

hall staff; works with Women's
Commission, Student Health

Advisory Board, Women's
Health Task Force; ACM
Colleges Committee on

Women's Education.

TEACHING: Dean McLeod U;
teaches blocks of French in

f

addition to "Deaning" full-time.

FAVORITE SPORTS:
Skiing and mountaineering.

LAST BOOK READ: "I'm

in the middle of Joyce Carol

Gates' short stories. La Porte

Eiroile by Gide, The Women's

Room, and a few more ..."

HER NEWSPAPER; The

Catalyst.
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Roller skating comes back via Cheapskate \c
by Marci Asner

Have you noticed a number of

CC students with four fluores-

cent wheels under each foot fly-

ing across campus? Yes. believe

it or not those are roller skates,

not any kind of spring fungus

growing. Roller-skating is our

new spring sport. It is on the

upswing on the Colorado

College campus as well as other

parts of the country.

The popularity of roller-skating

has risen on our campus due to a

new store, The Cheapskate, on
the southwest corner of Tejon

and Cache la Poudre. They rent,

sell, and service roller skates.

This new marketplace is owned
by Denny Mulloy. a graduate of

Squash season ends
by Claude Cowart

The CC Squashers conclude

the season with a record of five

wins and three losses. In addi-

tion, the Tigers distinguished

themselves in the Colorado Open
Squash Championships, the

Denver Athletic Club Open, and

the Southwestern US B/C
Squash Tourney during the

season. Bruce Welty, the number

one Tiger squasher, won the

Colorado Open C Cham-
pionship, the DAC Open B

Championship, and was runner-

up in the Southwestern B

Tourney. Other Tigers playing

well in these events included

Steve Suche, Denny Malone, Jim

Lewis, and Todd Mitchell.

Freshmen displaying exceptional

^Etcetera
Classifieds

LOST: Easy Classic to modem
piano anthology, volume 17. Last

seen in Rastall March 3. Please

return to Rastall desk or call Mike
at ext. 463.

Notices

The Colorado opera festival will

hold opera chorus auditions Fri-

day, March 23, from 7-10 p.m.

The productions Elixir of Love

and Faust will be performed this

year. Auditions by appointment

only. Call Sid Anshuetz at 473-

0073 or at 635-8727. Opera
workshop credit available.

squash abilities are Russ Welty

and Howard Foster. Graduating

seniors in addition to Bnjce Welty

are Peter Fader, Warren Dean,

Jim Lewis. Carol Petsonk, Cath

Cleary. and K.C. Walsh.

The Colorado College squash

team completed the season for

1979 on a losing note last Satur-

day at the Gates Rubber Com-
pany Squash Club in Denver. The
Gates Club, boasting exceptional

strength and maturity, was able

to handle the CC Squashers, win-

ning eight of the 12 matches in

the first round of the tournament

type play. Excellent play on the

part of Preston Sargent, Russ

Welty. Todd Mitchell, and
Howard Foster kept the Tigers

from being completely squashed.

Kansas State University, and

managed by Denise Wells.

Mulloy and Wells were ex-

posed to the concept on the west

coast. The idea of this shop was
conceived Jan. 15. 1979; they

were open for business less than

three months later. Mulloy and

Wells felt that with health-

conscious America which we are

all a part of (aren't we!?), roller-

skating would be a good alter-

native to jogging, biking,

skateboarding, etc ... It can be
done outside, and it's inexpen-

sive. We also get student rates

with I.e.

Their decision on location was
of prime concern. They were
reaching for customers 18 to 35

years of age. Therefore, their

location across from the

Colorado College campus is

ideal.

The Cheapskate has plans for ex-

par^sion into a multi-state region, so

the/ll be looking for summer
help. If there are any students

interested in a fun summer job,

check at The Cheapskate.

For those of you who haven't

gone to see the place, stop by and
take a look. You'll be greeted by

Owners Denise Welfs and Denny Mulloy inspect thi P
^°'

merchandise,
Cheapskate.

posters of Harry S. Truman say-

ing, "The skate stops here," Bar-

bra Streisand saying, "A skater is

born," and a few others.

Denny and Denise are new at

this business and are open to and

available for sale and rent at Ti
fsSti

L

instor

appreciative of any suggestic ' ^^^

students might have. So, if

haven't got much money
you're looking for some
check out The Cheapskate
roll into spring

ic.c

Notices
THE WOMEN AS MANAGERS
CONFERENCE at Denver Un-
iversity will be held Friday, March
30. The conference will provide

students with an excellent oppor-

tunity to meet and learn from

women in business, government,

and education. The fee is $4.00

(includes lunch). If you are in-

terested in attending please con-
tact Janet Strouss before March
26.

TRIVIA BOWL will start on May
15th. Anyone interested in think-

ing up questions or helping to run

the bowl itself, please contact

Carol Peterson at ext. 379.

Free
Film
if your
pictures
are late.
Our On Time Picture Pledge means your
pictures will be ON TIME according to the
store service schedule*

•On rt.ll devplupinfi of 110. 12t> and 3Smm
COLOR PRINT FILM-

le<cludinK holidays) (C-41 protess only)

MURCO'S

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

t33I.TEiON
CMUMSnKt,C*U.

OUUl

Notices
The COCA is sponsoring a $25

prize for tf>e winning design. En-

tries should include the exterior

and interior design for the area

between the dining area and the

side door of Rastall. A drawing of

the design and an estimation of

cost and building materials is

also necessary.

Entries should be submitted by

12 noon Friday, April 13. in the

Saga office in Cossitt Hall. If no
entry is deemed worthy, the

money will not be awarded. The
Food Service Committee does
not guarantee implementation of

the winning design.

THE HONOR COUNCIL is now
accepting nominations for

positions on next year's council.

Interested students should have

a friend or professor nominate
them, or they may nominate
themselves. Nominations aredue
Monday, April 16. A letter of

intent must be submitted by
applicants no later than Wednes-
day, April 18. If necessary, an
open assembly will be held to

narrow the field of candidates on
Monday, April 23.

Nomination boxes are located

in Rastall, Loomis, Slocum, and
Mathias. For further information

contact Carolyn Lubchenco. ext.

267. or Beth Calkins, ext. 412.

The New
Image

has the newest in all

Danskin styles — disco

dresses, beautiful

leotards, and colorful

tights for day or

evening. Also featuring

Polar sport.

919 Arcturus
west on Cimarron

to 8th St. South one mile

to Arcturus

Phone 632-7766

Notices
The Leisure Program ARTS &
CRAFTS Committee will be offer-

ing the following classes for

Block 6: stained glass, pottery.

and vegetable dyeing. Sign up
will begin Monday. March 26. at

Rastall desk. Life drawing

sessions will continue twice a

week at Packard Hall. There will

also be open studio for pottery

and weaving for a minimal fee.

Anyone interested in being the

chairperson of the Arts & Crafts

Committee for the next school

year should submit a letter to the

committee at Rastall desk.

TEAM HANDBALL needs par-

ticipants to play in the nationals

May 4-6. It is a game similar to

basketball (not regular handball)

and is easy to learn. If interested,

call Cathy Callahan at 597-7775.

3RD ANNUAL BACKGAM-
MON TOURNAMENT RESULTS
(finally!)

Beginner's Bracket:

Stan Cook - Champion
Kathy Merrill - 2nd Place

Advanced Bracket:

Hunt Lambert - Champion
Gordon Johnson - 2nd Place

NOTE: Next year the format will

be single elimination LAS
VEGAS style due to time

problems with this year. Thank
you to all who participated this

year.

Mike Winfrey

Steve Janke
Mathematics Department

DESIGN CONTEST. Tlie COCA
Food Service Committee is spon-

soring a contest to design the

erK:k>sure and patk) area outside

Flastall dining hall. This, structural

change is necessary for security and
to prevent the high attrition of

silvenware which occurs during

warm days.

Notices
MEXICAN DINNER: Sponso
by Mecha to raise funds for

United Farm Worke
$2.50/plate at 6:00 p.m
PAC House March 24. First coi

first served.

ITALIAN DINNER with all

beer you can drink for $3 at

Beta House—just beer. $1

Proceeds will go to the Ro

Flats Truth Force. Saturt

March 24, from 5-9 p.m,

JUGGLERS. fWIUSICIAI

TIGHTROPERS. TRAPEZE
TISTS, OR JUST ENTE
TAINERS: If you are interestei

performing or contributing y

talents to the MEDIEVAL FAIR

March 20. contact Gretchen

ext. 470 or Emily at ext. 453

.k

REMEMBER! Before leaving

spring break, lock your bikes

the basement of your doi

bikes found outside on camp

will be picked up by Secunly i

you will be fined live dollars

Kim Downing

Security Educati

A CHANCE TO WITNESS lii

hand the new era of peace

Israel will be afforded studei

who sign up for the six-wef [''^ovu

summer collegiate trip to Isr

being offered by the Center

Judaic Studies at the Univers

of Denver. From Denver, the

will cost $1,850 per particrpi

including rouncT-trip transpor

tion. all meals, lodging and trai

in Israel, and tuition for thr

credit hours at the University

Denver. For more informati

and registration details cont<

Jim Norland 753-2143. or « ^'s. E

Center for Judaic Studies, U

iversity of Denver, Denver,

80208. phone 753-3267.
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Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Open til 12 p.m.

^eevs 475-9533
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Artsr=^

f'a/ents merge in Upstairs Studio
by Alan WInnikoff and Teion. in the Saks Buildina. shoo in her home before movina 1 1

H

•^^STAIRS

by Alan WInnikoH
(oufdn't every artist like to

his own shop where he

lid
sell what he makes on his

I
terms? It's an Idyllic image:

I
of the little shop where one
make beautiful things and
them to an admiring public,

lortunately, many talented

iple fall short of reaching this

il.
The pain and the struggle is

ply too overwhelming, and

f
retreat to something both

inomically and emotionally

if. When one looks at the odds
^tace, who can blame them?
[ik, then, of the individual who
s make it. Think of the artist

) has a place where she can

[k, sell, and show what she has
lied. Then multiply it by six.

i you will find is a unique

p downtown called The Up-
is Studio.

he Upstairs Studio is the

instorm ofsix talented women
[ were looking for a place to

te and sell their various ar-

c creations. It is located on
southwest corner of Bijou

and Tejon, in the Saks Building.

You've ail walked past the Saks
Building, but you probably never

thought to stop and explore. That
in itself is understandable,

because the Saks Building is an
unassuming old building. You
probably wouldn't go in there

unless you had a reason to. Now
you have a reason.

The Upstairs Studio displays

"fine art, folk art. and fabric art."

Ellen O'Brien is an art instructor

at Colorado College whose pain-

tings now grace the walls of The
Upstairs Studio. Painter
Elizabeth Ross had wanted a

place to work, sell, and show her

art work. But, as she puts It. she
wanted to do it, "on my own
terms."

Alice Proctor and Merr Shearn
work with fabric art. They make
such things as patchwork
collages and silk screen designs.

Sometimes, for example, they

will take a child's drawing and
make a design of it. Merr Shearn
had a fabric and quilt-making

shop in her home before moving
to The Upstairs Studio.

Cullie Prindle imports items

such as clothes, tapestries,

jewelry, and pottery from
Guatemala, Mexico, and Africa.

She formerly ran a fabric

business in the basement of her

home. Bertie Walsky imports

similar items from Alaska where
she and her husband own land.

Ms. Walsky has lived there in

Eskimo villages and so knows the

people who actually make the

Eskimo folk art she sells here.

The atmosphere of the place is

as much of a workshop or studio

as it is a store. This atmosphere
creates a feeling of informality

and relaxation where one can
browse and investigate at his

own leisure. There is a lot to look

at, and it's a pleasant feeling not

to feel rushed. As Elizabeth Ross
says, "We think of ourselves as a

multi-faceted gallery that will

show fine art, fabric, and lots of

crafts." It seems like the ideal

business for the artist and the

ideal shop for the rest of us.

luintet demonstrates fine ensemble playing

[

by Vtcki Pool

ast Friday night Packard Hall

filled with the rich melodies

Dvorak, Brahms, and Chopin
fine chamber music concert

The College Quintet. In the

I
half of the program the string

jrtet played Dvorak's
[lerican" Quartet in F, Op. 96,

I Professor George Butte per-

led three Piano Etudes, Op.

by Chopin. To finish the

gram, the quartet and Prof,

played Brahms' Piano

intet in F. minor. Op. 34.

bur of the five members of the

itet are associated with the

[lege: Violinists Kirt Kempter

re

^^

and Michael Zuzelski are

students; violist Kathy Gursky is

a 1978 graduate who currently

works as a secretary in the Deans'

Office; and pianist George Butte

is an associate professor in the

English department

Carmen Olguin Taylor, who
completes the quintet as the

cellist, teaches elementary music
in District 8. All five members are

accomplished musicians, for-

ming together a well-balanced

group.

The string quartet
demonstrated some of the finest

ensemble playing of the evening

in their performance of the

Dvorak "American" Quartet.

They obviously have a thorough
understanding of the piece, both

technically and musically.

In the second movement. Len-

to, the fluidity of the continuous,

rhythymica! motion subtly un-

derscored the melody that both

Mr. Zuzelski and Ms. Taylor

played beautifully with facility

and accuracy.

The quartet performed the

Finale very well—the light and
bouncy spirit contrasting with

long, smooth lines. The quartet

jelled in a cohesive whole in this

movement and brought the piece

to an exciting finish.

Prof. Butte's performance of

Etude #9 opened his part of the

program with the proper bravado

and vitality characteristic of both

Chopin and Prof. Butte. Etude

#10, with its contrasting middle

section typical of Chopin, was
played with sensitivity. Butte

ended with Etude #12, a study

that indulges in arpeggios galore.

The Brahms Piano Quintet is a

very complex work in texture,

rhythm, and harmony; it exudes

the spirit and intellect that is

Brahms. 1 admire The College

Quintet in their preparation of

such a difficult piece in addition

: lusical notes: Rainbow Hall pampers audience
by Aaron Braun

^usic fans of Colorado, re-

fi! There is a new showcase
your favorite entertainers.

Rainbow Music Hall, which
Jied in Denver a few montfis ago.

a national r^utation as

iof the finest small-sized perfor-

halls.

he Rainbow seats about 1200
iple, comfortably. With all

Is within 70 feel of the stage, it

spares to the AAA and BBB
Is at McNichols Arena. The
nbow is a music hall, not a

^tctub, so you are not
iiped around a tiny cocktail

le.

he Rainbow originally began
triple-screen movie house,

atmosphere still feels a little

ile, but as more shows per-

^ there, the hall will develop a
Ivor" of its own.
he technical features at the

are superb. Their lighting

«ls. Equipped with more than
'Ugh lights to accomodate the

fage-sized stage, the hall also

has two "Super-Trooper" high-

power spots. The exceptional

sound system produced precise-

ly mixed sound and perfect

volume at a show I attended.

There is only one distraction at

the Rainbow Music Hall.

Although rather petty, it is worth

mentioning. Since the Rainbow
was previously a triple-screen

theatre, the structural beams that

divided the three cinemas still

remain. Therefore, it is worth

getting to the hall 30 to 45

minutes early (depending on the

show) in order to insure yourself

a center section seat. With all

other seats except those perpen-

dicular to the stage, a post blocks

your field of vision.

Within the next month there

will be no less than a dozen
shows, ranging from Herbie Han-
cock (April 5) to the nostalgic

sounds of Flash Cadillac (March

23 and 24). Ticket prices are

usually in the six dollar range.

with some shows costing as

much as eight dollars. For those

interested in new talent at a

bargain price, check out the

Rainbow Showcase, every Mon-
day for one dollar. These shows
debut talented local groups of

various musical styles. Anyone
interested in auditions should

call David McKay at 753-1252.

With many bands hitting the

road for lengthy spring/summer

tours in the next few months, we
can look forward to a busy

schedule of concerts at the Rain-

bow Music Hall. I encourage

everyone to check out the fine

facilities at this new music hall.

to the other works they per-

formed.

There were some intonation

problems, particularly in the

fourth movement with Its shifting

tonality and tempo, although

the quintet certainiy captured the

vigorous spirit of the piece. But

the third movement, the Scherzo,

was undoubtedly a highlight of

the evening. This was true

ensemble work as its best, as the

quintet sparkled with confidence

throughout the movement.
The audience enthusiastically

acknowledged this fine perfor-

mance. The concert was a special

opportunity for the college com-
munity to hear excellent chamber
music performed by a talented

group. Hopefully the individual

members of the quintet, if not the

group as a whole, will continue to

expand their musical talent in the

area of chamber music.

FRI. & SAT.

NIGHT

Don't forget! Applications due March 28

mwm^
Hair design for men and womi

— We carry Jhirmack products

632-3531 827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

Qasses now forming
for Spring exams

THERE^ A
DIFFERENC

.MPMN

visit Our Centers

LSAT 4 wk. Course Slarts June

19.

REGISTER NOW!

For ilormation Piease Caii

(303) 893-5413
<3I W. COIFAX

SUITE 100
DENVER, COLO. 80204

Coii Days, Evei. & Wecitends
Outside NY Stote ONIY
cAU Tou na
800-223.1782
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illord Taylor, U.S. Chief of Counsel at Nuremberg

uremburg attorney to

ssess Nazi era lessons
by Greg Kerwin

Telford Taylor. U.S. Chief of

5l at the Nuremberg War
fimes Trials, will speak at 8

Wednesday, April 18 in

ackard Hall. The eminent

uthor, historian, and attorney

address the subject of "Guilt

id Responsibility in the Nazi

ra: The Lessons for Today." CC
iculty members will discuss the

dure at the Thursday-at-

leven, April 19.

Telford Taylor will be coming
CC as an endowed speaker in

le W. Lewis Abbott f\/lemorial

ecture Series. The Abbott

eries honors the memory of W.
ewis Abbott, CC professor of

:onomics and sociology from

320 to his death in 1949.

totessor Abbott's friends and
imily established the Series in

)58.

Past speakers include William

Douglas, Ted Sorenson, Saul

linsky, Arthur Schlesinger Jr.,

lick Gregory, and others.

Taylor is presently professor

ineritus at Columbia University

:hool of Law, where he has
lught since 1962. BOrn in 1908,

attended Williams College and
harvard.

As an attorney, Taylor worked
for the Department of Interior,

Agricultural Adjustment Ad-
ministration, U.S. Senate In-

terstate Commerce Committee,

and the U.S. Attorney General

during the Depression.

He went on active duty as a

major in the Military Intelligence

Service of the Army in 1942.

Taylor served in the European
Theater of Operations during the

war and was promoted to

brigadier general in 1946.

As U.S. Chief of Counsel for

war crimes, Taylor participated in

the Nuremberg Trials from Oc-
tober. 1946 to August, 1949, He
has written numerous books and
articles since that time on

political and military subjects.

His most recent book is titled

Munich: The Price of Peace.

Telford Taylor attracted a great

deal of attention when he wrote

Nuremberg and Vietnam: An
American Tragedy in 1970. In it

he contended that the principles

established at Nuremberg were
violated by the U.S. in Vietnam. A
New York Times reviewer stated

that Taylor "stops just short of

calling for a 'war crimes' trial of

American policy makers."
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Commoner to keynote nuke symposium
by Laurel Van Driest

Three Mile Island, Rocky Flats,

and the effects of radiation will all

be discussed at the ENACT-
sponsored nuclear symposium
this April 20-27.

Energy expert Barry Com-
moner, the keynote speaker, will

open the symposium on Friday,

April 20 at 3:00 p.m., at Shove
Chapel with a talk on the

economics of America's use of

nuclear energy and the possible

alternatives to that route. The
week of activities winds down the

next Friday night with a "Creative

Activities Night," also at Shove,
and a square dance at Cossitt

Gym at 9:00 p.m.

Organizer Richard Johnson
said. "We hope to create an

awareness of the facts of nuclear

energy before the big rally at

Rocky Flats." Rocky Flats is a

plant near Denver that manufac-
tures nuclear triggers (ap-

proximately 3-10 a day) for all

atomic bombs in the United

States. It also processes nuclear

waste.

The rally, held April 28 from 1

1

a.m. to 2 p.m., is a gathering point

for Colorado's anti-nuclear ac-

tivists. Last year, a similar rally

was held on April 29, with a

nationwide focus. This year's ral-

ly will focus on Colorado's
energy need and the conversion
of Rocky Flats to a non-nuclear
plant. Most of CC's ENACT
members are involved in the

protest, said Johnson.

Participants in the symposium
will be able to lake a tour of the

Rocky Flats plant the afternoon

of April 26. There is room for 20

people on the sign-up sheet at

Rastall. The symposium's
organizers attempted to have a

speaker from the plant come for a

talk on the pro-nuclear view-

point, but no one would consent
to come.

Said ENACT member Peter

Spitzform. "We wrote a letter to

Felix Owen (a public relations

employee) and never heard a

word for a month or so. Then we
called and he said he'd call us

back. Then he told us he tost the

letter, and finally called and said

he couldn't come."

'This is just my subjective

analysis, but I think he and his co-

workers heard the words 'Com-
moner. Carl Johnson (one of the

speakers), the effects of nuclear

radiation' and backed out," said

Spitzform. "It's highly unfor-

tunate."

The week's activities include a

Monday discussion by Robert
Mason and Alexis Parkes on
uranium mill tailings and fission

by-products at 7:30 p.m. in

Packard, a Tuesday panel with

Carl Johnson (Jefferson County
Director of Health) and Elizabeth

Lui (American Lung Association)

on radiations effects on health at

3:00 p.m. in theWES Room, and a
talk with Val Veirs and Walt

Hecox on the economics of alter-

natives at 3:00 p.m. Wednesday in

Bemis Lounge.

Also on Wednesday is a Shove
Discussion on religion and
nuclear ethics at 6:30, and a

Thursday-at-Eleven talk on Solar

Energy Still being scheduled are

two films, "More Nuclear Power
Stations" and "Lovejoy's Private

War,
" and a debate between pro-

and anti-nuclear students.

The symposium, co-sponsored
by ENACT. Shove Council,

Women's Commission, New Age
Coalition, the Co-Curricular

Committee and CCCA. is being

funded by grants by the CCCA.
Shove and Co-Curricular.

'havan'm plans Seder feast
by Steve Ellis

The Jewish holiday Passover,

tiich began on April 11. is a

!lebration of creation and

m lasting eight days. Dur-

'9 the first two nights a Seder, a

lanksgiving feast, is held. On
inday, April 16, Chavarim is

•onsoring a Seder in Bemis. at

no charge to on-board students.

During Passover, Jews follow

unique diatary laws which

preclude the eating of chumatz,

any leavened bread or similar

product, in order to com-
memorate specific themes of the

festival.

Passover's occurence in the

spring symbolizes rebirth and

revival. Springtime, the begin-

ning of the agricultural cycle, is

the time that cows calve and the

time of the first grain offering.

Nissan, the month of Passover, is

the first month in the Jewish

calendar.

Passover represents freedom.

During the Seder, participants

recall past slavery, the Israelite

rebellion, and deliverance by God

to freedom.

Through symbolic acts, which

include the eating of both bitter

and sweet things, participants in

the Seder go through an act of

self-identification as if they. too.

were enslaved- By symbolically

reliving the Exodus they try to

better understand the plight of

oppressed people everywhere,

and to liberate both themselves

and others.

Over 200 people joined in last

year's celebration of Chavarim's

most popular event, the Seder.

DIALogue reaches alumni
by Shirin Day

DIALogue '79, the second

annual telethon to raise

money for the Alumni Annual

Fund, will originate from the

WES Room in Rastall from 5-

10 p.m.. April 17-19 and April

24-26.

Faculty, local alumni, and

over 200 student volunteers

called CC graduates across

the country last year to raise

funds that will go into the

General Academic Budget.

"Gifts ranged from $5.00 to

$5,000." said Paul Hurt, Assis-

tant Director of Development,

"and one-third of the alumni

who participated had never

before donated money."

Last year's goal of $40.(X)0

was "easily exceeded," said

Hurt. The money helps cover

costs that tuition doesn't, and

is used for student aid and

electricity bills.

Eighteen phones will be set

upforcallers to use. There are

no scripts for the fund-raisers,

although the elements of a

good call will be discussed

with the callers. Facts and

figures about CC in general

and the DIALogue in par-

ticular will be posted on the

walls. Typists and students

with general clerical skills are

also needed.

Refreshments will again be

available, as well as prizes for

callers who do "well," said

Hurt, "Last year we had a real

good time. People are still get-

ting nice letters from alumni

who enjoyed getting calls. The
response is overwhelming!"

For more information call

Paul Hurt at ext. 202 or come

to the WES Room during the

telethon.
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Cinderella's evil stepfather "gets his" in 1978 Colorado Opera Festival production.

Summer Opera tickets to cost $17.00
by Lisa Kitagawa

The show must go on — but

without the annual S40.000 which

Colorado College previously

granted to the Colorado Opera

Festival, according to Executive

Director Stephen Foster. The

1979 summer season marks the

Festival's ninth birthday and its

first year without CC's grant.

Colorado College once offered

the Colorado Opera Festival as a

summer program to interested

students from CC and around the

country. After eight years of sup-

port, this program was dropped

from the activity budget. The
college fell it could better use the

S40.000 in other school activities.

The college will continue to allow

the festival to use the Armstrong

Hall theatre facilities.

Due to this loss of revenue, the

Opera Festival has become a

non-profit, independent, perfor-

ming arts organization, Foster

stressed that students will still

make up much of the crew and

that the festival will remain a

good educational tool.

After notification of this budget

loss in the spring of 1978. the

festival organizers assembled a

board of directors in September.

CC had previously supervised

the festival. The functions of the

new board are to "administer the

affairs of the festival in a super-

visory role and initiate fund rais-

ing." said Foster,

The most difficult challenge

the festival must face is in funds.

Foster projects the festival will

cost approximately $175,000 for

the entire summer. "We should

make around S70,000 from

ticket sales and the rest will be
from fund-raising." he said. "We
have sixty percent of the S105,-

000 so far." One-third to one-
fourth of the price of seating is

absorbed by fund-raising.

Another result of the loss of

CC's financial support is an in-

crease In the price of tickets to

S7-50-S17.00 per performance.

Foster believes, however, that

CC's decision to withhold the

grant will not further strain the

College's relationship with the

Colorado Springs community.
"CC helped the festival develop

and demonstrated its concern for

the festival by letting us use
Armstrong theatre," he said.

"Patrons understand. They came
forth to help when we were

notified of the budget cut, which

was very encouraging. I hope
students will understand as these

are the people for whom the

program was initiated and sup-

ported."

To assure the financial success

of this year's festival, the com-
pany will perform two produc-

tions, Gaetano Donizetti's com-
edy Elmr of Love and Charles

Gounod's Fausl. The company
produced three last summer.

Foster felt Ihe decision for a

shorter program was difficult. A
decrease in the number of

productions would "indicate to

some people that we are being

less creative or productive and
that's not the case," he said.

"People expect more produc-

tions, and it's hard to disappoint

them; yet. to insure future good.
productions, this year must be
good,"

The festival has already lined

up such professional opera
singers as Herbert Beattie,

William Beck, and Sharon
Daniels. The scenic designer,

Klaus Holm, is teaching produc-

tion stagecraft and scenic

design and execution to his crew,

A costume designer has not yet

been located, unlike last year at

this time, when the costume
designer was busy designing.

FOREIGN LANGUAGI CEHTiR

Suite 221 faJb-l/1J

Colorado Springs, CO 80i03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material

Sign Language
Tutoring Services
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Career Center /\/ews-

COMING PROGRAMS
COMMUNICATING FOR SUCCESSFUt JOB HUNTING

(Or, How Writing a Term Paper Helps You Sell Crest

Toothpaste). To be a successful job interviewer you need to be
able to translate your liberal arts skills into terms employers will

understand. Find out how from Jon Riker, a philosopher who
has worked out how to do this for a variety of careers and

professions. Last time this year for this popular program

Wednesday. April 18 at 7:30 p.m. in Rastall 208.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY LAWYER'S ASSISTANT
PROGRAM. Monday, April 16. First time to CC — read about

them in the Career Center and sign up for your appointment

ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY is recruiting for the

first time on college campuses. Many jobs available other than

sales. Sign up at Career Center to interview on Tuesday, the

17th.

XEROX CORPORATION — one of the biggest and best —
will be interviewing for sales representative trainees on Tues-

day, the 17th. Pick up their brochure and get on the schedule.

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS is seeking flight

attendants. Contact the Career Center for application informa-

tion.

HISTORIC SITE ADMINISTRATOR, CASEWORKERS,
CHEMISTS among others needed by the State of Missouri

VETERANS EMPLOYMENT REPRESENTATIVES AND
LAB CHEMISTS needed by the State of Nebraska.

- STUDENT CENTER DIRECTOR, South Dakota School of

Mines.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, Colorado State Planning and

Budgeting Dept.

UPWARD BOUND COUNSELOR needed by C.S.U.

PHOTOGRAPHY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, physics, C.S.U.

VOLUNTEERS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL SER-

VICES needs teachers, social workers and public relations

people. Room and board and small stipend.

SUMMER JOBS

STUDENT INTERN, Public Works Department. City ol

Aurora. Apply today. April 13th.

, ABSAROKA MOUNTAIN LODGE near Yellowstone Park

seeks waitresses, maids & cooks.

DAY CAr\/IP WORKERS, Schlessman YMCA, Denver.

Nugget and Catalyst

receive twelve awards
Nine student contributors to

the Nugget and the Cafa/ysfwere
recently honored with awards
for journalistic excellence for

outstanding quality and perfor-

mance in collegiate competi-

tion." The awards were presented

during the convention of the

Rocky Mountain Collegiate Press

Association held in Colorado

Springs April 4-6.

Erik Thomsen won a 2nd place

award for a black-and-white

photo, and a 3rd place award for a

color photo, both of which

appeared in last year's Nugget.

Howard Lehman, a 1978

graduate, won a 1st place award
for a feature photo also included

in the 1978 Nugget.

Individual contributors to the

Catalyst received the following

awards: Ken Abbott won a 1st

place award for special effect

photography; Nate Bauer won

3rd place award for specia

effects photography; Ed Golds

tein won a 1st place award to

feature writing; Tim Tymkovicl

won a 3rd place award for tii

sports column which appeared

last semester's Catalyst. Mik

Gardenswartz won a 2nd plac

award for his column 'The Art

Conversation" which al;

appeared in last semester'

newspaper; Brian Hubbell an

Chris Reed won 1st and 2n

place awards respectively fo

their humorous cartoons

In addition to the individui

awards the Catalyst won a 3r

place award for topography

design and layout, and a 3r

place award for general

cellence.

GDdBc'sr^'"*"'*"
9 SOUTH WEBER

Supply

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair

Free Customer Parking
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Editoriali^
Marrisburg reinforces anti-nuke arsument

by Ralph Nader
Lately, it seems the atomic

power industry crumbles a little

[iiore each month.

On March 28, 1979, what was
perhaps the worst commercial

nuclear power accident in

American history occurred at the

Three Mile Island nuclear plant in

Harrisburg, Pa. A cooling pump
broke and radioactive steam es-

caped into the atmosphere.

Earlier this March, the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC)
ordered that 5 reactors be shut

[lown because of faulty designs.

Last year, the Commission clos-

5 other reactors because im-

portant safety pipes were crack-

ing.

In February of this year, the

NRC withdrew its support for the

1975 Rasmussen report, which
estimated the likelihood and con-
sequences of a nuclear accident.

The report, long the bulwark of

nuclear power industry's

defense, largely underestimated

the risks.

One manufacturer of nuclear

reactors, General Atomic, has

already withdrawn from the

arket. Rumors persist on Wall

Street that the nuclear giant.

General Electric, will soon be
pulling out.

And presently, people are

crowding theatres around the

country to see "The China Syn-
drome," a new motion picture

about a nuclear reactor accident

and an attempted cover-up, starr-

ing Jane Fonda and Jack Lemon.
The China Syndrome" is a fic-

tional thriller to be sure, but its

ia technical reality and balanced

script are expected to set the

citizenry thinking about the real

dangers of nuclear power.
The movement for safe and

clean energy is building momen-
tum, but it has not won yet. The
building of additional reactors

pushes on. However, more and
more the public is demanding
answers about the safety, cost

and reliability of this technology.
Is it dangerous? Is it economic?
Is it needed? Now is a good time

to review briefly some of the

important facts about this hotly

debated topic.

Nuclear power facilities

produce toxins which pose
serious health problems. About
40 radioactive elements are

produced by nuclearfission. One
trillionth of a gram of one of

these, Plutonium, has caused
cancer in laboratory animals. A
millionth of a gram can cause
massive fibrosis of the lungs,

leading to death within days of

exposure.

Originally, scientists believed

there were "safe" levels of ex-
posure to radiation. But a 13-year

federally-funded study by Drs.

Thomas Mancuso and Alice

Stewart has revealed positive

links between different strains of

cancer and even minute amounts
of radiation. These findings were
supported by a 1979 HEW study

and by British studies.

Decommissioning reactors

and disposing of radioactive

wastes present serious, unsolved

safety problems. After about 35

years of operation, whole sec-

tions of atomic reactors are

irreversibly contaminated with

radiation, such that routine

maintenance cannot be per-

formed. At this point, the NRC
says the entire facility must be
decommissioned. or
"mothballed" for hundreds of

years. The entire plant itself

becomes radioactive waste and
must be contained. The costs of

decommissioning may be as

much as the original costs of

building the reactors.

Moreover, only time can
reduce the toxicity of radioactive

waste. Plutonium 239 has a half-

life of 24.400 years — meaning
that in that time the material will

have tost only half of its toxicity.
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Scientists suggest radioactive the event of a reactor accident,
elements should decay through The government knew the in-

10 half-lives before becoming in- surance industry would never
ert. Hence, plutonium must be accept any significant liability, so
securely isolated for over 240,000 they passed the Price-Anderson
years. Act in 1956 which limited its

The insurance industry and the liability to a tiny traction of the

nuclear power industry have damage from an atomic plant

tacitly admitted the risks of reac- melt down,
tor accidents by refusing to Nuclear power is a marginal
accept complete liability for ac- energy source, requiring enor-
cidents. Take a look at any in- mous financial expense with low
dividual homeowner or auto reliability. After all is said and
policy and note the clause ex- done, it is important to note that

eluding protection against nuclear power's total contribu-
nuclear or radiological ac- tion to energy production is 3
cidents. No protection against percent. Even if the most am-
nuclear tragedies is available on bitious nuclear program were to doesn't meet any of thosebasic
the conventional insurance be realized, nuclear power could criteria,

market — anywhere. supply only 10 to 12 percent of For more information about the
To entice private companies to our total energy needs by the nuclear issue, and how to get

invest in nuclear power, the year 2000. By contrast, the involved in your area, contact our
federal government imposed a President's Council on En- safe energy group. Critical Mass.
ceilingontheamountoffinancial vironmental Quality states that P.O. Box 1538. Washington,
liability corporations will face in "today's fuel consumption levels D,C. 20036.

can be reduced by more than 40
percent

" through conservation
measures. The Council con-
cludes that if we improve our
energy productivity, the U.S.
should not need more than 10-15
percent more energy by the year
2000. And the government
predicts that renewable energy
sources — the sun, tides, wind
and heat from the earth — could
contribute as much as 25% of our
energy needs by 2000.

What the country needs are
energy systems that are safe,

clean, reliable — and affordable.

Unfortunately, nuclear power

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

The Flick is back! Rejoice!

But after reading the interview

Ken Abbott had with Mr.

Crane, I can't. It is not the first

time that censorship and
bigotry have attempted to

chastise art. Novels and
poetry, for instance, have
often been accused of im-

morality. Both have survived

trials and condemnations, and
the names of the judges who
denounced as noxious Lady
Chatterley's Lover or
Baudelaire's Flowers of Evil

have been forgotten.

Nevertheless the assump-
tion that cinema creates

violence and obscenity in our

streets demands a careful ex-

amination because it is true

that visual moving images
have a stronger impact on our

imagination than mere
abstract signs such as words;

filmic images, though depen-
dent on an optical illusion,

give an inescapable feeling of

reality.

I do not doubt the sincerity

of Mr. Bailey; I even admire his

courage in voicing his XVth

century opinion at the end of

the XXth. But I regret that he

has taken upon himself to

decide what is good or bad for

us filmgoers.

In their naive fashion, Mr.

Bailey and Mr. Crane take

films very seriously indeed,

and so do I. but probably for

different reasons. The way
they attribute devilish occult

powers to films is reminiscent

of the projections of the per-

sonal obsessions of the Grand
Inquisitor looking for witches

to be tortured and burned on
the stake. Their attitude is

offensive because while

despising some films, par-

ticularly foreign, at the same
time they distrust the judg-

ment of their audience. And
that is strange: who is their

main audience? For
geographical reasons, the CC
community.

Why is theirvision of cinema
naive or, in other words, how
does cinema affect our lives?

This aspect has been studied

in this country, almost each

decade during the last fifty

years, by serious scholars who
have discovered that cinema
influences its public in two
principal ways. The first: hair-

do, clothing and dance style,

not only because we tove fun,

but because business exploits

cinema in order to make
profits. It is so obvious that we
don't need to insist.

In a more sublte mode, far

less visible, cinema
manipulates ideology for

which it is one of the most
efficient vehicles, not ex-

clusively used, however, for

authoritarian goals. As an ex-

ample, we could consider the

evolution of minorities' im-

ages in contemporary movies
and TV programs.

As it has been pointed out

by psychologists in a recent

case of delinquency, if after

seeing a film someone com-
mits a murder or kills

him/herself, that person was
already unbalanced and on
the verge of doing so.

Mr. Bailey and Mr. Crane
have another phantasm:
J3bscenity. What is it exactly?

For me it is killing any living

creature, racism, vandalism,

pollution, damaging people's

minds, etc. It goes without

saying that I see obscenities

practically every day, in

newspapers and on my TV
screen.

According to my subjective

definition, the events of

Jonestown are highly

obscene, and cinema has

nothing to do with them, Alas,

the roots of our social un-

easiness and violences are

outside and beyond fiction.

Explicit sex in films is not

obscene as far as I am con-

cerned, but merely depressing

because it means that we are

developing as a society unable

to love, a society who will soon

perform, who will know
pleasure only by proxy. That is

obscene enough, and that is

the real danger of cinema, and

one of the reasons we have to

study it with rigorous

analytical tools.

More than an incentive,

cinema is a mirror in which we
identify with and project

parallel multiple personae; in

fact it can even be a cathartic.

On the other hand, films, like

any work of art, can be a great

intellectual challenge, a

possibility of learning about

ourselves, our world, or of

sharing an aestheltcal ex-

perience.

Challenging films, which

question and do not

necessarily give answers, are

made by creators such as L.

Bunuel, Fetlini, Bertolucci,

Truffaut, Herzog, Wertmuller.

Fassbinder, Resnais, Tanner
— to name some "foreigners"

— and by Allen (Woody). Alt-

man. Coppola, Bakshi, Lucas,

Scorsese. Penn, Mazurski,

Kubrick — totimitoursetvesto

a few American artists.

If only G or PG films are

shown, that is more or less

Disney's productions; I will

not often visit The Flick, a

movie-house I havecherished,

constantly supported, and
recommended to friends and
classes.

It is a pity that The Flick has

implicity renounced its role of

enlightenment in the com-
munity. It is a small house
which can't afford recent am-
bitious productions such as

"Superman" or "The Great

Train Robbery," but located

close enough to an intellectual

center, more and more aware

of the importance of cinema as

an art, so that the manage-
ment could be sure to do good
business in bringing so-said

difficult films, which present a

new approach toward their art.

which break our systems of

expectations and viewing

habits, and oblige us therefore

to understand with a fresh

mind.

It is obvious that porno
movies do not present those

characteristics. After seeing

movies, spectators probably

will want to go somewhere to

drink a coffee or eat a pizza

while exchanging their

feelings and discussing the

film they had just seen, and in

this way improving also the

trade of some other places.

The Flick could organize

special "events," such as: the

films of a certain period, the

works of great filmmakers,

cinema of an ethnic group, say

Japan or Indian cinemas

which are unknown, etc. The
best, of course, would be to

bring films shown nowhere
else. Perhaps the danger —
flattering in a way — would be

an elitist cinema. Why not?

There is room for everything

and everyone. Useless to

dream any further, I suppose.

Fortunately we don't have to

go far to see diverting in-

telligent movies. Our CC Film

Series is run by devoted, well-

informed people whose selec-

tion improves every year.

Take cinema seriously, yes,

and if one ominous dark day

obscurantism should prevail,

create yours.

Marcelle Rabbin
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Students challenge ideas, authority at Colo. Spgs. Schoo
by Mike La Mair

Among educational in-

novators. CC has set a precedent

in unconventional curriculum

plans. In addition to Cornell

College, which recently adopted

the Block Plan, there are at least

two prep schools now ex-

perimenting with something out-

side the confines of traditional

education.

The Colorado Springs School,

located in the residential area

surrounding the Broadmoor

Hotel, is a coeducational resident

and day school, grades K-12, of

about 210 students. Founded in

1963. it makes use of the

reconverted buildings of an old

estate. Four years ago it im-

plemented the Unit-Session Plan

in response to the increasing

trend toward obsolescence in

traditional American education.

According to Academic Dean

Al Adams, the idea for the new
plan came from the Cambridge

School at Weston (Mass.). The

Cambridge School "fwlodule

System," instituted in 1972, is

modeled after CC's Block Plan. It

divides the academic year into

seven 4'/z week "mini-terms." A
student can take one to three

courses per module.

The underlying philosophy of

the Unit-Session Plan at the

Colorado Springs School is out-

lined in a paper by Dean Adams
that will soon be published in Phi

Delta Kappan. He describes the

problems with traditional secon-

dary education. One of the com-
mon assumptions is that all

students need to acquire "an

identical and enduring body of

knowledge." This discounts the

rapid rate of change and in-

creased specialization charac-

teristic of the 20th century.

Schools today under-
emphasize learning acquired

through experience at a time

when adolescents are "informa-

tion rich and experience poor."

Conventional education requires

students to accomplish the same
things at the same age levels,

stressing passive learning ap-

proaches that encourage
students to simply absorb infor-

mation. This results in young
people that "leave our schools

blindly deferring to authority."

Limited educational objectives

mean many students never have

their actual strengths and talents

measured.

Finally, American schools

often teach students to learn by

acquiringinformation rather than

actually thinking creatively ano

JAMES COLEMAN ^^"'""/s-^s-^*

HOME: The Deanery.

SECOND HOME: The English Department.

PROFESSION: Assistant Dean of the College; Assistant

Professor of Enghsh.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES: Recruitment of

black students, black student counseling, campus coordinator

for the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare's

Educational Development Program (EDP); general deanly

duties.

EDP PROGRAM: TTie

EDP program is designed to

enchance students* basic skills in

writing, languages, mathematics,

and sciences.

LAST BOOKS READ: The
.

Declining Significance of Race:

Blacks and Changing American I

Institutions; Black Separatism in

A merica: and Wuthering

Heights.

FAVORITE SPORT: Long
distance running. Dean Coleman

has run in three marathons and

will compete in two more this

year.

HIS NEWSPAPER: The

Catalyst.

learning the process of learning

itself. Dean Adams summarizes:

"The weakness of traditional

education is less in what it does

than in what it neglects to do."

With these things in mind, the

administrators at Colorado
Springs School decided that

what is isn't what has to be. Such

goals as fundamental learning

skills, self-directed and disciplin-

ed students, and education

through experience rather than

lecture were not being attained.

The administrators devised the

Unit-Session Plan to remedy this

and to help to accomplish other

goals such as teaching students

how to learn, how to develop

personal values within a

framework that allows for in-

dividual learning rates.

The Unit-Session Plan's most

distinctive feature is freedom

from time constraints. The
schedule conforms to the needs

of the students and faculty rather

than subordinating needs to the

demands of a fixed timetable.

Under the plan, there are eight

20-day sessions per year. Each

day has three 90-minute units. A
student can take one to three

subjects per session, and many
times classes last for more than

one session, which allows great

flexibility in scheduling.

The plan emphasizes in-

dividual study. Students are en-

couraged to undertake indepen-

dent projects as long as they

work with a faculty sponsor and

keep a daily journal. There is also

extensive opportunity for

experience-based learning.

Students may study or work off-

campus and the school seeks to

"use the whole Pikes Peak rural

and urban region as a resource,"

said Dean Adams.
Although a recent survey

showed a h igh rate of satisfaction

\/\/\nes

Webeir St. Liquor

^eevs

Open til 12 p.m.

475-9533

with the Unit-Session Plan, ther|

are problems. The dem,

made on faculty members ai

intensified and faculty "bun

out" is now being studied

detail. The sequential arrangf

ment of courses has created

tendency toward discontinuity

from one subject to the nex

Short-term relationship]

between teachers and studeni

have increased the need for mor

teacher and advisor

munications.

The advantages of the nei

plan, however, far outweigh the

disadvantages, according

Adams. Because the plan is mor

responsive to individual needs

both teaching and learning hav

become more stimulating

energetic. Teachers have bee

able to go beyond thei

traditional disciplines

students have more freedom ir

pursuing individual interests t

high rate of acceptance to ui

dergraduate institutions and ei

ceptional performance by CS!

students there attest to th|

school's success.

Adams hopes the innovate

Unit-Session Plan serves to moi

"effectively prepare students

life." At the very least,

believes, it represents

necessary break from conver

tional American education leat

ning procedures by archaii

values and static tradition

! FREE MOVIES !
Film Series announces 5 blocl<buster films to be shown FREE
OF CHARGE in addition to our currently scheduled films.

LENNY: The life story of Lenny Bruce. Starring Dustin

l-loffman and Valerie Perrine.

April 16

iVIonday

7&9
Olin Hall I

April 28

Saturday

7&9
Olin Hall I

May 7

Monday

7&9
Olin Hall I

May 12

Saturday

7&9
Olin Hall I

FANTASTIC ANIMATION FESTIVAL: A collection of

the best aninnated shorts ever made.

DIRTY HARRY: Clint Eastwood wants to know if ya feel

lucky. Well do ya, punk?

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE: Won't raise your i.Q. But it

wilt teach you something about American sexual mores —

yes, they do differ from those at C.C.I Starring Jack Nichol-

son, Candice Bergen, Ann-Margret and Art Garfunkel.

BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID:
Newman and Redford and Bedford and Newman in one

helluva flick.

May 19

Saturday

7&9
Armstrong

Thanks for making this year's film series a success

A • April 13, 1979 • The Catalyst
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'eminist printmaker to lecture

Arts

by Wendy Weiss

Susan Hamovitch, artist and

jntmaker from New York City,

sit Colorado College next

jek to present two slide lec-

(65 and meet with the Women's
ommlssion. She will discuss her

cent work, "Found Object

ifitmaking," on Tuesday even-

g at 8 p.m. in Room 126 at

ickard Hall.

The following evening,

ednesday, April 18, at 8 p.m..

le will lecture on "Women and

e Built Environment: Architec-

re as a Tool for Social

fiticism." The Women's Com-
ss ion is sponsorin g

amovitch's visit as part of their

iVoman in the Arts and
;iences" series.

Hamovitch constructs the

ates for her prints from material

I
our daily environment and

[ten selects objects that refer to

aditional roles of women. She

len integrates this social com-
lentary with dynamic composi-

on and tonal variation. On Tues-

jy evening she will discuss her

orking method and experience

a young artist in NYC.

The following evening
amovitch's lecture will expose a

ety of opinions under

research in the N.Y. architec-

tural community. This feminist

slide lecture will focus on images
of the home, raising issues about
design and function. She will

propose alternatives to current

architectural patterns — discuss-
ing Utopian environments, birth

centers, and women's fantasies

of space.

f^rts. Hamovitch has studied at

the University of Chicago and the

San Francisco Art Institute, Last

summer she had a solo show at

the Key Gallery in Manhattan.

Currently she is a student of

architecture at Pratt Institute.

Last year she organized
"Networks," a conference held at

Columbia University for women
architectural students.

A selection of Ms. Hamovitch's

prints will be exhibited at

Packard Hall next week.

Concerts set for spring
spring is back; green grass and chirping birds! The CO Music

Dept will be adding its own chirps with the First Annual Spring Music
Festival, April 19-23. The department hopes to provide the campus
with five days of a wide range of music. Performances will be semi-

informal and^n a festive spirit. Everyone come, enjoy the festival and
make it a success so we may have more!

Thursday. April 19, 12:00 — In C. by Terry Riley. Packard quad.

8:15 P.M. — The Academy of St. Martin in the

Fields Octet. Armstrong Theatre.

Friday, April 20, 8:00 P.M. — CO Choir presents Bruckner's F Minor

Mass in Shove Chapel, Donald P. Jenkins, dir.

Saturday, April 21, 3:00 P.M. — Symphonie, op 21, by Webem, My
Puma, by Walter. The Dream, by Whittaker,

Holman, and Clifton, Piano Phase, by Reich,

Packard Hall.

Sunday, April 22, 3.00 P.M. — New music by Gamer, Smith, Scott, and

Martinu, Packard Hall.

Monday, April 23. 3:00 P.M. — Everyone is invited to participate in and

experience an OPEN jam session. Packard

quad.

Happy Spring! See you there.

"Woman/Palmer" in Gary Tucker's Armstrong show

Tucker's show colorful

Academy of St. Martin in the Fields Octet will perform in Armstrong Hall.

Octet presents chamber music
Two cellos, two violas and four

slins compose an unusual

'amber music ensamble. The
:ademy of St. Martin in the

elds Octet from Great Britain

perform Thursday, April 19,

rmstrong Halt at 8:15 p.m.

The Academy of St. Martin in

e Fields Orchestra holds fame
ound the world as Great

n's finest performing
'semble. Their performances of

iJsic ranging from the baroque
the contemporary are widely

aised as consistently exciting

"1 exquisitely wrought.

The principal string players of

'6 Academy present concerts of

'^ larger chamber works, from

ntets to octets, endowing this

often neglected repertory with

the same high qualities. Whereas

these works are usually played by

a string quartet and a guest or by

two different quartets, the

Academy of St. Martin in the

Fields Octet bring to their perfor-

mances the subtlety of nuance

and the unsurpassed finesse of

five to eight players intimately

accustomed to playing together.

Their programs include nearly

the whole span of chamber

music, from works by Mozart and

Boccherini to those of

Schoenberg and Martinu.

by Jeannlne Minich

Armstrong Hall has the reputa-

tion among Art Majors as being

one of the most difficult spaces

on campus to fill and use

creatively for the compulsory and
much-dreaded Senior Show,
Freshman Gary Tucker has taken

the very vastness ot the halt arwl

turned it to his own advantage, in

a show as impressive for its

richness of color and technique

as for the sheer volume of works
exhibited. Both of the longer

walls are covered with canvasses,

giving ample evidence of the ar-

tist's experimentation with a

variety of styles and techniques.

The artist's use of color is par-

ticularly good in several still lifes.

One green-and pink-hued canvas

effectively contrasts with the

broad, flat, colored areas of a table

cloth and wall-socket with a sub-

tle variation of tones in the reflec-

tion on an adjacent wall. In an

egg tempra still life, the space

surrounding the objects por-

trayed is just as impressively

rendered as the objects

themselves, enhancing their

sense of volume and form.

Even some of the more somber

canvases, in which blacks and

greys are the substance of the

painting, color is used well as

emphasis. In "Alley M." faint

touches of red are used to pull the

viewer's eye up toward the point

at which abstract, skyscraper-

ike forms seem to converge,

"Alley #2" is similar in its con-

trolled use of intensities of black

and grey to give one the sense of

looking down a many-faceted

corridor towards an opening at

its end.

Some of the pieces in the show
evidence the influence of Pollack

and de Koonig, using violent lat-

ticeworks of color and accidental

effects in their composition. The
ink and tempra paintings "Pult"

and "Landscape" are examples of

this, incorporating ink drippings

and the wrinkling of the paper

due to its glueing process in the

total, rather caligraphic effect.

A violent adaptation of a John
Singer Sargeant portrait of a

woman (marked only
"Woman/Palmer") is one of the

most powerful and arresting

pieces in the show. It positively

explodes with color, transfor-

ming the rather tranquil face of

the original into that of a blood-

spitting demon who looks

terrifyingly capable of climbing

down off the canvas and eating

the viewer whole.

Among the more lieralistic por-

traits in the show, two seemed
particuarly exceptional
renderings of their subjects, "Mr.

Elli" and "Ah, Sister" capture

more than a little of the mood and

personalities of an older man and

a young girl, "Mr Elli" is also a

beautiful use of strong color,

color which in no way detracts

from the delineation of his

character.

There are a number of other

works worthy of mention, in-

cluding the impressionistic

landscapes "Sante Fe #1" and

"Santa Fe #2", and three very

precise and tonally sensitive

graphite drawings. How/ever, a

review is only a review, and many

of these pictures deserve far

more than a thousand words. The

possibility of experiencing them

is only available through Friday,

April 13th, so make haste to an

exhibit that is well worth the

seeing.

BARBER SHOP«--r- --1

Outdoor skate rental,

IRe^ sales,

and

service,
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Febres springs to Number One in Calif. Sun
by Ed Goldstein

As the sun sank slowly in the

California smog around the

Redlands University track, CC
Freshman Irma Febres burst out

ot her starting block like a bat out

of hell and captured the

prestigious 100 meter dash

crown. The statuesque Febres

went on from that accomplish-

ment to help pace CC's sprint

relay, medley, and mile relay

teams to 2nd place finishes in

the Redlands invitational meet.

CC's first big track encounter of

the year.

Supporting performances that

included a 4th finish by

Freshman Anetle Hairston in the

100 meter dash, a 3rd place for

Freshman Vicki Orwall in the

long jump, and 3rd and 4th marks

for Freshman Jill Cerise in the

javelin and shotput brought the

Tigers a gratifying 3rd place

finish in the meet.

These freshman phenoms
finished out the California meet

over spring break by surrounding

their happy coach, Frank Flood,

for a group picture with their

upperclass lady colleagues. "We
really went to town." says Flood,

who along with the stunning rise

of CC's womens track fortunes

celebrated his 50th birthday on

an annual pilgrimage to the west

coast that included a mandatory

play his fillies to greater

Colorado College tomorrow in

the Tiger's only home meet of the

year. Weather permitting, the in-

vitational will get underway on

soggy Washburn field track at

noon. If the weather is poor the

meet may be held indoors at the

Air Force Academy fieldhouse.

The meet will also showcase

CC's talented men's team. The

men's sprint relay team will get

their first shot at qualifying for

nationals the second year in a

row. Terry Swenson. Mitch Hoff-

man, and Kent Sturgis return

from last years foursome. Prince

Gant and Paul Cook will give the

Tigers points in the hurdles, as

will Martin Miller in the distance

events.-

In field events, Jack Donnely Is

headed for the CC record book in

the pole vault with Tim Zarlengo

just behind. John Shonk adds

power in the shot put and discus,

with Jim Collins providing flash

alongside with his daring javelin

hurls.

For CC's track program as a

whole, the future is bright. Not

only are Flood's fillies talented.

;ialog

gcialt'

Vicki Orwall (left) and Annette Hairston (right) dart forward

FEMINIST CLINIC
Womens treatment and
family plonning clinic

CONTRACEPTION
TREATMEPfT PAPS
PREGNANCY TESTING

FAMILY PLANNING
PREPARED CHILD-
BIRTH CLASSES

441 Manitou Ave. 685-54S 68&646G

they also work well together

as the relay combinations
demonstrate. Febres, Orwall.

Hairston. and Vanessa Horton

work the sprint relay, and state

champ Cathy Pfeiffer joins the

first three in the medley relay.

Pfieffer, Febres. Horton and

•senior Kathy Kapec round out the

mile relay team.

"Eventually women's track at

CC will become really good,"

says Coach Flood. "The girls just

don't have many other sports to

participate in during spring." He

notes wistfully that in the past

largest number of coeds hecoi

get out for track was fj

Tomorrow his newfound
g

mine of quality and quantity
i

show their metal and win so

medals for the home folks. It \

be an event worth watching

HammondiKmoredAll-Americai
by Jim Collins

Swim team diver Kris Ham-
mond garnered Afl-American

honors with his 4th placefinish in

3-meter diving at the NCAA Divi-

sion III Nationals. Kris, ajunior, is

the first CC athlete to receive the

All-American distinction so far

OPEN
SA.IVi.to

12 RM.

tuesternssr f^^
FOOD STORE 11^

830 Nevada. Colorado Springs, CO /Phone: 471-9200

DONT LET OUR NAME
FOOLYOU!
Our professionally staffed automotive

department is still in full operation

We've merely moved over a bit to make
room for our new line of food staples. The
same Conoco employees and high quality

automotive service still exist.

Here are some of the services we offer:

• Complete engine tune-up • Tire repair

• Wheel balancing & rotation • Complete line of tires

• Front end alignment and batteries

• Air conditioning service • Automotive accessories

• Lube & Oil change

Western Foods is open Everyday of

ttie week for your convenience

• We have a full line of groceries

• Health & beauty aids

• Complete magazine section

• Fresh dairy products

• Sunglasses

• Cold pop
• Frozen foods

this year. He actually finished the

semi-finals (8 dives) in 2nd place,

but slipped to 4th in the lastthree

dives, ending vkrith a score of

405.80 points.

Hammond also gained a 47th

place in the 1-meter event, which
was quite a slip from the 8th place

and All-American status he
received last year with 384.3

points. Much of the drop was
probably caused by lack of time

to get acclimated and relaxed in

New York before the competi-

tion.

Also attending the nati

held in Geneseo. New Yoi

March 15-17, was Matt Ivy, C(

backstroker. He placed 19th

the 100 yard back with a time

56.55, but he had been qualKI

in 13th place.

The 400 yard freestyle rel 7-17

team of Dirk Tyler, Doug V

fvletre. and brothers Wade a

John Moore placed 23rd with

leresi

Irieni

CAXXERAJS
LENSES
SX.IDE

PROJECTORS
I3iARKIt001«I
EQX7IPMCENT
CAMDERA
ACCESORIESTUMI
SPECIA.X.S
SNAPSHOT
CABCERAS
IMOVIEPROJECTORS

SHEI1I11I(IKE«'S
• CAMERA SHOP •

30N.T«|en
Ph 636-1696

time of 3:18.64, which would ha§Kitior

placed them 13th last year

Colorado College finished

31st place overall (out ot

schools with qualifiers), mos

due to Hammond. Johns Hopki ^"da

won the meet with some amazi

performances.

Coach Jerry Lear com mente

"All the guys did a good jo

especially since competition

extremely high, and we had

long way to travel and n i Ras

enough time to acclimate

super job was done and the a'

complishments this season we S7, or

fantastic. This year's team in

proved more than any we've ha "Von^

mostly due to a great deal '

^'^''

desire, hard work, and
leadership from the uf -^ry

perclassmen. And theoutlookft

the future is especially brigt

since we have a strong returnin

team (all six national qualifersar

juniors or sophomores) and th

team should be bolstered b

some good incoming freshmen

JUDO KARATE
JIUJITSU KUNGFU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.

U.S. Representative for Jiu-Jitsu

Black Belt Federation of America
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Colorado Springs 3709 E. Platte
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Beginner ft Advinced CUiiti
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Compltlt Mvilil Art SuppUii
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• U.S. Jud* FedetiUM

• Jute BiMk B«n M. el
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Classifieds
lalog of unique, nostalgic, and
(cialty items — many collector

ns with good investment

5Sibiiities, Items include:

i(is, stamps, antiques, artwork,

[iiic books, old records, old

igazines, old photos, books,

tions, and many others. Send
(deductible with first order)

Frank Louis, P.O. Box 548,

wood Station, Clifton, New
-sey 07012.

3TORCYCLE FOR SALE: 1976

trail-street 185 cc. Street

jal two-stroke, also good in

1. Snappy and light. Well-kept.

an, and in good condition.

)uld use minor repairs. Contact

,ni at ext, 286.

Notices
Mountain Club Annual Spr-

Pock School will be held on

irii 21 and 22 at Eleven Mile

inyon. Climbing instruction.

ill and beer, speakers and in-

uctors in basic and advanced

ckcraft and rescue will be

itured. Good times for all. Call

1 Williamson at ext. 397 or

me to a Mountain Club

jeting.

ORKING OR LIVING IN

WCPkGO THIS SUMfVlER? The

;M Urban Studies Program has

rnished apartments in several

licago neighborhoods. We will

ake them available to ACM
jdents on a first-come, first-

fved basis from May 20

rough August 31. Rent will be

,000 or $90.00 per person per

onlh, depending upon apart-

location. This includes

ilities, except for telephone ser-

ce For further information con-

:t Martha Kaempfe by April 20

ACM Urban Studies, 743 N.

abash, Chicago 1L60611, (312)

17-1778.

€ HONOR COUNCIL is now
icepting nominations for

)sitions on next year's council,

lerested students should have

Inend or professor nominate

em, or they may nominate

emselves. Nominations are due

'onday. April 16, A letter of

ilent must be submitted by

}piicants no later than Wednes-

ay, April 18, If necessary, an

pen assembly will be held to

arrow the field of candidates on

londay, April 23.

Nomination boxes are located

iRastall. Loomis, Slocum, and

lathias. For further information

ontact Carolyn Lubchenco, ext.

57, or Beth Calkins, ext. 412.

Notices
SYMPHONY AUDITIONS: The
Colorado Springs Symphony wilt

hold auditions for experienced

symphonic musicians for the

following openings: principal

trumpet, principal timpani, prin-

cipal percussion, violins, violas,

basses, and trombones. The
auditions will be held at Packard

Halt, Colorado College, April 27

and 28. For an appointment, call

Notices
FRENCH AND SPANISH
PLACEMENT TESTS will be

offered for the last time this year

for freshmen and upperciass

students on Wednesday, April 18,

at 3 p.m. in the Language Lab, 3rd

floor, West Side, Armstrong Hall.

Anyone who has already
studied French or Spanish and is

planning to study these
languages at any time should
take this test for proper place- ^^^- ^^^y at 473-8811

ment, for the benefit of the in-

dividual and for fairness to the
'^^^ CCCA wants to recognize

rest of the students in a given students, faculty, and ad-

class. The test takes 65 minutes.

GRANTS FOR STUDY IN PARIS
The C.E.E.U. in Brussels has

announced a program of Grants-

in-aid for American college

juniors, seniors, and graduates

whose records and previous

study of French qualifies them for

admission to one of the Univer-

sities of Paris on the academic

year abroad program. These

grants, which will be in French

francs, amount to approximately

$500.00 per year. Deadline for

complete application, which in-

clude a Demand d' Inscription a

L'Universite de Paris, is April 15.

To apply, send letter stating full

name, birthday, birthplace, per-

manent address, college year

and major, along with 28<t in

stamps to: C.E.E.U.. P.O. Box

50, New Paltz, N.Y. 12561.

WILDERNESS TRIPS FOR
CREDIT: The American
Wilderness Alliance, a non-profit

conservation organization based

here, is offering several

wilderness experiences for

academic credit. A 10-day

Wilderness Photography
Workshop in Alaska in late June

is accredited for two quarter

hours through the University of

Alaska, and a political science

course, Wilderness Politics. Is ac-

credited for three semester hours

by Hope College in Michigan and

held in the Rockies near Vail.

Fifteen hours of credit can be

earned in the Western Wilderness

Course, September 30-

November 22. This nine week

course is entirely based in the

field. Areas include Crested

Butte, the Black Canyon of

Colorado. Canyonlands National

Park of Utah, Canyon de Chelly

in New Mexico, and the Grand

Canyon of Arizona. Another

workshop. New Direction in En-

vironmental Education, is a

ministration members who have

made outstanding contributions

to the campus and/or the com-
munity. If you know of someone
who deserves such recognition

please submit their name and a

summary of their contributions

along with your name to the

CCCA Committee on Com-
mittees through the CCCA box in

Rastall by May 1.

THREE GUIDES OFFER INFOR-
MATION FOR STUDY AND
TRAVEL ABROAD: Just publish-

ed, the 22nd edition of UN-
ESCO's Study Abroad describes

200.000 international
scholarships and courses. This

unique di rectory lists

assistantships, grants, and
scholarships in more than 100

countries for the school years

1979-1980 and 1980-1981. Study

Abroad is available at $9.95 per

copy {plus sales tax and $1 .00 for

postage and handling). French

Farm and Village Holiday Guide

and The Young Traveler's Guide

to France show how you can live

and eat inexpensively. They are

available at $4.95 each (plus sales

tax and $1 .00 postage and handl-

ing charge). Orders and cor-

respondence should be ad-

dressed UNIPUB, 345 Park

Avenue South, New York, N.Y.

10010.

The paraprofessional position

of Supervisor of the Colorado

College Photography Facilities in

Packard Hall is about to be filled

for the year beginning in

September, 1979, and endirig in

August, 1980.

Very high qualifications are

needed for this position.

Applicants should have a

thorough understanding of and

ability to care for the extensive

equipment involved; the ability to

control and work with large

numbers of students; and con-

Notices
ARTS AND CRAFTS
There will be a meeting of the

Arts and Crafts Committee on
Thursday. April 19. All are

welcome to discuss topics of our
participation in the Medieval Fair,

Block 9 classes, and chairperson
for the 1979-80 school year.

Anyone interested in selling

their art or craft at the Medieval
Fair on April 20th please pick up a

registration form at Rastall desk
before Wednesday, April 18th. or

contact Teresa Nowak at 473-

0766. There will be a small 10%
commission charged for the

benefit of the Arts and Crafts

Committee on all sales.

SUMMER R.A.'s: There are six

resident advisor positions to be
filled for the 1979 Summer Ses-

sion. Applications will be
available Monday, April 16; com-
pleted applications and
recommendations are due at 5

p.m. on Friday, April 27 Inter-

views wilt begin on Monday, April

30, Appointments are to be an-

nounced on Tuesday. May 15.

Questions should be directed to

Alan Okun, SummerSession Hall

Director/Assistant Director of

Residential Life. ext. 389 or 439.

nyone interested in playing

aler polo with the CC Water

olo Club should contact Coach
erry Lear (at the pool), Jim

olhns (834-1315), or Dirk Tyler

^xt 354). There will be informal

'actices and games during

Hocks 8 and 9. Practices wil

sually be on Wednesdays and

hursdays from 3:30 to 5.

^uttiiu-Hini
THE ART or JEWELRV

Bachelorof Fine Arts

' in Jewelry and Silversmittiing

Master of Fine Arts in

Jewelry and Silversmithing

• Olamondt
> Colored Gom St

> RspalrandRom

THE ART OF JEWELRV
Ring 471_-7075

22 East Biiou Street Colorado Springs Colorado 80903

The Ne\A/

Image
has the newest in all

Danskin styles - disco

dresses, beautiful

leotards, and colortul

tights for day or

evening. Also featuring

Polar sport.

919 Arcturus
west on Cimarron

to 8th St. South one mile

to Arcturus

Phone 632-7766

=^Etcetera^^
Notices

Anyone interested in attending a

training for peacekeepers tor the

April 28 legal rally at Rocky Flats

Nuclear Weapons Plant and/or in

training to participate in civil dis-

obedience on April 29 is welcome
to call I^ichele at 632-1747 for

more information,

RECYCLE! FOR MORE $$$ All-

Aluminum Recyclers has launch-

ed an all-aluminum can collec-

tion and recycling center at 412
E. Cheyenne Road. The
aluminum reclamation project is

based on the collection of clean

all-aluminum beverage cans and
household aluminum, which the

center buys from the public at 20

cents per pound. Persons in-

terested in more details on
alummum can recycling are en-

couraged to stop by All-

Aluminum Recyclers. Collection

hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

tvlonday through Saturday.

STUDENT ARTISTS: Last call tor

entries for All Campus Art Show.
Bring your work to Armstrong

Hall between 12 and 4 today,

Friday. April 13.

Carl Reed
Art Department

field of photography. Interested

students should submit a letterto

Dean Richard Bradley stating

their qualifications. This letter

should be submitted by April 20

week-long seminar in the Great siderable teaching ability in the

Smoky fyiountain National Park.

Also, the Alliance is sponsoring a

scholarship for a backpacking

workshop session in the San

Juan Mountains of Colorado.

Applications must be received no at the latest

less than 30 days prior to a course

accompanied by a $50.00

deposit. Applications and free

brochure are available from the

Alliance, 4260 E. Evans Ave.,

Suite 8, Denver. Colorado 80222.

(303) 758-5018.

cS^%;
fe productH '

827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

THE nEUJ

BRlLUMUkLaBJS

1-DAY
HLM DEVaOPING

or

Ôn roll Developing and
Printing of 110, \26 and
JSmm color print film

(C-41 Process) left for

Processing Mon. thru

Thurs. before regularly

scheduled pickup.

Ask for details.

FREE
Photo Album
PAGE
COUPON

with ftvery roll of

Kodacolor Film left for

developing and printing

MURCO'S

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

13311. TEJON! mj(u»$nMG$.«iu.

Developing & Printtng of

Color Priiil Film (noi...,,niii„)

12 Exposure HoU SI.99

20 Exposure Holl S2-99

24 Exposure Roll S3.49

PROCESSING—20 Exposure Slides,

Regular 8 or Super Sram Movies S1.19

Guarcmteed
Film Developing
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Stokely indicts capitalism

"What is lacking is entertainment'

Lynch wrestles with CC apathy

[evin Lynch, CCCA President

by Anne Kreutz

Kevin Lynch, the new Colorado

College Campus Association

.President, is distressed with the

apathy of the student body. He
says that the majority of the

students don't know what the

CCCA is all about, and they won't

notice it until it affects them
directly.

He says that one of the reasons

for this is that the student govern-

ment IS taken too seriously. It

shouldn't be thought of as a

government, because that word

5s automatically invokes a negative

^ response in most students. Kevin
'q: sees the CCCA as consisting of

^ the entire student body and the

{^ faculty. It should stand for what

^ the student body wants it to stand

o for; the executive officers' duty is

^ to generate interest.

^ As it is now, the CCCA is

controlled by several committees
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by Greg KenMin

Stokely Carmichael, famous

lack civil rights activist of the

s, spoke to a large gathering

1 CC students in Bemis Hall

hursday, April 12. The Black

;iudent Union hastily arranged

le lecture when they heard that

ichael was appearing at the

Iniversity of Northern Colorado

1 Greeley,

Carmichael discussed
College Students and the

American Socio-economic
)rder."

He gave a fiery talk invoking a

ireacher's style and gestures.

lis facial expressions were in-

fedibly effective, switching from

isinistergrin to a thoughtful look

id then back again.

Carmichael eloquently in-

licted the capitalist system in the

Jnited States, where he claims

Jiat a very few people own the

means of production. Heexplain- its participant Christians.

ed that this situation has led to a

group of 'Very, very, very, very,

very, very, very rich" people and
another group of "very, very,

very, very poor."

He repeatedly stated that he

advocates the overthrow of the

capitalist system.

Carmichael believes socialism

should replace capitalism, but

when pressed by questioners for

an example of a socialist state

which fits his description, he ex-

plained that socialist
governments today are still im-

perfect.

When asked if he believes the

Soviet Union is a good example

of a socialist state, Carmichael

chose to answer with an analogy.

He said one would have a very

poor opinion of Christianity's

doctrines if one were to judge by

^^'okely Carmichael. famous btacf< civil rights activist

Similarly, he asked the audience

not to judge socialist doctrine by
present day socialists.

Carmichael explained that the

student in society should always

be "conscious." He believes con-

sciousness is the best defense

against injustice. Consciousness
or knowledge, he said, is the one
thing that can never be taken

away once it is given.

Carmichael answered
questions after his talk. Several

students challenged his criticism

of American capitalism. He
replied that he believes there

isn't any linnit to what men and
women can achieve, conse-

quently he can't be contented

with capitalism if there are so

many injustices that go with it.

When one student insisted

American capitalism offers

everyone the opportunity to'be

prosperous, Carmichael told the

student he may be a "capitalist

pig-"

Carmichael believes it would

be a mistake to return to the

activism of the 60's. He sees the

current decade as a chance to

organize and build momentum so

future protests will have a lasting

effect.

Carmichael was born in Africa

but grew up in the Bronx. He
holds a bachelors degree in

philosophy from Howard Univer-

sity.

As president of the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee {SNCC) in the early 60's,

he worked in the civil rights

movement with the late Dr. fvlar-

tin Luther King, Jr., Rev. Ralph

Abernathy, James Foreman, and

others. After a disagreement in

ideology with Foreman he was
expelled from the SNCC.
He then joined the Black Pan-

ther Party, and was appointed its

Prime fvlinister and (Minister of

Education in 1967, He subse-

quently resigned from the Black

Panthers after further dis-

agreements in ideology, this time

with Eldridge Cleaver.

He moved to Africa after an

ambassadorial stmt for the

Republic of Guineau. and now
lives in Africa although he visits

the U.S. regularly on speaking

tours

with a small number of students

appointed to each. To be what the

students want it to be. the CCCA
needs more opinions and represen-

tatives.

Kevin is working on some ideas

to change this view of the CCCA
and to gain contact with the

students. "What is lacking." he
says, "is entertainment," He feels

that more funds should be spent

on fun activities.

There should be several all-

campus parties sponsored by the

CCCA and perhaps a ski trip,

according to Lynch. Kevin is

presently playing with the

thought of a ski trip to Austria

next spring break. Sounds crazy?

Well, Kevin thinks it's possible

and he needs support.

He is also organizing a variety

of concerts for next year. He
plans to talk with the president of

the student government at Regis

College which sponsors many
concerts each year. Lynch is

looking into many such ideas

with hope that they will become
realities in the year to come.

To fund these projects, Kevin

would like to take money away
from other areas where it is being

wasted. For example, he has

noticed piles of the Leviathan and

CC Critique remaining on the

desk in Rastail. never being pick-

ed up.

Presently the CCCA is working

on budgets' for the school-

sponsored organizations, and
filling vacancies on CCCA com-
mittees for next year. These two

projects take up most of the of-

ficers' time eighth block.

Kevin has also begun the

tremendous job of rewriting the

CCCA constitution, which hasn't

been rewritten since 1964. He
hopes to finish it by the middle of

ninth block.

The careful allocating of funds

concerns Kevin. He believes that

many school organizations come
to the CCCA and ask for money,

usually requesting a much
greater amount than they need.

Kevin thinks a big part of the

CCC A's job is to stop the waste of

student funds.

Kevin says that what the CCCA
is doing now obviously isn't

working since student interest

and participation is low. He isn't

sure exactly what will work; he
only has ideas now, but he does
know that he must have the help
of the student body.

He explains. "I would like the

student government to be what
the students want it to be, to do
what the students want, and to

contribute to the social at-

mosphere on campus. To do that

I need student help and input."

CC hosts

Olympics
by Anne Eyen

This year more than 250
athletes will be competing in the

11th Annual Pikes Peak Area
Special Olympics, The com-
petitors, who are mentally han-
dicapped, range in age from 6-60

and come from all over the state.

This IS the fourth consecutive
year that Colorado College has
hosted a Special Olympics.
Special Olympics is put on by the
Panhellenic Council, with the
help of the athletic department
and the student body-

There are many local sponsors
such as MacDonalds, who is

donating lunch tor the com-
petitors, and Ihe Red Cross and
the Air Force Academy, who are

donating tents, stretchers, and
first aid supplies. There are also

many sponsors on campus, such
as SAGA, who is supplying

breakfast and a picnic lunch for

the band and parents.

Special Olympics starts at 9:00

am, on Saturday, April 21st at

Washburn Field, The Opening
Ceremonies feature a traditional

parade of athletes and the

lighting of the torch. The events

follow, in which student
volunteers, onaone-to-one basis

with the athletes, bring a helping

hand when it's most needed.

Events will include 25, 50, 100,

200. and 800 meter runs, Softball

throw, standing long jump, pen-

tathlon, Irisbee throw, and 400

meter relay. Students who would

like to help out or just watch the

competition should be at

Washburn Field at 9 a.m. Satur-

day.

Montgomery and Van Driest, Catalyst editors for fall 79

Cutler picks new editors
Freshmen Sam Montgomery

and Laurel Van Driest have been

selected by the Cutler

Publications board to fulfill the

editorship of the Catalyst next

semester. The decision was

made following interviews with

the candidates on Tuesday,

Montgomery and Van Driest

were the only applicants for the

position. They applied to work as

co-editors. Both have had exten-

sive experience with high school

newspapers and Van Driest has

worked as news editor for the

Catalyst this year. Van Dnest has

also been nominated for the

Cutler Publications award for the

most promising freshman or

sophomore contributor to CC
publications.

The prospective editors areop-

timislic about next fall's

newspaper, "The format is going

to remain basically the same,"

Van Dnest foretold, "but we have

made plans to expand the news."

They also plan to create more

sub-editor positions, such as for

graphics and editorials.
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Piercy addresses role of women
by Laurel Van Driest

Speaking as a guest of the

Women's Commission, poet and

novelist Marge Piercy addressed

a crowd of around 150 students,

faculty, and community
members at Shove Cfiapel April

12 on the topic "Birthing our

Future.

"

To accomplish such a birth,

she said, women must use their

imaginations to envision new and

different horizons for society's

future, rather than fall into the

sterotyped roles assigned them.

Piercy emphasized the need

for women to band together in

supportive groups. She
suggested that women who write,

or who want to write, should

organize mto clubs to critique

and aid one another, and thus

reinforce each woman's belief in

herself and her talents. The

author is working in several areas

of women's rights, but concen-

trates on the right of all women to

abortions.

The audience, which gave Pier-

cy loud applause at the end of her

speech, and participated eagerly

in the question and answer ses-

sion which followed,
nevertheless split in itsopinion of

the address.

Some of the comments of

audience members follow.

"I was impressed by her com-

mitment as a human being, as

well as an artist, to bring about

social change. (Piercy) urged us

to band together to form a sup-

portive society, rather than allow

petty infighting to distort issues

and hinder change."

—Lori Vanderberg

think the whole women's

movement is great, but I didn't

like her reading from a

typewritten speech — it wasn't

too spontaneous. I came out not

totally thrilled. She'sagood poet,

but not that great a public

speaker.

"

—Jim Reed
"! think I expected a more

powerfully-delivered and con-

cise message. But I wasn't disap-

pointed. Ms. Piercy's humor was

delightfully different.

Her ideas that there are no

concise answers and that what

we need is open minds to op-

tional systems of living and work-

ing is exactly what we all needed

to hear. To me the best part of her

message was her emphasis on

acceptance of differing ideasand

opinions if options are to grow,

'

—Sandy Blaha

"She had a lot of good things to

say. She talked like a poet - it was

hard to catch what she was say-

ing some of the time. But I liked

her stances, especially on the

abortion issue."

—Susie Benight

Poet, novelist, and activist Marge Piercy

"Spirit of Shove" spawns Medieval Fair
by Laurie Ure

uourt jesters, beggars, thieves

and wenches; mimers,
musicians, dramatists and
puppeteers; food, games, arts

and crafts; a chance to buy long-

awaited indulgences; all this and

more on Friday afternoon, April

27, when Shove Chapel will be

transformed into an authentic

medieval marketplace for the CC
Medieval Fair.

The Fair will include student-

run booths, music, and theatrics,

all intended to simulate a

medieval marketplace. Events

planned include a short theatrical

piece performed by a troupe

organized by Lorna Lynn, a

puppet show produced by Toby
Sachsenmaier and company, and
a weaving demonstration. Peter

Strickholm. music organizer,

plans to have guitarists, an

organist, horn players, and a har-

pist entertaming Fairgoers.

Robin Maynard and several

helpers will batik stained glass

window banners for the Fair.

There will be a chance to see

CC jugglers in action; Phil

Langlois and f\/larc Froehlich plan

to dress as authentic court

jesters. The CC madrigal singers

may be resurrected for the event.

Other students will participate as

wandering minstrels, mimers,

beggars, thieves, and wenches.
An authentically costumed monk
will be available for the purchase
of indulgences.

Individual students are en-

couraged to open booths to sell

or display food, arts and crafts, or

anything characteristic of the

lime period. Those interested

should contact Tab Rasmussen
as soon as possible.

Chris Reed is designing a

medieval logo which he will

silkscreen on T-shirts for a
modest sum at the Fair. Many
others are assisting with publict-.
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ty, games, costuming, and other

details.

Fair director Erika Loufek

hopes to use the varied talent

around the campus: "We very

much would like everyone to par-

ticipate - jugglers, artists,

everyone - we're open for new
people any time!"

The medieval fair concept has

been suggested before but never

carried through. Erika credits

"the spirit of Shove Chapel" with

inspiring both the idea and the

enthusiasm to make the idea a

reality. She expects the fair to be

a jovial festival, "something

everyone can get involved in and
have fun with." Students and
faculty who attend the CC
Medieval Fair are urged to come
dressed in appropriate costumes.

—Career CenterNews
COMING PROGRAMS

CAREERS IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT; GENERAL SER-

VICES ADMINISTRATION. The GSA offers a wide variety of

careers for liberal arts graduates. Ms. Dina Abrahms will

describe opportunities and application procedures in Rastall

212 at 2 p.m. Monday, April 23.

CAREERS IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT: SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. Meet Mr. Larry Killoran and

find out about one of the federal government's largest

employers on Wednesday, April 25, at 3 p.m. in Rastall 208.

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE (local office) is seeking

sales trainees. Interviews Tuesday. April 24. Sign up in the

Career Center.

MONTGOMERY WARDS has openings in the Rocky Moun-
tain region for junior retail management trainees. Sign up for an

interview to be held Thursday, April 26.

ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS CORPORATION. This

absolutely top-notch organization will be interviewing for its

Systems Engineering Development Program. They have

facilities management contracts in 60 U.S. cities plus many
foreign countries. Business and math students with 3.0 averages

particularly urged to apply. Here Thursday, April 26. Descriptive

material at the Career Center.

MOUNTAIN BELL will interview a few more qualified

seniors who missed their earlier visit. Details at the Career

Center, re Friday, April 27th schedule.

INTERNSHIPS

THE PROJECT ON THE STATUS AND EDUCATION OF

WOMEN is looking for researchers and writers for summer
internships. Unsalaried.

FULL TIME OPENINGS

RESEARCH ASSISTANT, University of Nevada, Depart-

ment of Psychology, Project on two-way communication with

chimpanzees,

SUMMER JOBS

SKY HIGH GIRL SCOUT RANCH, Woodland Park, seeking

camp personnel over 21.

ELECTROLUX summer sales program seeks applicants.

THE SOUTHWESTERN COMPANY is looking for students

to sell books this summer. They will be on campus Thursday,

April 26, between 3 and 11 p.m. in Rastall Center.

HALLMARK. Mr. George Parker, Vice President of the

Creative Service Division, will visit Colorado College on Mon-

day, April 30. Hallmark employs writers, editors, and design

planning coordinators as well as commercial artists. Students

with a background in fine arts or art history or an interest in

writing or editing are encouraged to apply. Individual ap-

pointments and/or group session to provide more information.

See Career Center for more details and to sign up by Friday,

April 27.

We have numerous issues of INSURANCE CAREERS and

BLACK COLLEGIAN magazines which contain very helpful

information on current job trends and how to find and land the,

right positions. Pick up a copy at the Career Center.

\l

Freed to take sabbatical at University of Chicago
by IHarriet Crittenden

Psychology Professor Doug
Freed will beon sabbatical forthe

1979-1980 school year. He will

spend the year at The University

-of Chicago teaching in the core

program in General Education,

Dr. Freed will be exercising his

continuing interest in general

and liberal education while at the

University. The course he will

teach includes mostly original

works by classical authors such
as Plato, Marx, and Freud. Freed
hopes to be stimulated by the

experience and environment
there. He explains,"The Universi-

ty of Chicago was a pioneer in

general education," He hopes to

bring some of their knowledge
about such programs back to CC.

Professor Freed was chosen
from a number of ACM
(Associated Colleges of the

Midwest) applicants because of

his special knowledge and in-

terest in general education. He
has taught interdisciplinary

courses for many years, e.g.

Perspectives on the Western
Tradition, and Freedom and
Authority I and II.

Recently, Freed received a

Mellon Faculty Development
Grant to study the relationship of

psychotherapy to poetry. Freed

noted through readings in both
disciplines that definitions of

psychotherapy and definitions of

poetry
, sre. smy. .sioi'larj . Mth

processes make you aware of

something of which you were
unconscious before. After much
reading, he is now left to

organize, draw parallels, and
write conclusions. With his

Mellon Grant, Freed has been

studying four major confessional

poets; Plath, Lowell, Berryman.

and Sexton. These poets deal

with topics such as suicide,

depression, and their own
therapy experiences.

During his sabbatical Freed in-

tends to broaden hisexammation
of the relationship between psy-

chology and literature. He in-

tends to do this through a study

of the conceptions of mental il-

lness and psychotherapy found
in modern fiction and
autobiography.

Freed's interest in these sub-

jects is related somewhat to his

psychology courses. Students in

his Abnormal Psychology course
read autobiographical accounts
of mental illness by authors such
as Mark Vonnegut and Mary
Barnes. They may also read /

Never Promised You A Rose Gar-

den, by Joanne Greenburg, for its

portrayal of mental illness and
therapy.

Doug Freed is looking forward

to a change of scenery and a

change of pace for next year. He
hopes to do some writing while in

Chicago, something he has not

tried before.
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laska: America's last frontier struggles to come of age

Panorama unfolds onto Cook Inlet and Turnagain Arm from the top of Mt. Alyeska

by Paul Butler

If you are old go by all means;

3uf if you are young stay away
mill you grow older. The scenery

jf Alaska is so much grander

ihan anything else of the kind in

\he world, that, once beheld, all

fjlher scenery becomes flat and
insipid. It is not well to dull one's

capacity for such enjoyment by

ieeing the finest first."

—Henry Gannett, geographer

From the busy logging town of

Ketchikan at the tip of the state's

southeastern panhandle to the

Eskimo whaling village of Barrow,

north of the Arctic Circle,

Alaska's plentiful vistas stretch

across the largest—and perhaps

Ihe most controversial—territory

in America.

Alaska encompasses roughly

586,400 square miles, an area

larger than California, Texas, and
Montana combined. Its coastline

area exceeds that of the rest of

the United States. The state

boasts the highest mountain

peak on the North American
continent—the 2a,320-foot Mt.

McKinley—and hosts the

nation's smallest population

—

just over 500,000 people.

Purchased from the Russians

in 1867, invaded by fortune

seekers during the Klondike gold

rush of 1896, granted statehood

in 1959 after a, long fight, and
Iran stormed into a boom
economy after the discovery of

oil on the North Slope in the

1960s, America's "last frontier"
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has survived many changes dur-

ing the last century.

In recent years, Alaska has

been the subject of national

battles involving its vast

resources. The latest fight,

probably the most controversial,

focuses on the fate of the state's

225 million acres of public and

national interest (d-2) lands.

Debate centers on whether ttie

resource-rich lands should be

preserved as nearly untouched

wilderness, or managed so as to

allow development.

In a move widely applauded by

conservationists throughout the

country, U.S. Rep. Morris Udall

(D-Ariz.) last year introduced

H.R.39, a bill that would set aside

100 million acres of d-2 lands as

national forests, parks, wildlife

refuges, and wild and scenic

rivers systems.

On the other side of the coin,

the move evoked the wrath of

Alaskans and other U.S. citizens.

They argued that sensible

development of the state's

timber, oil, mineral, and

agricultural resources was
necessary for the economic

stability of Alaska and the nation.

Proponents of development said

the resources could be extracted

without destroying the lands'

wilderness values.

The Alaska lands question

became one of the hottest issues

of the 95th Congress. Since

members of the U.S. House and

Senate adjourned without mak-

ing a decision on the issue,

they've taken it up again this year.

Meanwhile, Alaskans have

launched a ma)or campaign to

win approval of a land classifica-

tion arrangement they can live

with.

But organizing a project of this

kind in a state as large and

diverse as Alaska isn't easy.

Alaska has suffered for many
years from the cultural and
geographical separation of its

people.

The Aleut Indians (who live by

fishing, sealing, and crabbing on
the remote island of Atka), for

example, have little in common
with the residents of Anchorage,

Alaska's large modern city.

Communication between the

major population areas suffers

because of the great distance

between them. Despite a fairly

well-developed road system,

many areas in the state remain

-inaccessible e;sQept,)3y b^oaX pf
plane. And fierce weather con-

ditions during the winter

sometimes prevent all modes of

transportation.

However, despite its isolation

from the continental United

States, its long winter months,

and the inconveniences of life in

the far north, Alaska continually

attracts new people, a lot of them

young. Many of them find a

pioneer spirit of cooperation;

since the state is young and has a

small population, they see a

possibility to directly influence

its future.

Alaska provides infinite oppor-

tunities for outdoor recreation.

Fishing, hunting, backpacking,

canoeing, and skiing are but a

few of the most common sportive

pursuits. The summer months'

never-ending daylight hours

facilitate some of the finest crops

and gardens in North America.

Alaska IS a land for adven-

turers, for those who love the

outdoors, rugged terrain, ma-

jestic mountains and expansive

tundra, and the challenge of a

state struggling to come of age.
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Guest editorial

Saga policy disheartening
by Jennifer Shoup

In a recent interview in the Catalyst, Dean Laurel McLeod

announced her decision that everyone who lives on campus must eat

at Saga — without exception. The school has always had a policy

requiring on-campus students to eat on board, but has allowed

occasional exceptions to this rule. This year Dean McLeod granted

nine such exceptions.

I am one of the nine people living in a dorm who is free from Saga

food. When Laurel McLeod approved my request I was nappy that the

school was sympathetic and willing to make exceptions. Those were

the days when I had a lot of faith in the running of this school.

Then, when McLeod announced that there would be no more

exceptions to the on-board policy, I couldn't understand what was

going on. It seems to me that if there is a policy, it is expected to be

followed, but there should always be the possibility of an exception.

To state outright that there will be no exceptions seems almost

absurd. Since Dean McLeod is the one who decides if the cir-

cumstances warrant that an individual be able to choose an alternate

way of eating in the first place, it has always been her privilege to

approve or disapprove requests.

She decided to let nine people off-board this year, but didn't have

to. She herself concluded that Saga food was not in the best interest of

these students.

McLeod had the privilege of making fewer or no exceptions this

year, or in the future. Why did she feel it necessary to create a new
policy of "no exceptions"? I can only view this as an administration

acting in its own interests regardless of the students it should be

serving.

Something else that bothers me is the fact that Laurel McLeod
seems to realize that a large portion of students are dissatisfied with

the food service, (why else would she want to .--eiterate the on-board
policy''), but she doesn't face this problem head-on in a caring way.

Instead, she avoids the issue. She didn't consult students about her

decision, and explained: "I know what students think about it. This is

an administrative decision."

If Ms, McLeod knows, doesn't she care? Isn't she concerned or

worried? Doesn't she realize that students fighting to get off board

have valid complaints? Her approach is more suitable for the director

of a large corporation than for a dean of a college.

I received a form letter from Laurel McLeod in my mailbox March
29th. The purpose of the letter was to inform me of the

administration's "tightening up." She tells me that now that there is a

10, 15, or 20 meal plan option, there is no longer a need to have
exceptions.

But there was the same option when she approved to let me off

last semester. McLeod agreed then that the meaJ plan option doesn't
really help out a vegetarian (who couldn't hope to supplement their

diet on the money returned from choosing a lower meal plan).

Nothing about my situation or Saga's has changed during the
time I've been off board. Ms. McLeod admitted then that Saga was

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

Who are those old, reclusive

creatures at 30 S. Prospect, so

near and yet so very far from

the heart of the community?
Or, to more closely mimic the

tone of the April 8 Gazette

Telegraph article on Colorado

College (p. 1-BB), who do they

think they are?

First of all, as "your

Freedom Newspaper," they

ought to be red-blooded

capitalists. Yet they spurn the

price of a liberal arts educa-

tion at CC and the attendant

share of financially secure

families who in some way
manage to afford to send their

children there. In tact, Peter

Rose, the Gazette "reporter,"

throws the term "rich" at CC as

if it were the filthiest mud he

could sling.

However, one quick look at

equivalent schools in New
England will demonstrate that

CC has not only a mainstream

pricetage (or better) for the

type school it is. it also has an

uncommonly high number of

students on financial aid sole-

ly for reasons of need, and
significantly fewer sports

scholarships.

As a graduate of CC, I was
once one of those imported

Easterners "looked down
upon," as the article puts it.

Why does that have anything

negative whatsoever to do
with CC's image? If anything,

the presence of students from

diverse regional backgrounds
enriches any campus, and I

don't mean financially.

In fact, I cahie from a poor

family in rural Georgia's Ap-
palachians. Should I have

gone to some other school

because of my financial or

regional background? Such
issues would not even have

been raised by any responsi-

ble publication.

By his own admission,

"Reporter" Rose, as well as the

Colorado Springs public, ap-

proaches the issue from a

position of opinionated ig-

norance; "Most of us knew
little about them (CC
students), really, beyond
rumor." He then proceeds to

add to the list of rumors in his

own perverted way:

How delicious: Rich kids

from out of town...

Sportscars! Inebriated men!
Loose women! Thrills

shooting through campus
on a conveyor belt!

Inebriated men and other

thrills may be what Rose and
those like him at the Gazette

are looking for in Colorado

College, but why doesn't he

turn his lascivious prose in-

ward for an equally un-

professional look at the games
people play in his own
business? I am sure, for

whatever it is worth, he would
find plenty of juicy material,

although I would not waste my
time on it. How does one de~
fend his sort of reprehensible

"reporting?" If it is not libel, it

comes dangerously close.

it seems to me that several

of the students interviewed

played into the hands of a

biased "reporter" by careless-

ly voicing vague, personal dis-

content or jealousy. That is

easy to solicit at any school.

People who find it easy and
enjoyable to complain, and
too difficult to create

workable, satisfying cir-

cumstances for themselves,

are present and vocal in any

community. However, I do nol

hold their diatribes in very

high esteem.

Finally, I resent the

numerous editorial slights and

jabs by Rose, even though
they are the best evidence

of his b las and un-
professionalism. His obser-

vation that "...it must be more
than horsing around at the

Broadmoor, smooching
beneath the trees, and chugg-

ing beer at frat house parties

for those enigmatic CC
students..." is not even a

marginally journalistic state-

ment.

I protest. It is his uncalled-

for, malicious article that is

enigmatic. What does it profit

a newspaper or a community
to treat what it should hold lo

be a source of pride with such

pointless, puerile disrespect?

I am frankly appalled by the

yellow journalism employed
by the Gazette Telegraph m
this article. It is, to me. the

height of irresponsibility.

Students and faculty at CC
should be outraged, and they

should demand a prompt

apology and retraction from

the Gazette Telegraph etiWors:

Sincerely,

Stephen Vincent-Smith

Class of '78
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Activist epicures improve palatability
3 Eng
litem

rbal hi

by Ralph Nader that it is an economic success as

Students have legitimate com- well, and profits are distributed to

unsatisfactory for me, and would logically come to the" same P'^ints about the quality of their students at the end of each
conclusion again. So why is it that now she has decided to take a campus food service. Because of school year. The experience of

'tough-luck' approach and tell students they should have looked into ^l^^'f limited time and money, the collective at Franconia

the food before they chose Colorado College? Maybe I'm different most students have to rely heavi- became, in the view of one
from most, but I was thinking about things other than the food when I 'V °^ ^^^ ^oocJ service for their member, "a model of how we
was picking schools out of Barron's College Guide back at home . .

.
meals. On campuses, the college would like the whole college to

I have always been one to defend this school against criticism, but ^ood service provides over- function."

how I'm finding that harder to do. My eyes are open to more things like cooked vegetables, "mystery —At Guilford College in North
McLeod and Saga, where the administration takes on stands I just

can't understand, alienating themselves from the students.
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meats," recycled noodle dishes,

chemical desserts, and caustic

coffee. Frequently, the quality is

poor, the selections are few, and
meal times are inconvenient.

Most students figure there is

nothing they can do but eat now
and pay later. Unless you can
afford the time and money to eat

out or cook for yourself, or you
buy your dinner — heaven forbid

— at campus vending machines,
you have no alternative, it seems,
but to accept what your food
service dishes out.

Carolina, vegetarian students

were unable to obtain an ade-

quate diet from the campus food
service, in 1971, they asked the

food service manager if they

could do the vegetarian food

preparation themselves.
Students began by serving a

vegetarian main dish at the even-

ing mealfor25students. By 1974,

the vegetarian service grew, and
the number of students served

jumped to 100. Two cooks were
hired, a baker was contracted to

make whole wheat rolls and
bread, and a yogurt bar was add-

Look, though, at what students ed.

have done around the country to —In 1975, students at Lewis
improve their food service and Clark College in Oregon
systems. decided that it was worth a small

—At Franconia College in increase (about 10%) in food costs

New Hampshire, a small student to have a menu low in refined

body was able to form a food sugar, saturated fats, and high in

to satisfy the greatest number o

students and upgrade tf

nutritional content of the food

You have a right to comptair

about the quality of your campui

food and you have the resourcei P''0'd

to do something about

Students often spend much limt

learning about math, history

biology or art, yet so little timf 20's.

studying their own bodies. Sinc( '^^""^

the food that you eat can directli

affect your health and menta

performance, it is clear that an)

time spent learning about nutri

tion and working to reform you

campus food service is time wel ^'umt

spent.

An organizer of an aiternativf

food service has a fev

suggestions for students i

terested in setting up such

program; whenever possible, hirt
^^'

non-students as cooks becausi allege

of students' time constraints

have students work with cook: '^"^s
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cooperative where students,

staff, and faculty share in the

buying and preparation of meals
and the organization of the food
service. Dissatisfaction with the

commercial food service was
high, so a committee was formed
and tasks including bookkeep-
ing, food ordering, and schedul-

ing were divded among
volunteers. Professional cooks
were retained to help with plan-
ning the meals and cooking.
Professional staff now meet with

students, faculty, and staff to

plan meals and discuss situations

which are disruptive to the

cooperative. The kitchen is

fiber (by substituting whole grain

flour for bleached white flour,

honey for sugar, and adding
more fruits and vegetables to the

menu). The president of the

school proposed the program,
and through it students are

educated about nutrition at the

same time that the nutritional

quality of the food is upgraded.

—At Stanford University in

California, students initiated

monthly testing panels where
they have a chance to compare
old and new recipes and
products, discuss preferences

with the food service staff, and
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managed efficiently enough so work out compromises in trying

and supervisors to learn abou

nutrition and food politics so they

will have more power whei

negotiating with managers of tht

food service and administrators

and students recommending ths

program should
knowledgeable about the

and have the support of othei

students. Also, begin with toot

co-ops already established

your area to supply food itemi

and equipment for your alternati'

food service.

In order to improve your camj

pus food service you mus]

organize the grievances

energies of your fellow studentsj

Survey student opinion, examim

how the food service is run, arn

determine what kinds of change!

would be economically feasiblej

Lobby for your demands, and b(

persistent. Don't be put off v^/hei

the administration responds

can't be done."
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.Arts

Jenkins' angels transform Olin

C voices mingle in heavenly song

layers present 'Earnest'
|The Colorado College Players

be presenting their final

oduction of the 78-79 season,

le Importance of Being
irnest, by Oscar Wilde, next

Dnday through Saturday, April

^28.

This farce of manners is among
le of the wittiest comedies of

3 English theatre. Earnest is

lit on the devices of artificiality,

rbal hi-jinx,and purposely mis-

ien identities, and results in a

lingly satirical view of the up-

levels of society.

ThecreativityoftheCC players

be once again displayed as

production translates the set-

ig from Wilde's Victorian

Blocracy to an Art-Deco

leu of the idle rich in the early

s. The cast will perform in a

lee-quarter round setting,

eticulously detailed in

iometric patterns by designer

chard A. Kendrick. The in-

nate spatial arrangement of ac-

and audience has inspired

tstume designer D. Polly Ken-

ick to create fashions worthy of

1922 Harpers Bazaar, complete

th beading, embroidery, and a

irtain whimsical extravagance.

Leonard Kiziuk is directing his

lal venture at Colorado
Jllege, once more in combma-
in with the work of the Ken-

icks. This is the same team
tiich gave Colorado Springs the*

ilically acclaimed production

Cabaret. The cast includes

Jm Cary, Jeff Church, Thurn
Jtfman, Paul L. King, Matt

Norwood, and Allison Smith,

Juliana Venier, Sonny West, and

Alison Widmann from the fairer

dressing room, with Deborah

Talbot assisting as Stage
Manager.

Curtain will be at 8:15 in the

Armstrong theater on campus.

Tickets for reserved seats are

$2.00 and are available by calling

473-2233 ext. 323, or are free

upon presentation of a CC activi-

ty card at Rastall Desk. All seats

will be reserved, so get thine

ticket posthaste.

by Alan WInnlkoff

What's this? What's this? Music
coming out of Olin Hall? People

actually singing in the Olin Lec-

ture Hall? This is blasphemous!

Has the world gone mad? If this

keeps up, the next thing you
know, American Lit. will be a

requirement for chemistry ma-
jors.

But no, it's nothing that

serious. It's just Don Jenkins'

Colorado College Choir rehear-

sing for their performance of

Bruckner's Mass No. 3. The ac-

tual performance is tonight in

Shove Chapel at 8;00.

Singing in Olin Hall just seems
out of place. It's like seeing test

tubes in Packard. I mean, you
wouldn't expect to hear music in

Olin any more than you'd expect

to be interested in something
called Bruckner's Mass No. 3. But

that's just the point. Sometimes
the unexpected comes through.

Let's face it, nobody sings in

Olin, People hardly ever even

smite. Everybody walks out of

there looking like they were )ust

told there's a nuclear reactor in

the basement. And that it's leak-

Don Jenkins, however,
changes the whole atmosphere

of the place. He and his merry

band of angelic voices leave you

wondering why they don't sing

more often in Olin. It really

brightens up the place. '^I'ou walk

in with all the past memories of

impossible Olin classes and you

walk out singing along to

Bruckner. In Latin.

Going into Lecture Hall No.

One, you are hit with the sounds

of something other than panic-

stricken Organic students. That

sound is Don Jenkins at the piano

and one hundred or so

enthusiastic students, faculty.

and assorted staff belting out the

hit sounds of Anton Bruckner.

Jenkins is, indeed, an inspiring

conductor. He is relaxed, confi-

dent, and obviously enjoying

himself. Each of these feelings

are then projected onto the choir.

They can't help but to be caught
up in his enthusiasm. He is confi-

dent in his charges, and they, in

turn, sing out with the confidence

he has inspired in them. And he is

so relaxed. You realize
something is missing and it takes

you a few minutes to realize what

it is. There isn't any tension. It's

amazing. It seems like there's

always tension in Olin.

Jenkins' method of conducting

is to stress the positive. He is

always encouraging in his com-
ments. He plays the piano with

his right hand and conducts with

his left hand, all the while talking

to the choir as they sing. If

something isn't right, he lets

them know it with an easy

manner. He will tell them, "Thai's

beautiful .., but it's got to be more
beautiful."

Jenkins exhorts his choir to give

it their best but not to "push the

voice beyond what is beautiful,"

He steps away from the piano

and, as someone else plays, he

conducts, Jenkins' full

enthusiasm comes out when he

can put all of his energies

towards leading the choir. He
urges, he pushes, he brings the

best out of every voice. And the

response he receives is stunning.

After practicing for four

months, it seems to be coming
together. There are problems to

be worked out before the big one-

hour performance in Shove,

Jenkins worries that the choir has

not rehearsed enough with the

orchestra. And yet. that worry is

not an anxious worry. Don
Jenkins is relaxed, enpying the

challenge.

He emphasizes the fact that his

choir IS singing not (or people or

to people, but witti people.

Jenkins emphasizes this to the

choir and he hopes it is clear to

the audience as well. This is truly

music for the masses He is look-

ing for"an understanding of what
the music is stylistically, and
what it has to say to us and to our
audience." Above all. Don
Jenkins wants this to be "a

shared experience" between the

choir and the audience

At first glance, this type ol

music may seem distant and dif-

ficult to relate to It is an art form

many people have not been ex-

posed to. As one watches the

rehearsal, however, one begins

to realize that this is an experience

that IS not really distant at all but

is, indeed, enjoyable to everyone,

even to those who thought they

couldn't understand this type of

music

Those who attend the perfor-

mance tonight will be treated to

one hour of an experience. For

those individuals who have been

studying all these weeks in Olin

and thought they heard music ...

they did. Now is the time to come
out of the corners of Olin and
really hear what they'd been

catching little pieces of.

This music has already

brightened Olin, II should do

wonders for Shove. Just don't be

surprised if you walk out ot there

humming Bruckner, The music

IS, after all, contagious,

^w%0^^^VZ>.
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Tiger stickmen

maintain momentum
by Mike Hunt

Spring break is over. Tans are

failing. Recreational con-

sumables obtained m exotic

places are going fast. But one

commodity is as solid as ever and

coming on strong: lacrosse

momentum.
Following a snowy 13-8 victory

over Utah State in March, the

Tiger stickers started this month

where they left off with a high-

powered 24-1 2 win against

Colorado State University. As

was predicted at the start of the

season, captain Bob Kline and

junior attackman Drew Thwaits

provided the thrust of the CC
offense by accounting for 22

points between the two of them.

Thwaits* tally of eight goals and

three assists was well com-
plemented by Kline's four goals

and seven assists.

Not to be outdone, midfield

standout Jay Rosenbaum added

a hat trick to help put the green

and gold Rams in their place.

Freshman Kenny Greenberg, in

his first start of the year, turned

m a solid performance while get-

ting some valuable experience.

Besides turning away a score of

CSU shots. Kenny also learned

that It IS possible to score on

one's self as he and Lou Derry,

feeling much embarrassment for

the obviously outclassed visitors,

each added a miscue goal for the

Rams.

Minor flaws such as these were
virtually nonexistent against

Denver University last Monday.

DU, however, fielding one of its

strongest team in years, came on

strong from the opening face-off

and forged to a 5-3 halftime lead.

The undaunted Tigers gained

one goal on the faltering

Pioneers in the third quarter and

trailed 6-7 at the start of the

fourth stanza.

Led once again by Kline and

Thwaits. CC's lightening-quck

offense pumped in four un-

answered goals past the

bewildered DU goalie, including

the eventual game-winner by

Kline off a brilliant pass from

rookie standout Dave Ammonds.
The Tiger defense played their

first game to date in holding the

opposing team to jusi two more
goals, thus preserving the Tiger

victory.

Jeremiah Splaine, currently

ranked among the top five

goalies nationally in Divisions II

and III with a .667 save average,

proved his worlh in stifling the

frustrated Pioneers throughout

the game with some remarkable

saves.

Colorado College places its 4-2

record on the line against the

zoomies from Air Force at 2 p.m.

this Saturday on Stewart Field.

Though still the league
powerhouse, the Cadets can be

beaten by the rapidly changing
Tigers and your supporl at the

game can make a difference.

Please come and cheer our boys

on to victory.

THE nELU

BRlLLIAnMnOH

1-DAY
FILM DEVELOnNG

or

On roll Developing and
Printing of 110, 126 and
35mni color print film

{C-41 Process) left for

Processing Mon. thru

Thur*. before regularly

scheduled pickup.

Ask for details.

FREE
Photo Album
PAGE
COUPON

"with every roll of

Kodacolor Film left for

developing and printing

MURCO'S

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

833 N. TEJON

couMN (macs. COLO.

Developing & Printing of

Color Print Film (noio,.i,c«.„,

12 Exposure HoU $1.99

20 Exposure Roll $2.99

24 Exposure Roll $3.49

PROCESSING—20 Exposure Slides,

Regular 8 or Super 8mm Movies $1.19

Limit one roll • Wilh Ih.s coupon

Guaranteed
Film Developing

Sam Atwater foils with Rich McClintock

Fencing growth foiled by penury
On the final Sunday of spring

break, three CC foil fencers

reached the final round of the

Colorado Divisional Team
Championships. The team of

Sam Atwater, Rich McClintock,

and Russ Welty finished 4th

overall and qualified for the

National Championships, which
will be held in June.

The fencers supplied some of

their own "electric" equipment-
hits, or touches, are scored elec-

trically through an elaborate

electronic system — and borrow-

ed from other, established clubs.

The emergence of CC as a fen-

cing "power" has occurred quite

recently, though the group has

yet to gain club status from the

college.
- Bfuce-Wfilty; a -cfraduating

senior, has been giving lessons to

numerous beginners over the

past four years, in all three

weapons; sabre (a slashing

weapon derived from the cavalry

sabre), epee (the classic dueling

sword), and foil (a rapier-like

weapon with a small target area,

and the classic introductory

weapon to the sport). This year,

Bruce was joined by three other

fencers, all trained at the same
Massachusetts high school over

a period of five years.

The group expanded this year,

due to experimental student

grant funds, purchasing enough
equipment to allow more
students to receive lessons and
to practice. Participation ex-

panded to approximately 15-20

students.

Fencing originated with the

banning of dueling in Europe at

the end of the last century. As one
of the first Olympic sports, it is

Waste No Time!!

Pay Belore May 1

for Lowest Air Fares

Home This Summer,

HP
818 N. TEJON STREET

80903

PHONE 636-3871

STOP IN OR CALL
TAYLOR TRAVEL

much more popular abroad than

in the U.S. (The Russians have
dominated recent Olympic com-
petition.) However, matches are

held nationwide, and a recentfoil

tournament at the A.F.A. at-

tracted 65 entrants.

The sport requires timing,

balance, speed — and money,
unfortunately. The CC group is

hampered by a lack of funds. An
annual budget is required to

enable students to participate in

the predominantely electrical

competitions.

The CC fencers have
demonstrated their interest and
skill, but still lack crucial school

support. In addition to a yearly

budget, the club is seeking a
faculty advisor with interest in the

spofl,- and- a^ regular" foom in

which to hold practices and store

equipment.

CC fencers will hold a

demonstration at the Medieval
Fair next Friday, to encourage
would-be fencers, and to
differentiate between "movie fen-

cing" and actually trying to hit

your opponent. There are no

^

hearts on the uniforms,

"touche" is conside
somewhat pretentious. But th

is growing interest m
harmless, nonviolent combat

Girls' soccer:

undaunted
Last Saturday the girls' soc

team lost a close match
Colorado State University

score after the first half was{
as defense was strong on b

sides.

The Rams' game-winning
came 20 minutes into the secc

half. The Tigers were called vi

.a "hands" penalty which resul

in a free kick for C.S.U. s B Three

Heinz. She scored,

C.S.U. to victory, 1-0.
"

Tomorrow the team travel; junD'
Greeley to play the Universit)

^p^\-^gi\

Northern Colorado
weekend they host the Colore

College Inter-Collegiate Tour
ment, which features teams
all over the western Uni

States.

77.

Racquet luck varies
On Friday the 13th the mens'

tennis team lost a match to

U.N.C., 6-2. The two victories

for CC came from Randy Stein at

two singles and the team of

Janne Skogstrom-Len Bowes at

three doubles.

The following day the Tigers

traveled to Denver to play Metro.

Because of the weak Metro team.

Coach Dave Adams was able to.

scramble the line-up. Five vic-

tories for CC came from Kurt

Kempter at two singles, Curtis

Simpson at five singles, Jerry

Brendel-Randy Stein at one
doubles, and Len Bowes-Bill Alt-

man at two doubles. Those wins
combined with two defaulted

matches by Metro resulted in the

final score of 7-2.

JUDO KARATE
JIU JITSU KUNG FU
Colorado State Representative for

U.S. Karate Assoc.
U.S. Representative for Jiu-jitsu

Black Belt Federation of America
RBprnanlad 19H-66 Wortd'a Fair -

U.S. Marin* Corp Rap.

d Confld«nc«T

M«n - Woman - Chikfra

YOGA

Air CondKtonad - Fraa Parkins

Established 1959
JUDO AND KARAIt ACADtMV

orado Springs

IE VISIT

V »IOMI A PAMIIH*
370S E. Platte

1 574-6350
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Reflections and Refractions" dazzles (& razzles
by Tom Dill

ly ail means haul your senses

brains over to Packard Hall

lore Sunday the 22nd. When
go in, look at the walls in the

llery, and take your time. You'll

ibably see something you like.

not only is Barb Carlson's

ow, "Reflections and Refrac-

one of the most consis-

it,
proficient, and thoughtful

marvelous sense of color Barb

brings to her works that stays

with the viewer.

Color (in pigment) is, of

course, selectively reflected

light, and well-chosen jux-

tapostions of color reinforce the

viewer's sense of each individual

color, and atthesametime, ofthe

composition as a whole. The ma-
jority of Barb's works succeed at

ident shows ever to grace the this. I think, making for a total

II {or the whole campus, for

matter), it is also one of the

ist accessible.

Ttie show's title is well chosen.

lyone considering hanging a

ow in Packard Greenhouse

luid be well advised to take

ht into strong consideration.

irb evidently has.

Most of her works, indeed all of

paintings, seem to be about

Interaction of color. Line is a

cessive trait (even the graphic

jrks are blocked out rather than

ifined by line), and although the

list's compositional skill is

tong and well-defined, it is the

oeuvre which is neither dis

jointed nor repetitive (the down-
fall of many student shows).

If one could say that the artist's

means is reflected light, then it

might be said that refraction is

the subject a good deal of the

time, most overtly in the

"Refracted Trees" series. This

fine series of paintings stems

from a wire-and-mirrors sculp-

ture of the same name, a piece I

must admit I never liked much
until I saw it in the company of its

two-dimensional offspring,

where it makes a lot more sense.

The piece is sort of a lot of rows of

flyswatler-shaped "trees" tilted at

progressive angles over their

base of mirrors and wood, for-

ming a nice arc in space.

Three of the "Refracted Trees"

paintings are directly related

visually, being views of this

sculpture executed from various

spatial and painterly angles, and

are more than slightly reminis-

cent of Piet Mondrian's "Trees"

series. They are strong enough
works, however, to stand on their

own merit. Theotherworksinthe

series are what might be called

conceptual studies. All in all an

outstanding group.

Another seriesof paintings, the

"821 N, Wahsatch" series, in-

clude two interiors, done in a

gauche pallelte. An Im-

pressionistic "810 N. Weber;

Rainy Alley" is really remarkable

not only for its use of color but for

its power of suggesting a dark

night in a wet alley, achieved

through a superior technique and

sense of contrast and composi-

tion. "Shabo and Zach," a portrait

of a dog and cat done in oil, is

delicately colored in browns and

yellows and well-balanced in the

picture space.

Two large paintings, "Ode to

Matisse," and 'The Red Robe,"

are (heh, heh) well-done

fascinations with masters; the

first, a switcheroo on the old

Matisse "The Red Studio,"

£ notable for its contrast between

Dthe monochrome-pink studio

Q; and the view of an earth-colors
5 Pikes Peak out the window; and

^ the second, a sort-of Picasso

^ (theme and style) with maybe

o some Alex Katz or even Tom
^ Wesselman thrown in. (Who are

°^they? Go do your own research.

Carlson's "The Red Robe^'

liberal arts students.) The graphic

works are all varied and high-

quality.

Last but not least are two batiks

which, although I know next to

nothing about the medium, seem

to me to be very virtuosic works

which don't sacrifice their in-

dividuality as works for that same
virtuoso style. 1 can still see the

delicate outline of the fox's

backbone in "Fox and Grapes.

"

Commendably, these pieces also

Classifieds Notices

1)UND: One lO^peed bicycle near PHOTOGRAPHY INSTITUTE

in Hall on April 17. Call Andy, 475- applications for the Summer of

1979 are now being processed.

Professor Ben Benschendier will

be interviewing students in-

terested in attending the Institute

on Wednesday, April 25. All those

interested should call the

Summer Session office, ext. 430.

for appointments, beginning 1 :30

p.m. on the 25th. (Whenever

possible, each student should

bring examples of past work in

photography.) A course descrip-

tion including a list of guest lec-

177.

THOSE STUDENTS who
eked us up February 18

ilween Hoosier Pass and

eckenridge (driving a red

itsun station wagon): We left a

lir of men's overboots in your

I. Please contact Alden Orr

CIG at 473-2300 ext. 438.

Notices

TTENTION ALL POETS; The

Notices
THE BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
annually presents the Robert M.

Stabler Award to a junior biology

major for summer study,

preferably at a marine station on

one of the North American

coasts. If there are no such

applicants, thefund may be used

for other study. If you are in-

terested in such a summer study

Notices
TUTT LIBRARY SALUTES THE
ACADEMY. An exhibit

highlighting the 25th anniversary

of the Air Force Academy is on

display at Tutt Library on the

Colorado College Campus
through April 23.

CAMP SHADY BROOK FACE LIFT:

Project 600 was a tremendous

manage to rise somewhat above
the cutesy-pie decorative func-

tion that marks a lot of things I've

seen m this medium.
Really, I don't think I've overex-

tended my praise for Ms.

Carlsons show. It's only the most
memorable and workmanlike

show this writer has seen since at

least Jim Prouty's (and who
remembers that one. anyway?). I

really urge all and sundry to see

it; you'll be impressed, I think.

==iEtcetera^=i
Notices

TRIVIA BOWL will start on May
15. Anyone interested in thinking

up questions or helping to run the

bowl itself, please contact Carol

Peterson at ext. 379.

EXTRA SUMMER SESSION and

HANYA HOLM DANCE
POSTERS are available. Please

inquire at the Summer Session

program, please contact Dr. Mary success last weekend. Seventy-three office, 125 Armstrong

Institutes Brochure. Enrollment

is limited to thirty students.

iielyn Bridges Poetry Contest turers is available in the current

sadline is approaching. By May "
"

----"
'

1979, you must submit your

utries to Joan Stone, Room 254.

or contest details, see the rules

osted on her door. Prizes will be

warded at the Honors Convoca-

VHAT DO YOU THINK natural

; prices will be five years from

LIKE TO STUDY IN MEXICO
THIS SUMMER? The University

of the Americas invites you to

participate in a six-week Writer's

International Workshop held in

the sunny historical town of

Cholula, Puebla. From June 17 to

low? Mr. David Wilson, senior July 31, credit courses in poetry,

ilaff market analyst for Colorado fiction, and non-fiction will be

nterstate Gas, will speak about offered by an impressive group of

he future of energy resources in American authors. Manuscripts

he Pikes Peak region at the Pikes of at least 1000 words must be

'eak Solar Energy Association submitted with application. For

'leeting on Thursday, April 26. more information, write to Dr.

*ll interested persons are en- Edward Simmen, Director, Divi-

ouraged to attend and asked to sion of Graduate Studies, Univer-

neet at the Solar Trails Center sidad de las Americas, Apartado

Bear Creek and lower Gold Postal 100, Santa CatarinaMartir,

^amo Roads) at 7:00 p.m. Puebla. Mexico.

Alice Hamilton right away.

ANY QUALIFIED GRADUATING
SENIOR interested in applying

for the position of

paraprofessional in the biology

department should contact Dr.

Jack Carter or Dr. Ron Hathaway

right away.

men and women gathered at the Ys

summer camp near Deckers and

built tent platforms, poured cement

patios, rooted two cabins, stained

four buildings and paneled the main

lodge. Thanks to all who volunteered

their time. Shady Brook is now ready

to accept its first group of campers

on June 16!

\/\/'\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^eevs

Openfil 12 p.m.

475-9533

Classes now forming

for Spring exams

THEREJ5 A /WT)
DIFFERENCEI l4UtT

"'cs-^iisic^es-^siscs^a-^siovs^es-^^ss <ic>^os-^i4S 6£=^c.

BARBER SHOP~
^" Weber St.

i712V2N. Weber I

633-1606

Weber St. Liquor

College B. Shop,-H

Men's - Women's
Haircuts

Women's Perms

0.
A "Cut" Above The Rest .

1-DAY
SERVICE
EKTACHROME

SLIDE PROCESSING

I

PhotoGraphics }

)
17 N. Iowa Ave. i

. 635-0500 n

L«--t5* tf?vS...«..^i7S £7v2^0.^^% ffSi^J».^^3i ffSZii^&^iSSi^^^^^

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Visit Our Centers

LSAT 4 wk. Course Starts June

19.

REGISTER NOW!

For inlormation Please Call

(303) 893-5413
431 W. COLFAX

SUITE 100
DENVER, COLO. 80204

Coll Dor%, ev«i. & WeckerxJi

Outside NY Stole ONLY
CALL TOU FREI

800-223-1782
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Middle Ages flourish today

atRFP
by Shirin Day

|Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons
icility will again be the site of a

atewide demonstration from 1

1

m. to 2 p.m. on April 28. The
rally will call for an end to

jclear weapons production and

e conversion of Rocky Flats to a

laceful industry.

The Rocky Flats Plant (RFP).

Dcated 16 miles northwest of

jwntown Denver, was built in

152 by the Atomic Energy Com-
Ission for nuclear research and

anufacture of nuclear weapon
imponents.

Presently RFP manufactures

1 average of 10 plutonium

iggers for nuclear warheads

h day, repairs defective

imbs, and recycles plutonium.

Since the Facility opened in

153, over 200 fires and several

iscoveries of buried waste

je have occurred. This

Dses a serious threat to plant

Tiployees and residents of

lenver as the plutonium and

Iher carcinogens are released

ito the surrounding air, water,

id soil.

The nonviolent presence of

emonstrators at the Rocky Flats

ally is geared to convert RFP to

life-giving peacetime industry.

liis, demonstrators hope, will

How for environmental clean up

well as the reemployment of all

orkers and communities
Bpendent on Rocky Flats.

The Rally's second major Issue

the worldwide arms race. Ac-

ording to Rally planners, the

losing of RFP would allow

lations to choose between

leveloping nuclear arms and
leveloping resources to meet

luman needs.

Many CC groups and in-

ividuals have been involved in

consciousness raising" and

^reparation for the Rally. lOichele

eingold, a CC student and
-ader of peacekeeping and civil

lisobedience training, hopes the

ally will be a good place to learn

ibout the issues of radiation

'oisoning and the nuclear arms
ace.

Speakers at the Rally include

5r. George Wald. Lorelei Means,

V Helen Caldicott, Marian

'lamps, Dan Ellsberg, and

Representative Pat Schroeder.

ilusic will be provided by Holly

Jear, Fred Small, and Jackson

'rowne.

Many participants in the Rally

"ill spend the night in the area

and return to the site on Sunday.

April 29 to participate in a civil

disobedience exercise. All par-

ticipants will be prepared with

extensive non-violence training

beforehand.

"Everyone who wants to par-

ticipate in the civil disobedience

has to take the c.d. training," says

Feingold. "You need to be

familiar with consensus decision

making and the potential legal

ramifications of being arrested.

Committing civil disobedience is

a serious step, but if you believe

that it is an important way to

resist our present course toward

disaster, you gladly do it."

Feingold emphasized that

when attending a rally it is

necessary to remember not to

bring drugs or alcohol, to remain

non-violent at all times in speech

and action, and to remain within

the boundaries of the Rally to

avoid confrontations with RFP
security guards or police.

"Your presence at the Rally

demonstrates your opposition to

what is going on," said Feingold,

"and the experience can make
you care enough about our in-

dividual and collective futures to

want to act."

EVENTS
Friday April ?7

9:00 a.m. Hearing on Economic

Conversion, Representative

Patricia Schroeder. Second Floor

Auditorium, Post Office Building,

19th and Stout, Denver.

8:00 p.m. Holly Near Concert.

East High School, Detroit at

Colfax, Denver.

Saturday April 28

7:30 a.m. Peacekeepers Meeting.

First Congregational Church,

Broadway and Pine, Boulder.

7:30 Rally at UMC in Boulder,

South Patio (Walkers leave for

Rocky Flats at 7:30, joggers at

8:30, cyclists at 9:30).

8.00 a.m. Car Caravan leaves

Rastall. Congregate at 415 S.

Weber to drive to Rocky Flats.

8:30-10:00 a.m. Family Action to

Convert Rocky Flats. Clowns,

skits, music. Dr. Helen Caldicott,

Bishop George Evans, Rev.

Thomas Woerth. Denver City

Park (West of Museum of Natural

History).

11:00 a.m. RALLY AT ROCKY
FLATS-
6:00 p.m. Final civil disobedience

training

Sunday April 29

Civil Disobedience Action

by Laurie Ure

The long-awaited illustrious

medieval fair begins today at 1

p.m. with a trumpeteer sounding

off from atop Shove Chapel. At

last you have a chance to bring

out your dusty medieval costume

and participate in an authentic

marketplace from the Middle

Ages
The schedule of events for the

fair will roughly be as follows:

1:00 booths set up; trumpeteer

sounding off from atop Shove

[•^ Chapel

1:15 sound off of chimes

1:30 puppetry, headed by Toby
Sachsenmaier

2:00 wandering madrigal

singers will sing for 20-30

minutes

2:30 may pole dance

3:00 game time — for

everyone!!!

3:30 wandering madrigals will

make a second appearance for

those who missed them the first

time!

3.30 a live, authentic fencing

demonstration

4:00 another great puppet

show!

4:00 chimes ringing once again

5:00 trumpeteer sounding off

from atop Shove, heratding the

end of the fair

resurrected for the event. Be sure

to hear them in a real perfor-

mance {and see them in

costume) at 2 p.m. or 3:30 p.m.
'

Carol Lorber will also augment
the musical scene of the fair with

music from her harp. A group of

troubadors, headed by Peter

Crafts: A weaving demonstra- Strickholm, will add to the plea-

tion will be presented throughout sant and authentically medieval

the day by senior art history sounds of the fair,

major Wendy Weiss. Also, a wool Mlscellaneoui: The fencers

spinning demonstration and which we'll finally see in action

samples of hand-dyed wool will are headed by Rich McClintock;

be featured in the area of crafts, don't miss them at 3:30. Bill Eddy,

Special Bootha: Augmenting the infamous chaplain, will be

thestudent-runbooths,"thefam- authentically dressed as a monk
ed Jezebel's" — from the natural —surely a sight to see! Be sure to

food store on Tejon — will be bring a t-shirt for Chris Reed to

selling foods and such; Shove silkscreen with a medieval logo,

Chapel also has a booth, to sell for only a small fee. Hopefully

authentic medieval food for all we'll get to see the ubiquitous CC
hungry fairgoers. jugglers in action, and don't miss

Music: The CC madrigal the court jesters — Phil Langlois

singers, whoselovelysinginghas and Mark Froehlich. Readings

emanated from the Rastall cour-

tyard in the early mornings of the

past few weeks, have been

from Chaucer and much, much
more will add to the mood and
authenticity of the gala affair.

Commoner addresses CC crowd:

"Nuclear power is an economic bust"
by Jim Reed

"Using nuclear fission to boil

water (for steam to run

generators) is analogous to using

a blowtorch to heat a baby bot-

tle," says Barry Commoner,
environmentalist, author, and

energy authority. Commoner
believes nuclear power is an in-

appropriate and inefficient way
to generate electricity.

Commoner sharply criticised

nuclear energy, advocating in-

stead solar energy and "soft"

energy paths in his keynote ad-

dress for the ENACT Nuclear

Symposium. He told nearly 350

people gathered outside Shove

Chapel last Friday that the solu-

tion to the energy crisis is

political action.

Commoner's address coin-

cided with the erection of an oil-

drum windmill constructed by

Bob Spencer, Bill Eddy, and

others, an event intended to sym-

bolize the technological
accessibility of renewable

sources of energy.

Commoner contends that

present energy policies will lead

to economic disaster because

most present sources of energy

are nonrenewable. Since these

sources of energy — oil, natural

gas, coal, and uranium — are

limited in supply, they become
progressively harder to fihd and

exponentially more costly to

produce. Thus, according to

Commoner, energy costs to the

consumer will increase constant-

ly.

Because energy is the founda-

tion upon which the economy

runs, spiraling energy costs will

adversely affect the entire

economy by intensifying infla-

tion, hindering new industrial in-

vestment, creating a shortage of

capital, aggravating unemploy-

ment, and lowering the standard

of living.

For Commoner, nuclear power

typifies the economic
senselessness of present energy

policies. "Nuclear power is an

economic bust." he said, "and it

will go bankrupt unless the

government takes our money and

bails it out."

He claimed it is an "economic
bust" forseveral reasons. In addi-

tion to relying on a nonrenewable

source of energy, uranium, it is

extremely capital-intensive.

Enormous amounts of money are

needed to set up nuclear power
plants.

The dangers associated with

nuclear fission require extensive

and expensive safety systems,

backup pumps, and other

devices to protect people from

radiation release. Commoner
said these costs are rising all the

time as the nuclear producers

(and indirectly the consumers)

are increasingly forced to pay the

social costs of nulcear power

production.

But, as is well-known by now,

accidents still occur despite all

the safety precautions taken.

Commoner said nuclear
technology is simply not under

control, citing the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's
transcripts from the Three Mile

Island accident as evidence.

He recommended a gradual

introduction of renewable
resources such as solar input into

the U.S. energy system. "Con-

trary to conventional wisdom,

solar is here," Commoner said.

He explained that the

roadblocks to its economic

feasibility are purely political. If

Dr. Barry Commoner

the federal government were to

allocate sufficient funds for solar

research and the purchase of

photovoltaic cells, lor instance,

the solar industry would expand
quickly and the cost of solar

technology would be driven

down to feasible levels within

three to five years, (Photovoltaic

cells change light energy Into

electrical energy non-
mechanically, through the use of

a silicon surface.) Since current

energy producers do not support

the solar alternative (for self-

serving reasons, according to

Commoner), the government is

dragging its feet.

Commoner suggested that

"energy be returned to the peo-

ple" through the political support

of solar energy by the American

people, i.e. insistence that public

funds be diverted from wasteful

nuclear research to solar energy

research. He believes, however,

the Solar Energy Research In-

stitute (SERl) in Golden. Colo, is

hindering the development of

solar energy.

He advised students to make
nuclear power an issue in the

1980 election campaigns,

pushing solar energy as an alter-

native. If enough pressure can be

brought to bear on our elected

representatives, Commoner said,

progress can be made.

He concluded by saying; "It is

common sense to use a

renewable resource."

I n response to a question about

what the individual can do, he

encouraged people to learn the

facts about the energy situation

and then base political action on

that knowledge. Fonning a

political party to fight nuclear

power is a possibility." he said.

Coherent political steps should

be taken to force the government

to abandon its support of the

« nuclear industry, and to turn its

^ resources to the encouragement

J of the nuclear alternative, accor-

^ ding to Commoner. He believes

o these political steps must be

2 taken because the "invisible

c hand" of free enterprise will not
"^
do it.
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Peace finds inspiration in walking
by Laurie Ure

"The only way we will solve the

problems of the world is through

a collective Inner peace — over-

coming evil with good, falsehood

with truth, and war with peace."

stated Peace Pilgrim, a woman
who has walked over 25.000 miles

for peace, in a talk to a small

group of students in Bemis

Lounge last week.

Believing that "Life is a series

of choices which no one can stop

you from," 41 years ago Peace

"chose freedom from material goods

and TDone/' and 15 years later she

started on her first pilgrimmage

walking across the United States.

Since then she has made six

pilgrimmages, visiting every state

in the Union and ten Canadian

provinces and teaching her

message of peace; thus her

name.

Following her belief that every

person has a specific place in

society, she realized her job to be

that of a pitgrim, to rouse people

from apathy and make them

think, "to inspire people to do
their '\ob — not mine."

The pilgrim testified that the

world's problems result from our

"immaturity"; we must all com-
plete our emotional, mental and
spiritual growing up before we
can be in harmony with theworld

and achieve individual inner

peace. She continued that this is

the way to peace in the world,

that "we can achieve no peace in

our outer situation until more
(not even all) human beings find

more inner peace."

When asked about finding this

peace, she said that it is first

necessary to find your life pattern

or job, by asking yourself, "What

do I really like to do?" and finding

your skills and talents. Secondly,

inner peace involves being in

harmony with the universe.

The struggle between a self-

centered nature and working for

the good of the whole ended for

the pilgrim when she achieved

this peace, but she continues to

grow and learn. She
recommends spending at least

an hour every day in "inspira-

tion": walking in nature, reading,

singing ... something.to bring one
to a higher individual
"inspirational awareness." This,

she believes, is an important step

in finding your life pattern and
seeking harmony with the un-

iverse.

She also suggests that one

must continue doing things "that

lift you up. and stay away from

things which pull you down." At

the same time in this struggle,

however, "you must forgive

yourself as easily as you forgive

others, and rechannel that

energy (of criticizing yourself)

into improving yourself."

Peace believes strongly in the

practice of good and rather frugal

living habits. For her needs and

wants are united, she owns only

the clothes on her body and takes

clothes, food and a bed only

when these are needed and
offered to her.

"I will not accept more than I

need while others (in the world)

do not have what they need," she

said. In her experience thosewho
"have enough but not too much"
are the people who are happy.

For Peace, what she carries on
her body is enough.

Health costs rise $8
by Lisa KItagawa

Tuition will not be the only

price hike Colorado College

students must face next year.

Students health insurance will

rise from $40.00 this year to

approximately $48.00 next year.

In accordance with a sugges-
tion by the Student Health Ad-
visory Board, representatives

from Guarantee Trust Life In-

surance Company and three CC
administrators decided to modify
the college's present policy

which stipends a $1,000 max-
imum limit to a $3,000 maximum
limit which would cover more of

the price of medical care in more
cases.

Students who have their own
personal policies in addition to

the college insurance plan, must
have their insurance company
pay initially and Guarantee Trust

Life Insurance will pay for the

remainder. This stipulation is not

an addition.

Karen Gibbons, accident vic-

tim and policy holder, reflected

about her medical coverage, "It

didn't help that much because I

have my own insurance that paid

for most of it. School insurance is

good for small illnesses because

it will pay for medication."

The insurance premium hike

and extra coverage will not affect

students who have personal

policies unless a major illness

occurs.

Gibbons sumsitup,"Thee(ght
dollar increase doesn't make that

much difference, yet the $2,000

more coverage doesn't mean that

much because I'd have to really

get injured or sick where the

medical costs were enormous.
Also, my present policy would
cover costs first, then the

school's policy."

Students without a personal

policy may benefit from the in-

crease in coverage the new
policy offers.

The policy will last for an entire

calendar year (August-August).

Summer starts will have to pay a
small amount extra as they will

get three extra months of

coverage.

Peace gave up organized

religion early in her life and could

never accept the traditional view

of God. God, she believes, is an

"ever-present, all-pervading es-

sence of spirit that rules the un-

iverse." At full inner peace, she

continued, one lives in constant

awareness of God, at one with the

power of the universe-

Admitting that she hasn't walk-

ed on the "energy of youth" since

she set out to walk 25,000 miles

over 26 years ago, the pilgrim,

who is well into her 60's, spoke of

her strength as the "amazing

energy of spiritual growing up ...

an endless energy (found) only

when one is working for the

whole," rather than just for

oneself.

Peace Pilgrim, an amazing and
inspiring woman, has found her

life pattern — her dream, and
lives by it.

PSAC checks
out CIA et al

by Brian Maier

The Political Science Advisory

Committee (PSAC) is sponsoring

a symposium on "The In-

telligence Community," May 8-

10. The keynote address will be
presented by John Stockwell,

whose topic of discussion will be
"An International Perspective of

the CIA."

Stockwell is the author of In

Search of Enemies, a first-hand

account of the United States in-

volvement in Angola. He is a

former CIA officer with duty ex-

perience in both Angola and Viet-

nam. Stockwell's keynote speech
will be given on Tuesday, May 8.

at 8-.00 p.m. in Olin Hall.

The introductory film, entitled

"The Intelligence Network," is a

documentary of the intelligence-

sharing network at the local,

state, federal, and international

levels. This film will be shown in

conjunction with John
Stockwell's keynote address.

The topic of the first panel

presentation will be "Changes in

the U.S. Intelligence Communi-
ty in the 1970's." It will take place

on Wednesday, May 9, at 2:00

p.m. in the Bemis Lounge.
The second panel discussion

will cover "Trends and Scope of

Intelligence and Surveillance in

Colorado," and will also be held

in Bemis Lounge, on Thursday,
May 10, at 2:00 p.m.

The concluding film, "The
Domino Principle," will be shown
on Thursday, May 10. at 8:00 p.m.

in Olin Hall. The drama stars

Gene Hackman and Candice
Bergen.

General admission tickets for

the keynote address of the PSAC
symposium can be purchased at

Rastall Center for $1.00; admis-
sion is free with a CC I.D.

Sherry Gray revives Aristotle
by Laurie Ure

Sherry Gray, daughter of the
late CC professor Glenn Gray,
will be at CC ninth block to teach
"Great Philosophers: Aristotle," a
class Glenn Gray formerly
taught.

Ms. Gray's approach to the

course is similar to that of her
father. "I believe as he did that it

should be largely a discussion of

the reading." She plans to use
many of the same works of
Aristotle that her father used in

the course.

Sherry Gray, visiting prof.
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She also emulates her father's

style in her concentration on Ar-
tistotle's ethics. Naturally,
though. Sherry plans to bring her

own touch and style to her

teaching.

Last fall Ms. Gray taught this

course as a tutorial to one CC
student; she also taught
"Herodutus and Thucydides," a
classics course, first block, and
was then asked to return for ninth

block.

A graduate of the University of

Colorado as a classics major. Ms.
Gray will be awarded a Ph.D. in

Classical Studies from Boston
University next month. She is

presently wnting her dissertation,

entitled, "Aristotle's Ideal of

Friendship in the Philosophic

Life."

After completing her Ph.D., Ms.
Gray hopes to continue teaching.

—Career Center News
ON CAMPUS RECRUITERS

HALLMARK is interviewing for its creative services division

... full time jobs for seniors or alums who know something about
art and can write well. Read their material and sign up at the

Career Center. Interviews Monday and Tuesday, with a group
session for others Monday at 4 p.m. in Rastall 203.

MOUNTAIN BELL is interviewing TODAY ... senior

business majors with 3.0 and other majors with 3.5 averages.

See the Career Center for possible openings.
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INTERNSHIPS

ASSISTANTSHIP5 available in the College Student Per-

sonnel Administration Program atthe University of Miami, Coral

Gables, Florida for someone enrolled in the masters degree ployei

|ne if I

Hee
>begir

program in Higher Education with CSPA track,

FOUR INTERN POSITIONS with CSU-Ft. Lupton Teacher

Corps Project for grads who want to complete teacher certifica-

tion and masters degree in Reading, Instruction, Guidance and lother

Counseling, Human Development, and Family Services. Fluen

cy in Spanish preferred. Must apply by TODAY, April 30.

FULL TIME POSITIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, Research and Education

Department, The Newberry Library, Chicago. Salary $8,500-

$10,500 for 35-hour week based on experience. Application

deadline May 5.

ADM ISSIONS COUNSELOR, New Mexico State University

BA plus experience in admissions office or public relations

desired. All material must be received by May 18.

SYSTEMS ANALYST for local data processing firm.

Probably a math or physics major with some knowledge of

Fortran 4 and Real Time. See Career Center.

ADMINISTRATIVEOFFICER I (operations coordinator) for

Metropolitan State College, Denver, For bus ad major, rpath,

statistics, or physics major. Apply there by May 4.

INTEL CORPORATION has openings for new grads in

production supervision (bus ad majors) and materials manage-
ment (bus ad. econ, or math). See Career Center for detailed

announcements.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT COUNSELOR for a Colorado

community college. BA is psychology or sociology. Apply State

Dept. of Personnel by May 7.

CASEWORKER I. Eagle County Department of Social

Services. BA required. Apply Dept. of Personnel, Grand Junc-
tion by May 7.

SUMMER JOBS

There will be some LABORING JOBS this summer on gas

pipelines near Pueblo and east Denver. See the Career Center

for contact names.
COUNSELORS (preferably minorities) needed for small

groups or individual children in local public housing units.
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COMING PROGRAMS
INTERVIEWING SKILLS. Last chance this year to find out

the do's and don'ts of interviewing. Tuesday, May 8 at 3 p.m. in

Tutt B-1.

THE JOB SEARCH. How to identify potential job openings and l^nsum

break into the employment market in the geographic area of

your choice. Thursday, May 10 at 2 p.m. in Rastall 206.

OPENING FOR THE JOB OF
SECURITY EDUCATION DIRECTOR
Assistant to the Dean of Students

Candidates for the position of Director of Security Educa-
tion at Colorado College should have a strong interest in

undergraduate education, and be particularly interested in the

educational and preventive aspects of security. A sound un-

derstanding of the advantages of a residential college and a

strong interest in educational programming are highly

desirable. A bachelor's degree is the minimal degree expecta-

tion.

The Director of Security Education at Colorado College is a

mem ber of the Dean of Students' staff butworks closely with the

campus security force, physical plant, student center, and

Housing Office. Specific responsibilities will include, but not be

limited to, administrative oversight of the student escort service,

self defense for women, emergency call duty, whistle stop

program, and other campus crime prevention programs. Other

areas of possible administrative responsibility, depending on

the background and experierice of the candidate, are security

investigations. Resident Adviser and New Student Orientation,

the development of a security handbook, consumer education,

and off-campus student advising.

The Director of Security Education will serve on several

standing committees of the College including the Safety

Committee, Women's Commission, Security Commission, es-

cort manager meetings, and the deans' staff meetings.

Applications will be accepted until May 7, 1979.

Nominations and letters of recommendation, including

resumes, should be sent to:

Dean Gordon S. Riegel, II

Armstrong Hall

Colorado College

Colorado Springs, CO 80903
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fho works for whom? i

by Greg Kerwln

How often have certain Colorado College employees made you

like you're working for them and not vice versa?

An incident Monday evening reminded me of this. We residents of

hur House were having a barbecue that night and found we were

irt on silverware. I ran over to Mathias to borrow some with my ID.

A young man at Mathias desk explained to me that only (II)

Ihias residents can use Mathias equipment. I smiled. (Never mind

fact that we exchange sheets there, use their washing machines,

il letters there, etc.)

ft was six o'clo^ p.m.,^nd quite apparent nobody would miss a

I forks and knives^hat evening. Obviously the utensils would be

urned: CC students can't do much without an ID.

It then dawned on me that he wasn't joking. The rule says that only

thias residents can use Mathias equipment, and this young

ployee was going to enforce it to the letter. (What would he have

ne if I hadn't foolishly told him I live in Arthur?)

He explained that Mathias residents pay a five dollar dorm fee at

beginning oftheyearfortheprivilegeof using Mathias equipment,

lother student heard us talking by this time, and she emphatically

pported the desk person. No dorm fee: no silverware!

My hearty congratulations to the person running Mathias desk

inday evening. You'll go far as a paper-shuffling bureaucrat

fining webs of red tape and mindlessly enforcing the most minor of

s.

This is a minor instance, but every now and then rigid enforce-

int of rules without regard to individual circumstances affects

idents in an important way. There is the Housing Office, for

ample.

A friend of mine was away from campus first semester this year.

sent a note to the deans in October explaining that he'd like to live

-campus when he returned to CC in January. Having senior

inding, that was his prerogative. The note was lost and the Housing

lice invoked their rigid deadline for off-campus requests. They

signed him a room on a noisy wing in Loomis.

When he came to CC in January he negotiated a compromise

lereby they would let him live off-campus, so he began looking for

apartment. One week later they changed their mind and told him

'd have to stay in Loomis. Unable to put up with that, senior year, he

wed off-campus anyway and is now paying for the Loomis room.

The Housing Office used this case as an example. Notice that on

the information given out about housing for next year there is great

iphasis given to the deadlines for seniors who wish to live off-

mpus.

The Housing Office displayed remarkable ineptitude in this case.

it even more important, they displayed complete disregard for the

ncerns of the student body they are supposed to serve.

It's hard to figure out who the housing staff is trying to please in

is instance. It's obviously not the students.

There are, no doubt, other instances of such disregard for student

ill-being. (Unfortunately, students have sometimes also been guilty

utter disregard for fellow students.)

'

The majority of CC employees, particularly those with whom the

udents have the most contact, adjust their decisions to individual

rcumstances. These employees, especially the faculty and the

jdents who work part-time for the college (e.g. at SAGA, Tutt

brary, etc.) know that a rule is good only as long as it serves the

lople who created it, and they do a tine job of assisting the students.

)t obstructing them.

But there are a few employees here who seem to think they're paid

make things difficult for the students. These people really have no

ace at the college if they can't aid rather than obstruct the ultimate

)nsumer the student.
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Council gets credit

Dear Editor:

I appreciate the credit given

me in your article "Lynch

Wrestles With CC Apathy."

However. I feel it did injustice

to other members of the

CCCA council. There are

eleven other student
members. Each is committed,

as much or more than I, to

generating student interest. I

enjoy praise and credits for

things 1 have done. I will ex-

cept neither for things I have

not done. For example, your

article stated that "I" was
rewriting the CCCA constitu-

tion. This is not the case. The
entire CCCA Council is

rewriting the constitution.

Perhaps a more appropriate

title for your article would
have been "CCCA Council

Wrestles With CC Apathy."

Kevin D. Lynch

Austria trip absurd

Dear Editor:

It is hard for me to take

seriously CCCA President

Kevin Lynch's proposed plan

to arrange a ski trip to Austria.

Skiing is probably the most

abundant and accessible

recreational activity in

Colorado. Why go to Austria

to ski when the best skiing in

the country is less than three

hours away? Also, who would

benefit from such a trip — of

course only those who could

afford it. Why spend time,

energy, and funds on a ven-

ture which will benefit only a

minute portion ofthe campus?
I do not know how Lynch

plans to pay for his trip,

however, the inference that

the number of Leviathans and

Critiques printed could be

reduced in order to provide

funds for the trip is, at best

ludicrous. As Leviathan editor,

I can verify that cutting the

number of Leviathans printed

per month by 500 would save

less than $100 a year. In any

case, there should not be a

trade-off between CC
publications and rereation. If

there are too many
publications printed, and if

there is dissatisfaction with

these publications, it should

be voiced. However, Mr.

Lynch should not confuse

such very different categories.

I hope the CC student com-
munity will communicate with

the CCCA in the coming year

so that an understanding can

be reached as to what is vital

and valuable for the greatest

number of students.

Lisa Peters

Cake detMses women
Dear Editor:

April 16 I attended an art

opening at Armstrong Hall. I

went in anticipation of some of

the best campus art, live music

and friendly, intelligent con-

versation, and in those

aspects I was not disap-

pointed. However, I saw
something there that appalled

me and In good conscience
cannot keep quiet about.

On one of the refreshment

tables there was a cake made
to look like a woman's nude
torso. The nipples on the

breasts were pink-stained

marshmellows, topped with

glitter. The portion where the

crotch had been was already

cut away by the time I cam to

view the cake, I was at first

stunned that this piece of

vulgarity was presented at an
"art" opening. Second, it oc-
curred to me that perhaps it

was supposed to be taken as a
joke. However, t don't find

sexism humorous, and I have
no tolerance for the sort of

insidious sexism which was
present in the mentality which
made and displayed the cake.

The sexism implicit in the

presence of the cake is that in

our culture women are
acceptably understood as ob-

jects reducible to their torsos,

breasts, vaginas, etc. Objects
— sex or otherwise, are not

given full human status. For

example, this thinking
reduces Black Americans to

"niggers" and women to

"pieces of ass." Neither are

considered quite fully part of

"mankind." The cake— an Im-

age of woman as reduced to

object, that Is, a torso with

vulgarized breasts, something

to be eaten, is what sexism is

all about and this reduction of

women is intolerable.

This sort of public em-
barrassment to women is too

often tolerated by .-us because

of the notion that it would be

un-hip to say anything about

it: hiowever. it's time that

women questioned the Images

of them that our culture con-

'dones, and speak out against

those reflecting an insidious

cultural misogyny that is so

pervasive as to be considered

the norm.
Sincerely,

Jane Ordway
Class of 78

Nuke's the best evil

Dear Editor:

This is my nuclear reaction.

No, not the kind in which

atoms are split, and energy

released, but my reaction to

the recent debate on nuclear

energy. As with other nuclear

reactions mine may produce

much more heat than tight but

here goes.

First of all, I do not think that

solar energy can solve our

energy problem as quickly as

many of us would like it to.

Whether this is due to the

greed of the energy cor-

porations, or simply because

not all the bugs have been

worked out I don't profess to

know (although 1 suspect it is a

combination of these and

many other factors). Anyway,

it seems to me that it will be a

long time before our society

will again be solely reliant on

solar resources.

[
guess this would be a good

tirne to preach about the vir-

tues of conservation and extol

the benefits of a non-growth

oriented society. But, I'm not

going to. It's been done

before, and it still doesn't

eliminate the problem. We are

going to have to choose
between fossil fuels or nuclear
energy to support our energy
needs,

If ever there was an example
of being forced to choose the

lesser of two evils, this is it.

Fossil fuels are costly, scarce,

and smelly. Nuclear energy is

downright dangerous, par-

ticuiariy since our fumbling

and conceited species is in

charge of it.

Indeed, pundits have
pointed out that the future of

nuclear energy can simply be
seen by reversing the first two
letters of nuclear. (Is this

merely a coincidence?)
However, such asides aside, I

believe that nuclear energy is

the less worse alternative.

Ah, 1 can hear the hue and
cry arise from the liberal,

environmentalist element.

"Where is this guy coming
from?" The answer is "from

you!"

Think carefully of the effects

that our heavy reliance on

fossil fuels has had. 1 am one
of those who has difficulty

accepting the acid rains which
have ruined many mountain

lakes; the destruction of

foothills, mountains, and
prairies in West Virginia and
Montana; and the large oil

spills which have drastically

affected the oceans. (Notice I

don't say "our" oceans, takes,

or mbuntains-who ever gave

them to us?) And I mustn't

forget the Old C02-
greenhouse effect which

could cause serious problems

for those ot u$ who, wish that

the human species, however

imperfect, survive.

Yup, I don't like the effects

that our reliance on fossil fuels

has had. Not to mention other

traditional energy sources.

Well, maybe I should mention

(just in passing) those con-

crete structures which have

forever quieted the wildest ot

rivers.

1. for one. would rather take

my chances with nuclear

power than see the continua-

tion of the onslaught against

the wilderness by coal miners,

oil drillers, shale crushers, and

river dammers. Although

nuclear energy is not clean

(one must mine uranium and

process it), the environmental

destruction will be on a

smaller scale than If we con-

tinue on the fossil fuel path.

Of course the one thing that

really bothers me about rely-

ing on nuclear energy (and I

suppose it bothers others

also) is that If things go wrong

they will really go wrong. This

worries me for, you see, I

believe strongly In Murphy's

Law.

Therefore, I feel It is of the

utmost importance to position

nuclear reactors in places

where they will do the least

damage if they malfunction.

After much thought I have

decided that the best places

would be barren, desolate,

devoid of any real life. Yup.

you guessed it...smack dab in

themtddleofourmajorcities-l

can see those ominous domes

now, rising like so many
mushrooms between our

freeways and skyscrapers.

Then. Supreme Being, if

you're up there, show- me
Murphy's Law.

Paul Hudnut
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National Outdoor Leadership School

takes class experience into wilderness
by Peter Strlckholm zoldt, NOLS has grown into one

They have cradled you in custom, of the leading outdoor-oriented

they have primedyou with their schools in the country.

preaching. Affiliated through San Fran-

They have soakedyou in conven- Cisco State University, it offers

tion through and through; college credit through a variety of

They have putyou in a showcase; wilderness programs — from
you're a credit to their biology expeditions to advanced
teaching— mountaineering courses. But in a

But can't you hear the wild? —it's new way: your classroom is ex-

calling you. tended to include the entire

Let us probe the silent places, let wilderness around you.

us seek what luck betide us; You learn rock-climbing skills

Let us journey to a lonely land I while actually scaling a difficult

know. peak. You study eagles by stop-

There's a whisper on the night- ping your hike and watching one
wind, there's a star agleam to through binoculars as it soars out

guide us. from a nearby cliff. You are there-

And the wild is catling, calling ... You learn about your environ-

let us go. ., ment as you .directly feel it; you
-^Robert Service, feel comfortable travelling over

Call of the Wild any sort of terrain in a variety of

For those of you who are look- conditions,

ing for an alternative to the Last fall I participated in the

traditional classroom approach NOLS Semester in the Rockies,

to learning, the National Outdoor Spanning four different states.

Leadership School (NOLS) the program covered a potpourri

Adventurer rappels off steeple: mental and physical rigor

offers such an option.

Founded in 1965 by Paul Pet-

KflPUIH
Educitioiul Center

Mr D>rs Eventaft & Wtettadi

aASSEs HOW FomiNe
FOfl SPRH6 EXAMS

REUSTER HOWt
WAT STARTS MARCH 3!

REGISTER NOW
893-5413

431 W. COLFAX

DENVER. CO 80204
for Ifitormation About OlheiCentefs

fi Major US Cjt

Outtide H'

L TOLL FIEE:

& Abiosd

State

\O0-223-nU

NOLS leader aids in tyrolean traverse across streambed

FEMINIST CLINIC
Womens treatment and
family planning clinic

CONTRACEPTION
TREATMENT PAPS
PREGNANCV TESTING

FAMILY PLANNING
PREPARED CHILD-
BIRTH CLASSES

441 Manitou Ave. 685-5465 685-5466

of the main skills NOLS has to

offer.

We began by spending five

weeks in the Wind River Range of

central Wyoming. One of the

most rugged and extensive

wilderness areas in the forty-

eight states, it provided an ex-

cellent environment for learning

the basic NOLS curriculum. We
covered basic rock climbing,

traversed steep snow fields with

ice axes, and learned to choose
routes using topographic maps.

We learned about the basic

flora, fauna, and geology of the

area as we came across them. We
fly-fished for brook trout and
heartily devoured our rewards.

We learned mountain rescue and

^ first aid procedures, and how to

.c use our bodies at their maximum
y physical efficiency.

ffl We learned more subtle, but

^ equally important, skills of

^ wilderness living, such as cook--

o ing. We became gourmet cooks
° — frying pizzas, stewing up lentil

casseroles, and baking yeast

breads. We also dwelt with "ex-

pedition behavior," the way peo-

ple work toward group goals in

strenuous, mountaineering
situations.

Our last five days of this sec-

tion we spent in doing our own
routefinding over rough terrain

and climbing a peak—all without

food. This was probably the most
valuable experience of the whole
semester. People tend to un-

derestimate the things the human
body can do while fasting. It was
more a mental test than a

physical one. It made us acut(

aware of the role food plays

lives, and how absurd it

believe that three meals a day

everyday — is essential to

well-being.

After the initial five weeks in t

Wind River Range, we turned

more specific skills.

We spent two weeks each

caving, rock climbing, and ihi

in desert "mountaineering

Canyonlands National Par

Utah. The course ended with th

teen days back in the mountai

cross-country skiing and lea

After
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Wilderness skills constitui

only a fraction of the NOL
teachings. Leadership trainini

expedition planning, and ou

door education skills were taugl

as well.

Each of us had to organize ar
.

, ^ jnsem
teach a class to our peer

Wilderness conservation was or

of the most important topii

stressed. We were able to trav

as a group of twenty and leat

less of an impact than would tv.

average careless backpacker

With the escalating number

wilderness users today, conse

vation ethics are essential f<

preserving the pristine beauty

the land.

Returning to civilization attt

such a wilderness experienc

can be quite difficult. It was har

for us to say goodbye to th

sixteen people we had been I'

with daily for the past 3y2 month!

We were all suddenly exposed

the values of a complex, evei

changing society once again

One of our instructors descrit

ed this feeling quite well to

After returning from her

NOLS course, she went to see th

movie 2001 with some friend!

Afterwards, everyone else starte

analyzing all the symbolism

the movie. She "just wanted

get in a space ship and e)J

perience it,"

NOLS offers a wide variety

courses. The courses are coetj

applications are accepted on

first-come, first-served basi

You may write to them at NOL!

Box AA, Lander, WY 82520,

An old oriental sayin

describes accurately the NOL

approach to learning:

What you hear you forget; wh:

you see you remember; whf

you do, you know.
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-.Arts^

^yOmini discusses expressionism
by Lisa Peters

An art movement is not defined

a narrow set of characteristics,

it encompasses the many con-

butions and directions of its

irled artists. Dr. Alessandra

omini demonstrated this point

eloquent and vivacious

prii 19 lecture appropriately

led, "Different routes toward

ipressionism." Comini discuss-

I
the worlds and lives of six

srman expressionist artists In

lecture co-sponsored by the

department and the Co-
jrricular Committee.

The artists discussed by Com-
i
were carefully and sensitively

jlected. By comparing two ar-

tists at a time, she elucidated the chic disorder, and restless an-

great controversies and licipation of tyranny and war.

questions of the period. Through such comparison,

"Norwegian neurotic" Edward Comini clarified many qualities

fylunch was compared with

"Prussian passivist" Kathe
Kollwitz. Comini asked how
Munch's works, scenes of per-

sonal anxiety, self-obsession,

jealousy among friends, and pain

compared with Kollwltz's

profound statements about un-

iversal concerns. The two artists

chose such different approaches

to art, yet their works in jux-

taposition present "the polarities

of the epoch." They put Into

different visual language the

sense of a world of growing psy-

Dctet of fine caliber
by VIckl Pool

After the February perfor-

lance by the Dorian Quintet

oodwinds, it almost seems
propos to present the other ma-

ir section of chamber music, the

iring ensembles. The college

ommunity had the opportunity

3 hear the eight members of

jch an ensemble from Britain's

icademy of St. Martins in the

ield Orchestra perform on

hursday, April 19 in Armstrong

heater. The near-capacity

ludience demonstrated their

iagerness to hear the world-

mowned octet by arriving early

I get the best seats. They
weren't disappointed.

The ensemble opened with the

iextet in B flat. Op. 18 by

lohannes Brahms. The members
if the sextet included: lona

Irown and Malcolm Latchem,

(olins; Stephen Shingles and

Anthony Jenkins, violas: and

)enis Vigay and Roger Smith,

»llos.

Particularly in the Andante, the

lecond movement, the sextet

lemonstrated their understan-

ling of Brahms and their ex-

lerience as a unified musical

insemble. This movement, which

i theme with variations,

Jemands great strength as welt ("Down Bike"
)

IS tenderness from the per-

brmers; the sextet met the

challenge with finesse.

After intermission the sextet

was joined by the violinists Roger

Garland and Andrew McGee to

Derform Felix Mendelssohn's

Dctet in D flat major. Op. 20. The
piece is an early mature work by

Mendelssohn (he was 16 years

Did when he composed it) — the

lirst octet of its kind, basically

two string quartets combined.

The piece has a full orchestral

tone at times because of the eight

players, and the St. Martins Octet

certainly filled the theater with

rich sound. The first violinist has

to hold his own a good deal of the

time against the other seven in-

struments; Ms. Brown did just

Itiat, performing with bravura.

The Scherzo, the third move-
ment, is sometimes called the

"phantom" scherzo because it is

staccato and the dynamic level,

pianissimo, is very soft during the

entire movement. None of the

parts demand any virtuosic

technique but it is very difficult

for an octet to play together. The
Octet captured the lightness and
grace of this movement, and

demonstrated as well an im-

mense range of tone color.

The audience warmly applaud-

ed the performance and the octet

completed the evening with an

exciting rendition of a scherzo by

Dimitri Shostakovich as their en-

core. Its more modern harmonies

provided a nice contrast to the

Mendelssohn Octet. We were for-

tunate to have a string octet of

such fine caliber here on the CC
campus and to have the oppor-

tunity to h^ar the often neglected

string obtet and sextet chamber

music.

of German expressionism,
qualities which may only be un-

derstood by look at the works of

different artists in relation to each

other. Comini proceeded by

comparing the art of a married

couple. Otto Moderson and

Paula Becker, who created works
which questioned man's place in

the environment — his disunion

and discomfort with an alien

world.

Finally, Comini compared
Wasstly Kandinsky and Gabriele

Munter. In so doing, she
demonstrated how each in-

fluenced the other's increasingly

primitive and simplified styles.

Comini's lecture was not solely

about expressionism; it called for

a questioning of all our sup-

positions about the nature of art

and artistic epochs, A period of

art is determined solely by the

choices and paths of individual

artists, whose work may then be

held in relation to other artists'

work, to the surrounding world,

and to the art of the past.

Comini elucidated this idea,

especially by the inclusion of

three female and three male ar-

tists in her discussion, saying in

effect: We must rid ourselves of

the habit of defining an artist by

gender or of judging a period by a

certain standard or style.

Dr. Comini has written many
books, most notably on artists,

Egon Shiele, Gustav Klimt, and

on the fantastic art of Vienna. She
taught for nine years at Columbia

University, and for shorter

durations at Yale, Harvard.

Princeton, and Berkeley. She
currently teaches at Southern

Methodist University.

Paul King, Tom Cary, Allison Smith in " Earnest"

C.C. players go Wilde
by Bryan Carr

"In matters of grave impor-

tance, style, not sincerity, is the

vital thing," So goes the quote on

the program for the CC drama
department's production of Os-

car Wilde's The Importance of

Being Earnest and so went the

generally well-done performance

last Monday night on Armstrong

stage.

scene between Jack and Alger-

non, Granted, the point might
have been to parody high-speed
verbiage in which one character

can barely postpone his speech
until another has finished. Still,

the players often undermined
their own validity and not just

their roles.

The three principle females,

Lady Bracknell (Juliana Venier),

Under the direction of drama Gwendolyn (Allison Smith) and
professor Len Kiziuk, the depart- Cecily (Sonny West) ac-

menl presented a stylized society

where things are most often said

and done for the self-conscious

parody and pleasure of highly

fashionable society. Osten-

tatious but always well-designed

costumes maintained the mood
of such a society—a mood which

the sets established before a

player stepped on the stage.

Kiziuk's direction suited the

script aptly. Like the language,

the production was aware of its

own farcical nature but still took

itself seriously. Witness such

lines as, "If you are not too long I

complished the best blend of

character-shaping with self

parody. Each demonstrated, In

her own way, a mixture of calm
or good timing with self-mockery

and flightiness. But even these

characters weakened at times

with their inability to be sincere In

their insincerity.

Ms. Widmann's major support

role was matched with Rev.

Chausible (Thurn Hoftman), who
was sometimes solid, sometimes
perfunctory. The butlers, Lane
(Jeff Church) and Merriman

(Matt Norwood), presented two

Show winners awarded
Winners in the April All-

Campus Art Show are:

First Prize: Carol Martin

Second Prize: Casey Cronin

("Former Square")

Third Prize: Lisa Bryant

("Peppers")

shall waitforyou all my life." Like of the better-played roles. They

the language, the staging worked seemed always aware of but

both blatantly — as when Alger- never willing to admit the

non (Paul King) and Jack (Tom ridiculous behavior of their

Cary) fenced with muffins and employers.

tea cake— and subtly — as when The early pertormance of

the same two characters put

together a series of complemen-

tary poses.

Overall, the effect resulted in

Honorable Mentions: Lydia characters who were real people

Matthews ("Untitled," etching),

Craig Collins ("Untitled." Wood
sculpture). Carrie Allison

("Conversation Piece"), Wendy
Weiss ("Interchange"), John
Harrison ("April 10") Brad

Winslow ("Several Figures Es-

doing real things but in often

unrealistic and provocative ways.

Again, script and production

meshed, A good example was

Miss Prism's (Alison Widmann)
genuine remorse in the last act

while behind her the rest of the

Casey Cronin's second
place , "Former Square"

caping from the Printed Word"), cast moved in contrived blocking

Gary Gulledge ("Dance Study"), under extreme light changes.

Jody Schoberlein ("Deux Earnest's weakest point

w Feuilles"), Norman Chu ("Un- was its attempt to affirm the im-

o) titled," watercolor). Purchase portance of style over sincerity

o Awards (those which CC bought by rapid delivery of lines. Often

- for its collection): Wendy Weiss, the technique was overdone and

S Carrie Allison, David Raths ("Un- left the play mechanically hectic.

'^ titled." watercolor), John At such times the style was no
° Harrison. People's Choice Award longer provocative but

5 (by popular vote): Becky Couch dramatically hollow. This

. ("Lady by the Sea"). problem was worst in the first

Earnest showed a solid basis

for a very good play. If in later

performances the cast can find

the right balance of style and

sincerity such a play might be

accomplished.

The Importance of Being
Earnest runs through Saturday

night, April 28, Tickets are at

Rastall desk for $2 or the showing

of an activity card.
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COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
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Free Customer Parking
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C. Springs to host NSF

The work of 69 Colorado crsHs people

including lols of hand crafted

stone-ware poirery

Plaques by the

Monks of Valyermo

Windchimes
Trentar stoneware birds

Kitchen witches

Bedroom angels

Levi briefcases

Swiss goatmilk soap

Porcelain thimbles

and
1.372,514 coffee mugs

Nvw iinti srninBf Ih inns nirivf dai

downtown
n2 North Tejon Street

RIGHT NOW!
$500

CASH REBATE
TO YOU

ON ANY NEW VW BUS
OR CAMPER IN STOCK!

PLUS
WE WILL GIVE YOU $100

CASH IF WE CAN'T
BEAT ANY DEAL ON A
NEW VW OR SUBARU

MOTOR CITY/ 1-25

EXIT 140 475-1920
The road to guafrty andocoaomy

photos by

Sarah Sisk and Sandi Rodgers

John Colbrunn, Director of

Operations for the National

Sports Festival, told the Catalyst

in an interview last week that one
of the goals of the U.S. Olynnpic

Committee is to make the

National Sports Festival the

"most outstanding sports event

in the USA, including the Super

Bowl." This year's Festival

promises to be a giant step

toward that goal.

According to Colbrunn,
whereas last year's Festival In-

cluded 26 different sports and
involved around 2600 athletes,

coaches, and others, the 1979

Festival will boast a total of 31

sports, seven more than the

Summer Olympics, and will re-

quire the combined efforts of

more than 3000 people. The
quality of the athletes will also be
higher this year. Colbrunn es-

timated that about 85-90 per cent

of America's "elite" athletes will

Ipnported 0\

\A/\nes

Weber St. Liquor

^ee^s 475-9533

FOREIGN LAHOUAOBCENTn
630 N. Tejon.

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs, CO e(h'03

Instruction

Translation

Correspondence only — no text material
Sign Language
Tutoring Services

LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY
AT NOON

Be^des trying to overtake the

popularity of the Super Bowl,

another object of the National

Sports Festival is to provide

American athletes with an oppor-

tunity to compete in an Olympic

environment against other high

caliber athletes under
pressure of a large audience and

national television coverage.

Colbrunn noted that many U.S.

athletes "go to sleep" during the

off season t>ecause of a lack of

opportunities for competition,

The National Sports Festival was

designed to be at least a partial

remedy for this situation.

In order to enhance the com-

petitive spirit of the Festival, each

participating athlete will repre-

sent one of our national divisions

from the East, South, West, and

Midwest, and wilt wear the colors

of his or her respective division.

1979 will be the last summer

that the Festival will take place

Colorado Springs for several

years. The next National Sports

Festival, which will be held the

summer following the Olympics,

wilt find its home in the Eastern

part of the U.S. at a site yet to be

determined. This year will be the

last time that Colorado Springs

residents will have the opportuni-

ty to witness this athletic ex-

travaganza from the perspective

of their own back yard.
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Classifieds

iANTED: House orapartment to

nt for summer from June 1 to

ugust 20. Must allow pets. If

iterested, call Kit Spahn after 4

m. at 495-2792.

Personals

^clops — Am awaiting your

inotated version of Ulysses

th bated breath. The elephant

II be at Wharf 26 to bring it

land.

—Nausicaa M.

DF: Those other turkeys, you

ill notice, got what they had

jming to them. I wilt be (as)

tady (as you) for that Thursday.

0, no paper then. Can't wait.

—Suns

j'avais des annees pour te

onnaitre, je sulvral le bon

hemin; je ne boiral plus; je ne

isterai plus chez les autres

immes. Mais la vie est si courtet

ne peux pas me reformer. Je

jjs condamne a m'en enivrerl

il te plait, essaie bien de me
omprendre: et, ma cherie, je te

errai bien ce soir, lorsque le

Dieil se couche, et te monde se

ouche, et on se ton

onhomme

lear Murco: Exactly who has

een robbed?
—CC students

/ill the person (s) who left the

lC-3 on top of that mesa please

et it off of there before one of us

ets tempted.

ynnus Americanus: Do you read

le? Kiss MMA for me.

)ear Ben: — Men of Genius are

reat as certain ethereal

Jhemicals operating on the Mass
if neutral intellect—

—John

To place a personal ad in the

"iatalyst, contact Bev Warren at

446. Personals will be

lublished free of charge, space

ermitting.

Notices
ITUDENTS EXHIBITING work

the All Campus Art Show must

emove their exhibits by Friday,

^pril 27 at 5 p.m.

RIVIA BOWL will start on May
5. Anyone interested in thinking

ipquestions or helping to run the

lowl itself, please contact Carol

'eterson at ext. 379.

'OETSI Pick up your pins and
iubmit your poems to the Evelyn

iridges Poetry Contest by May 1

.

tules are posted on Joan Stone's

loor in Armstrong.

THE COCA wants to recognize

students, faculty, and ad-

ministration members who have

made outstanding contributions

to the campus and/or the com-
munity. If you know of someone
who deserves such recognition

please submit their name and a

summary of their contributions

along with your name to the

COCA Committee on Com-
mittees through the CCCA box in

Rastall by May 1.

Notices

ARTS and CRAFTS: Block Nine

classes in arts and crafts will

begin sign-up on Monday, April

30. at Rastall desk. Offered this

block will be Stained Glass and
Jewelry. There is a minimal fee

and space is limited so sign up as

soon as possible.

Continuing will be Life Draw-

ing sessions twice weekly in

Packard Halt; open studio for

pottery will also be available.

ADJUNCT COURSESOFFERED
BLOCK 9:

WSI (Cont.)

Boxing & Conditioning

Beginning. Intermediate, & Ad-
vanced Tennis

'English and Western Riding

First Aid

Squash
Golf

'Fee Course

COLLEGE MEN: Rewarding
summer in Colorado mountains
for sophomore and older college

men and teachers working with

children in camp setting.

Backpacking, horsebackriding,

wildlife, ecology, many outdoor

programs. Write or call now: San-
born Camps, Florissant Co.

80816,748-3341.

FRIENDS OF WORLD
TEACHING is pleased to an-

nounce that hundreds of

teachers and administrators are

still needed to fill existing vacan-

cies with overseas American

Community schools, inter-

national, private, church-related,

and industry-supported schools

and colleges in over 120 coun-

tries around the world. Friends

of World Teaching will sup-

ply applicants with updated

lists of these schools and
colleges overseas. Vacancies ex-

ist in almost all fields — at all

levels. Foreign language
knowledge is not required.

Qualification requirements,

salaries, and length of service

vary from school to school, but in

most cases are similar to those In

theU.S. For further information,

prospective applicants should

contact: Friends of World
Teaching, P.O. Box 6454,

Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

Notices

PIKES PEAK "Y" ANNOUNCES:
Free exercise calendars are

available at the Y as a tie-in to the

"Off Your Duff" special. The
calendar covers a 6-week time

frame and allows you to keep
track of your daily exercise, time

spent and comments. Pick up
one at the Y.

THE PIKES PEAK Y AND DIET
PEPSI will be hosting another 6.2

mile race in Colorado Springs on

July 17. Entry fomns will lie available

soon.

HERBAL RENEWAL PRESENTS
a series of five independent

workshops, as well as classes on
the use of herbs. For information

and registration call 685-1509

days or 634-3441 nights. The first

workshop, on ORGANIC HERB
GARDENING, is on Friday, April

27 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 or Satur-

day, April 28 from 1 p.m. to 4:30.

Time will be spent mixing grow-

ing mediums, planting seeds, and
discussing preparatory activities

for the season. Bring seeds— all

else will be provided. Thesecond
workshop, on CULINARY
HERBS, is on Thursday, May 3

from 9 a.m. to 12:30 or Saturday.

May 5 from 1 p.m. to 4:30.

The classes are on Thursdays

from May 10 to June 21 . 7 p.m. to

9:30. Each week, the class will

focus on five herbs, theirfolklore,

properties, and therapeutic

applications. For more informa-

ition on the classes, phone 632-

1747 or 685-1509.

Notices

12TH ANNUAL HIGH ALTITUDE
RUNNING CAMP Is slated for 4

one-week sessions in July and
August at the Y's Catamount
Ranch near Woodland Park.

APPLY BAND-AIDS, administer

Kool Aid. and otherwise help out

at Project Concern's Walk for

Mankind, May 19. From around 8
in the morning to mid-afternoon,

volunteers are needed to help

coordinate the walk. Positions

include checkpoint personnel

and traffic-crossing manpower.
Most participants are teen-aged

or younger. Those interested in

volunteering or walking should

contact Doug Robert, 634-2267,

for more information.

DR. GENE SOSPIN. Program
Director at Radio Free Eu-
rope/Radio Lit)erty will be speak-
ing on THE SOVIET UNION TO-
CTAY: DISSIDENTS, LIT-
ERATURE, EMIGRATION. He
will be speaking in Bemis Hall on

Monday night, April 30. at 7:30.

=iEtcetera=
Notices

ACM URBAN TEACHING
PROGRAM: Students interested

in hearing more about the ACM
Urban Teaching program in

Chicago are invited to an infor-

mal meeting in Cutler 200 on
Monday. April 30. at 1:00 p.m.

Marilyn Turkovich, director, will

explain opportunities available

through the program.

WHERE CAN YOU GET INFOR-
MATION ABOUT ENERGY
CONSERVATION? An eight-

page guide to energy conserva-
tion programs was prepared by
the Congressional Environmen-
tal Study Conference, (of which
Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., is co-
chairman), to help people sort

through the maze of Federal

programs which promote energy
conservation. To obtain a free

copy of the Quide to Federal

Energy Conservation Programs,
write to Sen. Hart, at Room 254
Russell Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C. 20510; atten-

tion: Dawn Alexander.

T^M^ 7/i^u^
ffB 81 8 N. TEJON STREET

^|H# 80903^^ PHONE 636-3871
Waste No Time!!

Pay Selore May 1 „j^p .j^ ^p „ . , ,

lor Lowest Air Fares
i ' Ur //V Ufl U/MLL

Home THIS Summer. TAYLOR TRAVEL

uiesterii'ss' upen

FOOD STORE1^
830 Nevada. Colorado Springs, CO/Phone: 471-9200

BARBER SHOP~
O

O

Wetrer St. Liquor

College B. Shop,-H

Alley

Western Foods... the

Fast & Friendly way to shop
Western Foods is specifically designed for

the"fast shopperl'Come in and discover how
our fast friendly service can make your

shopping a"breeze'.'

• We have a full line of groceries

• Health & beauty aids

• Complete magazine section

• Fresh dairy products

' Sunglasses

« Cold pop

• Frozen foods

Our professionally staffed automotive department is still in full

operation. We've merely moved over a bit to make room for our

new line of food staples. The same Conoco employees and high

quality automotive service still exist.

Here are some of the services we offer:

• Complete engine tune-up • Complete line of tires & batteries

• Wheel balancing & rotation • Tire repair

• Front end alignment • Automotive accessories

• Air conditioning service • Lube & Oil change
rvct ^8p

~
| Western Stores Coupon

Bring this coupon to

Westem Stores and receive

a bag of

POPCORN
A "Cut" Above The Rest . .

.
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Admissions

CC remains competitive

esidence director expects overload
by Laurie Ure

ZC's philosophical commit-

int to maintaining a residential

fnpus and to keeping room
sts down underlies the push
97- 1 00 per cent occupancy in

i residence halls. This causes

i strict rules for allowing

idents to live off campus, and
> problem of some students not

tling rooms during room draw.

In order to fill such a high per

nt of the rooms by fall, there

ist be more students wanting

oms than rooms available.

jna Koury, Director of

isidence, expects an overload

about 20 men and 30-40

)men this year and explained

at this is a typical amount of

in-roomed students.

These students will be put on
grievance list and placed in

oms vacated throughout the

immer by students who
thdraw late and by freshmen

10 don't show up. Every

cated room is filled from the

ievance list which is compiled

order of lottery numbers.

By the beginning of September
proximately 20 men and 20

imen are usually housed in

ly's Motel or in dorm lounges,

lese students are generally

aced within the first week.

The students who are not

housed include both
sophomores with high lottery

numbers and juniors waiting to

get off campus who chose not to

participate in room draw.

Koury explained that by allow-

ing more students to live off cam-
pus the occupancy rate would go
down. "Without high occupancy I

would see room rates increase

significantly," she said.

Koury also said that the room
situation is somewhat
questionable until the fall. For

example, last year, more women
wanted to live on campus than

were able to, and were then en-

couraged to move off campus in

September. "We never know ex-

actly how it will work out but we
hope that everyone who will get

off campus will know by August,"

Koury explained.

She added that she understands

the frustration students face in

having to wait so long to find out

where they will live, and
recognized that "it would be nice

if everyone who wanted to live off

campus would be able to." The
administration has decided,

however, that the consequences
are notworthwhile to the majority

of students.

Koury is content with this

losmic hole expert talks

by Shirin Day
The foremost expert on black

les in space, Dr. Kip Thorne of

California Institute of

chnology, will speak tonightat

p.m. in Tutt Atrium.

He works in general relativity,

'estigating things like black

lies and the possible existence

gravitons," explained Ed
vin, a senior physics major,

more generally, the distor-

ins of space and time which are

used by gravitation of massive

ijects."

al and possible observations of

3ck holes, which "until a couple

years ago were only

soretlcat," said Bob Cornett of

physics department. The lec-

fewillalsotieinwiththeyearof

e 100th anniversary of

istein's birth.

°He's reputed to be quite a

aracter," said Cornett, "one of

brilliant people who's not

scure."

Thorne has held many
lowships and has served as

'iting professor at the Universi-

of Chicago, Moscow Universi-

and Cornell.

The author of four major books
I gravitation theory and
l^ophysics and over one hun-
6t) articles on topics ranging

'rn synchrotron radiation to

laboratory testing for general

relativity theory, Thorne has
written for both science and non-
science majors.

According to Rich Saens,
physics professor, "He is a very

good speaker and his talk is in-

tended for the genera! public."

year's lottery system. She feels

that it has created much less

hostility and anxiety than the

first-come, first-serve method
used last year. She said that the

Housing Committee is always

open to new suggestions and
would like to see more people

interested in working to influence

their living situations.>-^

by Gabriele Haratrick

Colorado College has not been
afflicted by a drop in admissions
applicants this year, according to

Director of Admissions Richard
Wood. He believes CC has been
spared the college student
deficiency disease that has
plagued private liberal arts

colleges nationwide.

For the past three years CC has
maintained a fairly stable
application rate. Indeed, the

number has varied by less than
ten persons since last year,

hovering around 2,050 each year.

CC has accepted 60 more
freshman applicants this year
than usual, bringing the total

number of acceptances to ap-
proximately 1,100, because the

college was underpopulated by
about that many students this

year.

Only half of the accepted
students are expected to actually

enroll next fall.

Wood expressed concern for

the application rate in the future.

He attributes the eminent decline

to three factors: the nationwide
decline in birth rate, inflation, and
the post-Vietnam college-going

habit.

"We are worried," explained

Wood; "We're not complacent or
smug about the future." Follow-
ing from this concern will be a
general "beefing up of recruiting

efforts.'

Colorado College still spends
less money for recruiting than
other ACM (Associated Colleges
of the Midwest) schools. Wood
attributes this to the attraction of

the block plan and the College's

proximity to the Rocky Moun-
tains.

There is more to the school's

admissions success, suggests
Wood, than merely "the magic of

Colorado." In his eyes, the

College is a "healthy institution"

with excellent faculty staffing, a

favorable student-faculty ratio,

and an outstanding library.

Coupled with these advan-
tages is the Honor System and
the success of CC graduates in

obtaining jobs. Colorado College

ranks third in the nation in

number of graduates receiving

Watson Fellowships.

With these definite assets.

Wood believes it is unlikely that

CC will suffer a disastrous drop in

admissions applications in the

future. He speculates. "Perhaps
the suffering colleges didn't have
much to sell in the first place."
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Alumni

Donate
$60,982 Z

by John Chavez
DIALogue '79, the second an-

nual telethon fund-raising cam-
paign bytheAlumni Annual Fund
Drive, produced a record $60,982

in pledges, representing an in-

crease of 50 per cent over last

year's effort.

During the six nights of

telephoning, three hundred

students, faculty, and local alum-

ni volunteered. They called 3,500

graduates across the nation and

received 1.271 pledges. The
volunteers performed tasks rang-

ing from looking up phone

numbers to making calls.

"The student support we had

was excellent," said Paul Hurt,

director of DIALogue. One stu-

dent. Sophomore Betsy Schill-

ing, placed more than 250 calls

and recorded the largest total in

Ray Ballantyne displays his vegetables

Saga gets new manager

Professor Kip Thorne

Lucas Sporting Goods Com-
pany, Jose Muldoon's restaurant

and Mountain Chalet donated

prizes for students. Several local

fast food restaurants and Saga
Food Sen/ices provided food and
refreshments.

"I think the number of new
donors that we were able to in-

volve in Alumni Annual giving is

of great importance to the future

of the school, and the enthusiasm

and dedication of the student

volunteers points to a strong

future for Colorado College,"

said Hurt.

The goat for this year's Annual

Fund campaign is $485,000 in

unrestricted funds. The fund is

used to close the gap between

CC's revenue and actual

operating expenses.

by Javier Otguin

An enthusiastic, young
manager replaced Brett Roth,

former manager of Taylor and
Semis dining halls, last month.

The new manager is John Ray
Ballantyne. who was promoted

from Spokane, Wash., to CC.
Ballantyne has several goals

that he would like to accomplish

white he is here at CC. First, he

would like to make a more
nutritious program by emphasiz-

ing more juices, fruits, and

vegetables. Second, he wants to

improve and add more variety to

the vegetarian foods.

John Ballantyne graduated

from Eastern Washington Un-
iversity with a B.A. in history and

a minor in business.

His first experience as a

managerwas in Korea, during the

war, as head of the food service

for about 1.500 troops. He ac-

quired most of his experience

and skill as a manager in Korea.

Ballantyne started working for

Saga in September, 1977. He
claims to have been very sincere

in his work since then, because

he honestly believes that Saga
provides the best food sen/ices in

the business, especially for

college students,

Ballantyne believes the

founders of Saga sympathized

with student demands for better

foods, and therefore chose to

concentrate on serving the

college market. He says the

founders themselves had been

dissatisfied with the food service

during their college years. When
they started the company they

decided that Saga's main pur-

pose would be to satisfy college

students, according to Ballan-

tyne.

He quips. "We can't equal

Mom's, but we try to second it."

Ballantyne has been talking with

students, asking them how to

improve Saga. Heexplains, "I like

people. I think it's a key in-

gredient."
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Environmentalist to give senior send-off
Former Oregon governor,

natipnal environmental ad-

vocate, and practicing journalist

Tom McCall w\\\ deliver this

year's graduation address at

Commencement June 4. at 8:30

a.m. in the Armstrong central

quad.

McCall, cited as an "In-

dependent-minded Republican

and self-styled 'pragmatic

idealist'," was recommended by

the senior class ad hoc com-
mittee on commencement
speakers after the committee
solicited opinions from senior

class members at targe.

During his two-term tenure as

governor of Oregon, which

began in 1966, McCall won
national recognition for his

progressive state policies,

specifically those pertaining to

environmental protection and

regulated economic growth.

In 1970, the Associated Oregon
Industries named McCall
Oregon's "Livability Governor,"

honoring him as the man who
had "done more to restore,

enhance, and preserve the en-

viable environment of Oregon
than any other man, and whose
concern for the state's economy
has led to consistent cooperation

with business and industry,

knowing that the health of one is

the success of the other."

Active in environmental
groups, McCall has been award-

ed the Audubon Society Medal
and a citation as Conservationist

of the Year from the National

Wildlife Federation,

Tom McCall, commence-
ment speaker

Gerry Ford leaves 1980 options open
By Karl Geriach

"Despite the contentions of

some candidates that they have

the race locked up, they are

wrong," says former President

Gerry Ford. "I see air coming out

of some of the balloons and
others rising."

Ford spoke to a standing room
only crowd of cadets and faculty

of the Air Force Academy and 25

fortunate CC students from Prof.

Cronin's American Presidency

class.

Ford, looking tan and healthy

after his two-year respite from

the Presidency, is not a dynamic
speaker, and he readily admits

this fact. He began his speech by
saying, "I am not a Lincoln,

Roosevelt, or Churchill," and the

audience found this to be true.

But Ford kept the crowd alive by
fielding questions in a press con-

ference fashion and answering

them knowledgeably and candid-

ly-

Ford is not closing the door

behind him as a potential can-

didate in 1980 by making any
predictions. When questioned

about the race, he replied, "All of

the active and potential can-

didates on the Republican ticket

are good friends of mine— some
better than others." He is staying

wetl versed on the major issues,

yet he added very little color of

his own.

One of the areas in which Ford

was most impressive was the

economic status of the nation,

particularly the increasing rate of

inflation. When he took office in

1974, he faced an inflation rate of

12%. He attributed this to the

release of the ill-advised wage
and price controls, a drought in

the Midwest which increased the

price of food, and the OPEC
nations raising prices from $3.50

per barrel to $7.

Ford feels that action should be
taken immediately to remedy this

situation. He said, "The best way
to curb the double digit Inflation

Triviality bowls over
great CC intellects

spring has once again arrived

at CC, bringing with it thoughts
of frivolity. Students are now tak-

ing time for Softball, sunbathing,

romance, and of course, trivia.

Ifyou know which two letters of

the alphabet are not on the

telephone dial, or if you care

about who was the voice of

Waldo Wigglesworth on the Hop-
pity Hooper Show, then you
should organize a team for this

year's Trivia Bowl.

The Bowl will be held on May
15, 16. & 17 in Olin 1. The final

rounds, staged on the evening of

the 17th, will take place in the
Armstrong theater.

Trivia Bowl chairperson and
moderator Carol Peterson says
that this year's Bowl will be es-

sentially the same as previous

ones, with only minor rule

changes and a broadening of

question subject matter.

"We don't want teams to be
winning solely on the basis of»

sports or movie knowledge," says

Peterson, "so we will be asking

more diverse kinds of questions."

Peterson believes that the

strongest teams will be those
employing both men and women.
She also recommends that par-

ticipants have strong general

knowledge backgrounds as well

as the requisite trivial tendency.

is to restrain the rate of growth."

He believes that consumers
should receive a tax reduction so

that they may have more money
to spend, and businesses should

receive one so they can invest.

But this must be done soon.

"The inflation problems are

very serious. Somewhere at the

end of the tunnel there must be a

recession like 1974."

On the subject of the proposed

Constitutional Convention to

balance the federal budget Ford

was unenthusJastic. "A con-

stitutional convention to balance

the federal budget is Ill-advised

and could erode constitutional

freedoms," he said.

He feels that the President and
Congress already have the

necessary tools to reduce infla-

tion.

"It takes willpower on the part

of Congress as well as in the
Executive Branch. A balanced
budget is not necessarily the

right answer, but it is an impor-
tant answer. Most important is to

restrain the rate of growth of

federal spending."

Turning to the energy crisis

Ford said that, in retrospect, he
should have decontrolled
domestic gas and oil prices in

1 975. He feels that Carter should
do it now.

"The only way to stimulate

production is to have the profit

motive there. Last year we gave
OPEC $44 billion. This year the

figure is over $50 billion due to

the price increase. We pay OPEC
$15-$16 per barrel. We pay our

own producers only $8-$9 per
barrel."

Ford feels that the best way to

add more oil is to provide a profit

'incentive, "windfall profits tax

won't add oil rigs."

Ford then turned to the rumor
that he Is planning to move per-

manently to Colorado to

challenge Gary Hart for the

Senate seat. He laughed as he
replied to this unfounded rumor.

"Last year I voted in California.

Although I will continue to ski

and enjoy my summers in

Colorado, California will remain
my permanent home."
This again leaves Ford open to

a chance at the Presidential

nomination. Most people feel that

Ford will not be a candidate un-
less he is needed at the last

minute.

He may be content to let

George Bush or John Connally
gain the 1980 Republican
nomination. It is felt by many,
however, that should Ford's

political foe, Ronald Reagan,
emerge as the front runner, Ford
would make himself available for

the nomination.

Career CenterNewsn
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

ACORN will be in Rastall Lounge to discuss jobs in

community organizing wltti interested students. Stop by
between 11:30 and 1:30 on May 16.

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. Sales
trainee positions with ttie local office. Sign up now for Inten/iew

on May 24.

COMING PROGRAMS
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP. Last chance this year to

attend the resume workshop. Wednesday, May 16 at 3 p.m. in

Rastall 208.

FULL TIME JOB OPENINGS
Bank examiners and chemists needed by the State of Iowa.

Labor standards representative openings in the State of

Missouri.

Information specialist, engineering aide, engineering

drafter and agricultural field representative needed by the State

of Colorado.

Peace Corps has immediate openings for foresters, math
and science teachers.

Graphic designers, illustrators, and photographers needed
by the U.S. government in the L.A. area.

Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, is seeking materials

management personnel. BA in Business, Econ, or Math.

Administrative Officer. Operations Coordinator needed by
Metro State College. BA in business, math or physical sciences.

Extension 4-H and Youth leader. Mason City, Iowa.

Medical products sales position in Colorado Springs area.

Will Ross Company of Milwaukee. $12-$14,000 per year plus

expenses. Contact Career Center for details.

Law enforcement trainees needed by Weld County Sheriffs

Department.

Museum Coordinator for Aurora Historical Commission.
BA in history, anthropology or closely related field plus previous
experience In operation of a museum Is required. Details at

Career Center. Deadline May 18.

SUMMER JOBS
Camp Somerset in Oakland, Maine still needs a few

counselors. June 21 -Aug. 25.

Desk clerk. Colorado Springs, private employment agency.
Split shift.

Summer recreation program at Prince Hall apartments
needs personnel. Call Joe Barrera at 471-6623.

Fiction made celluloid
During the past week, the

English department has been
conducting "Fiction Into Film" in

Armstrong Hall. The symposium,
which continues through next

week, studies the frequent adap-
tation of written word into

cinema.

This week, in addition to the
films shown daily, two guest
speakers will presentdiscussions

of the topic. Ernest J. Gaines,

prominent black author, best

known for his novel The
Autobiography ol Miss Jane
Pittmen; and John Gay,
screenwriter ("Les Miserables"

and "The Red Badge of

Courage"), will discuss their ex-

periences in the field.

The schedule of remaining

events is as follows:

Fri., May 11: "Farewell to Arms"
(1933), Gary Cooper, Helen
Hayes. 6:30 p.m., English

Club Room.
Sat., May 1 2: "The Rocking Horse

Winner." 10:30 a.m., English

Club Room.

Bei

Mon., May 14: "Th
Autobiography of Miss Jan

Pittman" (1974). 3 p.m.. Oil
injs^

1.

Ernest J. Gaines, "Fictiol

into Film: The Novelist iP'o

Perspective." 8 p.m., Bemi [""e

Lounge.

Tues., May 15: Informal lun(#'°'>'

with Gaines: Rastall 212, ll"""^

noon.

Panel discussion: Gaim
Professors Simons an

Coleman of the Engiii

departrttent, and students,

p.m., English Club Room
Wed., May 16: John Gay, "Fictio

into Film: The Screenwriter

Perspective;" then, Ga/s T

version of 'The Red Badge (

Courage." 7 p.m., Bern

Lounge.

Thurs., May 17: Informal lunc

with Gay. 12 noon, Rasta

212.

Panel discussion: Ga

members of the Engiii

department. 2:30 pi
English Club Room.

Int'l cultures color 16th
by Tina Squyres

As part of an International Day
celebration being sponsored by
foreign students on campus,
Professor Irene Kerke will give a
lecture on Russian dissenters

and why they leave their country

May 16, at 3 p.m. in Bemis

Lounge.
Dr. Kirke was born in China but

both her parents are Russian.

She teaches Russian literature at

the University of Connecticut.

Her lecture will be drawn from
her book Profiles in Russian

Literature, for which she inter

viewed Russian dissenters wii(

came to Rome after leavinc

Russia.

The celebration will also in'

elude an International dinner. Al

the dining rooms will b'

decorated. Music will be provid

ed and French, German, ant

Mexican cusine will be served

After dinner the students a

putting on a show in Bemii

Lounge which will include ^o^^

dancing and music from variou-

countries.
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Guest editorial

fhe other side of the story

by Cindy Layman

The show will go on - or so it appears tor the Colorado Opera

estival. Those associated with the Festival were a little concerned

fhen Colorado College withdrew its support last spring. There is.

owever. every reason to believe that the company will succeed as an

idependent performing arts organization.

The Festival built a national reputation for itself in previous seasons

y performing unusual or little known works. Last summer it gained

iterhational fame by producing the American professional stage
iremrere of Handel's comic opera, Xerxes. In fact, the New York Times
ent their main music critic to review the production. Furthermore, the

uccess of past seasons has sparked much community interest and
upport, and these patrons continue to support the Festival.

Despite this optimism, there are many problems which the

;olorado Opera Festival must overcome in the next few months. As
(le former Assistant to the Executive Manager of the Festival, I am
ware of the special problems which face the company this season.

Money is a major problem for most American opera companies. For

he Colorado Opera Festival, 40%of the $105,000 operating budget
till needs to be raised in spite of the substantial increase in ticket

irices. Moreover, this increase in ticket prices may prove a deterrent

or the Festival. Even though the price range {$7.50 to $17,00) is iow in

omparison with many opera companies, the Colorado Springs

ommunity registered many complaints because of last year's prices

if $11 and $13.

Steven Foster's comments, "to insure future good productions, this

ear must be good," are in keeping with the optimistic spirit that the

ompany's directors are expressing. The company's decision to

educe the number of productions from 3 to 2 is a wise one in light of

tie problems which it faces in the next few months. However, I'm a

Itle puzzled by the selection of works to be produced this summer,
or a company that in the past has successfully produced unique and
inovative operas such as Stravinsky's The Hake's Progress.

'rokofiev's The Love for Three Oranges, as well as Handel's Zerxes,

ie choice of such a simple and rather uninspiring work as Donizetti's

lixir of Love is surprising and somewhat disappointing.

On the other hand, the choice of Gounod's Faust is equally

iurprising. This a difficult piece to produce successfully and
:onvincingly. While it can be an exciting and dynamic production,

Faust requires the talents of a veteran operatic stage director.

Fherefore. the special needs for producing Faust throws a question on
he hiring of a stage director for this production who has no
xpenence in this medium. In the past, the Colorado Opera Festival

las hired stage directors with national reputations.

Due to the changes involved in becoming an independant
irganization, the Festival got a late start in hiring singers, staff, and
;rew members for this season. They have only recently secured a

;ostume designer, whereas last year at this time, the costumer had

inished designing the first production.

Because of these problems, this season's productions may not be

ip to the company's usual standards. The Colorado Opera Festival is,

lowever. a viable and important organization for the Colorado

Springs community. I hope the company will be able to overcome the

iroblems it faces. It needs and deserves the continued support of the

ommunity in order to survive.
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

As you know, Cornell has
converted over to the block

plan. Many students have
changed their outlooks on it,

in its favor. They like the

breaks in between, but do feel

we need a spring break. The
year does go by much faster.

But there still remains a very

big problem. The professors

here have not adjusted or

reasoned with the amount of

work we can handle in only

three and one-half weeks.

Students have dropped out of

sports, clubs, etc. due to the

amount of work given.

When block breaks come
up, most students use it just to

catch up on their steep, I. and
many others, have spent many
all-nighters. Our block breaks

are very dull, so it gives us

nothing to look forward to-

You're probably wondering
what I'm writing to you for. I'm

hoping you'll write to the dean
and administration and give

them some advice to solve the

problem. Any advice would be

more than appreciated. I am a

sophomore and 1 do want to

stay here two more years and I

also want all my friends to do

the same, but if something

doesn't Improve, I'm afraid

many will transfer.

If, by some unusual chance,

you have the same problem

with the amount of work given,

I would still appreciate it If you
would tell me how you do it,

especially in science courses.

As far as our exciting block

breaks, it would be ap-

preciated if you could explain

to the administration and dean
that since we do not have ski

slopes, northe dollars to come
out to Colorado, they are go-

ing to have to break their

budget a little and jazz up our

block breaks.

You see, we have a bit of a

financial problem here (which,

of course, no one will admit

to). It must be explained to our

administration and dean that

the block plan cannot be

successful when they cut back

all funds for school activities.

Please try to understand our

problem. We need some out-

side influence and help!

Thanks a lot,

Exhausted and

depressed Cornell students

Editor's note: the above letter

reachedCC through unofficial

channels. A handwritten ver-

sion of it was discovered

between the pages of an inter-

library loan book. The address

of the College is Cornell

College, fi4ount Vernon, Iowa

52314.

Dear Editor:

Recently the All-Volunteer-

Force program of the War
Department has come under

increasing attack. Criticisms

range frorW claims of rampant

ilfiteracy to gross insufficien-

cy in case of emergency.

Despite an active force of 2.1

million personnel and a

reserve force of 1.1 million, the

Pentagon claims that we
would be caught short in the

event of major war, and is now
calling for a reinstltution of

some form of selective service.

Those of you who stand to

be involved with this may not

remember that draft induc-

tions stopped in 1972. and the

selective Service System went
into "deep stand-by" in 1975.

However, the House Armed
Services Committee will be

proposing some form of selec-

tive service on the floor of the

House—possibly by the end of

this month.

One prototype, introduced

by Rep. Charles Bennett (D.-

Fl.). would require registration

of young men and women this

year, and would amend the

Privacy Act—enabling access

to "age and address informa-

tion in the records of any

school, any agency of the Un-
ited States, or any agency or

political subdivision of any

state for the purposes of con-

ducting registration..."

I am 23. and 1 have

successfully sneaked through

those prime draft years. But if I

were 18 or 19, 1 would be

getting a little nervous. Your

ethical and moral evaluations

of our "obligation" to "serve

the country" are your own. But

I suggest that if the idea of

becoming a soldier is not an

appealing one to you, perhaps

a post card or two to your

representative would be In

order.

The draft is seen by many In

Congress as a response to

Soviet strength, and its poten-

tial threats in Africa and the

Persian Gulf. However, accor-

ding to Donald A. Shuck, the

acting Director of Selective

Service, the agency can meet

the Department of Defense's

wartime requirements,
without peacetime registra-

tion, and for substantially less

money than with one. The

issue, then, seems to be the

stakes of the Pentagon's

bluff. ..it's you.

Rep. , House of

Representative, Washington,

D. C. 20515, 202-244-3121,

Colo. Representatives:

Patricia Schroeder, Timothy

Wirth, Frank E. Evans, James

Johnson, William Armstrong.

Sam Atwater

Dear Editor:

I am writing regarding the

offended feminist's point of

view about the cake at the

opening of the Student Art

Show on April 18. She has

obviously misinterpreted the

purpose for which the cake

was created. Two women
decorated the cake, and 1

doubethat it was a serious plot

to insult the feminine body or

mentality. No, it wasn't even a

feminist gesture to exploit the

feminine form in all its glory.

It was merely a cute little

cake, with cute little

marshmallows, and a cute lit-

tle sash. My dear, "sexism is in

the eye of the beholder."

Becky Couch

Editor's note: Conflict

between the Sandinista

guerillas of Nicaragua and the

government forces of

Anastazio Somoza has

become routine for in-

habitants of the Central

American countries surroun-

ding Nicaragua. The following

excerpt from Clarice Strang, a

CC funior studying in Costa

nica under an ACM program,

gives an outsider's viewpoint

of a situation which involves

all who live in the area. It is

taken from Clarice's recent

letter to members of the

French House.

It just seems crazy to be
studying how pollen is

transferred from one flower to

the other up in the mountains
somewhere when not far away
people are getting tortured

and killed every day by the

Guardia Nacional. and when
people in the camps would
really like your company.

I visited a couple of these

camps close to the border. It

was a little hard to get in but

once you did, the
Nicaraguenses were open and
talkative.

The conditions they're living

in are pretty bad. Twenty to

thirty people per tent (which

isn't big enough) at times. The
OAS. Red Cross, and Chris-

tian Association (though not

anymore) provided food and
very limited funds for other

things.

Of course, it's been a major

burden on Costa Rica to have

a mass exodus from
Nicaragua come in here and
hope to find jobs and food.

They say, "Anything is better

than home." This, coupled

with their depressed slate of

mind, makes their lives quite

miserable.

1 saw a couple of people who
had been tortured by
Somoza's Guardia Nacional.

One guy was blind, and said

he'd been castrated, too, Aglrl

had whip marks all over her

body, including her face, and

said she'd been raped by ten

different guards in one hour.

As I am a "Gringa." they

reminded me who's been sup-

porting the Somoza family for

the past 15 years: "It doesn't

matter if there is a Hitler run-

ning another country, just as

long as your own interests are

protected."

I saw a movie that was
directed by two Costa Ricans

and just came out: "Nicaragua

— Patria Libre O Morir." It

shows the Sandinista training

camps and speeches where

Somoza is telling his people

that they are very ungrateful

and unpatriotic. 1 think it is

going to be in the U.S. pretty

soon. You should see it if you

get a chance.

I have talked to a lot of

Nicaraguenses and even

though they have hope for the

future, they know thingsaren't

going to be too great even if

Somoza gets kicked out. They

are afraid someone in the

military is going to overthrow

him. which wouldn't make the

situation any better . . .

Clarice Strang

The Catalyst encourages

free expression of opinion,

criticism, and obsen/ation

through letters to the editor.

Unsigned letters will not be

printed, and the Catalyst

reserves the right to use any

part of any letter. Any con-

tribution may be edited. All

contributions must be typed.

Contributions may be

delivered to the Cafa/ysf office

(1-4 p.m., Monday-
Wednesday), or to the

Catalyst box at Rastalt desk.
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Maronite massacres: conspiracy of silence blocks truth from worldj^^

Editor's note: Steve Zerobnick, a

senior political science major at

Colorado College, spent last year

studying at the Hebrew Universi-

ty in Jerusalem and travelling

extensively throughout Israel

and the Middle East.

by Steve Zerobnick

Hitchhiking from the town of

Capernaum on the north end of

the Sea of Galilee, the four of us

were picked up by two men in a

van.

(n the front seat sat an Israeli

Jew and a Maronite Christian

from Southern Lebanon.
Translating into Hebrew for the

Israeli, who then translated into

Arabic for the Christian Arab, 1

mentioned the fact that my three

American friends were also

Christians.

Hearing this, the Arab became
extremely thoughtful and the

conversation became much more
serious as he questioned us.

Why, he wanted to know, didn't

the Western Christian world

speak up on behalf of the

Maronites, who have been

periodically massacred by the

PLC for their close contacts with

the Israelis?

The three were dumbfounded:

Maronite Christians?
Massacres? They had heard of

neither. When I translated this the

Arab asked simply, "How could

that be?" and then lapsed into

silence.

My friends' ignorance on the

subject was not from lack of

interest. Rather, it was a product

of a problem which indicts any

serious claim at moral
righteousness on the part of the

West.

The West almost categorically

refuses to recognize the plight of

these poeple. let alone come to

their aid. The Western press,

Western governments, and the

Vatican (the Maronites are

Roman Catholics) choose an in-

active silence rather than public

aid for these victims of internal

Lebanese divisiveness and exter-

nal manipulation.

The press, the Maronites' most
important link to Western help, is

markedly unsympathetic. News
reports refer to them as "Israeli-

backed right wing militia" or

simply "Israeli-backed rightests."

Their importance to Israel's

strategic military corners—as a

buffer between the PLO and
Israel— is often mentioned, but

the plight of Christians is largely

ignored. This apparently
deliberate refusal to identify

these militiamen as Christians

and to adequately report their

situation is, to this writer inex-

plicable.

The governments and peoples

of the West are also members of

the "conspiracy of silence" vis a

vis the Maronites. This silence

can partially beunderstoodinihe
light of the press' inadequacy.

Yet there is something deeper at

work here. The apathetic attitude

of the Western world indicates

the near total bankruptcy of the

concept of an internationally

viable moral consicence.

The Church's attitude is even
more troubling. The Vatican has
maintained almost total silence

on the situation. Pope John Paul

II stated the Church's official

stance on the subject when he
called (merely) for an end to the

fighting in Southern Lebanon.
This failure to speak out on

behalf of the Christians has a
political foundation. The Vatican

cannot support the Maronites
without incurring thewrathofthe
far more numerous Christians in

other parts of the Arab world —
including Lebanon — who are at

odds with theSouthern Lebanese
Christians, mainly because of

cultural differences.

Isolated from the world and
encircled by the PLO and what
they claim to be the Syrian-

dominated Lebanese army (an

overwhelmingly dominating
army of up to 25.000 regular

Syrian troops is still in Lebanon,
after having come in during the

1976 "civil war"), the Christians

of Southern Lebanon have strong
ties with Israel. In fact, it was such
Arab-Israeli cooperation during

the 1976 Lebanese "civil war" that

initially incited the PLO to turn on
the Maronites.

Much of Southern Lebanon
receives its water, electricity,

food, medical supplies, and arms
from Israel. The Israeli market is

the only place for the Maronites

to sell their crops, and many of

them work in Israel on a daily

basis, returning to Lebanon only

at night

Three weeks ago Lebanese
troops moved into Southern
Lebanon in an attempt to con-
solidate control of the country.

Perceiving this as a Syrian-

sponsored move. Major Sa'as

Haddad. commander of the

Christian militia, declared a "Free

Lebanese State" in Southern

Lebanon (see map).
Proclaiming his ultimate

allegiance to "captured" Beirut,

Haddad stated that he "...will

not... give up any part of Lebanon
to anyone, not to the Syrians, the

Palestinians or anyone else."

Haddad's unrealistically bold

step was obviously a product of

his realization of the severity of

the Maronites' position. It was
aimed at gaining the world's

attention and symbolically

representing his people's
perseverance against great odds.

Its impact was lost on the West.

At the beginning of this week
another Lebanese officer. Dory
Chamoun, threatened to follow

suit and declare an autonomous
province in the Mount Lebanon
region north of Beirut unless the

government expelled the foreign

troops and regained control of

Lebanon. The significance of this

move is not certain. Taken
together, however, the events

might indicate a renewed
nationalism and desire for self-

determination on the part of the

Lebanese Christians, who have

become disillusioned by the

Western world's antipathy.

The events in Lebanon cannot ^^'

be seen in isolation. They rnustjnd f

be viewed in the broader context?"^'^ '

of the Arab-Israel conflict and of^cces

Middle East politics in general, ^^comp

crisis in Lebanon could threatenii'^'"'^

stability in the entire region. His

As such, the West can no '"^ '' =

longer afford to ignore the standJ^eom

offs between the Christians andl'Lir'a'

the PLO and between tha^"^
®^

Christians and the Syrians

Southern Lebanon. In the pasldeas

ignoring the issue hasthreatene ^^^
the moral integrity of the Wes ilmo!

Today, given the growing tensio 'Bey

and potential explosiveness (
inaly

the region, ignoring the issu

might very well threaten oi

physical security.
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Shaded area depicts newly declared "Free Lebanon"

CC students turn bare walls to live art at Olympic center
by Bill Gaeuman

Subtract the two large brass

doorknobs from one of the walls

in the Helsinki building at the

U.S. Olympic Training Center in

Colorado Springs, and what was
once an ordinary, plain wall

becomes a piece of abstract art.

The transformed wall is the result

of the efforts of the 11 members
of Professor Trissel's Introduc-

tion to Painting class, who spent

about one and a half hours a day
during the third week of block

eight painting and mixing colors

WHICKERBILL
Contemporary Gifts

The work of 69 Colorado crafts- people

including lots of hand crariod

slon»-were pottery

Plaques by the

Monks of Valyermo

Windchintes

Tremar stoneware birds

Kitchen witches

Bedroom angels

Levi tirief cases

Swiss goatmilk soap
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and
1.372,514 coffee mugs

downtown
?12 North Tejon Sireet

at the Training Center.

The design for the painting was
selected by the Training Center

staff from a number of designs

submitted by the members of

Professor Trissel's class. The
doorknobs, however, came with

the wall.

The artistic endeavoi^ of these

CC students are part of an ongo-
ing effort to transform the old Ent
Air Force Base Complex into a

U.S. Olympic Training Center.

Mr. George M. Kalber, Director of

Sports Operations for the
Colorado Springs Training

RIGHT NOW!
$500

CASH REBATE
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am ANY NEW VW BUS
OR CAMPER IN STOCK!

PLUS
WE WILL GIVE YOU $100

CASH IF WE CANT
BEAT ANY DEAL ON A
NEW VW OR SUBARU

MOTOR CITY/ 1-25

EXIT 140 475-1920
The road to quality andeconomy

Center, told the Catalyst that the

U.S. Olympic Committee had
acquired the old Air Force Base
Complex from the city of

Colorado Springs for a nominal
lease in May 1977. Since that

time, the Training Center has
undergone a continuous process

of rejuvenation and expansion.

Mr. Kalber said that although

the training center concept had
been floating around for many
years, only within the last couple
of years has the concept become
a reality.

At the present time two training

centers are in operation: the one
in Colorado Springs and another
in Squaw Valley, California. The
future development of the train-

ing center concept calls for one
or two more National Training

Centers and/or a series of

satellite training centers, each
designed for a specific sport.

The purposes of the training

centers are to provide both
facilities and funds for athletes

preparing for or competing in an
Olympic or Pan American sport.

The centers also coordinate

sports activities and develop-
ment across the nation.

Small scale training camps
have been in operation for years,

but before the implementation of

the training center concept, the

burden of such responsibilities

as cost fell either on the National

Governing Body of each sport or

directly on the athletes
themselves.

The National Governing Body
of each sport selects which
athletes get to use the training

center facilities. The NGB must
request to use the center and
then provide transportation for

its athletes to and from the center

location. Once at the center, thi

athletes stay anywhere from i

few days to a month or more

depending on their purposes,

Sometimes the athletes come]

to the center to train, anc(

sometimes to compete,

weekend, for example, th(

Colorado Springs Trainint

Center sponsored the nationa

team handball championships

which involved 17 men's and U
women's teams. According t(

Kalber, the training centers art

open toasmall number of foreigr

athletes in order to help built

amateur athletics in the West, a:

well as in the hope that we cat

learn something from them
The Colorado Springs Olympit

Training Center is opet

throughout the year. Last year

around 5,000 athletes took ad

vantage of its facilities. Thf

various buildings at the Centei

future sites of the Summer anc

Winter Olympic Games. Within

the Helsinki building, which frorr

a distance resembles a gian

cereal box, resides the ad

ministrative staff, led bytwo-timt

Olympic d.ecathalon champiof

Bob Mathias.

Considering its surroundings

the work of Professor Trissel's ^yrr

class is unaccountably non- ed £

athletic in temper. But perhaps it the

will allow its weary viewers to

escape for a moment or two from

out of the world of sweat and

human competition into a realm

of more abstract speculations- styli

despite the doorknobs.
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rony dominates Cronin's work
by Lisa Peters

Casey Cronin's photographs

ind paintings provide an excur-

ion into a world that is visually

iccessible and at the same time

lomplicated by subtle irony,

lumor, and contradiction.

His paintings at first appear

imilar because of theiremphatic

leometric forms and flat brushed

iurfaces. Actually, they present

ifi evolution of the artist's formal

inderstanding and changing

deas. They move from "Autumn
.andscape" which depicts

ilmost random angled forms, to

Beyond Flatness" which
inalyzes the relationship of

orms to artwork.

Autumn Landscape" confuses

lecause it is not consistent.

)ome of the shapes are very flat

ind some suggest space. The
;olors are in general warm earth

ones, yet several orange shapes

ire too brightly synthetic. The
Yhrte/grey shape in the center of

Ihe work also bleaches out other

;olors and stops their inter-

relationship. It looks like a liquid

paper mistake. In general, the

f/ork is not quite alive, but not

quite mechanical and therefore

seems very unsolved.

"Landscape," painted in 1978,

a year later, solves the unsurity of

"Autumn Landscape." Its ironic

and fantastic geometry seems
otherworldly, yet it maintains its

landscape sense. Trees and

ground are obvious in the work.

yet trees look like iron struts with

hinges, and the ground swells in

severe and sudden planes.

The work's irony lies in its

double perspective. It converges
in two directions; the ground is

seen from the left corner and
trees from the right. This in-

congruity is accentuated by the

work's sense of confused time:

trees are not growing, they have
no roots or branches, and they

swell at the tops rather than at the

roots. The work presents a con-

scious illusionism, both in

perspective and idea.

"Opposing Forces: Unequal"

also exploits its own illusionistic

contradictions. Two large forms

meet ironically in a point of

delicate convergence reminding

one of thealmosttouching hands
of Adam and God in

fulichelangelo's Sistine Chape!.

By painting the canvas' sides,

Casey recognizes the objectness

of the painting medium: the

physicality of the work, both the

size and shape of canvas, and the

paint to give it an identity.

"Beyond Flatness" feels light

and airy. It points upward and is

ordered by thin, elegant wood
frames. Aside from its aesthetic

appeal, (light moving on its

plastic covering and complemen-
tary color contrasts), the work

presents a potent idea following

from the idea of Opposing Forces
— that the painting materials

compose its objectness. The
physicality of "Beyond Flatness"

takes on its own identity in a three

dimensional form. The painting

includes its own frame (also

covered by the plastic) and has

two cut away areas which reveal

'ente

Cornick and Co. dance

Gorman Cornick rehearses his students

by Kathy Fine

This man is the department,

and has been for over 20

years. Professor Norman Cor-

nick not only teaches three tec-

nlque dance classes a day, but he

also spends his nights,
weekends, and block breaks

choreographing and rehearsing

to prepare his students for per-

formance. With the Spring Dance
Concert coming up May 11 and
12, no one could demand more
time and devotion from one man;
Professor Cornick not only works
hard, he has talent.

For the shows last night and

tonight, he has choreographed a

Suite of Ballets from Cakewalk.

Stars and Stripes, and Western

Symphony. The music is arrang-

ed and adapted by Hershy Kaye;

the dancing incorporates

modern, jazz, and ballet.

Professor Cornick has also

choreographed a solo for Sharon

Washington in an Afro-Cuba

style to songs from "Odetta Sings

Folk Songs."

Trina DeLaney, atap instructor

with some of the fastest toes seen

in Cossitt Hall, has choreograph-

ed two jazz and tap numbers
entitled "Backtrack 79" with big

band music from the 1940 era.

CO Senior Nancy Smith will pre-

sent a modern piece accom-

panied by Peter Strickholm on

the piano. She choreographed

the dance, he composed the

music.

The concerts this weekend are

tree and open to the public. They

will be held in Armstrong at 8:15

p.m.

the wall behind it—realizing, in

effect, that the painting is an

object that is hung on a wall.

Casey's photographs relate to

his paintings. His subjects are

recognizably buildings, streets,

and people; yet his works go
beyond the ordinary and the pic-

turesque, focusing on ironic and
more complicated elements and
ideas.

Several works are pointedly

ironic, such as the sprinklers

watering tombstones and the "no

parking" sign in the middle of the

desert.

Others provide a more subtle

irony such as the view of curb and
street. The simplified lines of the

sidevralk are elegant, and a tiny sprig

of grass growing through the cement

seems a tiny precious expression of

life.

Some 01 (jasey s social state-

ment photos are too blatant. The
junction of "Happiness" and
"Palmer Park" streets may at first

seem funny, but soon lapses into

boring redundancy.

On the other hand, his photos

of urban architecture are exciting

because of their often disconcer-

ting point of view. The trade

tower in New York seems to arch

on its back. In viewing it,

however, one becomes aware of

its clean line and extreme ver-

tical ity.

Casey's work is ironic and
complex, yet never absurd. It is

contradictory and sometimes
disorienting, yet it Is simple,

elegant, and aesthetically en-

joyable.

Scott hits

big time
Stephen Scott, assistant

professor of music at Colorado

College, has been invited to

record his composition "Music

Three for Bowed Strings" on the

Advance label. The composition,

completed in January, has been

performed by the Colorado

« College New Music Ensemble

« throughout southern California

% and will be broadcast across the

^ nation next year as part of a

^syndicated contemporary music

o series.

^ In addition, ProfessorScottwill
°- participate in an art showentitled

"Sound." to be exhibited at the

Los Angeles Institute for Con-

temporary Art and the PS 1

Gallery in New York this summer
and fall. In collaboration with

Jack Edwards, former Colorado

College art professor, and Bish

Edwards, professional actress

and stage director, he will

produce a work which will func-

tion both as a sound sculpture

and as a large musical instrument

capable of being performed by

the gallerygoer as well as by the

artist.

A specialist in music composi-

tion and a member of the

National Council of the American

Society of University composers,

Professor Scott has taught at the

college since 1969.

Colorado Spring's own Johnny Smith

Guitarist to perform
by VIckl Pool

People patronize Johnny
Smith Music. Inc. at 1713 S. 8th

St. because the store has a good
selection of guitars, strings,

music and various other related

paraphernalia. What they often

don't realize is that the quiet,

mild-mannered salesman behind

the counter is the world renowned

jazz guitarist, Johnny Smith. The CC
Leisure Program is proud to present

Johnny Smith in a concert on

Wednesday. May 16th at 7.30 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

Mr, Smith lived in New York

City for 1 3 years before moving to

Colorado Springs in 1958. In that

period of time he made over 20

records. His 1952 album
Moonlight in Vermont was voted

the best jazz album of the year.

For several years he was the

Number One jazz guitarist in

Downbeat and Metronome
magazine polls.

Smith has performed with

many other fine musicians in-

cluding Stan Getz, Bing Crosby.

Benny Goodman, the New York

Philharmonic, and Arturo

Toscanini. One of Gibson's

biggest selling acoustic guitars,

the Johnny Smith model, was
designed by Smith, so he has

knowledge of the guitar itself as

well as of performing.

Life in Colorado Springs Is not

as hectic as in New York, and

Smith prefers it that way. He
tends his music store, fishes

whenever possible, and tours to

give guitar seminars and
workshops.

With such an incredible list of

credentials it might seem
superfluous to say so. but John-

ny Smith is an excellent guitarist.

His fluid, sophisticated style

comes across beautifully in

arrangements of such standard

tunes as "The Girl from Ipanema"

and "My Favorite Things."

Wednesday promises to be a

relaxing and enjoyable evening

for not only the jazz buff but

anyone who enjoys good music.

Tickets are available at Rastall

desk; $3 for General Admission;

$1.50 with aCC ID,

COLLEGE

g

I

Dale

SI.

IJPI(BER SHO
Webef SI.

B 4MiH712'/! N WeberMl^
633-1606

MAY SPECIAL FOR

Weber SI. Uquo>

College B. Shop. ^
MEN S WOMEN FROM

. THE COLLEGE

i RARBER SHOP

1 15% OFF HAIRCUTS

5 25% OFF HAIR STYLES

Mle^

A "Cut • Above The Rest . . .

WE'LL HELP YOU GETAS FAR AWAY
FROM OCAS YOU WANT THIS
SUMMER.

^P Taylor
Travel

818 North Tejon
636-3871

'
Tin; ,1. .Miinrke rinii

Diniut; iiiiil llriiikinn i;slal)lisliiin-vil

-<'«lora€l<> KiirinteK ^nalTcry Ucfjalcr

Our special reuliirc . . "Momlay Xll(bi Thutl"

riwp.- Miiii<lu> iilKliI Hclwci.-n 10::)()pm3:00am

i\ny wbol unci a C>t»r« tiraw, only ftl.8i>

Live EiilcrtuininenI

PluiU. pr(K)r(>rafrc rc<|uirc(i please.
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SportF^

Brendel and Stein National bound
by Dave Adams

Next week, CC's men's ten-

nis team will be winding up

one of their most successful

seasons in recent years. The
Tigers are now 13-3 with six

more matches to play. There

have been several highlights

during the season, one of the

brightest being the team's

capture of the eight school

Colorado Invitational for the

third consecutive year.

CC got a lucky break at the

outset, drawing three of the

tournament's weaker teams in

their half of the bracket. After

breezing through Fort Lewis

9-0 and fi^etro State by the

same score, the Bengal

netters faced fvlesa College, a

tough Division II school, in the

finals.

It was a nip and tuck match
from the beginning. CC gain-

ed the upper hand early by

winning two out of three tough

doubles matches. Kurt
Kempter and Josh Lerner

came back after dropping the

first set to win the decisive

doubles match 4-6, 6-4, and 7-

5. CC now had to win three out

of the six singles matches to

take the tournament.

Jerry Brendel and Randy
Stein recorded solid wins at#1

and #2 singles, but CC lost at

the 3, 4 and 5 positions. The
match score was now tied at 4-

4 with Len Bowes at #5 singles

struggling to keep his head

above water after losing the

first set to Mesa's Mike Dotv.

Bowes stole the second set

to tie things up. but with

pressure mounting in the

third, he fell behind 5-3 with

Doty serving for match. Bowes

broke serve and then held his

own to tie it at 5-all, but his

Mesa opponent won serve

again to lead 6-5. Once more,

Bowes rose to the occasion to

tie it up. bringing the match

into a third set tie breaker, the

winner deciding the tourna-

ment.

By now. all spectators were

on their feet, and you could

hear a pin drop. Rarely does

an athlete in any sport face

such intense pressure.

Both players held serve to

make the tie break score two

apiece, but it was at this point

that Bowes broke his op-

ponent's back with two sen-

sational points. During the

fifth point. Doty had Bowes
scrambling all over the court

with several well placed shots

from the baseline. Bowes hit a

short shot upon which Doty

made his approach to the net.

Bowes floated the ball to Doty

at the net, the latter hitting a

crisp volley for what looked

like a sure winner, but Bowes
made a desperate stab at the

ball and came up with a lob

that dropped over his dis-

gruntled foe for keeps.

On the next point, Doty"

came to the net again by hit-

ting an approach shot to

Bowes' backhand. Bowes'
backhand had been con-
sistently errant, hitting eight of

the ten previous shots out or in

the net. But not this time.

Feeling inspired, Bowes
smacked the backhand shot

so hard that Doty could only

watch it go by him.

Doty won one more point on

an error by Bowes to make it 4-

3, but at this point the pressure

was simply too much, and he

handed the tournament to CC
on a silver platter by double

faulting.

CC dominated the winnings

with Jerry Brendel taking

home the top singles trophy

and then grabbing more gold

by teaming with Randy Stein

to capture the doubles crown.

The season has gone well

since the tournament, in-

cluding another close win over

Montana State, 5-4. This time

the heroics were performed by

Josh Lerner as he coolly

dusted off his opponent 6-2, 6-

for the deciding singles win.

The netters lost to a strong

Air Force team 8-1, but four of

those losses were good, three-

set matches that might have

gone either way. The Tigers

are sharpening their claws for

a rematch with the Cadets

toward the season's end.

May 16-19 will be a big event

for CC tennis. For the

first time, CC has qualified for

the Division III National Play-

offs in Jackson, Mississippi.

Jerry Brendel and Randy Stein

will represent the squad at#1

and #2 singles, respectively,

and as a doubles team. If they

perform as well in the play-offs

as they have consistently dur-

ing the season, CC can count

on being proudly represented

as a strong small college ten-

nis school.

Women to play ONCfor League title

by Debbie Parks

The women's soccer team is

ready to win the championship of

their league during competition

this weekend. The Rocky Moun-
tain League Title will be theirs if

they beat the University of

Northern Colorado by five goals

on Sunday.

The team, coached by Steve

Paul, has learned a lot this year.

Coach Paul began the season by
concentrating on defense. The
players used a 4-3-3 formation

with the left half also assuming
left winger duties. The defense

gained strength and confidence,

but lost sight of the goal.

In an attempt to key on offense,

Coach Paul implemented a 3-4-3

formation against Washington
State during the CC Invitational

Women's Soccer Tournament.
The team played well, but still

lacked offense, losing 2-1; the

Tigers' only score resulted from a

penalty shot.

Later the same day, CC's se-

cond game of the tournament—
against Claremont—presented
few problems. The team had little

time to regroup; the halfbacks

especially had to make ad-
justments, Peggy Sheehan and
Nancy Briston had been moved
up from sweeper and stopper.

and Alice Pendleton was back in

action after nursing an ankle in-

jury for almost a month. The
regrouping was apparently
successful, as CC won. 7-0.

The real test came the follow-

ing morning againstthe Universi-

ty of Northern Colorado, CC's
long-time nemesis and possibly

the best team in Colorado. Bear-

ing in mind two tenets; everyone

does everything she canto score

a goal, and everyone does
everything she can to prevent a

goal, CC joyously triumped 3-2

and realized conclusively what
their noble coach had been tell-

ing them all along: that they

could be the best team in

Colorado. The element of con-

fidence is invaluable (and the

threat of pink ribbons for sixth

place was mortifying).

Block break presented CC with

two more opportunities to work
on offense. CC handily defeated

Western State on Wednesday
afternoon, and Monarch Pass
handily defeated CC on Wednes-
day night.

Sunday CC hosted Wyoming.
It was an impressive game. The
Tigers' wall passes tired their

defense, the overlaps and
switches worked, and the desire

was there. Kristen Fowler could

have passed off the ball infront of

the goal, but determinedly held

on to it until she could shake the

defender and take the shot. There
was no question that the ball

would be in the net.

This is the sort of game that the

team needs against DU Wednes-
day, because on Sunday, May 13,

at 1 p.m. they again face UNC.
Only this time it's not a matter of

pink or green ribbons, it's a

matter of the league title.

The team has the home field

advantage and would really ap-

preciate a lot of rowdy fans. It's

the last game of the season, the

last game for the seniors, and
they're ready to prove to

themselves, to Colorado, and to

their coach that they are the

finest women's soccer team in

the state.

FORIIGN LAMGUAOI CEHTiR
830 N. Tejon

Suite 221 636-1713
Colorado Springs. CO 80103

' Instruction

h^%.Translation .^^1
Correspondence only — no text material ^'r^/^^^^^^Hi

' Sign Language 0^( 1^0
' Tutoring Services "'WTr^T^*
• LANGUAGE TABLES DAILY 'S^Utik"

AT NOON *MT*

CAAXERAS
SLIDE

PROJECTORS
I3IARKROOM
EQUIPAIENT'
CAMERA.
ACCESORIES

"FXLML
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAMERASMOVIEPROJECTORS

SHfUIIDflKER'S
• CAMia* SHOP •

MN.TilsR
Ph 636-1696

Bevo Catheart heads toward another goal

Women's Lacrosse

team sticks-up CSU
by Michelle Glarratano

Common interest in lacrosse

has drawn about 20CC women to

brutal daily practices under the

firm command of coaches Tom-
my Kay and Jim Vaun. Women's
lacrosse adds a new flair to

Stewart Field with finesse, funky

wooden sticks, and a field know-
ing no boundaries. Specifically,

women play under different rules

with precise, delicate taps in

comparison to men's merciless

checking.

On Sunday, April 29, the CC
women's lacrosse team made
their home debut, defeating CSU
5-4. This victory marked the se-

cond hair-raising triumph of the

1979 season.

Lynn Mestres, Maria Catlett,

and Bevo Catheart currently lead

CC scorers. Beth Cornforth,

Francie Barker, Priscilla Perry,

Lisa Deeds, Margret Creel, and

Tie a

jmm
enis<

»82.

EED
JMM
lartrr

Sandy Briggs lend strong suj Hycj
port to these high scoring C
women
However, a strong attack

ithc

Ichei

Ktrii

worthless without stellar defer shwi

sive support. The team
anchored by "fearless" Marg

id roc

loug
Krumme and "magic" Mar jjjtiei

Asner in the nets. Defensive stai le-hi

douts fi/lrctielle Giarratani
j|| c

Carrie Emerson, Carolyn Herti

Sarah Cavanaugh, Betsy Fo

Susie Garfield, Sue Grady, Jo

Segal, and Sara Colmery ii

timidate the opposition in

errors and quickly return the b<

to the attack.

Commenting on Sunday

game. Coach Kay stated,

close score didn't reflect tl

quality of play displayed by tl

CC women."
Any woman interested in lea

ning and playing lacrosse shou

contact Bevo Catheart.

m^
Hair design foirmen and i4ivJrt^ir,j -

— We carry Jhirmark products'—

2-3531

632-3533

827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

Munco's

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

S33N.TEHHI
eiiiMNsmKt,ctu.

IBBBBBBBHCOUPON
Developing & Printing of

Color Print Film (nof.,.igniiin,)

12 Exposure Roll »1.79

20 Exposure Roll »2.e9

24 Exposure Roll t3.24

PROCESSING-20 Exposure Slides,

Regular 8 or Super 8mm Movies 111.19

Limir one tot] • With thi.s coupon
Ofler good thru 0-00-00 C-

1

Guaranteed
Film Developing
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Classifieds

OR SALE: single bed loft,

ecretarfal chair, and
Qokshelves with bricks. Prices

re negotiable. Contact Karen.

29 Loomis, ext. 271.

ilANTED: two-bedroom
partment to sublet for June -

iugust. Pets allowed. Call

eff, ext. 281 or 282.

fhe Original Piece." Only $2.00.

and to: 'Piece' P.O. Box 203,

gramie, Wyoming 62070.

ME-BEDROOM APARTMENT
railable for summer, June-

jgust. Located one block from

C. $l35.00/month. Phone: 633-

i96 or 597-2250.

OR SALE: Alvarez folk guitar,

lodel 5056. Hardly used; still

ider warranty. I'm going to

uatamala and can't take it

ong. Includes hard case, music

ipo, shoulder strap. Original

rice $399.00. Asking $285.00.

ontact Beth Dayton, 230
Domis. ext. 271.

HE CHEAP SKATE is looking

ir students who are enthusiastic

id outdoor-oriented for part-

ne and full-time positions this

jmmer. If interested, contact

enise Wells, Manager, at 633-

}B2.

EED A PLACE TO LIV^ THIS
JMMER? Ihaveaone-bedroom
lartment to sublet that is roomy,

lly carpeted, and comes with or

thout furniture and
Ichenware. Modem kitchen has

Ktric range and refrigerator,

shwasher and disposal; large

•droom has two closets with

lOugh room for two people. All

ilities are paid and it is located

i&-half block north of Mathias.

ill Carolyn at 632-5476.

Classifieds

WANTED: a second-hand French

horn for young and aspiring

musician. Call Bob or Marianna

McJimsey, ext. 320 or 635-3309.

HERBAL RENEWAL PRESENTS
a series of five independent

workshops, as well as classes on
the use of herbs. For information

and registration call 685-1509
days or 634-3441 nights. Friday,

May 1 1 , from 9-1 2:30 or Saturday,

May 12, from 1-4:30, a workshop
on NATURAL HAIR CARE will be
given. The class includes nutri-

tion and treatments plus
homemade shampoos and
rinses. Bring a few small bottles

for samples.

The classes are on Thursdays
from May 10 to June 21, 7 p.m. to

9:30. Each week, the class will

focus on five herbs, their folklore,

properties, and therapeutic

applications. For more informa-

tion on the classes, phone 632-

1747 or 685-1509.

Lonely Italian man doing time.

Needs mail from ladies to make
the days and nights a little

warmer. Edward C. Lopes Jr.,

#37624, P.O. Box 1000,
Petersburg, Virginia 23803.

Personals

FOUND: One pair of contact

lenses, tn my shirt pocket. Tell

me how they got there and they

are yours. In a pink case with "#

2" written on the back. Contact
Chris at 633r1092.

To place a personal ad in the

Catalyst, contact Bev Warren at

ext. 446. Personals will be
published free of charge, space
permitting.

Personals
HEYI! Are YOU carrying your
whistle?? (If you lost it. you can
buy one at Rastall desk fora mere
50«).

Notices

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE at Rastall desk
and at the Counseling Center
for membership on the
Counseling Center Advisory
Board for the 1979-1980
school year. All students are
encouraged to apply. Contact
the Counseling Center staff at
ext. 228 if you have any
questions.

TRIVIA BOWL will start on May
1 5. Anyone interested in thinking

up questions or helping to run the
bowl itself, please contact Carol
Peterson at ext. 379.

MORE THAN 5.000 BOOKS FOR
SALE at the ninth annual Book
Sale to benefit Tutt Library at

Colorado College on Friday, May
11. from noon until 5 p.m. in the

Cossitt Hall basement gym on
campus. Bookseekers will be
able to purchase at a flat rate or

bid at auction for other books,

including a 1970 set of

Encyclopedia Americana. In ad-

dition to items of historical

significance and of interest to

collectors, categories Include

Colorado materials, cookbooks,
fiction, foreign literature, garden-

ing books, history, and children's

books. Prices begin at 15 cents.

Book donations, which are tax

deductible, are still being
accepted for the May 1 1 sale. For

further information, call Tutt

Library, Colorado College, 473-

2233, ext 415 Of 416.

Notices

THE FOLK/JAZZ COMMITTEE
presents Outdoor Concert #2 to-

day. May 11, by the walls of

Shove Chapel at 12:30. (In case of
rain the concert will happen on
Sunday. May 13 instead, same
time, same place, same station.)

Performing artists include
country swing band "Sweet
Georgia Brown" with guitar and
vocals, a female vocal band that

calls itself "Rare Silk," and the
"Pete Dawson Band" from CC.

Pray for suni

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL CON-
FERENCE OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR CHICANO
STUDIES (NAGS) will be May 1 1-

15 on the Colorado College cam-
pus. More than 200 un-
dergraduates, graduate students,

and professional scholars from
Arizona. California, Colorado,
New Mexico. Michigan, and Tex-
as will meet to present and dis-

cuss papers within the theme,
"Retlectibns on the Chicano Ex-

perience."

Douglas Monroy. instructor of

history at the College, will pre-

sent a paper, "Anarchismo y
Communismo: From the Partldo

Liberal Mexicano to the Com-
munist Party."

Registration will begin Friday,

May 11. For more information,

please call Mary Hope Wilson,

NACS conference coordinator,

at Colorado College, 473-2233,

ext. 223.

TO NE)a YEAR'S OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENTS: An off-campus
housing guide is available at

Rastall desk. Information in-

cludes availability, location, safe-

ty, rent, number of rooms, and
much more!

i==£tcetera=^
Premedlcal Students

All premedical students who
are planning to apply for admis-
sion to medical school in the
entering class of 1980-81 must
begin the application process
now!

If you have not as yet filled out
the information form for the
Health Professions Advisory
Committee in order that your
recommendation file can be
started, be sure to do so im-
mediately! Request forms for

letters of recommendation
should also be distributed to
faculty now!
You should also have an AM-

CAS application packet. If you
missed the April meeting dealing
with medical school applications,

be sure to pick up these impor-
tant items at the Olin Hail recep-

tion desk and follow through with

the necessary steps at this time.

If you plan to takeor retake the

MCAT on Sept, 15 this year, you
may be interested in a meeting
with Diane Shames, represen-

tative for the Kaplan Courses,
who will visit the campus on May
16. The Kaplan Programs are

review courses which aredesign-
ed to prepare students to take the

MCAT. DAT. LSAT, ORE. and
similar admission or qualifying

examinations,

Ms. Shames will provide infor-

mation about the Kaplan MCAT
course at a meeting in Room 100
Olin Hall on Wednesday. May 16,

at 4 p.m. She will discuss the

possibility of establishing a

course in Colorado Springs this

summer and next spring.

Everyone is welcome.

If you have further questions,

please contact Professor Eldon

Hitchcock, Chairman, Health

Professions Advisory Com-
mittee, Olin Hall, ext. 301.

western FOOD STORE
830 N Nevada* Colorado Springs,CO*PH:471-9200« Open 6AM-12PM

Ken Beisner says "your
invited to help celebrate
our Grand Opening'.'

You're invited...to

help us celebrate

the Grand Opening
of our New Western
Food Store.

You'll discover a

whole New world of

shopping ease and
convenience. Our
handy location, ample parking and
fast friendly checl<out will make
each and every visit an enjoyable

experience. Enjoy a Free cup of

coffee and bag of popcorn while

brousing through Western Food's

full line of groceries, health & beauty

aids, complete magazine section,

fresh dairy products, sunglasses,

cold pop, and frozen food section.

And we're open Everyday of the

week for your convenience.

Coke
6pk-12oz.cans

Your choice of Frito Lay

Doritos(8y:oz.)

Taco, Nacho,
SourCream&Onion(7'/.oz) Bread

Tortilla chips lib.white

We reserve the right to limil quantities Prices good thru 5/16/79

Our professionally staffed automo-
tive department is- still in full opera-

tion. We've merely moved over a bit

to make room for our new line of food

staples.Thesame
friendly employees

jjj

and high quality

automotive service

'

still exist.

We carry a
Complete line of tires

Here are some of the services

we offer:

• Complete engine tune-up

• Wheel balancing and rotation

• Front end alignment

• Air conditioning service

• Lube &Oil change
• Automotive accessories

• Tire repair

• Complete line of batteries
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toposal forbodes draft registration in case of war
by James Lewis

and Patrice Shallow

A great debate has recently

risen on the issue of national

efense. The present system of

n all-volunteer military hasn't

een woriting well, and the ques-

j5 on is whether we should try to

nprove the present mililaryman-

ower program or opt for some
ther form.

an especially tough
roblem for Congress, which is

3ced with an increased demand
5 trim government spending and
iresumably growing lack of faith

1 the capabilities of U.S. forces

iverseas.

Encouraged perhaps by recent

lALT II negotiations, the House

irmed Services Committee ap-

ifoved on Thursday, May 10 by a

- ote of 30-4, a measure to renew

Iraft registration starting

lanuary 1, 1981.

Should this proposal become
aw by a majority vote in Con-

iress, men turning 1 8 after

)ecember 31. 1980 would be re-

quired by the President to

register as potential draftees.

The measure under considera-

tion would not reinstate the draft.

But, it would require 18-year-olds

to undergo registration so that, in

case of war or emergency
mobilization, drafting of troops

could be hastened. Tine provision

specifies that men be registered,

but gives the President respon-

sibility for deciding how the

registration system should be

handled and whether or not

women will be included.

At this point in time. Carter has

not publicly taken a position on

the draft issue. However, Carter

Administration officials, in-

cluding Defense Secretary

Harold Brown, feel that the

volunteer Army could be im-

proved by certain key changes-

These changes include cash

bonuses and shorter enlistment

periods, more women and

civilians doing non-combat jobs,

bonuses and educational

benefits for re-enlisting in the

National Guard and the reserves,

direct enlistment into the Ready
Reserves, and an increase in staff

and the use of computers for

rapid registration in case of

mobilization.

In the upcoming years, due to a

decrease in the population rate,

many predict it will become in-

creasingly difficult for the all-

volunteer system to get the

recruits needed. Fort the first

time since the end of the draft,

none of the armed forces were
able to fulfill their recruitment

requirements this year.

The Army, for instance, only

got 93% of the men they were
hoping to enlist, thus resulting in

a total strength of 757,000 —
approximately 20,000 short of the

Carter Administration's expec-

tations for 1978.

It is interesting to note,

however, that while enlistments

were low, the total number of

men re-enlisting was higher than

expected, which brought the

total figure up somewhat.
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Mentors return to innocence
by Tim Tymkovlch

Maze Daze!

The Firkin Festival!

Erin O'Keefe's Cat Frackin

a 'lyday!

Now, it's "Past Times and

Jursery Crymes!"

Today marks the annual Senior

lass Festival, concert, beer

)ust, picnic, and salute to the

Colorado goddess of spring. This

fear more activities have been

)acked into the Festival than ever

jefore.

There will be booths featuring

lood, books, junque, etc. Five

bands have been booked to keep

Ihings musical all day.

A competition is planned,

offering valuable prizes to those

who can chug beer and push

shopping carts the fastest.

Saga will sate revelers with one
}f its famous picnic lunches.

Salloons, frisbees, art, and

james will keep things colorful

md busy the rest of the day. Not
lo mention over 50 kegs of beer to

curb campus thirsts!

This year's theme (Past Times
and Nursery Crymes) takes us

back to our innocent childhood

days. Who can forget those plots

igainst the nanny, those boring

Irips to the symphony, terrorizing

ihe babysitter when mom and
pop were in Europe, and those

creative moments in the sandbox
ivhen you knew you were destin-

ed to become Colorado College

Tiaterial.

Today is a day to reminisce-

so take a "koolaid break" (ala

3.2% beer), sit in the community
sandbox, and relive those oft-

aborted, yet sometimes
successful. Nursery Crymes!

Booths this year will be selling

pies, cookies, camera equip-

ment, leather goods, face-

painting, and MECHA's famous
burritos. Chris Reed will be silk-

screening the Festival logo on tee

shirts all day long for a nominal

fee. Bring your shirts with some
open space on them and get a

valuable keepsake from the

Festival.

The ice sculpture on the Quad
is brought to you by Lori Fleming

and company, CC coeds who are

proud of their expertise in

"frigidity." The art department,

courtesy of Professor Trissel, has

helped provide the Festival with a

cultural facade as evidenced by

the work around Armstrong Hall.

And for those who used to excel

during the tempera paint hour in

grade school, a canvas and some
paint has been provided in front

of Rastall. Try your skill!

A special guest appearance

will be made by Zeezo the Magi-

cian from Zeezo's Magic Castle in

Denver, who will help dazzle and

entertain gullible CC students all

day with his fantastic reportoire

of magic and sleight-of-hand.

The bands, which will begin

playing at 9 a.m.. include:

Moscow, a rock group; The Larry

Willis Trio with Charlie Rouse will

provide a jazz atmosphere; The
Flying W Wranglers will feature

bluegrass and country western

tunes; CC's own band. Water-

colors, will add variety; and a

Mexican salsa band will help

keep things heated throughout

the day.

The day will be topped off by a

disco dance in the Bemis parking

lot at 9 p.m. Also, the Film Series

will present two showings of the

bizarre "Rocky Horror Picture

Show" at 9 and 12 p.m. in

Armstrong Theatre.

Get out and enjoy the social

event of the year, welcome spr-

ing, and help bid farewell to the

Colorado College Class of 1979.

...Oh, and also help bid farewell

to some 50 kegs of beer in the

Armstrong Quad.

SCHEDULE QF EVEf^TS

9 a.m. — Music begins and

booths open
11 a.m. — Beer flows

11:30 a.m. — SAGA picnic

1:30 p.m. — Shopping cart con-

test near Cascade
9 p.m. — Disco dance at Bemis

parking lot

"Rocky Horror Picture Show"
Armstrong Theatre

Midnight — "R.H.P.S." -

Armstrong Theatre

ALL DAY - ASSORTED SUR-
PRISES!

The Reserve system has also

been faced with increasing

troubles in numbers. In a time of

war. these men would be the first

to replace casualties in combat
zones. 1978 figures show only

527.000 men in the Internal

Ready Reserves, while peacetime

goals are 670.000 men. This

figure, in turn, is 95% of the

wartime strength necessary.

Rep. G. V. Montgomery, D-

Miss., feels that a ready reserve is

necessary now, and he favors

conscription in order to do so,

A very important issue in the

draft debate is a need for a

speedy system of drafting men in

the event of mobilization. Pen-

tagon officials would like to be

able to have the first draftee

notified and ready for training

camp in 30 days and the first

100,000 i n 60 days. Presently, it is

estimated that it would take 110

days for the first one and five

months for 100,000 to be ready

for training.

Administration staff members
feel, as stated above, that this

time lag could be dealt with by

increasing the conscription staff

and using computers. They
would prefer not to use

peacetime registration if it can be

avoided.

Many people question whether

the present all-volunteer system

MAVIS, 1979 is equitable. Those who^ volunteer tend to be people who
have no real marketable skills

and those who aren't intelligent

enough or can't afford to go to

college.

Although blacks constitute

only about 13% of the population

between 17 and 21. 30% of

today's Army recruits are black.

The all-volunteer system ap-

parently favors middle-class

whites who are much less likely

to register for military service,

Another option to the all-

military draft has been suggested

by Pat Schroeder, D-Colo. She

opposes the draft registration

measure which was tacked onto a

$42 billion weapons authoriza-

tion bill. She believes that the

question of draft reinstatement

should be brought up before

Congress independently in a
separate bill.

She is co-sponsoring a bill tor a
universal draft which would re-

quire all young people to serve

either in the military or some
alternative civilian service such
as the Peace Corps. In this way if

the draft is reinstated, at least the

draftees have some choices open
to them.

A recent nation-wide Gallup poll

came up with the following

results to the question of involun-

tary military service: "Do you
think that we should return to the

draft at this time, or not?"

Yes No

National 45% 46%

Young Adults (18-24) 25% 70%

Men (All Ages) 50% 44%

Women (All Ages) 42% 47%

Perhaps the most sensible

proposal (however un-
reasonable), in an effort to pre-

vent all wars was offered by the

late Saudi Arabian ambassador
to the United Nations:

"Men under 35 should be ex-

empt from military service, and

warriors must be at least 40. And
if that doesn't work, then wars

can be started only with the con-

sent of mothers."

One thing is for sure, the

debate over the draft has only just

begun. Marvin Stone, editor of

U.S. News and World Report,

believes the U.S. should go

ahead with the registration in

order to keep the nation

prepared, and then "proceed to

the debate." It is likely to be a

long time before the issue is

resolved e-ther in Congress or in

the minds of the people.

I WANT
YOU ...

.. AGAIN

Housing should be attractive to students, says Durant
by Laurie Ure

Charles E. Durant has been
lamed Director of Residential

irams and Housing for next

I'ear. He will fill the position

shared by Dana Koury and Ellie

^ilroy this year,

Durant is presently an instruc-

r at the University of South
Carolina. He has considerable

Previous experience with college

housing programs, particularly at

fiedium and large schools (from

.000 lo 23,000 students) in-

cluding the University of

Delaware and LeMoyne College.

CC students participated in in-

terviews with Durant and another

applicant in April,

At the interview Durant ex-

plained his interest in this job. He
believes there isn't that much
difference between academics

and student affairs. Durant con-

siders the housing program on a

residential campus very impor-

tant. He comments, 'You can do a

lot to enhance their (students')

educational career."

He believes CC should market

the housing as "something the

student is attracted to," making

on-campus housing a desirable

alternative. Durant wants to work

with students at a small school,

hence his interest in CC.
Durant wishes to expand

programs in the residence halls.

He is coordinator of the Mul-

ticultural Education Program at

the University of South Carolina,

and is able to draw on his own
experience as a black American

for this program.

He is full of ideas for making

the housing program at CC
better. However, he admits quite

frankly, "I'm not superhuman."

CC administrators decided

several months ago to return to

the old system in which one per

son hires, trains, and supen/ises

the residence hall professional

and student staff. Ideally, the

director also encourages

educational, social, and cultural

residence hall programming.

The decision to split the res-

ponsibilities was made last year

in order to provide some con-

tinuity for the Housing Office, If

the job had not been split, the

main housing staff, including the

three residence hall directors and

the Director of Residential

Programs and Housing, would

have been new to CC this year.

Ellie Milroy is "delighted" with

the change. She believes that

most of the housing staff shares

her positive response.
"Althought it has been a good

year, I have felt stretched too

thin, and both the Housing and

Leisure Programs have suffered."

Next year Milroy will return to

her job as Director of Rastall

Center and Coordinator of the

Leisure Program. Koury will be

Director of Residence, where she

will coordinate room
assignments and other physical

aspects of the residence halls.



^News
Saga honors UFW boycott

by Margarita Valdez

Once again Saga Food Ser-

vices on the Colorado College

campus has agreed to honor a

boycott called by striking UFW
members.

In the past, Saga agreed to

serve lettuce carrying only the

union label at the request of

MECiHA and a majority of

students during a special vote

called for that purpose.

When contacted about the

boycott of Chiquita bananas,

Food Service Director Ron

Tjaden agreed to an "interim"

boycott of the Chiquita lable.

According to Cesar Chavez, UFW
president, compliance with this

boycott will force growers to

bargain with farm workers "in the

cities as well as in the fields."

A month before the Chiquita

boycott was called, lettuce

workers in California and Arizona

began walking off their jobs after

growers and labor represen-

tatives failed to reach a settle-

ment on negotiations for new
contracts which had been taking

place for two months before the

January 19th strike.

By the end of the month, nearly

5,000 farm workers were idle in

southern California's Imperial

Valley, which accounts for 90% of

the nation's winter lettuce

production. According to UFW
estimates, 21,000 men, women,
and children were involved in the

struggle.

By April, the strike had spread

to northern California's lush

Salinas Valley.

Since the beginning of the

strike in mid-January, the fields

worker as he lay dying under a

rain of bullets.

Ku Klux Klan members have

also offered assistance to

growers. They claim to have

stationed members in strike

areas along with attack-trained

dogs.

A U.S. Catholic Conference

official who headed a task force

investigating violence in the area

said the use of dogs and armed

guards in the fields are among
the major factors behind the

violence which has left one man

dead.

Other causes of violence have

been the use of strike breakers

and the denial of access to the

fields by organizers for the UFW.
"Citizens Committees" organiz-

ed by public relations expert Bill

Robers, who ran the Reagan and

Ford campaigns, has recruited

Anglo townspeople to aid the

growers in harvesting.*

On February 27, 1979, union

president Cesar Chavez declared

an international boycott of Chi-

quita bananas, a product of Un-

ited Brkds. This conglomerate

owns Sun Harvest. Inc., the

largest lettuce producer in the

world.

A few days later, the farm

workers union filed massive un-

fair labor practice charges with

the California Agricultural Labor

Relations Board against Sun
Harvest and 27 other growers

which the union has been

bargaining with since November,

1978.

The UFW accuses growers of

bad faith bargaining, refusal to

budge from the 7% raise offer,

refusal to explain rejection of

UFW contract proposals, and

failure to offer counter proposals.

Two weeks after the charges

were filed. Sun Harvest ex-

ecutives publicly announced the

firing of all UFW strikers.

The use of the boycott is a tried

and trusted UFW strategy that

has enabled the farm workers to

draw on a broad collation of

supporters throughout the coun-

try. A 1975 nationwide Harris poll

showed that 17 million American

adults boycotted grapes for the

UFW. 14 million boycotted let-

tuce, and 11 million boycotted

Gallo wines.

Shove hosts 23rd /^
Honors Convocation

by Erik Thornsen
The 23rd Annual Honors Con-

vocation will be held in Shove
Chapel at 11 a.m. on Tuesday,
May 22. The ceremony, which is

sponsored by Blue Key and the

deans, is one of tfie major all-

have been the scene of sporadic campus events of each year and
violence and destruction. On
February 10, 1979, UFW striker

Rufino Contreras was brutally

murdered; he was shot in the face

with a .38 caliber bullet as he and

a small group of unarmed men
tried to speak with imported

strike breakers in

Saikhon lettuce field.

is devoted to honoring primarily

outstanding students as well as

some faculty members.
Departmental and all-college

awards will be presented, and
lists of students who have been
selected for Phi Beta Kappa, Pi

Mario Gamma Mu, and Alpha Lambda
Delta will also be in the program.

Company personnel have been The Honors Convocation has

charged with the death of Con- grown insizesincethefirst one in

treras, who lay in the field un- 1957 when only seven
attended for almost an hour, departments participated; this

Hired gunmen refused to allow year 17 departments are
assistance to reach the farm recognizing their top students,

ENACT cleans Goldcamp
by Shirin Day

Emphasizing recycling, a

group of ENACT members will

spend tomorrow cleaning up
Gold Camp Road. A carpool will

leave Rastall at 10 a.m. and return

midafternoon.

"ENACT members hope to get
at least 20 people" to help with
the cleanup, said Doug Bogen of

ENACT. "Any environmentally-

minded people are welcome."

The group will supply hefty

trash bags and a truck to haul

cans to a recycling center.

They "hope to be getting food

from Saga," said Bogen,

although he expects many peo-

ple will return to Colorado

Springs for lunch. Beer will

definitely be provided.

Gold Camp Road was chosen

for the cleanup because of "the

piles of beer cans all over the

place," explained Bogen. "It

seems to be one of the messiest

places in town."

Because ENACT has not spon-

sored environmental cleanups in

the recent past, they are not sure

how successful this one will be.

According to Bogan, "If this one
goes well, we'd like to do it agaim

next year."

and a total of about 50 awards will

be given.

All awards are secret with no
recipient knowing in advance
which one he or she will receive,

and awards will be given to un-
derclassmen as well as to

seniors. The all-college awards
include: CCCA Award. Cutler

Publications Award, Blue Key
Awards, Dean's Award, Mary
Stearns Barkalow Award, Ann
Rice Memorial Award, Woman's
Educational Society Award, and
the Esden Trophy.

According to Dean McLeod,
"The popularity of the Honors
Convocation is markedly
different from a few years ago.

Students are now ready to par-

ticipate in such a community-
building event, and the pleasant,

elating experience is no longer

treated with cynicism. It is fun,

not just for the award recipients,

and it is appropriate for everyone
to come and honor fellow

students and the faculty."

The CO Chamber Chorus,

directed by Don Jenkins, will

perform at the ceremony, and
classes will be dismissed at 10:30.

—Career CenterNews^
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWERS

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY sales

trainee positions in Colorado Springs. Interviewing May
24. ..sign-up and literature in the Carrer Center.

FULL TIME JOBS

FIELD ORGANIZERS, Powder River Basin Resource Coun-
cil, Wyoming. Work with communities in solving problems
related to energy development in the area.

CARPENTER'S APPRENTICE, Chicago. Opportunity to

learn the trade with a CC alum.

TEACHING POSITIONS in low-income Catholic schools in

Texas.

ASSISTANT FOOTBALL COACH, College of Eastern Utah
MEDICAL RESEARCH IN DEVELOPMENTAL

CHEMOTHERAPY in Denver area. For B.A. in biology or

chemistry, able to stay at least two years.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR for

neighborhood reinvestment program in Colorado Springs.

Good pay., .for 8-12 months.
FULL OR PART TIME SALES for food supplement and

vitamin firm. Your title—consultant. Pays $640 plus commis-
sion. Local.

PROJECT COORDINATOR for Juvenile Diversion

Program in Colorado. Bachelor's degree plus some criminal

justice and administrative experience preferred.

INTAKE SPECIALIST for Juvenile Diversion Program.
Bachelor's degree in social science field and some experience

with a social services agency preferred.

SUMMER JOBS

LIFEGUARD position for the summer in an extra-special

lodge just outside of Santa Fe. Room and board plus salary and
the opportunity to teach privately to lodge guests. See Career

Center immediately for contact person.

OUTDOOR EDUCATION COUNSELOR wanted for local

summer day camp. One session 5 to 7-year-olds, one session 8

to 11...pays $800-$1000 for the eight weeks.

le

Women sponsor benefit
by Pat Krueger

and Shirin Day
This Sunday at The Place in

Back, 1757 South 8th Street, the

Women's Commission is spon-

soring a benefit to provide funds

for the Women's Health Service

Clinic and the Safehouse. The
Benefit begins at 8 p.m. Food,

dancing, and entertainment will

be provided for a suggested

donation of $3.

Women's Health Service Clinic

is a nonprofit cooperative

organization that provides

gynecological care for Colorado

Springs women. It also provides

birth control counseling for both

sexes.

In order to continue its role as a

tower cost women's health care

center, the clinic must participate

in fund-raising benefits.

The Safehouse, projected to

open in June, is a shelter for

battered women. It is partially

funded by the Domestic Violence
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Prevention Center in response!

statistics ranking Colored

Springs as a community with on

of the highest rates of incident

of wife abuse in the nation.

Part of the money raised by th
' the

benefit will help provide Ion; iss £

term housing, food, an

transportation for the victims c

family violence.

The evening's entertainmer 'rifrc

will involve women singers tror JStin

CC and the community as well

a modern dance group.

"People are welcome to brin

music they can dance to," sai

Judy Berlfein of the Women'
Commission
Tickets can be purchased

UCCS Women's Resourc irela

Center, Domestic Violenc

Prevention Center, Women'
Health Service Clinic, and fror Publ

any Women's Commissiog^^^
member.

For further information cor

tact; Judy Berlfein 639-5616 a

Janet Strouss ext. 459 or 457,

Group tackles 20th century survival

ENACT to recycle aluminum
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by Laurel Van Driest

and
Lara Roberts

Twenty-nine CC students will

be coping with thetwentieth cen-

tury, and helping others with the

same problem, as next year's

Jackson House inhabitants. The
group's proposal, entitled

"Twentieth Century Survival."

was selected by the Housing
Committee eighth block from the
two submitted themes.

Jackson House is currently the
only theme house on campus.
Each year, students are en-

couraged to organize a group,
write up a theme and a calendar

i? of events, and appear before the
CT Housing Committeeof theCCCA
o with their proposal.

Y Next year's selected group

(^ centered on the student's ex-
>> perience with future shock. "The
o structures of society are becom-

and still maintain our personal

identities?'" asked the written

proposal.

The students plan to focus on
what they consider to be the two
main areas of survival: the prac-
tical and the creative. Among the

practical skills they hope to teach
and learn are the preparation of

income tax forms, auto and bicy-

cle repaire, and cooking. Survival

in the wilds will also be
presented.

Many group members are

currently living on the perfor-

ming arts wing and hope to pass

on their interest in drama and
drama technology. In the

paragraphs each member sub-

mitted with the proposal, such

diverse creative skills as poetry,

dance, pottery, and water-boiling

were mentioned.

The theme will be carried out

through a system of three

ing more and more intricate and semester-long seminars, outside

unwieldy. Arewegoingtobeable speakers, student speakers, and
to fend for ourselves in this world discussion groups. The proposal

states, "We intend to fill gaps ii

our survival education
teaching the skills we know am

learning the skills of others." Th

practical skills will, the grou|
(^^^ _

hopes, be those that "cannot b 53^3^^

covered in liberal arts courses'

The seminars will be

creative cooking, yoga,

general survival skills. The cook

ing class will be a bimonthl*

workshop on "creative nutritione Marci

cuisine," consisting of a shof

lecture followed by a group cook

ing effort. The yoga class con

tinues the current course offere< Jack

at Jackson House. The survi'

skills seminar will offer a differen

course every week.

Jackson House inhabitants wi

devote one block to the learnini

of energy consumption habit

through a weekly seminar i'

which members of the campu

community will speak on energ!*

followed by discussion of t^i'

topic and pertinent texts. Energ:

conservation within the hous

itself will also be explored

ill sc
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Ih

uest editorial

lepublic still a dream
by Kamal Abukhater

Under the Shah, Iran strove hard to make a big leap from a

gditionally Islamic conservative society to a western-style country,

id from a basically agricultural nation to an industrialized state,

gspite the tremendous development made by the Shah in all tieids of

frastructures culminating in the emergence of modern schools,

jspitals, and roads throughout Iran, the drawbacks associated with

s fabulous spending were inevitable.

A new class of nouveau-riche appeared, mainly in Tehran. The
ions of dollars generated by Iran's oil necessitated the creation of

ultra-modern army, and to the dislike of the people, a secret police,

scause of the harshness and cruelty of the secret police, better

lown as Savak, bitterness gradually grew into open rebellion.

To the outside world, however, the brewing upheaval was very

uch underestimated. Weeks before the Shah gave up his peacock
rone in despair and went into exile, the United States, at least

ficially, supported him in open defiance of millions of Iranians who
anted to see an end to the Shah's rule and his entire Bahlawi dynasty.

Western observers, especially in the U.S., never took the battle

y "Down with the Shah, long live the Islamic public!" seriously. They
id their doubts about the black-turbaned Ayatollah and his sym-
ithizers, even after the Shah took refuge in Egypt and later in

orocco. It was evident that at least the public in the West was grossly

isinformed about the actual state of affairs in Iran and elsewhere in

e Middle East.

One would really doubt the far-reaching ramifications of the

mpestuous events of I ran. Was the Carter administration, after all, so

live as to allow its main protege on the Russian border to be swept

way by the tidal wave of Islam coming from Khomeini's birthplace of

um? Or was it a deliberate castigation of the man who believed he

as strong enough to inflate all prices beyond the projections of the

.S. budget?

What happened to Carter's cherished human rights vis-a-vis the

ly executions of Iran? Could the new wave of Islam, meeting with

D opposition from Washington despite the loss of two U.S. ICBM
onitoring stations on the Caspian sea, wash away the Marxist

^ igime of Afghanistan and contain the probable Communist takeover

Turkey?

These questions cannot be answered at the present. But one
ling seems certain so far. No matter what the U.S. contribution to

le downfall of the Shah, the situation in Iran has definitely slipped

et syond the control of policy makers in the White House.

Under Ayatollah Khomeini, Iran has almost unanimously voted

anlirthe sought-after Islamic republic. So far, only two points seem to

)nt sve received full agreement of all factions in Iran: first, revenge for

le atrocities committed by the Shah's men, and second, recognition

the PLO and severance of all ties with Israel. It is still premature to

iT^^ss any judgement on the new regime, but the following questions

soon have to be clearly answered.
What is the official attitude towards the leftists in general and the

ommunist Tulah party in particular? Will there ever be an open

er jnfrontation between the two sides which closely cooperated in

01 jsting the Shah?
How soon will the army, with its sophisticated weaponry, be

organized? How long will it take the new regime to disarm the

irious factions and parties?

What are the declared economic policies in general and the oil

)licy in particular? Will oil be used as a political weapon? What about

I prices?

What is Iran's attitude, as an lslamicrepublic,towards such issues

; relations with Communist countries, mainly the U . S .S . R . , and the

nc iplication of the rigid rules of the Muslim Shariaa law?

As the winter revolution now enters its first summer, the Islamic

oifpublic remains what it was during the days of the Shah - still a

jo 'earn.
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Letters to the editor
Dear Editor:

In my past few years at

Colorado College I have had a

number of unfortunate en-

counters with the security

guards. These encounters

range from rude demands to

the verification of my ID to the

cutting of my bike lock and
confiscation of my bike.

During the speech of Barry

Commoner, two security

guards possessing the air of

policemen walked the
perimeter of the crowd while

asserting their authority

towards such trivial matters as

people drinking beer. With

their walkie-talkies turned to

excessive volume and billy-

clubs erect to their sids, their

pseudopoliceman presence

was all too much felt.

It appears that there are a

few security guards on our
campus who believe that they

are employed to control the

students. They are not
policemen, and those that

believe they are should be

removed from their positions.

t understand that Lee Parks

(the head of security) works

very hard to impress upon the

security guards that they are

not police, but the security-

student relationships exist on
an authoritative level in much
the same way as we relate to

policemen. This sort of

relationship is completely

detrimental to an educational

environment, as the animosity

created from such friction ex-

ists at an unthinking level.

In ordertocorrect this situa-

tion, students and security

guards must realize that they

are working together to

protect the college environ-

ment, students, and facilities.

There is -a need for security,

and I'm sure that most

students understand and
respect this need. However, It

Is a very small percentage of

mindless students who involve

themselves in activities such

as theft and vandalism. It Is

those few students that need
to be controlled, thus reinfor-

cing security to maintain an

authoritative position.

It is important forthe securi-

ty guards to understand that

this is only a few students, and

that the rest of us are in cons-

tant support of their position.

A security guard must be in-

telligent and sensitive enough

to differentiate between a sup-

portive student and a destruc-

tive one.

Communication can then

exist between a guard and a

student outside the

authoritative framework. For

example, if the security guard

who cut my lock and con-

fiscated my bike would have

simply left a note explaining

the circumstances to be a

hazard, I would have been

happy to comply to his re-

quest. However, his rash

behavior led to arguments and

hatred typifying the student-

security relationship as a

whole. The security guard

argued that he was only

following orders.

The mindless following of

rules is as equally responsible

for the present lack of com-
munication as the mindless

breaking of them. In most in-

stances such as this, the

problem can be solved har-

moniously through basic

communication between in-

dividuals. Security guards
must remain human by balan-
cing personal judgment with
the rules to gain the most
efficient and harmonious
result.

I'm sure It is extremely dif-

ficult for a person whose job it

is to watch for destructive peo-
ple to maintain this sort of

objectivity, but if they can't

they should be replaced. Any
sort of police-like behavior

should be communicated to

the deans, Lee Parks, or Mr.

Krossie. all of whom fully sup-
port a better student-security

relationship. As students, we
should better understand the

difficult position the security

guards are in and support

them.

Communicate.

Alan Hamilton

Dear Editor:

It is unfortunate but true that

the forces of racism are alive

and well on our campus.
This fact slapped me in the

face in a very unfortunate inci-

dent earlier this semester. 1

had a good friend of mine
visiting for a few days. He
happened to be black. Two
weeks after he left. I was in-

terrupted by a knock on my
door, i answered and found

Alan Okun of the Housing Of-

fice standing there, with the

key to my room displayed in

his hand, which seemed to

indicate an intention on his

part to enter my room even if I

had not answered.

Mr. Okun wasted no time in

accusing me of not actually

living in my room, and trading

off with some campus
employee so that 1 could live

off campus. He then saidthat if

I was not trading off, then I was
probably harboring a person

that matched the description

of a wanted trespasser.

None of these accusations

were anywhere near true. Mr.

Okun would not explain the

sources of the accusations, or

show evidence (such as a

description of this person).

Without thinking, I Immediate-

ly offered Mr. Okun a com-
plete explanation, including

my friend's name. I did not

think much about the incident

at first, but then I began to

realize the implications.

First of all, I realized that

someonewas paying attention

to who was coming and going

to and from my room. Second,

I realized that Mr. Okun had no

reason to suspect my friend of

wrongdoing, unless having

black skin is a reason to

assume an individual is a

criminal. My friend has never

had any conflict with Security

or any part of the administra-

tion. I began to wonder what

kind of a description Mr. Okun
was going by. Black male with

glasses? Even on this campus,

black mates with glasses are

not that unusual.

I finally became so annoyed

that I spoke to Okun's

superior, Eilie Milroy. Ms.

Milroy seemed to agree that

the whole incident would not

have happened if my friend

had been white. She also in-

formed me that Okun had no

business having the key to my

room tn a situation of that
nature.

These events all occurred
over two months ago. I kept
hoping that I would receive an
apology or an indication that

measures would be taken to

prevent a reoccurrence, or at

the very least, an indication of

concern on the part of the

administration, but I have
heard nothing from anyone.
The lackof understanding of

basic principles of racial

equality, along with the lack of

respect for my civil rights ex-

hibited by Mr. Okun. indicates

to me that Mr. Okun should
not occupy the position of

Assistant Director of Residen-
tial Life. In the position that he
holds, an understanding of

such matters as rights and
equality would seem to be
paramount.

Particularly in light of the

recent Intelligence Sym-
posium, if the administration

will not take steps to police

Itself and correct these in-

justices and abuses of our
rights, It is up to us as students
and as contributors to the

salaries of College employees
to take steps to prevent the

usurpation of our basic rights

by administrative employees,

particularly as far as psuedo-
surveillance Is concerned.

Some people have defended
Mr. Okun's action on grounds
that it was necessary for cam-
pus security. If the event had
occurred in a co-ed or all

female dorm, there would be a

much stronger security in-

terest. IHowever, most of us in

McGregor are big boys and
capable of taking care of

ourselves.

It is obvious that the school

has a very legitimate interest

in the security of its students

and buildings, and I do not

object to that. What disturbs

me is the fact that Mr. Okun
overreacted with no regard for

the rights of me, the student

No one attempted to contact

me before the accusations

were made. I would haveglad-

ly explained my visitor's

presence earlier, if I had been
asked. Mr. Okun's action,

along with its racial overtones,

does not square with the basic

tenets of democracy.

Unfortunately, there is no
organization on campus for

the purpose of upholding stu-

dent rights against infringe-

ment in cases like this. Anyone
interested in forming such an

organization is urged to con-

tact me.

David Greenbucg
28 McGregor

Dear Editor:

The final issue of last year's

Catalyst (May 26, 1978)

featured an article entitled

"Dubious Awards: The Best

and the Worst" which listed

the Phi Delt house as the

"Worst Institution We Will

Miss. ' I would like to thank the

spring 1978 editorial staff of

the Catalyst for kicking us

while we were down and

propose (hat they be given an

award for "Worst Prediction."

Phi Delta Theta not only con-

tinues to survive, it is thriving.

How sweet it is!!

Shaun Sullivan
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Tom Howes "catches air" as he flies over the ridge on his dirtbil<e Parachute jumpers take to the sky in small Cessna

Adventurer cultivates danger, tempts death, and hangs on for lif(

by Paul Butler

"It's like two ultimate highs,

one right after the other. First

you're incredibly tense, terrified,

hanging off the strut of an air-

plane at 3,000 feet. You took

down — there's nothing below.

The jump master barks the com-
mand. You let go. You 're scared

shitless, and you're falling, falling

... You pull the rip cord; the chute

opens; it pulls you up. But then

you're floating ... there's no
sound; it's like the noise gets

sucked out of your lungs, and
there's absolute peace and relax-

ation like you can 't believe.

"

— Tom Howes,

CC student

Danger.

It's born in the wind currents

that carry a hang glider between
sheer mountain faces.

it's cultivated inthefreefallofa

parachute jumper dropping out

of the sky from 10,000 feet up.

It's sustained in the fearless

"flight" of a dirt rider "catching

air" as he flies over a precipice

onto unknown terrain.

It's a morflentary ecstasy: man
perched precariously between
earth and sky, between life and
death.

But for those who dare to tempt
death with their unordinary feats,

it concerns more than just a

fleeting thrill. For these people,

danger is a way of life: action is

their creed; and fear, their

passport.

"I really get into fear," says
veteran CC skydiver and dirtbike

enthusiast Tom Howes. "It's a

natural high; the adrenalin flows,

the heart beats fast. It sure takes

the place of every day life."

And Howes doesn't stop at

wheeling dirtbikes and jumping
out of airplanes to yield those

sensations. He adds cliff diving,

car racing, rock climbing, and

Godec's
9 SOUTH WEBER

Phnta
Supply

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903

Colorado Springs' #1
Photo Shop

In-Store Camera Repair
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S33 N. TEJON
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cave exploring to his list of

"natural highs." From all these

activities he derives a challeng-

ing test to mind and body.
"In motocross (dirtbike)

riding, it's a matter of en-

durance," Howes says. "You see
how much beating and bashing
you can take. Physically it knocks
the hell out of you. You're
bumped, jarred, tossed, and
shook."

But despite the physical abuse
it inflicts, Howes lists dirtbiking

as one of the sports he likes best.

Although he sometimes enjoys
"slow, relaxing" rides, he says he
generally prefers "riding the edge
... going for it 1 10 per cent."

One of his favorite riding

terrains, "Death Valley" (he nam-
ed it) , features two steep 45
degree canyon cliffs, separated
at their base by a narrow strip of

land. According to Howes, the

cyclist weaves alternately

between both cliff faces, and with

each descent gains momentum
to carry him even further up the

opposite side.

When it comes to jumping over
the precipice of a hill on a cycle,

Howes' idea is that a rider should
pick up speed and "fly" over the

edge, even if he doesn't know
what's on the other side.

"Some people, when they
come to the top of a rise, go slow

so they can check it out. But that

takes all the fun out of it. When I

race up to the top of a hill, when I

think 'this is it,' and when by some
combination of skill and luck I

pull it out, it's a rush: there's a

tightness in my chest, and then a

release, and that's what it's all

about."

Unfortunately, the rider isn't

^"CAMEKAS
LENSES
SLIDE

PROJECTORSDARKROOM
EQXTIPX^ENT
CAACERA
ACCESORIES

FILM
SPECIALS
SNAPSHOT
CAl^ERAS
MOVIEPROJECTORS
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• CAMEBA SHOP«

30 N. T«ion
Ph 636-1696

always able to "pull it out" com-
pletely. In jumping over a hill last

year. Howes found himself un-

able to negotiate an uncalculated

steep descent and "ate it" when
he crashed into a tree.

Even though the possibility of

serious injury exists, Howes
claims that the desire to try these

sports isn't limited to a few uni-

que individuals.

"Everyone wants to try,

somewhere inside of him. But

there's that fear that something
might go wrong. Man wasn't

made to leap out of an airplane at

3,000 feet.

And Howes admits that there

another important side to th

sport. In the two he pursues mo;
'^^'

adamently, sky diving and dirt

biking, part of the attraction

"getting to places no one else ca

get to."

"When you're dropping witi ^°f
the chute open, it's the peacefu
beautiful part (of skydiving). Yoi

can see Denver, Castlerock. an(

the Rocky Mountains spread
beneath you. Someday I'd liketc

jump through the clouds. I reall)

want to do that.
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=Arts=

Oance styles fuse

by Dale Hartigan

Norm Cornick'schoreography,

isplayed in last week's dance
}ncert, captured the flavor and
iirit of folk dance from Its

Iiringtime
revelry to its ancient

ment. As America is the great

elting pot, so Cornick's eclectic

\f\e melted together the Scot-

ih jig with the French cancan, a

i estern swing with the shuffle

ep, a high-stepping march with

allet turns en pointe.

The first three pieces
Cakewalk," "Stars and Stripes,"

id "Western Symphony") were
ever allowed to lose their sense

humor although they at times .

ipired to seriousness. The
egant ballroomish grand march
Cakewalk" aligned with its

juntry cousin the square dance.

This contrasting combination

lowed itself most dramatically

I
the "Wallflower Waltz." Here

le unsophisticated wallflower—

Ith pigtails sticking straight out

om either side of her head

—

guratively and literally upset the

/mmetry of the paired dancers.

his comedy of errors became
Imost slapstick, for this

allflower refused to plant

erself along the sidelines as a

aod little wallflower should.

/ith impish delight, she tripped

id shoved the other dancers,

ausing them to fall flat on their

ices so that she could steal a

artner away. Kathy Fine, in this

)le, exuded as much energy

rough her facial expressions as

16 did through her dancing.

In "Stars and Stripes," Cornick

plored the nature of patriotism.

[he quick airy steps of idealism,

;ecuted en pointe, were under-

lined by the heavy purposeful

larch of war. This mingling

isulted in an ignorant but

ibilant dance of patriotism.

Unfortunately, the dancers—
lO had a difficult time keeping

top of the fast pace—seemed
10 aware of the incongruity of

leir dance. They almost had the

ichnical ability but not the spirit,

[didn't help much that the sen-

lentality of the costumes were
listracting.

Western Symphony," with its

Sloping steps, cartwheels,

andclaps, and imaginary ropes,

as the most vibrant in its

lergy. Although simple, this

ince came closest to a burst of

)ontaneous joy— I expected to

;ar some whoops and hollars

the dancers. Colored
Dops dropped from the ceiling

I the finale worked without be-

g too gimmicky. While carrying

rough the theme of cowboy
ipes used throughout the piece,

ley also served as a western

aypole dance to top off the idea

[ spring revelry and universal

celebration—with an

'merican flavor.

CO student Nancy Smith's

[horeography provided a con-

fast to Cornick's synthesis of

les. Smith's piece was a

laracter study of four separate

lance moods united through

eter Strickholm's lovely "Six

Musical Poems for (and about)

Paula." A warm intimacy was
produced by this use of live

music. With the piano placed on
the stage and the use of soft

lights, I almost felt 1 was in

someone's living room. Each
dancer and dance aptly con-

veyed a distinct mood
("Reclusive." "Mellifluous,"

"Bedazzled." "Sultry") which
bounced off the other three in

comparison. Coming together at

the end, the four styles merged

while still retaining individual

character.

The three solos of "Odetta

Sings" were stylized dramatic

dances of an oppressive
American South, closely tied to

the lyrics of each song. The la-

ment of "Roberta," danced by

David deBenedet, was
characterized by tortured collap-

sing movements portraying an

agitated state of mind.

In the other two solos, Sharon
Washington emerged as a per-

former with outstanding subtlety

and strength of expression. Her

ability transformed mere repeti-

tion through a build-up of inten-

sity. "Maybe She Go" was a

dance of confinement. This

theme was exemplified by
movements which moved but

went nowhere ~ exaggerated

rocking motions and a circling

pattern which kept returning to

the prison-tike rungs of the rock-

ing chair. Yet this dance was not

sentimental — there was a whim-

sical air about it as Odetta sang

"Maybe she go, maybe she don't

go."

That Ms. Washington's control

and expressiveness streamed out

through even her fingertips was
proven by a moving performance

of "This Little Light of Mine." The
choreography of this sequence

was a fine example of what Cor-

nick can create when he gets

away from a circle dance.

"Leslie in the P.M.", photograph from Diane Haiiey's exhibit

Ideas unify three-woman art show
by Jeanine Minich

Packard Hall was the setting

for a senior art show featuring the

combined works of Wendy
Weiss, Lisa Peters, and Diane

Hailey. Although the media each

of these three women uses is

entirely different, the show seem-
ed somewhat unified by ex-

perimentation with similar ar-

tistic ideas,

This apparent commonality of

intent is particularly evident

when comparing Lisa's and Wen-
dy's work. Wendy's use of color in

two of her weavings ("Favonian

Rifacimento" and "Interchange")

is reminiscent of Paul Klee's

"Magic Squares," in which Klee

used carefully composed jux-

tapositions of colored bands and

squares to produce an overall

effect that is scintillating to the

eye. The same feeling is echoed
in Lisa's monotypes "Diagram 1"

and "Diagram M" (the latter of

which is more successful with

this effect), in which color com-
position is of the utmost impor-

tance.

Wendy's weavings show an ad-

mirable diversity of style and
technique. Her double-weave

"Study #1" and "DoupLeno Sam-
ple" are both simple but elegant

pieces whose colors are con-

dusive to the textural designs

used. "Ignus Fatuus" also

employs color well, evoking with

its surface contours and empty
spaces the feeling of an arid

landscape.

Diane Haiiey's photographs

show an affinity with this ex-

perimentation with texture. Her

work deals both with subtleties of

tone and bold, contrasting

sha pes , espec iai ly in

photographs such as "Water,

Snow, and Ice." "Black Baby"

and "Deaf in One Ear" are both

marvelous studies, contrasting

the smooth surface of an old dolt

with rough, interesting

background textures.

Her portraits also show this

careful attention to the setting for

her subjects, who are very ex-

Shoplick, Laquer exhibit

multi-media in Packard
by Lisa Peters

Jane Shoplick's art show, on

display in Packard Hall, is an

inconsistent variety of generally

well-executed printing, drawing

and painting.

Her serigraphs lack vitality;

lines, colors and forms are plea-

sant, yet unvaryingly compla-

cent. "City-Scape," however,

achieves an exciting sense of

displacement. The sun is a three-

dimensional structure with mass

and metallic texture white city

buildings are miniaturized

silhouettes.

"Circles." a quilt, displays a

similar incongruity; fabric is

arranged in cubular interlocking

forms. The quilt seems to be a

series of protruding squares.

Jane's paintings are timid, and

obviously derivative. Drawing,

however, seems to be Jane's

forte. Her drawings are braver

than her other work. "Tibetan

Boy" stares forward with vivid

directness, and "Pine Cone"
proudly displays each of its folds.

The drawings are meticulous,

especially "Study of a Dead
Rose." which displays the varied

texture of a rose in an early stage

of the wilting process. The stem

and thorns are shaded carefully

and attentively.

Constance Laquer's show, also

In Packard Hall, includes both

ceramics and paintings.

Although there are not many
ceramic works displayed, each
has an unusual and lifelike feel-

ing.

"Series of Three," three blue

oddly shaped pots, have an un-

even organic texture. They bend
and weave, seeming to assert

their individual personalities.

"Pods 11" also displays a

lustrous textured finish, The
pods have a special fascination

because they balance on one
another without glue or stand.

They are as appealing to look at

as they are to touch.

Constance's paintings ex-

amine biomorphic forms, cells

seen under a microscope and
then magnified. The rounded

forms and warm colors seem very

womblike. Constance does not

seem as aware, however, of the

textured possibilities of paint and

canvas in these works. They do
not have the personality of her

ceramics or the sensitivity to

materials.

\/\/\nes

Weber St. Liquor
71 2 N.Weber

Open til 12 p.m.

n^ftTS 475-9533

I

mzm.
d women

k prodticlH —

827 N. Tejon

At Cache La Poudre

pressive in their own right. My
major critisism of this part of her

show lies in the number of

photographs which simply dis-

tract from the larger portion of

herwork, which is interesting and
technically advanced.

Lisa Peters' experimentation

with the monotype constitutes

the major focus of her work.

Monotypes, as she explans, are

prints derived from oil paintings

made on glass or zinc plates,

which retain the texture and sub-
tlety of the brushstrokes in the

resultant print, "Chair I" and
"Chair 11" are expressionistic

studies in this medium, using a

flat, perspectiveless plane and
harsh, bold color.

One also senses that her work
has been influenced by the re-

cent maniafor all things Egyptian

in the wake of the recent Tut

Exhibit which has toured the

country. "Wall Fragment' is a

well-composed and understated

piece much more effective in its

use of ancient Egyptian symbols

and figures than the more harshly

done companion piece, "Recon-

struction."

My favorite piece, however, is

her work entitled "Flipping

Through a Book of Modern Art—
Homage to Brian," which wryly

comments on the difficulty much
of society has with Interpreting

modern art intelligently—an es-

pecially problematic concern for

the reviewer or critic. Visually

quite appealing, it makes its

statement with no loss of effec-

tiveness.

i

WHICKERBILL
Contemporary Gifts

wnrk of 69 Colorado crBHs people

icludinB lols of hond craflod

ilona-warc pollerv

Plaques by the

Monks of Valyermo

Windchimes
Tremar stoneware birds

Kitchen witches

Bedroom angels

Levi briefcases

Swiss goatmilk soap

Porcelain thimbles

and

1,372.514 coffee mugs

downtown
?12 North Tejon Street
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Women's Soccer team just misses league title by 3 goals
by Ann Shutan

Sunday. May 13. the women's

varsity soccer team defeated the

University of Northern Cotorado,

this year's league champions, 5-

3, It was the second of three

losses dealt to UNC by the CC
squad this season and the fifth

straight victory for CC, who
finished with an 8-3-1 league

record and an 11-7-1 overall

record.

Unfortunately, CC failed to at-

tain the five-goal difference

necessary to clinch the league

title. Because UNC previously

defeated CC 4-0 in early April,

CC needed a five-goal spread to

defeat them in overall series

goals to take first in the league.

Before one of the largest

crowds assembled for a women's
soccer game, CC began the scor-

ing melee with a penalty shot by a

composed Kim Hanson at 10:15

in the first half. UNC countered to

tie for the first of two times in the

game five minutes later, and it

looked like the fans would be
treated to a very close game.
Sophomore winger Bev

Warren beat her defender one-

on-one after a well-placed pass

from senior defender Debbie

Parks and drilled the ball into the

lower right-hand corner to burn a

screened UNC keeper.

Bev again foiled the Bears'

defense with an insfinging corner

kick which Judy Sondenmann
headed into the goal, bringing

the score to 3-1 for CC with five

minutes to go in the first half.

The CC defense managed to

thwart several attempted UNC
breakaways, and CC rookie

goalie Cheryl Murphy made
some key one-on-one saves to

hold the score to 3-1 at the half.

At the beginning of the second

half it looked as though CC
would come up with the five-goal

difference that they needed.

The CC team was caught off

guard midway into the second

half, however, and the Bears

slipped by to make the score 3-2.

CC momentum waned as UNC
came back to tie the score 3-3

four minutes later.

"At that point, after UNC's se-

cond goat, I think CC lost their

concentration because they

realized that their five-goal

difference was getting harder to

obtain," said Coach Paul in

retrospect. "I think it showed the

most in that our midfield let up

the pressure and we lost sight of

our first objective, which was to

win the game. What we did was to

substitute the midfield, giving

them a chance to settle down and
regroup, and then put them back
in with the desire to win."

With seven minutes remaining

in the game, CC turned the tide

and countered with a scrappy

goal by sophomore Kim Hanson,
On a beautiful cross by junior

Alice Pendleton, CC took a lead

which they never lost again. Two
minutes later, sophomore Kristen

Fowler iced the game with a left-

footed shot off a cross from

freshman Jeanne Armbuster. CC
continued to press, never forget-

ting they came close to the five

goals that they needed.

"I think it was a terrific way to

end the season," said Paul.

'Nobody really believed that we
would defeat UNC our last two consisted of 20 equally talented

times, and score that many goals players, whereas our best com-

JfulM
against them, and finish up un- petition was molded around a fev ^^y^]

defeated in our last six games. I key stars," stated Paul. "Perhap:
,^ee

feel we finally got our con- our best asset and lesson learnei mpu
fidence, broke our two-year this year was that we continue(

slump, and are playing like the to place having fun, and enjoyin;
gjjg^

championship team I always the game and each other abovt

believed we were." winning or losing. It payed off; wf ^

Due to CC's midseason had an excellent finish,

frustrations, they finished third in CC has high hopes for nex

the league. They dropped two year because they are a younc

close games to CSU 1-0 and 1-0, team. Only three seniors, captaii

and also a very important first Debbie Parks, forward Cindi

game to UNC, 4-0. The overall Flores, and defender Margare

record and final standing in the Webb will be lost to graduation,

league do not reflect CC's poten- "It will be hard to replace th(

tial or their late-season perfor- leadership and strong play ex rcc
mance. hibited by Debbie Parks. Wiu
CC scored 73 goals against such excellent surprise perfoi

their opponents for an averageof mances by a first-year goalie

3.8 pergame and allowed only 19 junior Cheryl (Vlurphy, anc

goals for an average of 1 per freshman fullback Dana Neill.wt

game. Judy Sondermann led the will maintain the strength lost

our seniors. Kristen Fowler put

key performances at various

positions during the season,

wherever we needed her," said

Paul

With a strong finish and con-
"Our greatest strength lay in fidence gained by CC, it is doubt-

the fact that this year's team ful that the league championship

offense with 24 points. CC lost to:

UC at Santa Barbara, Stanford,

BYU, Washington State and
league opponents UNC and
CSU.

will come down to a five-

difference in the finale next year.
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Men's Lacrosse sees tough action
by Ann Shutan

CC lacrosse last saw action on

Thursday, May 10 against the

University of Northern Colorado.

All players saw action in this 18-8

victory.

Freshman goalie Kenny
Greenberg performed admirably,

limiting a rough UNC team to

eight goals. Aiding Greenberg

were defensemen Mike Hunt,

John Troubh, vastly improved
Pete Vogt, and Matt Claman.
However, the main action oc-

curred on the offensive end of the

field as Bobby Kline and Drew
Thwaits continued theirbattlefor

the scoring title. Kline tossed in

six goals and assisted on four

others as Thwaits fired in five

tallies with four assists. This
leaves Kline with 55 points and a

five point lead over Thwaits with

one game remaining.

Willy Carney continued to lead

midfield scoring as he added two
goals in the CC victory. Pete

Rubens also had a good after-

noon, scoring his first two goals

this season.

Although a game was
scheduled for Saturday. Westerh
State never appeared, giving CC
a forfeit instead of a much-
wanted opportunity to play.

Although cancelled games
have been the story of the

lacrosse season, tomorrow's 2

p.m. season-ending game
against the Stickers (formerly the

Colorado Springs Lacrosse

Club) should be one of the best

games of the season. The
Stickers roster predominantly is

comprised of CC graduates.

The game should provide fast-

paced action for all who come to

watch; your support of men's

lacrosse will be greatly ap-

preciated.

43«^

Ftiddu

9:00-6:00

Rent Outdoor Skates All-Day

For Only $5.00

with CC. ID

832N.Tejon Phone 633-1082

SKATi'

Wtstza
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Drew Thwaits makes a goal

Spring Intramurals —
Kick-back fun in sun

illeyi

by Jon Goodman
Since the year is coming to a

close, most varsity sports are

either over or ending. But that

doesn't mean there isn't any
athletic action happening on
campus. Right now the spring

Intramurals are going strong.

One of these sports is a relativ-

ly new game — Ultimate Frisbee.

Two teams play a game similar to

football, only they use a frisbee.

There is a "throw-off" at the

beginning of each half and after

each score. From there the

receiving team tries to advance
the frisbee into the opposing
team's goal. Players can't run

with the frisbee once they have

caught it and if the disc touches
the ground, possession is given

to the defense.
The rules for defense are sim-

ple and are similar to basketball

with the exception that only one
man can guard the person with

the frisbee. The defense tries

eitherto intercept a pass orto just

knock the frisbee to the ground,
giving them possession. There is

no tackling.

The sport incorporates all the

facets of a great game-
coordination, speed, stamina,

strategy, and technique. This

combination of skills also makes
it a good spectator sport.

There are nine teams which
were organized into one league
by Curtis More with the help of

Tony Frasca. The only un-
defeated team left is EggaMuffin,
with a record of 5-0, who look like

the favorites going into the

playoffs. Close behind are th

Mathias Flyers who were un 'es, t

defeated until they lost a tougl e yo

game to EggaMuffin last Mon
day. With the score 8-2 at hal

time, the Flyers made a stronj uerii

comeback only to come u| )pas

short—losing the game 12-8.

A more traditional Intramura

sport is Softball. This year then

are two women's leagues, eaci

with eight teams, four men':

leagues, each with eight teams ider

and one freshman league with si) ^lest

teams. All the divisions are near

ing the end of their regula

season and will be starting the!

playoffs soon.

In the women's leagues thi

competition is close. Two unj

defeated teams—Delaney's Bai

and Grill at 5-0 and The Tooteri »

at 4-0—are battling it out in thf

Foxwell Division, while Ihrf

teams—The Weber Liquo

Wahoos at 5-0, The Mixed Nutsa

4-1, and T.F.W.C. at 4-1

closely knotted in the Golder

Division. Since only the tof

teams from each league meet if

the finals, the competition is eS'

pecially fierce.

One other intramural sport go-

ing on now is basketball. Tnis

weekend at the Mathias basket-

ball court 16 teams will compete

in a three-on-'three tournament

organized by Art Gelber. They'

play single elimination, each

game being won at eleven—each

basket counting as one point.

The make-it-take-it rule wil

used and players will call their

own fouls.
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Classifieds

JMMER JOB: Need reliable

ibysitter for six-month-old
'P' iree afternoons per week, near
'Sf mpus. Contact Dr. Storey, Olin
's<

•4, ext. 304 or 634-6081, im-

edlately.

^^* )R SALE: Raleigh girl's three-

* leed bicycle. Three years old,

ns well. Asking $55. Contact
isan Castle, ext. 272.

EED A RUG for your room?
ight blue, wall-to-wall, good
jndition, $25. Call Robin at634-

r79.

RCC needs jazz disc jockeys for

e summer. Must display

orkable knowledge of the
''® lusic, but no license is required,

eave name and phone number

I
Rastall desk.

•TRACK RECORDER NEED-
D. If you have one and can

pare it for a day or two, leave a

ote in Rastail box 507. Need to

lake some music for the drive

ome.

Notices

3R SUMMER SUBLET: Two
idrooms of three bedroom
lartment. Superb place and
ice. Must like animals. 635-

107.

bR SALE: AM-FM car radio

Itereo) $40. 635-4807.

ANTED: 24" ten-speed bicycle.

i5-4807.

JYONE needing a place to live

Fort Collins this summer
lease contact Julie Bryant at

It 270 or 773-0631 in Denver.

loOMMATE needed for two-

ledroom apartment. Call Brian,

1^5-7265.

|raCELET found in front

Rastall. Call Susan at ext. 293.

CLUB TEAM in men's
illeyball is now being formed
r next fall. If interested, please

tact Jim Root, ext. 468.

Personals

es. Double your pleasure, dou-

ugl e your fun.

The two loves of your life.

hal

on( uerida Boffa, Napoleon con sus

u[ Dpas conquista naciones, pero

con tus ojos conquistas cor-

onas. Tu amigo, Kirt.

acl iri with the hair — we miss you

3n' isperately! Bring your kite and
ims iderwear and come home!
si: blester A.

^EUBERGER

RIGHT NOW!
$500

CASH REBATE
TO YOU

ON ANY NEW VW BUS

OR CAMPER IN STOCK!

PLUS

WE WILL GIVE YOU $100

CASH IF WE CAN'T

BEAT ANY DEAL ON A

NEW VW OR SUBARU

MOTOR CITY/ 1-25

iXIT140 475-19201
iei' The road to quality and economy

HEAT PUMPS — FOR HEATING
IN WINTER AND COOLING IN

SUMMER: as natural gas prices

continue to rise and supplies run

low, more and more people will

be turning to electric—perhaps
solar assisted — heat pumps to

provide comfort for the home.
Who knows? You too may be
putting a heat pump in your
home.
At the upcoming Thursday,

May 24th Pikes Peak Solar

Energy Association meeting,

knowledgeable experts will dis-

cuss the advantages and disad-

vantages of heat pump systems.

All interested persons are invited

to attend the meeting at the Solar

Trails Center (Bear Creek and

lower Gold Camp roads) at 7

p.m. For further information call

the Solar Trails Center at 471-

5437.

^^ £^ •^
The Colorado College

Collegium Musicum, directed by
Michael Grace, will give its spring

concert in Packard Hall on Sun-

day, May 20 at 4 p.m. The
program, titled "Music and
Drama in the Renaissance and
Early Baroque," will be presented

by the vocal ensemble of sixteen

voices, the early wind ensemble
of recorders, crumhorns, rackett,

sackbut, and percussion, as well

as the string ensemble.

The Collegium will open with

selections from Orazio Vecchi's

L'Amfiparnasso, a renaissance

madrigal comedy. These amus-
ing vocal works, based on stories

from the commedia dell'arte, will

be interspersed with instrumen-

tal dances from the time. Before

intermission, two scenes from

Claudio Monteverdi's opera. The
Coronation of Poppea, will be

performed by the entire group.

After intermission, selections

from Monteverdi's opera Orfeo,

one of the first operas ever

written, will be heard. The
program will close with two
scenes from Purcell's Dido and

Notices

Aeneas: the comic witches' scene
and the more tragic closing

scene will be interspersed with

some of the opera's lively dances
performed by the string ensem-
ble. Featured soloists wilt include

Robert Cornett, a member of the

physics department faculty and
soloist with last year's Colorado
Opera Festival, and Becky Sisk, a
Colorado College junior.

The Collegium Musicum hopes
that the repertory of this concert
will interest, among others, opera
lovers who rarely hear works
from the earliest years in the

evolution of the opera genre. The
concert is tree and open to the

public.

BICYCLE SADDLE for sale.

Avocet women's touring model
(Wll). Excellentfor long-distance

women cyclists. Nearly new con-
dition. Asking $20 ($28 retail).

Call Barbara at ext. 287 if in-

terested.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS AND
TEACHERS by Kelly Services:

Through a poster campaign
directed at colleges and univer-

sities around the country this

spring, Kelly announced a

"Courtesy Referral" policy which
is designed specifically for

students and teachers. The
program allows students to

register at the Kelly office nearest

to their school and to work in

their home towns during the

summer recess. Conversely, a

student can register with Kelly at

home and work part time during

the school year or while on vaca-

tion, by applying only once to a

Kelly office. Over 100 categories

of jobs are obtainable for tem-
porary employees with
office/clerical, marketing, light

industrial, and health care skills.

To apply for a Kelly Services

summer job, contact your local

office or write to Kelly Services,

GPO Box 1 179. Detroit, Michigan
48226.

Notices

ATTENTION: Anyone missing a

bike please contact Lee Parks at

Security. x350 during the day.

Your bike may have been picked

up over Spring Break, or was
parked In an incorrect place, and
is now at the physical plant.

"The Original Piece." Only $2.00.

Send to: 'Piece' P.O. Box 203.

Laramie, Wyoming 82070.

HERBAL RENEWAL PRESENTS
the last two independent
workshops. Friday. May 18 from

9-12:30 or Saturday May 19 from
1-4:30 HOME REMEDIES I will be
given. This workshop provides

experience making basic herbal

preparations and constructing

formulas and a discussion of

principles of healing and clean-

sing body systems. The following

workshop, HOME REMEDIES II,

will be held on Friday, May 25

from 9-1 2:30 or Saturday, May 26

from 1-4:30. Previous experience

is required for participation in

making inhalents. tinctures,

salves, liniments, and therapeutic

formula construction. For infor-

mation and registration call 685-

1509 days or 634-3441 nights.

Other herb classes are on

Thursdays from 7-9:30 p.m. until

June 21. Each class focuses on

five herbs, their folklore, proper-

ties, and therapeutic
applications. For more informa-

tion on these classes, phone 632-

1747 or 685-1509.

•Etcetera-.

Notices

WE'LL HELP YOU GET AS FAR AWAY
FROM CO AS YOU WANT THIS
SUMMER.

OP Taylor
Travel ^^r'*'^^"

Dining and Drinking Establishment

Wlicrc one Dines and Drinks
in casual but clctfant fashion!

For the finest in dining pleasure.

Each dinner is preceded

by a bowl of iced shrimp.

Entertainment

128
S. Tcjon
635-3335

THE ORIGIN OF THE UN-
IVERSE, a lecture by Professor

George O. Abell ot the University

of California at Los Angeles, will

be given on Monday, May 21 at

8:00 p.m. in Olin Hall 1. Professor

Abell is awell-known astronomer
and author of astronomy text-

books and comes as a Harlow
Shapley Visiting Lecturer in

Astronomy from the American
Astronomical Society A recent

CC graduate who has heard him
lecture reports that he "exudes
wonder"; come hear him wonder
how the whole shooting match
began!

You have the chance to hear

Professor Abell on the following

day also. On May 22 at 3:00 p.m.

in Olin 1, Professor Abell will

lecture and lead a discussion on
SCIENCE AND PSEUDO-
SCIENCE. He will discuss sub-

jects like astrology. Velikovsky,

ancient astronauts, etc. In a re-

cent review of his books on the

Velikovsky story. Professor Abell

said. "I suspect the chances of

our surviving our own doings
may be closely related to the

degree to which our society turns

from whatever wisdom we can

glean from science to the murky
occult, superstition, and such
nonsense as Velikovskyism."

All locks must be removed from
the Intramural lockers In El

Pomar Sports Center by June
5th.

BARBER SHOP«»

O Weber SI. Liquor

College B. Shop.-!

Alley

|712'/>N Weber I

633-1606

MAY SPECIAL FOR

MEN i WOMEN FROM

THE COLLEGE

BARBER SHOP

15% OFF HAIRCUTS

25V. OFF HAIR STYLES

o.
A "Cut" Above The Rest . .

I«KX»1 liJtXIlT IlE«i
20(hCenrurv-Fox Preswiis

A LOU ADLER MICHAEL WHTTE PRODUCTION
THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW

Stamnq TIM CURRY • SUSAN SARANDON • BARRY BOSTWICK
Ongtnd Muacil PUy, MiiSK and Lyncs by RICHARD OBREN

Scjpenplfly by !(M SHARMAN and RICHARD O'BRIEN

Friday

9 & Midnite Armstrong
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Commencement activities will begin June 2
Events celebrating graduation

will begin on Saturday, June 2 with

a senior parent dinner dance at the

Broadmoor International Center.

Following will be Baccalaureate al 3

p.m. Sunday, June 3 at Shove
Memorial Chapel on campus with

the Reverend Douglas Allen Fox

presiding.

Tom McCall, (ormer governor of

Commencement Speaker electrifies graduating seniors. Senior examines program.

the Catalyst
VOL. 11, NO. 27

COLORADO COLLEGE
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80903 MAY 25, 1979

Oregon, will be the speaker at the

98th commencement exercises al

Colorado College on June 4 at 8:30

a.m. A noted environmentalist,

McCall was nominated by the
senior class to address the nearly

500 candidates for degrees at the

liberal arts college.

During the commencement
ceremonies on the central quad-

rangle, Colorado College will award
honorary degrees to southwestern

writer and photographer Laura Gil-

pin, author and historian Janet

Shaw LeCompte, and the Re-
verend George W. Otto.

Laura Gilpin will receive the hon-

orary degree of Doctor o( Humane
Letters. During a career that has

spanned 75 years since she took

her first photograph at the St, Louis

Exposition in 1904, Laura Gilpin

has become one of the masters of

the now fare art of platinum printing.

She has traveled extensively in

Central America to produce a wide

range of photographic studies from

architeclural studies and portrait

work, to public relations photo-

graphy for the Boeing Aircrall Com-
pany. A nalive ol Colorado Springs,

she is perhaps best known for pro-

ducing a photographic record of the

lifestyle and character ot the Navajo

Indians, capturing the beauty of the

southwestern landscape,

fvliss Gilpin's numerous exhibi-

tions have included one-woman
shows in the San Francisco

Museum of Art and the Museum ol

Natural History and the Witkin Gal-

lery in New York. A 1936 exhibition

at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center led to its becoming one of

Over fifty students and faculty receive awards
by Matt Norwood
and Erik Thomsen

More than 50 students and fa-

culty were recognized for their

many special achievements last

Tuesday, May 22, at the 23rd an-

nual CC Honors Convocation.

About two-thirds of the awards

were given by individual depart-

ments at CC to students whose
work in those departments has
been outstanding. Other awards

were given by various campus or-

ganizations and memorial funds.

President Worner, Rev, William

Eddy, and Mike Zuzetski, president

of Blue Key. briefly addressed the

crowd in Shove Chapel. The event

was sponsored by Blue Key and the

deans.

The awards were as follows:

Carol Petsonk received the

Dean's Award as the senior best

combining scholastic excellence

with participation in extracurricular

activities.

Professor Ray Werner of the

economics department and Profes-

sor Dick Taber of the chemistry de-

partment were each given the Blue

Key Award for extraordinary time

and effort to the student body, to

Colorado College, and to the Col-

orado Springs community.

Rev. Bill Eddy and Mike Ibarra

received the CCCA Awards for out-

standing contribution to the Col-

orado College community. A spe-

cial CCCA Award, the Colorado

College Distinguished SeVvice

Award, was given to Director

Richard Wood of the Admissions

Office on the occasion of the 20th

anniversary of his work for CC.

Recipients of other all-college

awards were:

Ruth Breitweiser, Betty Ver-

dleck, and Mary Green, Senior

Class Award for dedicated service

to Colorado College.

Elaine Dunlap, Ann Rice Memo-
rial Award to a junior woman for

personal contributions to the col-

lege through her appreciation for

and dedication to the goals of the

liberal arts dotlege.

Leann Myers, Dean Elizabeth

Sutherland Award to the Woman's
Educational Society scholar who
best exemplifies the high ideals of

scholarship, leadership, and ser-

vice.

Laurel Van Driest, Cutler Publi-

cations Award for outstanding ser-

vice to CC publications by a

freshman or sophomore.

Julie Helm, Alpha Lambda Delta

Book Award to the senior with the

highest grade point average who

was a member of Alpha Lambda

Delta during the freshman year.

Jeffrey Auerbach, Pi Gamma
Mu Award to the member with the

highest grade point average.

Diana DeGette. the American

Association of University Women
Award to a senior woman from the

Denver area for high scholarship

and service.

Nancy Joseph, Mary Stearns

Barkalow Award to a senior woman
for contributions to residence halls

and campus life through positions in

leadership.

Tom Atkinson and Sid Wiikins,

E. K. Gaylord Award for continuing

contributions to Colorado College

publications.

Kathy Wlllaby, Jeanne Gibbs

Memorial Award to a woman stu-

dent for special study in France.

Diana DeGette, Josephine Van

Fleet McLaughlin Award to a junior

or senior woman for interest in pub-

lic affairs.

Craig Zoellner, Van Diest Award

to a prominent athlete on the basis

of character, scholarship, and

citizenship.

Phi Delta Theta, Esden Trophy

to the fraternity chapter which by its

collective efforts best advances the

aims and purposes of Colorado

College, most specifically scholar-

ship, campus responsibility, and

good citizenship.

The departmental award reci-

pients were:

Art: Lisa Peters and Wendy
Weiss.

Biology: Julie Helm and Frances

Barker.

Chemistry: Valerie Robertson,

Judith Cook. Kevin Kersey, William

Woo. Steve Greenlee, Mike

Zuzetski, and John Callahan.

Drama: Deborah Talbot.

Economics-Business Ad-

ministration; Sharon Hogan,

Theresa Collier, Bob Markel, and

Susan Brister.

English: Meg Remple. Leigh

Williams, and Alan Hamilton.

Forenslcs: Diana DeGette and
John Shasky.

Geology: David Sawyer,

History: John Shonk. Mary
Romer. and Frayda Rapporport.

Linguistics: Michele Huff and

Elaine Dunlap,

Mathematics: Peter Strickholm

and Steve Suche.

Music: Robert Burns and Edith

Lowe.

Physics: Buffer Morgan.

Political Science: Judith Swan-
son.

Premedlcal: Pat Donahue.

Religion: Tom Blickensdorfer.

Romance Languages: Mindy

Lemonick, Evelyn Mishur, Lisa

D'Arcy, Pip Shepley, Christopher

Kresge, Amelia Mailtard, Elizabeth

Groothof, and Mamie Jensen,

Sociology: Deirdre Fujita.

only two museums in the country to

possess Miss Gilpin's negatives.

The Amon Carter Museum of

Western Art in Fort Worth, Texas,

received the remaining collection of

the artist's prints and negatives in

1978.

The 87-year-old photographer
has received numerous awards and
citations, including the Professional

Photographers ol America Award,
Ihe First Annual Governors Award
of the New Mexico Arts Commis-
sion, and the United States Indian

Arts and Crafts Board Certificate

Miss Gilpin has authored and il-

lustrated a number of published

volumes, notably The Enduring

Navajo, which won the Western

Heritage Award for non-fiction in

1968. A book on Arizona's Canon
do Chelly is forthcoming,

Janet Shaw LeCompte will be

awarded the honorary degree of

Doctor of Laws, Her recently pub-

lished book, Pueblo, Hardscrab-

ble. Greenhorn: The Upper Arkan-

sas. 1832-1856 has been hailed as

"(he first connected account ever

written of those early years along

the southwestern border," Mrs,

LeCompte conducted the research

lor her book in Tutt Library on the

Colorado College campus. She has

published numerous articles in na-

tional magazines and has read

papers al several national confer-

ences.

A graduate of Wellesley College,

Mrs. LeCompte was one of the

founders and president of Ihe board

of trustees of the Colorado Springs

School, She is currently a member
of the Colorado Consulting Com-

mittee, the National Register of

Historic Places, the Colorado His-

torical Foundalion, the Central City

Opera Association Board, and the

Colorado Springs Symphony board

of directors.

The honorary degree of Doctor of

Laws will also be presented to the

Reverend George W, Otto, fonnerly

of the Broadmoor Community
Church. Mr, Otto has tor many
years been active in the areas of

church governance, education,

mental health, and Ihe arts. He re-

cently accepted the position of

executive secretary of the

Stewardship Council of the United

Church of Christ in New York.

/Ksumma cum laude graduate of

Washburn University and of the

San Francisco Theological Semi-

nary, he came to Colorado Springs

in 1959 to become the organizing

pastor of the Broadmoor Commun-
ity Church. He served the church (or

1 1 years before moving with his

family to Denver to serve on the

board of directors of the Colorado

Conference of the United Church of

Christ.

Rev. Otto has sen/ed as chair-

rrtan of the board of directors of the

Pikes Peak Mental Health Center,

the Pikes Peak Inter-Agency Com-

mittee for the Mentally Retarded

and Seriously Handicapped, the

Merit System Council of the Col-

orado Department of Public Wel-

fare, and the Colorado Springs

Opera Association. He has been a

member of the Front Range Design

Team and the Citizens' Advisory

Committee of the Pikes Peak Area

Council of Governments. He is cur-

rently a member of the tward of di-

rectors of the Colorado Springs ,

Fine Arts Center,

Following the commencement
ceremony. President Lloyd E.

Womer will host a president's re-

ception for degree recipients, pa-

rents, alumni, and friends of Col-

orado College.
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Summer course emphasizes women
by Patricia Krueger

During CC s summer session.

Marcelle Rabbin will be teaching a

class in the tiumanities. The course

is entitled "Womens Images in Lit-

erature and in Cinema. The

Ubiquitous Unicorn."

The class will deal with the roles

and images of women in books and

on the silver screen. According to

Marcelle, the word "unicorn" is

used because the unicorn, aside

from its Freudian connotation, is a

symbolic entity used for virginity.

According to legend, only a virgin

could get a unicorn to lay its head in

her lap. The class will be dealing

with symbols and Iheir meanings.

Marcelle feels that symbols, in a

certain way, construct our vision of

reality. The psyche creates images,

and from these images we con-

ceptualize.

Marcelle chose literature and

cinema because of a personal pre-

ference. She believes that since

both appeal to her she can relate

the matenal better to the class. She

feels that the basis of good studying

IS sharing a love, not only of the

people who are working with you

but also of the material

Marcelle does not profess to

have all the answers She d be the

first person to admit that she

doesn't. She hopes that by using

books and films perhaps the class

as a whole can come up with some

of their own answers

It IS already fairly easy to find

books written by women that are

recognized as literary works It is

more difficult to match the books

with feature-length movies made by

women.
In literature, but even more in

cinema, women have been given

subordinate positions According to

Marcelle, this is partially due to

socio-economic factors Women
have been shoved out ol major

contfibulion slots; thus their roles

have been lessened

Although some of the first movies

were made by a woman, Alice Guy,

way back in the beginning of our

century, few women today hold a

camera or direct. When movie^'be-

came more elaborate and required

big money for their production, men

took over the "business."

The study of literature and

cinema will also cover the impact on

our world, i.e. what we as a society

accept and reject. Marcelle be-

lieves that our values are shown in

our artistic productions, which,

perhaps, shape our reality or are

shaped by our own vision of reality.

Since literature and cinema in-

volve the crosscutting of different

systems of signs, the class will use

semiology as far as possible. This is

a "newly developed technique of

understanding systems of com-

munication, or. if you prefer, sys-

tems of signs.

Semiology not only deals with the

technique used to get the message

across, but also with the historical,

social, and psychological contexts

which are essential tor under-

standing a work of art For instance

if one knows nothing of Japanese

culture, then in seeing a Japanese

movie a lot can be tost. An approp-

riate working hypothesis, encom-

passing different fields o( know-

ledge, could lessen the loss.

Above all, the novels and the

films will be studied on their own
terms. Marcelle hopes to engender

the true respect that literature and

cinema, as arts, deserve.

The students will have to deter-

mine whether there are differences

between the images of women
created by men and the images of

women created by women. Con-

versely, the roles of men as created

by men and by women will be

explored.

Marcelle explains. "Many times

after viewing a movie you tend to

feel something is missing. By

speaking about this, perhaps you

reveal your desire to fill the gap."

Marcelle Rabbin's class is about

women and how they are sym-

bolized. She adds, "It is also about

you and me and the world we live in.

Taking this class could help analyze

many of the things that occur in our

daily existence

Marcelle luepares tor a summer of cinema

—Career Center News—
SUMMER AND PART-TIME OPENINGS
TYPEWRITER INSTALLER for IBM needed locally. Year-round

job. Ten hours a week at $4.45 per hour plus mileage. Your car.

Name of contact at Career Center.

TENNIS CAMP COUNSELORS (tennis, soccer, sailing, and other

skills) needed at lovely Windridge Camp in Vermont.

MOTHER'S HELPER for family in Rockrimmon. Private room and

bath. A little help in getting boys to swimming, starting some evening

meals, light housework, etc. A valid driver's license only require-

ment, though own car helpful.

FULL-TIME JOB OPENINGS
GEOLOGICALTECHNICIAN needed by Denveroil firm. . .heavy

background in math, the physical sciences, or science
.

.
.
junior,

senior, or alum can apply. Pays $1,000 per month to assist staff in

preparation of maps, work with logs or data, some (will train) light

computer work.

BROCKHURST BOYS RANCH needs child care workers for

milieu therapy team.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALISTS. BUDGET ANALYSTS.

STATISTICAL RESEARCHERS needed by the State of Missouri.

STATE OF NEBRASKA has openings tor a HEALTH PROGRAM
REP (business, biology, social sciences, or education degree) and

SANITARIAN (ptiysics or biology major).

Openings with the State of Colorado include ACADEMIC
TEACHERS for psychiatric and corrections agencies in Denver area

. . . GROUND WATER GEOLOGIST in Denver area . . .
PUBLIC

HEALTH DISEASE CONTROL REPRESENTATIVE in Colorado

Springs . . . STUDENT ADVISOR for community college in Denver

area.

LEGAL ASSISTANT, State Department of Social Services in

Boulder. B.A. in business administration, sociology, psychology, or

other appropriate discipline one way to qualify, but social service or

paralegal work a plus.

MOTHER'S HELPER/COOK for mother with two small girls

needed on Tucson estate. Ten hour day, small cottage and board.

plus $550 a month to start, plus opportunity to travel to Hawaii and

elsewhere. Starting at end of summer when last year's CC grad

moves on. See Career Center for details.

DIVISION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES seeks person to assist

in budget and audit process, B.A. with accounting major asked, with

preference given for expenence. Application deadline June 1.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS open for master's candidates at

CSU in air pollution, agroecosystem, or systems biology. Some

biology majors might qualify.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR to copy-edit articles and help stu-

dent writers improve style. B.A. plus two years experience on news-

paper required. Twenty-five hour week, nine months, pays $4,000.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS for University Without

Walls and other adult programs with independent co-ed college m

Denver area. Minimum of B.A. plus knowledge of or experience in

working with adults in traditional and non-traditional educational

settings,

OPEN AIR BICYCLES, a California-based company, is looking for

manager trainees.

Goodenough defines anthropology

'25. 1979* The Catalyst

by Chris Rich

As architects of a human myth

that IS appropriate to our time an

thropologists must work as scien-

tists supported by other scientists

Yet tor anthropology science is not

the end in Itself but something to be

applied to the quest for the under-

standing of the place of humanity in

the natural order of the universe.

So said Professor Ward H.

Goodenough in his Thursday-at-

Eleven lecture of May 17 entitled.

Anthropology; Natural History in

Search of Supporting Sciences,"

Speaking before a less-than-

capacity crowd in Packard Hail,

Professor Goodenough attempted

to explain the place of anthropology

as an academic discipline.

In calling anthropology natural

history, the distinguished visiting

lecturer stressed the wide-angle

perspective of anthroplogy and its

holistic concerns. Anthropology is

t2 more than sociology, more than

D) economics, more than psychology,

^ more than human genetics, more

"I than linguistics, and more than its

CO own science of culture, declared

.Q Prof. Goodenough.

S Drawing upon these supporting

§_ sciences and others, and linking

them together, anthropology has as

its ultimate concern natural history.

Sought within a naturalistic frame of

reference, said Prof. Goodenough,

"it is a kind of religious concern with

the meaning of human existence"

that holds anthropologists together

and defines anthroplogy as afield of

study.

Natural history involves record

making and the interpretation of re-

cords. By ordering events into a

sequence of causally related

phenomena, we interpret them.

Yet, we must have some under-

standing of what things cause what

or of how the workings of one sys-

tem affect the patterns of another in

order to relate events together in a

causal way. To write good history,

one must know "how things work."

History, then, requires science,

and "the effort to write history in-

spires the development of science,"

according to Professor

Goodenough.

While anthropology does need

the help ol other sciences, it has

itself scientific contributions to

make to human natural history.

A voluminous record of the

human condition, both past and

present, has been compiled by an-

thropologists through archaeologi-

cal and ethnographic field work.

This record gathering accounts for

the bulkot anthropological research

time and energy and is anthropol-

ogy's single most important con-

tribution.

The broad comparative approach
of anthropologists and their search

for generalizations that can be
applied to the whole of humanity

coupled with their concern for social

and cultural change are other sci-

entific contributions that have, in re-

cent years, been taken up by other

social and behavioral scientists.

Since the human condition in-

volves the interplay and intercon-

nected evolution of many systems,

many sciences are required to un-

derstand them all, said Prof.

Goodenough.

Contrary to what its textbooks

frequently proclaim, anthropology

is not the science of humanity.

Many other sciences developed

outside of anthropology are also

pertinent to our understanding of

what humanity is. Some of these

have yet to be envisioned. Prof.

Goodenough claimed.

As the "Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Anthropology at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania and past editor

of American Anthropologist .
Pro-

fessor Goodenough's words car-

ried some weight of authority. Pro-

fessor Goodenough is well-known

as an ethnographer with a de-

veloped interest in linguistics. He is

teaching a course at CC this block

entitled "Language and Culture.

"
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CC withdrawal rate remains constant despite tuition increase

Despite the $600 increase in tui-

tion fees for the 1979-80 Colorado

College academic year, the number

of student withdrawals has re-

mained at a normal level. According

to Assistant Registrar Harriet Todd,

the 1 29 withdrawals for next fall are

"par for the course."

A large proportion of students

who withdraw from CC do so at the

end of their sophomore year, pre-

sumably to transfer to another in-

stitution.

In a random sample of 78 stu-

dents, however, it was found that

actually less than half of them were

transferring. Those who plan to

transfer listed reasons such as

work, travel, financial, or just a

break from school.

Under the CC withdrawal policy,

all students who wish to discontinue

their studies for any reason other

than a financial or personal

emergency, an ACM program, or an

off-campus academic program are

required to withdraw.

This year, a new policy was insti-

gated in which students were al-

lowed a pending withdrawal until

May 1, when they were to finalize

their plans.

Once a student has withdrawn

from CC, he is allowed one year to

return by automatic readmission

with a preferred student status.

Laurel McLeod. Dean of Women,
estimates that approximately one

quarter of this year's withdrawing

students will seek readmission next

spring semester under this pro-

gram.

The new withdrawal policy indi-

cates that the college encourages

students to "stop-out."

In fact, Dean McLeod refers to

her one-year break from school to

travel around Europe as "one of the

smartest things I've ever done."

She (eels that a student's self-

evaluation during his/her year off is

definitely healthy. Some people,

however, have a miserable year

when they leave school in the mid-

dle of their collegiate career. They

"float around with no real purpose,"

involved in "dull, routine jobs." But,

for a large percentage of students

just "stopping out" next year, the

experience will be both satisfying

and worthwhile.

Those students who withdraw to

transfer to another school are appa-

rently motivated by a variety of fac-

tors. A few commonly expressed

reasons are the desire (or a more

career-oriented school, a larger

school, or perhaps even one with a

more representative student body
than a private liberal arts college of

1,800 students can offer.

Many people find the Block Plan

helpful in determining their major,

but prefer to pursue it under the

conventional semester program.

Some are dissatisfied with the size

and/or atmosphere of Colorado

Springs, Others long for a more
dynamic external atmosphere.

One sophomore, presently with-

drawing from CC to transfer to

another school on the east coast,

sums up his reasons as follows;

"I'm leaving CC for three main
reasons, all of which are related.

First, I think CC is just too small,

both for what it can offer academi-.

catly and also for the range and type

of students it attracts, secondly, t

think CC IS inadequate from a
career perspective, because it

tends to be an obscure college

tucked away somewhere in the

Rocky Mountains; thirdly, I don't like

the isolated, unreal atmosphere on

this campus; the "real" world is far

removed from the average CC stu-

dents life Us almost like an over-

sized prep school."

For whatever reasor>s a student

chooses to withdraw from CC,

however, it is quite obvious that

what he/she sees as a disadvan-

tage of the school could well be

viewed as an advantage by another

student.

Ten percent of seniors elected to Phi Beta Kappa

Diana DeGette
Kappa, Forensic award
winner, and Root-Hilden

Scholarship winner, will at-

tend NYU Law School next

fall.

by Laurie Ure

This year, 44 CC seniors, 10 per

cent of the senior class, were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa, a pre-

stigious national honorary society.

* Ten per cent of the senior class is

'^ chosen for the award each year, on

5 the basis of "academic excellence."

o?The top 5 per cent of the class

^earning 24 or more units of credit at

S CCisautomaticallychosen, and the

g^rest are selected on the basis of

faculty evaluations.

Members of Phi Beta Kappa pay

dues and receive a subscription to

the organization's periodical.

The Phi Beta Kappas chosen for

this year include: Samuel Allen.

Debra Armstrong (Mrs. Michael

Hannigan), Susan Brister, John

Callahan, Theresa Collier, Marie

Dayton. Diana DeGette, Gail Dol-

ton, Patrick Donahue. Steven Ellis.

Craig Engleman. Elizabeth

Groothoff. Gregory Hall. Lon

Hayne, Julie Helm, Ruth Henss,

Catherine Howard, Delwin Mike

Hunt, Joseph' Jiminez, Nancy
Joseph, Robert Kline, Lorna Lynn,

Suzanne Lyon, Robert Markel, Amy
McGee, Leann Myers, Kevin Orme.

Sally Owens, Brian Pendleton,

Carol Peterson, Kirsty Peterson,

Carol Petsonk. Diana Poole,

Michelle Prud'homme. Russell

NOTICES
rUTT LIBRARY

Summer Session Hours

June 18-August 10

Mon.-Thurs. 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Friday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

NOTICES
KRCC NEEDS jazz disc |ockeys for

the summer. Must display workable

knowledge of the music, but no

license is required. Leave name

and phone number at Rastall desk.

Personals
My dearest Reason For Living':

Blow me a kiss from the top

of Denali. I'll be waiting!

Your Moosiest (alias: 'Buns')

EXHIBITIONS AT THE DENVER ART MUSEUM THIS SUMMER:
DECORATIVE ARTS OF NEW GUINEA
Second floor Changing Gallery June 9-Sept. 9

Thirty objects focus on the distinctive styles of six regions of the world's

second largest island: New Guinea. The exhibition is free of charge.

DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS; Junior and senior high school exhibition

Bach Wing June 21-July 22

THE EUROPEAN TRADITION IN NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA

Interpretive Center, Elevator Lobby, First Floor July 10-Sept. 30

This show presents a comparision of colonial cultures in North and South

America during the I8th and early 19th centuries.

THE REALITY OF ILLUSION

Stanton and Discovery Galleries July 13-Aug. 28

The first national survey of recent "iliusionistic" American art. An exhibi-

tion of 80 works reveals the revived interest in "trompe d'oeil
'
ideas,

including ceramic bags that look like leather, paintings that appear to be

collages, and bands of paint that seem to float.

GRAPHICS BY HENRI DE TOULOUSE-LAUTREC FROM THE COL-

LECTION OF THE LATE SYLVESTER W. LABROT, JR.

List Gallery Aug. 4-Sept. 30

SELECTIONS FROM THE LUTZ BAMBOO COLLECTION

Schleier Gallery Aug. 18-Sept. 30

The myriad uses of bamboo in the arts and crafts of Japan. China, Korea,

and Thailand are explored in this exhibition. Over 200 objects, including

brushpots, baskets, carvings, furniture, and everyday utensils, will be on

display.

STELLA SINCE 1970

Stanton Gallery Sept. 8-Oct. 21

The first comprehensive survey of Frank Stell's three-dimensional relief

paintings, documenting the range of an entirely new direction in his work.

DENVER ART MUSEUM PERMANENT COLLECTION

In addition to the temporary and visiting exhibitions offered by the De-

nver Art Museum, significant portions of the permanent collection are

always rn view. Visitors are encouraged to explore six floors of world art,

as well as the temporary exhibitions listed above. Hours: Open Tuesdays

through Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday eveningsopen until 9

p.m.. Sundays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Closed on Mondays.

Reitmger. Linda Rigler, Nancy
Rocks, John Shurts, Fay Simpson,

Judith Swanson, Sid Wilkins, Ben-

jamin Winship, Craig Zoellner, and

Michael Zuzelski.

Diana DeGette, one of the Phi

Beta Kappas and a political science

major, was also awarded a Root-

Hilden Scholarship for her commit-

ment to public-interest law. She will

attend the New York University Law
School next fall.

DeGette, one of two people cho-

sen from this judicial district (one ol

ten in the country), was recom-

mended for the scholarship by

President Worner and the CC

Pre-law Committee.

Dedication to public-interest law,

determined by an essay and an

interview, is DeGette's qualification

for the award. She said, "1 have al-

ways wanted to go into public-

interest law, as I leel that is what law

is." Criminal law. specifically wo-

men s and children s rights, is De-

Gette's particular interest.

The scholarship pays the full tui-

tion for her three years at law school

and guarantees DeGette two paid

summer clerkships, doing research

lor a law firm. Special programs and

seminars are also held during the

year for people holding these

scholarships.

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE: green rug in good con-

dition. 7'/z by 10 feet, $10. Call

Linda at ext. 385.

BUNK FOR SALE. This fine piece

of craftsmanship holds a twin bed.

is sturdy, easily assembled, and in

great condition. Will add class to

any dorm room. $45 or best offer.

Call Nanci at ext. 385,

FOR ALL YOU FOLK DANCERS
staying over the summer: Folklan-

ders international folk dance group

will be meeting through the sum-

mer on Monday nights from 7-10 at

Edison school on Hancock.

BICYCLE SADDLE FOR SALE.

Avocet women's touring model Wll.

Excellent for long-distance women
cyclists. Asking $18 ($28 retail

value). If interested, call Barbara at

ext. 287.

FOR SALE: Ten speed Batavas

Monte Carlo, large 25" frame. One

pair of cross-country ski poles. Call

Martt Skinner at ext. 262.

SUMMER HOUSE for rent: Three

bedrooms, one block from campus.

Call ext. 491 and ask for Laura,

Nancy, or Heather.

ROOMMATE NEEDED for tv/o-

.

bedroom apartment. Call Brian at

635-7265,

ROOMMATE NEEDED for summer

to share expenses in two-bedroom

apartment. $77 per month, utilities

included. Please call 471-2856

after 4 p.m.

NOTICES

The CCCA is considering or-

ganizing a ski trip to Kitzbuhel. Au-

stria for spring break next year. We
are starting on this now for two

reasons. The first is to gauge stu-

dent interest. Secondly, we would

like for students to know about the

trip before summer so that they may
work and save the necessary

money during the summer.

The package that we have been

able to put together as of now is this:

round trip air fare from Colorado

Springs via Chicago and Luxem-

bourg; SIX nights' accommodations

in Tyrolean style chalets and one

nighl at a Holiday Inn in Luxem-

bourg; a "welcome dinner; " conti-

nental breakfast daily; full-time ser-

vice of Trans-alp Tour hosts;

Trans-alp info, kit; lift tickets; taxes

and gratuities.

Also available are skating, curl-

ing, sleighing, tobagganing, heated

indoor pool, and a Finish sauna.

There are 53 surrounding ski areas,

four cable cars, 19 chair lifts, 30

T-bars (lift capacity 30.000 per

hour), a wide variety of restaurants

(even on the slopes), several dis-

cotheques, a casino, and a cinema.

Lodging is three miles away from

ski areas and transportation is pro-

vided; however, you may ski easily

from the slopes to your lodge.

All this for approximately $550.

We are investigating different pos-

sibilities, such as extending the trip

to nine days, leasing a youth hostel

(in order to lower prices), and alter-

native ski areas. The trip is in the

very early planning stages, so all

(actors are extremely flexible.

Prices, of course, are subject to

fluctuations of the dollar.

For information, call the CCCA
office at ext. 334 between 3 and 5

p.m. We are starting a list, so call

soon.

iEtcetera^

NOTICES

The German department is pre-

senting two one-act plays. "To-

destag" by Rudi Strahl and "Wir

Werden Schon Noch Handein" by

Martin Walser, in Armstrong 300

tonight.

"Todestag" is a touching por-

trayal of the comic situation which

ensues when the ghost of a man
returns one year after his death to

visit his widow.

Wir Werden Schon Noch Hand-

ein" is an absurdist satire from the

turbulent days of the sixties. It pro-

vocatively treats such subjects as_

actors and acting, the critic. Mar-

xism, smoking, and the role of the

playwright.

A short synopsis of each play is

included in the program to aid those

people with lesser degrees of

fluency. Admission is free of

charge,

For the last few days of school . .

.

BE EXTRA SAFE!!!
"• Don't walk alone! This is the

season when everyone is most

vulnerable. The escort sen/ice

will be working from 8 p.m. to 1

a.m. nightly until the dorms

close." CARRY YOUR WHISTLES!!!
'• Lock your bikes inside the

dorm. Bikes that have been

locked outside have been sto-

len!

"• When packing up, don't leave

boxes, suitcases, etc. outside

your door or in an unlocked car.

""If you see anything or anyone

suspicious-looking, call SEC-

URITY at ext. 350 immediately.

Kim Downing

Security Education
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Dear Edilor:

! feel it is necessary to re-

: spond to the allegations con-

tained within David Greentjurg's

^ unfortunate letter to the editor in

} the May 19. 1979 edition of The
J Catalyst. Following one. five-

. minute discussion outside room

;;
28 McGregor, he apparently felt

„ qualified enough to proceed in

tajM judgment of my character.

>. The visit to Mr. Greenburg
was based on concerns related

by a staff member, through the

:;
Head Resident, that Residential

: Ut© and Security PoHcy might be
' violated- Through David's own
admisston to both Ms. Milroy and
myself, he advised us that he
had. in fact, been housing a
guest for perhaps weeks beyond
the penod provided for in the
Guest Policy. Upon consultation

with Security Chief Lee Parks,

we concluded that the descrip-

gjipO ol the peraon in question

clearly (tt a Colorado Spnngs re-

sident, a man tormalty isused

both verbal and wrrtten trespass

warnings in regard (o past sec-

urity problems on campus.

While Mr. Greenburg appa-

rently feels that because
McGregor Hall houses all men.

we should not concern ourse-

lves with security matters there,

(t was Chief Parks" and my
judgment that since a problem
might exist, it should be addres-

sed. The visit, then, to Mr.

Greenburg's room was intended

to be information-seeking, and
not accusatory.

1 would also assure him that

the Housing Office does not en-
tertain a policy of pseudo-
Surveillance" of student rooms,
as he suggested, or promote
other covert activities. The ap-

proach was. simply, to directly

confront thoseinvolved, in a fully

non-clandestine manner.

Mr. Greenburg spoke also of

the "basic lenenls of democ-
racy." Wiy. then, did he choose
not to practice this by speaking

with me directly about the issue?

To this moment, he has never

chosen to confront me to request

any explanation of the nature of

the inquiry. It is. indeed, regrett-

able that Mr. Greenburg did not

find it suitable to do so before

making the issue a matter of

public record.

We atl have our rights here at

CC, Mr. Greenburg, and it ap-

pears, frankly, that you perhaps
had a role in seeing that mine
were abridged. Your quest pro-

ceeded with little regard for my
rights and no common courtesy

whatsoever. If your approach is

consistent with that which we
would consider appropriate for a

liberally-educated individual.

then we at! have a problem here

that, I assure you, is bigger than

both of us.

Alan Okun

Assistant Director

of Residential Life

Dear Editor:

I am frustrated with CC's tele-

phone service. The following

points serve as partial com-
plaints but mostly as illustrations

to serve as suggestions tor the

future.

1) It Is simply out-of-date and
unpractical to have our current

system of wing phones. Time
and time again people have tried

to call me long distance, only to

hear a busy signal at my exien-

sion. The phone is busy because

4 • May 25, 1979 • The Catalyst

20 wingmaies use the same
phone. I wouldn't care if long

distance callers got a busy sig-

nal if they wouldn't have to pay
for the call. Unfortunately, as

soon as the operator picks up
the receiver with, "Good even-

ing. Colorado Coitege," the cal-

ler has paid for a long distance

phone call. ('Note direct calling

is far cheaper than operator as-

sisted person-to-perspn calls,}

2) CC is virtually isolated from

the outside world between 1

a.m. and 7 a.m, when the

switchboard is closed. That is

ridiculously primitive and un-

safe, (Besides, CC is isolated

enough as it is.) Were there

an emergency call from a long

distance caller, they would not

be able to reach anyone before 7
a.m. (9 a.m. eastern time). Using

the pay phones in each building

is a possibility taut an absurd
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After this Vll shut up
by Tom Atkinson

We're glad it's over, aren't you?

We've enjoyed making the Catalyst for you this semestei, but many

times it was the sort of enjoyment the Marquis de Sade derived from

whipping himself on the bare back- I really can't say it vi^as all fun.

There were those, though, who made the long journey from # 1 3 to #27
more endurable, and even, at times, gay. Primarily, I owe a debt of

gratitude to my dedicated and patient staff, especially to Barbara for moral

support and Paul for censoring me when I went too far.

Thanks also go to those faculty and friends who know so much more

than we do and were willing'to devote their precious time in imparting their

knowledge lo us: Ruth Barton, James Yaffe, and Barbara Arnest. Thanks

also to Ellen Rosenthal for her interest and help.

For continual support and suggestions I am indebted to all members of

Cutler Board, especially to Loren, whose generous comptrolling made
many things possible.

To the various occasional, and occasionally abused, writers and photo-

graphers recognition is due; we appreciated all contributions.

Special accolades I bestow upon all who contributed to the 1 984 issuel

I tip my hat to the physical plant personnel for helping us out of a jam or

two. And, yes. thanks to our printers — all is forgiven.

My appreciation also extends to my professors this semester, whose

generous understanding made Catalyzing possible, and to all the faculty

who respected us-

Thanks to all who encouraged us. Pardon our various indiscretions.

**The best years" end
by Dale Hartigan

Glancing furtively over my shoulder, I slipped a Colorado College car

sticker between the stack of books I was about to purchase from the CC
bookstore. No one I knew in sight. I told myself that I'd wait until moving out

of Colorado Springs before affixing the slicker to my back window. . . now

wait a minute. What was this nostalgia that gripped me strongly enough to

overcome all former disdain for sentimental college parapernalia? Though

mixed with the anticipation of moving on to new endeavors, most graduat-

ing seniors must feel at least a tinge of nostalgia for the institution "nestled

at the foot of Pikes Peak" as the catalogue so romantically described it to

us back in high school.

But what exactly is this romantic, nostalgic feeling we humans are so

prone to? Is it merely an unconsciously selected set of glossed-over

memories akin lo those monotonous 50's revivals? Why are the college

years "the best years of our lives" as they always told us?

The CC family is a community of shared interests. And it's a community

undulging in novelty — constantly changing exposure to new ideas, new

faces, new disciplines. At its best, its a haven where performances are

judged in terms of quality rather than financial gain.

Nostalgia for CC represents a common modern dichotomy: the longing

for stability and belonging, coupled with the longing for movement and

change. CC provided the best of both worlds. As a graduate, one has the

challenge lb infuse ones own life with both ideas. The prospect of a dulling

routine in the "real world" without some sort of "block plan" or rejuvenating

novelty frightens. Yet constant upheaval and change threatens to never

get below the superficial appearance of things.

Nostalgia is a longing tor an idealized past, yet also the fear of an

unsatisfactory future. Hopefully, through personal effort in the years to

come, we graduates will have memories of CC that are fond but not

nostalgic.

.^4
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Alternative jobs exist in US
by Ralph Nader

Spring is the time when college

students decide what to do after

they graduate, or for the summer.

Positions in large corporations and

the government are well promoted

on campus, but other types of work

opportunities are not.

There is presently a variety of

challenging jobs in the public inter-

est movemenl available to you.

They receive little publicity because

these organizations do not have the

resources to recruit on campus. But

whether you want an interesting

summer internship, a year or two of

experience, or a position which may
develop into a career, you should

consider what the public interest of

"citizens" movement offers.

In the past decade, the number of

grassroots citizens groups,

statewide organizations, and na-

tional public interest groups has

burgeoned. Such groups work on

health, tax, energy, environment,

housing, food, communications,

and ether issues.

All of these organizations need

staff: researchers, lobbyists, attor-

neys, and writers. People with busi-

ness and administrative skills are

needed to manage these organiza-

tions and to fundraise. Individuals

with an entrepreneurial flair are

needed as more and more organi-

zations offer services — food or

housing cooperatives, home insu-

lation or home energy audits, pre-

paid group legal services— in order

to attract new members and raise

money.

Especially needed are organiz-

ers — individuals who put together

organizations, coalitions, or pro-

jects which will involve other people

in working for needed change. At

the grassroots level, the organizer

tries to unite a constituency —
whether students, tenants, con-

sumers, or workers— and motivate

them to take action on a common
problem. And at a state or national

level, the organizer tries to form

new organizations or new cam-
paigns which will work for political or

economic reforms.

This work provides more creativ-

ity, challenge, responsibility, and

room for initiative than you'll find in

most government or corporate pos-

itions available to you. The pay is

probably less and the hours longer

than those government or corpo-

rate jobs; but there are other re-

wards. In addition to valuable train-

ing and experience, you have the
'

opportunity lo work for a cause you

believe in — whether it is consumer

rights, economic justice, environ-

mental protection, or social equal-

ity.

For those interested in these op-

portunities, here is a brief list of re-

sources and organizations.

Washington D.C. groups: Our or-

ganization, Public Citizen, has oc-

casional openings lor researchers,

organizers, writers, and interns to

work on health, tax, energy, and

consumer issues. (Contact Flor-

ence Dembling, P.O. Box 19404,

Washington, D.C. 20036). Other

groups include: Consumer Federa-

tion of America. Environmental Ac-

tion Foundation. Center for Science

in the Public Interest, National Or-

ganization for Women — the list is

long. Contact the Commission for

the Advancement of Public Interest

Organizations for information on

different organizations. (1875 Con-

necticut Ave., N.W. Washington,

D.C. 20009).

Resources: The Community
Jobs Clearinghouse (149 9lh St..

San Francisco, CA 94103) pub-

lishes a monthly newsletter which

describes current employment in

community and public interest

groups around the country. It is the

best, up-to-date publication of this

kind.

Statewide Citizen Action Or-

ganizations: These frequently need

organizers, fundraisers and resear-

chers. Some o( the largest are

listed, with the location of their main

office: ACORN, the Association of

Community Organizations lor Re-

form Now, has organizations in

several slates in the South and

fvlidwest; contact their New Orleans

central office. Carolina Action (in

Durham, N.C.); Ohio Public Interest

Campaign (Cleveland. OH); Illinois

Public Action Council (Chicago. IL);

tVIassachusetts Fair Share (Boston,

MA); Oregon Fair Share (Portland,

OR); Campaign for Economic

Democracy (Los Angeles, CA);

Citizens Action League (San Fran-

cisco, CA); and Connecticut Citizen

Action Group (Hartford, CT),

Finding work that permits you

both to apply your skills and bring

your conscience to your job is one

definition of happiness.

] he editor Letters to the editor Letters to the editor

possibility. Long distance callers

don't know the first floor pay

phone numbers, and even If they

did, nnglng it 600 limes at 3 a.m.

would make few people happy

and do little good for one like

myself who lives on the top floor.

Any call made to CC in the early

morning hours is a paid-for call.

The Loomis night matron

answers. "I'm sorry, the switch-

board is closed till 7 a.m." At that

point the long distance call has

been paid tor . , . Bummer.

3} We have no way of dialing

direct long distance to comfort a

frustrated long distance caller

^ho has unsuccessfully tried to

reach us and is rapidly going

broke. We must go through

either CC s operator or a pay

phone operator and that means

billing it, whether it be credit

card, collect, or whatever. That

in turn means a higher phone bill

than necessary for someone.

4)Many other small private

liberal arts colleges have one or

two Watts line service phones to

the nearest big city. All students

are allowed to use that Watts line

(located in a main campus
building) anytime, and are li-

mited to five minutes if others are

wailing. Why can't CC obtain

such a service between CC and

Denver that would be available

to all students? It is avoiding the

issue to say that it costs too

much. It does not cost that much,

and frequent use of such a ser-

vice would make it well wor-

thwhile, I think such a service is

important because Colorado

Springs simply cannot provide

what a big city offers in terms of

anything from culture to you-

name-it.

There are many alternatives

to our current phone system.

Any change wouldn't necessar-

ily imply getting rid of wing

phones, either. A new system

may cost a bit more to the col-

lege, or it may save CC some
money. In any case, other

schools similar to CC have

switched to modem phone sys-

tems, without their school going

under, and the feasibility is well

within CC's capabilities, I'm

sure.

I wouldn't have written this

letter if 1 thought I was speaking

for merely a minority of on-

campus students. Many others

have had the same experience

many times. It is my hope that

someone in authority or with

administrative powers here at

CC will consider the problems

with CC telephone service and

will not hestitate to consider

changing our present 19th

century-like system, Were Ale-

xander Graham Belt still alive.

he'd be ashamed with CC's slow

progress in telephone technol-

ogy.

Sincerely,

Peter Marty

Honourable (?) Thieves of this

Campus:

One of your distinguished

guild just ripped off my jacket. It

seems like everyone that I told

my story to had one of their own.

II IS obvious from Ihe number

and places of the thefts that a lot

of them are perpetrated by

members of this community.

1 write this because I don t

think that you are aware of how it

feeis to be ripped off. I want you

to know. It is infuriating not only

because the object (OMjackel) is

gone, but also because it is such

an injustice. Especially because

a lot of the thieves around here

could afford it (my jacket) if they

really needed rt. They force

others to lake a loss because

they don't want to. and it is a

more important loss for the per-

son being ripped off than strictly

a monetary one, which the thief

doesn't take into account (I had

that jacket for three years and I

liked it).

I suggest that you think about

what you are doing before you

rip something off ~ think about

the person whose jacket you are

stealing and how he will feel

when he finds it gone. If you still

want to rip it off. 1 hope you gel

ripped off some day so you'll

know how it really feels. I don't

think you II do it anymore.

Honestly.

John Wiltiams .
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Bradley leaves "unpredictable" jc i

by Paul Butler

Editor's Note: Richard Bradley,

Dean ofthe College, will step down
from the helm of academic affairs

after six years' service when he

leaves the CC administration July

1. Bradley will resume his position

as professor ofphysics at Colorado

College after spending a year at

Cornell University, where he'll be

studying physics and working on

materials for a book he hopes to

publish.

Faced with the "uncertain world

of the future." the ability "to think

clearly and intelligently and to make
good choices" is the most valuable

asset which Colorado College can

equip its students with, says Dean

Richard Bradley.

During his six year tenure as

dean ol the College, Bradley has

been responsible for upholding the

ideals of liberal education at CC.

Charged with overseeing the fa-

culty as well as insuring that the

College maintains its academic ex-

cellence, Bradley meets at least

once a year with each of the

school's 24 departmental chairmen

to discuss problems within their de-

partments and ideas for improve-

ment. Bradley knows every

member of the college faculty. He
also knows "a fair number" of stu-

dents.

Bradley describes his work as

"unpredictable," and says that

many of his specific responsibilities

depend on what others do rather

than what he initiates. Although

there is "a certain rhythm" to his job,

Bradley admits that a lot of what a

dean does involves "coping— with

whatever situation may arise."

Bradley sees his work in the

Deanery as similar in scope to his

duties as a college professor. In at

least one respect. In both areas, he

says, the same standards apply in

dealing with people.

"Both jobs are similar in the way
you approach people, in treating

them with equity and fairness, with

kindness and humility. In dealing

with people the same kinds of stan-

dards of conduct are important,

whether you're an administrator, a

professor, or a student."

Even though the "human ele-

ment" provides a common de-

nominator between his work as a

dean and professor, it is also this

very factor whicti causes a disparity

between the two areas.

"In physics, you can always solve

the problem, or the answer is in the

back of the book. But in dealing with

human problems — the conflicts

that exist between people — and

trying to resolve them, it's not al-

ways as easy. Problems are as

simple or as complicated as people

make them, and even though you

always try to treat people even-

handedly. compete equity isn't al-

ways possible."

Another frustrating aspect of an

administrator's work, Bradley says,

is that nothing is ever finished.

"You enter (the job) with many
loose ends, and although you can

resolve something temporarily, it is

only for the moment. As I leave the

job, I leave many things uncom-
pleted."

But during his term as dean.

Bradley has indeed seen many
things completed. Many of the pro-

jects that aren't finished now are

well underway. One of the under-

takings he recalls most fondly iS the

centennial year choral production ol

Hang gliding Is

dangerous than

no more

biking"
by Liz Rhinehart

"In developing aviation, in mak-
ing it a form of commerce, in re-

placing the wild freedom of danger
with the civilized bonds of safety,

must we give up this miracle of the

air? Will men fly through the sky
without seeing what I have seen.
without feeling what I have felt? Is

that true of all things we callhuman
progress - dc the gods retire as
commerce and science advance?

Dave Sargent, CC student and

hang gliding enthusiast, thinks that

with todays advanced technology,

hang gliding is "no more dangerous

than bicycle riding, if you are care-

ful.-

Hanggliding, Sargent explains, is

as safe as riding a bicycle because
"the variables are much more con-

trollable when you fly. On a bike you

may know the terrain, but a car
Charles A. Undbergh could come whizzing by and hit

you,"
Before the 1970s, less than 100

hang gliders existed tn the world. Beyond that, the hang glider pilot

Now there are countless can learn things to help him in his

thousands, and the sport is rapidly aviation. The pilot must study the

Dean Bradley also tackles challenge of the outdoors.
u H.^

growing.

With the greater stability and de-

pendability of hang glider construc-

tion, people are taking to the sky in

search of that soft breeze of a

glassy day and the solitude that

only this type of flight can give.

A hang glider is "a heavier-than-

wind before he takes off, and he

must also study for roters (curved

wind created by rocks, trees, build-

ings, etc). In order to study the wind,

the pilot uses an instrument known
as a "telltale." The telltale indicates

the wind direction. The pilot's

airspeed should be 15 m.p.h. be-

fore taking to the skies. Thus, if the

wind speed is 10 m.p.h.. the pilot

air. fixed-wing (i.e. not rotating must run 5 m.p.h. to attain a velocity
wing) glider, which is capable of of 15 m.p.h. in the air.

being carried, foot-launched and
landed solely by the energy and use
of the pilot's legs, " according to the

International Hang Gliding Com-
mission.

The general design of the hang
glider has been around since
Leonardo da Vinci's conception of a
"flying machine," but the first suc-

cessful glider didn't surface until the

1940s, when an American scientist

named Rogallo invented a work-
able model.

The best locations in the country
fyiakeshift contraptions domi- for hang gliding are California and

nated the scene for many years, but Hawaii. Sargent explains, but some
now hang glider production is eastern sites are also good, such as
carefully regulated and tested. Grandfather Mountain in Venrtont
From old constructions of gliders and Sugarloaf Mountain in Maine,
made with bamboo and old The sea cliffs of California are a
swingsets, a modern model has hang gliders paradise, because the

Once in the air, the pilot must
watch the angle of attack to build up
his flying speed. While he's in the air

he must "listen to the wind," keep
studying the terrain, and planning.

According to Sargent, areas "free

of obstruction " are the best to fly

over. "It's hard to land in a field of

boulders. The ideal place to hang
glide is off a bald hill in the middle of

a plain."

CC's reputation in ttie Springs.
by Alan Winnrkoff

The reputation of Colorado College and its students
varies, depending on who you talk to.

Some Colorado Springs residents will tell you it's a
good school with bright and friendly people. Others are

not as complimentary. They calim the school's a haven
for rich, irresponsible, spoiled brats. "CC," they say,

"stands for country club.
" And still others are unaware

the college exists.

But one thing is certain. When you take a liberal arts

college like CC, with its ivory towers, intellectual image
and basically intelligent people and put it in a town like

iltural opportunities— such as lectures, concerts, am
plays — available to the community.

The Budget owners attribute the public's disregard to le mi
these opportunities to what they call a "devo - miliiari irwe

mentality" that predominates the town. This attitude

they say. prevents people from taking advantage of the (ell f

fine offerings around them.

In order to facilitate greater interaction between the

college and the community, Boxman and Pattersor

suggest that CC offer library cards to community mem-
bers so they could profit from the school's resources.

Duke said she'd like to see night classes made available

emerged that has technical accu-

racy, delicate instrumentation, and
greater stability than previous mod-

wind currents are such that they lift

a glider up, let him fly all day. and
drop him off on the same cliff in the

'"^' evening.
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ctor

Colorado Springs, with its rapid growth, strong military tocitypeople. And Jenkins feels that CC professors wilh |h Hi
tradition, large working class and transient population, unique talents might teach sk ills to community folk.

differing conceptions (and misconceptions) about the
~~^

relationship between the school and the community are
bound to exist.

At Budget Tapes and Records. Arthur Boxman and
Mike Patterson feel that the general sterotype the CC
student suf

ers in Colorado Springs is that of a rich, snotty ikd. And
although they personally disagree with that image, they
can see why it exists.

People are bitter, these two say, because they're

jealous. The life the CC student leads is enviable, like

the lives of most college students. Acollege becomes its

own little world and, to the people outside that world, it

looks idyllic.

Win Jenkins, employed at a downtown store, sees the
problem in broader terms. She believes that people
without money will, in general, "get down on people with

money.

"

And at Morris of Colorado, employee Linda Duke said
she feels CC's reputation as an expensive school is

unfortunate because it overshadows the school's real

assets — its culture, uniqueness, and diversity.

Budget's Boxman and Patterson agree that the
school and the community would be better off it those
people who felt bitterness would "quit bitching and take
advantage of what's there." They prefer to look at the
positive aspects of the school, citino the educational and

ect \
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Matthew's Passion, a

ect which involved stu-

(, faculty and members of

gnity. During his tenure.

so saw the final decision

continue with the Block

i( years the question of

joilege should teach has

Bradley says the ques-

s led to a return to the

liberal education and

reverse a trend toward

iaiization. The "Perspec-

Western Tradition" and

in Nature" courses and

work of the Taber corn-

general education are

unity the curriculum for

1 Bradley has had a hand

le projects, he says he

lim credit for them, and

)art of his responsibility is

oral support" to others.

fie wanted to see each

ough single-handedly, a

ce at his schedule would

iicl<ly why this isn't possi-

ey's day begins early.

are devoted to paper

ijects, and answering

Is and correspondence,

jceives calls from faculty

equesting information,

and advice, fvlornings.

1 Bradley, are "coping

1 he tries to spend a fair

luncheons at home, he

lany of them for business

such as meeting with fa-

low administration mem-

flernoons are filled with

appointments, and usu-

are many. Starting at

p.m., Bradley attends a

of committee meetings

until evening. When time

f permit, he tries to attend

:hool functions.

As expected, the schedule runs

full speed Monday through Friday:

but it doesn't stop there. "More

often than not, " Bradley devotes

Saturdays to "catching up" on ev-

erything that can't be fit in during the

week.

Despite the rigorous schedule

that his diligence necessitates.

Bradley has found his six years as

Dean of the College very rewarding

to him personally.

"One of the greatest rewards of

being a dean was the education 1

received. If I hadn't been in the pos-

ition I would have never had the

chance to be part of an operation

like this. It has enriched my under-

standing of the way our world runs. I

can appreciate the job of the Presi-

dent of the United States much
more than I ever could have."

Bradley says that part of the re-

ason he has enjoyed his years as

dean as much as he has is because
of Colorado College's uniqueness

as an educational institution,

particular time. There is little adver-

sary relationship between myself

and the faculty. Instead, there's a

cooperative spirit. The style of the

institution has been established for

quite a v;hile. As a way of life, it's

very open,"

The respect afforded Colorado

College by Bradley is certainly

equalled by the respect attirbuted to

him by the College. According to

President Worner:

"The College will always be inde-

bted for what Rick Bradley contri-

buted during his years as dean of

the faculty. His academic leader-

ship was outstanding, but more im-

portantly, he leaves a legacy of

moral courage, complete integrity,

and an absolute commitment to fair

play."

Carolyn, Eliza and Bill leave after exciting year.

Eddys return to farm
by Laurel Van Driest

From Ivlarthas Vineyard to Col-

orado Springs and back again has

been the route for 1978-79 acting

Stove chaplain Bill Eddy, his wife

Carolyn, and their 3-year-old

daughter. Eliza, On June 4, they,

along with their dog, cat, and truck,

leave for their more or less perma-

nent home in Massachusetts,

Kenneth Burton, minister at

Shove for 17 years, and currently

on sabbatical leave, will return next

fall.

"Things are starting to come to-

gether now for Shove," said Eddy.

This year we've started lots of prog-

rams and excited a lot of students.

Shove activities this year have been

responses to the situations with

which we have been presented."

2 Among the new Shove programs

^ are Children's Afternoon at Shove,

^ Shove Discussion Series. Shove
'^ Council, and several conferences,

Q including the Conference on the

1^ City and the Country,

Said Eddy, "We've tried to be

open for everyone. Many people

think of the Church as Alpha and

Omega — beginning and end. This

year, Shove has been Alpha, and

the campus and community have

been the Omegas.

"

Upon his return to Martha's Vin-

eyard. Eddy will resume his as-

sociate ministership at an Epis-

copal church, work on construction

with the company he and his cousin

run, "Slomococo" (Slow Motion

Construction Company), and work

on his farm, He is also applying for a

job as a hospital administrator.

Carolyn Eddy plans to continue

weaving, which she learned at CC,

and will take care of the farm and

the animals which the family hopes

to acquire. Eliza Eddy will return to

the children's community center in

Chillmark,

Both Bill and Carolyn hope to be-

come more active in ihe anti-

nuclear, pro-solar movement. "We

can't change the world, " he said,

"but we can help change i( in (he

right direction,"

Bradley bids farewell to Armstrong Hall.

•)ry towers create barriers?
lo see community arts festivals and

liege.

le man who is well-acquainted with the

larv jrwell of Jay's Motel, isn't so sure there

interaction between the college and
'he <ell feels it's natural for a private institu-

:i from the general community. There is

the IS, to bring the school and Colorado

munity merchants welcome CC stu-

arms or with guarded hostility, no one in

Dtor seems to disdain the money that

|h Hinds, owner of the College Barber

80 percent of my business is CC

related , , . I've been cutting Max Taylor's hair for four

years."

While public sentiment toward the college in Colorado

Springs is understandably divided, student opinion of

the colleges role in the community is also, surprisingly,

divided.

Julie Scott, a CC coed from Haxton, Colorado, points

to the crosswalk at Cascade Ave. as an example of

community hostility toward the school.

But Winnie Barron, a senior from the Springs, said the

school brings bad feelings for itself. She feels the col-

lege doesn't attempt to communicate with the commun-

ity.

"The (school's) public relations policy stinks, "
Barron

said. "The school makes itself too exclusive and it in-

vites hostility."

According to Barron, the college should attempt to

emulate a program currently underway at UCCS, which

allows citizens over sixty to attend classes tree. Barron

would like to see college facilities open to everyone. And

she feels that charging six hundred dollars for a member
of the community to audit one block is "ridiculous."

Margaret Ringsred, a CC junior who now lives in the

Springs year-rpund. suggests that the school could be-

come more accessible to community reisdents by plan-

ning events that are releavnt to the town, A symposium

featuring the problems facing Colorado Springs would

be a start. Ringsred said. She added that she sees part

of the college's responsibility in public education. 'We

should be here to educate and enlighten people."

But no matter how hard the school might try to reach

out to the community their efforts may be futile. As Kathy

Peterson, director of public information for the College,

points out, Colorado Springs is a transient community.

Because the population changes rapidly people don't

have time to explore.

The result. Peterson says, is that Colorado College

sports neither a bad reputation, nor agood one. Instead.

within the community, the school has no reputation at

PROFESSION: Dean of Men; udministralive liason with the

Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM); Advisor to numerous

committees, including inter-Fraternity Council, Student Conduct

Committee, SAGA Food Committee. Dean's Advisory Council.

Intramural Board, etc.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES: Advises students regard-

ing Leaves of Absence; reviews applications for Leaves; supervises

student disciplinary actions; periodically sorts through the "mis-

cellaneous" box on his desk.

ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES: Meelsregularly with

residence hall staff; advises Uisure Program Policy Committee.

Shove Chapei Council, Career Counseling (Placement) Committee,

Security Education Program, and other committees.

RESEARCH INTERESTS: "I'm studying the sociology,

psychology, and philosophy of sport, and am currently gathering a

variety of journal articles on these topics."

FAVORITE SPORT: Rugby — "(he unadulterated version of

football."

QUOTE: "You can start lo fee! isolated and spread out in these

offices in Armsiront; Hall. I'm trying in continue my close connec-

tions to campus life through outreach like athletics, committee in-

volvement, and staying in touch with students."

HIS NEWSPAPER: Tlw Catalyst.
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Hall's original play works effectively within its limi
by Alan Gottlieb Ricky (Paul Pollard).

It is not very often that a student The conflict between George and

presents an original dramatic work Val centers around George's bitler-

to the Colorado College commu- ness towards Val's inability to bear

ity. In my five years here. I had his children, and Val's disgust with

never heard of this being done, until George's coldness. There is a basic

the performance this past weekend

of Greg Hall's On a Moment's
Notice.

Obviously, directing your own
written creation before a jury of your

peers poses a double jeopardy. Not

only are you open to criticism for the

actual production, but for the con-

tent of the script as well, fvlost di-

rectors are not faced with this extra

pressure.

Greg Hall has attacked this pro-

blem with a certain courage; he has

not written an "easy" play. It is cer-

tainly a challenge to review, and

equally difficult, I am sure, to act

and direct. The play has a limited

scope, but within its limits it is com-

plex and effective.

We are taken into the home of

George (Andrew fylutnick) and Val

(Andrea Mezvtnsky), a middle-aged

couple with two almost-grown

adopted daughters. The couple's

relationship has incrementally

reached a point of crisis, and the

confrontation, subdued yet intense,

comes during the visit of one of

George's old high school literature

students, Judy (Jeannine fulinlch).

her husband Dudley (Tom Howes)

a couple in their 20 s and their

enigmatic psuedo laid-bacK friend

lack of communication between

them, paradoxically illustrated

through George's precise language

(he does not even use contractions

in his speech), which, although it

sounds impressive, expresses no-

thing.

At this point in his life, the world

looks hopelessly futile to George,

and as the lights go down at the end

of the first act, we see him swallow-

ing an overdose of tranquilizers and

washing them down with another in

a series of drinks.

The second act consists mainly

of a long dialogue between Ricky

and Val, later that same evening.

Ricky has returned to seduce Val,

who earlier seemed responsive to

both his overtures and his drugs.

George is not spoken of until five

minutes into the act, when Val men-

tions, in a chillingly offhand manner,

George's attempted but unsuc-

cessful suicide.

The play climaxes with the entr-

ance of Jamie (Anne Stavig) one of

the adopted daughters, a rep-

resentative of the disco generation.

Jamie bnngs the previously fuzzy

character of Ricky into focus. We
see that he is a George in the mak-

ing. He is confused by the 19-year-

old Jamie and the values of her age

group. He cannot communicate

with her on any terms but his own.

His inability to be open and com-

promise causes him to feel the

same bafflement towards Jamie

and her disco as George felt earlier

for Ricky and his reefer. George, in

the first act, responds to confusion

or discomfort by reading aloud from

Bartlett's Familiar Quotations.

Ricky, in the second act, responds

to similar feelings by smoking a joint

or snorting cocaine. The play ends

by tying these three generations to-

gether. Their inabilities to see out-

side their own conceptions are

parallel, but none of them can see

far enough to realize this.

The play is greatly aided by solid

performances of difficult, ambigu-

ous roles. Particularly impressive

are Val, Ricky, and George.

George's detailed lecture to

Ricky on the making of a "stinger,

chilled, up" epitomizes the precise

triviality of his character. Andrew

Mutnick successfully delivers the

difficult, unnatural language of

George without any sign of strain.

Andrea Mezvinsky's Val is a

slightly muddled, intelligent woman,

caught in a limbo as her world falls

apart. Her dazed reaction to the

new world revealed to her by Ricky

is quite convincing.

The character of Ricky is the

most difficult in the play. His reac-

tions to everything are ambiguous.

emotionless. His bizzarely painted

face accentuates the enigmatic

quality of the character. Paul Pol-

lard does a good job of keeping the

character consistent. The true na-

ture of Ricky is revealed in his

words, and our growing under-

standing of them, not in a melod-

ramatic change of character or an
emotional outburst.

The other three characters are

also convincingly portrayed, and
effectively support the play.

The production is hurt by its slow

pace Although it would be difficult

to convincingly speed up the

some quickening is needec

ence attention tends to

particularly in the second act

tightening of the second
needed; either a quicker

pace, new, deeper charai

sights through less redi

dialogue and action, or sort

ing. The second act drags a

some of the lines seem un

sarily repetitious

All in all, however, the play

production are effective

Greg continues tc w. n
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Trissel leafs through new publication.

Trisselprintsquiet book Jackie Levin with mandolin

by Dale Hartigan Touring Trissels studio is a treat.

Reverdure" means 'going back The rooms are large, airy, and
quiet. The combination of the metal
of the presses and the wood of the

letter trays feels solid and pleas-

antly old-fashioned. Yet Jim Trissel

is not some sentimentalist playing

with a novel toy. Stacks of imperfect

printings lay on a table — probably

to be used as scrap. With a lack of

deadlines, the quality of the work is

never compromised.

Trissel constantly experiments.

Thrusting two printings of a quota-

tion by Camus in my hand he chal-

lenges. "How are these different?

Which one is better?" He showed
me how to observe the leading— or

white spaces— between the words
and between the lines as well as the

type and the design it makes,
"Notice how the printing weaves a
tapestry on the page, " he said.

"Reverdure" is a limited edition of

1 00 copies and will be on sale in the

bookstore next fall. Pick one up and
leaf through it. Look and read. II will

draw you in.
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to the earth." It is the name of a

poem by Kentuckian poet Wendell

Berry who now famis in Vermont. It

is also the latest piece of authorship

to be immortalized as visual art by
Jim Trissel and his letter press.

Taken from Berry's book. Clear-

ing, Trissel selected the poem as "a

personal choice." The hand-bound
book IS hand set, mainly by stu-

dents. Its earthy brown cover and
thick type are warm and pleasing to

look at. Trissel calls it "a quiet

book."

"There"s a lot of splashy printing

going on these days." he explains,

. "but it's a four de force — it's out ol

phase with the text." The colortui

tree-like designs which border the

pages of ""Reverdure" delight but

don't distract. "There's a difference

between legible and readable
printing.

" he says; "Sometimes a
book is legible, but you don't feel

like reading it. " (Like a physics

textbook, perhaps?)
Laurie Ure concentrates at the, loom.

mudi
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laynard's diversity

good enough to eatact

nd

irac by Jeannine Minich
-tJi ibinMaynardssenJorarlshow,

'orr ently hanging m Armstrong

IS a diverse, visually impres-

presentation. She has used the

space weW. making it seem far

cavernous, with long, brightly

ed balik banners hung from

jalconles and a prodigious

jnt of work covering the wall:

pieces exhibited have been

iized so that various phases of

is work are seen separately;

iiater color and pen and ink

' 33 which were done in Europe

)y alt of one wall, while figure

;s and etchings are grouped

rother.

J
number of the European

lies resemble old daguer-

Ipes in that they are rendered in

s of soft browns, with strong

i contours. This effect is very

lucive to the subject matter

cobbled alleyways, sculptures

Ining a cathedral, etc.), as it

6 a feeling of walking back into

past,

favorite pieces of this series,

ver, are a pair of elegant ink

(S of old wooden boats on a

their spare, strong lines tend

pieces a timeless quality, as

gh they might have been done

yesterday or several centuries ago.

A similar sparse elegance of line

can be seen in two of Robins figure

studies, "Amy Stretching" and
"Amy Sitting." In. these there is a

relaxed but controlled feeling which

contrasts strongly to the studies

done in water color, which seem a

great deal more nervous and tenta-

tive.

A series of batik banners created

for the Medieval Fair were done to

resemble stained glass windows,

and the medium seems very adapt-

able to the effect; strong, bright col-

ors are used in symmetrical designs

against black backgrounds in over-

all compositions very pleasing to

the eye.

Robins technical mastery of the

batik medium shows itself best,

however, in two pieces entitled

"Falcon" and "Danish Cityscape."

While the colors used in the latter

seem a little faded in contrast with

, their bold, effective use in "Falcon,"

both pieces are very polished and
appealing.

Robins etchings of a series of

vegetables represent her best

work; they combine an extremely

fine texlural quality with the sinuous

shapes of these vegetables to

make them look more than just

good enough to eat.

Catch Twain this weekend
The wit and wisdom of Mark

Twain will be dramatized in Theatre

Workshop's production of "Twain"

opening Thursday, May 24 m
Armstrong's Theatre 32, According

to director Jetf Church, the short

sketches, monologues, and
playlets represent Mark Twain's

"more obscure humor— the pieces

people haven't heard before."

The five men and five women
who appear in the drama perform a

variety of pieces including "The
Diary of Adam and Eve " and a

French duel scene in which Mark

Twain himself intermingles with the

action, Chris Hammond, an actor

never before seen on the CC stage,

plays this role, while the other ac-

tors and actresses change charac-

ter throughout the performance.

Church stresses the fact that the

play showcases much fresh talent

and many new faces.

On the production side, "Twain"

features a live piano and harmonica

duo, an unusual cyclorama made
from 6.000 feet of string, and neut-

ral colored costumes upon which

fancier costumes are built as the

performance progresses.

Freshman Church comes to CC
a with an impressive amount of prior

_£- theatre expenence. He has directed

? Children's Theatre and community
^ and high school productions.

-Q "Twain" runs Thursday {May 24).

§ Friday (May 25), and Saturday

^ (May 26) at 8:15 each night in the

basement of Armstrong Hall.

The arts in progress.

/
-

")

ludent artist draws from life. Kathy Fine and Trina DeLaney rehearse dance.
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Netters conclude good year;

Stein, Brendel make nationals

by Dave Adams

The Tiger tennis team con-

cluded their season last Monday

with a solid 6-3 victory over the

Pioneers of Denver University.

Randy Stein, Kurt Kempter. and

Janne Skogstrom came up with

clutch third set singles wins to put

away the match (5-1) before the

doubles competition even began.

This last win for the netters upped

their final to 14-6-

For the most part the season

went along as predicted. The men

played steady tennis throughout,

destroying other small schools but

not having quite enough to defeat

the big tennis schools such as Air

Force, USC, and UNC. At the sea-

son's end the team was pleasantly

surprised to have two ot its mem-

bers. Randy Slein and Jerry Bren-

del, qualify for nationals.

This was the first time CC had

gone to the division III nationals, a

long-awaited opportunity to dis-

cover exactly how our tennis team

stacked up against other schools of

our size. Being a first-year school

at playoffs. CC got an unlucky

singles draw. In the first round,

Jerry Brendel faced the ninth seed

of the tournament and lost a com-

petitive 6-3, 6-4 match with many

games determined by the final

seventh point in the no-add scoring

system. Brendel's opponent went

on to reach the finals and possibly

win the tournament. Randy Slein

look on the eleventh seed in the 64

player draw and. true to character.

played a scrappy. hustling match,

only to lose 6-3. 4-6, 6-1.

CC did not come away scoreless,

however, Brendel and Stein

teamed in doubles to beat the Uni-

versity of Souths top doubles team

6-3, 6-4. The following day that

Tiger duo ran into the fourth seeded

doubles team in the tournament

and lost 6-2, 6-2. The final stand-

ings left CC tied for 17th with

Franklin and Marshall. U of the

South, and Calif. State out of 34

schools competing. It was obvious

that CC truly did belong at the na-

tional championships.

The team awards were given last

Sunday with the following results:

Kurt Kempter, Sportsmanship and

Most Improved Awards; Janne
Skogstrom, Most Improved; Jerry

Brendel, Captain Elect and #1

singles trophy; Randy Stem. Most

Valuable Player and High Scorer,

The squad will be losing two

seniors who will be missed in spirit

as well as in talent. Len Bowes, a

consistent contributor to the tennis

program for all four years as well as

being a good-natured, but corrup-

tive, influence on the other players,

wilt be surely missed. Randy Stein

provided consistently good play,

winning more matches at #2

than anyone in the past seven
years. The upset wins provided by
the battling Stein will be badly mis-

sed in the following season.

Stickmen defeated

Josh Lerner displays varied techniques.

by Mike Hunt

Last Saturday, the Colorado

College men's lacrosse team
finished the year in a manner that

typified much of the season. In a

game marred by inclement

weather, the Tigers battled one of

the most experienced teams in the

league, the Denver Stickers, only to

come up a goal short in the 18-17

loss.

The Stickers, whose ranks are

significantly composed of former

CC players including standouts Jim

Soran. Terry Leyden. and Bob
Romero, were hard pressed to stay

with a blistering offensive onslaught

initiated by the Tigers in the first

stanza. A seesaw scoring contest

kept the teams within two points of

each other until the last six seconds
produced a goal that sent the Tigers

to the sidelines with a 1 0-7 half time

lead.

The Stickers rallied to tie the

game early in the second half and

stayed close to the CC team until,

with five minutes remaining in the

third period, both groups were
forced to seek the sanctuary of El

Pomar as quasi-torrential rains and
more-than-quasi- imminent light-

ening forced the referees to call a

brief respite.

This unscheduled break may

have cost CC a victory by putfl

kink in their momentum,
that saw the lead change hanJ
times and lied nine times, the!

kers went ahead for good witff

one minute left when the 1

stickmen were two men short d|
penalties.

Though disappointed by thel

the CC men were able to corf

each other at the annual avJ

picnic held the next day. At ttl

famous Venom Valley R^
home of perennial mentor

Stabler, many players were I

ored and recognized for theirl

tributions to this year's team, f
Four-year letterman Andy r{

and midfield stalwart Jay flJ

baum were each presented will

prestigious "Coaches' Trophy,!

ballot by players, captain Bob I

was selected as Most Valu

Player (to accompany his

scorer hdnors) and defense

Peter John Vogt was ackr

ledged as Most Improved. ^
Selected by league coacht f^

the USILA team were middle \

Carney and next year's cap

Drew Thwaits. Capping the pi

awards ceremony was the pre

tation of the coveted, and nc

given. Stabler Cup to Rober .

Kline and D. Michael Hunt.

Ganja's Monsters maintain perfect record thirougti seasc
by Man Claman

On Tuesday, May 15. Ganja's

Monsters were tied in intramural

Softball by the Creeping Feedlot

Rats. The uninformed may ask.

"What is unusual about a 5-5 tie?"

One must examine the history of

Ganja's Monsters to understand

this phenomenal occurence.

Organized last spring to repre-

sent Slocum 3-N in freshman slow-

pitch, Ganja's Monsters finished the

season with an impressive 0-7 re-

cord. Overjoyed with their freshman

success, the team unanimously de-

cided to regroup this spring in an
attempt to create the longest win-

less streak in CC history.

Opening with a loss by a small

deficit of four runs. Ganja's
Monsters gradually worked through

their schedule without a win. High-

lights included occasional confer-

ences at the mound between Bomo
the catcher and Chesh the starting

pitcher. Following these confer-

ences, the batter usually connected
with a carefully pitched grapefruit.

Seasoned plate umpires soon
came to expect the forthcoming

grapefruit fragments and were often

seen hiding behind the nearest tree

for protection.

Another great moment of the

1979 season saw Bad Tad score
the team's lone run against The
Final Solution. Having accidentally

and unknowingly overrun second
base. Bad Tad hesitated and then

charged for third. Aided by an errant

throw to third base, he eventually

dove into home on his right shoul-

der after temporarily misplacing the

location of home plate. An uniden-

tified member of Ganja's Monsters
remarked, "The entire team was
floored by the magnitude of Bad
Tad's accomplishment.

'

Entering Tuesday's game.
Ganja's Monsters were riding an
emotional high with their 0-5 mark.
Their opponent, the Creeping
Feedlot Rats, had one blemish on
an othenwise winless season. The
Creeping Feedlot Rats had a forfeit

in their win column. Undaunted by
the otherwise impressive record of

their opponent, Ganja's Monsters
were confident in their ability to

lose.

Although Chesh was late. Mickey
Mex effectively pitched the first in-

ning as he surrendered two runs to

the opposition. Arriving in the sec-

ond inning, Chesh appeared to

have the game under control as

Ron Johnson hit a pitch deep into

right field with two outs and two on

base. However, J. Ganja made an

uncharacteristically spectacular

play by catching the fly ball.

Amazed by J. Ganja's suddenly im-

proved play, the dug-out promptly

responded to him with a rousing

"YOU SUCK." In the third inning,

Chesh returned to his usual style

and surrendered three runs to the

opposition.

Aided by errors by Beak, Mikey,

D.F., and Shels, Ganja's Monsters

had last bats and a 5-2 deficit to

protect. However, the Creeping
Feedlot Rats suddenly became
equally determined to lose. After

two or three fly balls were dropped,

Ganja's Monsters suddenly found

themselves with one out, one run

scored, and Monsters on second
and third. A solid hit by an uniden-

tified member of the Pete Dawson
Band saw Chesh surprisingly beat

the throw home and score the tying

run. Smitty followed with a solid hit

and three Ganja's Monsters sud-

denly came running up the third

base line in an effort to prevent the

unidentified member of the Pete

Dawson Band from scoring the

winning run. With the Monster who Ganja's Monsters will look (on

tried to break the tie safely seated to next year and new challengf

on third base. The Ganja Monster their firm grip on the Toilet Bow

himself crawled to first base to earn one team member aptly st;

the third out and prevent a win. "Losing isn't everything, ifs the

As the slowpitch season ends, thing we can do."
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Letter to the editor
Dear Editor

This Is an open letter to future Folk-Jazz Committee members, but it may be of interest to anyone who attends

concerts at CC.
Last Fridays outdoor event pointed out that we are very fortunate to have a Folk-Jazz Committee and not a

Folk-Jazz-Rock Committee. The rock band of the day, -fyloscow.' was very troublesome for several groups of people
for several different reasons.

First is the issue of the music/lyrics themselves. They were just plain offensive to many people, as was the
performing and non-performing attitude of the members of the band.
Then you must consider the cost factor. The only reason such a large sound system was required for Ihe day (and it

was large, in capability if not in appearance) was to meet fwloscow's requirements. Extra microphones, speakers,
amplifiers, and a large mixing board had lo be rented for the occasion. Had we not had a rock band, we could have
gotten by with the same system used lor the outdoor concert from the Sunday before.

Finally, the show Moscow put on was boring. They didn't play a single original piece of music. So we were forced to

listen to them doing their second-rate imitations of other bands. CC just does not fiave the funds to pay the
over-inflated price demanded by a top-notch rock band. If you want to hear live rock music, you're gonna have to pay
for it. Even If we could afford it. we might not get anything as exciting as a Latin band or a local fusion band.
Those of you who will be responsible for determining what music comes to the college should keep these ideas In

mind. It might be nice to be able to offer rock concerts to those who are into that genre of music; but hell, we just can't
pull it off. If the goal of the Folk-Jazz Committee is to provide as much good music as possible within a very limited'
budget, my recommendation is to stay away from rock entirely. It doesn't offer as much as it demands.

Photos by Matt daman and Afyse Lansing
Sincerely, I

Keith Gardner I
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